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a1 [ a1 ] n the first vowel of the Bengali alphabet. a আ (বা a আ ক খ) elementary knowledge; 
rudiments of any subject (সংগীেতর a আ ক খ); the alphabet (a আ িশখেছ); A B C. 

a2 [ a2 ] pfx indicating: negation, contradiction, contrariety, absence, want, non-, un-, il-, im-, in, 
ir-, dis-, mis-, a-, an-, less; other than or inferior (abাhণ). 

aঋণী [ aṛṇī ] a without any debts; not indebted. 

aংশ [ aṃśa ] n a portion or part; a share; a region or locality (েদেশর utর aংশ = the northern 
region of the country); (astrol.) &frac13; of the zodiac; (geog.) &frac136; of earth's 
circumference; degree; concern, respect (েকােনা aংেশ মহত্ নয় = noble in no respect); divine 
incarnation (িব ুর aংশ = an incarnation of Vishnu). ̃ক n. (alg.) a mantissa. aংশ করা v. to divide into 
parts or shares; apportion (food, property, task etc.) among others. ̃গত a. included in a part or 
share; relating to part(s) or share(s). ̃gাহী a. taking a share, partici pating. ☐ n. a sharer, a 
shareholder; a participant, a party. ̃ত adv. partly, in part; partially; to some extent. ̃ন n. di viding; 
sharing; apportionment, distri bution. aংশনীয় a. divisible into parts or shares; to be divided into 
parts. ̃েpষ n. (sc.) partial pressure. ̃ভাক্, ̃ভাগী a. en joying a share; having a claim to a share. ☐ n. a 
share, a shareholder; a claimant to a share; one who is respon sible for a part, a partner. (িকছুেত) 
aংশ েনoয়া v. to take part (in), to participate (in). aংশাংশ n. fraction of fraction; minute fraction; tiny 
part; bit. 

aংশাংিশ [ aṃśāṃśi ] n division into respective shares. ☐ a. & adv. according to or dividing into 
respective shares. 

aংশান্কন [ aṃśānkana ] n graduation, marking (a scale). 

aংশািন্কত [ aṃśānkita ] a (of a measuring scale, thermometer etc.) marked with measured 
distance or degrees, graduated. 

aংশােনা [ aṃśānō ] v to descend as an inheritance, to devolve on. 

aংশাবতার [ aṃśābatāra ] n demi-god, partial incarnation (of a god.) 

aংিশত [ aṃśita ] a divided into parts or shares; partitioned. 

aংশী [ aṃśī ] a entitled to a share. ☐ n. a partner or shareholder; co-sharer; participant. 

aংশীদার [ aṃśīdāra ] n a partner or shareholder. 

aংশীদাির [ aṃśīdāri ] n partnership. ☐ a. relating to partnership. aংশীদাির (বা aংশীদার) চুিk 
partnership agreement. aংশীদািরt n. same as aংশীদাির । 
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aংশু [ aṃśu ] n ray, a narrow beam of light (from a small or distant source). ̃ক n. fine cotton 
fabric; silk cloth. ̃মান, ̃মতী a. luminous; radiant. ̃মালা n. a stream of rays. ̃মালী n. the sun; the sun-
god. ̃ল a. having rays; full of rays; radiant. 

aংশয্মান [ aṃśyamāna ] a that which is in the process of being divided or partitioned. 

aংস [ aṃsa ] n shoulder. ̃kট, ̃kট n. a bull's hump. ̃ফলক, ̃ফলকাি হ n. shoulder blade, the scapula. 
aংসল a. bull-necked; robust, strong. 

aকচ [ akaca ] a alopecoid; having no hair, bald, baldheaded. 

aকঞু্চক [ akañcuka ] a (of fruits) skinless; (of lizards) achlamydeous. 

aকট ু[ akaṭu ] a (of smell or taste) not acrid or bitter or pungent. 

aকিঠন [ akaṭhina ] a not hard or difficult; not severe. 

aকেঠার [ akaṭhōra ] a not rigorous or strict; not rude or severe. 

aকন্টক [ akanṭaka ] a thornless; (fig.) free from trouble and difficulty; safe and peaceful. aকন্টেক 
adv. in peace and safety; with nothing standing in the way; untroubled; freely. 

aকথন [ akathana ] n bad or abusive language; obscene words. ☐ a. unspeakable; indescribable. 

aকথা [ akathā ] n abusive or filthy or obscene language (also aকথা-kকথা). 

aকিথত [ akathita ] a untold; unspoken; undisclosed; unrevealed; secret. 

aকথয্ [ akathya ] a unspeakable, unutterable; obscene, filthy. ̃কথন utterance of undesirable or bad 
language; uttering foul or filthy language. 

aকপট [ akapaṭa ] a frank, candid, sincere, above board; straightforward; unreserved. ̃তা n. 
frankness; candour, sincerity, ̃িচেt, aকপেট adv. open-heartedly, frankly, sincerely, candidly. 

aকm, aকিmত, aকmp [ akampa, akampita, akampra ] a not trembling or trembled, not 
tremulous; undaunted; unmoved, unshaken, unperturbed; steady. 

aকরণী [ akaraṇī ] n (math.) a rational quantity or number. 
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aকরণীয় [ akaraṇīẏa ] a that which should not be done. aকরণীয় ঘর a family or house not 
acceptable for matrimonial alliance. 

aকrণ [ akaruṇa ] a merciless; unkind; cruel; unsympathetic. 

aকেরািট, aকেরাটী [ akarōṭi, akarōṭī ] n (zoo.) the acrania. 

aকণর্ [ akarṇa ] a earless; deaf. ☐ n. an earless or deaf person. 

aকতর্বয্ [ akartabya ] a that which should not be done; improper. 

aকতৃর্t [ akartṛtba ] n lack of ruling or controlling power; lack of authority. 

aকমর্ [ akarma ] n a misdeed, a mischief; a useless act; inaction, absence of work. 

aকমর্ক [ akarmaka ] a (gr. of a verb) intransitive. aকমর্ক িkয়া intransitive verb. 

aকমর্ণয্ [ akarmaṇya ] a disabled; inefficient; not in working order, unserviceable. ̃তা n. 
incompetence, inefficiency; uselessness. 

aকমর্া [ akarmā ] a having no employment or occupation; grossly inefficient; idling. aকমর্ার ধািD 
an inveterate bungler, an arch-bungler, a muff; a good-for-noth ing or worthless fellow; a great 
idler. 

aকিষর্ত [ akarṣita ] a (of land) unploughed, uncultivated; fallow. 

aকলঙ্ক, aকলঙ্কী [ akalaṅka, akalaṅkī ] a spotless, taintless, unblemished, immaculate; clean, 
pure. 

aকলিঙ্কত [ akalaṅkita ] a unstained, unsullied, unblemished; undefiled, unpolluted. aকলিঙ্কত চিরt 
same as aকলঙ্ক চিরt  

aকলুষ [ akaluṣa ] n absence of corruption or blemish or sin. ☐ a. uncorrupted; unblemished; 
sinless. 

aকলুিষত [ akaluṣita ] a undefiled, unpolluted; uncorrupted; pure, clean. 

aকিlত [ akalpita ] a not imaginary or fanciful; real; unthought-of, unimagined. ̃পূবর্ a. 
unpremeditated; unthought-of; not thought-of before. 
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aকলয্াণ [ akalyāṇa ] n harm, injury; spiritual or moral harm; misfortune; woe. ̃কর a. harmful, 
injurious; inauspicious; woeful. 

aক কlনা [ akaṣṭakalpanā ] n spontaneous (and not forced or far-fetched) imagination or 
(literary) composition. aক কিlত a. not forced or far-fetched, spontaneous, facile, easy going. 

aকsাত্ [ akasmāt ] adv all at once, suddenly, all of/ on (arch.) a sudden; unexpectedly, 
unawares; without cause, unwarrantedly. 

aকাজ [ akāja ] n a useless act; a mischief; a wrong-doing. aকােজর কািজ a mischief maker, 
wrongdoer. 

aকাটয্ [ akāṭya ] a irrefutable. aকাটয্ pমাণ a conclusive evidence. aকাটয্ যুিk incontrovertible or 
irrefutable argument. 

aকাতর [ akātara ] a (in suffering, danger etc.) unperturbed, undistressed; unflinching; patient, 
calm; (in toil, fighting etc.) untiring; (of gift, charity etc.) ungrudging, bountiful. aকাতের adv. 
unperturbedly; feeling no distress, unflinchingly; patiently, calmly; soundly, deeply (aকাতের 
ঘুমােনা); untiringly; ungrudgingly; bountifully. 

aকাময্ [ akāmya ] a undesirable, unwanted. 

aকায় [ akāẏa ] a bodiless, incorporeal, disembodied; formless, shapeless; (poet.) unbodied. 

aকার [ akāra ] n the letter and the vowel sound a; aকারািদ a. (of words) beginning with the letter 
a. ☐ n. a and other vowels. aকারািদkেম adv. in the alphabetical order. aকারাn a. (of words) ending 
with the vowel sound a. 

aকারণ [ akāraṇa ] a unnecessary; purposeless, causeless; baseless; unaccountable; aimless 
(aকারণ মণ); (of quarrel, war, attack etc.) without provocation, unprovoked (aকারণ আkমণ). ☐ 
adv. without cause; unnecessarily, for nothing; groundlessly; unaccountably; aimlessly; without 
provocation. 

aকারেণ [ akāraṇē ] adv same as aকারণ (adv.). 

aকাযর্ [ akārya ] n a misdeed; a useless act; a mischief; a wrong-doing; a bungle. ̃কর a. 
impractiable; ineffectual, futile, serving no purpose, useless; unpractical. ̃কািরতা, ̃করতা n. 
ineffectiveness. ̃কারী a. ineffective, inffectual, useless. 
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aকাল [ akāla ] n an inauspicious time; hard times; an unusual time (aকােলর বষর্া); premature time 
(aকালপk); inappropriate time; (loos.) scarcity, famine. ̃k াN n. a gourd grown at an unusual time; 
(fig.) a useless or stupid person. ̃জ, ̃জাত a. born at an unusual time; untimely or prematurely 
born. ̃জলেদাদয় untimely gathering of clouds. ̃পk a. (of fruits) prematurely ripened; (of persons) 
precocious, pert. ̃পkতা n. premature ripeness; precocity, pertness. ̃বষর্ণ n. untimely rain. ̃বাধর্কয্ n. 
premature ageing. ̃বdৃ a. gone old prematurely. ̃েবাধন n. (myth.) untimely awakening of God dess 
Durga by Ramachandra; (fig.) any untimely performance. ̃মরণ, ̃মৃতুয্ n. premature death. 

aকািল [ akāli ] n a member of a militant sect of Shikhs, an Akali. 

aকােল [ akālē ] adv at an inauspicious time; at an unusual time; aforetime, prematurely; 
inopportunely. 

aিকঞ্চন [ akiñcana ] a indigent, extremely poor; distressed, miserable; insignificant; lowly; 
humble and modest. ☐ n. such a person. ̃তা n. indigence, extreme poverty; distressed condition, 
misery; insignificance, lowliness; stupidity. 

aিকিঞ্চত্, aিকঞ্চত্কর [ akiñcit, akiñcatkara ] a trifling, insignificant, paltry; negligible. 

aকীক [ akīka ] n agate. 

aকীিতর্ [ akīrti ] n ill-repute, infamy; disgrace; a disgraceful or disreputable act. ̃কর a. infamous, 
disreputable, disgraceful. 

aকীিতর্ত [ akīrtita ] a unsung; not preached or announced publicly, unpublicized; uncelebrated, 
unhonoured. 

ak [ aku ] n an incident; an event; a criminal offence. ̃ হল n. the place of occurrence (esp. of a 
crime). 

akিটল [ akuṭila ] a not crooked; frank. 

akN, akিNত [ akuṇṭha, akuṇṭhita ] a unhesitating; unabashed; ungrudging, without reserve, 
liberal (akN দান বা pশংসা). akNিচেt, akিNতিচেt adv. with no hesitation (in the mind), with an open 
mind; unhesitatingly; ungrudgingly, liberally, freely. 

akেতাভয় [ akutōbhaẏa ] a not stricken with fear from any quarter; undaunted. ̃তা n. fearlessness. 

akল [ akula ] a (of families) unrespectable, lowly, unfit for matrimonial alliance. 
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akলন, akলান [ akulana, akulāna ] n deficiency, deficit, shortage; insufficiency. 

akলীন [ akulīna ] a not born of a high family; not a high-born; not a man of noble birth (opp. 
kলীন); (facet.) of mixed breed, hybrid (akলীন kkর). 

akশল [ akuśala ] n indisposition. ☐ a not adroit or skilful, inexpert. 

akল [ akūla ] a shoreless; (fig.) boundless, endless. ☐ n. a shoreless sea, a vast ocean; (fig.) an 
overwhelming or extreme danger. ̃পাথার n. boundless or shoreless sea; (fig.) great danger, extreme 
jeopardy; direstraits, hopeless situation. akেল kল পাoয়া (fig.) to find a rescue in a sea of danger. 
akেল েডাবা (fig.) to sink in a sea of danger. akেল পDা (fig.) to fall in or run into a sea of danger. 
akেল ভাসা (fig.) to get into a great danger; to be in extreme danger. 

aকৃত [ akṛta ] a not done or performed or executed; undone, unaccomplished. 

aকৃতকাযর্ [ akṛtakārya ] a unsuccessful. ̃তা n. failure. 

aকৃতj [ akṛtajña ] a ungrateful. ̃তা n. ingratitude; ungratefulness. 

aকৃতদার [ akṛtadāra ] a. mas unmarried; celibate. 

aকৃতাপরাধ [ akṛtāparādha ] a not guilty; guiltless. 

aকৃতাথর্ [ akṛtārtha ] a unsuccessful in attempt; disappointed. 

aকৃিতt [ akṛtitba ] n unsuccess, failure; want of skill, inefficiency, incapacity. 

aকৃতী [ akṛtī ] a unsuccessful; unskilled; inefficient; incapable; worthless or unworthy (aকৃতী 
সnান). 

aকৃেতাdাহ [ akṛtōdbāha ] a. mas unmarried. 

aকৃতয্ [ akṛtya ] a of that which should not be done. ☐ n. an improper act, a wrong-doing, a 
misdeed. 

aকৃিtম [ akṛtrima ] a not artificial; natural; not feigned, sincere; not faked or forged; genuine, 
pure, true. ̃তা n. sincerity. 

aকৃপণ [ akṛpaṇa ] a not niggardly or miserly; liberal, generous; without reserve (aকৃপণ pশংসা). ̃তা 
n. generousness. 
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aকৃ  [ akṛṣṭa ] a untilled, uncultivated. aকৃষয্ a. uncultivable. 

aেকেজা [ akējō ] a having no ability for any work; not in working order, unserviceable; useless. 

aেকশর পরাগেকাষ [ akēśara parāgakōṣa ] n (bot.) sessile anther. 

aৈকতব [ akaitaba ] a not false; not deceitful. 

aেকামল [ akōmala ] a not soft or tender; not fragile. 

aেকৗশল [ akauśala ] n lack of skill or adroitness; want of tact; want of diplomacy. 

akা পাoয়া [ akkā pāōẏā ] v (sl.) to die. 

ak1 [ akta1 ] a smeared with (ৈতলাk, রkাk); mixed with, containing, full of (লবণাk, িবষাk). 

ak2 [ akta2 ] n time, one of a number of in stances (পাঁচ ak নামাজ). 

akম [ akrama ] n absence of serial order; disorder akিমক a. without serial order; disorderly; 
unofficial. akিমক িজjাসা an unofficial reference. 

aিkয় [ akriẏa ] a without work; inactive; lacking in enthusiasm, lethargic. 

aিkয়া [ akriẏā ] n absence of work; inaction; an improper act, a wrong-doing. ̃িnত, ̃সk a. given to 
improper acts or wrong-doings. 

akূর [ akrūra ] a not crooked; not cruel or merciless; simple, straightforward. ☐ n. (myth.) uncle 
of Krishna. 

aেkয়, আkা [ akrēẏa, ākrā ] a unpurchasable; costly or dear or expensive. 

aেkাধ [ akrōdha ] n absence of anger. ☐ a. free from anger. aেkাধন a. not angered or wrought 
up easily. 

akাn [ aklānta ] a untired, unwearied; untiring, tireless; indefatigable; persisting, as siduous 
(akাn েচ া). ̃কমর্া a. indefatigable; indefatigably laborious or hard working, extremely assiduous. 

aিk  [ akliṣṭa ] a not feeling any tiredness, untiring; indomitable (aিk  যt); untired, calm 
(aিk কািn). ̃কমর্া a. working untiringly, indefatigable. 
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aেkেশ [ aklēśē ] adv. & a without difficulty or trouble; without much effort; easily, effortlessly. 

ak [ akṣa ] n any of the three long cubes marked with dots thrown at dice-play ing; a die; a kind 
of seed used as bead; (geog.) the axis of the equator; (geog.) latitude; (astr.) the angular distance 
of any star or planet from the solar orbit, the orbit of a heavenly body; (astrol.) the shape of the 
zodiac; (zoo.) the sec and vertebra of the neck; an axle; a sense-organ (aেধাkজ). ̃ক n. the collar-
bone, the clavicle; a dice player. ̃কণর্ n. (geom.) a hypotenuse. ̃kীDা n. game of dice; diceplay. ̃দN n. 
(geog.) the axis of the equator, the minor axis. ̃ধুরা n. the front portion of a wheel, an axis; the 
pole of a cart. ̃ধূতর্ n. an expert or clever dice-player. ̃পািট n. any of the long cubes marked with 
dots thrown at dice-playing. ̃বাট n. dice-board; arena for wrestling; wrestling ground; 
gymnasium. ̃িবচলন n. (astr.) nutation. ̃িবত্, ̃িবদ, ̃েবtা a. versed in law or diplomacy; clever at dice-
game. ☐ n. a lawyer; a diplomat; an expert dice-player. ̃বtৃ, ̃সমাnরাল n. (geog.) the parallels of 
latitude. ̃মালা, ̃সূt n. a string of beads, a rosary. ̃শিk n. the Axis Powers in the World War II. 

akিট [ akṣaṭi ] n hunter. 

akণ [ akṣaṇa ] n an inauspicious moment or time (kণ-akণ িবচার). 

akত [ akṣata ] a unhurt or unwounded; unim paired; unblemished; unreserved. ̃েদহ, ̃শরীর a. of a 
person bearing no wound; unhurt or uninjured or unwounded. ̃েযািন a. fem. having had no 
experience of sexual union; possessing true virginity. 

akম [ akṣama ] a powerless; weak; incapable; ineffective (akম েচ া). 

akমা [ akṣamā ] n lack of forgiveness or mercy; intolerance. 

akয় [ akṣaẏa ] a undecaying; inexhaustible; unfailing; imperishable: undying; endless. ̃কীিতর্ n. 
undying or immortal fame. ̃তূণ n. a quiver having an inexhaustible stock of arrows. ̃তৃতীয়া n. the 
third day of the lunar waxing fort night of the month of Baisakh (ৈবশাখ). ̃বট n. any of the very old 
banyan trees found at different holy places of the Hindus; (fig.) an immortal or deathless 
person. ̃েলাক n. the abode of the blessed; heaven. ̃sগর্ n. the right to dwell permanently in 
heaven. ̃sগর্বাস n. dwelling permanently in heaven. 

akর [ akṣara ] n any of the letters of the alphabet; a syllable; (fig.) a symbolic letter. ̃জীবী, ̃জীবক 
n. a scribe; a copyist; a printer or compositor, a writer. ̃পিরচয় n. acquaintance with the alphabet; 
commencement of education; literacy; (fig.) elementary knowledge. ̃িবnাস n. the characteristic 
style of handwriting. ̃বtৃ n. (pros.) a system of versification in which the number of letters and not 
the sounds in a line is taken into account. ̃মালা n. the alphabet. ̃েযাজক n. a compositor. akরীকরণ n. 
transliteration. akের akের to the letter, word for word. verbatim; (fig.) with strict exactitude, 
rigorously. 

akাংশ [ akṣāṃśa ] n (geog.) degrees of latitude, latitude. 
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akারলবণ [ akṣāralabaṇa ] n rock-salt. 

aিk [ akṣi ] n the eye. ̃কাচ n. lens. ̃েকাটর n. the socket of the eye. ̃গত a. lying within the range of 
vision; visible. ̃েগালক n. the eyeball. ̃তারকা, ̃তারা, ̃kট n. the pupil of the eye, the apple of the eye. ̃পk 
n. eyelash, cilium. ̃পট n. the retina. ̃পটল n. cataract of the eye. ̃পুট n. the eyelid. ̃িবkণর্ন n. casting of 
a sidelong glance; squinting. ̃িব ম n. optical illusion. ̃শালাকয্ n. ophthalmic surgery. 

akীণ [ akṣīṇa ] a not lean or emaciated; not weakened or debilitated. 

akীয় [ akṣīẏa ] a axial, pertaining to an axis; angular. 

akুN [ akṣuṇṇa ] a unimpaired or unaffected (akুN sা h বা মযর্াদা); unoffended (akুNিচt); 
unhindered, unchecked (akুN গিত); unabated (akNু েতজ); undamaged or untarnished (akুN সতীt); 
unquestioned, untrammelled, unhampered, supreme, sovereign (akুN pিতপিt); still in force, intact 
(akুN aিধকার বা sাথর্); unused, not at all used (akুN মূলধন) 

akুধা [ akṣudhā ] n lack, absence or loss of appetite. 

aেkাভ [ akṣōbha ] a not agitated or perturbed; not disgruntled; placid. ☐ n. absence of 
agitation, grudge or regret. 

aেkৗিহণী [ akṣauhiṇī ] n a division of army in ancient India, comprising 1935 foot-soldiers, 6561 
cavalrymen, 2187 fighters on elephant-back and 2187 chari oteers. 

aিkেজন [ aksijēna ] n oxygen. 

aখN [ akhaṇḍa ] a not divided into parts, undivided; (math.) integral (aখN সংখয্া); unabated; 
uncurbed, undisputed, supreme, sovereign (aখN pতাপ); not watery, thickened, curdled ('aখN 
পীযূষধারা'); compact, dense (aখN anকার), ̃তা n. integrality, wholeness; indivisibility; oneness, 
unity. ̃নীয়, aখNয্ a. irrefutable, indisputable; unanswerable. aখN-মNলাকার a. completely spherical. 
aখিNত a. unsevered; undivided; unrefuted (aখিNত যুিk বা মত) । 

aখেদয্ [ akhadyē ] a (coll.) not fit to be eaten; unfit for work, grossly inefficient; unserviceable. 
aখেদয্-aবেদয্ a. good-for-noth ing, worthless; trashy. 

aখল [ akhala ] a artless, guileless, naive. 

aখাত [ akhāta ] a (of channels etc.) undug or not made by digging; natural. 

aখাদয্ [ akhādya ] a not fit to be eaten; inedible; for bidden to be eaten; (of food) unwholesome; 
(facet.) worthless (aখাদয্ েলাক). ☐ n. inedible or forbidden or unwholesome food. 
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aিখল [ akhila ] a entire, whole. ☐ n. the world; the universe; the sky. aিখল আtা n. the Supreme 
Spirit. ̃িpয় a. loved or adored by all. ̃িবশব্ n. the entire world; the universe. 

aখুিশ [ akhuśi ] a dissatisfied, displeased. ☐ n. dissatisfaction, displeasure. 

aখয্াত [ akhyāta ] a not famous; undistinguished; obscure. ̃নামা a. not famous, one whose name is 
not famous, obscure. 

aখয্ািত [ akhyāti ] n disrepute; notoriety; disgrace; infamy; scandal. ̃জনক a. disgraceful; 
infamous, scandalous, notorious. 

aগণন, aগণনীয় [ agaṇana, agaṇanīẏa ] a uncountable; countless, innumerable. 

aগিণত [ agaṇita ] a (ori.) uncounted; (loss.) countless, innumerable, numberless. 

aগণয্ [ agaṇya ] a uncountable; countless, innumerable. 

aগিত [ agati ] a motionless; immobile, static; helpless, resourceless. ☐ n. a helpless or 
resourceless person; the unperformed state of a dead person's obsequies. aগিতর গিত the resort of 
the helpless; (loos.) the way-out. 

aগতয্া [ agatyā ] adv having no other course to follow or means to adopt; being compelled; 
perforce, of necessity, necessarily; as a necessary or unavoidable consequence. aগতয্া রািজ হoয়া to 
agree to follow or adopt a course as a last resort or having no alternative. 

aগদ [ agada ] a free from disease or poison, not ill; healthy. ☐ n. a medicine; an antidote (esp. 
to poison). ̃তnt n. toxicology. 

aগনিত, agনিত [ aganati, agunati ] a (coll.) countless, innumerable. 

aগnবয্ [ agantabya ] a (of places, etc.) not fit to be visited; out of bounds. 

aগভীর [ agabhīra ] a not deep; shallow; superficial, not profound (aগভীর jয্ান). aগভীর জেল সফরী 
ফরফরায়েত (lit.) a small fry bustles in shallow water; (fig.) an empty vessel sounds much. ̃তা n. 
shallowness. 

aগম [ agama ] a not moving, motionless; static; unfathomable, bottomless; inaccessible; 
incomprehensible. 
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aগময্ [ agamya ] a inaccessible; impassable; incomprehensible, beyond the compass or range or 
reach of (বুিdর aগময্) ̃গািমনী fem. of aগময্াগামী, aগময্া a. fem. one with whom cohabitation or sexual 
union is prohibited. aগময্াগমন n. incest. aগময্াগামী a. mas. incestuous. ☐ n. an incestuous man. 

aগsয্ [ agastya ] n a mythological sage of India; (astrol.) the Canopus. ̃যাtা n. the first day of the 
month of Bhadra (ভাd) when the sage Agastya asked the bending Vindhyas to wait till he came 
back and he never came back (this day has since been regarded by the Hindus as extremely 
inauspicious to set out on a journey; (cp. a corbie messenger). aগেsয্াদয় n. rise of the star Agastya 
or Canopus (about the 17th or 18th day of Bhadra). 

aগা, aগাকাn, aগাচNী [ agā, agākānta, agācaṇḍī ] a (coll.) grossly stupid or ignorant; good-for-
nothing. ☐ n. such a person. 

aগাধ [ agādha ] a unfathomable, bottomless; very deep and extensive (aগাধ সমুd); unlimited, 
unbounded (aগাধ আকাশ); profound; immeasurable, immense (aগাধ শািn). 

agণ [ aguṇa ] n harm, injury; offence, fault. ☐ a. deprived of good qualities; worthless; 
unqualified. agণ করা v. to do harm, to do mischief. 

agr [ aguru ] n a kind of fragrant wood (mostly used as incense). ̃চnন n. a fragrant and cool 
paste of this wood used as an ointment. 

aেগাচর [ agōcara ] a beyond the reach of comprehension or of sense-organs; beyond one's 
knowledge; invisible. aেগাচের adv. without or beyond one's knowl edge; behind one's back; 
unobservedly; stealthily. 

aেগাছাল, aেগাছােলা [ agōchāla, agōchālō ] a of a disorderly kind; unsystematic, unmethodical; 
slovenly, careless, messy, irregular. 

aেগাপন [ agōpana ] a not concealed or secret, unconcealed; open. ☐ n. absence of secrecy or 
concealment. aেগাপনীয় a. not to be concealed. 

aেগৗণ [ agauṇa ] n absence of delay; promptness; celerity; hurry. ☐ a. not minor or secondary; 
primary; chief, principal. aেগৗেণ adv. without delay; immediately; quickly. aেগৗণ-পtী n. immediate 
slip. 

aেগৗরব [ agauraba ] n dishonour, disgrace; discredit, disrepute. 

aিg [ agni ] n fire; the fire-god; digestive power; hunger; burning; affliction (েশাকািg). ̃কণা n. a 
spark. ̃কতর্া n.& a. one who performs the rite of singeing the mouth of the deceased at cremation. 
˜কমর্ n. the rite of agnihotra (aিgেহাt); cremation of the dead. ̃কl a. fire-like; fiery; extremely hot; 
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extremely severe or violent; terribly angry, furious. ̃কাN n. a great fire, a conflagration. ̃kN ুn. a pit 
in which a fire is made or a pit full of fire, a fire pit; a furnace. ̃েকাণ n. the south-east. ̃িkয়া same 
as ̃কমর্ । ̃গভর্ a. impregnated with fire, containing fire; fiery; impetuous (aিgগভর্ বkৃতা). ̃চূণর্, ̃চূণর্ক n. 
gun-powder, explosive substance. ̃িজতা n. fem. a woman who has passed successfully through an 
ordeal by fire. ̃তp a. heated with fire; as hot as fire. ̃তুলয্ a. fire-like; fiery; furious. ̃দg a. burnt; 
consumed by fire. ̃দাতা n. & a. one who sets fire to anything; one who singes the mouth of the 
dead at cremation. fem. ̃দাtী । ̃দান n. act of setting fire to; act of singeing the mouth of the dead at 
cremation. ̃দাহ n. a conflagration, combustion, the heat of fire. ̃দাh a. combustible. ̃দীপক a. 
causing or promoting fire or hunger or digestion. ̃দীp a. illuminated or brightened with 
fire. ̃েদব, ̃েদবতা n. the god of fire, the firegod. ̃পk a. cooked with fire; hardened in fire (aিgপk 
iট). ̃পরীkা n. an ordeal by fire (esp. the one which Sita of the Ramayana passed through); (fig.) a 
crucial test, an extremely dangerous or unsafe test (cp. baptism of fire). ̃pেবশ n. act of mounting 
or fall ing on a burning pyre. ̃pভ a. glowing as fire. ̃pভা n. glow of fire. ̃psর n. flint. ̃বণর্ a. red as 
fire; crimson. ̃বধর্ক a. promoting fire or hunger or digestion. ̃বাণ n. a fire-emitting mythical 
arrow. ̃বৃিd n. promotion or stimulation of appetite or digestion. ̃বৃি  n. a shower of fire (esp. from 
the sky, in stead of rain); a spell of scorching heat; discharge or firing of gun. ̃মnt n. any formula 
of words or spell that makes one determined to achieve an extremely difficult or dangerous end; 
the doctrine of revolution or terrorism. ̃মেnt দীkা initiation in the cult of armed agitation or 
revolution. ̃ময় a. full of fire. ̃মাnয্ n. loss of appetite; indigestion. ̃মূিতর্ a. extremely angry or 
haughty, furious. ☐ n. furious appearance or state. ̃মূলয্ a. extremely costly; unpurchasably 
dear. ̃যুগ n. the age or times of revolution. ̃শমর্া a. extremely angry, furious, livid with rage. ☐ n. a 
furious person, a spitfire. ̃িশখা n. the flame of fire, the flame. ̃শুd a. puri fied by burning in fire; 
sanctified by undergoing rigorous penance. ̃শুিd n. purification by burning in fire; sanctification 
by undergoing rigorous penance. ̃সংsার n. cremation by burning the dead. ̃সখ n. the wind. ̃সত্কার n. 
cremation by burning the dead. ̃সহ a. fire-proof. ̃সহ iট fire-brick. ̃সহ মৃিtকা fire-clay. ̃সাত্ a. 
completely consumed by fire. ̃েসবন n. act of warming up oneself in the heat of fire. ̃sুিলঙ্গ n. a 
spark. ̃েহাt n. the Hindu rite of maintaining the sacred fire perpetually. ̃েহাtী n. one who maintains 
the sacred fire perpetually and worships with it. 

agয্st [ agnyastra ] n firearm. 

agয্াশয় [ agnyāśaẏa ] n the pancreas. agয্াশয় রস pancreatic juice. 

agুয্ত্পাত [ agnyutpāta ] n emission of fire from a volcano, volcanic eruption; raining of fire 
from the sky; the fall of a meteor; the crash of a thunder. 

agুয্দ্গম, agুয্দ্গার [ agnyudgama, agnyudgāra ] n emission of fire (esp. from the crater of a 
volcano). 

agুয্ত্সব [ agnyutsaba ] n display of fire at merrymak ing, a bonfire. 
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ag [ agra ] n the top, the summit; an apex; an end or extremity; the front; the front portion; the 
surface or the portion at the surface (দিধর ag); an aim, a pur pose (eকাg). ☐ a. first, foremost, 
primary, leading; chief; anterior. ̃kয়ািধকার n. the right of pre-emption. ̃গণয্ a. deserving first 
preference or consideration or mention; foremost; best; principal. ̃গিত, ̃গমন n. forward movement, 
advancement; progress, promotion, development, increase; (astr.) progressive motion, 
progression. ̃গামী a. moving forward or to the front; leading; progressive. fem. ̃গািমনী । ̃জ a. born 
earlier, senior in age, elder, older. ☐ n. the eldest or an elder brother. ̃িজhা n. the uvula, the 
epiglottis. ̃jান n. foreknowledge; anticipation. ̃ণী a. leading, chief, best. ☐ n. a leader; an 
inaugurator or initiator; a pioneer. ̃দt n. imprest money. ̃দানী n. a Brahmin (bাhণ) who receives 
offerings on behalf of a dead person's soul and consequently is socially degraded. ̃দতূ n. (mil.) a 
pioneer; an es cort, a guide; a leader; (loos.) a fore runner, a precursor, a harbinger. ̃েনতা n. a 
leader; an army commander. ̃প াত্ adv. considering what is before and after; having foresight and 
hind sight; pro and con; comprehensively. ̃বতর্ী a. situated in the front; leading; advanced. 
fem. ̃বিতর্নী । ভাগ n. the first part or share; top peak; an extremity or end. ̃মিহষী n. the queen-
consort. ̃সর, ̃সার a. going first or commencing, leading; moving forward, advancing. ̃সরণ n. 
advancement. agসর হoয়া v. to move forward, to advance; to progress. ̃ হ, ̃ি হত a. situated in the 
front, on the top or at end, apical. 

agহণীয় [ agrahaṇīẏa ] a unacceptable, not to be taken. 

agহায়ণ [ agrahāẏaṇa ] n the eighth month of the Hindu calendar (from the middle of November 
to the middle of December). 

agািধকার [ agrādhikāra ] n priority. 

agাh [ agrāhya ] a unacceptable; fit to be ignored; rejected. agাh করা v. to ignore; to slight; to 
refuse, to reject, (in law) to void. agাh হoয়া v. to be ignored; to be rejected, (in law) to be voided. 

aিgম [ agrima ] a first; eldest; chief; (of money) payable or paid in advance. ̃ক n. the part of cost 
or charge paid in advance, an advance, earnest money. aিgম চুিk a. forward contract. aিgম মূলয্ n. 
a price paid in advance. 

aিgয়, agীয় [ agriẏa, agrīẏa ] a first; eldest; chief; relat ing to the front or top. ̃pদান payment on 
account or as earnest money. 

aেg [ agrē ] adv at first; at the front; at the outset, in the beginning, before, for merly; 
beforehand; in the presence of, approaching (িবচারেকর aেg আেবদন). 

agয্ [ agrya ] a first; foremost; chief. 

aঘ [ agha ] n sin. ̃মষর্ণ n. that which (esp. an incantation) dispels sin. 
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aঘটন [ aghaṭana ] n an awkward or unexpected incident; non-occurrence. ̃ঘটন n. unusual 
occurrence. aঘটনঘটন-পটীয়সী a. fem. skilled in bringing about what is im possible. 

aঘটনীয় [ aghaṭanīẏa ] a not likely to happen. 

aঘর [ aghara ] a (of families) having no social dignity, unrespectable, base, lowly, unfit for 
matrimonial alliance. 

aঘাট, আঘাট [ aghāṭa, āghāṭa ] n a sea-coast or a riverbank unfit for disembarkment; a bad 
place. 

aেঘার1 [ aghōra1 ] a terrible (aেঘার বাদল); unconscious; fainted. aেঘাের adv. deeply, profoundly. 
aেঘার ঘুম deep or sound sleep. 

aেঘার2 [ aghōra2 ] a not terrible; calm. ☐ n. God Shiva (িশব). ̃পন্হী n. one of a religious 
community practsing dreadful and abominable rites. ̃মnt n. incantation to invoke Shiva. 

aেঘাষ [ aghōṣa ] a (phon.) voiceless. ̃বণর্ n. a voiceless consonant (e.g. ক খ চ ছ ট ঠ ত থ প ফ). 

aঘর্াত [ aghrāta ] a not smelled; untasted. 

aঙ্ক [ aṅka ] n a mark or sign; a line; a stripe; a spot; a blemish; (math.) a digit, a number, a 
figure; an arithmetical problem, a sum; a counting, calculation; the lap; (of a drama) an act; (zoo) 
the belly; (bot.) the venter. aঙ্ক করা, aঙ্ক কষা v. to do sums; to calculate or count. ̃গত a. lying on or 
in the lap (of); (fig.) under thorough control of. ̃গভর্ a. (zoo.) marsupial (of an animal, e. g. 
kangaroo). ̃তল n. (zoo.) ventral surface. ̃েদশ n. the lap; (zoo.) the belly. ̃পাত n. act of placing 
figures; act of mark ing. ̃পাতন n. (math.) notation. ̃বাচক a. (math.) cardinal. ̃িবদয্া, ̃শাst n. 
mathematics. ̃িবদয্ািবত্, ̃শাstিবত্ n. a mathematician. ̃লkী n. wife. ̃শায়ী a. lying on the lap (of); (fig.) 
enamoured of. fem. ̃শািয়নী । ̃ি হত a. situated or placed on the lap; (fig.) beloved. 

aঙ্কন [ aṅkana ] n drawing; painting; marking; writing figures; (geom.) act of plotting; 
construction. aঙ্কন করা v. to mark; to draw or paint; (geom.) to plot; to construct. aঙ্কনী n. pencil, 
chalk, brush, etc. for drawing or painting. aঙ্কনীয় a. to be or fit to be marked or drawn or painted 
or (geom.) plotted or constructed. 

aিঙ্কত [ aṅkita ] a marked; drawn or painted; (geom.) plotted; bedecked, decorated; carved; 
delineated, described, portrayed (aিঙ্কত চিরt); imprinted (মানসপেট aিঙ্কত). aিঙ্কত করা v. to mark; to 
draw; to paint; (geom.) to plot; to bedeck, to decorate; to carve; to delineate, to describe, to 
portray; to imprint. 

aঙ্কীয় [ aṅkīẏa ] a (chiefly bot. & zoo.) ventral. 
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aঙ্কুর [ aṅkura ] n a sprout, a shoot; a sapling; blossom (চূতাঙ্কুর); germ; origination, birth, 
germination (ভােবর aঙ্কুর); anything newly born or commenced; a beginning; an end or tip (তৃণাঙ্কুর, 
ভgাঙ্কুর) aঙ্কুের িবনাশ করা v. to nip in the bud. aঙ্কুিরত a. sprouted; germinated; published, revealed. 
aঙ্কুিরত হoয়া v. to sprout; to germinate. aঙ্কুেরাদয়, aঙ্কুেরাদ্গম n. germination, sprouting, blossoming; 
commencement, beginning. 

aঙ্কুশ [ aṅkuśa ] n an iron goad used in driving an elephant; any iron rod for striking with; a hook 
with a long handle. 

aঙ্কুশgহ [ aṅkuśagraha ] n an elephant-driver. 

aেঙ্কাপির [ aṅkōpari ] a. adv. & prep on the lap. 

aঙ্গ [ aṅga ] n a limb; the body; shape or form; a feature; a part; an essential part; an ingredient, a 
component, an element; an item (ৈনেবেদয্র aঙ্গ); (esp. bot.) an organ; the ancient name of Bihar or 
of Bhagalpur and adjoining places. ̃gহ n. convulsion of or pain in the body or any part of it, 
spasm; tetanus. ̃gািন n. wearisome or painful physical exertion, tiredness; dirt or soil of the 
body. ̃চালন n. the movement of the body or limbs; physical exercise. ̃েচ্ছদ, ̃েচ্ছদন n. amputation or 
cutting off of a limb; deduction of a part; mutilation. ̃জ, ̃জn a. born of one's body. ☐ n. offspring; 
a son. ̃জা a. daughter. ̃t, ̃tাণ n. armour, a coat of mail. ̃nাস n. touch ing different parts of the body 
as one recites (usu. mentally) different incantations. ̃pতয্ঙ্গ n. different limbs and appendages of 
the body. ̃pায়ি t n. expiatory rite of removing the taint of the body. ̃িবকৃিত n. deformity; 
apoplexy. ̃িবেkপ n. making gestures, posing; a gesture, a pose; convulsion of a limb or the body, 
spasm. ̃িবnাস n. posing; posture. ̃িবহীন a. wanting in one or more limbs, crippled; deformed; 
bodiless, formless, incorporeal. fem. ̃িবহীনা । ̃ভঙ্গ, ̃ভিঙ্গ n. a pose or posture; a gesture; secret 

communication of one's intention by means of a physical gesture. ̃ৈবকলয্ n. same as ̃িবকৃিত । ̃মদর্ক n. 
masseur. ̃মিদর্কা n. fem. masseuse. ̃মদর্ন n. massage. ̃েমাটন n. stretching and straightening the body 
for removing lassitude and sloth. ̃রাগ n. beautifying the body with cosmetics; any article of 
cosmetic or toilet. ̃রাজ n. the king of Anga. ̃রাজয্ n. a state of a federation. ̃rহ n. hair; wool; fur; 
feather, a gown. ̃শুিd n. purification of the body (by ablution or by ceremonial washing). ̃সংবাহন n. 
massage. ̃েশাভা n. beauty of the body. ̃সং হান n. morphology. ̃সjা n. beautifying the body (with 
dress or cosmetics). ̃সঞ্চালন same as ̃চালন । ̃েসৗ ব n. physical grace or beauty or symmetry. ̃হািন n. 
loss of a limb; partial omission or curtailment of anything; mutilation; a defect. ̃হীন a. deformed; 
lacking one or more limbs; (of a work) lacking in perfection, defective; bodiless, formless, 
incorporeal. 

aঙ্গদ [ aṅgada ] n an ornamental armlet, bracelet, etc.; son of Bali, the monkey-king of 
Kishkindhya (Ramayana). 

aঙ্গন [ aṅgana ] n a courtyard, the compound of a house. 
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aঙ্গনা [ aṅganā ] n a woman of graceful physique, a beautiful woman; a woman. 

aঙ্গািঙ্গ [ aṅgāṅgi ] n mutual attraction of different limbs of a body; correlation; preferential 
treatment of or partiality towards a member of one's own party. ̃ভাব, ̃সmn n. intimate friendship; 
inseparable relation; (phil.) the relation between the whole and its parts; interdependence of 
parts, relation between form and content; the relation between what is primary and what is 
secondary. ̃ভােব adv. in the relation of the part to the whole or of what is secondary to what is 
primary; inseparably. 

aঙ্গাবরণ [ aṅgābaraṇa ] n covering for the body; a garment. 

aঙ্গার [ aṅgāra ] n coal; carbon; cinder, charcoal; (fig.) a person or thing causing shame or 
disgrace (kেলর aঙ্গার বা কলন্ক). ̃ময় a. carbonaceous. ̃কৃ  a. black as coal, very black. ̃ধানী n. an 
incense-pot, censer. ̃ক n. carbon. aঙ্গারককমিণ n. coral. aঙ্গারক রসায়ন n. organic chemistry. ̃ েযৗিগক n. 
carbon compounds. aঙ্গারঃ শতেধৗেতন মিলনtং ন মুঞ্চিত coal never changes its hue however well it may 
be washed; black will take no other hue. aঙ্গারাm n. carbonic acid. 

aিঙ্গরা [ aṅgirā ] n (astr.) one of the stars in the constellation of Ursa Major. 

aঙ্গী [ aṅgī ] a having a body or form, corporeal; whole; fitted with limbs. 

aঙ্গীকরণ [ aṅgīkaraṇa ] n promising. 

aঙ্গীকার [ aṅgīkāra ] n promise or undertaking; promising; acceptance. aঙ্গীকার করা v. to promise; 
to give an undertaking; to accept. 

aঙ্গীকৃত [ aṅgīkṛta ] a promised; accepted. 

aঙ্গীভূত [ aṅgībhūta ] a embodied; included. aঙ্গীভূত করা v. to embody; to include. 

aঙু্গির, aঙু্গরী, aঙ্গুরীয়, aঙ্গুরীয়ক [ aṅguri, aṅgurī, aṅgurīẏa, aṅgurīẏaka ] n an or namental ring 
for the finger, a ring. 

aঙ্গুলাঙ্ক [ aṅgulāṅka ] n finger-print. aঙ্গুলাঙ্ক-িবশারদ n. a finger-print expert. 

aঙু্গিল, aঙু্গল [ aṅguli, aṅgula ] n a finger or a toe, a digit. 

aঙু্গিল-gিন্হ [ aṅguli-granhi ] n finger-joint, knuckle. 

aঙু্গিলt, aঙ্গুিলtাণ [ aṅgulitra, aṅgulitrāṇa ] n a thimble; a metal cap to protect finger in sewing; 
a metal hook worn on the tip of a finger by musicians whilst playing on stringed instruments; a 
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covering for the finger tip, made of leather or iron, worn by archers. aঙ্গুিলিনেদর্শ, aঙ্গুিলেহলন n. act of 
beckoning or pointing with the finger, a beck. aঙ্গুিলিনেদর্শ করা, aঙ্গুিলসেঙ্কত করা v. to beckon or point 
with the finger, to beck. aঙ্গুিলেময় a. that which can be counted on the finger; (fig.) very few in 
number. aঙ্গুিলসংেকত n. sign or hint made by the finger. aঙ্গুিলেমাটন n. snapping of the finger. 
aঙ্গুিলেহলেন চািলত করা to dictate or direct with the movement of the finger. aঙ্গুলীয়ক n. an ornamental 
ring for the finger, a ring. 

aঙু্গ  [ aṅguṣṭha ] n the thumb. ̃pদশর্ন, aঙ্গু  েদখােনা n. showing one's thumb; (fig.) awkward or 
point-blank refusal; depriving unpleasantly. 

aঙ্গু ানা, aঙ্গুsানা [ aṅguṣṭhānā, aṅgustānā ] n a thimble, a thumbstall. 

aচিকত [ acakita ] a not frightened or alarmed. 

aচk ু[ acakṣu ] a eyeless, blind. 

aচঞ্চল [ acañcala ] a not restless or bustling or fickle or playful or impatient; lasting; 
unwavering; firm, steady; unworried, unconcerned; calm, even-minded. fem. aচঞ্চলা । 

aচতুর [ acatura ] a not adroit; inefficient; guileless; simple. fem. aচতুরা । 

aচপল [ acapala ] a not bustling or fickle or playful or wanton; steady; firm; demure. 

aচর [ acara ] a motionless, immobile; stationary, static. 

aচিরতাথর্ [ acaritārtha ] a ungratified, unfulfilled, unsatisfied. 

aচিচর্ত [ acarcita ] a not practised or studied; not anointed, unsmeared. 

aচিবর্ত [ acarbita ] a not chewed or masticated. aচবর্য্ a. not fit to be chewed, unchewable. 

aচল [ acala ] a motionless, immobile; stationary, static (aচল তিDত্); unwavering; firm, steady; 
gone out of practice, not current, obsolete (aচল pথা); counterfeit or forged (aচল টাকা বা েনাট); that 
which cannot be kept going, unmaintainable (aচল সংসার); invalid; untenable (aচল যুিk); 
unserviceable (aচল ঘিD); impracticable (aচল psাব); (of persons) cast off (সমােজ aচল). ☐ n. a 
mountain, a hill. aচল aব হা, aচলাব হা lack of progress; a deadlock, an impasse, a stalemate, 
standstill. ̃ন n. state of being out of practice or currency, obsoleteness. ̃নীয় a. incapable of being 
introduced or circulated. 

aচলতিDত্ [ acalataḍ◌়it ] n (sc.) static electricity. 
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aচলা [ acalā ] a. fem not fickle; steady, firm, constant (aচলা ভিk). ☐ n. fem. the earth. 

aচলায়তন [ acalāẏatana ] n an incorrigibly reactionary or conservative institution. 

aচিলত [ acalita ] a not in vogue or practice, not current; obsolete. 

aচিল ু [ acaliṣṇu ] a motionless, immobile. 

aচাঞ্চলয্ [ acāñcalya ] n absence of restlessness, calm; firmness; steadiness. 

aচালনীয়, aচালয্ [ acālanīẏa, acālya ] a incapable of being conducted or transferred. 

aিচিকত্সক [ acikitsaka ] n a quack doctor, an ignorant medicineman, a charlatan. 

aিচিকত্সনীয়, aিচিকত্s [ acikitsanīẏa, acikitsya ] a incurable, irremediable; incapable of being 
redressed; hard to cure. 

aিচিকত্সা [ acikitsā ] n lack of medical treatment; bad or faulty medical treatment. 

aিচিকিত্সত [ acikitsita ] a not treated medically. 

aিচকীষরু্ [ acikīrṣu ] a unwilling or reluctant (to do); indolent, lazy. 

aিচnনীয় [ acintanīẏa ] a unthinkable; unimaginable; inconceivable. 

aিচিnত, aিচিnতপূবর্ [ acintita, acintitapūrba ] a unthought of; unpremeditated; unexpected. 

aিচর [ acira ] a of short duration, brief. ̃কারী a. prompt. ̃কাল n. a very short time. ̃কােল adv. soon, 
shortly; without much delay. ̃িkয় a. prompt in action or execution; not dilatory. ̃জীবী a. short-
lived; impermanent, transient; not lasting long; not immortal. ̃ হায়ী a. not permanent; transitory; 
perishable, frail, mortal (aিচর হায়ী েদহ), aিচরাত্, aিচের adv. soon; without delay; immediately. 

aিচরpভা [ aciraprabhā ] n a lightning. 

aিচিhত [ acihnita ] a unmarked; undistinguished; uncovenanted (aিচিhত কমর্চারী). 

aচূণর্, aচূিণর্ত [ acūrṇa, acūrṇita ] a not pulverized; unbroken; undestroyed; whole, entire. 

aেচতন [ acētana ] a unconscious; swooned, fainted; ignorant, foolish; stupefied; inanimate; 
insensate. aেচতন হoয়া v. to faint, to lose one's consciousness, to fall into a swoon. 
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aেচনা [ acēnā ] a unknown; unfamiliar. 

aেচ  [ acēṣṭa ] a unendeavouring, effortless; not zealous; inactive; (rare) insensible, be numbed. 
aেচি ত a. unattempted; untried. 

aৈচতn [ acaitanya ] a unconscious; swooned, fainted; ignorant, foolish; stupefied; inanimate; 
insensate. ☐ n. unconsciousness; ignorance; stupefaction; loss or absence of sense. aৈচতn হoয়া 

same as aেচতন হoয়া । 

aচ্ছ [ accha ] a transparent; without impurities; crystalline. ☐ n. crystal. 

aচ্ছদ [ acchada ] a uncovered; open; roofless; (bot.) leafless. 

aিচ্ছd [ acchidra ] a having no hole or opening; free from defect or loophole; perfect, flawless. 

aিচ্ছn [ acchinna ] a not torn or cut; not split up or divided, unsevered. ̃tক a. uncircumcised. 

aচ্ছুত্, aচ্ছতু [ acchut, acchuta ] a (of persons) untouchable; unclean. 

aেচ্ছদয্ [ acchēdya ] a incapable of being cleft or split, uncleavable; inseparable. 

aেচ্ছাদ [ acchōda ] a having crystalline water ('aেচ্ছাদ-সরসীনীের'). ☐ n. a lake in the Himalayan 
region. ̃পটল n. the cornea. 

aচুয্ত [ acyuta ] n Krishna (কৃ ); Vishnu (িব ু). ☐ a. undislocated; firm, steady; imperishable, 
immortal. 

aিছ [ achi ] n a guardian, a custodian; a trustee; an administrator. 

aিছয়তনামা [ achiẏatanāmā ] n written document by which a person makes arrangements for his 
effects on death, a will. 

aিছলা [ achilā ] n a pretext or plea (usu. a false one); an excuse; a pretence. 

aেজ1 [ ajē1 ] a without birth; existing without being born, self-born. ☐ n. the governing soul of 
any individual creature (cp. জীবাtা). 

aজ2 [ aja2 ] n the ram; the billy-goat, (astrol.) the Ram. fem. aজা the ewe; the nanny-goat. 
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aজ3 [ aja3 ] a (dero.) downright. thorough (aজমুখর্, aজ পাDাগাঁ); entire (aজ পুkরটা). aজ পাDাগাঁ n. a 
backward and remote village, a grossly backward village, devoid of modern amenities. 

aজগর [ ajagara ] n a python or the boa constrictor. 

aজn [ ajanta ] a (gr. of words) ending with a vowel sound. cf. opp. হলn ending with a consonant 
sound. 

aজnা [ ajanmā ] n (ori.) spiritual salvation; failure of crops; scarcity. ☐ a. (ori.) existing without 
being born. 

aজপা [ ajapā ] n (fem.) incantations that can be recited without strain (that is 'হং সঃ' etc.); vital 
breath ('aজপা হেতেছ েশষ'); a goddess of the tantrists. 

aজবীিথ [ ajabīthi ] n (rare) a chariot for gods; the Milky Way, the Galaxy. 

aজমূখর্ [ ajamūrkha ] a. n a perfect fool, a perfect dunce. 

aজয় [ ajaẏa ] n absence of victory; defeat. ☐ a. unconquerable. 

aজর [ ajara ] a not subject to decrepitude; never aging, ageless. ☐ n. a god aজরামর a. never 
aging or dying; ever young and immortal. aজরামরবত্ a. like one who is ageless and immortal. 

aজল-a হল [ ajala-ashala ] n (fig.) helpless condition, shelterless state. 

aজs [ ajasra ] a innumerable; immeasurable; abundant; profuse; ceaseless. ☐ adv. incessantly; 
always. 

aজহিlঙ্গ [ ajahalliṅga ] n (gr.) a noun never changing its gender when used as an adjective. 

aজাত [ ajāta ] a not yet born; unborn; existing without being born; (dial.) socially degraded, born 
illegitimately, bastard. ̃শtr a. one whose enemy is not yet born; having no enemy. ̃ r a. one 
whose beard has not yet grown; beardless; (fig.) not yet grown to manhood; very young, minor. 

aজানেত [ ajānatē ] adv unknowingly; unconsciously; unintentionally; secretly, stealthily, 
surreptitiously. 

aজানা [ ajānā ] a unknown; unfamiliar; strange. ☐ n. an unknown person or place ('কত aজানাের', 
'েকান aজানায়' 

aজািনত [ ajānita ] a unknown. ̃ভােব adv. unknowingly, unwittingly; unawares. 
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aিজjািসত [ ajijñāsita ] a unasked; without being questioned. 

aিভjাs [ abhijñāsya ] a not to be asked or inquired. 

aিজত [ ajita ] a unconquered, undefeated; unsubjugated. 

aিজেতিndয় [ ajitēndriẏa ] a (lit.) having no control over one's senses; of unbridled lust, 
lascivious. 

aিজন [ ajina ] n deer-skin; hide. 

aিজh [ ajihba ] a having no tongue, tongueless. ☐ n. a frog. 

aজীবজিন [ ajībajani ] n abiogenesis, spontaneous generation. 

aজীণর্ [ ajīrṇa ] a undigested. ☐ n. indigestion; dyspepsia. 

aজ ু[ aju ] n (Mus.) act of washing hands and feet before prayer; ablution. 

aজুরদার [ ajuradāra ] n a labourer; a day-labourer. 

aজুরা [ ajurā ] n salary; wages for labour, esp. day-labour. 

aজুহাত [ ajuhāta ] n a cause (usu. a false one); a pretext, a pretence, a plea. 

aেজয়, aেজতবয্ [ ajēẏa, ajētabya ] a unconquerable, invincible; indomitable. 

aৈজব [ ajaiba ] a inorganic (aৈজব খাদয্, aৈজব রসায়ন); mineral (aৈজব লবণ, aৈজব সার). 

aj [ ajña ] a having no knowledge, unknowing, ignorant, uninformed; stupid; foolish; 
uneducated. ̃তা n. lack of knowledge, ignorance; stupidity; foolishness; want of 
education. ̃তামূলক, ̃তাpসূত a. caused by ignorance; relating to ignorance. 

ajাত [ ajñāta ] a unknown; unpublished, unrevealed; secret, hidden; obscure; mysterious. ̃kলশীল 
a. one whose family and behaviour are unknown; of unknown identity. ̃নামা a. one whose name is 
not known; (of persons) not famous, obscure. ̃পিরচয় a. one whose identity is not known. ̃পূবর্ a. not 
known before; hitherto unknown. ̃বাস n. act or period of living incognito. ̃রািশ n. (math.) an 
unknown quantity. ̃সাের, ajােত adv. not to one's knowledge, unknowingly; secretly, stealthily. 
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ajান [ ajñāna ] a lacking in knowledge; ignorant; foolish; uneducated; unconscious, fainted; 
infatuated. ☐ n. lack of knowledge; ignorance; (phil.) illusion, maya. ̃কৃত a. done by mistake or 
owing to ignorance. ̃জিনত a. caused by ignorance, owing to ignorance. ̃তা n. lack of knowledge, 
ignorance. ̃িতিমর n. gloom of ignorance, infatuated condition. ̃বাদ, ajাবাদ n. (phil.) 
agnosticism. ̃বাদী, ajাবাদী a. agnostic. ☐ n. an agnostic. ajানী a. unwise; lacking in knowledge, 
ignorant. ajােন adv. unknowingly; unconsciously; owing to ignorance or foolishness. 

ajাপন [ ajñāpana ] n lack or absence of communication. 

ajাপনীয় [ ajñāpanīẏa ] a not to be communicated; not to be made public, secret. 

aেjয় [ ajñēẏa ] a unknowable; unintelligible; incognizable; incomprehensible. 

aঞ্চল [ añcala ] a the marginal portion of a sari hanging loosely; border, brim ('নয়নক aঞ্চল'); a 
region or locality (েমr aঞ্চল). ̃িনিধ n. (lit.) dear one clinging to the border of the mother's sari; dear 
one (usu) very dear child. ̃pভাব n. domination of wife; influence of the harem. 

aিঞ্চত [ añcita ] a worshipped (িবিরিঞ্চaিঞ্চত); raised (েরামািঞ্চত). 

aঞ্জন [ añjana ] n an eye-salve; collyrium; antimony; lamp-black; a sty. 

aঞ্জিনকা, aঞ্জিন [ añjanikā, añjani ] n inflamed swelling on the edge of the eyelid, a sty. 

aঞ্জিল [ añjali ] n palms of hands folded or cupped together; a present given (esp. to deities) with 
cupped palms; act of worshipping or serving ('েদবগণ যাের কেরন aঞ্জিল'); the amount that may be 
held in cupped palms, a handful. aঞ্জিল েদoয়া v. to offer a present to a deity with folded palms. ̃পুট 
n. palms of hands cupped together. ̃বd a. having palms of hands folded or cupped togehter. ̃বn n. 
act of folding or cupping the palms of hands. 

aিঞ্জ ু [ añjiṣṇu ] n the sun; an exceptionally bright object. 

aটবী, aটিব [ aṭabī, aṭabi ] n a forest; (loos.) a large tree. 

aটল [ aṭala ] a (lit.) not reeling; unwavering, unflinching; firm, steady; unmoved; unshaken, 
constant; unperturbed; stolid, resolute. ̃তা n. firmness, steadiness; stolidness; constancy. ̃ভােব adv. 
unwaveringly, firmly, resolutely, steadily. 

aটুট [ aṭuṭa ] a unbroken; intact, whole; unimpaired, sound (aটুট sা h); flawless. 
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aT [ aṭṭa ] a excessive or loud. aT-aT n. a very loud or roaring laughter. ☐ a. loud and 
horrible. ̃নাদ, ̃িননাদ, ̃রব, ̃েরাল n. a very loud noise; an uproar. ̃হাস, ̃হািস, ̃হাs n. a very loud or roaring 
laughter. 

aTািলকা [ aṭṭālikā ] n a building; a palace; an edifice. 

aDহর [ aḍ◌়hara ] n a kind of pulse, a variety of pigeon-pea. 

aেঢল [ aḍhēla ] a plentiful, immense; profuse; innumerable; inexhaustible. 

aিণমা [ aṇimā ] n tenuity, subtlety, extreme thinness or fineness or transparency (which is almost 
invisible); the supernal power of assuming an extremely thin (and almost invisible) form by 
means of which gods and demi-gods can move everywhere invisibly. 

aণ ু [ aṇu ] a very small, minute (aণ ুপিরমাণ); a little, a bit ☐ n. the subtlest or smallest part of 
anything; just a little amount or portion; a molecule. ̃বীkণ n. a micro scope. ̃ভা n. a lightning. ̃মঞ্জির 
n. (bot.) spikelet. ̃মাt a. just a little; infinitesimal; least (aণুমাt সেnহ). 

aন্ড [ anḍa ] n egg; either of the two scrotal glands, a testicle; anything round or oval-
shaped. ̃েকাষ n. the scrotum. ̃েকাষ বৃিd, ব̃ৃিd n. the swelling of the scrotum, hydrocele. aNজ a. born of 
an egg, oviparous. ☐ n. an oviparous creature. ̃লালা n. the white of an egg; albumen. aNাকার, 
aNাকৃিত a. egg-shaped, oval; round. aNাশয় n. the ovary of any oviparous creature. 

aত [ ata ] a & adv so much or so many; that much. ☐ pro. so or that much amount of anything; 
such a large number of anything; so much, so many. 

aতeব [ atēba ] con. & adv hence, so, therefore. 

aতঃপর [ atḥpara ] adv henceforth, henceforward, after this, hereafter, then. 

aতট [ ataṭa ] n a precipice; a steep bank of a river rising very high above the water-level. 

aতথয্, aতথা [ atathya, atathā ] a untrue, false. 

aতn [ atanu ] a not slender or delicate; gigantic; bodiless, incorporeal. ☐ n. Madan (মদন), the 
Hindu god of love. 

aতnd, aতিndত [ atandra, atandrita ] a sleepless; not sleeping, awake; watchful, vigilant, alert; 
con tinually active; untiring; incessant. 

aতকর্ [ atarka ] n unfair or useless argument, sophistry; casuistry. 
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aতিকর্ত [ atarkita ] a unthought of; unanticipated, unnoticed, unexpected. aতিকর্ত আkমণ sudden or 
surprise attack. ̃ভােব, aতিকর্েত adv. in an unguarded state; suddenly; unawares, unexpectedly. 

aতল [ atala ] n (myth.) the first of the seven underworlds. ☐ a. bottomless, abysmal; 
unfathomable; extremely deep. ̃sশর্ a. abysmal; unfathomable; extremely deep. 

aতলািnক [ atalāntika ] n the Atlantic Ocean. 

aতশত [ ataśata ] n so many varieties; so many different things or subjects or details, so much of 
it, all of it, ☐ a. so varied; so many; so much. 

aতসী [ atasī ] n a variety of golden-coloured flower, rattle wort; linseed; flax. 

aিত [ ati ] adv. & prep too; over; beyond; im properly; going beyond; excessively; beyond the 
compass or range (of), out side. ☐ a. very improper or unbecoming; excessive; excellent (aিত 
নাগর). ☐ n. an improper or excessive amount (িকছুরi aিত ভােলা নয়) ☐ pfx. ex-, extra-, hyper-, out-, 
over-, super-, sur-, trans-, ultra-. ̃কথা n. exaggerated or useless talk; a myth. ̃কায় a. of immense 
size; gigantic. ̃েকামল a. too soft, too tender; very tender or soft. ̃চার n. quick passage (from one 
place to another); passage or forward movement of a planet from one zodiacal sign to another in 
a shorter period than usual. ̃চালাক a. over-clever, too clever by half; oversmart. ̃চালােকর গলায় দিD an 
over-clever person hangs himself; the fox must pay his skin to the furrier. ̃জন n. the majority. ̃তp 
a. super heated. ̃তর a. very much excessive. ̃দপর্ n. excessive pride or vanity. ̃দেপর্ হতা (বা হত) লন্কা 
(lit.) the fall of Lanka was caused by (King Ravana's) excessive vanity; (fig.) pride will have a 
fall. ̃নাটকীয় a. melodramatic; unnecessarily over-dramatic. ̃নাটকীয়তা n. melodrama. ̃দূর a. far-away; 
remote. ☐ n. a great distance. ̃ৈদn n. utmost poverty. ̃ৈনিতকতা n. puritanism, rigid adherence to 
moral principle or behaviour. ̃পাতক n. any of the most heinous sins, a deadly sin. ̃পাতকী n. a great 
sinner. ̃পান n. (habitual) over indulgence in intoxicating liquor, in temperance. ̃pজতা n. 
overpopulation. ̃pাকৃত a. supernatural; supernal. ̃বD a. too big; too much. ̃বল a. extremely strong 
or mighty. ̃বাD n. overgrowth; unnatural growth or development; excessive haughtiness or pride; 
extreme immoderation or excess. ̃বাD বাDা v. to grow extremely haughty or arrogant. aিতবাD েবেDা 
নােকা ঝেD pেD যােব (lit.) don't grow too high lest a storm makes you tumble down; (fig.) pride will 
have a fall. ̃বাদ n. exaggeration. ̃বিুd same as aিতচালাক । ̃বdৃ a. very old; decrepit. ̃বৃিd n. 
overgrowth. ̃বৃি  n. excessive or heavy rainfall. ̃েবগিন, ̃েবgিন a. ultraviolet. ̃বয্য় n. extravagance. ̃বয্s 
a. (usu. dero.) very busy; very anxious; fussy. ̃ভিk n. excessive devotion or reverence (usu. 
insincere). aিতভিk েচােরর লkণ too much courtesy, too much craft. ̃ভুজ a. (geom.) a 
hypotenuse. ̃েভাজন n. over-eating, surfeit; gluttony. aিতেভাজন করা v. to over eat; to gourmandize, to 
gormandise. ̃েভাজী a. voracious, gourmand. ☐ n. a gourmand, a glutton. ̃মnা n. (comm.) 
slump. ̃মাt, ̃মাtায় adv. beyond measure; extremely. ̃মান n. excessive vanity. ̃মানব n. a great man or a 
man of exceptional qualities and powers, a superman; a greatly wiseman. ̃মানিবক, ̃মাnিষক a. 
superhuman; supernal; spiritual; divine. ̃রঞ্জন n. exaggeration. ̃রিঞ্জত a. exaggerated. ̃রথ n. a great 
warrior capable of fighting in numerable enemies simultaneously. ̃রািTক a. extra-territorial. ̃েলাভ n. 
too much greed, overgreediness. 
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aিতkম, aিতkমণ [ atikrama, atikramaṇa ] n going beyond; passing over; crossing; 
transgression; non observance, violation; excelling or exceeding, surpassing or going beyond. 
aিতkম করা v. to go beyond; to pass over; to transgress; to exceed; to excel; to surpass or outdo. 
aিতkমণীয়, aিতkময্ a. that which can be or is to be passed beyond or crossed or transgressed or 
overcome; violable; surpassable. 

aিতkাn [ atikrānta ] a passed beyond; crossed; transgressed; violated; surpassed, outdone; 
passed away, elapsed; past (aিতkাn িদন). aিতkাn হoয়া v. to be passed be yond or transgressed or 
violated or overcome or surpassed or outdone; to pass away, to elapse. 

aিতিথ [ atithi ] n a guest. ̃বত্সল a. hospitable. ̃শালা n. a guest-house. ̃সত্কার, ̃েসবা n. hospitality. ̃েসবক 
n. a hospitable man; a host. 

aিতপিt [ atipatti ] n lapse. 

aিতপn [ atipanna ] a lapsed. aিতপn হoয়া v. to lapse. 

aিতপাত [ atipāta ] n passing; spending. aিতপাত করা v. to spend or pass (time, life, term etc.) 

aিতবাহন [ atibāhana ] n spending or passing (time, life, term etc.) aিতবাহন করা v. to spend or pass. 

aিতবািহত [ atibāhita ] a (of time, life, term etc.) spent. aিতবািহত করা v. to spend or pass. 

aিতিরk [ atirikta ] a more than what is needed, redundant; supernumerary; supererogatory; 
additional; surplus; extra, superfluous; excessive; exceeding (তদিতিরk িকছু); (bot.) accessory. 

aিতেরক [ atirēka ] n abundance; superfluity; excess; surplus. 

aিতেরামশ [ atirōmaśa ] a (zool.) villose; very hairy. 

aিতশয় [ atiśaẏa ] a too many or too much; great, excessive (aিতশয় তাপ); large (aিতশয় িভD). ☐ 
adv. very; exceedingly, excessively. aিতশেয়ািk n. (rhet.) a figure of speech, hyperbole; 
exaggeration. 

aিত  [ atiṣṭha ] a unable to stay or keep steady; unsettled; restless; uneasy; irritated. (aিত  
হoয়া).aিত  করা v. to make unsteady; to unsettle; to make restless or uneasy; to make unbearable; 
to annoy or irritate. 

aিতসার [ atisāra ] n diarrhoea; dysentery. 
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aতীত [ atīta ] a elapsed, passed away, gone by; dead; past; former, existed or occurred in the 
past. ☐ prep. past, beyond. ☐ n. past times or days; ancient times; the past; (gr.) the past 
tense. ̃কাল n. same as aতীত (n.). ̃েবtা n. one who knows things or incidents of the past. aতীত হoয়া v. 
to pass away, to elapse, to be come a thing of the past. 

aতীিndয় [ atīndriẏa ] a beyond the range of the senses; imperceptible; impalpable; subtle; (loos.) 
transcendental. ̃তা n. impalpability; subtlety; (loos.) transcendentalism. 

aতীব [ atība ] adv very; very much; extremely; exceedingly, excessively. 

aতুল, aতলুন, aতুলনীয়, aতুলয্ [ atula, atulana, atulanīẏa, atulya ] a beyond compare; 
incomparable; matchless; peerless; unequalled; unparalleled. fem. aতলুনীয়া । 

aতু  [ atuṣṭa ] a unsatisfied; not pleased or gratified; unappeased; discontented. 

aতুি  [ atuṣṭi ] n dissatisfaction; displeasure, lack of gratification; discontent. 

aতpৃ [ atṛpta ] a insatiate, ungratified; unsatisfied; unappeased. aতিৃp n. lack of satiation or 
gratification, dissatisfaction; lack of appeasement. aতৃিpকর n. dissatisfactory, causing 
dissatisfaction or displeasure. 

aতয্িধক [ atyadhika ] adv very much, too much; exceedingly, in a great degree, extremely. ☐ a. 
excessive, great. 

aতয্n [ atyanta ] adv very much, too much; exceedingly, extremely. ☐ a. excessive, extreme, 
great. ̃গামী a. expeditious; extremely swift or speedy. ̃সংেযাগ n. uninterrupted extension or 
expansion. aতয্nাভাব n. negation; (phil.) complete non-existence or absence. 

aতয্িভমানী [ atyabhimānī ] a touchy; over-sensitive. 

aতয্m [ atyamla ] a very sour. 

aতয্য় [ atyaẏa ] n death; destruction, annihilation (েদহাতয্য়); passing away or elapsing (কালাতয্য়); 
waste; fault; crime; vice, sin; danger or hazard; an unexpected danger, emergency. aতয্য় pমাণপt 
n. an emergency certificate. aতয্য় সংিচিত n. emergency reserve. 

aতয্l [ atyalpa ] a very little or very few, scanty, meagre, inadequate. 

aতয্াশন [ atyāśana ] n over-cating; gluttony. 
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aতয্িহত [ atyahita ] n great harm or injury. 

aতয্াচার [ atyācāra ] n oppression; outrage; tyranny; strain (েচােখর uপর aতয্াচার); intemperate and 
irregular habits; taking undue advantage (েsেহর বা আিতেথয্র uপর aতয্াচার). aতয্াচার করা v. to oppress; 
to outrage; to tyrannize over; to strain; to be of intemperate and irregular habits. aতয্াচািরত a. 
oppressed, harassed; persecuted, victimized. aতয্াচারী a. oppressing; oppressive; outrageous; 
tyrannizing; tyrannical; of intemperate and irregular habits. ☐ n. an oppressor; a tyrant; a man of 
profligate habits. 

aতয্াজয্ [ atyājya ] a incapable of being given up or away; not to be abandoned or deserted or 
relinquished or disowned; indissoluble. 

aতয্াদর [ atyādara ] n over-indulgence. 

aতয্াধুিনক [ atyādhunika ] a most up-to-date; very modern; up to the minute; recent-most. 

aতয্াবশয্ক [ atyābaśyaka ] a essential; urgently or absolutely necessary; very urgent or important. 

aতয্া যর্ [ atyāścarya ] a most astonishing; very wonderful; amazing; miraculous. 

aতয্াসk [ atyāsakta ] a very much addicted (to); strongly or too much attached (to). aতয্াসিk n. 
extreme addiction; strong attachment. 

aতয্াসn [ atyāsanna ] a imminent; very near; impending; about to happen. 

aতয্ািহত [ atyāhita ] n harm, injury; great fear. 

aতুয্িk [ atyukti ] n exaggeration. 

aতুয্g [ atyugra ] a violent; unrelenting; extremely haughty or indignant; exceedingly bright or 
hot; very harsh; excessively austere; very strong (aতুয্g বাসনা). 

aতুয্চ্চ [ atyucca ] a too high, very high. 

aতুয্jjল [ atyujjbala ] a extremely bright or radiant or shining; extremely brilliant (aতুয্jjলচিরt). 

aতুয্ত্কট [ atyutkaṭa ] a most severe or terrible; extremely violent; most uncouth; bizarre. 

aতুয্ত্কৃ , aতুয্tম [ atyutkṛṣṭa, atyuttama ] a superexcellent; exquisite. 
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aতুয্ত্পাদন [ atyutpādana ] n (of agricultural produces and factory products) over-production. 

aতুয্  [ atyuṣṇa ] a very hot, too hot; excessively heated. 

at [ atra ] adv in or to or of this place, here. ̃তয্, ̃ হ a. of this place. 

aথ [ atha ] adv thereafter, then. 

aথi [ athi ] a unfathomable, bottomless, very deep. 

aথচ [ athaca ] con & adv yet, still; notwithstanding, nevertheless, nonetheless, inspite of, even 
then; (usually) but. 

aথবা [ athabā ] con or. 

aথবর্ [ atharba ] n the last of the four Vedas. ☐ a. weak and infirm (esp. with age), deprived of 
the power of movement (esp. owing to age); decrepit; disabled. 

aথাnর [ athāntara ] n (lit.) change of fortune for the worse; distress, worry, anxiety; danger or 
hazard; difficulty. 

aদk [ adakṣa ] a unskilled; inexpert. ̃তা n. lack of skill, unskilfulness. ̃ িমক an unskilled labour or 
worker. 

aদg [ adagdha ] a unburnt, not consumed by fire. 

aদNনীয় [ adaṇḍanīẏa ] a not to be punished; unpunishable. 

aদt [ adatta ] a not given, undisbursed. 

aদন [ adana ] n eating; any edible article; food. 

aদn [ adanta ] a toothless, edentate. 

aদমনীয়, aদময্ [ adamanīẏa, adamya ] a indomitable, unyielding; pertinacious; unconquerable; 
turbulent. 

aদিমত [ adamita ] a unresisted; unrepressed; undefeated; unsubdued. 

aদরকাির [ adarakāri ] a unnecessary; unimportant; inessential; dispensable. 
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aদশর্ন [ adarśana ] n invisibility; absence from the range of sight; disappearance. aদশর্ন হoয়া. v. to 
go out of sight; to become invisible; to disappear. 

aদলবদল [ adalabadala ] n interchange; alternation; exchange; mutual transfer; modification. 
aদলবদল করা v. to interchange; to alter; to exchange; to transfer mutually; to modify. 

aদহনীয়, aদাh [ adahanīẏa, adāhya ] a incombustible. aদহনীয়তা, aদাhতা n. incombustibility. 

aিদিত [ aditi ] n (myth.) the mother of gods. ̃নnন n. a son of Aditi; a god. 

aিদন [ adina ] n an inauspicious day; hardtimes, difficult days. aিদেন পDা to fall on evil times or 
days. 

aদীিkত [ adīkṣita ] a unconsecrated; uninitiated. 

aদীপ [ adīpa ] a when or where lamps have not yet been lighted (aদীপ সnয্া); without light; dark. 

aদূর [ adūra ] a not distant, not far; near, close, yonder. ̃দিশর্তা. n. absence or lack of foresight; 
imprudence. ̃দশর্ী a. bereft of foresight; imprudent. fem. ̃দিশর্নী i ̃বিতর্তা n. state of being not at a 
distance; nearness, proximity. ̃বতর্ী a. not in a distant position; proximate; near, yonder. 
fem. ̃বিতর্নী, ব̃d a. having a short or limited range. ̃বd দিৃ . short-sightedness. ̃ভিবষয্ত্ n. near 
future. ̃ হ same as ̃বতর্ী । aদেূর adv. not far; near, close by. 

aদূিষত [ adūṣita ] a not corrupted; not defiled; (of water, air, etc.) not polluted. 

aদৃঢ় [ adṛḍh◌় ] a not firm or strong; not steady; wavering; loose. ̃তা n. infirmity, unsteadiness; 
looseness. 

aদৃশয্ [ adṛśya ] a invisible; imperceptible. aদশৃয্ হoয়া v. to go out of sight; to disappear or vanish; 
to become invisible or imperceptible. 

aদৃ  [ adṛṣṭa ] a not seen, unseen. ☐ n. fate, luck, fortune; destiny. ̃kেম adv. as ordained by 
destiny; as luck would have it; by chance; fortunately. ̃েদােষ adv. unluck ily, unfortunately, as bad 
luck would have it. ̃পরীkা n. act of telling or learning one's fortune by means of divination, 
palmistry, etc., act of trying one's luck (esp. in a game of chance) aদৃ  পরীkা করা v. to tell one's 
fortune. to try one's luck. aদৃ  পরীkা করােনা v. to have one's fortune told. ̃পrুষ n. masc. Destiny; 
God. ̃পবূর্ a. not seen before; novel, new. ̃বশত adv. as luck would have it; by chance. ̃বাদ n. 
fatalism. ̃বাদী n. a fatalist. ☐ a. fatalistic. ̃িলিপ n. the unseen writing of one's fate; one's destiny. 
aদেৃ র পিরহাস irony of fate. 
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aেদখা [ adēkhā ] a unseen. 

aেদয় [ adēẏa ] a incapable of being given, unofferable, that which cannot be given. 

adয় [ adbaẏa ] n Brahma (bh); Buddha. ☐ a. having no second or parallel, absolute. ̃বাদ n. 
monism; Buddhism. ̃বাদী n. a monist; a Buddhist. ☐ a. monistic; Buddhistic. 

aিdতীয় [ adbitīẏa ] a having no second or parallel; absolute; matchless; singular, unique; 
supreme. 

aৈdত [ adbaita ] a (theo.) having no second or diversity, monistical; unitarian, nondual, absolute. 
☐ n. Brahma (bk); God. ̃বাদ n. non-dualism, monism, monotheism, unitarianism. ̃বাদী n. a 
nondualist, a monist, a monotheist, a unitarian. 

adুত [ adbhuta ] a strange, queer, quaint, odd; uncouth; extraordinary; astonishing. ☐ n. (rhet.) a 
description that strikes the reader with its extraordinary strangeness or queerness (also 
adতুরস). ̃কমর্া a. endowed with extraordinary capabilities; one who is capable of performing 
miraculous deeds. ̃দশর্ন a. odd-looking. 

aদয্ [ adya ] n & adv today. aদয্াকার, aদয্তন a. of today, today's. aদয্ভেkয্াধnগর্ণঃ n. (fig.) over-
optimistic calculation; (inc. but pop.) state of having nothing to eat to day, abject poverty. aদয্ািপ 
adv. even today; even now; even at present; as yet. aদয্াবিধ adv. from today; hereafter; till today; 
till now. 

adব [ adraba ] a insoluble, undissolved. 

adাবয্ [ adrābya ] a insoluble. 

aিdজ [ adrija ] a born of or produced from a mountain. ☐ n. bitumen; red ochre. 

aিdশৃঙ্গ [ adriśṛṅga ] n the peak or summit of a mountain. 

aিdসার [ adrisāra ] n iron. 

aেdাহ [ adrōha ] n absence of malignity or malice or envy; amicability; absence of quarrel. 

aধঃ [ adhḥ ] adv. & prep down, below, beneath, under; in or to the underworld. ̃কতৃ. a. cast or 
thrown downwards; felled; vanquished, defeated; lowered. ̃kম n. descending order. ̃িkp thrown 
down, cast or hurled down. ̃পতন, প̃াত, n. falling down; downfall; degradation; degeneration; moral 
downfall; abandoned state. ̃পিতত a. fallen down; downfallen; degraded; degenerated; morally 
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degenerate, abandoned. aধঃপােত যাoয়া v. to be ruined morally or otherwise, to go to the dogs, to 
reach a state of ruin. ̃ হ a. lying or situated or placed under; lower; subordinate. 

aধম [ adhama ] a lowest; inferior; vile; mean; despicable, abominable, hateful; insignificant; 
worthless (aধম ভk). aধমণর্ n. a debtor. aধমাঙ্গ n. the part of the body from the waist downwards; 
(usu.) the foot or the leg. aধমাধম a. worse than the worst; vilest of the vile; most insignificant or 
worthless. 

aধর [ adhara ] n (ori.) the lower lip; (loos.) any of the two lips or both the lips. ̃েকাণ n. the corner 
of the lips. ̃দল n. (bot.) a labellum. ̃পlব n. a lip or lips as ten der as tree-leaves. ̃pাn the end or 
extremity of the lips. aধরমধ ুপান, aধরsধা পান n. (lit.) act of kissing greedily. aধরমধ ুবা aধরsধা পান 
করা v. to kiss greedily. 

aধরা [ adharā ] a incapable of being caught hold of; intangible; elusive. aধরা মাধরুী elusive charm 
or beauty. 

aধিরক [ adharika ] a inferior. aধিরক কতৃয্ক inferior service. 

aধেরা  [ adharōṣṭha ] n upper and lower lips, lips. 

aধমর্ [ adharma ] n any act in contravention of scriptural or moral laws; a sinful act, a sin; 
irreligiousness; an unrighteous act; unrighteousness. ☐ a. sinful; unrighteous. aধমর্ করা to do or 
commit an unrighteous or sinful act, to do an immoral act. ̃চারী, aধমর্াচারী a. irreligious; 
ungodly. ̃পরায়ণ a. unrighteous; sinful. aধমর্াচরণ n. committing sins; sinful practice; unrighteous 
practice. aধমী a. sinful; unrighteous; unreligious; impious; (loos.) treacherous. 

aধsক [ adhastaka ] n hypodermis. 

aধsন [ adhastana ] a lying or situated or placed under; born or grown on a lower stratum; lower; 
inferior; lower subordinate (aধsন কমর্চারী) । aধsন পrুষ n. a later generation; posterity. 

aধাত ু[ adhātu ] n non-metal. aধাতব a. non-metallic. 

aধািমর্ক [ adhārmika ] a irreligious; impious; unrighteous; sinful; vicious. ̃তা n. irreligiousness; 
immorality; impiety; unrighteousness. sinfulness. 

aিধ [ adhi ] pfx used in the senses of above, on, over, upon, higher, greater, more, superior, 
ruling, dominating, etc. over-, super-, sur-, ad-, etc. 

aিধক [ adhika ] a many, much; more; exceeding, more than (পাঁেচর aিধক); additional; superfluous, 
too many, too much. compar. ̃তর; super. ̃তম i ̃nt con. & adv. moreover; over and above; further, 
besides, in addition. 
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aিধকm [ adhikampa ] n a beat or beating (নািDর aিধকm). 

aিধকর [ adhikara ] n super-tax. 

aিধকরণ [ adhikaraṇa ] n anything that holds or contains; a container; a place; a vehicle or 
medium; proximity; a court of justice (ধমর্ািধকরণ); domination; possession or occupation; (gr.) the 
locative case. 

aিধকতর্া [ adhikartā ] n director in charge of a (government) department. 

aিধকl [ adhikalpa ] n an era. 

aিধকাংশ [ adhikāṃśa ] a almost all, most; greater number or portion of. aিধকাংশ েkেt বা হেল in 
most cases, mostly. 

aিধকার [ adhikāra ] n ownership; possession, occupation; right, title; claim; domination, control; 
overlordship; authority; experience, knowledge (গিণতশােst aিধকার); jurisdiction; a public 
directorate (িশkািধকার); ablity, competency or claim (রাজয্শাসেন aিধকার). aিধকার করা. v. to occupy, to 
possess. ̃েkt n. jurisdiction. ̃গত a. in one's possession; concerning one's possession or rights or 
claim or office; titular. ̃চযু্ত, ̃  a. dispossessed. aিধকারী a. having ownership or right or claim or 
title or possession or competency or authority. ☐ n. an owner, a proprietor (who is also the 
motion-master) of an opera-party, orchestra-party, etc. (যাtাদেলর aিধকারী); any venerable person of 
the Vaishnava (ৈব ব) community. aিধকারী হoয়া v. be entitled to. aিধকািরণী a. fem. of aিধকারী n. a 
proprietress, a mistress. 

aিধকৃত [ adhikṛta ] a that which has been taken possession of; occupied, possessed; brought 
under control; obtained. 

aিধেকশ [ adhikēśa ] n periwig. 

aিধেকাষ [ adhikōṣa ] n a banking establishment, a bank. ̃ি হিত n. bank balance. 

aিধkমণ [ adhikramaṇa ] n act of overlapping. 

aিধিkp [ adhikṣipta ] a rebuked, scolded, reproached; ignored; neglected; censured; placed; 
thrown. 

aিধেkপ [ adhikṣēpa ] n rebuke, reproach, scolding; neglect; censure; placing. 

aিধগত [ adhigata ] a attained, obtained, acquired, earned; learned, known; studied; brought under 
control, mastered. 
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aিধগময্ [ adhigamya ] a accessible, attainable, acquirable; capable of being learnt or known, 
knowable, comprehensible; capable of being studied; capable of being mastered. aিধগম, aিধগমন n. 
attainment; acquisition of knowledge, comprehension. 

aিধচাপ [ adhicāpa ] n (geom.) a major arc. 

aিধজন [ adhijana ] n the majority. aিধজন-pিতেবদন n. the majority report. aিধজন-সmpদায় n. the 
majority community. 

aিধজনন [ adhijanana ] n birth; procreation; production. 

aিধtক [ adhitbaka ] n (zool.) exodermis; the outer most layer of an animal's skin. 

aিধতয্কা [ adhityakā ] n a plateau, a tableland. 

aিধেদব, aিধেদবতা, aিধৈদবত [ adhidēba, adhidēbatā, adhidaibata ] n a guardiandeity, a 
presiding or controlling deity. 

aিধেদয় [ adhidēẏa ] n an allowance of money. 

aিধনায়ক [ adhināẏaka ] n a leader; a chief; the captain or skipper of a playing team; an army 
commander. ̃তা, ̃t n. leadership; captaincy; command. 

aিধিনয়ম [ adhiniẏama ] n a legislative act. ̃ন n. enactment; legislation. 

aিধপ, aিধপিত [ adhipa, adhipati ] n a master, a lord; an owner; a proprietor; a king, a prince. 

aিধপাদীয় [ adhipādīẏa ] a epibasal. 

aিধপাল [ adhipāla ] n a vice-chancellor (of a univer sity). 

aিধপrুষ [ adhipuruṣa ] n a rector. 

aিধpাণবাদ [ adhiprāṇabāda ] n (phil.) the vitalistic theory. 

aিধবkা [ adhibaktā ] n a legal advocate. 

aিধবধর্ন [ adhibardhana ] n overgrowth. 

aিধবষর্ [ adhibarṣa ] n a leap-year. 
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aিধবাস1 [ adhibāsa1 ] n a dwelling-place, a home, an abode. 

aিধবাস2, aিধবাসন [ adhibāsa2, adhibāsana ] n ceremonial purification of a person on the eve of a 
solemn function (বেরর aিধবাস); any performance preliminary to any solemn ceremony (পূজার 
aিধবাস); invocation. 

aিধবািসত [ adhibāsita ] a (of a person) purified ceremonially; invocated; established in a 
residence; placed. 

aিধবাসী [ adhibāsī ] n an inhabitant; a native; a resident. 

aিধবাsববাদ [ adhibāstababāda ] n surrealism. aিধবাsববাদী n. a surrealist. 

aিধিবদয্ [ adhibidya ] a erudite, learned. 

aিধিবদয্ক [ adhibidyaka ] a metaphysical. 

aিধিবদয্া [ adhibidyā ] n metaphysics. 

aিধিবষ [ adhibiṣa ] n toxin. 

aিধবtৃ [ adhibṛtta ] n (math.) a parabola. 

aিধবৃিt [ adhibṛtti ] n a bonus. 

aিধেবtা [ adhibēttā ] n a man who marries a second time with first wife still living. 

aিধেবদন [ adhibēdana ] n marrying a second time when one's first wife is still living. 

aিধেবশন [ adhibēśana ] n a meeting; a sitting; a session. 

aিধভার [ adhibhāra ] n a surcharge. 

aিধভ ূ[ adhibhū ] n a master, a lord. 

aিধমাংস [ adhimāṃsa ] n an abscess; a tumour; an eye-disease. 

aিধমাস [ adhimāsa ] n an intercalary month. 

aিধমূলয্ [ adhimūlya ] n a price above par. aিধমেূলয্ adv. above par. 
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aিধযntবাদ [ adhiyantrabāda ] n (phil.) the mechanistic theory. 

aিধযািntক [ adhiyāntrika ] n a mechanical foreman, a machine foreman. 

aিধযাচন [ adhiyācana ] n requisition. ̃পtী n. a requisition slip. 

aিধযুগ [ adhiyuga ] n an epoch. 

aিধরথ [ adhiratha ] n chariot-driver, a charioteer; a warrior on chariot who can fight innumerable 
enemies simultaneously. 

aিধরাজ [ adhirāja ] n an emperor; a suzerain, an overlord, a sovereign prince. 

aিধরাjী [ adhirājñī ] n an empress; a sovereign queen. 

aিধরাজয্ [ adhirājya ] n a dominion of an empire. 

aিধrঢ় [ adhirūḍh◌় ] a mounted, seated upon; riding on; ascended. aিধrঢ় হoয়া v. to mount; to sit 
upon; to ride; to ascend. 

aিধেরাপণ [ adhirōpaṇa ] n making one mount or ride or ascend; placing (upon); charging a bow 
with an arrow. aিধেরাপণ করা v. to make one mount or ride or ascend; to place (upon); to charge (a 
bow) with (an arrow.) aিধেরািপত a. placed (upon). 

aিধেরাহ [ adhirōha ] n an ascent; an elevation. ̃ণ n. mounting or ascending or climbing or riding. 
aিধেরাহণী n. a flight of steps; a ladder; a staircase. aিধেরািহণী var. of aিধেরাহণী; fem. of aিধেরাহী । 
aিধেরাহী a. mounting; ascending; climbing; riding. ☐ n. a mounter; a climber; a rider. 

aিধশিয়ত, aিধশয়ান [ adhiśaẏita, adhiśaẏāna ] a placed or lying upon or over; established over or 
upon. 

aিধশািয়ত [ adhiśāẏita ] a placed or laid upon or over. 

aিধ য় [ adhiśraẏa ] n (phys.) focus; a receptacle; shelter. aিধি ত a. placed; sheltered. 

aিধ াতা [ adhiṣṭhātā ] a dwelling or living or existing; present; governing, directing, controlling; 
presiding; holding (an office or a post); possessing, occupying. ☐ n. a dweller; a governor; a 
director; a controller; a president; one who is present; one who holds (an office or a post); a 
possessor, an occupier. fem. aিধ াtী । aিধ াtী েদবী n. a presiding deity. 
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aিধি ত [ adhiṣṭhita ] a dwelling or living or staying; existent; present; settled; seated; present to 
guide and control; situated; holding (an office or a post); possessing, occupying; dwelt, 
inhabited; possessed, occupied. aিধি ত হoয়া v. to live or dwell (in), to inhabit; to exist (in); to be 
present (in); to appear (in); to be present (in) to guide and control; to be seated or placed (in or 
upon); to be situated (in); to be established (in an office or a post); to be in possession or 
occupation of; (psy.) to inhere. 

aিধসঞ্চার [ adhisañcāra ] n atavism. aিধসঞ্চারী a. atavistic. 

aিধহার [ adhihāra ] n a rate above par. aিধহাের adv. above par; at a premium. 

aধীkক [ adhīkṣaka ] n a superintendent; a supervisor, an overseer. 

aধীkা [ adhīkṣā ] n overseeing, superintendence, supervision. 

aধীত [ adhīta ] a read, studied, perused. aধীত িবষয় n. a subject that has been studied. aধীিত n. 
study, act of reading, perusal. aধীতী a. engaged in studying or reading or perusing; learned, 
erudite, well studied. 

aধীন [ adhīna ] a brought under control, subjugated; tamed; dependent; dependent for 
maintenance or subsistence; bound by obligation (to); included; dominated, governed or ruled 
(by); subordinate (aধীন কমর্চারী); subservient (to), subject (to). fem. aধীনা, (inc.) aিধনী । aধীনতা, 
aধীনt n. subjugation;. tamed condition; dependence; dependence for maintenance or subsistence; 
obligation; domination; subordination; subserviency, subjection. 

aধীয়মান [ adhīẏamāna ] a that which is being read or studied. ☐ n. a student. 

aধীর [ adhīra ] a restless; fidgety; impatient; eager; anxious; worried; alarmed, concerned; 
uneasy; excited, agitated; be side oneself. fem. aধীরা । aধীরতা n. restlessness; fidgetiness; 
impatience; eagerness; anxiety, worry; alarm, fear; excitement, agitation. ̃িচt a. of a restless turn 
of mind; scatter-brained. aধীর হoয়া v. to become restless or impatient or eager or anxious or 
alarmed or excited or agitated; to fidget; to worry; to be beside oneself. 

aধীশ, aধীশব্র [ adhīśa, adhīśbara ] n a great king; an emperor; a sovereign ruler; an owner; a 
master; a lord; a ruler or director; a chief. fem. aধীশব্রী । 

aধুনা [ adhunā ] adv in recent times, at present, nowadays. ̃তন a. of recent times, present-day; 
modern. ̃লpু a. now-extinct. 

aধূত [ adhūta ] a unshivering, not trembling; steady and still. 
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aধৃষয্ [ adhṛṣya ] a difficult to vanquish, unconquerable; indomitable, turbulent. 

aৈধযর্ [ adhairya ] a impatient; eager; restless, uneasy; fidgety; anxious, worried. ☐ n. 
impatience; eagerness; restlessness, uneasiness; fidgetiness; anxiety, worry. 

aেধাগত [ adhōgata ] a gone downwards, descended; subsided; downfallen; deteriorated; 
depraved; stricken with misery, distressed; condemned to hell. 

aেধাগিত, aেধাগমন [ adhōgati, adhōgamana ] n going downwards, descent; subsidence; 
downfall, deterioration: depravity; misery, distress; domination. 

aেধাগািমনী [ adhōgāminī ] fem of aেধাগামী । 

aেধাগামী [ adhōgāmī ] a going downwards, descending; subsiding; downfallen, deteriorating; 
depraved; miserable, distressed; condemned to hell. 

aেধাদৃি  [ adhōdṛṣṭi ] a looking downwards; having looks fixed at the tip of one's nose whilst 
practising yoga. aেধাদিৃ েত adv. with downcast looks. 

aেধােদশ [ adhōdēśa ] n the lower portion or part; posteriors, buttocks; downward direction. 

aেধানমন [ adhōnamana ] n degradation; going down; getting down. aেধানিমত a. brought down; 
degraded. 

aেধাবদন [ adhōbadana ] a having one's face or head hanging down. fem. aেধাবদনা । aেধাবদন হoয়া 
v. to hang one's face or head down. aেধাবদেন adv. with one's face or head hanging down. 

aেধাবায় ু[ adhōbāẏu ] n downward wind; fart. 

aেধাবাস, aেধাবst [ adhōbāsa, adhōbastra ] n clothes for the lower part of the body. 

aেধািবnd [ adhōbindu ] n the nadir. 

aেধাভুবন [ adhōbhubana ] n the netherworld, the under world; the Hades. 

aেধােলাক [ adhōlōka ] n same as aেধাভবুন । 

aেধৗত [ adhauta ] a unwashed; uncleaned. 

aধব্গ [ adhbaga ] n a traveller, a wayfarer. 
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aধব্র [ adhbara ] n an ecclesiastical sacrifice (esp. in accordance with the যজুেবর্দ). 

aধব্যরু্ [ adhbaryu ] n a priest who is versed in the যজুেবর্দ । 

aধয্k [ adhyakṣa ] a manager; a chief executive; a superintendent, an officer in charge; a 
principal (of a college or institution); a lord or a master (dগর্াধয্k); a president or speaker (of a 
legislative assembly). ̃তা n. the post or office or function of a chief executive; superintendentship; 
superintendence; overlordship or mastership; principalship; presidentship; presidency; 
speakership. 

aধয্বসায় [ adhyabasāẏa ] n perseverance; sustained effort. ̃শীল, aধয্বসায়ী a. persevering. 

aধয্য়ন [ adhyaẏana ] n reading; study; perusal. ̃রত, ি̃নরত a. engaged in studying or reading (esp. 
absorbedly). ̃শীল a. studious; studying or reading (esp. absorbedly). ̃শীলতা n. studiousness. aধয্য়নীয় 
a. readable; worth reading. 

aধয্শন [ adhyaśana ] n over-eating, surfeit; act of eat ing a second time before the food taken 
previously has been digested. 

aধয্াt [ adhyātma ] a pertaining to the Supreme Being; pertaining to the individual soul; 
spiritual; metaphysical; physical. ̃েচতনা n. spirituality; spiritualism. ̃তtt n. knowledge about God; 
knowledge about the soul; metaphysics. ̃তttিবত্ n. one who has knowledge about God or the soul; 
a metaphysician. ̃বাদ n. subjectivism; spiritualism. ̃বাদী a. subjectivistic; spiritualistic. ☐ n. a 
subjectivist; a spiritualist. aধয্ািtক var. of আধয্ািtক । aধয্াtীয় a. subjective. 

aধয্ােদশ [ adhyādēśa ] n an ordinance. 

aধয্াপক [ adhyāpaka ] n a teacher; an instructor; an advisor; (usu.) a professor or lecturer (of a 
college etc.). fem. aধয্ািপকা । 

aধয্াপন, aধয্াপনা [ adhyāpana, adhyāpanā ] n act of teaching, or advising or instructing; 
readership. aধয্াপনা করা v. to teach, to instruct, to advise; (usu.) to work as a professor or lecturer 
(in a college etc.). aধয্ািপত a. taught, instructed. 

aধয্ায় [ adhyāẏa ] n a chapter, a section, a canto, etc. (of a book). 

aধয্াrঢ় [ adhyārūḍh◌় ] a mounted (on). 

aধয্ােরাপ [ adhyārōpa ] n (rhet.) transference of epithet; (phil.) imaginary ascription of foreign 
qualities to a person of a thing; illusion. 
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aধয্াস1 [ adhyāsa1 ] n ascription, attribution; (phil.) imaginary ascription of foreign qualities to a 
person or a thing, illusion. 

aধয্াস2, aধয্াসন [ adhyāsa2, adhyāsana ] n placed or seated upon or over; sitting; being seated; 
domination; (of deities) invisible presence. 

aধয্ািসত, aধয্াসীন [ adhyāsita, adhyāsīna ] a placed or seated upon or over; mounted; in 
possession of; (of deities) present invisibly. 

aধয্াহার, aধয্াহরণ [ adhyāhāra, adhyāharaṇa ] n (gr.) act of making a word or words elliptic; (gr.) 
an ellipsis; quotation. aধয্াহাযর্ a. that which can be or should be omitted. 

aধয্াhত [ adhyāhṛta ] a (gr.) left out as an ellipsis; quoted. 

aধুয্িষত [ adhyuṣita ] a inhabited; colonized. 

aেধয্তা [ adhyētā ] a engaged in study. ☐ n. a student; a reader. aেধয্তবয্ a. to be read or studied; 
fit to be read. 

arব [ adhruba ] a inconstant; unstable; transitory; changeable, variable; uncertain, doubtful. 

aনk [ anakṣa ] a having no wheel. 

aনkর [ anakṣara ] a illiterate, unlettered; ignorant. 

aনg [ anagna ] a not naked; not without a cover. 

aনgসর [ anagrasara ] a not developed or advanced; backward ̃তা. n. lack or absence of progress; 
backwardness; retardation. 

aনঘ [ anagha ] a sinless; pure, holy; innocent; free from danger; safe, secure; pleasant; 
sorrowless; happy. 

aনন্kিরত [ anankurita ] a not yet sprouted or germinated, unsprouted, ungerminated; (poet.) 
unrealized. 

aনঙ্গ [ anaṅga ] a bodiless, unembodied, incorporeal. ☐ n. Madan (মদন) the god of love. ̃েমাহন n. 
Krishna (কৃ ). ̃শর n. a shaft or shafts of the god of love; pangs of love, love-sickness. aনঙ্গাির n. 
Shiva (িশব). 
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aনচ্ছ [ anaccha ] a not transparent; opaque; muddy, turbid, dirty. ̃তা n. opacity; turbidity; (fig.) 
obscurity. 

aনটন [ anaṭana ] n want; shortage, deficiency; poverty; pecuniary distress or stringency; penury. 

aনডব্ান [ anaḍbāna ] n ox, bull. 

aনD [ anaḍ◌় ] a motionless, immobile; still; fixed, firm, stolid, never to be retracted, irrevocable 
(আমার কথা anD). 

aনিত [ anati ] a (chiefly used as a pfx.) not much or many; not excessive or superfluous; 
moderate; middling. 

aনিতকাল [ anatikāla ] n not a long time; a short time. ̃মেধয্ adv. ere or before long; in a short time, 
shortly. 

aনিতkম, aনিতkমণ [ anatikrama, anatikramaṇa ] n not passing be yond or over; not crossing; 
not transgressing or infringing or violating. aনিতkমণীয়, aনিতkময্ a. incapable of being passed 
beyond or over; incapable of being crossed; impassable; inviolable; incapable of being overcome 
(aনিতkময্ বাধা); insuperable. aনিতkাn a. that has not been passed beyond or over; not crossed; not 
transgressed or violated or infringed; not overcome; not surmounted; unbeaten. 

aনিতদীঘর্ [ anatidīrgha ] a not very long (aনিতদীঘর্ পথ বা রািt); not very tall (aনিতদীঘর্ েদহ). aনিতদীঘর্ 
কাল n. not a very long time. 

aনিতদূরবতর্ী [ anatidūrabartī ] a situated at not a great distance. 

aনিতদূের [ anatidūrē ] adv not at or to a great distance, not very far. 

aনিতপূেবর্ [ anatipūrbē ] adv not long before; a short while ago. 

aনিতিবলেm [ anatibilambē ] adv not long after, without much delay, before long; shortly, soon. 

aনিতিবsৃত [ anatibistṛta ] a not very extensive or broad or wide or spacious. 

aনতীত [ anatīta ] a not yet gone by or past. 

aনতীতবালয্ [ anatītabālya ] a of one who has not yet passed his childhood or boyhood. 

aনিধক [ anadhika ] a not exceeding, not more than. 
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aনিধকার [ anadhikāra ] n absence of right or claim or possession. ☐ a. unrightful; without 
authority or claim or possession; ultra vires, unwarranted. ̃চচর্া n. unauthorized interference, 
meddling; officiousness; interference without competence or qualification. aনিধকারচচর্া করা v. to 
interfere without authority, to meddle, to buttin, to thrust one's nose in; to act officiously; to 
interfere without competence or qualification. ̃pেবশ n. trespass, intrusion. aনিধকারpেবশ করা v. to 
trespass, to intrude, to encroach; to transgress, to infringe. aনিধকারী a. without any right or claim 
or authority or competence; having no right or claim; unrightful; unauthorized; in competent; not 
entitled; ineligible. 

aনিধকৃত [ anadhikṛta ] a not taken possession of; not captured or seized; unoccupied; 
unconquered. 

aনিধগত [ anadhigata ] a unearned; unlearnt; unstudied, unread; unattained; not acquired; not 
reached or gone through. 

aনিধগময্ [ anadhigamya ] a unknowable, incomprehensible; incapable of being learnt (aনিধ গময্ 
িবষয়); inaccessible, unapproachable (aনিধগময্ হান); uncome-at-able. 

aনিধি ত [ anadhiṣṭhita ] a not placed upon or over; not present, absent, inexistent; not 
established (in a place etc.); not appointed (to a post, office etc.); not seated upon or over. 

aনধীত [ anadhīta ] a that which has not been read or studied; unread or unstudied; not gone 
through. 

aনধীন [ anadhīna ] a not depending on; not controlled or dominated by; not subject or 
subservient to; not subordinate to. ̃তা n. state of being not dependent or controlled or dominated 
or subservient or subordinate; independence, freedom. 

aনধয্বসায় [ anadhyabasāẏa ] n lack or absence or perseverence. 

aনধয্ায়, aনধয্য়ন [ anadhyāẏa, anadhyaẏana ] n rest from study; a day or rest from study; a 
school holiday. 

aনnকরণীয় [ ananukaraṇīẏa ] a incapable of being imitated; inimitable. 

aনnkল [ ananukūla ] a adverse; unfavourable. 

aনnগত [ ananugata ] a not obedient, disobedient. 

aনnভবনীয় [ ananubhabanīẏa ] a incapable of being felt, unperceivable. 
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aনnভূত [ ananubhūta ] a unfelt; not perceived. 

aনnমত [ ananumata ] a unpermitted; unsanctioned; unapproved; disallowed; not agreeable to. 

aনnেময় [ ananumēẏa ] a incapable of being guessed, not conjecturable; unimaginable. 

aনnেমাদন [ ananumōdana ] n absence of permission or sanction; disapproval; rejection, absence 
of consent. aনnেমািদত a. unpermitted; unapproved (aনnেমািদত পাঠয্পুsক); unsanctioned; not assented 
to; disapproved; disagreed; rejected, prohibited (aনnেমািদত eলাকা); unauthorized (aনnেমািদত বয্য়); 
unaffiliated (aনnেমািদত িবদয্ালয়). 

aনnশীলন [ ananuśīlana ] n lack or absence of systematic practice or training. aনnশীিলত a. not 
practised; without systematic training; uncultivated. 

aনnি ত [ ananuṣṭhita ] a unperformed, unexecuted; unaccomplished; outstanding. 

aনn [ ananta ] a endless; boundless; unlimited; inexhaustible; everlasting, eternal; imperishable. 
☐ n. Vishnu (িব ু); Shesha (েশষ) the thousand-headed king of snakes; an ornament, an armlet. ̃কাল 
n. eternity. ̃কালবয্াপী, ̃কাল হায়ী a. eternal. everlasting. aনnকাল ধের adv. for ever. ̃চতদুর্শী n. the 
fourteenth day of the lunar fortnight of the month of Bhadra (ভাd); a religious penance observed 
on this day. ̃েদব n. Shesha (েশষ) the king of snakes. ̃িনdা n. Vishnu's sleep on the person of Ananta 
(aনn) the snake-king; everlasting or eternal sleep; (fig.) death. ̃িনdায় িনিdত sleeping the sleep that 
knows no breaking, sleeping eternal sleep, dead. ̃pকার a. of endless or countless varieties. ̃বীযর্ a. of 
endless or inexhaustible strength or virility. ̃pভাব n. incessant or endless current or flow. ̃মূল n. a 
medicinal root. ̃rপ, ̃rপী a. of endless forms or shapes; of endless manifestations. ̃শয়ন, ̃শযয্া n. use 
of the person of Anantadeva (aনnেদব) by Vishnu as his bed; (fig.) death. ̃শীষর্ a. hydra-headed. 

aনnর [ anantara ] a. & con hereafter or thereafter, afterwards, then. 

aনnয়ী aবয্য় [ ananbaẏī abyaẏa ] n (gr.) an interjection. 

aনn [ ananya ] n no other than; having no other; intent; resolute; sole, singular, unique; 
supreme; unparalleled; solely or absorbedly engaged. fem. aনnা । ̃কমর্া a. doing no work other 
than; not at tending to any work other than; solely engaged or absorbed in. ̃গিত a. having no way 
or means or alternative other than; compelled by absence of any alternative. ̃িচt a. having nothing 
in the mind other than; fixed with close attention to nothing other than, intent on. ̃িচেt adv. with 
undivided attention, intently. ̃দিৃ  a. looking at nothing other than; gazing steadfastly. ̃পরায়ণ a. not 
devoted to anything other than; solely engaged in. ̃বিৃt a. engaged in no occupation or endeavour 
other than; solely occupied in. ̃bত a. engaged in or performing no task other than. aনnমনা same 
as ̃িচt । ̃শরণ, ̃সহায় a. having no help or resort or patron or protector other than. ̃সাধারণ, s̃লভ a. not 
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to be found in anybody else; singular, unique; extraordinary, uncommon. ̃সােপk a. not depending 
on or subject to anything; absolutely independent. 

aনেnাপায় [ ananyōpāẏa ] a having no means or resource other than; having no alternative; 
desperate. 

aনিnত [ ananbita ] a (gr.) lacking in sequence or agreement; (phil.) not governed by the law of 
causation; not related, detached; irrelevant, incoherent. 

aনপকারক, aনপকারী [ anapakāraka, anapakārī ] a not injurious or harmful, harmless, doing no 
harm or injury. 

aনপগত [ anapagata ] a not removed, not dispelled; not gone. 

aনপচয় [ anapacaẏa ] n absence of waste or wastefulness or improvidence. 

aনপতয্ [ anapatya ] a childless, issueless. 

aনপেনয় [ anapanēẏa ] a indelible, ineffaceable; irremediable (aনপেনয় dঃখ); irremovable (aনপেনয় 
uত্পাত); irredeemable (aনপেনয় কলঙ্ক). 

aনপরাধ [ anaparādha ] n absence of sin or crime; impeccability; innocence. ☐ a. impeccable; 
innocent. aনপরাধী a. same as aনপরাধ (a). fem. aনপরািধনী । 

aনেপk [ anapēkṣa ] a not depending on or subject to; independent; impartial, unbiased. 

aনেপিkত [ anapēkṣita ] a not awaited; unexpected; unanticipated. 

aনবকাশ [ anabakāśa ] n want of leisure or respite or break; lack of time for doing some 
particular work. 

aনবগত [ anabagata ] a unaware, uninformed; ignorant; unknown. 

aনবgিNত [ anabaguṇṭhita ] a not veiled; unveiled. fem. aনবgিNতা । 

aনবিচ্ছn [ anabacchinna ] a without intermission or respite, non-stop; incessant; continuous. 

aনবেচ্ছদ [ anabacchēda ] n absence of intermission or respite; continuity. 
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aনবদয্ [ anabadya ] a blameless; flawless; faultless; impeccable; unimpeachable; innocent (aনবদয্ 
েকৗতুক); beautiful; splendid. ̃তা n. blamelessness; flawlessness; faultlessness; innocence; 
impeccability; unimpeachability. aনবদয্াঙ্গী a. fem. of unimpeachable beauty. 

aনবধান [ anabadhāna ] n inattention; carelessness; inadvertence. ☐ a. inattentive; careless; 
negligent; inadvertent. ̃তা n. inattention; carelessness; negligency; inadvertence. aনবধানতাবশত adv. 
inadvertently; unintentionally. 

aনবরত [ anabarata ] a ceaseless, unremitting; continuous. ☐ adv. incessantly, unremittingly; 
continually; always, ever. 

aনবrd [ anabaruddha ] a unconfined, not shutup; unbolted; not barricaded or blockaded; not 
besieged; unrestricted, unhindered (aনবrd েsাত). 

aনবেরাধ [ anabarōdha ] n freedom from confinement or siege or restriction. 

aনবলm, aনবলmন [ anabalamba, anabalambana ] a having no propor support; having nothing to 
fall back on; having no refuge. 

aনবসর [ anabasara ] n absence of leisure or respite; want of opportunity. ☐ a. having no leisure 
or respite; (continuously) busy. 

aনবিসত [ anabasita ] a not finished or completed, unfinished or incomplete. 

aনব হা [ anabashā ] n lack of order, disorder; unsettled state, restlessness; (log.) a defect in 
argument caused by working back from one thing to another especially from effect to cause, a 
regress. 

aনবি হত [ anabashita ] a restless; unsettled; fickle or unsteady; unstable; wavering. ̃িচt a. of 
unsettled mind; unresolved in purpose; mentally wavering; changing one's mind every moment; 
fickle minded. ̃িচtতা n. fickle-mindedness. 

aনবিহত [ anabahita ] a inattentive, unmindful; heedless; careless, neglectful; not on the alert, 
unguarded, unwary. 

aনিভজাত [ anabhijāta ] a not born of a good family; not high-born, not aristocratic; low born; not 
having a good pedigree. 

aনিভj [ anabhijña ] a inexperienced; inexpert; fem. aনিভjতা । ̃তা n. inexperience; lack of skill. 
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aনিভpায় [ anabhiprāẏa ] n lack of desire or intention; disapproval; contrariety to one's desire or 
liking or intention. 

aনিভেpত [ anabhiprēta ] a disapproved; disagreed; undesired; not to one's liking; contrary to 
one's desire or intention. 

aনিভবয্k [ anabhibyakta ] a not expressed; not manifest; not evolved; implicit. 

aনিভভবনীয় [ anabhibhabanīẏa ] a unconquerable; indomitable; not to be confounded or 
overwhelmed. 

aনিভভূত [ anabhibhūta ] a unconquered; not confounded or overwhelmed; unembarrassed. 

aনিভমত [ anabhimata ] a disapproved; unsanctioned; contrary to one's opinion. 

aনিভলষণীয় [ anabhilaṣaṇīẏa ] a undesirable. 

aনিভলিষত [ anabhilaṣita ] a undesired. 

aনিভলাষ [ anabhilāṣa ] n unwillingness; contrariety to one's desire; absence of desire. 

aনিভলাষী [ anabhilāṣī ] a unwilling; not desirous of; disapproving; having no desire for. 

aনভী  [ anabhīṣṭa ] a not desired; undesired, unwanted. 

aনভয্s [ anabhyasta ] a unaccustomed, unwonted; inexperienced; unpractised; inexpert; 
unfamiliar. 

aনভয্াস [ anabhyāsa ] n lack of practice or training; unwontedness. 

aনমনীয় [ anamanīẏa ] a unbending, inflexible; unyielding; indomitable; tough, hard, rigid; 
obstinate. ̃তা n. inflexibility; unbendingness; rigidity. 

aনmর [ anambara ] a having no cover; bare; naked. ☐ n. the sky; a Buddhist community. 

aনগর্ল [ anargala ] a unbolted; unrestrained, unhindered; free; profuse, abundant; fluent. ☐ adv. 
incessantly; excessively; fluently. 

aনথর্ [ anartha ] n harm, mischief, injury; reverse, peril, danger; ruin; mishap; trouble or unhappy 
occurrence (aনথর্ ঘটােনা). 
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aনথর্ক [ anarthaka ] a futile, useless; unprovoked or unreasonable (aনথর্ক কলহ); unnecessary. ☐ 
adv. in vain; without provocation or reason; unnecessarily. 

aনথর্কর [ anarthakara ] a injurious, full of mischief, harmful; causing reverse or ruin; 
devastating. 

aনথর্দশর্ী [ anarthadarśī ] a & n. pessimist. 

aনথর্পাত [ anarthapāta ] n occurrence of an accident; befalling of danger or reverse or ruin. 

aনহর্ [ anarha ] n unfit; unsuitable; not adorable. 

aনল [ anala ] n fire. ̃pভ a. as radiant or lustrous as fire. ̃বষর্ণ n. raining of fire; showering or 
emitting of fire. ̃বষর্ী a. raining fire; showering or emitting fire. ̃িশলা n. a meteor. 

aনলংকৃত [ analaṅkṛta ] a not decorated or ornamented; unadorned. 

aনলস [ analasa ] a not lazy or indolent; diligent, industrious; untiring; given to action, active; 
lively and energetic. 

aনl [ analpa ] a not small in number or amount; many or much; considerably large in number 
or amount. 

aনশন [ anaśana ] n abstinence from food, fasting; starvation. ̃িk  a. stricken with starvation; 
famished. aনশন ধমর্ঘট n. hunger-strike. ̃bত n. abstinence from food (till one's death) under a 
solemn vow; (loos.) hunger-strike. 

aনশব্র [ anaśbara ] a imperishable; indestructible; immortal. ̃তা n. imperishability; 
indestructibility; immortality. 

aনসূয় [ anasūẏa ] a free from malice or envy. fem. aনসূয়া । 

aনsগ [ anastaga ] a (astr.) circumpolar. 

aনsিমত [ anastamita ] a not set; not disappeared or declined. 

aনsীকাযর্ [ anasbīkārya ] a undeniable; that which can not but be admitted. 

aনহংকৃত [ anahaṅkṛta ] a not proud; not conceited or arrogant, not stuck-up. 

aনাকষর্ণীয় [ anākarṣaṇīẏa ] a uninviting, unattractive. 
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aনাকাkা [ anākāṅkṣā ] n lack or absence of desire; absence of longing. 

aনাkমণ [ anākramaṇa ] n non-aggression. aনাkমণ চিুk n. a non-aggression pact. 

aনাkময্ [ anākramya ] a incapable of being attacked; (hyg.) immune. ̃তা n. immunity. 

aনাkাn [ anākrānta ] a unassailed, unattacked. 

aনাগত [ anāgata ] a not yet come or arrived; not yet happened; still to come or happen, 
future. ̃িবধাতা n. one who makes provision for the future; one having fore sight. 

aনাঘর্াত । [ anāghrāta . ] a unsmelt; pure and untouched. fem. aনাঘর্াতা । 

aনাচার [ anācāra ] n unscriptural or unholy practice; uncultured or indecent practice; an immoral 
or abominable practice. aনাচারী a. abandoned; given to unscriptural or indecent or abominable 
practice. ☐ n. such a man. 

aনাচ্ছািদত [ anācchādita ] a uncovered; having no roof, unthatched; bare. 

aনাDmর [ anāḍ◌়mbara ] a unostentatious, unceremonious; simple. 

aনাtj [ anātmajña ] a ignorant of one's own self, lacking in self-knowledge; not moving or 
acting in accordance with one's status or power or circumstances. 

aনাtীয় [ anātmīẏa ] a having no blood-relation or matrimonial relation (with), unrelated; 
unfriendly; having no kindred or relations. fem. aনাtীয়া । 

aনাথ [ anātha ] a having none to help or protect, helpless; orphan. fem. aনাথা, (pop.) aনািথনী । ̃নাথ 
n. one who helps or protects the helpless; God. ̃শালা, aনাথা ম n. charitable home or refuge for the 
helpless; an orphanage. 

aনাদর [ anādara ] n lack of cordiality or care or attention; neglect; slight; disrespect. aনাদর করা v. 
to treat with neglect or disrespect. aনাদরণীয় a. unworthy of being treated with cordiality or care or 
attention. 

aনাদায় [ anādāẏa ] n (of dues, money, revenue, claims, etc.) non-realization or non-recovery. 
aনাদায়ী a. unrealized; outstanding. 

aনািদ [ anādi ] a having no beginning or cause or origin; self-born. ☐ n. God. 
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aনািদকাল [ anādikāla ] n time immemorial, very old or ancient time. 

aনািদ  [ anādiṣṭa ] a not ordered or commanded. 

aনাদৃত [ anādṛta ] a not received with cordiality or care or attention; neglected; slighted. 

aনােদয় [ anādēẏa ] a (inc. of dues, money, revenue, claim, etc.) unrealizable. 

aনাদয্ [ anādya ] a having no beginning; without origin. 

aনাদয্n [ anādyanta ] a having neither beginning nor end, having neither origin nor destruction; 
self-born and immortal. 

aনাপয্ [ anāpya ] a not obtainable; rare. 

aনাবশয্ক [ anābaśyaka ] a unnecessary; needless; redundant; superfluous. ̃তা n. needlessness. 

aনাবািদ [ anābādi ] a uncultivated, fallow; uncultivable, non-arable. 

aনাবািসক, aনাবাসী [ anābāsika, anābāsī ] a non-resident; non residential. 

aনািবল [ anābila ] a not dirty or muddy, not turbid; limpid, clear, clean; pure; unmixed, 
unadulterated (aনািবল sখ). 

aনািব ৃত [ anābiṣkṛta ] a undiscovered; not yet in vented; not found out, untraced; unknown. 

aনািব  [ anābiṣṭa ] a inattentive; absent-minded. 

aনাবৃত [ anābṛta ] a uncovered; unconcealed; bare; naked; open; discovered; revealed. 

aনাবৃি  [ anābṛṣṭi ] n shortage or absence of rain; drought. 

aনাবয্ [ anābya ] a not navigable. 

aনাময় [ anāmaẏa ] n absence of illness; physical soundness; recovery from illness. ☐ a. free 
from illness; recovered from illness and difficulties; peaceful. 

aনামা1 [ anāmā1 ] a nameless; one whose name is not known or famous; obscure. 

aনামা2, aনািমকা [ anāmā2, anāmikā ] n the ring-finger. 
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aনামুখ, aনামুেখা [ anāmukha, anāmukhō ] a having a face so inauspicious that one should not 
look at it, one whose face is an ill-omen; sinister-looking. ☐ n. such a man. fem. aনামখুী । 

aনাmী [ anāmnī ] fem of aনামা1 । 

aনায়ত [ anāẏata ] a not wide or large; not extended. 

aনায়t [ anāẏatta ] a not brought under control; unmastered; beyond one's reach or power; 
uncome-at-able. 

aনায়াস [ anāẏāsa ] n a state demanding no exertion or offering no difficulty; easiness. ☐ a. 
demanding no exertion or offering no difficulty; effortless, easy; facile, spontaneous. ̃কতৃ a. done 
without effort or strain or difficulty; accomplished easily. ̃দkতা n. easy skill or gift; gift of doing 
spontaneously. ̃লb a. obtained or earned without effort or strain or difficulty; got easily. ̃লভয্ a. 
obtainable without effort or difficulty; easily obtainable. ̃সাধয্ a. capable of being done or 
performed or attained or obtained without effort or difficulty; easy. ̃িসd a. done or accomplished 
or attained or obtained easily. aনায়ােস adv. without strain or exertion or difficulty; effortlessly; 
easily; spontaneously. 

aনারb [ anārabdha ] a not (yet) begun or commenced; not (yet) undertaken. 

aনারm [ anārambha ] n non-commencement. 

aনােরাগয্ [ anārōgya ] n state of ill-health; lack of cure. ☐ a. incurable; irremediable. 

aনাতর্বা [ anārtabā ] a. fem not yet attained puberty. 

aনাdর্ [ anārdra ] a not wet; dry; (chem.) anhy-drous. 

aনাযর্ [ anārya ] a non-Aryan; uncivilized; uncultured; discourteous; low-born. ☐ n. such a man. 
aনােযর্ািচত a. befitting a non-Aryan; barbarian; uncivilized; uncultured; rudely discourteous; 
dishonest; impious; low-born. 

aনােলািকত [ anālōkita ] a not lighted, unlit; not bright; not enlightened. 

aনােলাচনীয় [ anālōcanīẏa ] a that which should not be or will not be discussed; not fit to be 
discussed or considered. 

aনােলািচত [ anālōcita ] a undiscussed; not discussed or talked about. 
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aনা য় [ anāśraẏa ] a having no shelter or refuge; shelterless; helpless. ☐ n. helplessness. aনাি ত 
n. not sheltered; shelterless; helpless. 

aনাসk [ anāsakta ] a having no attachment for or interest in; indifferent, unconcerned. aনাসিk n. 
absence of attachment or interest; indifference; unconcernedness. 

aনাসn [ anāsanna ] a not near or approaching; not imminent or impending. 

aনাসৃি  [ anāsṛṣṭi ] a outside the created world, unnatural; disorderly; queer, strange, bizarre. ☐ 
n. such a thing or incident or state. 

aনা হা [ anāshā ] n lack of trust or faith; no-confidence; unreliability. ̃psাব n. a no confidence 
motion. ̃ভাজন a. untrust worthy; unreliable. aনা হাসচূক মত vote of no-confidence. 

aনাsািদত [ anāsbādita ] a untasted; unenjoyed. ̃পবূর্ a. not tasted or enjoyed previously. 

aনাহত [ anāhata ] a unhurt, unwounded; (of stringed instruments) unstruck, unplayed ('aনাহত 
েমারা বীণা'). 

aনাহার [ anāhāra ] n state of going without food; fasting, starvation. aনাহারী a. going without 
food; fasting. aনাহাের adv. go ing without food; on fast. aনাহাের থাকা v. to go without food; to 
starve, to fast. 

aনািহত [ anāhita ] a (phys.) uncharged. 

aনাহূত [ anāhūta ] a uncalled; uninvited; unbidden; uncalled-for; unwanted. 

aিনঃেশষ [ aniḥśēṣa ] a inexhaustible; endless or impersihable (aিনঃেশষ pাণ). 

aিনঃসৃত [ aniḥsṛta ] a not secreted, not drained out. 

aিনেকত, aিনেকতন [ anikēta, anikētana ] a homeless. 

aিনচ্ছা [ anicchā ] n unwillingness, reluctance; lack of consent; indifference, 
disinterestedness. ̃কতৃ a. done or performed reluctantly or unknowingly; not deliberate, 
unintentional, undesigned. ̃পবূর্ক adv. unwillingly, reluctantly; without consent or agreement; 
indifferently, disinterestedly. aিনচ্ছা pকাশ করা v. to express unwillingness or reluctance; to express 
disrelish; to disagree, to refuse to consent. ̃ভের, aিনচ্ছায় same as ̃পবূর্ক । ̃সেtto adv. notwithstanding 
unwillingness or reluctance or lack of consent or disagreement or lack of interest. ̃সহকাের same as 
aিনচ্ছাপবূর্ক । 
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aিনচ্ছুক [ anicchuka ] a unwilling, reluctant; refusing consent, disagreeing; indifferent, 
disinterested. 

aিনতয্ [ anitya ] a not permanent or eternal or everlasting; transient, transitory; temporal (aিনতয্ 
সংসার); perishable, frail, mortal (aিনতয্ েদহ). ̃তা n. impermanence; transience, transitoriness; 
temporality. 

aিনদান [ anidāna ] a having no cause or ground, causeless, groundless. 

aিনd [ anidra ] a sleepless; vigilant. 

aিনdা, aিনdােরাগ [ anidrā, anidrārōga ] n sleeplessness; insomnia; wakefulness. 

aিনnনীয়, aিনnয্ [ anindanīẏa, anindya ] a unblamable; irreproachable; faultless, flawless; praise 
worthy. aিনnয্snর a. beautiful, beyond reproach; exquisitely beautiful. 

aিনিnত [ anindita ] a (ori.) unreproached; unblemished; not indecent; beautiful; blameless. ̃চিরt 
a. possessing an irreproachable or unimpeachable or immaculate character. 

aিনপুণ [ anipuṇa ] a lacking in dexterity, unskilful; unskilled; ungainly. ̃তা n. lack of dexterity or 
skill; ungainliness. 

aিনবd [ anibaddha ] a not arranged or laid properly. 

aিনবnী [ anibandhī ] a (chem.) amorphous. 

aিনবার [ anibāra ] a unpreventable; irresistible; incessant, non-stop, continuous. ☐ adv. 
incessantly; continually; always. 

aিনবারণীয় [ anibāraṇīẏa ] a unpreventable; irresistible, inevitable. aিনবািরত a. unprevented; not 
resisted. 

aিনবাযর্ [ anibārya ] a unpreventable; irresistible (aিনবাযর্ েবগ); inevitable, ineluctable, inexorable; 
unavoidable (aিনবাযর্ কারেণ). 

aিনমিntত [ animantrita ] a uninvited, unbidden. 

aিনিমখ [ animikha ] a (poet.) not winking (aিনিমখ আঁিখ); steadfast ('aিনিমখ িদিঠ'). ☐ adv. with no 
winking; with a steadfast gaze. 
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aিনিমষ, aিনেমষ [ animiṣa, animēṣa ] a not winking; motionless; steadfast. aিনেমষেনেt adv. with 
eyes not winking; with a steadfast gaze. 

aিনয়ত [ aniẏata ] a not regulated; irregular; unsystematic; uncontrolled, unrestrained; not steady; 
changeful; uncertain. aিনয়তাকার a. amorphous; shapeless. 

aিনয়ntণ [ aniẏantraṇa ] n lack or absence of control. 

aিনয়িntত [ aniẏantrita ] a not regulated; uncontrolled; unrestrained, loose. 

aিনয়ম [ aniẏama ] n lack of rule or system or discipline; irregularity; indiscipline; disorderliness; 
disorder; want of control or restraint. aিনয়ম করা v. to violate rule; to be given to irregularity; to 
behave fitfully or in a disorderly manner. aিনয়িমত a. uncontrolled; lacking in restraint or 
discipline; unregulated, unsystematized; irregular, unsystematic. 

aিনrd [ aniruddha ] a unobstructed; unhindered; unchecked; free. ☐ n. (myth.) grandson of 
Krishna. aিনrd পথ passage without any impediment or obstacle; the sky. 

aিনrপণীয় [ anirūpaṇīẏa ] a indeterminable. 

aিনrিপত [ anirūpita ] a undiscerned; not ascertained or determined; not assessed, unfixed 
(aিনrিপত মূলয্). 

aিনণর্ীত [ anirṇīta ] a undiscerned; undefined; not determined; unassessed; unfixed. 

aিনেণর্য় [ anirṇēẏa ] a indiscernible; undefinable; indeterminate; unassessable; incapable of being 
fixed; (math.) indeterminate. 

aিনিদর্  [ anirdiṣṭa ] a not fixed or settled; uncertain; indefinite. aিনিদর্  কােলর জn sine die; for an 
indefinite period. 

aিনেদর্শ [ anirdēśa ] n absence of direction or directive; uncertain state. aিনেদর্শয্ a. in 
determinable, that cannot be ascertained. 

aিনধর্ািরত [ anirdhārita ] a not ascertained; unassessed; unfixed; not settled or decided. 

aিনবর্চনীয় [ anirbacanīẏa ] a indescribable; ineffable, inexpressible. ̃তা n. indescribability; 
ineffability. aিনবর্াচয্ same as aিনবর্চনীয় । 

aিনবর্ািচত [ anirbācita ] a not elected; not selected; not chosen. 
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aিনবর্াণ [ anirbāṇa ] a (theo.) deprived of salvation; inextinguishable; blazing (for ever). 

aিনবর্ািপত [ anirbāpita ] a not put out, unextinguished. 

aিনভর্র [ anirbhara ] n non-reliance, non-dependence. ̃তা n. same as aিনভর্র । ̃েযাগয্ a. not reliable, 
unreliable, not dependable. 

aিনল [ anila ] n wind, air, breeze. ̃সখ n. fire. 

aিন য় [ aniścaẏa ] n uncertainty; doubt; doubtfulness; dubiousness. ̃তা n. uncertainty; doubt; 
dubiousness, doubtfulness. 

aিনি ত [ aniścita ] a uncertain; indeterminate; unsettled; unfixed; indefinite; doubtful; 
dubious. ̃ভােব adv. without certainty; indeterminately; settled or fixed condition; doubtful; 
hesitatingly. 

aিনিষd [ aniṣiddha ] a unprohibited. 

aিন  [ aniṣṭa ] n harm, injury; mischief; anything harmful or injurious. ̃কর a. harmful, injurious; 
mischievous. aিন  করা v. to harm; to do mischief. ̃কারী a. & n. one who causes harm or mischief, 
an evil doer, a wrongdoer. ˜িচnা n. mental act or thought of devising harm (to.). malevolence. ̃িচnা 
করা v. to devise harm (to). ̃জনক, দ̃ায়ক same as aিন কর । ̃পাত n. occurrence of harm or injury. ̃সাধন n. 
act of causing harm. aিন সাধন করা v. to cause harm (to), to harm. aিন  হoয়া v. to be harmed. 
aিন াচরণ same as aিন সাধন । aিন াশঙ্কা n. apprehension of harm, premonition or presentiment (of 
evil); foreboding. 

aিন া [ aniṣṭhā ] n lack of devoutness or faith or trust; lack of sincerity; absence of regard or 
reverence; non-observance. 

aিন n [ aniṣpanna ] a not accomplished or done, unexecuted; unfinished; outstanding. 

aনীক [ anīka ] n army, armed force, troops; a soldier; war, battle. 

aনীিকনী [ anīkinī ] n a division of the army (=&frac11;th of an aেkৗিহণী). 

aনীিত [ anīti ] n lack or absence of principle or morality; immorality. 

aনীিতj [ anītijña ] n ignorant of moral principles or ethics. 

aনীিpত [ anīpsita ] a undesired, unwanted, not craved or longed for; unexpected. 
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aনীশব্র [ anīśbara ] a godless, atheistic. ̃বাদ n. athe ism. ̃বাদী n. an atheist, an unbeliever. ☐ a. 
atheistic. 

aনীহ [ anīha ] a lacking in energy or effort; apathetic. aনীহা n. lack of energy or effort, apathy. 

an [ anu ] pfx denoting: behind in time or position, following, after, imitating, younger, every, 
duration, expansion, etc. 

anকmা [ anukampā ] n compassion; sympathy; kindness. 

anকরণ [ anukaraṇa ] n imitation, act of copying; act of pursuing or following after; mimicry. 
anকরণ করা v. to imitate, to copy; to follow after. ̃কারী a. & n. same as anকারী । ˜পট ুa. clever at 
imitating. ̃িpয় a. fond of imitating or mimicking. ̃বিৃt n. faculty of imitation. ̃শীল a. given to 
imitating, habitually imitative. anকরণীয় a. imitable; worthy of being imitated; exemplary. হীন 
anকরণ n. aping, apery. হীন anকরণ করা v. to ape; to mimic. 

anকl [ anukalpa ] n a secondary injunction; an alternative; a substitute, a deputy. ̃ন n. 
substitution. ̃িবিধ n. theory of substitution. 

anকার [ anukāra ] n imitation; making similar (to). anকার শb n. an onomatopoeic word, an 
onomatopoeia. anকারী a. imitating, mimicking; imitative; making similar; similar; following after. 
☐ n. an imitator, a mimic; a follower. 

anকীণর্ [ anukīrṇa ] a scattered, spread about, strewn; diffused. 

anকীতর্ন [ anukīrtana ] n publicity or eulogy or praise or glorification at a subsequent time. 

ankল [ anukūla ] a helpful, conducive, opportune; favourable; benign; propitious. ̃তা n. 
helpfulness; help; favourableness; benignity; favour; good grace, propi tiousness. ankল হoয়া v. to 
be helpful; to help; to be favourable; to become propitious. 

anকৃত [ anukṛta ] a imitated, copied, mimicked; followed (after). anকিৃত n. imitation, mimicry; 
travesty; working after the example of. 

ank [ anukta ] a unspoken, untold, unuttered, unpronounced; not mentioned; not expressed, 
understood. ̃কতর্া n. (gr.) subject having third case-ending in the passive voice. ̃পরূণ n. act of 
supplying word or words in blank spaces, act of filling up gaps. 

ankম [ anukrama ] n serial order; sequence; systematic succession; a programme. ̃ণ n. going or 
coming after, following; recurrence, repetition. ̃িণকা, ণ̃ী n. (of a book) a preface, a foreword, a list 
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আ1 [ ā1 ] n the second vowel of the Bengali alphabet. 

আ2 [ ā2 ] int expressing: surprise, bewilderment, delight, relief, regret, vexation, aversion, 
anxiety, suspense, fright, consternation; ah, oh. 

আ3 [ ā3 ] pfx denoting: a little, slight (আকm); thorough (আিkp); starting from (আজn, আসমুd); up to 
(আকন্ঠ, আমরণ); during the whole of, throughout (আজীবন); including (আচNাল) contrary to (আগমন); 
implying negation up-, non-(আকাটা); perverted, vile (আকথা); bad, disagreeable, unsuitable, 
difficult, hard (আঘাট, আকাল) etc. 

আi [ āi ] n mother; one's mother's mother or aunt. 

আiঢাi [ āiḍhāi ] adv feeling extreme uneasiness (owing to excess of anything). ☐ a. extremely 
uneasy. আiঢাi করা v. to feel or become extremely uneasy. 

আiন [ āina ] n a law; an act; a regulation; an ordinance; a statute; a rule; a system; the whole 
code of laws, the law. আiন করা v. to enact a law; to pass a bill; to legislate; to make a rule. েদoয়ািন 
আiন civil law. েফৗজদাির আiন criminal law. সামিরক আiন martial law. আiন-uপেদ া n. one who advises 
on legal points, a legal adviser; counsel. ̃-কাnন n. pl. rules and regulations. ̃গত a. legal; 
statutory. ̃gন্হ n. a law-book. ̃জীবী, ̃-বয্বসায়ী n. a legal practitioner; a pleader, an advocate, a 
barrister, an attorney, a solicitor, etc., a lawyer. ̃j a. versed in law. ☐ n. a jurist. ̃ত adv. 
according to or in keeping with the law or laws, legally or lawfully. ̃-পিরষদ. n. a legislative 
council; a legislature. ̃-pণয়ন n. enactment; legislation. ̃-pেণতা. n. a legislator; a lawgiver. ̃মntক n. 
the ministry of law. ̃মntী, ̃সিচব n. a law-minister. ̃মািফক a. & adv. same as আiনাnযায়ী । ˜শাst n. 
jurisprudence; the whole code of laws, the law; a law-book. ̃সংগত, ̃সmত a. lawful; legitimate. ̃-সভা 
n. a legislative assembly; a legislature. আiনাnগ a. law-abiding; lawful; legitimate. আiনাnযায়ী adv. 
according to or in keeping with the law, legally or law fully. ☐ a. legal; lawful. আiনাnসাের same 
as আiনাnযায়ী (adv.) 

আiবD, আiবুেDা [ āibaḍ◌়, āibuḍ◌়ō ] a unmarried. আiবুেDাভাত n. the ceremony of taking the last 
meal by a Hindu bride or bridegroom on the night immediately preceding their wedding-day. 
আiবুেDা েমেয় a woman who remains single after the conventional age for marrying, a spinster. 

আiমা [ āimā ] n one's mother's mother or aunt. 

আiেয়া [ āiẏō ] n a woman whose husband is alive. 

আiেয়ািডন [ āiẏōḍina ] n tincture of iodine. 

আuoল [ āuōla ] a first; chief; best. 
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আuট [ āuṭa ] adv. & a out; incorrigibly depraved or abandoned, gone to the dogs. 

আuটােনা [ āuṭānō ] v to stir (milk) whilst boiling. 

আuশ, আuস [ āuśa, āusa ] a (chiefly of paddy) ripening in the rainy season or in autumn; (loos.) 
ripening or growing early. 

আoD [ āōḍ◌় ] n a whirlpool. 

আoDােনা [ āōḍ◌়ānō ] v (chiefly facet.) to pronounce or recite (usu. repeatedly). ☐ n. (repeated) 
pronouncement or recitation. 

আoতা [ āōtā ] n (rare) shade, sunshade; care; guardianship, custody; control; reach; jurisdiction; 
purview. (কারo) আoতায় under one's power or tutelage or guardianship. 

আoয়াজ [ āōẏāja ] n sound; noise; voice. 

আoয়ািজ [ āōẏāji ] n a small window in the upper part of the wall, (cp.) a bay-window, (cp.) a 
skylight. 

আoরত [ āōrata ] n a woman; one's wife. 

আoরােনা [ āōrānō ] v (of boils etc.) to swell and become painful, to inflame. 

আoলাত, আoলাদ [ āōlāta, āōlāda ] n fruit-trees and other immovable property; offspring, 
progeny. 

আoসত [ āōsata ] n a large holding of land held in fee under a landowner, (cp.) a fief. 

আংটা [ āṇṭā ] n a ring; a ring-like handle. 

আংিট [ āṇṭi ] n a finger-ring. 

আংরা [ āṃrā ] n burning coal, live coal; charcoal; cinder. 

আংরাখা [ āṃrākhā ] n a jacket; a coat; a cloak. 

আংিশক [ āṃśika ] a of a part or parts or a share or shares; partial; incomplete. ̃ভােব adv. in part, 
partially. 
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আ ঁ[ ā ] int expressing: dismay, pain etc. 

আঁক [ ān ̐ka ] n a mark or line; (arith. & alg.) a problem, a sum. আঁক কষা v. to do a sum. আঁক কাটা v. 
to draw a line; to scratch. 

আঁকDা [ ān̐kaḍ◌়ā ] n a hook; a tendril; a ring. আঁকDা আঁকিD n. act of holding fast as in an embrace, 
grappling. ̃েনা v. to grapple (doggedly); to embrace (tightly); to grasp, to gripe. আঁকেD ধরা to hold in 
a tight grasp or embrace. 

আঁকিD [ ān ̐kaḍ◌়i ] n any hook-shaped object or sign; any of such signs affixed to alphabetical 
letters. 

আঁকন [ ān ̐kana ] n act or manner of painting; a painted picture. 

আঁকিশ [ ān ̐kaśi ] n a pole with a hook fixed to one of its ends, used for plucking fruits, flowers 
etc. or for other purposes. 

আঁকা [ ān̐kā ] v to draw, to trace, to paint; to mark; to write; to describe, to delineate. ☐ n. act of 
drawing or tracing or painting or marking or writing or describing or delineating. ☐ a. drawn, 
traced, painted; marked; written; described, delineated. ̃েনা v. to cause to draw or trace or paint or 
mark or write or describe or delineate. আঁকার হাত n. ability to draw. 

আঁিকবুিক [ ān̐kibuki ] n a scribble, drawing or writing carelessly or unmindfully. 

আঁকাবাঁকা [ ān̐kābān̐kā ] a zigzag, winding, meandering; tortuous. 

আkঁপাkঁ, আkঁবাkঁ [ ān̐kupān̐ku, ān̐kubān̐ku ] n fidget. আkঁপাঁk করা v. to fidget. 

আঁখর [ ān̐khara ] n a letter of the alphabet. 

আঁিখ [ ān̐khi ] n an eye. ̃জল n. tear. আঁিখ ঠারা v. to ogle; to wink or blink (at). ̃পাত n. an eyelid. 

আঁচ [ ān̐ca ] n the ignited state of an oven, ignition; degree of ignition; heat; glow; surmise, 
guess, conjecture, a hint; anticipation; a presage. আঁচ oঠা v. to ignite, to take fire. আঁচ করা v. to 
surmise, to sense, to guess, to conjecture, to anticipate. আঁচ েদoয়া v. to ignite, to enkindle, to set on 
fire; to hint; to presage. আঁচ ধরা v. to take fire, to ignite. আঁচ পাoয়া v. to get a hint (of). আঁচ লাগা v. to 
be affected with slight stress or burden (of). 

আঁচD [ ān̐caḍ◌় ] n an instance of scraping or digging with the finger-nails or claws, a scratch; a 
thin mark or line; (fig.) a cursory or slight examination or effort (eক আঁচেD বুেঝ েনoয়া). eক আঁচেD 
upon a cursory or slight examination. 
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আঁচDকামD [ ān̐caḍ◌়kāmaḍ◌় ] n act of scratching and biting; bites and scratches. 

আঁচDা-আঁচিD [ ān ̐caḍ◌়ā-ān̐caḍ◌়i ] n act of mutual scratching with finger-nails or claws in a fight. 

আঁচDােনা [ ān̐caḍ◌়ānō ] v to scratch or dig with finger nails or claws; to comb (hair). ☐ a. 
scratched or dug with the finger-nails or claws; combed, kempt. 

আঁচল [ ān̐cala ] n an expanse of a part or an end of a loin-cloth (esp. one worn by women). ̃-ধরা 
a. (said of a man) very obedient to women or to one's wife; henpecked; (of a boy) very much de 
pendent on his mother. 

আঁচলা [ ān ̐calā ] n an ornamented border of a woman's loin-cloth. 

আঁচা [ ān ̐cā ] v to surmise, to sense, to guess, to conjecture; to anticipate. 

আঁচােনা [ ān̐cānō ] v to wash one's mouth, esp. by rinsing after a meal. না আঁচােল িবশব্াস েনi there's 
many a slip betwixt the cup and the lip. 

আঁিচল [ ān ̐cila ] n a wart, a mole, a blotch. 

আঁজনাi [ ān̐janāi ] n a sty, a stye; a very small kind of lizard akin to the iguana. 

আঁজলা, আঁজল [ ān̐jalā, ān̐jala ] n palms of one's hands cupped together; the amount that a cup 
thus contains, a handful. 

আঁট [ ān ̐ṭa ] n tightness, tension; compactness (কথার আঁট), restraint, reserve (মুেখর আঁট). ☐ a. tight; 
close-fitting; tense. আঁট করা v. to make tight, to tighten. 

আঁটkD, আঁটkDা, আঁটkিDয়া, আঁটkেD [ ān ̐ṭakuḍ◌়, ān̐ṭakuḍ◌়ā, ān̐ṭakuḍ◌়iẏā, ān̐ṭakuḍ◌়ē ] a 
childess. fem. আঁটkিD । আঁটkেDর েবটা a barren woman's son, a monstrosity (a term of abuse). fem. 

আঁটkেDর েবিট । 

আঁটসাটঁ [ ān ̐ṭasān̐ṭa ] a tight, not loose. আঁটসাঁট েপাশাক tight-fitting clothes, close-fitting garment. 
আঁটসাঁট েবঁেধ কাজ করা to start (work etc.) with due preparation and precaution and by providing 
against probable contingency. 

আঁটা [ ān̐ṭā ] v to fasten tightly, to tighten; to wear, to put on (পাগিD আঁটা); to bolt (দরজায় িখল আঁটা); 
to fix (skু আটঁা); to affix (খােম িটিকট আঁটা); to shut, to close (দরজা আঁটা, েলফাফা আঁটা); to (be able to) 
contain or hold, to have capacity or room for (বালিতেত dধ আঁটা), to contend with (usu. equally); to 
be equal to; to contrive (ফিn আঁটা); to be equal to, to cope with (বুিdেত আঁটা). ☐ a. closed, shut. 
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আঁটাআঁিট, আঁিটসাঁিট n. excessive tightness; excessive strictness or rigour; firmness; higgling; 
excessive attention to (usu. one's own) interests (িনেজর েবলা আঁিটসাঁিট). ̃েনা v. to cause or force to 
contain or hold. 

আঁিট1 [ ān̐ṭi1 ] n a bundle. েবাঝার uপর শােকর আঁিট the last straw that breaks the camel's back. 

আঁিট2 [ ān̐ṭi2 ] n the stone of a fruit. 

আঁটুিন [ ān̐ṭuni ] n tightness, tension; tight fastening or fixation; strictness, rigour; (of speech etc.) 
compactness. 

আঁটুবাটঁ ু[ ān ̐ṭubān̐ṭu ] n effort inspite of incapability, fumbling. ☐ adv. fumblingly. 

আঁেটা [ ān ̐ṭō ] a tight; close-fitting. 

আঁত [ ān̐ta ] n intestines, entrails; catgut; vital or in most part (আঁেত ঘা লাগা); one's secret intention 
or design or mental disposition (আঁত েবাঝা). আঁেত ঘা েদoয়া to grieve or hurt a person by pricking his 
or her weak point, to cut to the quick. 

আঁতকােনা [ ān̐takānō ] v to feel sudden alarm, to startle. আঁতেক oঠা same as আঁতকােনা  আঁতকািন n. 
startle. 

আঁতিD [ ān̐taḍ◌়i ] n entrails, intestines. 

আঁতরস [ ān ̐tarasa ] n gastric juice. 

আঁিতপাঁিত [ ān̐tipān̐ti ] adv at the head and at the foot of a bed; everywhere. 

আঁতDু [ ān ̐tuḍ◌় ] n a lying-in room, a labour-room (আঁতুD ঘর); confinement of a woman at 
childbirth. 

আঁদr-েপদঁr [ ān ̐daru-pēn̐daru ] n (facet. & derog.) an Indian Christian ludicrously imitating the 
Eu ropeans in his daily life. 

আঁিদসাঁিদ [ ān̐disān̐di ] n. pl loopholes; tricks and stratagems; (sing.) due arrangement, order, 
system. 

আঁধার [ ān̐dhāra ] n darkness, gloom; absence of light. ☐ a. dark, gloomy; deprived of light. আঁধার 
ঘেরর মািনক an object of precious hope and consolation amidstutter misery; silver-lining. মেনর আঁধার 
ignorance; extreme sorrow or dejection. আঁধাির same as আঁধার । 
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আঁিধ [ ān̐dhi ] n stormy wind, strong wind; a storm; a danger; mental suffering; agony; a cause of 
disturbing something ('ঘুম ভাঙ্গাবার আঁিধ'). 

আঁশ [ ām̐śa ] n fibre; scales of a fish; (any) thin membranous excrescence on some insects, seeds, 
fruits etc; nap of cloth; grain of wood; (any of the) threadlike membranes in some fruits. 

আঁশেট [ ām̐śaṭē ] a smelling of scales of fish; smelling of fish. 

আঁশফল [ ām ̐śaphala ] n a kind of small fruit having similarity to litchi; longan, Euphoria 
longana. 

আঁশােনা [ ām ̐śānō ] v to harden by boiling in liquefied sugar, molasses, treacle, etc. ☐ a. thus 
boiled. 

আঁশােলা [ ām ̐śālō ] a fibrous. 

আঁষ [ ām ̐ṣa ] n any article of non-vegetarian food such as fish or meat. ☐ a. used in cutting or 
dressing or cooking articles of non-vegetarian food. (আঁষবিট). ̃েট a. smelling of fish or meat. 

আsঁাkD, আsাkDঁ [ ām̐stākuḍ◌়, āstākun̐ḍ◌় ] n a place for depositing household and other rubbish, 
a dump, a dustbin. আsঁাkেDর পাতা বা পাত any large tree-leaf used for a dinner plate and then thrown 
into the dustbin; (fig.) an ignoble or base person. আsঁাkেDর পাত কখেনা sেগর্ যায় না an ignoble person 
can never continue in a noble company. 

আকkেট, আকখুেট [ ākakuṭē, ākakhuṭē ] a (of a person) wasteful, squandering, prodigal, 
spendthrift. 

আকচা-আকিচ [ ākacā-ākaci ] n mutual envy or jealousy; unhealthy competition (over trifling 
things). 

আকছার, আকচার [ ākachāra, ākacāra ] adv frequently, every now and then, often; always. 

আকজ, আখজ [ ākaja, ākhaja ] n grudge, malice, animosity, spite. 

আকিDয়া [ ākaḍ◌়iẏā ] a penniless, very poor; worthless. ☐ n. a penniless person, a pauper. আকেD 
coll. var. of আkিDয়া । 

আকন্ঠ [ ākanṭha ] adv (filling) up to one's throat; (fig.) almost completely submerged or sunk 
(আকন্ঠ িনমিjত). ঋেণ আকন্ঠ িনমিjত হoয়া to be over head and ears in debt. আকন্ঠ েভাজন করা v. to eat and 
drink to excess, to overfeed, to surfeit. 
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আকn [ ākanda ] n a kind of tree, the sunplant, Calotropis gigantia, the swallowwort. 

আকিপল, আকিপশ [ ākapila, ākapiśa ] a greyish, of light ash colour. 

আকবির, আকbির [ ākabari, ākabbari ] a of Emperor Akbar or his reign. 

আকm, আকmন [ ākampa, ākampana ] n a slight trembling or thrill or throbbing or vibration. 

আকিmত, আকন্p [ ākampita, ākanpra ] a trembling or throbbing or vibrating slightly. 

আকর [ ākara ] n a mine, a quarry; a source or origin; a store or repertory. আকিরক a. of mines, 
mineral. ☐ n. a mineral ore. আকরীয় a. of mines, mineral. 

আকণর্ [ ākarṇa ] adv (stretched or drawn) up to the ear. ̃পূিরত a. (of a string of a bow) drawn up to 
the ear of the shooter whilst taking aim. ̃িবsতৃ a. (of one's eyes etc.) stretched up to the ears. 

আকষর্ [ ākarṣa ] n attraction; pull; any object by which something is drawn or pulled; magnet; a 
tendril. আকষর্ক, আকিষর্ক, আকষর্ী a. that which attracts or draws or pulls. ☐ n. lodestone. 

আকষর্ণ [ ākarṣaṇa ] n attraction; pull; affection, love. আকষর্ণী a. attracting. 

আকলন [ ākalana ] n calculation; (accts.) credit. ̃ি হিত n. credit balance. 

আকলপt [ ākalapatra ] n a letter of credit. 

আকিsক [ ākasmika ] a sudden; unexpected. আকিsক ঘটনা unexpected or chance occurrence. ̃তা n. 
suddenness, unexpectedness; abruptness. 

আকাDঁা [ ākān̐ḍ◌়ā ] a (of rice etc.) unhusked; not thoroughly husked; unrefined. 

আকাkণীয় [ ākāṅkṣaṇīẏa ] a desirable; worthy of being desired or wished for. 

আকাkা [ ākāṅkṣā ] n a desire; a wish, a longing; (gr.) necessity for a word to complete a 
sentence. আকাkা করা v. to desire; to wish, to long for. 

আকািkত [ ākāṅkṣita ] a desired; wished for. 

আকাkী [ ākāṅkṣī ] a desirous; wishing for. fem. আকািkণী । 

আকাট2 [ ākāṭa2 ] a downright, out-and-out, thorough, arrant (আকাট মূখর্); foolish (আকাট েলাক). 
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আকাটা [ ākāṭā ] a uncut. আকাটা হীরা rough diamond. 

আকাঠ, আকাঠা [ ākāṭha, ākāṭhā ] n inferior or worthless timber. 

আকাম [ ākāma ] n bad or unworthy work. 

আকামােনা [ ākāmānō ] a unshaved; (rare) unearned (আকামােনা কিD). 

আকার1 [ ākāra1 ] n shape, form; figure; appearance. 

আকার2 [ ākāra2 ] n the vowel আ or its sound; addition of the vowel-sound আ or the vowel itself to 
consonants; the post consonantal symbol of আ । 

আকার-iিঙ্গত [ ākāra-iṅgita ] n gestures and postures. 

আকার-পিরমাপ [ ākāra-parimāpa ] n contour survey. 

আকার-pকার [ ākāra-prakāra ] n appearance and bearing. 

আকারমািtক [ ākāramātrika ] a (of musical notation) using the post-consonantal আ-কার as the 
measure in notation. 

আকারাn [ ākārānta ] a (of words) ending with the vowel or the vowel-sound আ 

আকািরক [ ākārika ] n a summons bailiff. 

আকাল [ ākāla ] n famine; scarcity; hard times. 

আকািলক [ ākālika ] a grown or ripened out of season, untimely; short-lived, transient. 

আকাশ [ ākāśa ] n the sky, the firmament; the heavens. আকাশksম n. a visionary project, a day-
dream; a fool's paradise. ̃ksম কlনা করা v. (fig.) to build castles in the air. ̃গঙ্গা n. the Milky Way, 
the Galaxy. ̃চর a. living or moving in the sky or ether, aerial, ethereal, aery; celestial. ̃িচt n. a 
picture or photograph of the sky or any part of it. ̃চুmী a. touching the sky; sky-scraping, sky 
kissing; very lofty. ̃চুmী aTািলকা a sky scraper. ̃েছাঁয়া a. touching the sky; (fig.) very lofty. ̃জাত a. 
born or grown in the sky or ether, aerial, ethereal, aery; celestial. ̃তার n. (radio.) an aerial. আকাশ 
েথেক পDা n. v. (fig.) to drop from the blue; to be struck with amazement. ̃দীপ same as আকাশpদীপ 

। ̃dিহতা, ̃নিnনী n. an echo. ̃পট n. the canvas or the expanse of the sky. ̃পথ n. an air route; an ethereal 
route. আকাশ পাতাল adv. everywhere; from heaven to the underworld; including everything. ☐ a. 
in a large degree, maximum, extreme (আকাশপাতাল pেভদ). আকাশ পাতাল ভাবা to be worried with 
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numberless puzzling thoughts crowding pell-mell into one's mind. আকাশ পাতাল েভেব না পাoয়া to be 
at a loss to think out. ̃pদীপ n. a light suspended from the top of a pole set up every evening by the 
Hindus during the month of Kartik (কািতর্ক) in reverence to their deceased forefathers or gods. ̃pাn 
n. the border of the sky; the skyline; the horizon. ̃বাণী n. a celestial voice; a supernatural or divine 
voice from the sky; an oracle; radio broadcast; radio. ̃িবহার n. flying in the sky. ̃বৃিt n. the practice 
of somehow making both ends meet, casual subsistence; the state of having no ostensible means 
of living; fending for oneself in a resourceless condition. ̃ মণ same as আকাশিবহার । ̃মNল n. the 
(whole) expanse of the heavens, the sky, the firmament, the celestial sphere; the atmosphere. ̃যান 
n. an aircraft, an aeroplane, an airship; a balloon. ̃ হ, ̃ি হত a. of or in the sky, ethereal, aerial; 
heavenly, celestial; divine. আকােশ েতালা v. fig. to extol in disingenuous advertisement, to puff; to 
flatter with praise. 

আিকঞ্চন [ ākiñcana ] n indigence, utter poverty; humble prayer or desire, craving; zeal, 
earnestness; endeavour, effort. 

আকীণর্ [ ākīrṇa ] a strewn, bestrewn; scattered, be spattered. 

আkঞ্চন [ ākuñcana ] n slight contraction or shrivelling or wrinkle or curl or contortion. 

আkিঞ্চত [ ākuñcita ] a slightly contracted or shrivelled or wrinkled or curled or contorted. 

আkিত, আkিত [ ākuti, ākūti ] n ardour; fervidity; a fervent prayer, eager solicitation; entreaty. 

আkল [ ākula ] a extremely distressed or anxious or worried or uneasy; ardent, fervent, eager; 
nonplussed; overflowing. ̃knল unarranged or dishevelled or tousled hair. ̃তা n. extreme distress or 
anxiety or worry; ardency, fervidity, eagerness; nonplus; perplexity; restlessness; overflow. 

আkলা1 [ ākulā1 ] v (poet.) to become or make distressed or anxious or worried or eager or 
nonplussed or overflowing. 

আkলা2 [ ākulā2 ] fem of আkল । 

আkিল [ ākuli ] imperf form of আkলা । 

আkিলত [ ākulita ] a struck with extreme distress or anxiety or perplexity. 

আkিলিবkিল [ ākulibikuli ] n restlessness owing to worry or anxiety; extreme distress or anxiety 
or worry; ardency, fervidity; eagerness. ☐ adv. very anxiously or worriedly; ardently, fervently, 
eagerly. 

আkলীকৃত [ ākulīkṛta ] a worried or perplexed; perturbed; overflowed. 
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আকৃিত [ ākṛti ] n appearance; shape, form. ̃গত a. pertaining to appearance or shape or form; 
formal; outward. ̃pকৃিত n. appearance and nature; demeanour, bearing. ̃িবিশ  a. having a definite or 
specific form or shape; shaped. 

আকৃ  [ ākṛṣṭa ] a attracted; charmed, enticed; drawn, pulled; (rare) ploughed, tilled. 

আকৃষয্মাণ [ ākṛṣyamāṇa ] a that which is being attracted or drawn or pulled. 

আেkল [ ākkēla ] n understanding, intelligence, wit; common sense; faculty of judgment; 
considerateness. আেkল gডুম n. nonplus, bewilderment, confusion. আেkল gডুম হoয়া to be struck 
with be wilderment or confusion, to be nonplussed, to be at one's wit's end. ̃দাঁত n. the wisdom 
tooth. ̃পছn n. ability to appraise or assess, the sense of proportion; aptitude or talent for selection 
and rejection; good practical sense. ̃মn a. considerate; wise. ̃েসলািম n. the penalty paid or the loss 
suffered on account of folly. 

আkম [ ākrama ] n a forcible passage; inroad; prowess; invasion; defeat; rise, appearance. 

আkমণ [ ākramaṇa ] n an attack; an invasion; an inroad. আkমণ করা v. to attack, to invade; to fall 
upon. ̃কারী n. one who attacks, an attacker, an assailant; an aggressor, an invader. আkমণীয় a. that 
which can be or is to be attacked or invaded. 

আkা [ ākrā ] a high in price, dear; costly. আkাNার িদন বা কাল period of high prices or expensive 
living, hard times. 

আkাn [ ākrānta ] a attacked; invaded; oppressed; stricken (েশােক আkাn); affected. 

আkামক [ ākrāmaka ] n same as আkমণকারী । 

আেkাশ [ ākrōśa ] n grudge; malice; anger, wrath. ̃বেশ adv. maliciously or grudgingly, owing to 
malice or grudge. 

আkাn [ āklānta ] a extremely tired or fatigued. 

আkিরক [ ākṣarika ] a relating to a letter or letters of the alphabet; literal (আkিরক aথর্); accurately 
faithful; to the letter or literal (আkিরক anবাদ). 

আিkp [ ākṣipta ] a cast, flung; scattered; affected with convulsion (usu. physical); agitated with 
sorrow; extremely aggrieved or distressed. 

আেkপ [ ākṣēpa ] n convulsion (esp. muscular); fits; grief; sorrow; lamentation. 
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আখ [ ākha ] n sugarcane. 

আখDা [ ākhaḍ◌়ā ] n a gymnasium; a place or institution where people assemble to practise 
anything esp. music, play-acting, etc.; a place where the Vaishnavas assemble for religious 
worship; (facet.) a club or society; (dero.) a haunt of vice, a den. ̃i n. dramatic rehearsal. ̃ধারী n. 
the headman or the keeper of a place where the Vaishnavas assemble for re ligious worship. 

আখিন [ ākhani ] n stew, esp. of meat; a solution prepared by boiling water with spices for 
cooking some dishes. 

আখর [ ākhara ] n a letter of the alphabet; refrain of a song. 

আখেরাট [ ākharōṭa ] n the walnut. 

আখা [ ākhā ] n an oven; a stove; hearth; fire place. 

আখাmা [ ākhāmbā ] n uncouthly tall and thick as a pillar. 

আখুিট [ ākhuṭi ] n capricious and obstinate insistence or demand (as of a child). আখুেট a. 
capriciously and obstinately insisting or demanding. 

আেখটক, আেখিটক [ ākhēṭaka, ākhēṭika ] n a hunter (esp. by profession or birth). 

আেখর [ ākhēra ] n consequence; the future; the end, termination. আেখির a. last; termi nal; 
concluding. আেখের ভােলা হoয়া to be paying or profitable in the long run. 

আেখালা [ ākhōlā ] a not open, shut, closed; fastened, tied. 

আখয্া [ ākhyā ] n an appellation, a name; a title, a designation; a denomination. ̃ত a. named, 
called; entitled, designated; de nominated; spoken, mentioned, said; known, renowned, 
celebrated. ̃ন n. history; a legend; a tale (esp. historical or legendary); a narrative; a story; a fable; 
narration, naming; act of designating or denominating. ̃বst n. a theme. ̃পt n. a title-page (of a 
book). ̃য়ক n. a narrator; a story-teller. ̃িয়কা n. a tale, a story, a narrative. 

আেখয্য় [ ākhyēẏa ] a having a specific appellation, named, entitled, designated, denominated; to 
be narrated. 

আগ [ āga ] n the forepart. ☐ a. foremost; top most. ̃ডাল n. the topmost branch of a tree. ̃dয়ার n. 
the frontdoor of a house; an outhouse. ̃পাছ adv. before and after, pros and cons. আগ বাDা v. to step 
forward, to march forward. 
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আগD [ āgaḍ◌় ] n an unfixed door usually made of straw, bamboo, wattles etc.; a hurdle. 

আগDম-বাগDম [ āgaḍ◌়ma-bāgaḍ◌়ma ] n rapid and big but idle talk, chatter. আগDম-বাগDম বকা v. to 
chatter. 

আগত [ āgata ] a one who or that which has come, arrived. ̃pায় a. about to arrive shortly; 
imminent, impending. 

আগntক [ āgantuka ] n a visitor; a guest; a caller; a newcomer, a stranger. ☐ a. adventitious. 

আগম [ āgama ] n the esoteric scriptures of the Hindus (viz. েবদ, তnt etc); arrival, coming (শরদাগম); 
income; earning (ধনাগম, sখাগম); (bio.) an inhaling organ, an inhalant; (gr.) insertion of an extra 
letter or syllable in the middle of a derivative word; (phil.) any of the sources of knowledge; 
(comm.) import. ̃িনবn n. incoming or inward register. ̃িনয়ামক n. the controller of imports. আগম 
বািণজয্ িনয়ামক n. import trade controller. ̃শুl n. import duty. 

আগমন [ āgamana ] n coming; arrival. আগমনী n. any of the songs about the coming of Uma (uমা), 
Shiva's (িশব) wife, to her father's house as told in the Hindu legend. ☐ a. relating to coming or 
arrival. 

আগিমত [ āgamita ] a (rare) imported. 

আগময্ [ āgamya ] a fit to come, due to come. 

আগর [ āgara ] n carpenter's boring or drilling tool, auger, perforator, borer. 

আগল [ āgala ] n a door; a bolt for the door; an unfixed door (usu. made of wattles, straw, 
bamboo etc.); a hurdle; a barrier. 

আগলা1 [ āgalā1 ] a uncovered, bare; unbolted, unfastened; open. 

আগলা2, আগলােনা [ āgalā2, āgalānō ] v to restrain; to guard; to keep watch over; to manage or 
protect (সmিt আলগােনা). 

আগিল1 [ āgali1 ] imperf form of আগলা2 । 

আগিল2 [ āgali2 ] n (obs.) a house, a store, a repertory ('বুিdর আগিল'). 

আগা1 [ āgā1 ] n top (গােছর আগা); tip (আঙুেলর আগা); end, extremity (লািঠর আগা). 

আগা2 [ āgā2 ] n a title of honour applied to a Musalman, esp. an Afghan. 
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আগােগাDা [ āgāgōḍ◌়ā ] adv from beginning to end; alpha and omega; from head to foot, from top 
to bottom. 

আগাছা [ āgāchā ] n weed. 

আগােনা [ āgānō ] v to proceed, to go forward; to go ahead; to progress. 

আগাপাছতলা, আগাপাসতলা, আগাপাsলা [ āgāpāchatalā, āgāpāsatalā, āgāpāstalā ] adv from head to 
foot, cap-a-pie. 

আগাম [ āgāma ] a advance. ☐ adv. in advance. 

আগািমক [ āgāmika ] a incoming. 

আগামী [ āgāmī ] a that which is to come or happen in future; future; coming; next. আগামী কাল 
tomorrow. আগামীপরশু day after tomorrow. 

আগার [ āgāra ] n a house; a room; a store; (rare) a container. 

আিগ [ āgi ] n (obs. & poet.) fire. 

আিগলা [ āgilā ] a (obs. & poet.) situated in the front. 

আg [ āgu ] n the first, the beginning; the past; advance. ☐ a. first; preceding; advance; forward. 
☐ adv. a. first of all. ̃েত adv. at first; in the past. ̃পাছু, ̃িপছু adv. n. from beginning to end, alpha and 
omega; the past and the future. ̃পাছু করা,̃িপছু করা v. to hesitate. ̃পাছু ভাবা v. to look before and after, to 
consider the pros and cons of a thing. ̃য়ান, ̃সার a. going or coming forward, advancing; proceeding; 
leading. আgয়ান বা আgসার হoয়া v. to go or come forward, to advance; to proceed; to take the lead. 

আgন [ āguna ] n fire. আgন ধরা বা লাগা v. to take or catch fire. আgন ধরােনা বা লাগােনা v. to set fire to. 
আgন হoয়া v. to become in flamed; (fig.) to be heated or enraged. কপােল আgন (fig.) extremely 
unfortunate, wretched; extremely scarce (মােছর কপােল আgন). েপেট আgন intolerable hunger. (তার) 
মুেখ আgন (in imprecation) may the Devil take (him). েরেগ আgন burning with rage, in a towering 
rage, furiously angry. 

আgনখািক [ āgunakhāki ] n a woman of fiery temper, a highly irritable or irascible woman, 
virago, a shrew. 

আgনদর [ āgunadara ] n exorbitant or extortionate price. 

আgেন [ āgunē ] a fiery. আgেন েবামা an incendiary bomb. 
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আgl্ফ [ āgul◌়pha ] adv as far as the ankle. 

আেগ [ āgē ] adv at first, in the beginning; in the past; in front; before. ̃কার a. of the beginning; of 
the past; of the front; preceding. আেগ আেগ adv. continuously or always in front. ̃পােছ adv. in front 
and at the back; before and after. আেগ পােছ করা v. to hesitate. ̃ভােগ adv. first of all; at first; in 
advance. 

আেgয় [ āgnēẏa ] a of fire; impregnated with fire; emitting or producing fire; produced by fire; 
igneous, fiery. ̃িগির, ̃পবর্ত n. a volcano. জীবn আেgয়িগির an active volcano. মৃত আেgয়িগির an extinct 
volcano. sp আেgয়িগির a dormant volcano. আেgয়িগিরর agুয্t্পাত volcanic eruption. আেgয়িগিরর মুখ a 
crater. ̃psর, ̃িশলা n. igneous rock. আেgয়াst n. fire-arm(s). 

আgহ [ āgraha ] n eagerness; zeal, earnestness, intentness, an intent desire; an inclination; 
wistfulness. আgহািতশয় n. excessive eagerness or zeal or affection or wistfulness. আgহািnত a. eager; 
zealous; intent; intently desirous; inclined (to); wistful. 

আgাসন [ āgrāsana ] n aggresssion, aggressive or imperialistic policy; aggrandizement; invasion. 
আgাসী a. aggressive; aggrandizing. 

আঘাট, আঘাটা [ āghāṭa, āghāṭā ] n an unused or improper place (usu. on a river-bank) for landing, 
mooring, bathing etc. 

আঘাত [ āghāta ] n a blow, a stroke, a hit; a shock; a wound, an injury; act of beating. ̃ক a. & n. 
one who or that which deals a blow or strikes or hits or gives a shock or wounds or injures or 
beats. ˜ন n. act of dealing a blow or striking or hitting or giving a shock or wounding or injuring 
or beating. ̃সহ a. capable of withstanding or resisting. আঘাত করা v. to deal a blow, to strike, to hit; 
to give a shock, to shock; to wound, to injure; to beat. আঘাত পাoয়া v. to receive or sustain a blow, 
to be struck or hit; to receive or sustain a shock, to be shocked; to be wounded or injured; to be 
beaten. 

আঘূণর্ন [ āghūrṇana ] n act of being turned or rolled or whirled round; circling or whirling; 
revolving. আঘূিণর্ত a. turned; whirled round; rolling. 

আঘর্াণ [ āghrāṇa ] n smelling or sniffing. 

আঘর্াত [ āghrāta ] a smelled. 

আিঙয়া, আিঙ্গয়া [ āṅiẏā, āṅgiẏā ] n a woman's bodice, a bra. 

আঙুর [ āṅura ] n grape. ̃েখত n. a vineyard, grapery. আঙুর গাছ, আঙুর লতা n. vine. আঙুেরর রস n. grape-
juice. 
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আঙুল [ āṅula ] n a finger or a toe. আঙুল িদেয় েদখােনা n. v. to point or pointing with fingers. আঙলু ফুেল 
কলা গাছ (fig.) a sudden increase in wealth or power or importance. আঙুেলর গাঁট n. a knuckle. আঙুল 
মটকােনা v. n. cracking or to crack the knuckles. ̃হাDা n. whitlow. হােতর আঙুল a finger. পােয়র আঙুল a 
toe. বুেDা আঙুল the thumb. কেD আঙুল the little finger. আঙুেলর ছাপ fingerprint. 

আিঙ্কক [ āṅkika ] a relating to mathematics; mathematical or arithmetical; relating to calculation. 

আঙ্গার [ āṅgāra ] n cinder, charcoal; coal (esp. burnt); burnt wood. 

আিঙ্গক [ āṅgika ] a relating to the body or a limb or limbs; produced or done by the body; done or 
executed or acted by gestures and postures. ☐ n. gestures and postures as parts of dramatic 
acting; dramatic motion; form, structure; (pop.) artistry. 

আেঙ্গাট [ āṅgōṭa ] n a ring for the toe. 

আচকা [ ācakā ] a not measured or counted. ☐ adv. suddenly, unexpectedly. 

আচকান [ ācakāna ] n a kind of long coat or gown for men (orig. Persian). 

আচঞ্চল [ ācañcala ] a slightly stirred up or agitated or excited. 

আচমকা [ ācamakā ] adv suddenly; unexpectedly; un awares; causing surprise. 

আচমন [ ācamana ] n washing one's mouth and hands (esp. after meals); formal purification of 
one's body with water before religious worship as prescribed in the Hindu scriptures. আচমন করা v. 
to rinse and wash. আচমনীয় n. water for such washing or purification. 

আচিmেত [ ācambitē ] adv suddenly; unexpectedly; unawares; surprisingly. 

আচরণ [ ācaraṇa ] n conduct, behaviour; dealing, treatment; practice, observance. আচরণ করা v. to 
behave; to deal (with), to act (towards); to practise. ̃িবিধ n. code of conduct, rules for conduct or 
behaviour or dealing. আচরনীয় a. fit for use; that which is to be practised or observed. 

আচিরত [ ācarita ] a practised, observed, followed, obeyed; treated; habitual. 

আচষা [ ācaṣā ] a uncultivated, unploughed. 

আচাভয়ুা [ ācābhuẏā ] a very strange, queer; queerly shaped. 

আচার1 [ ācāra1 ] n sauce; pickle. আেমর আচার pick led slices of mango, mango pickles or 
preserves. 
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আচার2 [ ācāra2 ] n religious or scriptural rules or prescriptions, rites; observance of these rules 
and prescriptions; conduct, behaviour; custom, practice (েদশাচার); good manners or conduct. ̃চুয্ত a. 
same as ̃  । ̃িন , ̃পরায়ণ, ̃বান a. observant of religious or scriptural rules and prescriptions; well-
mannered; observant of the rules of conduct. আচারিন  বয্িk a person with due regard for rituals and 
religious practices; a ritualist. ̃িবrd a. contrary to custom or practice. ̃বয্বহার, ̃িবচার n. established 
customs and practices; conduct and behaviour. ̃  a. one who has failed to observe or does not 
observe prescribed religious or scriptural rites. ̃হীন a. not observing religious or scriptural rites; 
impious. আচারী same as ̃িন  । 

আচাযর্ [ ācārya ] n one who teaches the Vedas; a scriptural teachers; a teacher; a tutor. fem. আচাযর্া 
a woman teacher of the Vedas or scriptures; a woman teacher, a tutoress. fem. আচাযর্ানী the wife of 
an acharya (আচাযর্) 

আচালা [ ācālā ] a (of wheat, rice, pulses etc.) unsifted. 

আেচাট [ ācōṭa ] a uncultivated, unploughed; fallow. 

আচ্ছn [ ācchanna ] a covered; overcast; concealed; pervaded; comatose; drowsy; over whelmed; 
dumbfounded. 

আচ্ছা [ ācchā ] int well; yes; fine; that's right. ☐ a. good, excellent; (iron.) fine (আচ্ছা বুিd); 
perfect (আচ্ছা সাধ)ু ☐ adv. thoroughly (usu. আচ্ছামেতা). আচ্ছা ঘা কতক েদoয়া to give a good or sound 
drubbing, to give a good licking, to beat soundly. 

আচ্ছাদক [ ācchādaka ] a. & n that which or one who covers or roofs or conceals. 

আচ্ছাদন [ ācchādana ] n covering or roofing or clothing or concealing; a covering or roofing, a 
cover, a lid; clothing, garment, clothes. আচ্ছাদনীয়, আচ্ছাদয্ a. that which is to be covered or roofed 
or clothed or concealed. আচ্ছািদত a. covered; roofed; clothed; concealed. 

আছ [ ācha ] v (2nd. per.) are. 

আছDা [ āchaḍ◌়ā ] n a spell of sprinking. eক আছDা বৃি  a spell of light shower. 

আ-ছDা [ ā-chaḍ◌়ā ] a unflayed; unscratched. 

আছDা-আছিD [ āchaḍ◌়ā-āchaḍ◌়i ] n throwing continuously to the ground with force; mutual 
knocking to the ground as in wrestling. 

আছDােনা [ āchaḍ◌়ānō ] v to throw or dash to the ground violently (esp. when washing clothes). 
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আছাঁকা [ āchān̐kā ] a unstrained, unfiltrated. 

আছাঁটা [ āchān̐ṭā ] a unhusked (আছাঁটা চাল); uncut (আছাঁটা চুল বা েলাম). 

আছাD [ āchāḍ◌় ] n a throw or fall to the ground with force. আছাD খাoয়া v. to fall to the ground 
with force; to tumble. আছাD েদoয়া, আছাD মারা v. to throw or fling to the ground violently. 

আছািD-িপছািD [ āchāḍ◌়i-pichāḍ◌়i ] n writhing or wriggling violently (in pain or grief); flouncing. 

আিছ [ āchi ] v (sing.) am; (pl.) are. 

আিছn [ āchinu ] v (poet.) 1st per. (sing.) was; (pl.) were. 

আিছল [ āchila ] v (poet.) 3rd. per. (sing.) was; (pl.) were. 

আিছেল [ āchilē ] v (poet.) 2nd. per. were. 

আেছ, আেছন [ āchē, āchēna ] v. 3rd. per (sing.) is; (pl.) are. 

আেছালা [ āchōlā ] a unskinned; unscraped. 

আজ [ āja ] adv today; at present, now. ☐ n. today; this day; the present time. ̃কার, (coll.) ̃েকর a. of 
today, today's; of the present time. ̃কাল adv. at present, nowadays. আজ-কাল করা v. to procrastinate, 
to temporize. ̃েক adv. today. আজেকর িদন today; nowadays. আজ নয় কাল procrastination. আজ পযর্n adv. 
till today, to this day. আজ বােদ কাল shortly in future. 

আজgিব [ ājagubi ] a incredible and impossible; queer; fantastic; cock-and-bull. 

আজDােনা [ ājaḍ◌়ānō ] v to uncover; to open. 

আজn [ ājanma ] adv & a. since one's birth; ever since one's birth. ̃কাল adv. during the whole of 
one's life, for life. 

আজব [ ājaba ] a queer, strange; wonder-inspiring. আ়জব কাN a strange or queer incident. আজব েদশ 
a wonderland. আজব dিনয়া the strange world. 

আজল, আজিল, আজুল [ ājala, ājali, ājula ] a open; uncovered. 

আজা [ ājā ] n the father of one's mother, maternal grandfather. 
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আজাদ [ ājāda ] a free, independent. আজাদ িহn Free India. আজাদ িহn েফৗজ Indian National Army. 
আজািদ n. freedom, independence. 

আজান [ ājāna ] n a call to Muslims to attend prayer-meeting in a mosque. আজান েদoয়া v. to 
announce this call formally. 

আজাn [ ājānu ] adv down to the knees. ̃লিmত a. reaching down to the knees. ̃লিmতবাh a. possessing 
arms that are long enough to reach down to the knees. ☐ n. such long arms. 

আিজ, আিজমা [ āji, ājimā ] fem of আজা । 

আজীবন [ ājībana ] adv & a. throughout the whole of one's life; for life; till death. 

আেজবােজ [ ājēbājē ] a of little or no value, trash, worthless, useless, not worth a straw, 
meaningless, nonsensical. আেজবােজ কথা বলা v. to talk nonsense. 

আjােনা [ ājjānō ] v to sow, to plant. ☐ a. sown, planted. 

আjিp [ ājñapti ] n an order; a decree. 

আjা [ ājñā ] n an order; a command; a decree; an injunction; permission. ☐ int. indicating: 
response; willingness, consent etc. (whilst talking to superiors), yes sir, right sir. আjা করা v. to 
order, to command; to permit. আjা েদoয়া v. to give an order or command or permission. ̃কারী a. & 

n. one who orders or commands or permits. fem. ˜কািরনী । ̃কারী হoয়া v. to carry out or obey an 
order or command. ̃kেম, আjাnkেম adv. in obedience to or in accordance with an order. ̃ধীন, 
আjাnবতর্ী n. subservient; subordinate, bound to carry out one's orders; subject to one's orders, 
obedient. আjাnবিতর্তা n. subordination, subjection; obedience. আjাnযায়ী, আjাnসাের same as আjাkেম 
। ̃পক a. & n. one who orders or commands. ˜পt n. a writ of command, a written order; a 
permit. ̃পন n. act of ordering or commanding. ̃পালক a. (also n.) one who carries out or obeys an 
order or command; subservient or subordinate (person). ̃পালন n. act of carrying out or complying 
with an order; obedience. ̃িপত a. ordered, commanded. বহ same as আjাধীন । ̃মেতা same as আjাkেম 
। ̃লঙ্ঘন n. act of disobeying an order. ̃িলিপ same as আjাপt । ̃েলখ n. a writ. আেj int. indicating: a 
polite response, acknowledgment, inquiry etc. (whilst talking to superiors); yes, sir; what's your 
pleasure, sir? েয আjা as you please, sir. 

আজয্ [ ājya ] n ghee as offered in religious sacrifice. 

আঝালা [ ājhālā ] a not pungent, not mixed with capsicums or chillies. 

আেঝাDা [ ājhōḍ◌়ā ] a not clipped or pared down, not sheared or pruned. 
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আঞ্চিলক [ āñcalika ] a local; regional. ̃তা n. regionalism. আঞ্চিলক ভাষা n. a regional language. 

আঞ্জিন [ āñjani ] n a sty or stye on the eyelid; a small lizard akin to the iguana. 

আঞ্জা [ āñjā ] n the interim period between the delivery of a child and the next conception. 

আঞ্জাম [ āñjāma ] n execution, performance; supply টাকার আঞ্জাম; arrangement, provision; (pop.) 
income and expenditure. 

আঞ্জুমান, আঞ্জুমন [ āñjumāna, āñjumana ] n an association, a society, a club; a meeting. 

আট [ āṭa ] a. & n eight. আটi, আটiু n. the eighth day of a month. ☐ a. (of the days of a month) 
eighth. ̃কDাi, ̃েকৗেD n. the Hindu ceremony of distributing eight kinds of fried snacks on the eighth 
day of a child's birth. ̃খানা করা v. to break or tear into pieces. ̃খানা হoয়া v. to be beside oneself (with 
joy). ̃চিlশ a. & n. forty-eight. ˜চালা n. a thatched room with eight roofs and no wall. ̃িtশ a. & n. 
thirty-eight. ˜পহর, (dial.) ̃পর n. & adv. whole day and night. ˜েপৗের a. worn or used all day round or 
ordinarily; (fig.) common place, hackneyed. ̃ষিT a. & n. sixty-eight. 

আটক [ āṭaka ] n a bar, obstruction, hindrance; detention, confinement; restraint. ☐ a. confined, 
detained; imprisoned; enclosed. আটক করা v. to obstruct or confine or detain. আটক pDা বা হoয়া v. to 
become obstructed or confined or detained. আটকবিn n. a detenu. 

আটকা [ āṭakā ] n obstruction, hindrance; a bar. ☐ a. confined; enclosed; obstructed. আটকা-আটিক 
n. restriction; stricture. আটকা পDা v. to be detained or confined or obstructed. আটেক যাoয়া v. to 
become blocked or clogged. 

আটকােনা [ āṭakānō ] v to confine; to obstruct, to impede; to restrain, to check; to prevent; to 
detain; to imprison; to fix (েদoয়ােল েপেরক আটকােনা). ☐ a. confined; obstructed; impeded; 
restrained, checked; prevented; detained; affixed. 

আটেক, আটিকয়া [ āṭakē, āṭakiẏā ] n a fixed quantity of food offered daily to Lord Jagannath at 
Puri and then distributed amongst his votaries. আটেক বাঁধা v. to contribute such an amount of 
money to the temple of Jagannath at Puri as will be sufficient to provide food for one votary. 

আটঘাট [ āṭaghāṭa ] n all sides; ins and outs. আটঘাট বাঁধা v. to arrange for safeguarding all sides. 

আটিপেঠ, আটিপেট [ āṭapiṭhē, āṭapiṭē ] a efficient in everything; very clever. 

আটা2 [ āṭā2 ] n coarse flour, meal. আটা মাখা v. to knead flour. 

আটাtর [ āṭāttara ] a. & n seventy-eight. 
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আটানbi [ āṭānabbi ] a. & n ninety-eight. 

আটাn [ āṭānna ] a. & n fifty-eight. 

আটাশ, আঠাশ [ āṭāśa, āṭhāśa ] a. & n twenty-eight. আটােশ v. the twenty-eighth day of a month. ☐ 
a. (of the days of a month) twenty-eighth; (of a child) born in the eighth month of conception; 
very weak, rick ety. 

আঠা [ āṭhā ] n any glutinous or adhesive or viscid substance; gum, glue, paste. 

আঠােরা [ āṭhārō ] a. & n eighteen. ĩ n. the eighteenth day of a month. ☐ a. (of the days of a 
month) eighteenth. আঠােরা মােস বছর intolerable procrastination. 

আঠােলা [ āṭhālō ] a glutinous, viscid, gluey, adhesive, sticky; clayey (আঠােলা মািট). 

আD1 [ āḍ◌়1 ] a a device or a thing that intercepts the view, a screen; a cover; a position or place 
which is intercepted from the view; a hiding, concealment. 

আD2 [ āḍ◌়2 ] n a kind of salt-water fish. 

আD3 [ āḍ◌়3 ] a other, opposite (আDপার). 

আD4 [ āḍ◌়4 ] n., width, breadth; (in utterance) a stutter, uneasiness; a horizontal pole suspended 
from the ceiling etc. of a room for hanging clothes; a perch for birds. to remove stutter from 
utterance. ̃কাঠ n. a cross-beam. আেD-িদেঘ adv. in length and breadth. আেD-হােত adv. up-and-doing; 
with might and main; with full force. 

আDষ5 [ āḍ◌়ṣa5 ] a squint, oblique (আD েচাখ); half (আDপাগলা). আD ভাঙা v. to straighten. আD হoয়া v. 
to lie down obliquely; to recline. ̃েচােখ চাহিন, ̃চাহিন sidelong look or glance. ̃বাঁিশ n. a kind of flute 
usu. made of bamboo or reed. ভ̃ােব adv. crosswise; obliquely. ̃েমাDা, আDােমাDা n. straightening or 
stretching one's body and removing inertia or lethargy or weariness. 

আDং [ āḍ◌় ] n a central market-place; a whole sale market; a storehouse, an entrepot; a fair. ̃ঘাটা 
n. a place on the river-bank for getting into or alighting from a boat. ̃ছাঁটা a. (of rice etc.) 
imperfectly husked. আDং েধালাi n. thorough washing and bleaching of clothes; (coll.) beating 
someone black and blue. 

আDকািট, আDকািঠ [ āḍ◌়kāṭi, āḍ◌়kāṭhi ] n a recruiter; a pilot; a weaver's shuttle. 
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আDত [ āḍ◌়ta ] n a warehouse or godown of a wholesale dealer; an entrepot, a store house, a 
depot. ̃দার n. the owner or keeper of a warehouse; a wholesale merchant. ̃দাির n. wholesale 
business; the commission of a wholesale mer chant. 

আDmর [ āḍ◌়mbara ] n pomp, eclat, grandeur, splendour, pompous display; roar of clouds; sound 
of war-trumpet; pride, vanity. ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. not pompous or showy, simple; de void of pomp and 
grandeur. 

আD  [ āḍ◌়ṣṭa ] a benumbed; inert; hesitant. ̃তা n. inertness, sluggishness; hesitation due to 
shyness. 

আDা1 [ āḍ◌়ā1 ] n form, shape; mould; size; type. 

আDা2 [ āḍ◌়ā2 ] n a measure of grain (= about 75 kgs). 

আDা3 [ āḍ◌়ā3 ] n a rive-bank; a crossbeam; a horizontal pole suspended from the ceiling etc. of a 
room for hanging clothes and other things. 

আDাআিD [ āḍ◌়āāḍ◌়i ] adv crosswise; across; diagonally. ☐ n. mutual ill-feeling or rivalry. 

আDাi [ āḍ◌়āi ] a. & n two and a half times. 

আDােঠকা [ āḍ◌়āṭhēkā ] n a measure of Indian music. 

আDানা [ āḍ◌়ānā ] n an Indian musical mode. 

আDািন [ āḍ◌়āni ] n a large umbrella; a large fan. 

আDাল [ āḍ◌়āla ] n a device or a thing that intercepts the view; a screen, a cover; a position or 
place intercepted from the view, hiding, concealment. আDাল করা v. to put out of view; to hide, to 
conceal. আDাল হoয়া v. to go out of view; to go behind the screen; to go in hiding, to hide. আDাল 
আবডাল n. secrecy; cover; hiding. আDােল আবডােল adv. secretly, confidentially, in camera; in a 
hidden place, in concealment. 

আিD2 [ āḍ◌়i2 ] n a hiding; concealment; termination of friendship; quarrel; envy, mal ice, grudge; 
rivalry; obstinacy. আিD করা v. to terminate friendship with; to be obstinate in one's resolution. আিD 
পাতা, আিD মারা v. to go in hiding for overhearing, to eavesdrop. 

আ া [ āḍḍā ] n a dwelling-place, a habitat; a haunt; a (fixed or permanent) meeting place, a 
rendezvous; a place or institution for practising anything (গােনর আ়Dা); a club; a company of 
informal and friendly talkers, their meeting place or talk; a place for assemblage, a station or 
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stand (গািDর আ়Dা). আDা গাDা v. to take up abode (usu. permanently) to settle. আDা েদoয়া, আDা 
মারা v. to join in an assembly of idle talkers; to indulge in informal and friendly talk with 
others. ̃ধারী n. the keeper or the chief person of a club; a regular club goer. ̃বাজ a. fond of 
indulging in idle talk with others or of haunting clubs where such talk is indulged in. 

আঢাকা [ āḍhākā ] a not covered, uncovered; ex posed, open. 

আঢয্ [ āḍhya ] a wealthy, rich, affluent; in possession of, rich in (ধনাঢয্). 

আণব, আণিবক [ āṇaba, āṇabika ] a molecular. 

আণুবীkিণক [ āṇubīkṣaṇika ] a microscopic. 

আতঙ্ক [ ātaṅka ] n terror, great fear, dread; panic. ̃gs, আতিঙ্কত a. frightened, terrified; 
panicstricken; panicky. 

আতত [ ātata ] a spread out, extended, stretched out. 

আততায়ী [ ātatāẏī ] a one who assails; one who is about to kill. ☐ n. an assailant; an assassin. 
আততািয়তা n. act of assailing. 

আতপ [ ātapa ] n sunshine, sunlight, the sun. চ̃াল rice obtained by sunning paddy and not by 
boiling it. দ̃g a. sunburnt. 

আতপt [ ātapatra ] n a sunshade; an umbrella; a parasol. 

আতp [ ātapta ] a slightly hot; tepid. 

আতর [ ātara ] n attar, otto. ̃দান n. a container for otto, an otto-pot. 

আতশ, আতস [ ātaśa, ātasa ] n fire; heat. ̃বািজ n. fire works. 

আতিশকাচ [ ātaśikāca ] n flint-glass, burning-glass. 

আতা [ ātā ] n custard-apple. 

আতাnর [ ātāntara ] n distress, misery; danger. আতাnের পDা v. to get into or to be in distress. 

আতাm [ ātāmra ] a slightly copper-coloured; slightly dull red. 
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আতািলপাতািল [ ātālipātāli ] adv everywhere; all about. 

আিতk [ ātikta ] a slightly bitter. 

আিতেথয় [ ātithēẏa ] a hospitable. ̃তা n. hospitality; hospitableness. 

আিতথয্ [ ātithya ] n hospitality; that with which a host entertains a guest. ̃gহণ, ̃sীকার n. acceptance 
of one's hospitality as a guest. আিতথয্ gহণ করা, আিতথয্ sীকার করা v. to become a guest (of). 

আিতশযয্ [ ātiśayya ] n state of being overmuch or too many; excess; too much abundance or 
intensity. 

আতুর [ ātura ] a sick; afflicted, distressed; agonized. ☐ n. a lying-in room (also আতুরঘর). আতুরা ম 
n. a refuge for the sick and the distressed. আতুের িনয়েমা নািs necessity knows no law. 

আিt [ ātti ] n display of kindredship or affection. 

আtীকরণ [ āttīkaraṇa ] n (esp. in bio.) assimilation. 

আt [ ātma ] a own; belonging to or related to one's own self. আt pfx. self-, by or of one's own 
self, mutual etc. ̃কলহ n. internal discord or dissension; domes tic discord; civil strife. ̃কৃত a. done 
or performed by one's own self. ̃েকিndক a. self-centred; one who thinks only about himself. ̃গত a. 
kept to one's own self; aside; absorbed in one's own self, self-possessed. গ̃রিজ a. preoccupied with 
self-interest; self-interested. ̃গিরমা same as আtগবর্ । ̃গrেজ dial. corrup. of আtগরিজ । ̃গবর্ n. self-
conceit, vanity. ̃গবর্ী a. self-conceited, bloated or puffed up with pride. ̃েগাপন n. concealment or 
disguise of one's own self or identity. ̃েগাপন করা v. to go into hiding, to hide, to conceal one's own 
identity. ̃েগৗরব n. self-glorification; self-conceit; self-praise. ̃gািন n. self-reproach; remorse. ̃ঘাত n. 
suicide. ̃ঘাতী a. one who kills himself, self-killing, suicidal. fem. ̃ঘািতনী । ̃িচnা n. meditation about 
atman or God; spiritual meditation; thinking about one's own interest or welfare. ̃েচতনা n. self-
consciousness. ̃জ n. a son fem. আtজা a daughter. ̃জীবনী n. an autobiography. ̃j a. possessing self- 
knowledge; possessing spiritual or metaphysical knowledge or wisdom. ̃jান n. spiritual or 
metaphysical knowledge or wisdom. ̃jানী a. in possession of spiritual or metaphysical knowledge 
☐ n. a spiritualist; a metaphysician. ̃তtt n. spiritual or metaphysical knowledge. ̃তttj a. in 
possession of spiritual or metaphysical knowledge. ̃তু , ̃তৃp a. self-complacent. ̃তুি , ̃তৃিp n. self-
complacency, self-content. ̃তুলয্ a. like one's own self, self-like. fem. ̃তুলয্া । ̃তয্াগ n. self-
abnegation, self-denial; self-sacrifice. ̃তয্াগী a. self-denying; self-sacrificing. ̃tাণ n. rescue or 
salvation of one's own self. ̃দমন n. self-restraint, self-control. দ̃শর্ন n. self-examination, 
introspection; self-realization. ̃দিশর্তা n. practice or capacity of self-examination or introspection or 
self-realization. ̃দশর্ী a. self-examining, introspecting; self-realizing. ̃দান n. self-sacrifice. ̃েদাষ n. 
one's own fault. ̃েদাষkালন n. act of clearing oneself of a charge; act of justifying one's own 
conduct; cleanup of one's own self. ̃েdাহ n. self-torment, self-torture; internal discord. ̃েdাহী a. self-
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tormenting, self-torturing; indulging in or involved in internal strife. ☐ n. a self-tormentor, a 
self-torturer; one who indulges in or is involved in internal strife. fem. ̃েdািহণী । ̃িনgহ n. self-torture, 
self-repression, self-inflicted pain; masochism. ̃িনnা n. self-condemnation, self-accusation. ̃িনিব  a. 
self-absorbed, egocentric, self-centred, wrapped up in oneself. ̃িনেবদন n. offering one's own self, 
self-dedication; self-sacrifice. ̃িনয়ntণ n. self-control; self-government, self-discipline. ̃িনেয়াগ n. 
engaging one's own self; self-appointment. ̃িনধর্ারণ n. self-determination. ̃িনভর্র n. self-help; self-
reliance. ☐ a. working for oneself, in dependent of external aid, self-reliant, self-
supporting. ̃িনভর্রশীল a. self-reliant. ̃িন  a. devoted to God or atman; devout; self-devoted; 
subjective; introspective. ̃িন া n. devotion to God or atman; devoutness; self-devotion; 
subjectivity; introspection. ̃েনপদ n. (Sans. gr.) a mode of conjugating verbs. ̃েনপদী a. of or in or 
according to this mode. ̃পk n. one's own side or party or team or supporters or people 
etc. ̃পkসমথর্ন n. self-defence. ̃পk সমথর্ন করা v. to defend oneself. ̃পর n. oneself and others; near and 
far ones; friend and foe. ☐ a. selfish, self-devoted. ̃পরতা n. selfishness; self-love, self-
devotion. ̃পরায়ণ a. (phil.) devoted to God or atman; devout; selfish, self-devoted. ̃পিরচয় n. 
introduction of one's own self. আtপিরচয় েগাপন করা v. to conceal one's own identity. আtপিরচয় েদoয়া 
v. to introduce oneself. ̃পরীkা n. self-examination, self-scrutiny; introspection. ̃পীDন n. self-
torture. ̃pকাশ n. public appearance; self-revelation; self-assertion. ̃pচার n. self-
advertisement. ̃pতারণা n. self-deception. ̃pতয্য় n. self-confidence; (rare) conviction. ̃pতয্য়শীল a. self-
confident, self-assured. ̃pবঞ্চনা same as আtpতারণা । ̃pশংসা n. self-praise. আtpশংসা করা v. to praise 
one's own self, to blow one's own trumpet. ̃pসাদ n. self-satisfaction, self-complacency. ̃বঞ্চনা n. 
self-deception. ̃বত্ adv. like one's own self. ☐ a. self-like. ̃বিল, ̃বিলদান n. self-immolation, self-
sacrifice. আtবিল েদoয়া v. to sacrifice oneself. ̃বশ a. in dependent; self-directed; self-restrained; 
(rare) self-devoted. n. self-restraint. ̃িবকাশ n. manifestation or development of one's own self. ̃িবkয় 
n. undesirable and servile submission to somebody or something for some gain; selling out 
oneself; selling one's soul. ̃িবgহ, ̃িবেচ্ছদ n. internal discord; civil strife; domestic quarrel. ̃িবত্, ̃িবদ 
same as ̃আtj । ̃িবদয্া n. knowledge about God and atman; theology; spiritual knowledge. ̃িবনাশ 

same as আtিবেলাপ । ̃িবেরাধ n. self-contradiction; self-repugnance; internal discord; civil strife; 
domestic quarrel. ̃িবেরাধী a. self-contradictory; self-repugnant; given to or involved in internal 
discord or civil strife or domestic quarrel. ̃িবেলাপ n. self-effacement. ̃িবশব্াস n. self-confidence. ̃িবশব্াসী 
a. self-confident. ̃িবসজর্ন n. self-sacrifice, self-abnegation, self-denial. ̃িবsরণ, ̃িবsৃিত n. self-
forgetfulness, self-oblivion; absent-mindedness. ̃িবsৃত. a. self-oblivious; absent-minded. ̃িবsৃত 
হoয়া v. to forget oneself. ̃বুিd n. one's own thinking power or intellect or knowledge; knowledge 
about one's own self-consciousness. ̃েবদী same as আtj । ̃েবাধ n. knowledge about one's own self, 
self-consciousness; self-realization. ̃মg a. self-absorbed. ̃মg সংলাপ n. soliloquy. ̃মযর্াদা n. self-
respect, self-esteem. ̃মযর্াদাjান, ̃মযর্াদােবাধ n. sense of self-respect or self-esteem. ̃মযর্াদাপূণর্, ̃মযর্াদাশালী a. 
full of self-respect or self-esteem. ̃মযর্াদাশূn, ̃মযর্াদাহীন a. devoid of self-respect or self-esteem. 
আtmির a. overwhelmingly self-interested, selfish; self-conceited, egotistical, vain. আtmিরতা n. 
extreme self-interest, selfishness; self-conceitedness, vanity. ̃রkা n. self-protection, self-
preservation; self-defence. আtরkা করা v. to protect or preserve oneself; to defend oneself. ̃রিত n. 
auto-erotism, sexual excitement generated by one's own body. ̃rপ n. selfhood. ☐ adv. like one's 
own self. ̃েলাপ n. same as আtিবেলাপ । ̃শিk n. one's own power; power of the spirit. ̃শাসন n. self-
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government; self-control, self-discipline. ̃শািসত a. self-governed; self-governing. ̃িশিkত a. self-
taught, self-educated. ̃শুিd, ̃েশাধন n. self-purification. ̃ াঘা n. self-praise, boasting, self 
applause. ̃ াঘাপরায়ণ a. given to self praise or boasting, boastful. ̃ াঘাপূণর্ a. boastful. ̃সংবরণ n. 
checking oneself, self-restraint. আtসংবরণ করা v. to check or restrain oneself. ̃সংযম n. continence; 
self-restraint, collectedness. ̃সংযমী a. self-continent; self-restrained. ̃সংেশাধন n. self-correction. 
আtসংেশাধন করা v. to rectify oneself. ̃সমথর্ন n. self-defence. আtসমথর্ন করা v. to defend oneself or 
plead for oneself. ̃সমপর্ণ n. surrender; capitulation, self dedication. আtসমপর্ণ করা v. to surrender, to 
yield or give up oneself; to capitulate; to dedicate oneself. ̃সমািহত a. self-absorbed. ̃সমীkা n. self-
assessment. ̃সmকর্ীয়, ̃সmnীয় a. related to or connected with one's own self. ̃সmম, ̃সmান n. self-respect, 
self-esteem. ̃সবর্s a. extremely self-centred or self loving or selfish. ̃সাত্ n. appropriating to one's 
own use (usu. unlawfully); misappropriation; filching. ☐ a. appropriated to one's own use; 
misappropriated; filched. আtসাত্ করা v. to appropriate to one's own use; to misappropriate; to 
filch. ̃সার a. self-centred; extremely selfish. ̃িসিd n. attainment of one's own desires; salvation of 
one's own soul. ̃sখ n. one's own happiness. sখপরায়ণ, ̃sখী a. happy only to attain one's own desires; 
extremely selfish. আtsখী পরৈবরািগ highly concerned about one's own interest whilst apathetic to 
that of others. ̃ হ a. self-possessed; absorbed; self-absorbed. ̃হতয্া n. self-killing, suicide. আtহতয্া 
করা v. to commit suicide. হতয্াকারী, ̃হnা a. killing oneself, committing suicide. ☐ n. a self-murderer. 
fem. হতয্াকািরণী, ̃হntী । ̃হনন n. same as আtহতয্া । ̃হারা a. one who has lost self-possession, beside 
oneself. আtহারা হoয়া v. to lose self-possession; to be beside oneself. ̃িহত n. one's own good or 
welfare. 

আtা [ ātmā ] n (Hindu theol.) the conscious immortal independent and active guide of every 
being which is present in the A body but is not an inseparable part of it; the soul, the atman; the 
Supreme Being, God; a guardian deity; one's own likeness, self-identify, selfhood, the body; the 
heart, the mind; natural disposition, nature. 

আtাদর [ ātmādara ] n self-esteem, self-respect. 

আtাদশর্ [ ātmādarśa ] n self-example. 

আtাধীন [ ātmādhīna ] a working for oneself independently of external aid, self-reliant; 
independent. 

আtাnসnান, আtােnষণ [ ātmānusandhāna, ātmānbēṣaṇa ] n an endeavour to acquire theological 
or spiritual knowledge; self-examination. আtাnসnায়ী, আtােnষী a. endeavouring to acquire 
theological or spiritual knowledge; self-criticizing. 

আtাপরাধ [ ātmāparādha ] n one's own fault or crime. 

আtাপহারক, আtাপহারী [ ātmāpahāraka, ātmāpahārī ] a guilty of false personification; 
dissimulating. 
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আtািভমান [ ātmābhimāna ] n self-conceit, vanity, egotism, amour-propre. আtািভমানী a. self-
conceited, vain, egotistic. fem. আtািভমািননী । 

আtারাম [ ātmārāma ] n the soul; life; the mind; life as imagined as a bird enclosed by the prison 
of a body; a term of endearment with which a pet parrot, or parakeet, or magpie is addressed (বেলা 
বাবা আtারাম). আtারাম খাঁচাছাDা হoয়া v. to die. আtারাম শুিকেয় যাoয়া v. to cower. 

আtা য়ী [ ātmāśraẏī ] a working by oneself without external aid, self-reliant, independent. 

আtাhিত [ ātmāhuti ] n self-immolation, self-sacrifice. 

আtীকরণ [ ātmīkaraṇa ] n assimilation. 

আtীয় [ ātmīẏa ] a one's own; related by blood; be longing to one's own family or clan. ☐ n. a 
blood-relation, a relative, a kins man; a friend; a supporter, one's own man. ̃তা n. kinship; blood 
relationship; relationship; friendship. sharing common characteristics. fem. আtীয়া । ̃বn,ু ̃sজন n. 
friends and relations; one's own people, kith and kin. 

আেtাত্কষর্ [ ātmōtkarṣa ] n elevation of one's own self or soul, self-elevation; self-advancement. 

আেtাত্সগর্ [ ātmōtsarga ] n self-sacrifice; self-dedication. আেtাত্সগর্ করা v. to dedicate one's life, 
to sacrifice oneself. 

আেtাপম [ ātmōpama ] a like one's own self, equal to one's own-self, selflike. 

আতয্িnক [ ātyantika ] a excessive; endless; extreme. 

আতয্িয়ক [ ātyaẏika ] a signalling death or danger; of pressing necessity, emergent. আতয্িয়ক kমতা 
emergency power. আতয্িয়ক বল emergency force. 

আথাল [ āthāla ] n a cowshed, a cowhouse. 

আিথিবিথ, আেথেবেথ, আেথবয্েথ [ āthibithi, āthēbēthē, āthēbyathē ] adv in a confused hurry, helter-
skelter. 

আদত [ ādata ] a whole, entire, total, full, unbroken; real, actual, true; genuine, unadul terated, 
pure. ☐ n. conduct, nature; behaviour, practice; custom. আদেত adv. as a matter of fact, in fact; in 
reality, really; in truth. 

আদেপ [ ādapē ] adv in reality, really; in truth; in fact, as a matter of fact; at all, in the least. 
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আদব [ ādaba ] n etiquette, courtesy. ̃কায়দা n. forms of ceremony or decorum, etiquette; 
conventional laws of courtesy; good manners. ̃কায়দােদারs, ̃কায়দাdরn a. conversant with or observant 
of forms of ceremony or decorum; courteous; smart; fashionable; correct in demeanour. 

আদম [ ādama ] n (according to the Bible and the Quran) the name of the first man, Adam. 

আদমশুমার, আদমশুমাির [ ādamaśumāra, ādamaśumāri ] n census. 

আদিম [ ādami ] n a man; a person; husband. কালা আদিম (dero. or facet.) a dark-skinned man, a 
coloured man, a blackie. 

আদর [ ādara ] n caress; cordiality; cordial reception; appreciation; fondness; love, affection; 
respect, honour, esteem. আদর করা v. to caress, to fondle; to receive cordially; to treat with 
cordiality; to appreciate; to respect, to honour, to esteem. ̃-aভয্থর্না, ̃-আপয্ায়ন, ̃যt n. hearty reception 
and kind attention (to guests, invitees and others); warm welcome. আদরনীয় a. worthy of being 
received cordially or appreciated or esteemed. 

আদরা [ ādarā ] n a rough or preliminary sketch; an outline; a profile. 

আদিরনী [ ādarinī ] a. fem beloved; treated with too much indulgence, petted. 

আদশর্ [ ādarśa ] n a pattern of excellence, a person or thing to be copied, an ideal; an imitation of 
something usu. on a smaller scale, a model, a role model, a specimen; a prototype. ☐ a. 
ideal. চ̃িরt a. having an exemplary character. আদশর্ পুrষ an ideal man. আদশর্ পুsক a model book. 
আদশর্ িবদয্ালয় a model school. ̃িলিপ n. a copy-book. ̃ হানীয় exemplary, ideal. ̃sভাব a. of an ideal 
character. ̃srপ a. of the nature of a model, model; ideal, exemplary. 

আদল [ ādala ] n similarity (esp. of appearance); a faint appearance or shadow. 

আদা [ ādā ] n ginger. আদাজল েখেয় লাগা v. to engage in something doggedly. আদায় কাঁচকলায় adv. at 
daggers drawn. আদার বয্াপারীর জাহােজর খবের কাজ কী an ordinary man should not meddle in big 
affairs. 

আদাD [ ādāḍ◌় ] n a place for depositing household and other rubbish; a dump; a dustbin. আদােD 
a. extremely dirty, filthy. 

আদান [ ādāna ] n receiving or accepting or taking. ̃pদান n. giving and taking; exchange; 
commerce; social communication or relation; matrimonial relation. 

আদাব [ ādāba ] n (Muslim) greeting with gesture, obeisance. 
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আদায় [ ādāẏa ] n realization or collection (of bills, taxes etc.); winning or earning (সmান আদায়)); 
payment or repayment. আদায় করা v. to realize; to collect. আদায় েদoয়া v. to pay; to repay. ̃পt n. 
realization; collection. আদায়পt করা v. to realize; to collect. 

আদালত [ ādālata ] n a court of justice. আদালিত a. pertaining or relating to a court of justice; 
judicial. 

আিদ [ ādi ] n beginning; origin; source; birth. ☐ a. first; original, fundamental, primary. ☐ in 
comp. (used as a sfx.) and the like, etcetera (sখdঃখািদ). ̃কিব n. the first poet; Valmiki. ̃কলা n. the 
fundamental tissue. ̃কলাতnt n. the fundamental tissue system. ̃কাবয্ n. the first epic. ̃কারণ n. the first 
cause; the Supreme Being; the fundamental cause; the primary cause. ̃কাল n. ancient times. ̃েকাষ n. 
embryonic cell. ̃েদব n. the Supreme Being; any one of the three principal Hindu gods: Brahma 
(bhা,), Vishnu (িবষ়্ণ)ু and Maheswara (মেহশব্র). ̃নাথ n. the Supreme Being; Shiva (িশব). প̃ুrষ n. the 
first progenitor or ancestor of a clan or family. ̃বাসী n. the aborigines. ̃বtৃ n. equinoctial colure. ̃ভূত 
a. born or created first, primordial; primary (আিদভূত কারণ). fem. আিদভূতা । ̃রস n. (rhet.) the emotion 
of love; sex-passion; eroticism. ̃rপ n. a prototype, an archetype. 

আিদেখয্তা [ ādikhyētā ] n simulation; feigning ignorance; petty ostentatious activity, fuss; 
intolerable excess. 

আিদগn [ ādiganta ] a extending up to the horizon; vast; immense. 

আিদেতয় [ āditēẏa ] n a son of Aditi (aিদিত) the mother of gods, a god. 

আিদতয্ [ āditya ] n the name of the sungod (cp. Apollo, Sol); the sun. 

আিদতয্মNল [ ādityamaṇḍala ] n the orb of the sun; the solar region. 

আিদম [ ādima ] a first; aboriginal; primordial; primitive; original. আিদম aিধকার (law) Original 
Jurisdiction. ̃তা n. primitiveness; primordiality. 

আিদ  [ ādiṣṭa ] n ordered, commanded; decreed; directed; ordained. 

আdD [ āduḍ◌় ] a uncovered bare; naked, unclothed; undressed; untied. ̃-গা n. bare body. ̃চুিল a. 
fem. one whose hair is undressed or untied or dishevelled; a woman having no veil over her head. 

̃আdির [ ̃āduri ] fem of আdের । 

আdের [ ādurē ] a treated with or brought up with excessive indulgence; petted. আdের েগাপাল a 
child spoilt with excessive indulgence; a pampered child; the pet child of over-indulgent parents. 
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আদৃত [ ādṛta ] a received cordially, well-received; treated with cordiality, welcome; well 
appreciated; esteemed, honoured. 

আেদখলা, আেদখেল [ ādēkhalā, ādēkhalē ] a inordinately covet ous about some object as if he or 
she has not seen anything like it before; in ordinately greedy. ̃পনা n. greediness; indecently or 
indecorously greedy. 

আেদয়ক [ ādēẏaka ] n a bill. 

আেদশ [ ādēśa ] n an order, a command; a decree; an ordinance; an injunction; a directive; 
direction; permission; (gr.) substitution of a letter or word for another. আেদশ করা, আেদশ েদoয়া v. to 
order, to command; to decree; to enjoin; to direct; to permit. আেদশ হoয়া v. to be ordered or 
decreed or permitted; to be decreed by an oracle; (gr. of a letter or word) to be substituted for 
another letter or word. ̃ক a. & n. one who orders or commands or decrees or directs or permits. 
˜kেম adv. in obedience to or in accordance with an order or decree. ̃পt n. a writ of command or 
decree; a directive; a permit. ̃পালক a. & n. one who obeys or executes an order or decree. ˜পালন n. 
carrying out an order or decree. আেদশাnবতর্ী a. obedient to an order, decree, injunction or direction. 
আেদশাnযায়ী same as আেদশkেম । 

আেদ া [ ādēṣṭā ] a & n. one who orders or commands or decrees or enjoins or directs or permits. 

আেদৗ [ ādau ] adv (ori. & lit.) in the beginning, at first; (pop. and current) at all, in the least. 

আদয্ [ ādya ] a first, prime; primeval; primitive: primordial; chief; best; primary. ̃কৃতয্ n. the work 
to be done first (also see আদয্ াd). ̃pাণী n. the protozoa. ̃pাn adv. from beginning to end; from top to 
bottom. ̃ াd, ̃কৃতয্ n. solemn obse quies performed in memory of the de ceased on the day 
following the period of mourning. 

আদয্n [ ādyanta ] n beginning and end. ☐ adv. from beginning to end; from first to last. 

আদয্া [ ādyā ] a. fem born or created or originated first, primordial. ☐ n. fem. Na ture; (Hindu 
theol.) the Supreme God dess associated with God in the work of creation, Goddes Durga 
(dগর্া). ̃শিk same as আদয্া (n.). 

আিদয্কাল [ ādyikāla ] n very ancient times; remote days. আিদয্কােলর বুিD (usu. facet.) a very old-
fashioned aged woman. 

আেদয্াপাn [ ādyōpānta ] adv from beginning to end, from first to last; from top to bottom; all 
over; all through. 

আdক [ ādraka ] n ginger. 
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আিdয়মাণ [ ādriẏamāṇa ] a in the state of being received or treated cordially or with respect. 

আধ, আধা [ ādha, ādhā ] n & a. half. আধকপািল, আধকপােল n. hemicrania, migraine, megrim. আধেখঁচDা 
a. half-done; done per functorily; disordered; bungled. আধথালা a. half-plate. আধপাকা a. half ripe; 
partly ripe. আধপাগলা a. crack-brained, cranky, having a screw loose, mentally defective, crazy. ☐ 
n. one with a screw loose, a crack-brain, a crank. আধেপটা a. sufficient to satisfy only half the 
hunger; half-fed. ☐ adv. to the extent of being half-fed. আধেপাDা a. half-burned; half-roasted; half 
baked. আধবয়সী, আধবুেDা a. middle aged. fem. আধবুিD । আধমিন a. containing half a maund (of 
things). আধমিন ৈকলাস a gluttonous person, one who eats too much; one who is capable of eating 
too much. আধমরা a. half-dead; almost dead, more dead than alive. আধিসd a. parboiled. আধেসর n. 
(now obs.) half a seer. আধহািত a. half a cubit long. 

আধষর্পt [ ādharṣapatra ] n a writ for arresting a person, a warrant. 

আধলা [ ādhalā ] a half; halved. ☐ n. a half-piece; a half-piece of brick; brickbat. 

আধান [ ādhāna ] n placing or depositing; installation; infusion, instillation; (phy.) charge; 
receiving or taking; putting on. বd আধান bound charge. মুk আধান free charge. 

আধার1 [ ādhāra1 ] n container; a receptacle; a vessel, a case; a store; a haunt, a dwelling place, a 
source; a cause. 

আধার2 [ ādhāra2 ] n food (esp. of birds); a nest. 

আিধ [ ādhi ] n anxiety; worry. ̃িkষ়্ট a. suffering from worries and anxieties, mentally distressed or 
afflicted. ̃বয্ািধ n. mental and physical ailments. 

আিধকািরক [ ādhikārika ] n an officer (esp. a high-ranking officer). 

আিধকয্ [ ādhikya ] n excess; abundance; intemperance; predominance; rifeness. 

আিধৈদিবক [ ādhidaibika ] a supernatural; fortuitous; pertaining to natural disasters such as flood, 
famine etc.; elemental. 

আিধপতয্ [ ādhipatya ] n mastery; overlordship; predominance; supremacy; rule, government; 
suzerainty. আিধপতয্ করা v. to dominate; to lord (it) over; to rule, to govern. 

আিধিবদয্ক [ ādhibidyaka ] a metaphysical. 

আিধেভৗিতক [ ādhibhautika ] a originating from the four (or five) elements, elemental; effected or 
produced by living organism, biological; pertaining to organic life, or ganic. 
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আিধরাজয্ [ ādhirājya ] n imperiality; overlordship; suzerainty. 

আধুত [ ādhuta ] a slightly trembling or vibrant. 

আধুিনক [ ādhunika ] a of present times, modern, current; new. fem. আধুিনকী । (inc. but current) 

আধুিনকা । ̃তা n. modernism, modernity. 

আধুিনকীকরণ [ ādhunikīkaraṇa ] n modernization. 

আধুিল [ ādhuli ] n a coin of the value of half a rupee, a half-rupee. বয্ােঙর আধুিল an insignificant 
amount hoarded very cautiously and proudly by an extremely poor person, an ewe-lamb. 

আধৃত [ ādhṛta ] a caught hold of; held; taken, received; arrested; seized, captured; accepted. 

আেধক [ ādhēka ] a. & adv half. 

আেধয় [ ādhēẏa ] a. & n that which is worthy of being placed or deposited or produced. ☐ n. 
content. 

আেধা [ ādhō ] a half; partial; indistinct. আেধা আেধা a. babbling; mumbling; indistinct. 

আেধায়া [ ādhōẏā ] a unwashed; unbleached. 

আধয্ািtক [ ādhyātmika ] a originating in the soul; spiritual; theological; relating to God or the 
Supreme Being; psychic; metaphysical; intellectual, mental. ̃তা n. spiritualism. 

আধয্ান [ ādhyāna ] n recollection; meditation; anxiety. 

আন [ āna ] a & adv. (obs. & poet.) another, of another kind. 

আনক [ ānaka ] n a large drum; a wardrum; thun der-cloud. ☐ a. thunderous; sounding. 

আনকা, আনেকা [ ānakā, ānakō ] a queer, strange; new; unfamiliar; unknown. 

আনেকারা [ ānakōrā ] a quite new, brand-new; fresh; untarnished; unsoiled; not yet used, untried. 

আনচান [ ānacāna ] a anxious; restless; uneasy. 

আনত [ ānata ] a stooped, bent down; inclined; stooping in obeisance; obeisant. আনত হoয়া v. to 
stoop, to bend down, to in cline; to stoop in obeisance, to bow down. ̃তল n. inclined plane. ̃িশর a. 
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with the head bending or stooping low. আনিত n. act or state of bending down or stooping; 
inclination; act or state of stooping in obeisance; obeisance. 

আনd [ ānaddha ] n any instrument of percussion. ☐ a. (of musical instruments etc.) having the 
mouth covered with hide, percussive (আনd যnt); dressed up, tied up, arranged (আনd েকশপাশ); 
clothed. 

আনন [ ānana ] n face; (loos.) mouth. 

আনnযর্ [ ānantarya ] n immediacy; adjacency; proximity; contiguity. 

আনnয্ [ ānantya ] n infiniteness, infinitude; endlessness; interminableness. 

আনn [ ānanda ] n joy, delight; happiness; gladness, cheerfulness; pleasure; merriment. আনn করা 
v. to rejoice; to make merry. ̃কর a. delightful; pleasant; gladdening. ̃কানন n. a delightful woodland 
or grove; a pleasure-grove. ̃জনক, ̃দায়ক a. causing joy; delightful; pleasant. ̃ন n. producing joy, 
delight etc. ̃িবhল a. beside oneself with joy, overwhelmed with joy. ̃ময় a. full of joy, joyful; 
delightful; happy; cheerful; pleasant; merry. ̃ময়ী a. fem. of আনnময় । ☐ n. Goddess Durga 
(dগর্া). ̃লহরী n. a wave of delight; a musical instrument with one string held in one hand and played 
with a plectrum by the other. 

আনnাr [ ānandāśru ] n tears of joy. 

আনিnত [ ānandita ] a delighted; happy; glad; pleased; merry. আনিnত করা v. to delight; to 
gladden. আনিnত হoয়া v. to bedelighted or pleased; to be happy. 

আনেnােচ্ছব্াস [ ānandōcchbōsa ] n an outburst of joy, an ecstasy of delight. 

আনমন1 [ ānamana1 ] n bending down; bending down or curving slightly. 

আনমন2 [ ānamana2 ] a unmindful, absentminded. 

আনমনা [ ānamanā ] a unmindful; absentminded, listless; abstracted, unconcerned, uninterested. 

আনমেন [ ānamanē ] adv listlessly, unmindfully, absent-mindedly, lackadaisically. 

আনিমত [ ānamita ] a bent down, inclined. 

আনময্ [ ānamya ] a pliant, flexible; capable of being bent or bent down; deserving obeisance or 
respect. 
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আনm [ ānamra ] a gentle, courteous, polite; slightly bent or stooping. 

আনয়ন [ ānaẏana ] n bringing or fetching. আনয়ন করা v. to bring, to fetch. 

আনথর্, আনথর্য্, আনথর্কয্ [ ānartha, ānarthya, ānarthakya ] n futility; ineffectualness. 

আনা1 [ ānā1 ] n an anna, four pice; one-sixteenth part or share. 

আনা2 [ ānā2 ] v to fetch, to bring. 

আনােগানা [ ānāgōnā ] n coming and going (esp. frequently); frequenting; come-and-go; prying. 
আনােগানা করা v. to come and go (esp. frequently). to frequent; to pry. 

আনাচ-কানা়চ [ ānāca-kānā◌়ca ] n the outlying and usually neglected parts of a house etc.; the 
eaves and like parts; nook and corner. আনােচ-কানােচ adv. in nooks and by ways; in nooks and 
eaves. 

আনাজ [ ānāja ] n vegetables (usu. green.) ̃পt n. spinach and vegetables. 

আনািD [ ānāḍ◌়i ] a inexpert, unskilled, inefficient; inexperienced; untrained; ignorant; 
foolish. ̃পনা n. inefficiency; lack of experience or skill; awkward behaviour. 

আনােনা [ ānānō ] v to cause to be brought or fetched. 

আনায় [ ānāẏa ] n a snare, a mesh; a trap. 

আনার [ ānāra ] n pomegranate. 

আনারস [ ānārasa ] n ananas, pineapple. 

আনীত [ ānīta ] a brought; fetched. 

আনীল [ ānīla ] a slightly blue, bluish. 

আnkলয্ [ ānukūlya ] n aid, help; assistance; support; patronage; favour; a good turn. আnkলয্ করা v. 
to aid, to help; to assist; to support; to patronize; to do (one) a favour; to do (one) a good turn. 

আnগতয্ [ ānugatya ] n allegiance; fidelity; obedience; fealty; faithful adherence. আnগতয্ sীকার করা 
v. to own allegiance (to); to submit (to). আnগেতয্র শপথ oath of allegiance. 
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আnেতািষক [ ānutōṣika ] n a gratuity. 

আnপিদক [ ānupadika ] a coming or going after, following. 

আnপািতক [ ānupātika ] a proportional. 

আnপূব্র্, আnপূবর্য্ [ ānupūrb, ānupūrbya ] n sequence, serial succession, due succession. আnপূিবর্ক 
adv. in due succession, serially; from beginning to end. ☐ a. serial, in due succession; from 
beginning to end; entire, complete, overall. 

আnমািনক [ ānumānika ] a inferential; probable; (loos.) approximate. 

আnরিk [ ānurakti ] n attachment; affection, love, fondness. 

আnrপয্ [ ānurūpya ] n similar state or appearance, similarity, likeness; agreement, congruity; 
resemblance. 

আnশাসিনক [ ānuśāsanika ] a (pol.) concerning an order or ordinance or edict; scriptural. 

আnষিঙ্গক [ ānuṣaṅgika ] a accompanying, concomitant; incidental; secondary; associated. 

আn ািনক [ ānuṣṭhānika ] a ritual, ceremonial; formal. 

আনূপ [ ānūpa ] a watery; marshy. ☐ n. any of the terrestrial animals fond of bathing in water 
such as the buffalo, the rhinoceros etc. 

আনৃশংs [ ānṛśaṃsya ] n lack or absence of cruelty; mercifulness; kindness; severe cruelty. 

আেনতা [ ānētā ] a & n. one who brings or fetches. 

আNা [ āṇḍā ] n an egg. আNাবাচ্চা n. (facet. or dero.) one's all children, kiddies. 

আিNল [ āṇḍila ] a very rich. ☐ n. a heap; a bundle. 

আnঃpােদিশক [ āntḥprādēśika ] a inter-provincial; (in a federal state like India) inter-state. 

আnর [ āntara ] a mental; inherent. 

আnরযnt [ āntarayantra ] n (anat.) viscera. আnরযntীয় a. visceral. 
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আnিরক [ āntarika ] a cherished or lying in the heart; entertained in the mind; mental; candid; 
sincere; genuine; hearty; heartfelt; cordial; inward, inner; (rare) hidden. ̃তা n. candour; sincerity; 
heartiness; cordiality. 

আnিরk [ āntarikṣa ] a of or in the sky, skyey; atmospherical, aerial; ethereal; heav enly. ☐ n. the 
sky; the cloud. 

আnজর্ািতক, anজর্াতীয় [ āntarjātika, antarjātīẏa ] a international. 

আnিবর্দয্ালয় [ āntarbidyālaẏa ] a inter-school. 

আিntক [ āntrika ] a intestinal; duodenal; enteric. ☐ n. (loos.) gastro-enteritis. আিntক jর n. enteric 
fever, typhoid (fever). 

আnাজ [ āndāja ] n guess, conjecture. ☐ a. approximate or conjectural. ☐ adv. more or less, 
approximately (আnাজ eকেশা gাম). আnািজ a. depending on or deduced by guessing; uncertain. 
আnােজ adv. by guess, by surmise or conjecture. 

আেnালন [ āndōlana ] n agitation; movement; stir; swinging, oscillation; vibration; cogitation, 
discussion. রাজনীিতক আেnালন political agitation or movement. আেnালন করা v. to agitate; to stir; to 
swing, to oscillate; to vibrate; to cogitate, to discuss. মেন আেnালন হoয়া v. to have a thing cogitated 
in one's mind. 

আেnািলত [ āndōlita ] a swung, oscillated; stirred; vibrated; cogitated, discussed. 

আnিয়ক [ ānbaẏika ] a relating to concord or syntax, relating to agreement. 

আnীিkকী [ ānbīkṣikī ] n the science and art of reasoning, logic. 

আnিtকতা [ ānyatrikatā ] n alibi. 

আপn [ āpanta ] n one's own self. ☐ a. one's own. আপ ভালা েতা জগত্ ভালা to a good soul all are 
good; to the pure all things are pure. আপ rিচ খানা পর rিচ পরনা eat according to your own taste but 
dress according to the taste of others; eat to please yourself but dress to please others. 

আপকাoয়ােs [ āpakāōẏāstē ] adv for one's own self. ☐ a. self-seeking, selfish. 

আপk [ āpakka ] a imperfectly ripened, half-ripe; half-cooked, half-baked, half-roasted, half-
boiled. 

আপেখারািক [ āpakhōrāki ] a in the state when one has to pay for one's own food. 
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আপগা [ āpagā ] n a stream flowing into a sea, a river. 

আপজাতয্ [ āpajātya ] n privation or lack or absence of national or racial or familial good 
qualities; degeneration, degeneracy. 

আ-পDা [ ā-paḍ◌়ā ] a unread; uneducated. 

আপণ [ āpaṇa ] n a shop; a market. আপিণক a. of a shop or shops, of a market or markets; 
commercial. ☐ n. a shopkeeper; a trader. 

আপত্কাল [ āpatkāla ] n time of danger or distress or calamity or emergency. 

আপতন [ āpatana ] n falling; a fall; occurrence; a happening, an incident; an accident; (chiefly in 
math.) incidence; coming; an arrival; alighting; descent. আপতন েকাণ n. angle of incidence. আপতন 
িবnd n. (math.) the point of incidence. 

আপিতক [ āpatika ] a accidental; incidental. 

আপিতত [ āpatita ] a arrived or come by chance or accident; fallen (down); alighted. আপিতত রি  
(phys.) an incident ray. 

আপিt [ āpatti ] n objection; dissent; protest, expostulation, remonstrance. ̃কর, ̃জনক a. 
objectionable, open to exception. আপিt করা v. to object; to dissent; to protest, to expostulate, to 
remonstrate. আপিt েতালা v. to raise an objection. 

আপদ [ āpada ] n danger; distress; misery; calamity; any unpleasant person or thing. ̃gs a. 
involved in danger, endangered, imperilled; involved in difficulty or distress; troubled or 
distressed. ̃ধমর্, আপdমর্ n. a course or measure (usu. not thoroughly honest) that may be adopted in 
time of danger or disaster or emergency. ̃বালাi n. pl. dangers and harms. ̃-িবপদ n. dangers and 
difficulties. 

আপন [ āpana ] a one's own, own. ̃জন n. one's own man, a friend or relative. ̃পর a. one's near and 
far ones. ☐ n. friend and foe. ̃েভালা a. careless about one's own interests; absent-minded, 
absorbed. 

আপনা [ āpanā ] n one's own self. ☐ a. one's own. আপনা-আপিন adv. by or of one's ownself; on 
one's own; without any out ward aid; spontaneously. ☐ n. pl. one's own people, friends and 
relatives. আপনা-আপিনর মেধয্ among one's own people; among friends and relations. আপনার var. of 
আপন । আপনা েথেক of or by one's own self; on one's own; of its own; spontaneously. আপনার পােয় 
kDল মারা (fig.) to dig one's own grave. 
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আপিন1 [ āpani1 ] pro the honorific form of তুিম । 

আপিন2 [ āpani2 ] n one's own self. আপিন বাঁচেল বােপর নাম self-preservation is the first law of nature. 

আপn [ āpanna ] a endangered, imperilled; (chiefly used as a sfx.) affected with, involved in 
(িবপদাপn). seeking refuge in (শরণাপn) 

আপnসttা [ āpannasattbā ] a pregnant. ☐ n. a pregnant woman. 

আপরািh্নক [ āparāh◌়nika ] a of or in or during the after noon. 

আপেশাস [ āpaśōsa ] n regret; chagrin; repentance. আপেশাস করা v. to regret; to become chagrined; 
to repent. 

আপেস2, আেp [ āpasē2, āpsē ] adv of one's own, spon taneously. 

আপাং [ āpā ] n a medicinal plant, Achyranthus aspera. 

আপাকা [ āpākā ] a unripe, raw; not thoroughly ripened. 

আপাNরু [ āpāṇḍura ] a palish, paly. 

আপাত [ āpāta ] n the present or the actual time in question, the time being; incidence; 
occurrence. ̃কিঠন a. appearing as hard or difficult at first or for the time being (but not actually 
so); apparently or seemingly hard or difficult. ̃গিত n. apparent motion. ̃ত adv. at the present time 
or actual time in question, for the time being, for the nonce. ̃দৃি েত adv. at the first sight; to the 
cursory view or consideration; seemingly. ̃pসারণ n. apparent expansion. ̃মধরু a. seemingly sweet or 
sweet for the time being only. ̃রমণীয় a. agreeable or pleasant for the time being; seemingly 
alluring or fascinating. 

আপাদমsক [ āpādamastaka ] adv from head to foot, cap-apie; from top to bottom. 

আপান [ āpāna ] n a place for drinking (wine esp. in a party); a public-house, a bar; a wineshop, 
an alehouse. 

আপামর [ āpāmara ] adv including even the meanest or the lowest. ̃জনগণ n. high and low; one and 
all; everybody. 

আিপঙ্গল [ āpiṅgala ] a brownish, slightly copper-coloured. 
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আিপল [ āpila ] n (in law) a prayer for retrial; an appeal. আিপল করা v. to prefer an appeal, to 
appeal. -̃আদালত n. an appellate court. ̃কারী n. an appellant. আিপেল খালাস acquitted or released on 
appeal. 

আিপস [ āpisa ] n a place where work or business is carried out, an office. আিপস করা v. to go to 
one's office (daily or regularly), to attend office. 

আপীDন [ āpīḍ◌়na ] n pressing or squeezing or hugging or oppressing thoroughly. আপীিDত a. 
pressed or squeezed or hugged or oppressed thoroughly. 

আপীত1 [ āpīta1 ] a yellowish. 

আপীত2 [ āpīta2 ] a that which has been drunk thoroughly, drunk to the dregs; drained. 

আপীন [ āpīna ] n an udder, a dug, a teat. 

আেপিkক [ āpēkṣika ] a comparative; (esp. in science) relative. ̃তা n. comparativeness; relativity. 
আেপিkক আdর্তা n. relative humidity. আেপিkক grt n. specific gravity. আেপিkক ঘনt n. relative 
density. ̃তtt n. the theory of relativity. আেপিkক েবগ n. relative velocity. 

আেপল [ āpēla ] n the apple. 

আেপাশ [ āpōśa ] n compromise. আেপাশ করা v. to compromise, to strike out a compromise; to settle 
amicably. ̃রফা, ̃মীমাংসা n. amicable settlement, compromise. আেপােশ adv. amicably; by arrangement. 

আp1 [ āpta1 ] a obtained, attained, realized, gratified (আpকাম); free from errors; authoritative 
(আpবাকয্); closely related as friends and relatives (আpজন). ̃করিণক n. confidential clerk. ̃কাম a. one 
whose desires have been gratified. ̃কারী a. reliable; trustworthy. ̃জন n. one's own relative or 
friend. ̃বচন same as আpবাকয্ । ̃বn ু same as আpজন । ̃বাকয্ n. a revealed truth, revelation; (phil.) a 
source of knowledge; advice of one's own friends and relatives; a presumptive truth, an a priori 
truth. 

আp2 [ āpta2 ] a (used as a pfx.) own, self ̃গরিজ, ̃গrেজ a. preoccupied with self-interest; extremely 
self-seeking. 

আপয্ায়ন [ āpyāẏana ] n hospitable reception and treatment, entertainment; act of felicitating; 
entertaining with amusements. আপয্ায়ন করা v. to receive and treat hospitably, to entertain, to 
felicitate. 

আপয্ািয়ত [ āpyāẏita ] a received and treated hospitably, entertained; felicitated. আপয্ািয়ত করা same 
as আপয্ায়ন করা । 
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আpাণ [ āprāṇa ] adv. & a as long as one lives, till death, to the last breath; even at the risk of 
one's life; to the extent of one's utmost power and abilities, tooth and nail. আpাণ করা v. to do one's 
utmost. আpাণ েচ া utmost effort. 

আpব, আpাব, আpাবন [ āplaba, āplāba, āplābana ] n a flood; a deluge; inundation; bathing. 
আpািবত a. flooded; inundated; bathed; drenched. 

আpুত [ āpluta ] a flooded; inundated; bathed; drenched; (fig.) overwhelmed or be gone (ভােব 
আpুত). 

আফগান [ āphagāna ] n an Afghan. ☐ a. of Afghanistan or Afghans. আফগািন a. of Afghanistan. 

আফেলাদয় [ āphalōdaẏa ] a. & adv till fructuation; till attainment or realization (of aim, desires 
etc.). ̃কমর্া n. a worker who works till he succeeds. 

আফসােনা [ āphasānō ] v to bluster, to brag; to fret or chafe or express chagrin on account of 
failure; to tear one's hair. আফসািন n. blustering or bragging; fretting or chafing or an expression of 
chagrin at failure. 

আিফং [ āphi ] n opium. ̃েখার, আিফমেখার n. an opiumeater. 

আফুটn, আেফাটা [ āphuṭanta, āphōṭā ] a not yet bloomed, unblown; not clearly visible; indistinct; 
(in the process of being boiled but) not yet boiling; parboiled. 

আি কান [ āphrikāna ] n an African; an African Negro. ☐ a. African. 

আব [ āba ] n an excrescence (usu. spherical) on the skin, a tumour. 

আবoয়াব [ ābōẏāba ] n any of the conventional and usually illegal payments exacted by 
landowners from tenants. 

আবেখারা [ ābakhōrā ] n a large drinking-glass or tall cup, a tumbler. 

আবগার [ ābagāra ] n a manufacturer of or dealer in alcoholic spirits and other intoxicating drugs; 
a distiller. আবগাির n. sale or manufacture of alcoholic spirits and other intoxicating drugs; a tax or 
duty imposed on this manufacture or sale, excise duty (also আবগাির কর, আবগাির শুl); the public 
department entrusted with the charge of collecting this tax or duty, the excise department (also 
আবগাির িবভাগ). ☐ a. relating to alcoholic spirits and other intoxicating drugs or to their 
manufacture and sale; relating to excise tax or the excise department. 

আবন্টন [ ābanṭana ] n allotment. 
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আবদার [ ābadāra ] n a childish or capricious insistence on having or doing something; an 
unreasonable demand or claim; a fanciful claim preferred to an affectionate person. আবদার করা v. 
to insist childishly or capriciously on having or doing something; to demand or claim 
unreasonably. আবদাের, আবেদের a. insisting childishly or capriciously on having or doing 
something. 

আবd [ ābaddha ] a bound, tied; shut; confined; besieged; enclosed (আবd হান); in volved; beset; 
mortgaged, pawned. আবd করা v. to bind, to tie; to shut; to confine; to besiege; to enclose; to 
involve; to beset; to mortgage, to pawn. 

আবরক [ ābaraka ] a that which covers or screens or veils. ☐ n. a cover; a covering; a screen; a 
lid; a veil. 

আবরণ [ ābaraṇa ] n covering or screening or veiling; a cover or covering; a lid; a screen, a veil. 
আবরণী n. a cover or covering; a lid; a screen; a veil. 

আবিরত [ ābarita ] a (poet.) covered; screened; veiled. 

আবr [ ābaru ] n (usu. a woman's) dignity, honour; chastity, modesty; a screen; a veil, a 
yashmak. 

আবজর্ন [ ābarjana ] n casting off or giving up thor oughly; forcing to bend down; controlling or 
regulating. 

আবজর্না [ ābarjanā ] n things thrown away or left as worthless, cast-off, refuse; sweepings; (fig.) 
an undesirable or mean person; an outcast. 

আবিজর্ত [ ābarjita ] a cast-off; bent down; controlled or regulated. 

আবতর্ [ ābarta ] n a whirling motion or shape; a whirl; a vortex; a whirlpool, an eddy; whirling or 
revolving or rotating. ☐ a. whirling; revolving; rotating. আবতর্ ঘষর্ণ n. rolling friction. ̃ন n. whirling 
or revolving or rolling; a whirl, revolution; rotation; gyration; return; stirring or churning; 
repetition. আবতর্ন দN, আবতর্নী n. a pestle for churning. ̃মান a. whirling or revolving or gyrating or 
returning. আবিতর্ত a. revolved; rotated; gyrated; returned; repeated. আবিতর্ত হoয়া v. to whirl; to 
revolve; to rotate; to gyrate; to eddy; to return; to be repeated. 

আবিল [ ābali ] n a row or line (বkৃাবিল); a group or series (p াবিল, বংশাবিল); a collection (gন্হাবিল). 

আবলুস [ ābalusa ] n ebony, ebon. আবলুস-কােলা a. ebon-coloured, black as ebony. 

আবলয্ [ ābalya ] n weakness; fatigue; lethargy, torpidity; drowsiness caused by fatigue. 
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আবশয্ক [ ābaśyaka ] a necessary; essential. ☐ n. necessity, need. ̃তা n. necessity, need. ̃েবােধ adv. 
having considered or considering it necessary. আবশয্কীয় a. necessary; essential. 

আবিশয্ক [ ābaśyika ] a compulsory. 

আবহ [ ābaha ] a (chiefly used in comp.) carrying, conducting, producing (েশাকাবহ). ☐ n. the air 
that pervades the world; atmosphere. ̃িচt n. a weather-chart. ̃িবjান n. meteorology. ̃িবদ, ̃িবত্ n. 
meteorologist. ̃িবদয্া n. meteorology. ̃মNল n. the atmosphere. ̃সংবাদ n. weather report. ̃সংগীত n. 
background music. ̃সূচনা n. weather forecast. 

আবহমান [ ābahamāna ] a existing or continuing since the beginning; traditional and ever-
existent. ̃কাল adv. continuing or existing from time immemorial; ever since the beginning. 

আবহাoয়া [ ābahāōẏā ] n climate; weather. 

আব-বাঁধা [ āba-bān̐dhā ] a untied, unfastened; (esp. of books etc.) unbound; (of hair) not done up; 
disorderly (আ-বাঁধা সংসার) 

আবাগা, আবােগ [ ābāgā, ābāgē ] a ill-fated, unfortunate. fem. আবািগ । 

আবাদ [ ābāda ] n cultivation, tillage; cultivated land; land developed for agriculture; a human 
habitation; a settlement. আবািদ a. arable; fit for or developed for cultivation; cultivated. 

আবাপন [ ābāpana ] n the art of weaving cloth. 

আবাপিনক [ ābāpanika ] n reeler. 

আবার [ ābāra ] adv again, once more; moreover, and also (গিরব আবার বদেখয়ািল). ☐ int. expressing 
uncertainty or distrust or negation (কােলা েমেয়র আবার িবেয়, গরীেবর আবার sখ, িনতয্-িভখািরেক কী আবার 
েদেব). 

আবাল [ ābāla ] n a boy or a child or an underage person (esp. one who is foolish or helpless); an 
ignorant or dull-headed person. ̃বৃdবিনতা n. one and all; men women and children. 

আবালয্ [ ābālya ] adv from childhood or infancy; ever since one's childhood. 

আবাস [ ābāsa ] n a dwelling-place, a habitation, a home, an abode; a residence; a house. আবািসক 
n. a caretaker (chiefly of a Buddhist monastery). ☐ a. resident (আবািসক শলয্-িচিকত্সক); (of a 
student) living in a students' hostel. আবািসক িবদয্ালয় residential school. 
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আবাহন [ ābāhana ] n invocation; invitation; a call. আবাহন করা v. to invoke; to invite; to call. আবাহনী 
n. a gesture made with one's palms and fingers for invoking a god or goddess. ☐ a. invocatory; 
relating to invitation or call. 

আিবর [ ābira ] n a kind of perfumed and coloured powder that the Hindus sprinkle over one 
another esp. during the Holi (েহািল) festival. 

আিবভর্াব [ ābirbhāba ] n coming into view (esp. for the first time or from hiding); appearance 
(esp. sudden); advent; arrival; birth; coming into existence; (of a deity) in stalling oneself 
somewhere; (of authors, painters, actors etc.) first appearance before the public; (of flowers etc.) 
coming out or being revealed, manifestation. 

আিবভরূ্ত [ ābirbhūta ] a one who or that which has come into view or appeared or arrived; born; 
one who or that which has come into existence; (of a deity) one who has installed oneself; (of 
authors, painters, actors, musicians) who have appeared before the public for the first time; (of 
flowers etc.) that which has come out, revealed; manifested. আিবভূর্ত হoয়া v. to come into view 
(esp. for the first time or from hiding); to appear; to come; to arrive; to take birth; to install 
oneself; to appear before the public for the first time; to come out; to be revealed or manifested. 

আিবল [ ābila ] a defiled; turbid, muddy; filthy, foul. ̃তা a. defilement; turbidity; filthiness, 
foulness. 

আিব ার, আিব রণ, আিবিkয়া [ ābiṣkāra, ābiṣkaraṇa, ābiṣkriẏā ] n discovering; a discovery; 
invention; the thing invented. আিব ার করা v. to discover; to invent. আিব রণীয় a. that which is to be 
discovered or invented; well worth discovering or inventing. আিব তর্ া, আিব ারক n. a discoverer; an 
inventor. 

আিব ৃত [ ābiṣkṛta ] a discovered; invented. 

আিব  [ ābiṣṭa ] a thoroughly engrossed or absorbed (in) (পাঠািব ); rapt in (েমাহািব ); possessed (by) 
(ভূতািব ); over whelmed (with) (িবsয়ািব ); begone (েশাকািব ); overcast or pervaded with (েমঘািব ); 
nonplussed, confounded; (phy.) induced. 

আবৃত [ ābṛta ] a covered; encircled, surrounded (েমখলাবৃত); overcast or pervaded with (েমঘাবৃত). 
আবৃত করা v. to cover; to encircle, to surround; to overcast; to pervade. আবৃিত n. state of being 
covered or encircled or pervaded; covering; a cover; encirclement; pervasion; a wall; a fence; an 
enclosure. 

আবtৃ [ ābṛtta ] a read or studied over and over again; repeated; recited; that which has returned 
or recurred; revolved; (esp. in arith.) recurring. ̃চk ু a. one who has turned one's eyes inwards; 
introspective. আবtৃ দশিমক (airth.) recurring decimal. আবৃিt n. reading or studying over and over 
again; repetition; recital, recitation; return, recurrence; revolving or being revolved, revolution. 
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আবৃিt করা v. to read or study over and over again; to repeat; to recite; to re turn; to recur; to 
revolve. 

আেবগ [ ābēga ] n tremendous or extraordinary ve locity or force (েবেগর আেবগ); outburst of 
passion or emotion (আেবেগ বলা); passion (sের আেবগ আেছ); anxiety; state of suspense; mental 
uneasiness; troubled state of the mind; mental suffering (েশাকােবগ). ̃পূণর্ a. impassioned; 
passionate. ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. devoid of passion; dispassionate. আেবেগাচ্ছব্াস n. an outburst of passion; a 
passionate or impassioned outburst. 

আেবদক [ ābēdaka ] a one who submits an application. ☐ n. an applicant; a petitioner; a plaintiff. 

আেবদন [ ābēdana ] n representation, prayer, solicitation; an application; a petition; a plaint; 
appeal (কিবতার আেবদন hদেয়র কােছ) আেবদন করা v. to represent, to pray, to solicit; to put in an 
application, to apply; to petition; to lodge a complaint; to appeal. ̃কারী same as আেবদক । fem. ̃কািরণী 
। ̃পt n. an application; a petition. আেবদনীয় a. fit to be solicited or entreated. 

আেবশ [ ābēśa ] n confounded state of mind; mental confusion, perplexity; tremendous 
excitement of passion ('আেবেশ িহয়ার মাঝাের লi'); attachment, love ('আেবেশ aবশ তn'); entrance; 
infiltration, taking possession (ভূতােবশ); raptattention; trance; engrossment; rapture; obsession. 

আেবশ-kNলী [ ābēśa-kuṇḍalī ] n (phy.) induction coil. 

আেবশয্তা [ ābēśyatā ] n (phy.) inductive capacity. 

আেব ক [ ābēṣṭaka ] a surrounding, enclosing. ☐ n. a fence, a wall; that which encloses, an 
enclosure. 

আেব ন [ ābēṣṭana ] n surrounding or enclosing; a fence; a wall; that which encloses, an 
enclosure; surroundings, environment. আেব নী n. a fence; a wall; that which encloses, an 
enclosure; a circurmference; environment, surroundings. 

আেবি ত [ ābēṣṭita ] a surrounded, enclosed, encircled. 

আেবালতােবাল [ ābōlatābōla ] n incoherent talk; nonsense; delirium; nonsense rhymes. ☐ a. 
incoherent and nonsensical. 

আbা [ ābbā ] n (Mus.) father; dad. 

আbh [ ābrahma ] adv starting with or from Brahma (bk). ̃sm n. all creatures and objects starting 
with Brahma (bh) or the Supreme Consciousness down to the inanimate straw. 
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আভরণ [ ābharaṇa ] n anything worn for personal embellishment, an ornament. কলঙ্ক তার aেঙ্গর 
আভরণ scandal she wears as a jewel on her person. 

আভা [ ābhā ] n glow; shine; lustre, glaze; beam; flash; tinge. ̃ময় a. full of glow, glowing; 
beaming; shining. 

আভাং [ ābhā ] n rubbing the body with oil etc; anointment. 

আভাঙা [ ābhāṅā ] a not broken, unbroken (আভাঙা ডাল); not ground, unground (আভাঙা গম). 

আভাষ [ ābhāṣa ] n a preface, a prologue, a prefatory note, an introduction; an introductory talk; a 
conversation. ̃ণ n. addressing and talking to; conversation; an address, a speech, a talk. আভািষত a. 
delivered as or mentioned in a speech. 

আভাস [ ābhāsa ] n faint or indistinct presence ('আভােস দাo েদখা'); a shadow; a hint (আভােস জানােনা); 
glow. আভাস েদoয়া v. to appear faintly or indistinctly; to give a hint, to hint. ̃iিঙ্গত n. hints; slight or 
indirect suggestion. আভােস iিঙ্গেত adv. by indirect suggestion, by hints. 

আভাসা [ ābhāsā ] v (poet.) to blaze up, to glow; (poet.) to be revealed. 

আভািসত [ ābhāsita ] a indicated, suggested. 

আিভজন [ ābhijana ] n noble birth; aristocracy; surname. 

আিভজািতক [ ābhijātika ] a of aristocrat or aristocracy or noble birth; aristocratic; pertaining to or 
indicative of the family; familial. আিভজািতক িচh n. heraldry. 

আিভজাতয্ [ ābhijātya ] n noble birth; aristocracy. 

আিভধািনক [ ābhidhānika ] a lexicographical. ☐ n. the compiler of a dictionary, a lexicographer. 

আিভমুখয্ [ ābhimukhya ] n state of being towards; state of being infront or face to face of; 
confrontation; assistance, help. 

আভীর [ ābhīra ] n a member of the cowherd class; a cowherd. fem. আভীরী । ̃পিl n. a locality or 
village where cowherds live. 

আভূিম [ ābhūmi ] adv down to the ground; having prostrated oneself (আভূিম pণত হoয়া). 

আেভাগ [ ābhōga ] n a kind of concluding note in the Indian musical modes; act of enjoying; 
completeness, fullness; expansion; expanse. 
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আভুয্দিয়ক [ ābhyudaẏika ] a pertaining to progress or promotion in life; pertaining to or causing 
well-being; causing prosperity. ☐ n. a ceremony performed on the eve of wedding etc. praying 
to the spirits of one's forefathers to bless the present occasion. 

আম1 [ āma1 ] n mucus; cyst; dysentery. ̃বাত n. nettlerash, urticaria. ̃রk n. blood coming out with 
the stool of a dysentery patient. ̃েরাগ n. dysentery. 

আম2 [ āma2 ] n the common people. ☐ a. of or for the common people. ̃দরবার n. a place for 
public audience. ̃েমাkার n. a legally appointed representative, an attorney. ̃েমাkারনামা n. power-of-
attorney. 

আম3 [ āma3 ] a uncooked, raw (আমমাংস); unburnt, unbaked (আমসরা, আমহাঁিD) ̃গিn a. (of food) 
cooked but somewhat raw. 

আম4 [ āma4 ] n the mango. ̃আদা n. the mango ginger, a variety of ginger smelling like the 
mango. ̃চুর, ̃িশ n. dried slices of green mango preserved in salt or in salt and mustard. মুখ শুিকেয় 
আমিশ হoয়া to look haggard, to have a shrivelled look, to have an emaciated and wizened face. ̃সtt 
n. a thin cake made of the sweet juice of ripe mango by drying it in the sun (used as food), 
preserved essence of ripe mango. ̃হলুদ same as আম-আদা  বণর্েচারা আম a variety of mango that looks 
green and should be sour but is actually ripe and sweet; (fig.) a person concealing his or her 
merits. 

আমDা [ āmaḍ◌়ā ] n the hog-plum. ̃গািছ n. flattering with some end in view, coaxing, cajolement. 
আমDাগািছ করা v. to flatter with some motive or design, to coax, to cajole. 

আমদািন [ āmadāni ] n (comm.) import; income; gathering (েলােকর আমদািন); onrush, assemblage 
(বhেলােকর আমদািন); attack (েরােগর আমদািন). আমদািন করা v. (comm.) to import; (in other cases) to 
bring. আমদািন বািণজয্ n. import trade. আমদািন শুl n. import duty. 

আমধুর [ āmadhura ] a slightly sweet, sweetish; not excessively sweet, pleasantly sweet. 

আমন [ āmana ] a late autumnal. ☐ n. late autumnal crop of paddy; autumn rice (also আমন ধান). 

আমntণ [ āmantraṇa ] n invitation; a call to come; a greeting. আমntণ করা v. to invite; to call; to 
greet. 

আমntিয়তা [ āmantraẏitā ] n an inviter; a host; one who gives a call to come; one who greets. 

আমিntত [ āmantrita ] a invited; called to come; greeted. 

আময় [ āmaẏa ] n disease, ailment. 
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আময়দা [ āmaẏadā ] a plentiful, abundant; excessive. 

আ মর [ ā mara ] int indicating : light imprecation, bashfulness, shame, reproach, censure etc.; 
Devil take thee, go to hell, beshrew me. 

আমরণ [ āmaraṇa ] adv. & a till death; all through one's life. ̃ হায়ী a. lasting till death, continuing 
till the end of one's life. 

আমরা [ āmarā ] pro we. 

আমির, আ মির [ āmari, ā mari ] int indicating: praise, taunt, ridicule, sorrow etc.; now I'II die 
happily; I'II rather die. 

আমrল [ āmarula ] n a variety of spinach having sour taste, sorrel. 

আমশর্, আমশর্ন [ āmarśa, āmarśana ] n touch, contact; counsel, advice, consultation; weighing 
some thing in the mind, deliberation. 

আমষর্ [ āmarṣa ] n mercilessness; anger. 

আমল [ āmala ] n region, rule, regime; possession, control; age, time, period; attention, heed, 
indulgence (আমল েদoয়া). আমল না েদoয়া to attach no importance to, to pay no heed to, to refuse to 
consider; to overlook. মাnাতার আমল see মাnাতা । 

আমলক, আমলিক, আমলকী [ āmalaka, āmalaki, āmalakī ] n emblica, the emblic myrobalan. 

আমলা [ āmalā ] n an office-clerk; a government office. ̃তnt n. bureaucracy. ত̃ািntক a. bureaucratic. 

আমলােনা [ āmalānō ] v to become painful gradually. 

আমা1 [ āmā1 ] a half-burnt, not perfectly burnt (আমা-iট). 

আমা2 [ āmā2 ] pro (poet.) I myself; I; me; to me. 

আমােক, আমায় [ āmākē, āmāẏa ] pro me; to me. 

আমািতসার [ āmātisāra ] n dysentery; amoebic dysentery; (loos.) bacillary or biliary dysentery. 

আমােদর [ āmādēra ] pro our, of us, ours; us; to us. 
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আমানত [ āmānata ] a deposited; credited; placed in one's custody. ☐ n. the thing or money 
deposited or credited, deposit, credit. আমানত করা, আমানত েদoয়া, আমানত রাখা v. to deposit; to credit; 
to place in the custody of. আমানিত a. pertaining to deposit or credit; deposited; credited. 

আমািন [ āmāni ] n the water in which cooked rice has been soaked overnight. 

আমাn [ āmānna ] n uncooked rice. 

আমার [ āmāra ] pro my, mine. 

আমাশয় [ āmāśaẏa ] n dysentery; the part of the belly in which mucus collects. 

আমাশা [ āmāśā ] n (coll.) dysentery. 

আিম [ āmi ] pro I. ☐ n. self-knowledge; the soul, the ego; egoism, pride, vanity, self-
importance. ̃t n. egoism, vanity. 

আিমন [ āmina ] n a land surveyor; a supervising officer. আিমিন a. relating to a surveyor. 

আিমর [ āmira ] n (Mus.) a wealthy nobleman or high-born person; a title of some Muslim kings, 
an Amir, an Ameer. ̃-oমরাহ n. pl. princes and courtiers or noble men; men of high and wealthy 
class. আিমির n. amirate; high style of living or ostentatious show of wealth; pomp and grandeur. 
☐ a. of an Amir or emirate; living in a high style or making an ostentatious show of wealth; full 
of pomp and grandeur. 

আিমষ [ āmiṣa ] n meat; non-vegetarian food or diet. ̃েভাজী, আিমষাশী a. carnivorous; non-vegetarian. 

আমীkা [ āmīkṣā ] n posset. 

আমুেদ, আেমাদিpয় [ āmudē, āmōdapriẏa ] a given to merriment; sportive, merry; gay, cheerful, 
jolly; vivacious, sprightly; witty, humorous. 

আমূল [ āmūla ] adv to the root; radically; thoroughly, completely, root-and-branch. ☐ a. 
extended to the root; radical (আমূল সংsার); thorough. 

আমৃতুয্ [ āmṛtyu ] adv till death; till the end of one's life. 

আেমজ [ āmēja ] n subtle presence or slight trace, a touch; a touch of similarity; the ultimate part 
of anything passing away, after-image, after-taste (sেরর আেমজ, েনশার আেমজ); pleasant drowsiness 
or raptattention (গােনর আেমজ আসা). 
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আেমাদ [ āmōda ] n delight; joy; gladness; merriment, amusement; festivity; fun; (rare) far-
reaching fragrance, extremely sweet fragrance. ̃আhাদ n. pl. rejoicings. আেমাদআhাদ করা v. to rejoice. 
আেমাদ করা v. to express delight or joy; to make merry; to indulge in or enjoy amusement; to be 
festive; to make fun; to poke fun (at); to fill with fragrance. ̃জনক a. delightful; merry; amusing; 
funny. ̃ন n. amusing, amusement, recreation; perfuming. ̃pেমাদ n. pl. amusements, recreations. 
আেমাদpেমাদ করা v. to indulge in amusements. ̃িpয় see আমুেদ । আেমািদত a. delighted; perfumed, 

scented. আেমাদী a. delighted; jolly, sportive; sweet-scented. fem. আেমািদনী । 

আmা [ āmbā ] n audacity, effrontery, impudence, (coll.) cheek; bragging, boast, vaunt; audacious 
ambition. 

আmা [ āmmā ] n mother. 

আm [ āmra ] n (for. High.) the mango. ̃কানন, ̃kঞ্জ, ̃বন n. a mango-grove. 

আmাত, আmাতক [ āmrāta, āmrātaka ] n the hog plum. 

আm [ āmla ] a acid, sour. আmা n. fem. the tamarind-tree. আিmক a. acid, sour; acidic (আিmক aকসাiড). 
আিmক সnান acid fermentation. আিmকা, আmীকা n. fem. the tamarind-tree. 

আযুk [ āyukta ] a in-charge. ̃ক n. an officer-in-charge. আযুk মntী minister-in-charge. 

আয়1 [ āẏa1 ] v 2nd pers. imp. of আসা । আয়, েখিল come, let us play. 

আয়2 [ āẏa2 ] n income; earnings; profit; revenue. ̃কর n. income-tax. ☐ a. profitable. ̃বয্য় n. 
income and expenditure; (accts.) debit and credit. ̃বয্য় পরীkা n. audit. ̃বয্য় পরীkক n. auditor. ̃বয্য়ক n. 
budget. ̃বয্য়ক শীষর্ n. budget-head. ̃বয্য়ক সt n. budgetsession. আয় বুেঝ বয্য় করা to live within one's 
means; (cp.) to cut one's coat according to one's cloth. আেয়র aিধক বয্য় করা to spend beyond one's 
means or income. আেয়র ঘর (accts.) credit side. 

আয়ত [ āẏata ] a extensive, wide; expanded; very large; (geom.) rectangular but having unequal 
sides, oblong. ̃েkt n. (geom.) an oblong, a rectangle. ̃চk,ু ে̃লাচন a. wide-eyed or large-eyed. 
fem. ̃েলাচনা । 

আয়তন [ āẏatana ] n area or its measure; volume or its measure; extension; breadth; width; a 
house, an abode; an institution (aচলায়তন); an altar. ̃ হাপকতা n. bulk elasticity. আয়তনাঙ্ক n. bulk-
modulus. 

আয়িত1 [ āẏati1 ] n state of a married woman whose husband is alive; any of the symbols (usu. 
borne on the person of the wife) indicating this marital state. 
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আয়িত2 [ āẏati2 ] n length; width, breadth; extension; the future; time for bearing fruit. 

আয়তী [ āẏatī ] n. fem a married woman whose husband is alive. 

আয়t [ āẏatta ] a brought under control or taken possession of; controlled; subjugated; subject; 
dominated; mastered; tamed; seized. আয়t করা, আয়েt আনা v. to bring under control; to control; to 
take possession of; to subjugate; to dominate; to master; to tame; to seize. বn েঘাDােক আয়েt আনা to 
break a wild horse. আয়েtর বাiের out of control; beyond control, out of hand. আয়িt n. control, hold; 
possession; subjugation; subjection; domination; mastery; seizure. 

আয়ন বায় ু[ āẏana bāẏu ] n trade wind. 

আয়না [ āẏanā ] n a mirror, a looking-glass, a speculum. 

আয়মা [ āẏamā ] n a grant of rent-free land made by Muslim princes to religious preachers and to 
learned people. ̃মহল n. an estate of land held under this grant. 

আয়স [ āẏasa ] a of or made of or caused by iron; ferrous. ☐ n. iron. আয়সী n. fem. a coat mail 
made of iron, an iron armour. 

আয়া [ āẏā ] n a nurse-maid or waiting-maid, an ayah. 

আয়াম1 [ āẏāma1 ] n width, breadth; length. 

আয়ম2 [ āẏama2 ] n season; suitable time; right time. 

আয়াস [ āẏāsa ] n pain, trouble; exhaustion, fa tigue; an exertion of strength or power, labour, 
strain; an endeavour, an effort. ̃সাধয্ a. involving effort, strenuous, la borious, arduous, toilsome, 
uphill. 

আয় ু[ āẏu ] n the span of one's life, longevity; lifetime; life. ̃pদ, ̃বধর্ক a. that which prolongs life; 
rejuvenating; that which bestows long life. ̃বধর্ন n. prolonging life; prolongation of life; 
rejuvenation. ̃বৃিd n. prolongation of life; rejuvenation. ̃ র same as আয়ুpদ । ̃ াল n. the span of 

one's life, lifetime. ̃ ান a. long-lived. fem. আয়ু তী । আয়ুষয্ same as আয়ুpদ । 

̃আয়ুধ [ ̃āẏudha ] n weapon, arms. 

আয়ুধশালা [ āẏudhaśālā ] n armoury, arsenal. 
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আয়ুেবর্দ [ āẏurbēda ] n the traditional Hindu science of medicine as taught in the Atharva Veda. 
আয়ুেবর্দীয় a. relating or pertaining to this science; according to this science. 

আেয়nা [ āẏēndā ] a coming; ensuing, next; future, later. 

আেয়শ, আেয়স [ āẏēśa, āẏēsa ] n ease; comfort; luxury. আেয়শ করা v. to take one's ease; to re lax; to 
take rest. আেয়িশ, আেয়িস a. ease loving; easy-going; brought up amidst ease and luxury; easy. 

আেয়াগ [ āẏōga ] n a committee (esp. a public one) set up for investigation etc., a commission. 

আেয়াজক [ āẏōjaka ] a. & n one who makes preparation for or collects the things necessary for a 
purpose; one who organises or makes preparation for a function. 

আেয়াজন [ āẏōjana ] n preparation; collection of things necessary to serve a purpose; things so 
collected; making or becoming ready. আেয়াজন করা v. to make preparations (for). 

আেয়ািজত [ āẏōjita ] a that for which necessary things have been collected or preparation has 
been made; that which has been made ready. 

আর [ āra ] conj and, and also (রাম আর শয্াম); or (বাঁচা আর মরা), or not. ☐ adv. else, more (আর কী 
বলব); enough (আর েকন); no more (আর কাnা নয়); at the same time, simultaneously, but (শেkর ভk আর 
নরেমর যম); on the other hand, yet in return (েস েতামার uপকার কের আর তুিম তার িনnা কর); in future, 
again (আর েযন eমন না হয়); still now, still then (আর েকন আশা কর); at present, now (আর েসিদন েনi); 
moreover, be sides, in addition to that (আর েদখ); ever (িবDােল িক আর মাছ খাoয়া ছােD); ever before or 
after (eমন আর েদিখিন বা েদখব না); since then (েসi েগল আর িফরল না); of course, certainly (তুিম েতা আর 
েবাকা নo). ☐ a. other, another, different (আর েলােকরা, আর েকu); past, last (আর বছর েস eেসিছল); 
coming, next. (আর সpােহ যাব). ☐ pro. another person or thing, the other person or thing, a 
different person or thing (আরিট েকাথায়, আের িক বেল). আর আর all other. আরo a. more. ☐ adv. still 
more; fur ther, moreover. আর বার on the other occasion; another time; once again, once more. আর 
সব and others. 

আরক [ āraka ] n extract, essence; juice; spirit; arrack; tincture. 

আরk, আরিkম [ ārakta, āraktima ] a slightly red, reddish; blood-red; deep red, scarlet, crimson. 
আরkনয়ন, আরkেনt, আরkেলাচন a. with reddened or blood-shot eyes; angry. ☐ n. such eyes. 
আরkবদন, আরkমুখ a. with face (or cheeks) flushed on account of shame or anger. ☐ n. such a face. 

আরk [ ārakṣa ] n police or military station; an outpost; defence force, homeguard. ☐ a. 
engaged in defence. আরkা n. the police. আরkাবািহনী n. the police force. আরিkক, আরkী n. a 
policeman; a guardsman. আরিkদল n. a police picket. 
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আরিজ, আিজর্ [ āraji, ārji ] n a prayer, request; a petition; a plaint. আরিজ করা বা দািখল করা v. to file 
or submit a petition or plaint. 

আরিণ [ āraṇi ] n whirlpool; eddy. 

আরণয্ [ āraṇya ] a of or relating to a forest or forests; wild; sylvan; born or grown or living in 
forests. ̃ক a. wild; forest grown; living in forests; sylvan. ☐ n. concluding section of the 
Brahmanas (bাhণ) which are parts of the Vedas; a person (esp. a saint of ancient India) living in 
forests; a forester, a forest dweller. 

আরিত1 [ ārati1 ] n end; subjugation; deep attachment. 

আরিত2 [ ārati2 ] n greeting a deity by waving a lamp, thurible, incenser etc. before his or her 
face. 

আরদািল [ āradāli ] n an orderly; an office bearer. 

আরব2 [ āraba2 ] n an Arab, an Arabian; the Arabian nation, the Arabs. আরিব a. Arabian. ☐ n. the 
language of Arabia, Ara bic; an Arabian; an Arab; the Arabs. আরিব গঁদ gum arabic. 

আরb [ ārabdha ] a that which has been undertaken or begun. আরb কাযর্ n. a task under taken or 
commenced. 

আরভমাণ [ ārabhamāṇa ] a in a state of being commenced or undertaken; about to commence. 

আরমািন [ āramāni ] n an Armenian; the language of Armenia; Armenian. ☐ a. Armenian. 

আরm [ ārambha ] n commencement, inception, be ginning, start; origin, birth; introduction; a 
prologue. আরm করা v. to commence, to begin, to start; to introduce. আরm হoয়া v. to commence; to 
begin, to start; to originate; to take birth; to be introduced. ̃ক a. & n. one who commences or 
introduces. আরিmক a. relating to inception or beginning; starting; introductory. 

আরশ [ āraśa ] n a throne. 

আরিশ [ āraśi ] n a mirror, a looking glass; a speculum. 

আরেশালা [ āraśōlā ] n the cockroach, the black beetle. 

আরািtক [ ārātrika ] n (act of) greeting a deity by waving a lamp, thurible, incenser etc. before 
his or her face. 
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আরাধক [ ārādhaka ] a one who worships. ☐ n. a wor shipper, a devotee. 

আরাধনা, আরাধন- [ ārādhanā, ārādhana- ] n worship; service; prayer. আরাধনা করা v. to worship; to 
pray to. আরাধনীয় same as আরাধয্ । 

আরািধত [ ārādhita ] a worshipped; adored. 

আরাধয্ [ ārādhya ] a worshipped; deserving to be worshipped; worshipful; adorable. ̃মান a. being 
worshipped or in the state of being worshipped. 

আরাব [ ārāba ] n a (high) sound or note; a (great) noise; tumult; a roar. 

আরাম1 [ ārāma1 ] a recovered from illness, cured; relieved. আরাম করা v. to cure. আরাম হoয়া v. to be 
cured or soothed. 

আরাম2 [ ārāma2 ] n ease, comfort; pleasure; happiness; relaxation; rest; a garden (সংঘারাম.). ̃েকদারা 
n. an easy-chair. আরাম করা v. to take rest; to lie down; to recline; to relax; to enjoy ease and 
comfort; to enjoy pleasures. আরাম েদoয়া v. to give ease and comfort; to give relief. আরাম পাoয়া v. to 
enjoy ease and comfort; to get relief. ̃িpয়, আরািম a. ease-loving, fond of ease. 

আrঢ় [ ārūḍh◌় ] a mounted; seated on. আrঢ় হoয়া v. to mount; to sit on. 

আের [ ārē ] int expressing : fear, shame, astonishment, hate, disgust, anger etc. used in 
addressing or hailing, ah, oh, eh, hi, holla. 

আেরাগয্ [ ārōgya ] n recovery from ailment or illness, cure; restoration to health; sound health, 
health. আেরাগয্ করা v. to cure, to bring round. আেরাগয্ হoয়া v. to be cured, to recover, to come 
round. ̃িনেকতন, ̃শালা n. a hospital, an infirmary. ̃লাভ n. coming round, recovery. ̃লাভ করা বা হoয়া v. 
same as আেরাগয্ হoয়া । 

আেরাপ [ ārōpa ] n ascription or attribution of a quality of one thing to another; imputation; 
imposition; assignment; be stowal. আেরাপ করা v. to ascribe, to attribute; to impute; to impose; to 
assign; to bestow. ̃ক a. attributing, ascribing; imputing; imposing; assigning; bestowing; placing; 
implanting. ☐ n. an imputer; an imposer; one who assigns; one who bestows or places; one who 
strings (a bow); a planter. ̃ণ n. attribution, ascription; imputation; imposition; assignment; 
bestowal; placing, emplacement; mounting a thing or person upon something; stringing a bow; 
act of planting; implantation. আেরাপণ করা v. to attribute, to ascribe; to impute; to impose; to 
assign; to bestow; to place; to mount; to string (a bow); to plant; to implant. আেরািপত a. attributed, 
ascribed; imputed; imposed; assigned; bestowed; placed; mounted; (of a bow) strung; planted; 
implanted. 
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আেরাপপt [ ārōpapatra ] n a charge-sheet. 

আেরাহ [ ārōha ] n height, altitude; ascent; boarding (a ship, railway train etc.) entrainment, 
embarkation; buttock esp. of a woman (বরােরাহা); grade; (log.) induction. ̃ণ n. mounting or 
climbing or riding or placing oneself upon; ascent, ascension, boarding a carriage. আেরাহণ করা v. 
to mount, to climb, to scale; to ascend; to ride; to place oneself upon; to board (a ship, railway 
train etc.) to embark, to entrain. ̃ণী n. a flight of steps, a stair, a stair-case; a ladder; an 
escalator. ̃পt n. an embarkation permit. ̃pণালী n. inductive method. ̃ হান n. a remount depot. আেরাহী 
a. mounting; climbing; scaling; riding; boarding, embarking; mounted; emplaced; boarded; 
ascended; (log.) inductive; (mus. of notes) gradually increasing in pitch. ☐ n. a climber; a rider; 
a passenger; (mus.) a note which increases gradually in pitch. fem. আেরািহণী । 

আকর্ [ ārka ] a solar. ̃ফলা n. this sign over Bengali consonant letters to indicate a preceding '-r' 
sound; sun-ray; (facet.) a tuft of long hair maintained by a conservative Brahman on his crown. 

আজর্ব [ ārjaba ] n straightness; upright or vertical position; straightforwardness; candour; 
uprightness; honesty. 

আটর্ [ ārṭa ] n art; (loos.) an artistic posture or affectation. 

আিটর্s [ ārṭisṭa ] n an artist; a painter. 

আতর্ [ ārta ] a sick; distressed, stricken with grief or sorrow; aggrieved; afflicted; oppressed; 
involved in danger. ̃tাণ n. relief of the distressed or afflicted or oppressed or endangered 
persons. ̃েসবা n. helping the distressed or afflicted, relief work. ̃sর n. a piteous cry or wailing, an 
outcry of grief or pain or affliction. ̃sের adv. in a piteous tone or voice, piteously. 

আতর্নাদ [ ārtanāda ] n groaning; cry of pain or grief or affliction etc. 

আতর্ব [ ārtaba ] n menstruation. ☐ a. menstrual; seasonal. ̃কাল n. the time or duration of menses. 

আিতর্ [ ārti ] n illness, ailment; pain; distress; grief, sorrow; affliction; state of being oppressed; 
state of being involved in danger; (poet.) intensemental agitation or urge. 

আথর্নীিতক [ ārthanītika ] a pertaining to economics, economic; pertaining to financial policy. 

আিথর্ক [ ārthika ] a financial; pecuniary; monetary. আিথর্ক েkশ pecuniary difficulties, financial 
distress or straits. আিথর্ক kমতা financial powers. আিথর্ক বত্সর financial year. আিথর্ক সাহাযয্ pecuniary 
help, financial aid. 
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আdর্ [ ārdra ] a wet; moist; damp, humid; soft; softened with affection tears etc. ̃কেN, ̃sের adv. in a 
doleful or mournful voice. ̃তা n. wetness; moistness; moisture; dampness, humidity; softness; 
softened state. ̃ভূিমজ a. hygro phyte. 

আdর্ক [ ārdraka ] n ginger. 

আdর্া [ ārdrā ] n the sixth of the twenty-seven zo diacal stars according to Hindu astronomy. 

আেমর্চার [ ārmēcāra ] n an armature. 

আযর্ [ ārya ] n the Aryan race; an Aryan; the people who spoke the Aryan language; a venerable 
person. ☐ a. Aryan; venerable; best; of noble birth; civilized. ̃তা n. Aryanism; civilized conduct 
and behaviour. ̃পুt n. a son of the father-in-law, (usu.) husband. ̃সমাজ n. a Vedic community 
founded by Dayananda Saraswati. স̃মাজী a. of or belonging to the Arya Samaj (আযর্সমাজ). 

আযর্া1 [ āryā1 ] fem of আযর্ । 

আযর্া2 [ āryā2 ] n a kind of metre used in Sanskrit verse; any of the rhymed arithmetical formulae. 

আযর্াবতর্ [ āryābarta ] n upper or northern India where the ancient Aryans settled. 

আযর্ািম [ āryāmi ] n (facet. & dero.) Aryanism. 

আষর্ [ ārṣa ] a relating to (Hindu) sages (esp. of ancient India); (chiefly of words and their 
meanings) ungrammatical but current being used by the sages esp. of ancient India. (cp.) 
archaic. ̃pেয়াগ n. a use which is ungrammatical but considered correct, being used by ancient 
sages. 

আল1 [ āla1 ] n the sting of insects etc.; an antenna; sharp point of anything such as the barb of an 
arrow; an awl; (fig.) prick (কথার আল). 

আল2 [ āla2 ] n a ridge of earth setup around a piece of agricultural land; a dyke; a dam. আল বাঁধা v. 
to setup a ridge of earth around a piece of agricultural land; to build a dyke, to dam. 

আলংকািরক [ ālaṅkārika ] a figurative; rhetorical; relating to ornament; decorative. ☐ n. a 
rhetorician; an author of a treatise on rhetoric or poetics. 

আলকাটা [ ālakāṭā ] a barbed; grooved. 

আলকাতরা [ ālakātarā ] n tar, pitch, coal-tar. 
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আলkিশ [ ālakuśi ] n cowhage, cowage, cowitch. 

আলখাlা [ ālakhāllā ] n a loose cloak or gown, a gaberdine. 

আলগা [ ālagā ] a unbound, untied, unfastened; open; unbolted; loose; lax; detached; avoiding 
company, isolated (আলগা থাকা); uncovered; bare; naked; uncontrolled (আলগা িজভ); insincere or 
uncalled-for (আলগা েসাহাগ); uncareful, unmindful (আলগা েলাক). আলগা েদoয়া v. to relax, to become 
lax; to give indul gence. মুখ-আলগা a. loose-tongued; out spoken. 

আলgিচ [ ālaguci ] n first efforts of a child to stand on its feet (আলgিচ েদoয়া). 

আলেগাছ [ ālagōcha ] a detached, not touching. আলেগােছ adv. (of hands, eating and drinking 
vessels etc.) not bringing into contact with the mouth (whilst eating or drinking); not touching, 
avoiding contact (আলেগােছ িডঙােনা); aloof (আলেগােছ থাকা); carefully and softly (আলেগােছ যাoয়া); 
lightly (আলেগােছ মারা). 

আলিজhা, আলিজভ, আলিজব [ ālajihbā, ālajibha, ālajiba ] n the uvula, the epiglottis. 

আলটপকা [ ālaṭapakā ] adv suddenly, unexpectedly; suddenly and thoughtlessly. 

আলটাকরা [ ālaṭākarā ] n the uvula, the epiglottis. 

আলতা [ ālatā ] n lac-dye esp. as used by Hindu women to paint the borders of their feet. 

আলতারাফ, আলতারাপ [ ālatārāpha, ālatārāpa ] n stapler, fastener. 

আলেতা [ ālatō ] a not forceful or firm, light (আলেতা হােত, আলেতা মার); incoherent or insincere 
(আলেতা কথা). 

আলনা [ ālanā ] n a rack or stand for clothes, hats etc. 

আলপনা [ ālapanā ] n painting on the floors or walls of a house or temple usu. with liquefied 
pigment of rice-powder, zincoxide etc. 

আলপাকা [ ālapākā ] n the alpaca; cloth made of its wool. 

আলিপন [ ālapina ] n a pin. 

আলবত, আলবাত [ ālabata, ālabāta ] adv of course, certainly, (coll.) definitely. 
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আলবাল [ ālabāla ] n a ridge of earth raised round the root of a tree for the purpose of watering. 

আলেবালা [ ālabōlā ] n hubble-bubble with a long flexible smoking-tube. 

আলমাির [ ālamāri ] n an almirah; a cupboard. 

আলm [ ālamba ] n a support, a prop; a shelter; (mech.) fulcrum. ̃ন n. a prop, a shelter; (rhet.) the 
person that is the object of a sentiment. আলিmত a. held; propped, supported; suspended, hung. 
আলmী a. supported; sheltered; hanging, pendant. 

আলয় [ ālaẏa ] n (for. & High.) a home; an abode, a dwelling house, a residence; a dwelling 
place; a house, a building; a place, a resort; a store, a repertory, a repository. 

আলেস1 [ ālasē1 ] n a parapet around the roof of a building. 

আলেস2 [ ālasē2 ] a idle, lazy, slothful, sluggish, indolent. আলেসিম n. idleness, sloth; 
procrastination. 

আলs [ ālasya ] n idleness, laziness, sloth; procrastination; dilatoriness; lethargy, in dolence. 
আলs তয্াগ করা v. to give up idleness; to be up and doing; to shake off lethargy by moving one's 
limbs; to yawn. ̃পরায়ণ a. lazy; lethargic; given to idleness; slothful. আলs ভাঙা v. to shake off 
lethargy by moving or stretching one's limbs; to yawn. 

আলা2 [ ālā2 ] a. & sfx first; highest; best. 

আলা3 [ ālā3 ] a illuminated; brightened up. ☐ n. light ("আলার িভতের কালািট"). 

আলাi-বালাi [ ālāi-bālāi ] n all sorts of misfortune or harm; evils. 

আলাং তালাং [ ālā ntālā ] a (coll.) (of talks) meaningless; high-sounding; pompous but without 
basis. 

আলাদা [ ālādā ] a (also adv.) different; separate; detached. 

আলান [ ālāna ] n a pillar or post to which an elephant is tethered; a peg or stake to which 
domestic animals are tethered. 

আলােনা [ ālānō ] n to dishevel or spread out (as hair); to ruffle; to spread out (as paddy etc. whilst 
sunning); to unloose or untie; to open (বi বা পাঁিজ আলােনা). 
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আলাপ [ ālāpa ] n conversation; talk, conference, discussion; greeting; acquaintance; (mus.) 
introductory singing or playing of a tune (esp. a conventional one in Indian classical music) in 
detail. আলাপ করা v. to converse; to talk, to confer, to discuss; to greet; to make one's acquaintance 
(with); to cultivate acquaintance (with); (mus.) to sing or play a tune in detail. ̃ন n. conversation, 
talk, conference. ̃নীয় a. conferrable, discussable. ̃পিরচয়, ̃সালাপ n. (coll.) acquaintance and speaking 
terms; familiarity, intimacy; discussion. 

আলাপচাির [ ālāpacāri ] n conversation, talk, discussion; a friendly chat. 

আলািপত [ ālāpita ] a talked or spoken to; greeted; acquainted. fem. আলািপতা । 

আলাপী [ ālāpī ] a given to cultivating acquaintances; sociable; acquainted. 

আলােভালা [ ālābhōlā ] a simple, plain; artless, guileless. 

আলাল [ ālāla ] n a wealthy man. fem. আলালী । আলােলর ঘেরর dলাল a pampered boy or young man of 
a rich family spoilt by over-indulgence. 

আিল1 [ āli1 ] n a ridge of earth set up around a piece of agricultural land, a dyke, a dam. 

আিলঙ্গন [ āliṅgana ] n embracing or hugging; an embrace; a hug. আিলঙ্গন করা v. to embrace; to 
hug. 

আিলিঙ্গত [ āliṅgita ] a embraced; hugged. 

আিলঞ্জর [ āliñjara ] n an earthen jar for water. 

আিলবnন [ ālibandhana ] n setting up a ridge of earth around a piece of agricultural land; 
building a dyke; damming. আিলবnন করা v. to setup a ridge of earth around a piece of agricultural 
land; to build a dyke; to dam. 

আিলম [ ālima ] n (Mus.) a learned man. 

আলীঢ় [ ālīḍh◌় ] a licked; tasted. ☐ n. a posture (adopted esp. whilst shooting an arrow) with a 
knee folded in the front and the other stretched out behind, (cp.) a crouchant position. 

আলীন [ ālīna ] a passed out of existence; extinct; diffused. 

-আলু1 [ -ālu1 ] sfx denoting nature, tendency, propensity etc. (িনdালু, কৃপালু). 

আলু2 [ ālu2 ] n potato. েগাল আলু potato, িমেঠ আল,ু রাঙা আলু sweet potato, yam, batata. 
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আলুথালু [ āluthālu ] a (of hair) unkempt, dishev elled, tousled; (of dress etc.) lacking in trimness, 
blowsy, disorderly. 

আলুিন [ āluni ] a (of cooked food) deficient in salt; salt-free; (fig.) insipid, tasteless. 

আলুফা [ āluphā ] a obtained for nothing or without payment. ☐ adv. for nothing, gratis. 

আলুেবাখরা [ ālubōkharā ] n a variety of plum or prune of which jelly is prepared. 

আলুলািয়ত, আলুিলত [ ālulāẏita, ālulita ] a (of hair) loosened and spread out, dishevelled, 
unkempt. আলুলািয়ত করা v. to untie and spread out, to dishevel, to ruffle. 

আেলkম [ ālēkuma ] n (Mus.) a word forming a part of the return salute. 

আেলখয্ [ ālēkhya ] n a painting; a painted portrait; depiction; portrait. 

আেলপ, আেলপন [ ālēpa, ālēpana ] n smearing or painting (with); any substance to smear with 
(such as ointment, grease oil etc.); a paint, a wash. 

আেলয়া [ ālēẏā ] n ignus fatuus, will-o'-the-wisp; (fig.) delusion. আেলয়ার আেলা the light of will-o'-
the-wisp; (fig.) a ray of false hope or delusion, golden dreams; in substantial thing, optical 
illusion. 

আেলা [ ālō ] n light; a beam, a ray; effulgence; lustre, splendour; a flash of light; a lamp, a 
lantern. আেলা করা v. to brighten; to light up; to lighten; to illuminate; to glorify. আেলা েদখােনা v. to 
show light to; (fig.) to give hope, to promise good. 

আেলা-আঁধাির [ ālō-ān̐dhāri ] n a mixture of light and shade; chiaroscuro. আেলা-আঁধােরর েখলা 
interplay of light-and-shade. 

আেলাক [ ālōka ] n light; a beam, a ray; effulgence; lustre, splendour; a flash of light. ̃গৃহ n. a 
lighthouse. ̃িচt n. a photograph; photography. ̃িচtকর n. a photographer. ̃িচtিবদয্া n. photography. ̃চ্ছটা 
n. a flash of light. ̃তিDত্ n. photo-electricity. ̃তািDত a. photo-electric. ̃িবjান, ̃িবদয্া n. optics. ̃িবহীন a. 
lightless; dark; gloomy. ̃ময় a. full of light; flooded with light; lightsome. ̃লতা n. a parasitic 
creeper. ̃শিk n. light as an energy. ̃শূn same as আেলাকিবহীন । ̃সংেকত n. a beacon. ̃সjা n. decoration 
of a stage etc. with light; illumination. ̃sm n. a light house. আেলািকত a. lighted, illuminated. 
আেলােকাjjল a. illuminated; bright with light; lighted. 

আেলাকন [ ālōkana ] n seeing; casting a glance; observation; showing, demonstration. আেলাকনীয় a. 
worth seeing; sightly. 
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আেলািকত [ ālōkita ] a illuminated; glowing; brightened. আেলািকত করা v. to illuminate; to brighten 
up. আেলািকত হoয়া v. to become illuminated; to brighten up. 

আেলাচনা, আেলাচন [ ālōcanā, ālōcana ] n discussion; deliberation, consideration. আেলাচনা করা v. to 
discuss; to deliberate, to consider. আেলাচনা হoয়া v. to be discussed or de liberated or considered. 

আেলাচনী [ ālōcanī ] n a subject or subjects for discussion; a place or an institution where 
discussions are held. 

আেলাচনীয় [ ālōcanīẏa ] a submitted or placed for discussion; worthy of discussion; discussible. 

আেলাচাল [ ālōcāla ] a rice obtained by sunning paddy and not by boiling it, sunned rice. 

আেলািচত [ ālōcita ] a discussed; deliberated, considered. 

আেলাচয্ [ ālōcya ] a same as আেলাচনীয় । 

আেলাচয্মান [ ālōcyamāna ] a what is being discussed, (of a subject) under discussion. 

আেলা-ছায়া [ ālō-chāẏā ] n a mixture of light and shade, chiaroscuro. আেলা-ছায়ার েখলা light-and-
shade play. 

আেলাDক [ ālōḍ◌়ka ] n one who or that which stirs or churns; an exciter; an agitator; one who 
recollects; a deliberator; a pestle for churning with. 

আেলাDন [ ālōḍ◌়na ] n stirring or churning; excitation; agitation; recollection; deliberation. 
আেলাDন করা v. to stir; to churn; to excite; to agitate; to revolve in mind; to ponder; to deliberate. 

আেলািDত [ ālōḍ◌়ita ] a stirred; churned; excited; agitated; pondered; deliberated. 

আেলাময় [ ālōmaẏa ] a full of light, lightsome; illuminated; brightened up. 

আেলায় আেলায় [ ālōẏa ālōẏa ] adv whilst there is light or daylight, by light or day-light. 

আেলায়ান [ ālōẏāna ] n a woollen wrapper for the body, a shawl; a wrapper. 

আেলাল [ ālōla ] a slightly excited or agitated; moving or rolling or lolling with greed (আেলালরসনা). 

আেলািহত [ ālōhita ] a slightly red, reddish. 
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আlাহ্, আlা [ āllāh, āllā ] n (Mus.) God. Allah. 

আশ2 [ āśa2 ] n food (pাতরাশ). 

আশংসন, আশংসা [ āśaṃsana, āśaṃsā ] n hoping, expectation; a hope, an expectation; desiring; a 
desire; possibility, prospect; praise, reception. আশংিসত a. hoped for; expected; desired; praised; 
received. 

আশক [ āśaka ] n. mas a lover, a suitor, a sweet heart. 

আশকারা [ āśakārā ] n indulgence; over-indulgence. আশকারা েদoয়া v. to treat with indulgence or 
over-indulgence. 

আশঙ্কনীয় [ āśaṅkanīẏa ] a dreadful, frightening, alarming; suspicious; doubtful. 

আশঙ্কা [ āśaṅkā ] n fear, dread, fright, alarm; a misgiving, apprehension, suspicion; doubt. আশঙ্কা 
করা v. to fear, to dread; to apprehend; to suspect; to doubt. ̃ হল n. an object of dread or suspicion 
or doubt. 

আশিঙ্কত [ āśaṅkita ] a feared, dreaded; apprehended; suspected; doubted. 

আশনাi [ āśanāi ] n illicit love, an affair, an affaire decoer; a love-affair; love. 

আশপাশ [ āśapāśa ] n surroundings; environs; out skirts; neighbourhood. আেশপােশ, আেশপােশ adv. 
hither and thither; around; on all sides; in the outskirts; in the neighbourhood. 

আশমান [ āśamāna ] n the sky, the firmament; the heavens. ̃জিমন ফারাক n. great difference. ☐ a. 
pole apart; vastly different. আশমািন n. the sky colour. ☐ a. of the sky; of sky-blue colour, sky-
blue; azure. 

আশয় [ āśaẏa ] n (mostly used as a sfx.) a receptacle, a container (জলাশয়); a heart or character; an 
intention, a purpose, an aim. 

আশরিফ [ āśaraphi ] n a gold coin. 

আশা2 [ āśā2 ] n hope, expectation; assurance; confidence, reliance, trust (চাকিরর uপর আশা, েছেলর 
uপর আশা); a part of the horizon (পূবর্াশা). আশা করা, আশা রাখা v. to hope, to expect; to place 
confidence (upon), to rely (upon), to trust. ̃িতিরk, ̃তীত a. beyond expectation, unhoped for; 
unexpected. ̃nrপ a. up to expectation. ̃িnত a. hopeful, cherishing hope; expectant. ̃পথ েচেয় থাকা to 
wait in expectation, to look forward to. আশা েপাষণ করা v. to cherish hopes. ̃pদ a. that which excites 
or inspires hope, hopeful. ̃বাদ n. optimism. ̃বাদী a. optimistic. ☐ n. an optimist. ̃ভঙ্গ n. 
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disappointment, frustration. ̃ভরসা n. hopes and confidence. ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. hopeless; disappointed. ̃হত 
a. disappointed, frustrated. 

আশাবির [ āśābari ] n an Indian musical mode. 

আিশস [ āśisa ] n blessing, benediction, benison. 

আশী2 [ āśī2 ] n a serpent's fang. ̃িবষ n. that which has venom in its fang; a venomous snake; the 
snake. 

আশীবর্চন, আশীবর্াদ [ āśīrbacana, āśīrbāda ] n blessing, benediction, benison. আশীবর্াদক a. & n. one 
who blesses. fem. আশীবর্ািদকা । আশীবর্াদী a. benedictory. &square; n. an emblem of benediction. 

আশু2 [ āśu2 ] adv early; quickly, speedily; with out delay, immediately. ☐ a. early; quick, speedy 
(আশু pিতকার); immediate (আশু সমsা). ̃গ, ̃গিত, ̃গামী a. quick-moving; swiftfoot, swift-footed, fleet-
footed. ̃েতাষ a. one who is easily or quickly pleased or appeased. ☐ n. an appellation of Shiva 
(িশব). ̃পািত a. readily shed or fallen, fugacious. 

আৈশশব [ āśaiśaba ] adv since infancy or childhood or boyhood. 

আ যর্ [ āścarya ] a astonishing, surprising, wonderful, marvellous; queer. ☐ n. a wonder or 
marvel; a surprise; a queer object. আ যর্ করা v. to strike with astonishment or wonder; to surprise, 
to astonish; to take a person by surprise. আ যর্ হoয়া v. to be astonished. ̃জনক a. wonderful, 
astonishing; surprising; amazing, astounding; queer. আ যর্ািnত a. wonder-struck, astonished; 
amazed, as tounded. আ যর্ািnত করা same as আ যর্ করা । আ যর্ািnত হoয়া same as আ যর্ হoয়া । 

আশব্s [ āśbasta ] a assured; heartened with hope or promise or assurance or consolation or 
confidence etc. আশব্s করা v. to assure; to hearten with hope or assurance. 

আশব্াস [ āśbāsa ] n heartening with hope or promise or assurance or consolation or confidence 
etc. ̃ন n. heartening with hope or promise or assurance or consolation or confidence etc. ̃বাণী n. 
words that hearten with hope or promise or assurance or consolation or confidence etc. 

আিশব্ন [ āśbina ] n the sixth month of the Bengali calendar (from the middle of September to the 
middle of October). আিশব্েন a. of or grown or produced in Aswin (আিশব্ন), occurring in Aswin 
(আিশব্েন ঝD). 

আ ম [ āśrama ] n a hermitage; a residence (usu. a small one), a cottage (পুণয্া ম); an asylum or 
refuge (আতুরা ম, aনাথা ম); a residential institution (esp. an educational or religious one) (িবদয্া ম); 
a stage of life (গাহর্ hা ম). ̃ধমর্ n. duties or rites to be performed by inmates of a hermitage or 
asylum or refuge or residential institution; duties to be performed in each of the stages of 
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life. ̃বাসী a. & n. one who lives in a hermitage or asylum or refuge or residential institution. fem. 
˜বািসনী । ̃  a. fallen from one's religious order. আ িমক, আ মী a. of or living in a hermitage or 
asylum or refuge or residential institution, or pertaining to the life in it; adopting any of the 
stages of life. ☐ n. an inmate of a hermitage or asylum or refuge or residential institution; one in 
any of the stages of life. 

আ য় [ āśraẏa ] n adoption; shelter, aid, help, support, protection (দীেনর আ য়); a container, a 
store; a resort, a possessor, an embodiment (of) (সবর্gেণর আ য়); a dwelling house, a residence 
(আ য়হীন). আ য় করা v. to adopt; to take shelter (in); to go or resort to for shelter or aid or support or 
protection. আ য় েদoয়া v. to shelter, to give shelter; to give protection. আ য় েনoয়া same as আ য় করা 
। ̃gহণ same as আ য়ণ । আ য়gহণ করা same as আ য় করা । ̃ণ n. adoption; taking shelter (in); going or 
resorting to for shelter or aid or support or protection. ̃ণীয় a. worthy of being adopted; worthy of 
being resorted to for shelter or aid or support or protection. দ̃াতা n. & a. one who gives shelter or 
protection. ˜দান n. sheltering. আ য়দান করা same as আ য় েদoয়া । ̃পু  a. nourished or flourished in 

shelter or support or protection (of); (bot.) endotropic. ̃pাথর্ী same as আ য়াথর্ী । ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. 
shelterless; deprived of shelter, supportless. 

আ য়াথর্ী [ āśraẏārthī ] a seeking shelter. ☐ n. one who seeks shelter; a refugee. fem. আ য়ািথর্নী । 

আ য়ী [ āśraẏī ] a one who adopts or takes shelter; sheltered. 

আি ত [ āśrita ] a adopted, resorted to; sheltered, supported, protected; dependent (esp. for 
maintenance). fem. আি তা । ☐ আি ত বয্িk a person who has been given help and protection, a 
protege. ̃পালক, ̃রkক n. & a. one who maintains or protects those who ask for maintenance or 
shelter or aid or support or protection. ˜বত্সল a. affectionate and kind to those who seek shelter 
and protection. ̃বাত্সলয্ n. kindness and affection to a dependant or a person under one's 
protection. ̃রাজয্ n. a protectorate. 

আrত [ āśruta ] a promised; heard. 

আি  [ āśliṣṭa ] a embraced; pervaded; permeated; attached; amalgamated; united; sarcastic; 
sardonic. 

আে ষ [ āślēṣa ] n an embrace; pervasion, diffusion; attachment; amalgamation; union; a 
sarcasm, a pun. 

আষাঢ় [ āṣāḍh◌় ] n the third month of the Bengali calendar (from the middle of June to the 
middle of July); (poet. & fig.) the monsoon. আষােঢ় a. of or in or during the month or Ashara 
(আষাঢ়); produced or growing or occurring in Ashara (আষাঢ়); false, fantastic. আষােঢ় গl a queer or 
fantastic tale, a cock and-bull story. 
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আে পৃে  [ āṣṭēpṛṣṭhē ] adv all over the body; all over; thoroughly. 

আসক [ āsaka ] n (obs.) love, attachment, devotion (িপরীিত আসেক). 

আসেক [ āsakē ] n variety of pancake made of a thin paste of liquefied rice-powder. 

আসk [ āsakta ] a greatly enamoured (of); ad dicted to; having a deep love (for); de voted (to); 
attached (to); deeply or profoundly attached to (worldly) pleasures and interests. আসিk n. deep 
love; attention; addiction; devotion; attachment; attachment to (worldly) pleasures and interests; 
(worldly) pleasures and interests; cohabitation. 

আসঙ্গ [ āsaṅga ] n sexual intercourse; company, fellowship, social intercourse; union; desire to 
enjoy; love, attachment; profound attention. ̃িলpা n. desire for sexual intercourse; desire for 
company or union. ̃িলpু a. desirous of sexual intercourse or of company or union. 

আসেছ [ āsachē ] a coming, next, ensuing. আসেছ কাল n. & adv. tomorrow. 

আসঞ্জন [ āsañjana ] n adhesion. 

আসিঞ্জত [ āsañjita ] a adhered or adhering to. 

আসিt [ āsatti ] n union, amalgamation; proximity, adjacency, acquisition, acquirement; profit; 
(gr.) proximity of related words within a sentence (cp. collocation). 

আসন [ āsana ] n anything used for or intended for sitting upon, a seat; an office or post (সদsেদর 
আসন); a place for sitting or placing (েদবীর আসন); a posture of sitting বীরাসন; reception with honour 
(িবdােনর আসন সবর্t). ̃gহণ n. sitting. আসন gহণ করা v. to take one's seat. ̃িপঁিD n. the posture of squatting. 
আসনিপঁিD হেয় বসা v. to squat. 

আসn [ āsanna ] a imminent, approaching, impending, coming; proximate; last, final; (esp. in 
math.) approximate. আসn কাল n. the time of death; the time of danger, critical time; the eleventh 
hour, the last moment. ̃pসবা a. fem. parturient; in an advanced stage of pregnancy, nearing 
delivery. আসn িবপদ n. impending or imminent danger. আসn মান n. approximate value or 
standard. ̃মৃতুয্ a. about to die, dying. 

আসব [ āsaba ] n distilled spirit; alcoholic beverage, wine. আসিবক a. alcoholic. 

আসবাব [ āsabāba ] n furniture. ̃পt n. furniture and fittings and all other movable goods, goods 
and chattels. ̃পt িদেয় সাজােনা to furnish. 
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আসমdু [ āsamudra ] a & adv. extending up to the ocean. ˜িহমাচল a. & adv. extending from the 
ocean to the Himalayas. 

আসর [ āsara ] n a gathering, a meeting, a sitting; a party (চােয়র আসর); a function (গােনর আসর); a 
match, a tournament, a competition (েখলার আসর); a field; a society, a club. আসর গরম করা, আসর 
সরগরম করা v. to brighten up a party. আসর জেমেছ v. the party warms up or becomes interesting; the 
party becomes crowded. আসর জমােনা, আসর জাঁকােনা same as আসর গরম করা  আসর মাতােনা v. to 
brighten up a party; to make a party ripple with interest. আসের aবতীণর্ হoয়া, আসের নামা v. to make 
one's appearance before the public or in society; to take the field; to make one's debut. 

আসল [ āsala ] a genuine; pure; authentic; unadulterated; true, real; actual; original (আসল দিলল); 
nett (আসল লাভ); principal or capital (আসল েদনা); primary (আসল uেdশয্). ☐ n. principal or capital 
money or amount. আসিল a. genuine, pure, unadulterated (আসিল িচজ). আসেল adv. in actuality, in 
truth; in fact. 

আসেশoDা [ āsaśēōḍ◌়ā ] n a kind of wild herb, Glycomis pentaphylla. 

আসা1 [ āsā1 ] n a stick (usu. a thick one), a staff; a mace; a sceptre. 

আসা2 [ āsā2 ] v to come; to appear; to come up; to arrive (েTন আসা); to reach, to come up to (মুখ 
পযর্n আসা); to commence, to begin (jর আসা); to set in (শরত্ আসা); to be excited with (আেবগ আসা); to 
rise, to crop up (মেন আসা); to enter (ঘের আসা); to attack, to come upon (ঢুলুিন আসা); to be struck with 
(ভয় আসা); to be supplied with (কথা আসা); to be filled with (েচােখ জল আসা); to take place, to occur, to 
come about (িবপদ আসা); to be earned, to accrue (টাকা আসা); to be on the point of (ফুিরেয় আসা). ☐ a. 
that which has come (কােছ আসা) ☐ n. act of coming; arrival. eিগেয় আসা v. to come up, to advance. 
আসা-যাoয়া n. come-and-go. uেঠ আসা v. to come up; to get up; to remove; to get loose, to be 
detached, to come off (ছাল uেঠ আসা). কথা আসা v. to be able to speak. কােছ আসা v. to come or draw 
near, to come by; to approach. কােজ আসা, বয্বহাের আসা v. to be of use, to be useful, to be 
serviceable. কাnা আসা v. to feel like crying or weeping. েনেম আসা v. to come down; to get down; to 
alight; to descend; to dismount. িনেভ আসা v. to get dimmer and dimmer. িনেয় আসা v. to bring along, 
bring with one self; to fetch. িফের আসা v. to come back, to return. ফুিরেয় আসা v. to be about to be 
exhausted; to be about to end. েফেল আসা v. to leave behind. বেহ আসা v. to flow down, to stream 
down; to come along. েবেয় আসা v. to come steering along. বাiের আসা v. to come out, to emerge. 
িভতের আসা v. to come in, to enter. েরেখ আসা same as েফেল আসা । 

আসাদন [ āsādana ] n obtaining; attainment, acquirement; receipt; income; arrival; performance 
or execution (of a work). 

আসািদত [ āsādita ] a obtained; attained, acquired; received; arrived within reach; arrived; 
performed; executed. 
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আসান [ āsāna ] n termination, end, subsidence, relief, mitigation (dঃেখর আসান, েরােগর আসান); 
inflow, easy supply (পয়সার আসান). 

আসানিD [ āsānaḍ◌়i ] n a thick stick; a staff. 

আসাবরদার [ āsābaradāra ] n a mace-bearer, a beadle. 

আসািম [ āsāmi ] n a defendant in a criminal case, an accused. 

আসার [ āsāra ] n torrential rain, a heavy shower; water-drop(s) (নয়নাসার). 

আসােসাটঁা [ āsāsōn̐ṭā ] n a sceptre; (loos.) staffs and maces. 

আিসk [ āsikta ] a slightly wet; thoroughly wet, drenched. 

আিসd [ āsiddha ] a half-boiled; not thoroughly or properly boiled, parboiled; unboiled. 

আসীন [ āsīna ] a seated, sitting; placed; present; situated. 

আsর, আsিরক [ āsura, āsurika ] a of or like the mythological demons, (cp.) Titanic; of or like a 
demon, demoniac; giant-like, gigantic, titanic; terrible; vile; unholy. fem. আsরী, আsিরকী । আsর 

িববাহ, আsিরক িববাহ a form of marriage in which the bridegroom purchases the bride from her 
parents in exchange of money. 

আেসচন [ āsēcana ] n watering or wetting thoroughly. 

আেসধ [ āsēdha ] n (personal) restraint; restriction; an injunction; limitation (কালােসধ). আেসধক n. a 
bailiff. আেসধাjা n. an in junction. 

আেসায়ার, আেসাবার [ āsōẏāra, āsōbāra ] a mounted on an elephant, horse etc. ☐ n. one who is 
thus mounted, a rider. 

আsিnত [ āskandita ] n the gallop of a horse. 

আs [ āsta ] a whole; entire; unbroken, uncut; downright (আs েচার); thorough; stark (আs পাগল); 
real (আs েকuেট) . আs না রাখা (fig.) to beat severely, to beat up. 

আsর2, আsরণ [ āstara2, āstaraṇa ] n bed; a bedcover, a coverlet; a bedsheet; a carpet or any 
similar article (esp. to sit upon); an ornamental cloth placed on the back of an elephant for the 
rider to sit upon. আsর েমঘ stratus. 
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আsানা [ āstānā ] n haunt; an abode, a dwelling place; a hermitage. আsানা গাDা v. to set up an abode 
(esp. a temporary one); to take shelter (temporarily). আsানা েগাটােনা v. to depart for good; to strike 
the tent. 

আsাবল [ āstābala ] n a stable (for horses, elephants etc.). 

আিsক [ āstika ] a having faith in God and in life beyond death and in the scriptures, the istic. ☐ 
n. a person having such faith, a theist. ̃তা, আিsকয্ n. theism. 

আিsন [ āstina ] n a sleeve. আিsন েগাটােনা v. to prepare oneself for a duel, to be ready for a fight; to 
throw down the gauntlet, to challenge. 

আsীণর্, আsতৃ [ āstīrṇa, āstṛta ] a spread out; stretched out; extending; pervaded with, covered by, 
strewn with (ksমাsীণর্) 

আেs [ āstē ] adv slowly; carefully; lightly, mildly, gently (আেs মারা); stepping lightly or 
noiselessly (আেs আসা); in an undertone (আেs কথা বেলা); noiselessly. 

আেsবয্েs [ āstēbyastē ] adv in a great hurry; helter skelter; fussily (see also aেsবয্েs). 

আেssে হ [ āstēsushē ] adv leisurely; with no haste or flutter. 

আ হা [ āshā ] n confidence; reliance; faith, trust; regard, reverence, respect; devotion. আ হা রাখা 
v. to have confidence (in); to rely (on); to have faith (in); to trust; to have regard (for); to be 
devoted (to.). ধেমর্ আ হা থাকা to have faith in religion. 

আ হান [ āshāna ] n confidence; faith, trust; stay; presence; a shelter; a meeting. 

আ হাবান [ āshābāna ] a confident; faithful; devoted. 

আ হায়ী [ āshāẏī ] n the first line of a song or its music. 

আsদ [ āspada ] n one who or that which contains or holds or deserves; one who is an object 
(of) ( dাsদ). 

আsধর্া [ āspardhā ] n effrontery, impudence, impertinence, audacity; arrogance, haughtiness; 
boasting. 

আsালন [ āsphālana ] n brandishing; moving violently (বাh আsালন); bragging or boasting or 
vaunting. আsালন করা v. to brandish; to move violently; to brag, to bluster, to boast, to vaunt. 
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আsািলত [ āsphālita ] a brandished; moved violently. 

আেsাট, আেsাটন [ āsphōṭa, āsphōṭana ] n collision, clash; sound of clashing or thrashing; (in 
wrestling) slapping on one's own arms etc. as an indication of preparing to attack. 

আsাদ [ āsbāda ] n taste; savour; relish; tasting. ̃ন n. tasting; enjoying, enjoyment; 
experiencing. ̃নীয়, আsাদয্ a. fit to be tasted; enjoyable. আsািদত a. tasted; enjoyed; relished; 
experienced. 

আs [ āsya ] n the face; the mouth. 

আsাবণ [ āsrābaṇa ] n decantation. আsািবত a. decanted. 

আহত [ āhata ] a hurt, struck; beaten, smitten; wounded; injured; thrashed, treaded (পদাহত); (of 
stringed musical instruments) played or sounded. আহিত n. a blow, a stroke; a beating; a hurt, a 
wound; injury; thrashing; playing or sounding. 

আহব1 [ āhaba1 ] n a war; a battle; a fight. 

আহব2 [ āhaba2 ] n a place for oblation; an oblation. ̃নীয় a. fit to be sacrificed as burnt-offering. ☐ 
n. sacrificial fire. 

আহরণ [ āharaṇa ] n procurement; collection; amassing, accumulation; compilation; earning; 
preparation. আহরণী n. an anthology. আহরণীয়, আহতর্বয্ a. fit to be procured or collected or amassed or 
accumulated or earned or prepared. আহতর্া a. one who procures or collects or accumulates or earns 
or prepares. ☐ n. a procurer; a collector; an accumulator; a compiler; one who earns; one who 
prepares. 

আহিরত্ [ āharit ] a slightly green, greenish. 

আহিরত [ āharita ] inc but pop. form of আhত । 

আহা [ āhā ] int expressing sorrow, bereavement, sympathy etc,; alas, ha, ah, oh. ̃মির int. 
expressing: praise or ridicule. ☐ a. (chiefly dero. or facet.) astonishing, wonderful. 

আহার [ āhāra ] n eating; food; a meal. আহার o বাস হান food and lodging, bed and board. আহার করা 
v. to eat; to eat a meal, to dine. আহার েদoয়া v. to give food; to feed. ̃দাতা n. one who gives food; a 
feeder; (fig.) a maintainer. fem. ̃দাtী । আহারিনdা তয্াগ করা to give up eating and sleeping (when one 
is troubled with anxiety or misgiving). ̃িবহার n. dinner or food and enjoyment. আহারাn n. 
termination of dinner or eating. আহারাভাব n. want of food; starvation; shortage or scarcity of food. 
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আহারাথর্ adv. for dining or eating. আহারাথর্ী a. seeking food or dinner. আহারী a. one who eats, eating; 
voracious. 

আহাযর্ [ āhārya ] a fit to be procured or collected; requiring labour; eatable, edible. ☐ n. food; 
victuals. ̃dবয্, ̃সামgী n. an article of food. 

আিহক [ āhika ] n a snake-charmer. 

আিহত [ āhita ] a deposited; placed; founded, established; given, handed over. আিহতািg n. a 
Brahman who keeps the holy sacrificial fire burning always. 

আিহতুিNক [ āhituṇḍika ] n same as আিহক । 

আিহর [ āhira ] n a member of the cowherd class; a cowherd. fem. আিহির, আিহিরিন । 

আhত [ āhuta ] a sacrificed as burnt-offering. আhিত n. a burnt-offering; an oblation. 

আhত [ āhuta ] a invited; called; asked to come; summoned; invoked. আhিত n. invitation; a call; a 
summons; invocation. 

আhত [ āhṛta ] a procured; collected; accumulated, amassed; compiled; earned; obtained; 
prepared. 

আেহিরয়া, আেহিDয়া [ āhēriẏā, āhēḍ◌়iẏā ] n (amongst the Rajputs) the ceremony of hunting in the 
forest on the first day of spring; a hunting clan. 

আেহল, আেহিল [ āhēla, āhēli ] a pure; genuine; unadul terated; of high and pure origin; new; raw; 
inexperienced. 

আিhক [ āhnika ] a daily, diurnal. ☐ n. prescribed daily prayer of God. আিhক করা v. to say the 
prescribed daily prayer to God. ̃গিত diurnal rotation of the earth. আিhেক বসা v. to sit for saying the 
prescribed daily prayer to God. 

আhান [ āhbāna ] n invitation; a call; a summons; address; invocation. আhান করা v. to invite; to 
call; to summon; to ask to come; to address; to invoke. 

আhায়ক [ āhbāẏaka ] a one who invites or calls or summons or addresses or invokes. ☐ n. an 
inviter; a caller; a summoner; an addresser; convener; an invocator. fem. আhািয়কা । 

আhাদ [ āhlāda ] n delight, gladness, joy, coddling; indulgence. আhাদ করা v. to express delight; to 
rejoice; to coddle, to fondle. আhাদ েদoয়া v. to give indulgence. আhািদত a. delight, gladdened. আhািদ 
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a. fem. one who is spoilt by coddling and over-indulgence; one who likes to be coddled and 
indulged and feigns innocence. ☐ n. such a girl or woman. masc. আhােদ । আhােদ আটখানা beside 
oneself with joy. আhােদ মাথায় চDা to become impudent as a result of over-indulgence. 
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i [ i ] n the third vowel of the Bengali alphabet. 

-i [ -i ] sfx denoting: certainty (আিম যাবi), emphasis (aবশয্i); only (েতামােকi েদব), at all (যিদ বৃি  
হয়i). 

iuনািন [ iunāni ] a Greek; pertaining to conventional Muslim therapy. 

iuিনয়ন [ iuniẏana ] n a union iuিনয়ন েবাডর্ a Union Board. 

iuেরশীয় [ iurēśīẏa ] a Eurasian. ☐ n. a Eurasian. 

iuেরাপীয়, iেয়ােরাপীয় [ iurōpīẏa, iẏōrōpīẏa ] a European. ☐ n. a European. 

iংেরজ, iংরাজ [ iṃrēja, iṃrāja ] n an Englishman; the English. iংেরজ জািত n. the English. ̃pীিত n. 
excessive admiration of English customs and ways, Anglophilia, Anglo mania. iংেরজ-ভীিত n. 
Anglophobia. iংেরিজয়ানা n. Anglomania; Anglicism; Englishness. iংেরিজ, iংরািজ n. the English 
language, English. ☐ a. English. 

iংলয্ান্ড [ iṃlyānḍa ] n England. iংলয্ান্ডীয় a. of England; English. 

iঃ [ iḥ ] int expressing: anger, sorrow, grief, suffering etc.; eh. 

iঁচD [ in ̐caḍ◌় ] n an unripe jackfruit (cooked as food). i ঁচেDপাকা a. precocious; prematurely clever. 
i ঁচেD পাকা v. to become precocious; to become prematurely clever. 

iঁদারা [ in ̐dārā ] n a draw-well. 

iঁdর [ in ̐dura ] n the rat; the mouse. 

iকিD-িমকিD [ ikaḍ◌়i-mikaḍ◌়i ] n an indoor game of children. 

iকার [ ikāra ] n the symbol ি◌ affixed to consonants whilst adding the i- sound to it; post-
consonantal ি◌ symbol. iকারািদ a. (of words) beginning with i or i sound. iকারাn a. (of words) 
ending in i or i--sound. 

iেকবানা [ ikēbānā ] n the Japanese art of flower decoration, ikebana. 

ik ু [ ikṣu ] n the sugar-cane. ̃িচিন n. cane sugar. ̃দN n. the sugar-cane plant. ̃রস n. juice of sugar-
cane. ̃সার n. molasses (obtained from sugar-cane juice). 
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iগল [ igala ] n the eagle. 

iঙ্গবঙ্গ [ iṅgabaṅga ] a (of the Bengali language as used by Bengali Anglomaniacs) having a 
ridiculous mixture of English and Bengali words, phrases, sentences etc.; (of the Bengali society 
or the people of Bengal) having a ridiculous mixture of what is English and what is Bengali in 
style, manner, language etc.; (of the people of Bengal) one who has visited England and has 
become an Anglomaniac. 

iঙ্গ-ভারতীয় [ iṅga-bhāratīẏa ] a Anglo-Indian. ☐ n. an Anglo-Indian. 

iিঙ্গত [ iṅgita ] n a sign, a hint, a gesture, a beckoning; gesticulation; a wink; a signal (ঝেDর iিঙ্গত). 
iিঙ্গত করা v. to gesticulate; to beckon, to make a sign; to wink (at); to signal. iিঙ্গত েদoয়া v. to give a 
hint; to signal. iিঙ্গেত জানােনা, iিঙ্গেত বলা v. to hint at. ̃পূণর্ a. suggestive, significant, meaningful; 
allusive. 

iঙু্গিদ, iঙু্গদ [ iṅgudi, iṅguda ] n a species of thorny plant. iঙ্গুিদ-েতল n. oil produced from the seed 
of this plant. 

iচ্ছা [ icchā ] n will, volition; intention; wish; pleasure; desire; liking; choice, option; inclination. 
iচ্ছা করা v. to intend; to wish; to desire; to like; to choose or please. ̃কৃত a. intentional, willful. ̃kেম 
adv. according to one's desire or pleasure; willingly, voluntarily. ̃ধীন a. subject to one's will or 
desire; optional; dependent on one's pleasure. iচ্ছাnযায়ী, iচ্ছাnসাের adv. according to one's will or 
pleasure; at pleasure. iচ্ছাnrপ, ̃মেতা a. & adv. to one's liking; as one pleases. ̃পt n. a document 
containing a person's last wishes. ̃পূবর্ক adv. willfully; voluntarily; willingly. ̃বসn n. small-pox. ̃ময় 
n. one whose will is law; an appellation of God. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃মরণ, ̃মৃতুয্ n. power to prevent one's 
death till one desires to die. ̃য়t same as iচ্ছাধীন । ̃শিk n. will-force, will-power. iচ্ছায় েহাক আর 
aিনচ্ছায় েহাক willy-nilly, nolensvolens. যা iচ্ছা whatever one pleases. 

iচ্ছু, iচ্ছুক [ icchu, icchuka ] a willing; ready; consenting, agreeing; desirous; intending; having a 
liking for, inclining (to). 

iজার [ ijāra ] n shorts; short trousers. 

iজারা [ ijārā ] n lease; leasehold. ̃দার n. a leasehold, a lessee. iজারা েদoয়া বা েনoয়া v. to lease. ̃পাTা n. 
a lease-deed. 

ijত [ ijjata ] n prestige, dignity; honor; chastity. ijত ন  করা v. to spoil or lose one's prestige; to 
dishonour or to lose honor; to violate one's chastity or to have one's chastity violated.̃নাশ, ̃হািন n. 
loss of prestige; dishonor; violation of chastity; (loos.) rape. 

iিঞ্চ [ iñci ] n an inch; 2.54 cm. 
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iিঞ্জন [ iñjina ] n an engine. 

iিঞ্জিনয়ার [ iñjiniẏāra ] n an engineer. iিঞ্জিনয়াির, iিঞ্জিনয়ািরং n. engineering. ☐ a. pertaining to 
engineering. 

iট [ iṭa ] n brick; (loos.) brickbat. iট েছাDা v. to throw bricks and brickbats. iট মারা, iটােনা v. to pelt 
with bricks and brick bats, to throw stones at. ̃েখালা n. a brick-field. ̃পাটেকল n. bricks and 
brickbats. ̃পাতন n. brick-laying. iেটর পাঁজা বা ভািট a. brick-kiln. iটিট মারেল পাটেকলিট েখেত হয় tit for tat, 
a tip for a tap. 

iটা [ iṭā ] n a small scaleless riverfish. 

iDা [ iḍ◌়ā ] n an artery on the left side of the spine. 

iত্ [ it ] n (gr.) a letter used to indicate some inflections but not actually pronounced when any of 
the said inflections is added to a word; omission. 

iতঃপূেবর্ [ itḥpūrbē ] adv hereinbefore, heretofore, before this, ere now. 

iতর [ itara ] a (ori.) other, other than (বােমতর); (pop.) base or mean, caddish (iতর েলাক), inferior or 
lower in status (iতর জীব), ordinary or common (iতরজন), ungenerous or narrow (iতর নজর), vulgar 
(iতর ভাষা). ̃তা, ̃পনা n. baseness, meanness, caddishness; lack of geneosity; narrowness, paltriness, 
pettiness; vulgarity, ignoble conduct. iতরতা করা v. to behave basely or meanly or narrow-
mindedly; to behave or speak vulgarly. ̃িবেশষ n. (little) difference. iতরােমা, iতরািম same as iতরতা । 
iতেরতর a. mutual, reciprocal. 

iতsত [ itastata ] adv here and there, hither and thither; thinly; irregularly; in diverse directions 
or places; on all sides, in all places, everywhere, all over. ☐ n. hesitation; stammering. iতsত করা 
v. to hesitate (to do something); to stammer; to procrastinate, to dilly-dally. 

iিত [ iti ] n end, termination, conclusion; completion; settlement; all this; such and such-like. ☐ 
adv. (chiefly used at the end of a correspondence) this is all (that the writer has got to say or 
write), here ends. iিত করা v. to put an end to, to complete, to finish, to conclude; to settle up. ̃uিত 
adv. on this side and that, in this direction and that; on all sides, in all 
directions. ̃কতর্বয্, ̃কতর্বয্তা, ̃কতর্বয্ jান n. the decision that this is the right thing to do, decision about 
what is to be done. ̃কতর্বয্িবমূঢ়তা n. nonplus, bewilderment, confusion, quandary. ̃পূেবর্ inc. but pop. 
form of iতঃপূেবর্ । ̃মেধয্ inc. but pop. form of iেতামেধয্ । 

iিতকথা [ itikathā ] n a tale; a legend; a chronicle; history. iিতকািহনী n. same as iিতকথা । 

iিতবtৃ [ itibṛtta ] n history; a chronice. ̃কার n. a historian; a chronicler. 
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iিতহাস [ itihāsa ] n history. ̃েবtা n. & a. one who is conversant with history or well versed in 
history. ˜েলখক n. a historian. 

iত ু [ itu ] n the sun-god (esp. as worshipped by Hindu women in the month of Agrahayana 
(agহায়ণ). 

iেতামেধয্ [ itōmadhyē ] adv meanwhile, in the meantime. 

iতয্nসাের [ ityanusārē ] adv according to this, accordingly; in this way or manner. 

iতয্বসের [ ityabasarē ] adv seizing the interim opportunity; during the interval, in the meantime, 
meanwhile. 

iতয্াকার [ ityākāra ] a such. 

iতয্ািদ [ ityādi ] adv and so on, and so forth, and such others, et cetera. 

iথার [ ithāra ] n ether. 

iদ, ঈদ [ ida, īda ] n one of the chief Muslim festivals, Id. iদগা, ঈদগা n. the place or building 
where Muslims assemble to say prayer, esp. on the occasion of Id. 

iদানীং [ idānī ] adv at present, nowadays; of late. iদানীnন a. recent; present-day; of modern times. 

iনকার [ inakāra ] n denial (esp. of a charge). iনকার করা v. to deny; refuse. 

iনসেপকটর, iনেskর [ inasapēkaṭara, inaspēkṭara ] n an inspector. 

iনসাফ [ inasāpha ] n justice; equity; correct or right decision. 

iনাম [ ināma ] n a reward; a tip. 

iনােমল [ ināmēla ] n enamel. iনােমল করা v. to enamel. iনােমল-করা a. enamelled. 

iিন [ ini ] pro (applied to persons deserving respect) he or she, this person. 

iিনেয়-িবিনেয় [ iniẏē-biniẏē ] adv (dero.) exaggerating to a great extent, in elaborate detail; with 
numberless humble entreaties. 

inাকাল [ intākāla ] n death. 
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inাজার [ intājāra ] n waiting for eagerly, eager expectation. 

iিnজাম [ intijāma ] n good arrangement. iিnজাম করা v. to arrange. 

inারা [ indārā ] n a draw-well. 

iিnবর [ indibara ] n the blue lotus. 

iিnরা [ indirā ] n a name of Goddess Lakshmi (লkী). 

ind [ indu ] n the moon. ̃িনভানন a. one whose face resembles the moon (in beauty), possessing a 
moonlike face. fem. ̃িনভাননা, ̃িনভাননী । ̃ভূষণ n. one who has the moon for his ornament; an 
appellation of God Shiva (িশব). ̃মতী n. fem. the full moon (personified). ̃মুখী n. fem. a woman 
whose face resembles the moon (in beauty). ̃েমৗিল, ̃েশখর n. one who has the moon for an ornament 
on his forehead; an appellation of Shiva (িশব). ̃েলখা n. a digit of the moon; the digit of the moon 
on the forehead of Shiva (িশব); a creeper from the extract of which the legendary celestial wine 
was made, wormwood. 

iেnা [ indō ] pfx Indo-. ̃চীন n. Indo-China. ̃ৈচিনক a. Indo-Chinese. ̃েনশীয় a. Indonesian. ☐ n. an 
Indonesian. 

ind [ indra ] n the king of gods and goddesses (cp. Jupiter, Zeus, Jove). ̃কl a. like Indra (in 
might or status or wealth). ̃চাপ same as ̃ধn । ̃িজত্ a. & n. one who has defeated Indra (ind). ˜t n. the 
office or status of Indra (ind); an office or status as mighty or wealthy as that of Indra (ind). ̃ধn n. 
the rainbow; (lit.) the bow of Indra (ind). ̃পতন, ̃পাত n. (lit.) fall of Indra, the king of gods; (fig.) 
death of a great man. ̃পুরী, ̃েলাক, indালয় n. the abode or city of Indra (ind); Paradise; Heaven. ̃সভা n. 
the court of Indra (ind). ̃sত n. a son of Indra (ind) ̃েসন n. one whose army is as large and powerful 
as that of Indra (ind). 

indেগাপ [ indragōpa ] n a species of insect of red velvety color. 

indজাল [ indrajāla ] n magic, conjuring; jugglery; a spell. indজািলক, ঐndজািলক n. magician. ☐ a. 
magical. 

indনীল, indনীলক, indমিণ [ indranīla, indranīlaka, indramaṇi ] n the sapphire, the emerald, the 
beryl. 

indবjা [ indrabajrā ] n a Sanskrit metre. 

indলুp [ indralupta ] n a bald, baldness. 
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indগার [ indragāra ] n a draw-well. 

indাণী [ indrāṇī ] n the wife and consort of Indra (ind). 

indায়ুধ [ indrāẏudha ] n the rainbow; the bow of Indra (ind). 

iিndয় [ indriẏa ] n a sense-organ. ̃গময্, ̃েগাচর, ̃gাh a. perceptible by the senses. ̃গময্তা, ̃েগাচরতা, ̃gাhতা 
n. state of being within sense perception. ̃gাম n. pl. sense-organs collectively. ̃জয়, ̃দমন n. self-
control or self-restraint of sensual appetites; continence. ̃জয়ী a. continent. ̃তৃিp n. gratification of 
the senses. ̃েদাষ n. licentiousness, lewd ness; libidinousness. ̃িনচয় same as iিndয়gাম । ̃িনgহ n. austere 
self-restraint, repression of sensual appetites. ̃পরতnt, ̃পরবশ, ̃পরায়ণ a. given to indulgence of sensual 
appetites; voluptuous, lewd, concupiscent. ̃বৃিt n. the function or power of sense-organs. ̃লালসা n. 
sensual desires, concupiscence. ̃সংযম same as ̃জয় । ̃sখ n. sensual pleasures. ̃েসবী same as ̃পরতnt । 
iিndয়াতীত a. beyond sense perception; that cannot be perceived by the sense organs. 

inন [ indhana ] n fuel. inন েদoয়া, inন েজাগােনা v. to feed with fuel, to fuel, to stoke; (fig.) to 
intensify the severity of, to encourage; to enkindle or inflame with passion, etc. inিনক িটNাল a. 
stoker tindal. 

iবাদতখানা [ ibādatakhānā ] n a room or house of worship (esp. a private one). 

iমন [ imana ] n a mode of Indian classical music. 

iমান [ imāna ] n religious faith; piety; fidelity; honesty; conscience; conscientious ness. ̃েখার a. 
faithless, treacherous, perfidious. ̃দার a. faithful (in religion); devout, pious; having fidelity; 
honest; conscientious. ̃দাির n. faithfulness (in religion); devoutness, piety; fidelity; honesty; 
conscientiousness. 

iমাম [ imāma ] n the religious head or chief priest of Muslims, an Imam. ̃বাDা n. a house built for 
observing the Muharram. 

iমারত [ imārata ] n a building; an edifice. 

iয়tা [ iẏattā ] n (reckoning or) number or quantity; reckoning; limit. 

iয়াংিক, iয়ািঙ্ক [ iẏāṅki, iẏāṅki ] n (dero.) a Yankee, an American. ☐ a. Yankee. 

iয়াদ [ iẏāda ] n remembrance; recollection; heed, attention. iয়াদ করা v. to remember; to recollect; 
to pay heed to. iয়াদ রাখা v. to bear in mind, to remember; to be heedful of. 
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iয়ার [ iẏāra ] n (usu. dero.) a friend, a companion; a witty or pert person. iয়ারিক n. waggery. 
iয়ারিক করা, iয়ারিক েদoয়া, iয়ারিক মারা v. to practice waggery (upon), to wag; to crack or make a 
joke. ̃বকিস, ̃বnু n. (collec.) friends and companions and associates. 

iয়ািরং [ iẏāri ] n an earring. 

iেয় [ iẏē ] int indicating: failure to remember something, what-do-you-call-it. 

iরnদ [ iranmada ] n the flash of lightning; a natural fire rising out of the sea, sea-fire; the 
elephant. 

iরা [ irā ] n the goddess of speech; power of speech personified; the earth; wine; water; food. 

iরাদা [ irādā ] n determination, resolution, will; desire. 

iরািন [ irāni ] a Iranian, Persian. ☐ n. an Iranian, a Persian; the language of Iran or Persia, 
Iranian, Persian. 

iরাবতী [ irābatī ] n the river Ravi in the Punjab. 

iরাবান [ irābāna ] n the sea. 

iলিল, iিl [ ilali, illi ] int exclamatory word indicating distrust or disbelief. 

iলা [ ilā ] n the earth; the cow; speech (esp. when personified); wine; water. 

iলািহ [ ilāhi ] n (Mus.) God. ☐ a. great(iলািহ পুrষ); grand, pompous (iলািহ কাN). iলািহ গজ n. a 
yard-measure about 33 inches or 84 cms in length. 

iিলশ [ iliśa ] n a variety of freshwater river fish, the hilsa. ̃gঁিD, iলেশgঁিD n. drizzle, serein. 

iেলক [ ilēka ] n any one of the arithmetical symbols affixed to numerical figures to indicate 
money or weight. 

iেলকিTক [ ilēkaṭrika ] a electric, electrical. ☐ n. electricity. 

ilত [ illata ] n filthiness, dirtiness; meanness, baseness. ilত যায় না ধুেল the leopard cannot 
change its spots. 

iশকাপন [ iśakāpana ] n (of playing-cards) spades. 
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iশারা [ iśārā ] n beckoning; gesture. iশারা করা v. to beckon; to gesticulate; to make a sign. 

iষু [ iṣu ] n an arrow. 

iষুিধ [ iṣudhi ] n a quiver. 

iেষর মূল [ iṣēra mūla ] n a medicinal herb. 

i 1 [ iṣṭa1 ] n an oblation. 

i 2 [ iṣṭa2 ] a intended, desired; cherished; beneficial; one who or that which is worshipped; 
worshipful; related by blood, of the same family (i kটmু); dear, be loved. ☐ n. an intended or 
desired or cherished thing (i লাভ); dear or be loved person. ̃কবচ n. a holy amulet safeguarding the 
person who puts it on. ̃কমর্ n. an intended work. ̃kটmু n. pl. one's kinsmen both from father's side 
and mother's side. ̃িচnা n. thoughts about one's welfare. ̃জন n. a dear or beloved person. ̃েদব n. a 
spiritual teacher and guide, a guru. ̃েদবতা n. a deity of one's worship, a tutelary god; (cp.) a 
guardian angel. ̃নাম n. the name of one's deity of worship. ̃িবেয়াগ n. death of one's kinsman or 
beloved person. ̃মnt n. mystical incantations which are recited when worshipping one's 
deity. ̃লাভ, ̃সাধন, ̃িসিd n. realization of one's desire, attainment of one's object. 

i ক [ iṣṭaka ] n brick; (loos.) brickbat. খN n. a piece of brick or brickbat. ̃িনিমর্ত, ̃ময় a. brick-built. 

i ািন  [ iṣṭāniṣṭa ] n benefit and harm, weal and woe. 

i াপিt [ iṣṭāpatti ] n realization or attainment of one's desire; profit; benefit. 

i াপূতর্ [ iṣṭāpūrta ] n digging of wells or building of temples and similar works for public 
welfare, public works; sacrifice for public welfare. 

iি 1 [ iṣṭi1 ] n an oblation, a sacrifice. 

iি 2 [ iṣṭi2 ] n desire. ̃পt n. a written document directing the disposal of one's effects at death, a 
will iি পt-pমাণক n. probate. 

iি কা [ iṣṭikā ] n brick-dust, powdered brick. 

iস [ isa ] int expressing : amazement, pain, sorrow etc., ah. 

iসদn [ isadanta ] n a molar tooth. 
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iসবgল [ isabagula ] n a medicinal seed, Plantago ovata usually taken for clearing of bowels. 

iসলাম [ isalāma ] n Islam; the Islamic race, Muslim. iসলািম a. Islamic. 

iskুপ [ iskrupa ] n a screw. 

isক [ istaka ] adv. & prep from; up to; till. ☐ n. (in card-playing) the king and the queen of 
trumps. ̃নাগাদ adv. from start to finish, from beginning to end. 

isফা [ istaphā ] n end, termination; cessation; resignation, relinquishment; giving up, 
abandonment. isফা েদoয়া v. to resign, to relinquish; to give up, to abandon; to cease (from). 

isামাল [ istāmāla ] n use; practice. isামাল করা v. to practice. isামাল হoয়া v. to be used; to be 
practised. 

isাহার [ istāhāra ] n a circular, a notice; a communique; a pamphlet; a handbill. 

iিsির2 [ istiri2 ] n a smoothing-iron, calender; ironing. iিsির করা v. to iron (clothes). 

isাত [ ispāta ] n steel. isািত a. of steel; made of steel. 

iহ [ iha ] adv in this place or time; in this world. ☐ a. this ('iহ বাত'); present 
(iহজীবন). ̃কাল, ̃জn, ̃জীবন n. the earthly or mortal life; its duration. ̃কালীন a. temporal. ̃জগত্, ̃েলাক, ̃সংসার 
n. the world, the earth. 

iহা [ ihā ] pro this (thing or animal); it. iহারা pro. pl. these, they. iহার pro. a. its. iহােদর pro. a. pl. 
their, theirs. 

ihিদ [ ihudi ] n a Jew. ☐ a. Jewish. ihিদ পাDা n. the Jewry. 
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ঈ [ ī ] n the fourth vowel of the Bengali alphabet. 

ঈকার [ īkāra ] n the symbol '◌ী' affixed to consonants whilst adding the ঈ-sound to it. ঈকারািদ a. 
(of words) beginning with ঈ or ঈ--sound. ঈকারাn a. (of words) ending in ঈ or ঈ-sound. 

ঈkণ [ īkṣaṇa ] n sight; seeing or sighting; observation; an eye. 

ঈিkত [ īkṣita ] a seen; sighted, noticed; observed. 

ঈদৃক্, ঈদৃশ [ īdṛk, īdṛśa ] a like this or like him, similar to this or similar to him. fem. ঈদৃশী । 

ঈpা [ īpsā ] n desire to obtain; desire, longing. 

ঈিpত [ īpsita ] a desired, longed for. fem. ঈিpতা । 

ঈp ু[ īpsu ] a desirous of obtaining; desirous. 

ঈষর্া [ īrṣā ] n envy; malice, spite. ঈষর্ানল n. fire or heat of envy or malice. ঈষর্ািnত, ̃পরতnt a. envious, 
malicious, spiteful. ̃বেশ adv. being impelled or directed by envy or malice, out of ill-will or 
spite. ̃মূলক a. caused by envy or malice. ̃যkু, ̃লু same as ঈষর্ািnত । 

ঈশ [ īśa ] n God; a god, a deity; God Shiva; a master or lord; a husband; an overlord, a king. 

ঈশা1 [ īśā1 ] fem of ঈশ; Goddess Durga. 

ঈশা2 [ īśā2 ] n a plough-stilt, a plough-tree. 

ঈশা3 [ īśā3 ] n Jesus Christ. 

ঈশান [ īśāna ] n a name of Shiva (িশব); the north-east. ঈশানী n. a name of Goddess Durga. (dগর্া), 
the wife of Shiva. 

ঈিশতা, ঈিশt [ īśitā, īśitba ] n godhead; divinity; supremacy; domination. 

ঈশব্র [ īśbara ] n God; the Creator; a god; a creator; a lord, a master, an owner; an overlord, a 
king; the head of an order etc. (েযাগীশব্র); an appellation added to the name of a deceased person; 
its symbol is ◌ঁ (◌ঁভূেদব মুেখাপাধয্ায়). ঈশব্র না কrন God forbid, far be it. ̃কৃপা n. God's mercy; God's 
grace. ̃িচnা n. di vine meditation. ̃t n. godhead; divinity. ̃দt a. God-given. ̃িন , ̃পরায়ণ a. devoted to 
God, faithful to god; devout, pious. ̃িন া, ̃পরায়ণতা n. devotion to God; faith in God; piety; 
godliness. ̃পূজা n. worship of God. ̃pেণািদত a. inspired by God. ̃pসাদ n. God's grace. ̃pসােদ adv. 
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through God's grace; by the grace of God. ̃pািp n. spiritual union with God; death. ̃pীিত, ̃েpম n. love 
of or towards God. ̃েpিমক a. & n. one who loves God. ˜েpিরত a. God-sent, divinely inspired. ̃বাদ n. 
theism. ̃বাদী a. theistic. ☐ n. a theist. ̃িবেরাধী a. atheistic. ☐ n. an atheist. ̃িবষয়ক a. relating to 
God. ̃ভk a. devoted to God; devout; pious. ̃ভিk n. devotion to God; devoutness; piety. ̃ভাব n. 
godhead; divinity; godliness. ̃ভীr a. God-fearing. ̃সাধনা n. austerities and meditations leading to 
communion with God. ̃সৃ  a. created by God. ̃েসবা n. worship of God. 

ঈশব্রাjা, ঈশব্রােদশ [ īśbarājñā, īśbarādēśa ] n God's commandment, a divine commandment. 

ঈশব্রাধীন [ īśbarādhīna ] a dependent on the will of God; divine. 

ঈশব্রী [ īśbarī ] fem of ঈশব্র; Goddess. 

ঈশব্েরচ্ছা [ īśbarēcchā ] n the will of God; divine will. ঈশব্েরচ্ছায় adv. by the will of God, God 
willing. 

ঈশব্েরাপাসক [ īśbarōpāsaka ] n a worshipper or devotee of God. 

ঈশব্েরাপাসনা [ īśbarōpāsanā ] a worship of God, divine service; devotion to God. 

ঈষ [ īṣa ] n a ploughshare. 

ঈষত্ [ īṣat ] a. & adv a little, a bit, slight or slightly. 

ঈষtk [ īṣatbakra ] a slightly bent or curved. 

ঈষদচ্ছ [ īṣadaccha ] a translucent. 

ঈষd  [ īṣaduṣṇa ] a moderately warm, tepid, lukewarm. ঈষd তা n. moderate warmth, tepidity, 
lukewarmness. 

ঈষদূন [ īṣadūna ] a a little less than, a little short of. 

ঈষিdকিশত [ īṣadbikaśita ] a in partial bloom; not fully open. 

ঈষিdn [ īṣadbhinna ] a in partial bloom; partially or slightly separated. 

ঈষnাt [ īṣanmātra ] a just a little, very little. 

ঈষা [ īṣā ] n a plough-stilt, a plough-tree; a furrow; a ploughshare. ̃দN n. the handle of a plough. 
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ঈিষকা, ঈষীকা [ īṣikā, īṣīkā ] n an eyeball of an elephant; a painter's brush; a tall species of grass 
of which mats are made. 

ঈহা [ īhā ] n effort, attempt, endeavour; desire. 
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u [ u ] n the fifth vowel of the Bengali alphabet. 

ui [ ui ] n white ant, termite (also ui েপাকা). ̃চারা, ̃িঢিপ, ̃িঢিব n. an ant-hill. ui লাগা v. to get attacked 
with white ants. ̃ধরা, ̃লাগা a. attacked with or eaten up by white ants. 

uiল [ uila ] n a written document directing the disposal of one's effects at death, a will, a 
testament. uiল করা v. to draw up a will, to will, to bequeath. 

uঃ [ uḥ ] int expressing: pain, amazement, impatience, derision, disgust etc. 

uিঁক [ un ̐ki ] n a peep; a prying; a furtive glance. ̃ঝুঁিক n. (frequent or repeated) peeping and 
prying. u ঁিকঝুঁিক মারা v. to peep and pry (frequently or repeatedly), to look and peer about 
inquisitively. u ঁিক েদoয়া, u ঁিক মারা v. to peep; to look shyly or furtively or surreptitiously; to begin 
to appear; to put in first appearance shyly or furtively. 

u ঁচকপােল [ un ̐cakapālē ] a having a protuberant or bulging or convex forehead (such a fore head 
indicates luck in case of men, but ill-luck in case of women); fortunate (in case of women: 
unfortunate). fem. u ঁচকপািল । 

u ঁচু [ un ̐cu ] a high, elevated, tall, lofty; exalted, noble (u ঁচু মন); loud; rough (u ঁচ ুকথা). u ঁচু করা v. to 
raise; to elevate. u ঁচােনা v. to raise, to elevate. ☐ n. raising. ☐ a. raised. u ঁচ-ুিনচ ুa. high and low; 
undulating, uneven. 

uhঁঁ [ um ̐hu ] int expressing: unwillingness, non acceptance, bashfulness, slight pain. 

uকDা [ ukaḍ◌়ā ] n parched paddy coated or sweetened with sugar or molasses. 

uকার [ ukāra ] n the symbol '◌ু' affixed to a con sonant whilst adding the u-sound to it. uকারািদ a. 
(of words) beginning with u or u-sound. uকারাn a. (of words) ending in u or u-sound. 

uিঁক2 [ un̐ki2 ] n a hiccup; retching. uিক েতালা v. to hiccup; to retch. 

uিকল [ ukila ] n a pleader, an advocate; a lawful or legal representative; (facet. or derog.) a 
supporter. uিকল েদoয়া, uিকল লাগােনা v. to engage a pleader. uিকল হoয়া v. to take up the profession of 
a pleader; to be a pleader; to act as a pleader for, to plead for; to advocate; to support. uিকিল a. of 
or like a pleader (uিকিল বুিd). 

ukন [ ukuna ] n the louse (pl. lice). 

uk [ ukta ] a said, mentioned; aforesaid, afore mentioned. uk থাকা, uk হoয়া v. to be said or 
mentioned. 
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uিk [ ukti ] n speech; a saying, an apophthegm; a statement; a pronouncement. ̃pতুয্িk n. 
statement and counter-statement, bandying of words; mutual recrimination. 

uখDােনা [ ukhaḍ◌়ānō ] v to uproot, to extirpate. ☐ n. extirpation. ☐ a. uprooted. 

uখা1 [ ukhā1 ] n a dixie or cooking-pail usually with a concave bottom; an oven. 

uখা2 [ ukhā2 ] n a file, a rasp. uখা িদেয় ঘষা v. to file; to rasp. 

uিখ [ ukhi ] n dandruff, scurf. 

uগরােনা [ ugarānō ] v to disgorge, to belch out, to eruct, to vomit, to spew; (fig.) to be compelled 
to confess or give back. ☐ n. disgorgement, belching out, eructation, vomiting or spewing. ☐ a. 
disgorged, belched out, eructed, vomited, spewed. েচারাi মাল uগরােনা to be compelled to give back 
stolen goods. পরীkার খাতায় uগরােনা to write down mechanically in an answer-paper what has been 
crammed. েপেটর কথা uগরােনা to be compelled to give out or confess secrets. 

ug [ ugra ] a violent; cruel; rough, harsh (ug কথা); haughty; angry, wrathful, hot (ug sভাব); 
severe, fierce (ug েতজ); sharp, pungent, strong (ug শb, ug গn, ug িবষ). ̃কন্ঠ, ̃sর a. harsh-and-
angry-voiced, raucous. ̃কেn, ̃sের adv. in a harsh and angry voice, in a rough or rude voice, 
raucously. ̃কমর্া a. one who performs terrible or cruel deeds. ̃kিtয় n. the Aguri. ̃চNা, ̃চNী n. fem. an 
appellation of Goddess Durga (dগর্া) when conceived as the goddess of wrath; a termagant 
woman, a termagant, a shrew. ̃গnী a. strong scented. ̃তপা a. practicing severe penance or 
asceticism. ̃তা n. violence; cruelty; roughness, harshness; haughtiness; anger, wrath, heat; 
severity, fierceness; sharpness. ̃দশর্ন a. angry looking, of fierce looks, of a stern and forbidding 
appearance. fem. ugদশর্না । ̃পন্হী a. & n. extremist; terrorist. ̃pকৃিত a. hot-tempered; quick-
tempered; irascible, choleric. ̃বীযর্ a. high spirited. ̃মূিতর্ a. angry-looking; fierce looking. ̃sভাব same 
as ugpকৃিত । 

uচkা [ ucakkā ] a in the state of growing up or attaining maturity, adolescent (uচkা বয়স); sudden 
(uচkা ভয়). ☐ adv. suddenly. 

uচল [ ucala ] a (poet. & obs.) high. 

uচাটন [ ucāṭana ] n anxiety; restlessness; over-eagerness. ☐ a. anxious; restless; over eager. 

uিচত [ ucita ] a just, equitable; reasonable; proper, right; worthy, becoming, suitable. ̃বkা a. 
outspoken. uিচত বয্বহার just and equitable treatment, a square deal. 
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uচ্চ [ ucca ] a (for. High.) high, tall; elevated (uচ্চ ভূিম); socially high (uচ্চ বংশ); noble, exalted (uচ্চ 
মন); dignified or pompous (uচ্চ চালচলন); upper (uচ্চ ে িণ); high-pitched, loud (uচ্চ sর); dear, costly 
(uচ্চ মূলয্); superior, senior (uচ্চ পদ, uচ্চ কমর্চারী). ̃kলজাত a. born of a high family, highborn, nobly 
born. ̃তম a. super; highest; loftiest. ̃তর a. compar. higher; loftier. ̃তা n. height, altitude; tallness; 
elevation; state of being socially high; nobleness, exaltedness; loudness. ̃নাদ a. high sounding, 
making a loud noise; loud. ☐ n. a loud noise or sound. ̃নীচ a. & n. high and low. ˜পাত n. (astr.) the 
ascending node. ̃বাচয্ n. response; anything in favour or opposition; commenting. ̃বাচয্ না করা v. not 
to respond; not to say anything in favour or opposition; not to pass any comments; to keep quiet, 
to remain silent. ̃িবt n. upper class. ☐ a. belonging to the upper class. uচ্চ িবদয্ালয় a high 
school. ̃েবতন n. high or handsome or fat or big salary. ভ̃াষী a. harsh-tongued; bragging. ̃মধয্িবt n. 
upper middle class. ̃মূলয্ n. high price. ̃েরাল n. loud noise, clamour. ̃িশkা n. high or higher 
education. ̃হার n. high rate. ̃হাের adv. at a high rate. ̃হািস n. a loud laugh, a guffaw, laughter. ̃hদয় a. 
large-hearted, high-minded, magnanimous, generous. 

uচ্চিকত [ uccakita ] a anxious, worried; on tenterhooks; agitated; restless; on the tiptoe of 
expectation. 

uচ্চN [ uccaṇḍa ] a violent; terrible, fierce; indomitable; very angry or hot-tempered; severe. 

uচ্চয় [ uccaẏa ] n act of plucking or collecting (পুে াচ্চয়); collection; multitude, heap. 

uচ্চsর [ uccasbara ] n a loud voice. uচ্চsের adv. in a loud voice. See also uৈচ্চঃsর । 

uচ্চাকাkা [ uccākāṅkṣā ] n ambition, aspiration. uচ্চাকাkী a. ambitious, aspiring. fem. uচ্চাকািkণী । 

uচ্চাটন [ uccāṭana ] n eradication, extirpation; act of agitating; agitation; act of tormenting, 
oppression, persecution; anxiety, state of suspense; a kind of pseudo-spiritual practice 
undertaken to persecute an enemy. 

uচ্চাবচ [ uccābaca ] a uneven, undulating. 

uচ্চািভলাষ [ uccābhilāṣa ] n ambition, aspiration. uচ্চািভলাষী n. ambitious, aspiring. fem. uচ্চািভলািষণী 
। 

uচ্চার [ uccāra ] n excrement, faeces, stool, dung; utterance. 

uচ্চারণ [ uccāraṇa ] n act of speaking; elocution, articulation, utterance; mode of speaking; 
pronunciation. uচ্চারণ করা v. to speak out; to elocute; to articulate; to utter, to say; to 
pronounce. ̃ হান n. (gr.) any of the parts of the mouth that becomes most active whilst 
pronouncing a particular letter of the alphabet; place of articulation. 
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uচ্চারণীয়, uচ্চাযর্ [ uccāraṇīẏa, uccārya ] a that which should be or can be said or uttered or pro 
nounced, utterable. uচ্চাযর্মাণ a. that which is in the process of being said or uttered or pronounced. 

uচ্চািরত [ uccārita ] a spoken; elocuted; uttered; pronounced. 

uচ্চাশয় [ uccāśaẏa ] a noble-minded, high-souled. 

uচ্চাশা [ uccāśā ] n high-hope; ambition, aspiration. uচ্চাশা করা v. to aspire. 

uিচ্চংDা, uিচ্চংেD [ ucciṇḍ◌়ā, ucciṇḍ◌়ē ] n a kind of insect akin to the cricket. 

uৈচ্চ বা [ uccaiśrabā ] n (myth.) the horse owned by Indra (ind) the king of gods. 

uৈচ্চঃsর [ uccaiḥsbara ] n a loud voice; a shout. uৈচ্চঃsের adv. in a loud voice; with a shout. uৈচ্চঃsের 
ডাকা বা বলা v. to call or say loudly; to shout. 

uচ্ছল, uচ্ছিলত [ ucchala, ucchalita ] a all-pervading; surging; lively; thrown up, disgorged; bulged 
out; swelled. uচ্ছল হoয়া, uচ্ছিলত হoয়া v. to be all-pervading; to be lively; to swell up; to bulge out, 
to swell. uচ্ছলন n. state of being all-pervading; state of being thrown up or disgorged; act of 
swelling up or bulging out. 

uিচ্ছিত [ ucchiti ] n eradication, extirpation; ejectment, eviction; extermination; destruction, 
abolition. 

uিচ্ছদয্মান [ ucchidyamāna ] a in the state of being eradicated or extirpated or ejected or evicted or 
ex terminated or destroyed or abolished. 

uিচ্ছn [ ucchinna ] a eradicated, extirpated; ejected, evicted; exterminated; destroyed, abolished. 
uিচ্ছn করা v. to eradicate, to extirpate; to eject; to exterminate; to destroy, to abolish. 

uিচ্ছ  [ ucchiṣṭa ] a (of food) left or remaining in the plate after eating; not washed after eating 
(uিচ্ছ  মুখ); that which has come in con tact with cooked food (uিচ্ছ  হাঁিD). ☐ n. orts; leavings of 
food in the plate after eating (also uিচ্ছ াn); scraps of food. ̃েভাজন n. feeding of left-overs in another 
person's plate. ̃েভাজী a. one who eats the scraps of food left in another person's plate. ☐ n. a 
cringing dependant. 

uচ্ছৃঙ্খল [ ucchṛṅkhala ] a disorderly; not disciplined; self-willed, wayward; uncontrolled, 
unregulated; lawless, dissolute, wild; Bohemian. uচৃ্ছঙ্খলতা n. disorderliness; indiscipline; 
waywardness; want of control or regularity; lawlessness; dissoluteness; Bohemianism. 

uেচ্ছ [ ucchē ] n bitter gourd, a variety of kitchen vegetable having bitter taste. 
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uেচ্ছদ [ ucchēda ] n eradication, extirpation; ejectment, eviction; destruction, abolition. uেচ্ছদ করা 
v. to eradicate, to extirpate; to eject, to evict; to destroy, to abolish. িভেটমািট uেচ্ছদ করা v. to eject or 
evict from hereditary homestead. সমূেল uেচ্ছদ করা to uproot, to extirpate; (fig.) to destroy root and 
branch. uেচ্ছদক a. one who or that which eradicates or extirpates or ejects or evicts or destroys. ☐ 
n. an eradicator, an extirpator; an ejector, an evictor; a destroyer, an abolisher; an abolitionist (as 
of slavery). uেচ্ছদন same as uেচ্ছদ  uেচ্ছদনীয়, uেচ্ছদয্ a. eradicable, extirpable; fit to be ejected or 
evicted, fit to be destroyed or abolished. ̃সাধন n. act of eradicating or extirpating or ejecting or 
evicting or destroying or abolishing; eradication, extirpation; ejection, eviction; destruction, 
abolition. ̃সাধন করা same as uেচ্ছদ করা । 

uেচ্ছাষণ [ ucchōṣaṇa ] n act of sucking up; act of afflicting. ☐ a. that which sucks up or afflicts. 

uেচ্ছািষত [ ucchōṣita ] a sucked up; afflicted. 

uচ্ছব্সন [ ucchbasana ] n act of bursting out; act of swelling or welling up; act of over flowing or 
filling; respiration; mo tional imbalance. 

uচ্ছব্িসত [ ucchbasita ] a swollen, swelled; welled up; swelling; overflowed; overflowing; filled to 
the brim; overfull; full of ardour; impassioned; seized with over mastering emotion. 

uচ্ছব্াস [ ucchbāsa ] n strong emotion or passion; an emotional or passionate outburst; great 
delight; a bursting forth; manifestation; a swelling; breathing; breath; a chapter of a book. uচ্ছব্ািসত 
a. swollen, swelled; welled up; swelling; overflowed; over flowing; filled to the brim, overfull; 
seized with emotion; impassioned; bursting forth; opened; manifested. 

u য়, u ায়, uি িত [ ucchraẏa, ucchrāẏa, ucchriti ] n height, altitude; elevation, gradual rise or 
ascent, elation, development. u ায়ী a. ascending; rising gradually; in the process of being elated 
or developed. uি ত a. heightened; swelled; developed. u া v. (poet.) to rise upwards, to swell 
('uি য়া uিঠেব িবশব্'). 

uছল [ uchala ] a swelling up; swelled up; over flowing. uছলােনা v. to swell up; to overflow. ☐ n. 
swelling up; overflow. ☐ a. swollen, overflowing, swelled up. 

uজবুক [ ujabuka ] a stupid; ignorant; uneducated; uncouth. 

uজেবক, uজেবগ [ ujabēka, ujabēga ] n an Uzbeg; an inhabit ant of Uzbekistan. 

uজাগর [ ujāgara ] a sleepless. 

uজাD [ ujāḍ◌় ] a empty, exhausted; depopulated; desolate (ঠক বাছেত েদশ uজার). 
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uজান [ ujāna ] n a course against the current, an upstream course. uজান-ভািট n. flow-tide and ebb-
tide, flow and ebb. uজািন-েবলা n. forenoon. uজােন adv. upstream, against the current. 

uজােনা [ ujānō ] v to go upstream. ☐ a. going or moving upstream; upstream. 

uিজর [ ujira ] n a minister of state esp. the prime minister (usu. in Muslim rule). uিজির, uিজরািল n. 
office of the prime minister; premiership. রাজাuিজর মারা v. to try to establish one's importance by 
fabricating stories about one's familiarity with big persons. 

uজ ু [ uju ] n (amongst Muslims) formal washing of one's person before praying and other 
religious services; washing one's person. 

ujীবন [ ujjībana ] n infusion of a new life, regeneration; bringing back or coming back to life or 
consciousness, resuscitation; act of being predominant again from a state of extinction, revival. 

ujীিবত [ ujjībita ] a infused with a new life, regenerated; brought back or returned to life or 
consciousness, resuscitated; re turned to predominance from a state of extinction, revived. ujীিবত 
করা v. to infuse a new life into, to regenerate; to bring back to life or consciousness, to breathe 
fresh life into, to resuscitate; to revive. 

ujjmণ [ ujjbambhaṇa ] n manifestation; development; evolution; change. 

ujjল [ ujjbala ] a illuminated; bright; luminous; lustrous; radiant; splendent; resplendent; 
splendorous; splendid; shining; dazzling; beautiful; glorious; vivid. ujjল করা v. to illuminate, to 
illumine; to brighten; to glorify (মুখ ujjল করা, বংশ ujjল করা); to make vivid, to vivify. ujjল হoয়া v. 
to become illuminated; to brighten (up); to become glorified; to become vivid. ujjল রস (rhet.) 
effect (on the reader's mind) produced by the (final) union of lovers. ujjলতা n. brightness; 
luminousness; lustre; radiance; splendour; shine; dazzle; beauty; glory; vividness. ujjল শয্ামবণর্ a. 
of a complexion more fair than dark, of a glossy light dark complexion. ujjিলত a. illuminated; 
lighted, enkindled; shining; brightened; radiated; beautified; glorified; vivified. ujjলীকরণ n. 
illumination; act of brightening (up); glorification. ujjলীভবন n. act of becoming illuminated or 
brightened (up) or glorified or vivid. 

uঞ্ছ [ uñcha ] n act of gleaning as a means of one's livelihood; a mean livelihood. ̃জীবী a. 
subsistent on gleaning. ̃বৃিt n. the practice of subsisting on gleaning; practice or act of somehow 
making both ends meet; earning a living by shifts. ☐ a. subsistent on gleaning. ̃শীল same as 
uঞ্ছজীবী । 

uট [ uṭa ] n the camel. 

uটেকা [ uṭakō ] a unknown (uটেকা েলাক); unbelievable, preposterous, queer (uটেকা গl); 
unexpected (uটেকা বয্াপার); incidental (uটেকা খরচা); unnecessary, causeless (uটেকা ঝােমলা); insincere 
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(uটেকা েসাহাগ); frivolous, flippant (uটেকা েমেয়); given to slipping away frequently from one's 
husband's house (uটেকা বu). 

uটজ [ uṭaja ] n a hut thatched with straw, tree leaves etc; a thatched hut. ̃িশl n. cottage-industry. 

uটপািখ [ uṭapākhi ] n the ostrich. 

uঠিত [ uṭhati ] n rise, growth, development, flourish, increase. ☐ a. rising, growing, developing, 
flourishing, thriving, increasing. uঠিত aব হা flourishing stage. uঠিত পDিত n. rise and fall; (comm.) 
boom and slump, fluctuation. uঠিত বয়স adolescence. uঠিতর মুখ the first stage or beginning of rise 
or flourish or prosperity. 

uঠন [ uṭhana ] n act of swelling; act of getting up or climbing or ascending or rising. 

uঠn [ uṭhanta ] a rising; growing. uঠn মুেলা পtেন েচনা যায় (fig.) morning shows the day. 

uঠবিn [ uṭhabandi ] n a temporary or periodical lease of agricultural land. ̃চাষ n. shifting 
cultivation. 

uঠােনা [ uṭhānō ] v to cause to ascend or climb; to lift; to heave, to haul up; to pick up; to raise; to 
cause to mount or ride; to ex tract or cause to be extracted (দাঁত uঠােনা); to pluck or cause to be 
plucked; to promote (kােস uঠােনা); to build or construct; to remove (রং uঠােনা); to collect (চাঁদা 
uঠােনা); to cause to enter (কােন uঠােনা); to abolish (পূজাপাট uঠােনা); to close down (েদাকান uঠােনা); to 
bring to an end (আDা uঠােনা); to include (তািলকায় uঠােনা); to mention (নাম uঠােনা); to evict, to eject 
(pজা বা ভাDােট uঠােনা). 

uিঠত [ uṭhita ] a (of land) developed for agriculture or habitation. 

uঠেত বসেত [ uṭhatē basatē ] adv every now and then, frequently, at every step. 

uDিত [ uḍ◌়ti ] a flying; (of rumour, news etc. esp. such as are untrue) passing from man to man, 
current. 

uDনচNী, uDনচেN [ uḍ◌়nacaṇḍī, uḍ◌়nacaṇḍē ] a possessing the habit of a spendthrift, wasteful, 
extravagant, squandering. ☐ n. a spendthrift, an extravagant man, a squanderer. 

uDn [ uḍ◌়nta ] a moving through or in the air, flying, fluttering (uDn িনশান). 

uDািন [ uḍ◌়āni ] n a scarf; a modesty scarf. 

uিD, uিDধান [ uḍ◌়i, uḍ◌়idhāna ] n paddy grown in uncultivated land from seeds driven by wind. 
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uD-ুuD ু [ uḍ◌়u-uḍ◌়u ] a extremely eager to fly in the air; extremely eager to go away; very 
restless or impatient (মন uD ুuD)ু. 

uD ুk ু [ uḍ◌়ukku ] a flying; capable of or given to flying; very restless or impatient. uD ুk ুমাছ n. 
flying fish. 

uDেুন [ uḍ◌়unē ] a extravagant, spendthrift. 

uDপু [ uḍ◌়upa ] n a raft, a float; the moon. 

uDয়ন [ uḍḍaẏana ] n going up or moving in the air, soaring or flying, flight. 

uত্ [ ut ] pfx denoting: above, excessive, contrary, going beyond etc.; a-, supra-, super-, up-, 
ultra-, extra-, anti-, in-, non-, out-, preter-, trans-, etc. 

uত্কট [ utkaṭa ] a severe; terrible, hideous; monstrous; queer, odd (uত্কট আবদার). uত্কট বয্ািধ n. an 
unusual and severe disease which is difficult to cure. 

uত্কন্ঠ [ utkanṭha ] a having one's neck craned in inquisitiveness, eagerness, anxiety etc.; 
anxious; worried; in grim suspense or in extreme eagerness. 

uত্কন্ঠা [ utkanṭhā ] n state of having one's neck craned in inquisitiveness, eagerness, anxiety etc.; 
anxiety; worry; suspense; extreme eagerness. 

uত্কণর্ [ utkarṇa ] a all ears, very eager to hear. 

uত্কণর্ হoয়া [ utkarṇa hōẏā ] v to be all ears. 

uত্কষর্ [ utkarṣa ] n excellence; superiority; improvement; development; amelioration; 
increase. ̃সাধন n. act of improving or developing or ameliorating or increasing. uত্কষর্ সাধন করা v. to 
improve, to develop, to ameliorate; to increase. 

uত্কল [ utkala ] n Orissa, a state in the Indian Union. 

uত্কিলকা [ utkalikā ] n a wave; a bud; anxiety, worry; suspense; extreme eagerness. 

uত্কিলত [ utkalita ] a anxious, worried; in suspense; wavy, billowy, undulating; quoted or 
extracted from, taken from. 

uিত্করণ [ utkiraṇa ] n engraving; carving. 

uত্কীণর্ [ utkīrṇa ] a engraved; carved; painted, drawn; pierced, perforated; raised; thrown up. 
uত্কীণর্ িলিপ inscription. 
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uত্কীতর্ন [ utkīrtana ] n proclamation; publicity; announcement; laudation. uত্কীতর্ন করা v. to 
proclaim; to make public; to announce; to laud. 

uত্কীিতর্ত [ utkīrtita ] a proclaimed; made public; announced; lauded. 

uত্kন [ utkuna ] n the louse (pl. lice). 

uত্kিলত [ utkūlita ] a brought up or hauled up ashore; thrown up ashore. 

uত্কৃ  [ utkṛṣṭa ] a excellent, best; elevated. ̃তা n. excellence; elevatedness. 

uেত্কnd [ utkēndra ] a (chiefly in math.) eccentric. ̃তা n. eccentricity. 

uেত্কাচ [ utkōca ] n a bribe. uেত্কাচ েদoয়া v. to bribe. ̃gাহী a. & n. one who accepts a bribe. ˜দাতা n. 
a briber. ̃দান, ̃pদান n. bribery. 

uত্kম [ utkrama ] n an inverse or reverse order; a move against or departure from the order; an 
inverse course; inversion, reversion; infringement, violation; an exception; a going upwards; a 
going out; death. ̃ণ n. an inverse or reverse movement, inversion, reversion; reversion of order, 
disorder; a leaping over; death; (gr.) transposition (esp. disorderly transposition) of words within 
a sentence. 

uত্kাn [ utkrānta ] a that which has been crossed by leaping over; leapt over; shot up or come up 
(from); dead. uত্kািn n. crossing by leaping over; leaping over; shooting up or coming up (from); 
gradual development or heightening; a going out; death. 

uেত্kাশ [ utkrōśa ] n a species of bird akin to the eagle or osprey. 

uিত্kp [ utkṣipta ] a thrown up; lifted; uprooted. 

uেত্kপ, uেত্kপণ [ utkṣēpa, utkṣēpaṇa ] n throwing up, launching or sending up, casting or 
tossing up. 

uেত্kপক [ utkṣēpaka ] a (of a thing) throwing up or launching something; of means used to 
launch or toss up an aircraft or space craft or to give it a higher speed or range. ☐ n. the thing 
which throws up or launches a rocket, a means of throwing or tossing up missiles etc. into the 
air, a projecting or hurling de vice. 

uত্খনন [ utkhanana ] n digging. uত্খিনত a. dug up. 

uত্খাত [ utkhāta ] a dug up; uprooted, eradicated, extirpated; destroyed; cleft; (fig.) evicted, 
ejected. ☐ n. digging up; eradication, extirpation; destruction; cleaving; eviction, ejectment, 
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ejection. uত্খাত করা v. to dig up; to root out, to eradicate, to extirpate; to destroy; to cleave; to 
evict, to eject, to oust. 

uত্tসন, uত্tাস [ uttrasana, uttrāsa ] n great fear or dread; alarm, dismay. uত্tাসন n. intimidation. 

uত্পতন [ utpatana ] n origination; rising or coming into view, appearance; going or rising 
upwards, ascension; going up in the air, flight. ̃শীল a. flying, in flight. 

uত্পিতত [ utpatita ] a originated; risen; one who or that which has got up; ascended; gone up in 
the air, flown. 

uত্পিt [ utpatti ] n origin, origination; creation; birth; production; coming into view, appearance; 
flourish. ̃মূল, ̃ হান n. the source; place of origin. 

uত্পথ [ utpatha ] n a contrary way; a wrong path; an evil way. ̃গামী a. following a contrary way. 
diverging; taking to or taken to a wrong path, erratic, off the track, deviated, gone astray; erratic; 
eccentric; taken to an evil way, depraved. 

uত্পদয্মান [ utpadyamāna ] a in the state of being born or being produced. 

uত্পn [ utpanna ] a born; created; grown; made; produced; originated; sprung (from). uত্পn হoয়া 
v. to be born; to be created; to grow; to be made; to be produced; to originate; to result 
(from). ̃dবয্ n. produce, product. েমাট uত্পn dবয্ total produce, output. ̃মিত a. having presence of 
mind, ready-witted. ̃মিতt n. ready-wittedness. 

uত্পল [ utpala ] n the water-lily, the lotus, the blue lotus. uত্পলাk a. lotus-eyed; blue eyed. fem. 
uত্পলাkী । 

uত্পাটক [ utpāṭaka ] a. & n one who or that which uproots or extirpates or eradicates; one who 
extracts; (fig.) one who evicts or displaces or removes or destroys. 

uত্পাটন [ utpāṭana ] n act of uprooting, extirpation, eradication; extraction; (fig.) eviction, 
displacement, removal, destruction. uত্পাটন করা v. to uproot, to extirpate, to eradicate; to extract; 
(fig.) to evict, to displace, to remove, to destroy. 

uত্পাটনীয় [ utpāṭanīẏa ] a that which is to be or can be extirpated or extracted; eradicable; 
extractable. 

uত্পািটত [ utpāṭita ] a uprooted, extirpated, eradicated; extracted; (fig.) evicted, displaced, 
removed, destroyed. 
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uত্পাত [ utpāta ] n a disturbance; a nuisance; an annoyance, irritation; a mischief; a natural 
calamity; a pest. uত্পাত করা v. to disturb; to trouble; to annoy, to tease; to pester; to make 
mischief. 

uত্পাদ1 [ utpāda1 ] a having heels overhead. 

uত্পাদ2 [ utpāda2 ] n output. 

uত্পাদক [ utpādaka ] a one who or that which creates or begets or generates or produces or 
manufactures. ☐ n. a creator; a begetter, a generator; a producer; a manufacturer; that which 
helps to produce; (math.) a factor. 

uত্পাদন [ utpādana ] n creation; act of begetting, generation; production; manufacture; produce; 
manufactured goods. uত্পাদন করা v. to create; to beget, to generate; to produce; to 
manufacture. ̃kম a. ca pable of producing or generating. uত্পাদনী a. (fem.) creative, generative, 
productive (uত্পাদনী শিk). uত্পাদনীয় same as uত্পাদয্ । 

uত্পািদত [ utpādita ] a created; begotten, generated; produced; manufactured. 

uত্পািদকা [ utpādikā ] fem of uত্পাদক । uত্পািদকা শিk n. productivity; capability of producing. 

uত্পাদী [ utpādī ] a that which is created or begotten or generated or produced or manufactured; 
creative, generative, productive. 

uত্পাদয্ [ utpādya ] a that which is to be or can be created or begotten or generated or produced 
or manufactured. ̃মান a. in the process of being created or begotten or generated or produced or 
manufactured. 

uিত্পঞ্জর [ utpiñjara ] a freed from a cage; freed from bondage. 

uিত্পপাs [ utpipāsu ] a extremely thirsty; anxious; stricken with suspense. 

uত্পীDক [ utpīḍ◌়ka ] a persecuting; oppressive; harassing; annoying, vexatious; pestering. ☐ n. 
a persecutor; an oppressor; one who or that which distresses or harasses or annoys or vexes or 
pesters. 

uত্পীDন [ utpīḍ◌়na ] n persecution; oppression; dis tress; harassment; annoyance, vexation; 
pesterment. uত্পীDন করা v. to persecute; to oppress; to distress; to harass; to annoy, to vex; to 
pester. 

uত্পীিDত [ utpīḍ◌়ita ] a (also used as n.) persecuted; oppressed; distressed; harassed; annoyed, 
vexed; pestered. fem. uত্পীিDতা  uত্পীিDত করা same as uত্পীDন করা । 
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uেত্পেত [ utpētē ] a troublesome; annoying; bothersome; mischievous. 

uেত্pkা [ utprēkṣā ] n (rhet.) a figure of speech akin to simile and sustained metaphor in which 
it seems as if one thing has been transposed to another, a comparison introduced by 'as if', 'as 
though' etc.; guess, surmise; supposition; doubt. 

uত্ফlু [ utphulla ] a blooming; highly delighted or exultant. 

uতরাi [ utarāi ] n a descent of a mountain or hill, a slope, a mountain-side, a hill-side. 

uতরােনা [ utarānō ] v to come down, to descend; to reach, to arrive at; to become successful, to 
shape, to pass a test (পরীkায় uতরােনা, রাnা uতরােনা); to pass through or spend or pass (িদন uতরােনা); to 
traverse (পথ বা নদী uতরােনা). 

uতেরাল [ utarōla ] n tumult, uproar, hullabaloo. ☐ a. restless, anxious ('িচত uতেরাল'). 

uতল, uতলা [ utala, utalā ] a anxious; worried; excited; impatient, restless (uতলা বাতাস). 

uত্স [ utsa ] n a fountain, a spring; a cascade, a fall; a source. ̃kপ n. an artesian well. ̃মুখ n. a 
fountain-head; a source. 

uত্সঙ্গ [ utsaṅga ] n the fold of the body of a person sitting, lap; a tableland, a plateau. 

uত্সn [ utsanna ] a perished; destroyed; ruined; utterly depraved, gone to the bad, gone to the 
dogs; evicted. uত্সn করা v. to destroy; to ruin; to evict. uত্সেn েদoয়া v. to ruin; to deprave; to evict. 
uত্সেn যাoয়া v. to be ruined; to go to the dogs, to go to the bad. 

uত্সব [ utsaba ] n a festival; a fête; a fiesta; festivity; ceremony. uত্সব করা, uত্সব পালন করা v. to 
hold a festival. ̃মুখর a. festive and gay. 

uত্সগর্ [ utsarga ] n ritual or religious offering; sacrifice; dedication; gift or foundation for public 
welfare; ejection, relieving oneself of, letting out (পুরীেষাত্সগর্). জীবন uত্সগর্ করা v. to sacrifice or 
dedicate one's life. পুkর uত্সগর্ করা v. to dig a tank for public welfare. পুsক uত্সগর্ করা v. to dedicate a 
book. uত্সগর্ীকৃত a. offered; sacrificed; dedicated; given or founded for public welfare. 

uত্সজর্ক [ utsarjaka ] a. & n one who relinquishes or sacrifices or dedicates or gives in charity. 

uত্সজর্ন [ utsarjana ] n relinquishment; sacrifice; dedication; act of giving in charity; charitable 
gift. uত্সজর্ন করা v. to relinquish; to sacrifice; to dedicate; to give in charity. ̃মূলক a. dedicatory. 
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uত্সাদন [ utsādana ] n extirpation, eradication; destruction; eviction, ejection; removal. uত্সাদন 
করা v. to uproot, to extirpate, to eradicate; to destroy; to evict, to eject; to remove. uত্সাদনীয় a. that 
which or one who is to be or can be eradicated or destroyed or evicted or ejected or removed. 

uত্সািদত [ utsādita ] a uprooted, extirpated, eradicated; destroyed; evicted, ejected; removed. 

uত্সার, uত্সারণ [ utsāra, utsāraṇa ] n removal; act of throwing up or driving upwards. uত্সারণীয় 
a. that which or one who is to be or can be removed; that which is to be or can be thrown up or 
driven upwards. 

uত্সািরত [ utsārita ] a removed; thrown up; driven upwards. fem. uত্সািরতা । 

uত্সাহ [ utsāha ] n zeal, ardour, enthusiasm; impetus; encouragement; perseverance; interest. 
uত্সাহ েদoয়া v. to encourage; to enthuse. ̃ক, ̃দায়ক a. one who encourages or inspires; encouraging; 
enthusiastic. fem. ̃দািয়নী । ̃দাতা n. an encourager. fem. ̃দাtী । ̃ন n. encouragement; act of enthusing. 
uত্সাহনীয় a. worthy of being encouraged, deserving encouragement. ̃বৃিd n. increase of enthusiasm 
or energy.̃ভঙ্গ n. loss of enthusiasm; callousness.̃সহকাের adv. enthusiastically, zealously. uত্সািহত a. 
encouraged; enthused. fem. uত্সািহতা । uত্সাহী a. zealous, enthusiastic; persevering; energetic. 

uিত্সk [ utsikta ] a besprinkled with water; proud; arrogant, haughty. 

uত্sক [ utsuka ] a eager. 

uত্সৃ  [ utsṛṣṭa ] a forsaken, abandoned; sacrificed; dedicated; given; given as a present, 
presented; applied. 

uেত্সক, uেত্সচন [ utsēka, utsēcana ] n act of besprinkling with water; incitation, incitement, 
excitation, excitement.uেত্সচন করা v. to besprinkle with water; to incite, to excite. uেত্সচনিkয়া n. 
fermentation. 

uেত্সচক [ utsēcaka ] n enzyme. 

uেত্সধ [ utsēdha ] n altitude, height. 

utp [ uttapta ] a extremely hot or heated; excited; extremely angry or enraged. 

utম [ uttama ] a (also adv.) very good; excellent; best; fine; delicious. ̃পুrষ n. (gr.) the first 
person. ̃মধয্ম n. (facet.) a sound drubbing. utমধয্ম েদoয়া v. to beat or drub soundly, to give a sound 
drubbing, to larrup or whack. 

utমণর্ [ uttamarṇa ] n a creditor; a money-lender. 
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utমা [ uttamā ] fem of utম । 

utমাঙ্গ [ uttamāṅga ] n the principal part of the body; the head; the part of the body from the 
head to the waist, the upper part of the body. 

utমাশা anরীপ [ uttamāśā antarīpa ] n the Cape of Good Hope. 

utর [ uttara ] n an answer, a reply; a retort, a counter; response; reaction; a rejoinder, refutation 
or objection; solution; conclusion; the north. ☐ a. future, later, post-(utরপুrষ, utরকাল, যুেdাtর); 
upper (utরচ্ছদ); northern. utর করা v. to retort; to answer; to respond, to react; to come to a 
solution. utর েদoয়া v. to answer, to reply; to respond. utর aয়নাn n. summer solstice. ̃কাল n. the 
future; posterity; the coming age or ages. ̃িkয়া n. annual obsequies; act of answering or 
responding or reacting. utরচ্ছদ n. a covering; a bedsheet, a bedcover; a scarf; a garment of the 
upper part of the body. ̃দান n. act of answering or responding or retorting. ̃দায়ক a. & n. one who 
answers or responds or retorts. ˜পk n. a solution of a problem; an answer to a question. ̃পt n. a 
book containing an examinee's written answers, answer scripts. ̃পি ম n. & a. north-west. 
&square; a. north-western. ̃পুrষ n. posterity; successor. ̃পূবর্ n. & a. north-east. ˜pতুয্tর n. bandying 
of words, argument and counter-argument. ̃ফlুনী, ̃ফাlুনী n. the twelfth of the twenty-seven 
zodiacal stars according to Hindu astronomy. ̃িবচার n. (law) an appeal. ̃ভাdপদ n. the twenty-sixth of 
the twenty-seven zodiacal stars according to Hindu astronomy, the Andromeda. ̃মালা n. a list of 
answers or solutions. ̃মীমাংসা n. Vedanta (েবদাn). ̃েমr see ̃েমr । ̃েযাগয্ a. fit to be answered, 
answerable. ̃সাধক a. assisting (esp. in the religious practices) according to the Tantras ( ̃তnt). ☐ n. 
a chief assistant; poets or scholars of a late age. fem. ̃utরসািধকা । ̃সূির n. wisemen or scholars of a 
later age; people of a later age. ̃িহমমNল n. north frigid zone. 

utরঙ্গ [ uttaraṅga ] a full of waves, billowy. 

utরণ [ uttaraṇa ] n crossing or passing over; arrival; going upwards or climbing, ascension; 
promotion; (loos.) landing or alighting. ̃ হান n. a landing place, a landing ground. 

utরািধকার [ uttarādhikāra ] n right of succession, inheritance. ̃পt n. a succession certificate. ̃সূেt 
adv. by way of inheritance, as a hereditary right. utরািধকারী n. a successor, an heir, an inheritor. 
fem. utরািধকািরণী । 

utরাপথ [ uttarāpatha ] n the part of India lying between the Himalayas and the Vindhyas; 
Northern India, Upper India. 

utরায়ণ [ uttarāẏaṇa ] n (astr. & geog.) the summer solstice. utরায়ণাnবtৃ n. the Tropic of Cancer. 

utরাশা1 [ uttarāśā1 ] n the north. 
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utরাশা2 [ uttarāśā2 ] n hope of receiving a reply or response. 

utরষাঢ়া [ uttaraṣāḍh◌়ā ] n the twenty-first of the twenty-seven zodiacal stars according to Hindu 
astronomy. 

utরাs [ uttarāsya ] a facing the north. 

utরীয় [ uttarīẏa ] n a scarf, a modesty scarf, (cp.) a stole. 

utেরাtর [ uttarōttara ] adv successively; one after another; gradually, by degrees; more and 
more. 

utল [ uttala ] a convex. ̃তা n. convexity. ̃দপর্ণ a convex mirror. 

utান [ uttāna ] a lying or sitting or situated with the face upturned; lying flat on one's back, 
supine. 

utাপ [ uttāpa ] n heat; warmth; ardour, zeal; excitement; anger. utািপত a. heated; warmed-up; 
excited; angered. utািপত করা v. to heat; to warm up; to excite; to anger. ̃সহ a. heatproof. 

utাল [ uttāla ] a very high (utাল তরঙ্গ); billowy (utাল সমুd); monstrous; extremely agitated (utাল 
hদয়). 

uিt মান [ uttiṣṭhamāna ] a endeavouring to rise, rising; enterprising; flourishing, prospering. 

utীণর্ [ uttīrṇa ] a one who has passed over or crossed or got over or spent; that which has been 
passed over or crossed or elapsed; successful (utীণর্ পরীkাথর্ী); escaped (িবপদ েথেক utীণর্). utীণর্ করা v. 
to spend (সময় utীণর্ করা). utীণর্ হoয়া v. to pass over, to cross; to get over, to elapse, to be over or up 
(সময় utীণর্ হoয়া); to be successful (in), to pass (পরীkায় utীণর্ হoয়া) to escape, to get rid of. 

utুঙ্গ [ uttuṅga ] a very high or tall, lofty. 

utুের [ utturē ] a in or of or coming from the north; northerly (utুের হাoয়া); northern. 

uেtজক [ uttējaka ] a encouraging; inciting, exciting; instigating; provocative; agitating; 
stimulating, stimulant; developing, accelerating; quickening. 

uেtজন, uেtজনা [ uttējana, uttējanā ] n encouragement, incitation, incitement, excitation, 
excitement; instigation; provocation; agitation, stimulation, development, acceleration; 
quickening. চাপা uেtজনা tension. uেtজনা-সৃি কারী n. one who in cites or stirs up discontent or 
trouble, a trouble-maker. 
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uেtিজত [ uttējita ] a encouraged, incited, excited; instigated; provoked, wrought-up agi tated; 
stimulated; developed; acceler ated; quickened. uেtিজত করা v. to en courage, to incite, to excite; to 
instigate; to provoke; to agitate; to stimulate; to develop, to accelerate; to quicken. uেtিজত হoয়া v. 
to be excited or incited. 

uেtালক [ uttōlaka ] a one who or that which raises or lifts or hauls or heaves. ̃যnt n. a le ver. 

uেtালন [ uttōlana ] n act of raising or lifting or hauling or heaving. uেtালন করা v. to raise, to lift, 
to haul, to heave. 

uেtািলত [ uttōlita ] a raised, lifted, hauled, heaved. uেtািলত করা same as uেtালন করা । 

utয্k [ uttyakta ] a extremely annoyed or vexed or disgusted or harassed or made restless. 

ut [ uttha ] a risen (from) (সমুেdাt); produced (from), born (of) (kেলাt). 

utান [ utthāna ] n getting up; rise; flourishing; ap pearing (esp. suddenly and for the first time); 
emergence; insurgence, a rebel lion. ̃পতন n. rise and fall; flourishing and downfall; undulation; 
increase and decrease; (comm.-of markets) boom and slump, fluctuation. 

utানশিkরিহত, utানশিkহীন [ utthānaśaktirahita, utthānaśaktihīna ] a having no strength to get 
up or rise; unable to rise; bed-ridden. 

utাপক [ utthāpaka ] a. & n one who raises; one who brings forward or moves or proposes; 
mover; one who mentions. 

utাপন [ utthāpana ] n raising; bringing forward or moving or proposing; mention. utাপন করা v. to 
raise; to bring forward, to move; to propose; to mention. utাপন হoয়া v. to be raised; to be brought 
for ward or moved or proposed; to be mentioned. utাপনীয় a. that which is to be or can be raised 
or moved or brought forward or proposed or mentioned. 

utািপত [ utthāpita ] a raised; moved, brought for ward; proposed; mentioned. 

uিtত [ utthita ] a one who has got up; risen; raised; rising; rising out (of); grown; produced; 
born; elevated; flourished; risen in rebellion; opposing. uিtত হoয়া v. to get up; to rise; to rise out 
(of); to grow; to be produced; to be born; to be elevated; to flourish; to rise in rebellion, to revolt; 
to stand in opposition, to oppose. uিtিত n. getting up; rising; rising out (of) or growing or being 
produced or being born; state of being elevated, elevation; flourish; rising in rebellion; standing 
in opposition. 

uথল, uথাল [ uthala, uthāla ] a surging up, swelling up; overflowing; very high (uথল েঢu); 
billowy (uথল সমুd). uথলােনা v. to surge up, to swell up; to overflow. uথালপাথাল a. topsy-turvy, rising 
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and falling rap idly. uথিলত a. surged up, swollen; surging up, swelling up; overflowing; 
overflowed. 

uদ1 [ uda1 ] n the other. 

uদক, uদ3 [ udaka, uda3 ] n water. uদkm n. a pitcher full of water, a water-jar. 

uদক [ udaka ] n the north; northern part of coun try. ☐ a. northern; northward. 

uদg [ udagra ] a sever; very strong (uদg বাসনা); monstrous; extreme (uদg রাজনীিত); facing 
upwards; upturned; very tall or high or elevated; arrogant, haughty. 

uদ্gীব [ udgrība ] a extremely eager; full of curiosity; in suspense; anxious. 

uদজ [ udaja ] a water-born, aquatic. 

uদজান [ udajāna ] n hydrogen. 

uদিধ [ udadhi ] n an ocean; a sea; a bay. 

uদ্ াn [ udbhrānta ] a agitated; confused, embarrassed, perplexed; distracted; demented, 
maddened; mad; stupefied; loitering aimlessly or in a disorderly manner. ̃িচt, ̃hদয় a. one whose 
mind or heart is agitated or embarrassed or distracted. ̃ভােব adv. in a confused state; distractedly; 
wildly, in a bewildered manner. 

uদয্পন [ udyapana ] n observance (of a rite, cer emony, etc.), execution or accomplish ment (of a 
task etc.) uদয্পন করা v. to observe; to execute, to accomplish. uদয্ািপত a. observed; executed; 
accomplished. 

uদয় [ udaẏa ] n dawn; rise (সূেযর্াদয়) sunrise (uদয়াs); flourishing; (first) appearance or coming into 
view (েমেঘাদয়); a debut; coming into existence; stirring, first sensation (kুধার uদয়); dawning (আশার 
uদয়); awakening (জািতর uদয়) ̃কাল. n. the time of sunrise. ̃িগির, uদয়াচল n. (myth.) a mountain from 
the top of which the sun rises every morning; a hill in Orissa. uদয়াs n. the time from sunrise to 
sunset; the whole day; sunrise and sunset; (fig.) rise and fall. ☐ adv. from sunrise to sunset; all 
day long. uদেয়াnুখ a. on the point of rising; on the point of flourishing. 

uদর [ udara ] n the belly; (loos.) the stomach; the abdomen; womb; the inside 
(পবর্েতাদের) ̃পরায়ণ, ̃সবর্s a. given to too much eating or interested in eating only; voracious, 
gluttonous. ̃পরায়ণতা n. gluttony, voracity. ̃পূিতর্ n. filling the stomach with foodstuff. ̃সবর্s বয্িk a 
belly-god. ̃পীDা n. diarrhoea; disorder or ailment of the stomach. ̃ভঙ্গ n. strong diarrhoea. ̃সাত্ a. 
eaten; swallowed; appropriated; consumed. uদরসাত্ করা v. to eat up. ̃ হ a. received in the belly or 
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stomach; eaten; swallowed; lying in the belly or stomach. uদর হ করা v. to swallow. uদর হ থাকা v. 
to lie or remain in the belly or stomach; to be accepted by the stomach. uদরাn n. food; 
indispensable food; a living, livelihood. uদরাn েজাগাD করা, uদরােnর সং হান করা to find food; to earn a 
living; to earn (one's) bread. uদরাময় n. diarrhoea. uদরী n. dropsy. 

uদলা [ udalā ] a uncovered, bare; naked. 

uদি হিতিবদয্া [ udashitibidyā ] n hydrostatics. 

uদাt [ udātta ] n (esp. in music) a high and deep tone, (cp.) baritone. ☐ a. in or using this tone; 
high, noble (uদাt চিরt). 

uদান [ udāna ] n one of the five vital winds prevalent within the human body (uদান lies in the 
throat). 

uদাবতর্ [ udābarta ] n inversion of one portion of intestine within another, intussusception. 

uদাম [ udāma ] a uncontrollable, indomitable; violent; unrestrained; unbounded; free; open; 
reckless; wayward; uncovered, bare; naked; very naughty. 

uদার [ udāra ] a high, lofty; noble; liberal; charitable, generous, munificent; magnanimous; kind; 
open-hearted; free from narrowness. uদার আকাশ the high (and open or free) sky. ̃চিরt, ̃pকৃিত, ̃sভাব 
a. noble-charactered, noble-natured; noble; liberal; magnanimous; lofty. ̃েচতা, ̃মিত, ̃মনা, ̃hদয় a. 
noble minded, high-souled, noble-hearted; noble; liberal; magnanimous; open hearted. ̃তা n. 
loftiness; nobleness; liberality; charitableness, generosity, munificence; magnanimity; kindness; 
freedom from narrowness. ̃নীিত n. (chiefly pol.) liberalism. ̃নীিতক, ̃ৈনিতক a. lib eral. ̃পন্হী same as 
uদারৈনিতক । 

uদারা [ udārā ] n (mus.) the scale of deepest tone, (cp.) bass. 

uদাস [ udāsa ] n indifference, disinterestedness, unconcern, callousness, stoicism; (rare) 
indifference to worldly interests. ☐ a. indifferent to worldly interests; indifferent, disinterested, 
callous; languid, spiritless; stoical, distracted; seedy or listless (uদাস মূতর্ী). uদািসনী fem. of uদাসী and 
uদাসীন । uদাসী a. in different to worldly interests; callous, stoical; pococurante. ☐ n. one 
belonging to an order of ascetics who are in different to worldly interests or practise stoicism; a 
pococurante. uদাসীন a. disinterested, unattached; unaffected, unperturbed; callous; stoical; 
indifferent to worldly interests; pococurante; practising stoical asceticism. uদাসীনতা n. 
disinterestedness, aloofness; freedom from affection or perturbation; callousness; stoicism; 
indifference to worldly interests; pococurantism; practice of stoical asceticism. 
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uদাহরণ [ udāharaṇa ] n an example, an instance; a precedent; an illustration. uদাহরণ েদoয়া v. to 
cite an example, to exemplify; to give an instance; to quote a precedent; to illustrate. ̃srপ adv. 
(as) for ex ample, (as) for instance. ☐ a. exem plary; precedential; illustrative. 

uদাhত [ udāhṛta ] a cited as an example, mentioned (esp. as a precedent). 

uিদত [ udita ] a risen; risen up; ascended; grown, born; revealed; flourished; ap peared (esp. 
suddenly and for the first time). uিদত হoয়া v. to rise; to rise up, to come up; to ascend; to grow, to 
be born; to be revealed; to flourish; to ap pear. 

uদীচী [ udīcī ] n the north. uদীচী uষা the aurora borealis. uদীচীন, uদীচয্ a. northern; ly ing in the 
north. 

uদীয়মান [ udīẏamāna ] a rising, ascending; flourishing; up and coming. 

uদীরণ [ udīraṇa ] n pronouncing, speaking. uদীিরত a. pronounced, spoken, uttered. 

uদীণর্ [ udīrṇa ] a risen; emanated. 

udmর [ udumbara ] n the wild fig or its tree. 

uদূখল [ udūkhala ] n a mortar for grinding or husk ing corn. 

uেদা [ udō ] a dull-witted, stupid. ☐ n. a dull ard, a booby. uেদার িপিন্ড বুেধার ঘােD one doth the 
scath and another hath the scorn, penalization or condemnation of a wrong man, making a 
scapegoat of. 

uেদাম [ udōma ] a naked; open; uncovered. 

uেদামাদা [ udōmādā ] a stupid and careless. 

uদ্গত [ udgata ] a born, produced, grown; ema nated; issued; risen; risen up; sprouted. uদ্গত হoয়া 
v. to be born or produced, to grow; to emanate; to issue; to rise, to rise up, to come out or up; to 
sprout. 

uদ্গম [ udgama ] n birth, production, growth; ema nation; issue; rise; a rising up; sprout ing. 

uদ্গাতা [ udgātā ] n a singer of the Sama Veda; (fig.) an exponent. ☐ a. singing in a loud voice; 
(fig.) announcing or preaching in a loud voice, exponent (of) (মুিkমেntর uদ্গাতা). fem. uদ্গাtী । 
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uদ্গার [ udgāra ] n a belch, eructation; a hiccup; vomiting; ejection (ধুেmাদ্গার). uদ্গার েতালা v. to 
belch, to eruct, to eructate; to hiccup; to vomit; to eject. 

uিদ্গরণ [ udgiraṇa ] n eructation, belching; vomiting; disgorgement; ejection; (usu. facet.) 
utterance. uিদ্গরণ করা to eruct, to eructate, to belch; to vomit; to disgorge; to eject; (usu. facet.) to 
utter. 

uদ্গীত [ udgīta ] a sung in a loud voice; (fig.) announced or preached in a loud voice. uদ্গীিত n. 
singing in a loud voice; (fig.) announcement or preaching in a loud voice. 

uদ্গীথ [ udgītha ] n a part of the Sama Veda containing hymns and songs; chanting of the Sama 
Veda. 

uদ্গীণর্ [ udgīrṇa ] a eructed, eructated, belched out; vomited; disgorged; ejected; (facet.) uttered. 

uদ্ঘাটক [ udghāṭaka ] a one who or that which uncovers or opens or unbolts or unlocks or 
reveals or discovers. 

uদ্ঘাটন [ udghāṭana ] n uncovering or opening or unbolting or unlocking; revelation; discovery. 
uদ্ঘাটন করা v. to uncover; to open; to unbolt, to unlock; to reveal; to discover; to bring to light. 

uদ্ঘািটত [ udghāṭita ] a uncovered; laid bare; opened; unbolted, unlocked; revealed; discovered; 
brought to light. 

uদ্ঘাত [ udghāta ] n undulation, ruggedness; a blow, a stroke; a mallet; a device for drawing 
water from a well, a pulley; a chapter or section of a book; allusion, reference. 

uদ্ঘাতন [ udghātana ] n (arith.) involution. 

uেদ্ঘাষণা [ udghōṣaṇā ] n proclamation. 

udংশ [ uddaṃśa ] n a louse; a gadfly; a species of mosquito. 

udN [ uddaṇḍa ] n a raised staff; a raised sceptre; a punishment about to be inflicted, (cp.) the 
sword of Damocles. ☐ a. holding a raised staff or sceptre; holding a hideous staff or sceptre; 
ready to punish; uncontrollable; powerful. 

udাম [ uddāma ] a indomitable; uncontrollable, intractable; violent; lacking in discipline; 
impetuous; unrestrained, unbounded, uncontrolled; self-willed, wayward; reckless. ̃তা n. 
indomitableness; violence; indiscipline; impetuosity; lack of restraint or control, intractableness; 
waywardness; recklessness. 
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uিd  [ uddiṣṭa ] a alluded (to); directed (towards); aimed (at); intended, desired; addressed (to); 
traced, found out. uিd  aথর্ n. the desired meaning. uিd  হান n. the desired place. 

udীপক [ uddīpaka ] a enkindling; inciting; inspiring; incentive; encouraging; animating; 
manifesting; developing; provoking (হােsাdীপক). udীপক বst an incentive. 

udীপন [ uddīpana ] n act of enkindling; incitation; act of inspiring or encouragement; animation; 
manifestation; develop ment. 

udীপনা [ uddīpanā ] n incitement; an inspiration; an incentive; encouragement; animus; impetus; 
enthusiasm, exuberance. udীপনীয় a. that which should be or can be enkindled or incited or 
inspired or given an incentive or encouraged or animated or manifested or developed. 

udীিপত [ uddīpita ] a enkindled, incited, excited; animated; manifested; developed. udীিপত করা v. 
to enkindle; to incite or excite; to animate; to manifest; to develop. 

udীp [ uddīpta ] a.inflamed, blazing, flared up; en- kindled; illuminated; incited, excited; 
animated; made or become violent; im-passioned; manifested. v to inflame, to flare up; to 
enkindle; to illumine or illuminate; to incite or excite; to animate; to make violent or 
impassioned; to manifest. 

uেdশ [ uddēśa ] n aim, direction (uেdেশ বলা); search for (uেdশ করা); trace (uেdশ পাoয়া); intention, 
purpose (কী uেdেশ); information, news (uেdশ েনoয়া); whereabouts or address (uেdশ জানা েনi). 
uেdশক a. aiming; directing; searching; intending; inquiring. 

uেdশয্ [ uddēśya ] a aimed (at); searched; intended; addressed, spoken to. ☐ n. an intention or 
purpose; a design; an object or end; a motive (িবনা uেdেশয্); (gr-to a sen tence) a subject. ̃মূলক a. 
(chiefly dero.) motivated. ̃হীন a. motiveless; purposeless; aimless. 

udত [ uddhata ] a rude; insolent; impudent; saucy; haughty, arrogant, bumptious, high and 
mighty; formidable; proud, vainglorious, stuck-up; obstinate, headstrong. 

udরণ [ uddharaṇa ] n act of rescuing; act of lifting or reclaiming; quotation from a writing 
etc. ̃িচh n. quotation-marks (" "). 

udার [ uddhāra ] n rescue, deliverance (udারলাভ); uplift, emancipation (পিতেতাdার); reclamation, 
development (লুেpাdার); recovery (sাে hাdার); removal esp. by extracting or lifting (কন্টেকাdার, 
পেঙ্কাdার); a quotation from a writing etc. udার করা v. to rescue, to deliver; to uplift, to emancipate; 
to reclaim, to de velop; to recover; to remove (esp. by extracting or lifting); to quote from a 
writing etc.). ক̃, ক̃তর্া, ̃কারী n. a rescuer, a deliverer, a saviour; an up lifter, an emancipator; a 
reclaimer; a recoverer; a remover; one who quotes. ̃কাযর্ n. rescue work; rescue operation. ̃িচh n. 
(gr.) quotation marks, inverted commas (" " or ' '). udার পাoয়া, udার লাভ করা v. to be rid of an 
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awkward or difficult situation; to be rescued; to be saved. ̃ভবন n. a rescue-home. udারা ম n. a 
home or camp for homeless or rescued persons; a rescue-home. 

udৃত [ uddṛta ] a quoted (from a writing etc.). udতৃাংশ a. passage quoted from a writing etc., an 
excerpt, an extract; udৃিত n. that which is quoted; a quota tion (from a writing etc.) 

udৃিতিচh [ uddhṛticihna ] n quotation marks. 

udnন [ udbandhana ] n hanging by the halter (for kill ing or self-killing). ̃রjু n. a halter for 
hanging, a hangmans's rope. udnেন মরা v. to die by hanging. 

udমন [ uddhamana ] n vomiting or retching; disgorgement, ejection. 

udতর্ [ udbarta ] n. & a surplus, excess. 

udতর্ন1
 [ udbartana1 ] n upliftment, uplift; development; progress; survival. েযাগয্তেমর udতর্ন 

survival of the fittest. 

udতর্ন2 [ udbartana2 ] n act of anointing with perfumes; perfume for anointing; massage. 

udিতর্ত [ udbartita ] a uplifted; developed; survived; anointed with perfumes; (of muscles, joints 
etc.) rubbed or kneaded. 

udায়ী [ udbāẏī ] a volatile. udািয়তা n. volatileness or volatility; the property of evaporating rapidly. 

udাসন [ udbāsana ] n abandonment; abandoning one's country; evacuation; banishment. 

udাst [ udbāstu ] n a refugee, an evacuee; a piece of adjoining land in front of a homestead; a 
deserted or evacuated homestead. ☐ a. one who has evacuated. udাst পূনবর্াসন n. refugee 
rehabilitation. udাst সমsা n. refugee problem. 

udাহ [ udbāha ] n marriage, wedding, bridal. ̃ন n. act of giving in marriage. udািহত a. married, 
wedded. udাহী a. one who marries, marrying; one who wishes to or is going to marry. 

udাh [ udbāhu ] a one who has raised one's arms upwards; one with arms raised up wards. 

uিdg [ udbigna ] a worried; concerned, anxious. 

uিdDাল [ udbiḍ◌়āla ] n the otter. 

uিdnd [ udbindu ] n ascending node. 
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udুd [ udbuddha ] a made wise, enlightened; awakened; inspired; reanimated. 

udৃt [ udbṛtta ] a surplus; excess. 

uেdগ [ udbēga ] n worry, concern; anxiety; suspense. ̃হীন, ̃শূn a. unworried, with out anxiety. 

uেdজক [ udbējaka ] a causing anxiety or concern; worrying. 

uেdজন [ udbējana ] n act of causing anxiety or concern; act of worrying; worry, concern; 
anxiety; suspense. 

uেdিজত [ udbējita ] a worried; harried; stricken with anxiety. 

uেdল, uেdিলত [ udbēla, udbēlita ] a washing or inundating the bank or shore; overflowing; 
swollen; overwhelmed; seized with (anxiety); brimming with (emotion). 

uেdাধ [ udbōdha ] n awakening of knowledge in one's mind, enlightenment; recollection. ̃ক a. & 
n. (of) one who or that which enlightens or awakens knowledge (in); (of) one who or that which 
incites or excites or inspires; (of) one who or that which enkindles; (of) one who or that which 
brings back to mind. ̃ন n. act of awakening knowledge (in), enlightenment; awakening; 
commencement or inauguration or opening. uেdাধন বা uেdাধনী সংগীত an opening song. 

udয্k [ udbyakta ] a expressed with an emphasis, emphatic. udয্িk n. emphasis. 

udট [ udbhaṭa ] a good and popular or traditional but of unknown authorship (udট কিবতা); not 
included in any book, unwritten (uদ্ভ়ট ে াক); (pop.) queer, odd, quaint (udট কাN); bizarre, 
fantastic (udট কlনা). udিT, udুিT a. queer, odd, quaint, grotesque, fantastic; unheard of; strange, 
outlandish. ☐ n. a strange or quaint thing. 

udব [ udbhaba ] n origination, origin; birth; act of coming into existence or being. ☐ a. 
originating (from); born (of or in) (uচ্চ kেলাdব). 

udাবক [ udbhābaka ] a inventing, inventive; creating; creative; devising or designing. ☐ n. an 
inventor; a creator; a deviser, a contriver. 

udাবন [ udbhābana ] n invention; creation; act of devising or designing, excogitation. udাবন করা 
v. to invent; to create; to devise or design, (often humorously) to excogitate. udাবনী a. inventive; 
imaginative; udাবনীয় same as udাবয্ । 

udািবত [ udbhābita ] a invented; created; devised or designed, excogitated. 
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udাবয্ [ udbhābya ] a (of) that which can be or is to be invented or created or devised or designed 
or excogitated. 

udাস [ udbhāsa ] a manifestation, exposition; glow; shine; beautiful appearance or show. ̃ক a. 
illuminant, illuminative, illumi nating; brightening; manifesting, ex pressing. ̃ন n. illumination; 
act of brightening (up); manifestation, expo sition. udািসত a. illumined, illumi nated; brightened 
(up); manifested, ex posed; expounded. udািসত করা v. to il luminate; to brighten up; to manifest, 
to expose; to expound. 

uিdj [ udbhijja ] n that which grows up from un der the surface of the ground, a plant or 
vegetable. ☐ a. produced or derived from a plant, vegetable. uিdj েতল n. vegetable oil. uিdjাণু n. 
a plant or veg etable that cannot be discerned with the naked eye, a microscopic plant or 
vegetable, a micro-organism. uিdjাশী a. vegetarian. ☐ n. a vegetarian. 

uিdদ [ udbhida ] n a plant or tree or vegetable or herb etc. that grows up from under the surface 
of the ground. ̃kল n. the flora. ̃তtt, ̃িবjান, ̃িবদয্া n. botany. ̃তািttক, ̃িবjানী, ̃িবত্ n. a botanist. ̃েভাজী n. 
herbivorous. ̃সগর্ n. the plant kingdom. uিdদণ ু(inc.) uিdদাণ ুsame as uিdjাণ ু(see uিdj) । 

uিdn [ udbhinna ] a germinated or germinating; sprouted or sprouting; manifested or becoming 
manifest; grown up or grow ing up from under the surface of the ground. uিdn হoয়া v. to 
germinate; to sprout; to become manifest; to grow up from under the surface of the ground. ̃েযৗবনা 
a. fem. (of a girl) in the bloom of youth, in the first flush or glow of youth. 

udূত [ udbhūta ] a produced, born; manifested, re vealed, appearing to the view; risen; evolved. 
fem. udূতা । udূত হoয়া v. to be produced or born; to come into exist ence; to be manifested or 
revealed, to come into view; to rise; to evolve. 

uেdদ [ udbhēda ] n manifestation, revelation, expo sition (aেথর্ােdদ); act of coming into view; act 
of blooming (পুে ােdদ); act of sprouting (aঙ্কুেরােdদ); union, confluence (গেঙ্গােdদ). uেdদী a. grow ing 
up from under the surface (of the ground etc.). 

uদয্ত [ udyata ] a about to, on the point of; ready, prepared; enterprising (uদয্ত কর, জাgত কর'); 
raised (uদয্ত দN). fem. uদয্তা । uদয্ত করা v. to raise; to make enterpris ing or energetic or active, to 
energize, to activize. uদয্ত হoয়া v. to be on the point of, to be about to, to be ready or prepared. 
uদয্িত n. readiness, prepared ness; preparations. 

uদয্ম [ udyama ] n enthusiasm, earnestness; perse verance; enterprise; endeavour, effort; 
preparation; readiness. ̃নাশ, ̃ভঙ্গ n. failure of enterprise or effort; waste of energy. ̃শীল a. 
enthusiastic, earnest; persevering; enterprising; energetic; preparing oneself, in the state of get 
ting ready. শ̃ীলতা n. enthusiasm, elan; earnestness; perseverance; drive and initiative, push and 
thrust. ̃হািন same as uদয্মনাশ । ̃হীন, িনrদয্ম a. lacking in enterprise, unenterprising; unenthusi astic; 
lethargic; unpersevering. 
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uদয্মী [ udyamī ] a enthusiastic, persevering; enterprising. uদয্মী হoয়া v. to make an enterprise or 
effort; to persevere. 

uদয্ান [ udyāna ] n a garden; a grove; a greenhouse; a park. ̃পাল, ̃পালক n. a keeper or caretaker of a 
garden, a gardener; a horticulturist. ̃পালন n. gardening; hor ticulture. ̃বািট, ব̃ািটকা n. a gardenhouse; a 
villa. ̃িবদয্া n. horticulture; gardening. ̃বীিথ n. a garden-path. ̃রkক n. one who looks after a garden, a 
gardener. ̃সেmলন n. a garden party. 

udয্k [ udyukta ] a enterprising; endeavouring; per severing; making preparations. 

uেদয্াkা [ udyōktā ] a. & n one who makes preparations for or gets ready for; one who 
undertakes an enterprise; one who is on the point of undertaking or is about to undertake. 

uেদয্াগ [ udyōga ] n act or state of being on the point of; preparation; endeavour, ef fort; 
enterprise; assiduity; industry. uেদয্াগ করা বা েনoয়া v. to be on the point of; to make preparations, to 
get ready; to endeavour; to (be about to) under take an enterprise. uেদয্াগী a. enterprising; 
endeavouring; assiduous; on the point of, ready (for). uেদয্াগী হoয়া v. to be on the point of, to get 
ready for; to undertake an enterprise; to endeavour; to be assiduous; to come forward; to take the 
initiative. 

ud [ udra ] n the otter. 

udথ [ udratha ] n the pin of the axle of a chariot or carriage; a cock. 

udাব [ udrāba ] n loud noise or report. 

uিdk [ udrikta ] a incited, excited; roused. 

uেdক [ udrēka ] n incitement, excitement; rousing. uিdk করা v. to incite, to excite, to rouse. uিdk 

হoয়া v. to be incited or excited or roused. kুধার uেdক হoয়া to feel hungry. 

uধাo [ udhāō ] n act of flying through the air, flight. ☐ a. vanished; missing; passed out of sight 
('uধাo uধাo sদূর আকােশ পিkরাজ'). uধাo হoয়া v. to disappear, to vanish; to be missing; to pass out of 
sight. 

uনপাঁজুের [ unapān̐jurē ] a unfortunate, wretched; extremely weak, rickety. 

uনািশ [ unāśi ] a. & n (coll.) seventy-nine. 

uিন [ uni ] pro (hon.) that person, he or she. 
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uিনশ [ uniśa ] a. & n nineteen. uিনশ-িবশ n. slight or negligible or insignificant difference; hair-
splitting difference; partiality. uিনশ-িবশ করা v. to treat with partiality; to make a slight difference. 
uিনশ-িবশ হoয়া v. to differ slightly. uিনেশ n. the nineteenth day of a month. ☐ a. (of days of a 
month) nineteenth. 

unন, uনান [ ununa, unāna ] n an oven, a furnace; a stove. unেন আচ ঁেদoয়া, unন ধরােনা v. to light the 
oven, to make a fire. 

unত [ unnata ] a prosperous, wealthy, well-to-do (unত aব হা); fortunate; flourishing; 
ameliorated, improved; advanced, progressed; uplifted; high, tall, lofty; el evated; raised; great; 
noble. unত করা v. to raise, to elevate; to develop, to up lift. ̃চিরt a. possessing a noble 
character. ̃েদহ a. possessing a tall body. ̃মনা a. high-minded, high-souled. ̃মsক a. holding one's 
head high; unbending, unyielding; dignified. ̃িশর a. same as unতমsক । unত সমাজ high society, the 
upper class; cultured society; progressive society; the well-to-do class. unত সmpদায় an advanced 
community. ̃hদয় same as unতমনা । 

unিত [ unnati ] n prosperity; good fortune; flourish; amelioration, improvement, advancement; 
progress; uplift; promotion; development; tallness; loftiness; elevatedness; (geom. geol.) rise, 
height, altitude, elevation; greatness, nobleness. unিত করা, ̃সাধন করা v. to prosper or cause to 
prosper; to flourish or cause to flourish; to improve; to advance or cause to advance, to progress 
or cause to progress; to get promotion; to be up lifted or to uplift; to be developed or to develop; 
to rise or cause to rise.unিত লাভ করা v. to prosper; to flourish; to improve; to advance or progress; 
to be uplifted or developed, to rise. ̃শীল a. prospering; prosperous; flourishing; improving; 
progressing; progressive. 

und [ unnaddha ] a tied and hung up, put up (und েবণী); swollen. 

unমন [ unnamana ] n act of raising or lifting up; act of bringing forward or moving (a proposal 
etc.); uplift, upliftment; advancement, progress; development; improvement. 

unিমত [ unnamita ] a raised, lifted up; elevated; brought up, moved; uplifted; advanced, 
progressed; developed; improved. 

unয়ন [ unnaẏana ] n act of raising or lifting; elevation; prosperity; flourish; amelioration; 
improvement; advancement, progress; uplift; development. ̃-পিরকlনা n. development plan, plan 
for development. ̃শীল a. developing. স̃াধন করা v. to raise, to lift; to elevate; to cause to prosper or 
flourish; to ameliorate; to improve; to uplift; to develop. 

unািসক [ unnāsika ] a treating everything and everybody disdainfully, supercilious, high brow. 

uিnd [ unnidra ] a sleepless; watchful, alert, vigilant. uিndা n. sleeplessness; watchfulness, 
alertness, vigilance. 
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unীত [ unnīta ] a raised, lifted, elevated, flour ished, prospered; ameliorated; im proved; 
advanced, promoted, pro gressed, uplifted; developed. unীত করা v. to raise, to lift, to elevate; to 
cause to flourish or prosper; to ameliorate; to improve; to cause to advance or progress; to uplift, 
to make better, to upgrade. 

uেnতা [ unnētā ] a. & n one who raises or lifts or elevates; one who causes to flourish or prosper; 
one who ameliorates or im proves; one who causes to advance or progress; one who uplifts. 

ung [ unmagna ] a risen from underwater etc.; floating. 

unjন [ unmajjana ] n act of rising from underwater etc.; act of floating. 

unt [ unmatta ] a insane, mad; crazy; maddened, de mented, frenzied; excited; impassioned; 
frantic; furious; unreasonably attached or addicted (to); drunken, extremely in toxicated; bereft 
of self-possession, be side oneself; delirious. fem. untা । ̃তা n. insanity, madness; craziness; 
craze; dementia; frenzy; excitement; fury; furiousness; unreasonable attachment or addiction; 
drunkenness; extreme intoxi cation; loss of self-possession; delirious ness. ̃pায়, ̃বত্ a. almost 
insane. ☐ adv. frantically; furiously. 

unথন [ unmathana ] n thorough stir or churning; thor ough kneading or thrashing or massag ing; 
act of killing, slaughter; rout. unথন করা v. to stir or churn or knead or thrash or massage 
thoroughly; to kill, to slay; to rout, to mop up. unিথত a. stirred or churned or kneaded or thrashed 
or massaged thoroughly; in turmoil; killed, slain; routed; mopped up; swelling up or agitated 
owing to external attraction. 

unদ [ unmada ] a mad, insane; lunatic; maddened; frenzied. fem. unদা । 

unন্হন, unন্হ [ unmanhana, unmanha ] n thorough stir or churning; act of killing, slaughter, 
rout. unন্হন করা v. to stir or churn thoroughly; to kill, to slay; to rout; to mop up. 

unাদ [ unmāda ] n insanity, madness, lunacy; dementia. ☐ a. mad, insane, lunatic, demented; 
frantic; violent (unাদ েবগ). unাদ করা v. to madden; to enrage; to excite; to divest of self-
possession; to intoxicate. unাদ হoয়া v. to become in sane, to go mad; to become enraged; or 
become excited or frantic; to lose self possession, to be beside oneself; to be intoxicated. unাদ 
আ ম n. a lunatic asylum; a mental hospital. ̃ক a. mak ing insane; maddening, enraging; ex citing, 
intoxicating. ̃gs a. mad, in sane. ̃ন n. act of making mad or in sane; act of enraging or exciting; 
act of depriving of self possession; intoxica tion. ☐ a. making insane; maddening ('unাদন-
rপরািশ'); enraging; exciting; depriving of self-possession; intoxicat ing. unাদনা n. violent 
excitement or agitation; great enthusiasm; mental distress. unাদাগার same as unাদ আ ম । unািদত a. 
maddened; enraged; excited; divested of self-possession; intoxi cated, mad, insane. unাদী a. mad, 
in sane; enraged; excited; divested of self-possession; intoxicated; madden ing (িচেtাnাদী rপ). 
fem. unািদনী । 
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unাগর্ [ unmārga ] n an evil or prohibited path, a wrong course; misconduct; wrong-doing, act of 
committing sin(s). ☐ a. addicted to an evil or prohibited course; misbehaving; given to wrong-
doing, sinning. ̃গামী same as unাগর্ (a.). 

unীলন [ unmīlana ] n opening of eyes; eye-opening; opening; unfolding; blooming; exposition, 
manifestation. unীলন করা v. to open eyes; to open; to unfold; to expose, to manifest. 

unীিলত [ unmīlita ] a open-eyed; opened; unfolded; blooming; exposed, manifested. unীিলত করা 
same as unীলন করা । 

unুk [ unmukta ] a unbolted or uncovered, open; unsheathed; released, liberated, set free; at 
liberty, unrestrained; unbounded; frank, candid. unুk করা v. to open; to unsheathe; to release, to 
set free. ̃তা n. opening, uncovering; openness. hদয় unুk করা v. to open one's heart. 

unুখ [ unmukha ] a craned in eagerness; eagerly expectant, looking forward; anxious; on the 
point of, about to (গমেনাnুখ); ready, prepared. ̃তা n. craning (one's neck) in eagerness; eager 
expectancy; anxiety; state of being on the point of; readiness. 

unূলন [ unmūlana ] n extirpation, uprooting, eradication; eviction, ejection, removal; 
destruction, extermination. unূলন করা v. to extirpate, to uproot, to eradicate; to evict, to eject, to 
remove; to destroy, to exterminate. unূলনীয় a. eradicable; destroyable. 

unূলিয়তা [ unmūlaẏitā ] n an extirpator, an eradicator; an evictor, an ejector, a remover; a 
destroyer; an exterminator. fem. unূলিয়tী । 

unূিলত [ unmūlita ] a extirpated, uprooted, eradicated; evicted, ejected, removed; destroyed, 
exterminated. unূিলত করা same as unূলন করা । 

uেnষ, uেnষণ [ unmēṣa, unmēṣaṇa ] n opening or unfolding; bloom; incitation, incitement; 
slight exposition or manifestation; rousing or state of being roused, awakening; birth (esp. 
embryonic). uেnিষত a. opened; unfolded; blooming; slightly exposed or manifested; roused, 
awakened; born (esp. in embryonic form). uেnিষত করা v. to open; to unfold; to cause to bloom; to 
incite, to expose or manifest slightly; to rouse, to awaken; to cause to be born (esp. in embryonic 
form). 

uেnাচক [ unmōcaka ] n & a. one who unveils or unfolds. 

uেnাচন [ unmōcana ] n act of untying or uncovering or unveiling; act of setting free, release. 
uেnাচন করা v. to untie; to uncover or unveil; to set free, to release. 
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uেnািচত [ unmōcita ] a untied, freed from bondage; uncovered or unveiled; unfolded; set free, 
released, liberated. uেnািচত করা same as uেnাচন করা । 

uপ [ upa ] pfx expressing : nearness, adjacency, excellence, similarity, shortcoming, shortage, 
subordination, subjection, incompleteness, sub-, under-, etc. 

uপকন্ঠ [ upakanṭha ] n outskirts; neighhourhood, vicinity. 

uপকথা [ upakathā ] n a tale; a legend; a folk tale. 

uপকn [ upakanda ] n pseudo-bulb. 

uপকর [ upakara ] n acess. 

uপকরণ [ upakaraṇa ] n an ingredient; an elemental or constituting material (esp. a raw one); an 
equipment; an implement; an apparatus; an accessory; an article (esp. of food and clothing) 
offered in religious worship. 

uপকতর্া [ upakartā ] a doing good (to); benignant; benevolent; helpful; useful. ☐ n. a benefactor; 
a helper; fem.uপকt র্ী । 

uপকার [ upakāra ] n a good turn, benefaction; be nevolence; good service; help; favour. uপকার 
করা v. to do good (to), to do a good turn (to); to benefit; to help. ̃ক, uপকারী a. doing good (to), 
benignant; beneficent; (not used of persons) efficacious; benevolent; helpful; useful. fem. 
uপকািরকা, uপকািরণী । uপকািরতা n. active goodness; good; use; helpfulness; usefulness; benefit; 
beneficence. uপকাের আসা to come of use, to be useful some time or other, to come in handy. uপকাযর্ 
a. deserving help or favour. 

uপkল [ upakūla ] n coast; shore, beach; bank. ̃বতর্ী a. littoral; orarian, coastal. ̃বািণজয্ n. coasting-
trade; coastal trade. ̃বাসী a. orarian. ☐ n. an orarian. 

uপকৃত [ upakṛta ] a benefited; helped. uপকৃিত same as uপকার । 

uপেকnd [ upakēndra ] n epicentre. 

uপেকশ [ upakēśa ] n false hair, wig. 

uপkম [ upakrama ] n state or being on the point of or about to; endeavour, effort; beginning, 
commencement, start, outset. uপkম করা v. to be about to or on the point of; to endeavour; to be 
about to commence. uপkম হoয়া v. to be about to be or on the point of being; to be about to be 
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commenced. ̃িণকা n. beginning, commencement, outset; an introduc tion, a preface, a prelude. ̃ণীয় 
a. that which should be begun or undertaken. 

uপkাn [ upakrānta ] a begun; commenced; started, undertaken. 

uপkয় [ upakṣaẏa ] n damage or waste (esp. due to long use); wear and tear; depreciation. 

uপkার [ upakṣāra ] n an alkaloid. 

uপগত [ upagata ] a present; arrived; near, adjacent; having attachment to or attraction for; 
having enjoyed sexual intercourse (with); mated; obtained, attained; learnt. 

uপগম, uপগমন [ upagama, upagamana ] n presence; arrival, ap proach, act of going near; a 
happening, an occurrence, an incident; attachment; sexual intercourse, mating; act of ob taining 
or attaining; what is obtained or attained; knowledge. uপগময্ a. ap proachable; worthy of being 
sexually united or mated; obtainable, attainable; knowable. 

uপিগির [ upagiri ] n a small hill, a hillock; an artifi cial hill. 

uপগীত [ upagīta ] a sung; extolled; celebrated. 

uপgr [ upaguru ] n a venerable person (who is not a preceptor or teacher); one who depu tizes 
or assists a preceptor or teacher. 

uপgহ [ upagraha ] n a satellite; a minor planet; a moon; (coll.) an undesirable dependant or 
companion; (coll.) a source of trouble. 

uপঘাত [ upaghāta ] n a blow; harm; injury; destruc tion; extermination; extinction. 

uপচk ু[ upacakṣu ] n spectacles; glasses. 

uপচয় [ upacaẏa ] n a collection, an assemblage, a multitude; prosperity; improvement; 
nourishment; increase of value (of property), appreciation; (astrol.) the third, sixth, tenth and 
eleventh houses of the astrological zodiac. 

uপচিরত [ upacarita ] a (esp. of deities) entertained with offerings or presents; worshipped or 
served; (rhet.) metaphorically signi fied. 

uপচযর্া [ upacaryā ] n act of waiting on, attendance; nursing; medical treatment. 

uপচােনা [ upacānō ] v to overflow. ☐ a. overflowing; overflowed. 
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uপচার [ upacāra ] n any of the articles given in religious offering; things or materials necessary 
for worship or used in worship; religious service or ceremony; medical treatment; surgical 
operation; figurative expression or its explanation. ̃শালা n. (med.) an operation theatre. 

uপিচকীষর্া [ upacikīrṣā ] n disposition to do good, be nevolence; the will to do good to others. 

uপিচকীষরু্ [ upacikīrṣu ] a benevolent. 

uপিচত [ upacita ] a amassed, accumulated, collected; nourished; developed; prospered, 
flourished; (of property etc.) increased in value; appreciated. uপিচিত n. amassment, accumulation; 
collection; nourishment; development; flourish; increase in value, appreciation; (bio.) anabolism. 

uপচীয়মান [ upacīẏamāna ] a in the process of being amassed or accumulated or collected; in the 
process of being nourished or developed; prospering; prosperous, flourishing; (of property etc.) 
increasing in value. 

uপচ্ছায়া [ upacchāẏā ] n a ghost; a phantom; (astr.) a penumbra. 

uপজনন [ upajanana ] n origin, birth; a coming into existence; production. 

uপজা [ upajā ] v (poet.) to be born or produced or to generate. 

uপজাত [ upajāta ] a originated, born; produced. ☐ n. a by-product. 

uপজািত [ upajāti ] n a metre used in Sanskrit versification; a sub-caste, a subclass; a tribe or 
tribal; a backward tribe; an aboriginal tribe. uপজাতীয় a. tribal. 

uপিজল [ upajila ] v (in poet.) was or were produced or generated. 

uপিজhা [ upajihbā ] n the uvula, the epiglottis. 

uপজীিবকা [ upajībikā ] n livelihood; a profession, a trade. 

uপজীবী [ upajībī ] a living upon; taken to a particular profession or trade. 

uপজীবয্ [ upajībya ] a acceptable as a livelihood or profession or trade; acceptable as a means to 
satisfy one's demand; to be depended on. ☐ n. livelihood; a profession; a trade; a means to 
satisfy one's demand; a shelter; a prop; leit-motif, basic idea (কিবতার uপজীবয্). 

uপjা [ upajñā ] n an instinct. 
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uপDােনা [ upaḍ◌়ānō ] v to uproot, to extirpate, to eradicate, to pull up; to exterminate. ☐ a. 
uprooted, extirpated, eradicated; exterminated. 

uপেটৗকন [ upaṭaukana ] n a gift or present given to ex press respect or amity. 

uপতp [ upatapta ] a heated; distressed, aggrieved. 

uপতারা [ upatārā ] n the iris; the pupil of the eye. 

uপতয্কা [ upatyakā ] n a valley. sংস-uপতয্কা a rift valley. 

uপদংশ [ upadaṃśa ] n syphillis. 

uপদশর্ক [ upadarśaka ] n an overseer; door-keeper, an usher. 

uপদল [ upadala ] n a faction; a faction within a party. 

uপিদশয্মান [ upadiśyamāna ] a one who is being advised or instructed; one who is the object of 
advice or instruction. 

uপিদ  [ upadiṣṭa ] a of one who has been advised or instructed, of that which has been said by 
way of advice or instruction, advised, instructed, taught, counselled, directed. 

uপেদবতা, uপেদব [ upadēbatā, upadēba ] n a demi-god; an apparition, a ghost; an evil spirit. 

uপেদশ [ upadēśa ] n counsel, advice; instruction, teaching; precept; admonition. uপেদশ েদoয়া v. to 
counsel, to advise; to in struct, to teach; to admonish. ̃ক same as uপেদ া । ̃নীয় a. worthy of 
receiving advice or instruction or teaching. ̃মূলক a. giving or containing advice or teaching, 
didactic, instructive, instructional. uপেদশয্ same as uপেদশনীয় । 

uপেদ া [ upadēṣṭā ] a imparting advice or instruction. ☐ n. a counsellor; an adviser; an 
instructor, a teacher; a preceptor. 

uপdীপ [ upadbīpa ] n a peninsula. uপdীপীয় a. peninsular. 

uপdব [ upadraba ] n a disturbance, a trouble; annoyance, irritation, pesterment; oppression; a 
raid; a danger, a mishap, calamity. uপdব করা v. to disturb, to trouble; to pester; to oppress; to 
raid. ̃কারী a. & n. one who disturbs or gives trouble to or pesters or annoys or oppresses or raids. 

uপd া [ upadraṣṭā ] n same as uপদশর্ক । 
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uপdrত [ upadruta ] a disturbed (uপdrত aঞ্চল); troubled; pestered; oppressed; raided; laid waste. 

uপধমর্ [ upadharma ] n an irrational or false faith or religion; a superstition believed to be a part 
of religious worship; a fetish; an unscriptural but traditional religious practice. 

uপধা [ upadhā ] n (gr.) the penultimate letter of a word; a trick; a means; a test or testing of 
courtiers' honesty. 

uপধাত ু [ upadhātu ] n a metalloid; a sulphate of metal; an excrescence or secretion of the body 
(e.g. hair tooth sweat lymph milk menses etc.) 

uপধান [ upadhāna ] n a pillow; act of holding; act of placing or depositing. 

uপধারা [ upadhārā ] n sub-section. 

uপধূপন [ upadhūpana ] n fumigation. 

uপনগর [ upanagara ] n outskirts of a town, a suburb; a small town, a township. 

uপনদ, uপনদী [ upanada, upanadī ] n a stream that runs into another, a tributary, an affluent. 

uপনয়ন [ upanaẏana ] n the ritual ceremony of investing a Brahmin or Kshatriya or Vaishya with 
the holy or sacred thread. 

uপনাম [ upanāma ] n a nickname, an alias; a surname; an appellation. 

uপনায়ক [ upanāẏaka ] n (in novels, plays etc.) a character second in importance only to the hero; 
the subordinate or secondary hero or leader. 

uপিনিধ [ upanidhi ] n a thing committed to somebody's care; or valuable thing kept or deposited 
in one's care. 

uপিনেবশ [ upanibēśa ] n a colony. uপিনেবশ হাপন করা v. to colonize, to set up a colony. uপিনেবিশত 
a. set up as or set up in a colony, colonized. 

uপিনবর্াচন [ upanirbācana ] n a by-election. 

uপিনষদ, uপিনষত্ [ upaniṣada, upaniṣat ] n the Upanishads; the philosophical portion of the 
Vedas, the Vedantic philosophy; Sanskrit philosophical treatises giving an exposition of the 
Vedas. 
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uপিনিহত [ upanihita ] a deposited on trust, entrusted. 

uপনীত [ upanīta ] a brought; ushered; arrived; attained; (of Brahmins, Kshatriyas or Vaishyas) 
invested with the holy thread. uপনীত হoয়া v. to be brought or ushered; to arrive, to attain; to be in 
vested with the holy thread. 

uপেনতা1 [ upanētā1 ] n a bringer; an usher. 

uপেনতা2 [ upanētā2 ] n a deputy leader, an assistant leader. 

uপেনt [ upanētra ] n. pl spectacles, eyeglasses. 

uপns [ upanyasta ] a placed, deposited; pledged; arranged. 

uপnাস [ upanyāsa ] n a novel, a book of fiction; a long story; a romantic tale, a romance; a 
preface or introduction; a proposal. ̃কার, ̃রচিয়তা, ̃েলখক n. a novelist. 

uপপিত [ upapati ] n (masc.) a paramour, a gallant. 

uপপিt [ upapatti ] n argument, reasoning, inference; proof, demonstration, justification; 
knowledge; solution; accomplishment, execution; origination, origin; attainment; provision. 

uপপtী [ upapatnī ] n. fem a concubine. 

uপপt [ upapatra ] n (bot.) a stipule. uপপিtকা a. 

uপপথ [ upapatha ] n a by-way, by path. 

uপপদ [ upapada ] n (gr.) the first of two words compounded into one; (gr.) a system of forming 
compound words by adding a suffix denoting an agent (usu. uপপদ তত্পুrষ). 

uপপাতক [ upapātaka ] n a venial sin, a minor sin. 

uপপাদক [ upapādaka ] a. & n one who or that which decides or solves or accomplishes or 
executes or proves or justifies or demonstrates. 

uপপাদন [ upapādana ] n decision, solution; accomplishment, execution; proving, justification, 
demonstration. uপপাদন করা v. to decide, to solve; to accomplish, to execute; to prove, to justify, to 
demonstrate. uপপাদনীয় same as uপপাদয্ (a.) 
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uপপাদয্ [ upapādya ] a that which is to be or can be decided or solved or accomplished or 
executed or proved or justified or demonstrated. ☐ n. (geom.) a proposition to be proved, a 
theorem. eিটi uপপাদয্ িবষয় quoderat demonstrandum (Q.E.D.). 

uপপুর [ upapura ] n outskirts of a town, a suburb; a township. uপেপৗর a. suburban. 

uপপুরাণ [ upapurāṇa ] n a minor or secondary Purana. 

uপ-pকরণ [ upa-prakaraṇa ] n a sub-clause. 

uপpব [ upaplaba ] n a natural calamity or disaster; a danger; a pest; an insurrection or 
insurgence; a coup d'etat. 

uপpুত [ upapputa ] a stricken with natural calamity or disaster; encompassed with danger, 
endangered; pestered; torn with insurrection; trouble-infested. 

uপবন [ upabana ] n a garden, a park; a grove; an artificial forest. 

uপবাস [ upabāsa ] n abstinence from food, fast; starvation; a fast enjoined by religion. uপবাস করা 
v. to go without food; to abstain from food, to fast; to go hungry, to starve; to observe a religious 
fast. uপবাসী a. abstaining from food, fasting; starving; observing a religious fast. 

uপিবিধ [ upabidhi ] n a by-law. 

uপিবষ [ upabiṣa ] n subsidiary poison; a toxin; an artificial poison. 

uপিব  [ upabiṣṭa ] a seated, sitting. uপিব  থাকা v. to remain seated; to be in office; to occupy a 
seat; to be sitting. uপিব  হoয়া v. to sit, to take one's seat. 

uপবীত [ upabīta ] n the holy thread of a Brahmin or Kshatriya or Vaishya. 

uপবtৃ [ upabṛtta ] n an ellipse. uপবtৃাকার a. elliptical in shape. 

uপেবদ [ upabēda ] n any of the four minor or sub sidiary Vedas: they deal with (1) the art of 
healing, (2) archery, (3) music and aesthetics and (4) architecture or masonry. 

uপেবশন [ upabēśana ] n act of sitting, act of taking one's seat. uপেবশন করা v. to sit, to take one's 
seat. 

uপেবশিয়তা [ upabēśaẏitā ] a. & n one who sits or causes to sit. 
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uপেবিশত [ upabēśita ] a seated. 

uপভাষা [ upabhāṣā ] n a dialect. 

uপভুk [ upabhukta ] a enjoyed; eaten or drunk; used. 

uপেভাkা [ upabhōktā ] a. & n one who enjoys or eats and drinks or uses. 

uপেভাগ [ upabhōga ] n enjoying, enjoyment; eating or drinking; using. uপেভাগয্ a. enjoyable; 
eatable or drinkable; usable; that which is to be enjoyed or eaten and drunk or used. 

uপমিkকা [ upamakṣikā ] n flea. 

uপমntী [ upamantrī ] n deputy minister. 

uপমহােদশ [ upamahādēśa ] n sub-continent. 

uপমা [ upamā ] n likeness, similarity, comparison, equal (uপমা েদoয়া, uপমা েনi); (rhet.) a simile. 
uপমা েদoয়া v. to liken, to compare. ̃রিহত a. having no equal or parallel; without comparison; 
unparalleled. 

uপমাংস [ upamāṃsa ] n a wart, a mole. 

uপমাতা [ upamātā ] n. fem a woman as venerable as one's mother; foster-mother; wet nurse. 

uপমান [ upamāna ] n the object with which some thing is compared; (log.) analogy. 

uপিমত [ upamita ] a compared, likened. 

uপিমিত [ upamiti ] n a simile, an analogy; (log.) knowledge obtained with the help of analogy, 
analogical knowledge. 

uপেময় [ upamēẏa ] a comparable; compared. ☐ n. that which has been compared, an object of 
comparison. 

uপেমr [ upamēru ] n consequent poles. 

uপযাচক [ upayācaka ] a asking for or soliciting personally; volunteering; unsolicited; too ready 
or prompt, forward. ☐ n. one who asks for or solicits personally; a volunteer; one who is too 
ready or prompt. uপযাচক হেয় adv. unsolicitedly. 
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uপযাচন [ upayācana ] n act of asking for or soliciting personally; act of volunteering; act of 
being too ready or prompt. 

uপযািচকা [ upayācikā ] a. & n. fem of uপযাচক । n. fem. a woman who comes forward to ask for 
love or sexual intercourse. 

uপযািচত [ upayācita ] a asked for or solicited personally, volunteered. 

uপযkু [ upayukta ] a suitable, deserving, worthy (uপযkু পাt); fitting; befitting; becoming; proper 
(uপযুk সময়); right, appropriate, just; adequate, sufficient; fit, competent; expedient; evenly 
balanced, equal. uপযkু হoয়া v. to suit, to deserve, to be worthy; to be fitting, to become, to fit; to 
be proper or right or appropriate or just; to be adequate, to suffice; to be competent; to be 
expedient; to be evenly balanced; to equal. ̃তা, uপযুিk n. suitableness, suitability, deservingness, 
worthiness; fitness, becomingness; propriety, rightness, appropriateness, justness; eligibility; 
adequacy, sufficiency; competency, competence; expediency; state of being evenly balanced, 
equalness. 

uপেযাগ [ upayōga ] n good, benefit; necessity; service; use, usefulness, utility; assistance, 
support; eating, enjoyment; application; suitableness. ̃বাদ n. utilitarianism. ̃বাদী a. utilitarian. ☐ n. 
a utilitarian. 

uপেযাগী [ upayōgī ] a suitable, fitting; fit, competent; deserving, worthy; becoming; serviceable, 
useful; proper; adequate, sufficient; expedient, applicable; favourable, helpful. uপেযািগতা n. suit 
ableness, suitability; fitness, competency, competence; deservingness; becomingness; 
serviceability; usefulness; propriety; adequacy; sufficiency; expedience, applicability; use; 
favourableness, helpfulness. 

uপেযাজন [ upayōjana ] n act of making suitable; act of accommodating, accommodation, 
adjustment, adaptation. uপেযাজন করা v. to render suitable; to render accommodating, to 
accommodate, to adjust, to adapt. 

uপর [ upara ] n the top of anything; the upper portion of anything; surface; roof; overhead space. 
☐ a. upper; upward; extra. ☐ prep. up, on, upon, above, over, overhead, upwards. ̃আলা, ̃oয়ালা a. 
superior. ☐ n. a superior officer; a boss; (fig.) God. uপর-uপর a. superficial, cursory; shallow, not 
deep; consecutive (uপর-uপর িতন িদন). ☐ adv. superficially or cursorily. ̃কার a. of or on the top or 
surface; upper. ̃চDা a. disposed to kick up a row, quarrel some; aggressive, intruding, obtrusive; 
assaulting on person. ̃চDাo adv. com ing forward to quarrel or assault (esp. without provocation), 
aggressively, obtrusively. ̃চাল n. (in chess.) a move suggested by a non-playing spectator; a 
counter-move; (fig.) an action to foil another. ̃চালাক a. superficially (and usu. officiously) 
cunning, act of parading one's cunning (esp. precociously). ত̃লা n. a higher or upper storey of a 
building; (fig.) the higher or wealthier or nobler stratum of the society, the upper class. ̃তলায় adv. 
upstairs; to or in the upper class. ̃তলার a. of or in the upper storey; (fig.) of the upper class. ̃তলার 
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েলাক n. the high-ups; man of the upper class. ̃পDা a. officious, obtrusive, intruding; aggressive. ̃িপঠ 
n. the opposite face of a thing; antipodes. 

uপরত [ uparata ] a abstained or abstaining (from), refrained, ceased, given up; (of wordly 
interest) renounced; dead, deceased; gone by, passed. uপরিত n. renunciation, renouncement; 
abstinence, cessation, act of giving up; death. 

uপরt [ uparatna ] n a thing as bright as a gem; a cheap gem; animitation gem. 

uপরnt [ uparantu ] adv in addition, moreover, over and above, besides; into the bargain. 

uপরাজ [ uparāja ] n a viceroy. 

uপরাTপিত [ uparāṣṭrapati ] n vice-president. 

uপির1 [ upari1 ] adv. & prep. & a on, upon, above, over, overhead, upwards, upper; surfacial; 
superficial; then, there after. uপির-uপির a. consecutive. ☐ adv. superficially, cursorily; one upon 
an other; one after another; consecutively. ̃ক a. superior. uপিরক কৃতয্ক superior service. uপিরuিlিখত 
a. above-mentioned, referred to above. ̃গত a. situated or placed upon; situated above; surfacial; 
ascended; superficial. ̃চর a. flying or moving in the air, aerial. ̃তন a. superior; higher. ̃তল n. 
surface; the upper face of a thing; (loos.) the upper storey or deck. ̃দিৃ  n. (astrol.) malignant 
influence. ̃ns a. super-imposed. ̃পn a. superposed. ̃পাত n. superposi tion. ̃ভাগ n. the top; the 
surface; the upper part; the space above. ̃ভােগ adv. on the top of; on the surface of; in or on the 
upper part; over, on. ̃িলিখত a. written above. ̃ হ, ̃ি হত a. placed or situated above, lying or standing 
above. 

uপির2 [ upari2 ] a (used as a pfx.) extra, irregular, additional, super-, sur-, by way of illegal 
gratification (uপির আয়). ☐ n. a perquisite; a tip; a bribe; an illegal or irregular gratification. uপির 
আয় n. an extra income; a perquisite; an illegal extra income; a bribe; a tip. uপির কর n. a surtax. 
uপির খরচ, uপির বয্য় n. extra expenses; overhead charges. ̃পাoনা same as uপির আয়  ̃লাভ n. an extra 
profit or excess profit; an extra income; a bribe; a tip. 

uপrd [ uparuddha ] a requested; solicited; asked for. 

uপের [ uparē ] adv. & prep on, upon, over, up, above, upwards, overhead, high up, in the sky, 
upstairs. 

uপেরাধ [ uparōdha ] n an earnest request; importunity, solicitation; recommendation; sake (কােজর 
uপেরােধ). uপেরােধ েঢঁিক েগলা v. to swallow the (bitter) pill reluctantly in order to comply with a 
request. 

uপযরু্k [ uparyukta ] a above-mentioned; mentioned above or earlier. 
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uপযরু্পির [ uparyupari ] adv one after another; one upon another. ☐ a. coming or occurring one 
after another; placed one upon another; consecutive (uপযরু্পির িতন িদন). 

uপল [ upala ] n a pebble; a stone; a gem, a jewel. 

uপলk, uপলkয্ [ upalakṣa, upalakṣya ] n an end in view, a purpose; an aim; an occasion; an 
opportunity, a pretext, an excuse. 

uপলkণ [ upalakṣaṇa ] n a presage; an omen; an ominous sign; a prelude; state of being at the 
point of commencement; an incidental (as opposed to an essential) characteristic or feature. 

uপলkণা [ upalakṣaṇā ] n (rhet.) a figure of speech akin to metonymy or synecdoche. 

uপলিkত [ upalakṣita ] a purposed; aimed at; presaged; taken as an occasion or opportunity; 
advanced as a pretext or excuse; inferred or deduced (from). 

uপলb [ upalabdha ] a felt, perceived; understood, re alized, learnt; attained, obtained, ac quired; 
(loos.) appreciated. 

uপলিb [ upalabdhi ] n feeling, perception; understanding, realization, cognition; attainment, 
acquirement; (loos.) appreciation; (psy.) sense-perception. uপলিb করা v. to feel, to perceive; to 
understand, to realize, to cognize, to learn; to attain, to obtain, to acquire; (loos.) to appreciate. 

uপলভয্ [ upalabhya ] a knowable, cognizable; attainable; capable of being accomplished; that 
which is to be learnt or attained or accomplished. 

uপিলp [ upalipta ] a besmeared, bedaubed; anointed; plastered; (bot. & bio.) accreted. 

uপেলপ [ upalēpa ] n smearing or anointing or plastering; an ointment; a plaster; (bot. & bio.) 
accretion. ˜ন n. smearing or anointing or plastering. 

uপশম [ upaśama ] n relief; alleviation; abatement, subsidence; cessation; intermission; 
repression of one's own senses. uপশম করা v. to relieve; to alleviate, to allay; to mitigate; to abate, 
to cause to subside or cease or intermit; to repress one's own senses. uপশম হoয়া v. to be relieved; 
to be alleviated or mitigated; to abate, to subside; to cease; to intermit; (of one's senses) to be 
repressed. ̃ক a. relieving; alleviating, allaying, mitigating; causing abatement or subsidence or 
cessation or intermission; causing repression of one's senses. ̃নীয় a. that which is to be or can be 
relieved or alleviated or allayed or mitigated or abated or made to cease or made to intermit or 
repressed. uপশিমত a. relieved; alleviated, mitigated, allayed; abated, subsided; ceased; 
intermitted; (of one's senses) repressed. 

uপশয় [ upaśaẏa ] n lying down. 
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uপশাখা [ upaśākhā ] n a sub-branch; a section. 

uপিশরা [ upaśirā ] n a thin or delicate vein; a subsidiary vein. 

uপিশষয্ [ upaśiṣya ] n a minor disciple; a disciple of a disciple. 

uপশুl [ upaśulka ] n a toll. uপশুl সংgাহক n. a toll collector. 

uপেশািভত [ upaśōbhita ] a adorned, beautified, decked. 

uপে িণ [ upaśrēṇi ] n a sub-class. 

uপসংহার [ upasaṃhāra ] n conclusion; termination, close, end; concluding part or remarks; 
closing part. uপসংহার করা v. to conclude; to terminate, to close, to end. 

uপসংhত [ upasaṃhṛta ] a concluded; terminated, closed, ended. uপসংhিত n. conclusion; termina 
tion. 

uপ-সিচব [ upa-saciba ] n deputy secretary. 

uপ-সভাপিত [ upa-sabhāpati ] n vice-chairman. 

uপসিমিত [ upasamiti ] n a sub-committee. 

uপসগর্ [ upasarga ] n any of the accompanying com plaints of a disease; morbidity; a symptom 
(esp. of a disease); a trouble, a disturbance; an impediment, an obstacle; a calamity; (gr.) a 
prefix. 

uপসাগর [ upasāgara ] n a bay, a gulf. uপসাগরীয় েsাত n. a gulf-stream. 

uপেসক [ upasēka ] n act of alleviating or abating by sprinkling with water. 

uপেসচন [ upasēcana ] n act of sprinkling water upon; act of wetting. 

uপেসবক [ upasēbaka ] a in the practice of enjoying or worshipping; having attachment (to); 
addicted (to); given to adultery, adulterous. ☐ n. an enjoyer; a worshipper; one who has 
attachment (to); an addict; an adulterer. 

uপেসবন [ upasēbana ] n act of enjoying, enjoyment; worship; attachment; addiction. 
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uপেসবা [ upasēbā ] n enjoying, enjoyment; attachment; worshipping; worship; addiction; 
occupation of a servant or employee, service. 

uপেসিবত [ upasēbita ] a enjoyed; worshipped; treated with attachment, fawned upon; taken or 
tasted as an addiction; (of a wife) enjoyed by a man other than one's husband; served. 

uপেসবী [ upasēbī ] a in the practice of enjoying or worshipping; having attachment (to); addicted 
(to); given to adultery, adulterous; serving, in the service (of); attending upon. 

uপsার [ upaskāra ] n materials; positing of some new quality; care; cleansing; (gr.) introduction 
of words in order to complete the sense of an incomplete sentence. 

uপsৃত [ upaskṛta ] a supplemented; collected; beautified; embellished, decorated; dressed, 
toileted. 

uপstী [ upastrī ] n a concubine, a mistress. 

uপ হ [ upasha ] a proximate, in the vicinity of; neared; situated or lying on the top (of). ☐ n. the 
male or female genitals, the penis or the vagina. ̃িনgহ n. control of sex appetite or sexual desire; 
continence. 

uপ হাপক [ upashāpaka ] a bringing in, ushering; proposing, moving, introducing; submit ting (a 
petition etc.). ☐ n. an usher; a proposer, a mover, an introducer; one who submits (a petition 
etc.). 

uপ হাপন [ upashāpana ] n bringing in or ushering; proposing or moving or introducing; act of 
submitting, submission. uপ হাপন করা v. to bring in, to usher; to propose, to move, to raise, to 
introduce; to submit. uপ হািপত n. brought in; proposed or moved; introduced; placed; submitted. 

uপ হািপকা [ upashāpikā ] fem of uপ হাপক । 

uপি হত [ upashita ] a arrived or assembled in the place in question; present; now existing, 
current; impending. uপি হত করা v. to bring in, to usher; to propose or introduce. uপি হত থাকা v. to 
be present; to exist, to be current. uপি হত হoয়া v. to put in or make an appearance, to appear, to 
come, to arrive; to assemble; to be present; to be current. ̃বkা n. one who can deliver an 
extempore speech, an extemporizer. ̃বুিd n. presence of mind, ready wit. ☐ a. ready witted. 
uপি হিত n. arrival; assemblage; presence; attendance; existence at present, currency. uপি হিত-িনবn 
n. an attendance register. 

uপsশর্ক [ upasparśaka ] n a sub-tangent. 
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uপst [ upasbatba ] n income or profit from landed property, business firm etc.; revenue. 

uপহত [ upahata ] a hurt; wounded; attacked; over whelmed. 

uপহিসত [ upahasita ] a ridiculed, taunted, laughed at, mocked. 

uপহার [ upahāra ] n a presentation; a complimentary gift, a present. uপহার েদoয়া v. to offer as a 
present. 

uপহাস [ upahāsa ] n ridicule, taunt; a joke; contempt. uপহাস করা v. to ridicule or taunt, to laugh 
at, to mock, to jeer; to crack a joke; to treat with contempt. uপহাসাsদ n. an object of ridicule or 
taunt, a ridiculous person; a laughing stock; a laughable person; a contemptible person. uপহাs a. 
ridiculous, fit to be taunted or jeered at; laughable; contemptible. 

uপhত [ upahṛta ] n given or offered as present, presented; given or offered; collected. 

uপhদ [ upahrada ] n a lagoon. 

uপাংশু [ upāṃśu ] a lonely; deserted. 

uপাk [ upākṣa ] n (geog.) a minor axis; spectacles. 

uপাখয্ান [ upākhyāna ] n a story; a tale; a fable; a fairy tale; a narrative; an episode; an anecdote. 

uপাগত [ upāgata ] a arrived within the approaches of, neared; present; current; existing; one who 
has or that which has been obtained or attained. 

uপাগম [ upāgama ] n approaching or nearing, ap proach; presence; act of obtaining, obtainment; 
attainment. 

uপাঙ্গ [ upāṅga ] n an accessory limb; a part of a limb; an excrescence; a text regarded as a part 
of or accessory of the Vedas; an epilogue or appendix. uপাঙ্গ-pদাহ n. appendicitis. 

uপাচাযর্ [ upācārya ] n (of a university) a vice-chan cellor. 

uপাt [ upātta ] a accepted; admitted, supposed (for the sake of argument), earned, obtained. ☐ 
n. (log. etc.) a datum. 

uপাদান [ upādāna ] n a (raw) material, an ingredient; a constituent. uপাদান কারণ the material 
cause. 
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uপােদয় [ upādēẏa ] a pleasant, delightful; enjoyable; tasteful, delicious, dainty, pleasant to eat. ̃তা 
n. pleasantness, delightfulness; enjoyableness; tastefulness, deliciousness, daintiness. 

uপাধান [ upādhāna ] n a pillow. 

uপািধ [ upādhi ] n a title; an academic degree or appellation given to the recipient of a degree; a 
designation; a surname; a quality or property that distinguishes an individual from the class, a 
denotation. ̃ক, ̃ধারী a. titled; a degree holder. ̃পt n. a diploma, an academic certificate. 

uপাধয্k [ upādhyakṣa ] n a vice-principal. 

uপাধয্ায় [ upādhyāẏa ] n surname or title of an upcountry Brahmin; a professor or reader; a 
teacher; an instructor; a professional teacher or reader of the Vedas. uপাধয্ায়া, uপাধয্ায়ী n. fem. a 
female professor or reader; a lady teacher; an instructress. uপাধয্ায়ী, uপাধয্ায়ানী n. fem. the wife of a 
professor or reader or instructor or of a professional teacher of the Vedas. 

uপানত্ [ upānat ] n (rarely in use) shoe, boot, slipper. ̃কার n. a shoe-maker. 

uপাn [ upānta ] n outskirts; an approach; vicinity; border, extremity; any penultimate or post-
ultimate object. uপাnয্ a. lying in the outskirts; penultimate. uপাnয্ টীকা n. marginal note. uপাnয্ বণর্ 
(gr.) the penultimate letter of a word. 

uপাবতর্ন [ upābartana ] n returning or retreating; a turning round; rotation, act of whirling. 

uপাবৃt [ upābṛtta ] a returned, retreated; turned round; rotated, whirled. 

uপায় [ upāẏa ] n a means, a way, an expedient; a method (aঙ্ক কষার uপায়); a contrivance, a device; 
income, earnings (uপায় কত ?); a remedy (েরােগর uপায়); a measure; a means to relieve or help, 
support (িবধবার uপায়). uপায় করা v. to devise means or method; to earn; to remedy; to devise means 
to relieve or help, to find a support for. 

uপায়-uপকরণ [ upāẏa-upakaraṇa ] n. pl ways and means. 

uপায়kম [ upāẏakṣama ] a capable of earning. 

uপায়j [ upāẏajña ] a able to find out means; resourceful. 

uপায়ন [ upāẏana ] n a present, a complimentary gift; a reward. 

uপায়িবহীন, uপায়হীন [ upāẏabihīna, upāẏahīna ] a resourceless; having no means; helpless. 
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uপায়াnর [ upāẏāntara ] n an alternative means; an alternative. ̃হীন a. left without an alternative, 
having no alternative. 

uপায়ী [ upāẏī ] n one who earns (esp. money), earning. 

uপারm [ upārambha ] n beginning; outset; start. 

uপাজর্ক [ upārjaka ] a one who earns (esp. money). ☐ n. a money-earner; an earner. 

uপাজর্ন [ upārjana ] n earning (esp. money); winning; gaining or obtaining; acquirement; earning, 
income (uপাজর্ন কত?) uপাজর্ন করা v. to earn; to win; to gain, to obtain. ̃kম a. capable of 
earning. ̃রত, শ̃ীল a. engaged in earning. 

uপািজর্ত [ upārjita ] a earned; won; gained, obtained, acquired. 

uপাথর্ন [ upārthana ] n canvassing votes; canvassing. 

uপালm [ upālambha ] n reproof, reproach; censure, reprimand. uপালb a. reproved, reproached, 
censured. 

uপা য় [ upāśraẏa ] a fit to be a shelter. ☐ n. one who takes shelter; a refugee; taking shelter; 
resorting to. uপাি ত a. taken or given shelter; protected. 

uপাসক [ upāsaka ] a engaged in worshipping or adoring or praying; devoted (to); engaged in 
religious meditation; engaged in serving or flattering a person in the hope of getting some benefit 
in return; admiring. ☐ n. a worshipper, an adorer; one who prays; a devotee; one who meditates; 
a servant, a flatterer; an admirer. 

uপাসঙ্গ [ upāsaṅga ] n a thing or an object always ready to hand; a quiver. 

uপাসন, uপাসনা [ upāsana, upāsanā ] n worship; adoration; prayer; devotion; religious 
meditation; act of serving or flattering a person in the hope of getting some benefit in return; 
admiration; solicitation. uপাসনা করা v. to worship; to adore; to pray; to be devoted to; to be 
engaged in religious meditation, to meditate. 

uপািসকা [ upāsikā ] fem of uপাসক । 

uপািসত [ upāsita ] a worshipped; adored; meditated; served in the hope of getting some benefit 
in return; admired; solicited. 

uপাি হ [ upāshi ] n a cartilage. 
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uপাs [ upāsya ] a worthy of being worshipped, adorable; warranting devotion; worthy of being 
meditated upon; worthy of being served or flattered; warranting admiration or deep attachment 
or addiction. 

uপাহার [ upāhāra ] n a light repast, tiffin, snack. 

uপাhত [ upāhṛta ] a collected; brought; imagined; fancied. 

uপুD [ upuḍ◌় ] a lying with face on the ground, prostrate. uপুD হoয়া v. to prostrate; to turn turtle. 

uপুDহs [ upuḍ◌়hasta ] a open-handed, munificent, generous; ready to pay off (debts etc.). uপুDহs 
না করা v. to be reluctant to pay or (esp.) to repay; not to pay off a debt. 

uেপkক [ upēkṣaka ] a & n. one who disregards or rejects or neglects; one who attaches no 
importance to; one who treats with contempt or indifference or inattention; one who ignores or 
overlooks. 

uেপkা, uেপkণ [ upēkṣā, upēkṣaṇa ] n disregard; rejection; neglect; contempt; indifference, 
heedlessness, inattention. uেপkা করা v. to disregard; to reject; to neglect; to attach no importance 
to; to treat with in difference or inattention; to pay no attention or heed to, to take no care of; to 
ignore; to overlook. uেপkণীয় a. negligible; contemptible; not deserving any notice; ignorable. 

uেপিkত [ upēkṣita ] a disregarded; rejected; neglected; treated with indifference or in attention; 
unheeded; uncared for; ignored; overlooked. fem. uেপিkতা । 

uেপত [ upēta ] a endowed with, invested with, possessed of (e.g. gেণােপত) having or possessing 
qualities, qualified). 

uেপাদ্ঘাত [ upōdghāta ] n beginning, start; a presage; a preface; a prologue, an introduction. 

uেপাস [ upōsa ] n abstinence from food, fasting, fast. uেপাস করা v. to fast; to go without food. 
uেপািস a. fasting, going or gone without food; hungry. uেপািসত a. going without food, fasting. 

up [ upta ] a (of seeds) sown, sowed. uিp n. act of sowing. 

uবরােনা [ ubarānō ] v to be surplus. 

uবা [ ubā ] v to evaporate; to vanish; to disappear. 

uব ু [ ubu ] a seated on one's heels, squatted; high, elevated. uব ুহoয়া v. to sit on one's heels, to 
squat. 
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uভ1 [ ubha1 ] pro both. ̃চর a. amphibious, amphibian. uভচর pানী an amphibian. uভচর pানীবগর্ the 
amphibia. ̃বল n. ambivalence. ☐ a. ambivalent. ̃িলঙ্গ a. (bio. & zoo.) androgynous, bisexual; (gr.) 
of common gender. ☐ n. an androgynous creature; (gr.) common gender or a word in this 
gender. 

uভ2 [ ubha2 ] a high; loud; upturned (uভেলজ). ̃রেD adv. (obs.) at a high speed, with breakneck 
speed. ̃রায় adv. at the top of one's voice. ̃েরাল n. tumultuous noise. ̃েলজ a. having one's tail turned 
up. 

uভয় [ ubhaẏa ] pro two persons or things, two; both. ☐ a. both. ̃ত adv. on or from or for both or 
either directions or sides or parties. uভয়েতামুখ । a. facing or looking both ways; double-faced. fem. 
uভয়েতামুখী । ̃t adv. on or from or for both persons or parties or sides or directions. ̃থা adv. in both 
ways or methods. ̃পাশব্র্ n. both sides. ̃িলঙ্গ a. (zoo. & bio.) hermaphroditi (al.) &square; n. a 
hermaphrodite. ̃সংকট n. a dilemma. 

uভয়াথর্ [ ubhaẏārtha ] a ambiguous, equivocal, having both or dual meanings. 

uমদা [ umadā ] a wealthy, rich; excellent; brilliant. 

uমর [ umara ] n age. 

uমরাহ, uমরা [ umarāha, umarā ] n (Mus.) a very richman; a nobleman. 

uমা [ umā ] n the name of the wife of Shiva (িশব). 

uমােনা [ umānō ] v to heat; to agitate. ☐ n. measure, weight; quantity. 

uমাপিত, uমাশংকর [ umāpati, umāśaṅkara ] n Shiva (িশব) the husband of Uma (uমা). 

uেমদ [ umēda ] n hope, desire; expectation. uেমদার a. cherishing a hope, desirous, expectant. ☐ 
n. a candidate (for a job etc.). uেমদাির n. soliciting for a job etc.; offering oneself as a candidate; 
candidature. 

uর, uরঃ [ ura, urḥ ] n the bosom, the breast; the chest. uরঃফলক n. a sternum, a breast bone. 

uরগ, uরঙ্গ, uরঙ্গম [ uraga, uraṅga, uraṅgama ] n a reptile; a serpent; a snake. fem. uরগী, uরঙ্গী, 
uরঙ্গমী । 

uরজ [ uraja ] n either of the two mammary glands in a woman, the female breast. 
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uরমাল [ uramāla ] n a handkerchief; a thigh-plate (esp. of a horse). 

uর দ [ uraśchada ] n a piece of armour for the breast, a breastplate. 

uরস [ urasa ] n the breast, the bosom; the chest. 

urত [ uruta ] n thigh. 

uেরাগামী [ urōgāmī ] a crawling. 

uেরাজ [ urōja ] a born of or produced from the breast. ☐ n. either of the two mammary glands in 
women, the female breast. 

uিদর্ [ urdi ] n a distinctive garb for members of a body; a uniform. 

ud র্ [ urdu ] n the Urdu language, Urdu. ̃নিবশ n. one who is proficient in or professes to know 
Urdu. 

uবর্র [ urbara ] a fertile, productive; prolific. fem. uবর্রা । uবর্র করা v. to make fertile, to fertilize. ̃তা 
n. fertility, productivity. ̃তাসাধন n. fertilization. 

uবর্রমিs  [ urbaramastiṣka ] a fertile-brained, ingenious. uবর্র মিs  n. fertile brain, 
resourcefulness, ingenuity. 

uবর্শী [ urbaśī ] n the name of the chief dancer of heaven celebrated for her ageless youth and 
undying beauty. 

uবর্ী [ urbī ] n the earth (esp. when personified as the mother of all created beings), Mother 
Earth. ̃ধর n. a mountain. ̃rহ n. a tree; a plant. 

uল [ ula ] n wool. 

uলিক [ ulaki ] n a design marked on the skin by puncturing with a needle and inserting pigment; 
tattoo, a tatu. uলিক আঁকা v. to tattoo, to tatu. ̃-আঁকা a. tattooed. 

uলঙ্গ [ ulaṅga ] n naked, nude; bare; uncovered; unsheathed (uলঙ্গ aিস); candid, frank (uলঙ্গ পরান). 
fem. uলঙ্গা, uলিঙ্গনী । 

uলটকmল [ ulaṭakambala ] n a medicinal herb, abroma angusta. 
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uলিট1 [ ulaṭi1 ] n see uলটা । 

uলিট2 [ ulaṭi2 ] adv (poet.) having turned upside down. 

uলস [ ulasa ] n (poet.) delight, joy; gladness; hilarity; merriment. 

uলসা [ ulasā ] v to be delighted or gladdened. 

uলিসত [ ulasita ] a (poet.) delighted, gladdened. 

uলু1 [ ulu1 ] n a sound made by Hindu women. by moving their tongues within their mouths on 
any festive occasion. (also uলু uলু, uলুধব্িন) । 

uলু2 [ ulu2 ] n a kind of reedy grass (usu. uলুখD). ̃খাগDা. n. a variety of reed; (fig.) an insignificant 
or indigent person; (fig.) an innocent or common person or citizen. uলুবেন মুেkা ছDােনা (fig.) to cast 
pearls before a swine. রাজায় রাজায় যdু হয় uলুখাগDার (বা uলুখেDর) pাণ যায় (fig.) kings with one 
another vie and the innocent people die. 

uলুক [ uluka ] n the owl. fem. uলুকী । 

uেলমা [ ulēmā ] n a Muslim scholar or learned man, an ulema. 

ulা [ ulkā ] n an aerolite or aerolith, a shooting star, a meteor; a spark, a scintilla; a torch. ̃পাত n. 
the fall of a meteor to the earth. ̃িপN n. meteorite; a meteor. ̃মুখী n. the fox; ignis-fatuus, will -o' the 
-wisp; a woman whose face is ever ruddy with anger; a fire-vomiting remale ghoul. 

ulঙ্ঘন [ ullaṅghana ] n act of crossing by leaping or vaulting over, act of leaping or vaulting or 
vaulting over; transgression, violation, infringement, disobedience. ulঙ্ঘন করা v. to cross by 
leaping or vaulting over, to leap or vault over; to transgress, to violate, to infringe, to disobey, 
ulঙ্ঘনীয় same as ulঙ্ঘয্ । 

ulিঙ্ঘত [ ullaṅghita ] a crossed by leaping or vaulting over; transgressed, violated infringed, 
disobeyed. 

ulঙ্ঘয্ [ ullaṅghya ] a that which can be or is to be leapt over or trasgressed or violated or 
infringed or disobeyed. 

ulmন, ulm [ ullamphana, ullampha ] n act of jumping or leaping or springing or bounding or 
skipping; a jump, a leap, a spring; a spell of skipping or frisking. 
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ulm [ ullamba ] a vertical ̃েচ্ছদ, ̃েছদ n. (geom.) a vertical section. ̃তল n. (geom.) a vertical 
plane. ̃ভােব adv. vertically. 

ulািসত [ ullāsita ] a delighted, gladdened; exulted; exultant; jovial, jubilant, hilarious, fem. 
ulািসতা । 

ulাস [ ullāsa ] n delight, gladness; exultation; joy, joviality, jubilation, hilarity; (of books) a 
chapter. ulাস করা v. to express joy, to exult, to jubilate, ulাসী same as ulিসত । fem. ulািসনী । 

uিlিখত [ ullikhita ] a written above; above-mentioned; alluded to. 

ulকু [ ulluka ] n the gibbon, a south-east Asian anthropoid ape; a term of abuse. 

uেlখ [ ullēkha ] n mention; reference; (rhet;) allsion. uেlখ করা v. to mention; to refer to; to allude 
to. ̃ন a. act of mentioning; act of referring to or alluding to. ̃নীয়, uেlখয্ a. mentionable, worth 
mention; that which is to be mentioned. ̃েযাগয্ n. mentionable, worth mention. uেlাল n. a billow; a 
breaker. ☐ a. dangling. 

uশখুশ [ uśakhuśa ] n. int expression of or expressing restlessness or fidgetiness. uশখুশ করা v. to 
become restless with eagerness or inquisitiveness; to fidget. uশখুশািন n. fidgetiness, fidgets. 

uশীর [ uśīra ] n aromatic root of a variety of grass, cuscus. 

uশুল [ uśula ] n requited; avengement; realisation (of a claim, bill, dues etc.). uশুল করা v. to 
avenge (a wrong); to realize (a claim or a bill or dues). 

uেশা [ uśō ] n a mason's wooden tool for plaining or smoothing. 

uষসী1 [ uṣasī1 ] a. fem of the morning or dawn; glowing in the light of dawn; extremely 
beautiful. ☐ n. dawn (esp. when personified). 

uষসী2 [ uṣasī2 ] n close of the day; evening. 

uT [ uṣṭra ] n the camel. fem. uTী । ̃চালক n a camel-drive, a cameleer. 

u  [ uṣṇa ] n heat; warmth; the sun or the summer (u pধান, u কাল); anger, passion. ☐ a. hot; 
warm; heated; passionate, angry. ̃কাল n. summer, hot or warm weather. ̃তা, ̃t n. heat, warmth; bad 
temper; temperature. ̃pকৃিত, ̃sভাব a. ill-tempered, irritable, irascible, easily provoked to anger. ☐ 
n. hot temper. ̃ pধান a. torrid; tropical. ̃pধান aঞ্চল same as u াঞ্চল । ̃psবণ n. a hot spring, a 
geyser. ̃বীযর্ a. invigorating, stimulating; excitative, excitatory. ̃মNল same as u াঞ্চল । ̃sান n. 
hotbath. 
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u াঞ্চল [ uṣṇāñcala ] n (geog.) the torrid zone. 

u ীষ [ uṣṇīṣa ] n a turban, a headgear; a coronet, a diadem. ̃কমল n. the lotus on the scalp 
according to the Buddhist scriptures. ̃ধারী a. turbaned; coroneted, diademed. 

uে াদক [ uṣṇōdaka ] n hot or warm water. 

u , u া [ uṣma, uṣmā ] n heat; warmth; anger, rage, passion; huff; excitement; summer; 
temperature. u  হoয়া v. to become heated or warm; to get angry or huffy. u া pকাশ করা v. to vent 
one's anger or huff. u বণর্ n. (gr.) any of the aspirates. u মাপক n. a thermometer. u েsদ n. vapour 
bath. u াগম n. the hot season, summer. u ািnত a. angered, angry. 

uসকােনা [ usakānō ] v to raise or draw up (the wick of a lamp); (usu. dero.) to excite, to in 
stigate; to open (a boil etc.) by piercing. uসকািন n. excitation, instigation. 

uসেকাখুসেকা [ usakōkhusakō ] a dry and lean; untrimmed; untidy and slovenly; dishevelled; (of 
hair) ungreased and unkempt. 

usম-পুsম, usম-ফুsম [ ustama-pustama, ustama-phustama ] n extreme annoyance. usম-পুsম করা, 
usম-ফুsম করা v. to tease or annoy beyond measure. 

uহা [ uhā ] pro that (person or thing); it. uহার a. its. uহারা pro. pl. they. uহােদর a. their, theirs. 

uh [ uhu ] int expressing pain etc., oh. 

uhমান [ uhyamāna ] a in the state of being pulled or drawn or brought or borne. 
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ঊ [ ū ] n the sixth vowel of the Bengali alphabet. ঊকার n. the symbol affixed to a consonant 
whilst adding the ঊ-sound to it. ঊকারািদ a. (of words) beginning with ঊ or ঊ sound. ঊকারাn a. (of 
words) ending in ঊ or ঊ sound. 

ঊঢ় [ ūḍh◌় ] a married, wedded (নেবাঢ়). fem. ঊঢ়া । ঊিঢ় n. marriage, wedding. 

ঊন [ ūna ] a less, lesser; short; inferior; deficient; imperfect; weak. ̃আিশ a. & n. seventy-nine. 
˜চtািরংশ, ̃চtািরংশtম a. thirty-ninth. ̃চtািরংশত্, ̃চিlশ a. & n. thirty-nine. ˜জন n. the minority. ̃তা n. 
shortage; insufficiency; deficiency; inferiority; imperfection. ̃িtংশ, ̃িtংশtম a. twenty-
ninth. ̃িtংশত্, ̃িtশ a. & n. twenty-nine. ˜নবিত, ̃নbi a. & n. eighty-nine. ˜নবিততম a. eighty-
ninth. ̃পঞ্চাশ, ̃পঞ্চাশত্ a. & n. forty-nine. ˜পঞ়্চাশtম a. forty-ninth. ̃িবংশ, ̃িবংশিততম a. nineteenth. ̃িবংশিত 
a. & n. nineteen. ˜মূেলয্ adv. below par. ̃ষাট a. & n. fifty-nine. ˜ষি তম a. fifty-ninth. ̃সtর, ̃সpিত a. & 
n. sixty-nine ˜হার a. below par. ̃হাের adv. be low par. 

ঊরা [ ūrā ] v to descend from heaven (esp. upon the earth); to appear. 

ঊr [ ūru ] n the thigh. ̃পবর্ n. knee-joint. ̃ভঙ্গ a. fracture or splitting of the thigh bone or femur. ̃sm 
n. a morbid inflammatory boil on the thigh. 

ঊজর্sল, uজর্sী [ ūrjasbala, urjasbī ] a very strong, powerful; vigorous, spirited, mettlesome. 

ঊণর্নাভ, ঊণর্নািভ [ ūrṇanābha, ūrṇanābhi ] n the spider. 

ঊণর্সূt [ ūrṇasūtra ] n a thread of wool; spider's web or net, cobweb. 

ঊণর্া [ ūrṇā ] n wool; cobweb. ̃ময় a. made of wool; woolen; full of wool, woolly. 

ঊধব্র্ [ ūrdhba ] n the upward direction or space; height; altitude. ☐ a. high; tall; loud (ঊধব্র্কন্ঠ); 
upper (ঊধব্র্াংশ); most (ঊধব্র্পেk); raised; lofty; noble; up turned (ঊধব্র্েনt). ̃কায় a. having a tall body; 
tall. ☐ n. the upper part of the body. ̃kম n. ascending order. ̃গ a. going or moving upwards; 
ascending; soaring; moving upwards gradually; in the state of being heightened or elevated 
gradually; increasing; rising. ̃গত a. gone or moved upwards; ascended; soared; heightened, 
elevated; increased; risen. ̃গিত n. an upward movement; ascent; a gradual movement upwards; 
gradual heightening or elevation; increase; rise; rising. ̃গামী same as ঊধব্র্গ । ̃চারী a. moving in the 
sky or air; aspiring, ambitious; highly imaginative; full of sublime imagination. ̃তন a. upper; 
higher; superior; former. ঊধব্র্তন পুrষ an ancestor. ̃তল n. surface. ̃t, ̃তা n. height, altitude; 
elevation. ̃দৃি , ̃েনt a. looking with upturned eyes; having eyes upturned and fixed as in the case of 
a dying per son; looking upwards fixedly as in sublime meditation; looking within difference or 
superciliousness. ☐ n. any of such looks. ̃েদহ n. the subtle body (esp. that one obtains at 
death). ̃পাতন n. (chem.) sublimation. ̃পাদ a. having heels upturned, headlong. ̃বাh a. having an arm 
or both arms turned upwards or lifted up. ̃ভাগ n. the upper part; surface; top. ̃মুখ a. having the face 
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upturned. ̃েরতা a. & n. one who has preserved his semen in full by abstaining from sexual 
pleasures. &square; n. an appellation of Shiva (িশব). ̃েলাক n. the heaven. ̃শায়ী a. lying on one's 
back. ̃শব্াস n. state of catching the breath; breathlessness; state of panting. ☐ a. in the state of 
catching the breath; breath less, out of breath; panting. ̃শব্ােস adv. catching the breath; out of 
breath, breathlessly; pantingly. ̃সংখয্া n. highest or maximum number. ̃সীমা n. highest or furthest 
limit; upper limit. ̃ হ, ̃ি হত a. lying or placed above or on high; upper; higher; senior; superior; 
heavenly. 

ঊেধব্র্ [ ūrdhbē ] adv on high, on or in the upper portion; aloft; above; upwards; in heaven; at a 
(certain) height. 

ঊেধব্র্ািtত [ ūrdhbōtthita ] a ascended; moved or risen upwards; upturned; raised. 

ঊবর্র [ ūrbara ] a alt. spell. of uবর্র । 

ঊবর্ি হ [ ūrbashi ] n the thigh-bone, the femur. 

ঊিমর্ [ ūrmi ] n a wave; a surge; a billow. ̃ভঙ্গ n. a wave broken on rocks or shore, a breaker. ̃মান, ̃ল 
a. billowy, full of waves. ̃মালা n. a row of waves. ̃মালী n. an ocean; a sea. 

ঊষর [ ūṣara ] a (of soil) salty; full of salty soil; barren; desert. 

ঊষা [ ūṣā ] n dawn, daybreak; early morning. ̃কাল n. the time of the dawn. ̃কালীন a. pertaining to 
the dawn. ̃কালীন pাথর্না morning prayer. ̃কােল adv. at dawn. ̃পান n. the practice of drinking a glassful 
of water just after getting up from bed in the morning (this practice is considered a good remedy 
for stomach-ailments). ̃সমাগম n. the setting in of the day, daybreak. ̃সমাগেম adv. at break of day, at 
dawn. 

ঊহ [ ūha ] n reasoning based on a supposition or hypothesis, one of the eight exercises of the 
intellect. 

ঊিহনী [ ūhinī ] n a collection (aেkৗিহণী). 

ঊh [ ūhya ] n not expressed or used but understood, implied; elliptical. 
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ঋ [ ṛ ] n the seventh vowel of the Bengali alphabet. ঋকার n. the symbol affixed to a consonant 
whilst adding the ঋ-sound to it. ঋকারািদ a. (of words) beginning with ঋ or ঋ-sound. ঋকারাn a. (of 
words) ending in ঋ or ঋ-sound. 

ঋক্ [ ṛk ] n the Rig Veda; a Vedic hymn inverse; the esoteric prayer that one says to oneself 
whilst telling beads. 

ঋক্থ, িরক্থ [ ṛktha, riktha ] n (for.) wealth; inherited wealth and property, heritage; property left 
by a person at death, assets of a deceased person. ̃ভাগ n. a share in wealth or property. ̃হীন a. poor; 
impecunious. 

ঋk [ ṛkṣa ] n (for. the bear; a star; a constellation. ̃মNল n. (astr.) The Saptarshi, the Great 
Bear. ̃রাজ, ঋেkশ n. the moon (when personified). 

ঋkংিহতা [ ṛksaṃhitā ] n the collection of hymns and prayers of the Rig Veda. 

ঋেgদ [ ṛgbēda ] n the Rig Veda. ̃-সংিহতা same as ঋkংিহতা । ঋেgদী a. versed in or obedient to the 
Rig Veda. 

ঋজ ু [ ṛju ] a straight; erect; upright; uncurved, unbent; unyielding; candid, frank; sincere; easy; 
easy to understand or learn or read. ̃কায় a. erect-bodied, upright. ̃তা n. straightness, erectness; 
uprightness; honesty; sincerity; simplicity. ̃pকৃিত same as ঋজুsভাব । ̃েরখ a. (geom.) rectilinear. ̃েরখ 
েkt (geom.) a rectilinear figure. ̃েরখা n. a straight line. ̃sভাব a. frank or sincere by nature. 

ঋণ [ ṛṇa ] n a debt; a loan; liability, (math.) the minus sign. ঋণ করা, ঋণ েনoয়া v. to borrow. ঋণ 
েদoয়া v. to lend. ̃gs a. steeped in or run into debt; indebted. ̃gs থাকা v. to be indebted (to), to 
owe. ̃gs হoয়া v. to run into debt, to incurdebt. ̃gহণ n. act of borrowing (esp. money). ̃gহণ করা v. to 
borrow (esp. money). ̃gাহী, ̃gহীতা n. a borrower, a debtor. ̃িচh n. (math.) the minus sign (—). ̃জাল n. 
the meshes of debt. ̃জােল জDােনা v. to enmesh or be enmeshed in debt, to involve or be involved in 
debt. ̃দাতা n. a lender; a money-lender; creditor. ̃দান n. act of lending (esp. money). ঋণদান করা v. to 
lend (esp. money). ̃দায় n. burden of debt; liability, indebtedness. ̃দাস n. one who serves as a slave 
to repay a debt, a bondsman. ̃পt n. a written bond of debt; a note of hand; a debenture. ̃পিরেশাধ 
same as ঋণেশাধ । ̃ভার n. the burden of debt. ̃ভাের পীিDত a. encumbered with debt. ̃মুk a. relieved of 
debt, free from debts. ̃মুk করা v. to free from a debt or debts. ̃মুিk n. re lease from a debt or debts; 
freedom from debts. ̃েশাধ n. act of paying off a debt; repayment. ̃েশাধ করা v. to pay off a debt; to 
repay. 

ঋণাtক [ ṛṇātmaka ] a (alg.) negative. 

ঋিণতা [ ṛṇitā ] n indebtedness. 
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ঋণী [ ṛṇī ] a involved in debts, indebted. ঋণী থাকা v. to be indebted; to owe. ঋণী হoয়া v. to be 
indebted; to run into a debt. 

ঋত [ ṛta ] n the Supreme Being, God; (the) truth. ☐ a. worshipped; adored; ailing, sick (শীতাতর্); 
true; shining, luminous. ঋতানৃত a. true and false. ☐ n. truth and falsehood. 

ঋিত [ ṛti ] n act of going or moving; gait; motion. 

ঋত ু [ ṛtu ] n season, a tide or time; menstruation, the menses. ̃কাল n. the period or time of a 
season, a tide; the period of menstruation, the menstrual period. ̃নাথ, ̃পিত n. the king of seasons; 
the spring. ̃পিরবতর্ন n. change of season. ̃পযর্ায় n. succession or revolution of the seasons. ̃মতী a. (of a 
woman) menstruating, in the menses. ̃মতী হoয়া v. to menstruate, to be in the menses; to 
menstruate for the first time. ̃রkা n. act of copulating with a woman on the fourth day of her 
menstrual period ̃রkা করা v. to copulate with a woman on the fourth day of her menstrual 
period. ̃রাজ same as ঋতুনাথ । ̃sাতা a. fem. bathed on the fourth day of one's menstrual period. ̃sান n. 
act of bathing on the fourth day of one's menstrual period. 

ঋিtক [ ṛtbika ] n a family priest; an assistant priest; a priest. 

ঋd [ ṛddha ] a prosperous, flourishing; affluent, well-to-do; fortunate. ঋিd n. all-round 
prosperity; flourishing state; affluence; fortune; property, wealth. ঋিdমান same as ঋd ; fem. ঋিdমতী 
। ঋিdলাভ a. attainment of prosperity. 

ঋভু [ ṛbhu ] n a god; one of a species of deified man; a superman. 

ঋষভ [ ṛṣabha ] n the ox; a mythological mountain; (mus.) the second note in the natural scale; 
(as a sfx.) the best one (মnষয্ষর্ভ). 

ঋিষ [ ṛṣi ] n a very wise ascetic, a sage; a saint; a composer of Vedic hymns. ̃কl, ̃তুলয্ a. equal to 
or comparable with a saint; saint-like; saintly. ̃েpাk a. told by a saint; (gr.-of words etc.) used by a 
saint but not in accordance with grammatical rules (cp. archaic). ̃েলাক n. the abode of the spirits of 
saints. 

ঋ  [ ṛṣṭa ] a (astrol.) under the evil influence of a star; inauspicious. ঋি  n. (astrol.) evil influence 
of a star; an inauspicious thing, an evil. 

ঋষয্ [ ṛṣya ] n a species of deer, white-footed or dappled antelope. 
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e1 [ ē1 ] n the eighth vowel of the Bengali alphabet. 

e2 [ ē2 ] int expressing a vocative sound ('e সিখ হামাির dেখর নািহ oর '). ☐ pro. this person or 
animal or thing, he, she, it. ☐ a. this. 

ei [ ēi ] a this. ☐ pro. this, it. ☐ int. expressing: a vocative sound (ei েছেল েশাn); displeasure, 
fear, wonder etc. (ei েগল যা, ei মরল, ei ের). ☐ adv. just (ei eখিন), just this (ei েকবল). ei aজুহােত 
on this plea or pretext or excuse or ruse. ei কতkণ just a little while ago. ei কারেণ, ̃জn for this 
reason, on account of this. ̃kেণ adv. this instant, now, this very moment. ei pকাের in this manner, 
in this way, thus. ei েবলা now that there is time, while this opportunity lasts, meanwhile. ei মেমর্ 
to this effect. ei েকবল, ̃েতা, ̃মাt this much; just this; just now. ̃বার adv. this time; now; on this 
occasion. ̃rপ a. suchlike, similar; such. ̃rেপ adv. in this way or manner, in the fashion, thus. ei 
েহতু same as ei কারেণ । 

eiসা, য়সা [ ēisā, ẏasā ] a suchlike, similar; such; too much; too great or big; tremendous. ☐ adv. 
in such a manner or amount, such a manner or amount, such; too much; too big; tremendously. 

eoজ, eoয়াজ [ ēōja, ēōẏāja ] a exchange, barter. eoিজ, eoয়ািজ, euিজ a. obtained by exchange or 
barter (eoিজ জিম). 

eঃ [ ēḥ ] int expressing : detestation, displeasure, aversion etc. 

eঁেকেবঁেক [ ēn̐kēbēn̐kē ] adv in a winding manner, in a meandering manner; in a zigzag way. 

eঁটুিল, eঁটুল [ ēn̐ṭuli, ēn̐ṭula ] n a variety of Diptera, a tick. 

eঁেটল [ ēn̐ṭēla ] a sticky, adhesive; hard in dry state but soft and slippery when wet (eঁেটল মািট). 
eঁেটল েপাকা a variety of Diptera, a tick. eঁেটল মািট clayey soil. 

eিঁDেগঁিD [ ēn̐ḍ◌়igēn̐ḍ◌়i ] n. pl spawn; (contemp.) a large number of offspring, kiddies. 

eেঁD1 [ ēn ̐ḍ◌়ē1 ] n an ox, a bull; a bullcalf. ☐ a. male (eেঁD বাছুর); resembling the roar of an ox, 
bellowing (eেঁD গলা); indomitable or obstinate like an angry bull (eেঁD েলাক). 

eেঁD2 [ ēn̐ḍ◌়ē2 ] n (of infants) constitutional indigestion or dyspepsia or rickets. eেঁD লাগা v. to 
suffer from constitutional in digestion or dyspepsia or from rickets. 

eক [ ēka ] a. & n one. ☐ n. & pro. one or single person or individual (েদেশাdার eেকর কাজ নয়). 
&square; a. only one; a certain (eকসময়); completely full or filled or packed or covered (eকবািD 
েলাক, eকমুখ দািD); same, one and the same (eক মােয়র সnান); united ('যত ভাi েবান eক হuক '); 
amalgamated; joined (di হাত eক করা); mixed (চােলডােল eক করা); one and only one (ঈশব্র eক o 
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aিভn); one of a number, a (রবীndনাথ িবেশব্র eক ে  কিব); unchanging, fixed (েসi eক েগাঁ, ভdেলােকর eক 
কথা); concentrated ((eকমেন). ̃আধ a. a few; sparse; scanty; rare. eক আঁচেD see আঁচD । eকi a. same; 
very same, one and the same. eক-eক a. some, one by one (eক-eক কের), certain (eক-eক িদন). eকক 
a. alone, unaccompanied. ☐ n. the first figure from the right of an arithmetical number; (math.) a 
unit. eককDা see কDা । ̃কণা n. very little, a very small amount. ̃কথায় in a word. ̃কলমী n. a columnist 
who writes only one column of a newspaper. ̃কাটা, ̃কাTা pop. var. of eকাTা । ̃কালীন a. done or to be 
done only once, given or to be given only once, at a time; simultaneous; contemporary. eককালীন 
anদান a lump grant, non-recurring grant. ̃কােল adv. at one time, once upon a time; at one and the 
same time, simultaneously. ̃কাঁিD a. a lot of, a heap of. ̃েকিndক, ̃েকndী, ̃েকndীয় a. concentric. ̃গঙ্গা a. filled 
or full to the brim, full, replete (eকগঙ্গা জল). ̃গভর্পtী n. monocarpellary. ̃গলা a. up to the throat or 
chin. ̃-গা a. covering the whole of the body (eক-গা গয়না, eক-গা েখাস). ̃গাদা a. a heap of; a great 
number or collection of (eকগাদা েলাক). ̃গাল a. a mouthful of. ☐ n. a mouthful. ̃gঁেয় a. obstinate, 
obdurate, stubborn; wilful, wayward; disobedient, indocile; indomitable. ̃gঁেয়িম n. obstinacy; 
wilfulness, waywardness; disobedience, indocility, stubbornness, indomitableness. ̃ঘের a. 
ostracized; cast out of society. eকঘের বয্িk an outcast. ̃ঘাত a. linear. ̃ঘাত সমীকরণ a linear 
equation. ̃েঘেয় a. monotonous; hackneyed. ̃েঘেয়িম n. monotony; hackneyedness. ̃চtািরংশ a. forty-
first. ̃চtািরংশত্ a. & n. forty-one. ˜চtািরংশtম a. forty-first. fem. ̃চtািরংশtমী । ̃চর a. moving alone (cp. 
segregarious); shunning company. ̃চিlশ a. & n. forty-one. ˜চালা a. having only one slanting roof. 
☐ n. such a hut or shed. ̃িচt a. absorbedly attentive, intent, concentrated. ̃চুল a. hairbreadth, very 
slight, negligible (eকচুল বয্বধান), ☐ adv. in the least. ̃েচিটয়া (coll.) ̃েচেট a. monopolistic. eকেচিটয়া 
aিধকার monopoly. ̃েচােখা a. one-eyed, single-eyed; looking in one direction only; partial; 
prejudiced, biased; preferential. ̃েচােখািম n. partiality; prejudice; bias; preferential treatment. ̃েচাট 
adv. enough or too much at a stroke or at one time. ̃েচােট adv. without break or respite (eকেচােট বলা 
বা করা); with one stroke or attempt (eকেচােট িজেত েনoয়া); simultaneously (eকেচােট সবাiেক বকা). ̃চ্ছt a. 
paramount, sovereign; brought under one rule ('eকচ্ছt কিরেব ধরণী'). ̃ছুেট adv. at a single run. ̃জাi 
adv. repeatedly, over and over again, incessantly, continuously, without stop (eকজাi বলা). ☐ a. 
united; assembled, collected. ☐ n. sum total (বাত্সিরক আয়বয্েয়র eকজাi). eকজাi করা v. to unite; to 
assemble, to collect. ̃িজিd a. same as eকgঁেয় । ̃েজাট a. united; assembled. ̃েজােট adv. in a body, in 
concert, unitedly. ̃jির n. remittent fever. ☐ a. suffering from remittent fever. ̃টা, ̃িট a. one; only 
one, not more than one; one particular (eকটা পরামশর্ আেছ) ☐ n. pro. any one (eকটা হেলi হল). eকটা-
িকছু, eকটা-েকােনা a. existent but not known or determinate, some (eকটা-িকছু খঁুত আেছ). ☐ pro. & n. 
something (eকটা-িকছু চাi). eকটা dেটা a. only a few, of a negligible number. ˜টানা a. pointed or 
moving in one direction only; continually onward; continuous, continual; incessant, nonstop 
(eকটানা বৃি ); monotonous. ☐ adv. in one direction only; continually onward; continuously; 
continually; incessantly, without break; monotonously. eকিট মাt a. only one; one and one 
only. ̃টু, ̃টুk a. & adv. only a little; just a little; a little. eকট ুeকট ুকের adv. little by little, bit by bit; 
slowly but gradually. ̃েটের a. curved a little; leaning to one side, slanting; (of judgment etc.) one-
sided, partial, exparte. ☐ a. & adv. lying apart; keeping aloof. ̃তntী a. (of musical instruments) 
one stringed; unanimous; under one and the same rule. ☐ n. a one-stringed musical instrument, a 
monochord. ̃তম a. (super.) one of or amongst more than two. ̃তর a. (compar.) one of two, 
either. ̃তরফা a. ex parte; partial; one sided. ̃তলা n. the ground floor (of a building or a multi-decked 
vehicle). ☐ a. one-storeyed; one-decked, single decked. eকতলা গািD a single decker. ̃তলীয় a. 
coplanar. ̃তান n. a harmonious note; harmony; concert. ☐ a. harmonious; concerted; closely 
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attentive, concentrated. ̃তানমনা a. closely attentive, rapt in attention; intent. ̃তারা n. a variety of 
monochord (chiefly used by the Vaishnaya singers). ̃তালা1 var. of eকতলা । ̃তালা2 ̃তাল n. an Indian 
musical measure. ̃িতল see িতল । ̃িtংশ a. thirty-first. ̃িtংশত্ a & n. thirty-one. ˜িtংশtম a. thirty-first. 
fem. ̃িtংশtমী । ̃িtশ a. & n. thirty-one. ˜দn a. having but one tooth, one-toothed, single toothed. ̃দম 
adv. at all; in the least; completely, thoroughly, utterly. ̃দেম adv. in one breath; without stop. ̃দল a. 
monocotyledonous. ̃িদন adv. one day, someday; one day or other (eকিদন না eকিদন); once, once 
upon a time; at one time in the past; in the past. ☐ n. a glorious time or period (esp. one that has 
passed away). eকিদন anর eকিদন every other day, every alternate day. ̃দৃি , (poet.) ̃িদিঠ a. looking 
fixedly, gazing. ̃দৃে  adv. with a fixed look, gazingly. ̃েদশ n. a part or portion or division (esp. of a 
country); a region. ̃েদশদিশর্তা n. act of viewing partially; partiality; narrow-mindedness, illiberality; 
bias; prejudice; want of fore sight. ̃েদশদশর্ী a. viewing partially; partial; narrow-minded, illiberal; 
biased; prejudiced; lacking in foresight. ̃েদশীয় a. of or living in the same country. ̃েদৗেD adv. at a 
run. ̃ধাতুমান n. (econ.) monometallism. ̃নবিত a. & n. ninety-one. ˜নবিততম a. ninety-first. fem. ̃নবিততমী 
।�নলা, ̃নিল a. (chiefly of a gun) single-barrelled, one barrelled. ̃নাগােD adv. at a stretch, 
continuously. নায়ক n. (pol.) an autoccrat or a dictator. ̃নায়কতnt n. autocracy or 
dictatorship. ̃নায়কতািntক a. autocratic or dictatorial. ̃িন  a. devoted to or engaged in only one thing, 
single minded or single-acting; absorbedly attentive, intent. fem. ̃িন া । ̃িন তা n. devotion to or 
engagement in only one thing, single-mindedness. eক পেk adv. viewing from one angle; in a 
way; somewhat. ̃পঞ্চাশ, ̃পঞ্চাশত্ a. & n. fifty-one. ˜পঞ্চাশtম a. fifty-first. fem. eকপঞ্চাশtমী । eকপtীক a. 
mas. having one wife (at a time), monogamous. ̃পদীকরণ n. (gr.) unification of several words into a 
compound word, formation of a compound word. ̃পািট n. one of a pair; one set of (teeth). ̃পাদ n. a 
fourth part, a quarter. ☐ a. one-fourth. ̃পািশব্র্ক, ̃পাশব্র্ীয় a. one-sided; partial; (bot.) unilateral. ̃েপট n. a 
bellyful, one's fill. ☐ a. bellyful of. ☐ adv. to one's fill. ̃েপেশ a. leaning or stooping to one side; 
aslant; one-sided; partial. ̃pকার adv. of a sort, in a way, somewhat. ☐ a. of a type; of some sort or 
other. ̃pিতসম a. zygomorphic. ̃p হ a. severe; sufficient, of considerable amount. ̃pাণ a. inseparably 
united. ̃বংশীয়, ̃বংেশাdব a. descended from the same ancestor, consanguine, con sanguineous. eকবgা 
coll. corrup. of eকবগর্া । ̃বচন see বচন ̃বগর্া a. obstinate; stubborn, dogged. ̃বয়সী a. of the same 
age. ̃বণর্ see বণর্ । ̃বst a. wearing only a single piece of cloth. ̃বেst adv. wearing only a single piece of 
cloth and taking nothing along. ̃বােকয্ adv. with one voice; with one accord, unanimously. ̃বার n. 
one time. ☐ adv. at one time; once. eকবাের adv. at a time; at a stroke; thoroughly. ̃বাস same as 
eকবst । ̃িবংশ a. twenty-first. ̃িবংশিত a. & n. twenty-one. ˜িবংশিততম a. twenty-first. fem. ̃িবংশিততমী 
। ̃বীজপtী a. (bot.) monocotyledonous. ̃বুক a. chest-high; breast-deep. ̃ভাব n. uniformity of state or 
quality or dis position. ̃ভাবাপn a. uniform in state or quality or disposition; of one mind. ̃ভােব adv. 
uniformly; in the same way; without change, unchangingly. ̃িভেত adv. in one direction; to one 
side; apart. ̃মত, ̃মতাবলmী a. holding the same opinion; agreed; unanimous; holding the same 
religious faith. ̃মনা a. absorbed; single-minded. ̃মেন with rapt attention; single-mindedly. ̃মাতৃক a. 
born of one and the same mother, uterine. ̃মাt a. only ̃মাtা n. one dose; one musical or metrical 
syllable. ̃মুখীকরণ n. (phys.) rectification. ̃মুেখা a. having one direction, one way. ̃মুি  a. a handful 
of. ̃েমেট, ̃েমিটয়া a. (esp. of a mould or cast or an idol) primed; rough-cast; (fig.) rough-wrought. 
eকেমেট করা v. to prime; to rough-cast; (fig.) to do in a preliminary manner, to rough out. ̃েযােগ adv. 
in a body; unitedly. ̃রকম a. of the same kind, type, nature, appearance etc.; same; similar. ☐ adv. 
in a way, of a sort, somewhat, moderately; on the whole, somehow. ̃রিত, ̃রিt a. (lit.) amounting to 
a rati (রিত1) or .121 grams or 1.875 grains; only a little, a bit of; very small, tiny. ̃রব, ̃রা n. one 
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voice. ̃rপ same as eকরকম । ̃েরখীয় a. (geom.) collinear. ̃েরাখা a. obstinate; self-willed, willful; hot-
tempered, quick-tempered, irasible; having designs on one side only (eকেরাখা চাদর). ̃লহমা n. an 
instant, a moment; jiffy. ̃লহমায় adv. in an instant, in a moment, in a jiffy. ̃িলঙ্গ n. Shiva (িশব). ☐ a. 
unisexual; (bot.) declinous. ̃িলঙ্গতা n. unisexuality; (bot.) declinism. ̃িশরা n. hydrocele; 
orchitis. ̃িশরাল a. unicostate. ̃িশলা a. monolithic. ̃েশষ n. excessiveness, overmuchness; (gr.) a system 
of forming compound words in which only one word is chosen from amongst a group and is 
modified to represent the whole group. কে র eকেশষ trouble be yond measure. নাকােলর eকেশষ 
harassed beyond measure. ̃ষিT, ̃ষি  a. & n. sixty-one. ˜ষি তম a. sixty-first, fem. eকষি তমী । ̃সেঙ্গ a. in 
a body, all together; at the same time, simultaneously. ̃সpিত a. & n. seventy-one. ˜সpিততম a. 
seventy-first. fem. eকসpিততমী । ̃সূেt adv. in one string. ̃ হােন adv. in or at the same place; in a 
certain place, somewhere. ̃হাঁটু a. knee-deep. ̃হাত a. measuring one cubit. ☐ adv. enough for one 
time. eকহাত েনoয়া v. to pay one out or back, to retaliate; to teach one a lesson. ̃হারা a. slim; of a 
delicate structure. 

eকজািমন [ ēkajāmina ] n an examination; a test; a trial; an experiment. eকজািমন করা v. to 
examine. eকজািমন েদoয়া v. to appear at or to sit for an examination. 

eকিজিবশন [ ēkajibiśana ] n an exhibition. 

eকতা [ ēkatā ] n unity, union; sameness, oneness, identity. eকতাi বল unity is strength. 

eকt [ ēkatba ] n oneness, sameness, identity; (rare) unity. 

eকt [ ēkatra ] adv in or at one place; unitedly; in a body, en bloc. ☐ a. assembled or lying in 
one and the same place; united. eকিtত same as eকt (a.). 

eকদা [ ēkadā ] adv once upon a time; once, at one time, one day. 

eকর [ ēkara ] n an acre. 

eকরার [ ēkarāra ] n confession; promise; agreement; statement. ̃নামা n. written promise or 
statement; bond; deed of agreement. 

eকলা [ ēkalā ] a lone; unaccompanied; helpless. ☐ adv. alone; helplessly. eকলাi eকেশা (to be) a 
host in oneself. also eকাi eকেশা । 

eকশা [ ēkaśā ] a mixed up together or confusedly, in a state of confusion and disorder, in a 
muddle. 

eকা [ ēkā ] a unaccompanied; lone; solitary. ☐ adv. alone. eকা-eকা adv. by oneself, single-
handed. 
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eকাংশ [ ēkāṃśa ] n one part or portion, aliquot part. 

eকাকার [ ēkākāra ] a (lit.) same or similar in shape or appearance; mixed up or conglomerated 
into a confused mass; mixed up confusedly. 

eকাকী [ ēkākī ] a & adv. alone; unaccompanied; by oneself, single-handed (েস eকাকী খােট). fem. 
eকািকনী । eকািকt n. loneliness; solitariness. 

eকাk [ ēkākṣa ] n one-eyed; (phys.) uniaxial. 

eকাkর [ ēkākṣara ] a (of words etc.) of one syllable; one-lettered, single-lettered. fem. eকাkরা । 

eকাg [ ēkāgra ] a intent; single-minded, concentrated; single-acting; absorbedly attentive. ̃তা n. 
intentness; single mindedness, concentration; rapt attention. ̃িচt same as eকাg । ̃িচেt adv. intently; 
single-mindedly, concentratedly; with rapt attention. 

eকাঘ্নী [ ēkāghnī ] n (myth.) a missile which was sure to kill only one person aimed at. 

eকাঙ্ক নাটক [ ēkāṅka nāṭaka ] n one-act play. 

eকাTা [ ēkāṭṭā ] a assembled, collected, combined, united; concerted. 

eকাtর [ ēkāttara ] a. & n seventy-one. 

eকাt [ ēkātma ] a having one and the same soul; inseparably united, closely intinate. 

eকাtতা [ ēkātmatā ] n (of more than one person) state of having but one and the same soul; 
inseparable unity; close intimacy and agreement. 

eকাtবাদ [ ēkātmabāda ] n (phil. there is nothing but God-this Vedantic doctrine, pantheism, 
monism. eকাtবাদী a. monistic. ☐ n. a monist. 

eকাtা [ ēkātmā ] a (of two or more persons) having but one and the same soul; inseparably 
united; having close intimacy and agreement. 

eকাদশ [ ēkādaśa ] a & n. eleven. &square; a. eleventh. eকাদশী a. fem. eleven years old. ☐ n. the 
eleventh day of the lunar fort night; the fast observed by Hindus on this day. 

eকািদkেম [ ēkādikramē ] adv serially from the first; continuously, without break; consecutively, 
in an uninterrupted sequence, successively. 
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eকাধার [ ēkādhāra ] n one and the same receptacle or vessel. eকাধাের adv. in one and the same 
person or thing, in one; simultaneously, at the same time. 

eকািধক [ ēkādhika ] a more than one. ̃বার a. more than once. 

eকািধকার [ ēkādhikāra ] n monopoly; exclusive rights. 

eকািধপিত [ ēkādhipati ] n the sole ruler or master; a sovereign or paramount ruler; one who is all 
in all. eকািধপতয্ n. sole exclusive rule or overlordship; sovereignty, paramountcy; state of being 
all in all. 

eকাn [ ēkānta ] a excessive; thorough; downright; overwhelming (eকাn িবপদ); earnest (eকাn 
িমনিত); sure; certain; solitary, lonely; secluded; private; personal. ☐ adv. very, much; thoroughly; 
earnestly; at all. eকাn কk a private chamber; (loos.) an ante-chamber. ̃i, ̃পেk adv. if at all. ̃সিচব n. 
a private secretary. eকােn adv. in private, confidentially; aside. 

eকাnর [ ēkāntara ] a alternate. eকাnর েকাণ n. alternate angle. 

eকাnরিkয়া [ ēkāntarakriẏā ] n alternando. 

eকাn1 [ ēkānna1 ] a & n. fifty-one. 

eকাn2, eকাnবতর্ী, eকাnভুk [ ēkānna2, ēkānnabartī, ēkānnabhukta ] a living and messing jointly; 
living in a joint fam ily. eকাnবতর্ী পিরবার a joint family. 

eকাবয়ব [ ēkābaẏaba ] a similar, alike; uniform. 

eকাবলী [ ēkābalī ] n a one-stringed necklace; (pros.) a variety of Bengali metrical foot. 

eকার1 [ ēkāra1 ] n the symbol 'ে◌' affixed to a con sonant whilst adding the e-sound to it. eকারািদ 
a. (of words) beginning with e or e-sound. eকারাn a. ending in e or e-sound. 

eকার2 [ ēkāra2 ] a of one's own, belonging to one self. 

eকাথর্ [ ēkārtha ] a having one and the same meaning, synonymous (also eকাথর্েবাধক, eকাথর্সূচক); 
having one and the same purpose. 

eকাল [ ēkāla ] n present times, modern times. 

eকািশ, eকাশীিত [ ēkāśi, ēkāśīti ] a. & n eighty-one. eকািশতম a. eighty-first. fem. eকািশতমী । 
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eকা য়, eকাি ত [ ēkāśraẏa, ēkāśrita ] a depending on only one for help; deprived of any 
alternative. eকাি ত gণ a simple attribute or predicate; a quality subsisting in one person. 

eকাসন [ ēkāsana ] n one and the same seat. ☐ a. sitting on one and the same seat; having no seat 
but one. 

eকাহ [ ēkāha ] n a period of one day. 

eকাহার [ ēkāhāra ] n only one meal daily. eকাহারী a. taking but one meal daily. 

eকািহক [ ēkāhika ] a to be accomplished within a day; happening or appearing daily; quotidian 
(eকািহক jর); born or produced daily; living for a day only. 

eিক, eকী [ ēki, ēkī ] int expressing: surprise, what's this, what. 

eকীকরণ [ ēkīkaraṇa ] n act of levelling or equalizing; equalization; unification, amalgamation; 
act of mixing up together, mixture; fusion. 

eকীকৃত [ ēkīkṛta ] a levelled, equalized; unified, amalgamated; mixed up together; fused. 

eকীভবন [ ēkībhabana ] n act of being leveled or equalized or unified or amalgamated or mixed 
up together, equalization, unification, amalgamation, mixture; fusion. 

eকীভাব [ ēkībhāba ] n unity; unification; state of being leveled or equalized; fusion. 

eকীভূত [ ēkībhūta ] a leveled, equalized, unified, amalgamated; mixed up together; fused. 

ekন [ ēkuna ] n sum total. ekেন adv. in total; in all, altogether. 

ekল-okল [ ēkula-ōkula ] n (both.) the house of the husband and the house of the father (of a 
married woman); (both) the mortal world of life and world or life after death; this world and the 
next; both the courses; both the alternatives. 

ekশ [ ēkuśa ] a. & n twenty-one. ekেশ n. the twenty-first day of a month. ☐ a. (of days of a 
month) twenty-first. 

eেক [ ēkē ] pro one person (eেক চায়, আের পার); one thing ('ভােব eেক আর'); one. ☐ adv. on the one 
hand, in the first place (eেক মূখর্ তায় aহংকারী). 

eেক-eেক [ ēkē-ēkē ] adv one by one; one after another; gradually (েস eেক-eেক সব ভুেলেছ). 
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eেকবাের [ ēkēbārē ] adv thoroughly, out and out. ☐ a. downright, thorough. 

eেকশব্র [ ēkēśbara ] n only one God; the sole master. ব̃াদ n. (theol.) monotheism. ̃বাদী a. 
monotheistic. ☐ n. a monotheist. 

eেকািd  [ ēkōddiṣṭa ] n the annual obsequial rites in respect of only one deceased person. 

eেকান [ ēkōna ] a short of or less by one. ̃চtািরংশ a. thirty-ninth. ̃চtািরংশত্ a. & n. thirty-nine. 
˜চtািরংশtম a. thirty-ninth. fem. eেকানচtািরংশtমী । ̃নবিত a. & n. eighty-nine. ˜নবিততম a. eighty-ninth. 
fem. ̃eেকাননবিততমী । ̃পঞ্চাশ a. forty-ninth. ̃পঞ্চাশত্ a. & n. forty-nine. ˜পঞ্চাশtম a. forty-ninth. 
fem. ̃eেকানপঞ্চাশtমী । ̃ষি  a. & n. fifty-nine. ˜ষি তম a. fifty-ninth. fem. ̃eেকানষি তমী । ̃সpিত a. & n. 
seventy-nine. fem. eেকানসpিততমী । eেকানাশীিত a. & n. seventy-nine. eেকানাশীিততম n. seventy-ninth. 
fem. eেকানাশীিততমী । 

ekা [ ēkkā ] n a light two-wheeled vehicle drawn by one horse (resembling a dog-cart). 

ekণ [ ēkṣaṇa ] n this moment. ekেণ adv. at this moment; at the present time, now; just now, 
immediately, at once. 

eখিতয়ার [ ēkhatiẏāra ] n jurisdiction; purview; range; authority; right; control. 

eখন [ ēkhana ] adv at this time, at this instant; now; at present; in modern times, nowadays; 
recently, currently; at last, after so long (eত বলার পর eখন েখয়াল হল); at some later time (আের রাখ না, 
খাব eখন); (used in introducing a sentence) and now (eখন েস িছল ডাকাত). ☐ n. this time; present 
times. ̃i, eখিন adv. at once. ̃o, eখেনা adv. till now; even in this state; even after this; not 
withstanding this; still. ̃কার a. of this time; of the present times; current, recent. eখন-তখন a. & adv. 
very critical; on the point of death (eখন-তখন aব হা). eখন েথেক from now on. eখন পযর্n till now. 

eখান [ ēkhāna ] n this place; this world, this mortal world. ̃কার a. of this place or world eখােন adv. 
in or at this place, here. 

eগেনা [ ēganō ] v to advance, to go forward; to proceed, to go on; to progress; to approach. 
eগেনা-িপছেনা n. (lit.) going forward and retreating; vacillation; irresolution; indecision. 

eগােরা [ ēgārō ] a & n eleven. ̃i n. the eleventh day of month. ☐ a. (of days of a month) 
eleventh. 

eিগেয় েদoয়া [ ēgiẏē dēōẏā ] v to go along with some body; to accompany up to a distance; to 
see off; push somebody forward (সামেন eিগেয় েদoয়া). 

eজমািল [ ējamāli ] a (of property) held by more than one; shared jointly; joint (eজমািল সmিt). 
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eজলাস [ ējalāsa ] n a sitting of a judicial court, the bench. ̃খানা n. court-room. 

eজাহার [ ējāhāra ] n a statement about a crime given to the police; (loos.) deposition. 

eেজন্ট [ ējēnṭa ] n a commercial representative, an authorized delegate, an agent. 

eেজিn [ ējēnsi ] n agency. 

eটিনর্ [ ēṭarni ] n an attorney-at-law, an attorney. 

eটা [ ēṭā ] pro (dero.) this thing or creature or person, it, this. 

eিট [ ēṭi ] pro (affectionately) this thing or creature or person, it, this. 

eিডটর, eিডটার [ ēḍiṭara, ēḍiṭāra ] n an editor of a newspaper, periodical etc. eিডটির, eিডটাির n. act 
of editing, editorship. 

eDা [ ēḍ◌়ā ] v (arch.) to shoot or throw. 

eDােনা [ ēḍ◌়ānō ] v to avoid, to shun; to get rid of; to pass over, to omit; to disobey. eিDেয় যাoয়া 
same as eDােনা; (of tongue) to fail to utter properly, to stutter, to stammer. 

eিD [ ēḍ◌়i ] n heel. ̃েতালা জুেতা high-heeled shoes. 

eেDা [ ēḍ◌়ō ] a slanting, leaning; crosswise. 

eত [ ēta ] adv so much or so many; to such a great extent (eত কের); in such a great number. ̃kণ 
adv. so long; by this time. ̃gিল a. so many; so much. eত তাDাতািD বা শীঘর্ so soon. eতিদেক in so many 
directions. eতবার so many times. eতরােত so late at night. 

eতত্ [ ētat ] pro this person or creature or thing, it. ☐ a. this. ̃কালীন a. of present times. 

eতদিতিরk [ ētadatirikta ] a besides this; more than this, in addition to this; over and above this. 

eতদেপkা [ ētadapēkṣā ] a. & adv than this. 

eতদেথর্ [ ētadarthē ] adv for this; for this reason; to this effect; implying this meaning. 

eতিদন [ ētadina ] adv for or during or in so many days, so long. ☐ n. so many days. eতিদেন adv. 
after so many days, after so long. 
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eতদীয় [ ētadīẏa ] pro. a of this person or creature or thing, of this, its. 

eতdtের [ ētaduttarē ] adv in reply to this, in answer to this. 

eতdেdেশয্ [ ētaduddēśyē ] adv for this purpose, with this end in view. 

eতদূর [ ētadūra ] adv so far. ☐ con. as far. ☐ int. what an audacity. 

eতেdশীয় [ ētaddēśīẏa ] a of or belonging to this place or country. 

eতেdেশ [ ētaddēśē ] adv in this country. 

eতdয্তীত, eতিdn [ ētadbyatīta, ētadbhinna ] adv besides this, in addition to this; apart from this. 

eতdrপ [ ētadrūpa ] a like this; similar to this. 

eতnেধয্ [ ētanmadhyē ] adv in the midst of it or these; in it or these; amongst these; in the 
meantime, meanwhile. 

eতাdৃশ [ ētād◌়ṛśa ] a like this; similar to this. 

eতাবত্ [ ētābat ] a & adv so much or so many; thus far. eতাবত্ কাল so long. 

eিতম [ ētima ] a having no means of livelihood, helpless; orphan. ̃খানা n. a refuge; an orphanage. 

eেতক [ ētēka ] a (chiefly poet.) so much or so many. 

eেতলা, eেtলা [ ētēlā, ēttēlā ] n news; information; notice (িবনা eেতলায়). eেতলা করা to inform; to 
report. 

eিদক [ ēdika ] n this side; this country or region or place; this party. eিদক-oিদক, eিদক েসিদক n. 
this side and that; all quarters, all sides, all regions or places. ☐ adv. (to) this side and that; all 
around; here and there. eিদক-oিদক করা, eিদক-েসিদক করা v. to vacillate, to waver; to misrepresent; to 
soften (an account) unduly, to mince matters; to defealcate; to balance (an account) by 
manipulation. eিদেক adv. in or to this side of country or region or place or party; in the meantime, 
meanwhile. 

eেদর [ ēdēra ] pro. a. pl their; of them or these. 
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eধার [ ēdhāra ] n this side. eধার-oধার n. this side and that; all sides, all quarters. ☐ adv. (to) this 
side and that; all around; here and there. eধার-oধার করা v. to vacillate, to waver; to misrepresent; 
to mince matters; to defalcate; to balance (an account) by manipulation. 

eনেকার [ ēnakōra ] n. & int encore; applause. eনেকার েদoয়া v. to applaud, to encore. 

eনTানস, eনTাn [ ēnaṭrānasa, ēnaṭrānsa ] n entrance examination. 

eনতার [ ēnatāra ] a innumerable, multitudinous, countless; profuse; endless; continuous, 
continual, incessant. ☐ adv. innumerably, without number; immeasurably, profusely; without 
end or break, incessantly, continuously. 

eনেভলাপ [ ēnabhēlāpa ] n an envelope. 

eিন্ড [ ēnḍi ] n a variety of silk (chiefly produced in Assam). 

e পযর্n [ ē paryanta ] adv till now; thus far. 

eপার [ ēpāra ] n this bank or shore; this side or extremity. eপার-oপার করা v. to go across and come 
back; ferry over or across. 

eপাশ [ ēpāśa ] n this side or edge. eপাশ-oপাশ করা v. to toss or turnabout restlessly and 
continuously (esp. in bed). 

eিpল [ ēprila ] n April. 

eফ e [ ēpha ē ] n the First Arts examination of a university, F.A. (no longer in vogue now). 

eিফেডিভট [ ēphiḍēbhiṭa ] n an affidavit. 

eবং [ ēba ] in comp like this, suchlike, such (eবংিবধ). con. and. 

eবংিবধ [ ēbambidha ] a like this kind; of this kind; like this, suchlike, such. 

eবমst [ ēbamastu ] int be it so, amen. 

eবেDা-েখবেDা [ ēbaḍ◌়ō-khēbaḍ◌়ō ] a rugged, rough; uneven. 

eবাদত [ ēbādata ] n worship. ̃খানা n. a house of worship. 
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eবার [ ēbāra ] n this time; this year; this life. ☐ adv. on this occasion, at this time, this time; 
now; in this year, this year; in this life. ☐ int. how can you escape now? ̃কার a. of this time or 
year or life; present, current, this. 

eেব [ ēbē ] adv (poet. obs.) this time; now; nowadays. 

eেবলা [ ēbēlā ] n this part of the day; forenoon. ☐ adv. in this part of the day. eেবলা-oেবলা adv. 
twice daily, in the forenoon and afternoon. 

eম e [ ēma ē ] n the Master of Arts examination of a university, M.A.; one who has passed the 
M.A. examination, an M.A. 

eম eল e [ ēma ēla ē ] n a Member of the Legislative Assembly, an MLA. 

eম িপ [ ēma pi ] n a Member of Parliament, an MP. 

eমন [ ēmana ] a like this; suchlike; such; similar. ☐ pro. such a one (eমনিট আর পােব না). ☐ adv. 
in such a way, to such an extent (eমন কের বলল, eমন বলল). ̃কী adv. even. ̃তেরা a. like this; suchlike; 
such; similar. eমন সমেয় at this time; at such a time; then. 

eমিন [ ēmani ] a & n same as eমন । ☐ adv. in such a way, to such an extent; without any 
particular purpose (eমিন eলাম); empty-handed (kটুেমর বািD eমিন যাoয়া); without cause (েকu কাuেক 
eমিন মাের না, asখ eমিন হয় না); spontaneously (eমিন ফসল ফেল না). eমিন-eমিন adv. without cause; 
spontaneously. 

eম িব [ ēma bi ] n (formerly) the degree examination in medicine (of a university), M.B.; one 
who holds this degree, an M.B. eম িব িব eস n. the bachelor's degree in medicine. 

eমুেDা [ ēmuḍ◌়ō ] n this end. eমুেDা oমুেDা adv. from this end to that; throughout the length of; 
from the beginning to the end; from head to foot; thoroughly. 

e যাtা [ ē yātrā ] adv this time. 

eযাবত্, eযাবত্কাল [ ēyābat, ēyābatkāla ] adv till now. hitherto. 

eেয়া, eেয়া-stী [ ēẏō, ēẏō-strī ] n. fem a woman whose husband is alive. eেয়ািত n. a woman whose 
husband is alive; a mark or marks borne on the person of a woman to indicate that her husband is 
alive. ☐ a. fem. having one's husband alive. 

eর [ ēra ] pro. a his; its; of this. 
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eরকা [ ērakā ] n a variety of reed. 

eরN [ ēraṇḍa ] n the castor-oil plant. eরN-েতল n. castor-oil. eরNা n. a variety of tree, the peepul. 

eরা [ ērā ] pl of e 

erপ [ ērūpa ] a like this; suchlike; such; similar. ☐ pro. such a one (erপিট). ☐ adv. in such a 
manner, to such an extent (erপ ধমকাল). erেপ adv. in this way or manner, in such a way or 
manner, thus. 

eেরােpন [ ērōplēna ] n an aeroplane. 

eলা [ ēlā ] n cardamom or its plant. 

eলাকা [ ēlākā ] n area; jurisdiction; limit. 

eলাচ [ ēlāca ] n cardamom or its plant. 

eলােনা [ ēlānō ] v to dishevel or be disheveled, to loosen; to slacken; to relax; to lounge, to 
recline; (of paddy) to turn over and spread out. ☐ a. disheveled, hanging loose; relaxing; 
lounging; reclining. 

eলািহ [ ēlāhi ] a great, grand; pompous (eলািহবয্াপার). ☐ n. (Mus.) God. 

eিলেয় েদoয়া [ ēliẏē dēōẏā ] v to make disheveled or disorderly. 

eেলেবেল [ ēlēbēlē ] a loose and unconnected; (fig.) incoherent; insignificant. 

eেলম [ ēlēma ] n knowledge; learning; training; cleverness; craft; efficiency. ̃বাজ a. learned; 
clever; crafty; efficient. 

eেলা [ ēlō ] a disheveled, ruffed (eেলা চুল); hanging loosely (eেলা েখাঁপা); incoherent or irrelevant, 
haphazard (eেলা কথা); unrestrained (eেলা রাশ); disorderly (eেলা বাতাস). ̃েকশী n. fem. a woman with 
unkempt hair; an appellation of Goddess Kali (কালী). ̃েথেলা. a. untied, untrimmed; unkempt, 
undressed; disheveled. ̃পাতািD, ̃ধাবািD a. without measure; unrestrained; unsystematic; haphazard; 
disorderly; continuous. ☐ adv. without measure; without restraint; unsystematically; 
haphazardly; in a disorderly manner; continuously. eেলাপাতািD মার a beating or drubbing without 
measure, a thrashing. eেলাপাতািD লDাi a scuffle, a confused fight. ̃েমেলা a. disheveled, ruffled; 
incoherent or irrelevant; disorderly; desultory. eেলােমেলা বলা v. to talk incoherently or irrelevantly. 

eেলাপয্ািথ [ ēlōpyāthi ] n allopathy. 
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eশীয় [ ēśīẏa ] a Asian. ☐ n. an Asian. 

eষণা, eষণ [ ēṣaṇā, ēṣaṇa ] n search; exploration; desire; longing. eষণীয় a. desirable; searchable; 
explorable. 

eষণী [ ēṣaṇī ] n a goldsmith's balance; (surg.) a probe. 

eষা [ ēṣā ] n same as eষণা । 

eসপার-oসপার [ ēsapāra-ōsapāra ] n a final decision or settlement (usu. ending in some loss); 
either good or bad consequence; either (complete) success or (utter) failure; either this or that. 

eসরাজ, eসরার [ ēsarāja, ēsarāra ] n the esraj, a kind of stringed musical instrument having four 
principal strings and played with a bow. 

eেসn [ ēsēnsa ] n essence. 

eেস যাoয়া [ ēsē yāōẏā ] v to matter (much or little). 

eেsট [ ēsṭēṭa ] n estate, landed property. 

eেহন [ ēhēna ] a like this; such; suchlike; similar. 
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ঐ1 [ ai1 ] n the ninth vowel of the Bengali alphabet. 

ঐকতান [ aikatāna ] n concert; a common chord. 

ঐকবাকয্ [ aikabākya ] n similarity in utterance or statement; concurrence; one voice, unanimity. 

ঐকমতয্ [ aikamatya ] n agreement in opinion; concord; unanimity; consensus. 

ঐকাgয্ [ aikāgrya ] n same as eকাgতা (see eকাg). 

ঐকািnক [ aikāntika ] a profound, intense; earnest (ঐকািnক েচ া); absorbedly employed, single-
minded. fem. ঐকািnকী । ঐকািnকতা n. profundity, intensity; earnestness; sincerity; absorbing 
employment; single-mindedness. ঐকািnেক adv. in private. 

ঐকার [ aikāra ] n the symbol 'ৈ◌ affixed to a consonant whilst adding ঐ-sound to it. ঐকারািদ a. (of 
words) beginning with ঐ or ঐ-sound. ঐকারাn a. (of words) ending in ঐ or ঐ-sound. 

ঐকািহক [ aikāhika ] a ephemeral; (of fever) tertian. 

ঐিকক িনয়ম [ aikika niẏama ] n (arith.) the unitary method. 

ঐকয্ [ aikya ] n unity, union; concord; agreement. ̃বd a. united, combined. ̃সাধন n. act of 
establishing unity or concord or agreement (between or amongst). ঐকয্সাধন করা v. to establish 
unity or concord or agreement (between or amongst.) ঐকয্াভাব n. lack of unity or integration. 

ঐkব [ aikṣaba ] a of or produced from sugarcane. 

ঐিচ্ছক [ aicchika ] a optional; elective; voluntary; volitional; arbitrary. 

ঐছন [ aichana ] alt spell. of aiছন । 

ঐতেরয় [ aitarēẏa ] n a branch of the Rig Veda. 

ঐিতহািসক [ aitihāsika ] a historical, historic; versed in history. ☐ n. historian. ̃তা n. historicity. 

ঐিতh [ aitihya ] n a tale or belief or custom or practice transmitted orally or handed down from 
generation to generation, tradition; cultural heritage; hereditary culture. ̃গত, ঐিতিhক a. traditional. 
ঐিতhাগত a. handed down by tradition. 

ঐnd [ aindra ] a of or relating to Indra (ind) the king of gods. 
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ঐndজািলক [ aindrajālika ] a of or like or wrought by magic, magical; skilled in magic. ☐ n. a 
magician, a conjuror, a juggler. 

ঐিndয়, ঐিndয়ক [ aindriẏa, aindriẏaka ] a of sense organs; directly perceptible by senses; 
perceptible; sensuous; sensual. 

ঐিndলা [ aindrilā ] n wife of demon Vritra. 

ঐরাবত [ airābata ] n (myth.) an elephant on which Indra (ind) rides. 

ঐrপ [ airūpa ] a. & adv like that. ☐ n. one like that. 

ঐশ, ঐিশক, ঐশব্র, ঐশব্িরক [ aiśa, aiśika, aiśbara, aiśbarika ] a pertaining to or done by God; 
divine; heavenly. fem. ঐশী । 

ঐশব্যর্ [ aiśbarya ] n wealth, riches; splendour; magnificence; glory; Godhead; godhead; divinity; 
supremacy; overlordship, majesty; supernatural power obtained through asceticism; divine grace; 
unction. ̃গবর্, ম̃দ n. purse-pride; insolence from wealth. ̃গিবর্ত, ̃মt, ̃মেদাnt a. purse-proud; insolent 
from wealth, arrogant through wealth. fem. ̃গিবর্তা, ̃মtা, ̃মেদাntা । ̃বান, ̃মিNত, ̃শালী a. wealthy, opulent, 
affluent, rich; full of glory, glorious; majestic; possessed of supernatural power obtained through 
asceticism; bestowed with divine grace. fem. ̃বতী, ̃মিNতা, ̃শািলনী । 

ঐি ক [ aiṣṭika ] a relating to oblation or sacrifice, ceremonial. 

ঐহেলৗিকক, ঐিহক [ aihalaukika, aihika ] a of this world or life; temporal; worldly (ঐিহক sখ). 
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o1 [ ō1 ] n the tenth vowel of the Bengali alphabet. 

o2 [ ō2 ] pro that or yonder person or creature or thing, a person or creature or thing in question, 
he, she, it. ☐ a. that immediately preceding, last (o মােস). ☐ adv. too, also, moreover (েস খােবo); 
even (নামo শুিনিন). ☐ con. and. ☐ int. expressing; a call, recollection, amazement, pity etc.; holla, 
ho; ah, oh. 

oi [ ōi ] a that; yonder. ☐ adv. there. ☐ int. expressing mild regret for negligence, lapse of 
memory etc.; ah, ah me (oi যা). 

o ঁ[ ō ] n the mystic sound denoting the Hindu trinity; the origin or root of all sounds; the symbol 
representing the Supreme Being. oঁকার, oঙ্কার, oংকার n. the sound oঁ (cp. chest-note). 

oঁচলা [ ōn̐calā ] n skin of fruits and vegetables; refuse. ̃kD n. a dustbin, place where garbage is 
deposited. Same as আsঁাkD । 

oঁচা, oঁছা [ ōn̐cā, ōn̐chā ] a (chiefly coll.) worthless or bad; inferior; contemptible; base, mean; 
good-for-nothing. 

oঁরা [ ōm̐rā ] pro (hon.) they. 

oকDা [ ōkaḍ◌়ā ] n a variety of herb or its fruit or leaf (when this is rubbed on the skin one gets a 
terrible itching sensation). 

oকার [ ōkāra ] n the post-consonantal symbol 'ে◌া' affixed to a consonant whilst adding the o-
sound to it. oকারািদ a. (of words) beginning with o or o-sound. oকারাn a. (of words) ending in o or 
o-sound. 

oকালতনামা [ ōkālatanāmā ] n power of attorney. 

oকালিত [ ōkālati ] n the profession of a pleader, legal profession or practice, pleadership; 
pleading, advocacy, defence. ☐ a. pertaining to pleaders or pleadership or pleading. oকালিত করা 
v. to practice as a pleader; to plead for. 

oিক, oকী [ ōki, ōkī ] int expressing: inquisitive ness, amazement, fright etc., what's that. 

oেক [ ōkē ] pro to him, him. 

o েক [ ō kē ] pro who is he or she. 

oখান [ ōkhāna ] n that or yonder place or region. 
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oখানকার [ ōkhānakāra ] a of that place or region. oখােন adv. there. 

oগরা [ ōgarā ] n a variety of food cooked by boiling rice and pulse together, hotchpotch. 

oেগা [ ōgō ] int used in affectionate or respectful addressing or apostrophizing (chiefly applied 
by husband and wife to each other); a form of address applied also to God or a deity. 

oচলােনা [ ōcalānō ] v to winnow, to fan (grain etc.) free of husks and chaff. 

oজঃ [ ōjḥ ] n vigour, strength; lustre; (rhet.) ornateness and vigour of style. 

oজন [ ōjana ] n act of weighing; weight; a unit of weight, a measure; importance, 
impressiveness; power, strength (িনেজর oজন বুেঝ কাজ করা). oজন করা v. to weigh. -̃করা a. measured 
(oজন-করা কথা). ̃দর n. price according to or determined by weight (and not according to or 
determined by number). ̃দার n. a weighman, a measurer. 

oজর [ ōjara ] n a plea, an excuse; a pretext. বােজ oজর a lame excuse. িমথয্া oজর a false plea. 

oজsল [ ōjasbala ] a vigorous, full of strength. 

oজsী [ ōjasbī ] a strong; vigorous; (rhet.) ornate and vigorous. fem. oজিsনী  oজিsতা n. strength; 
vigour; (rhet.) ornateness and vigour of oেজাgণ [ ōjōguṇa ] n (rhet.) ornateness and vigour of 
style. 

oেজান [ ōjōna ] n ozone. 

oঝা [ ōjhā ] n a quack professing to have (supernatural) power of curing snakebites and other 
morbidities; an exorcist. 

oটকােনা, uটকােনা [ ōṭakānō, uṭakānō ] v search clumsily and hastily; look for something 
hurriedly; rummage. 

oটিকশিত, oটিকিs [ ōṭakiśati, ōṭakisti ] n (in chess) a position in which if a particular piece or 
chess man is moved, the player in question gets a check, and if not moved, that piece or 
chessman is taken by the adversary. 

oটা [ ōṭā ] pro (coll. & dero.) that, it, he, she. 

oঠবস, oঠেবাস [ ōṭhabasa, ōṭhabōsa ] n act of sitting down and standing up alternately and 
repeatedly (as a punishment or physical exercise). 
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oঠা [ ōṭhā ] v to rise; to get up; to climb or ascend (গােছ oঠা, পাহােD oঠা); to get in (গািDেত oঠা). See 
also the older form uঠা । 

oিডেকালন [ ōḍikōlana ] n eau-de-cologne, a perfume made from water and alcohol. 

oD [ ōḍra ] n old name of Orissa. 

oDনা [ ōḍ◌়nā ] n a piece of thin cloth worn usually as a modesty scarf by women. 

oDব [ ōḍ◌়ba ] n an Indian musical mode which is expressed by five principal notes. 

oDmা [ ōḍ◌়mbā ] n a spendthrift. 

oDা [ ōḍ◌়ā ] v to fly, to move through or in the air; to flutter; to go up in the air. For other uses 
see uDা । 

oিDয়া [ ōḍ◌়iẏā ] n a native of Orissa; the language of Orissa. ☐ a. of Orissa or its people. 

oিDশা [ ōḍ◌়iśā ] n Orissa. oিDিশ a. of or pertaining to Orissa. ☐ n. an Indian style of classical 
dance that originated in Orissa. 

oত [ ōta ] n lying in wait to attack by surprise, an ambush, an ambuscade. oত পাতা, oত েপেত থাকা 
v. to lie in wait, to am bush, to ambuscade. 

oতেpাত [ ōtaprōta ] a diffused, pervading; inseparably mixed up; thorough. ̃ভােব adv. 
inseparably, inextricably. 

oদন [ ōdana ] n food; meal; rice; boiled rice. 

oধার [ ōdhāra ] n that side or extremity or region. 

oপার [ ōpāra ] n the other side or bank (of a river, etc.). 

oফ [ ōpha ] int expressing amazement, anger, regret, pain, disgust etc.; oh. 

oমা [ ōmā ] int expressing: surprise; fear etc. 

oয়াক [ ōẏāka ] int expressing an involuntary sound made whilst vomiting. oয়াক েতালা v. to make 
this sound; to expectorate; to hiccup, to retch. 
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oয়াকফ [ ōẏākapha ] n charitable grant for Muslim religious purpose or in service of God. ̃নামা n. 
a grant providing for this gift. oয়ািকফ, oয়ািকব a. conversant, familiar, acquainted, knowing; 
informed; experienced. oয়ািকফহাল, oয়ািকবহাল a. conversant with the situation; well-informed of the 
situation. 

oয়ািজব [ ōẏājiba ] a just, proper, right; necessary, essential. 

oয়াদা [ ōẏādā ] n a point of time by or within which something is promised to be paid or given or 
done; promise. oয়াদা েদoয়া v. to set a time-limit. 

oয়াপস [ ōẏāpasa ] n act of giving back, return. oয়াপস করা v. to give back, to return. 

oয়ািরশ [ ōẏāriśa ] n an heir or heiress. oয়ািরশান n. pl. heirs or heiresses. 

oয়ােরন্ট [ ōẏārēnṭa ] n warrant, a written order giving official authority for arrest etc. 

-oয়ালা2 [ -ōẏālā2 ] sfx denoting: a trader, a seller, a practitioner, an owner, one in possession of 
or endowed with etc., -er, -or, ist. fem. oয়ািল, uিল । 

oয়াsা [ ōẏāstā ] n act of attaching importance; serious attention, heed, care; dependence; sake 
(কীেসর oয়ােs). oয়াsা করা, oয়াsা রাখা v. to care (for), to heed, to pay attention (to); to attach 
importance (to); to depend (upon). 

oয়াহািব [ ōẏāhābi ] n a follower of Abdul Wahab; a Muslim religious reformer; a group of 
Muslim socio-religious reformers. 

oর1 [ ōra1 ] n end, limit (' dঃেখর নািহ oর '). 

oর2 [ ōra2 ] pro. a his; its. 

oরেফ [ ōraphē ] adv. & n called otherwise, alias. 

oরসা [ ōrasā ] a wet, moist. 

oরাং oটাং, oরাং uটাং [ ōrā ṃōṭā, ṃōrā ṃuṭā ] n orang-utan (orang-outang), an ape originally of 
Sumatra and Borneo. 

oের [ ōrē ] pro coll. & poet. form of oেক । int. used in addressing or apostrophizing. 

oল [ ōla ] n an edible bulbous plant akin to arum or turnip. েযমন বুেনা oল েতমিন বাঘা েতঁতুল (fig.) 
measure for measure. 
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oলকিপ [ ōlakapi ] n a kohlrabi; (loos.) a turnip. 

oলন1 [ ōlana1 ] n a coming down, descent. 

oলন2 [ ōlana2 ] n a plumb-line, a plummet (also oলনদিD). ☐ a. vertical. 

oলnাজ [ ōlandāja ] a Dutch. ☐ a. a Hollander, a Dutch; the Dutch language. 

oলা2, oলােনা1 [ ōlā2, ōlānō1 ] v (dial.) to take down, to bring down. 

oলাiচNী [ ōlāicaṇḍī ] n the goddess of cholera. 

oলাiিবিব [ ōlāibibi ] n the name given by the Muslims to oলাiচNী । 

oলাoঠা [ ōlāōṭhā ] n cholera. 

oলান [ ōlāna ] n udder (of cattle etc.) 

oেলা [ ōlō ] int used by (usu. village) women in addressing one another, hullo. 

oষিধ, oষধী [ ōṣadhi, ōṣadhī ] n a plant that dies after bearing fruit but for once. 

oষিধনাথ, oষিধপিত [ ōṣadhinātha, ōṣadhipati ] n the moon. 

oষিধশালা [ ōṣadhiśālā ] n herbarium. 

o  [ ōṣṭha ] n (lit.) the upper lip; any of the lips. প̃lব n. lips as attractive and soft as young 
shoots. ̃পুট n. a cavity formed by contracting both the lips. ̃bণ n. a boil on the lip. o াকার a. shaped 
like lips; (bot.) labiate. o াগত a. that which has neared the lips in order to come out. o াগতpাণ a. 
about to die; extremely embarrassed or peeved or irritated. o াধর n. pl. the two lips-upper and 
lower. o য্ a. (gr.) pronounced by the lips, labial. ☐ n. (gr.) a labial letter. 

oস [ ōsa ] n dew. 

oসার [ ōsāra ] n breadth, width; also dial. variant of oয়াD । 

osাগর [ ōstāgara ] n a very efficient or chief artisan or tailor, a master artisan or tailor. 

osাদ [ ōstāda ] n a trainer, a music-master or music-teacher; a master artist or artisan. ☐ a. 
skilled, expert. osািদ n. efficiency, skill, mastery; cleverness; an attempt to parade one's skill or 
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mastery, bravado; uncalled-for act of coming forward to help; officiousness. ☐ a. pertaining to a 
trainer or music-master or master artist or master artisan. osািদ করা v. to try to parade one's skill 
or mastery; to come forward uncalled-for to help; to be officious. 

oেহ [ ōhē ] int used in addressing or apostrophizing, hullo, hey. 

oেহা [ ōhō ] int expressing: recollection, amazement, regret etc., ah. style. 
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ঔ [ au ] n the fourteenth vowel of the Bengali alphabet. 

ঔকার [ aukāra ] n the post-consonantal symbol 'ে◌ৗ' affixed to a consonant whilst adding the ঔ-
sound to it. ঔকারািদ a. (of words) beginning with ঔ or ঔ-sound. ঔকারাn a. (of words) ending in ঔ 
or ঔ-sound. 

ঔিচতয্ [ aucitya ] n propriety, fitness; appropriate ness; decorum. 

ঔjjলয্ [ aujjbalya ] n brightness, lustre, splendour, brilliance, brilliancy. 

ঔDব [ auḍ◌়ba ] n (mus.) the singing of any mode consisting of five notes. 

ঔত্সিগর্ক [ autsargika ] a relating to religious offering, sacrificial; dedicatory. 

ঔত্sকয্ [ autsukya ] n inquisitiveness; eagerness; earnestness; (rare) worry, anxiety. 

ঔদিনক [ audanika ] n a cook. 

ঔদিরক [ audarika ] a gluttonous; voracious; abdominal. ☐ n. a glutton, a gourmand, an 
excessively greedy eater. ঔদিরকতা n. gluttony; voracity, voraciousness. 

ঔদাযর্ [ audārya ] n liberality; magnanimity, greatness; generosity, largeness, munificence. 

ঔদাসীn, ঔদাs [ audāsīnya, audāsya ] n indifference; listlessness; callousness; apathy. 

ঔdতয্ [ auddhatya ] n haughtiness, arrogance; insolence, impertinence; vanity, vainglory. 

ঔdািহক [ audbāhika ] a obtained through marriage (as dowry); of marriage, matrimonial, bridal. 

ঔপিনেবিশক [ aupanibēśika ] n colonial; settling in or settling up a colony, colonizing. ☐ n. a 
settler or an inhabitant of a colony. 

ঔপিনষদ [ aupaniṣada ] a of or according to the Upanishads. ঔপিনষিদক a. relating to or versed in 
the Upanishads. 

ঔপnািসক [ aupanyāsika ] a relating to novels or a work of fiction. ☐ n. a novelist. 

ঔপপিtক [ aupapattika ] a relating to deductive reasoning and arguments; proved, vindicated; 
authenticated; authentic; authoritative. 
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ঔপিমক [ aupamika ] a of or described by a simile or comparison. 

ঔপময্ [ aupamya ] n similitude; similarity; comparability. 

ঔপসিগর্ক [ aupasargika ] a symptomatic; (gr.) relating to the prefix. 

ঔপািধক [ aupādhika ] a pertaining to title or in title only, titular; nominal; temporary. 

ঔরস, ঔরs [ aurasa, aurasya ] a (of children) legitimate. ☐ n. a legitimate child; (loos & pop.) 
se men. ঔরসজাত a. (lit.) legitimately born; (loos. & pop.) born of one's se men. 

ঔণর্, ঔিণর্ক [ aurṇa, aurṇika ] a woollen; cobwebby. 

ঔধব্র্েদিহক, ঔধব্র্ৈদিহক [ aurdhbadēhika, aurdhbadaihika ] a funeral; obsequial. ☐ n. funeral rite; 
obsequial rite, obsequies. 

ঔবর্1 [ aurba1 ] a earthly; pertaining to the Earth. 

ঔবর্2, ঔবর্ািg [ aurba2, aurbāgni ] n a fire coming out from under water (esp. of a sea); a submarine 
fire. 

ঔ , ঔ য্ [ auṣma, auṣmya ] n heat, warmth. 
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ক3 [ ka3 ] sfx added to না, নাi, িন etc. to make them sound sweet. 

কi1 [ ki1 ] adv where. ☐ int. denoting: disappointment, dejection, denial, amazement, cordiality 
etc. 

কi2 [ ki2 ] n the walking fish, the anabas. 

কiেয় [ kiẏē ] a one who has the gift of the gab; one who speaks with flippant ease; fluent in talk. 
কiেয় েলাক a fluent or gifted speaker. 

কiসন [ kisana ] adv (obs. & poet.) of what description, how. 

কংেgস [ kaṅgrēsa ] n an assembly of delegates, specialists etc. for discussion or settlement of 
problems; a congress; the legislature of the United States and some other American-type 
republics, the Congress; the Indian National Congress party, the Congress. কংেgিস a. of or 
belonging to or following the Indian National Congress. ☐ n. a Congressman, a Congress 
worker. 

কংস, কংশ [ kaṃsa, kaṃśa ] n bell metal—an alloy of copper and tin, pewter; a vessel of bell 
metal. 

কংসক [ kaṃsaka ] n copperas, green vitriol. 

কংসকার [ kaṃsakāra ] n a worker in bell metal (by trade or caste). 

কংসবিণক [ kaṃsabaṇika ] n a dealer in bell metal prod ucts. 

কংসাির [ kaṃsāri ] n (myth.) the slayer of the notorious king Kamsa (কংস); an appellation of 
Krishna (kৃ ). 

ককােনা [ kakānō ] v (chiefly of children) to sob; to groan; to implore with much humble 
submission. ককািন n. act of sobbing, sob; groan; imploration, humble submission. েকঁেদ কিকেয় adv. 
having made a lot of entreaties or earnest requests. 

কkদ, কkত্ [ kakuda, kakut ] n the hump on the shoulder of a bull. 

কkভ [ kakubha ] n a metre of Vedic poetry; an Indian musical mode; a direction, a side. 

কেকশীয় [ kakēśīẏa ] a Caucasian. ☐ n. a Caucasian. 
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কk [ kakṣa ] n a room, an apartment, a chamber; either of the points at which an arm is joined 
with the body, an arm-joint (also কkমূল); an armpit (also কkপুট); the waist; (astr.) an orbit; (bot.) 
an axil. ̃চুয্ত ̃  a. slipped from the armpit; (astr. -of stars, planets etc.) deviated or fallen from 
one's orbit. ত̃ল n. the floor of a room, floor. ̃pাচীর n. the wall of a room. 

কkেনা, কক্খেনা [ kakṣanō, kakkhanō ] adv at any time, ever; for any reason; in any state or 
condition, under any circumstances. 

কkাnর [ kakṣāntara ] n another room. 

ক-খ [ ka-kha ] n the alphabet; elementary knowledge, ABC. 

কখন [ kakhana ] adv at what time; when; long ago (েস েতা কখন চেল েগেছ). কখনo, কখেনা adv. at any 
time, ever; for any reason; in any condition; under any circumstances. কখেনা কখেনা, (coll.) কখেনা 
সখেনা adv. sometimes, now and then, now and again; at times. আর কখেনা ever afterwards. আর কখেনা 
না never afterwards. 

কঙ্ক, কাঁক [ kaṅka, kān̐ka ] n the heron. 

কঙ্কণ [ kaṅkaṇa ] n a bangle for the wrist, a bracelet. 

কঙ্কত [ kaṅkata ] n a comb; the gill (of the fish). কঙ্কিতকা, কঙ্কতী n. a comb. 

কঙ্কপt [ kaṅkapatra ] n an arrow, a dart, a shaft. 

কঙ্কর, কাকঁর [ kaṅkara, kān̐kara ] n gravel, a coarse grain of sand, a very small particle of stone, 
grit. ☐ a. coarse; harsh. 

কঙ্কাল [ kaṅkāla ] n a skeleton; a bone. ̃মালী n. one who wears a garland of bones; an appellation 
of Shiva (িশব). ̃মািলনী n. fem. one who wears a garland of bones; an appellation of Goddess Kali 
(কালী). ̃সার a. reduced to bones or to a skeleton, one who is only skin and bone, (cp.) a bag of 
bones. 

কচ1 [ kaca1 ] n hair; the pointed end of a quillpen; a nib; a curved projection of a piece of land or 
a building. 

কচ2 [ kaca2 ] int denoting: a sound like the one made in cutting off or biting off something at one 
stroke. কচকচ int. denoting: the sound of hashing or munching or crunching repeatedly. কচকচ করা v. 
to give out a munching or crunching sound repeatedly (as on biting an unripe fruit); to grumble; 
to scold frequently or repeatedly without rhyme or reason; to indulge in intolerably long and dull 
arguments or talk, to prattle. কচকচািন n. act of hashing or munching or crunching repeatedly; act 
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of grumbling, grumble; act of scolding repeatedly or frequently without rhyme or reason; 
intolerably long and dull argument or talk, prattle. কচকিচ n. quarrel; wrangling; peevishness; 
unnecessary and in consequential wrangling (তেttর কচকিচ). কচকেচ a. (of unripe fruits) giving out a 
munching sound when eaten; given to scolding repeatedly or frequently without rhyme or 
reason; indulging in long dull arguments or talk, prattling. 

কচটােনা [ kacaṭānō ] v to knead. কচটািন n. act of kneading. 

কচDা [ kacaḍ◌়ā ] n thick rope, cable. 

কচরমচর [ kacaramacara ] int denoting: a sound as of munching; confused noise as of hot 
discussion or incessant prattling. কচরমচর করা v. to munch noisily; to discuss noisily; to prattle 
rapidly. 

কচলাকচিল [ kacalākacali ] n act of wringing or squeezing repeatedly; act of rubbing; act of 
higgling (aেনক কচলাকচিলর পর দাম কমাল). কচলাকচিল করা v. to wring or squeeze repeatedly; to rub; to 
higgle. 

কচলােনা [ kacalānō ] v to wring, to squeeze; to rub; (rare.) to higgle. 

কচাত্ [ kacāt ] int denoting: a sound like the one made in cutting off something at one stroke. 

কচাল [ kacāla ] a irritating discussion or debate or dispute. কচােল a. indulging in irritating 
discussion or debate or dispute. 

কিচ [ kaci ] a (of fruits etc.) fresh and soft; green; (of children, plants etc.) very young and 
delicate; (of youth etc.) new and tender. কিচ আম a green mango the pulp of which has not yet 
developed. 

কিচকাঁচা [ kacikān̐cā ] n. pl small children, kiddies. কিচ েখাকা বা খুিক, কিচ েছেল বা েমেয় a baby, a 
child, an infant. কিচ পাতা n. young shoot; a new leaf. 

কিচ কলাপাতা রং [ kaci kalāpātā ra ] n foliage green; light green color like that of the plantain 
leaves. 

কচ ু[ kacu ] n an esculant edible root; (contem.) a mere trifle, nothing. কচ ুকরা v. to be able to do 
nothing; to be able to do no harm. কচু খাoয়া v. (contem.) to eat or get nothing, to be disappointed. 
কচ ু েবাঝা v. to fail utterly to understand or comprehend. ̃কাটা a. chopped easily at will; chopped 
fine; hashed. কচুকাটা করা v. to chop or hash with ease and at will; to chop fine. ̃েঘচ ুn. pl. worthless 
vegetables; vegetables not normally edible; trifles. ̃েপাDা n. anything in edible; nothing. dঃখ না কচ ু
no genuine sorrow but a mere show of it. 
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কচুির [ kacuri ] n a kind of pancake made of kneaded flour and pulped pulses. 

কচুিরপানা [ kacuripānā ] n water hyacinth. 

কচ্ছ [ kaccha ] n a shore; a coastal region; a marshy place; Kutch; (facet.) the part of the loincloth 
which the wearer tucks behind him between his legs. 

কচ্ছিট [ kacchaṭi ] n the part of the loincloth which the wearer tucks behind him between his legs; 
loincloth as tucked up by the wearer; loincloth worn as a suspensor as by Indian ascetics and 
wrestlers. 

কচ্ছপ [ kacchapa ] n the tortoise, the turtle, the chelonian. fem. কচ্ছপী । কচ্ছেপর েখালা tor toise-
shell, carapace. 

কছ ু[ kachu ] n. & adv (obs. & poet.) anything. 

কjল [ kajjala ] n eye-wash, eye-salve, collyrium; lampblack; cloud; dark cloud. 

কjলী [ kajjalī ] n mercurous sulphate (as used in medicine). 

কjjল [ kajjbala ] n eye-wash, eye-salve, collyrium. 

কিঞ্চ [ kañci ] n a bamboo twig; a slip of bamboo. 

কঞ্চুক, কঞ্চ ু [ kañcuka, kañcu ] n armour, a coat of mail; a modesty vest, bodice, brassiere; a 
slough or cast skin of a snake. 

কঞ্চুকী [ kañcukī ] n a Brahmin (bাhণ) supervisor of a royal household, (cp.) the Lord of the Bed-
chamber; a eunuch guarding a harem; a man in armour; the snake. 

কঞ্চুল [ kañcula ] n an ornament for women's breast. 

কঞ্চুিলকা, কঞ্চুলী [ kañculikā, kañculī ] n bodice, brassiere, a modesty vest. 

কঞ্জুস [ kañjusa ] a niggardly, miserly, close-fisted. ☐ n. a close-fisted man, a niggard, a mi 
ser. ̃পনা n. miserliness, niggardliness. 

কট1 [ kaṭa1 ] int denoting: the sound of cutting or biting a hard thing as a nut. ̃কটািন n. croaking; 
painful throbbing or drumming; harsh reproaches. কট কট int. denoting: repeated sounds of cutting 
or biting a hard thing; a croaking sound; repeated painful throbbing or drumming sound (কান 
কটকট); a harsh or blunt sound (কটকট কের বলা). কট কট করা v. to throb or drum painfully; to reproach 
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harshly; (chiefly of frogs) to croak. ̃কেট a. giving out the sound as of cutting or biting a hard 
thing; throbbing or drumming painfully; given to reproaching harshly; croaking; heart rending or 
blunt (কটকেট কথা); frowning or terror-striking (কটকেট চাহিন). ̃মট int. expressing: anger, threat, 
frown (কটমট কের তাকােনা). ̃মেট a. angry, frowning, sinister, terror-striking. 

কট2 [ kaṭa2 ] a hypothecated, mortgaged; conditional, stipulated. ☐ n. a mortgage deed; a deed 
of conditional sale. 

কটক [ kaṭaka ] n an army, armed forces; encampment (of an army); tented accommodation (esp. 
of an army); the ridge of a hill; a bangle or an armlet. 

কটকবালা [ kaṭakabālā ] n a deed of conditional sale; a mortgage deed. 

কটিক [ kaṭaki ] a of or relating to Cuttack in Orissa. 

কটিকনা [ kaṭakinā ] n stringency of rule or order; a conditional or periodical lease; resolve, 
determination, a promise. 

কটরকটর, কটরমটর [ kaṭarakaṭara, kaṭaramaṭara ] int denoting: a sound produced whilst 
munching hard things such as nuts. 

কটা2 [ kaṭā2 ] a brownish; having a white complexion with a tinge of red; tawny; (usu. dero.) 
fair-complexioned. 

কটাk [ kaṭākṣa ] n a side-glance, a sidelong look, an oblique look; significant or meaningful 
look; reflection, insinuation. কটাk করা v. to cast a side-glance, to look obliquely or askew; to cast 
a significant or meaningful look; to insinuate, to reflect on. ̃পাত n. casting a sidelong glance; a 
sidelong or oblique look; act of casting a significant look; a significant or meaningful look; 
insinuation, reflection. ̃পাত করা same as কটাk করা । কটােk adv. at or by or with a sidelong or 
meaningful look; by way of insinuation or reflection; in a moment, at once. 

কটা-েচাখ [ kaṭā-cōkha ] n a brownish eye as of a cat. ☐ a. possessing catlike brownish eyes, cat-
eyed. 

কটাল [ kaṭāla ] n spring tide; flood-tide. ভরাকটাল n. spring-tide; flood-tide. মরাকটাল n. neap-tide; 
ebb-tide. 

কটাs [ kaṭās ] int denoting: the sound of biting off or cutting off (esp. suddenly) a portion of a 
hard thing at one stroke; a snapping sound; an imaginary sound made by an ant when it pricks. 
কটাs কটাs int. denoting: repetition of any of these sounds. 

কটােস [ kaṭāsē ] a slightly brownish or tawny. 
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কটাহ [ kaṭāha ] n a cauldron; a large tumblerlike cooking utensil; a dixie. 

কিট2 [ kaṭi2 ] n the waist; the loin; the hip. ̃তট, ̃েদশ same as কিট । ̃t, ̃বn n. a waistband, a belt, a 
girdle. ̃ভূষণ n. an ornament worn as a girdle by women. ̃শূল, ̃বাত n. lumbago; sciatica. 

কট ু[ kaṭu ] a bitter; acrid, pungent (কটুরস); tasting hot (কট ুেতল); harsh, acrimonious (কটুবাকয্). কটু 
হেয় যাoয়া v. to have the taste or flavour spoilt or fouled, to grow or to run rancid. কট ুকথা n. same 
as কটুিk । ̃কাটবয্ n. pl. bitter reproaches. ̃তা, ̃t n. bitterness; pungency; hot taste; harshness, 
acrimony. কট ুেতল n. mustard oil. ̃ভাষী a. rude or impolite in speech, foul-spoken, foul mouthed. 

কটূিk [ kaṭūkti ] n a bitter or acrimonious or sharp remark. 

কটূtর [ kaṭūttara ] n caustic or sharp reply. 

কেটারা [ kaṭōrā ] n a goblet. 

কTর [ kaṭṭara ] a uncompromising; inveterate; obstinate; bigoted; ultra-conservative. 

কিঠন [ kaṭhina ] a hard, firm; stiff; stern, strict; severe; difficult; cruel, merciless (কিঠন hদয়); 
tremendous, intense; solid (কিঠন পদাথর্); serious (কিঠন েরাগ). fem. কিঠনা । ̃তা, ̃t n. hardness, firmness; 
stiff ness; sternness, strictness, severity; difficulty; cruelty, mercilessness; tremendousness, 
intensity; solidity; seriousness. 

কিঠনী, কিঠিনকা [ kaṭhinī, kaṭhinikā ] n chalk. 

কিঠনীভূত [ kaṭhinībhūta ] a hardened; stiffened. 

কেঠাপিনষত্, কেঠাপিনষদ্ [ kaṭhōpaniṣat, kaṭhōpaniṣad ] n Katha, the name of one of the major 
Upanishads. 

কেঠার [ kaṭhōra ] a hard; stern, harsh; firm, steady, unflinching; merciless, cruel, heartless (কেঠার 
শাসক); strict, severe; difficult; intense; serious (কেঠার বয্ািধ); dull; rough (কেঠার aবয়ব). ̃তা n. 
hardness; sternness, harshness; firmness, steadiness; mercilessness, cruelty, heartlessness; 
strictness, severity; difficulty; intensity; seriousness; dullness; roughness. 

কD [ kaḍ◌় ] n an iron ring for the wrist to be worn by married women, a lac-brace let. 

কDক, কDকচ [ kaḍ◌়ka, kaḍ◌়kaca ] n sea salt. 
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কDকD [ kaḍ◌়kaḍ◌় ] int denoting: the sound of munching hard or of a loud rumbling noise (as of 
a clap of thunder); imaginary sound produced by the stiffening of anything glutinous (ভাত শুিকেয় 
কDকD করেছ). কDকDািন n. any of the aforesaid sounds. কDকেD a. giving out a sound that is caused by 
the stiffening of anything glutinous; hard and glutinous. 

কDকােনা [ kaḍ◌়kānō ] v (coll. & inf.) to rebuke, to reprimand; to check, to pull up. 

কDঙ্গ [ kaḍ◌়ṅga ] n a beggar's bowl or drinking bowl made of coconut shell. 

কDচা [ kaḍ◌়cā ] n a chronicle, a biography, a narrative; an account book containing details of 
rent payable by tenants, a descriptive rent-roll. 

কDতা [ kaḍ◌়tā ] n tare. 

কDা1 [ kaḍ◌়ā1 ] n a metal ring; such a ring affixed to a thing as a handle. 

কDা2 [ kaḍ◌়ā2 ] n a coin of smallest value (usu. denominated by cowries or small conch-shells), a 
cowrie, eক কDা (to the) smallest amount or degree; an iota. ̃িকয়া n. a table for counting cowries 
from 1 to 1. ̃kািn see kািn । কDায় গNায় adv. to the last farthing; completely, thoroughly. 

কDা3 [ kaḍ◌়ā3 ] a hard; stiff; difficult; severe; tremendous, intense; angry; haughty; harsh, rude 
(কDা কথা); strict; rough. ☐ n. a corn on the skin. ̃কিD, ̃kD, ̃kিD n. strictness; stringency. কDা আiন a 
strict or stringent law কDা মিনব an exacting master; a hard or strict task master. কDা েলাক a strict 
man or disciplinarian. 

কDা4, কDাi [ kaḍ◌়ā4, kaḍ◌়āi ] n a large tumblerlike cooking utensil, (cp.) a vat. 

কDাত্ [ kaḍ◌়āt ] int denoting: the sound of the clapping of thunder or fracture of a bone. 

কDার [ kaḍ◌়āra ] n a condition, a stipulation; a promise. কDাির a. conditional. 

কিD1 [ kaḍ◌়i1 ] n a snail-like gastropod resembling a miniature conch, a cowrie; a cowrie-shell 
(formerly) used as a coin of the smallest denomination; a coin of the smallest denomination (cp. 
a stiver); money. কানাকিD a coin of the smallest denomination which is useless as a medium of 
exchange; (fig.) of no value, quite ineffective. 

কিD2 [ kaḍ◌়i2 ] n a joist. 

কিD3 [ kaḍ◌়i3 ] n (mus.) any of the notes in the natural major scale. (cp. sharp). 

কিDকপােল [ kaḍ◌়ikapālē ] a lucky in making money, fortunate. 
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কিDকাঠ [ kaḍ◌়ikāṭha ] n a joist. 

কিDমধয্ম [ kaḍ◌়imadhyama ] n (mus.) a higher variation of the fourth note in the Indian musical 
gamut; a subdued variation of the fourth note in the natural major scale. 

কিDয়াল1 [ kaḍ◌়iẏāla1 ] a wealthy, opulent, rich. 

কিDয়াল2, কিDয়ািল [ kaḍ◌়iẏāla2, kaḍ◌়iẏāli ] n a horse's bit. 

কD ুয়া [ kaḍ◌়uẏā ] a rancid (কD ুয়া গn); pungent or hot (কD ুয়া sাদ); strong (কD ুয়া তামাক); made of 
mustard. কD ুয়া েতল mustard oil. 

কেD [ kaḍ◌়ē ] a youngest, smallest; little; young. কেD আঙুল the little finger (of the hand or foot.) 
কেD রাঁিD a woman widowed in childhood or at an early age, a childwidow. 

কণা, কিণকা [ kaṇā, kaṇikā ] n a very small or fine particle; a grain of dust or powder; a grain of 
corn. কণাকার a. granular. 

কিণকাবাদ [ kaṇikābāda ] n corpuscular theory. 

কNক [ kaṇṭaka ] n a thorn; a thistle; the spine of a fish; (fig.) an obstacle (sেখর কNক); disgrace 
(kেলর কNক); an insignificant adversary; a horripilation or goose-flesh. ̃ফল n. the jack-fruit or its 
tree. ̃ময় a. full of thorns; thorny. ̃যুk a. thorny. ̃লতা n. a thorny creeper. কNেক কNেকাdার করা to set a 
thief to catch a thief. ̃শযয্া n. a bed of thorns; (fig.) unbearable torment or anguish, extreme 
discomfort. 

কNকাকীণর্ [ kaṇṭakākīrṇa ] a thorny, strewn with thorns or thistles. 

কNিকত [ kaṇṭakita ] a full of thorns, thorny; pricking as thorns, prickly; horripilated. 

কNিকফল [ kaṇṭakiphala ] n the jack-fruit or its tree. 

কNকী [ kaṇṭakī ] a thorny; prickly. ☐ n. any thorny plant such as dates; a fish with too many 
(thin) spines or bones. 

কNকীফল [ kaṇṭakīphala ] n alt. spell. of কNিকফল । 

কNেকাdার [ kaṇṭakōddhāra ] n extraction of a thorn; removal of thorns; removal of an obstacle 
or difficulty; destruction of an enemy. 

কিNকারী [ kaṇṭikārī ] n a prickly nightshade used in medicine. 
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কন্ঠ [ kanṭha ] n the throat; (bio.) the windpipe; the oesophagus; voice. ̃গত same as কNাগত 
। ̃নালী, ̃নািল n. the windpipe; the oesophagus, the gullet. ̃বd a. clinging to the throat. ̃ভূষণ n. lace, 
chain etc. worn round the neck; (fig.) an object of pride or affection. ̃মিণ n. jewel worn at or 
round the throat; the Adam's apple; (fig.) an object of affection or pride. ̃েরাধ n. act or an instance 
of choking or stifling or throttling; deprivation of the power of speaking or making any (adverse) 
comment. ̃েরাধ করা v. to choke, to stifle, to throttle; to silence, to gag, to deprive of the power of 
speaking or making any (adverse) comment. ̃েরাধ হoয়া v. to be choked or stifled or throttled; to be 
deprived of the power of speaking or criticizing (esp. adversely). ̃লg, ̃লীন same as কNবd । ̃সংগীত n. 
vocal music. ̃ হ a. of the throat; lying in or at the throat; stored in memory; memorized. ̃স্হ করা v. 
to commit to memory, to memorize, to learn by heart. ̃sর n. voice; tone of voice. ̃হার n. a 
necklace. 

কNা [ kaṇṭhā ] n the clavicle, the collarbone. 

কNাগত [ kaṇṭhāgata ] a that which has come up to the throat; about to get out of the mouth. ̃pাণ 
a. about to breathe one's last; about to die. ̃pায় a. that which has come up almost to the throat; 
about to spill. 

কNাভরণ [ kaṇṭhābharaṇa ] n an ornament for the throat; a necklace. 

কিN [ kaṇṭhi ] n a necklace of the twigs of holy basil worn by Vaishnavas. কিN েছঁDা to cast out a 
person from the Vaishnava sect. ̃ধারণ n. initiation into Vaishnavism; act of wearing the holy basil-
necklace. ̃ধারী a. wearing a holy basil-necklace. ☐ n. a Vaishnava. ̃বদল n. the Vaishnava system 
of marriage in which the bridegroom and the bride exchange the holy basil-necklaces. 

কNী [ kaṇṭhī ] n a one-stringed necklace; the holy basil-necklace of Vaishnavas. 

কেNৗ য্ [ kaṇṭhauṣṭhya ] a (gr.) both guttural and labial, gutturo-labial. 

কNয্ [ kaṇṭhya ] a (gr.) guttural. ̃বণর্ n. (gr.) a gut tural letter, a guttural. 

কNন [ kaṇḍana ] n husking. কNন করা v. to husk. কNনী n. a pestle (for husking). 

কN,ু কN ূ [ kaṇḍu, kaṇḍū ] n itch, scabies; ringworm; act of scratching as an itch. কN ূিত n. itch, 
scabies, ringworm; (fig.) eager desire or urge (হsকN ূিত). কN ূয়ন n. act of scratching to relieve 
itching; (fig.) eager desire or urge. কN ূয়ন করা v. to scratch. কNয়ূমান a. in the act of scratching where 
it itches. 

কেNাল [ kaṇḍōla ] n a large basket or container for storing grains or cereals. 
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কত [ kata ] a how much, how many; much, many. ☐ adv. to a great extent, much. ☐ n. a great 
number or amount (কত eল, কত েগল). ☐ pro. how much or how many of it or them. কত কের at 
what price (কত কের িকনেল); with much solicitation or entreaty (কত কের বললাম); after or with a great 
effort (কত কের পাশ কেরিছ). ̃ক a. some; somewhat. ☐ adv. to some extent; partially. ☐ pro. some 
of it or them. ☐ n. some people (েদেশর কতক aধর্াশেন থােক). কতক কতক to a certain extent; some 
what; partially. কতকটা a. some. ☐ adv. partially; somewhat. ☐ pro. some of it. ☐ n. some 
amount. কতক পিরমােণ adv. to some extent; partially. ̃কাল adv. how long; for a long time (কতকাল বেস 
আিছ). ☐ n. a long time. কত কী, কত িকছু various; various things; various and unknown (things); a 
large number of (things.) ̃kণ adv. how long; for a long time. ☐ n. a long time. ̃িদন adv. how many 
days; for many days; for a long time. ☐ n. many days; a long time. কত না adv. countlessly; 
immeasurably. ̃বার adv. how many times; many times. ̃মেতা a. of numerous and various kinds. ☐ 
adv. in numerous and various ways. শ̃ত a. countless. ̃hঁ a. (poet. & obs.) numerous and various. 

কত্ [ kat ] n the pointed end of a quill-pen, a nib. 

কতল [ katala ] n beheading, decapitation. কতল করা v. to behead, to decapitate. 

কিতপয় [ katipaẏa ] a several, some, a number of. 

কেতক [ katēka ] a some; several; much; how much. ☐ pro. some, a few of them, a little or a part 
of it. 

কtক [ katthaka ] n an Indian classical dance form. 

কথক [ kathaka ] n a professional narrator of scriptural and mythological stories (usu. কথকঠাkর); a 
speaker. ̃তা n. profes sional practice of narrating scriptural and mythological stories. 

কথঞ্চন, কথিঞ্চত্ [ kathañcana, kathañcit ] adv somehow; (loos.) somewhat. ☐ a. (pop.) a small 
amount of. 

কথন [ kathana ] n act or mode of speaking; utterance; words spoken; a saying; a statement; a 
speech. কথনীয় a. worthy of being spoken or told, speakable, utter able; that which is to be spoken 
or told. 

কথা [ kathā ] n a word or words spoken; a saying; an utterance; a statement; mode of speaking, 
pronunciation (তার কথা আD ); voice (তার কথা শুনেত েপলাম); a dialect (বধর্মােনর কথা); a tale, a story; a 
chronicle or history (ভারত-কথা); news (gােমর কথা); a word (েস িনেজর কথা রােখ); an opinion (e িবষেয় 
আমার কথা হল েয); professional narration of scriptural and mythological stories (জিমদার বািDেত কথা 
হেব); a topic, a discourse (e কথার aবতারণা); conversation; speaking terms (তার সেঙ্গ আমার কথা েনi); 
consultation, discussion (ডাkােরর সেঙ্গ কথা হেয়েছ); counsel, advice; instigation; comparison (তার সেঙ্গ 
কার কথা); an incident, an affair (েয েস কথা নয়); a request (েস আমার কথা েরেখেছ); order, direction 
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(েছেলটা কথা েশােন না); necessity, need, compulsion (e কাজ করেতi হেব, eমন কথা আেছ?); plea (ভুল হেল 
েকােনা কথা শুনব না); a proverb (কথায় বেল). কথা কoয়া v. to speak; to talk. কথা কাটা v. to refute; to 
protest. কথা েদoয়া v. to give one's word, to promise. কথা চালা v. to tell one's secrets to another; to 
indulge in scandal-mongering, to talk scandal, to gossip. কথা পাDা v. to raise a topic; to propose. 
কথা না থাকা not to be on speaking terms with; not to be promised or decided beforehand. কথা রাখা to 
keep a promise; to be true to one's word. কথায় কথায় in course of conversation; incidentally during 
conversation, by the by, by the way; whilst talking (কথায় কথায় রাত হল). কথায় থাকা to involve 
oneself in. কথায় না থাকা to have nothing to do with. কথার কথা a word for word's sake; worth serious 
consideration (e িক eকটা কথার কথা হল ?). কথার েখলাপ breaking a promise. কথার ঝুিD (of a person) a 
chatterbox. কথার ধার sting of words. কথার নDচD deviation from one's promise. কথার েফর, কথার 
মারপয্াঁচ a sly turn of speech; verbal trickery; jugglery of words; quibble. কথার াd too much or 
unnecessary talking, words and words. ̃কিল n. Indian dance depicting ancient war tales. কথা 
কাটাকািট n. arguments and counter-arguments; bandying of words; altercation; hot exchange. কথা 
কাটাকািট করা v. to advance arguments and counter-arguments; to bandy words; to altercate; to be 
engaged in a hot exchange. কথা চালাচািল n. act of telling one's secrets to another; scan dal-
mongering; gossiping. কথা চালাচািল করা same as কথা চালা । ̃চ্ছেল same as কথাpসেঙ্গ । ̃nর n. altercation; 
bandying of words; another topic; interval in course of conversation; a breach of promise. ̃pসঙ্গ n. 
conversation, talk; act of raising a topic; a topic; a context. ̃pসেঙ্গ adv. in course of conversation; 
incidentally during conversation, by the way. ̃বাতর্া n. conversation; a talk; a chat. ̃বাতর্া বলা v. to 
talk; to chat. ̃মেতা adv. in keeping with one's words or promise; in obedience to one's order or 
direction. ̃মাt n. mere words (having no genuine worth). ̃মাt সার mere words having no genuine 
worth, words or promises ending in smoke; false promise. ̃মুখ n. a preface. ̃রm n. the beginning of 
a story or conversation. ̃িশl n. creative literary works written in prose such as novels, stories 
etc. ̃িশlী n. an author of prose fiction, stories etc. ̃েশষ n. the end of a story or conversation. ̃সািহতয্ 
same as কথািশl । ̃সািহিতয্ক same as কথািশlী । 

কিথকা [ kathikā ] n a story in a sketchy shape; a talk. 

কিথত [ kathita ] a uttered, pronounced; said, told; narrated, described; mentioned, spoken of 
কিথত আেছ েয it is said that. 

কেথাপকথন [ kathōpakathana ] n a conversation; a talk, a chat; a dialogue. কেথাপকথন করা v. to talk. 
কেথাপকথেনর ভাষা colloquial or spoken language. 

কথয্ [ kathya ] a worthy of being spoken or told, speakable, utterable; that which is to be spoken 
or told; colloquial (কথয্ ভাষা). 

কদkর [ kadakṣara ] n a letter (of the alphabet) written badly; bad handwriting. ☐ a. (of a letter) 
badly written; one who writes a bad hand. 

কদn [ kadanna ] n bad food; abominable food; food unfit for human consumption. 
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কদভয্াস [ kadabhyāsa ] n a bad habit. 

কদম1 [ kadama1 ] n coll. var. of কদm । 

কদম2 [ kadama2 ] n a foot; a leg; a step; (of horses) trot. কদেম চলা v. to trot. 

কদমা [ kadamā ] n a round and hard sweetmeat shaped like a kadam (কদম) flower. 

কদর [ kadara ] n respect, honor; regard; importance; appreciation; cordial reception; value, 
worth. কদর করা v. to respect, to honor; to have regard for; to attach importance to; to appreciate; 
to receive cordially; to deem valuable. 

কদথর্ [ kadartha ] n a distorted meaning; a misinter pretation; a perverted meaning. কদথর্ করা v. to 
distort or pervert the meaning (of); to misinterpret. ̃ন, ̃না n. distortion or perversion of meaning; 
misinterpretation; censure. কদিথর্ত a. having the meaning distorted or perverted; misinterpreted. 

কদযর্ [ kadarya ] a extremely ugly; detestable; abominable, hateful; base; miserly, niggardly. ̃তা 
n. extreme ugliness; detestableness, abomination, hatefulness; baseness; miserliness, 
niggardliness. 

কদলী [ kadalī ] n the banana or plantain (fruit or tree). 

কদাকার [ kadākāra ] a unshapely, ungainly, ugly looking; deformed. 

কদাচ, কদাচন, কদািচত্ [ kadāca, kadācana, kadācit ] adv at any time, ever; rarely, seldom. কদাচ 
না never. 

কদাচার, কদাচরণ [ kadācāra, kadācaraṇa ] n an abominable habit or practice; malpractice. ☐ a. 
given to abominable or loathsome habits or practice. কদাচারী same as কদাচার (a.). 

কদািপ [ kadāpi ] adv same as কদাচ । 

কd [ kadu ] n the gourd. 

কdিk [ kadukti ] n obscene utterance or words; harsh words; filthy or foul language, abusive 
words; malicious words. 

কdtর [ kaduttara ] n an insolent or impertinent reply; an ungracious or unseemly answer; a 
retort. 
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কনক [ kanaka ] n gold. ☐ a. in comp. (used as a pfx.) golden, made of gold (কনকমkুট); 
auriferous. k̃ার n. borax. ̃চাঁপা n. a golden-coloured sweet-scented flower or its plant. ̃চDূ n. a 
variety of paddy. ☐ a. golden-crested (কনকচDূ মুkট). ̃ধুতুরা n. a species of Datura, its plant or 
flower. ̃দীপ n. a lamp made of gold, a gold lamp. ̃পরুী n. a city full of architectural works made of 
gold; a city of gold; (fig.) a beautiful city or dwelling-house. ̃pভ a. bright or shining as gold. ̃pভা 
n. the lustre of gold. ̃বরণ a. golden-coloured. ̃ময় a. made of gold, full of gold, golden. ̃মুkট n. a 
gold crown. ̃রিঞ্জত a. gold gilt. ̃লতা n. a golden creeper, (cp.) golden rod. 

কনকন [ kanakana ] int denoting a twinging or painful sensation; smarting; shivering with cold. 
কনকন করা, কনকনােনা v. to twinge; to ache, to smart; to feel smarting pain; to shiver with cold. 
কনকনািন n. twinge; aching; the bite of cold; shivering caused by cold. কনকেন a. (of pain) twinging, 
smarting; (of cold) biting or piercing. 

কনকাচল [ kanakācala ] n (myth.) a mountain of gold or as bright as gold. 

কনকাঞ্জিল [ kanakāñjali ] n a ceremonial gift of gold made at wedding or just before the 
immersion of an idol. 

কনকানেট [ kanakānaṭē ] n a dark-red variety of edible spinach, the golden spinach. 

কনTাকটর [ kanaṭrākaṭara ] n a contractor. কনTাকটির n. the profession of a contractor, esp. of a 
building-contractor; a contract (বািDর কনTাকটির তােক িদেয়া). 

কনsবল, কনেsবল [ kanasṭabala, kanasṭēbala ] n a constable. 

কিন  [ kaniṣṭha ] a smallest; youngest; (loos. but pop.) younger (সহেদব কিন  পাNব). ☐ n. a 
younger or the youngest brother or son. কিন া a. & n. fem. of কিন  । &square; n. the little finger 
or toe. 

কনীিনকা [ kanīnikā ] n the apple of the eye, the pupil. 

কনীয়ান [ kanīẏāna ] a smaller; younger; (loos.) very small, little, puny. fem. কনীয়সী ।. 

কni [ kanui ] a the elbow. কni িদেয় gঁতােনা v. to elbow, to jostle. 

কেন [ kanē ] n a bride; a virgin of marriageable age; a newly-married wife. ̃বu n. a newly-
married wife; a child-wife; the youngest wife of a family. 

কেন্Tাল [ kanṭrōla ] n control; a shop or place where controlled or specified goods are sold at a 
scheduled price (কনেTােল যাoয়া). 
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কন্হা [ kanhā ] n a cotton covering made of patch work. 

কn [ kanda ] n any of the bulbous or tuberous plants, a bulb or tuber. 

কnমূল [ kandamūla ] n radish. 

কnর [ kandara ] n a mountain-cave, a cavern. 

কnপর্ [ kandarpa ] n the name of Hindu love god (cp. Cupid, Eros). 

কnল1 [ kandala1 ] a bulbous, tuberous. 

কnল2 [ kandala2 ] n a quarrel, an altercation; a strife, a fight, a war. কnিলয়া a. quarrelsome; 
wrangling; shrewish; belligerent. 

কnd [ kandu ] n a cooking pan made of iron. 

কndক, কnূক [ kanduka, kandūka ] n a spherical shot for put ting; a ball for playing with. ̃kীDা n. 
a game with a ball; the game of putting the shot. 

কn [ kandha ] n the shoulder; the head; the body; the trunk, torso. ̃কাটা a. headless; truncated. ☐ 
n. a headless being or spirit. 

কnর [ kandhara ] n the throat; the neck; the shoulder. 

কnকা [ kanyakā ] n a ten year old virgin; a daughter. 

কnা [ kanyā ] n a daughter; a virgin; a marriageable girl; a bride; (astrol.) the Virgo. ̃কতর্া n. (in a 
wedding) the chief man amongst the bride's people. ̃কাল n. maidenhood. ̃gহণ n. act of taking a girl 
as wife; act of receiving a girl in marriage in one's family. ̃দান n. act of giving away a girl esp. a 
daughter in marriage; the ceremony of committing the bride into the hands of the bride 
groom. ̃দায় n. the responsibility of arranging for the marriage of one's daughter; the state of being 
burdened with a marriageable daughter for whom a husband has not yet been found. ̃দায়gs a. of 
one who is yet to marry off his daughter, burdened with the responsibility of arranging for the 
marriage of one's daughter. ̃পk n. (in a wedding) the bride's people or party. ̃pিণিধ n. a girl 
guide. ̃যাtী n. a wedding-guest invited by the bride's people. ̃রািশ n. (astrol.) the Virgo. ̃সmpদান same 
as কnাদান । 

কপ [ kapa ] int expressing : the sound of gulping or swallowing quickly. কপকপ int. expressing : 
repetition of this sound. কপাকপ adv. with this repeated sound. 
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কপচােনা [ kapacānō ] v (of or like talking birds) to utter or reproduce by rote, to say what is 
hackneyed or stock by rote; to indulge in empty talk in order to parade one's learning; to prattle, 
to talk bunkum; to cut or shear (চুল কপচােনা). কপচািন n. act of roting or prattling. 

কপট [ kapaṭa ] n a chicane, a trick; chicanery, trickery; deceit. ☐ a deceitful; hypocritical, 
feigning, insincere (কপট বnু); dissimulating, assumed (কপট েবশ). ̃তা n. chicanery; deceitfulness; 
hypocrisy, feigning, insincerity; dissimulation. ̃তাময় same as ̃কপট (a). ̃pবn n. a deceitful trick or 
design, a chicane, a stratagem. ̃বn ুa false friend. ̃েবশ a disguise. ̃েবশী a. disguised. কপটাচরণ, কপটাচার, 
কপটচািরতা n. chicanery; act of deceiving, deceit; feigning; hypocrisy, insincerity; dissimulation. 
কপটাচরণ করা v. to chicane, to deceive, to doublecross; to feign; to dissimulate. কপটাচারী, কপটচারী, 
কপটী a. practising chicanery, tricky; deceitful; hypocritical, feigning, insincere; dissimulating; 
disguising. fem. কপটাচািরণী, কপটচািরণী, কপিটনী । কপটালাপ n. hypocritical or insincere talk. 

কপিন [ kapani ] n a small piece of loincloth worn after the fashion of a suspensor by Indian 
ascetics; a very small and cheap loincloth. 

কপদর্ক [ kapardaka ] n a snail-like gastropod resembling a miniature conch, a cowrie; a cowrie-
shell used as a coin or medium of exchange of the smallest denomination; a coin of the smallest 
denomination, (cp.) a stiver. ̃িবহীন, ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. penniless, (coll.) broke; extremely poor. 

কপদর্ী [ kapardī ] n Lord Shiva (ref. to his ringlets). 

কপাট [ kapāṭa ] n a door; a door-panel; a lid; a shutting or concealing device (মেনর কপাট). কপাটক n. 
(anat.) a valve. 

কপািট [ kapāṭi ] n an Indian outdoor game; lock jaw, trismus (usu. দাঁতকপািট). 

কপাল [ kapāla ] n the skull, the cranium; the fore head; a beggar's bowl; a shred of an earthen 
pitcher. কপাল চাপDােনা v. to beat one's forehead in despair; to complain bitterly against bad luck. 
কপাল েঠাকা v. to strike one's forehead against something (in order to express grief, complaint etc.); 
to try one's luck; to undertake a venture abandoning oneself into the hands of destiny. কপাল েপাDা 
v. to lose the favour of fortune, to be down on one's luck; (coll.) to be come a widow, (of 
women) to be wid owed. কপাল েফরা v. to win the favour of fortune; to improve one's state and 
position; to begin to flourish; to be on the rise. কপাল ভাঙা same as কপাল েপাDা । কপােলর িলখন decree 
of fate or providence. ̃kেম adv. luckily, fortunately; by luck; as luck would have it; unfortunately, 
unluckily (কপালkেম sেযাগ হারােনা) ̃েজার, েজার কপাল n. good luck, good fortune. ̃gেণ, ̃েজাের adv. by 
good luck (and esp. by chance). ̃েপাDা a. luckless, down on one's luck, unfortunate. ̃ভৃত্, ̃মালী, কপালী 
n. appellations of Shiva (িশব) ̃মািলনী, কপািলনী n. fem. appellations of Goddess Kali (কালী) কপািলয়া, 
কপােল a. fortunate, lucky, favoured by fortune. হায় কপাল int. oh dear! dear me! 

কিপ1 [ kapi1 ] n the monkey. 
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কিপ2 [ kapi2 ] n cabbage or cauliflower. oলকিপ n. kohlrabi. ফুলকিপ n. cauliflower. বাঁধাকিপ n. 
cabbage. 

কিপ3 [ kapi3 ] n matter for printing; a transcript; a copy. কিপ করা v. to transcribe, to make a 
duplicate of; (by a student) to look on a fellow-student's work and filch the result; to copy 
unfairly from a fellow-student's answer-script in the examination hall; to copy; to duplicate. কিপ-
করা a. copied. 

কিপকল [ kapikala ] n a pulley. 

কিপেকতন [ kapikētana ] n a chariot on the top of which sits a monkey; Arjuna (aজুর্ন) of the 
Mahabharata for he had such a chariot. 

কিপঞ্জল [ kapiñjala ] n the Indian swallow; the chatak; the sandpiper, the lapwing. 

কিপt [ kapittha ] n a shelled fruit with sour pulp akin to the wood-apple; its tree. 

কিপল [ kapila ] a brown, tawny. ☐ n. the brown colour. কিপলা a. fem. of কিপল; (of cows) female. 
☐ n. a brown cow; a wishing cow; a cowcalf. 

কিপশ [ kapiśa ] n pale yellowish colour, mud-colour. ☐ a. pale yellow, mud-coloured. 

কেপাত [ kapōta ] n the pigeon. fem. কেপাতী, ̃পালী, ̃পািলকা n. a pigeonry, a pigeon-house; a 
dovecot. ̃বৃিt n. behaviour of or like a pigeon; a livelihood in which there is no means of 
providing for the future. ☐ a. behaving like a pigeon or dove; living from hand to mouth without 
any means to provide for the future. কেপাতাভ a. of the colour of a pigeon; grey. কেপাতাির n. the 
hawk, the falcon. কেপােতশব্র n. an appellation of Shiva (িশব). 

কেপাল [ kapōla ] n the cheek. ̃কlনা n. false fancy; fanciful imagery or talk or depiction, figments 
of the imagination. ̃কিlত a. imaginary; fictitious. ̃েদশ n. the region of the cheek; the cheek. ̃রাগ n. a 
glow or flush of the cheek. 

কফ [ kapha ] n phlegm; catarrh; rheum; mucus. 

কফঘ্ন [ kaphaghna ] a counteracting or removing phlegm or catarrh. 

কফজ [ kaphaja ] a phlegmatic; catarrhal; mucous. 

কফিণ, কেফািণ [ kaphaṇi, kaphōṇi ] n the elbow. 

কফিনঃসারক [ kaphaniḥsāraka ] n. & a (an) expectorant. 
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কিফ [ kaphi ] n coffee. 

কিফন [ kaphina ] n a coffin. 

কবচ [ kabaca ] n an armour, a coat of mail; a metrical form of words believed to possess occult 
power, a spell, a charm; an amulet, a trinket, a talisman. কবচ করা v. to protect or guard with a 
spell; to give an amulet for protection. কবচ ধারণ করা v. to wear an amulet for protection. ̃ধারী a. 
wearing a coat of mail, armour-clad; wearing an amulet. 

কবচkNল [ kabacakuṇḍala ] n armour and earrings. 

কবচী [ kabacī ] a armour-clad; wearing an amulet; crustacean. ☐ n. a crustacean. 

কবজ1 [ kabaja1 ] n a receipt (esp. for the rent paid); a note of hand, a bond. 

কবজ2 [ kabaja2 ] n a charm, a spell; an amulet, a trinket, a talisman. 

কবজা [ kabajā ] n a hinge; grip; control. 

কবিজ [ kabaji ] n the wrist; grip; control; (fig.) the pulse. 

কবn [ kabandha ] n a headless or truncated body; a headless or truncated goblin; the ascending 
node, the descending node; a comet. 

কবয়ী [ kabaẏī ] n the walking or climbing fish, the anabas. 

কবর [ kabara ] n a grave; a tomb. কবর েদoয়া v. to bury; to inter; to entomb. ̃খানা n. a burial-ground, 
a cemetery, a graveyard. 

কবরী [ kabarī ] n hair in the state of being plaited, a chignon; a pigtail; a braid or plait of hair; 
braiding of hair; hairdessing. ̃বnন n. braiding or plaiting of hair, hairdressing, hairdo. ̃ভূষণ n. any 
or nament for hair or chignon such as a hairpin or a hairnet. 

কবগর্ [ kabarga ] n ক্ খ্ g ঘ্ ঙ্; these five consonants collectively. 

কবল [ kabala ] n gape; gulp; act of gurgling or rinsing the mouth; forceful occupation; seizure; 
grip. 

কবলােনা [ kabalānō ] v to confess; to promise; to offer; to claim. ☐ n. confession; act of 
promising; act of offering. 
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কবিলত, কবলীকৃত [ kabalita, kabalīkṛta ] a taken into the mouth; gulped, swallowed, eaten; 
forcefully occupied; seized; gripped; possessed. 

কবh কবhঁ [ kabahu kabahu ] adv (poet.) at any time; ever. 

কবািড [ kabāḍi ] n an Indian outdoor game. 

কবালা [ kabālā ] n a deed of sale or transfer, a conveyance, a bill of sale. কবালা কের েদoয়া v. to sell 
or convey by a deed. 

কিব [ kabi ] n a poet; a scholar; a philosopher; a kind of song-tournament, this song (cp. strophe 
and antistrophe), its composer or singer. ̃oয়ালা n. a composer of songs for a song-tournament; a 
singer of these songs; the leader of a party competing in a song-tournament. ̃কlনা n. a visionary 
thing; fanciful imagination; a baseless and unreal conception; (rare) poetic imagination. ̃কিlত a. 
visionary; fanciful; baseless and unreal; imagined or invented by a poet. ̃গান n. a kind of song-
tournament or duel; a song for this tournament. ̃gr n. the first poet; the chief of poets. ̃জেনািচত a. 
befitting a poet, poetical. কিবর লDাi a kind of song-tournament; a contest of poets. কিবতা n. a 
poem; a verse; a couplet; poetry. কিবt n. poetical imagination or talent, poetry; poetic quality. 
কিবtপূণর্, কিবtময় a. full of poetry; full of poetic quality; endowed with a talent for composing 
poems. কিবt শিk n. poetical talent or genius. ̃pিসিd n. any imaginative description of nature 
originally made by a poet and afterwards repeated by other poets, a poetical convention. ̃বর n. a 
great poet, a master poet. কিব সেmলন n. an assembly or conference of poets. কবীশ n. the chief 
among poets. 

কিবরপন্হী [ kabirapanhī ] a of the religious order established by Kabir. ☐ n. one belonging to this 
order. 

কিবরাজ [ kabirāja ] n a physician who follows the Ayurvedic (আয়ুেবর্দীয়) system of treatment; 
(euphem.) a prince among poets. কিবরািজ n. the Ayurvedic system of treatment; the profession of 
an Ayurvedic physician. ☐ a. pertaining to an Ayurvedic physician or according to Ayurvedic 
system of treatment, Ayurvedic. 

কবুতর [ kabutara ] n the pigeon. fem. কবুতরী । 

কবুল [ kabula ] n confessions; acknowledgement; promise. ☐ a. categorical, explicit; accepting 
the responsibility or consequence (কবুল জবাব); based on the defendant's admission of the 
plaintiff's claims (কবুল িডিk); admitted; accepted; bound by promise. কবুল করা v. to confess; to 
admit, to acknowledge; to promise. কবুল হoয়া v. to be accepted; to be bound by promise. 

কবুলিত, কবুিলয়ত [ kabulati, kabuliẏata ] n a deed of agreement in which a tenant undertakes to 
pay the landowner rents regularly, a counter lease; a note of acknowledgement. 
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কেব [ kabē ] adv on what day; when; long ago (েস িক আর েবঁেচ আেছ, কেব মেরেছ !). 

কেবা  [ kabōṣṇa ] a lukewarm, tepid. 

কবয্ [ kabya ] n an oblation of food offered to the manes of deceased ancestors. 

কবয্বাহ [ kabyabāha ] n fire believed to carry the food offered to deceased ancestors. 

কম1 [ kama1 ] a lovely, graceful; pleasant; charming; desirable. 

কম2 [ kama2 ] a deficient, short; less; small (in amount or degree); a few, not many; a little, not 
much; inadequate; inefficient, inexpert, inferior (লািঠবািজেতo কম নয়). কম করা v. to lessen, to curtail, 
to reduce, to decrease, to abate. কম পDা v. to fall short (of); to run short (of); to be inadequate; to 
decrease. ̃েজার a. weak; weakened. ̃েজাির a. weak. ☐ n. weakness. ̃িত n. deficiency, shortage; 
smallness; fewness; inadequacy; inefficiency, inferiority. ☐ a. inefficient, inexpert, inferior (েস 
কমিত কীেস ?). ̃েপাk a. not very strong, somewhat frail or weak. ̃েবিশ a. & adv. more or less. ˜সম a. 
not many or much; restrained; moderate. ̃পেk, কমেস কম adv. at least. 

কমঠ [ kamaṭha ] n the tortoise, the turtle; a waterpot used by Hindu ascetics. 

কমNলু [ kamaṇḍalu ] n a water-pot used for religious purposes and also by Hindu ascetics. 

কমনীয় [ kamanīẏa ] a lovely, graceful; pleasant; charming; desirable. fem. কমনীয়া । কমনীয়তা n. 
loveliness, gracefulness; grace; pleasantness; charm; desirability. 

কমেন [ kamanē ] adv (dial.) where, whither; in or by which way; how. 

কমবk, কমবখত [ kamabakta, kamabakhata ] a wretched, miserable; down on one's luck, ill-
fated. 

কমল [ kamala ] n the water lily, the lotus. ̃-আঁিখ n. an eye as beautiful as a lotus; a lotus-eyed 
man. ☐ a. lotus-eyed. ̃কিল, ̃েকারক, ̃েকাষ n. a lotus-bud. ̃দল n. a lotus-petal. ̃নয়ন same as কমল-আঁিখ । 
fem. কমলনয়না । ̃েযািন n. an appellation of God Brahma (bhা). ̃েলাচন same as কমল-আঁিখ fem. কমলেলাচনা 

। 

কমলা1 [ kamalā1 ] n an appellation of Goddess Lakshmi (লkী). 

কমলা2 [ kamalā2 ] n an orange (also কমলােলবু). 
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কমলাgঁিD [ kamalāgun̐ḍ◌়i ] n an orange-coloured fruitdust used to dye cloth. 

কমলাপিত [ kamalāpati ] n an appellation of Vishnu (িব )ু. 

কমলালয়া [ kamalālaẏā ] n an appellation of Goddess Lakshmi (লkী). 

কমলাসন [ kamalāsana ] n an appellation of God Brahma (bhা). 

কমলাসনা [ kamalāsanā ] n an appellation of Goddess Lakshmi (লkী). 

কমিলনী [ kamalinī ] n a lotus clump; lotuses collectively. 

কমেলকািমনী [ kamalēkāminī ] n a female deity, described as sitting on a lotus floating in the sea 
and gorging and disgorging an elephant continuously. 

কমা1 [ kamā1 ] n (gr.) a comma (,). 

কমা2 [ kamā2 ] v to fall short; to decrease; to abate; to growless; to diminish; to fall, to come 
down (দাম কেমেছ). 

কমােনা [ kamānō ] v to shorten, to curtail, to reduce; to cause to decrease or abate or diminish, to 
abate, to diminish. ☐ n. act of shortening or cutting down, curtailment, reduction; act of 
decreasing or abating or diminishing. ☐ a. shortened, cutdown., curtailed, reduced; decreased, 
abated; diminished. 

কিমিট [ kamiṭi ] n a committee. 

কিমশন [ kamiśana ] n a percentage paid to an agent, commission; (loos.) discount; a body of 
persons appointed to perform certain duties, a commission. 

কিমশনার [ kamiśanāra ] n designation of several high public officials (such as, the Divisional 
Commissioner, the Food Commissioner etc.); a member of a municipal board, a commissioner. 

কm, কmন [ kampa, kampana ] n tremor, quake, shiver, tremble, shudder; ague; quiver; throb, 
vibra tion. কm হoয়া v. to be stricken with tremor, to quake; to shiver, to tremble, to shudder; to be 
stricken with ague; to throb. কmক n. vibrator. কmjর n. a fever marked by shivering; an ague; 
malaria. কmমান a. quaking; shivering, trembling, tremulous, shuddering; stricken with ague; 
quivering; throbbing; vibrating. 

কmাuন্ডার [ kampāunḍāra ] n one who prepares medicines according to a doctor's prescription; a 
pharmacist. 
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কmাঙ্ক [ kampāṅka ] n frequency of vibration. 

কmািnত [ kampānbita ] a trembling, tremulous; shivering, shuddering; throbbing; quivering. 
fem. কmািnতা । কmািnত-কেলবর a. trembling all over (esp. being stricken with fear). 

কmাস [ kampāsa ] n an instrument with a magnetized needle used in finding directions, a 
compass; an instrument with a pair of jointed legs used for describing circles etc., a pair of 
compasses. 

কিmত [ kampita ] a trembling, tremulous; shivering, shuddering; throbbing; quivering; stricken 
with ague. কিmত sের, কিmত কেN adv. in a trembling voice. কিmত হoয়া v. to tremble; to shiver; to 
shudder; to throb; to quiver; to vibrate. 

কেmাজ [ kampōja ] n (print.) act of composing. কেmাজ করা v. to compose. কেmািজটর, কেmািজটার n. a 
compositor. কেmািজটির, কেmািজটাির n. the profession or work of a compositor. 

কmp [ kampra ] a trembling, tremulous. 

কmটর্ার [ kampharṭāra ] n a long narrow woollen scarf (usu. worn round the neck), a comforter. 

কmল [ kambala ] n a blanket, a rug. স̃mল a. (lit.) one whose whole earthly possession consists of 
only a blanket; extremely poor, indigent; taken to asceticism. 

কmু [ kambu ] n a conch. ̃কN n. a neck striated like a conch; a voice as grave and loud as the 
sound made by the blowing of a conch. ☐ a. possessing such a neck or voice. fem. কmুNী । ̃gীব a. 
possessing a neck striated like a conch. ̃gীবা n. a neck striated like a conch. ̃নাদ n. sound as grave 
and loud as the sound made by the blowing of a conch; the sound made by the blowing a 
conch. ̃েরখা n. a stria or thin line or linear mark as on a conch. 

কm [ kamra ] a desirous; lustful; desirable; attractive, charming; beautiful. 

কয়2 [ kaẏa2 ] a how many; a few, several. 

কয়লা [ kaẏalā ] n coal. কাঠকয়লা n. charcoal. েকাককয়লা n. coke. পাথুের কয়লা n. coal. ̃oয়ালা n. a seller of 
coal, a coal dealer. ̃খিন n. a coalmine, a coal-pit. কয়লাখিন aঞ্চল n. a coalfield. 

কয়াল [ kaẏāla ] n one whose profession is to weigh goods, esp. cereals, at the time of transaction; 
a professional weighing man, a weighman, a weigher. কয়ািল n. the profession of a weigher; 
weighage. 
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কেয়ক [ kaẏēka ] a a small number of, a few, sev eral. 

কেয়তেবল [ kaẏētabēla ] n a shelled fruit with sour pulp akin to the wood-apple. 

কেয়দ [ kaẏēda ] n a prison, a gaol, a jail (কেয়েদ থাকা); imprisonment, duress, confinement (কেয়দ 
হoয়া). ☐ a. imprisoned, jailed, confined. কেয়দ করা v. to imprison; to confine. কেয়দ থাকা v. to be in 
duress; to be in prison or in confinement. কেয়দ হoয়া v. to be sentenced to imprisonment. ̃খানা n. a 
guard-room, a guard-house, lock-up, prison. কেয়িদ n. a prisoner, a convict. ☐ n. impris oned; 
confined. 

কর1 [ kara1 ] n a ray or beam (of light.) 

কর2 [ kara2 ] n a tax; customs, a duty; revenue; a toll; a cess; tribute; rent; a rate. ̃gহ, ̃gহণ n. 
collection of taxes, customs, revenues etc. ̃gাহক, ̃gাহী a. one who collects taxes, revenue etc. ☐ n. 
a tax collector, a revenue officer etc. (also see কর3). ̃দাতা n. a taxpayer, a ratepayer, one who pays 
revenue, rent, tribute etc. ̃িনধর্ার n. taxation. ̃িনধর্ারণ n. assessment (of taxes). ̃পীিDত a. chafing or 
fretting under the burden of high taxation. ̃মুk rent-free, exempt from taxes, duty-free, etc. (also 
see কর4). ̃েযাগয্ a. taxable. 

কর3 [ kara3 ] n the hand; the trunk of an elephant. ̃কNক n. a finger-nail. ̃কN ূয়ন n. itching of the 
palm; intense or burning desire to do something. ̃কবিলত a. held or seized firmly with the hand, 
grasped; (fig.) occupied or taken possession of or brought under control esp. by force (and usu. 
unlawfully). ̃কমল n. a hand conceived as a lotus; a hand as beautiful as a lotus. ̃েকা ী n. lines of the 
palm from which fortune is told; the readings of a palmist. ̃েকা ী িবদয্া n. palmistry. ̃gহ, ̃gহণ n. act 
of wedding (by a bridegroom), marriage. ̃gাহ, ̃gাহক a. mas. marrying (a girl). ☐ n. a 
husband. ̃েজােD adv. with folded hands (indicating submission and humility). ̃তল n. the palm of a 
hand; (fig.) full control or possession, easy reach. ̃তলগত a. (lit.) lying or held in the palm; taken 
firm hold of; taken complete possession of; brought or kept under full control or easy reach; 
thoroughly mastered over or learned; conquered or dominated or subjugated. ̃তলধৃত a. held in 
one's palm or palms. ̃তলns a. placed or put or lying in one's palm. ̃তল হ a. grasped, lying in the 
palm; of the palm. ̃তলাকার a. palmate. ̃তাল n. (usu. in pl.) a cymbal. ̃তািল n. clapping of the 
hands. ̃তািল েদoয়া v. to clap hands. ̃ধৃত a. held in or seized with the hand or hands. ̃nাস n. a typical 
system of gesticulation with fingers at the time of prayer. ̃পd n. a hand conceived as a lily; a hand 
as beautiful as a lily. ̃পlব n. a hand as delicate and beautiful as a young twig. ̃পীDন same as করgহণ 
। ̃পুট n. palms joined to form a cup. ̃পুেট adv. in or with cupped hands. ̃ভূষণ n. a bracelet, a wristlet; 
a bangle. ̃মদর্ন n. handshake. ̃মদর্ন করা v. to shake hands. ̃মুk a. released from grasp or grip. ̃sশর্ n. a 
touch of or with the hand. 

করকচ [ karakaca ] n sea salt. 

করকিচ [ karakaci ] a soft and not yet filled with pulp (করকিচ ডাব). ☐ n. such a green coconut. 
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করকর [ karakara ] int expressing: the sound of crushing or rubbing grits or of chewing hard and 
crisp things; the sound of scraping (as the pulp of a coconut); scratching sensation; restlessness; 
pain; burning sensation. করকরা, করকরােনা v. to give a sensation of scratching or paining or burning. 
করকরািন n. scratching or paining or burning sensation. করকের a. gritty; giving out a sound of or as 
of crushing or rubbing grits; brand new (করকের েনাট). 

করকা [ karakā ] n a grain of ice falling from the clouds, hailstone. ̃পাত n. sleet, hail storm. 

করkচর্াি হ [ karakurcāshi ] n the carpal bone, the carpal. 

কঙ্ক, কDঙ্ক [ kaṅka, kaḍ◌়ṅka ] n a small portable waterpot used for holy purposes and by ascetics; 
a beggar's bowl; a coconut-shell or a fragment of it esp. when used as a pot; a pot, a vessel, a 
box; the skull. 

করঞ্জ, করঞ্জক, করঞ্জা [ karañja, karañjaka, karañjā ] n a variety of sour fruit (it becomes crimson 
when ripe). 

করণ [ karaṇa ] n doing or working or performing; accomplishment, execution, action; a work 
done, a deed, an act; a cause or motive; any of the sense organs; body; physique; a place, a field; 
a place where business is carried on, an office; (gr.) the instrumental case. ̃কারক n. (gr.) the 
instrumental case. ̃কারণ n. exchange of gifts at a wedding. 

করিণক [ karaṇika ] n an office-clerk, a clerk. 

করণী [ karaṇī ] n (math.) this sign, surd. করণী িনরসন n. (alg.) rationalization. 

করণীয় [ karaṇīẏa ] a that which can be or is to be done; practicable; worthy; fit for matrimonial 
alliance (করণীয় ঘর). 

করN [ karaṇḍa ] n a bee-hive; a flower-basket; a basket, a wickerwork. 

করদ [ karada ] a tributary. ̃রাজয্ n. a tributary state, a tributary. 

করনা [ karanā ] n (chiefly used as a correl.) duties, tasks (ঘরকরনা). 

করপt [ karapatra ] n a hand-saw; a saw. 

করপাল, করবাল [ karapāla, karabāla ] n a sword, a scimitar. 

করবী, করবীর [ karabī, karabīra ] n the oleander tree or its flower, nerium odorum. রkকরবী n. the 
red oleander. েশব্তকরবী n. the white ole ander. 
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করভ [ karabha ] n the young of an elephant; the camel or its young; the mule. fem. করভী । 

করমচা [ karamacā ] n a variety of sour fruit (it becomes crimson when ripe). 

করলা [ karalā ] n a variety of kitchen vegetable having a bitter taste, the larger variety of bitter 
gourd. 

করহ [ karaha ] v. imperat (obs.) do. 

করা [ karā ] v to do, to perform, to accomplish, to execute (কাজ করা); to build (বািD করা); to make; 
to earn, to come into possession of, to save (টাকা করা); to invent, to devise (বুিd করা, েকৗশল করা); to 
apply (েজার করা); to shoot (gিল করা); to be stricken with (রাগ করা, েsহ করা, িdধা করা); to visit (তীথর্ 
করা); to hire or rent (গািD ভাDা করা); to attend (আিপস করা); to manage (সংসার করা); to found, to 
establish (sুল করা); to cook, bake, roast, etc. (তরকাির করা, rিট করা); to reduce to (সরল করা); to ren 
der into (গদয্ করা); to translate (iংেরিজ করা); to work out (aঙ্ক করা); to lay (িবছানা করা, আসন করা); to 
practise (oকালিত করা); to accumulate (েমঘ করা); to take (হােত করা, ভাDা করা). ☐ a. that which makes 
(বািD-আেলা-করা েছেল); that which is done (করা কাজ). 

করাঘাত [ karāghāta ] n a blow with the palm or hand, a slap, a cuff. করাঘাত করা v. to strike with 
the palm or hand, to slap, to cuff. 

করাত [ karāta ] n a saw. করাত িদেয় কাটা বা েচরা v. to saw. ̃কল n. a saw-mill. করািত n. a sawyer. 

করাধান [ karādhāna ] n imposition of a tax or taxes, taxation. 

করােনা [ karānō ] v to cause to do or perform or accomplish or execute or build or make or earn 
or invent or devise or apply or shoot or be stricken with or move or visit or hire or rent or attend 
or manage or found or establish or cook or bake or roast or reduce to or render into or. translate 
or work out or lay or practise or accumulate or take. 

করায়t [ karāẏatta ] a gripped, grasped; taken firm hold or possession of; brought under one's 
control or power; usurped; learned thoroughly. 

করাল [ karāla ] a having large teeth; rodent; having a frightful appearance; terrible, awful; very 
high or turbulent (করাল েঢu, করাল সমুd); extremely severe and cruel. ̃বদনা a. fem. having a frightful 
aspect. ☐ n. an appellation of Goddess Kali (কালী). masc. a. করালবদন । করালী n. an appellation of 
Goddess Kali (কালী). 

কিরতকমর্া [ karitakarmā ] a efficient and industrious; go getting; smart. 

কির ু [ kariṣṇu ] a engaged in doing, in the state of doing. 
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করী [ karī ] n the elephant. fem. কিরণী । কিরকর n. the proboscis of an elephant, a trunk. কিরkm n. 
the frontal globe or sinus of an elephant. কিরদn n. the tooth of an elephant, a tusk; ivory. কিরশাবক 
n. a calf of an elephant. কিরশুN same as কিরকর । 

করীষ [ karīṣa ] n dried cow-dung; a cake of dried cow-dung used as fuel. 

কrণ [ karuṇa ] a pathetic, sad; doleful; compas sionate (কrণhদয়) কrণ sের adv. in a doleful or 
piteous or plaintive voice, in a mournful or sorrowful tone. 

কrণা [ karuṇā ] n compassion; kindness. ̃িনদান, ̃িনধান, ̃িনিধ, ̃িনলয়, ̃ময় a. compas sionate; kind. fem. 
কrণাময়ী । ̃সাগর, ̃িসn ুa. & n. one who is an ocean of compassion or kindness. ˜dর্ a. compassionate; 
tender. 

কের [ karē ] prep as the result of, resulting from, caused by, due to, for (তােত কের) কের-কেমর্ েনoয়া v. 
to assist in the management or execution of. 

কেরণ ু[ karēṇu ] n the elephant. fem. কেরণ,ু কেরণুকা । 

কেরােগট [ karōgēṭa ] n a corrugated sheet. 

কেরাট, কেরািট, কেরািটকা, কেরাটী । [ karōṭa, karōṭi, karōṭikā, karōṭī . ] n the skull, the cranium. 
কেরািটক a. cranial. 

ককর্ [ karka ] n a stopper made of cork, a cork. 

ককর্ট [ karkaṭa ] n the crab; (astrol.) the Crab. ̃kািn, ̃কািnবৃt n. the Tropic of Can cer. ̃রািশ n. (astrol.) 
the Crab. ̃েরাগ n. cancer. 

ককর্িট, ককর্টী [ karkaṭi, karkaṭī ] n a kitchen vegetable akin to cucumber, its plant. 

ককর্টীয় শাnবলয় [ karkaṭīẏa śāntabalaẏa ] n the Calms of Cancer. 

ককর্শ [ karkaśa ] a rough; harsh; gruff, hoarse, husky; rude; cruel. ̃তা n. roughness; harshness; 
hoarseness, huskiness; rudeness; cruelty. ̃ভােব adv. harshly, roughly, rudely. 

কজর্ [ karja ] n debt, loan. কজর্ করা v. to borrow. কজর্ েদoয়া v. to lend. ̃পt n. a bond, a promissory 
note. ̃েশাধ n. repayment of debt. 

কণর্ [ karṇa ] n the ear; (of boats and ships) a helm, a rudder; (of violins etc.) a key; (geom.) a 
diagonal. ̃kহর, ̃kপ n. the ear-hole. ̃কীট n. an earwig. ̃েগাচর a. heard; within the range of hearing; 
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audible. ̃েগাচর করা v. to make one hear; to inform; to tell. কণর্েগাচর হoয়া v. to be heard; to come to 
know; to hear. ̃ধার n. a helmsman, a steersman; a pilot; (fig.) a leader. ̃পট, প̃টহ n. the ear drum, the 
tympanum. ̃পাত n. act of listening (to). কণর্পাত করা v. to listen (to); to pay heed to. ̃িববর n. the ear 
hole. ̃েবধ n. act or ceremony of boring one's ears (usu. for wearing ear rings). ̃ভূষণ n. any ornament 
for the ear. ̃মল n. ear-wax. ̃মূল n. root of the ear. ̃মূলsীিত n. inflammation of the auricular glands, 
mumps. ̃রn n. the ear-hole. ̃শূল n. earache. 

কণর্াnর [ karṇāntara ] n act of telling another (esp. un desirably); act of passing a piece of 
information to others. 

কিণর্কা [ karṇikā ] n an ornament for the ear, an ear ring; a seed-vessel of lotus; a stalk, a stem; a 
pen. 

কিণর্কার [ karṇikāra ] n a plant bearing yellow flowers or its flower, the Indian marigold (?). 

কতর্ন [ kartana ] n act of cutting or chopping or trimming or lopping or amputating or shearing 
etc.; act of severing; act of spinning; refutation (যুিk-কতর্ন) কতর্ন করা v. to cut, to chop, to trim, to 
lop, to amputate, to shear; to sever; to spin; to refute; to pass or spend. কতর্নী n. any instrument for 
cutting, chopping, trimming etc.; a pair of scissors. 

কতর্বয্ [ kartabya ] a that which is proper or ought to be done; proper. ☐ n. duty. কতর্বয্ করা v. to do 
one's duty. ̃কমর্ n. duty; an obligation. ̃চুয্ত a. failed in one's duty. ̃চুয্িত n. failure in one's duty, 
dereliction of duty. ̃jান n. sense of duty. ̃তা n. propriety. ̃িন , ̃পরায়ণ a. dutiful, duteous. ̃িন া, ̃পরায়ণতা 
n. dutifulness, duteousness, devotion to duty; (loos.) fidelity. ̃পালন n. act of doing one's duty. 
কতর্বয্পালন করা v. to do one's duty. ̃িpয় same as কতর্বয্পরায়ণ । ̃িবমুখ a. undutiful. ̃িবমুখতা n. 
undutifulness. ̃িবমূঢ় a. at a loss to determine one's duty; bewildered. ̃িবমূঢ়তা n. bewilderment, 
failure to discern what to do. ̃বুিd n. sense of duty. ̃  same as কতর্বয্চুয্ত । ̃ তা same as কতর্বয্চুয্িত । 
কতর্বয্াকতর্বয্ েবাধ n. power of discriminating between what ought to be done and what ought not to 
be done. কতর্বয্াnরাগ same as কতর্বয্পরায়ণতা । কতর্বয্াnরাগী same as কতর্বয্পরায়ণ । কতর্বয্াnেরােধ adv. for the 
sake of duty or obligation. 

কতর্ির, কতর্রী, কতর্িরকা [ kartari, kartarī, kartarikā ] n a cutting or paring instrument. 

কতর্া [ kartā ] a one who does or performs or works or produces or builds or creates etc. ☐ n. a 
doer; a performer; a worker; an employee; a producer; an agent; an author; a builder; a creator; 
the master of a house or family, a householder; a master; a chief, a boss; a husband; (gr.) a 
nominative, a subject. ̃িগিn n. the master of a household and his wife; the husband and the 
wife. ̃বয্িk n. an im portant or influential person; a man with authority. ̃ভজা n. a religious sect of 
Bengal devoted to Sir Gauranga (েগৗরাঙ্গ); (sarcas.) a yes-man, a flat terer of a powerful or leading 
person. ̃িম, ̃িল n. (coll.) act of bossing or controlling; interfering; officiousness, meddlesomeness. 
কতর্ািম করা v. to boss; to interfere. কতর্ার iচ্ছায় কমর্ doing things according to the master's will; 
submission to the master's dictates. 
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কিতর্ত [ kartita ] a cut, chopped, trimmed, lopped, amputated, shorn, severed; spun; refuted. 

কতুর্কাম [ kartukāma ] a willing to do; about to do. 

কতরৃ্ক [ kartṛka ] prep by. 

কতৃর্কারক [ kartṛkāraka ] n (gr.) the nominative case. 

কতরৃ্t [ kartṛtba ] n authority, rule; domination; act of bossing; state of being a boss. কতৃর্t করা v. to 
rule; to control; to dominate; to boss. কতৃর্t ফলােনা v. to boss; to make other people feel one's 
authority. ̃ভার n. the burden of rule or management. কতৃর্tাধীন a. under one's rule or management. 

কতৃর্পk [ kartṛpakṣa ] n. pl the authorities. 

কতৃর্পদ [ kartṛpada ] n (gr.) the nominative. 

কতরৃ্বগর্ [ kartṛbarga ] n. pl the authorities. 

কতৃর্বাচয্ [ kartṛbācya ] n (gr.) the active voice. 

কt র্ী [ kartrī ] fem of কতর্ া । 

কদর্ম [ kardama ] n gluey mud, slime; mire; sin. কদর্মাk a. full of gluey mud, slimy; miry; turbid; 
sinful. 

কিনর্ক [ karnika ] n a trowel. 

কপরূ্র [ karpūra ] n camphor. কপরূ্েরর আরক spirit of camphor. 

কবরু্র, কবরূ্র [ karbura, karbūra ] n (myth.) one of an anthropophagous race, a rakshas; an 
anthropophagite, a cannibal; sin. ☐ a. many-coloured, variegated with colours. ̃পিত n. Ravana 
(রাবণ) as mentioned in the Ramayana (রামায়ণ). কবরু্িরত, কবরূ্িরত n. variegated with colours, many-
coloured. 

কমর্ [ karma ] n a work, an action, a deed, an activity; a duty, a task; use, service (e ঘিD েকােনা 
কেমর্র নয়); ceremony, a rite (িkয়াকমর্, াdকমর্); profession; function; a purpose (েকান কেমর্ eেসছ); ef 
fect, good result (eেত কমর্ হেব না) (gr.) an object. ̃কতর্া n. a supervisor or manager of an affair. ̃কতৃর্বাচয্ 
n. (gr.) the quasi-passive voice. ̃কাN n. a part of the Vedas dealing with rituals; actions; functions; 
ceremonies. ̃কারক n. a doer, a worker, a performer; (gr.) the objective or accusative case. ̃কারী a. of 
one who does or works or performs. ☐ n. a doer, a worker, a performer. ̃kN a. averse to work, 
unwilling to work, lazy. ̃kশল a. efficient, expert; adroit. ̃kাn a. tired with work, fatigued. ̃kম a. 
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capable of working; able; active. ̃kমতা n. ability to work; working power. ̃েkt n. a field or sphere 
of activity; a place of work. ̃খািল n. situation vacant. ̃চারী n. an employee; an officer. ̃চুয্ত a. 
dismissed or removed from service; cashiered. ̃চুয্িত n. dismissal or removal from service; 
cashierment. ̃জীবন n. the period of life during which a person works, active part of one's life; 
service life; practical life. ̃j a. conversant with religious rites and duties. ̃ঠ a. active; hard-
working; industrious. ̃ণয্ a. capable of working; able; active; serviceable. ̃তয্াগ n. act of giving up a 
job, resignation; act of leaving or abandoing a work; retirement from service. কমর্ তয্াগ করা v. to 
give up a job, to resign; (rare) to retire from service. ̃দk a. efficient, expert; adroit. ̃েদাষ crime or 
sin of evil-doing or wrong-doing; a sin; misfortune (esp. which is caused by one's evil doing or 
wrong-doing in this life or in a previous life). ̃ধারা n. same as কমর্pণালী । ̃নাশা a. & n. one who or 
that which spoils or bungles a work or works. ˜িনেয়াগ েকnd n. employment exchange. ̃িন  a. 
devoted to one's work; dutiful; industrious. ̃িন া n. devotion to work. ̃নীিত n. policy of 
action. ̃পিঞ্জ, প̃ঞ্জী n. a case-book. ̃পথ n. path or field of work; line of action; active life. ̃পdিত, ̃pণালী 
n. method or system of working. ̃পন্হা n. course of action. ̃ফল n. consequences of one's actions 
(esp. of a previous life) that governs one's weal or woe. ̃বশত adv. on business. ̃বাচয্ n. (gr.) the 
passive voice. ̃বাদ n. the doctrine that action is the chief end of life or that for the final liberation 
of one's soul one has to resort to action (and not to thought or meditation alone), the doctrine of 
action. ̃বাদী a. preaching or obeying or inspired by the doctrine of action. ☐ n. one who preaches 
or obeys the doctrine of action. ̃িবিধ n. rules of action. ̃িবপাক n. consequences (now usu. evil ones) 
of one's action (esp. those governing one's weal or woe). ̃বীর n. an untiring worker; an 
uncommonly active person; a performer of great deeds; a great worker. ̃ভূিম n. the scene or field 
of one's action; the earthly life. ̃েভাগ n. enjoyment of pleasures or (more gener ally) suffering from 
the unpleasant consequences of one's actions; fruitless suffering or labour. ̃ময় a. full of actions; 
extremely active. ̃েযাগ n. the system of purifying one's soul by means of action. ̃েযাগী a. & n. one 
who practises this system; (fig.) one who works most sincerely; one who works sincerely and 
relentlessly. ̃রত a. engaged in work. ̃শালা n. a workshop; a smithy; an ate lier; a studio; a place of 
work or business. ̃শীল a. possessing active habits; engaged in work; active; devoted to work. ̃শীলতা 
n. active habits; engagement in work; fullness of activity; devotion to work. ̃সিচব n. a (chief) 
executive officer; a secretary. ̃সাkী n. any of the natural elements who witness all actions; a 
witness of an act. ̃সাধন n. execution of a work or task, performance or accomplishment of a deed. 
কমর্ সাধন করা v. to execute a work or task, to perform or accomplish a deed. ̃সােপk a. depending on 
work or action. ̃িসিd n. success in or accomplishment of an undertaking. ̃সূিচ n. programme of 
work; programme to be undertaken. ̃সtূ a. the bond of action; the course of business. ̃সূেt adv. on 
business or in course of business. ̃ হল, ̃ হান same as কমর্েkt । েযমন কমর্ েতমন ফল as you brew so 
you drink, as you sow so you reap. ̃হীন a. devoid of work; with no work on hand; without 
employment. 

কমর্কার [ karmakāra ] n a blacksmith, an ironsmith; (rare) an ironmonger. 

কমর্ধারয় [ karmadhāraẏa ] n (gr.) a system of forming a compound word with an adjective and a 
noun. 

কমর্pবচনীয় [ karmaprabacanīẏa ] a. & n (gr.) prepositional. 
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কমর্াকমর্ [ karmākarma ] n. pl works useful and useless; deeds, and misdeeds. 

কমর্াধীন [ karmādhīna ] a subject to the consequences of one's deeds (esp. those done in a 
previous existence). 

কমর্াধয্k [ karmādhyakṣa ] n a superintendent; a supervisor; an overseer; a workmaster. 

কমর্াnবn [ karmānubandha ] n the course of business; necessity caused by business. 

কমর্াnরাগ, কমর্াnরিk [ karmānurāga, karmānurakti ] n devotion to work; love of work; diligence. 
কমর্াnরাগী, কমর্াnরk a. devoted to work; diligent. 

কমর্াn ান [ karmānuṣṭhāna ] n performance of a work or ceremony. কমর্াn ান করা v. to perform a 
work or ceremony. 

কমর্াnসাের [ karmānusārē ] adv according to one's deeds or works (esp. those done in a previous 
existence). 

কমর্াnর [ karmāntara ] n another work or job; change of work or job. 

কমর্াবসান [ karmābasāna ] n the end of the work. কমর্াবসােন adv. at the end of the work. 

কমর্ারm [ karmārambha ] n beginning of a work or ceremony, beginning of activities; beginning 
of daily activities. 

কমর্াহর্ [ karmārha ] a suitable for (beginning) a work; serviceable; fit for work. 

কিমর্  [ karmiṣṭha ] a very active; very much devoted to work; hard-working. 

কিমর্সঙ্ঘ [ karmisaṅgha ] n trade union. 

কমর্ী [ karmī ] a able to work; efficient; employed (in a service or work); hard-working or full of 
activities (কমর্ী পুrষ); performing great deeds. ☐ n. a worker; an employee. 

কেমর্িndয় [ karmēndriẏa ] n any of the organs to work with (such as hands, legs, tongue etc.). 

কেমর্াদয্ম [ karmōdyama ] n enterprise; enthusiasm; effort, effortfulness. 

কেমর্াপলেkয্ [ karmōpalakṣyē ] adv on business, for the sake of business. 
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কষর্1 [ karṣa1 ] n a measure of weight (=.8 oz or 227 gms). 

কষর্2, কষর্ণ [ karṣa2, karṣaṇa ] n act of tilling; cultivation; act of drawing or attracting; attraction 
(িবpকষর্ণ); act of pressing, pressure; act of rubbing (িনকেষ কষর্ণ). কষর্ণ করা v. to till, to plough, to 
cultivate; to draw, to attract; to press; to rub. কষর্ক a. & n. one who or that which tills or attracts or 
presses or rubs. কষর্ণীয় a. ploughable, arable; attractable; that which can be pressed or rubbed; that 
which is to be ploughed or cultivated or drawn or attracted or pressed or rubbed. কিষর্কা n. a 
tentacle. কিষর্ত a. ploughed, tilled, cultivated; drawn, at tracted; pressed; rubbed. কষর্ী a. attracting; 
attractive. 

কল1 [ kala1 ] n a sprout. কল হoয়া বা গজােনা v. to germinate, to sprout. 

কল2 [ kala2 ] n a call. কল েদoয়া v. to call in (as a doctor). কেল যাoয়া v. to attend a call. 

কল3 [ kala3 ] n a machine; an engine; a device, a contrivance, an artifice; a lock (বােkর কল); (of a 
gun) a trigger or lock; a factory, a mill; a workshop, a means, a way (পিরtােণর কল জানা); a trap 
(idঁরকল); a tactic, a stratagem. ̃কািঠ নাDা v. to pull the string or wire, to exert hidden 
influence. ̃েকৗশল n. a device. কল খাটােনা v. to set a trap; to have recourse to a ploy or artifice. কল 
েটপা v. to advise or instigate secretly; to pull the wires, to intrigue. কল পাতা v. to set a trap. কেল-
েকৗশেল adv. by hook or crook; tactfully. কেল ৈতির a. mill made; machine-made. কেলর গািD a steam-
engine; a railway train; an auto mobile. কেলর গান a gramophone. কেলর জল tap-water. কেলর জাহাজ a 
steamship, a steamer. কেলর পুতুল a spring-doll, a marionette, a puppet; (fig.) a person who acts just 
as one directs him. কেলর মাnষ (fig.) a person who acts just as one directs him, a puppet; a person 
without free will or personality. কেলর মজুর a mill-hand. 

কল4 [ kala4 ] n a low sweet and indistinct sound, a sweet murmur; warble (of birds); babble (of 
streams). ☐ a. (of sound) sweet low and indistinct. ̃কN a. mak ing a sweet low and indistinct 
sound; sweetly murmuring; warbling; babbling; sweet-voiced, sweet-toned; (fig.) composing 
sweet poems (কলকN কিব). fem. কলকNী । ̃কল, ̃কলািন n. repeated sweet murmur or babble or warble, 
(usu. coll.) rapid loud talk. ̃কল করা ̃কলােনা v. to murmur or babble or warble sweetly or repeatedly; 
(usu. coll.) to talk rapidly and loudly. ̃েঘাষ n. the cuckoo. ̃তান n. a sweet note. ̃ধব্িন, ̃নাদ same as কল4 
(n.). ̃নাদী a. making a low sweet and indistinct sound, murmuring or babbling or warbling 
sweetly. fem. কলনািদনী । ̃রব, ̃েরাল n. confused loud noise as made by a multitude of people shouting 
and talking at a time, an uproar, a hullabaloo, tumult. ̃sন, ̃sর n. a low sweet and indistinct sound 
or voice, a sweet murmur or babble. ☐ a. murmuring or babbling sweetly. fem. কলsনা । ̃হংস n. the 
swan, the gander (fem. the goose); a small aquatic bird akin to the sand piper. fem. কলহংসী 
। ̃হাস, ̃হাs n. a gentle articulate smile with a sweet cackling noise. n. fem. ̃হািসনী one who smiles 
gently with a sweet cackling noise. ̃হাs করা v. to laugh cacklingly. 

কলকবজা [ kalakabajā ] n. pl machinery. 
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কলকা [ kalakā ] n leafy decoration; decorative embroidery in the borders of a sari, shawl etc. ̃দার 
a. decorated with leafy designs; embroidered. ̃পাD, ̃েপেD a. having an embroidered border. 

কলকারখানা [ kalakārakhānā ] n. pl mills and workshops. 

কলিগ, কলগা [ kalagi, kalagā ] n a head-dress, a headgear; a turban; a cock on the top of a head 
dress. 

কলঘর [ kalaghara ] n a machine-room (of a factory); a bathroom. 

কলঙ্ক [ kalaṅka ] n a spot, a mark; a stain; a sullying mark, tarnish; rust, verdigris; disrepute, 
disgrace; a taint; a stigma; a disgraceful incident, a scandal. ̃কর, ̃জনক a. disgraceful; 
scandalous. ভ̃ঞ্জন n. act of clearing a person of disrepute, restoration of one's good repute. কলঙ্ক 
ভঞ্জন করা v. to clear a person of disrepute. ̃ভয় n. fear of scandal or illfame. কলঙ্ক রটােনা v. to traduce. 
কলিঙ্কত, কলঙ্কী a. sullied, tainted; tarnished; rusted; of illrepute, disreputable, stigmatized; unchaste. 
fem. কলিঙ্কতা, কলিঙ্কনী । 

কলতািন [ kalatāni ] n morbid watery secretion from a wound or sepsis. 

কলt [ kalatra ] n wife. 

কলেধৗত [ kaladhauta ] n gold; silver. 

কলন [ kalana ] n calculation (বয্বকলন, সমাকলন); compilation (সংকলন); act of receiving, receipt. 

কলপ [ kalapa ] n a dye for grey hair; starch. 

কলভ [ kalabha ] n a young elephant. 

কলম1 [ kalama1 ] n a column of a newspaper, a book etc. 

কলম2 [ kalama2 ] n a plant grown by grafting; a prism (বািত-ঝােDর কলম). কলম করা v. to grow a plant 
by grafting, to graft. 

কলম3 [ kalama3 ] n a pen. কলম কাটা, কলম বাDা v. to mend a pen. কলম চালােনা v. to wield a pen; to 
write. ̃দান, দ̃ািন n. a small tray or stand for keeping pens, a pen case, a pen-stand. কলম েপশা v. 
(dero.) to work as a clerk. কলমেপশা n. clerk ship; quill-driving, pen-pushing. ☐ a. clerical. ̃বাজ n. 
(dero.) an expert writer. ব̃ািজ n. (dero.) useless writing. কলেমর eক েখাঁচায় with a stroke of the pen. 

কলমিচ [ kalamaci ] n an amanuensis; a scribe, a copyist. 
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কলমা [ kalamā ] n any of the principal words of an Islamic prayer. কলমা পDা v. to pray according 
to the Islamic scriptures. 

কলিম [ kalami ] n an edible aquatic plant (cp. Kalmia). 

কলm [ kalamba ] n an arrow; a variety of flower or its tree; a stalk of spinach. ̃পtাকার a. hastate; 
triangular like the head of a spear. 

কলস, কলিস [ kalasa, kalasi ] n a pitcher made of earth or metal. কলসাকার a. urceolate, pitcher 
shaped. 

কলহ [ kalaha ] n a quarrel, a brawl; a dispute, a contention; a strife. কলহ বাধােনা v. to engage or 
cause to engage in quarrel; to kick up a row; to set (persons) by the ears. কলহ করা v. to quarrel; to 
dispute, to contend; to strive, to conflict. ̃িpয় a. fond of quarrels, quarrelsome. fem. ̃িpয়া । 
কলহাnিরতা n. a woman who dismisses her lover after a quarrel and suffers severe mental pain. 

কলা1 [ kalā1 ] n the plantain, the banana; (coll.) nothing, a mare's nest (তুিম আমার কলা করেব) কলা করা 
v. (coll.) to be able to do nothing or to be able to do no harm. কলা খাoয়া v. (lit.) to eat a banana; 
(coll.) to fail in an attempt. ̃গাছ n. a banana tree. কলা েদখােনা v. (lit.) to show a plantain; to raise and 
show one's thumb defiantly or disdainfully; to deceive, to cheat, to befool, to hoodwink; to bite 
the thumb, to defy. কলােপাDা খাoয়া v. (lit.) to eat a burnt banana; (coll.) to fail or be disappointed 
utterly. কলাবu, কলােবৗ n. a young banana-plant dressed as a married lady and conceived as a 
female deity worshipped by Hindus; (loos.) wife of God Ganesha (গেণশ); (euph.) a woman with a 
long veil or an awk wardly bashful woman. কলার কাঁিদ a cluster of plantains. কলার েখালা the curved 
bark of a banana-tree. কলার ছDা a bunch of bananas, a row of plantains. কলার বাসনা the dried-up 
bark of a banana-tree. 

কলা2 [ kalā2 ] n one-sixteenth part of the moon, a lunar digit; (astro.) any of the minutest 
divisions of the zodiac, (of the circumference of a circle) a minute; a measure of time (=8 
seconds); a very small point of time, a moment; a whit, a bit; (anat.) a tissue; an art; a fine art; the 
sixty-four varieties of fine arts taken collectively; efficiency in fine arts; skill, adroitness; 
tact. ̃কার n. an artist; an artisan. ̃kশল a. versed in all the sixty-four varieties of fine arts; skilled in 
fine arts. ̃েকৗশল n. artistic skill; artifice. ̃তnt n. (anat.) the tissue system. ̃ধর, ̃িনিধ n. an appellation of 
Shiva (িশব); the moon. ̃বত্ a. & n. one who is versed in the classical vocal music. fem. কলাবতী । 
˜িবদয্া n. arts; fine arts. ̃িবভাগ n. the department of arts (e. g. in a university). ̃ভবন n. a build ing or 
room for the culture of arts and crafts; a picture gallery; an opera-house; a studio. ̃ভৃত্ n. an 
appellation of Shiva (িশব); the moon; an artist; an artiste. ̃ হান n. histology. 

কলাi1 [ kalāi1 ] n enamel; enamelling; tinning; plating. কলাi-করা a. enamelled; tinned; plated. 
কলাi করা v. to enamel; to tin; to plate. কলাiেয়র বাসনেকাসন enamelware. কলাi চেট যাoয়া (of utensils) 
to lose one's enamel. 
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কলাi2 [ kalāi2 ] n any of the varieties of leguminous seeds yielding pigeon-pea or pulses; 
bean. ̃শুঁিট n. pea-legume. 

কলাদ [ kalāda ] n a goldsmith. 

কলাপ [ kalāpa ] n an ornament esp. one worn round the waist; a peacock's tail; a collection, a 
multitude (িkয়াকলাপ). কলাপী n. the peacock. fem. কলািপনী the pea hen. 

কলার [ kalāra ] n a collar. কলার েতালা v. to turn up one's collar. 

কলালাপ1 [ kalālāpa1 ] n a sweet low and indistinct sound; a pleasant (and usu. amorous) tete-a-
tete; a bumble-bee. 

কলালাপ2 [ kalālāpa2 ] n a discussion about fine arts. 

কিল1 [ kali1 ] n the fourth or last age of creation according to Hindu scriptures (কিলযুগ কিলকাল); the 
presiding deity of this age (also কিলেদব, কিলেদবতা). েঘার কিল an age full of sins, an infernal age. কিলর 
সnয্া, কিলর েশষ creation approaching final annihilation; (fig.) utter peril. 

কিল2 [ kali2 ] n a bud; a shingling style of hair dressing, shingle; the Vaishnavic (ৈব বীয়) style of 
painting one's face with sandal-paste (রসকিল); a line of a verse or a song. 

কিল3 [ kali3 ] n whitewash, limewash. কিল করা, কিল ধরােনা, কিল েফরােনা v. to white wash. 

কিলকা1 [ kalikā1 ] n a bud. 

কিলঙ্গ [ kaliṅga ] n Orissa including the Dravidian region on its south. 

কিলচুন [ kalicuna ] n unslaked lime, quicklime. 

কিলত [ kalita ] a calculated; computed; received. 

কিলল [ kalila ] a dense; mixed, compounded; adulterated. 

কল ু[ kalu ] n an oil-man (esp. by caste). fem. কলুিন । কলুর বলদ (fig.) a person who blindly and 
mechanically drudges and undergoes extreme hardships for others but without any profit for him 
self. 
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কলুষ [ kaluṣa ] n a sin or guilt; a fault; defilement; soil, sully. ̃নাশন a. washing away or purifying 
a sin or guilt or fault. ̃নািশনী a. fem. of কলুষনাশন । n. an appellation of Goddess Kali (কালী). কলুিষত a. 
sinful, guilty, defiled; soiled; vitiated. 

কেলজ [ kalēja ] n a college. কেলিজ িশkা n. college education. 

কেলবর [ kalēbara ] n the body; the shape or form. 

কেলরা [ kalērā ] n cholera. 

কl [ kalka ] n deposit of any liquid, dregs, sediment; a sin. 

কিl1 [ kalki1 ] n the tenth and the last incarnation of Vishnu (িব ু) expected to take place in the 
Kaliyuga (কিলযুগ). ̃পুরাণ n. the name of the scripture announcing and giving an account of this 
incarnation. 

কl1 [ kalpa1 ] sfx almost, resembling (মৃতকl). 

কl2 [ kalpa2 ] n one of the principal and most ancient Hindu scriptures forming a part of the 
Vedic literature (also কlসtূ); one whole day of Brahma (bhা) amounting to 432, years (কlােn); 
universal annihilation; a scriptural direction (নবময্ািদ কl); a ritual rule or a holy time (কlারm); ob 
ject, aim (রkাকেl); resolution (দৃঢ়কl); a side or party (মুখয্কl). ̃তর,ু ̃drম, ̃বৃk n. a (mythological) 
wishing-tree; (fig.) an extremely liberal and generous person. ̃লতা n. a paradisiacal creeper. ̃েলাক 
n. a fancied land where everything is good and available, a dreamland, a Utopia, Elysium. কlাn 
n. end or termination of one whole day of Brahma (bhা); universal annihilation. কlাnর n. another 
whole day and night of Brahma (bhা). কlাn হায়ী a. everlasting, eternal. কlারm n. beginning or 
commencement of a day of Brahma (bhা); commencement of a holy tide. 

কlক [ kalpaka ] a one who or that which imagines or composes or plans or ascribes. 

কlন [ kalpana ] n act of inventing or imagining or fancying or ascribing or resolving or 
thinking or supposing. কlনা n. invention; imagination; fancy; ascription; resolve; thought; 
supposition. কlনা করা v. to invent; to devise; to imagine; to fancy; to ascribe; to resolve; to think; 
to suppose. কlনাকারী a. inventing or devising; imagining; fancying; ascribing; resolving; 
thinking; supposing. ☐ n. an inventor, a deviser; one who imagines; a fancier; one who ascribes; 
one who resolves, a thinker; one who supposes. কlনািচt n. picturesque imagination; an 
imaginary portrait. কlনাtক a. actuated by or existing in imagination, imaginative, imaginary. 
কlনাpবণ a. given to imagination. কlণাpবণ বয্িk an imaginative person. কlনাpসূত a. imaginary; 
fancied. কlনািবলাসী a. overindulging in imagination; vapoury. কlনাশিk n. imaginative power, 
faculty of imagination. কlনীয় a. devisable; imaginable; that which can be fancied; ascribable; 
thinkable; supposable. 
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কিlত [ kalpita ] a invented, contrived, devised; imagined, fancied; ascribed; resolved; thought 
(out); supposed; created, composed; fanciful; imaginary. 

কlী [ kalpī ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) inventing, contriving, devising; imagining, fancying; 
ascribing; resolving; thinking; supposing; creating; composing. 

কlয্ [ kalpya ] a contrivable, devisable; imaginable; that which can be fancied; ascribable; 
thinkable; supposable; prescribable; proper. 

কlষ [ kalmaṣa ] n filth, dirt; sin, guilt. ☐ a. filthy, dirty; sinful, guilty. 

কলয্াণ [ kalyāṇa ] n welfare, good, benefit; well-being; prosperity; an Indian musical mode. ☐ a. 
happy; doing good, beneficial benefactory; giving prosperity; favourable. কলয্াণী a. & n. fem. of 
কলয্াণ । কলয্াণীয় a. one (usu. a junior fellow) whose well-being is or should be wished. fem. কলয্াণীয়া 
। ˜কর, ̃pদ a. doing good, beneficial, benefactory; giving prosperity. ̃বর, ̃বেরষু to you or him who 
deserves (my) good wishes; a form of address in a letter, a younger person deserving affection. 
fem. কলয্াণীয়াs । ̃ময় a. beneficent, altruistic; benevolent; benignant, gracious. fem. কলয্াণময়ী । 

কেlাল [ kallōla ] n a roaring wave; a billow; great joy or delight; a loud confused noise, an 
uproar. কেlািলত a. full of roaring waves; billowy; full of great joy or delight; full of loud confused 
noise. কেlািলনী n. fem. a river. 

কশ [ kaśa ] n the corner of the mouth; the jaw; the corresponding part of the jaw inside the 
mouth. কেশর দাঁত a molar tooth, a molar. 

কশা [ kaśā ] n a whip, a lash. ☐ v. to whip, to lash; to strike. ̃ঘাত n. whipping, lashing. কশাঘাত করা 
v. to whip, to lash, to flog. 

কশা়D [ kaśā◌়ḍ◌় ] n a very tall species of grass. 

কশােনা [ kaśānō ] v to whip, to slash, to flog; to beat. আচ্ছা d ঘা কশােনা to give a sound thrashing or 
drubbing, to drub. 

কিশদা [ kaśidā ] n embroidery. 

কেশr [ kaśēru ] n the backbone, the spine, the vertebral column. কেশrক a. vertebrate. ☐ n. 
vertebral bone, the backbone. কেশrকা n. the vertebral bone, the back bone; a vertebra. 

কষ [ kaṣa ] n a kind of astringent juice of some plants (কলার কষ); stain caused by this juice (কষ 
লাগা); tannin; touchstone. 
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কষেট [ kaṣaṭē ] a same as কষােট । see কষা2 । 

কষন1 [ kaṣana1 ] n act of rubbing or itching; act of trying gold and other metals on a touchstone; 
tanning. 

কষন2 [ kaṣana2 ] n tightening; act of fastening tightly; act of singeing (meat, fish etc.) in oil or fat 
and with spices; tanning; act of working out a mathematical sum. 

কষা2 [ kaṣā2 ] a astringent; tight; strict, severe; niggardly, close-fisted; constipative (কষা ধাত); (of 
meat, fish etc.) signed in oil or fat and with spices. ☐ v. to try (gold etc.) on a streak-plate; to 
work out (a mathematical sum); to calculate (price etc.); to singe (meat, fish etc.) in oil or fat and 
with spices; to tighten; to bind tightly; to tan (hides); to make as tringent. ̃কিষ n. unswerving 
enforcement of rule, law etc; rigour, strictness; act of tightening; tugging and counter-tugging; 
higgling (দরকষাকিষ); strained state, estrangement (মনকষা কিষ). কষাকিষ করা v. to enforce strictness or 
rigour; to tighten; to contest or try laboriously. দর কষাকিষ করা v. to higgle, to chaffer. মন কষাকিষ করা 
v. to estrange oneself (from); to quarrel (with). কষােনা v. to singe meat; to tan (hides). কষােট a. 
slightly astringent; (fig.) divested of taste or flavour; (fig.) loathsome, disgusting. কষা মাংস n. 
singed meat; meat cooked with oil and spices. 

কষায় [ kaṣāẏa ] n bitter or astringent juice or taste; tannic taste; tannin; decoction; dull red 
colour. ☐ a. of bitter or astringent taste; or tannic taste; dull red; reddish; dyed (esp. in red.) 
কষািয়ত a. slightly reddened (েরাষকষািয়ত); dyed. 

কিষ [ kaṣi ] n a straight line drawn with a pen or pencil; a punctuation mark used in Bengali in 
place of a full stop; the part of the loincloth which is tied round the waist; a tender stone of green 
mango. 

কিষত [ kaṣita ] n tried on a streak-plate; tried on a streak-plate and found perfectly pure (কিষত 
কাঞ্চন). 

কষুেট [ kaṣuṭē ] a same as কষােট । 

কেষ বাঁধা [ kaṣē bān̐dhā ] v. & n to fasten or fastening very tightly. 

ক  [ kaṣṭa ] n grief, sorrow; trouble, difficulty; pain, suffering; labour, hard effort, toil (ক ািজর্ত); 
hardship; want, privation. ক  করা v. to labour hard, to endeavour laboriously, to toil; to take 
trouble, to take pains; to undergo hardships; to suffer. ক  েদoয়া v. to give trouble, to put to 
difficulty; to put to inconvenience; to oppress, to cause suffering (to), to distress; to pain; to 
grieve. ক  পাoয়া v. to get into trouble, to be in difficulty; to suffer (from); to be oppressed or 
distressed; to feel pain; to grieve (for, at); to be moved with pity or sympathy. ̃কর a. difficult, 
hard; troublesome; laborious, toilsome; painful; distressing; oppressive, vexatious. ̃কlনা n. a far-
fetched or forced or laboured concept or thought. ̃কিlত a. far-fetched, forced. ̃দায়ক same as ক কর 
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। ̃েভাগ n. suffering. ক েভাগ করা v. to suffer. ̃সহ, ̃সিহ  ু a. painstaking; able to undergo hardships, 

inured to hardships. ̃সাধয্ same as ক কর । 

ক ািজর্ত [ kaṣṭārjita ] a hard-earned (ক ািজর্ত aথর্). 

কি  [ kaṣṭi ] n act of trying or testing (gold etc.) on a touchstone; a touchstone. ̃পাথর n. 
touchstone. কি পাথের যাচাi করা v. to try or test the purity (of gold etc.) by rubbing on a touchstone; 
to assay (metals). 

কে সৃে  [ kaṣṭēsṛṣṭē ] adv with considerable or great difficulty. কে সৃে  চালােনা v. to manage with 
difficulty; to contrive to live on a small income. 

কসবা [ kasabā ] n a large and prosperous village with many advantages of a town (cp. township); 
a suburb. 

কসিব [ kasabi ] n a harlot, a prostitute, a woman of the town; a demirep. 

কসম [ kasama ] n an oath, a swear. কসম খাoয়া v. to swear, to take an oath. েখাদার কসম int. in God's 
name. 

কসরত [ kasarata ] n a physical or athletic feat; an acrobatic feat; a trick; a great effort (পরীkায় পাস 
করার জn কসরত); a show or display of skill; exercise; drill. 

কসাi [ kasāi ] n a butcher; (fig.) an extremely cruel or unfeeling or hard-hearted person. ̃খানা n. a 
slaughter-house, a butchery, a shambles; (fig.) a place of merciless oppression. ̃িগির n. the 
profession of a butcher; (fig.) extremely hard-hearted behaviour. 

কsর [ kasura ] n a fault, an offence; a defect, a shortcoming; want or lack; an omission; neglect; 
a failing. কsর করা v. to commit an offence; to fail or neglect to do. 

কsা [ kastā ] a scarlet-coloured, scarlet. ̃েপেD a. (of loincloth) having a scarlet border. 

কsাকিs [ kastākasti ] n mutual wrestling or struggling, a scuffle. কsাকিs করা v. to wrestle or 
struggle (with each other). 

কstর [ kastura ] n the musk-deer; musk. কstরী, কstিরকা, কsূরী, কsিূরকা n. musk. 

কিsn কােল [ kasmin kālē ] adv at any time, ever; at no time, never. 

কs [ kasya ] pron a (used chiefly as a legal term) whose. 
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কহi [ kahi ] v (obs. & poet) says, say. কহi না পাের cannot say. 

কহতবয্ [ kahatabya ] a speakable, utterable; expressible; explicable; worth mentioning. 

কহন [ kahana ] n act of saying or telling; utterance; act of speaking; narration or relation. ̃সাধয্ 
same as কহতবয্ । কহনীয় a. expressible; utterable; worth mentioning. 

কহা [ kahā ] v to say, to tell; to utter; to speak; to narrate; to relate. ̃েনা v. to make one say or tell 
or utter or speak or narrate or relate. ̃য়িস v. imper. make one say or tell. 

কhার [ kahlāra ] n the white water-lily. 

কাi [ kāi ] n glue; paste; starch. কাi কাi a. gluey; pasty; starchy. 

কাiট [ kāiṭa ] n dregs or dross or less of any liquid. 

কাuেক [ kāukē ] pro whom; to anybody; to none (কাuেক েদব না). 

কাuর [ kāura ] n eczema. 

কাoয়াজ [ kāōẏāja ] n training in the use of guns; parade. 

কাoয়ািল [ kāōẏāli ] n an Indian light musical mode or measure. 

কাoরা [ kāōrā ] n one of a very low social caste amongst Hindus. 

কাংs, কাংস, কাংsক, কাংসক [ kāṃsya, kāṃsa, kāṃsyaka, kāṃsaka ] n bell metal, alloy of 
copper and tin; a dish of bell metal used as a musical instrument. কাংsকার, কাংসকর n. a brazier. 

কাiঁবীিচ, কাiঁিবিচ [ kām̐ibīci, kām̐ibici ] n a seed or stone of tamarind. 

কাঁক1 [ kān̐ka1 ] n the heron. 

কাঁক2 [ kān̐ka2 ] n the armpit, the flank; the hip; the waist. 

কাঁকi [ kān ̐ki ] n a large comb with thick teeth. 

কাঁকDা [ kān ̐kaḍ◌়ā ] n the crab. ̃িবেছ n. the scorpion. কাঁকDার েখাল carapace. 
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কাঁকন [ kān̐kana ] n a bangle; a bracelet. 

কাঁকিবDািল, কাঁকেবDািল [ kān̐kabiḍ◌়āli, kān̐kabēḍ◌়āli ] n a painful boil in the armpit. 

কাঁকর [ kān̐kara ] n a very small particle of stone, a coarse grain of sand, gravel, grit. কাঁকর িদেয় 
ছাoয়া v. to gravel, to cobble. কাঁকের ছাoয়া পথ n. a gravel-walk; a cobbled road. কাঁকেরর খাদ n. a 
gravel-pit. 

কাঁকেরাল [ kān̐karōla ] n a kind of cucurbitaceous kitchen vegetable. 

কাঁকলাস [ kān̐kalāsa ] n the chameleon; (fig.) a person who is reduced to skeleton, a very lean 
person, one who is only skin and bone. 

কাঁকাল [ kān ̐kāla ] n the waist; the hip; the flank. 

কাkঁD [ kān̐kuḍ◌় ] n the green melon. 

কাkঁের [ kān ̐kurē ] a gravelly, gritty; full of or mixed with stones. 

কাঁচকDা [ kān̐cakaḍ◌়ā ] n tortoise-shell; whale-bone; vulcanite. 

কাঁচকলা [ kān̐cakalā ] n a species of plantain which is chiefly used in its green state; (joc.) 
nothing. আদায় কাঁচকলায় adv. & a. at loggerheads with, at daggers drawn. 

কাঁচেপাকা [ kān̐capōkā ] n a species of green beetle a bit of whose hard wing is used by women to 
adorn their foreheads. 

কাঁচল, কাঁচলা, কাঁচুিল [ kān̐cala, kān̐calā, kān̐culi ] n a bodice, a corsage, a corset, a modesty-vest, 
bras siere. 

কাঁচা [ kān̐cā ] a unripe, green (কাঁচা ফল); uncooked (কাঁচা মাংস); imperfectly boiled; raw (কাঁচা মাল); 
unburned (কাঁচা iট); made of mud, not brick-built, cutcha (কাঁচা গাঁথিন); unmetalled (কাঁচা রাsা); 
tender, fresh, verdant (কাঁচা ঘাস); young (কাঁচা বয়স); immature (কাঁচা বুিd); unpractised (কাঁচা েলখা); 
faulty, defective, unskilful, unwise, bungling (কাঁচা কাজ); inexpert, unskilled (কাঁচা েলাক); deficient, 
weak (aেঙ্ক কাঁচা); uncertain, provisional, unreliable (কাঁচা রিসদ, কাঁচা কথা); primary, rough (কাঁচা খাতা); 
not fast, liable to fade or run (কাঁচা রং); pure, unadulterated (কাঁচা েসানা); black, not grey (কাঁচা চুল); 
untanned, raw (কাঁচা চামDা); undried, unsunned, unseasoned (কাঁচা কাঠ); not according to or below 
the standard (কাঁচা oজন); easy or cash (কাঁচা টাকা); not deep or sound, in the primary stage (কাঁচা ঘুম); 
that which has not yet been moved to the right place (কাঁচা ঘুঁিট). ̃েগাlা n. a soft drop or round 
sweetmeat made of posset. ̃েট n. not thoroughly ripe or mature; rawish. ̃েনা v. to undo (all that has 
been done); to undo all progress; to unsettle a settled thing (design, plan, scheme, work etc.); to 
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send back to the original stage. ̃পাকা a. (of hair) partly black and partly grey, greying. ̃মাথা a 
greehorn's head; (fig.) immature judgment or intellect. ̃মাল raw material (for production of 
industrial goods); greengrocery (কাঁচামােলর বয্াপারী = greengrocer.) ̃িমেঠ a. sweet in the unripe state 
(কাঁচািমেঠ আম). 

কাঁচাহলদু [ kān̐cāhaluda ] n undried turmeric. 

কাঁিচ1 [ kān̐ci1 ] a short; below the standard (কাঁিচ oজন); closely woven, close-grained (কাঁিচ ধুিত); 
unsweetened curd made of unboiled milk (কাঁচা দi). 

কাঁিচ2 [ kān̐ci2 ] n scissors. 

কাঁচুমাচ ু[ kān̐cumācu ] a embarrassed; shrunken (esp. with fear); scared out of one's wits. 

কাঁচ্চা [ kān ̐ccā ] n a measure of weight (=.51z. or 14 gms.). 

কাঁিজ [ kān̐ji ] n the water in which boiled rice has been kept steeped overnight (this water tastes 
sour). 

কাঁটা [ kān̐ṭā ] n a thorn, a prickle; any longish thing or instrument with a pointed end or ends 
(চুেলর কাঁটা); a pointer (কmােসর কাঁটা, দাঁিDপাlার কাঁটা); a fork (used in eating meals); a hand (ঘিDর কাঁটা); 
a fishbone; gooseflesh (শীেত বা ভেয় কাঁটা েদoয়া). কাঁটা িদেয় কাঁটা েতালা v. (fig.) to set a thief to catch a 
thief. গােয় কাঁটা েদoয়া to have gooseflesh; to have shivering, to shiver. পেথর কাঁটা (fig.) an obstacle 
or snag. পেথ কাঁটা েদoয়া (fig.) v. to prevent. ̃তার n. barbed wire. ̃নেট n. a variety of spinach. ̃বন n. a 
hedge full of prickly shrubs. ̃ময় a. thorny. কাঁটায় কাঁটায় adv. punctually; just at. 

কাঁটাচুয়া [ kān̐ṭācuẏā ] n the hedgehog. 

কাঁটাল, কাঁঠাল [ kān̐ṭāla, kān̐ṭhāla ] n the jackfruit. ̃গাছ n. the jack-tree, the jack. ̃চাঁপা n. a yellow 
flower smelling like a ripe jackfruit. কাঁটােলর আমসtt (fig.) an impossible thing; a mare's nest. পেরর 
মাথায় কাঁটাল ভাঙা v. (fig.) to make a cat's-paw of another. 

কাঁটািল কলা, কাঁঠািল কলা [ kān̐ṭāli kalā, kān̐ṭhāli kalā ] n a superior variety of plantain. 

কাঁড়া [ kān ̐ḍ◌়ā ] v to husk. ☐ a. husked. কাঁDােনা v. to cause to husk. ☐ a. husked; husky. ☐ n. 
husking. 

কাDঁাদাস [ kān̐ḍ◌়ādāsa ] n a foolish but very obstinate fellow. 

কাঁিD [ kān ̐ḍ◌়i ] n a heap. 
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কাঁথা [ kān̐thā ] n a cotton wrapper or patched cloth or bedsheet made of patchwork. 

কাঁদন, কাঁদিন [ kān̐dana, kān̐dani ] n (usu. dero.) act or a spell of weeping; (usu. dero.) 
lamentation or complaint; humble and importunate solicitation. কাঁdিন গাoয়া v. to solicit humbly 
and importunately; to lament or complain. 

কাঁদা [ kān ̐dā ] v to weep, to shed tears. ̃কািট, ̃কাটা n. repeated or continuous weeping; lamentation; 
humble and importunate solicitation. কাঁদাকািট করা v. to weep bitterly; to lament; to solicit humbly 
and importunately. কাঁদােন same as কাঁদােনা (a.) কাঁদােনা v. to cause to weep. েকঁেদ হাট করা, েকঁেদেকেট হাট 
করা v. to attract a crowd of people by loud lamentation or wailing. 

কাঁদােনা [ kān̐dānō ] v to make lachrymose, to make one weep. ☐ a. making lachrymose, one 
who or that which makes one weeping. কাঁদােনা গয্াস tear-gas. 

কাঁিদ [ kān ̐di ] n a cluster (কলার কাঁিদ). কাঁিদ-কাঁিদ কলা v. to grow in cluster. 

কাdঁেন [ kān̐dunē ] a given to weeping, lachrymose; causing tears. কাঁdেন sর a mournful or piteous 
note. 

কাঁেদাকাঁেদা [ kān̐dōkān̐dō ] a about to weep; about to shed tears; tearful. 

কাঁধ [ kān̐dha ] n the shoulder; the neck. কাঁধ ঝাঁকােনা v. to shrug, to shrug one's shoulder. কাঁধ েদoয়া, 
কাঁধ লাগােনা v. to volunteer to shoulder a burden; to come forward to assist or cooperate. কাঁধ বদলােনা 
v. to transfer a burden to another's shoulder or to one's other shoulder when feeling fatigued. কাঁেধ 
করা, কাঁেধ েনoয়া v. to place and carry upon one's shoulder, to bear upon one's shoulder, to shoulder. 
কাঁেধর হাD n. the scapula. কার কাঁেধ দশটা মাধা who has the rashness to risk his head ? who'll dare? 
কাঁধাকাঁিধ n. state of being carried or borne on shoulders of more than one person at a time. ☐ adv. 
being borne upon the shoulders of more than one person at a time; side by side, cheek by jowl. 

কাঁপi [ kām̐pi ] v (poet. & obs.) tremble or trembles, shudder or shudders, shiver or shivers, 
shake or shakes, quake or quakes. 

কাঁপন [ kām ̐pana ] n trembling, tremble; shudder; shiver; shake; quake, tremor; vibration; 
palpitation. কাঁপন ধরা v. to be stricken with trembling or shudder or shiver. 

কাঁপা [ kām̐pā ] v to tremble; to shudder; to shiver; to shake; to quake; to quiver; to vibrate; to 
palpitate (hদয় কাঁপা). কাঁপােনা v. to set trembling, to send trembling, to tremble; to cause to shudder, 
to shiver; to shake; to quake; to cause to quiver; to vibrate; to set palpitating, to palpitate. ☐ a. 
tremulour (কাঁপােনা sর). েকঁেপ oঠা v. to start (as in fear); to be startled. 

কাঁসর [ kām̐sara ] n a dish of bell metal (alloy of copper and tin) used as a musical instrument. 
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কাঁসা [ kām̐sā ] n bell metal. কাঁসাির n. a brazier. 

কাঁিস [ kām̐si ] n a dish of bell metal used as a kitchen utensil or amusical instrument. 

কাক [ kāka ] n the crow. fem. কাকী the female crow. ̃চkু a. as transparent as a crow's eyes, (cp.) 
crystal-clear. ̃েজাত্sা n. dim or faint moonlight. ̃তndা, ̃িনdা n. wary nap or slumber. ̃তাD ুয়া n. the 
scarecrow. ̃তালীয় a. (of two or more incidents) coincidental and seemingly related to one another 
as cause and effect; coincidental; successive but not causally connected. কাকতালীয় nায় post 
hocergo propter hoc (after it, so be cause of it—a fallacious reasoning). ̃পk n. a lovelock. ̃পদ n. 
quotation marks (" "); a caret (^). ̃পচু্ছ n. the cuckoo. ̃ফল n. the margosa-tree, the nim. ̃বnয্া n. a 
woman who becomes pregnant but once. ̃েভজা n. & v. getting or to get completely drenched (usu. 
in rainwater). ˜েভার n. very early morning. ̃শীষর্ n. a species of flower tree yielding flowers looking 
like ducks. ̃sান n. brief and careless bath. কােকর ছা বেকর ছা extremely bad and illegible 
handwriting. 

কাকিল, কাকলী [ kākali, kākalī ] n a low sweet and indistinct murmur or chirping. 

কা-কা [ kā-kā ] n. & int caw. কা-কা করা v. to caw. 

কাকা [ kākā ] n younger brother of one's father, an uncle. fem. কািক the wife of an uncle, an 
aunt. ̃সংkাn, ̃িবষয়ক a. avuncular; of an uncle. 

কাকাতুয়া [ kākātuẏā ] n the cockatoo. 

কািকনী [ kākinī ] n. fem (facet.) the female crow. 

কাk2 [ kāku2 ] n voice turned hoarse; supplication; regret; request; solicitation; (rhet.) a figure of 
speech depending on the tone of voice akin to erotesis; emphasis of tone. 

কাkিত [ kākuti ] n anything uttered in supplication or regret; importunate request or solicitation. 
কাkিত-িমনিত n. earnest entreaty, supplication; repeated importunate request or solicitation. কাkিত-
িমনিত করা v. to request or solicit importunately and repeatedly. 

কাkত্ হ, কাkত্ h [ kākutsha, kākutshya ] n a descendant of King Kakootstha (কkত্ হ) or 
Puranjaya (পুরঞ্জয়). ☐ a. descending from Kakootstha or Puranjaya. 

কাkবাদ [ kākubāda ] n importunate request or solicitation, supplication or humble prayer. 

কাkিk [ kākūkti ] n anything said in supplication; (rhet.) a figure of speech depending on the 
tone of voice akin to erotesis. 
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কােকাদর [ kākōdara ] a the snake. 

কািkক [ kākṣika ] a intrapetiolar. 

কাগজ [ kāgaja ] n paper; newspaper; records; a document; a promissory bond. েকাmািনর কাগজ 
stocks, government securities or bonds. খবেরর কাগজ a news paper. sচ্ছ কাগজ tracing paper. কাগেজ 
কলেম adv. in writing or in print, in black and white; only theoretically, on paper. ̃চাপা n. a paper-
weight. ̃পt n. pl. documents, papers. কাগিজ a. of paper; of newspaper; having a papery or very 
thin covering. ☐ n. a paper-manufacturer; a paper dealer. কাগিজ মুdা paper money. কাগেজর মN 
paper pulp. 

কাগাবগা [ kāgābagā ] a destitute, wretched, abandoned; inconsistent, haphazard. ☐ n. such a 
person or thing. 

কাঙাল [ kāṅāla ] a poor, indigent; destitute; humbly praying for; meanly hankering after, 
piteously eager to have (যেশর কাঙাল, সnােনর কাঙাল); wistful (কাঙাল নয়ন); suffering, miserable; 
earning one's livelihood by begging. ☐ n. an indigent man; a humble petitioner; a suffering or 
miserable man; a begger. fem. কাঙািলিন । ̃পনা n. (usu. dero.) beggary; supplication. কাঙািল same as 

কাঙাল । কাঙািল িবদায় n. distribution of alms to the poor or beggars. কাঙািল িবদায় করা v. to distribute 
alms to the poor or beggars. কাঙািল েভাজন n. feeding of the poor or beggars. 

কাচ [ kāca ] n glass; crystal, quartz; pebble, a lens (চশমার কাচ). কািচক a. glassy, hyaline. 

কাচkিপ [ kācakupi ] n a funnel made of glass, a glass funnel. 

কাচঘর [ kācaghara ] n a glass-house. 

কাচতুলয্ [ kācatulya ] a glasslike, hyaline; transparent. 

কাচদN [ kācadaṇḍa ] n a glass-rod. 

কাচন [ kācana ] n act of washing clothes etc. by rinsing and thrashing. 

কাচনল [ kācanala ] n glass cylinder, glass tube. 

কাচপাt [ kācapātra ] n glass bowl, glass vessel. 

কাচমিণ [ kācamaṇi ] n quartz, crystal. 
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কাচা [ kācā ] v to wash by rinsing and thrashing (as clothes etc.). ☐ a. thus washed. কাচােনা v. to 
cause to wash by rinsing and thrashing; to get thus washed. ☐ a. thus washed. 

কাচ্চাবাচ্চা [ kāccābāccā ] n. pl infants, young children, little ones, (sl.) kiddies. 

কাছ [ kācha ] n proximity, nearness; vicinity, neighbourhood; approach, presence; reach. ̃ছাDা a. 
away from one; separated. 

কাছিট [ kāchaṭi ] n a loincloth worn as tightly as a suspensor. কাছিট করা v. to pull up one's loin-
cloth, (cp.) to pull up one's socks. 

কাছা1 [ kāchā1 ] n a piece of new and unbleached cloth worn round the neck by a Hindu 
mourning the loss of any of his parents or a similar person. 

কাছা2 [ kāchā2 ] n the part of the loincloth which the wearer tucks behind him at the 
waist. ̃আলগা, ̃েখালা a. uncareful, neglectful, careless, heedless. ̃ধরা a. cringing; parasitical. কাছা ধরা 
v. to cringe; to hang on as a parasite. 

কাছাকািছ [ kāchākāchi ] adv near, close to; nearly, approximately; about; almost. ☐ a. adjacent, 
situated or placed near. 

কাছােনা [ kāchānō ] v to draw near; to approach; to step up; to impend, to become imminent. 

কাছাির [ kāchāri ] n a court of justice, a law court; a magistrate's court, a kachhari, a cutcherry; an 
office; a zamindar's (জিমদােরর) or a feudal lord's court and office. 

কািছ [ kāchi ] n cable, hawser; thick rope or cord. 

কািছম [ kāchima ] n the tortoise, the turtle. কািছেমর েখালা n. tortoise-shell. 

কােছ [ kāchē ] adv. & prep near to, in the vicinity of, in the neighbourhood of, beside; in 
presence of; within the reach of (হােতর কােছ). কােছ-কােছ adv. keeping always or mostly close to. 
কােছ-িপেঠ same as কাছাকািছ । 

কাজ [ kāja ] n work, action; a deed, an act; a job, an employment, a service (কাজ েথেক বরখাs); 
occupation, profession, trade; duty, task (রাজার কাজ pজাপালন); practice, habit (আDা েদoয়াi তার 
কাজ); need, necessity, use (কথায় কাজ কী); motive, business (কী কােজ eেসছ); out come, result, good 
result, success (oষুেধ কাজ হেয়েছ); artistry (ছিবেত রেঙর কাজ). কাজ আদায় করা v. to see that one works 
properly, to make one work properly; to get a work or task done; to wheedle a thing out of 
another, to wangle (by persuasion, trickery etc.). কাজo েনi কামাio েনi always busy with nothing, 
ever busy with nothing; ever busy with trifles or with useless work; fussy. কাজ করা v. to work; to 
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serve; to be effective. কাজ চলা, কাজ চেল যাoয়া v. & n. to be worth working, to be workable; to do 
(eেত েতামার কাজ চলেব ?? will it do?). কাজ েদoয়া v. to give employment; to entrust with a work or 
job, to allocate or allot duties to; to be effective (oষুধটায় কাজ িদেয়েছ); to give service (ঘিDটা ভাল কাজ 
িদেচ্ছ). কাজ েদখা v. to examine a work done; to su pervise a work; to look for an employment or 
job; (coll.) to be effective (eেত কাজ েদখেব). কাজ েদখােনা v. to try to display ostentatiously that one is 
busy, to be fussily active; to showoff; to prove one's worth through work. কাজ বাগােনা v. to manage 
to achieve one's end, to manage to obtain. কাজ বাঁচােনা v. to see that one does not lose one's job. কাজ 
বাজােনা v. (usu. dero.—by an insincere worker) to be on duty neglectfully. কাজ হািসল করা v. to have 
one's object fulfilled; to have one's object achieved. কােজর কথা useful talk; the main point of a 
talk; talk about work. কােজর কািজ the right man for a work. কােজর িজিনস useful or valuable thing. 
কােজর বার useless, out of order; worthless; disabled. কােজর েবলায় কািজ কাজ ফুেরােল পািজ (fig.) 
ingratitude is the law of the world. কােজর েলাক n. an employee; a servant, an active or useful or 
competent person. 

কাজকমর্ [ kājakarma ] n. pl activities; occupations. 

কাজির [ kājari ] n an Indian folk-dance or its accompanying music. 

কাজল [ kājala ] n lamp-black; collyrium. ☐ a. as black as collyrium. ̃লতা n. a vessel shaped like a 
pair of hollow scissors for preparing collyrium. েচােখর কাজল চুির করা (fig.) to steal something under 
one's very nose; to bamboozle, to fox. 

কাজলা1 [ kājalā1 ] a. fem as black as collyrium. 

কাজলা2, কাজিল [ kājalā2, kājali ] n a reddish variety of sugarcane. 

কািজ [ kāji ] a a Muslim judge or interpreter of laws. 

কািজয়া [ kājiẏā ] n quarrel; brawl, wrangle. 

কাজুবাদাম [ kājubādāma ] n cashew-nut. 

কােজi, কােজকােজi [ kājēi, kājēkājēi ] adv resultantly, consequently, so, therefore. 

কাঞ্চন [ kāñcana ] n gold; wealth, riches (কািমনীকাঞ্চন); a variety of golden flower; a variety of 
paddy. ☐ a. of golden colour (কাঞ্চনকািn); made of gold (কাঞ্চনমুdা); auriferous. ̃pভ a. having a 
golden lustre or radiance. ̃বণর্ a. golden, golden-yellow. 

কািঞ্চ [ kāñci ] n an ornament worn round the waist, a girdle, a sash (কািঞ্চদাম). 
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কািঞ্জ, কািঞ্জক, কািঞ্জকা, কাঞ্জী, কাঞ্জীক, [ kāñji, kāñjika, kāñjikā, kāñjī, kāñjīka, ] n the water in 
which boiled rice has been kept steeped overnight (this water tastes sour). 

কাট2 [ kāṭa2 ] n shape, cut (মুেখর কাট). 

কাটkট [ kāṭakuṭa ] n making alterations in several places of a manuscript etc. by penning 
through it; correction; shortening, abridgement; reduction; (usu. minor) surgical operations. 
কাটkট করা v. to pen through and alter at places; to correct; to shorten, to abridge; to reduce; to 
operate upon. 

কাটেখাTা [ kāṭakhōṭṭā ] a tough and obstinate; stiff; humourless; unfeeling, unsympathetic; hard-
hearted, merciless; uncouth and ill-mannered; rough, outspoken (কাট েখাTা কথাবাতর্া). 

কাটেখালা [ kāṭakhōlā ] n a frying-pan without oil or sand. 

কাটেগাঁয়ার [ kāṭagōm̐ẏāra ] a extremely obstinate, intransigent; obdurate. 

কাটছাঁট [ kāṭachān̐ṭa ] n (chiefly of garments) cut, shape, alteration; make, make-up; reduction. 

কাটিত [ kāṭati ] n power or opportunity of selling; sale; public demand; demand. 

কাটন [ kāṭana ] n act of cutting or hewing or cleaving or chopping or carving or mowing or 
lopping or trimming or paring or amputating or incising or operating or biting or eating or 
penning through or striking off or deducting or digging or sinking or drawing or painting or 
writing out or mending or sharpening or refuting or protesting or constructing or capping or 
reciting or picking or pinching or passing or dispelling or dispersing or lifting or giving the slip 
to or being sold or selling or being in demand or having recognition or flowing or coming out or 
being in the act of doing etc. (see কাটা v.). 

কাটনা [ kāṭanā ] n act of spinning; a spinning wheel; a spinning-jenny; a spinning spindle or top. 

কাটিন1 [ kāṭani1 ] n the charge for spinning. 

কাটিন2 [ kāṭani2 ] n (usu. fem.) a spinner. 

কাটবয্ [ kāṭabya ] n (chiefly used as a correl. of কট)ু harshness, rudeness. 

কাটেমাlা [ kāṭamōllā ] n an uneducated ignorant and fanatical Muslim priest. 

কাটরা [ kāṭarā ] n a wooden room or stall; a small wooden enclosure, a box, a dock (সাkীর কাটরা); 
a mart, a market-place. 
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কাটেলট [ kāṭalēṭa ] n a cutlet. 

কাটা [ kāṭā ] v to cut; to hew, to cleave; to chop; to carve (মাংস কাটা); to mow (ঘাস কাটা); to lop 
(গােছর ডাল কাটা); to trim; to pare (নখ কাটা); to amputate; to incise, to operate, to lance (েফাDা কাটা); 
to bite (িজভ কাটা); to eat (েপাকায় কাটা); to pen through, to strike off (েলখা কাটা, নাম কাটা); to deduct 
(পাoনা কাটা); to dig (পুkর কাটা); to sink (kেয়া কাটা); to draw (লাiন কাটা, দাগ কাটা); to write (আঁক কাটা); 
to write out (েচক কাটা); to paint (িতলক কাটা); to mend or sharpen (কলম বা েপনিসল কাটা); to refuse (যুিk 
কাটা); to say in retort, to protest (কথা কাটা); to construct (পথ কাটা); to compose, to recite, to cap (ছDা 
কাটা); to pinch or pick (পেকট কাটা); to pass (সময় কাটা); to disperse (েমঘ কাটা); to lift (kয়াশা কাটা); to 
be dispelled (ভয় কাটা); to make a slipin (তাল কাটা, sর কাটা); to be sold, to sell, to be in demand 
(বাজাের মাল কাটা); to be in the act of doing, to do (সাঁতার কাটা). ☐ a. cut; hewn, cleft, cloven; 
chopped; carved; moved, mown; lopped; amputated; incised, operated, lanced; eaten; penned 
through, struck off; mended, sharpened; used in cutting or chopping (েপনিসল-কাটা ছুির, মাংস-কাটা 
ছুির). ☐ n. cutting; hewing; cleaving; chopping; carving; mowing; lopping; trimming; paring; 
amputation; incision, operation; a mark of cutting or incision or operation; biting; eating; 
penning through, striking off; deduction; digging; sinking; drawing; writing, writing out; 
painting; mending or sharpen ing কথা কাটা v. to answer in retaliation, to retort. কাটা কাপD textile 
fabrics for making garments, piecegoods. কাটা ঘােয় nেনর িছটা েদoয়া to add insult to injury. ঘাস কাটা 
v. to mow grass; (sarcas.) (to be able) to do nothing. ছDা কাটা v. to cap or recite a rhyme. িজভ কাটা 
v. to show the tip of one's tongue and press it with the teeth, to bite one's tongue (as a mark of 
bashfulness or in apology.) েTেনকাটা a. run-over by a railway train. ফাঁDা কাটা v. to avoid or escape a 
possible or impending calamity. ফুট কাটা v. to let fall in drops; (pop.) to in terpose, to chip in. েফাঁDা 
কাটা v. to let fall in drops; to put a holy mark between the eyebrows or on the fore head; (pop.) to 
interpose, to chip in. ভাের কাটা v. to pull one's weight. সাঁতার কাটা v. to swim. িসঁিথ কাটা v. to part hair. 
িসঁধ কাটা v. to break stealthily into a mud house, to burgle; to crack a crib. sেতা কাটা v. to spin. 

কাটাi [ kāṭāi ] n charges for cutting, hewing, lopping, mowing, spinning etc. ☐ a. charged for 
cutting, hewing, lopping, mowing, spinning etc. (কাটাi খরচ). 

কাটাকািট [ kāṭākāṭi ] n mutual killing or slaughter; a skirmish; a fight; a quarrel; act of 
disfiguring with corrections. কাটাকািট করা v. to kill or slay one another; to take part in a skirmish; 
to fight one another; to quarrel; to make corrections, to disfigure with corrections. 

কাটাখাল [ kāṭākhāla ] n an excavated watercourse or canal for irrigation or for inland navigation. 

কাটা-ঘা [ kāṭā-ghā ] n wound or injury caused by a cut. 

কাটােছDঁা [ kāṭāchēn̐ḍ◌়ā ] n minor wound or injury. 

কাটােনা [ kāṭānō ] v to cause to be cut or hewn or cleft or chopped or carved or mown or lopped 
or trimmed or pared or amputated or incised or operated or dug or sunk or written out or painted 
or constructed or capped or recited or flowed or done; to refute (যুিk কাটােনা); to clear up (েদাষ 
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কাটােনা); to pass or spend (সময় কাটােনা); to sell (বাজাের মাল কা়টােনা); to get over, to overcome (dঃখ 
কাটােনা, িবপদ কাটােনা). েদাষ কাটােনা v. to absolve, to exculpate, to exonerate. কািটেয় oঠা v. to get over, to 
overcome. 

কাটাির [ kāṭāri ] n a large thick and heavy house hold knife shaped almost like a falchion with a 
wooden handle; a chopper. 

কািটম [ kāṭima ] n a bobbin; a reel; a spool. 

কাটরুkটুর [ kāṭurakuṭura ] int denoting: the sound of cutting or scratching with teeth as by mice. 

কাটয্ [ kāṭya ] a refutable. 

কাঠ [ kāṭha ] n wood; timber; firewood; (fig.) skeleton (েরােগ েদেহর কাঠ েবিরেয় পেDেছ). ☐ a. 
motionless like a log (ভেয় কাঠ হoয়া); stiffened (মের কাঠ হoয়া); juiceless, sapless (শুিকেয় কাঠ); dumb 
founded. ̃কয়লা n. charcoal. কাঠ কাঠ a. hard and dry and rough. ̃kDািন n. an extremely poor woman 
who lives by collecting twigs and leaves of trees to be burnt as firewood. ̃েখালা n. a frying pot in 
which sand is not used. ̃গDা n. a small wooden enclosure, a box, a dock (সাkীর বা আসািমর 
কাঠগDা). ̃েগালা n. a timberyard. ̃েগালাপ n. a variety of scentless wild rose, the sweet-brier, the 
eglantine. ̃েঠাকরা n. the woodpecker. ̃িপঁপেD n. a variety of large and black ant living on trees. ̃ফিDং 
n. a variety of very thin grasshopper. ̃ফাটা a. scorching, blazing, burning. কাঠফাটা েরাদ scorching 
rays of the sun. ̃বিম n. dry vomit. ̃িবDাল, (coll.) ̃েবDাল, (coll.) ̃েবরাল n. the squirrel. fem. ̃িবDালী, 
(coll.) ̃েবDালী । ̃মিlকা n. a variety of very sweet-scented wild flower belonging to the species of the 

jasmine. ̃রা var. of কাটরা । ̃িরয়া var. of কাঠুিরয়া । কােঠ কােঠ adv. & a. exactly fitting to all grooves or 
points (কােঠ কােঠ েমলা); exactly coinciding; evenly matched; diamond cuts diamond, when Greek 
meets Greek (কােঠ কােঠ লDাi). কােঠর a. of wood, made of wood, wooden. aেনক কাঠখD েপাDােনা to 
work laboriously (for), to toil hard, to make every endeavour. কােঠর িমিsির n. a car penter. 

কাঠা [ kāṭhā ] n cottah, a measure of land (=72 sq. ft.); a dry measure of grain or a receptacle for 
this measuring. ̃কািল n. (arith.) square-measure. ̃িকয়া n. the table of cottahs (কাঠা). 

কাঠাম, কাঠােমা [ kāṭhāma, kāṭhāmō ] n a framework (usu. com posed of bamboo, wood, hay 
etc.), a frame; a structure; a preliminary sketch. 

কািঠ [ kāṭhi ] n a small chip of wood, bamboo, metal etc. (used as a match-stick, toothpick etc.) 
কািঠ-কািঠ a. composed of very thin bones; very thin. কািঠ েদoয়া v. (vul.) to try to irritate or harm or 
foil, to baffle or frustrate. 

কািঠn [ kāṭhinya ] n hardness, solidity; inflexibility; firmness; harshness; hard-handedness, 
severity; hard-heartedness, mercilessness, cruelty. ̃pাp a. hardened; thickened; solidified. 
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কািঠসার [ kāṭhisāra ] a very lean and thin. 

কাDন [ kāḍ◌়na ] n (now obs.) act of snatching away; act of seizing by force or tactics; act of 
lifting or grabbing; act of attracting or enticing (মন কাDন); act of uttering or pronouncing (রা 
কাDন). 

কাDা1 [ kāḍ◌়ā1 ] n a tumbler-shaped instrument of percussion, a drum (chiefly used as a 
correlative of a নাকারা or নাকাDা which is a smaller কাDা). 

কাDা2 [ kāḍ◌়ā2 ] v to snatch away; to seize by force or tactics; to lift; to grab; to attract or entice; 
to utter or pronounce. ক̃ািD n. mutual attempt to snatch away from one another; scrambling. 
কাDাকািD করা v. to try to snatch away from one an other; to scramble. ̃েনা v. to cause to snatch away; 
to cause to seize by force or tactics; to make one admit or confess or utter (রা কাDােনা); to draw, to 
warrant (আদর কাDা). 

কাN [ kāṇḍa ] n (of a tree) a stalk, a stem, a trunk, a caulis; (of a book) a chapter or canto; an 
event, an incident, an affair; a deed or exploit (ভীেমর িবষম কাN). ̃কারখানা n. (as pl.) deeds, workings, 
activities, exploits; (as sing.) an affair or matter (usually serious or strange). ̃জ a. (bot.) cauline, 
caulinary. ̃jান n. common sense, gumption. ̃jানশূn a. de void of or wanting in common 
sense. ̃jানিবহীন same as কাNjানশূn । ̃হীন a. without a stem or stalk or trunk. কাN বাধােনা v. to throw 
up a row; to create a funny or serious or curious affair; to make a scene. 

কাNকাNjান [ kāṇḍakāṇḍajñāna ] n power of discriminating between good and bad or between 
propriety and impropriety. 

কাত [ kāta ] n side (েকান কােত). ☐ a. slanted or slanting; titled or tilting; laid or lying on one side; 
knocked to the ground, floored, defeated, taken aback, fatigued; bedridden (eক চেD কাত, ভেয় কাত, 
খাটুিনর েচােট কাত, েরােগ কাত). কাত করা v. to slant; to tilt; to lean; to lay or turn on one side; to knock to 
the ground, to floor; to defeat, to cause to be taken aback, to fatigue, to put to bed. কাত হoয়া v. to 
slant; to tilt; to lean; to lie or turn on one side; to be thrown to the ground, to be floored, to be 
vanquished, to be taken aback, to be fatigued, to be bedridden. 

কাতর [ kātara ] a distressed, afflicted; aggrieved, stricken with grief, sorrowful; intent, extremely 
solicitous (কাতর pােণর ডাক); grudging, reluctant (বয্য়কাতর, পির ম করেত কাতর). ̃কN n. a sad voice, a 
plaintive tone. ☐ a. speaking in a doleful voice. ̃তা n. distress, affliction; aggrieved state; 
solicitude; rancour; reluctance. ̃hদয় n. an afflicted or aggrieved heart; an extremely sensitive or 
feeling heart. ☐ a. having such a heart. ̃sর same as কাতরকN । 

কাতরািন [ kātarāni ] n groaning or moaning; groan or moan; fidgeting; fidget. 

কাতরােনা [ kātarānō ] v to groan; to moan; to fidget. 
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কাতেরািk [ kātarōkti ] n an expression of pain or sor row, a doleful utterance; supplication. 

কাতলা [ kātalā ] n a variety of fresh-water flat fish, Catla buchamani; (sacras.) an extremely 
wealthy or influential or im portant man. 

কাতা [ kātā ] n coir. 

কাতান [ kātāna ] n a large knife or bill-hook (esp. for cutting metal-plates), a shearing tool. 

কাতার [ kātāra ] n a large crowd (কাতাের কাতাের েলাক); a long row or line or file (কাতার িদেয় দাঁDােনা). 

কািত [ kāti ] n a knife or saw for cutting conchs and shells, a conch-cutter, a shell-cut ter. 

কাতুkত ু[ kātukutu ] n tickling (with the hand esp. in the arm-pit); titillation. কাতুkতু েদoয়া v. to 
tickle; to titillate. 

কাতুির [ kāturi ] n a tool or knife for paring metal plates, a metal-cutter. 

কাতয্ায়নী [ kātyāẏanī ] n a name of Goddess Durga (দগুর্া). 

কাদm [ kādamba ] a pertaining to the kadam (কদম) flower. ☐ n. kadam flowers collectively; an 
arrow; the teal. কাদmা n. fem. the female teal; a kadam (কদম) tree. 

কাদmর [ kādambara ] n the cream of curd; a kind of wine akin to rum. 

কাদmরী1 [ kādambarī1 ] n a name of Goddess Saraswati (সরsতী); the female cuckoo; the female 
parrot. 

কাদmরী2 [ kādambarī2 ] n a variety of wine akin to rum. 

কাদিmনী [ kādambinī ] n a collection of clouds. 

কাদা [ kādā ] n gluey mud, slime. ☐ a. full of gluey mud, slimy (পথ কাদা হেয়েছ). কাদা করা v. to 
make muddy or slimy, to muddy; to make turbid. ̃েখাঁচা n. the snipe. ̃েট a. slimy; viscous; full of 
gluey mud; muddy. ̃ময় a. full of mud, muddy; covered all over with mud. ̃মাখা a. smeared with 
mud; covered all over with mud. 

কান [ kāna ] n the ear; sense or power of hearing; audition; heed (কথায় কান েদoয়া); an ear-like key 
of a violin or similar instruments; anything resembling an ear. কান কাটা v. (fig.) to defeat or 
supersede outright. কান কাটা যাoয়া v. to suffer deep humiliation. কান খাDা করা v. (fig.) to prick up 
one's ears, to be all ears. কান ঝালাপালা করা v. to vex or annoy by deafening or discordant noise. কান 
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েদoয়া v. to give attention or ear (to), to listen to, to pay heed (to), to lend an ear (to). কান ধরা v. to 
pull one's ears (as a mark of chastisement. rebuke or insult). কান না েদoয়া v. to turn a deaf ear (to), 
to refuse to hear, to pay no heed (to). কান পাকা v. to have pusformed within one's ear-holes. ̃পাটা n. 
the cluster or lock of hair hanging by the side of ears, sideburns; flap of the ear, lobe of the ear. 
কান পাতা v. to give ear (to); to pay heed (to). কান ফুটােনা, কান িবঁধােনা v. to get the lobe of the ear 
pierced, esp. for wearing earrings. কান ভাঙােনা, কান ভারী করা v. to speak to a person secretly in order 
to prejudice him against another, to earwig. কান মলা v. to pull one's ear, to pull one by the ear; 
(fig.) to put out of countenance or defeat utterly, to discomfit. কােন আঙুল েদoয়া v. to put one's 
fingers into one's ears (as a mark of refusal to hear). কােন oঠা v. to reach the ears or to come to 
hear. কােন খােটা a. short of hearing, hard of hearing. কােন তালা লাগা v. to have one's ears deafened by 
loud or ear-splitting noise etc.) কােন েতালা v. to inform (against); to pay heed to. কােন ধের বলা v. to 
draw one's attention with rebuke. কােন লাগা v. to sound plausible or acceptable or sweet. ̃-কাটা a. 
shameless, brazenfaced, unblushing; thick-skinned, unperturbed by ridicule or derision. ̃kয়া, 
(coll.) ̃েকা n. the gill of a fish etc., the branchia. ̃খুশিক n. an ear-pick. ̃পাতলা a. apt to believe (evil 
reports about others) without sufficient evidence, credulous. ̃ফাটা1, ̃ফাটােনা a. (of sounds etc.) 
deafening, stunning. ̃ফাটা2 a. of a class of monks with their external ears split (কানফাটা েযাগী). ̃বালা n. 
an earring. ̃ভাঙািন n. speaking secretly to a person in order to prejudice him or her against another, 
earwigging. 

কানন [ kānana ] n a forest, a garden; a grove. ̃ksম n. a wild flower. 

কানা1 [ kānā1 ] n border, edge; brim, rim. কানায় কানায় adv. to the brim. কানায় কানায় ভরা full to the 
brim, brimful. ̃ভাঙ্গা a. with broken brim. 

কানা2 [ kānā2 ] a blind of one eye, one-eyed; blind; having a hole, useless, valueless (কানাকিD). ̃কিD 
n. (lit.) a cowrie (কিD) with a hole; a cowrie which is not convertible, a useless or valueless 
cowrie; (fig.) minimum wealth (কানাকিDo সmল েনi). ̃েখাঁDা n. (as pl.) the blind and the lame; (as 
sing.) a blind and lame person. কানােখাঁDার eকgণ বাDা (fig.) a worthless person is often full of 
troublesome vanity or mischief. ̃গিল a blind alley, a cul-de-sac, an impasse. কানা েগাrর িভn পথ (lit.) 
a one-eyed cow often goes astray from the right way; (fig.) a fool or an ignorant person often 
strays away from the safe route. কানা েছেলর নাম পdেলাচন (fig.) a ridiculous affair such as adorning 
an ugly person gaudily, a cur put in fur. ̃মািছ n. blindman's buff. 

কানাচ [ kānāca ] n outlying part at the back of a house (esp. where refuse and soil are deposited); 
the space under the eaves at the back of a house. 

কানািচ পাতা [ kānāci pātā ] v to eavesdrop; to hear secretly. 

কানাDা [ kānāḍ◌়ā ] n an Indian musical mode sung at night. 

কানাত [ kānāta ] n a tent; a curtain or screen (round a tent for a sort of wall). 
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কািন [ kāni ] n a rag. 

কানীন [ kānīna ] a born of an unmarried woman's womb. ☐ n. one so born. fem. কানীনী । 

কাnন [ kānuna ] n a law; a regulation; a rule. কালাকাnন a notorious act; a black act. 

কােন কােন [ kānē kānē ] adv (talking) in whispers, in one's ear; (saying a word) in private or 
privately. 

কােনsারা [ kānēstārā ] n a canister. 

কাn [ kānta ] n (chiefly used as a sfx.) a husband (কমলাকাn); a gem or a precious stone (aয়sাn). ☐ 
a. lovely, beautiful; beloved, dear; charming. 

কাnেলাহা [ kāntalōhā ] n a precious stone; lodestone; magnet; pig iron; steel; cast iron. 

কাnা [ kāntā ] n. fem wife; a lady-love, a mis tress. 

কাnার [ kāntāra ] n a deep forest; a road not easily accessible, an impassable road. 

কািn [ kānti ] n grace; charm; beauty; splendour; brightness; radiance. কািnক, ̃েলাহা same as কাnেলাহা 
। ̃িবদয্া n. aesthetics. ̃মান a. graceful; charming; beautiful; splendid; bright; radiant. fem. ̃মতী । 

কাnা [ kānnā ] n act or a spell of weeping. ̃কািট n. effusive weeping, blubbering; continuous 
weeping; lamentation; (fig.) earnest request; solicitation. কাnাকািট করা v. to weep effusively, to 
blubber, to blub; to weep continuously; to lament; to request earnestly; to solicit; to pester with 
earnest request or solicitation. কাnা-হািস n. sorrow and joy, tears and smiles. 

কাপ1 [ kāpa1 ] n a cup. 

কাপ2 [ kāpa2 ] n one of a section of the Brah mans (bাhণ); dissimulation, pretence, feigning. ☐ a. 
dissimulating, disguised; pretending, feigning; hypocritical; funny, mirth-provoking. কাপ করা v. 
to pretend, to feign. 

কাপিটক [ kāpaṭika ] a deceitful, fraudulent; hypocritical; sly. 

কাপটয্ [ kāpaṭya ] n chicanery; trickishness; deceit; deception; act of feigning, pretence, make-
believe; hypocrisy; insincerity; dissimulation. 
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কাপD [ kāpaḍ◌় ] n cloth-fabric; loincloth; dress, garment. কাপD ছাDা v. to change the loincloth, to 
change; to undress. কাপD পরা v. to put on clothes or the loin cloth; to dress. কাপD-েচাপD n. pl. 
clothes, garments, wearing apparel; dress. কাপD-েচাপD ছাDা v. to undress; to change. কাপD-েচাপD পরা 
v. to dress, কাপেDর েদাকান a cloth-shop; a clothier's shop; a textile-shop. 

কাপািলক [ kāpālika ] n an ascetic worshipping the cult of Kali or Shiva using the human skull for 
drinking and sitting on human skulls. 

কাপাস [ kāpāsa ] n cotton. কাপাস গাছ n. the cotton-plant. See also কাপর্াস । 

কাপুেD, কাপিুDয়া [ kāpuḍ◌়ē, kāpuḍ◌়iẏā ] a of cloth; made of cloth; dealing in cloth. ☐ n. a cloth 
merchant; a clothier or a cloth-dealer. 

কাপুrষ [ kāpuruṣa ] n a coward, a poltroon; a faint-hearted or hen-hearted person. ☐ a. 
cowardly, poltroon; faint-hearted, hen-hearted. ̃তা, ̃t n. cowardice; cowardliness; faint-
heartedness. কাপrুেষািচত a. cowardly, befitting a coward or a chicken-hearted person. 

কােপ-কােপ [ kāpē-kāpē ] adv to a nicety; exactly; to a T. 

কােpন, কাpান [ kāptēna, kāptāna ] n the captain of a ship; a military officer holding the rank of a 
captain; a leader or captain of a team of players or sportsmen; a captain; (sl.) a fop who spends 
money prodigally in order to play the boss amongst his companions in vulgar amusements. কাpািন 
n. captaincy; captainship; (sl.) act of spending money foppishly and prodigally in order to play 
the boss amongst one's companions in vulgar amusements. কাpািন করা v. to captain; to lead; (sl.) to 
spend money foppishly and prodigally in order to play the boss amongst one's companions in 
vulgar amusements. 

কাফন [ kāphana ] n a winding-sheet, a shroud. 

কাফির [ kāphari ] n an African negro; an African. 

কািফ [ kāphi ] n an Indian musical mode. 

কািফর, কােফর [ kāphira, kāphēra ] n a Kafir; an infidel (according to Muslims). 

কািফল, কােফলা [ kāphila, kāphēlā ] n a company of pilgrims travelling together; a company 
travel ling together, a caravan. 

কাবা [ kābā ] n a kind of a very long and loose fitting shirt; a quadrangular mosque in Mecca 
where Muslim Haj pilgrims gather to say their prayers before the holy Black Stone. 
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কাবািD [ kābāḍ◌়i ] n persons who buy in an auction mart for resale; a class of fishermen. 

কাবাব [ kābāba ] n roasted meat. 

কাবাবিচিন [ kābābacini ] n cubeb. 

কাবার [ kābāra ] n end, termination, winding-up (িদন কাবার, কাজ কাবার); the last day (মাসকাবার). কাবার 
করা v. to finish; to complete; to wind up; to spend; to do to death, to do in. কাবার হoয়া v. to end, to 
terminate, to be over; to be finished; to be spent. 

কািবল [ kābila ] a competent, fit; grown up, of age. 

কািবলনামা [ kābilanāmā ] n marriage settlement for a wife. 

কাব ু [ kābu ] a weak, feeble; subdued; enfeebled. কাব ুকরা v. to weaken; to subdue, to de feat by 
superior strength, to over power, to enfeeble. কাব ু হoয়া v. to be come weak, to weaken; to be 
subdued or enfeebled. 

কাবুিল [ kābuli ] a of Kabul or Afghanistan. ☐ n. a native of Kabul or Afghanistan, an 
Afghan. ̃oয়ালা n. same as কাবুিল (n.). 

কাবয্ [ kābya ] n a poetic saying or utterance; poetry; poetic composition; a poetical work; a book 
of verse. ̃কলা n. poetics; the poetical art. ̃kঞ্জ n. the grove of the Muses of poetry. ̃gন্হ n. a poetical 
work; a book of verse. ̃চচর্া n. exercise in poetry, writing poetry; study of poetry. ̃জগত্ n. the realm 
of poetry; poets of the world collectively; the realm of imagination. ̃নাটক n. a poetic drama. ̃িবশারদ 
a. skilled in poetry. ☐ n. one who is skilled in poetry; (dero. & sarcas.) a poetaster. ˜রস n. the 
beauty of poetry, the aesthetic value of poetry; political beauty. ̃রিসক n. one who can appreciate 
poetry, one who finds pleasure in reading poetry. কািবয্ক a. poetic; unduly poetic. 

কাবয্াnশীলন [ kābyānuśīlana ] n same as কাবয্চচর্া । 

কাবয্ােলাচনা [ kābyālōcanā ] n a discussion on poetry. 

কাম2 [ kāma2 ] n the god of love and lust (cp. Cupid, Eros); desire; passion; love; lust, eroticism; 
sex-urge. ̃কলা n. the erotic science, the sexual science; the science of love. ̃েকিল n. sexual 
intercourse; an amorous sport. ̃গn n. trace of lust; trace of sex. ̃চর a. one who can travel at will; 
self-willed. চ̃ার n. self-will. ☐ a. self-willed. চ̃ারী a. one who can travel at will; self-willed; 
wanton, lascivious, profligate; lustful. fem. ̃চািরণী । ̃জ a. born of lust, produced by lust, erotogenic, 
erotogenous. ̃jর n. a terrible fit of sex hunger. ̃দ a. granting or having the power of granting 
whatever one desires. ̃দা a. fem. of কামদ । ☐ n. a (mythological) wishing-cow. ̃dঘা same as কামেধn 
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। ̃দূতী n. a female go-between in an amour or love affair; (dero.) procuress, a bawd. ̃েদব, ̃েদবতা n. 
the god of love and lust (cp. Cupid. Eros). ̃েধn n. a (mythological) wishing-cow. ̃পtী n. the wife of 
the god of love and lust. ̃পীিDত a. stricken with the desire for sexual intercourse; love-sick. 
fem. ̃পীিDতা । ̃pদ same as কামদ । ̃pবৃিt n. sexual desire or appetite, sex urge. ̃বlভ n. the spring. ̃বাi 
n. a maddening sex urge. ̃বাণ n. any of the five arrows of the god of love and lust, any one of 
Cupid's arrows. কামবােণ জজর্িরত smitten with carnal desires. ̃েমািহত a. overwhelmed with sexual 
desire. fem. কামেমািহতা । ̃rপ, ̃rপী a. capable of assuming shapes at will; extremely beautiful or 

good-looking. ̃শর same as কামবাণ । ̃শাst n. the the erotic science, the sexual science; the science of 

love. ̃সখ n. the Spring (personified). ̃সtূ same as কামশাst । 

কামঠ [ kāmaṭha ] a of or pertaining to the tortoise. ☐ n. tortoise meat; (dial.) the tortoise. 

কামD [ kāmaḍ◌় ] n a bite; act of seizing with the teeth; grip, seizure (মরণকামD); exorbitant or 
merciless demand (মহাজেনর sেদর কামD); pain (েপেটর কামD); strong desire (কােমর কামD). কামD েদoয়া 
same as কামDােনা । কামDা v. (poet.) to bite, to seize with the teeth, to gripe, to seize. কামDািন n. 
biting; griping pain; strong desire. কামDােনা v. to bite; to seize with the teeth, to gripe, to seize; to 
demand exorbitantly or mercilessly; to pain; to feel pain; to stick firmly to (মািট কামেD পেD থাকা); 
to be stricken with strong desire. কামDাকামিD n. mutual biting; mutual biting at or scrambling. 

কামদািন [ kāmadāni ] n embroidery; an embroidered piece of cloth. 

কামদার [ kāmadāra ] a embroidered. 

কামনা [ kāmanā ] n a desire, a wish; a wishing; a prayer. কামনা করা v. to desire; to wish; to pray 
for. ̃নাশ n. annihilation or destruction or extinction of desire. ̃িসিd n. fulfilment of a desire. 

কামরা [ kāmarā ] n a compartment, a room, a chamber, a cubicle. 

কামরাঙা [ kāmarāṅā ] n an edible sour fruit, averrhoa carambola. 

কামrপ [ kāmarūpa ] a assuming any shape or form at will; beautiful, handsome, comely. ☐ n. a 
district in Assam. 

কামলা [ kāmalā ] n jaundice. 

কামাi1 [ kāmāi1 ] n earnings, income. কামাi করা v. to earn. 

কামাi2 [ kāmāi2 ] n absence; cessation (বকবকািনর কামাi েনi). কামাi করা v. to absent oneself from. 
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কামাkী [ kāmākṣī ] n an appellation of Goddess Kamakhya (কামাখয্া) so called because of her 
beautiful eyes. 

কামাখয্া [ kāmākhyā ] n the presiding goddess of Kamakhya (কামাখয্া); a holy place in Assam. 

কামািg [ kāmāgni ] n fire of lust, burning desire for sexual pleasure or intercourse; fire of love. 

কামাতরু [ kāmātura ] a stricken with desire for sexual gratification or intercourse; love-sick. fem. 
কামাতুরা । 

কামান [ kāmāna ] n a great gun, a cannon. কামান েছাDা, কামান দাগা v. to fire a cannon, to bombard 
with a cannon. কামান েদেগ আkমণ করা বা চূণর্িবচূণর্ করা v. to cannon ade. কামানগজর্ন n. the roar or report 
of a cannon. কামানেগালা n. a cannon-ball. 

কামািন [ kāmāni ] n wage. 

কামােনা [ kāmānō ] v to earn; to shave. ☐ n. earning; shaving. ☐ a. earned; shaved. 

কামাn [ kāmāndha ] a blinded with lust or love. কামাnতা n. inordinate or intense sex impulses. 

কামাবশািয়তা, কামাবসািয়তা [ kāmābaśāẏitā, kāmābasāẏitā ] n power of fulfilling one's desires at 
will; power of restraining one's sexual appetite; continence. 

কামার [ kāmāra ] n a blacksmith (by trade or caste). fem. কামারিন the wife of a blacksmith. ̃শালা n. a 
smithy, a forge; a blacksmith's workshop. 

কামাতর্ [ kāmārta ] a stricken with lust; inordinately love-sick; love-lorn. 

কামাল [ kāmāla ] n a unique performance or deed. কামাল করা v. to do a unique work. 

কামাসk [ kāmāsakta ] a libidinous, lustful, voluptuous; lewd, lecherous, lascivious. কামাসিk n. 
lust, violent or strong desire for sexual pleasure. 

কািমজ [ kāmija ] n a loose-fitting shirt. 

কািমন [ kāmina ] n a woman labourer, a female labourer. 

কািমনী [ kāminī ] n a (charming) woman; wife; a variety of sweet-scented flower. ̃কাঞ্চন n. woman 
and gold; desire for woman and gold, i.e.; wealth. ̃sলভ a. womanly; effeminate. 
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কামী [ kāmī ] a lustful; (chiefly used as a sfx.) desirous of, loving (শািnকামী). 

কামুক [ kāmuka ] a lustful, lascivious, libidinous, lewd. fem. কামুকা, কামুকী । 

কােমচ্ছা [ kāmēcchā ] n sexual desire or appetite. 

কােমাদ [ kāmōda ] n an Indian musical mode. কােমাদা n. fem. an Indian musical mode subservient 
to Kamod (কােমাদ). 

কােমােdক [ kāmōdrēka ] n sexual excitement. 

কাময্ [ kāmya ] a desirable; desired (কাময্ ফল); that which should be or is to be performed for 
realization of one's desire (কাময্ কমর্). 

কায় [ kāẏa ] n the body. ̃কl n. an Ayurvedic (আয়ুেবর্দীয়) system of therapy for rejuvenation or 
prolongation of life. ̃েkশ n. physical labour. ̃েkেশ adv. by physical labour; (loos.) with much 
difficulty and toil. ̃মেনাবােকয্ adv. (lit.) in or with body and mind and words; with undivided 
attention and concentration; whole-heartedly. 

কায়দা [ kāẏadā ] n artistic workmanship, artistry; an artifice, a trick; a contrivance, a device; a 
style or fashion; a means, a mode, a manner; skill; demeanour, deportment, manners (আদবকায়দা); 
control (কায়দায় পাoয়া). 

কায় হ [ kāẏasha ] n a caste amongst the Hindus; one belonging to this caste. fem. কায় হা, (aশু.) 
কায়ি হনী a woman or a girl of the Kayastha (কায় হ) caste; a wife of a Kayastha. 

কায়া [ kāẏā ] n the body. 

কািয়ক [ kāẏika ] a bodily, physical (কািয়ক ম). কািয়ক ম n. physical or manual labour. 

কােয়ম [ kāẏēma ] a firm, steady, durable, permanent (কােয়ম হoয়া); firmly established (রাজয্ কােয়ম 
হoয়া); intact, in force (কােয়ম থাকা). কােয়িম a. firm; durable; permanent (কােয়িম বেnাবs). কােয়িম sাথর্ বা 
কােয়িম sাথর্বাদী েলাকজন vested interests. 

কার2 [ kāra2 ] n a cord (esp. one made of silk). 

কার3 [ kāra3 ] n trouble, difficulty; a fix. কাের পDা, কাের আটকােনা v. to get into trouble, to be in the 
soup; to be in a fix. কাের পেD সাধুতা েদখােনা to make a virtue of necessity. 

কার4 [ kāra4 ] in comp used as a sfx. indicating: a doer, a maker, a performer, an author, an artist, 
an artisan etc. (kmকার, সূপকার, gন্হকার, rপকার, sণর্কার); utterance (জয়জয়কার, িধkার); an act (নমsার, 
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বিহsার) any of the post-consonantal symbols (আ-কার, e-কার); indicative of the genitive case 
(aদয্কার, বত্সরকার). 

কারক [ kāraka ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) one who or that which does or performs or brings about 
(kিতকারক). ☐ n. (gr.) the case. 

কারিকত [ kārakita ] a thoroughly equipped or made fit. ☐ n. cultivation. কারিকত করা v. to equip 
thoroughly; to undertake all nec essary arrangements to make (any thing) fit; to cultivate or dress 
(land). 

কারkন [ kārakuna ] n a steward or caretaker of a landed estate. 

কারখানা [ kārakhānā ] n a workshop, a factory, a mill. 

কারখানা-পিরদশর্ক [ kārakhānā-paridarśaka ] n inspector of factories. 

কারচুিপ [ kāracupi ] n a tricky device; shrewdness. 

কারণ [ kāraṇa ] n the instrument (of a work), a means; the body; any of the sense or gans; cause, 
reason; motive, purpose; root; seed; the cause or agent or instrument (of an action); origin; wine 
(when consecrated or considered sacred). ☐ con. because, since, for, as. ̃জল, ̃বাির n. the water that 
existed everywhere before the creation of the universe; wine (when consecrated or considered 
holy). কারণ দশর্ােনা v. to show cause. ☐ n. a show-cause or a show-cause notice. ̃শরীর n. the body as 
conceived in the Vedanta. ̃সmn n. causal relation. কারেণ adv. due to, owing to; with a view; for the 
purpose of. 

কারণাভাব [ kāraṇābhāba ] n absence of cause; (loos.) absence of (adequate) evidence. 

কারিণক [ kāraṇika ] a pertaining to cause, causal; examining, judging. ☐ n. an examiner; a 
judge; a clerk. 

কারণীভূত [ kāraṇībhūta ] a one who or that which has become the cause of; causing; supposed to 
be or appeared as the cause of. 

কারNব [ kāraṇḍaba ] n a species of duck. 

কারদািন [ kāradāni ] n a feat; skill; an ostentatious display of skill; bravado. 

কারপরদাজ, কারপরদার [ kāraparadāja, kāraparadāra ] n an armed attendant or follower. 
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কারবার [ kārabāra ] n business, trade; profession; calling; working, action; commerce; a business 
concern, a mercantile concern; (usu. dero.) an affair. কারবার করা v. to engage in a trade or 
business; to deal in, to trade in; to trade with; to have commercial transactions (with). কারবাির a. 
pertaining to business, trading; commercial. কারবাির েলাক a businessman, a trader; (dero.) a 
trafficker. 

কারিয়তা [ kāraẏitā ] a one who or that which makes another do something, causing to do. fem. 
কারিয়tী । 

কারসািজ [ kārasāji ] n trickery, a tricky device; deception; shrewdness; fraud. 

কারা1 [ kārā1 ] pro. pl who, which persons, which people. 

কারা2, কারাগার, কারাগৃহ [ kārā2, kārāgāra, kārāgṛha ] n a prison, a gaol, a jail. কারাকk n. a prison-
cell, a prisoner's cell. কারাদN n. a sentence of imprisonment, incarceration. কারাদN েদoয়া v. to 
sentence to imprisonment. িবনা ম কারাদN simple imprisonment. স ম কারাদN rigorous 
imprisonment. কারাপাল n. a gaoler, a jailor. কারাবরণ n. imprisonment. কারাবাস n. duress, 
imprisonment; prison-life. কারাবাসী a. imprisoned. ☐ n. a prisoner. কারামুk a. released from prison. 
কারামুিk n. release from prison. কারাrd a. imprisoned. কারােরাধ n. imprisonment. 

কাির [ kāri ] n a spiced soup of vegetables or fish or meat, a curry. 

কািরকা [ kārikā ] n any treatise, esp. chronological and other than literary (কায় হ kলকািরকা); a short 
couplet having various meanings; an artistic work; artistry; workmanship. ☐ a. fem. of কারক । 

কািরkির [ kārikuri ] n workmanship; artistry; artistic skill; deftness. 

কািরগর [ kārigara ] n a workman; a worker; an artisan; a handicraftsman; a mechanic; an artist. 
কািরগির n. workmanship; mechanical skill; artistry; artistic skill. ☐ a. pertaining to workmanship, 
or mechanical skill or artistry or artistic skill; pertaining to handicrafts. 

কািরত [ kārita ] a caused to be done. 

কারী [ kārī ] sfx indicating; working, causing, doing etc. (িহতকারী) fem. কািরণী । 

কাr [ kāru ] n an artisan; a craftsman. ☐ a. making, doing, causing. ̃কমর্, ̃কলা, ̃িশl n. crafts, 
handicraft; artistry; handiwork. ̃কমর্ী, ̃িশlী n. a craftsman, an artisan. ̃কাযর্ n. artistic design; 
artistry. ̃সমবায় n. a guild-organization. 

কাrিণক [ kāruṇika ] a kind; merciful; compassionate. 
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কাrণয্ [ kāruṇya ] n kindness; mercy; compassion. 

কাকর্শয্ [ kārkaśya ] n roughness; harshness; rudeness; cruelty. 

কািটর্জ [ kārṭija ] var of কাতুর্জ । 

কাডর্ [ kārḍa ] n a card. 

কািতর্ক [ kārtika ] n the seventh month of the Bengali calendar (from the middle of October to the 
middle of November); the name of the god who is the com mander-in-chief of heavenly forces; 
an extremely goodlooking (young) man. েকেলকািতর্ক, নবকািতর্ক, েলাহার কািতর্ক n. (sarcas. or dero.) an 
extremely ugly man. কািতর্কী a. of the month of Kartik (কািতর্কী পূিণর্মা). কািতর্েকয় n. name of the god 
who is the commander-in-chief of heavenly forces. 

কাতুর্জ, কাতুর্স [ kārtuja, kārtusa ] n cartridge, cartouche. 

কািনর্শ, কািনর্স [ kārniśa, kārnisa ] n a cornice. 

কাপর্ণয্ [ kārpaṇya ] n niggardliness, miserliness, parsimony. 

কাপর্াস [ kārpāsa ] n cotton; cotton plant. কাপর্াস বীজ n. cotton seed. 

কােপর্ট [ kārpēṭa ] n carpet. 

কাবর্া [ kārbā ] n a rose-water spray. 

কািমর্ক [ kārmika ] a embroidered; variegated; made, composed. 

কামুর্ক [ kārmuka ] n a bow. কামরু্কী n. an archer. 

কাযর্ [ kārya ] n (for.) a work, an action; a deed; a duty; a task; a job; an occupation; use, service; 
ceremony, rite ( াdকাযর্); profession, function; a purpose, an object, a motive (েকান কােযর্ eেসছ); 
effect, good result, benefit (eেত েকােনা কাযর্ দশর্ােব না). ̃কর a. effective; feasible; serviceable. fem 
কাযর্করী । কাযর্করী সিমিত n. working committee. ̃করতা n. effectiveness; feasibility; serviceability. ̃কলাপ 
n. acts and deeds, doings, actions. কারণ ভাব n. causality. ̃কারণসmn n. causal connection or 
relation. ̃কািরতা same as কাযর্কািরতা । ̃কারী same as কাযর্কর । fem. কাযর্কািরণী । ̃কাল n. the period during 
which a work is done; working period, working hours; the period or term of service. ̃kশল a. 
expert; skilful, adroit; clever. ̃kম n. a programme. ̃kেম adv. in course of business. k̃ম a. 
competent; capable or fit for work. ̃েkt n. the field of action; the sphere of activities. ̃গিতেক adv. 
on business; by way of business; in course of business. চ̃ুয্ত a. removed from office, dismissed 
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(from service); cashiered. ̃চুয্িত n. removal from of fice, dismissal (from service); 
cashierment. ̃ঞ্চােগ adv. to begin with (used often unnecessarily, in the beginning of the reading 
matter of a letter or legal deed). ̃ত adv. actually, indeed; as a matter of fact. ̃দk same as কাযর্kশল 
। ̃ধারা n. same as কাযর্পdিত । ̃িনবর্াহ n. execution of a work. ̃িনবর্াহী, ̃িনবর্াহক a. executing, executive; 
working (কাযর্িনবর্াহক সভাপিত). ̃িনয়ম n. rules of business. ̃িনবর্াহী সিমিত n. an executive committee. ̃পিঞ্জ n. 
the calendar. ̃পdিত, ̃pণালী n. the mode or process of work, procedure, modus operandi. ̃পরmরা n. a 
regular succession of work. ̃বশত adv. for the sake of work or business; on business. ̃বাহ n. 
proceedings. ̃িববরণ, ̃িববরণী n. the report of a work or proceedings. ̃বৃt n. minutes (of a 
meeting). ̃বয্পেদেশ same as কাযর্গিতেক and কাযর্বশত । ̃ভার n. the charge of a task; the burden or 
pressure of work. ̃সমাধা n. completion of work. ̃সmাদন n. performance or completion of work. ̃িসিd 
n. accomplishment of a work or task; realization of an end. ̃ হান n. a place of work or business. 
কাযর্াকাযর্ n. what ought to be done and what ought not to be done; proper and improper work. 
কাযর্াকাযর্ িবচার n. discrimination between proper and improper work or between right and wrong. 
কাযর্াধয্k n. a superintendent, a supervisor, an overseer, a manager. কাযর্াnেরােধ same as কাযর্বশত । 
কাযর্াnর n. another work; a different work. কাযর্াথর্ same as কাযর্বশত । কাযর্ারm n. the beginning of a 
work; commencement of work or working hours; inauguration of an institution or firm or any 
similar establishment. কাযর্ালয় n. an office. কােযর্াdার same as কাযর্িসিd । 

কাশর্য্ [ kārśya ] n thinness; slimness; leanness. 

কাষর্াপণ [ kārṣāpaṇa ] n ancient value in silver equal to 128 cowries (কিD). 

কা র্ [ kārṣṇa ] a pertaining to Lord Krishna (কৃ ). কাি র্ n. a son of Lord Krishna. কা র্য্ n. 
blackness. 

কাল1 [ kāla1 ] n. & adv next day; tomorrow; last day; yesterday. 

কাল2 [ kāla2 ] a (dial.) very cold. ☐ n. too much coldness. 

কাল3 [ kāla3 ] n time, period (িনশাকাল, শাসনকাল); season (বষর্াকাল); proper time; time, age (eকাল); 
leisure (কালাভাব); any of the stages of human life (ৈশশবকাল, েযৗবনকাল, েপৗঢ়কাল, বdৃকাল); lifetime, span 
of life, time of existence (কাল পূণর্ হoয়া); Yama (যম) the god of death; death (কােলর কবল); ruination, 
ruin, the cause of ruin (েমাকdমাi তার কাল হল); (gr.) the tense (aতীত কাল = the past tense, বতর্মান কাল 
= the present tense, ভিবষয্ত্ কাল = the future tense). কাল কাটােনা v. to pass time. কাল হoয়া n. to meet 
with one's death, to die; to be the ruin of. 

কালকবল [ kālakabala ] n the jaws of death. কালকবিলত a. (lit.) taken or seized by death; dead. 
কালকবিলত হoয়া v. (lit.) to be taken away or seized by death; to die. 

কালিকি  [ kālakiṣṭi ] a (coll.) extremely black and dirty or soiled. 
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কালkট [ kālakūṭa ] n a deadly poison (cp. hemlock). 

কালকৃত [ kālakṛta ] a done in (proper) time; worked or done by time. 

কালেক [ kālakē ] adv. & n (coll.) tomorrow; yester day. কালেকর a. tomorrow's; yesterday's. 

কালkেম [ kālakramē ] adv in course of time; after some time. 

কালেkপ, কালেkপণ [ kālakṣēpa, kālakṣēpaṇa ] n act of passing time. কালেkপ করা, কালেkপণ করা v. 
to pass time. 

কালগঙ্গা [ kālagaṅgā ] n the river Yamuna (যমুনা). 

কালgাস [ kālagrāsa ] n the jaws of death. কালgােস পিতত হoয়া v. to fall or be led into the jaws of 
death, to die or be killed. 

কালঘাম [ kālaghāma ] n perspiration at the time of death; perspiration owing to excessive toil. 
কালঘাম েছাটা v. to perspire as if dying; to perspire as at death; to perspire owing to excessive 
labour. 

কালচk [ kālacakra ] n the wheel of time; the cycle of season. 

কালিচেট, কালিচটা [ kālaciṭē, kālaciṭā ] n black or dark stain. 

কালিচnক [ kālacintaka ] n an astrologer. 

কালিচh [ kālacihna ] n sign or symptom of death. 

কালেচ [ kālacē ] a blackish; darkish. 

কালj [ kālajña ] a having the power (usu. astrological) to know which is the right or opportune 
moment for doing anything. ☐ n. such a man; an astrologer. কালjান n. (astrol.) knowledge that 
enables one to determine or divine the right or opportune moment for doing anything; astrology. 

কালtয় [ kālatraẏa ] n the three ages past, present and future. 

কালদN [ kāladaṇḍa ] n the staff of Yama (যম) the god of death; the scourge of death. 

কালদকৃ [ kāladṛka ] n a chronoscope. 
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কালd া [ kāladraṣṭā ] n one who knows everything about the three ages; omniscient. 

কালধমর্ [ kāladharma ] n the spirit or trend of an age, zeitgeist (time-spirit); death as the in 
evitable final stage of life. 

কালনাগ [ kālanāga ] n the black cobra, the cobra. fem. কালনািগিন । 

কালিনdা [ kālanidrā ] n the sleep that never ends, death. 

কালেনিম [ kālanēmi ] n the name of the maternal uncle of Ravana (রাবণ) of the Ramayana. কালেনিম 
মামা (fig.) a venerable man who is an abettor in wicked deeds, a Devil's counsel. কালেনিমর লঙ্কাভাগ 
(fig.) to count the chickens before they are hatched, to build castles in the air. 

কালপrুষ [ kālapuruṣa ] n (myth.) an attendant or envoy of Yama, the god of death; (astr.) the 
Orion. 

কাল পূণর্ [ kāla pūrṇa ] a having one's span of life or existence completed. কাল পূণর্ হেয়েছ one's time 
is up, one's days are numbered, one has not long to live. 

কালেপঁচা, কালপয্াঁচা [ kālapēn̐cā, kālapyān̐cā ] n the screech-owl; the barn owl; (dero.) an 
extremely ugly person. 

কালpবাহ [ kālaprabāha ] n efflux of time; influence of an age; (loos.) trend of an age. 

কালpভাব [ kālaprabhāba ] n influence of an age. 

কালেpিরত [ kālaprērita ] a sent by death. 

কালিবলm [ kālabilamba ] n delay; delay for a moment. কালিবলm না করা v. to refrain from delaying 
or losing time. কালিবলm না কের without delay, without loss of time. 

কালবুদ [ kālabuda ] n a boot-last, a boot-tree; a culvert; a mould for constructing an arch, an 
arch. 

কালেবলা [ kālabēlā ] n (astro.) an inauspicious part of the day. 

কালৈবশাখী [ kālabaiśākhī ] n a storm or strong wind that rises in the afternoons of April and 
May, a nor'wester. 

কালেবাস [ kālabōsa ] n a species of large fresh-water flat fish with blackish scales and red dish 
eyes, (cp.) the rudd or roach. 
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কালৈভরব [ kālabhairaba ] n a furious deity born of Shiva (িশব). 

কালমান [ kālamāna ] n a measure or measurement of time, a chronometer or chronometry. 

কালমাহাtয্ [ kālamāhātmya ] n influence of the age or time; the distinctive quality of an age. 

কালেমঘ [ kālamēgha ] n a bitter medicinal plant, Andrographis paniculata. 

কালরািt [ kālarātri ] n a night on which one's death or danger comes; (astrol.) an inauspicious 
part of the night. 

কালশুিd [ kālaśuddhi ] n (astrol.) determination of the auspicious parts of the year for doing 
anything. 

কালেশাধন [ kālaśōdhana ] n equation of time. 

কালসদৃশ [ kālasadṛśa ] a death-like; deadly. 

কালসহ [ kālasaha ] a capable of or resisting wear and tear caused by time, durable, lasting, 
enduring. 

কালিসnু [ kālasindhu ] n the ocean of time; eternity. 

কালসীমা [ kālasīmā ] n time limit. 

কালেsাত [ kālasrōta ] n the current of time; everflowing time. 

কালা1 [ kālā1 ] a deaf; hard of hearing. 

কালা2 [ kālā2 ] a black; defaced, soiled, dirty, in disrepute, stigmatized (কালা মুখ). ☐ n. an 
appellation of Krishna (কৃ ). ̃কাnন a black act. ̃বাজার the black market. ̃মুখ a. shamefaced; brazen-
faced. ☐ n. a shamefaced man; a brazen-face; a shameful face. ̃মুেখা a. shamefaced; brazen-faced. 
☐ n. a shamefaced man; a brazen-face; a man of soiled reputa tion. fem. কালামুখী । 

কালাকাল [ kālākāla ] n proper and improper time; auspicious and inauspicious time. 

কালাgr [ kālāguru ] n dark-coloured sandal. 

কালািg, কালানল [ kālāgni, kālānala ] n (myth.) the expected divine conflagration which will 
annihilate the universe, the fire of universal annihilation. 
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কালাচাঁদ [ kālācān̐da ] n an appellation of Lord Krishna (কৃ ). 

কালাjর [ kālājbara ] n kala-azar. 

কালাতীত [ kālātīta ] a transcending time; perpetual, eternal. 

কালাতয্য় [ kālātyaẏa ] n waste or loss or lapse of time. 

কালাnগ, কালাnবতর্ী, কালাnসারী [ kālānuga, kālānubartī, kālānusārī ] a timely; in keeping with the 
spirit of time; drifting with the time. কালাnগতা, কালাnবিতর্তা, কালাnসািরতা n. timeliness; opportune 
ness. 

কালাnক [ kālāntaka ] a causing universal dissolution; bringing about the end of an age; deadly. 
☐ n. an appellation of Yama (যম), the god of death. 

কালাnর [ kālāntara ] n another or a different time or age; transition from one age to another. 

কালাপািন [ kālāpāni ] n the dark-coloured waters of an ocean or a sea esp. of the Indian Ocean; an 
ocean, a sea; the Andaman and the Nicobar islands; Port Blair; sentence of transportation from 
India in the British regime. কালাপািন ঘুের আসা v. to have served a sentence of transportation from 
India. কালাপািন পার হoয়া v. to go across a sea or an ocean. 

কালাপাহাD [ kālāpāhāḍ◌় ] n (hist.) a Brahmin who after embracing Islam was turned into a 
notorious iconoclast; (fig.) an awful religious renegade, a decrier of current beliefs, a turbulent 
heretic. কালাপাহািD a. of or like an awful religious renegade or a decrier of current beliefs; 
heretical. ☐ n. iconoclasm; heresy. 

কালাশুিd [ kālāśuddhi ] n (astrol.) the unpropitious part of a year (esp. for religious purposes); an 
inauspicious time or moment. 

কালােশৗচ [ kālāśauca ] n the period of mourning that lasts for a year due to the death of any of 
one's parents or an equally respected kinsman. 

কািল2 [ kāli2 ] n ink; darkness, gloom (মেনর কািল); a dark spot, discoloration (েচােখর কািল); ☐ a. 
stigma, disgrace (kেলর কািল); soot, smut (ঝুলকািল). েচােখর কািল black eye, a black in the eye. জুেতার 
কািল shoe polish. pদীেপর কািল lamp-black. কািলর আঁচD (fig.) minimum education or learning. েপেট 
কািলর আঁচDo না থাকা not to have even the minimum education or learning, to be completely 
illiterate. 
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কািল3 [ kāli3 ] n summation or addition; measurement (কাঠাকািল, িবঘাকািল); cubic measure, square 
measure, area mea sure. কািল করা, কািল কষা v. to find the square measure or cubic measure or area 
measure of. 

কািলক [ kālika ] a pertaining to time; of a time; temporal; temporary; timely. 

কািলকা [ kālikā ] n a name of goddess Kali (কালী). ̃পূরাণ. n. the scripture that narrates the feats of 
Kalika (কািলকা). 

কািলদহ [ kālidaha ] n (myth.) the deep river described as the abode of Kaliya (কািলয় or কালীয়) the 
serpent in the Yamuna. 

কািলঝুিল [ kālijhuli ] n soot, smut. 

কািলনী1 [ kālinī1 ] a (poet. & obs.) woe-stricken. 

কািলনী2 [ kālinī2 ] n poet. & obs. form of কািলnী । 

কািলnী [ kālindī ] n the river Yamuna (যমুনা). 

কািলমা [ kālimā ] n blackness; darkness, gloom (মেনর কািলমা); blemish; disrepute, a stigma (চিরেtর 
কািলমা). ̃ময় a. dark, darkened with stigma; stigmatized; disgraceful, defamed. 

কািলয় [ kāliẏa ] n (myth.) a terrible serpent living in the river Yamuna. ̃দমন n. (myth.) subdual of 
Kaliya (কািলয়) by Lord Krishna (কৃ ); Lord Krishna. 

কািলয়া1 [ kāliẏā1 ] n a rich curry usu. of fish or meat. 

কািলয়া2 [ kāliẏā2 ] n (poet.) Lord Krishna (কৃ ). 

কালী [ kālī ] n an awe-inspiring manifestation of Goddess Durga (dগর্া); (sarcas.) an extremely 
dark-skinned girl or woman. ̃তলা n. a place of worshipping Goddess Kali (কালী) esp. in 
congregation. ̃বািD n. the temple of Goddess Kali. 

কালীন, কালীয়,1 [ kālīna, kālīẏa,1 ] a (used as a sfx.) of a particular time. 

কােল, কােল কােল [ kālē, kālē kālē ] adv in course of time, with the passage of time. কােল ধরা v. to 
approach one's death, to be in the jaws of death. 

কােলকটর, কােলkর [ kālēkaṭara, kālēkṭara ] n the official in charge of the administration and 
revenue col lection of a district, a collector. কােলকটির, কােলkির n. collectorate; collectorship. 
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কােল ভেd [ kālē bhadrē ] adv rarely; seldom, once in a while, once in a blue moon; occasionally, 
now and then. 

কােলা [ kālō ] n the black colour. ☐ a. black. কােলা করা v. to make black, to blacken; to make 
dark, to darken; to pollute; to defame. কােলা হoয়া v. to become black; to blacken; to become dark, 
to darken; to become polluted or to be defamed. কােলা পতাকা n. a black flag (usually shown to 
somebody, as a mark of protest or disapproval). ̃বাজার the black market. ̃বাজাির n. a black 
marketeer. 

কােলািচত [ kālōcita ] a befitting the time or age or occasion; mely, opportune; seasonal. 

কােলাজাম [ kālōjāma ] n a kind of small juicy fruit akin to blackberry; a kind of sweet meat made 
from curd or posset. 

কােলািজের [ kālōjirē ] n black cummin. 

কােলামািনক [ kālōmānika ] n (attributed endearingly or sarcastically to a very dark-skinned 
person) a black jewel; Lord Krishna. 

কােলায়াত [ kālōẏāta ] n a man proficient in Indian classical music. কােলায়ািত n. proficiency in the 
Indian classical music; (sarcas.) act of parading one's superior knowledge or skill in classical 
music. কােলায়ািত করা v. (sarcas.) to parade one's superior knowledge or skill in anything. কােলায়ািত a. 
pertaining to In dian classical music or musicians. 

কাlিনক [ kālpanika ] a imaginary; fanciful; fabricated; fictitious; false. 

কাশ1 [ kāśa1 ] n (dial.) cough; expectoration of mucus by coughing, expectoration. 

কাশ2 [ kāśa2 ] n a tall species of grass of which mats are made. ̃পু , ̃ফুল n. white flower of this 
grass; catkin. 

কাশা [ kāśā ] v to cough. েকেশ েতালা v. to expectorate by coughing, to expectorate. 

কািশ [ kāśi ] n cough; expectoration of mucus by coughing. 

কাশী [ kāśī ] n Banaras or Varanasi (a holy place of Hindus). ̃pািp, ̃লাভ n. death at Kashi; 
attainment of heaven after death. ̃বাস n. living in Kashi or Banaras. ̃বাসী হoয়া v. become a resident 
of Kashi; to go to Kashi to live there permanently. ̃শ, ̃শব্র n. the lord of Kashi; an appellation of 
Shiva (িশব), the king of Kashi. 

কা ীির [ kāśmīri ] a of Kashmir. ☐ n. an inhabitant of Kashmir; a shawl made in Kashmir. 
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কাশয্েপয় [ kāśyapēẏa ] n a son or descendant of the great sage Kashyapa (কশয্প); the sun 
personified; Garuda (গrD). 

কাষায় [ kāṣāẏa ] a of the colour of red ochre. 

কা  [ kāṣṭha ] n wood; timber. ̃কীট n. termite, white ant. ̃খN n. a piece of wood or log. ̃পাdকা n. a 
(pair of) wooden sandals, a (pair of) clogs. ̃পুtিলকা n. a wooden doll or puppet; (fig.) a powerless 
man, a person with no real authority, a figurehead. ̃ফলক n. a board; a wooden tablet; a plank of 
wood. ̃বত্ a. (hard and insipid) like wood. ̃মঞ্চ n. a wooden platform. ̃মN n. wood pulp. ̃ময় a. 
wooden; woody. ̃মাজর্ার n. a squirrel. ̃ল a. wooden. ̃হািস n. an affected smile (esp. for the sake of 
courtesy), a simper. 

কা াসন [ kāṣṭhāsana ] n a wooden seat (such as a chair, a stool, a bench etc.). 

কাি কা [ kāṣṭhikā ] n a slender or thin piece of wood. 

কাসন [ kāsana ] n a soup made of mustard-powder. 

কাসীস [ kāsīsa ] n sulphate of iron, green vitriol. 

কাsিn [ kāsundi ] n a pickle (usu. made of dried slices of green mango) preserved in mustard 
and salt. 

কােs [ kāstē ] n a sickle, a scythe. 

কাহন [ kāhana ] n a unit or measure of counting (= 128 pieces). 

কাহােক [ kāhākē ] pro (interro.) whom. 

কাহার1 [ kāhāra1 ] pro (genit.) whose. 

কাহার2 [ kāhāra2 ] n palanquin bearers; one of the backward castes amongst the Hindus; one of 
this caste. fem. কাহারিন । 

কাহারবা [ kāhārabā ] n an Indian musical measure. 

কািহল [ kāhila ] a thin, lean; weak, feeble; weak ened, enfeebled. 

িক [ ki ] con. interro (used as an auxiliary interrogative word. (তুিম িক যােব ? = will you go ?); 
whether (িক বালক িক বdৃ). 
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িকংকতর্বয্িবমূঢ় [ kiṅkartabyabimūḍh◌় ] a at a loss to determine what to do, nonplussed, 
bewildered, perplexed, confounded, at fault. িকংকতর্বয্িবমূঢ়তা n. nonplus, bewilderment, perplexity, 
confounded state, quandary. 

িকংখাপ, িকংখাব [ kiṅkhāpa, kiṅkhāba ] n brocade. 

িকংবদিn, িকংবদnী [ kimbadanti, kimbadantī ] n a traditional or familiar report or rumour; 
hearsay. 

িকংবা [ kimbā ] conj or; on the other hand; or; alternatively. 

িকংশুক [ kiṃśuka ] n a variety of very beautiful but scentless red flower (cp. guelder-rose). 

িকংঙ্কর [ kiṅṅkara ] n a servant; a slave; an attendant, a follower. fem. িকংঙ্করী । 

িকিঙ্কিণ, িকিঙ্কণী [ kiṅkiṇi, kiṅkiṇī ] n a girdle or an anklet set with small bells jingling sweetly at 
every movement. 

িকচিকচ1, িকচিমচ1 [ kicakica1, kicamica1 ] int expressing: presence of abundant grit; a grating 
noise caused as if by chewing grit. 

িকচিকচ2, িকচিমচ2, িকিচরিমিচর [ kicakica2, kicamica2, kiciramicira ] int. & n the tweeting or 
chirping noise of birds etc., loud prattling or babble. িকচিকচ করা, িকচিমচ করা, িকিচরিমিচর করা v. to 
tweet; to chirp; to prattle or babble noisily. 

িকছ ু[ kichu ] a a small number or amount of, some. ☐ pro. anything (আিম িকছুর মেধয্ েনi). ☐ adv. 
of course (েস eখনi িকছু যােচ্ছ না). eকটা িকছু pro. anything; a certain thing, something. ☐ a. a 
certain, some. িকছু িকছু a. a small number or amount of, some. ☐ pro. & n. a portion. &square; 
adv. to some extent. িকছুেত adv. in any way, by any means, anyhow. ☐ pro. (in or by) anything 
(িকছুেত aভাব িমটেব না); to anything. িকছুেতi না by no means. িকছু না nothing. িকছু না িকছু something or 
other; at least something. িকছু পিরমাণ n. some amount (of). 

িকিঞ্চত্ [ kiñcit ] a small amount of, a little. িকিঞ্চদিধক a. a little more than. িকিঞ্চদিপ adv. only a little 
িকিঞ্চd  a. lukewarm; tepid. িকিঞ্চদূন adv. a little less than. িকিঞ্চnাt a. & n. only a little; even a little; 
a little. ☐ adv. to the least degree; at all. 

িকঞ্জল, িকঞ্জলক [ kiñjala, kiñjalaka ] n the stamen or the filament of a flower; pollen. 

িকটিকট [ kiṭakiṭa ] n see িখটিখট । 

িকT [ kiṭṭa ] n dregs; excrement. 
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িকণ [ kiṇa ] n a grazing mark; a hardness in an area of the skin caused by (frequent) friction, a 
corn; a dried-up pimple. িকণািন্কত a. containing a grazing mark or a corn or a dried-up pimple. 

িকN [ kiṇba ] n leaven, ferment; sin. 

িকতব [ kitaba ] n a deceiver, a cheat, a chicaner; a swindler, a gambler; a gamester. 

িকতা [ kitā ] n a piece (eক িকতা জিম বা কাগজ); a volume (eক িকতা বi); a bundle (eক িকতা েনাট); a 
packet; a lot (eক িকতা মাল); (now rare) manner, custom (মুসলমািন িকতা); fashion, etiquette. 

িকনা2, িক না [ kinā2, ki nā ] adv whether or not, if (েস যােব িক না িঠক েনi); a meaningless word, 
used to emphasize or sweeten one's speech (বুঝেল িকনা). 

িকনার [ kināra ] n border, edge (েচােখর িকনার); a bank or shore; outskirts (gােমর িকনার, শহেরর িকনার, 
বািDর িকনার). নদীর িকনার riverside, river-bank. পেথর িকনার road side. সমুেdর িকনার seaside, sea-shore, 
coast. 

িকনারা [ kinārā ] n border; edge (েচােখর িকনারা); a bank or shore; outskirts (gােমর িকনারা, শহেরর িকনারা, 
বািDর িকনারা); arrangements; remedy, measure, redress, removal, reparation (dঃেখর িকনারা, িবপেদর 
িকনারা); solution (সমsার িকনারা); trace (হারােনা টাকার িকনারা); solution or discovery or detection by 
investigation (চুিরর িকনারা); decision, settlement (েমাকdমার িকনারা). িকনারা করা v. to arrange for; to 
make arrangements for the provision of; to remedy, to redress, to remove, to repair; to solve; to 
trace; to solve or discover or detect by investigation; to decide; to settle. নদীর িকনারা riverside, 
river-bank. পেথর িকনারা road side. মেনর িকনারা depth of one's mind. সমুেdর িকনারা seaside, sea shore, 
coast. 

িকnt [ kintu ] con. & adv but; notwithstanding; nevertheless; however; still; on the other hand. ☐ 
a. hesitating, hesitant (িকnt ভাব). িকnt করা v. to hesitate; to demur; to cherish doubt; to be shy of. িকnt 
িকnt n. hesitation. ☐ a. hesitating, hesi tant. িকnt ভাব n. hesitating attitude or state, hesitancy. 

িকnর [ kinnara ] n (myth.) one of a class of demi gods expert in music and dance. fem. িকnরী । 

িকফায়ত [ kiphāẏata ] n a cut in expenditure; reduction of expenditure; cheapness; profit, gain. 

িকবা [ kibā ] con or adv. how (িকবা মেনাহর). ☐ a. how beautiful; (dero.) how awkward, how ugly 
(িকবা ভিঙ্গ). ☐ n. what else (িকবা তুিম বলেব). 

িকমা [ kimā ] n minced meat. 

িকমাকার [ kimākāra ] a (lit.) of what shape or form; (used as a correlative of িকmূত) of ugly or 
hereto unseen shape or form. 
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িকিমিত, িকিময়া [ kimiti, kimiẏā ] n chemistry; alchemy. 

িকmrুষ [ kimpuruṣa ] n a Kinnar (িকnর); (myth.) a province of ancient India or a country in the 
neighbourhood of India. 

িকmতূ [ kimbhūta ] a (lit.) of what form or shape, (pop.) queer, strange, odd, grotesque, 
antic. ̃িকমাকার a. of strange and ugly form or shape, grotesquely shaped or formed, 
monstrous. ̃িকমাকার pাণী বা বst an antic; a monstrosity. 

িকmত [ kimmata ] n price; worth, value. 

িকয়ত্ [ kiẏat ] a a small amount or number of, a little, a few. ̃কাল n. a short while. 

িকয়িdন [ kiẏaddina ] n a few days. ☐ adv. for a few days. 

িকয়dূর [ kiẏaddūra ] n a short distance. ☐ adv. to a short distance. িকয়dূের adv. a short distance 
away, not far off. 

িকরিকরা, িকরিকের [ kirakirā, kirakirē ] a full of grains of sand, gritty. 

িকরণ [ kiraṇa ] n a ray or beam or gleam (of light). িকরণ েদoয়া v. to emit rays, to send forth rays; 
to radiate, to shine. ̃চ্ছটা n. the glow of rays. ̃জাল n. the mesh of rays. ̃পাত, ̃বষর্ণ n. shedding of rays, 
radiation. ̃পাত করা, ̃বষর্ণ করা v. to shed or emit rays, to radiate. িকরণ িবিকরণ n. radiation. িকরণ িবিকরণ 
করা v. to radiate. ̃ময়, (inc.) িকরNয় a. full of rays, emitting rays, radiant. fem. িকরণময়ী,, (inc.) িকরNয়ী 
। ̃মালী n. the sun (for it is garlanded with rays). ̃সmাত same as িকরণপাত । 

িকরবািন [ kirabāni ] n a mode of Indian classical music. 

িকরা [ kirā ] n an oath, a swearing. িকরা েদoয়া v. to enjoin by uttering an oath. 

িকরাত [ kirāta ] n one of an uncivilized race of ancient India who lived by hunting; the province 
of ancient India inhabited by the Kiratas (িকরাত), the land of Kiratas. fem. িকরািতনী । 

িকিরচ [ kirica ] n a kris, a falchion. 

িকরীট [ kirīṭa ] n a crown, a coronet, a diadem. িকরীটী a. wearing a crown or diadem, coroneted; 
crested. ☐ n. an appellation of Arjuna (aজুর্ন) of the Mahabharata. fem. a. িকরীিটনী । 

িকrপ, কীrপ [ kirūpa, kīrūpa ] a of what sort. িকrেপ, কীrেপ adv. in what manner or way, by what 
means, how. 
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িক ের [ ki rē ] int used in addressing or questioning a person (িক ের কী খবর ? িক ের খািব নািক ?). 

িকল [ kila ] n a fist; a blow with the fist esp. with the side of the fist, িকল েখেয় িকল চুির করা to take a 
beating or insult silently and without retaliation, to endure humiliation or affront without protest, 
to pocket an insult. িকল মারা v. to strike with the fist, to fist. িকলািকিল n. fighting with fists; 
fisticuffs, blows and counterblows. িকলােনা same as িকল মারা । িকিলেয় কাঁঠাল পাকােনা to make a futile 
attempt at correcting or subduing a person by overmuch beating or chastisement; to spoil a 
person or hinder his natural development by excessive interference; to try to do the impossible 
by injudicious or rash means. িকল মারার েগাঁসাi an over-assertive person or master who has no 
competence to maintain his dependents. 

িকলিকল, িকলিবল [ kilakila, kilabila ] int expressing: movement in a swarm (of fish esp. small 
ones, worms etc.) িকলিকল করা, িকলিবল করা v. to move in a swarm, to swarm; swimming to and fro 
(of fish) in shoals. 

িকেলা [ kilō ] n a unit of weight, kilogram. 

িকশিত, িকিs [ kiśati, kisti ] n a boat, a barge; (in chess) a check; an instalment (for payment etc.); 
a time, an occasion. িকিs েদoয়া v. (in chess) to check. ̃বিn n. arrangement of payment by 
instalments. ̃মাত n. (in chess) a complete check, (inc.) checkmate. 

িকশিমশ [ kiśamiśa ] n raisin, currant. 

িকশলয় [ kiśalaẏa ] n a green and tender leaf of a tree; a young shoot with such leaves. 

িকেশার [ kiśōra ] a adolescent; teenaged. ☐ n. an adolescent boy, an adolescent; a teenager; a lad. 
fem. িকেশারী । ̃বয়s a. adolescent; teenaged. 

িকি nয্া, িকি nা [ kiṣkindhyā, kiṣkindhā ] n the land of the monkeys as described in the 
Ramayana. 

িকসম [ kisama ] n variety, kind, type. 

িকসমত [ kisamata ] n luck, lot; destiny. 

িকেস, কীেস [ kisē, kīsē ] pro (in Eng. adv.) from what; what for, why; by what or which; in 
which way or manner, how; by what or which means; in what or which. কীেস আর কীেস what a 
compari son to draw or make; comparing things opposed in character. 

িকেসর, কীেসর [ kisēra, kīsēra ] pro (genit.) of or for what or which; in what respect (implying; in 
no respect or at all) (কীেসর গিরব েস ?); causeless, useless, pointless (কীেসর dঃখ, কীেসর ৈদn) 
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কী [ kī ] pro (interrogative) what, which (কী খােব ?); nothing (o আবার কী বলেব ?); a thing or an 
amount (জীবেন কত কী ঘটেব, কত কী েদখলাম). কী কের ? adv. how, in what way. কীজn ? adv. why, what 
for. কী pকাের, কীভােব same as কী কের । exclam. how (কী snর ! how beautiful!) 

কীচক [ kīcaka ] n a variety of hollow bamboo which whistles with the wind; the name of the 
giantlike brother-in-law and commander-in-chief of Virata (িবরাট) who was killed by Bhima (ভীম) 
and turned into a rounded heap as de scribed in the Mahabharata. কীচক বধ n. killing of or like 
Keechaka (কীচক), beating to a mummy. 

কীট [ kīṭa ] n a worm; an insect. ̃ঘ্ন a. insecticidal. ̃ঘ্ন পদাথর্ an insecticide. ̃জ a. born of worms; spun 
by worms. ̃তtt, ̃িবদয্া n. entomology. ̃তািttক, ̃িবদ n. an entomologist. ̃দ  a. worm-eaten; moth-
eaten. ̃ভুক a. insectivorous, entomophagous. ̃ভুক pাণী an insectivore. ̃পতঙ্গ n. pl. worms and insects. 
কীটাণু n. a microscopic worm or insect, a microbe. কীটাণুকীট n. a worm or insect even smaller than 
a microbe; (fig.) a very insignificant person. 

কীদকৃ্, কীদৃশ [ kīdṛk, kīdṛśa ] a like or resembling what; of what sort or variety. fem. কীদৃশী । 

কীণর্ [ kīrṇa ] a scattered or strewn here and there; pervaded; extended or spread over. 

কীতর্ক [ kīrtaka ] n a narrator; a celebrator, a celebrant; a singer of the names of God; a singer of 
songs about Radha (রাধা) and Krishna (কৃ ). 

কীতর্ন [ kīrtana ] n narration (যশঃকীতর্ন); glorification; celebration, extolment; act of singing in 
praise; a song in praise; act of singing the names of God; any of the songs about Radha (রাধা) and 
Krishna (কৃ ) or act of singing these songs. কীতর্ন করা, কীতর্ন গাoয়া v. to sing songs about Radha 
(রাধা) and Krishna (কৃ ); to narrate; to glorify; to celebrate, to extol; to sing in praise; to sing the 
names of God. কীতর্নাঙ্গ n. any of the modes of singing songs about Radha (রাধা) and Krishna (কৃ ). 
কীতর্নীয় a. worthy of being narrated or celebrated; praiseworthy. কীতর্নীয়া,, (coll.) কীতর্েন n. a singer 
of songs about Radha (রাধা) and Krishna (কৃ ). ☐ a. singing those songs. 

কীিতর্ [ kīrti ] n fame, renown, celebrity; a glorious performance or achievement or deed or 
feat. ̃কলাপ n. pl. glorious deeds or achievements; exploits; activities. ̃ধব্জা n. the standard of 
fame. ̃বাস, ̃মান a. famous, renowned, celebrated, glorified. ̃sm n. a monument. 

কীিতর্ত [ kīrtita ] a narrated; celebrated, extolled; glorified; sung. 

কীযর্মাণ [ kīryamāṇa ] a (that which is) being thrown or hurled. 

কীল, কীলক [ kīla, kīlaka ] n a bolt; a peg; a stake; a wedge; a nail; a probe. কীলকাকার a. wedge-
shaped, cuneal, cuneate; (of al phabetical letters) cuneiform, cuneatic. কীলকিলিপ n. cuneiform 
writing. 
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k [ ku ] n a sin; a guilt; a fault; an evil; the earth; exposition of the scriptures ('k কথায় পঞ্চমুখ'). ☐ 
a. (chiefly used as a pfx.) bad, evil, indecent (kকথা); ill omened; wicked (kমntণা); unattainable (k-
আশা); southern (kেমr). 

kiিনন, kiনাiন [ kuinina, kuināina ] n quinine. 

kংফ ু[ kumphu ] n a chinese style of karate, kung fu. 

kiঁkiঁ [ kum ̐ikum̐i ] int expressing; the suppressed groaning sound of distress caused by hunger, 
cold, pain etc. kঁikঁi করা v. to utter this sound, to groan. 

kকঁDােনা [ kun̐kaḍ◌়ānō ] v to shrink or cause to shrink; to shrivel or cause to shrivel; to recoil or 
cause to recoil. a. shrunk; shrivelled; recoiled. 

k ঁকিD-sকিD [ kun ̐kaḍ◌়i-sukaḍ◌়i ] a shrunk or contracted into a circular shape (chiefly due to 
cold). kঁকিD-sকিD হoয়া v. to shrink or contract as though into a lump or into a circular shape. 

kচঁ [ kun̐ca ] n a very small and red-coloured stony fruit with a black patch on the top, Abrus 
precalorius; this is used as a measure of weight esp. by jewellers. 

k ঁচকােনা [ kun ̐cakānō ] v to contract, to shrink; to shrivel. ☐ a contracted; shrunk; shrivelled. ভুr 
kঁচকােনা v. to contract one's eyebrows; to knit one's brows; to frown. 

kচঁিক [ kun ̐caki ] n the groin. 

k ঁচােনা [ kun̐cānō ] v to crimp; to rumple. ☐ a. crimp; rumpled. 

kিঁচ [ kun ̐ci ] n a small broom or besom; a brush; a bristle. 

k ঁেচ [ kun ̐cē ] n a variety of fish akin to the eel. 

kজঁ [ kun ̐ja ] n a hunch, a hump. kঁেজা a. hunch backed, humpbacked. ☐ n. a hunch back, a 
humpback. fem. kঁিজ । 

kDঁা [ kun ̐ḍ◌়ā ] n the powdery crust of rice beneath the husk, bran, rice-dust. 

kDঁাজািল [ kun ̐ḍ◌়ājāli ] n a small fishing-net; a small pouch made of cloth for holding a 
Vaishnava's rosary. 

kিঁD1 [ kun̐ḍ◌়i1 ] n correlative of হাঁিD indicating plurality and variety (হাঁিDkঁিD). 
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kিঁD2 [ kun̐ḍ◌়i2 ] n a bud. 

kেঁD1 [ kun ̐ḍ◌়ē1 ] n a (usu. small) thatched hut; a poorly made hut, a hovel, a shanty. 

kেঁD2 [ kun ̐ḍ◌়ē2 ] a idle, lazy, slothful. ̃িম n. idle ness, laziness, sloth. 

k ঁতা, kথঁা [ kun ̐tā, kun̐thā ] v to strain oneself for evacuating one's bowels; to strain oneself to 
collect one's strength; to groan. ☐ n. act of straining for evacuating one's bowels, tenesmus; act 
of straining one self to collect one's strength; act of groaning. kঁতােনা, kঁথােনা v. to strain or cause to 
strain for evacuating one's bowels; to strain or cause to strain one self to collect one's strength; to 
groan or cause to groan. 

kদঁ [ kun ̐da ] n a (turner's) lathe; a variety of multi-petalled jasmine. 

k ঁদন, েকাদঁন [ kun ̐dana, kōn̐dana ] n act of turning (a thing) on a lathe; act of carving; act of 
rushing forward to attack or beat; act of skipping or frisking; act of bragging. 

kদঁ1 [ kun ̐da1 ] v to turn (a thing) on a lathe, to shape by turning on a lathe; to carve; to rush 
forward to attack or beat; to skip, to frisk; to brag. 

kদঁ2 [ kun ̐da2 ] n a stock or butt (of a gun); a stump or trunk (of a tree); a log (of wood); a lump 
(of sugar etc.). 

kdঁিল [ kun ̐duli ] a. fem quarrelsome; spiteful. ☐ n. fem. a quarrelsome or spiteful woman or girl. 
masc. kঁdেল । 

kকথা [ kukathā ] n foul or abusive words, indecent or filthy language, obscene talk, ribaldry; 
(rare) philosophical truths or discussion about the earth; (rare) exposition or explanation of 
scriptures esp. of the esoteric text of the scriptures. 

kকির [ kukari ] n a short dagger, a stiletto. 

kকমর্, kকাযর্ [ kukarma, kukārya ] n a wicked act; a sinful act; a blameable act; a mischief. ̃কারী, 
kকর্মা a. given to doing wicked or sin ful or blameable act; given to mischief-making. ☐ n. a 
performer of a wicked or blameable act; a sinner; a mischief-maker, an evil-doer. kকমর্ািnত, 
kকমর্াসk a. given to doing wicked or sinful or blameable act. kকমর্ী a. same as kকমর্কারী । ☐ n. a 
performer of a wicked or blameable act; a sinner; a mischief-maker; a bungler; a botcher. 

kকীিতর্ [ kukīrti ] n misdeed; immoral act; a wicked act; a mischief. 
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kkর [ kukura ] n the dog. fem. kkরী the bitch. ̃kNলী n. the manner of lying down in a coil as a 
dog. ̃kNলী হoয়া v. to crouch or lie like a dog. ̃ছানা n. the puppy (of a dog), the pup. kkের-েগাঁ n. 
doggedness. kkের-দাঁত n. the canine tooth (of a human being). kkেরর ঘর বা বাসা a. kennel. েযমন kkর 
েতমিন মুgর (fig.) the right whip for the right dog, condign punishment. 

kkুট [ kukkuṭa ] n the cock. fem. kkটুী the hen. ̃ধব্িন n. a cock's crow. 

kিkয় [ kukriẏa ] a given to evil deeds or bad practices; wrong-doing; depraved. kিkয়া n. an evil 
deed; a bad practice; depravity. kিkয়ািnত, kিkয়াসk a. given to evil ways. 

kkণ [ kukṣaṇa ] n an inauspicious point of time, an evil hour, a bad or unfortunate moment. 

kিk [ kukṣi ] n the pit of the belly or abdomen; the womb; a cave; the interior. ̃গত a. entered into 
the belly; lying in the belly or the womb or a cave; lying inside, interior; (fig.) completely seized 
or appropriated, under absolute control. 

kখাদয্ [ kukhādya ] n uneatable or forbidden food; food that is not fit for human consumption. 

kখয্াত [ kukhyāta ] a notorious; infamous. kখয্ািত n. notoriety; infamy. 

kগঠন [ kugaṭhana ] n a misshaped or uncouth figure. ☐ a. misshaped; uncouth; shabby. 

k গাoয়া [ ku gāōẏā ] n foreboding, presaging an omen or a portent. ☐ v. to forebode an evil 
omen or a portent. 

kgহ [ kugraha ] n (astrol.) an unfavourable star, an evil star; (fig.) an object of trouble, a pest, a 
plague. 

kঙ্কুম [ kuṅkuma ] n saffron; the safflower. 

kচ1 [ kuca1 ] n either of the mammary glands in a woman, (either of) a woman's breasts. 

kচ2 [ kuca2 ] n military march. ̃কাoয়াজ n. military parade. 

kচkচ1 [ kucakuca1 ] int expressing; glaze or brightness of the black colour. kচkেচ a. (of the 
black colour) glazy or bright and deep. kচkেচ কােলা করা v. to make glazily or brightly black, to 
japan. 

kচkচ2 [ kucakuca2 ] a milder sound than কচকচ । 
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kচk [ kucakra ] n conspiracy, a plot; a ring of conspirators or bad men. kচkী a. conspiring, 
plotting. ☐ n. a conspirator, a plotter, an intriguer, a schemer. 

kচিন [ kucani ] n. fem of েকাচ; a prostitute, a har lot. 

kচnন [ kucandana ] n red sandal. 

kচফল [ kucaphala ] n the pomegranate. 

kচমুখ [ kucamukha ] n same as kচাg । 

kচিরt [ kucaritra ] n bad or vile character or conduct; immorality. ☐ a. possessing bad or vile 
character or conduct, wicked; immoral. fem. kচিরtা । 

kচযর্া [ kucaryā ] n abominable behaviour; an evil practice; an evil custom. 

kচা [ kucā ] n a small piece or fragment, a chip, a slice, a slip. coll. kেচা । 

kচাg [ kucāgra ] n a nipple, a pap, a teat. 

kচােনা [ kucānō ] v to cut into minute pieces, to chop fine. ☐ a. cut into minute pieces, chopped 
fine, minced. 

kচাল [ kucāla ] n bad conduct or manners; an astute or shrewd or wicked move. 

kিচ2 [ kuci2 ] n a very small piece or fragment, a chip. 

kিচিকত্সক [ kucikitsaka ] n an unskilled or inexperienced physician, a bad physician; a medical 
quack, a quacksalver. 

kিচিকত্সা [ kucikitsā ] n bad or faulty medical treatment; medical quackery. 

kিচnা [ kucintā ] n worry; an evil thought or design. 

kিচলা [ kucilā ] n nux vomica. 

kেচ া [ kucēṣṭā ] n a bad or futile attempt; an evil attempt or design. 

kেচাকাচা [ kucōkācā ] n. pl odds and ends; kiddies. 
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kেচািচংিD [ kucōciṇḍ◌়i ] n a shrimp. 

kজ [ kuja ] n (astro.) the Mars. 

kজন [ kujana ] n a bad man, a wicked fellow. 

kjিট, kjিটকা, kjটী [ kujjhaṭi, kujjhaṭikā, kujjhaṭī ] n fog, mist. kjিটকাময় a. overcast with fog 
or mist, foggy, misty. kjিটকাচ্ছn a. enveloped in fog or mist, foggy, misty. 

kjান [ kujñāna ] n harmful thought or design; craftiness; evil intention. 

kঞ্চন [ kuñcana ] n curling; shrinking; wrinkling, shrivelling, wizening; contraction; curving, 
curvature; a curl; shrinkage; a wrinkling; a curve. 

kিঞ্চ [ kuñci ] n a measure of grains (= 8 hand fuls). 

kিঞ্চকা [ kuñcikā ] n a very red-coloured stony fruit with a black patch on the top; a thin twig of 
bamboo; a slip of bamboo; a key; an index, a table or list of contents; a variety of fish akin to the 
eel. 

kিঞ্চত [ kuñcita ] a curled, curling (kিঞ্চত েকশ); shrunk; wrinkled, shrivelled, wizen; contracted; 
curved. kিঞ্চত করা, kিঞ্চত হoয়া v. to curl; to shrink; to wrinkle, to shrivel, to wizen; to contract; to 
curve. 

kঞ্জ1 [ kuñja1 ] n an arbour, a grove, a bower; (loos.) a garden thick with trees and plants; a 
boscage (also kঞ্জকানন, kঞ্জবন); a garden house where a Vaishnava resides and worships (also 
kঞ্জবািটকা, kঞ্জবাটী). 

kঞ্জ2 [ kuñja2 ] n decorative embroidery in the borders of a sari (শািD), shawl etc. ̃দার a. 
embroidered. 

kঞ্জর [ kuñjara ] n the elephant; (as a sfx.) the best one (নরkঞ্জর = the best of men,). fem. kঞ্জরা, kঞ্জরী 
। 

kিঞ্জ [ kuñji ] n a key. 

kট1 [ kuṭa1 ] int expressing the imaginary sound of a small bite as by an ant. 

kট2 [ kuṭa2 ] n a fort, a fortress; a hill; a tree. 
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kটkট [ kuṭakuṭa ] int expressing repeated inflammatory itching sensation. kটkট করা v. to feel or 
cause to feel repeated itching sensation. kটkটািন, kটkটুিন n. repeated inflammatory itching 
sensation, tingling sensation. kটkেট a. causing or full of repeated inflammatory itching or tingling 
sensation. 

kটজ [ kuṭaja ] n a medicinal flower-plant usu. grown on hillsides. 

kটনা [ kuṭanā ] n vegetable chopped or to be chopped into pieces for cooking. kটনা েকাটা v. to cut 
or chop vegetables into pieces for cooking, to dress vegetables. 

kটনী [ kuṭanī ] n. fem a female pander; a procuress, a pimp, a bawd. ̃িগির n. the profession of the 
female pander or procuress, bawdry. 

kTল [ kuṭmala ] n a bud. 

kিট [ kuṭi ] n straw chopped fine; a bit of this straw, a small chip of straw. ̃kিট a. cut into very 
small bits; minced; torn into shreds; beside oneself (েহেস kিটkিট হoয়া). kিটkিট করা v. to cut into 
very small bits; to mince; to tear into shreds. েহেস kিটkিট (kিটপািট) হoয়া v. to be beside oneself 
with laughter, to be convulsed with laughter; to split one's sides (with laughter). 

kিটর [ kuṭira ] n a hut, a cottage; (usu. in politeness) a humble abode. ̃বাসী n. a cot tager. 
fem. ̃বািসনী । ̃িশl n. cottage in dustry. 

kিটল [ kuṭila ] a bent, curved; tortuous, zigzag; crooked; insincere, hypocritical, deceitful, 
dissimulating (kিটলচিরt, kিটলিচt, kিটলsভাব); complicated (kিটল p ). fem. kিটলা । ̃গামী a. going 
tortuously or in a zigzag manner; fol lowing a crooked path. ̃তা n. the bent state, curvedness, 
tortuosity, tortuous ness; crookedness; angularity (চিরেtর kিটলতা); insincerity, hypocrisy, 
deceitfulness, dissimulation. ̃েরখা n. a curved line, a curve. kিটলাnঃকরণ a. crooked at heart, having 
a crooked heart. 

kেটা [ kuṭō ] n (a piece of) straw, a bit of straw. 

kTন [ kuṭṭana ] n act of cutting or chopping esp. into pieces; act of digging; act of pounding or 
squeezing; act of censuring or blaming or abusing. 

kTনী [ kuṭṭanī ] n a female pander; a procuress, a bawd, a pimp. 

kিTত [ kuṭṭita ] a cut or chopped esp. into pieces; pounded; squeezed; censured; blamed; abused. 

kিTম [ kuṭṭima ] n a terrace; a paved or cemented floor (গৃহkিTম); a mine of precious stones. 
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kট [ kuṭa ] n leprosy. kেঠ (coll.) a. (of a per son) suffering from leprosy. ☐ n. a leper. 

kঠির [ kuṭhari ] n a small room, a chamber, a compartment, a cabin, a cubicle. 

kঠার [ kuṭhāra ] n an axe, a hatchet. kঠািরকা n. a small axe. 

kিঠ [ kuṭhi ] n an office or the head office of a business organization (নীলkিঠ); a house, a 
building; a bungalow; an official residence of a high-ranking government officer (ময্ািজসেTেটর 
kিঠ). kিঠয়াল n. the owner or the manager of a factory or a business organization; a factor; a 
merchant. 

kিঠয়া [ kuṭhiẏā ] a leprous. ☐ n. a leper. 

kD [ kuḍ◌় ] n a medicinal plant; a measure of land (= .33 acre or .13 hectare approx.) a heap 
(পাঁশkD); a slit, a hole; a place for depositing, a depository (আঁsাkD). 

kDkD [ kuḍ◌়kuḍ◌় ] int expressing the sound of chewing crisp things. kDkD করা v. to give out or 
make this sound. 

kDিচ [ kuḍ◌়ci ] n a medicinal flower-plant usu. grown on hillsides. 

kDবা [ kuḍ◌়bā ] n an obsolete measure of land (=.33 acre or .13 hectare approx.). 

kDািন [ kuḍ◌়āni ] n. fem one who draws together and picks up what is lying scattered (পাতাkDািন). 

kDােনা [ kuḍ◌়ānō ] v to draw together (what is lying scattered), to gather, to collect; to glean; to 
pick up; to sweep (ঘর kDােনা). ☐ a. drawn together, gathered, collected; gleaned; picked up; 
swept. kDােনা িশশু, kিDেয় পাoয়া িশশু a foundling. 

kDাল, kDািল [ kuḍ◌়āla, kuḍ◌়āli ] n an axe. 

kিD [ kuḍ◌়i ] n. & a twenty. 

kN [ kuṇṭha ] n (chiefly used as a sfx.) disinclined to, unwilling, reluctant, afraid of, shy, 
recoiling (কমর্kN, মkN, বয্য়kN); hesi tating; different; feeling delicacy. kNা n. hesitation, 
hesitancy; diffidence; feeling of delicacy; shyness; fear; recoil. kNােবাধ করা v. to feel delicacy; to 
feel shy; to hesitate. kিNত a. stricken with hesitation or diffidence; hesitating; feeling delicacy; 
feeling shy; shy; abashed; disinclined to, unwilling; reluctant, afraid of; recoiling from. fem. 
kিNতা । kিNত হoয়া v. to be stricken with hesitation or diffidence; to hesitate; to feel delicacy; to 
feel shy; to be abashed; to be disinclined to, to be unwilling or reluctant, to be afraid of; to recoil 
from. 
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kN [ kuṇḍa ] n a hole, a cavity (নািভkN, েহামkN); a tank or lake or basin etc. (সীতাkN); a round and 
shallow receptacle (তাmkN). 

kNল [ kuṇḍala ] n an ornament for the ear, an earring; a bangle; an annular ornament or knot; a 
collection. kNিলত a. rolled or twisted into a coil, coiled. kNিলত নীহািরকা spiral nebula. kNিলনী n. the 
female vital force latent in a creature according to scriptures; the female snake. kNলী a. wearing 
an earring. ☐ n. any annular object. kNলী পাকােনা v. to twist into a coil. 

kত [ kuta ] n toll. ̃ঘর n. a toll-house on a waterway. ̃ঘাট, ̃ঘাটা n. a toll station on a waterway. 

kতnt [ kutantra ] n bad advice or counsel; bad policy or measure. 

kতকর্ [ kutarka ] n sophistry; unreasonable or useless argument, false but clever argument 
(intended mainly to outwit), quibbling. 

kত্সা [ kutsā ] n calumny, slander; scandal. kত্সা করা v. to calumniate, to slander; to 
scandalize. ̃কারী n. a calumniator, a slanderer; a scandal-monger. ̃জনক a. calumniatory, 
calumnious, slanderous; scandalous. 

kিত্সত [ kutsita ] a ugly; ill-shaped; abominable, hateful; nasty (kিত্সত বয্বহার); indecent; 
obscene; filthy, gross. 

kতূহল [ kutūhala ] n inquisitiveness, curiosity; delight, pleasure; sport. kতূহলী a. inquisitive, 
curious; delighted; sportive. kতূহেল adv. (poet.) delightedly; sportively; owing to delight. 

ktািপ [ kutrāpi ] adv anywhere. 

kদরত [ kudarata ] n glory (আlার kদরত); a creditable performance, a feat; bravado; power, 
strength, skill. kদরিত a. glorious; creditable; powerful, skilful. 

kদশর্ন [ kudarśana ] a ugly-looking, revolting to the sight; ugly; ill-shaped. 

kিদন [ kudina ] n hard times; an inauspicious day. Same as dিদর্ন । 

kদৃশয্ [ kudṛśya ] n an ugly or indecent or hateful or abominable sight, a repulsive spectacle. 

kদৃি  [ kudṛṣṭi ] n an evil eye, a sinister look; (esp. in astrol.) an evil or unfavourable aspect or 
influence. kদৃি  েদoয়া v. to cast an evil eye (on); to influence unfavourably. 

kেদতা [ kudētā ] n coup d'etat, a sudden stroke of state policy; a sudden political or military 
uprise. 
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kধারা [ kudhārā ] n a bad custom, an unwholesome tradition. 

kনিক [ kunaki ] n a female elephant tamed and trained by elephant-catchers to allure wild 
elephants into the trap. 

kনখ [ kunakha ] n morbidity of the nails of hands and feet, felon; whitlow. kনখী a. having 
morbid nails, suffering from felon or whitlow. 

kনাম [ kunāma ] n a bad name; ill fame, notoriety, ill repute. 

kিন [ kuni ] n a morbid inward turning of the end of a nail causing pain, a painful ingrowing nail; 
inflammation of the end of a nail. 

kিনকা [ kunikā ] n a unit of dry measure of rice, pigeon-pulses etc.; a vessel for measuring this 
amount. 

kনীিত [ kunīti ] n bad or perverted morals; evil conduct; corruption; a bad or unwise 
policy. ̃পরায়ণ a. having bad or perverted morals; having an evil conduct; corrupted; adopting bad 
or unwise policies. 

kেনা [ kunō ] a pertaining to a corner; home keeping, domestic; shy of company, unsociable; shy, 
bashful. kেনা বয্াং a species of frog which seldom comes out of its hole; (fig.) a home-keeping or 
domestic person. ̃িম n. habit of home-keeping; unsociableness; shyness. 

knল [ kuntala ] n hair (of human head); tresses. 

kন্হন [ kunhana ] n act of straining to evacuate one's bowels; act of groaning (esp. when one 
strains to apply all one's strength). see েকাঁথ । 

kn [ kunda ] n a variety of multi-petalled jasmine; a (turner's) lathe. ̃কার n. a turner. ̃শু  a. as 
white as a jasmine. 

kপথ [ kupatha ] n a bad or wrong or evil way. ̃গামী a. gone astray; off the fairway. kপেথ যাoয়া v. 
to go astray. 

kপথয্ [ kupathya ] n harmful diet (esp. for a patient). kপথয্ করা v. to take harmful or 
unwholesome diet or food. 

kপন্হা [ kupanhā ] n a bad or wrong or evil means or policy or way. 

kপরামশর্ [ kuparāmarśa ] n unwholesome advice; bad or evil counsel. 
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kপা, kেপা [ kupā, kupō ] n a narrow-necked earthen or leather vessel; (sarcas.) a potbellied 
person. kেপাকাত a. utterly defeated, vanquished; knocked down. 

kপাt [ kupātra ] n an undeserving or undesirable or bad man; a man who cannot make a good 
husband, an unworthy husband or bridegroom. fem. kপাtী । 

kিপ [ kupi ] n a small oil-lamp; a small oil bottle. 

kিপত [ kupita ] a enraged, angered; angry; provoked; (med.) increased, developed, aggravated. 
kিপত বায় ু(med.) flatulence, flatulency. 

kিপতা1 [ kupitā1 ] fem of kিপত । 

kিপতা2 [ kupitā2 ] n a bad father, an unworthy father. 

kপুt [ kuputra ] n a bad or wicked or disobedient son, an unworthy son. 

kপুrষ [ kupuruṣa ] n an unmanly man; a cowardly man, a coward; an ugly-looking man; a man 
of bad character. ☐ a. masc. be reft of manly qualities, unmanly; cowardly; ugly-looking; bad-
charactered, immoral. 

kেপাষয্ [ kupōṣya ] a one who has to be maintained though reluctantly. ☐ n. an undesirable 
dependant. 

kপয্ [ kupya ] n any of the base metals. 

kpবৃিt [ kuprabṛtti ] n evil propensity, wicked inclination; evil or unwholesome mentality. 

kফল [ kuphala ] n a bad result or consequence or effect; harmful effect. 

kবkা [ kubaktā ] n a bad speaker. 

kবলয় [ kubalaẏa ] n the blue lotus. 

kবাকয্ [ kubākya ] n rude or harsh words, abusive language. 

kিবচার [ kubicāra ] n a wrong decision; an unfair or wrong judgment or verdict; miscarriage or 
perversion of justice. 

kিবnd [ kubindu ] n (geog. & astr.) the nadir. 
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kবুিd [ kubuddhi ] n an evil or harmful design or inclination or counsel. ☐ a. having evil or 
harmful design or inclination. kবুিd েদoয়া v. to give evil or harmful counsel. 

kেবর [ kubēra ] n the Hindu god of wealth (cp. Pluto, Mammon). ̃পুরী n. the abode or city of 
Kuvera (kেবর) which is full of wealth and pomp and grandeur. ̃সদৃশ, ̃তুলয্ a. as rich as Kuvera 
(kেবর); ex tremely wealthy, very rich. 

kৈবদয্ [ kubaidya ] n a bad or inept physician; a quack. 

kb [ kubja ] a humpbacked, hunchbacked. fem. kbা, kbী । kb েলাক a hunchback. 

kেভাজন [ kubhōjana ] n act of eating bad or harmful food; bad or harmful food. 

kমkম [ kumakuma ] n a ball filled with red powder and scented water for sprinkling; a red paste 
made from saffron juice used by women as a cosmetic. 

kমতলব [ kumatalaba ] n an evil plan; an evil or mischievous plan or design. 

kমিত [ kumati ] n a wicked or harmful inclination or thought or design; evil design; evil counsel. 
☐ a. having such inclination or thought or design. 

kমntণা [ kumantraṇā ] n bad or evil counsel. 

kমntী [ kumantrī ] n one who gives bad or wicked counsel, a bad or wicked counsel, a bad or 
wicked counsellor or minister; a wicked-natured counsellor or minister. 

kমাতা [ kumātā ] n a bad or unworthy mother; a mother lacking in affection. 

kমার2 [ kumāra2 ] n a young boy; a son; a prince; a crown price; a prince-royal; Kartikeya 
(কািতর্েকয়) the commander-in-chief of the heavenly hosts; an unmarried or celibate man, a 
bachelor. ̃bত n. the vow of celibacy. 

kমািরকা [ kumārikā ] n the Cape Comorin; (rare) a twelve years old girl; (rare) an unmarried girl 
or woman, a maid, a virgin, a spinster. 

kমারী [ kumārī ] n an unmarried girl or woman, a maid, a maiden; a virgin, a spinster; a feme 
sole, a daughter; a princess. kমারীt n. virginity; maidenhood. kমারী নাম n. a patronym. 

kিমর [ kumira ] n the crocodile; the alligator. kিমর kিমর েখলা push in the corner. জেল kিমর ডাঙায় বাঘ 
(fig.) between Scylla and Charybdis, between two great dangers. 
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kিমেরেপাকা [ kumirēpōkā ] n the weevil. 

kমুদ [ kumuda ] n the red or the white lotus; stalk of a lotus. ̃নাথ n. the lord of lotuses; the 
moon. ̃বতী, kমুdতী n. a cluster or collection of red or white lotuses; red or white lotuses. ☐ a. full 
of red or white lotuses. kমুিদনী n. a cluster of red or white lotuses; a pond full of red and white 
lotuses. kমুিদনীকাn, kমুিদনীনাথ n. the beloved or lord of lotuses; the moon. kমুদী n. a stalk of a lotus. 
kমুdান a. (of a place) abounding in red or white lotuses. 

kেমr [ kumēru ] n the South Pole, the Antarctic. ̃েজয্ািত, ̃pভা n. Aurora Australis. ব̃ৃt n. (geog.) the 
Antarctic Circle. 

kেমার [ kumōra ] n a potter, a claymodeller. ̃শালা n. a potter's workshop. kেমােরর চাক the potter's 
wheel. kেমােরর মািট potter's clay. 

km [ kumbha ] n a pitcher; a roundish pot; the frontal globe at the side of an elephant's head; 
(astrol.) the Aquarius. 

kmক [ kumbhaka ] n a physio-religious practice of controlling or suspending one's breath. 

kmকণর্ [ kumbhakarṇa ] n the monstrous second brother of Ravana (রাবণ) as described in the 
Ramayana (he used to keep awake only for a day after sleeping for six months at a stretch); 
(hence—fig.) a man who sleeps overmuch. 

kmকার [ kumbhakāra ] n a potter; a person who makes clay pots by hand. 

kmেমলা [ kumbhamēlā ] n a duodecennial religious gathering of ascetics at one of the 4 holy 
places—Haridwar, Ujjaini, Nasik, Allahabad (Prayag). 

kmরািশ [ kumbharāśi ] n (astrol.) the Aquarius. 

kmশালা, kmশাল [ kumbhaśālā, kumbhaśāla ] n a potter's or claymodeller's workshop; a pottery. 

kিmল, kিmলক [ kumbhila, kumbhilaka ] n a thief; a plagiarist. 

kmীপাক [ kumbhīpāka ] n a terrible cell of the hell. 

kmীর [ kumbhīra ] n (for.) the crocodile; the alligator. kmীরাr n. crocodile tears, insincere sorrow 
or sympathy. 

kযশ [ kuyaśa ] n ill-repute, disrepute; notoriety. 
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kযুিk [ kuyukti ] n evil or harmful counsel, bad advice, useless or fallacious reasoning; 
unsubstantial and ill-motived argument, a false but clever argument with intention to deceive or 
outwit. 

kয়াশা, kয়াসা [ kuẏāśā, kuẏāsā ] n fog, mist. 

kেয়া [ kuẏō ] n a draw-well, a well. kেয়ার বয্াং a frog that lives in a well and seldom comes out of 
it; (fig.) a narrow-minded person with limited knowledge; (fig.) a person of limited vision; (fig.) 
a home keeping person. 

kরঙ্গ, kরঙ্গক, kরঙ্গম [ kuraṅga, kuraṅgaka, kuraṅgama ] n the male deer, the stag, the buck. fem. 
kরঙ্গী, (inc.) kরিঙ্গনী the female deer, the hind, the doe. kরঙ্গীনয়না a. fem. having fine eyes like a 
deer's. 

krিচনামা [ kurucināmā ] n a genealogical table. 

kরN [ kuraṇḍa ] n hydrocele. 

kরব [ kuraba ] n an ugly or harsh voice or sound; a disgraceful report, a scandal; obscene 
language or words. ☐ a. having an ugly or harsh voice or sound. 

kরর [ kurara ] n the osprey. fem. kররী the female osprey. 

kরল [ kurala ] n a larger variety of the osprey; the eagle, a lock of hair. 

kরিস [ kurasi ] n a chair. 

kরা, kরােনা, েকারা, েকারােনা [ kurā, kurānō, kōrā, kōrānō ] v to scrape (as the pulp of a 
coconut); to gnaw; to eat into (kের kের খাoয়া). 

kরািন, েকারািন [ kurāni, kōrāni ] n a notched tool for grating or scraping coconut, a coconut 
scraper. 

kরীিত [ kurīti ] n a bad or harmful custom or usage or practice or deportment. 

kr [ kuru ] n a mythological king of India; his descendants or line; a mythological kingdom 
(krবষর্, krেদশ). 

krেkt [ kurukṣētra ] n a place near New Delhi where the Kauravas (েকৗরব) and the Pandavas 
(পাNব) of the Mahabharata fought each other; (fig.) a terrible fight or noisy quarrel or brawl 
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(krেkt েবেধেছ). krেkt বয্াপার (fig.—often facet.) an af fair as terrible as the fight of Kurukshetra 
(krেkt). 

krিচ [ kuruci ] n bad or perverted taste. ̃পূণর্ a. in bad taste; gross, indecent, vulgar. ̃সmn a. having 
bad or perverted taste. 

krবক [ kurubaka ] n a flower-plant or its flower, the red amaranth. 

krিবn [ kurubinda ] n the corundum; (loos.) the ruby. 

krবdৃ [ kurubṛddha ] n an ancient of the Kuru (kr) family. 

krপ [ kurūpa ] a having an ugly or uncomely ap pearance, ugly; ill-shaped and de formed. ☐ n. 
ugliness. fem. krপা । 

kতর্া [ kurtā ] n a small jacket or coat or shirt. লালkতর্া n. the Red Shirts; patriotic and social 
welfare organization of North West Frontier formed by Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan in India's pre-
independence days. 

kদর্ন [ kurdana ] n act of skipping; act of bragging; act of rushing forward to attack or beat. 

kিনর্শ, kরিনশ [ kurniśa, kuraniśa ] n (Mus.) a mode of salutation in accordance with official 
etiquette. kিনর্শ করা v. to salute. 

kপর্র [ kurpara ] n the knee; the elbow. ☐ a. dependent. 

kিমর্ [ kurmi ] n a backward caste amongst Hindus; a member of this caste. 

kল1 [ kula1 ] n the jujube. 

kল2 [ kula2 ] n a religious sect amongst Hindus practising a very severe form of Tantric worship 
(kলমাগর্). 

kল3 [ kula3 ] n family; a clan; lineage, pedigree; good pedigree or lineage, a kulin (kলীন) family 
(েস kেলর েছেল); purity of blood; dignity of one's family, family prestige, aristocracy, high or noble 
birth (kলগবর্); descendants, line (তার kল আজo িটেক আেছ); one's own house or family or society 
(kলতয্াগ); family religion or cult; residence (grkল); a race, a tribe (রkঃkল); a species or kind or 
class (নরkল); a collection, a herd, a flock, a swarm (িশবাkল). kল করা v. to enter into a matrimonial 
alliance with a kulin (kলীন) family. kল মজােনা v. (fig.) to bring disgrace upon one's family. kল রািখ 
িক শয্াম রািখ (fig.) on the horns of a dilemma. kেল কািল েদoয়া (fig.) to bring disgrace upon one's 
(own) family, to tarnish the good name of one's (own) family. kেলর বার হoয়া same as kলতয্াগ করা । 
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ekল-okল dkল খাoয়া বা হারােনা (lit.—of a married woman) to lose shelter and support of both one's 
husband and parents; (fig.) to reject one alternative and lose the other; to be utterly ruined, to 
leave one's friends and be ill-treated by one's foes. ̃কNক n. one who is a disgrace to or a pest of 
one's family. ̃কnা n. a girl born of a high (kulin) family. ̃কমর্ same as kলিkয়া । ̃কলঙ্ক n. one who is a 

disgrace to his family. fem. kলকলিঙ্কনী । ̃কলঙ্কী a. masc. bringing disgrace on one's family. ̃কািমনী n. 
a wife of a good family; a girl born of a good family; (loos.) a family woman (esp. one living in a 
zenana.) ̃kNিলনী same as kNিলনী । ̃িkয়া, ̃কাযর্ n. traditional customs and practices of a family or 
befitting a family; act of entering into a matrimonial alliance with a kulin (kলীন) family. ̃kয় n. 
destruction or decay of a family or line. ̃kয়কর a. causing decay or destruction of a family or 
line. ̃গত a. pertaining to a family. ̃গিরমা, ̃গবর্ n. dignity of a family, family prestige; pride of 
birth. ̃gr n. a family preceptor; the hereditary religious guide of a family. ̃েগৗরব same as kলগিরমা 
। ̃ঘ্ন a. destroying a family, causing destruction of a family. ̃চুয্ত a. expelled from one's family, 
interdicted, ostracized; one who has lost his family prestige or status. ̃জ, ̃জাত a. born of a good 
family; born of a kulin (kলীন) family. ̃িজ n. a (descriptive) genealogy (often composed in 
verse). ̃িজনামা n. a genealogical table. ̃j a. acquainted with the genealogy of a family. ☐ n. a 
herald. ̃jতা n. knowledge of heraldic lore. ̃টা n. a woman who has brought disgrace upon her 
family (usu. by leaving it for good); a woman of bad moral character. ☐ a. of or like such a 
woman. kলটার sামী the husband of such a woman, (cp.) a cuckold. ̃িতলক n. (one who is) the glory 
or pride of one's family. ☐ a. glorifying one's family. ̃তয্াগ n. (of women) leaving one's home for 
good for immoral purposes; (of men) abandoning one's family, giving up the customs and 
practices of one's family. kলতয্াগ করা v. (of women) to leave one's home for good for immoral 
purposes or to elope with her paramour; (of men) to abandon one's family, to repudiate the 
customs and practices of one's family. ̃তয্াগী a. masc. one who has abandoned one's family or has 
repudiated the customs and practices of one's family. ̃তয্ািগনী a. fem. one who has left her home for 
good for immoral purposes or eloped with one's par amour. ̃দূষক, ̃দূষণ a. bringing disgrace upon 
one's family. ☐ n. (one who is) the disgrace to one's family. ̃েদবতা n. the hereditary or tutelary or 
guardian deity of a family. ̃ধমর্ n. the traditional customs and practices of a family. ̃নারী same as 
kলকািমনী । ̃নাশন same as kলঘ্ন । ̃নাশা a. bringing disgrace upon one's family. ̃িনnা n. family 

scandal. ̃পিঞ্জ, ̃পঞ্জী same as kলিজ । ̃পিত n. the headman or chief of a clan; a patriarch; an arch-
sage. ̃পাংশুলা n. an unchaste woman; a woman who is a disgrace to the family. ̃পুেরািহত n. a family 
priest. ̃pথা n. a family custom or practice. ̃pদীপ n. (fig.) one who glorifies one's family. ̃বতী, ̃বধ ূn. a 
virtuous wife; (loos.) a family woman (esp. one living in a zenana). ̃বালা same as kলকািমনী । ̃ভঙ্গ n. 
loss of one's family prestige or status (esp. due to matrimonial alliance with a family of inferior 
prestige or status). ̃ভূষণ, ম̃িণ n. one who glorifies one's family, the ornament of one's family. ̃  
same as kলচুয্ত । ̃মজােন a. bring ing disgrace upon a family. ̃মযর্াদা n. the dignity of a family, family 
prestige; the heraldic sign or mark of a family. ̃মান n. the dignity of a family, family prestige. ̃লkণ 
n. any of the nine good qualities of a kulin (kলীন) namely; (1) observance of rites, (2) politeness, 
(3) education, (4) good or reputable social position, (5) pilgrimage, (6) con stancy or firm 
devotion, (7) honourable profession, (8) penance, and (9) benevolence or charity. ̃লkী n. fem. the 
guardian goddess of a family; the guardian goddess of fortune of a family; a housewife who 
brings prosperity to a family. ̃শীল n. lineage and character. ̃শীলমান n. lineage, character and 
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dignity. ̃ে  n. the best or most distinguished person in a family or line. ̃সmব a. born of a 
particular family; born of a good family. ̃stী same as kলবধ ূ। 

kলkল [ kulakula ] int expressing: the babbling noise as of a flowing river. kলkল করা v. to babble 
(like a river). 

kলkণ [ kulakṣaṇa ] n an inauspicious sign or mark; a bad omen. ☐ a. having an inauspicious 
sign or mark (esp. on one's person); ill omened. fem. kলkণা । kলkণ েদখােনা v. to forebode or 
presage ill. 

kলg [ kulagna ] n (chiefly astrol.) an inauspicious point of time. 

kলিঙ্গ [ kulaṅgi ] n a recess or small shelf in a wall, a niche. 

kলt [ kulattha ] n a kind of pulse or vetch. 

kলিপ [ kulapi ] n a small conical container for freezing icecream. ̃বরফ n. icecream made in this 
container. ̃মালাi n. icecream made of milk frozen in this container. 

kলাঙ্গার [ kulāṅgāra ] n one who tarnishes the good name of one's family, a black sheep of a 
family. 

kলাচার [ kulācāra ] n the traditional usage or custom of a family. 

kলাচাযর্ [ kulācārya ] n the hereditary religious guide or preceptor of a family; a matrimonial 
match-maker versed in genealogy. 

kলােনা [ kulānō ] v to be sufficient for meeting the demand of, to suffice, to be adequate. kিলেয় 
যাoয়া v. to suffice, to be enough or adequate. 

kলািভমান [ kulābhimāna ] n family pride or dignity; pride of birth; pride of high birth. kলািভমানী 
a. conscious of or sensitive about one's family pride or dignity; proud of one's birth; proud of 
one's high birth. fem. kলািভমািননী । 

kলায় [ kulāẏa ] n a bird's nest; (fig.) a cosy abode. 

kলাল [ kulāla ] n a potter; a maker of ceramic vessels. ̃চk n. the potter's wheel. 

kিল2 [ kuli2 ] n a porter; a labourer. ̃ কািমন n. pl. male and female labourers; a labourer and his 
wife. ̃ধাoDা n. the labourers' lines or quarters. 
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kিলর, kিলরক [ kulira, kuliraka ] n the crab. 

kিলশ [ kuliśa ] n a thunderbolt. 

kলীন [ kulīna ] n one belonging to any of the families on whom an order of honour was 
conferred by King Ballal Sen of ancient Bengal. ☐ a. belonging to any of these families or 
enjoying this order of honour; of a noble caste; high-born; honourable. 

kলুপ [ kulupa ] n a lock, a padlock. kলুপ-আঁটা a. locked. kলুপ আঁটা v. to lock. 

kেলাক [ kulōka ] n a bad man, a knave, a rogue. 

kেলয্ [ kulyē ] adv altogether, in all; only. 

kশ [ kuśa ] n a kind of holy grass; Rama's son in the Ramayana; a mythological is 
land. ̃পুtিল, ̃পুtলী, ̃পুtিলকা n. an effigy of a dead or living person made of this grass, a jackstraw. 
kশপুtিল দাহ করা v. to burn an effigy (in order to express dislike against a person or to consummate 
cremation scripturally of a person who is believed to be dead but whose body has not been 
found). kশ-েপেয় a. having the tip of one's feet turned inside, suffering from knock feet or 
pedisvalgum. kশাg n. the tip of a blade of kusha (kশ) grass. ☐ a. as pointed or sharp as the tip of 
a blade of kusha grass. kশাgধী, kশাgবুিd a. very sharp-witted, having very keen intelligence. kশাgীয় 
same as kশাg (a). kশাঙ্কুর n. a sharp-pointed young shoot or blade of kusha (kশ) grass. kশাঙ্গুরী, 
kশাঙ্গুরীয় n. a ring for the finger made of kusha grass (worn during the perfor mance of a holy rite). 
kশাসন n. a small mat made of kusha (kশ) grass (used for sitting upon by holy persons or during 
the performance of a holy rite). 

kশিNকা [ kuśaṇḍikā ] n a scriptural sacrifice to be performed at marriage etc. 

kশল1 [ kuśala1 ] n well-being, weal. ☐ a. being well, in weal. kশলী a. being well, in weal. kশল 
িজjাসা, kশল p  n. inquiries about well-being or weal; cordial greeting; good wishes. kশল েহাক 
may you be in weal, may peace and happiness be with you. 

kশল2 [ kuśala2 ] a expert, skilled, proficient, dexterous. adroit. ̃তা n. expertness, skill, skilfulness, 
proficiency, dexterity, adroitness. kশলী inc. var. of kশল2 । 

kশাসক [ kuśāsaka ] n a bad or unjust ruler or administrator. 

kশাসন2, k-শাসন [ kuśāsana2, ku-śāsana ] n misgovernment, misrule, maladministration. 

kিশ2 [ kuśi2 ] n the mango or any other fruit in green and undeveloped state. 
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kশীলব [ kuśīlaba ] n (as pl.) the characters of a drama or play, dramatis personae; (as sing.) an 
actor, a singer, a dancer, an artiste; (as pl.) Kusha (kশ) and Laba (লব) of the Ramayana; (hence) 
twins. 

k ী [ kuśrī ] a same as krপ । 

k  [ kuṣṭha ] n leprosy. ̃ঘ্ন a. curing leprosy. ̃ময় a. leprous. k া ম n. a hospital or asylum for 
lepers. 

k ী [ kuṣṭhī ] n a leper. 

k াN [ kuṣmāṇḍa ] n the evergreen variety of the pumpkin; the pumpkin; (fig.) a worthless 
person. 

kসংসগর্ [ kusaṃsarga ] n evil company, bad association. kসংসগর্ী a. keeping evil company, 
associating with undesirable persons. 

kসংsার [ kusaṃskāra ] n superstition. ̃gs, kসংsারাচ্ছn a. superstition-ridden, superstitious. ̃মূলক a. 
caused by superstition, superstitious. 

kসঙ্গ [ kusaṅga ] n bad or evil company. kসঙ্গী n. a bad or wicked companion or friend. 

kসnান [ kusantāna ] n a bad or wicked child; an unworthy son or daughter. 

ksম-ksম [ kusuma-kusuma ] a lukewarm, tepid. kসম-kসম গরম করা to make lukewarm or tepid, 
to take the chill off. 

kিসmী [ kusimbī ] n the kidney bean or its plant. 

কসীদ [ kasīda ] n interest on loan; the money lending business or interest, usury. ̃জীবী n. a usurer, 
a money-lender on interest. ̃বয্বহার n. usury; calculation of interest on loan. 

ksম2 [ kusuma2 ] n a flower; menstruation, menses; a disease of the eye, the yolk of an 
egg. ̃কিল, ̃কিলকা, ̃েকারক n. a flower-bud. ̃কামুর্ক, ̃চাপ, ̃ধn, ̃ধnা n. appellation of Madana (মদন) the Hindu 
god of love whose bow is made of flowers. ̃েকামল ̃েপলব a. as soft as a flower. ̃দাম n. a flower-
wreath, a garland of flowers. ̃বাস n. the scent or perfume of a flower. ̃মািলকা n. a small flower-
wreath, a chaplet or small garland of flowers. ̃শয়ন, ̃শযয্া n. a bed of flowers; a very soft bed; (fig.) 
ease and comfort. ̃sবক n. a bunch of flowers, a bouquet, a nosegay. ksমাকর, ksমাগম n. the season 
of flowers, the spring, the vernal season. ksমায়ুধ same as ksমকামরু্ক । ksমাসব n. the juice or honey 
of flowers, the nectar of flowers. ksমাsীণর্ a. strewn with flowers; (fig.) (of life) easy going, 
smooth. 
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ksিমত [ kusumita ] a in blossom, blossomed, flow ered; budded. 

ksেমষু [ kusumēṣu ] n same as ksমকামরু্ক । 

ksm [ kusumbha ] n the safflower the juice of which is used in dyeing cloth etc. 

kিs [ kusti ] n wrestling; (fig.) struggling, vying. kিs করা, kিs লDা v. to wrestle; (fig.) to 
struggle. ̃িগর n. a wrestler. 

ksp [ kusbapna ] n a bad dream; an ill-omened dream, a nightmare. 

ksভাব [ kusbabhāba ] n bad nature or conduct or char acter. ☐ a. ill-natured; of bad conduct or 
character. fem. a ksভাবা । 

kহক [ kuhaka ] n sorcery, witchcraft, black magic; magic; deception, delusion. kহকী a. skilled in 
sorcery or magic; magical; deceiving, deluding. ☐ n. a sorcerer, a wizard; a magician, a juggler; 
a deceiver, a deluder. kহিকনী a. fem. of kহকী । ☐ n. fem. a sorceress, a witch; a female magician 
or juggler; a woman who deceives or deludes. 

kহর [ kuhara ] n a hole, a cavity (কণর্kহর); voice. 

kহরণ [ kuharaṇa ] n act of cooing; the note of a cuckoo. 

kহরi [ kuhari ] v. imperf (obs. & poet.) cooing. 

kহরা [ kuharā ] v (poet.) (of a cuckoo) to coo. 

kহিরত [ kuharita ] a resounded with the cooings of a cuckoo or cuckoos. 

kহিরল [ kuharila ] v (of cuckoo) cooed. 

kh, kh [ kuhu, kuhu ] n the cooing of a cuckoo. ̃কN n. the cuckoo. ̃তান n. the dulcet note of the 
cuckoo, a cuckoo's sweet and soothing song. ̃রব n. the cooing of a cuckoo; the cuckoo. 

kেহিলকা, kেহিল, kেহলী [ kuhēlikā, kuhēli, kuhēlī ] n fog, mist. kেহলীকাময়, kেহিলকাচ্ছn a. foggy, 
misty, enveloped in fog or mist; (fig.) mysterious, obscure, dark. 

kিচকা [ kucikā ] n a small brush; a painter's brush, a hair-pencil. 
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kজন [ kūjana ] n a sweet note or call of a bird, cooing, warbling, chirping; (fig.—esp. of lovers) 
whispering. kজন করা v. (of birds) to call, to coo, to warble, to chirp; (fig.—esp. of lovers) to 
whisper. kিজত a. resounded or resounding with a bird's call or cooing or warbling or chirping. 

kট [ kūṭa ] a shrewd, subtle (kটবুিd); complicated, intricate (kটp ); tricky, decep tive (kটচাল); 
false, fabricated (kটসাkয্); cooked up, got-up, framed up (kট েমাকdমা); crooked (kটচিরt); 
diplomatic, politic (kটনীিত). ☐ n. an in comprehensible or unexpoundable couplet or saying 
(বয্াসkট); a mountain peak (িচtkট); the top of anything (pাসাদkট); a heap (ankট); a trap; a trick; 
(rhet.) a paradox. ̃চাল n. obstacles and hindrances; intricacies; useless arguments; sophistry. ̃কচােল 
a. intricate; incomprehensible; full of obstacles and hindrances; given to useless arguments or 
sophistry. ̃কমর্ n. forgery; swindling; fraud. ̃েকৗশল n. shrewd tricky or crafty policy; tricky or 
shrewd contrivance or device. ̃ঘাত n. sabotage. ̃ঘাতী a. pertaining to or of the nature of sabotage. 
☐ n. a saboteur. ̃জ n. a medicinal plant usu. grown on hillsides. ̃তকর্ n. scholastic but useless 
arguments, sophistry. ̃তািকর্ক n. one given to sophistry, a sophist. ̃তুলা n. a false scale or balance 
(esp. made to deceive buyers). ̃নীিত n. diplomacy; shrewd politics; shrewdness; politics. ̃নীিতক a. 
diplomatic; shrewd; political. ☐ n. a diplomat. ̃নীিতj a. shrewd; versed in diplomacy. ☐ n. a 
diplomat. ̃ৈনিতক same as kটনীিতক । ̃p  n. an intricate question, a poser; a riddle, a puzzle. ̃বn n. a 
trap, a snare. ̃বুিd a. crooked, wily, guileful, crafty. ☐ n. crookedness, wile, guile, craftiness. ̃ভাষী 
a. given to speaking in riddles; given to lying. ̃যnt n. a trapping device, a trap. ̃যdু n. a diplomatic 
fight, manoeuvring and counter-manoeuvring in diplomacy. ̃সাkী n. a false witness; a tutored or 
got-up witness. ̃সাkয্ n. false evidence, perjury. ̃ হ a. (phil.) eternally uniform or unchanging 
(েযমনঈশব্র, আকাশ); occult, latent (kট হ ৈচতn). kটাভাস n. (rhet.) a paradox. kটাথর্ n. far-fetched 
meaning; an implied or implicit meaning, implication; a distorted meaning. 

kপ [ kūpa ] n a draw-well, a well; a hole, a cav ity (েলামkপ, কণর্kপ). ̃মন্ডূক n. (lit.) a frog that dwells 
in a well and seldom comes out of it; (fig.) a narrow-minded person with limited knowledge or 
vision; (fig.) a home-keeping person. 

kেপাদক [ kūpōdaka ] n water of a well. 

kচর্, kচর্া [ kūrca, kūrcā ] n a small brush, a painter's brush, a hair-pencil; the space between the 
eyebrows; bristly hair of one's beard; a bristle. kিচর্কা n. a small brush, a painter's brush, a hair-
pencil; a tuft of grass; a needle. 

kমর্ [ kūrma ] n the tortoise, the turtle; the second of the ten incarnations of Vishnu (িব ু). ̃পুরাণ n. 
the name of the Purana (পুরাণ) narrating the exploits of the second in carnation of Vishnu (িব ু). ̃পৃ  
n. the back of a tortoise, a tortoise-shell. ☐ a. convex. 

kমর্াকার [ kūrmākāra ] a shaped like (the back of) a tor toise. 

kমর্াবতার [ kūrmābatāra ] n the second of the ten incarnations of Vishnu (িব ু) assuming the form 
of a tortoise. 
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kমর্ী [ kūrmī ] fem of kমর্ । 

kল [ kūla ] n a bank (of a river); a shore, a coast, a beach; a border, an edge (েচােখর kেল জল); 
(fig.) a shelter or help (akেল kল পাoয়া); end, limit (dঃেখর kল েনi). ̃িকনারা n. (fig.) a way or means 
of escape (kলিকনারা না পাoয়া); end, limit (িচnার kলিকনারা). ̃িকনারাহীন a. endless; at sea. ̃pাবী a. 
overflowing or inundating the bank or shore. kেল kেল to the brim. 

কৃকলাস, কৃকলাশ [ kṛkalāsa, kṛkalāśa ] n the chameleon; (fig.) a very lean person. 

কৃ  [ kṛcchra ] n physical hardship, hard labour; austerity; austere vow or (religious) meditation 
or penance (কৃ  করা). ☐ a. austere (কৃ  bত). ̃লb a. hard-earned. ̃সাধন n. a very austere vow or 
(religious) meditation or penance; extremely hard labour; practice of austerities, self-
castigation. ̃সাধয্ a. requiring hard labour or practice or adoption of austerities. 

কৃত্1 [ kṛt1 ] sfx indicating one who does or performs or works (পিথকৃত্). 

কৃত [ kṛta ] a done, made, performed (কৃতকমর্); instituted, committed (কৃত aপরাধ); composed 
(বয্াসকৃত মহাভারত); built, learnt, earned (কৃতিবদয্); taken, accepted (কৃতদার); appointed, employed, 
engaged (কৃতদাস); fixed, settled (কৃতেবতন). ̃কমর্ n. a work done, a deed. ̃কমর্া n. one who has done a 
work or performed a feat. ̃কাম, ̃কাযর্ a. one who has succeeded in performing a task undertaken, 
one who has achieved one's end, successful. ̃কাযর্তা n. success. ̃কৃতয্ a. one who has been able to 
accomplish one's duty or task; a person who has had his education completed; well-educated, 
learned. ̃তীথর্ a. one who has done one's pilgrimage. ̃দার a. masc. one who has taken a wife, 
married. ̃দাস n. one who has been made a slave for a term, a bond-slave. fem. ̃দাসী । ̃ধী a. having 
firm resolve; having one's intellect sharpened; having intellectual sharpness or 
accomplishments. ̃িন য় a. thoroughly convinced; having firm resolve; thoroughly convinced of 
suc cess. ̃িন য়তা n. thorough conviction; firm resolve; thorough conviction about success. ̃পূবর্ a. 
already done or accomplished. ̃িবদয্ a. one who has had his education completed; well educated, 
learned. ̃িবদয্তা n. (success ful) completion of one's education; state of being well-educated or 
learned. ̃সংকl a. one who has resolved, determined; bent or intent upon. ̃সংকl হoয়া v. to resolve, 
to determine, to make up one's mind. 

কৃেত্কৗশল [ kṛtkauśala ] n technique; technicality; technical devices or methods. 

কৃতঘ্ন [ kṛtaghna ] a one who harms one's benefactor; ungrateful, unthankful. ̃তা n. act of harming 
one's benefactor; ingratitude, thanklessness, ungratefulness. 

কৃতj [ kṛtajña ] a grateful, obliged, thankful. ̃িচেt adv. with a grateful or thankful heart; with 
feelings of gratitude. ̃তা n. gratitude, thankfulness. 

কৃত্s [ kṛtsna ] a (obs.) all; entire, whole. 
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কৃতাঞ্জিল [ kṛtāñjali ] a having one's hands folded; in folded hands; having cupped one's 
palms. ̃পুেট adv. with one's palms formed into a cup, having cupped one's palms. ̃পূবর্ক adv. with 
folded hands; having cupped one's palms (in supplication etc.). 

কৃতাn [ kṛtānta ] n a name of Yama (যম) the Hindu God of death. 

কৃতাপরাধ [ kṛtāparādha ] a one who has committed an offence, guilty, criminal. 

কৃতািভেষক [ kṛtābhiṣēka ] a anointed for installation or enthronement; installed, enthroned. 

কৃতাভয্াস [ kṛtābhyāsa ] a one who has practised or received training, practised, trained. 

কৃতাথর্ [ kṛtārtha ] a one who has achieved one's goal, successful; gratified. ̃mn a. one who thinks 
oneself gratified. 

কৃতািhক [ kṛtāhnika ] a one who has performed one's daily religious services or prayer. 

কৃিত [ kṛti ] n performance, execution, action, achievement, construction; contribution (কৃিতর 
পুরsার); authorship (কৃিতst); an act, a deed, a work. sকৃিত n. a deed of piety; a virtuous act. 

কৃিতt [ kṛtitba ] n proficiency, skill; credit; achievement. 

কৃিতst [ kṛtisbatba ] n patent; copyright. 

কৃতী [ kṛtī ] a proficient; successful; one who has accomplished a great task or has been 
successful in a great effort; successful in life; well-educated, erudite, learned. 

কৃেতাdাহ [ kṛtōdbāha ] a married. 

কৃেতাপকার [ kṛtōpakāra ] a one who benefits, benevolent; benefited. 

কৃিt [ kṛtti ] n skin or hide of beasts; skin of human beings, epidermis, cutis. ̃ক n. cuticle. ̃কা n. 
(astro.) the Pleiads, the Pleiades; (myth.) any of the six nymphs who nursed Kartikeya 
(কািতর্েকয়). ̃বাস n. a name of Shiva (িশব) who wears a tiger's skin. ̃বাসী a. composed by Krittibas 
(কৃিtবাস) who rendered the Sanskrit Ramayana into Bengali. 

কৃতয্ [ kṛtya ] a that which ought to be or is to be done. ☐ n. a duty, a task (িনতয্কৃতয্, pাতঃকৃতয্); 
(gr.) a system of adding suffixes to words. ̃ক n. a public de partment, public service (িশkণ-কৃতয্ক = 
the educational service). কৃতয্কবi n. a service-book. কৃতয্ক সূিচ n. service-roll. ̃সূিচ a. agenda. কৃতয্া n. 
fem. enchantment, witchery; an act or deed. কৃতয্াকৃতয্ n. what ought to be and ought not to be done. 
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কৃিtম [ kṛtrima ] a artificial (কৃিtম hদ); imitated (কৃিtম িহরা = an imitation diamond); synthetic 
(কৃিtম েরশম); counterfeit (কৃিtম মুdা); faked, forged (কৃিtম দিলল); simulated (কৃিtম েবশ); pretended, 
make-believe (কৃিtম আচরণ); false, sham (কৃিtম েsহ). ̃তা n. artificiality; imitation; state of being 
synthetic or counterfeit or faked or forged; simulation; pretension, make believe; falseness, 
shamness. 

কৃদn [ kṛdanta ] a (gr.—of a word) having a suffix added in accordance with the কৃত্ system. ☐ 
n. such a word. 

কnৃক [ kṛntaka ] a incising; incisive; incisory. ☐ n. an incisor. কnৃন n. cutting. কnৃিনকা n. a cutting 
instrument. 

কৃপণ [ kṛpaṇa ] a miserly, niggardly, close-fisted, parsimonious, stingy, illiberal, narrow 
minded. fem. কৃপণা, কৃপণী । ̃তা n. miserliness, niggardliness, close-fistedness, parsimony, 
stinginess, narrow mindedness. ̃sভাব a. miserly or niggardly by nature; illiberal or narrow minded 
by nature. fem. কৃপণsভাবা 

কৃপা [ kṛpā ] n kindness, mercy (কৃপািনিধ); compassion, pity (কৃপার পাt); grace, favour, benignancy 
(কৃপাদৃি ). কৃপা করা v. to be kind or merciful to; to be compassionate to, to pity; to be gracious or 
benignant to, to favour. ̃কটাk, ̃দৃি  n. a look of favour, a favourable look. কৃপাকটাk করা, কৃপাদৃি  করা v. 
to cast a favourable glance. ̃িনিধ n. an extremely kind or merciful person; (lit.) a store of mercy or 
kindness. ̃েনেt adv. with a kind or kindly look. ̃পাt n. one who deserves pity, an object of pity. 
fem. কৃপাপাtী i ̃pাথর্ী a. one who longs for mercy. ̃বেলাকন same as কৃপাদৃি  । ̃ময়, ̃লু a. kind, merciful; 

compassionate; gracious, benignant. কৃপাথর্ী same as কৃপাpাথর্ী । ̃েলশ n. an iota of pity or mercy. ̃িসn ুn. 
(fig.) an extremely kind or merciful person; (lit.) an ocean of kindness or mercy. ̃হীন a. merciless, 
unkind. 

কৃপাণ [ kṛpāṇa ] n a sword; a scimitar; a dagger. ̃পািণ a. holding a sword or a scimitar or a dagger 
in one's hand. 

কৃিম [ kṛmi ] n a worm (esp. that is found in the intestines of a human being). েগাল কৃিম n. a round-
worm. িফতাকৃিম n. a tape worm. sতাকৃিম n. a thread-worn. hককৃিম n. a hook-worm. ̃ঘ্ন a. anthelmintic. 
☐ n. an anthelmintic. ̃জ a. produced by worms. ☐ n. lac. ̃ৈশল n. an anthill. 

কৃশ [ kṛśa ] a lean, thin; slender, slim; weak, feeble; weakened, enfeebled. ̃কায়, ̃তn a. of a slender 
frame, lean, thin. ̃তা n. leanness, thinness; weakness, feebleness. 

কৃশর, কৃশরাn [ kṛśara, kṛśarānna ] n kedgeree; a kind of edible hotchpotch (usu. made of rice, 
pigeon pulse, spices and sometimes vegetables). 

কৃশাঙ্গ [ kṛśāṅga ] a slender-bodied, slim; thin-bodied, lean; feeble-bodied, weak. fem. কৃশাঙ্গী । 
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কৃশাn [ kṛśānu ] n fire. 

কৃষক [ kṛṣaka ] n a peasant, a husbandman, ploughman, a cultivator, a farmer. ̃ সmpদায় n. the 
peasantry. 

কৃষান [ kṛṣāna ] n a peasant; a farm-hand, a farm labourer. fem. কৃষািন । 

কৃষািন1 [ kṛṣāni1 ] n agriculture, cultivation, farm ing; wages of a farm-hand. ☐ a. agricultural. 

কৃষািন2 [ kṛṣāni2 ] n. fem of কৃষান । 

কৃিষ [ kṛṣi ] n agriculture, cultivation, husbandry, farming. ̃কমর্, ̃কাযর্ n. cultivation. ̃জ, ̃জাত a. 
produced by agriculture. ̃জাত dবয্ agricultural produce. ̃জীবী a. living by agriculture. ☐ n. a 
peasant, a cultivator, a farmer. ̃িবদ n. an agronomist. ̃ভূিম n. agricultural land. 

কৃ  [ kṛṣṭa ] a ploughed, tilled, cultivated; attracted. কৃি  n. ploughing, tillage, cultivation; culture. 

কৃ  [ kṛṣṇa ] n (myth.) an incarnation of God Vishnu or Narayana (নারায়ণ), Krishna who was one 
of the chief characters of the Mahabharata. ☐ a. black or deep blue or dark-complexioned 
(কৃ কায়, কৃ েমঘ); dark, gloomy (কৃ রািt). কৃ  পাoয়া v. (usu. sarcas.) to have access to the eternal and 
celestial company of Krishna (কৃ ) after one's death; to die. ̃কিল n. a flower-plant; its flower. ̃কায় a. 
dark-complexioned. ̃চnন n. the white Sandalwood, Santalum al bum. ̃চূDা n. a flowering shrub; its 
red-coloured flower. ̃জীের, ̃জীরক n. the black cummin. ̃তা n. blackness. ̃িতিথ n. any of the lunar days 
of the dark fortnight. ̃পk n. the dark fort night. ̃পkীয় a. of the dark fortnight. ̃pািp n. access to the 
eternal and celestial company of Krishna (কৃ ); death. ̃বণর্ a. black, dark-coloured. ☐ n. black or 
dark colour. ̃বtর্া n. fire; (myth. & astro.) the dragon's head, the ascending node. ˜ভk a. devoted to 
Lord Krishna. ☐ n. a devotee of Lord Krishna. ̃মুগ n. a black variety of pigeon-pulse. ̃যাtা n. any 
of the open air dramatic performances enacting the life and activities of Krishna (কৃ ). ̃েলািহত a. & 
n. purple. ˜েলৗহ n. a magnet. ̃সপর্ n. a venomous black snake, the krait. ̃সার, ̃শার n. the an 
telope. ̃সারিথ n. Arjuna (aজুর্ন) of whom Krishna (কৃ ) is the charioteer as told in the 
Mahabharata. ̃সীস n. graphite, black lead. কৃ া a. fem. dark complexioned. ☐ n. a name of 
Draupadi (েdৗপদী) of the Mahabharata. কৃ াঙ্গ n. the black-skinned; the black people. ☐ a. black-
skinned. opp. েশব্তাঙ্গ । কৃ াgr same as কৃ চnন । কৃ ািজন n. skin of an antelope. কৃ াভ a. blackish; 
bluish; darkish. কৃ া মী n. the birth-day of Krishna (কৃ ); the eighth lunar day of the dark fortnight 
of the month of Bhadra (ভাd). 

কৃষয্ [ kṛṣya ] a ploughable; arable; cultivable. 

েক [ kē ] pro who; which (oেদর মেধয্ েক বD ?); how related, what (েস েতামার েক ?); a certain, a (েক 
eক সােহব). েক েক pro. pl. who or which (distributively). েকবা pro. whoever, whichever. 
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েকu [ kēu ] pro someone, somebody; anyone; one belonging to or related to (েস আমার েকu নয়). 
েকu েকu some people; some. েকu না none, nobody. েকu না েকu one or the other. আর েকu, an েকu 
some one else, somebody else. 

েকuেকটা [ kēukēṭā ] n a person of distinction, a big gun. ☐ a. of high standing, distinguished. 

েকuেট, েকuিটয়া [ kēuṭē, kēuṭiẏā ] n the krait. 

েকoট [ kēōṭa ] n one of the lowest castes amongst the Hindus (their original profession was 
fishing). fem. েকoটিন । 

েকoDা [ kēōḍ◌়ā ] n the screwpine flower or its plant; the essence of the screwpine flower. েকoDা-
েদoয়া জল drinking water perfumed with the essence of the screwpine flower. 

েকuঁেকuঁ [ kēm̐ukēm̐u ] int expressing the whining of a dog in distress. েকuঁেকuঁ করা v. (of a dog in 
distress) to whine; (of a person in trouble) to groan piteously; (sarcas.) to whine complainingly 
like a dog. 

েকঁেচ [ kēn̐cē ] inf & pop. var. of কাঁিচয়া । েকঁেচ যাoয়া v. (of a thing that has been done or nearly 
done) to become undone, to revert to the original position. 

েকঁেচা [ kēn̐cō ] n the earthworm. (ভেয়) েকঁেচা cow ering (in fear). ভেয় েকঁেচা হoয়া v. to cower in 
fear. 

েকঁেD [ kēn̐ḍ◌়ē ] n (usu.) an earthen pail (for hold ing milk etc.). 

েকঁেদ-কিকেয় [ kēn ̐dē-kakiẏē ] adv with importunate entreaty. 

েকঁেদা [ kēn ̐dō ] a very fat, corpulent; very large, gigantic (েকঁেদা বাঘ). 

েকঁেয় [ kēm̐ẏē ] n a Marwari (মারoয়ািD) trader. ☐ a. captious; miserly, close-fisted, parsimonious; 
selfish. 

েকক [ kēka ] n a cake. 

েককর [ kēkara ] a squint-eyed. 

েককা [ kēkā ] n a peacock's call. েককী n. the pea cock. 

েকচ্ছা [ kēcchā ] n a scandal; malicious gossip; a story. 
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েকেজা [ kējō ] a efficient; active; useful, serviceable. 

েকটিল, েকতিল [ kēṭali, kētali ] n a kettle. 

েকেঠা1 [ kēṭhō1 ] n a large species of the tortoise. 

েকেঠা2 [ kēṭhō2 ] n a wooden vessel or trough. ☐ a. made of wood, wooden; (fig.) rough (েকেঠা 
েচহারা). 

েকডস [ kēḍasa ] n keds (trade name of the canvas shoes by US Rubber Co.) plimsoll, a rubber-
soled sports shoe made of canvas. 

েকিD, েকিDেপাকা [ kēḍ◌়i, kēḍ◌়ipōkā ] n a small insect usu. found in long-stored rice. 

েকতক, েকতকী [ kētaka, kētakī ] n the screwpine flower or its tree. 

েকতন [ kētana ] n a flag, a banner, a standard; colours. 

েকতিল [ kētali ] a var of েকটিল । 

েকতা [ kētā ] n a bundle (eক েকতা কাগজ); a lot (eক েকতা মাল); manner, custom (আধুিনক েকতা); 
fashion (েকতাdরs) 

েকতাdরs, েকতােদারs [ kētādurasta, kētādōrasta ] a fashionable; one who is conversant with and 
observes rules of etiquette and fashion. 

েকতাব [ kētāba ] n a book. ̃কীট n. (lit. & fig.) a book-worm. েকতািব a. bookish. েকতািব িবদয্া 
bookishness; learning acquired from books only; book learning. 

েকত ু [ kētu ] n (astrol. & myth.) the descending node, the dragon's tail; a flag, a banner, a 
standard. 

েকদার [ kēdāra ] n a holy place for Hindus on the Himalayas; a name of Shiva (িশব); a piece of 
agricultural land, a field, a garden; a ridge round a piece of agricultural land; a ridge round the 
foot of a tree for watering. ̃নাথ n. Shiva (িশব). 

েকদারা1 [ kēdārā1 ] n a chair. 

েকদারা2 [ kēdārā2 ] n an Indian musical mode. 
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েকন [ kēna ] adv why. ☐ n. one of the books of the Upanishads. ̃না conj. because, since. 

েকনা [ kēnā ] v to buy, to purchase. ☐ a. bought, purchased. ☐ n. buying, purchase. ̃কাটা n. 
purchases, marketing, shopping. েকনাকাটা করা v. to make purchases, to shop. েকনা দর cost 
price. ̃েগালাম a slave. ̃েনা v. to cause to buy. ̃-েবচা n. buying and selling; trading; brokery. েকনা-েবচা 
করা v. to buy and sell; to trade (in); to act as a (professional) broker. 

েকnd [ kēndra ] n the centre (of or as of a circle); the principal place or station; (astrol.) the fourth 
or the seventh or the tenth house from the birth-house in the zodiac. ̃গত a. lying in or entered into 
the centre; central; (phys.) centric. ̃িবnd n. the centre; the central place; the headquarters. ̃িবমুখ, 
েকndািতগ, েকndাপসারী a. (sc.) centrifugal. ̃শািসত a. centrally administered. ̃ হল n. the centre; the 
principal place or station, the headquarters. েকndািভগ, েকndািভগামী, েকndািভকষর্ী, েকndািভমুখ a. (sc.) centrip 
etal. েকিndত a. lying or placed or drawn in the centre; (sc.) centric. েকndী a. central; (sc.) centric. 
েকndীয় a. cen (েকndীয় সরকার). েকndীভূত a. centralized; lying in or brought into the centre; reduced to 
the centre. 

েকেnা, েকnুi, েকnাi [ kēnnō, kēnnui, kēnnāi ] n a centipede, an ear wig. 

েকবল [ kēbala ] a (theo. & phil.) sole, without a second, absolute, one and only one (েকবলপrুষ); 
pure, unpolluted (েকবলাtা); only (ঈশব্রi েকবল সহায়); unchanging, just (েকবল eকi কথা); incessant; 
unmixed. ☐ adv. just, just now (েকবল eেসিছ); incessantly (েকবল হাসেছ). ̃i adv. continuously, 
incessantly; only. 

েকবলরাম [ kēbalarāma ] n a dull-witted man, a dunce; a clumsy fellow; a weakling. 

েকবল-হািস [ kēbala-hāsi ] a given to laughing overmuch or always. 

েকবলা-ৈচতn, েকবলা-ৈচতন [ kēbalā-caitanya, kēbalā-caitana ] a dull-witted. 

েকবলাtা [ kēbalātmā ] a pure-souled. ☐ n. God. 

েকিবন [ kēbina ] n a cabin. 

েকমন [ kēmana ] adv how, of or in what sort or manner. ☐ a. of a sort (েকমন েবােকর মেতা); 
anxious, perturbed (মন েকমন করা); excellent, fine (েকমন মজা). েকমন কের how. েকমন-েকমন a. 
suspicious; (of health or mind) inexplicable; dubious; doubtful. েকমন-েকমন করা v. not to feel well 
or all right, to feel sick (শরীর েকমন-েকমন করা); to be in an alarming or dying condition (েরাগী েকমন-
েকমন করেছ); to become anxious or perturbed (মন েকমন-েকমন করেছ). েকমন েকমন েঠকা v. to appear as 
suspicious or dubious or doubtful; to smell of some thing sinister. ̃তেরা a. peculiar; of what sort. 
েকমন েযন a. not appearing to be quite well; suspicious, dubious, doubtful; to some extent, 
somewhat. েকমেন (poet.) adv. how. 
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েকমিবস [ kēmabisa ] n canvas. 

েকমিbক [ kēmabrika ] n cambric, a kind of white cotton fabric. 

েকিমেকল, েকিমকয্াল [ kēmikēla, kēmikyāla ] n a chemical. ☐ a. made of chemicals, chemical. 

েকয়া1 [ kēẏā1 ] n the screwpine flower or its tree. 

েকয়া2 [ kēẏā2 ] a how fine, excellent (েকয়া মজা). 

েকয়াকাঁিদ [ kēẏākān̐di ] n a cluster of screwpine flowers. 

েকয়াবাত [ kēẏābāta ] int bravo. 

েকয়ামত [ kēẏāmata ] n the Day of (final) Resurrection or Judgement (according to the Islamic 
faith). 

েকয়ার [ kēẏāra ] n care. েকয়ার করা v. to care. েকয়াের adv. in or under the care of. 

েকয়াির [ kēẏāri ] n a well-laid flower-bed or pleasure garden encircled with a ridge; careful 
dressing (চুেলর েকয়াির). েকয়াির করা a. well-laid and encircled with a ridge (েকয়াির-করা বাগান); 
carefully parted or dressed (েকয়াির-করা চুল). েকয়াির করা v. to beautify (a garden) by careful 
maintenance; to dress (hair) carefully. 

েকয়রূ [ kēẏūra ] n an ornament for the arm, an armlet. 

েকরল [ kērala ] n Kerala, a south-Indian state; an inhabitant of Kerala (েকরল). 

েকরািঞ্চ [ kērāñci ] n a kind of covered bullock cart for carrying passengers, a hackery; an inferior 
kind of horse-carriage for passengers. 

েকরািন [ kērāni ] n an office-clerk, a clerk. ̃িগির n. clerkship. মািছমারা েকরািন a. clerk or copyist who 
does his routine business or daily score or duty without using his discretion; an incompetent or 
unintelligent worker. 

েকরামিত [ kērāmati ] n skill, efficiency; power; a glorious feat. 

েকরায়া [ kērāẏā ] n the price paid for use of any thing, hire; freight; rent. 

েকরািসন, েকেরািসন [ kērāsina, kērōsina ] n kerosene. 
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েকলােনা [ kēlānō ] v (vul. & dero.) to exhibit, to show, to display (দাঁত েকলােনা); (sl.) to take off the 
skin. দাঁত েকলােনা v. (vul. & dero.) to simper. 

েকলাস2 [ kēlāsa2 ] n crystal. েকলাসন n. crystallization. েকলািসত a. crystallized. েকলািসত করা v. to 
crystallize. ̃িবদয্া n. crystal lography. েকলািসত শীলা n. crystalline rock. 

েকিল [ kēli ] n amorous sport (েকিলkঞ্জ); sport; amusement. ̃কদm n. (myth.) the kadamba (কদm) tree 
under which the amorous sports of Krishna (কৃ ) were held. ̃গৃহ n. a house for pleasure and 
pastime. 

েকেল [ kēlē ] a (vul.) dark-skinned; dark-complexioned. black; blackened. েকেল কািতর্ক see কািতর্ক । 
েকেল ভূত see ভূত । েকেল হাঁিD see হাঁিD । 

েকেলঙ্কাির [ kēlēṅkāri ] n a scandal; infamy; disgrace, disrepute; a scandalous affair or act. ̃জনক a. 
scandalous; disgraceful; infamous. 

েকlা [ kēllā ] n a fortress, a fort, a stronghold; a castle. ̃দার n. the governor or master of a fort or 
fortress; a castellan. েকlা ফেত করা v. to capture or take a fort or fortress; (fig.) to realize one's end, 
to achieve one's goal. েকlা মাত করা v. to capture a fort or fortress; (in chess) to kill the opponent's 
castle or to check mate the opponent by moving one's castle(s); (fig.) to realize one's end, to 
achieve one's goal, to carry the day. 

েকশ [ kēśa ] n hair. ̃কতর্ন n. haircut.েকশকতর্ন করা v. to cut one's hair; to have a hair 
cut. ̃কলাপ, ̃gচ্ছ, ̃দাম, ̃পাশ n. a lock or tuft of hair; a tress. ̃কীট n. a louse. ̃gহ, ̃gহণ n. act of seizing by 
the hair. ৈ̃তল n. hair-oil. p̃সাধন, ̃িবnাস n. hairdressing; act of combing and plaiting hair; tressing 
hair; act of putting up hair. েকশpসাধন করা, েকশিবnাস করা v. to dress one's hair; to comb and plait 
one's hair; to tress one's hair; to put up one's hair. ̃বতী a. fem. one with long and beautiful hair. ☐ 
n. a woman having long and beautiful hair. ̃বn, ̃বnনী n. hair-band. ̃বধর্ন n. the growth of one's 
hair. ̃মুNন n. act of shaving one's head; tonsuring. েকশমুNন করা v. to shave one's head; to 
tonsure. ̃সংsার same as েকশpসাধন । ̃sশর্ n. touching one's hair; (fig.) act of doing the least harm to. 
েকশsশর্ করা v. to touch one's hair; (fig.) to do one the least harm, to harm in the least. ̃হীন a. with 
the scalp wholly hairless, bald. 

েকশব [ kēśaba ] n a name of Krishna (কৃ ). 

েকশর [ kēśara ] n (bot.) a pollen-tube, a stamen; mane (of lions, horses). েকশরী n. the lion. ☐ in 
comp. (used as a sfx.) the chief or best one (বীরেকশরী = the chief amongst the heroes, a lion of 
heroes etc.). 

েকশাকষর্ণ [ kēśākarṣaṇa ] n pulling one by the hair, pulling one's hair. েকশাকষর্ণ করা v. to pull one's 
hair; to pull one by the hair. 
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েকশােকিশ [ kēśākēśi ] n pulling each other by the hair in a scuffle. েকশােকিশ করা v. to pull each 
other by the hair in a scuffle. 

েকশাg [ kēśāgra ] n the tip of the hair. েকশাg sশর্ করা v. to touch the tip of one's hair. েকশাg sশর্ 
করেত না পারা v. to fail to touch the tip of one's hair; (fig.) to fail to do even the least harm (to). 

েকশী [ kēśī ] a possessing long or fine or dense hair; hairy. ☐ n. (myth.) a giant killed by Krishna 
(কৃ ). fem. a. েকিশনী । 

েকশুর [ kēśura ] n a kind of bulbous plant. 

েকস [ kēsa ] n a law-suit; an incident (মজার েকস); a patient (টাiফেয়ড েকস); a client or a brief (uিকলিট 
েকস পান না); a chest or a packing-box (eক েকস মদ), a case. 

ৈকেছ [ kaichē ] adv (poet. & obs.) how. 

ৈকতব [ kaitaba ] n chicane, deceit, dissimulation; falsehood; flattery; gambling; fraud. ̃বাদ n. act 
of telling lies; lying; flattery. ̃বাদী a. given to telling lies. 

ৈকিndক [ kaindrika ] a central; centric. 

ৈকিফয়ত [ kaiphiẏata ] n what is said to account for something, a cause shown, an explanation. 
ৈকিফয়ত কাটা v. to try to clear up a charge rather impertinently; (book keeping) to explain the 
difference between the debit and the credit side of an accounts book. ৈকিফয়ত চাoয়া v. to bring to 
account, to call to account, to demand an explanation, to take to task. ৈকিফয়ত েদoয়া v. to give an 
explanation. 

ৈকবতর্ [ kaibarta ] n a caste amongst the Hindus (originally they were fishermen and peasants); a 
member of this caste. 

ৈকবলয্ [ kaibalya ] n (phil. & theo.) soleness, state of being one and only one, absoluteness; 
identification of one's soul with the Absolute, merging of one's soul with the Absolute; salvation 
of the soul; release from the world or the influence of nature, eternal emancipation, nirvana. ̃দািয়নী 
a. & n. fem. one who emancipates or redeems the soul eternally, one who gives salvation. 
&square; n. an appellation of Goddess Durga (dগর্া) or Kali কালী 

ৈকলাসনাথ [ kailāsanātha ] n the lord of the Kailasa mountain; an appellation of Shiva িশব 

ৈকলাসবািসনী [ kailāsabāsinī ] a. & n. fem one who resides on the Kailasa mountain. ☐ n. fem. an 
appellation of the Goddess Durga (dগর্া) 
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ৈকিশক [ kaiśika ] a capillary. ̃তা n. capillarity. 

ৈকেশার [ kaiśōra ] n early youth; adolescence. ̃ক a. of early youth, relating to adolescence. ৈকেশার-
েpম n. calf-love; romantic love or attachment or infatuation among adolescents. 

েকা2 [ kō2 ] pro who. 

েকা ঁ[ kō ] int expressing a groaning sound. 

েকাকঁ [ kōn ̐ka ] n the abdomen, the belly; one of the sides of the belly; the womb. 

েকাকঁDা [ kōn̐kaḍ◌়ā ] a curled, curling, curly, wavy. 

েকাঁচ2 [ kōn̐ca2 ] n a wrinkle, a fold. 

েকাঁচ3 [ kōn̐ca3 ] n a kind of small harpoon for catching fish. 

েকাঁচD [ kōn̐caḍ◌় ] n the lap of one's loincloth. েকাঁচD পাতা v. to hold out the lap of one's loin cloth 
(in order to receive something). 

েকাঁচবক [ kōn̐cabaka ] n the little heron. 

েকাঁচা [ kōn ̐cā ] n the plaited end of the loincloth tucked at the front of the wearer. েকাঁচা dিলেয় 
েবDােনা to pass time idly shunning responsibility; to indulge in ludicrous foppishness. বাiের েকাঁচার 
পtন িভতের ছুঁেচার েকtন the ludicrous attempt of dressing oneself elegantly when one has no means 
of obtaining one's livelihood; a tawdry outside is the badge of poverty. 

েকাDঁ, েকাDঁা [ kōn ̐ḍ◌়, kōn̐ḍ◌়ā ] n a young shoot of a plant esp. of bamboo, cane etc. 

েকাঁত, েকাঁথ [ kōn ̐ta, kōn̐tha ] n act of straining esp. to evacuate one's bowels, straining one self as 
during defecation, tenesmus. েকাঁত পাDা v. same as েকাঁথা । 

েকাঁতকা [ kōn̐takā ] n a cudgel, a club. 

েকাঁথা [ kōn̐thā ] v to strain oneself as during defecation. 

েকাদঁন [ kōn ̐dana ] n coll. form of kঁদন । 

েকাsঁা [ kōm̐stā ] n a scrubbing brush. 
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েকাক [ kōka ] n coke. 

েকাকনদ [ kōkanada ] n the red lotus. 

েকািকল [ kōkila ] n the cuckoo. fem. েকািকলা । কN a. as sweet-voiced as the cuckoo. fem. ̃কNী । 
েকািকলাসন n. a sitting posture according to the yoga (েযাগ) system. েকািকেলk ুn. a reddish variety of 
sugar cane. 

েকােকন [ kōkēna ] n cocaine. 

েকােকা [ kōkō ] n cocoa. 

েকাঙর, েকাঙার [ kōṅara, kōṅāra ] n (obs.) a son. 

েকাচ [ kōca ] n a caste amongst Hindus (originally they were fishermen); a member of this caste; 
an aboriginal tribe of Cochbehar; one of this tribe. 

েকাচoয়ান [ kōcōẏāna ] n a coachman. 

েকাচবাk [ kōcabāksa ] n a coach-box. 

েকািচনী [ kōcinī ] fem of েকাচ । 

েকাজাগর [ kōjāgara ] n the day of the fullmoon in the month of Ashwin-Kartik (আিশব্ন-কািতর্ক) 
when goddess Lakshmi is worshipped. েকাজাগরী a. of or on or during this day; performed on this 
day. 

েকাট1 [ kōṭa1 ] n a coat. 

েকাট2 [ kōṭa2 ] n a fort, a fortress (রাজেকাট); a town, a city (পাঠানেকাট); control, power, jurisdiction 
(েকােট পাoয়া); one's area (িনেজর েকােট থাকা); bounds (েকােটর বাiের যoয়া); position, resolve, claim (েকাট 
বজায় রাখা) । 

েকাটনা2 [ kōṭanā2 ] n (masc. of kটনী) a procurer, a pander. ̃িগির, ̃িম n. the profession of a pander, 
procuring; act of whispering malicious reports against a person. 

েকাটর [ kōṭara ] n a crevice or hollow (বৃkেকাটর); a socket (aিkেকাটর); a hole; a very small (and 
usu. dark) room. ̃গত a. hollow, sunken. 

Bangla Torrents Releaser Group
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েকাটা1 [ kōṭā1 ] v to cut into pieces (as fish or vegetables), to dress; to grind, to pound; to husk or 
make flat by thrash ing under a foot-driven molar (চাল েকাটা, িচঁেD েকাটা). ̃েনা v. to cause to cut into 
pieces, to cause to dress; to cause to grind or pound; to cause to husk. 

েকাটা2 [ kōṭā2 ] v to strike (against), to dash (against) (েদoয়ােল মাথা েকাটা). 

েকািট [ kōṭi ] n ten million, a crore; the point or end of a sword or a bow or any similar object; a 
side, an edge; an end or extremity, a tip. ☐ a. ten million; innumerable, countless; (math.) 
ordinate. ̃কl n. a crore of days of Brahma (bhা) which is equal to 432 years of man; eternity. 
েকািটপিত, েকাটীশব্র n. a billion aire, a multimillionaire; an extremely wealthy man. 

েকােটশন [ kōṭēśana ] a a quoted saying or excerpt, a quotation; (gr.) quotation-mark (" "); a price 
quoted, a quotation. 

েকাঠা [ kōṭhā ] n a room; a brick-built room (also েকাঠাঘর); a brick-built house, a building (also 
েকাঠাবািD); a stage (জীবেনর েশষ েকাঠা), a column or space (জমার েকাঠা). 

েকাDা [ kōḍ◌়ā ] n a whip, a scourge, a lash. 

েকাণ [ kōṇa ] n an angle; a corner; a bay (েকাণ েনoয়া); the inside or interior (গৃহেকাণ); edge, border 
(আঁিখেকাণ); the point (ছুিরর েকাণ); the interior of a house where women live, a gynaeceum, zenana 
(সnয্া হেতi বাবুিট েকােণ েঢােকন). ̃ঠাসা a. driven into a corner, held or kept at bay, subdued. ̃মাপক n. a 
pro tractor. pবdৃেকাণ n. (geom.) a reflex angle. সিnিহত েকাণ n. (geom.) an adjacent angle. সমেকাণ n. 
(geom.) a right angle. সমেকাণী a. (geom.) right-angled. সরলেকাণ n. (geom.) a straight angle. সরলেকাণী 
a. (geom.) straight-angled. সূkেকাণ n. (geom.) an acute angle. সূkেকাণী a. (geom.) acute-angled. 
হূলেকাণ n. (geom.) an obtuse angle. হূলেকাণী a. (geom.) obtuse-angled. েকাণাnপাত n. trigonometrical 

ratios. 

েকাতরা [ kōtarā ] n a loose or thin treacle or molasses of blackish colour and slightly bitter taste. 

েকােতায়াল [ kōtōẏāla ] n a policeman; a constable; the chief of a police station; a police chief. 
েকােতায়ািল n. a police station; the profession of a policeman or a constable or that of the chief of a 
police station or a police chief. 

েকাথা [ kōthā ] adv. & n where. ̃o adv. at or in any place, anywhere. েকাথাo েকাথাo at or in some 
places. ̃কার a. of or from which or what place; (in contempt.) of or from an unknown or 
contemptible place. ̃য় adv. & n. where. েকাথা েথেক from where, whence, wherefrom. 

েকাদN [ kōdaṇḍa ] n a bow; an eyebrow. ̃টংকার n. a twang of a bow. 

েকাদলােনা [ kōdalānō ] v to dig or to dig up with a spade. 
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েকাদাল, েকাদািল [ kōdāla, kōdāli ] n a broad-bladed digging tool, a spade. েকাদািলয়া a. one who 
digs with a spade. েকাদাল িদেয় খনন spade work. েকাদাল পাDা v. to dig with a spade. 

েকান, েকাn [ kōna, kōn ] pro. & a which, what (chiefly interro.) a certain, some (েকান িদন হয়েতা 
শুনব). ☐ adv. in what respect, how (তুিমi েকান সাধু); why (আিমi েকান না বিল). েকান েকান pro. & a. pl. 
which ones. 

েকানা [ kōnā ] n a corner; a bay; the narrow in side of a room; a nook. ̃kিন, ̃েকািন adv. diagonally; 
slantwise, athwart. ☐ a. diagonal; slantwise; athwart. ̃েচ a. aslant; awry. 

েকােনা, েকানo [ kōnō, kōnō ] pro. & a any; a certain, some (েকােনা েলাক বেলিছল); anyone (েকােনািট চাi 
না). েকােনা eক someone, somebody; a certain. েকােনাকােল adv. at one time; long ago; at any time. 
েকােনা কােল নয় at no time, never. েকােনা েকােনা pro. pl. some, a certain. েকােনাi emphatic form of েকােনা 
। েকােনাkেম adv. anyhow, somehow, by any means. েকােনাkেম নয় by no means. েকােনামেত adv. same 

as েকােনাkেম । েকােনাrেপ adv. somehow, any how, by some means. 

েকাপ1 [ kōpa1 ] n a blow with a sharp cutting implement such as a sword. েকাপ মারা, েকাপ েদoয়া v. 
to deal a blow with a sharp cutting implement. 

েকাপ2 [ kōpa2 ] n anger, indignation, wrath, fury, rage. েকাপ করা v. to express anger, to be angry 
(with). েকােপ পDা v. to incur one's anger or displeasure. ̃কটাk, দ̃ৃি  n. an angry look. েকাপকটাk করা v. 
to cast an angry glance. ̃ন a. given to anger, easily angered or irritable, irascible, wrathful; 
peevish. fem. েকাপনা । েকাপনsভাব, েকাপনpকৃিত a. easily irritable or angered by nature. fem. েকাপনsভাবা 
। ̃পরবশ, ̃পরায়ণ same as েকাপন । ̃যুk a. angry, wrathful; angered. 

েকাপানল, েকাপািg [ kōpānala, kōpāgni ] n the fire of anger or wrath or fury; fit of violent anger. 

েকাপােনা [ kōpānō ] v to chop or strike with a sharp cutting implement as a sword; to dig with a 
spade. ☐ a. thus struck or chopped or dug. 

েকাpা [ kōptā ] n a kind of fried chop of meat. 

েকািবদ [ kōbida ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) versed in, wise, learned, expert, skilled in (aশব্েকািবদ = 
n. an expert on the breed and excellence of horses and also on how to train and manage them. 
সংsৃতেকািবদ = well-versed or erudite in Sanskrit). 

েকামর [ kōmara ] n the waist, the middle. েকামর বাঁধা v. (fig.) to gird up the loins. ̃বn n. a waist belt, 
a girdle. ̃ভর, স̃মান a. & adv. up to the waist, waist-high, waist deep. েকামেরর বাত lumbago. 
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েকামল [ kōmala ] a soft; mild, gentle; suave, bland (েকামল ভাষা); sweet; tender, delicate; kind; 
weak (েকামল hদয়); (mus.) flat. ☐ n. (mus.) any of the notes in the subdued scale, a flat. fem. 
েকামলা । েকামল করা, েকামল হoয়া v. to soften. ̃িচt a. soft-hearted, tender-hearted; kind; weak-
hearted. ̃তা, ̃t n. softness; mildness, gentleness; suavity, blandness; sweetness; tenderness; 
delicacy; kindliness; weakness. ̃pকৃিত a. softnatured, tender-hearted, of a mild disposition; kindly-
natured; weak hearted, weak-natured. ̃pাণ, ̃মিত same as েকামলিচt । ̃sভাব same as েকামলpকৃিত fem. 

েকামলsভাবা । hদয় same as েকামলিচt । েকামলাঙ্গ a. having a soft or delicate or tender body or limbs, 

of a delicate frame. fem. েকামলাঙ্গী । েকামলায়ন n. annealing. েকামলায়ন করা v. to anneal. েকামলাি হ n. a 
cartilage. 

েকাmািন [ kōmpāni ] n a number of persons trading together; a mercantile firm, a company; the 
East India Company; the (Indian) government (during the rule of the East India Company). 
েকাmািনর আমল the regime or times of the East India Company. েকাmািনর কাগজ the Company's 
securities or papers. েকাmািনর মুলুক the realm or dominion of the East India Company. েকাmািনর েলাক 
(joc.) a government officer, a public servant. েকাmািনর শাসন the rule of the East India Company. 

েকায় [ kōẏa ] pro (poet. & obs.) whomsoever, to anybody. 

েকায়া [ kōẏā ] n any of the juicy divisions or sections of a fruit containing the seed, a replum, a 
legume, a pod (কাঁঠােলর েকায়া, কমলােলবুর েকায়া). 

েকায়ািসয়া, েকায়ািশয়া [ kōẏāsiẏā, kōẏāśiẏā ] n quassia. 

েকােয়ল [ kōẏēla ] n (poet.) the cuckoo. fem. েকেয়লা । 

েকার [ kōra ] n (poet.) the fold of the body of a person sitting, one's lap. 

েকারক [ kōraka ] n a bud (of a flower). েকারেকাদ্গম n. budding. 

েকারবািন [ kōrabāni ] n (according to Islamic scriptures) immolation of a beast on a religious 
occasion. 

েকারা2 [ kōrā2 ] a brand-new; unbleached (েকারা কাপD). 

েকারান, েকারানশিরফ [ kōrāna, kōrānaśaripha ] n the Quran or Koran. 

েকাটর্ [ kōrṭa ] n a law-court, a court. 

েকাফর্া [ kōrphā ] a subleased, held by an undertenant. েকাফর্া জিম subleased land, the holding of an 
undertenant. েকাফর্া pজা, েকাফর্া রায়ত an undertenant, a subtenant. েকাফর্া st undertenancy. 
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েকামর্া [ kōrmā ] n a kind of highly-spiced grilled curry of meat or fish or eggs. 

েকাল1 [ kōla1 ] n an aboriginal tribe of India; a member of this tribe. 

েকাল2 [ kōla2 ] n the fold of the body of a person sitting, the lap (েকােল বসা); the flank of a person 
standing; the middle (মােছর েকাল); flank or side or brink or middle (নদীর েকােল); foot, vicinity or 
neighbourhood (পাহােDর েকাল); bosom, heart, the inside (সমুেdর েকাল); an embrace (েকাল েদoয়া). েকাল 
জুDােনা v. (of a child) to give delight to one (usu. the mother) who takes it up on one's lap. েকাল 
েদoয়া v. to embrace; (fig.) to welcome or give shelter. েকােল oঠা v. to climb up to one's lap or 
flank. েকােল করা same as েকােল েতালা । েকােল চDা same as েকােল oঠা । েকােল েতালা v. to take up in one's 
arms or to lift to one's flank; to take (up) one one's lap. েকােল বসা v. to sit upon one's lap. েকােল 
েনoয়া same as েকােল েতালা । েকােল-িপেঠ কের মাnষ করা v. to bring up with care and affection (as by the 
mother or nurse). েকােলর সnান one's youngest child; a suckling, an infant, a nursling. ̃আঁকDা a. tied 
to the mother's apron-strings, too much attached to or dependent on mother. ̃kঁেজা a. stooping 
sideways. ̃জDুােনা a. (of a child) causing delight to one (usu. the mother) who takes it on one's lap. 
েকালজুDােনা সnান a darling child. ̃েপাঁছা a. (of a child) last-born. ̃বািলশ n. a bolster. ̃েমাছা same as 
েকালেপাঁছা । 

েকালন [ kōlana ] n (gr.) the colon (:). 

েকালা [ kōlā ] n a large barrel or cask bulging in the middle; (dial.) a large field or meadow 
(েকালায় েকালায় চরা). ☐ a. corpulent, fat, pot-bellied. েকালা-বয্াং n. a large species of frog dwelling 
chiefly in a field. 

েকালাkিল [ kōlākuli ] n mutual embracing; warm greeting; (fig.—usu. iron.) alliance or mutual 
understanding (েসয়ােন েসয়ােন েকালাkিল). েকালাkিল করা v. to embrace mutually; to greet (each other) 
warmly; (fig.—usu. iron.) to enter into an alliance. েসয়ােন েসয়ােন েকালাkিল two shrewd persons read 
or try to read each other's mind well; close and even contest or competition between two shrewd 
persons. 

েকালাহল [ kōlāhala ] n a loud confused noise or shout (as of many persons speaking loudly at the 
same time), an uproar, a tumult, din and bustle. েকালাহল করা v. to make a loud and confused 
noise. ̃পূণর্ a. tumultuous, uproarious; clamorous; full of din and bustle. 

েকাষ [ kōṣa ] n a cover, a jacket, a sac (aNেকাষ); a case, a sheath, a scabbard; a bladder (িপtেকাষ); a 
store, a repertory, a fund, a treasury (রাজেকাষ); a juicy division or section of a fruit containing the 
seed, a replum, a legume, a pod (কাঁঠােলর েকাষ); a receptacle, a container, a box, a chest; a water-
container (usu. made of copper) shaped like a canoe used in religious worship by Hindus; a silk-
cocoon; (bio.) a cell; (phil. & theo.) any of the stages of existence of a created being (anময় েকাষ); 
a dictionary, a lexicon, a glossary; the scrotum, the bag containing testicles; the palm of hand 
formed into a cup (eক েকাষ জল). ̃কলা n. (bio.) a cellular tissue. ̃কাবয্ n. an anthology of poems. ̃কার 
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n. a lexicographer; a silk worm. ̃গঠন n. (bio.) cell-forma tion. ̃gন্হ n. an encyclopedia; a 
dictionary. ̃পাল n. a treasurer. ̃pাকার n. (bot.) a cellplate. ̃pচীর n. (bio.) a cell-wall. ̃বd a. 
sheathed. ̃বd করা v. to sheathe (one's sword etc.). ̃বৃিd n. hydrocele. ̃মুk a. unsheathed, drawn. 
েকাষমুk করা v. to unsheathe or draw (one's sword etc.). েকােষর eকীকরণ (bot.) cell-fusion. 

েকাষা [ kōṣā ] n a small water-container (usu. made of copper) shaped like a canoe used in 
worship by Hindus; a small canoe-shaped boat. েকাষাkিষ n. a canoe shaped water container and a 
small canoe-shaped spoon for taking water from a েকাষা । 

েকাষাগার [ kōṣāgāra ] n a treasury. 

েকাষাধয্k [ kōṣādhyakṣa ] n a treasurer; a cashier. 

েকাষী [ kōṣī ] n a small canoe-shaped spoon (usu. made of copper) for taking up water out of a 
েকাষা । 

েকাষীয় [ kōṣīẏa ] a cellular. 

েকা া [ kōṣṭā ] n jute. 

েকা  [ kōṣṭha ] n a room, a compartment; the inner part of a (dwelling) house; a granary; the 
large bowel, the colon (েকা  পিরsার করা). েকা  কিঠন হoয়া v. to have costiveness. েকা  পিরsার করা v. to 
evacuate thoroughly. েকা  পিরsার হoয়া v. to have bowels cleared; to have an easy or regular 
evacuation of one's bowels. ̃কািঠn n. constipation, costiveness. ̃বd a. constipated. েকা বd হoয়া v. to 
get constipated; to suffer from constipation. ̃বdতা n. constipation. ̃শুিd n. thorough or easy 
evacuation or purging of one's bowels. 

েকা ী [ kōṣṭhī ] n a horoscope, a nativity. েকা ী করা v. to cast one's horoscope. েকা ী গণনা করা v. to 
predict the future of one's life from one's horoscope. ন  েকা ী udার করা v. to cast one's horoscope 
from hypotheses or insufficient or uncertain data. ̃গত a. horoscopic. ̃গণক n. a horoscopist, an 
astrologer. ̃গণনা n. horoscopy. 

েকালহ [ kōlaha ] n alcohol. 

েকািহnর [ kōhinura ] n the famous diamond called kohinoor; (fig.) a very costly thing; (fig.) one's 
most valuable treasure; (fig.) the best specimen or person. 

েকৗঁsিল, েকৗঁিসিল [ kaum̐suli, kaum̐sili ] n a counsel; a barrister or lawyer. 

েকৗচ [ kauca ] n a couch. 
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েকৗিণক [ kauṇika ] a pertaining to an angle; angular; diagonal; aslant. ̃তা n. angularity. েকৗিণক 
aবনিত (astr.) the angle of inclination. েকৗিণক ভরেবগ (mech.) the moment of momentum; (phys.) 
angular momentum. 

েকৗতুক [ kautuka ] n a fun; a joke, a jest; inquisitiveness; curiosity. েকৗতুক করা v. to make fun (of), 
to crack a joke; to jest. ̃জনক a. funny; jocular; curious, queer; interesting. ̃িpয় a. fond of fun or 
jokes. েকৗতুকাবহ same as েকৗতুকজনক । েকৗতুকািব  a. amused; curious. েকৗতুকী a. funny, amusing; given 
to making fun or jokes; fond of amusements. 

েকৗতুহল [ kautuhala ] n inquisitiveness, curiosity. ̃জনক a. awakening curiosity, curious. ̃িনবৃিt n. 
satisfaction of curiosity. েকৗতুহলী, েকৗতুহলাkাn, েকৗতুহলািব  a. seized with curiosity; inspiring 
curiosity; curious. েকৗতূহেলাdীপক a. that which rouses curiosity, inspiring or rousing curiosity. 

েকৗেnয় [ kauntēẏa ] n a son of Kunti (knী) of the Mahabharata. 

েকৗপ [ kaupa ] a of a draw-well. ☐ n. water of a well. 

েকৗপীন [ kaupīna ] n a small piece of loincloth worn after the fashion of a suspensor by Indian 
ascetics. ̃ধারী a. one who is wearing the loincloth. ☐ n. an ascetic. 

েকৗমার [ kaumāra ] n boyhood; bachelorhood, bachelordom; celibacy; virginity; an unmarried 
son. ☐ a. relating to a boy or a bachelor. ̃bত n. the vow of celibacy. ̃ভৃতয্, ̃ভৃতয্তnt n. (the Ayurvedic 
system of) midwifery and treatment of children's diseases. েকৗমারী n. fem. an unmarried daughter; 
one's first wife; (myth.) one of the six nymphs who nursed Kartikeya (কািতর্েকয়). 

েকৗমাযর্ [ kaumārya ] n bachelorhood or virginity; celibacy. 

েকৗমুদী [ kaumudī ] n moonlight, moonshine. ̃পিত n. the lord of moonlight; the moon. 

েকৗরব [ kauraba ] n a descendant of King Kuru (kr); any of the one hundred sons of King 
Dhritarashtra (ধৃতরাT) of the Mahabharata. েকৗরবয্, েকৗরেবয্য় a. descended from King Kuru (kr); 
relating to the one hundred sons of King Dhritarashtra (ধৃতরাT). 

েকৗমর্ [ kaurma ] a of the tortoise. ☐ n. the name of the Purana narrating the history of the second 
incarnation of Vishnu (িব ু) in the shape of a tortoise (kমর্) 

েকৗল [ kaula ] a born of good family; nobly born; born of a kulin (kলীন) family; pertaining to a 
family or a clan or lineage, lineal; ancestral, hereditary. 

েকৗিলক [ kaulika ] a pertaining to a family or a clan or lineage, lineal; ancestral, hereditary; in 
accordance with the tradition and usage peculiar to a family or line. ☐ n. a weaver by caste. 
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েকৗলীn [ kaulīnya ] n high birth or descent; state of being born in a kulin (kলীন) family; state of 
being a kulin; the honorarium to be paid to a kulin. ̃গবর্ n. pride of high birth; pride for being born 
a kulin. ̃pথা n. the custom or practice of a kulin family; the kulin system. 

েকৗশল [ kauśala ] n dexterity, skill, artistry; an artifice, a device, an expedient; a trick, a 
deceptive artifice or make-believe, a stratagem. েকৗশল করা v. to devise means; to devise; to play a 
trick (with or upon); to deceive cleverly or artfully. েকৗশেল, ̃kেম adv. artfully; tactfully; by means 
of a trick or a stratagem, craftily. েকৗশলী a. dexterous, skilful; crafty, wily, artful, tricky. 

েকৗিশক [ kauśika ] a made of silk, silken, silk. 

েকৗিশকী [ kauśikī ] n (in Hindu mythology) a form of the primordial Female Energy. 

েকৗstভ [ kaustubha ] n (myth.) a precious stone that Narayana (নারায়ণ) wears on his bosom. 

kিচত্ [ kkacit ] adv at any place, anywhere; at any time, ever; rarely, seldom. kিচত্ কখেনা adv. 
rarely, seldom; sometimes. kিচত্ kিচত্ few and far between; sometimes. 

kণ [ kkaṇa ] n the jingling sound of a stringed musical instrument when played on or of metals 
(esp. metal ornaments) clash ing together. kণন n. act of making this sound; jingle; jingling. kিণত 
a. jingled; jingling. kিণত করা v. to jingle. 

kাথ [ kkātha ] n decoction. kাথ করা v. to decoct. 

কয্াঁক [ kyān̐ka ] int expressing the sound of kicking or striking or of excitement or pain or a surly 
utterance. কয্াঁক-কয্াঁক করা v. to grumble or rebuke (usu. repeatedly) in a surly manner; to whine. 

কয্াঁচ [ kyān̐ca ] int expressing a creaking noise or the sound of chopping. কয্াঁচকয্াঁচ frequentative 
কয্াঁচ sound. কয্াঁচকয্াঁচ করা v. to make a creaking sound, to creak. 

কয্াঁচেকঁেচ [ kyān̐cakēn̐cē ] a creaky. 

কয্াঁচকয্াঁচািন [ kyān̐cakyān̐cāni ] n the confused noise by many talking together; an intolerable 
noise. 

কয্াঁচরকয্াঁচর, কয্াঁচরময্াচর [ kyān̐carakyān̐cara, kyān̐caramyācara ] int expressing the confused 
noise made by talking to gether; a harsh and unpleasant noise. কয্াঁচরকয্াঁচর করা, কয্াঁচরময্াচর করা v. to 
talk together making a confused noise; to make a harsh and upleasant noise. 
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কয্াঁট [ kyān ̐ṭa ] int expressing peevishness. কয্াঁটকয্াঁট করা v. to be given to peevish rebuking, to 
constantly express peevishness, to carp or nag (at); to look over bright or gaudy. কয্াঁটকয্াঁট কের বলা 
v. to say with harsh outspokeness. কয্াঁটেকঁেট a. harsh; peevish; carping; gaudy. 

কয্াঁত [ kyān ̐ta ] int expressing the sound of kicking. 

কয্াঙাr [ kyāṅāru ] n the kangaroo. 

কয্ানেকেন [ kyānakēnē ] a (of voice) thin and effeminate. 

কয্ানসার [ kyānasāra ] n cancer. 

কয্াবলা [ kyābalā ] a dull-witted, unsmart, awkwardly unsmart. ☐ n. an unsmart fellow. 

কয্ােমরা [ kyāmērā ] n a camera. 

কয্ািmস [ kyāmbisa ] n canvas. 

কয্ােলনডার, কয্ােলন্ডার [ kyālēnaḍāra, kyālēnḍāra ] n a calendar, a chart showing days, weeks and 
months of the year. 

কয্াশবাk [ kyāśabāksa ] n money-box, (loos.) a cash box. 

কয্াsর aেয়ল [ kyāsṭara aẏēla ] n castor oil. 

kকচ [ krakaca ] n a saw. 

kত ু [ kratu ] n a holy sacrifice or oblation at which a fire is enkindled or a burnt-offering is 
given; the name of a Vedic sage or rishi (ঋিষ) supposed to have been transformed into one of the 
group of stars forming the Great Bear of Ursa Major. ̃পুrষ n. an appellation of Vishnu; the Kratu 
appellation of Vishnu. 

knন [ krandana ] n weeping. ̃েরাল n. a loud noise of weeping or wailing. 

k দসী [ kraldasī ] n the sky and the earth, heaven and earth. 

kিnত [ krandita ] a weeping; tearful. ☐ n. weeping; a call, a summons. 

kবয্ [ krabya ] n meat. kবয্াদ n. a cannibal; a carnivore. 
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kম [ krama ] n one of a series, a grade, order, sequence; procedure, a method, a form; a rule, a 
law, a directive; a syllabus (পাঠkম); succession (পযর্ায়kেম); a step or pace; course (কালkেম); a 
dilution (esp. of a Homoeopathic medicine). kমণ n. act of pacing; act of walking, ambulation; act 
of going. ̃িনm a. sloping downwards; declining or decreasing gradually; gradually lower or 
inferior. ̃িনmতা n. downward slope, declivity; gradual decline or decrease or descent; gradual 
lowness or inferiority. ̃পিরবতর্ন n. gradual change. ̃পযর্ায় n. grade or gradation. ̃বধর্ন n. gradual 
increase or development. ̃বধর্মান a. increasing or developing gradually. ̃বিধর্ত a. increased or devel 
oped gradually. ̃িবকাশ n. gradual development, evolution. ̃বৃিd same as kমবধর্ন । ̃ভঙ্গ n. break of 
continuity or serial order; disorder, confusion, jumble. ̃মাণ a. pacing or ambulating in a leisurely 
manner. ̃শ adv. gradually; seriatim. ̃সূk a. getting gradually thinner or subtler; tapering. ̃hাসমান a. 
gradually decreasing or declining or waning; on the wave. kেম kেম same as kমশ । 

kমাগত [ kramāgata ] a coming serially or gradually; serial, gradual; succeeding gradually; 
successive; continuous, incessant. ☐ adv. incessantly, continuously; always. 

kমাঙ্ক [ kramāṅka ] n (phys.) calibre or its measurement. kমাঙ্ক িনণর্য় করা v. to calibrate. kমাঙ্কন n. 
calibration. 

kমাnযায়ী [ kramānuyāẏī ] a serial; gradual; successive. ☐ adv. serially; gradually; successively. 

kমাnসাের [ kramānusārē ] adv according to the serial order, seriatim; gradually; successively. 

kমাnয় [ kramānbaẏa ] n a serial order or succession; gradualness. kমাnেয় adv. serially, seriatim; 
one after another; gradually. 

kমায়াত [ kramāẏāta ] a succeeding serially, successive. 

kিমক [ kramika ] a serial, gradual. kিমক gণফল continued product. kিমক সংখয্া a serial number. 

kেমল, kেমলক [ kramēla, kramēlaka ] n the camel. 

kেমাচ্চ [ kramōcca ] a gradually higher; in the ascending order, ascending. 

kেমাত্কষর্ [ kramōtkarṣa ] n gradual progress or development, evolution. 

kেমাnত [ kramōnnata ] a gradually higher; inclining or sloping upwards; gradually increasing or 
developing or evolving. kেমাnিত n. gradual rise; upwards inclination or slope, acclivity; gradual 
increase or de velopment; evolution. kেমাnিতশীল a. developing or evolving gradually; progressing; 
progressive. 
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kয় [ kraẏa ] n buying, purchase. kয়করা v. to buy, to purchase. kয়-িবkয় n. buying and selling; 
commercial transaction; trading. ̃মূলয্ n. cost price. ̃েযাগয্ a. fit for buying, that which can be 
bought, purchasable. স̃াধয্ a. same as kয়েযাগয্ । ̃সীমা n. purchasing power. 

kস [ krasa ] n two lines or other objects lying transversely to each other; a cross. kস করা v. to go 
across; to cross out; to draw a line or lines transversely or vertically; cross; kিসং n. act of 
crossing; a crossing; a cross-road. 

kাn [ krānta ] a of kািn; spread, covered, pervaded, surrounded. 

kািn [ krānti ] n transition, transit; attack; gait, change of state or condition; (astr.) the ecliptic; 
(astrol.) the zodiac; an obsolete Indian coin of the lowest value (=&frac13; কDা). ̃েকাণ n. (astr.) the 
obliquity of the ecliptic. ̃পাত n. (astr.) an equinoctial point; (geog.) the equinox. ̃িবnd n. (astr.) an 
equinoctial point. ̃বৃt, ̃বলয়, ̃মNল n. (astr.) the ecliptic; (geog.) the tropics. ̃িবm n. (astr.) the celestial 
latitude. kাnীয় a. tropical (kাnীয় মr); ecliptical. kাnয্ংশ n. (astr.) the celestial longitude. 

িkেকট [ krikēṭa ] n (the game of) cricket. িkেকট েখেলায়াD n. a cricketer. 

িkয়মাণ [ kriẏamāṇa ] a in the state of being done. 

িkয়া [ kriẏā ] n function; action; an act, a work; a ceremony or performance; a scriptural rite 
(aেnয্ি িkয়া); performance or observance of a scriptural rite, ritual; worship; (gr.) a verb. ̃কমর্ n. pl. 
scrip tural rites; performance or observance of scriptural rites; rituals. ̃কলাপ, ̃কাN n. pl. actions; 
functions; workings; activities, deeds; performances; scriptural rites collectively; performance or 
observance of scriptural rites; rituals. ̃kশল a. efficient, expert. ̃তত্পর a. active, prompt. ̃িnত a. 
observant of scriptural rites; ritualistic; (gr.) construed with a verb. ̃পদ n. (gr.) a verb. ̃ফল n. the 
result of an action; the consequence of an act. ̃বাচক a. (gr.) verbal; gerundial; participial. ̃িবেশষণ n. 
(gr.) an adverb. ̃রত a. engaged in work; active. ̃শিk n. capacity for work or exertion; energy, 
vigour. ̃শীল a. given to performance or observance of scriptural rites, ritualistic; given to holding 
functions (esp. pompous ones); active; operative; of active habits. ̃সk a. having enthusiasm or 
passion for work, devoted to work. ̃সিk n. fondness or passion for work, devotion to work. ̃হীন a. 
inactive, without work or occupation; inoperative; (gram.) verbless, without the verb. 

kীDক [ krīḍ◌়ka ] a one who plays; one who exhibits a show. ☐ n. a player; a sportsman; a 
showman. 

kীDন [ krīḍ◌়na ] n act of playing; exhibition. ̃ক n. a toy; one who is made the tool of an other, a 
cat's-paw. kী়Dনীয় a. playable. 

kীDমান [ krīḍ◌়māna ] a engaged in playing or in exhibiting a show. 
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kীDা [ krīḍ◌়ā ] n a play, a game, a sport; a pastime; a show, an exhibition; an amusement, an 
entertainment; fun. kীDা করা v. to play; to sport, to frolic. ̃কndক n. a ball to play with. ̃েকৗতুক n. pl. 
sports and pastimes, games and frolics. ̃েকৗতুক করা v. to sport and jest. ̃ঙ্গন same as kীDাভূিম । ̃চ্ছেল 
adv. under pretence of sport; playfully; jestingly; whilst playing with. ̃pিতেযািগতা n. a competition 
of games or sports. ̃ভূিম, ̃ হান n. a playground, a playing field; an arena; a venue of a game or 
sport. ̃েমাদী n. a lover of games, one who loves and enjoys games. ̃রত, ̃শীল a. engaged in games, 
engaged in playing; playing. kীDাসk a. attached (overmuch) to games or sports; frolicsome. 
kীDাসিk n. (overmuch) attachment to games and sports. ̃সামgী n. sports goods. 

kীেDাদয্ান [ krīḍ◌়ōdyāna ] n a pleasure garden. 

kীত [ krīta ] a bought, purchased. দ̃াস n. one who has been purchased to be the slave of the buyer 
for life, a slave. see also দাস । fem. ̃দাসী a. slave woman; a slave-girl. ̃দাসt n. a sla very. ̃দাসবত্ a. 
slavish. দ̃াস-বয্বসায় n. slave-trade. ̃দাস-বয্বসায়ী n. a slave trader, a slaver. 

kুজার [ krujāra ] n a cruiser. 

kdু [ kruddha ] a angry; angered; enraged; wrathful; indignant. fem. kdুা । ̃দৃি  n. an angry look. 
☐ a. with an angry look, looking angrily. 

kুশ [ kruśa ] n a cross; a cruciform gibbet on which the ancient Romans executed malefactors; 
the gibbet on which Jesus Christ was crucified, the Cross. ̃িবd a. crucified. kূশিবd করা v. to 
crucify. kুশাকার a. cruciform. 

kুশকািঠ, kুশকািট [ kruśakāṭhi, kruśakāṭi ] n a crochet. 

kূর [ krūra ] a merciless, unkind, hard-hearted; cruel, envious, malicious, spiteful; crooked; 
wicked; malignant. ̃কমর্া a. one who performs horrible or cruel deeds; merciless. ̃তা n. 
mercilessness, unkindness, hard-heartedness; cruelty; envy, malice, spite; crookedness; 
wickedness; malignance, malignancy. ̃মিত a. crooked-minded, malevolent. 

েkংকার [ krēṅkāra ] n the call of a duck or swan. 

েkতবয্ [ krētabya ] a worth buying, that which can be or is to be bought, buyable, purchasable. 

েkতা [ krētā ] n a buyer, a purchaser, a customer. fem. েktী । 

েkাক [ krōka ] n legal seizure or attachment of goods or property, seizure, distraint. েkাক করা v. to 
seize, to attach, to distrain. েkাক হoয়া v. to be seized, to be in distraint. েkািক a. pertaining to 
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distraint. েkািক পরoয়ানা a warrant of distraint. েkািক সmিt a. property of distraint মালেkাক distraint 
of movables. 

েkাD1 [ krōḍ◌়1 ] n a ten million, a crore. ☐ a. ten million, crore. ̃পিত n. a multi-millionaire, a 
billionaire; an extremely wealthy man. 

েkাD2 [ krōḍ◌়2 ] n the fold of the body of a person sitting, the lap (েkােD বসা); the flank of a 
person standing (েkােD েতালা); flank or side or brink (নদীর েkাD); foot or vicinity or neighbourhood 
(বৃk েkােD); bosom, heart, the inside (সমুেdর েkাD). েkােD oঠা v. to get upon one's lap or to one's 
flank. েkােD করা, েkা়েD েতালা, েkােD েনoয়া (now obs.) v. to take on one's lap; to lift to one's flank, to 
take in arms. See েকাল2 । েkাD aঙ্ক, েkাDাঙ্ক n. an epilogue of a drama. ̃চুয্ত a. fallen or removed from 
one's lap; separated; estranged; out of control. ̃পt n. a supplement (of a magazine, deed etc.); a 
codicil (of a will); an appendix (of a book). 

েkাধ [ krōdha ] n anger, wrath, rage, fury; indignation. ̃ন, ̃পরায়ণ, ̃pবণ, ̃পরবশ a. easily angered; hot-
tempered; sulky, wrathful. বিh, েkাধািg, েkাধানল n. the fire of anger or rage; terrible anger or 
fury. ̃শািn n. appeasement of anger. ̃ভের adv. angrily, in a fit of ill-temper, in a huff. েkাধাn a. blind 
with rage. েkাধািnত, েkাধািব  a. angered, furious, enraged. fem. েkাধািnতা, েkাধািব া । েkাধােবশ n. 
incitement of anger. েkাধী a. hot-tempered; sulky by nature. েkােধাdীপক a. exciting anger. 
েkােধাdীপন, েkােধােdক n. excitement of anger. েkােধাnt a. mad or maddened with rage, furiously 
angry, livid with rage. েkােধাপশম same as েkাধশািn । 

েkাশ [ krōśa ] n a measure of length or distance equal to 8 cubits or a little more than two miles 
or three kilometres. 

েkৗঞ্চ [ krauñca ] n a species of the heron or the cur lew, the stork. fem. েকৗঞ্চী । ̃িমথুন n. pl. a 
couple or pair (one male and one fe male) of this bird. 

kম [ klama ] n extreme weariness, fatigue, exhaustion. 

kাn [ klānta ] a extremely tired, wearied, fatigued, exhausted. 

kািn [ klānti ] n extreme tiredness, weariness, fatigue, exhaustion. ̃কর, ̃জনক a. tiresome, 
wearisome, fatiguing, exhaust ing. ̃নাশক, ̃হর a. removing tiredness or weariness or fatigue; 
refreshing. 

kাব [ klāba ] n a club, an association, a society. 

kাস [ klāsa ] n a class. kােস oঠা v. to move to or to be promoted to a higher class. kােস েতালা v. to 
promote to a higher class. 
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িkn [ klinna ] a besmeared with liquid filth; be smeared with any morbid matter secreted from 
within one's body such as sweat, pus, slaver etc.; soiled; wet, moist. 

িkশয্মান [ kliśyamāna ] a suffering; in sorrow or misery; in trouble; suffering from pain. 

িk  [ kliṣṭa ] a troubled; stricken with sorrow or misery; suffering; pained; painful; wearied, 
fatigued. 

kীব [ klība ] n a man divested of manliness; a sexually impotent man; an asexual or neuter 
human being. ☐ a. unmanly; cowardly; sexually impotent; asexual or neuter. ̃t n. lack of 
manliness; cowardliness, cowardice; sexual impotency (in man); asexuality. ̃িলঙ্গ n. (gr.) the 
neuter gender. 

েkদ [ klēda ] n liquid filth or soil; foul water; any morbid matter secreted from within one's body 
such as pus, sweat, saliva etc.; humidity, moisture. েkদাk a. be smeared with liquid filth; 
besmeared with any morbid matter secreted from within one's body; soiled, dirty. 

েkশ [ klēśa ] n trouble; sorrow; misery; pain. েkশ েদoয়া v. to trouble; to distress; to inflict sorrow 
or misery (on); to pain. েkশ পাoয়া to be distressed or afflicted; to suffer. ̃কর, ̃জনক, ̃দায়ক a. 
troublesome; distressing; painful; difficult. েkশাবহ same as েkশদায়ক । েkশািজর্ত a. hard-earned. 
েkিশত a. one who is being troubled or distressed or pained; troubled; sorrowful; in misery; 
afflicted, distressed; pained. 

েkাম [ klōma ] n (anat.) the gall-bladder; the kid ney; the lung. ̃নািলকা n. (anat.) the wind-pipe. ̃শাখা 
n. (anat.) the bron chus. 

েkািরন [ klōrina ] n a poisonous gaseous element of greenish yellow colour (used for purifying 
water), chlorine. 

kণ [ kṣaṇa ] n a measure of time equal to about four minutes; a very small point of time, a 
moment, an instant, a while (kণমাt); a point of time (ekণ); a length of time (বhkণ); a particular 
point of time (শুভkণ). aশুভkণ n. an evil hour, an inauspicious moment. িকছুkণ n. some time; a 
short time. ☐ adv. for or during some time; for or during a short time. kkণ same as aশুভkণ । 
pিতkণ adv. every moment, always; ceaselessly. বhkণ n. a long time. ☐ adv. for or over or during 
a long time. শুভkণ n. an auspicious moment. সবর্kণ, সারাkণ adv. always. ̃কাল n. a moment, an 
instant; a very short time. ☐ adv. for a moment, for an instant; for or during a very short time. 
kণকাল পের shortly after; a little later; before long, erelong. kণকাল পূেবর্ shortly before. ̃চর a. 
roaming or existing for a very short time; fleeting, evanescent; short-lived; ephemeral; 
transient. ̃জnা a. (astrol. & pop.) born at an uncommonly auspicious moment; very fortunate; 
(loos.) endowed with rare qualities; highly gifted. ̃দা n. the night. ̃dয্িত same as kণpভা । ̃ধব্ংসী a. 
perishing in a moment; transitory; most frail. ̃পের adv. shortly after; a little later; erelong, before 
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long. ̃পূেবর্ adv. a little while ago, shortly before. ̃pভ a. flashing or gleaming only for a 
moment. ̃pভা n. the lightning. ̃ভঙ্গুর a. breaking or perishing in a moment; transitory; most 
fragile. ̃মাt adv. only for a moment. ̃ হািয়t n. momentariness; transitoriness; existence for a very 
short period. ̃ হায়ী a. lasting for a moment, momentary; transitory; continuing for a very short 
period (kণ হায়ী sখ). 

kিণক [ kṣaṇika ] a lasting for a moment, momentary; lasting for a very short time, transitory. ☐ 
adv. for or during a moment only; for or during a very short time. ☐ n. a moment, a shortest 
point of time (kিণেকর aিতিথ). 

kেণ [ kṣaṇē ] adv in a moment, at one moment, at one time ('kেণ হােত দিD kেণ চাঁদ'). kেণkেণ adv. 
frequently; repeatedly; at short intervals, every now and then; spasmodically. 

kেণক [ kṣaṇēka ] n the shortest point of time, a moment; a short time. ☐ adv. for a while; for a 
short time, a little. kেণক দাঁDাo tarry a little or while; wait for a moment. 

kত [ kṣata ] n a wound; an ulcer; a morbid boil; a sore part of the body, a sore. ☐ a. wounded; 
ulcerated; sore. ̃িচh n. a scar. ̃জ a. coming out or born of a sore or wound. ☐ n. blood; pus. ̃নাশক 
a. removing or wiping out or healing up injury or wound. ̃িবkত a. wounded at several parts of 
one's body, covered all over with wounds. ̃েযািন a. (of a woman) one whose virginity has been 
violated, ravished, deflowered. ̃ হান n. the wound; the injury; the injured or wounded part. 

kতােশৗচ [ kṣatāśauca ] n impurity of the body on account of a wound or sore or haemorrhage. 

kিত [ kṣati ] n injury, harm; damage, detriment; depreciation; loss. kিত করা v. to injure, to harm; 
to damage; to depreciate; to cause a loss (to). ̃কর, ̃কারক, ̃জনক a. injurious, harmful; damaging, 
detrimental; depreciatory; causing a loss (to), losing. ̃gs a. damaged; depreciated; one who has 
sustained a loss; injured, harmed. kিতgs করা same as kিত করা । kিতg হ হoয়া v. to sustain a loss; 
to be harmed or injured; to be damaged or depreciated. ̃পূরণ n. compensation; indemnity. kিতপূরণ 
করা v. to compensate; to indemnify. kিতপূরণ হoয়া v. to be compensated; to be indemnified. ̃বৃিd n. 
loss or gain. kিতবৃিd না হoয়া v. to have nothing to lose or gain. ̃সাধন n. doing damage or harm. 
kিতসাধন করা same as kিত করা । 

ktা [ kṣattā ] n a man born of a sudra (শুd) father and Kshatriya (kিtয়) or Vaisya (ৈবশয্) mother; 
one's (esp. a king's) son born of his maid-servant. 

kt [ kṣatra ] n the Kshatriya (kিtয়) caste; a member of this caste. ̃কমর্ n. an action or activities 
becoming a Kshatra (kt). ̃জািত n. the Kshatriya caste. ̃ধমর্ n. the traditional obligations and duties 
of a Kshatriya (kিtয়); chivalry. ̃নারী n. fem. Kshatriya (kিtয়) woman. masc. ̃পুrষ । 
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kিtয় [ kṣatriẏa ] n the second caste amongst Hindus according to the scriptural order; they were 
chiefly entrusted with the administration and defence of the realm; a member of this caste; a 
caste amongst up-country Hindus, a member of this caste, a Kshetri (েkিt). fem. kিtয়া । kিtয়াণী n. 
Kshatriya (kিtয়) woman. fem. kিtয়ী n. wife of a Kshatriya (kিtয়) who may not necessarily be a 
Kshatriya woman herself. ̃জািত n. the Kshatriyas (kিtয়). kিtেয়ািচত a. becoming a Kshatriya (kিtয়). 

kেtািচত [ kṣatrōcita ] a becoming or befitting a Kshatra (kt). 

ktী [ kṣatrī ] n a Kshatra (kt) or Kshatriya (kিtয়); a caste amongst up-country Hindus or a 
member of this caste. 

knবয্ [ kṣantabya ] a pardonable, forgivable, excusable. 

knা [ kṣantā ] a. & n one who forgives. 

kপণক [ kṣapaṇaka ] n an ancient Buddhist or (also) Jaina Digambar (nude) mendicant or 
ascetic. 

kপা [ kṣapā ] n the night. 

kম [ kṣama ] a (used as a sfx.) able (কমর্kম); deserving (মাজর্নkম); -able, -ible. 

kমতা [ kṣamatā ] n power, strength, might; ability, capacity; efficiency, proficiency, dexterity, 
skill; influence, control. kমতা aিভেযাজন n. delegation of power. ̃চুয্ত a. devoid or deprived of 
power. ̃িpয় a. power-loving. ̃িpয়তা n. love of power. ̃বান, ̃শালী, ̃সmn a. powerful, strong, mighty; 
influential; able, capable; proficient, skilful. fem. ̃বতী, ̃শিলনী । ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. powerless; lacking in 
influence; unable, incapable; inefficient, unskilled. kমতাসীন a. ruling; wielding power; possessed 
of power or authority, possessing or holding power. 

kমা [ kṣamā ] n forgiveness; pardon; forbearance; tolerance. kমা করা v. to forgive; to pardon; to 
forbear; to excuse; to tolerate, to brook. kমা চাoয়া same as kমা pাথর্না করা । kমা েদoয়া v. to forbear; 
to desist (from). ̃gণ n. the quality of forgiveness or forbearance or tolerance in man. ̃ধমর্ n. the 
doctrine of forgiveness or pardon or forbearance or tolerance (as enjoined for man). ̃পর, ̃পরায়ণ a. 
forgiving, tolerant, given to forgiveness or tolerance. fem. ̃পরায়ণা । ̃pাথর্না n. asking for forgiveness; 
begging pardon; an apology. ̃pাথর্না করা v. to ask for forgiveness, to beg pardon; to apologize. ̃pাথর্ী 
a. (one who is) asking for forgiveness or begging pardon or apologizing. ̃বান same as ̃পর । 
fem. ̃বতী । ̃িভkা same as ̃pাথর্না ̃শীল same as ̃পর । fem. ̃শীলা । ̃হীন a. unforgiving; unrelenting kমাহর্ 

same as kময্ । 
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kমী [ kṣamī ] a given to forgiveness or tolertance, forgiving, forbearing, tolerating, enduring; 
able; capable. 

kময্ [ kṣamya ] a forgivable, pardonable; excusable. 

kয় [ kṣaẏa ] n destruction (শtrkয়); defeat (aধেমর্র kয়); waste, loss (aথর্kয়); erosion (kলkয়); 
depreciation (মুdা kয়); decay, waning (চেndর kয়); consumption, phthisis, tuberculosis (kয় েরাগ). 
kয় করা v. to destroy; to defeat, to vanquish; to waste, to lose; to erode, to eat into or away; to 
depreciate; to decrease. kয় পাoয়া, kয় হoয়া v. to be destroyed; to be defeated or vanquished; to be 
wasted or lost; to be eroded, to be eaten into or away; to be depreciated; to decay; to 
decrease. ̃কর, ̃কারক, ̃জনক a. destroying; defeating; causing waste or loss; erosive; depreciating; 
causing decay or decrease; consuming. ̃কাশ n. consumption, phthisis, tuberculosis. k̃িত n. wear 
and tear. ̃জাত পবর্ত n. residual mountain. ̃পk n. the fortnight of the waning moon. ̃pাp a. destroyed; 
defeated; wasted, lost; eroded, eaten into or away; depreciated; decayed; decreased; dilapidated 
(kয়pাp aTািলকা); consumed. ̃েরাগ same as ̃কাশ । ̃েরাগী n. a person suffering from phthisis, a 

consumptive or tubercular patient. ̃শীল same as kয়ী ু । ̃হীন a. undecaying, uneroding; that which 
does not erode or decay. 

kিয়ত [ kṣaẏita ] a destroyed; defeated; wasted, lost; eroded, eaten into or away; decayed; 
decreased; dilapidated. 

kিয় ু, kয়ী [ kṣaẏiṣṇu, kṣaẏī ] a tending to decay or wear away or decrease; consumptive; 
perishable. kিয় ুতা n. tendency towards decaying or wearing away or decreasing; 
consumptiveness; perishability. 

kর [ kṣara ] n an ooze or oozing; exudation; dripping. ☐ a. oozy; exuding; dripping; perishable, 
fragile. kরণ n. oozing; exudation; dripping; destruction. kিরত a. oozed; exuded. kরণ হoয়া, kিরত 
হoয়া, kরা v. to ooze; to exude; to drip. kরী a. oozy; oozing; exuding; dripping. 

kাt [ kṣātra ] a pertaining to kshartiyas (kিtয়); becoming a kshartiya. ☐ n. the traditional 
obligations and duties or might of a kshatriya; chivalry; the state of being a kshatriya. ̃ধমর্ n. the 
duties and obligations of a kshatriya. 

kাn [ kṣānta ] a tolerant; forbearing; forgiving; desisted, stopped. kাn করা v. to cause to forbear or 
desist (from); to stop or terminate. kাn েদoয়া v. to forbear; to desist (from), to leave off. kাn হoয়া 
v. to forbear; to desist (from), to leave off (যুেd kাn হoয়া); to stop, to be over (যdু kাn হoয়া). kািn n. 
tolerance; for bearance; forgiveness; desistance; a stop, termination. kািn েদoয়া same as kাn েদoয়া 
। 
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kার [ kṣāra ] n alkali; a basic salt. kারক n. a chemical base; alkali; a washerman. fem. kািরকা । 
kারকীয় a. (chem.) basic, alkaline. ̃জল n. alkali water, alkaline water; salt water. ̃ধাতু n. alkali 
metal. ̃িমিত n. alkalimetry. ̃মৃিtকা n. alkaline earth, fuller's earth. 

kারণ [ kṣāraṇa ] n act of causing to ooze or drip; melting; liquefaction; slandering, 
stigmatization; corruption. 

kািরত [ kṣārita ] a caused to ooze or drip; melted; liquefied; slandered, stigmatized; corrupted. 

kারীয় [ kṣārīẏa ] a alkaline. kারীয় সnান alkaline fermentation. 

kালন [ kṣālana ] n washing (বstkালন); cleansing; exoneration (েদাষkালন, পাপkালন); removal; 
purification. kালন করা v. to wash; to cleanse; to exonerate; to remove; to purify. 

kািলত [ kṣālita ] a washed; cleansed; exonerated; removed; purified. 

িkিত [ kṣiti ] n the ground (িkিততল); clay; the earth, the world; (িkিত ap েতজঃ মrত্ েবয্াম). ̃জ a. 
earthborn; growing on the ground, earth-grown. ☐ n. Mars; the horizon. ̃জ েরখা n. a horizontal 
line, a horizontal. ̃জ লmন n. horizontal parallax. ̃তল n. the surface of the earth, the ground. ̃ধর n. a 
mountain. ̃নাথ, ̃প, ̃পিত, ̃পাল n. a king. ̃ভতৃ্ n. a mountain. ̃rহ n. a tree (usu. a large one). 

িkতীশ [ kṣitīśa ] n a king. 

িkদা, িkেদ [ kṣidā, kṣidē ] rej spellings of িখদা and িখেদ respectively. 

িkp [ kṣipta ] a (ety.) thrown, ejected; distracted; maddened, frenzied, mad; (of animals) must, 
musty; frantic; furious. fem. িkpা । িkp করা v. to madden; to make musty; to make frantic or 
furious. িkp হoয়া to go mad; to madden, to become frenzied; to become musty; to get frantic or 
furious. ̃তা n. mental distraction; madness, frenzy; (of animals) must; furiousness, fury. ̃বত্ adv. 
like one gone mad, in a fit of madness; madly; frantically; furiously. ☐ a. mad, madding; frantic; 
furious. 

িkপয্মাণ [ kṣipyamāṇa ] a in the state of being thrown or ejected. 

িkp [ kṣipra ] a swift, quick; prompt; rapid. ☐ adv. swiftly, quickly; promptly; rapidly. ̃কারী a. 
ready in action, prompt. ̃কািরতা n. promptness, promptitude. ̃গিত a. swift-moving, swift, fast, 
nimble. ☐ n. a swift motion. ̃গামী a. swift-moving, fast-going, swift, fast, nimble. fem. ̃গািমনী । ̃তা 
n. swiftness, quickness, promptitude; rapidity. ̃েবেগ adv. swiftly, quickly; fast; rapidly. ̃হs a. swift-
handed. ̃হেs adv. swift-handedly; quickly. 
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kীণ [ kṣīṇa ] a decayed (kীণ চnd); lean, thin (kীণ েদহ); slender (kীণ কিট); meagre; insufficient (kীণ 
আেলাক); subdued (kীণ কN); feeble, weak (kীণ দৃি ). fem. kীণা । kীণ করা v. to decay; to emaciate; to 
attenuate; to make slender; to lessen (আেলা kীণ করা); to subdue; to enfeeble, to weaken. kীণ হoয়া v. 
to decay; to be emaciated; to become slender; to lessen; to become subdued; to become feeble, to 
weaken. ̃কN n. a feeble or subdued voice, a faint or low voice. ☐ a. feeble-voiced; having a 
subdued voice. ̃কেN adv. in a faint or feeble voice; in an undertone. ̃কায় a. leanbodied; emaciated; 
thin, small (kীণকায় বi). ̃চnd n. the waning moon or the moon in wane (that is, the moon of the 
dark fortnight). ̃েচতা a. feeble hearted, weak-minded. ̃জীবী a. having low vitality; short-lived; 
frail. ̃তা, ̃t n. decayed state; leanness, thinness; emaciation; slenderness; meagreness, 
insufficiency; subdued state; feebleness, weakness. ̃দৃি  a. weak-sighted. ̃েদহ same as ̃কায় । ̃pাণ 

same as ̃জীবী । ̃বল a. weak; weakened; weak in military strength (kীণবল রাT). ̃বুিd a. dull-witted. ̃মিত 

a. weak-minded. ̃মধয্া a. fem. having a slender waist. masc. ̃মধয্ । ̃শিk same as ̃বল । ̃শব্াস a. having 
one's breath failing; dying; completely deprived of vigour; enfeebled; short-lived (kীণশব্াস pাণ). ̃sর 
n. & a. same as ˜কN । ̃sের adv. same as ̃কেN । kীণাঙ্গী a. (fem.) having a slim body. 

kীণােলাক [ kṣīṇālōka ] n dim light. 

kীয়মাণ [ kṣīẏamāṇa ] a decaying; waning. 

kীর [ kṣīra ] n milk (েগা-kীর); juice; latex; milk condensed and sweetened by boiling (taken as a 
sweetmeat). ̃পুিল n. a sweetmeat made from sweetened and condensed milk. ̃েমাহন n. a kind of 
sweetmeat. ̃সমুd, ̃সাগর n. (myth.) a sea containing milk instead of water, the Milk Sea. 

kীেরাদ [ kṣīrōda ] n (myth.) a sea containing milk, The Milk Sea. ̃তনয়, ̃নnন n. the Moon 
(personified). ̃তনয়া n. fem. Goddess Lakshmi. 

kুঁয়া [ kṣum̐ẏā ] n silk; jute; cloth made of silk or jute. ̃তাঁিত n. a jute-weaver; a weaver of coarse 
cloth. 

kুN [ kṣuṇṇa ] a saddened; mortified; offended; restricted, restrained, frustrated, curbed, 
hindered; pulverized. ̃মনা a. (mentally) distressed or mortified or aggrieved. 

kুত্ [ kṣut ] n hunger. ̃কাতর, ̃পীিDত a. distressed or afflicted with or suffering from hunger. ̃িপপাসা n. 
hunger and thirst. 

kুd [ kṣudra ] a small, little (kুdকায়, kুd বালক); base, mean (kুdমিত); narrow; illiberal (kুdাশয়); 
niggardly (kুd দান); contemptible, insignificant (kুd েলাক); trifling (kুd বয্াপার); poor (kুd aব হা); 
short, short-lived (kুdpাণ). fem. kুdা । ̃কায় a. having a short and thin body, little, tiny (kুdকায় pাণী); 
small and not voluminous (kুdকায় gন্হ); small (kুdকায় বািহনী, kুdকায় aTািলকা). ̃েচতা same as kুdাশয় 
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। ̃তম a. smallest. ̃তর a. smaller. ̃তা, ̃t n. smallness, littleness; baseness, meanness; narrowness, 
illiberality; niggardliness; contemptibleness; insignificance; triviality; poorness, poverty; 
shortness; short duration. ̃দৃি  a. narrow in outlook; miserly. ̃pাণ a. having low vitality or short 
span of life, short-lived; mean-minded; miserly. ̃বুিd, ̃মিত a. of limited intelligence, dull-witted; 
(inc.) mean-minded. ☐ n. dull wittedness; humble opinion (আমার kুdবুিdেত). kুdাকার a. of small 
size or structure; small, little. kুdাnt n. the small intestine. kুdায়তন a. small in size or magnitude; 
small-scale; small. kুdাশয় a. mean-minded. kুdাশয়তা n. mean-mindedness, meanness. 

kুধা [ kṣudhā ] n hunger; desire for food, appetite; desire; inclination; greed, avidity; a longing or 
craving. kুধা বাDােনা v. to improve or increase one's appetite. kুধা েবাধ হoয়া v. to feel hungry. kুধা 
হoয়া v. to feel hungry; to strike with hunger, to whet one's appetite (e oষুেধ kুধা হেব). ̃কর same 
as ̃বধর্ক । ̃কাতর, ̃তুর a. hunger-stricken, extremely hungry, famished; hungry. ̃তৃ া n. hunger and 
thirst. ̃নাশ n. loss of appetite. kুধা নাশ করা v. to still or dull one's appetite. ̃িনবৃিt n. appeasement or 
satisfaction of hunger. ̃িnত a. hungry. ̃বধর্ক a. appetizing. kুধাবধর্ক oষুধ বা বst an ap petizer. ̃বধর্ন n. 
appetizement. ̃মাnয্ n. loss of appetite; (inc.) indigestion. ̃তর্  same as ̃কাতর । ̃শািn same as ̃িনবৃিt 
। ̃সঞ্চার n. feeling of hunger; appetizement. d kুধা see d  । দৃি kুধা see দৃি  । kুধা মাnষেক পাগল কের 
(fig.) hunger drives the wolf out of woods. 

kুিধত [ kṣudhita ] a hungry; desirous; inclined (to); greedy, avid; longing or craving (for). fem. 
kুিধতা । 

kুিnবারণ, kুিnবৃিt [ kṣunnibāraṇa, kṣunnibṛtti ] n appeasement or satisfaction of hunger. kুিnবৃt a. 
one whose hunger has been appeased or satisfied. 

kুপ [ kṣupa ] n shrub, a bush. 

kুb, kুিভত [ kṣubdha, kṣubhita ] a perturbed; distracted; agitated; distressed; offended; 
mortified, aggrieved, sorrowed, pained; sorrow ful, sorry. fem. kুbা, kুিভতা । kুb করা v. to 
perturb; to distract; to agitate; to distress; to offend; to mortify, to strike with grief or sorrow, to 
pain. 

kুমা [ kṣumā ] n silk, linseed, hemp; jute. 

kুর [ kṣura ] n a razor; a razor-blade; (of articles of furniture) a leg or foot or castor. 

kুরধার [ kṣuradhāra ] a (of intellect etc.) as sharp as a razor, very sharp or keen. 

kুরp [ kṣurapra ] n (myth.) a kind of arrow shaped like a crescent moon; a crescent shaped 
digging tool. 
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kুরী [ kṣurī ] n a barber; a hoofed animal. 

েkত, েkিত [ kṣēta, kṣēti ] rej spellings of েখত and েখিত respectively. 

েkt [ kṣētra ] n an agricultural land, a field (েktজাত ফসল); an area, a place, a field (কােজর িবsীণর্ 
েkt); a venue (যdুেkt); jurisdiction, bounds (েktবিহভূর্ত); a holy place (krেkt, তীথর্েkt); (phil.) the 
body, a sense or gan, the mind; (geom.) a figure (চতুে াণ েkt); (geom.) surface; one's wife 
(েktজাত সnান); circumstances, condition, state (e েkেt তুিমi েদাষী). ̃কমর্ n. cultivation, agriculture, 
hus bandry; action according to the circumstances. ̃গিণত n. geometry. ̃জ a. grown on an 
agricultural field, produced by agriculture, agricultural; (of a child) born of one's wife by another 
man (usu. appointed by the husband). ☐ n. a son thus born. fem. n. ̃জা । ̃জীবী n. a peasant, a 
cultivator, a husbandman, a farmer, an agriculturist. ☐ a. one who earns one's livelihood by 
agriculture; depending on cultivation for one's livelihood. ̃j n. (phil. & theol.) the immortal soul 
that is inherent in every individual creature. &square; a. conversant with the circumstances or 
condition, au fait; one who knows what should be done in the circumstances; learned; dexterous, 
adroit; versed in or engaged in agriculture. ̃পিত, ̃পাল n. a land-owner, a land lord. ̃ফল n. 
measurement of an area, area measure; measure of an area, area. ̃বধর্ক েলn n. a field lens. ̃িমিত n. 
geometry; mensuration. ̃sামী, েktািধকারী, েktািধপিত same as ̃পিত and ̃পাল । 

েktী2 [ kṣētrī2 ] a land-owning. ☐ n. a husband (of a wife); a husbandman, a peasant, a 
cultivator. 

েkপ2, েkপণ [ kṣēpa2, kṣēpaṇa ] n casting, a throw (শরেkপ, দৃি েkপ); hurling or casting down; 
putting forth or placing (পদেkপ); passing or spending (কালেkপ); infringement, non-compliance 
(িবিধেkপ). েkপণ করা v. to cast, to throw; to hurl down; to put forth, to place; to pass, to spend; to 
infringe, to disobey. েkপক a. one who or that which throws or hurls down or puts forth or places 
or passes or spends or infringes or disobeys. ☐ n. (of a book) an interpolated portion. an 
interpolation. েkপণাst n. a missile. েkপিণ, েkপণী n. a spoon-shaped oar, a scull; an oar; a casting-net. 
েkপিণক n. a sculler; an oarsman. েkপণীয় a. that which is to be or should be cast or hurled down or 
put forth or placed or spent or infringed or disobeyed; suitable for throwing or discharging. ☐ n. 
a missile. 

েkpা [ kṣēptā ] a var. of েkপক (see েkপ2 ।) 

েkম [ kṣēma ] n weal, welfare, well-being, benefit, good; preservation of a (valuable) thing 
obtained (েযাগেkম). েkমঙ্কর, েkমংকর a. benignant, benign. েkমঙ্করী েkমংকরী a. fem. of েkমঙ্কর । n. an 
appellation of Goddess Durga (dগর্া). ̃বান a. well-off, prosperous. fem. ̃বতী 

েkাদক [ kṣōdaka ] a one who or that which pulverizes or engraves or carves. ☐ n. a pul verizer; 
an engraver, a carver. 
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েkাদন [ kṣōdana ] n pulverization; engraving, carving. েkাদন করা v. to pulverize; to engrave, to 
carve. 

েkািদত [ kṣōdita ] a pulverized; engraved, carved. 

েkাভ [ kṣōbha ] n grudge; perturbation; distraction; agitation; distress; ofended state, huff; 
mortification, grief, sorrow, pain. ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. having nothing to complain against, ungrudging, 
unaggrieved. 

েkৗিণ, েkৗণী [ kṣauṇi, kṣauṇī ] n the earth, the world. েkৗণীশ n. an emperor; a king. 

েkৗম [ kṣauma ] n linen-cloth, linen (also েkৗমবst); linen-thread; flax. ☐ a. made of linen or linen-
thread. 

েkৗর [ kṣaura ] n shaving; tonsuring (also েkৗরকমর্). ☐ a. pertaining to the razor. ̃কার n. a barber; a 
tonsor. েkৗির rej. spell. of েখৗির । েkৗিরক n. a barber. েkৗরী n. a ra zor, a razor-blade. 
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খ1 [ kha1 ] n the second consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

খ2 [ kha2 ] n the sky, the air (খেগাল, খেপাত). 

খi [ khi ] n a very light food prepared by frying paddy in sand heated on oven, parched rice. খi 
েফাটা v. (fig.) to talk or prattle rapidly or volubly (just like grains of paddy bursting open noisily 
whilst being fried), to speak unusually verbosely and fast: খi ভাজা v. to fry paddy to prepare 
parched rice. ̃চুর n. a ball-shaped sweetmeat prepared by boiling coarsely-powdered parched rice 
in sugar malt, a sweet blob of parched rice. -̃েঢkঁর n. eructation tasting of bile (caused by 
indigestion), bilious eructation. ̃য়া, (coll.) ̃েয় a. having the color or shape of parched rice, grey or 
tiny. 

খiিন [ khini ] n a quid (of tobacco). 

খiল [ khila ] n oil-cake; earwax. 

খoয়া [ khōẏā ] v to wear away or out, to be eaten away or in. ☐ a. worn away or out, eaten away 
or in. ̃েনা v. to cause to wear away or wear out or eaten away or eaten in; to eat away or in. ☐ a. 
worn away or out, eaten away or in. 

খক [ khaka ] int expressing the sound of a cough or a hawking sound. খক করা v. to make this 
sound; to cough or hawk. খকখক int. expressing the sound of coughing or hawking or laughing 
with such a sound continuously. খকখক করা v. to cough or hawk continuously. খকখক কের েতালা v. to 
hawk up or out. খকখকািন n. a fit of loud and continued coughing or hawking or laughter. খকখেক a. 
(of cough) attended with a hawking noise. 

খগ [ khaga ] n the bird. 

খগপিত, খগরাজ, খেগnd, খেগশব্র [ khagapati, khagarāja, khagēndra, khagēśbara ] n the king of 
birds; (myth.) different appellations of Garuda (গrD). 

খেগাল [ khagōla ] n the sky, the heavens, the firmament; a globe representing the sky, a celestial 
globe. ̃িবদ, ̃িবত্, ̃েবtা n. an astronomer. ̃িবদয্া n. astronomy. 

খচ [ khaca ] int expressing the imaginary sound of chopping at one stroke or piercing suddenly; a 
pricking sensation. খচখচ int. repeated খচ sound. খচখচ করা v. to carp, to give a pricking sensation. 
খচখচািন n. carping. খচখেচ a. that which carps. 

খচমচ [ khacamaca ] int expressing a harsh clamorous noise (as of beating cymbals or of 
continuous carping). ☐ n. this sound; a troublesome affair, botheration (রাজেসবা কত খচমচ); 
hullaballoo, dissension and quarrel (খচমচ েলেগi আেছ ।) 
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খচরখচর, খচরমচর [ khacarakhacara, khacaramacara ] int expressing a harsh rustling sound. 

খচাখচ [ khacākhaca ] int same as খচখচ (see খচ). adv. ☐ quickly and noisily (খচাখচ কাটা). 

খিচত [ khacita ] a interwoven; enwreathed, strung; inlaid; inset, embedded; pervaded, dif fused; 
bedecked, adorned. খিচত করা v. to interweave; to enwreathe; to string; to inlay, to inset, to embed; 
to pervade, to diffuse; to bedeck, to adorn. 

খচ্চর [ khaccara ] n the mule; (in abuse) a bastard, a rogue or scoundrel or scapegrace. িতেল খচ্চর n. 
(in abuse) an incorrigible scoundrel or scapegrace. 

খঞ্চা [ khañcā ] n a large dish or tray. 

খিঞ্চেপাশ [ khañcipōśa ] n a cover for a tray or a large dish. 

খঞ্জ [ khañja ] a lame. খঞ্জ হoয়া v. to be lame, to become lame. ̃তা, ̃t n. lameness. 

খঞ্জন [ khañjana ] n the wagtail. খঞ্জন-গঞ্জন a. putting the wagtail to shame in restlessness (খঞ্জন-গঞ্জন 
আঁিখ). 

খঞ্জনা [ khañjanā ] fem of খঞ্জন । 

খঞ্জিন [ khañjani ] n the tambourine. 

খঞ্জিনকা [ khañjanikā ] fem of খঞ্জন । 

খঞ্জর [ khañjara ] n a kind of short dagger or scimitar, a han(d)jar. 

খট [ khaṭa ] int expressing the sound made by striking on or at something hard (as of knocking 
the door or of striking or stamping the hoof on stony ground). খটখট, খটাখট int. expressing 
repetition of this sound; thorough dryness. খটখট করা v. to strike noisily and repeatedly on or at 
something hard; to look hard and dry (েরােদ খটখট করা). খটখেট a. thoroughly hard and dry. 

খটকা [ khaṭakā ] n a (sudden) doubt or suspicion, a misgiving; hesitation; a hitch (কােজ খটকা 
েবেধেছ); a trouble or difficulty (খটকার aঙ্ক). খটকা লাগা to have a doubt or misgiving. 

খটমট [ khaṭamaṭa ] a complicated, intricate, difficult (also খটমেট). 

খটাখট [ khaṭākhaṭa ] int expressing the sound made by striking repeatedly on or at something 
hard. 
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খটাত্ [ khaṭāt ] int expressing a noise louder than খট । খটাত্ খটাত্ int. expressing repetition of this 
noise. 

খটাস2 [ khaṭāsa2 ] int expressing a noise louder than খটাত্ । খটাস খটাস int. expressing repetition of 
this noise. 

খিটকা, খিটনী, খটী [ khaṭikā, khaṭinī, khaṭī ] n chalk. 

খিT [ khaṭṭi ] n an improvised cot for carrying the dead to the crematorium; a bier. 

খটব্া [ khaṭbā ] n a cot, a bedstead. 

খটব্াঙ্গ [ khaṭbāṅga ] n a leg or foot of a cot. 

খটব্াrঢ় [ khaṭbārūḍh◌় ] a mounted or lying on a cot; lazy; foolish; wicked. 

খটব্াশ [ khaṭbāśa ] n the polecat; the civet cat. 

খD [ khaḍ◌় ] n hay; straw. ̃kেটা n. dry straw, grass, twigs etc. collectively. 

খ়Dেক [ kh◌়ḍ◌়kē ] n a toothpick; a small species (খDেক পুঁিট, খDেক বাটা). 

খDখD [ khaḍ◌়khaḍ◌় ] int expressing a rustling noise as of treading dry leaves; a grating noise or 
sensation. খDখেD a. giving out or making this noise or sensation. 

খDখ়িD [ khaḍ◌়kh◌়ḍ◌়i ] n a venetian blind. 

খDম [ khaḍ◌়ma ] n a wooden sandal, a clog, (cp.) a sabot. ̃েপেয় a. (esp. of a girl or woman) one 
with convex-shaped soles. 

খDরা [ khaḍ◌়rā ] n a curry-comb. 

খিD [ khaḍ◌়i ] n chalk (also চা-খিD, ফুলখিD); silt or alluvial clay (with which the fore head is 
painted); a cardinal number or a figure (খিD পাতা); dry dirt in the form of a crust on the skin (খিD 
oDা). খিD o়Dা, খিD oঠা v. (of skin or body) to give off dry dirt (esp. when rubbed). খিD পাতা v. to 
divine or foretell by means of writing down numbers or drawing figures. হােত-খিD see হাত । 

খিDমািট [ khaḍ◌়imāṭi ] n same as খিD । 

খ়েDা [ kh◌়ḍ◌়ō ] a made of straw (খেDা চাল); thatched with straw (খেDা বািD). 
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খDগ্ [ khaḍ◌়ga ] n a large falchion for immolating beasts; a large falchion; a scimitar; the horny 
appendage on the nose of the rhinoceros. ̃েকাষ n. the sheath of a sword. ̃চমর্ n. sword and shield, 
sword and buckler. ̃পািণ a. holding or carrying a falchion in one's hand, armed with a falchion. ̃হs 
a. (ety.—rare) holding or carrying a falchion in one's hand; (fig.) extremely angry with, about to 
strike. খDগ্াঘাত n. the stroke of a falchion. খDগ্াঘাত করা v. to strike with a scimitar or a falchion. 
খD ্গী a. armed with a scimitar or sword. ☐ n. a swordsman; a rhinoceros. 

খN [ khaṇḍa ] n a part; a fragment; a portion, a region (ভূখN); a piece (psর খN, বstখN); a slice 
(eকখN পাurিট); a section (of a story, poem etc.); a volume, a copy (বiেয়র pথম খN). ̃কাবয্ n. (rhet.) a 
minor epic or a short poem; an imperfect epic. ̃কাল n. a portion of a particular time, a part of a 
period. খN খN a. cut or broken or separated into pieces. খN খN করা v. to cut or break or separate 
into pieces. ̃gাস n. (astr.) a partial eclipse. ̃pলয় n. a partial destruction of the universe; a 
tremendous upheaval or affray (resembling universal annihilation). ̃বাকয্ n. (gr.) a clause. ̃িবখN 
same as খN খN । ̃যdু n. a strife, a skirmish, an affray. খNশ, খেN খেN adv. part by part, in parts; 
piece by piece, piecemeal. 

খNন [ khaṇḍana ] n cutting or cleaving or breaking or dividing or separating into parts or pieces; 
cutting or severing; refutation (যুিkখNন); freeing from, vindication, absolution (েদাষখNন, পাপখNন); 
annulment, rescission (িবিধিলিপ-খNন). খNন করা v. to cut or cleave; to break; to di vide, to separate; 
to sever; to refute; to free from, to vindicate, to absolve; to contradict; to confute, to reverse, to 
annul, to rescind. খNনীয় a. that which is to be or can be cut or cleft or severed: breakable; 
dividable, separable; refutable; vindicable, that which can be absolved; reversible, that which can 
be rescinded. 

খNা [ khaṇḍā ] n a sword. খNািত n. a swordsman. 

খNাখিN [ khaṇḍākhaṇḍi ] n severe brawl or fighting; quarrel. 

খNােনা [ khaṇḍānō ] v to refute or cause to refute; to vindicate or cause to vindicate, to absolve or 
cause to absolve; to reverse or cause to reverse, to annul or cause to annul, to rescind or cause to 
rescind; (ety.—not in use) to cut or break, to cause to cut or break. 

খিNত [ khaṇḍita ] a that which has been cut or cleft; cloven (খিNত খুর); sliced; broken, divided, 
separated; severed; refuted; freed from, vindicated, absolved; reversed, annulled, rescinded; cut 
short (খিNত আেলাচনা, খিNত জীবন); imcomplete, obstructed, frustrated; partial (খিNত দৃি ). খিNত করা v. 
to cut or cleave; to slice; to break, to divide, to separate; to sever; to refute; to free from, to 
vindicate, to absolve; to reverse, to annul, to rescind; to cut short, to impede completion (of), to 
obstruct, to frustrate. খিNত বতর্নী open circuit. খিNতবয্ a. that which should be cut or cleft apart; 
refutable. খিNতা n. fem. (poetics) a heroine angered and made jealous at the sight of marks of 
cohabitation with another on the person of her lover. খিNতাংশ n. broken or sliced part. খNীকরণ n. 
dividing, slicing, cleaving. খNীকৃত a. divided, sliced, cleft. 
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খত [ khata ] n a letter or a chit, a note; a note of hand, a promissory note, a debenture, a loan-
bond; a written undertaking (দাসখত); act of rubbing esp. on the ground (নােক খত). নােক খত েদoয়া v. 
to rub one's nose on the ground (as a mark of undergoing punishment). 

খতনা [ khatanā ] n the Muslim custom of circumcision. 

খতবা [ khatabā ] n a Mohammedan public prayer delivered in mosques every Friday in the name 
of Mohammed or his heir or in that of a Muslim prince, khutba. 

খতম [ khatama ] n end, termination; completion; removal; slaughter, murder. খতম করা v. to finish; 
to complete; to terminate; to accomplish; to put an end to; to re move; to kill, to slay, to murder, 
(sl.) to do in, to do to death. খতম হoয়া v. to be finished or completed or terminated or 
accomplished; to end; to be removed; to be killed or slain, or murdered, (sl.) to be done in, to be 
done to death. 

খতরা [ khatarā ] n fright, fear; danger; difficulty; a hitch. 

খতােনা [ khatānō ] v to examine closely; to calculate; to reckon; to estimate. 

খিতয়ান [ khatiẏāna ] n a book of accounts, a ledger. 

খদ [ khada ] n a cavern, a mountain fault, a crevice; a very low valley. 

খdর [ khaddara ] n a hand-woven coarse cotton cloth, khadi. ̃ধারী a. dressed in khadi, in khadi. 

খেদয্াত [ khadyōta ] n the glow-worm, the firefly. fem. খেদয্ািতকা । ̃মালা n. a string of glow worms, 
a multitude of glow-worms. 

খনক [ khanaka ] n a digger, an excavator. ☐ a. employed in or used in digging, digging. 

খনখন [ khanakhana ] int expressing the sound as made by striking on bell-metal. খনখন করা v. to 
give out this sound; to speak loudly and with this sound in the voice. খনখেন a. giving out this 
sound. 

খনন [ khanana ] n digging; excavation. খনন করা v. to dig; to excavate. ̃যnt n. a digging tool. খননীয় 
a. that which can be or is to be dug or excavated. 

খিন [ khani ] n a mine, a quarry. 

খিনজ [ khanija ] a mineral. খিনজ লবণ rock salt. খিনজ সmদ mineral resources. 
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খিনত [ khanita ] a dug, excavated. 

খিনt [ khanitra ] n a spud; a small weeding tool; a pick-axe; a crowbar. 

খnা [ khantā ] n a spud. 

খn1 [ khanda1 ] n a ditch; a pit; a piece of low land. 

খn2 [ khanda2 ] n crop (রিবখn). ̃কার, েখাnকার n. a producer of crops, a farmer; a (Muslim) title of 
honour awarded to wealthy farmers. 

খপ [ khapa ] int expressing quickness, haste, sud denness (খপ কের). খপ খপ int. expressing quickly 
or suddenly one after an other; quickly, hastily. 

খপাত্ [ khapāt ] int expressing quickness or sud denness. 

খপু  [ khapuṣpa ] n a mare's nest, a fiddlestick; moonshine. 

খেপাত [ khapōta ] n an aeroplane, an airship. 

খpর [ khappara ] n clutches, grip; a trap; pantile; a roof of pantile, a pantile shed. খpের পDা v. to 
get into the clutches or snares of. 

খবর [ khabara ] n news, tidings; report, information; intelligence. খবর করা v. to inquire about; to 
communicate with (either personally or through letters). খবর জানা v. to have information; to be in 
the know; to get intelligence or news. খবর েনoয়া same as খবর করা । খবর পাoয়া v. to get news (of); 

to be informed (of); to come to know or learn. খবর রাখা same as খবর জানা । খবেরর কাগজ a news 
paper. খবরাখবর n. pl. all sorts of news or information. খবরাখবর করা v. to keep oneself in intimate 
contact with, to keep oneself well-informed about, to keep in constant touch with, to enquire 
after a person etc. off and on. 

খবরদার [ khabaradāra ] int expressing: take care, be ware, be on guard, watch out, halt for safety. 
খবরদাির n. caution; cautiousness; act of looking after; careful attendance; care, custody, 
guardianship (েছেলিট তার খবরদািরেত আেছ); manage ment (তার খবরদািরেত সংসার চেল). 

খিবশ [ khabiśa ] a unholy; dirty, nasty. ☐ n. an evil spirit, a ghost; a dirty or slovenly person. 

খমধয্ [ khamadhya ] n (astr. & geog.) the zenith. 

খয়রা2 [ khaẏarā2 ] n a species of very small fish. 
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খয়রাত [ khaẏarāta ] n bounty; charity, almsgiving; alms, a charitable gift or donation. খয়রাত করা 
v. to give in charity; to give as alms. খয়রািত a. charitable; gratuitous. 

খেয়র [ khaẏēra ] n catechu. 

খেয়র খা ঁ[ khaẏēra khā ] n (also a.) a yes-man, a flatterer, a bootlicker. 

খেয়ির [ khaẏēri ] a of the colour of catechu, dark brown, dark tan. 

খর [ khara ] a sharp, keen (খর তরবাির); severe, fierce (খর েরৗd); strong, violent (খরবায়ু); very quick 
or fast (খর েবগ); harsh, rough (খর বাকয্); (of water) saltish, salty, saline, hard. খর জল hard 
water. ̃জািল n. salt obtained by sunning something instead of boiling it. ̃তর compar. of খর । ̃দশন a. 
sharp toothed. ̃দৃি  a. keen-sighted, hawk eyed. ̃ধার, ̃শান a. very sharp. ে̃sাত a. having a strong 
current. ☐ n. a strong current. fem. খরেsাতা । ̃sশর্ a. rough to the touch. 

খরখর [ kharakhara ] int expressing a grating noise or sensation (খরখর কের ঘষা); quickness or 
celerity (খরখর কের চলা). খরখর করা v. to make a grating noise, to grate; to give a grating sensation; 
to move or talk rapidly; to move fussily. খরখের a. that which makes a grating noise or gives a 
grating sensation; rough, not smooth; restless; moving fussily. 

খরেগাশ [ kharagōśa ] n the hare; the rabbit. 

খরজ [ kharaja ] n (mus.) the first note of the gamut. See ষDজ্ । 

খরমুজ, খরমুজা, খরবুজ, খরবুজা [ kharamuja, kharamujā, kharabuja, kharabujā ] n the melon, the 
musk-melon. 

খররা [ khararā ] n alt. spell. of খDরা । 

খরশুলা, খরেশালা [ kharaśulā, kharaśōlā ] n a kind of small fish. 

খরা [ kharā ] n sunshine, the sun; summer; drought. ☐ a. strongly fried; over-fried. ̃েনা v. to fry 
hard; to overfry; to overbake. 

খিরদ [ kharida ] n buying, purchase. খিরদ করা v. to buy, to purchase. ̃দার, খিরdার n. a buyer, a 
purchaser, a customer. ̃িবিk n. buying and selling. ̃মূলয্ n. cost price. খিরদা a. obtained by purchase; 
bought; purchased. 

খিরফ [ kharipha ] n autumnal harvest or crop. 
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খেরা ী [ kharōṣṭhī ] n an ancient language of the north-west frontier of India; its script or style of 
writing, Kharosthi. 

খজরূ্র [ kharjūra ] n the date-palm; its fruit, the date. 

খপর্র [ kharpara ] n a piece of broken earthenware, a potsherd; a skull of a dead person; the skull; 
an almsdish, a beggar's bowl; a thief; a sly rogue, a knave; a sharper, a cheat. 

খবর্1 [ kharba1 ] a short, not tall (খবর্কায়); reduced, decreased, diminished (েতজ খবর্ হoয়া); thwarted, 
curved, restrained, foiled (গিত খবর্ করা); lowered, humbled (গবর্ খবর্ হoয়া). খবর্ করা v. to reduce, to 
decrease, to diminish; to thwart, to curve, to restrain, to foil; to lower, to humble. ̃কায় a. of short 
stature, short, small, diminutive. ̃তা n. shortness. খবর্াকৃিত same as খবর্কায় । খবর্ীকৃত a. reduced, de 
creased, diminished; thwarted, curved, restrained, foiled; lowered, humbled. 

খবর্2 [ kharba2 ] n. & a ten thousand million or ten billion. 

খল1 [ khala1 ] n a small boat-shaped gallipot for pounding medicine, mortar. ̃nিD, ̃েনাDা n. pl. this 
gallipot or mortar and a pestle. 

খল2 [ khala2 ] a malicious, envious; dissimulat ing, hypocritical; crooked; cruel; base, mean. ̃তা n. 
malice, envy; malicious ness; dissimulation, hypocrisy; crook edness; cruelty; baseness, 
meanness. ̃নায়ক n. a villain. pকৃিত, ̃sভাব a. of a malicious or crooked nature. খেলািk n. a crooked or 
insidious utterance. 

খলখল [ khalakhala ] int expressing the metallic noise of sweet laughter. খলখল করা v. to laugh 
loudly with a sweet metallic noise. খলখেল a. loud and giving out a sweet metallic noise. 

খলপা [ khalapā ] n a coarse bamboo mat; a granary made of bamboo mats. খলপা িদেয় েমা়Dা v. to 
cover with coarse bamboo matting. খলপার েবDা a fencing of bamboo mats. 

খিল [ khali ] n oilcake; earwax, cerumen. 

খিলত [ khalita ] a bald. 

খিলন [ khalina ] n a bridle; rein; curb-bit of a bridle. 

খিলফা [ khaliphā ] n a caliph, a khalif; a master artisan, master tailor; a tailor; (dero.) one who 
plays the big boss. ̃িগির n. caliphate; the profession of an artisan or a tailor. খিলফার রাজয্ বা শাসন বা 
আমল বা পদ caliphate. 

খািলশা [ khāliśā ] n a species of fish akin to but smaller than the anabas. 
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খসখস1, খশখশ [ khasakhasa1, khaśakhaśa ] n a species of grass used in making fans; cuscus, 
khuskhus. 

খসখস2 [ khasakhasa2 ] int expressing a rustling sound. 

খসখেস [ khasakhasē ] a not smooth, rough (to the touch). 

খসDা [ khasaḍ◌়ā ] n a preliminary sketch, a draft; a manuscript. খসDা করা v. to make a draft. 

খসম [ khasama ] n (mus.) husband. 

খসা [ khasā ] v to become detached, to come away (িখল খসা); to come off (েদoয়াল েথেক চুনবািল খসা); 
to fall off, to be shed (গাছ েথেক পাতা খসা); to become loose (েকামেরর কাপD খসা); to become 
dishevelled (েখাঁপা খসা); to drop off (মালা েথেক ফুল খসা); to get out of po sition accidentally, to slip 
(হাত েথেক খেস পDা); to come out, to be uttered (মুখ েথেক কথা খসা); to be spent esp. unnecessarily, to 
be spent or lost (টাকা খসা); (sarcas.) to die (বুেDা eবার খসেব); to flee, to escape (েচারটা খেসেছ); to 
depart immediately (aেনক jািলেয়ছ, eখন খেস পেDা). ̃েনা v. to de tach, to cause to come away; to cause 
to come off; to cause to fall off, to shed; to loosen; to dishevel; to cause to drop off; to cause to 
slip (away or out); to cause to come out, to cause to utter; to cause to be spent or lost. 

খাi1 [ khāi1 ] n a hole, a pit; a ditch, a trench (গDখাi); a moat; depth (গতর্টার d-হাত খাi). 

খাi2 [ khāi2 ] v (pr. & 1st. per.) eat. &square; n. eating (খাi-খরচ); desire for food, appetite (যতi 

খাক, oর খাi েমেট না ।) খাi-খরচ see খরচ । খাi-খাi n. constant or strong desire for food. খাi-খাi করা v. 
to feel or express a strong desire for food; to be extremely hungry; to feel strong hun ger 
constantly; to be insatiably hungry. খাi-খালািস a. usufructuary. খাiখালািস সmিt n. property in 
usufructuary mortgage. খাiেয় a. able to eat much, voracious, gourmand, gluttonous; given to or 
fond of eating well, fond of choice dishes. খাiেয় েলাক a gourmand, a glutton; a gourmet, an 
epicure; a belly-god, a voracious eater. 

খাoন [ khāōna ] n act or manner of eating. 

খাoয়া [ khāōẏā ] v to eat; to drink (জল খাoয়া); to take or enjoy (চা খাoয়া, oষুধ খাoয়া, হাoয়া খাoয়া); to 
smoke (িসগােরট খাoয়া); to chew (পান খাoয়া); to accept or take (ঘুষ খাoয়া); to take or receive, to suffer 
(মার খাoয়া, িকল খাoয়া); to cause to lose, to cause to be dismissed from (চাকির খাoয়া); to spoil or ruin 
(মাথা খাoয়া); to consume or absorb (লNনটা খুব েতল খায়); to eat away, to wear away, to corrode. ☐ a. 
eaten or drunk or taken or smoked or chewed completely or incompletely (পািখেত খাoয়া ফল); used 
by one whilst eating or drinking and yet unwashed (খাoয়া থালা); partly eaten away or worn away 
or corroded. িকল খাoয়া v. to receive a blow; to be buffeted. kের খাoয়া v. to scrape or gnaw away, to 
eat away. গািল খাoয়া v. to be rebuked or rated. চিরt খাoয়া n. character-assassination. বkিন খাoয়া v. to 
be rebuked or abused or reprimanded, to be taken to task. খাoয়া খাoিয় n. mutual entertainment at 
tables; mutual feasting; (idiom.) mutual quar relling (খাoয়া-খাoিয় করা). খাoয়া-দাoয়া n. eating and 
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drinking. খাoয়া-দাoয়া করা v. to eat and drink. খাoয়ােনা v. to feed; to cause to eat or drink or take or 
smoke or chew; to cause to accept (ঘুষ খাoয়ােনা); to cause to receive or suffer (মার খাoয়ােনা); to 
cause to spoil or ruin (মাথা খাoয়ােনা); to cause to consume or absorb (েতল খাoয়ােনা); to cause to be 
eaten or worn away; to cause to be corroded. 

খাiঁ [ khām̐i ] n desire, craving; avidity, greed; demand (বেরর বােপর েবজায় খাঁi). 

খাঁকিত [ khān̐kati ] n want; shortage; (pop.) avidity, greed, demand. 

খাঁকার, খাঁকাির, খাঁকির [ khān̐kāra, khān̐kāri, khān̐kari ] n the noise of clear ing one's throat, a 
hawking noise. খাঁকার েদoয়া v. to hawk. 

খা-ঁখা ঁ [ khā-n̐khā ] int expressing; emptiness or loneliness (বািD খাঁ-খাঁ করেছ); suffering due to 
estrangement or bereavement (মন খাঁ-খাঁ করা); state of being extremely stricken or scorched with 
heat (েরােদ মাঠ খাঁ-খাঁ করেছ). 

খাঁচা [ khān̐cā ] n a cage; a frame (বুেকর খাঁচা).খাঁচার পািখ a bird in a cage; (fig.) one under restraint or 
in bondage. খাঁচায় ভরা বা েপারা বা আটকােনা v. to encage. খাঁচায় বিn caged, encaged. 

খাঁজ [ khān̐ja ] n a notch, an indent; a groove; a hollow, an aperture (েদoয়ােলর খাঁজ); a line, a 
wrinkle, a furrow (কপােলর খাঁজ); a fold (েপেটর খাঁজ). ̃কাটা a. notched, serrated. খাঁজ কাটা v. to notch, to 
indent. খাঁজ পDা v. to contract into wrinkles or furrows or folds; to become hollow. খাঁেজ খাঁেজ adv. 
to a T; fitting to the dovetail(s). খাঁেজ খাঁেজ আটকােনা বা েজাDা v. to dovetail. 

খাঁিট1 [ khān̐ṭi1 ] n (sl.) country-made or homebrewed wine, country wine, grog. 

খাঁিট2 [ khān̐ṭi2 ] a pure, unadulterated (খাঁিট িঘ); genuine; real; honest, pure-souled, dependable 
(খাঁিট েলাক); weighty, right, important, judicious (খাঁিট কথা). 

খাDঁ [ khān̐ḍ◌় ] n molasses condensed into granular form. 

খাDঁা [ khān̐ḍ◌়ā ] n a large falchion used in immolating beasts; a large falchion; a scimitar; the 
horny appendage on the nose of the rhinoceros. 

খাঁিD1 [ khān ̐ḍ◌়i1 ] n an estuary; an inlet, a creek. 

খাঁিD2 [ khān ̐ḍ◌়i2 ] a husked but unbroken. ̃মুsির n. husked but unbroken lentil. 

খাক [ khāka ] n ashes. পুেD খাক হoয়া v. to be burnt to ashes. 

খাকসার [ khākasāra ] n a humble servant. 
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খািক1 [ khāki1 ] a dust-coloured, of light brown colour, khaki. ☐ n. a light drab cloth used esp. 
for military uniforms. 

খািক2, খািগ [ khāki2, khāgi ] sfx. fem indicating; one who eats up, consuming, devouring 
(ভাতারখািক, গতরখািক). 

খাগ [ khāga ] n a kind of reed used as a pen. 

খাগDা [ khāgaḍ◌়ā ] n a species of tall reed. 

খাগDাi [ khāgaḍ◌়āi ] a made at Khagra (খাগDা) in Bengal (খাগDাi বাসন). 

খাজনা [ khājanā ] n revenue; rent; ̃খানা n. a trea sury. খাজনা আদায় n. realization of rent or revenue. 

খাজা [ khājā ] n a kind of crispy sweetmeat made of flour and sugar. ☐ a. (of fruits) slightly hard 
(খাজা কাঁঠাল); (coll.) lacking in intelligence, stupid, good-for-nothing (খাজা েলাক). 

খাজািঞ্চ [ khājāñci ] n a treasurer; a cashier; a pay master. ̃খানা n. a treasury; a cash room; a 
paymaster's office. 

খাঞ্জাখা ঁ[ khāñjākhā ] n (dero.) one who tries (ridiculously) to live in a princely style; a fop. 

খাট [ khāṭa ] n a cot, a bedstead. 

খাটা [ khāṭā ] v to toil, to labour (পরীkার জn খাটা); to work (বািDেত রাজিমিst খাটেছ, e েরােগ oষুধ খােট 
না); to fit, to suit, to match, to become (হলেদর পােশ কােলা খােট না, েতামার e আচরণ খােট না); to be laid 
out, to be invested in (বয্বসােয় বা sেধ টাকা খাটা); to come true (তার ভিবষয্dাণী েখেট েগেছ); (usu. in neg.) 
to be of value, to be of (no) avail (পাপীর কােছ ধেমর্র কথা খােট না); to hold good (eখােন e িনয়ম খােট না). 
েজল খাটা v. to undergo a term of imprisonment, to serve a sentence. খাটা পায়খানা n. a service-
latrine. ̃েনা v. to cause to toil or serve or work; to supervise others at work; to lay out, to invest; to 
pitch (তাবু খাটােনা); to hang (েদয়ােল আলনা খাটােনা); to hoist, to ring up, to set (পাল খাটােনা); to set (ে েমর 
ছিব খাটােনা). 

খাটাল [ khāṭāla ] n a large cattle-shed. 

খািটয়া [ khāṭiẏā ] n an improvised cot usu. of coir rope. 

খািটেয় [ khāṭiẏē ] a industrious, laborious, hard working. 

খাটুিন [ khāṭuni ] n labour, toil; effort; a (hard) task. 

Bangla Torrents Releaser Group
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খাটুিল [ khāṭuli ] n an improvised cot; an improvised cot for carrying the dead to the 
crematorium, a bier. 

খােটা [ khāṭō ] a not long or tall, short (খােটা দিD, খােটা গDন); of short width (খােটা কাপD); not loud, 
low (খােটা গলা); backward (পDােশানায় খােটা); inefficient (কােজ খােটা); lacking, short, weak (বুিdেত 
খােটা). খােটা করা v. to shorten, to reduce; to shorten the width of; to lower; to humble (কাuেক খােটা 
করা, কারo মান খােটা করা); to disparage, to belittle. খােটা হoয়া v. to become short; to become less wide 
or long than what is necessary, to be of short measure (জামাটা খােটা হেয়েছ); to be inferior to (কারo 
েচেয় খােটা হoয়া); to prove one self inefficient; to be humiliated, to look small (েলােকর কােছ খােটা 
হoয়া). খােটা গলা a low voice. খােটা নজর (lit.) shortsightedness; (fig.) narrow mindedness, mean-
mindedness. কােন খােটা hard of hearing. বুিdেত খােটা lacking in intelligence or understanding. 

খাTা [ khāṭṭā ] n any sour substance, an acid. ☐ a. sour. েমজাজ খাTা out of humour. 

খাDব [ khāḍ◌়ba ] n any of the musical modes that are expressed in six notes. 

খাDা [ khāḍ◌়ā ] a erect, upright; vertical; perpendicular; precipitous, steep; full, at a stretch, 
without break (খাDা d-মাiল, খাDা d-ঘন্টা); standing (খাDা পাহারা). ☐ n. a stem or stalk (শজেনর খাDা). 
খাDা করা v. to cause to stand up; to set erect; to put up (দািবদার খাDা করা); to present; to bring into 
existence; to draw up (খসDা খাDা করা) to set up, to found, to establish (sুল খাDা করা, যুিk খাDা করা); to 
bring round (েরাগীেক খাDা করা). খাDা হoয়া v. to stand up; to stand erect; to keep standing; to come 
round. খাDাi n. height, altitude; upward slope, a steep gradient or rise. ̃খািD adv. lengthwise. 

খািNক [ khāṇḍika ] n a confectioner. 

খাত [ khāta ] n a pit; a hole; a ditch; a pond, a tank; a creek; an inlet; a mine; a moat. ☐ a. dug. 

খাতক [ khātaka ] n a debtor. 

খাতা [ khātā ] n a book for writing or scribbling; an account-book, a ledger; a register. খাতা েলখা v. 
to maintain an account book or ledger. ̃পt n. pl. books for writing or scribbling; different 
account-books or ledgers; records; registers. হালখাতা n. a fresh account-book or ledger opened 
(usu. on the Bengali/Indian New Year's Day) for the coming year; a (religious) festival on the 
occasion of ceremonial opening of the new account-book or ledger. 

খািতর [ khātira ] n cordial treatment or reception (খািতর পাoয়া); respect, honor (িবdােনর খািতর সবর্t); 
influence (মুrিbর খািতের চাকির পoয়া); amity, good terms, intimacy (di বnুেত খুব খািতর); interest, 
sake, account (চাকিরর খািতের). খািতর করা v. to receive cordially; to treat respectfully; to care for 
(কারo খািতর করা); to comply with a friendly request of; to comply with. খািতর পাoয়া v. to receive or 
enjoy cordial reception; to receive cordial treatment; to be treated respectfully. খািতর রাখা v. to 
comply with a friendly request of; to comply with; to care for. ̃জমা n. certainty, asssuredness, 
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assurance. ☐ a. assured. খািতর-না দারত, খািতর-নাদারদ a. outspoken. ☐ n. slight, contempt; 
disregard. ̃যt n. respect; polite regard; flattering attention. 

খাতুন [ khātuna ] n (Mus.) a title suffixed to the names of (unmarried) Muslim women. 

খাদ1 [ khāda1 ] n alloy; base metal. ̃হীন, িনখাদ a. unalloyed; unmixed. 

খাদ2 [ khāda2 ] n (mus.) the bass; a quarry; a pit; a hole; a ditch; a mine. 

খাদক [ khādaka ] a one who eats or consumes. ☐ n. an eater; a consumer. 

খাদন [ khādana ] n eating; consumption. 

খািদত [ khādita ] a eaten; consumed. 

খািদম [ khādima ] n a servant, an attendant; a care taker or warden of a mosque. 

খাদী [ khādī ] sfx indicating: one who eats, eating (নরখাদী). 

খাদয্ [ khādya ] n food. ☐ a. eatable, edible. খাদয্ খাদক-সmn n. (lit.) the relation between food and 
its consumer; the relation resembling that between the hare and the hunter. ̃gহণ n. taking 
food. ̃নািল n. (anat.) the food canal, the alimentary canal, the gullet, the oesophagus or 
esophagus. p̃াণ n. vitamin. ̃ভাNার n. a food store, a grain store. ̃মntক n. the food ministry. ̃মntী n. the 
food minister. ̃মূলয্ n. food price; food value. ̃শs n. food grains. খাদয্াখাদয্ n. edible and inedible 
things; good and bad food. খাদয্াভাব n. scarcity of food, paucity of food-supply, want of food. 

খান2 [ khāna2 ] n (used as a sfx.) a place (eiখান, েসখান). 

খানিক [ khānaki ] n a prostitute, a harlot, a whore. ̃িগির n. prostitution, harlotry. ̃পনা n. act of 
behaving like a wanton, wantonness, whorishness. ̃বািD n. a brothel. 

খানদান [ khānadāna ] n a high or aristocratic family; aristocracy. খানদািন a. speaking of or 
becoming a high family, aristocratic; distinguished. 

খানসামা [ khānasāmā ] n a table servant, a khidmutgar. ̃িগির n. the profession of a table servant; 
the occupation of a butler. 

খানা1 [ khānā1 ] n a hole; a pit; a ditch. ̃েখাঁদল, ̃খnর n. pl. holes or pits or ditches. ̃েডাবা n. pits and 
ditches. 
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খানা2 [ khānā2 ] n place (িপলখানা); a house or abode (েদৗলতখানা); a room (ৈবঠকখানা). ̃তlাশ, ̃তlািশ n. a 
search (usu.) made by the police. খানাতlােশর পরoয়ানা a. search-warrant. 

খানা3 [ khānā3 ] n cooked food; meal. (খানা খাoয়া); a feast (খানা েদoয়া). ̃িপনা n. eating and drinking. 

খানা4 [ khānā4 ] sfx indicating: a number, a piece, a fragment (dখানা, চারখানা); used as the article 
'the' (বiখানা, বািDখানা). 

খানাবািD [ khānābāḍ◌়i ] n a dwelling-house; a dwelling-house and land (usu. leased out) within 
the precincts of a countryhouse. 

খািন [ khāni ] a milder form of খানা4 । 

খািনক [ khānika ] adv for a little while (খািনক দাঁDাo). ☐ a. a little, only a little, a bit. ̃kণ adv. for a 
little while. ☐ n. a little while. 

খােনক [ khānēka ] a (used as a sfx.) one, about one, one approximately (েসরখােনক, ঘন্টাখােনক); 
nearly, approximately. 

খান্ডার [ khānḍāra ] a qurrelsome; termagant, fem. ̃িন, খান্ডাির a. termagant, shrewish. 

খাপ [ khāpa ] n a scabbard, a sheath (তেরায়ােলর খাপ); a holster (িরভলভােরর খাপ); a case (চশমার খাপ); 
agreement, congruity, suitability; closeness or density of texture, texture. খাপ খাoয়া v. to agree 
with, to be congruent with; to be in keeping or harmony with, to suit; to adjust oneself to. খােপ 
রাখা v. to sheathe; to put in the case. খাপ েথেক েখালা v. to unsheathe; to take out of the case. খাপ-েখালা 
a. unsheathed, bare. খাপ-ছাDা a. unsuitable, unbecoming, inconsistent, irrelevant, incoherent, 
disjointed; casual, stray; queer, quaint (খাপছাDা েলাক বা sভাব). 

খাপরা [ khāparā ] n a potsherd; tile or pantile. খাপেরল n. a small hut with pantile shed. 

খাপা2 [ khāpā2 ] v to agree, to be congruent; (of textiles) to shrink. ☐ a. agreed; shrunk. খাপােনা v. 
to cause to agree, to bring to agreement; to cause to shrink, to shrink. See also খাপ খাoয়া । 

খািপ [ khāpi ] a (of textiles) closely woven, close-grained. 

খাpা [ khāppā ] a enraged; furious or angry. খাpা হoয়া v. to get angry, to be out of temper, to get 
or fly into a rage. 

খাবল, খাবলা [ khābala, khābalā ] n the palm of the hand; a handful (eক খাবলা); the paw; a seizure 
or a stroke (usu. a sudden one) with the palm or the paw; a bite. খাবলা মারা v. to seize or strike or 
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scratch (usu. suddenly) with the palm or the paw, to paw. to bite; (fig.) to (try to) appropriate to 
oneself a part of. খাবলােনা v. same as খাবল মারা । ☐ a. seized or struck or scratched with the palm 
or the paw, pawed, bitten. খাবেল েনoয়া v. to snatch with the hand or paw, to grab. 

খাবার [ khābāra ] n food; meal; tiffin, snacks. ☐ a. edible, meant for eating or drinking (খাবার 
িজিনস, খাবার জল). ̃oয়ালা n. a seller of snacks. খাবার ঘর dining room. খাবার জল drinking water. 

খািব [ khābi ] n an instance of obstructed breath ing, a gasp. খািব খাoয়া v. to gasp (as a drowning 
person does); (fig.) to be on the point of death, to have the last gasp; (fig.) to fumble. 

খাম1 [ khāma1 ] n an envelope, a cover. খাম আঁটা, খােমর মুখ বn করা v. to close an envelope. খােম আঁটা, 
খােম ভরা v. to enclose in an envelope. 

খাম2 [ khāma2 ] n a pillar, a post. খাম-আল ুn. a variety of yam. 

খামকা, খামখা, খােমাকা [ khāmakā, khāmakhā, khāmōkā ] adv variants of খামাকা । 

খামেখয়াল [ khāmakhēẏāla ] n eccentricity; whimsicality; vagary; a whim, a caprice, a freak. 
খামেখয়ািল a. eccentric; whimsical; capricious, freakish. খামেখয়ািলপনা n. freakishness, whimsicality; 
capriciousness. 

খামচােনা [ khāmacānō ] v to tweak or scratch with all the nails of a hand or a paw. ☐ a. tweaked 
or scratched thus. 

খামিচ [ khāmaci ] n act of tweaking with several (usu. five or four) fingernails. খামিচ মারা v. to 
tweak thus. 

খামাকা [ khāmākā ] adv without cause or provocation, for nothing, unnecessarily. 

খামার [ khāmāra ] n a threshing-floor, a farmyard; a granary. ̃বািD n. a granary, a farm; a granary-
building, a farmhouse; a dwelling-house with a granary within its precinct. 

খািম [ khāmi ] n ferment, yeast; a joint or loop of a piece of ornament (such as a necklace). 

খািমর [ khāmira ] n ferment, yeast, leaven. 

খািমরা [ khāmirā ] n perfumed tobacco. 

খাmা [ khāmbā ] n a pillar; a large post. 

খাmাজ [ khāmbāja ] n an Indian musical mode. 
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খারাপ [ khārāpa ] a bad, evil, ill, harmful (খারাপ aভয্াস, খারাপ আবহাoয়া); inferior (খারাপ কাপD); 
wicked (খারাপ sভাব); discourteous, uncivil, haughty, rude (খারাপ আচরণ); obscene, filthy (খারাপ কথা); 
bad, rotten, unwholesome (খারাপ খাবার); out of humour or rude (খারাপ েমজাজ); distressed, sad (মন 
খারাপ); unwell, indisposed (শরীর খারাপ); out of order, unserviceable (ঘিDটা খারাপ হেয়েছ); miserable, 
indigent (খারাপ আিথর্ক aব হা); deteriorated, worsened, alarming (েরাগীর aব হা খারাপ হoয়া); hard to 
cure or infectious (খারাপ েরাগ বা েরাগী); infected (খারাপ রk); ominous, inauspicious (খারাপ িদন); ugly 
(খারাপ েচহারা); deranged (মাথা খারাপ); soiled, dirty (কাদা েলেগ জামাটা খারাপ হেয়েছ); evil or difficult (খারাপ 
পথ). খারাপ করা v. to make bad; to spoil, to bungle (কাজ খারাপ করা); to pollute (চিরt খারাপ করা); to soil 
(জামা খারাপ করা); to make or become unwell (শরীর খারাপ করা); to ruin (sা h খারাপ করা); to distress or 
feel distressed (মন খারাপ করা); to cause a decline (আিথর্ক aব হা খারাপ করা); to make or grow worse, 
to worsen, to deteriorate (েরাগীর aব হা খারাপ করা); to put out of order, to damage (েস ঘিDটােক খারাপ 
কেরেছ); to soil or deface (েস বiখানােক খারাপ কেরেছ); to ruffle (চুল খারাপ করা); to derange (মাথা খারাপ 
করা); to upset (েপট খারাপ করা). মন খারাপ করা v. to feel distressed, to become glum or morose. মাথা 
খারাপ করা v. to get crazy; to worry. মুখ খারাপ করা v. to utter or use filthy words. েমজাজ খারাপ করা v. to 
lose one's temper; to get out of humour. শরীর খারাপ করা v. to feel indisposed; to be indisposed; to 
spoil or ruin one's health. 

খারািব [ khārābi ] n harm; ruin, utter ruin, disaster; villainy, wickedness. 

খািরজ [ khārija ] a rejected, dismissed, set aside; cast away, forsaken; discarded; revised; 
substituted. ☐ n. annulment; rejection, dismissal; act of casting away or forsaking, discarding; 
revision, sub stitution. খািরজ করা v. to reject, to dismiss, to set aside; to cast away, to for sake, to 
discard; to revise, to substitute. খািরজা a. same as খািরজ (a.). খািরজ-দািখল n. substitution of names in 
the rent roll, mutation (also দািখল-খািরজ). 

খাল [ khāla ] n a canal; a strait; a channel; a quagmire; a pit; lowland (also খািলজিম); (dial.) cramp; 
(dial.) skin, hide. খাল কাটা v. to dig a canal or a channel. খাল েতালা v. to flay. খাল ধরা v. to have a 
cramp; to cramp. খাল েকেট kিমর (বা েবেনা জল) আনা v. to invite evil, to ask or look for trouble, to 
allow room to an evil-doer through indiscreet act; to dig one's grave. 

খালা [ khālā ] n (Mus.) the husband of one's mother's sister, an uncle. fem. খালু one's mother's 
sister, an aunt. ̃েতা a. born of one's mother's sister; related through an aunt. 

খালাস [ khālāsa ] n release (of a prisoner); acquittal (of an accused); delivery (of a woman in 
travail); relief, riddance (দায় েথেক খালাস); (of a consignment) act of taking delivery (of); 
unloading; (of a thing pawned or mortgaged) redeeming. ☐ a. released; acquitted; delivered (of 
a child); relieved, rid; that which has been taken delivery of; unloaded; redeemed. খালাস করা v. to 
release; to obtain the acquittal of; to deliver (a woman in travail) of a child; to relieve, to rid; to 
take delivery of; to unload; to redeem. খালাস েদoয়া v. to release; to acquit; to relieve, to rid; to give 
delivery of. খালাস পাoয়া v. to be released or acquitted; to be delivered of a child; to be relieved. ̃পt 
n. a passport; an order for acquittal or release. 
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খালািস1 [ khālāsi1 ] a released; acquitted; that which has been taken delivery of; unloaded; 
redeemed. খাiখালািস a. usufructuary. 

খালািস2 [ khālāsi2 ] n a shipmate, a mate; (rare) an ordinary soldier or sailor without rank. 

খািল1 [ khāli1 ] a empty (খািল কলিস); vacant (খািল পদ); void; bare (খািল গা); incessant, continuous 
(খািল কাnা); mere (খািল ধাpা). ☐ adv. only (খািল eকট ু বসল); always (খািল কাঁেদ). ̃হাত a. penniless, 
moneyless. ☐ n. empty-handedness. ̃হােত adv. empty-handed, carrying nothing. ̃েপট n. empty 
stomach. 

খািল-খািল [ khāli-khāli ] adv. & a for nothing (আমােক খািল খািল বকছ); rather empty (ঘরখানা খািল-খািল 
েঠকেছ). 

খািলজুিল [ khālijuli ] n a very small stream, a streamlet. 

খািলতয্ [ khālitya ] n baldness. 

খালুi [ khālui ] n a small portable creel; a fishcreel; fisherman's wicker-basket. 

খাস [ khāsa ] a especial, special (খাসদরবার); per sonal, private, own (খাসকামরা); under direct 
ownership or control of the pr prietor (খাসসmিt). ̃কামরা n. a private chamber. ̃খামার n. agricultural 
land not let out to the tenants but cultivated directly by the owner; a demesne, a 
demain. ̃নিবশ, ̃মুনিশ n. a private sec retary; a personal assistant. ̃বরদার n. a mace-
bearer. ̃মহল, ̃মহাল, ̃সmিt n. an estate directly under the landlord; a demesne, a demain. খােস আনা, খাস 
করা n. to bring under direct control, to take away from tenancy. 

খাসেগলাস [ khāsagēlāsa ] n cutglass; a chandelier made of cutglass. 

খাসা [ khāsā ] a of superior quality; excellent, fine; delicious. 

খািস [ khāsi ] n a castrated goat; (in mild rebuke) a fool, a nincompoop. ☐ a. castrated (খািস েভDা, 
খািস েমারগ). খািস করা v. to castrate. 

খাsা1 [ khāstā1 ] a corrupted, spoilt. সাত (বা পাঁচ) নকেল আসেল খাsা frequent imitations spoil (or 
corrupt the original), (cp.) Re ligion hides her face when her clergy men preach. 

খাsা2 [ khāstā2 ] a (of food) crisp (খাsা িবsুট, খাsা কচুির). ☐ n. a kind of crisp sweetmeat. 

িখঁচ [ khin ̐ca ] n a grit; a slight defect or omission or trouble or difficulty; discord or 
disagreement, a hitch; a pull or sprain or cramp; a debate or argument. িখঁচ ধরা v. to have a sprain 
or cramp. িখঁচ পDা v. to have a slight defect or omission. িখঁচ মারা v. to give a pull. িখঁচ িমটােনা v. to 
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settle a dispute, to end a quarrel or misunderstanding. িখঁচ লাগা v. to have a sprain or cramp; to be 
stricken with discord or disagreement; to have a slight trouble or difficulty. 

িখঁচােনা [ khin ̐cānō ] v to make an ugly or angry movement of (মুখ িখঁচােনা, দাঁত িখঁচােনা); to make 
faces (at); to move spasmodically (হাত িখঁচােনা); to scold. দাঁত িখঁচােনা v. to make an ugly movement 
of one's teeth in anger or scolding, to grin in anger or scolding; to snap at (a per son). মুখ িখঁচােনা v. 
to make faces (at), to mouth; to scold. িখঁচািন, (pop.) িখঁচুিন n. an ugly or angry movement (of teeth 
or mouth); a grimace; convulsion, a spasm; scolding. 

িখিচিমিচ [ khicimici ] n frequent scolding; frequent tiffs or petty quarrels; peevishness; mutual 
quarrel. ☐ a. peevish (িখিচিমিচ েলাক). িখিচিমিচ করা v. to scold frequently, to worry and annoy by 
scolding, to find fault (with) continuously, to nag at; to quarrel mutually. 

িখচুিD [ khicuḍ◌়i ] n a food prepared by boiling rice and pigeon-pea together with spices and fat, 
kedgeree, hotchpotch. িখচুিD পাকােনা v. to cook hotchpotch; (fig.) to make a mess of, to jumble up; 
to bungle. 

িখিটিমিট, িখটিখট, িখটিমট [ khiṭimiṭi, khiṭakhiṭa, khiṭamiṭa ] n displeasure or quarrel or discord 
on negligible account. িখিটিমিট করা, িখটিখট করা, িখটিমট করা v. to scold or quarrel peevishly. িখটিখেট n. 
peevish, pettish, petulant. িখটিখেট sভাব petulance. 

িখDিক [ khiḍ◌়ki ] n a back-door, a postern gate. 

িখদমত, িখদমদ [ khidamata, khidamada ] n act of waiting on or serving, attendance. িখদমত করা v. 
to wait on, to attend upon, to serve. ̃গার n. a waiter, an attendant; a servant. 

িখদয্মান [ khidyamāna ] a grieving (for), sorrowing; lamenting. 

িখn [ khinna ] a aggrieved, distressed; sad; tired; fatigued. ̃মেন adv. in an aggrieved state of mind. 

িখমিচ [ khimaci ] n a light tweaking (usu. with two finger-nails), a tweak; a pinch. িখমিচ কাটা v. to 
tweak; to pinch. 

িখল1 [ khila1 ] a uncultivated, fallow (িখল জিম); serving as an appendix of a book, appendicular 
(িখল হিরবংশ). 

িখল2 [ khila2 ] n a bolt (of a door); a pin or a peg or a nail (for fastening or fixing any thing); 
cramp (েপেট িখল লাগা). িখল েখালা v. to unbolt. িখল েদoয়া v. to bolt. িখল লাগা, িখল ধরা v. to have a cramp; 
to cramp. 

িখলিখল [ khilakhila ] int expressing a giggling sound. িখলিখল করা v. to giggle, to titter. 
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িখলাত [ khilāta ] n a robe of honour awarded by a prince; (loos.) a title or a gift of honour 
awarded by a prince. 

িখলান [ khilāna ] n (arch.) an arch; a vault, a dome. িখলান-করা a. arched; vaulted. 

িখিল [ khili ] n betel-leaf rolled into a cup having lime, catechu, betel-nut etc. within it. 

িখেলাdার [ khilōddhāra ] n development of fallow land, land development. 

িখিs [ khisti ] n utterance of obscene language; obscene revilings, an instance of railing, raillery; 
obscenity. িখিs করা, মুখ িখিs করা v. to utter obscene or filthy words; to rail (at or against), to revile. 

খঁুিচ [ khun ̐ci ] n a vessel for measuring rice paddy and other grains weighing 2½ seers. 

খঁুট [ khun ̐ṭa ] n the corner of a piece of cloth; a pinch (eক খঁুট খাবার). 

খঁুট-আখিরয়া, খঁুট-আখুের [ khun ̐ṭa-ākhariẏā, khun̐ṭa-ākhurē ] n one who has little or no education: 
one who makes a fuss over trifles; a stickler (for perfec tion). 

খুঁটন [ khun ̐ṭana ] n taking a small amount or portion with the tips of one's fingers or beaks, 
nibbling; pinching or nipping. 

খুঁটা2, েখাঁটা [ khun ̐ṭā2, khōn̐ṭā ] v to take a small amount or portion with the tips of one's fingers 
or beaks, to nibble; to pinch or nip (ঘামািচ খুঁটেছ). ☐ a. taken slightly with the tips of one's fingers 
or beaks, nibbled; pinched or nipped. খুঁটােনা, েখাঁটােনা v. to cause to pinch or nip; to cause to be 
pinched or nipped. 

খঁুিট [ khun ̐ṭi ] n a wooden post or pillar; a post or pillar made of bamboo; a peg, a stake (েগাr বাঁধার 
খুঁিট); (fig.) a patron, an up holder (খুঁিটর েজার). খুঁিট গাDা v. to set up or fix a post or pillar; (fig.) to 
settle down at a place permanently. 

খুঁিটনািট [ khun ̐ṭināṭi ] n. pl trifling offences and omissions; trifles; details; niceties. ☐ a. trifling 
(খুঁিটনািট বয্াপার). 

খুঁিটেয় [ khun ̐ṭiẏē ] adv minutely, closely, meticulously scrutinizingly; in a thorough-going 
manner; making an oversubtle distinction, in a hair-splitting manner. খুঁিটেয় েদখা v. to judge or 
scrutinize minutely, to make a thorough and detailed examination, to scan carefully, to split 
hairs. 

খঁুDা, েখাDঁা [ khun ̐ḍ◌়ā, khōn̐ḍ◌়ā ] v to dig, to excavate; to knock or strike (মাথা খুঁDেছ); to cause 
harm to a person by taking excessive notice of or praising him or her; to cast an evil eye on. ☐ a. 
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dug, excavated. খুঁDােনা, েখাঁDােনা v. to cause to dig or excavate; to cause to be dug or excavated. ☐ 
a. dug, excavated. 

খঁুিD [ khun ̐ḍ◌়i ] n (of a woman) lame. ☐ n. a lame woman. 

খঁুত [ khun ̐ta ] n a scar; an ugly mark; a defect in the shape or appearance; a defect; a flaw, a 
fault; an omission; a blemish. খঁুত ধরা v. to find fault with, to cavil, to carp at. 

খঁুতখঁুত, খুঁতখুঁতািন, খঁুতখঁুতুিন [ khun ̐takhun̐ta, khun ̐takhun̐tāni, khun̐takhun̐tuni ] n carping, 
peevishness, pettishness; fastidiousness. খঁুতখঁুত করা v. to carp at, to cavil; to grumble mildly for a 
trifling omission or defect. 

খুঁতখুঁেত [ khun ̐takhun̐tē ] a peevish, pettish; fastidious, hard to please. 

খঁুিত [ khun ̐ti ] n a small hand-bag or purse woven with thread. 

খুঁেত2, খুঁেতল [ khun ̐tē2, khun ̐tēla ] a scarred; possessing an ugly mark; defective in shape or ap 
pearance; defective, faulty; having a blemish. 

খুঁয়া [ khum̐ẏā ] n silk; jute; fabric made of silk or jute; a kind of coarse fabric. 

খুঁেয় [ khum̐ẏē ] a one who weaves coarse fabric (খুঁেয় তাঁিত). 

খুিক [ khuki ] n an infant girl; a little girl; a daughter. ☐ int. (voc.) my daughter, my girl. ̃পনা n. 
simulating the behaviour of a little girl, affected girlishness. খkু affectionate form of খুিক । খkুমিণ 
n. (in endearment) dear girl. 

খুিঙ্গ, খুিঙ [ khuṅgi, khuṅi ] n a portable wicker-bag for carrying books, (cp.) a satchel. ̃-পুঁিথ n. a 
satchel and the books in it. 

খুজিল [ khujali ] n itch, scabies. 

খুিঞ্চ [ khuñci ] n a small tray. ̃েপাশ n. a cover for a tray. 

খুDতুেতা [ khuḍ◌়tutō ] a born of a younger brother of one's father or father-in-law, avuncular. 

খুেDা [ khuḍ◌়ō ] n a younger brother of one's father, an uncle. fem. খুিD the wife of one's father's 
younger brother, an aunt. খDুশব্শুর n. a younger brother of one's father-in-law, an uncle-in-law. 
খDুশাশুিD n. fem. an aunt-in-law. 
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খুদ2 [ khuda2 ] n a particle or fragment of a grain of rice; a particle or fragment of any grain. ̃কণা 
n. a single such fragment or particle. ̃kঁDা, (coll.) ̃kেঁDা n. (lit.) huskings and particles of grains; 
(fig.) very humble or meagre food; (fig.) pal try things or acquisitions. 

খুদা2 [ khudā2 ] v to engrave; to carve. 

খুিদ1, খুেদ [ khudi1, khudē ] a very small, tiny. fem. খুিদ2। খুেদ রাkস one as gluttonous as the 
mythical anthropophagi, (fig.) an extremely voracious eater. 

খুন [ khuna ] n blood; a murder, an act of homicide. ☐ a. exhausted (েকঁেদ েকঁেদ খুন); beside 
oneself (েহেস খুন). খুন করা v. to murder, to do (one) to death, to do (one) in. খুন চDা, খুন চাপােনা, খুন 
চাপা v. to become possessed with a murderous frenzy, to have murder in one's eyes; to grow 
furious, to fly into a towering rage, to see red. খুন হoয়া v. to be murdered; to be beside oneself; to 
become exhausted. খুন কখেনা চাপা েদoয়া যায় না murder will out. 

খুনখারাব, খুনখারািব, খুনখারািপ [ khunakhārāba, khunakhārābi, khunakhārāpi ] n a bloody affray 
or riot; an extensive bloodshed. 

খুনsিট [ khunasuṭi ] n a bickering for pleasure; an amorous bickering for pleasure. 

খুেনাখুিন [ khunōkhuni ] n mutual killing; a violent af fray; a tumultuous brawl or bloodshed. 
খুেনাখুিন করা বা হoয়া v. to be engaged in mutual killing or a violent affray or a tumultuous brawl. 

খুিn [ khunti ] n a cooking tool resembling a spud, a cooking spud. 

খুপির [ khupari ] n a small house, a hovel, a small (and usu. dingy) room, a shack; a hole (পায়রার 
খুপির); a cell; a recess, a niche. খুপির-করা a. divided into small rooms or holes or cells. খুপির-কাটা a. 
recessed (খুপির-কাটা েদoয়াল). 

খুিপ1 [ khupi1 ] n a small (usu. square) cell. 

খুিপ2 [ khupi2 ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) cellular, having square cells (েচৗখুিপ). 

খুব [ khuba ] adv very (খুব snর); very much, too much (খুব খায়); excellently (খুব বলেছ); surely (খুব 
পারেব). ☐ int. enough, surely. খুব করা v. to do the right thing; to serve right; to do much; (sarcas.) 
to do nothing, to bungle. 

খুবsরত [ khubasurata ] a very handsome or beautiful. 

খুবািন [ khubāni ] n apricot. 
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খুর [ khura ] n hoof of an animal. 

খুরিল [ khurali ] n exercise; practice of archery; practice ('মুরলী খুরিল'); a prank. 

খুরা [ khurā ] n a leg or heel or castor of an article or furniture. 

খুির [ khuri ] n a small earthen cup without handle. 

খুিল [ khuli ] n the skull, the cranium; a small earthen cup without handle. 

খুlতাত [ khullatāta ] n (for.) a younger brother of one's father, an uncle. 

খুশিক [ khuśaki ] n dandruff, scurf. 

খুশবু [ khuśabu ] n good smell, fragrance; perfume. 

খুিশ [ khuśi ] n happiness, joy, delight; cheerfulness, jollity; pleasure, desire, volition, will (আমার 
খুিশ আিম যাব না); satisfaction. ☐ a. happy, joyful, delighted, cheerful, glad, jovial, jolly; pleased; 
willing; satisfied. খুিশ করা v. to satisfy, to please. ̃মেতা adv. at one's pleasure, as one wishes or 
pleases. ̃মেন adv. happily; gladly; willingly. 

েখi [ khēi ] n an end of a thread; the number of threads or cords (পাঁচ েখi sেতা); a clue or trail (েখi 
পাoয়া). েখi হারােনা v. to lose a clue or trail; (fig.) to be at a loss to find one's way; (fig.) to be 
confused or perplexed; to lose the thread of a story or an argument. 

েখuD [ khēuḍ◌় ] n a kind of scurrilous song or poem; an instance of railing; ribald abuse. 

খuির [ khuri ] n shaving. েখuির করা বা হoয়া v. to shave. 

েখঁক, খয্াঁক [ khēn̐ka, khyān̐ka ] int expressing a snarling sound of a dog or a vixen or of one in 
anger. খয্াঁক (েখঁক) করা v. to snarl; to shout fretfully. েখঁক েখঁক, খয্াঁক খয্াঁক int. expressing repeated 
snarling or fretting noise. েখঁকেখঁক করা, েখঁকােনা, খয্াঁকােনা v. to snarl repeatedly; to rebuke fretfully and 
repeatedly in a loud voice. েখঁকািন, খয্াঁকািন, খয্াঁকখয্াঁকািন n. repeated and fretful rebuke in a loud voice. 
েখঁিকেয় oঠা same as খয্াঁকােনা । 

েখঁকিশয়াল [ khēn̐kaśiẏāla ] n the fox. fem. েখঁকিশয়ািল n. the vixen. 

েখঁিক [ khēn̐ki ] a ill-tempered, peevish; snarling. েখঁিক ktা a snarling dog; (loos.) a cur, a tyke. 

েখঁচDা [ khēn̐caḍ◌়ā ] a wayward, indocile, obstinate; unmannerly, ill-mannered. 
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েখঁচা [ khēn̐cā ] v to pull or tug or snatch (esp. forcefully and suddenly); to have a spasm, to 
convulse; to have a cramp, to cramp. ☐ n. a pull or tug or snatch (esp. a forceful and sudden 
one); a spasm, convulsion; a cramp. 

েখঁচােখঁিচ [ khēn̐cākhēn̐ci ] n mutual quarrelling (usu. noisy and frequent one); mutual ill-feeling. 

েখঁচােখঁিচ করা [ khēn̐cākhēn̐ci karā ] v to fall out or quarrel (usu. noisily and frequently). 

েখঁেকা1 [ khēn̐kō1 ] sfx indicating: eaten (by) (েপাকায় েখেকা) = moth-eaten). 

েখেকা2, েখেগা [ khēkō2, khēgō ] masc of খািক2 and খািগ respectively. 

েখঙরা [ khēṅarā ] rej spell. of েখংরা and খয্াংরা । 

েখচর [ khēcara ] a moving in the air; capable of moving in the air; flying. ☐ n. a flying creature; 
a bird (esp. one capable of flying). 

েখচরাn [ khēcarānna ] n a food prepared by boiling rice and pigeon-pea together with spices and 
fat, hotchpotch, kedgeree. 

েখচরী [ khēcarī ] fem of েখচর । 

েখজুর [ khējura ] n persimmon, date; the date-palm. ☐ a. made of the juice or sap of the date-
palm (েখজুর gD). ̃ছিD n. cluster of persimmon or date; a border of loin cloth etc. patterned as a 
collection of date-leaves; a superior variety of paddy. ̃রস n. juice or sap of the date palm. েখজুের, 
েখজুিরয়া a. made of dates or of the juice or sap of the date-palm. েখজুের আলাপ n. useless or idle talk. 
েখজুের gD molasses prepared from the sap of the date-palm. 

েখটক [ khēṭaka ] n a shield. 

েখেট1 [ khēṭē1 ] n a small club or cudgel. ☐ a. dumpy (েবঁেট-েখেট েলাক). 

েখেটল [ khēṭēla ] n a labourer; a servant; a menial worker. 

েখত [ khēta ] n (a piece of) agricultural land. ̃খামার n. an agricultural farm, the cultivator's place of 
work. ̃মজুর n. an agricultural labourer, a farm worker, a farmhand. 

েখতাব [ khētāba ] n a title or honour (esp. one awarded officially). ̃ধারী a. titled; enjoying or 
holding a title. 
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েখিত2 [ khēti2 ] n agriculture, husbandry. ☐ a. pertaining to agricultural land. ̃মজুর a husbandman; 
a farmhand on hire. 

েখিt [ khētri ] n an upcountry caste of India (be lieved to be Kshatriyas). 

েখদ [ khēda ] n lamentation, lament; regret, grief. েখদ করা v. to lament; to regret. 

েখদজনক [ khēdajanaka ] a lamentable; regrettable. 

েখদা [ khēdā ] n an enclosure for catching wild elephants, a kheda, a keddah. 

েখদােনা [ khēdānō ] v to drive away, to chase away, to expel; to scare away; to tend (েগাr েখদােনা); 
(sarcas.) to teach (ছাt েখদােনা). ☐ a. driven away, expelled (বােপ-তাDােনা মােয় েখদােনা েছেল). েখদািনয়া, 
েখদােন a. one who or that which drives away or expels or scares away or tends. 

েখেদািk [ khēdōkti ] n what is said by way of lamentation or regret. েখেদািk করা v. to say by way 
of lamentation or regret; to lament; to regret. 

েখপ1 [ khēpa1 ] n a round of action or occupation, a round (eক েখপ দাঁD টানা). 

েখপ2 [ khēpa2 ] n an instance of casting (জােলর pথম েখেপ). 

েখপলা, েখপলা-জাল [ khēpalā, khēpalā-jāla ] n a cast net. 

েখপা [ khēpā ] v to go mad; to madden; to get angry; to rave; to be in a frenzy; to run amok or 
amuck; to be greatly irritated or excited, to rage, to become violent (বাতাস েখেপেছ); to become 
uncontrollable (িশশু েখেপেছ) ☐ a. maddened; mad; nutty; angered; angry; raving; frenzied; raging; 
uncontrollable. ☐ n. a lunatic; a madman; a nutty man; a madcap; an inspired man; one mad 
dened or fired with some great idea, feeling, ambition etc.; (in endearment) a naughty or wild 
man or boy. ☐ n. fem. েখিপ । েখপা kkর a rabid dog, a mad dog. েখপােনা v. to provoke, to irritate; to 
incite; to madden. 

েখমটা [ khēmaṭā ] n an Indian musical measure; a kind of dance. ̃oয়ািল n. a professional khemta 
(েখমটা) dancing-girl; a professional dancing-girl. 

েখয়া [ khēẏā ] n a ferry-boat; a ferry; act of ferrying. েখয়া েদoয়া, েখয়া বাoয়া, েখয়াপার করা, েখয়াপার হoয়া 
v. to ferry. েখয়াতরী, েখয়ােনৗকা n. a ferry-boat. েখয়া-পারাপার n. act of ferrying. েখয়া-পারাপার করা v. to ferry 
(esp. professionally). েখয়ামািঝ, েখয়াির n. a ferryman. 

েখয়াল1 [ khēẏāla1 ] n a fancy; a dream, a daydream; consciousness, carefulness, attention; 
wariness (ভিবষয্ত্ সmেn েখয়াল); remembrance, recollection (কথাটা েখয়াল িছল না); inclination, 
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predisposition, propensity (বদেখয়াল); a caprice, a whim, a whimsical fancy, a vagary, a fad, a 
crotchet (বDেলােকর েখয়াল, pকৃিতর েখয়াল). েখয়াল করা v. to notice; to pay heed to, to be attentive to; to 
mind; to try to recollect. েখয়াল থাকা v. to have an eye to, to be conscious about; to have in 
remembrance or consciousness. েখয়াল হoয়া v. to remember or recollect (suddenly); ̃খাতা n. a 
notebook of the kind of a diary in which one notes down whatever occasionally occurs to 
him. ̃খুিশ n. a fancy, a caprice, a whim. ̃খুিশমেতা adv. whimsically, capriciously. েখয়ািল a. fanciful; 
extravagantly imaginative; whimsical, capricious, crotchety. 

েখয়াল2 [ khēẏāla2 ] n kind or system of Indian classical vocal music. েখয়ািল n. singer of kheyal 
songs. েখয়ািলয়া n. one who sings the kheyal. 

েখেয়ােখিয় [ khēẏōkhēẏi ] n mutual quarrel or fighting; a feud. 

েখরাজ [ khērāja ] n rent, revenue, tax. (তু. নােখরাজ, লােখরাজ rent-free). েখরািজ a. taxable; rent-
bearing. 

েখrয়া, েখেরা [ khēruẏā, khērō ] n a thick coarse cloth dyed red (used in wrapping books). 
েখেরাখাতা, েখেরার খাতা n. an all-purpose notebook; a notebook for writing down all sorts of accounts. 

েখল [ khēla ] n sport, game; trick, jugglery. eক েখল েখলা to make a clever or deceptive move; to 
play a trick. 

েখলনা [ khēlanā ] n a toy, a plaything. 

েখলা [ khēlā ] n a play, a game, a sport; a recreational match or contest; a pastime; a diversion; an 
amusement; a show of an entertaining trick or feat (সাপেখলা, জাdেখলা, লািঠেখলা, সাকর্ােসর েখলা); 
artistry, artistic display (ছিবেত রেঙর েখলা, আকােশ েমেঘর েখলা); act of trifling (পDাশুনা িনেয় েখলা, িবপদ 
িনেয় েখলা); act of fondling. ☐ v. to play; to work (বুিd েখলা, aেঙ্ক মাথা েখলা); to trifle; to fondle. েখলা 
কথা নয় something not to be trifled with or taken lightly. েখলা করা v. same as েখলা (v). ̃ঘর n. (rare.) a 
room or hall for indoor games; a miniature house built by children at play with sand or mud or 
straw, a doll's house; (fig.) domestic life or earthly life. ̃ধলুা n. games and sports; sports and 
pastime. ̃েনা v. to cause to play; to supervise at play; to control and lead at pleasure, to make a 
person do every thing one wishes him to do, to lead by the nose (বিণকরা সরকারেক েখলায়); (in 
football, hockey etc.) to pass the ball frequently in the course of a game to a player of one's own 
side to play (uiংেক িদেয় েখলােনা). েখলার ছেল adv. playfully. েখলার মাঠ n. a playground. েখলার সঙ্গী, েখলার 
সািথ n. a playmate. েখলার সরঞ্জাম n. sports goods. 

েখলাপ [ khēlāpa ] n (of a promise, rule etc.) breach, infringement, violation (কথার েখলাপ). েখলাপ 
করা v. to breach, to break, to in fringe, to violate. আiেনর েখলাপ violation of (a) law. কথার (বা 
pিতrিতর) েখলাপ break or breach of promise. িকিs-েখলাপ n. failure to pay an instalment or to meet 
pecuniary or other ob ligation. িনয়েমর েখলাপ infringement or breach of (a) rule. িবশব্ােসর েখলাপ 
breach of trust. 
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েখলুিD [ khēluḍ◌়i ] fem of েখলুেD । 

েখলুেD [ khēluḍ◌়ē ] n a player; a playmate. 

েখেলা [ khēlō ] a of inferior quality, inferior (েখেলা কাপD); unimportant, trivial, unreliable, 
unthoughtful (েখেলা কথা, েখেলা েলাক); base, mean, worthless; humiliated (েখেলা হoয়া). েখেলা করা v. to 
humiliate; to belittle; to offend one's dignity. 

েখেলায়াD [ khēlōẏāḍ◌় ] n a player; an expert player; an expert diplomat; a cunning person, a wily 
man; a swindler; a conspirator. সাপ-েখেলায়াD n. a snake-charmer. সাকর্ােসর েখেলায়াD a showman. 

েখেলায়ািD [ khēlōẏāḍ◌়i ] a sportsmanlike. েখেলায়ািD মেনাভাব sportsmanlike spirit. 

েখসারত [ khēsārata ] n compensation; cost (েবাকািমর েখসারত, মামলার েখসারত). েখসারত েদoয়া v. to 
compensate; to pay cost (of). 

েখসাির [ khēsāri ] n a variety of pigeon-pea. 

েখাঁচ [ khōn ̐ca ] n a thorn; a sharp pointed end (as of a needle); a sharp corner; a hitch or slight 
difficulty. 

েখাঁচা [ khōn ̐cā ] n a prick, a poke; injury or wound caused by the poking or prick of a sharp and 
pointed instrument or weapon; taunt, jeer. েখাঁচা েদoয়া v. to prick or poke; to taunt or jeer. েখাঁচা মারা 
same as েখাঁচা েদoয়া । েখাঁচা-েখাঁচা a. up right and sharp-pointed, bristly (েখাঁচা েখাঁচা দািD). ̃খুিচ n. mutual 
pricking; pricking or poking or jabbing; repeated or continuous pricking or poking or in 
stigating. ̃েনা v. to prick; to thrust; to poke; to jab; to goad; to annoy; to in stigate. 

েখাঁজ [ khōn ̐ja ] n search; act of seeking; investigation; inquiry; trace, trail. েখাঁজ করা v. to search; 
to look for; to inquire (after); to investigate; to try to trace. েখাঁজ েনoয়া v. to inquire (about or 
after); to make inquiries about. েখাঁজ পাoয়া v. to find trace of; to track out; to detect; to discover. 
েখাঁজ-খবর n. information, news; trace; inquiry. েখাঁজ-খবর েনoয়া v. to make enquiries; to remain in 
close touch with েখাঁজা v. to search, to seek; to trace. েখাঁজাখঁুিজ n. continuous search. েখাঁজাখুঁিজ করা v. 
to search continuously, to hunt for, to hunt high and low. েখাঁজােনা pop. var. of খুঁজােনা । 

েখাঁটন2 [ khōn̐ṭana2 ] n act of taking a small amount or portion with the tips of one's fingers or 
beaks; act of nibbling; act of pinching or nipping. 

েখাঁটা1 [ khōn̐ṭā1 ] n spiteful and stinging reference; caustic comment. েখাঁটা খাoয়া, েখাঁটা েশানা v. to 
hear galling, spiteful, stinging accusation; to be sarcastically reminded (of something unpleasant 
or uncomplimentary). েখাঁটা েদoয়া v. to make stinging or biting insinuations. 
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েখাঁটা2 [ khōn̐ṭā2 ] n a small pillar of wood or bam boo, a pale, a stake; a peg, a wedge. েখাঁটার েজার 
strong or large backing or support. েখাঁটার েবDা n. a paling, a palisade. 

েখাDঁল [ khōn̐ḍ◌়la ] n a hole, a cavity, a hollow, a crevice. 

েখাDঁা1 [ khōn̐ḍ◌়ā1 ] a lame. ☐ n. a lame person.েখাঁDা করা v. to make lame, to lame. 

েখাDঁােনা2 [ khōn̐ḍ◌়ānō2 ] v to limp, to hobble. 

েখাঁপা [ khōm ̐pā ] n hair dressed in a rounded mass, a bun, chignon. েখাঁপা েখালা v. to unloose or 
undress a bun, to undo or unfasten a coiffure; to cause dishevelment. েখাঁপা বাঁধা v. to dress or put 
up hair in a bun. আলগা েখাঁপা a hanging bun; a loose bun, a bun not tied with cords. 

েখাঁয়াD [ khōm̐ẏāḍ◌় ] n a cattle-shed, a cowshed, a cowhouse; a sheepfold; a pound for stray 
cattle, a pinfold. েখাঁয়ােD আটকােনা, েখাঁয়ােD েপারা v. to put into or enclose in a cattleshed; to pound, to 
impound; to pinfold. 

েখাkস [ khōkkasa ] n (in fairy tales) a terrible an thropophagous demon. 

েখাজা [ khōjā ] n (mas. & fem.) a eunuch; a sexu ally powerless person, an impotent person. ☐ a. 
castrated; gelded; impotent; েখাজা-করা পশু a gelding. েখাজা-pহরী n. a eunuch guarding a harem. েখাজা 
করা v. to castrate, to emasculate; to geld. 

েখাTা [ khōṭṭā ] n (contem. or ridi.) a Hindustani, an upcountry man (of India). fem. েখাTািন । 

েখাদ [ khōda ] a in person (েস েখাদ); real, actual (েখাদ-কতর্া). েখাদ-কতর্া n. the real master; the master 
himself, the master in person. 

েখাদকার [ khōdakāra ] n an engraver; a carver. েখাদকাির n. engraving; carving; interference in 
other's work. 

েখাদা2 [ khōdā2 ] n (Mus.) God. েখাদার uপর েখাদকাির (fig. & sarcas.) an attempt to teach God how to 
create; to overdo. েখাদার খািস (ridi.) a corpulent man, a roly poly. 

েখাদাi [ khōdāi ] n engraving; carving. েখাদাi করা v. to engrave; to carve. েখাদােনা v. & n. 
engraving; carving. 

েখাদা-i-িখdদ্গার [ khōdā-i-khidmadgāra ] n (self-dedicated) servant of God., freedom-fighter 
under 'Frontier Gandhi' Abdul Gaffur Khan. 

েখাদাবn [ khōdābanda ] n (voc.) My Lord; Your Maj esty; Sire; Master; Sir. 
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েখািদত [ khōdita ] a engraved. 

েখানা [ khōnā ] a pronounced or spoken with breath passing through the nose, nasal. ☐ n. a 
person speaking through the nose. েখানা sের বলা to speak through the nose. 

েখাপ, েখাপর [ khōpa, khōpara ] n a small hole (পায়রার েখাপ), a cell; a recess, a niche. 

েখায়া1 [ khōẏā1 ] n solidified milk or cream (also েখায়া-kীর); a broken stone, macadam. েখায়া িদেয় 
বাঁধােনা v. to macadamize, to pave with stone chips, to cobble. েখায়া বাঁধােনা রাsা cobbled streets. 

েখায়া2 [ khōẏā2 ] a lost; wasted; stolen. েখায়া যাoয়া v. to be lost or wasted or stolen. েখায়ােনা v. to 
lost; to waste. 

েখায়াব [ khōẏāba ] n a dream; a daydream; (fig.) a false fancy, an illusion. 

েখায়ার [ khōẏāra ] n misery; distress; harm; humiliation; insult; punishment; condemnation; 
reproof; blame. েখায়ার হoয়া v. to be stricken with misery or distress; to suffer harm or humiliation 
or insult; to be punished or condemned or reproved or blamed. 

েখায়াির [ khōẏāri ] n tiredness or depression that strikes in when drunkenness is over. েখায়াির ভাঙা v. 
to drink a little in order to remove post-drunken depression. 

েখার [ khōra ] sfx indicating: one who eats (মছিলেখার); one who is addicted to (গাঁজােখার, েনশােখার). 

েখারা, েখারাi [ khōrā, khōrāi ] n a large cup without a handle, a goblet without a stem. 

েখারাক [ khōrāka ] n food, provision; capacity for eating (তার েখারাক েবিশ), appetite; ration of food. 
েখারাক-েপাশাক n. food and clothing. েখারািক n. cost of food (েখারািক লােগ না); rations or ration-money 
(e চাকিরেত েখারািক িমলেব). 

েখারাসািন [ khōrāsāni ] a of Khorasan (েখারাসান). ☐ n. a native of Khorasan. 

েখাল2 [ khōla2 ] n a cover; a case (বািলেশর েখাল); a shell (কচ্ছেপর েখাল); a skin (লাuেয়র েখাল); a 
calabash; bark or spathe of trees (নািরেকল-sপািরর েখাল); a hole, a hollow, a cavity, a crevice, a 
socket (েচােখর েখাল), a pit or fold (েপেটর বা বুেকর েখাল), a hold (জাহােজর বা েনৗকার েখাল); a musical 
instrument of percussion resembling a longish tomtom; the water-containing vase of a 
hookah. ̃করতাল n. the tomtom and cymbals. ি◌ a. one who beats the afore-mentioned musical 
instrument of percussion. 

েখালক [ khōlaka ] n a hood for covering the whole body, a yashmak; a shell (of the crustacean). 
কী a. crustacean. ☐ n. a crustacean. 
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েখালতাi [ khōlatāi ] n beautiful show, beauty; brightness. ☐ a. having a good show, showy; 
beautiful; bright. 

েখালনলেচ [ khōlanalacē ] n the bowl of burning tobacco and the pipe of a hookah. নলেচ বদলােনা 
(fig.) to change something so completely and thoroughly as to give it a new look. 

েখালস [ khōlasa ] n an outer covering; a slough, a fell (সােপর েখালস); (sarcas.) garment. স ছাDা v. (of 
snakes) to cast or slough off (i s) skin, to moult. 

েখালসা [ khōlasā ] a clear, clean; plain; frank, can did; free (েখালসা মন); emptied, vacated. সা করা v. 
to open (মন েখালসা করা) to evacuate thoroughly (েপট েখালসা করা). সা কের বলা v. to speak clearly or 
point-blank or leaving no room for doubt; to be outspoken; to speak out without reserve, to open 
one's heart; to make a clean breast of. েখালসা a. open-hearted, frank, can did; above-board. 

েখালা1 [ khōlā1 ] n (of fruits) skin (েমাচার েখালা); an outer covering or a shell, a carapace (কাঁকDার 
েখালা, কচ্ছেপর েখালা); (of trees) bark or spathe (কলাগােছর েখালা); a kind of frying-pan (ভাজনা-েখালা), 
pantile (েখালার চাল); a field (ধানেখালা); a place (হাটেখালা); an open place for manufacturing, a yard 
(iটেখালা). ◌ার ঘর a hut with a pantile shed. 

েখালা2 [ khōlā2 ] v to open (দরজা েখালা); to expose or reveal, to open (মন েখালা); to unfasten (েগাrর 
দিD েখালা); to set on a voy age or journey, to leave; to start or found (নতুন sুল েখালা); to open for 
day's work (e েদাকান েবলা দশটায় খুলেব); to resume work, to re-open (ছুিটর পর আদালত খুলেব); to untie 
or undress (েখাঁপা েখালা, চুল েখালা); to put off, to take off (জামা েখালা). ☐ a. open, unfastened; untied 
or undressed; unobstructed, unhindered (েখালা পথ); frank, without reserve (েখালা মন). ◌া বাজার 
(comm.) open market. ◌াখুিল a. frank, categorical, candid, outspoken, unreserved (েখালাখুিল কথা). 
☐ adv. frankly, categorically, point-blank, outspokenly, unreservedly. ◌ােনা v. to cause to open or 
unfasten; to cause to leave; to cause to start or found; to cause to open for day's work; to cause to 
re-open; to cause to untie or undress; to cause to take off or put off. 

েখালামkিচ [ khōlāmakuci ] n a broken piece of ceramic material potsherd; (fig.) a trifling ob ject. 

েখাশ [ khōśa ] a delightful, pleasant (েখাশখবর); happy, cheerful (েখাশেমজাজ); done by one's own 
self, voluntary. ̃কবালা n. (law) a deed of conveyance executed voluntarily by the proprietor 
himself. ̃খবর n. glad tidings; agreeable or pleasing news. ̃েখয়াল n. a fad, a crotchet; a caprice, a 
whim. ̃েখারাক n. dainty food, delicate dishes, table delicacies. ̃েখারািক a. fond of dainty food; 
accustomed to taking dainty food. ̃গl n. a pleasant chat; an amusing tale or story. ̃নিবশ n. a 
calligra pher; a good writer. ̃নাম n. reputation; fame; goodwill. ̃েপাশাক n. fine dress; fancy 
dress. ̃েপাশািক a. fond of fine dress; foppish. ব ু same as ব ু । ̃েমজাজ n. cheerful or merry or self 
complacent mood. 
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েখাশােমাদ [ khōśāmōda ] n flattery, adulation. ◌ােমাদ করা v. to flatter, to adulate. ◌ােমােদ েভালা v. to 
be moved with flattery. ◌ামুিদ, েখাশােমািদ n. flattery, adulation. ◌ামুেদ a. flattering, adulatory. ◌ামুেদ 
েলাক a flatterer, a sycophant. 

েখাস [ khōsa ] n itches, scabies. 

েখাসা [ khōsā ] n skin (of fruits). 

খয্াংরা [ khyāṃrā ] n a broom or broomstick, a besom. ̃েপটা করা v. to beat or thrash with a broom, 
to strike with a broom. 

খয্াঁট [ khyān̐ṭa ] n (hum.) a feast. 

খয্াত [ khyāta ] a famous (খয্াতনামা); called, named designated or known as (আযর্নােম খয্াত জািত). ̃নামা 
a. one whose name is well-known, famous, renowned, celebrated. 

খয্ািত [ khyāti ] n fame, renown; celebrity; (rare) a name or designation. ◌ািতলাভ করা v. to be 
famous, to earn fame. 

খয্াপক [ khyāpaka ] a. & n one who or that which an nounces or proclaims or gives publicity. 

খয্াপন [ khyāpana ] n announcement; proclamation; publicity. 

িখর্s [ khrisṭa ] a Christ. ধ̃মর্ n. Christianity. ̃পূবর্ a. B.C., Before Christ. ি◌sান a. Chris tian. ☐ n. a 
Christian. ি◌sািন n. manners and customs of Christians; (dero.) imitation of Christians; (dero.) 
Europeanism; (vul.) Christianism or Christianity; (arch.) a Christian. ি◌sাb n. A. D., of the 
Christian era. ি◌sীয় a. of Christ or of the Christian era; Christian. 
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গ1 [ ga1 ] n the third consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

গ2 [ ga2 ] sfx indicating; going; going towards (িনmগ). 

গঁদ [ gan ̐da ] n gum (also ের আঠা ). 

গগন [ gagana ] n the sky, the heavens, the firmament, free space overhead; the blue. ̃চর, ̃চারী a. 
(capable of) flying or moving in the sky, aerial, ethereal. চ̃ুmী a. sky-kissing, sky-high; very lofty. 
চুmী aTািলকা a sky-scraper. ̃চুয্ত, ̃  a. fallen from the sky. ̃তল n. the floor of the sky, the vault of the 
heavens, the firmament. ̃পট n. the canvas of the sky, the vault of the heavens, the firmament; 
skyscape. ̃পথ n. the celestial path; an aerial route. ̃pাn n. a corner of the sky, the sky line, the 
horizon. ̃িবহারী a. (capable of) flying or moving in the sky, aerial, ethereal; (fig.) imbued with 
lofty ideas or plans, aspiring. ̃মNল n. the sky; the dome of the sky; the heavens. ̃sশর্ী a. touching 
or reaching the sky; sky-high; very lofty; very high, soaring (গগনsশর্ী মূলয্); (fig.) highly aspiring 
or ambitious. গগনsশর্ী aTািলকা a sky scraper. গগনাঙ্গন n. the courtyard of the heavens, the sky. গগনাmু 
n. rain-water. 

গঙ্গা [ gaṅgā ] n the Ganges, the Ganga; a river; a wife of Shiva (িশব). (poet.) গঙ্গা, গঙ্গজ a. 
Gangetic; riverine. গঙ্গাজিল1 n. act of putting the water of the Ganges into the mouth of a dying 
person; act of swearing by taking the water of the Ganges in one's palm. গঙ্গাজিল2 a. having the 
color of the water of the Ganges, of a brownish cream color. ̃তীর n. bank of the Ganges. ̃ধর n. an 
appellation of Shiva (িশব). ̃পুt n. (in the Mahabharata) Bhishma; one be longing to a Hindu caste 
whose business is to cremate or to help cremation, (cp.) an undertaker by caste. ̃pাp a. (lit.) one 
whose mortal remains have been thrown in the Ganges; dead. গঙ্গাpাp হoয়া v. to die (esp. 
holily). ̃pািp n. death (esp. in a holy manner). ̃ফিDং n. the grasshopper (of the green and large 
variety). ̃বাসী a. living near or on the bank of the Ganges; riverine. ̃মাহাtয্ n. the glory of the 
Ganges; a hymn glorifying the Ganges. ̃যমুনা n. the Ganges and the Jumna or their confluence. ☐ 
a. black-and-white; mixed with gold and silver, bimetallic. ̃যাtা n. act of carrying a dying person 
to the bank of the Ganges. গঙ্গাযাtা করা v. to be carried to the bank of the Ganges on the eve of 
one's death. গঙ্গাযাtা করােনা v. to carry (a dying person) to the bank of the Ganges. ̃যাtী n. a person 
who is being carried to the bank of the Ganges on the eve of his death; a dying man; a pilgrim to 
the mouth of the Ganges esp. on a holy occasion. fem. ̃যািtণী । ̃লাভ same as গঙ্গাpািp । ̃সংগম, ̃সাগর n. 
the confluence of the Ganges and the Bay of Bengal, the mouth of the Ganges. ̃sান n. bathing in 
the Ganges. গঙ্গাsান করা v. to bathe in the Ganges; (fig.) to cleanse oneself of guilt, sin etc. to make 
oneself pure. 

গেঙ্গাtী, গেঙ্গাtরী [ gaṅgōtrī, gaṅgōttarī ] n a holy place of the Hindus in Garhwal (flowing 
through this place the Ganges comes down to the plains). 

গেঙ্গাদক [ gaṅgōdaka ] n the water of the Ganges. 
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গচ্চা, গচ্ছা [ gaccā, gacchā ] n (ori.) a compensation; a loss for nothing; penalty for one's folly, 
carelessness etc. গচ্চা েদoয়া v. to com pensate; to lose for nothing; to pay penalty (for). গচ্চা যাoয়া v. 
to have to lose or suffer loss for nothing; to be paid by way of penalty or compensation. (for). 

গিচ্ছত [ gacchita ] a placed in the custody of; entrusted; deposited. গিচ্ছত েদoয়া v. to place in the 
custody (of); entrust (with); to deposit. গিচ্ছত রাখা v. to place or receive in the custody (of); to 
entrust or be entrusted with; to give or receive as a deposit. গিচ্ছত েনoয়া v. to have in the custody 
(of); to be entrusted (with); to take as a deposit. গিচ্ছত ধন money deposited; trust money. গিচ্ছত 
সmিt a trust property. সmিt গিচ্ছত রাখার দিলল a. trust deed. 

গছােনা [ gachānō ] v to cause to accept a thing or a responsibility (esp. craftily), to persuade to 
accept. ☐ a. that has been caused to be accepted (esp. craftily.) গিছেয় েদoয়া same as গছােনা (v.). 

গজ1 [ gaja1 ] n gauze (ঘােয়র মেধয্ গজ েঢাকােনা) গজ েঢাকােনা v. to put a piece of gauze into. 

গজ2 [ gaja2 ] n a protuberance, a swelling (মাথায় গজ েবিরেয়েছ); a sprout (ঝুেনা নারেকলটার গজ েবিরেয়েছ). 
গজ বার হoয়া v. to protuberate, to have a swelling; to sprout. 

গজ3 [ gaja3 ] n a measure of length equal to 3 feet. a yard. 91.5 cm or .9144 m. ☐ a. measuring a 
yard (eকগজ কাপD, পাঁচগজ লmা). ̃কািঠ n. a yardstick. গিজ same as গজ3 (a). 

গজ4 [ gaja4 ] n the elephant; (in chess) the bishop; a very small variety of worm (গজভkু 
কিপt). ̃কচ্ছপ n. (myth.) two brothers, who contended with each other for the possession of their 
pater nal wealth, were turned into a huge elephant and a huge tortoise, in their new shapes too 
they went on fighting frightfully and relentlessly; (fig.) two terrible contestants; (hum.) a man of 
elephantine build. গজকচ্ছেপর যdু (fig.) a relentless encounter between equals; Greek meeting 
Greek. ̃km n. a globular appendage on the forehead of the elephant ̃গিত, ̃গমন n. slow and majestic 
or stately gait (of a well-built person) resembling that of an elephant. ☐ a. moving majestically 
like an elephant. ̃গািমনী a. fem. mounted on an elephant; moving majestically like an elephant. ☐ 
n. such a woman or girl. masc. (a. & n.). ˜গামী । ̃ঘন্টা n. a belltied round an elephant's neck to warn 
the passers-by from a distance. চ̃k ুn. a very small and squint eye. ☐ a. one with such an eye. ̃দn1 
n. ivory.দ̃n2 n. an extra tooth (of a man) growing in front of another. ̃nর a. very big; fat; pot-
bellied. ̃পিত n. a leader amongst the wild elephants. ̃বীিথ n. an orderly line of elephants. ̃ভুk a. 
eaten by an elephant; eaten by a small worm called গজ (see above). ̃ভুkকিপtবত্ a. & adv. like a 
sour wood-apple eaten up by worms (a গজ worm enters unnoticeably into a sour wood-apple and 
eats up the whole of its kernel); (fig.) utterly hollow though looking full. ̃েমািত, (inc.) ̃মিত, ̃মুkা n. 
any of the costly pearls which, according to fables, are shed from an elephant's head. ̃যূথ n. a herd 
of elephants. ̃রাজ same as গজপিত । 

গজগজ [ gajagaja ] int expressing: low grumbling (usu. to one's own self) in anger, annoyance, 
discountent, dissatisfaction etc. (চাকরটা রােগ গজগজ করেছ); restless desire for coming out (েপেট কথা 
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গজগজ করেছ); overcrowding (েপেট খাবারgেলা গজগজ করেছ). গজগজ করা v. to grumble; to try restlessly to 
come out; to over crowd. গজগজািন n. grumbling; (rare) restless desire for coming out; (rare) 
overcrowding. 

গজিগর, গজিগির [ gajagira, gajagiri ] n the pavement round a draw-well etc., (cp.) a well-curb; 
(archi.) a work of decorative plastering. 

গজব [ gajaba ] n oppression, tyranny, outrage, violence, high-handedness; injustice. 

গজরােনা [ gajarānō ] v to rumble; to grumble surlily, to growl. গজরািন n. a rumbling; a rumbling 
noise; a growl. 

গজল [ gajala ] n a Persian musical mode (chiefly used in singing love-songs); a love-song; a 
love-lyric. 

গজা [ gajā ] n a kind of sweetmeat made of flour. 

গজানন [ gajānana ] n a person who has on his shoulders an elephant's head instead of his own; an 
appellation of Ganesha (গেণশ). 

গজানীক [ gajānīka ] n a warrior mounted on an el ephant. 

গজােনা [ gajānō ] v to sprout; to originate; to evolve; to grow. ☐ a. sprouted; originated; 
evolved, grown. 

গজাির [ gajāri ] n an enemy of the elephant; the lion. 

গজােরাহী [ gajārōhī ] a mounted on an elephant. ☐ n. a man or soldier mounted on an elephant. 
fem. গজােরািহণী । 

গজাল [ gajāla ] n a large and thick nail, a peg, a rivet; a variety of freshwater fish shaped almost 
like a cylinder. 

গেজnd [ gajēndra ] n a leader of a herd of wild elephants; the best elephant; a superb 
elephant. ̃গমন n. majestic or stately gait (of a well-built person) resembling that of an elephant. ☐ 
a. moving majestically like an elephant. fem. ̃গমনা, ̃গািমনী । 

গঞ্জ [ gañja ] n a granary, a store; a central market (esp. which is a centre for import and export); 
a stock exchange, (cp.) Rialto; a large market-place, a large grain market. 
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গঞ্জন [ gañjana ] n act of scolding or childing or up braiding; act of insulting; act of putting to 
shame or reproaching (by displaying superior excellence). ☐ a. one who or that which scolds or 
insults; one who or that which puts to shame or reproaches ('খঞ্জনগঞ্জন আঁিখ'). গঞ্জনা n. scolding, 
chiding, upbraiding; insult; putting to shame; reproach. গঞ্জনা েদoয়া । v. to scold, to chide; to 
upbraid; to insult; to reproach; to put to shame. 

গঞ্জা [ gañjā ] v (poet.) same as গঞ্জনা েদoয়া । 

গিঞ্জকা [ gañjikā ] n the female flowering tops of Indian hemp, ganja; (loos.) hemp. ̃েসবী a. given 
to smoking ganja. ☐ n. a (habitual) smoker of hemp. 

গিঞ্জত [ gañjita ] a scolded, chid; insulted; put to shame, reproached. 

গটগট, গটমট [ gaṭagaṭa, gaṭamaṭa ] int expressing; the sound of walking or marching firmly and 
arrogantly. গটগট বা গটমট কের চলা v. to walk or march firmly and arrogantly; to walk with firm and 
quick steps. 

গঠন [ gaṭhana ] n building or modelling or shaping, construction, formation (sা hগঠন, মূিতর্গঠন, 
শbগঠন, দলগঠন); build, shape, form, appearance, structure. গঠন করা v. to build, to model, to shape, 
to construct, to form, to make, to create. ̃pণালী, ̃ভিঙ্গ, ̃ৈশলী n. the style or manner of building or 
modelling or shaping or constructing or forming. ̃েসৗ ব n. the beauty or grace of a thing built or 
modelled or shaped or constructed or formed; beauty or elegance of form. গিঠত a. built, modelled, 
shaped, constructed, formed, made, created. 

গDল, গDর [ gaḍḍala, gaḍḍara ] n the ram; (fig.) a stupid man. 

গDিলকা, গDিরকা [ gaḍḍalikā, gaḍḍarikā ] n. fem the ewe leading a flock, a bell-wether; a 
flock following a bell-wether. গDিলকাpবাহ n. (lit.) the movement of a flock of sheep blindly 
following the bell-wether; (fig.) a multitude of blind followers or their act of following enmasse; 
a continuous flow. 

গড়1 [ gaḍ◌়1 ] n shape, build. 

গড়2 [ gaḍ◌়2 ] n genuflexion, genuflection. গD করা v. to genuflect, to bow in salutation (to a person 
or deity). গD হoয়া v. to genuflect. 

গড়3 [ gaḍ◌়3 ] n an average, a mean; an approximate amount. ̃পDতা see below. গেD adv. on an 
average. 
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গD4 [ gaḍ◌়4 ] n a fort; a fortress; a moat; a hollow into which the mouth of a husking pedal falls 
to thrash grains. গেDর pাচীর the rampart. গেDর বািদয্ the military band of a fort; the music of this 
band. গেDর মাঠ the esplanade. 

গDখাi [ gaḍ◌়khāi ] n a moat; (cp.) a ravelin. 

গDগD [ gaḍ◌়gaḍ◌় ] int expressing: a rumbling sound (as of thunder), a rattling sound (as of a 
running hackney-carriage), a continuous rattle. গDগD করা v. to rumble; to speak with flippant 
ease, to rattle; to grumble surlily. গDগD কের বলা v. to say or utter unobstructedly and rapidly, to 
speak unfalteringly or glibly. 

গDগDা [ gaḍ◌়gaḍ◌়ā ] n a hubble-bubble. 

গDন [ gaḍ◌়na ] n act of making or creating or building or shaping or moulding or forming (see 
also গD1); build, shape, mould, formation, structure; grace or beauty of build, shape etc. ̃িপটন, ̃েপটন 
n. shape and appearance. ̃দার n. one who makes things by casting metals; a moulder. 

গDপDতা [ gaḍ◌়paḍ◌়tā ] a average; approximate. ☐ adv. on an average; approximately. 

গDবD [ gaḍ◌়baḍ◌় ] n confusion, disorder, mess, muddle, disarray. 

গDা1 [ gaḍ◌়ā1 ] n a kind of very coarse white loin cloth without any border. 

গDা2 [ gaḍ◌়ā2 ] n an enclosure of stakes etc. set in a stream as a trap for fish, weir. 

গDা3 [ gaḍ◌়ā3 ] v to make (িপেঠ গDা); to shape, to mould, to model (পুতুল গDা); to create; to build, to 
construct (বািD গDা); to form (দল গDা); to found (sুল গDা, রাজয্ গDা); to bring up (েছেল গDা); to 
develop (েদশ গDা). ☐ a. made; shaped, moulded, modelled; created; built, constructed; formed; 
founded; brought up; developed; made up, fabricated (গDা সাkী). 

গDাগিD [ gaḍ◌়āgaḍ◌়i ] n state of weltering; a scattered and unclaimed state (টাকাপয়সার গDাগিD). 
গDাগিD খাoয়া, গDাগিD েদoয়া v. to welter, to roll about, to wallow. গDাগিD যাoয়া v. to welter (েছেলটা 
ধুেলায় গDাগিD যােচ্ছ); to roll about; to be scattered here and there (টাকাপয়সা গDাগিD যােচ্ছ). 

গDােন [ gaḍ◌়ānē ] a rolling, that which is rolling; rolling on the ground; (in football etc.) that 
runs all the way along the grass, touching the grass. 

গDােনা1 [ gaḍ◌়ānō1 ] v to roll; to cause to roll, to send rolling; to pour (কলিস েথেক জল গDােনা); to 
welter; to be beside oneself (আhােদ গDােনা); to flow (েতল গDােনা); to go, to reach, to develop into 
(বয্াপারটা বhdর গDাল). ☐ n. act of rolling or pouring or weltering or being beside oneself or flowing 
or reaching. গিDেয় েদoয়া n. to send rolling; to pour for somebody (আমােক eকট ুজল গিDেয় দাo). গিDেয় 
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পDা v. to roll down; to come out pouring; to lie down and roll; to fall down and welter; to flow 
down. গিDেয় যাoয়া v. to go rolling; to flow on; to reach, to roll down; to develop into. 

গDােপটা [ gaḍ◌়āpēṭā ] v to give definite form or shape to, to hammer or knock into (right) shape. 
☐ a. that which is decided be forehand (esp. by way of compro mise); got-up. 

গDায় গDায় [ gaḍ◌়āẏa gaḍ◌়āẏa ] adv side by side; snugly (গDায় গDায় পেD থাকা). 

গিDমিস [ gaḍ◌়imasi ] n wilful or habitual delay, procrastination, dilatoriness. গিDমিস করা v. to 
delay wilfully or habitually, to procrastinate, dilly-dally; to be dilatory. 

গD ু[ gaḍ◌়u ] n any morbid protuberance or ex crescence on the body (such as hunch, goitre, wart 
etc.) a. hunch-backed. 

গণ [ gaṇa ] n a collection, a multitude; a number more than one (used as a sfx. to indicate 
plurality, e.g. বালকগণ = boys, পুrষগণ = men); a community, a class; a group; a genus; a species; 
the common people, the masses; the attendants of Shiva (িশব); a clan, a race, a family; a 
classification of persons according to the stars predominant at their birth (েদবগণ, নরগণ, রাkসগণ); 
(in Sanskrit gr.) a classification of verbs (ভব্ািদগণ). ̃aভুয্tান n. mass rising, mass upheaval, mass 
revolt. ̃আদালত n. people's court. ̃আেnালন n. mass movement. ̃েচতনা n. popular awareness; 
awakening of the people. ̃তnt n. a form of government in which the supreme power is vested in 
the elected representatives of the people; democracy; a republic. ̃তntী, ̃তািntক a. republican; 
democratic. ̃েদব n. an appellation of Ganesha (গেণশ). ̃েদবতা n. one of a class of subordinate deities; 
the people conceived as a deity. ̃নাটয্ n. people's theatre. ̃নায়ক n. a leader of the people. ̃নাথ ̃পিত n. 
the lord of the host; an appellation of Ganesha (গেণশ) and also Shiva (িশব). ̃পিরষদ n. a constituent 
assembly. ̃িবেkাভ n. popular unrest, people's agitation. ̃েভাট n. plebiscite. ̃মাধয্ম n. mass media. ̃যdু n. 
people's war. ̃শিk n. power of the people, the united strength of the people; the people 
collectively; the sovereignty of the people. ̃সংগীত n. folk song; group music; song of the 
masses. ̃সংgাম n. mass struggle. ̃হতয্া n. genocide. 

গণiেত [ gaṇitē ] v. inf (poet.—obs.) counting; go ing to count, to count. 

গণক [ gaṇaka ] n an astrologer, a soothsayer; a palmist; a calculator. ☐ a. one who or that which 
calculates, calculating. 

গণন, গণনা [ gaṇana, gaṇanā ] n act of reckoning or counting, enumeration (সংখয্াগণনা); act of 
doing a mathematical sum; act of deciding or judging (as); decision, judgment (েদাষী বেল গণনা 
করা); act of considering or regarding (as), consideration (মাnষ বেল গণনা); act of pointing out (as), 
mention (শtr বেল গণনা); (astrol.) prediction, foretelling, divina tion. গণনা করা v. to reckon, to count, 
to enumerate; to calculate, to compute; to do (a mathematical sum), to work out; to judge; to 
consider, to regard (as); to point out, to mention; (astrol.) to predict, to foretell, to divine. গণনাকারী 
n. an enumerator. ̃যnt a counting instrument, a calculator. গণনাহর্ a. worthy of being reckoned or 
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counted; worth considering or counting. গণনীয় a. countable; calculable; worth considering or 
mentioning. 

গণািধপ [ gaṇādhipa ] n same as গণনাথ (see গণ). 

গিণকা [ gaṇikā ] n a prostitute, a harlot, a whore. ̃গৃহ, ̃লয় n. a brothel, a bawdy-house. 

গিণত [ gaṇita ] a reckoned, counted; enumerated; calculated, computed; (rare—of a 
mathematical sum) worked out; decided, adjudged; considered, regarded (as); pointed out, 
mentioned; (astrol.) predicted, divined. ☐ n. mathematics. ̃ক n. accounts. গিণতকিবদয্া n. 
accountancy. ̃j a. versed in mathematics. ☐ n. a mathematician. ̃িবদয্া n. (the science of) 
mathematics. ̃িবষয়ক a. mathematical. ̃শাst same as গিণতিবদয্া । 

গণীভূত [ gaṇībhūta ] a belonging to a race or tribe, racial, tribal, belonging to a genus, generic; 
belonging to a community, communal; belonging to a party. 

গেণশ [ gaṇēśa ] n the lord of the hosts; the name of the eldest son of Shiva (িশব) and Durga (dগর্া) 
who is the presiding deity of success. 

গN [ gaṇḍa ] n the cheek; any morbid fleshy growth on the body, a tumour, a boil (গলগN); a gland 
(গNমালা); any massive thing (গNৈশল). ☐ a. large and im portant. ̃kপ n. a dimple on the cheek; a 
valley. ̃gাম n. a large populous village; a remote village. ̃েদশ, ̃ফলক n. the cheek. ̃মালা n. mumps; 
scrofula. ̃মূখর্ a. utterly ignorant or illiterate; utterly stupid. গNিশলা n. a boulder. গNৈশল n. a volcanic 
rock. ̃ হল n. the cheek. 

গNক [ gaṇḍaka ] n the rhinoceros; an obstacle; a unit of counting in fours; a river of that name. 

গNকীিশলা [ gaṇḍakīśilā ] n a kind of black stone found in the river Gandaki. 

গিN, গNী [ gaṇḍi, gaṇḍī ] n an encircling line, a bound ary-line; bounds, limit; a (circular) part of 
land immunized by means of a charm. গিN েদoয়া v. to draw a (circular) line along the boundary; to 
draw a line encircling a plot of land and immunize it by means of a charm. 

গNু [ gaṇḍu ] n a pillow; a knot. 

গNষূ [ gaṇḍūṣa ] n a mouthful or handful of water; the cavity or capacity of a cupped palm; act of 
taking water in the cup of one's palm by uttering some sacred in cantation and drinking it. 

গণয্ [ gaṇya ] a countable, calculable, estimable; worth regarding as; considered, regarded as 
(পূজনীয় বেল গণয্); deserving attention, important (গণয্মাn). গণয্ করা v. to consider or to reckon as; to 
attach importance to, to care. ̃মাn a. important and respectable. 
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গত্ [ gat ] n the (cardinal) notes of a musical air; an utterance, a slogan (সব েনতারi eক গত্); a code 
of laws or rules, routine (বাঁধা গত্). বাঁধা (বা বাঁিধ) গত্ set words or speech; a catchword; rigid rules or 
routine. 

গত [ gata ] a departed; finished; bygone, past; last (গত েসামবার); dead (তার িপতা গত হেয়েছন); 
obtained, held (হsগত); entered, lying (রnগত, মেনাগত). গত হoয়া v. to go by, to depart; to be finished; 
to pass away; to die. গতs েশাচনা নািs let bygones be bygones, it's no use crying over past things, 
let the dead past bury its dead. ̃কলয্, ̃কাল n. & adv. yester day. ˜kম a. refreshed. ̃েচতন a. 
unconscious; fainted, swooned. ̃জীব, ̃জীবন a. dead. ̃িদন, ̃িদবস n. & adv. yesterday. ˜িনd a. sleepless; 
wakeful; awake. ̃পরশু n. & adv. (the) day be fore yesterday. ˜pাণ a. dead. p̃ায় a. nearly gone. ̃বত্সর 
n. & adv. (the) last year. ˜বয্থ a. relieved of pain. ̃ভতরৃ্কা a. fem. widowed. ̃েযৗবন a. past one's prime 
of life, past one's youth; middle aged; aged, old. fem. ̃েযৗবনা । ̃রািt adv. last night. ̃েশাক a. one who 
has conquered grief and sorrow. ̃েশাচনা n. grief for the past. ̃সঙ্গ a. having no attachment to 
anything worldly. ̃sৃহ a. disinterested; apathetic. 

গতর [ gatara ] n body; health; physical strength or ability. ̃খািক, ̃খািগ a. fem. (abu sively) physically 
strong yet averse to work; extremely lazy. masc. ̃েখেকা, ̃েখেগা । গতর খাটােনা v. to undergo physical 
toil; to work as a manual labourer. 

গতাগত, গতাগিত [ gatāgata, gatāgati ] n going and coming; frequenting; advent and departure; 
birth and death ('করম িবপােক গতাগিত পুন পুন'). 

গতাnগিতক [ gatānugatika ] a routine; customary; usual; conventional; traditional; trite, 
hackneyed, commonplace; monotonous. ̃তা n. state of being customary; traditionalism; 
subservience to routine; triteness; lack or absence of variety; monotony. ̃ভােব adv. in a customary 
or hackneyed fashion, by keeping to the beaten track. 

গতাnেশাচনা, গতাnেশাচন [ gatānuśōcanā, gatānuśōcana ] n regret or grief for the past or for one's 
past actions. গতাnেশাচনা করা v. to lament for the past; to lament for one's past actions; to repent. 

গতায় ু[ gatāẏu ] a one whose days are numbered, about to die, dying. 

গতাs [ gatāsu ] a dead. গতাs হoয়া v. to die, to expire. 

গিত [ gati ] n going, passage, movement; gait, motion, velocity; a way, a means (an গিত েনi); a 
refuge or shelter, one who shelters or aids, a helper, a protector, a patron (দীেনর গিত); a remedy; 
consequence; the state into which one has to pass after one's death (নরকগিত); a means or way of 
rescue or salvation (পািপে র গিত); obsequies (মৃেতর গিত করা); end (মৃতুয্i জীবেনর গিত); condition, state 
(dগর্িত, আকােশর গিত); গিত করা v. to make necessary arrangement for; to remedy; to take necessary 
action; to provide for; to perform funeral rites of. আিhক গিত (astr.) diurnal motion. েকৗিণক গিত 
(phys.) angular motion. বািষর্ক গিত (astr.) annual motion. গিতক n. state, condition (মেনর গিতক); a 
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means or stratagem (েকােনা গিতেক). কাযর্গিতেক adv. in course of business or work; on business. ̃িkয়া 
n. procrastination. ̃দািয়নী a. fem. one who gives spiritual salvation. ̃pকৃিত same as গিতিবিধ 
। ̃িবjান, ̃িবদয্া n. kinetics; dynamics. ̃িবিধ n. movement, activity (শtrর গিতিবিধ); regular access or 
intercourse (রাজবািDেত তার গিতিবিধ আেছ); (arch.) a means of spiritual salvation ('o মা কর 
গিতিবিধ'). ̃েবগ n. speed, pace, velocity. ̃েবগমাপন যnt n. an instrument for measuring speed, a 
speedometer, a tachometer. ̃ভঙ্গ, ̃েরাধ n. stoppage or arrest of movement in the midway. ̃ভঙ্গ করা v. to 
stop in the midway; to break journey. ̃ময় a. moving, mobile; hav ing movement. ̃ময়তা a. mobility; 
movement; the state of having movement. ̃েরাধক a. that which checks the movement. ☐ n. a 
break. ̃েরাধ করা v. to cause to stop in the midway, to stop in the midway. ̃হীন a. motionless, 
immobile, still, having nothing to fall back on, resourceless. 

গতীয় [ gatīẏa ] a kinetic, dynamic. 

গতয্nর [ gatyantara ] n another means or way, an alternative means or way, an alternative. ̃হীন a. 
without an alternative, without any other means, left without an alternative. 

গদ [ gada ] n poison; disease; morbid presence of undigested food in the stomach (েপেট গদ 
জেমেছ). 

গদগদ [ gadagada ] n a voice made indistinct with excessive emotion. ☐ a. overwhelmed with 
emotion, ecstatic (গদগদিচt); one whose voice has been choked with emotion (গদগদ হoয়া); choked 
or con fused with excessive emotion (গদগদ ভাষা). 

গদা [ gadā ] n a mace, a club. ̃ঘাত n. a blow with a club, a stroke of a club. গদাঘাত করা v. to strike 
with a club, to club. ̃ধর, প̃ািণ a. holding a club. ☐ n. an appellation of Vishnu (িব ু). ̃যdু n. fight 
with clubs. 

গদাiলশকির, গদাiলsির [ gadāilaśakari, gadāilaskari ] a extremely sluggish. গদাiলশকির চাল n. 
sluggishness; the habit of doing things in a very slow and tardy manner. 

গিদ [ gadi ] n a mattress, a cushion; a mercantile office (মােরায়ািDর গিদ); a king's seat, a throne, a 
gadi (গিদেত আেরাহণ করা); the seat of a zemindar or landlord or of an ecclesiastical chief, an abbot 
etc. (গিদ পাoয়া). গিদয়ান a. seated; ruling; holding a post. 

গদয্ [ gadya ] n. & a prose. ̃কিবতা n. a prose poem. ̃ছn n. prose rhythm; the unversified language 
of poetry (গদয্ছেn েলখা কিবতা). ̃ময় a. prosaic. ̃েলখক n. a prose-writer. 

গনগন [ ganagana ] int expressing the blazing state. গনগন করা v. (of fire) to burn blazingly, to 
blaze. গনগেন a. blazing. 

গনতকার [ ganatakāra ] n a foreteller, an astrologer, a palmist; a soothsayer. 
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গনা [ ganā ] v to count, to enumerate; to calcu late, to compute; to consider; to regard as (মাnষ বেল 
গনা); to anticipate, to ap prehend (িবপদ গনা); to foretell, to di vine; to read as a palmist. ☐ a. 
counted, enumerated; calculated; con sidered, reckoned; anticipated; exactly just (গনা দশ 
বত্সর). ̃গনিত, ̃gনিত a. neither more nor less, exact, just. 

গনােগা ী [ ganāgōṣṭhī ] n the whole race or family. 

গনােনা [ ganānō ] v to cause to count or enumerate or calculate or compute; to cause to an 
ticipate; to cause to foretell or divine; to cause to read (one's palm, horoscope etc.) as by an 
astrologer. 

গন্ডেগাল [ ganḍagōla ] n tumult, uproar; disturbance; disorder; complication; difficulty; hitch. 
গন্ডেগাল করা v. to make a noise; to kick up a row; to create disorder. 

গন্ডা [ ganḍā ] n a set of four; a unit in fours; one's due or share (আপন গন্ডা) ̃িকয়া n. the table of 
counting by fours. 

গন্ডায় গন্ডায় [ ganḍāẏa ganḍāẏa ] adv in a large number. 

গন্ডার [ ganḍāra ] n the rhinoceros. 

গেন্ডিপেন্ড [ ganḍēpinḍē ] adv. & a stuffing or gorging oneself to the full. 

গেন্ডিপেn্ড খাoয়া [ ganḍēpin◌়ḍē khāōẏā ] v to stuff or gorge one self with food to the full; to 
gorman dize. 

গnবয্ [ gantabya ] a where one is to go, destined. ☐ n. destination. ̃পথ n. the destined route or 
way. ̃ হল n. destination. 

গnা [ gantā ] a one who goes or journeys, going, travelling. ☐ n. a goer, a traveller. fem. গntী । 

গn [ gandha ] n a scent, an odour, an aroma, a smell; a perfume (গn মাখা); spices (গnবিণক); faint 
mention or touch or presence or trace (নামগn); connection (eেত টাকার গn আেছ). গn ছDােনা v. to give 
out smell, to smell. গn পাoয়া v. to smell, to get the smell of; to get an in kling of, to be on the 
scent. গn েনoয়া, গn েশাঁকা v. to smell. ক̃া  n. sandal wood, aloe-wood. ̃েগাkল, ̃েগাkলা n. a variety of 
pole-cat or civet. ̃জল n. perfumed or scented water. ̃েতল n. perfumed oil, scented oil. ̃dবয্ n. an 
aromatic substance, a perfume; a kind of flower plant. ̃পু  n. a fragrant flower; a flower 
besmeared with or soaked in sandal-paste. ̃বিণক n. a Hindu caste dealing in spices; a mem ber of 
this caste. ব̃হ, ̃বাহ n. the wind. ̃িবহীন a. same as গnহীন । ̃েবেন coll. corrup. of ̃গnবিণক । ̃ভাদাল, ̃ভাdিল n. a 
kind of (medicinal) creeper with a strong scent, Paederia foetida. ̃মূিষক n. the musk-rat, the 
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mole. ̃মৃগ n. the musk-deer. ̃রাজ n. a kind of fragrant flower or its tree, the Gardenia. ̃হীন a. 
scentless. গেn গেn adv. trailing the scent of. 

গnক [ gandhaka ] n sulphur, brimstone. ̃কািঠ n. sulphur match for lighting a lamp. ̃চূণর্ n. sulphur 
powder; gunpowder. ̃dাবক, গnকাm n. sulphuric acid. 

গnরস [ gandharasa ] n myrrh. 

গnবর্ [ gandharba ] n (myth.) one belonging to a class of demi-gods proficient in music and war; 
(rare) a natural musician, a born musician. ̃িবদয্া n. the science and art of music, music. ̃িববাহ n. 
secret marriage of lovers (usu. by exchange of garlands) without any formal ceremony. ̃েবদ n. the 
treatise on music; the science of music. ̃েলাক n. the land or abode of the Gandharvas (গnবর্). 

গnসার [ gandhasāra ] n sandal tree. 

গnািধবাস, গnািধবাসন [ gandhādhibāsa, gandhādhibāsana ] n a ceremonial perfuming prior to a 
marriage or a holy rite. 

গnী [ gandhī ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) having a specific scent, scented. ☐ n. a dealer in spices 
(by caste); a kind of beetle with an abominable odour or offensive smell, a flying bug. 

গেnিndয় [ gandhēndriẏa ] n the organ of smell, the nose. 

গেnশব্রী [ gandhēśbarī ] n the tutelary deity of dealers in spices. 

গেnাপজীবী [ gandhōpajībī ] n a dealer in spices (by caste). ☐ a. dealing in spices. 

গnাকাটা [ gannākāṭā ] a hare-lipped. 

গপ গপ [ gapa gapa ] int expressing: the sound of eating rapidly or voraciously in large morsels. 
গপাগপ adv. rapidly or voraciously in large morsels (গপাগপ েগলা). 

গেpা, গেpা [ gappō, gappō ] n (coll.) gossip, chit-chat, prate. গেpা করা v. to talk idly, to chatter; to 
blab. ̃বাজ, গেp a. given to idle or too much talk, talkative, gossipy; able to talk or chat flippantly. 
☐ n. an idle talker; a flippant talker. 

গবচnd [ gabacandra ] n the name of a ludicrously stupid minister of folk tales; an utter fool. 

গবদা [ gabadā ] a corpulent, bulky, plump, fat, fleshy, chubby. 
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গবয় [ gabaẏa ] n a kind of (wild) cow having no dewlap (chiefly found in the Hima layan 
region). 

গবা [ gabā ] n a fatty and stupid person. ☐ a. fatty and foolish. 

গবাk [ gabākṣa ] n a ventilator in the shape of a bull's eye; an eyelet; a bay-window. 

গবািদ [ gabādi ] n the cow and similar other (do mestic) animals; the cattle group. 

গেবট [ gabēṭa ] n fool, idiot, simpleton, dolt, blockhead, dunce, booby. 

গেবষক [ gabēṣaka ] n one who researches, research ing. ☐ n. a research-worker; a re searcher. 

গেবষণা, গেবষণ [ gabēṣaṇā, gabēṣaṇa ] n research. গেবষণা করা v. to research. গেবষণাগার n. a 
laboratory, a lab. 

গেবিষত [ gabēṣita ] a researched. 

গবয্ [ gabya ] a relating to the cow; produced of the cow or cow-milk. ☐ n. anything produced of 
the cow or cow-milk (such as milk, ghee, curd, cowdung and cow's urine: these five collectively 
are called পঞ্চগবয্); milk-product. 

গেবয্াত্পাদন [ gabyōtpādana ] n dairy farming. 

গভনর্েমন্ট [ gabharnamēnṭa ] n (pol.) government. 

গভনর্র [ gabharnara ] n (pol.) a governor (of a state). 

গভীর [ gabhīra ] a deep; hollow (গভীর পাt); dense (গভীর বন); intense; thick (গভীর anকার); profound 
(গভীর পািন্ডতয্); far reaching, intricate, secret, esoteric (গভীর তtt); far-advanced (গভীর রািt); low-
pitched, grave (গভীর sর). ☐ n. the inmost or deepest part, depth (মেনর গভীের). গভীরতা, গভীরt n. 
depth; hol lowness; density; intensity, thickness; profundity; intricacy; far advanced state; 
gravity, graveness. গভীর জেলর মাছ n. a deep-water fish; (fig.) a very cunning and secretive person, 
a person whose designs or motives are too deep for divination. গভীর রােt in the dead of night. গভীর 
শব্সন deep breathing. 

গম [ gama ] n wheat. 

গমক [ gamaka ] n (mus.) a kind of artistic trill. 
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গমগম [ gamagama ] int expressing: the state of being resounded with deep or grave sound; the 
state of being filled (esp. sol emnly). গমগম করা v. to resound with deep or grave sound; to be full 
(esp. solemnly). গমগেম a. (of sound or voice) resounding, deeply resounding. 

গমন [ gamana ] n act of going, departure; movement; motion; gait; sexual intercourse, coition 
(পরদারগমন). গমন করা v. to go; to depart, to leave; to move. ̃পথ n. a route; a way. ̃শীল a. going, 
moving. গমনাগমন n. going and coming; departure and arrival; frequentation. গমনাগমন করা v. to go 
and come; to depart and ar rive; to frequent. গমনাহর্, গমনীয় a. where one may go to; that which can 
be traversed, passable, accessible; where one is to go, destined. গমেনাদয্ত a. about to go or depart 
or move. গমেনাnুখ a. eager or about to go or depart or move. 

গmীর [ gambhīra ] a grave, solemn (গmীর sর); affecting or expressing importance (গmীর চাল, গmীর 
আকৃিত); serious, glum, sullen (গmীর মুখ); sparing in speech, reserved. ̃তা n. gravity, solemnity; af 
fectation or expression of importance; seriousness; glumness; sullenness; reticence in speech, 
reservedness. গmীর নাদ a grave or resounding sound; a deep roar. ̃নাদী a. resounding; emitting a 
deep or resounding sound; roaring deeply. ̃pকৃিত a. reserved and grave. গmীর sর a grave or serious 
voice. গmীরাকৃিত a. looking or appearing grave and solemn. 

গmীরা [ gambhīrā ] n a form of worshipping Shiva (িশব) in the month of Chaitra (ৈচt); a kind of 
folk-song sung esp. in the Malda district on this occasion; the music of these songs; a form of 
decoration with tinsels; the inner part of a temple. 

গময্ [ gamya ] a where one may go; fit to be visited; that which can be traversed, passable, 
accessible; where one is to go, destined; obtainable; comprehensible; enjoyable; fit for sexual 
intercourse. ̃তা n. visitability; accessibility; motion. fem. গময্া । 

গয়ংগচ্ছ [ gaẏaṅgaccha ] n dilatoriness, procrastination; laziness. 

গয়িব [ gaẏabi ] a secret, concealed, undisclosed (গয়িব খুন); cock-and-bull, fantastic (গয়িব কথা); 
providential, divine (গয়িব আেদশ). গয়িব চাল (in chess) a move conducted or directed from a distance 
and without looking at the chess board; (fig.) a direction for action without knowing the state of 
affairs. গয়িব িচিঠ an anonymous or unsigned letter. 

গয়রহ [ gaẏaraha ] con (in law) and the rest, and others, etcetera, et al. 

গয়ার, গেয়র [ gaẏāra, gaẏēra ] n phlegm. গেয়র েতালা v. to expectorate, to eject phlegm. 

গয়ািল [ gaẏāli ] n a priest and guide for the pil grims to the temple of Gaya. 

গর [ gara ] pfx denoting: negation (গরহািজর); disparity, want (গরিমল); non-, disetc. 
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গরগর1 [ garagara1 ] a overwhelmed (ভােব গরগর); beside oneself, esp. with delight ('রাirপ েহির anর 
গরগর'); deeply reddened (চkু গরগর). গরগের a. over whelming; deep; very hot or strong (গরগের ঝাল). 

গরগর2 [ garagara2 ] int expressing: sign of anger or angry muttering; low roaring sound; deep 
colour effect. গরগর করা v. to be tray or give out signs of anger; to mutter angrily; to roar 
suppressedly; to be tray repressed anger or irritation; to fret and fume (রােগ গরগর করা); to redden 
deeply (চkু গরগর করা). গরগেরa. flushed with anger; muttering angrily; roaring suppressedly; deep 
red; (of any colour) deep. 

গরজ [ garaja ] n necessity or interest (আপন গরেজ); attention, devotion (পDােশানায় গরজ). গরজ করা v. 
to feel eagerness to do, to be up and doing, to be active; to pay attention to. গরিজ a. (chiefly used 
as a sfx.) interested (আpগরিজ). গরজ বD বালাi (fig.) necessity is the most exact ing taskmaster; (fig.) 
necessity knows no law. 

গরিঠকানা [ garaṭhikānā ] n a wrong address, an incorrect address. গরিঠকািনয়া a. one whose address 
is not known; without an address. 

গরদ [ garada ] n a kind of silk fabric. 

গরবা [ garabā ] n a kind of dance accompanied with songs current in Gujarat. 

গরম [ garama ] n heat (gীে র গরম); summer (গরেমর সময়); arrogant, haughtiness (কথার গরম); vanity, 
pride (টাকার গরম); morbidity, illness (েপট গরম). ☐ a. hot (গরম জল, গরম কাল); warm, woollen (গরম 
জামা); arrogant, haughty (গরম েমজাজ); angry (গরম কথা); characterized by high price, dear (গরম 
বাজার); excited, belligerent (গরম পিরি হিত); fresh and exciting (গরম খবর). গরম মশলা cardamom cloves 
and cinnamon taken together as used in cooking to make food rich. গরম গরম, গরমাগরম a. (of food) 
hot; (fig.—of news etc.) fresh and exciting. 

গরিম [ garami ] n heat; summer; anger; syphilis. 

গরিমল [ garamila ] n disparity; disagreement; disharmony. 

গররািজ [ gararāji ] a unwilling, reluctant, loth, not consenting. গররািজ হoয়া v. to express one's 
reluctance or unwillingness; not to agree. 

গরল [ garala ] n poison. 

গরহািজর [ garahājira ] a absent. গরহািজর থাকা v. to absent oneself. 

গরাদ [ garāda ] n a bar (as of a window). 
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গরান [ garāna ] n the mangrove or its timber. 

গিরব [ gariba ] a poor. ̃খানা n. (in polite speech) the speaker's dwelling-house which is supposed 
to be poor, (my) poor or humble residence. ̃gরেবা n. pl. the poorer classes; the proletariat. গিরবানা, 
গিরিব n. poverty; a poor man's state; poor arrangement. ☐ a. poor; poorly. 

গিরমা [ garimā ] n glory; pride; vanity; importance; spiritual glory earned by yoga or austere 
religious practice. 

গিরলা [ garilā ] n the gorilla. 

গির  [ gariṣṭha ] a weightiest; most important; largest; greatest; maximum; most venerable or 
honourable; richest; chief. গির  সাধারণ gণনীয়ক, (সংেkেপ) গ সা g (in arith.) greatest common 
measure, G.C.M.; (in alg.) highest common fac tor, H.C.F. গির  সmpদায় the majority community. 

গরীয়ান [ garīẏāna ] a weightier; more important; larger; more venerable or honourable; richer. 
fem. গরীয়সী । 

গrD [ garuḍ◌় ] n (myth.) the name of the prince of the birds on whom Vishnu (িব ু) 
rides. ̃ধব্জ, ̃বাহন n. Vishnu (িব ু). গrDাসন n. a posture of sitting in yoga after the manner of Garuda 
(গrD). 

গrত্ [ garut ] n a wing (as of a bird); a feather. 

গrtান [ garutmāna ] n Garuda (গrD); a bird. ☐ a. winged; feathered. গrtতী n. fem. a fe male 
bird. ☐ a. fem. winged; feathered; having a sail or sails (গrtতী তরী). 

গজর্ক [ garjaka ] a one who or that which roars, roaring. 

গজর্ন1 [ garjana1 ] n roar, rumble, howl, thundering sound. গজর্ন করা v. to roar, to rumble, to howl, 
to thunder. 

গজর্ন2 [ garjana2 ] n a species of tall tree, Diptero carpus turbinatus, the garjan. ̃েতল n. juice of 
garjan used in varnishing idols etc. 

গজর্মান [ garjamāna ] a engaged in or in a state of roaring, roaring, rumbling, howling, 
thundering. 

গজর্ােনা [ garjānō ] v to roar, to rumble, to howl, to thunder. গজর্ািন n. roaring, rumbling, howling, 
thundering. 
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গিজর্ত [ garjita ] a sounded or resounded loudly. 

গতর্ [ garta ] n a hole, a slot, a cavity, a crevice, a cavern, a pit, a cave. গতর্ করা v. to make a hole; 
to dig a hole. গতর্ ভরাট করা to fill a hole. 

গদর্ভ [ gardabha ] n the ass; (in reproof or taunts) an utter fool. fem. গদর্ভী । গদর্ভ রািগণী n. (ridi.) 
the intolerably harsh voice of a bad singer. 

গদর্া [ gardā ] n soil, dirt, filth. 

গদর্ান [ gardāna ] n the neck or the throat; the part of the body above the shoulders; the head. গদর্ান 
েদoয়া v. to sentence to death by beheading; to behead; to sacrifice one's own head. গদর্ান েনoয়া v. to 
be head. গদর্ািন n. holding by the neck and pushing one out. 

গবর্ [ garba ] n pride; conceit; vanity; boasting, bragging; an object of pride or glory (রবীndনাথ 
ভারেতর গবর্, ei ছিবখািন তার গবর্) গবর্ করা v. to pride (in); to boast, to brag. ̃শূn a. free from pride; 
modest; unpretentious. গিবর্ত, গবর্ী a. proud; conceited; vain, vainglorious; boastful, braggart. fem. 
গিবর্তা, গিবর্ণী । গেb র্াjjল a. radiant with pride or glory. গেবর্াdত a. arrogant and vainglorious. 

গভর্ [ garbha ] n inner part; interior, inside (নারেকেলর গভর্, ভূগভর্); bed, bottom (নদীগভর্); hollow, pit 
(খিনগভর্); womb (গেভর্ ধারণ); a spathe (of a plant); embryo, foetus (গভর্ধারণ); pregnancy, conception 
(গভর্লkণ); belly (েপয়ারাgেলা সব েছেলেদর গেভর্ েগেছ); (fig.) undue appropriation (e টাকা মহাজেনর গেভর্ 
যােব). গভর্ হoয়া v. to be in the family way; to become pregnant. ̃কিট a. perigynous. ̃কাল n. 
gestation. ̃েকশর n. the pistil (of a flower). গভর্েকশেরর agভাগ a stigma. ̃েকাষ n. the uterus, seed-ves 
sel. ̃গৃহ n. a lying-in room; a small room or compartment within a larger one often in a temple to 
house the idol (cp. an anteroom). ̃চুয্ত a. miscarried (in birth); fallen from the womb. ̃চুয্িত n. 
miscarriage. ̃জ, ̃জাত a. born of the womb (of). ̃তnt, ̃দন্ড n. (bot.) a style. ̃দাস n. a son of a slave 
woman (such a son is bound to slavery by birth); one's son by one's slave-woman ̃ধারণ n. 
conception. ̃গভর্ধারণ করা v. to conceive, to become pregnant, to be with child or in the family way. 
গেভর্ ধারণ act of bearing in one's womb; gestation. ̃ধািরণী n. mother. ̃নািD n. umbilical cord. ̃নাশ n. 
same as গভর্পাত । ̃িনঃসৃত a. one who or that which has come out of the womb (of); extricated from 
the womb (of). গভর্িনঃসৃত হoয়া v. to come out of the womb (of). ̃পt n. (bot.) a carpel. ̃পির ব, ̃ফুল n. 
placenta. ̃পাত n. miscarriage, abortion. ̃পাত করা v. to cause abortion (esp. illegally). গভর্পাত হoয়া v. 
to have abortion, to miscarry. ব̃তী a. pregnant, with child, in the family way. গভর্বতী হoয়া v. (of 
women) to become pregnant, to conceive; (of beasts) to be gravid or big with young. ̃বাস a. the 
period of gestation or act of living in one's mother's womb. গভর্বাস করা v. to be in one's mother's 
womb. to live in one's mother's womb. ̃েবদনা, ̃বয্থা same as গভর্যntণা । ̃মাস n. the first month of 
conception. ̃মুN n. (bot.) a stigma. ̃েমাচন n. delivery of a child. গভর্েমাচন করা v. to be delivered of a 
child. ̃যntণা, ̃যাতনা n. throes of labour, travail, labour-pain; (fig.) excessive pain or labour. গভর্যntণা 
েভাগ করা v. (lit. & fig.) to be in travail, to be in labour. ˜লkণ n. sign of pregnancy. শ̃ীষর্ a. (bot.) 
epigynous. স̃ংkমণ, ̃সঞ্চার n. appearance of the embryo in the womb; conception. গভর্সঞ্চার হoয়া v. to 
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become pregnant, to be with child. ̃ হ a. lying in the womb; of the womb. ̃ হলী n. the womb; the 
uterus. ̃sাব n. miscarriage in childbirth, abortion; (vul.—in abuse or contempt) a bastard, a 
wastrel, a good-for-nothing fellow. গভর্sাব হoয়া v. to miscarry. 

গভর্াগার [ garbhāgāra ] n a lying-in room; a small room or compartment within a larger one (cp. 
ante-room). 

গভর্াঙ্ক [ garbhāṅka ] n a scene (of a drama). 

গভর্াধান [ garbhādhāna ] n a ceremony on attainment of puberty by a married girl; act of making 
one pregnant, impregnation or fertilization (of the womb). 

গভর্াশয় [ garbhāśaẏa ] n the uterus, the ovary. গভর্াশয় pদাহ n. ovaritis. 

গিভর্ণী [ garbhiṇī ] a pregnant. ☐ n. a pregnant woman. 

গেভর্াত্পাদন [ garbhōtpādana ] n making one pregnant, impregnation or fertilization (of the 
womb.) 

গহর্ণ, গহর্ণা, গহর্া [ garhaṇa, garhaṇā, garhā ] n condemnation, censure, blame, accusation; 
reproach, reproof. 

গিহর্ত [ garhita ] a utterly condemned or censured; abominable, detestable; vile. গিহর্ত কাজ an 
atrocious or odious or heinous act. 

গহর্য্ [ garhya ] a condemnable, blameworthy; reproachable; detestable. 

গল [ gala ] n the throat; the neck. ̃কmল n. a dewlap. ̃গN n. goitre. ̃gহ n. an undesirable burden 
hanging from one's throat; (fig.) an undesirable dependant who willy-nilly has to be supported 
and cannot be got rid of. ̃দাহ n. in flammation of the throat, sore-throat, laryngitis, quinsy. ̃েদশ n. 
the region of the throat, the throat. ̃নািল n. the gullet, the oesophagus, the larynx, the wind-pipe. ̃বd 
n. a neckerchief, a muffler; a neckband, a collar (of a dog etc.). ̃বst a. having a piece of cloth 
round one's neck (to indicate humility). ̃বst হoয়া v. to put a piece of cloth round one's neck (in 
humble submis sion). ̃ভঙ্গ n. morbid hoarseness of voice, sore-throat. ̃ভঙ্গ হoয়া v. to become hoarse 
of voice. ̃রn n. the cavity of the throat. ̃রjু n. a halter. ̃রসgিন্হ n. the adenoids. ̃লg a. clung to one's 
neck. ̃লgীকৃতবাস same as গলবst (a). ̃হs n. act of holding by the neck or throat and pushing one out. 
গলহs েদoয়া v. to hold by the neck or throat and push one out. 

গলগল [ galagala ] int expressing the sound of quick and profuse pouring out or coming out of 
liquid matter. 
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গলত্, গলিত1 [ galat, galati1 ] a in a melting state; dripping; secreting morbid matter (গলত্k ). 
গলত্k  n. ulcerous leprosy secreting morbid matter. 

গলিত2 [ galati2 ] n a mistake, an error; a shortcoming, a defect. 

গলদ [ galada ] n an error; a defect; a failing, an omission; a fault. গলদ থাকা v. to be erroneous or 
defective or faulty. গলদ হoয়া v. to commit an error or fault; to be faulty or erroneous through inad 
vertence or incapacity. 

গলদ্ঘমর্ [ galadgharma ] a perspiring copiously, weltering in sweat, (lit.) melting in sweat. গলদ্ঘমর্ 
হoয়া v. to perspire copiously, to welter in sweat. 

গলদr [ galadaśru ] a with tears flowing from the eyes or rolling down the cheeks (গলদrেলাচন). 
গলদrেলাচেন adv. with tearful eyes. 

গলদা, গলদা-িচংিD [ galadā, galadā-ciṇḍ◌়i ] n the lobster. 

গলন [ galana ] n act of being melted, melting; act of passing through; act of being over whelmed; 
softening; act of bursting open and secreting morbid matter. গলনাঙ্ক n. melting-point. 

গলা1 [ galā1 ] v to melt (বরফ গলা); to pass or slip through; (fig.) to be tight-fisted (হাত িদেয় জল গেল 
না); to pass through or enter (ঘেরর মেধয্ গেল যাoয়া); to soften (মন গলা); to be overwhelmed (ে হেহ 
গলা); to burst open and secrete morbid matter (েফাDা গলা); to decompose (মৃতেদহটা গেল েগেছ, পেচ গেল 
যাoয়া). ☐ a. melted; worn out; softened overmuch; that which has burst open and is secreting 
morbid matter; decomposed; rotten. গলােনা v. to (cause to) melt; to (cause to) pass through; to 
(cause to) soften; to overwhelm; to put on easily or lightly (জুেতাটা পােয় গিলেয় নাo); to cause to 
burst open and secrete morbid matter; to decompose. ☐ a. melted. গলা গলা a. excessively 
softened or soft (গলা গলা ভাত). 

গলা2 [ galā2 ] n the throat; the neck; the Adam's apple; voice (তার গলা পািচ্ছ, গােনর গলা); strength of 
voice (েখয়াল গাiেত হেল গলা থাকা চাi) গলা কাটা). গলা v. to cut one's throat. গলা চাপা v. to restrain one's 
voice; to throttle. গলা ছাDা v. to remove restraint from one's voice (whilst singing, lamenting, 
calling etc.) গলা েটপা v. to throttle. গলা িটপেল dধ েবেরায় (lit.—of a person) so young that milk comes 
out of the mouth when the throat is pressed; (fig.) very young or inexperienced (cp. greenhorn). 
গলা ধরা, গলা বসা, গলা ভাঙা v. to be hoarse. গলায় গাথাঁ same as গলায় পDা । গলায় দিD (in curses) damn! 
hang! গলায় পDা v. to come upon one as an undesirable burden. গলায় লাগা v. to feel an uneasy 
sensation or pain in the throat, to have choking in the throat preventing easy passage of food; to 
cause irritation or inflammation of the larynx. গলার কাঁটা a fishbone stuck in one's throat; (fig.) a 
bothersome burden. গলার েজার strength of voice. গলার থিল (anat.) the pouch in the gullet or the 
crop. গলার বয্থা throat-pain, inflammation of the throat, throatsore, quinsy. eকগলা, গলা পযর্l a. 
reaching up to the neck, reaching up to the chin. ভারী গলা grave or deep voice. ̃কাটা a. exorbitant, 
cut-throat (price etc.) (গলাকাটা দাম). ☐ n. one who de mands an exorbitant price (cp. a cut 
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throat). ̃খাঁকাির n. act of clearing one's throat noisily, act of hawking. গলাখাঁকাির েদoয়া v. to hawk. গলা 
খুসখুsিন n. itching sensation in the throat. ̃গিল a. very intimate; close; matey; bosom; side by side. 
☐ adv. very intimately; closely; cheek by jowl. ☐ n. close intimacy; closeness. ̃গিল করা v. to be 
intimate with; to make free with; to hug. গলাধঃকরণ n. act of swallowing or gulping; act of eating 
or drinking. গলাধঃকরণ করা v. to swallow, to gulp; to eat or drink; (fig.) to brook, to endure (aপমান 
গলাধঃকরণ করা). ̃ধাkা n. catching by the neck and driving one out. গলাধাkা েদoয়া v. to catch by the 
neck and drive one out. ̃বn n. a neckerchief; a comforter; muffler. ̃বািজ n. shouting (usu. 
continuous); (ridi.) oration; bragging; bullying. গলাবািজ করা v. to shout (usu. continuously); (ridi.) 
to deliver a lecture, to harangue; to brag; to bully. গলাবািজ কের েজতা to shout others down. গলায় গলায় 
a. very close, intimate, hand in glove (গলায় গলায় ভাব). ☐ adv. neck and neck, side by side; up to 
the throat; up to the brim; very closely, intimately. 

গলািস [ galāsi ] n the neck-rope of an animal. 

গিল [ gali ] n a narrow street, a lane; a corridor. কানা গিল a blind alley, a cul-de-sac. ̃ঘুঁিজ n. pl. 
different narrow passages and concealed corners; lanes and by lanes; (fig.) secret regions or 
parts. nook and corner (মেনর গিলঘুঁিজ). 

গিলজ [ galija ] a extremely dirty or filthy; full of stench; rotten; decomposed; abominable (গিলজ 
বয্াপার). 

গিলত [ galita ] a melted (গিলত েলাহা); liquid, liquefied (গিলত ar); worn out, decrepit, old and 
infirm (গিলতনখদn); decomposed (গিলত শবেদহ); secreting morbid matter (গিলত k ). গিলত k  same as 
গলত্k  (see গলত্). 

গলiু [ galui ] n either of the tapering parts at the front and the back of a boat or ship, the prow or 
the stern. 

গl [ galpa ] n a story; a tale; a fable; an anecdote; a fantastic or fictitious narrative, a fib; 
gossip; chit-chat. গl করা v. to gossip; to chat; to speak of (েস িবলােতর সmেn গl করেছ); to tell 
fantastic or fictitious tales about (েন আর েতার বাহাdিরর গl কিরস না). গl পDা v. to read out a story or 
anecdote. গl ফাঁদা v. to spin or invent or fabricate a story. গl বলা v. to tell a tale. গl েলখা v. to 
write stories or tales. গl েশানা v. to hear a tale or anecdote. ̃কার n. a storywriter; a story teller. ̃gজব 
করা v. to gossip, to chat. গl বিলেয় n. a tale-teller; a raconteur (fem. a raconteuse). গl-সl same as 
গlgজব । গেl a. gossipy; talkative. 

গs [ gasta ] n act of walking or travelling, ambulation; act of purchasing goods (esp. for a retail 
shop) by ambulating in a (wholesale) market, shopping. গs করা v. to purchase goods (esp. for a 
retail shop) by ambulating in a (whole sale) market, to shop. 

গsািন [ gastāni ] n a harlot, a prostitute, a whore. 
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গহন [ gahana ] a dense; not easily accessible; difficult to comprehend. ☐ n. a part or region not 
easily accessible (মেনর গহেন). 

গহনা1 [ gahanā1 ] n (formal) an ornament. ̃গািট, ̃পt n. pl. ornaments and other valuables. 

গহনা2, গহনার েনৗকা [ gahanā2, gahanāra naukā ] n a boat that runs regularly with passengers 
from stage to stage, a stage-boat. 

গিহন [ gahina ] a deep; not easily accessible; far advanced (গিহন রােত = at dead of the night). 

গhর [ gahbara ] n a hole; a cavity; a pit. 

-গা1 [ -gā1 ] fem of গ2 (িনmগা). 

গা2 [ gā2 ] int a meaningless term or expletive used in conversation (hাঁ গা েমেয়, বল িক গা). 

গা3 [ gā3 ] n (mus.) the third note in the natural scale, E. 

গা4 [ gā4 ] n the body (গােয়র েজার); the surface of the body, the skin (খসখেস গা); sensibility, 
sensitiveness (aপমান গােয় না লাগা); attention, heed, interest, willingness (কােজ গা েনi). গা করা v. to 
set one's mind (to); to pay heed (to); to take interest (in). গা কাঁপা v. to shudder in fear; to shiver. গা 
েকমন করা, গা েকমন-েকমন করা v. to be stricken with nausea, to feel uneasy or have nausea; to feel 
indisposed; to be stricken with fear. ̃-গতর n. the whole body. ̃-গরম n. state of having or running a 
temperature. গা গরম হoয়া v. to have one's body warmed up; to have a temperature, to run a 
temperature; to become feverish. গা gলােনা v. to be stricken with nausea, to have nausea, to feel 
queasy. গা ঘামােনা v. to toil (esp. ear nestly); (of an athlete, performer, etc.) prepare for a contest, 
performance, etc. by practising, warm up. গা েঘঁষা v. to get very close to; to try to be intimate with. 
গা জুDােনা v. to soothe, to gratify, to please; to refresh. -জুDােনা a. soothing; pleasant; refreshing (গা-
জুDােনা বাতাস). ̃-েজাির n. application or showing of undue force. গা jালা করা v. to have burning 
sensation in the body; (fig.) to be malicious or spiteful; to be jealous; to grudge; to be displeased; 
to get angry. গা ঝাDা েদoয়া v. to shake one's body. গা ঝাDা িদেয় oঠা v. (lit.) to get up after shaking 
one's body; (fig.) to become active again with an effort, to shake off inertia. গা িঝমিঝম করা v. to 
feel dizzy. গা ঢাকা েদoয়া v. to go into hiding, to abscond. গা েঢেল েদoয়া v. to lie down; to relax one's 
efforts and let things have their own course; to join (in a work) wholeheartedly. গা েতালা v. to get 
up. গা েদoয়া same as গা করা । গা েপেত েনoয়া v. to invite (punishment, in sult etc.) upon oneself. গা 

বিম-বিম করা same as গা gলােনা । গা মািট-মািট করা v. to feel like lying down in idleness. গা ময্াজময্াজ করা 
v. to feel uneasy, to feel out of sorts; to feel sluggish. গােয় কাঁটা েদoয়া v. to have horripilation; to 
have one's hair stand on end, to have goose flesh. গােয় গােয় very close, closely situated, standing 
very close; side by side; clinging together. গােয় থুতু েদoয়া v. to spit upon one's face; (fig.) to detest 
extremely, to abhor, to abominate. গােয় েদoয়া v. to wear, to put on. গােয় পেD of ficiously; 
uninvitedly. গােয় ফুঁ িদেয় েবDােনা v. (fig.) to move about avoiding toil and responsibility. গােয় েফাসকা 
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পDা v. (fig.) to fret with pain or malice or jealousy; to be over-sensitive. গােয় মাংস (বা মাস) লাগা v. to 
grow fat, to gain flesh, to put on flesh or weight. গােয় পDা a. officious; talking or doing something 
unsolicitedly. গােয় মাখা v. (fig.) to pay heed to, to care for. গােয় হলুদ n. the Hindu ceremony of be 
smearing the bridegroom and the bride with a paste of turmeric and then bathing them on the eve 
of their wedding. গােয় হাত েতালা v. to beat, to lay hands on. গােয়র েজাের by brute force, by physical 
force. গােয়র jালা burning sensation of the body; (fig.) malice, spite, jealousy, hatred, anger, 
displeasure. গােয়র ঝাল ঝাDা বা েমটােনা v. to vent one's grudge (against another), to vent one's spleen. 
গা jালা same as গােয়র jালা । গা-সoয়া, গা-সহা a. accustomed (to an evil) by repeated suffering (from 
it). 

গাi, গাiেগাr [ gāi, gāigōru ] n the cow. 

গাiেয় [ gāiẏē ] a one who is adept in singing; one who sings. ☐ n. a singer. 

গাoন [ gāōna ] n act of singing. গাoনা n. the sing ing or a call for singing of a professional singer; 
a demonstration of singing by a professional singer. গাoনা েদoয়া v. to arrange for demonstration of 
a professional singer's singing. 

গাoয়া1 [ gāōẏā1 ] n a witness. 

গাoয়া2 [ gāōẏā2 ] a made of cowmilk (গাoয়া িঘ). 

গাoয়া3 [ gāōẏā3 ] v to sing; to chant; to sing in praise; to praise. ☐ a. that has been sung (গাoয়া 
গান). ̃েনা v. to cause to sing. 

গাং [ gā ] n (coll.) a river, a stream. ̃িচল n. a river-gull, seagull. ̃শািলক n. the bank myna. 

গা ঁ[ gā ] n a village; a hamlet. গাঁেয় মােন না আপিন েমাDল a self-styled leader. 

গাiঁ [ gām̐i ] n a classification of Brahmins according to their original village home. 

গাiঁgiঁ [ gām ̐igum̐i ] int expressing imaginary sound of indirect unwillingness. গাঁigঁi করা v. to 
show or express one's unwillingness usu. by gestures or suggestion, to demur. 

গাiঁিত [ gām̐iti ] n a pickaxe. 

গাঁক-গাঁক, গা-ঁগা ঁ[ gān̐ka-gān̐ka, gā-n̐gā ] int expressing the bellowing sound as of an angry bull. 
গাঁক গাঁক করা, গাঁ-গাঁ করা v. to bellow. 

গাঁজ, গাঁজলা [ gān̐ja, gān̐jalā ] n froth, scum; yeast, leaven. গাঁজন n. fermentation; putrefaction. 
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গাঁজা1 [ gān ̐jā1 ] v to be fermented; to come up in froth, to be frothy; to be putrefied. 

গাঁজা2 [ gān̐jā2 ] n the female flowering tops of Indian hemp. Cannabis sativa, ganja; (loos.) 
hemp, marijuana (coll.) a cock and-bull story. গাঁজা খাoয়া v. to smoke ganja. 

গাঁজাখুির [ gān̐jākhuri ] a absurd, incredible, cock-and-bull (গাঁজাখুির গl). 

গাঁজােখার [ gān̐jākhōra ] a given to smoking ganja. ☐ n. a ganja-smoker, a ganja addict. 

গাঁজােনা [ gān̐jānō ] v to ferment, to leaven; to putrefy. ☐ a. fermented, leavened, putrefied. েগঁেজ 
oঠা same as গাঁজােনা । 

গাঁট [ gān ̐ṭa ] n a knot; a joint (esp. of bones); a knuckle; a knob; a node; a large bundle, a bale; a 
rim of the loincloth round one's waist where money is kept concealed. গাঁট কাটা v. (fig.) to cut the 
rim of one's loincloth and steal one's money, to pick one's pocket. ̃কাটা n. a cutpurse, a 
pickpocket. ̃ছDা n. the Hindu custom of tying a corner of the bride's sari (শািD) with a corner of the 
bridegroom's scarf at wedding. গাঁটছDা বাঁধা v. (lit.) to tie a corner of the bride's sari (শািD) with a 
corner of the bridegroom's scarf at wedding; (fig.) to marry; (fig.) to unite inseparably. ̃বিn a. 
baled, packed in a bale, made into a bale. গাঁট বাঁধা v. to tie up in a bale or in a large bundle. গাঁেট 
বাঁধা v. to keep (esp. money) concealed in the rim of one's loincloth. গাঁেটর কিD (fig.) one's own 
money. 

গাঁটির, গাঁটুির [ gān̐ṭari, gān̐ṭuri ] n a bundle. 

গাঁিত1 [ gān ̐ti1 ] n a small holding to tenanted land. 

গাঁিত2 [ gān ̐ti2 ] n a pickaxe. 

গাঁথন [ gān̐thana ] n act of stringing (as a garland); composition (ছেn গাঁথন); construction; act of 
laying (bricks, stones etc. for constructing a building). 

গাঁথিন [ gān ̐thani ] n manner of laying bricks, stones, etc. in construction of buildings; brick work, 
stonework, mudwork; construction; stringing together (ফুেলর গাঁথিন); (fig.) structure of sentences or 
verse. কাঁচা গাঁথিন mudwork. পাকা গাঁথিন brick work or stonework, masonry. 

গাঁথা [ gān ̐thā ] v to lay (as bricks, stones etc. in construction of buildings); to construct, to build; 
to string (as garland); compose, to set (ছেn গাঁথা); to cling or stick steadfastly (hদেয় েগঁেথ থাকা). ☐ 
a. laid; constructed; built; strung; composed, set; clung, stuck. 

গাঁদা [ gān̐dā ] n the Indian marigold. 
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গাঁধাল, গাঁদাল [ gān̐dhāla, gān̐dāla ] n a kind of medicinal creeper (see গnভাদাল). 

গাগির [ gāgari ] n a pitcher. 

গাঙ্গ [ gāṅga ] a of the Ganges, Gangetic; born of the Ganges; riverine. 

গােঙ্গয় [ gāṅgēẏa ] n the son of the Ganges. ☐ a. of the Ganges; Gangetic; born of the Ganges. 

গাছ2 [ gācha2 ] n a tree, a plant; a tree-like object (ঘািনগাছ); a creeper, a herb (লাuগাছ). গাছেকামর বাঁধা 
v. (of girls and women) to tie the loose end of the sari tightly round the waist, (cp.) to tuck up 
one's clothes. ̃Dা n. a herbs; a medicinal herb. ̃গাছDা n. herbs or medicinal herbs collectively. ̃গাছািল 
same as গাছগাছDা । ̃তলা n. the bottom or under neath part of a tree. ̃পাকা naturally ripe. ̃পালা n. pl. 
trees and plants col lectively; vegetation. ̃মিরচ n. red pepper. গােছ কাঁঠাল েগাঁেপ েতল বা গােছ না uঠেতi 
eক কাঁিদ (fig.—ridi.) to count one's chickens before they are hatched. গােছ চDােনা v. (fig.—ridi.) to 
inflate one with overpraise or flattery, to heap hyperbolical or excessive praise upon a person. 
গােছ তুেল (িদেয়) মi েকেD েনoয়া (fig.—ridi.) to induce a person to run into a hazard by promising 
help and then abandon him. 

গাছা1 [ gāchā1 ] n a lampstick (cp. a candlestick); a lampstand. 

গাছা2, গািছ [ gāchā2, gāchi ] a (art.) the, a, an (eকগাছ লািঠ). 

গাজন [ gājana ] n the festival of worshipping Shiva (িশব) in the month of Chaitra (ৈচt); any of the 
songs sung on this occasion; the music of these songs. aেনক সnয্াসীেত গাজন ন  (fig.) too many 
cooks spoil the broth. 

গাজর [ gājara ] n carrot. 

গািজ [ gāji ] n a Muslim warrior fighting for the cause of religion (cp. a crusader). 

গাটাপাচর্া [ gāṭāpārcā ] n a strong plastic substance obtained from latex; gutta-percha. 

গাTা [ gāṭṭā ] n a blow on the head with the knuckles of the fist. গাTা মারা, গাTা েদoয়া, গাTা লাগােনা v. 
to strike another's head with the knuckles of one's fist. ̃েগাTা a. strongly built, short but ro bust; 
thick-set; dumpy. 

গাDা [ gāḍḍā ] n a pit, a hole; (fig.) trouble, difficulty or distress; (coll. and inf.) failure esp. in 
an examination (গাDা মারা). 

গাDল, গাDর [ gāḍ◌়la, gāḍ◌়ra ] n the ram; (in mild rebuke or taunts) a stupid man. 
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গাDা [ gāḍ◌়ā ] v to plant, to drive in (খুঁিট গাDা); to spread firmly, to strike (িশকD গাDা); to establish, 
to set up (আsানা গাDা); to fold (হাঁট ুগাDা). িশkD গাDা v. to strike root; (fig.) to settle down firmly or 
per manently. হাঁট ুগাDা v. to kneel down. 

গা়িD [ gā◌়ḍ◌়i ] n a vehicle, a cart, a coach, a carriage, a car; a hackney-carriage, a hackney-
coach, a cab, a taxi-cab. গািD করা v. to hire or take a hackney-carriage or a taxi; to purchase a 
coach and horse or a motor car for one's own use. গািD চাপা পDা to be run over by a car. গািD ডাকা v. 
to call or get a hackney carriage or a taxi. ̃বারাnা n. a covered porch for parking cars and carriages, 
(cp.) a vestibule. 

গাD ু[ gāḍ◌়u ] n a pitcher or a tankard, with a spout (and often with a handle), a vase. 

গােDায়ান [ gāḍ◌়ōẏāna ] n a carter, a coachman, a waggoner, a carman. গােDায়ািন n. the profession 
of a carter or a coachman or a waggoner or a carman; vulgar behaviour and talk, vulgarity. 

গাঢ় [ gāḍh◌় ] a solidified, condensed, thickened, thick (গাঢ় dধ); sound (গাঢ় িনdা); cumulated (গাঢ় 
েমঘ); intense (গাঢ় anকার); severe, strong (গাঢ় dঃখ); deep (গাঢ় sর); concentrated (গাঢ় মেনােযাগ); close 
(গাঢ় আিলঙ্গন); clenched (গাঢ় মুি ). গাঢ় করা v. to so lidify, to condense, to thicken; to make sounder; 
to deepen, to intensify; to make severe; to choke; to concentrate; to make close or closer. ̃তা, ̃t n. 
so lidity, condensedness, thickness; soundness; cumulation; deepness, intensity; severity; 
concentration; closeness. 

গাণিনক [ gāṇanika ] n an accountant. 

গাণিনকয্ [ gāṇanikya ] n book-keeping. 

গাণপতয্ [ gāṇapatya ] a relating to Ganesha (গেণশ). ☐ n. a sect worshipping Ganesha. 

গািণিতক [ gāṇitika ] a versed in mathematics; relating to mathematics, mathematical. ☐ n. a 
mathematician. 

গািNব, গাNীব [ gāṇḍiba, gāṇḍība ] n (myth.) Arjuna's bow, the Gandib. গাNীবী n. an archer with 
this bow; (specifically) Arjuna. 

গাত [ gāta ] n (poet. & obs.) the body. 

গাতা [ gātā ] a one who (or that which) sings. 

গাtাnেলপনী [ gātrānulēpanī ] n a brush to paint the body. 
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গাtাবরণ, গাtাবরণী [ gātrābaraṇa, gātrābaraṇī ] n a cover or wrapper for the body; a cloak; an 
armour, a coat of mail. 

গােtাtান, গােtাত্পাটন [ gātrōtthāna, gātrōtpāṭana ] n getting up; rising from the bed. গােtাtান করা 
v. to get up; to rise from the bed. 

গাথা [ gāthā ] n a poem; a couplet, a distich; a verse; a ditty, a song; a ballad; narration (gণগাথা). 

গাদ [ gāda ] n scum, dross; dregs, sediment, leas. 

গাদন [ gādana ] n (act of) stuffing or cramming; (act of) loading or ramming (as a gun); beating 
soundly, thrashing. 

গাদিন [ gādani ] n loading (a gun); ramming; stuffing or cramming. 

গাদা1 [ gādā1 ] n a slice from the back of a flat-fish. 

গাদা2, গাদােনা [ gādā2, gādānō ] v to stuff, to cram; to load or ram (a gun). ̃বndক n. a gun in which 
powder is to be crammed with hand, a blunderbuss, a musket, a muzzle-loader. 

গাদা3, গািদ [ gādā3, gādi ] n a heap, a pile; a stack (খেDর গাদা); a crowd, a swarm. গাদা গাদা a. in 
heaps, heaps of, in large quantities. গাদাগািদ n. (act of) crowding or huddling; state of being 
crowded. গাদাগািদ করা v. to crowd; to huddle. গাদােনা v. to pile, to heap, to crowd. 

গাধা [ gādhā ] n the ass; (in mild reproof or ridicule) a stupid fellow, a dunderhead. ̃েবাট n. a very 
heavy and slow-moving boat or ship carrying cargo, barge; (ridi.) any slow-moving vehicle, a 
sluggard. ̃িম n. folly, silliness. গাধািম করা v. to make an ass of oneself, to be have in a crassly stupid 
fashion. গাধার খাটুিন dull and excessive toil not calling for exercise of intelligence; drudgery. 

গােধয় [ gādhēẏa ] n a son of Gadhi the sage. 

গান [ gāna ] n a song; a lyric; a poem; a musical play; an opera (esp. an open-air one); sweet 
note. (পািখর গান). ̃বাজনা n. music; musical soiree; entertainment with music. osািদ গান classical song. 
চুটিক গান a light tripping song with a dancing rhythm. গােনর দল n. a musical party; a party of 
professional singers. 

গাnবর্ [ gāndharba ] a of Gandharvas (গnবর্); of a system of marriage which is secretly gone 
through by a willing couple usually by exchange of garlands without the knowledge of their 
guardians and with out observance of customary rites. 
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গাnার [ gāndhāra ] n an ancient name of Kandahar; (mus.) the third note in the natural scale. ☐ 
a. of or living in Kandahar. 

গািn, গািnেপাকা [ gāndhi, gāndhipōkā ] n a kind of cornfly; a flying bug, a beetle giving out very 
offensive odour. See also গnী । 

গািnবাদ [ gāndhibāda ] n the (philosophical and sociopolitical) doctrine of Mahatma Gandhi, 
Gandhism. 

গাপ [ gāpa ] a concealed, hidden; invisible; unduly and secretly appropriated to one self, 
misappropriated. গাপ করা v. to ap propriate to oneself unduly and secretly, to misappropriate; to 
conceal, to hide. গাপ হoয়া v. to go into hiding or concealment; to be concealed; to become 
invisible; to be misappropriated. 

গািফিল, গািফলিত [ gāphili, gāphilati ] n negligence. neglect; inattention, heedlessness; 
dilatoriness, laziness. গািফলিত করা v. to treat with negligence or heedlessness; to procrastinate. 

গাব [ gāba ] n a kind of tree Diospyros embryopteris; its fruit (its juice is used in coating the 
strings of a net), the mangosteen; a coating of resin on the skin that covers an instrument of 
percussion. 

গাবgবাgব [ gābagubāguba ] n a kind of monochord. ☐ int. expressing the sound of dealing one 
severe and repeated fisticuffs on the back. 

গাবদা [ gābadā ] a fat or thick; uncouthly fat or thick. গাবদা-েগাবদা a. healthy and fatty; plump, 
roly-poly (গাবদা-েগাবদা েছেল). 

গাবােনা1 [ gābānō1 ] v to smear (a boat or ship) with the juice of mangosteen (see গাব); to tar. 

গাবােনা2 [ gābānō2 ] v to go about parading or bragging or gossiping. also গািবেয় েবDােনা । 

গাবােনা3 [ gābānō3 ] v to stir thoroughly (the water of a pond etc.) 

গািভন [ gābhina ] a (of beasts, esp. the cow) big with young; gravid. গািভন হoয়া v. to be big with 
young. 

গাভী [ gābhī ] n the cow. 

গামছা [ gāmachā ] n a napkin. 

গামলা [ gāmalā ] n a basin. 
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গামা-রি  [ gāmā-raśmi ] n (phys.) Gamma rays (X-rays of very short wave-length). 

-গামী [ -gāmī ] sfx indicating : going, moving (ধীরগামী); going or moving towards (uoরগামী). fem. 
গািমনী । 

গাmাির [ gāmbhāri ] n a kind of decorative tree. 

গাmীযর্ [ gāmbhīrya ] n gravity; solemnity; reserve, sobriety; affected importance. 

গায়ক [ gāẏaka ] n a singer, a songster. fem.গািয়কা । গায়িক n. style of singing. 

গায়tী [ gāẏatrī ] n the personified female energy worshipped in the Vedas; Brahma's wife; 
Goddess Durga; a Vedicincanta tion which is recited musingly by a Brahman at prayers; a Vedic 
metre of versification. গায়tী জপ করা v. to recite musingly the prescribed Vedic incantation at 
prayer. 

গােয়ন [ gāẏēna ] a one who sings. ☐ n. a singer.মূল গােয়ন a leader or leading singer of a chorus. 

গােয়ব [ gāẏēba ] a concealed, hidden; invisible; absconding; unduly and secretly appropriated to 
oneself, misappropriated. গােয়ব করা v. to conceal, to hide; to send out of sight; to appropriate to 
oneself unduly and secretly, to misappropriate. গােয়ব হoয়া. v. to go into hiding; to be concealed; to 
be sent out of sight; to be misappropriated. গােয়িব a. concealed, hidden, secret. 

গারদ [ gārada ] n a gaol, a jail, a prison; a lockup; a guard-room, a guard-house; confinement; 
imprisonment. গারদ হoয়া v. to be sentenced to imprisonment; to be jailed. 

গাrD [ gāruḍ◌় ] a of Garuda (গrD). ☐ n. a very precious stone; a mythological missile; an 
ancient method of arraying soldiers in a battle; mysterious words that are uttered in order to 
dispel snake-poison. গাrিDক n. a doctor who heals snake bites. 

গািজর্য়ান, গােজর্ন [ gārjiẏāna, gārjēna ] n a guardian. 

গাহর্পতয্ [ gārhapatya ] n holy fire; the holy fire which a householder keeps burning day and night 
all his life. ☐ a. of such a house holder. 

গাহর্ h, গাহর্ হ [ gārhashya, gārhasha ] n the life of a householder (the second stage of man's life 
according to the Hindu scriptures), domestic life. ☐ a. of the householder. 

গাল1 [ gāla1 ] n abuse, rebuke, reproach. গাল খাoয়া v. to be abused or rebuked or reviled or 
reproached. গাল েদoয়া, গাল পাDা v. to revile; to reproach, to rebuke, to abuse. 
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গাল2 [ gāla2 ] n the cheek; the mouth (গােলর মেধয্ িনেয় িচবােনা) গােল চD মারা). to slap on the face, to 
give a slap in the face. গােল লাগা v. to have a burning and itching sensation within one's mouth 
(caused by eating edible roots akin to arum). গােল হাত েদoয়া v. to place the palm of one's hand on 
one's cheek as a mark of astonishment; (fig.) to be astonished. ̃গl n. a fanciful or idle tale, 
gossip, chit-chat. গালগl করা v. to tell fanciful tales (esp. about one's own impor tance); to gossip, 
to chat. ̃পাTা n. thick or massive beard all over cheeks and the chin; side-whisker, a lovelock. ̃বাদয্ 
n. a peculiar sound made by inflating cheeks and striking them with fingers. গালবাদয্ করা v. to 
make this sound. গালভরা a. mouth-filling; tumid, bombastic. ̃মn n. reviling. গালমn করা, গালমn 
েদoয়া v. to revile. 

গালন [ gālana ] n act of squeezing out or pressing out; act of causing to flow out; act of straining; 
act of melting. 

গালা1 [ gālā1 ] n lac, shellac. 

গালা2 [ gālā2 ] v to melt; to press out or squeeze out the matter (usu. morbid matter) of something 
(েফাঁDা গালা); to cause to flow out (ভােতর েফন গালা); to strain; to utter (িদিবয্ গালা). 

গালাগাল, গালাগািল [ gālāgāla, gālāgāli ] n revilings; rebuke; abuse. গালাগািল করা, গালাগািল েদoয়া v. to 
revile; to rebuke; to abuse, to call (a person) names. 

গালােনা [ gālānō ] v to melt. ☐ a. melted. 

গািল [ gāli ] n an abusive word, revile; reproach; rebuke; an obscene word. গািল খাoয়া v. to be 
reproached or rebuked or abused. গািল েদoয়া v. to revile; to reproach; to rebuke; to abuse; to utter 
an obscene word. ̃গালাজ n. pl. revilings; reproach; rebuke; obscene or filthy words or language; 
abuses. 

গািলচা [ gālicā ] n carpet; mattress-like thick cover usu. spread on the floor. 

গাহ, গাহন1 [ gāha, gāhana1 ] n act of bathing by dipping the whole body in the water of a pond, 
river, sea etc.; immersion. গাহন করা v. to bathe. 

গাহন2 [ gāhana2 ] n act of singing. 

িগঁট, িগঁঠ [ gin̐ṭa, gin̐ṭha ] n a knot; a joint (esp. of bones); a knuckle; a knob; a node. িগঁট েদoয়া v. 
to tie in a knot, to knot. 

িগজ িগজ [ gija gija ] int expressing: a state of crowding or swarming (সভায় েলাক িগজ িগজ করেছ). 

িগটিকির [ giṭakiri ] n (mus.) quick utterance of notes to make a song sound sweeter. 
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িগdD, িগধD [ giddhaḍ◌়, gidhaḍ◌় ] n the jackal. ☐ a. (dial.) dirty, filthy. 

িগিন [ gini ] n a guinea. ̃েসানা n. twenty-two parts pure gold and two parts copper alloy mixed 
together, gold that is eleven-twelfths fine (22 carat), (loos.) guinea gold. 

িগিn [ ginni ] n the mistress of a house, a house wife; a wife. ̃পনা n. duties and depart ment of a 
housewife, housewifery, (ridi.) a young girl's mimicry of a housewife. ̃বািn n. an elderly and 
experienced housewife. 

িগমা [ gimā ] n a kind of edible bitter spinach. 

িগরিগিট [ giragiṭi ] n the chameleon. 

িগরা1 [ girā1 ] n a knot. 

িগরা2 [ girā2 ] n (obs.) a measure of length esp. of cloth (=&frac116; yard or 5.7cms). 

-িগির1 [ -giri1 ] sfx meaning : being so and so, status, office, honour, tenure of office, skill in 
certain capacity, -ship (বাবুিগির, রাজািগির, েকরািনিগির). 

িগির2 [ giri2 ] n a mountain; a hill; one of a particular order of ascetics. ̃কnর, ̃গhর, ̃gহা, ̃দরী n. a 
mountain-cave. ̃খাত n. a ravine, a gorge. ̃kমারী, ̃জা n. a daughter of a mountain (esp. of the 
Himalayas); appellations of Goddess Durga ( ̃dগর্া). ̃তল n. the surface of a mountain. ̃তরিঙ্গণী n. a 
mountain stream. ̃dগর্ n. a hill-fort; a hill serving as a fort. ̃dার n. a mountain-pass, a pass. ̃নিnনী 
same as ̃kমারী । ̃পথ, ̃বtর্ n. a mountain-defile, a ravine, a gorge; a col. ̃বাসী n. living in the 
mountains. ☐ n. a mountain dweller. ̃মিlকা n. a medicinal herb grown on the hills. ̃মািট, ̃মৃিtকা n 
red ochre. ̃রাজ n. the king of mountains; an appellation of the Himalayas. ̃রািন n. (myth.) the wife 
of the Himalayas. ̃শ n. one who lies down or sleeps upon a mountain; an appellation of Shiva 
(িশব). ̃শৃঙ্গ, ̃িশখর n. a mountain-peak. ̃ে িণ n. a mountain-range. ̃সংকট n. a mountain-defile, a 
gorge. ̃sতা n. the daughter of the Himalayas; an appella tion of Goddess Durga. 

িগরীnd [ girīndra ] n the chief of mountains; an appellation of the Himalayas. 

িগজর্া [ girjā ] n a church. 

িগদর্া [ girdā ] n a short and fat bolster, a dumpy bolster. 

িগলিট [ gilaṭi ] n gilding. ☐ a. gilt. িগলিট করা v. to gild. িগলিট-করা a. gilt. িগলিট েসানা n. rolled gold. 

িগলা1, িগেল [ gilā1, gilē ] n a seed of mimosa scandens. িগেল করা v. to frill cloth by pressing and 
rubbing with a seed of mimosa scandens. িগেল-করা a. thus frilled, or finely creased. 
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িগিলত [ gilita ] a swallowed; eaten or drunk; devoured. ̃চবর্ণ n. rumination. িগিলত-চবর্ণ করা v. to 
chew the cud, to ruminate. ̃চবর্ণকারী n. a ruminant. 

গীঃ [ gīḥ ] n speech (গী িত ।) 

গীত [ gīta ] a sung; chanted. ☐ n. a song.গীত গাoয়া v. to sing a song, to sing, ̃j a. skilled or versed 
in the art of singing. ̃বাদয্ n. vocal and instrumental music. ̃ল a. lyrical. ̃লতা n. lyricism. 

গীতা [ gītā ] n the (Shrimadbhagavad) Gita; a famous Hindu scripture. 

গীিত [ gīti ] n a song; a hymn. ̃কিবতা n. a lyric poem, a lyric. ̃কা n. a short lyric poem; a song; a 
ballad. ̃কাবয্ n. lyric poetry; a lyric poem. ̃নাটয্ n. a musical drama; a lyrical drama. 

গীণর্ [ gīrṇa ] a uttered; said, told; narrated; praised, eulogized; swallowed, devoured. 

গীেদর্বী [ gīrdēbī ] n Saraswati (সরsতী) the presiding goddess of speech. 

গীবর্াণ [ gīrbāṇa ] n one who can use one's speech as an arrow; a god. 

গী িত [ gīṣpati ] n the lord or the presiding deity of speech; an appellation of Brihaspati 
(বৃহsিত). 

g [ gu ] n faeces, ordure, stool; dung, droppings. ̃েখাির, ̃খুির n. an abominable deed; an inexcusable 
folly; a glaring or gross mistake, a blunder. 

gঁজা, েগাঁজা [ gun ̐jā, gōn̐jā ] v to drive into, to plant into, to thrust into, to insert; to bend down 
wards or hide (মুখ েগাঁজা). ☐ n. act of driving or planting or thrusting into, insertion; act of 
bending downwards or hiding; a thing inserted into, an insertion; a wisp of straw inserted into an 
old thatch for repairing it; an undue insertion to balance up an account. (িহেসেব েগাঁজা েদoয়া). ☐ a. 
inserted into; bent downwards or concealed. 

গঁূিজ [ gūn̐ji ] n a short stake or pale; a wedge; a hair-pin; a device containing several straps of 
cloth tied at one end in a thick knot used in a woman's hair-dressing to give the bun a massive 
appearance, a chignon. gঁিজ েদoয়া v. to plug up a leak in an old thatch by inserting new straw. 

gিঁD1 [ gun ̐ḍ◌়i1 ] n a stock of a tree, a bole, a stump. 

gিঁD2 [ gun ̐ḍ◌়i2 ] n a powder (দাঁেতর gঁিD); an extremely small drop (gঁিD gঁিD বৃি ). iলেশgঁিD n. serein. 
gঁিD gঁিD বৃি  হoয়া to drizzle. 
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gঁতুেন [ gun̐tunē ] a given to shoving or pushing or thrusting or butting or beating. gঁতুেন গাi a cow 
ready to gore. 

gঁেফা, gঁেপা [ gum̐phō, gum̐pō ] a moustached. 

gগিল [ gugali ] n oyster, shell-fish. 

gগgল,gগgলু [ gugagula,gugagulu ] n bdellium. 

gচ্ছ [ guccha ] n a cluster, a bunch, a fascicle (পু  gচ্ছ); a bundle (পtgচ্ছ); a tuft (েকশgচ্ছ). 

gেচ্ছর [ gucchēra ] a undesirably numerous or countless, too many. 

gছােনা, েগাছােনা [ guchānō, gōchānō ] v to set in due order, to arrange properly; to provide for or 
to supply (ভাত-কাপD gছােনা); to manage (কাজ gছােনা). ☐ a. set in due order, properly arranged; 
economically managed; managed with domestic economy; orderly; thrifty. েগাছােন a. or derly; 
thrifty; having capacity for managing one's own affairs. েগাছােলা same as েগাছােনা (a.). 

gিছ [ guchi ] n a device containing several straps of cloth tied at one end in a thick knot used in 
woman's hairdressing to give the bun a massive appearance, a chignon. 

g়জgজ [ gu◌়jaguja ] int expressing muttering or whispering. gজgজ করা v. to whisper; to confer 
secretly. gজgজািন n. whispering, talking in whispers; act of conferring secretly. gজgেজ a. one who 
does not speak out one's mind frankly; whisper ing. 

gজব [ gujaba ] n a rumour; hearsay. gজব ছDােনা, gজব রটােনা v. to spread rumour. gজব আেছ (েয) 
there is a rumour (that), a rumour goes. gজব রটনাকারী n. a rumour-monger. 

gজরত [ gujarata ] prep through, by. gজরত েখাদ through one's own self, personally. 

gজরিত [ gujarati ] n a smaller variety of cardamom. 

gজরািট, gজরািত [ gujarāṭi, gujarāti ] n a native of Gujarat (gজরাত); the language of Gujarat. ☐ a. 
of Gujarat. 

gজরােনা [ gujarānō ] v to spend or pass. ☐ n. spending or passing. 

gঁিজয়া [ gun ̐jiẏā ] n a kind of small ring-shaped sweetmeat made of congealed milk and sugar. 

gঞ্জ [ guñja ] n a cluster, a bunch; a bouquet, a nosegay; humming; humming sound. 
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gঞ্জন [ guñjana ] n act of humming, a humming sound; lilting or lilt; (fig. & dero.) whispering. 
gঞ্জন করা v. to hum; to lilt; to whisper. ধ̃ব্িন n. a humming sound. 

gঞ্জরন [ guñjarana ] n a humming sound; (loos.) act of humming; musing; (fig. & dero.) 
whispering. gঞ্জরন করা v. to hum, to muse; to whisper. 

gঞ্জরা [ guñjarā ] v (poet.) to hum. 

gঞ্জিরত [ guñjarita ] a resounding with; filled with a humming noise; whispered. 

gঞ্জা, gিঞ্জকা [ guñjā, guñjikā ] n an extremely small red and-black seed; the shrub bearing this 
seed. 

gটােনা [ guṭānō ] v to roll up, to wind up, to ravel in (sেতা gটােনা); to contract, to draw in, to fold, 
to double up (পা gটােনা); to compose (ডানা gটােনা); to close down (কারবার gটােনা); to pull up, to haul 
up (জাল gটােনা) ☐ a. rolled up, wound up, ravelled in; contracted, drawn in, folded, doubled up; 
closed down; pulled up, hauled up. 

gিট1 [ guṭi1 ] a a (small) number of. ̃কত, ̃কতক a. a small number of, a few. 

gিট2, gিটকা [ guṭi2, guṭikā ] n a pill, a pilule, a globule (oষুেধর gিটকা); any small globular or 
granular object; (in chess and similar games) a piece, a man, a pawn; any fruit in its early stage 
of growth (আেমর gিট); a vesicle, a blister (বসnেরােগর gিট); a cocoon; a chrysalis (gিটেপাকা). gিটকাপাত 
করা v. to decide by means of lots, to cast lots. 

gিটgিট [ guṭiguṭi ] adv pacing or moving very slowly (like a silk-worm). 

gিটেপাকা [ guṭipōkā ] n the silk-worm. 

gিটশুিট [ guṭiśuṭi ] adv coweringly; crouchingly. 

gD [ guḍ◌় ] n molasses, treacle. gDkমেDা see kমেDা । gেD বািল (fig.) a fly in the ointment; 
disappointment. 

gDgD [ guḍ◌়guḍ◌় ] int expressing a mild rumbling or rattling sound; a sound of movement in 
the stomach. 

gDgিD [ guḍ◌়guḍ◌়i ] n a hubble-bubble. 

gDা [ guḍ◌়ā ] n a plank of wood placed sideways in a boat to sit upon. 
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gDােকশ [ guḍ◌়ākēśa ] n (lit.) one who has won over sleep, an appellation of Shiva (িশব) and of 
Arjuna (aজুর্ন) of the Mahabharata. 

gিD [ guḍ◌়i ] n cowering or crouching movement or position. gিD মারা v. to cower, to crouch; to 
lie in ambush. 

gDকু [ guḍ◌়uka ] n a preparation of tobacco mixed with an inferior quality of treacle for smoking 
in a hubble-bubble or hookah. gDকু খাoয়া, gDকু টানা v. to smoke a hookah or hubble-bubble. 

gDমু [ guḍ◌়uma ] n. & int a booming noise (as of a gun), a loud report, sound of an explosion; 
any similar sound. 

gDিুচ, gD ুচী [ guḍ◌়uci, guḍ◌়ucī ] n a medicinal plant. 

gণ1 [ guṇa1 ] rej spell. of gণ । 

gণ2 [ guṇa2 ] n a quality, a property, a characteristic (dবয্gণ); a good quality, a virtue, a merit, 
excellence (gণমুg); (ridi.) a bad or mischievous quality or practice, a vice, a demerit (gেণ ঘাট েনi); 
a good effect or action (িশkার gণ, oষুেধর gণ); an effect or action; (ridi.) an evil result or action 
(িমথয্ার gণ); an influence (সঙ্গgণ); an evil influence; power, competency, efficacy (েলাক বশ করার gণ); 
(sc.) a natural quality or property; (phil.) any of the three primordial qualities in living beings 
(সttgণ = goodness; রেজাgণ = passion or spiritedness; তেমাgণ = darkness); oc cult power, charm, 
sorcery, exorcism (oঝা gণ জােন); (rhet.) any of the qualities constituting the excellence of a 
literary composition (oজঃgণ = vigour, মাধুযর্gণ = elegance, pসাদgণ = lucidity); (math.) 
multiplication; (math.) one of a number of multiplied instances, so many times (পাঁচ-d-gেণ দশ); a 
bowstring; a string, a thread ('গাঁেথ িবদয্া gেণ'); a towline, a tow rope. gণ করা v. to multiply; to 
allure or charm or influence or control by sorcery, to bewitch, to cast a spell over. gণ গাoয়া v. to 
sing in praise of; to praise, to laud, to eulogize, to speak highly of. gণ টানা v. to tow. gণ পাoয়া v. to 
be benefited by the good action or influence (of); to find a virtue (in). ̃ক n. a multiplier, 
multiplicator; a factor. ☐ a. that which multiplies, multiplying, multiplicating. gণকিনণর্য় n. 
factorization. ̃কারক a. that which multiplies, multiplying, multiplicating; beneficial; productive of 
good, efficacious. ̃কীতর্ন, ̃গান n. act of singing in praise of; act of praising, laudation; publicity of 
one's good qualities. gণকীতর্ন করা, gণগান করা v. to sing in praise of; to praise, to laud; to circulate 
the good qualities of. ̃গিরমা, ̃েগৗরব n. value or glory of one's good qualities or virtues. ̃gহণ n. 
appreciation of one's good qualities or virtues. gণgহণ করা v. to appreciate the good qualities or 
virtues of. ̃gাম n. pl. good qualities or virtues. ̃gািহতা n. appreciation of others' good qualities or 
virtues. ̃gাহী a. one who appreciates the good qualities or virtues of others. fem. ̃gািহণী । ̃j a. 
conscious or appreciative of the good qualities or virtues of others. ̃jতা n. consciousness about or 
appreciation of the good qualities or virtues of others. ̃tয় n. pl. (phil.) the three primordial 
qualities in living beings (namely, সttgণ, রেজাgণ, তেমাgণ) ̃ধর a. full of good qualities or parts; (ridi.) 
full of vices or demerits. ̃ধাম, ̃িনিধ n. a man richly endowed with good qualities or parts. ̃ন n. 
(math.) multiplication. ̃নীয় a. (math.) that which is to be or may be multiplied (by). ☐ n. a 
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multiplicand. ̃নীয়ক n. (math.) a factor, a measure; (math.) a multiplicand. গির  সাধারণ gণনীয়ক see 
গির  । ̃পনা n. skill; good qualities; attainment, accomplishment. ̃ফল n. (math.) a product (of 
multiplication). ̃বtা n. possession of good qualities or parts or merits. ̃বণর্ন, ̃বণর্না n. description or 
account of one's good qualities or merits. gণ বণর্না করা v. to describe the good qualities or merits 
(of), to give an account of one's good qualities or merits. ̃বাচক a. expressing the good qualities or 
merits of; (fig.) adjectival, attributive; (log.) connotative. ̃বাদ n. praise, laudation. ̃বাদ করা v. to 
praise, to laud. ̃বান a. possessing good qualities or parts. fem. ̃বতী । বান পুrষ a man of qualities or 
parts. ̃বkৃ n. a mast. ̃ৈবষময্ n. dissimilarity or disparity of qualities or virtues or properties; 
combination or mixture of contrary qualities or virtues or properties. ̃মিণ n. a man possesed of the 
noblest qualities or the highest excellence. ̃ময় same as ̃বান fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃মুg a. fascinated by one's 
good qualities or virtues or merits. fem. ̃মুgা । ̃মুg বয্িk n. (masc. & fem.) an admirer. ˜যkু a. having 
good qualities or virtues or merits; having a (particular) quality or property. ̃শালী same as ̃বান । 
fem. ̃শািলনী । ̃শািলতা same as ̃বtা । ̃শূn a. having no good quality or virtue or merit; lacking in a 
(particular) quality or property. ̃সmn same as ̃যkু fem. ̃সmnা । ̃সাগর same as ̃িনিধ । ̃হীন a. destitute of 
good qualities or merits or parts. fem. ̃হীনা । 

gণাকর [ guṇākara ] n (lit.) a mine of virtues or good qualities; (fig.) a man endowed with 
countless virtues or good qualities. 

gণাgণ [ guṇāguṇa ] n. pl merits and demerits. 

gণাঙ্ক [ guṇāṅka ] n (phys.) a coefficient. 

gণাঢয্ [ guṇāḍhya ] a rich in good qualities or merits; endowed with qualities or virtues. 

gণাতীত [ guṇātīta ] a (phil.) beyond the reach of three primordial qualities (see gণtয় under gণ2), 
absolute. ☐ n. the Absolute Being, God. 

gণাধার [ guṇādhāra ] n (lit.) a repository of good qualities or parts; a man of qualities or parts. 

gণাnবাদ [ guṇānubāda ] n act of praising, laudation. gণাnবাদ করা v. to praise, to laud, to extol, to 
eulogize. 

gণাnরাগ [ guṇānurāga ] n love for virtues or good qualities; attraction or admiration for others' 
good qualities or virtues. gণাnরাগী having love for virtues or good qualities; attracted by or 
admiring others' good qualities or virtues. fem. gণাnরািগনী । gনাnরাগী বয্িk an admirer. 

gণাnর [ guṇāntara ] n another quality or property, a different quality or virtue. 
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gণািnত [ guṇānbita ] a having good qualities or virtues or merits; having a (particular) quality or 
property. fem. gনািnতা । 

gণাপকষর্ [ guṇāpakarṣa ] n depreciation. 

gণাপকষর্ক [ guṇāpakarṣaka ] a depreciative. 

gণাবিল [ guṇābali ] n. pl virtues or qualities or properties collectively. 

gণাভাস [ guṇābhāsa ] n a false notion that a person or a thing has a good quality or merit; 
semblance of good qualities or merits. 

gণালংকৃত [ guṇālaṅkṛta ] a adorned or endowed with good qualities or virtues. 

gণা য় [ guṇāśraẏa ] a same as gণাধার । 

gিণত [ guṇita ] a (math.) multiplied; multiplicated. 

gিণতক [ guṇitaka ] n (math.) a multiple. লিঘ  সাধারণ gিনতক see লিঘ  । 

gণী [ guṇī ] a having good qualities or parts or merits, talented, meritorious; having sound skill 
or knowledge in some pur suit esp. an artistic one; versed in exorcism or sorcery, having an 
occult power. gণী েলাক a man of qualities or parts; an adept. 

gণীভূতবয্ঙ্গয্ [ guṇībhūtabyaṅgya ] n (rhet.) a figure of speech in which the apparent or surface 
meaning is more beautiful than the inner or underlying or true meaning. 

gেণাত্কষর্ [ guṇōtkarṣa ] n abundance of good qualities or merits; excellence owing to possession 
of good qualities. 

gেণাtর-ে ণী (পির) [ guṇōttara-śrēṇī (pari) ] n geometric series. 

gNন [ guṇṭhana ] n a veil; a hood; a cover, a cover ing; a skin or bark. 

gিNত [ guṇṭhita ] a veiled; hooded; covered. 

gিNত [ guṇḍita ] a pulverized, powdered, pounded. 

gণয্ [ guṇya ] a. & n same as gণনীয় (see gণ2). 
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gদার, gদারা [ gudāra, gudārā ] n a landing for a ferry, a ferry. 

gন [ guna ] n gunny. ̃চট n. sackcloth. ̃থিল n. a gunny-bag. ̃sচ, (coll.) ̃ছঁুচ n. a packing-needle. 

gনgন [ gunaguna ] int expressing : humming or lilting; whispering; complaining in an 
undertone. gনgন করা v. to hum; to lilt; to whisper; to complain in an undertone. 

gনিত [ gunati ] n act of counting; computation. gনিত করা v. to count; to compute. gনিত হoয়া v. to 
be counted or computed. 

gনা1 [ gunā1 ] n a metal string or thread, wire, funicle; screw-thread. 

gনা2, gনাহ [ gunā2, gunāha ] n a fault; an offence; a sin. gনা করা v. to commit a fault or offence or 
sin. gনা হoয়া v. to be in fault. gনাগার, gনাগাির n. penalty or punishment for a fault or offence or 
folly. gনাগার েদoয়া, gনাগাির েদoয়া v. to pay for one's fault or folly. 

gিনন [ gunina ] n a man with an occult power; an exorciser; a sorcerer. 

gন্ডা [ gunḍā ] n a rogue, a hooligan, a rowdy, a gangster, a ruffian. ̃িম n. hooliganism, rowdyism, 
gangsterism; ruffianism, gন্ডািম করা v. to act as a hooligan, to practise hooliganism. 

gp [ gupta ] a protected or guarded by (মntgp); hidden; unknown, unseen, invisible; unrevealed 
(gp তtt); concealed; mysterious, esoteric (gp রহs). fem. gpা । gp কথা n. a secret; a mystery. gp 
কথা ফাঁস করা to divulge or let out a secret. gp gহা য়, gp গতর্া য় a. burrow. ̃ঘাতক n. an assassin. ̃চর n. a 
spy; a detective, a sleuth. ̃চরবৃিt n. espionage, spying. ̃তtt n. mysteries. ̃তথয্ n. secret 
information. ̃ধন n. hidden treasure. ̃েবশ n. a disguise. ̃েবেশ adv. indisguise. ̃বয্ািধ n. a vicious disease 
kept concealed; a venereal disease; (fig.) a vice kept concealed. ̃ভাব n. secrecy or a concealed or 
unrevealed state; a stealthy or clandestine manner. ̃ভােব adv. secretly; stealthily. ̃েভাট, ̃মত n. a 
secret vote or voting, ballot. ̃মnt n. a secret or mysterious word; a password; (lit.) an esoteric 
mantra or sacred word. ̃মntণা n. secret counsel or conference. gpমntণা সিমিত n. a secret council, a 
close assembly. ̃রহs n. a mystery, a secret. ̃সভা, ̃সিমিত n. a secret council, a close assembly; a 
secret society. ̃হতয্া n. assassination; a secret murder. gpহতয্া করা v. to assassinate; to commit a 
murder in secret. gpহতয্া pকাশ পােবi murder will out. ̃হতয্াকারী n. an assassin. 

gিp [ gupti ] n act of keeping or guarding in secret; act of keeping secrets (মntgিp); a sword-stick. 

gফা [ guphā ] n a mountain-cave. 

gবেরেপাকা [ gubarēpōkā ] n the dung-beetle, the dor beetle, the dor-fly, the dor, the dorr. 

gবাক [ gubāka ] n the betel-nut or its tree. 
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gম1 [ guma1 ] a secret, unrevealed, concealed (gমখুন); carried off and kept con cealed (লাশ gম 
করা); gone in hiding or absconding (gম হoয়া); missing; speechless and motionless (gম হেয় বেস 
থাকা) gম করা v. to carry off and keep concealed. ̃খুন n. a secret murder or assassination. gম হoয়া v. 
to be carried off and kept concealed; to abscond, to go into hiding; to be missing; to be come 
speechless and motionless. 

gম2 [ guma2 ] int expressing: a thudding noise as of a blow of the fist on the back. gম কের inf. v. 
with a thud. gমgম, gমাgম int. expressing: repeated thudding noise. ☐ adv. with thuds, thuddingly. 

gমট [ gumaṭa ] n sultry atmosphere or weather, sultriness, stuffiness, fustiness. 

gমিট [ gumaṭi ] n a sentry-box; a shed or enclosure (বােসর gমিট, Tােমর gমিট). 

gমর [ gumara ] n vanity, pride. gমর করা, gমর েদখােনা v. to be proud of, to brag, to boast. gমর ভাঙা v. 
to shed or cause to shed one's pride. 

gমরােনা [ gumarānō ] v to suffer from suppressed grief, sorrow, pain etc. gমরািন n. such suffering. 

gm [ gumpha ] n moustache; a bunch. 

gmন [ gumphana ] n act of stringing (together); com position. 

gিmত [ gumphita ] a strung; composed. 

gmজ [ gumbaja ] n a dome, a vault, a cupola. 

gয়া [ guẏā ] n the betel-nut or its tree. 

gr [ guru ] n a spiritual teacher or guide, a pre ceptor, a master, a guru; a priest; a teacher; an 
adviser; a venerable per son; Brihaspati (বৃহsিত) the priest of gods; (astrol.) the Jupiter. ☐ a. 
heavy, weighty (grভার); very responsible or difficult or important or serious (grরাজকাযর্, grদািয়t, 
grকতর্বয্); exces sive (grেভাজন); venerable (grজন); great, glorious ('gr-কােছ লব gr dখ'); (gr.—of 
vowels or vowel-sounds) long. ̃কl a. like a spiritual guide, like a preceptor or teacher; (of a 
person) conceived as a spiritual guide. ̃কৃপা n. kindness or benevolence or gracious behaviour 
such as one receives from one's teacher, spiritual guide or guru. ̃kল n. the abode or the family of 
one's guru or teacher. ̃গmীর a. serious and grave. ̃িগির n. the profession of a guru or teacher or 
priest, priesthood or teachership. ̃গৃহ n. the abode of one's teacher or guru. ̃চNালী n. an instance of 
using undersirably Sanskrit and non-Sanskrit words or elegant and in elegant words side by 
side. ̃জন n. a venerable person; an elder. ̃ঠাkর n. a spiritual teacher or guide, a preceptor, a 
guru. ̃তর a. heavier, weightier; more responsible or difficult or impor tant or serious; very serious 
(grতর aপরাধ). ̃তা ̃t n. weight, heaviness; gravity (আেপিkক grt = specific grav ity); importance; 
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seriousness. grtহীন a. divested of or wanting in weight or seriousness, unimportant; 
negligible. ̃দিkণা n. a fee paid or payable to a guru or a teacher when teaching is completed or on 
completion of education. ̃দN n. heavy punishment. লঘুপােপ grদN heavy punishment for a light of 
fence. ̃দশা n. the period of mourning on the death of one's father or mother; (astrol.) the period of 
domination by the planet Jupiter. ̃েদব same as ̃ঠাkর । ̃dার n. a temple of the Sikhs, Gurudwara. ̃িনnা 
n. upbraiding of one's guru or teacher. ̃পtী n. the wife of one's guru or teacher. ̃পtী গমন n. sexual 
intercourse with the wife of one's guru or teacher. ̃পtী-হরণ n. act of abducting the wife of one's 
guru or teacher for immoral purpose. ̃পাক a. hard to digest. ̃পাপ a deadly sin, felony. ̃পূিণর্মা n. the 
full-moon of the month of Ashara, the third month of the Bengali calendar. ̃বরণ n. the cer emony 
of appointing one as one's guru or of receiving a guru usually accompanied with offer of 
presents. ̃বল n. occult power conferred upon by one's benignant guru; grace of the guru. ̃বাকয্ n. 
words or advices of a guru. ̃বার n. Thursday. ̃বৃt n. a great circle. ̃ভk a. devoted to one's guru or 
teacher. ̃ভিk n. devotion to one's guru or teacher. ̃ভাi n. a codisciple, a brother disciple. ̃ভার a. very 
heavy; unbearably heavy. ☐ n. heavy burden. ̃মNল n. (geog.) barysphere. ̃মহাশয়,, (coll.) ̃মশাi n. a 
teacher; a primary teacher. ̃মিs  n. (anat.) cerebrum. ̃মা n. the wife of a teacher or guru; a 
preceptress; a woman teacher, a lady teacher. ̃মারা-িবদয্া n. art or learning in which the student 
excels the teacher in course of time; (ridi.) art or learning which the student uses against the 
teacher to discomfit him. ̃মুিখ n. the script or (loos.) the language used by the Sikhs. ̃লঘুjান n. due 
sense of respect for superiors; sense of proportion; capacity for making distinction between the 
high and the low. ̃িশষয্ সংবাদ n. a report of the conversation or discussion between a guru and his 
disciple or between a teacher and his student. ̃েসবা n. attendance on a guru or a teacher. ̃sীিত n. 
(astro.) springtide. ̃ হানীয় a. as venerable as a guru or a teacher. ̃হতয্া n. murder of one's guru or 
teacher by oneself; parricide. ̃হnা n. one who murders one's guru or teacher, a parricide. fem. ̃হntী । 
েযমন gr েতমিন েচলা like master like man. 

gr gr [ guru guru ] int expressing rumbling sound. ☐ adv. with a rumbling sound ('gr gr েদয়া 
ডােক') 

grপেদশ [ gurupadēśa ] n teachings or advice of a guru. 

gজর্র [ gurjara ] a Gujarat; a native of Gujarat. fem. gজর্রী a female native of Gujarat; an Indian 
musical mode. 

gিবর্ণী [ gurbiṇī ] a pregnant, in the family way, (of inferior creatures) big with young. 

gবর্ী [ gurbī ] n a guru's wife. ☐ a. fem. pregnant; great, glorious. 

gল1 [ gula1 ] n powder of burnt tobacco (this is applied to teeth and the gum or used as a 
dentifrice); a kind of small balls prepared by mixing and drying cowdung, mud and coal-powder 
together (used as fuel). gল েদoয়া v. to make small balls of cowdung, mud and coal-powder mixed 
together and dry them in the sun; to apply powder of burnt tobacco (to one's teeth and gum). 
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gল2 [ gula2 ] n a fib. gল েদoয়া, gল মারা v. to fib. gলপিT same as gল2 । 

gল3 [ gula3 ] n the rose; a fancy-work, a diaper. ̃দার a. diapered. ̃বদন a. having a body as soft or 
delicate as the rosepetal, tender-bodied. fem. ̃বদনী । ̃বাগ n. a rose-garden. ̃বাহার n. a piece of 
diapered sari ( ̃শািD). 

gলজার [ gulajāra ] a splendid; packed or crowded and noisy (সভা gলজার, নরক gলজার). gলজার করা v. 
to brighten; to crowd and fill with warmth and noise. 

gলঞ্চ [ gulañca ] n a medicinal plant, menispermum glabrum. 

gলতািন [ gulatāni ] n assemblage in a small party or crowd and indulgence in useless talk. gলতািন 
করা, gলতািন পাকােনা, gনতািন মারা v. to assemble in a small group and indulge in useless talk or 
discussion. 

gলিত [ gulati ] n a catapult. 

gl [ gulpha ] n the ankle or the heel. ̃সিn n. the ankle-joint. 

gলবাঘ [ gulabāgha ] n the leopard. 

gলা2 [ gulā2 ] v to dissolve in or blend with water by pressing and rubbing. see also েগালা3 । 

gলাল [ gulāla ] n a red powder which Hindus sprinkle over one another during the Holi (েহািল) 
festival. 

gিল2 [ guli2 ] n any small round ball; a globule; a pill (as of medicine); either of the biceps or 
triceps or either of the hough muscles; a pill or preparation of opium for smoking; a bullet, 
ammunition. gিল করা v. to shoot, to fire. gিল খাoয়া v. to be shot (with a bullet); to smoke 
opium. ̃েখার a. addicted to smoking opium. ☐ n. one who smokes opium, an opium addict; an 
opium-smoker. gিলেখাির (gিলখুির) গl fantastic or wholly incredible story, cock-and-bull story. ̃ডাণ্Nা 
n. tip-cat. ̃িবd a. pierced by a bullet, wounded by a bullet, hit by a bullet. 

gিলকা [ gulikā ] n a small globule or pill; a bullet. 

gেলা [ gulō ] sfx indicating plurality (গাছgেলা ।) 

gl [ gulma ] n a bush, a shrub; the spleen; morbid enlargement of the spleen (also glেরাগ); a 
military station or assemblage; a small division of an army (consisting of 9 elephant-riders, 9 
charioteers, 27 horsemen and 45 foot-soldiers). 
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gহ [ guha ] n God Kartik (কািতর্ক); Vishnu (িব ু) ষ ী n. sixth day of the lunar fortnight of the month 
of Agrahayana (agহায়ণ). 

gহা [ guhā ] n a cave; a mountain-cave; a den (িসংেহর gহা); (fig.) the inmost region or recess (মেনর 
gহায়) ̃বাসী a. one who or that which lives in a cave or den, cave-dwelling; troglodyte. gহাবাসী pাণী a 
troglodyte. gহাবাসী েলাক a cave man. ̃শয় a. dwelling in a cave. ☐ n. the lion, the tiger and similar 
beasts that sleep in caves. 

gh [ guhya ] a a confidential, private; secret, concealed, hidden; mysterious; esoteric; occult; 
lonely. n. the anus. ̃dার n. the anus. ̃সংবাদ n. a secret news. 

ghক [ guhyaka ] n one of the demigods attending on Kuvera (kেবর). 

গূঢ় [ gūḍh◌় ] a secret, hidden, concealed, surreptitious (গূঢ় aিভসিn); unknown, unrevealed, deep 
(গূঢ় তtt); invisible, inaccessible, incomprehensible (গূঢ় মায়া); intricate (গূঢ় বয্াপার); profound (গূঢ় বুিd, 
গূঢ় aথর্); mysterious, occult, esoteric (গূঢ় িবদয্া); lonely. ̃তা, ̃t n. secrecy, concealment; invisibility, 
inaccessibility, incomprehensibility; intricacy; profundity; mysteriousness; loneliness. ̃পথ n. a 
secret path or route; a lonely path. ̃পাদ n. the tortoise. ̃পুrষ n. a spy, a secret emissary. ̃মাগর্ n. a 
secret path; a secret tunnel. ̃সাkী n. a witness employed by the plaintiff or by the accuser to 
overhear what the defendant or the accused has to say. গূঢ়াথর্ n. the inner meaning; underlying 
implication. 

গূৈঢ়ষণা [ gūḍh◌়aiṣaṇā ] n (phil.) a complex. 

গৃধু্ন [ gṛdhnu ] a greedy, covetous. ̃তা n. greed, greediness, avarice. 

গৃ  [ gṛdhra ] n the vulture. 

গৃহ [ gṛha ] n a room, a chamber; a house; a home, an abode, a dwelling; (astrol.) any of the signs 
of the zodiac. ̃কেপাত n. a tame pigeon. ̃কতর্া same as গৃহsামী । fem. ̃কt র্ী । ̃কমর্, ̃কাযর্ n. housework, 
domestic work or chores. ̃কহল same as গৃহিববাদ । ̃েকাণ n. the inside of one's home; the corner of a 
house; household. ̃েগািধকা, ̃েগাধা n. the lizard. ̃িচ্ছd n. a secret defect or blemish of a family; a 
(secret) discord in a family; the weak point of a family. ̃চুয্ত a. ejected or displaced or ousted from 
one's homestead; homeless. গৃহচুয্ত করা v. to oust or evict one from one's homestead; to render one 
home less. ̃জাত a. home-made; home grown; stored in a house esp. in a dwelling-house. ̃তল n. the 
floor of a room. ̃তয্াগ n. quitting a house or one's home; adoption of asceticism; renunciation of 
worldly life. গৃহতয্াগ করা v. to quit a house; to quit home; to adopt asceticism; to renounce worldly 
life. ̃তয্াগী n. one who has quitted a house or home; one who has adopted asceticism. ̃দাহ n. arson; 
(fig.) complete destruction of one's family happiness and peace. ̃েদবতা n. a tutelar deity, a 
household god. ̃ধমর্ n. the family life, household duties. ̃পিত same as গৃহsামী । ̃পািলত a. domestic; 
(joc.) tame. ̃pেবশ n. the ceremony of first entrance into a newly-built house; house-warming. ̃pাঙ্গণ 
n. a courtyard. ̃বািটকা n. a garden within the precincts of a dwelling-house; a garden-house. ̃বাসী a. 
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leading the life of a family man; living in a dwelling-house or in a family. ☐ n. a family man; a 
male member of a family; an inmate of a dwelling-house. fem. ̃বািসনী । ̃িবেচ্ছদ n. dissension in a 
family; dissension amongst the people of a state; civil dissension. ̃িববাদ n. dissension in a family; 
family strife, family feud; vendetta; internal strife; civil dissension; civil strife, civil war. ̃েভদী a. 
sowing dissension in a family or a party; betraying secrets of one's own family or party. গৃহেভদী 
িবভীষণ one who be trays the secrets of one's own family or party, a quisling, a fifth-columnist, a 
traitor (after the character of Bibhishana of the Ramayana). ̃মিণ n. lamp; the lamp of a house. ̃মাজর্ন 
n. cleaning the house. গৃহমাজর্ন করা v. to scrub and clean the house. ̃মৃগ n. a domestic dog. ̃েমধী same 
as গৃহ হ । ̃যdু same as গৃহিববাদ । গৃহলkী n. a housewife whose suave and judicious dealings bring 
peace and prosperity to her family; (loos. & often facet.) a wife. ˜শtr n. an enemy of one's own 
family or party, a quisling. ̃িশkক n. a private tutor; a guardian tutor. ̃শূn a. homeless. ̃সjা n. 
fittings and furniture. ̃ হ n. a family man; a middle class man. ☐ a. of or in a house. ̃ হধমর্ n. the 
practice of a householder (the second stage of life according to Hindu scriptures); family 
life. ̃ হািল, । ̃ হালী n. housework, domestic work; domestic science, domestic economy; household 

duties. ̃ হা ম same as ̃ হধমর্ । ̃sামী n. the master of a house, a householder. fem. গৃহsািমনী the mistress 
of a house, a house-wife. ̃হারা, ̃হীন a. homeless, shelterless. 

গৃহাগত [ gṛhāgata ] a one who has come to a house; one who has come back home. ☐ n. a guest; 
a visitor. 

গৃহাnর [ gṛhāntara ] n another room or house or home. 

গৃহািভমুখী [ gṛhābhimukhī ] a walking or going towards one's home or house; returning home, 
home-coming. 

গৃহাভয্nর [ gṛhābhyantara ] n the inside of the house, the inner part of the house. 

গৃহাসk [ gṛhāsakta ] a extremely home-keeping; over devoted to one's own family. 

গৃিহণী [ gṛhiṇī ] n a housewife, a house-mother; one's wife; a wife. ̃পনা n. house wifery. 

গৃহী [ gṛhī ] n a household, a family man; a married man. 

গৃহীত [ gṛhīta ] a received; accepted; held; obtained; passed (িসdাn গৃহীত হoয়া); sheltered. 

গৃেহাপকরণ [ gṛhōpakaraṇa ] n a domestic utensil; furniture. 

গhৃ1 [ gṛhya1 ] a acceptable; brought under control. 
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গhৃ2 [ gṛhya2 ] a relating to home; homely; domestic; home-bred; home-made. ̃সtূ n. a Hindu 
scripture prescribing ceremonies to be performed at birth, marriage etc. 

েগঁজ [ gēn̐ja ] n a sprout, a plumule, a tumour, a node; (inc.) a wedge (েগঁজ েঠাকা). 

েগঁেজ [ gēn ̐jē ] n a tubular purse made of cloth. 

েগঁেজল [ gēn̐jēla ] a addicted to smoking ganja; (fig.) given to telling lies or cock-and-bull 
stories. ☐ n. a ganja-smoker, a ganja-addict; (fig.) one who is given to telling lies or cock-and-
bull stories. 

েগঁটা [ gēn̐ṭā ] a short and fat and stout, dumpy. 

েগঁেট [ gēn ̐ṭē ] a nodose, knotty (েগঁেট বাঁশ, েগঁেট লািঠ); of or in or occurring in knuckles (েগঁেট বাত = 
gout). 

েগDঁ [ gēn ̐ḍ◌় ] n a tuberous root, a tuber; a rhi zome. 

েগDঁা [ gēn̐ḍ◌়ā ] n (sl.) act of stealing or misappro priating or swindling. েগDঁা েদoয়া, েগDঁা মারা v. to 
steal; to misappropriate; to swindle. 

েগDঁাকল [ gēn̐ḍ◌়ākala ] n a dishonest way of achieving one's end by deceiving or threatening 
people; a racket. 

েগঁিD [ gēn̐ḍ◌়i ] n the snail. 

েগDঁ,ু েগDঁ ুয়া [ gēn̐ḍ◌়u, gēn̐ḍ◌়uẏā ] n a ball or a disc for throwing and catching; bunch; a wreath, a 
garland ('ফুেলর েগDঁ ুয়া লুিকয়া ধরেয়'). 

েগঁেতা [ gēn̐tō ] a indolent, slothful, lazy, of extremely dilatory habit. 

েগঁদা [ gēn̐dā ] rej form of গাঁদা । 

েগঁেয়া, েগঁেয় [ gēm̐ẏō, gēm ̐ẏē ] a rural; rustic; uneducated; unpolished, vulgar. েগঁেয়া েলাক n. rustic; 
(dero.) a clodhopper. 

েগেছা [ gēchō ] a of trees and plants; living in trees or given to climbing trees (েগেছা বয্াং, েগেছা 
েপতিন); (of women) of undesirable masculine habit. েগেছা বয্াং a tree-frog. েগেছা েমেয় a tomboy. 

েগেজট [ gējēṭa ] n a gazette. 
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েগিঞ্জ [ gēñji ] n a vest; a guernsey. 

েগট [ gēṭa ] n a gate. 

েগn [ gēnu ] v. 1st per. sing (obs.—poet. & dial.) went. 

েগয় [ gēẏa ] a worth singing, singable; that which is sung or is to be sung. 

েগির [ gēri ] a (dial.) of the colour of red ochre (েগিরমািট). 

েগিরলা [ gērilā ] n a member of a political group engaged in irregular fighting esp. against larger 
and regular forces, the guerrilla. ̃যdু n. guerrilla warfare, irregular fighting of the guerrilla. 

েগrয়া [ gēruẏā ] a having the colour of red ochre; dyed with red ochre (েগrয়া কাপD). ☐ n. a piece 
of loincloth dyed with red ochre (েগrয়াধারী). 

েগেরা2 [ gērō2 ] n a scrape, a difficulty; the influence of an evil star. কপােলর েগেরা bad luck; 
predestined misfortune. 

েগদর্ [ gērda ] n circumvention, encircling; confinement; a region; a certain area; jurisdiction. 

েগল1 [ gēla1 ] v has or have gone; went. (see যাoয়া. 

েগল2 [ gēla2 ] a immediately preceding, last (েগল মােস, েগলবার). 

েগল3 [ gēla3 ] int expressing astonishment (ei েগল যা). 

েগলা [ gēlā ] v to swallow (েঢাক েগলা, ভাত েগলা); to devour; (in anger or taunts) eat or drink (কাঁিD 
কাঁিD ভাত েগেল); eat or drink greedily. ☐ n. drinking or swallowing. ☐ a swallowed; devoured. ̃েনা 
v. to cause to swallow, make someone swallow. 

েগলাপ [ gēlāpa ] n a cover, a case, a slip (as of a pillow). 

েগলাস [ gēlāsa ] n a drinking glass, a tumbler. eকেগলাস জল a glass of water. eকেগলাস পিরমাণ a 
tumblerful. 

েগহ, েগহা [ gēha, gēhā ] n (poet.) a house; a dwelling house; an abode, a residence, a home. েগহী 
n. a householder, a family man. fem. েগিহনী a housewife. 
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ৈগিরক [ gairika ] n red ochre; gold-dust or gold; powder or dye of red ochre (aলক িসিঞ্চত ৈগিরক 
sেণর্); a piece of loincloth dyed with red ochre (ৈগিরকধারী) ☐ a. born of or produced in mountain; 
of the colour of red ochre (ৈগিরক আকাশ); dyed with red ochre (ৈগিরক পতাকা). 

ৈগেরয় [ gairēẏa ] n red ochre; any object produced or grown in or on a mountain. 

েগা2 [ gō2 ] n the cow; the ox; any of the sense organs (েগাচর); the earth (েগাপিত). 

েগাi [ gōi ] v. imp (poet. & obs.) concealing ('মরমিহ েগাi'). 

েগা ঁ[ gō ] n obstinate insistence, obstinacy; dogged perseverance, doggedness. েগাঁ ধরা v. to insist 
on obstinately. েগাঁ বজায় রাখা v. to persevere doggedly. 

েগা-ঁেগা ঁ[ gō-n̐gō ] int expressing a groaning sound. েগাঁ-েগা করা v. to groan. 

েগাঁজ [ gōn̐ja ] n a peg, a stake, a wedge. ☐ a. silent and glum with discontent (মুখ েগাঁজ কের থাকা). 
েগাঁজ গাDা to drive a peg. 

েগাঁজিমল [ gōn̐jamila ] n act of balancing up an account by means of undue insertion(s). েগাঁজািমল 
েদoয়া v. to balance up an account by means of undue insertion(s); somehow to balance accounts; 
to manipulate or cook up accounts. 

েগাDঁ [ gōn ̐ḍ◌় ] n a roundish exterior protuberance of the umbilical cord; a tumorous growth. 

েগাDঁা1 [ gōn̐ḍ◌়ā1 ] a having a roundish exterior protuberance of the umbilical cord; roundish. 

েগাDা2 [ gōḍ◌়ā2 ] a bigoted; fanatic; orthodox; extremely conservative; extremely biased; 
following blindly, blind (েগাঁDা ভk). 

েগাঁফ, েগাঁপ [ gōm̐pha, gōm̐pa ] n moustache; whiskers. েগাঁেফ তা েদoয়া v. to trim the ends of one's 
moustache (figuratively this indicates great delight or ease or nonchalance). ̃েখজুর a. extremely 
lazy (from the story of a person who lay hungry under a date-tree and yet refused to move his 
hand to reach the date that fell upon his moustache but hoped that a date would fall straight into 
his mouth). 

েগাঁয়ােনা [ gōm̐ẏānō ] v (mainly poet.) to pass or spend ('েভেবিছn িদন িমেছ েগাঁয়ােলম'); to elapse, to 
pass by ('িমেছ েখলায় িদন েগাঁয়াল'); to follow, to go after ('সকল েলাক প ােত েগাঁয়ায়'); to co-exist 
peacefully (তার সেঙ্গ েগাঁয়ােনা শk). 
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েগাঁয়ার [ gōm ̐ẏāra ] a obstinate, unyielding, stubborn; headstrong, foolhardy, foolishly rash. ̃েগািবn 
a. very rash or reckless, devil may-care. ☐ n. a very rash or head strong person, a devil-may-care 
sort of fellow. ̃তুিম, ̃তিম, েগাঁয়াতুর্িম n. obstinacy, stubbornness; foolhardiness. 

েগাঁয়ারা [ gōm ̐ẏārā ] n the artificial coffin of Hasan and Hussain carried in procession during the 
festival of Moharram (cp. a feretory); the festival of Moharram. 

েগাকণর্ [ gōkarṇa ] n the reach of the thumb and the ring-finger outstretched; the cavity or 
capacity of a cupped palm of hand. 

েগাkল [ gōkula ] n a herd of cows (and also of oxen); a cowhouse; a grazing ground for cows and 
oxen, a pasture or pasturage; a village of India originally inhabited by milkmen ('েতামাের বিধেব েয, 
েগাkেল বািDেছ েস'). েগাkেলর ষাঁD (ridi.) a wayward or wilful man, a self-willed person. 

েগাkীর [ gōkṣīra ] n cow-milk. 

েগাkরু [ gōkṣura ] n (lit.) a cow's hoof; a thorny plant, Tribulus terrestris, the thistle; the cobra 
decapello, the cobra. 

েগা-খাদক [ gō-khādaka ] a beef-eating. ☐ n. a beef eater. 

েগাখুরা [ gōkhurā ] n cobra, a hooded and poisonous snake. 

েগাগৃহ [ gōgṛha ] n a cowhouse (usu. a large one), a byre. 

েগাgহ [ gōgraha ] n forceful carrying off of another's cattle; abaction. 

েগাgাস [ gōgrāsa ] n an offering of sanctified grass to a cow at the end of one's penitence; a large 
morsel. েগাgােস খাoয়া বা েগলা v. to eat hastily in large morsels, to gobble; to eat ravenously or 
wolfishly. 

েগাঘাতক [ gōghātaka ] n a cow-slaughterer. 

েগাঘ্ন [ gōghna ] a one who or that which kills a cow or cows; a guest (for whom a cow was killed 
or slaughtered by the host). 

েগাঙা [ gōṅā ] a unable to speak, dumb. ☐ n. a dumb man, one having no power of speech. 

েগাঙােনা2 [ gōṅānō2 ] v to whimper; to moan; to groan or whine. েগাঙািন n. act or noise of 
whimpering or moaning or groaning or whining. 

Bangla Torrents Releaser Group
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েগাচnন [ gōcandana ] n a bright yellow pigment secreted from the kidney of a cow. 

েগাচর [ gōcara ] n the reach or range of sense-orans, sense-perception; anything perceptible by 
the senses; (astrol.) jurisdiction or range of influence (শিনর েগাচর); cognition, knowledge, 
perception (েগাচের আনা, আেগাচের); a grazing ground, a pasture or pasturage. ☐ a. perceptible by or 
within the range of (নয়নেগাচর, rিতেগাচর); used as a grazing ground (েগাচর জিম). েগাচের আনা v. to bring 
to one's knowledge or notice. েগাচরীভূত a. brought to one's knowledge or notice. 

েগাচমর্ [ gōcarma ] n cowhide. 

েগাচারক [ gōcāraka ] n a cowherd. 

েগাচারণ [ gōcāraṇa ] n act of tending or grazing cows, pasturage. েগাচারণ ভূিম n. grazing ground. 
েগাচারেণ যাoয়া v. to go to graze or tend cows or beeves. 

েগা-িচিকত্সক [ gō-cikitsaka ] n a cow-leech, a cow-doctor. 

েগা-িচিকত্সা [ gō-cikitsā ] n treatment of cows and cattle. 

েগাছ [ gōcha ] n a bunch, a bundle, a sheaf; (due) order or arrangement, orderliness (কােজর েগাছ); a 
type (সাধারণ েগােছর বািD); the hough. েগাছ করা v. to put in due order; to arrange into bunches or 
sheaves. পােয়র েগাছ the hough, fleshy part of the back of the human leg between the knee and the 
ankle, the calf. ̃গাছ n. due order or arrangement; act of packing up. েগাছগাছ করা v. to put in due 
order; to make necessary arrange ment (for); to pack up. 

েগাছা [ gōchā ] n a bunch, a bundle, a sheaf; the hough. 

েগাট [ gōṭa ] n an ornamental metal girdle worn by women. 

েগাটা [ gōṭā ] a whole, full, entire, undivided, unbroken (েগাটা মাnষটা, েগাটা েদশ). েগাটাকতক, েগাটাকেয়ক 
a few, a small number of. েগাটা েগাটা a. & adv. whole and in unbroken form. 

েগাঠ2 [ gōṭha2 ] n a grazing ground, a pasture or pasturage. 

েগাD [ gōḍ◌় ] n the base, the root; the foot. ̃েতালা, েঘাDেতালা a. high-heeled. েগােD েগাD েদoয়া v. to 
follow in one's footsteps; to support blindly; to say ditto to. 

েগাDা [ gōḍ◌়ā ] n the root, the base, the bottom (গােছর েগাDা, দাঁেতর েগাDা, থােমর েগাDা); reach (হােতর 
েগাDায়); foundation (েগাDাপtন); the beginning or start, inception (সৃি র েগাDা েথেক); the root cause 
(নে র েগাDা) ̃gিD adv. in the beginning, at first. ☐ n. the beginning, inception (gDাgিD েথেক) ̃পtন n. 
act of laying the foundation; start. েগাDাপtন করা v. to lay the foundation of; to start. েগাDা েকেট আগায় 
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জল (lit.) ridiculous act of cutting off a tree from its bottom and then watering its branches to 
rejuvenate it; (fig.) mending a thing after ending it; an attempt to mend something when it is too 
late. 

েগাDািল [ gōḍ◌়āli ] n the ankle; the heel. 

েগােD [ gōḍ◌়ē ] n a thick wreath of flower. 

েগাতম [ gōtama ] n a sage who wrote a famous treatise on logic; Gautama Buddha. 

েগাতা, েগাtা [ gōtā, gōttā ] n a sudden and quick head long fall. েগাতা বা েগাtা খাoয়া v. to make a 
sudden and quick headlong movement. েগাতা েখেয় বা েগাtা েখেয় পDা v. to fall (down) headlong 
suddenly and quickly. 

েগাt1 [ gōtra1 ] n a mountain. ̃pধান n. the Himalayas. 

েগাt2 [ gōtra2 ] n a family, a line; classification of families in accordance with the names of the 
saints who founded them; descent, lineage (কাশয্প েগাt). ̃জ a. having common descent or lineage, 
be longing to the same family, kindred. 

েগাtীয় [ gōtrīẏa ] a of or belonging to a family or clan; familial. 

েগাদ [ gōda ] n elephantiasis; a leg swelled in elephantiasis, an elephantiac leg. েগােদর uপর িবষেফাDা 
(fig.) an extra trouble; a trouble upon trouble. 

েগাদা [ gōdā ] a suffering from elephantiasis; very fat; corpulent, bulky, very thick (েগাদা লািঠ). ☐ 
n. an elephantiac patient; a leader, a ring-leader (পােলর েগাদা). 

েগাদান [ gōdāna ] n the ceremony of giving away a cow or cows. 

েগাdg [ gōdugdha ] n cowmilk. 

েগাদাহন, েগােদাহ [ gōdāhana, gōdōha ] n act of milking a cow or cows. েগােদাহন করা v. to milk a 
cow or cows. েগােদািহনী, েগােদাহনী n. a milk pail. 

েগাdব [ gōdraba ] n cow's urine. 

েগাধন [ gōdhana ] n a herd of cows regarded as property, cattle-wealth; a heard of cows. 

েগাধা, েগািধকা [ gōdhā, gōdhikā ] n the iguana. 
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েগাধূম [ gōdhūma ] n wheat. ̃কীট the Hessian fly. চ̃ূণর্ n. flour, farina; coarse flour, atta. 

েগাধূিল [ gōdhūli ] n twilight. ̃লg n. the hour of twilight esp. the evening twilight; the hour of 
gloaming or dusk. 

েগাপ [ gōpa ] n a milkman (by caste or profession); a cowherd; a king; a landowner; a feudal 
lord. ̃কnা n. the daughter of a milkman, a (young) milkmaid, (cp.) a milk-girl. ন̃ারী n. the wife or a 
daughter of a milkman, a milkmaid, (cp.) a milk-woman. ̃বধ ূn. wife of a milk man, (cp.) a milk-
wife. ̃বালক n. a boy of the milk-man class; a cowboy. 

েগাপন [ gōpana ] n hiding, concealment; secrecy. ☐ a. hidden, concealed, confidential, private, 
secret, unrevealed, mysterious. েগাপন করা v. to hide, to conceal; to keep secret; to keep back (সতয্ 
েগাপন করা) েগাপন থাকা v. to remain hidden or concealed or unrevealed; to remain secret. েগাপন রাখা v. 
to keep secret or unrevealed; to keep one's own or another's counsel. েগাপন আেলাচনা a confidential 
conference; a close-door conference, a conference in camera. েগাপন কথা a secret; a mystery; a 
confidential matter or report; a private or confidential talk; a close-door conference, a conference 
in camera. ̃তা n. secrecy; privacy. েগাপনীয় a. that which should be kept secret or kept back; 
confidential, private; secret. েগাপেন adv. secretly; privately, confidentially; in concealment. েগাপেন 
থাকা v. to be in hiding or concealment; to hide; to be in secret. েগাপেন রাখা v. to keep hidden or 
concealed; to hide; to keep in hiding. 

েগাপাঙ্গনা [ gōpāṅganā ] n the wife of a milkman, a milkmaid. (cp.) a milk-woman. 

েগাপাল1 [ gōpāla1 ] n a herd of cows. 

েগাপাল2 [ gōpāla2 ] n a milkman (by caste or profession); a cowherd; a name of Krishna (কৃ ); a 
king; a son (নnেগাপাল, আdের েগাপাল). আdের েগাপাল an over-indulged son; a pampered child; a son 
spoilt by over-indulgence. 

েগাপালক [ gōpālaka ] n one who keeps and tends cows; a cowherd. 

েগাপালন [ gōpālana ] n act of tending and looking after cows; cattle-farming. 

েগাপালেভাগ [ gōpālabhōga ] n a species of very sweet and large mango. 

েগাপা মী [ gōpāṣṭamī ] n the eighth lunar day in the moonlit fortnight of the month of Kartika 
(কািতর্ক) when Krishna (কৃ ) began to act as a cowboy. 

েগািপকা [ gōpikā ] n the wife or daughter of a milk man, a milkmaid, (cp.) a milkwoman. ̃েমাহন n. 
one who has charmed the milkmaids, an appellation of Krishna. 
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েগািপত [ gōpita ] a concealed, hidden; kept concealed or hidden; kept in custody; guarded; kept. 

েগাপুচ্ছ [ gōpuccha ] n the tail of a cow, ox, bull etc. 

েগাপুর [ gōpura ] n a gate (usu. an ornamental one) of a temple; a portal of a city, an ornamental 
city-gate. 

েগাপুরম [ gōpurama ] n the high ornamental gate of a South Indian temple. 

েগাপুরীষ [ gōpurīṣa ] n cow-dung. 

েগাpা2 [ gōptā2 ] a one who guards or protects. ☐ n. a guard; a custodian. 

েগাবত্স [ gōbatsa ] n the young of a cow, a bullock or a heifer, a calf. 

েগাবদা [ gōbadā ] a uncouthly fatty or plum (েগাবদা েচহারা). 

েগাবধ [ gōbadha ] n cow-slaughter. 

েগাবর [ gōbara ] n cow-dung, muck. ̃গেণশ a. soft-headed corpulent lazy and good-for-nothing. ☐ 
n. such a man or boy. ̃গাদা n. a dung-heap, a dung-hill, a muck-heap. েগাবর গয্াস n. a gas (usu. 
cooking gas) obtained from cow-dung. েগাবরভরা a. (ridi.) full of stupidity (েগাবরভরা মাথা = a stupid 
head). েগাবের পdফুল (lit.) a lotus in a dung-hill; (fig.) a solitary instance of beauty or talent in the 
midst of ugly or stupid environment, a Venus amongst hags, a Socrates amongst fools. 

েগাবরাট [ gōbarāṭa ] n a door still or a window sill. 

েগাবধর্ন [ gōbardhana ] n a hillock in Brindaban (বnৃাবন ). ধ̃ারী n. one who held high েগাবধর্ন, an 
appellation of Krishna (কৃ ). 

েগাবসn [ gōbasanta ] n cowpox. 

েগাবাঘ, েগাবাঘা [ gōbāgha, gōbāghā ] n one of a class of tigers given to preying upon cows, the 
wolf (?). 

েগািবn [ gōbinda ] n a name of Krishna (কৃ ) or Vishnu (িব ু). 

েগাবীজ [ gōbīja ] n the serum taken from cowpox. েগাবীেজর িটকা vaccination or inoculation by 
administering the serum taken from cowpox. 
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েগােবচারা, েগােবচাির [ gōbēcārā, gōbēcāri ] a as harmless and gentle as a cow; an artless or 
guileless person. 

েগােবেDন [ gōbēḍ◌়ēna ] n act of belabouring (one) with a stick like a cow; severe beating (esp. 
with a stick). েগােবেDন েদoয়া v. to belabour severely with a stick; to beat severely. 

েগাৈবদয্ [ gōbaidya ] n a cow leech, a cow's doctor; (contem. or ridi.) a medical quack. 

েগাভাগাD [ gōbhāgāḍ◌় ] n a place for depositing the carcasses of cows; (fig.) a filthy place. 

েগামDা [ gōmaḍ◌়ā ] a sullen and silent, glum and grave; darkened with huff. 

েগাময় [ gōmaẏa ] n cow-dung. 

েগামশতা, েগামsা [ gōmaśatā, gōmastā ] n a rent-collector or bill collector or steward (of a 
landlord, a businessman, a mercantile firm etc.) 

েগামসূিরকা [ gōmasūrikā ] n same as েগাবসn । 

েগামাংস [ gōmāṃsa ] n beef. েগামাংসেভাজী a. beef-eating. েগামাংসেভাজী েলাক a beef-eater. ক akর 
েগামাংস (fig.) utterly illiterate. 

েগা-মািছ [ gō-māchi ] n the gadfly. 

েগামুখ [ gōmukha ] n the mouth or the face of a cow; a musical instrument shaped like a cow's 
mouth or face; a small bag for holding the rosary, rosary-bag. ☐ a. having a face or mouth like 
that of a cow. েগামুখী n. a holy cave in the Himalayas shaped like a cow's face or mouth; a rosary 
bag. 

েগামূখর্ [ gōmūrkha ] a utterly ignorant or illiterate or stupid. 

েগামূt [ gōmūtra ] n cow's urine. 

েগােমদ [ gōmēda ] n chrysolite; zircon; jacinth. 

েগােমধ [ gōmēdha ] n ceremonial sacrifice of a cow or cows, cow-sacrifice. 

েগাযান [ gōyāna ] n a bullock-cart, a hackery. 

েগায়াল [ gōẏāla ] n a cowshed. 
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েগায়ালা [ gōẏālā ] n a milkman (by caste or profession); a cowherd. fem. েগায়ািলিন a wife or a 
daughter of a milkman, a milk maid, a milk-woman. নােম েগায়ালা কাঁিজ ভkণ (fig.) a nobleman 
whose meagre income forces him to eat more beef than mutton. 

েগােয়nা [ gōẏēndā ] n a spy, a sleuth; a detective. ̃কািহিন n. a detective story. ̃িগির n. espionage, 
spying. েগােয়nা পুিলস n. the detective police. 

েগার [ gōra ] n a grave, a tomb. েগার েদoয়া v. to bury, to inter, entomb. েগাের যাoয়া v. to lie in one's 
grave; to die. 

েগারkক [ gōrakṣaka ] n one who keeps or tends a cow or cows; a cowherd. 

েগারkণ, েগারkা [ gōrakṣaṇa, gōrakṣā ] n keeping of cows, protection of cows. 

েগারস [ gōrasa ] n cowmilk; any cowmilk product (e.g. butter, curd etc.). 

েগার হান [ gōrashāna ] n a burial ground, a cemetery, a graveyard. 

েগারা [ gōrā ] a having a complexion of cream-colour tinged with red; (loos.) fair complexioned; 
English or European (েগারা ৈসn). ☐ n. a pet name of Chaitanya ('কৃ  কৃ  বিল েগারা কাঁেদ'); an 
Englishman or a European; an English or a European soldier. ̃চাঁদ n. a name of Chaitanya. েগারার 
বাদয্ n. English or European military band. 

েগাr [ gōru ] n the cow; the ox; beeves; (in reproof or ridicule) a stupid person. ̃েখাঁজা n. (fig.) 
thorough and minute searching, searching everywhere and at every nook. ̃চুির n. act or an instance 
of stealing cows; cattle-lifting; an extremely shameful deed or act. ̃েচার n. one who steals cows, a 
cattle-lifter, an abactor; one who has done an extremely shameful deed. েগাr েমের জুতা দান (lit.) the 
ridiculous or false attempt to compensate one with a pair of shoes after killing one's cow; (fig.) 
foolishly making amends after doing wrong or harm. েগাrর গািD a bullock-cart, a hackery. েগাrর 
পাল a herd of cattle. 

েগােরাচনা [ gōrōcanā ] n a bright yellow pigment secreted from a cow's kidney. 

েগাখর্া [ gōrkhā ] n one of the dominant people of Nepal, a Gurkha. 

েগাল1 [ gōla1 ] n (in football, hockey, water polo etc.) a goal; a goal-post. েগাল করা, েগাল েদoয়া v. to 
score a goal. ̃দাতা n. a scorer. ̃রkক n. a goal-keeper, (coll.) a goalie. 

েগাল2 [ gōla2 ] a round; roundish; globular; spherical; circular. ☐ n. a round or roundish or 
spherical thing; a circle; a ball. ̃ক n. a round or roundish or spherical object (ভূেগালক); a ball; a 
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globe; a sphere. ̃কায় same as েগালাকার । ̃গাল a. almost round; roly poly; chubby, plump, corpulent; 
fleshy and rounded. ̃মিরচ n. black pepper. 

েগাল3 [ gōla3 ] n a loud and confused noise, an uproar, a row, a hubbub, disturbance (kােস েগাল 
েকােরা না); crookedness, angularity, distrust, doubt, suspicion (মেনর েগাল); confusion, a difficulty, a 
complication, a hitch (েগাল বাধােনা); an error, a mistake; confusion (েগাল কের েফলা). ̃মাল, ̃েযাগ n. 
confusion, disturbance, chaos; din and bustle. ̃েমেল a. confusing; disturbing; subject to suspicion, 
suspicious; crooked. েগাল পাকােনা v. to make a mess of, to muddle; to give rise to complication, to 
complicate. েগােল হিরেবাল েদoয়া to evade one's duty by a false show of doing it in a noisy crowd. 

েগালকধাঁধা [ gōlakadhān̐dhā ] n a labyrinth, a maze; an intricate problem. 

েগালদার [ gōladāra ] n an owner of a warehouse; a wholesaler. েগালদাির n. ownership of a 
warehouse; wholesale trade or trading. ☐ a. of an owner of a warehouse; of wholesale trade; 
wholesale. েগালদাির কারবার wholesale business or trade. 

েগালnাজ [ gōlandāja ] n a gunner, an artilleryman. ̃বািহনী n. artillery. েগালnািজ n. gunnery, 
artillery. ☐ a. relating to the gunner or gunnery. 

েগালপাতা [ gōlapātā ] n a leaf of a small tree akin to the fanpalm (these leaves are used in 
thatching, Nipa fruticans). 

েগালা1 [ gōlā1 ] a untrained, uneducated, inexperienced, ordinary, one without a refinement of 
taste (েগালা পায়রা, েগালা েলাক). 

েগালা2 [ gōlā2 ] n a ball; a cannon-ball. ̃gিল n. pl. cannon-balls and bullets. েগালা েছাDা v. to 
cannonade. ব̃াrদ n. ammunition. 

েগালা3 [ gōlā3 ] v to dissolve in or blend with water esp. by pressing and rubbing. ☐ n. 
dissolution in or blending with water by pressing and rubbing; a thin paste made by such 
dissolution or blending (চুনেগালা, েগাবরেগালা). ☐ a. dissolved in or blended with water by pressing 
and rubbing. ̃হাঁিD n. an earthen pot in which cow-dung is blended with water for plastering a 
mudbuilt house. 

েগালা4 [ gōlā4 ] n a wicker corn-bin, a granary, a barn; a warehouse (কাঠেগাল); a central 
market. ̃জাত a. garnered; stored or stocked in a warehouse. ̃জাত করা v. to garner, to store or stock 
in a warehouse. ̃বািD n. a grange; a barn, a farm-building. 

েগালাকার, েগালাকৃিত [ gōlākāra, gōlākṛti ] a round, spherical; circular, roundish. 

েগা-লঙুল [ gō-laṅula ] n a cow's tail. 
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েগালাপ [ gōlāpa ] n the rose; rose-water (েগালাপপাশ). ̃গাছ n. the rose-plant. ̃েগাt n. the 
Rosaceae. ̃েগাtীয় a. rosaceous. ̃জল n. rose-water. ̃জাম n. the rose-apple. ̃পাশ n. a vessel fitted with a 
device for spraying rose-water. ̃বাগ n. a rose-garden, a rosary. েগালিপ a. scented like the rose; rose-
coloured, rose-hued, rosed-red, rosy; slight, mild (েগালািপ েনশা). 

েগালাম [ gōlāma ] n a bond-slave, a slave; a servant; (of playing-cards) the knave. েকনা েগালাম one 
who has been purchased to act as a slave, a bondsman, a bondman (fem. a bondswoman, a 
bondwoman). ̃খানা n. quarters for slaves, slavequarters; (fig.) a manufactory for imbuing people 
with slave-mentality. েগালািম n. slavery; (fig.) drudgery; slave-mentality. 

েগালাধর্ [ gōlārdha ] n (geog.) a hemisphere; (geom.) a semi-circle. 

েগালােলা [ gōlālō ] a roundish. 

েগালীয় [ gōlīẏa ] a spherical; globular. 

েগােলাক [ gōlōka ] n (myth.) the part of the heaven which is the abode of Narayana (নারায়ণ) or 
Vishnu (িব )ু ̃ধাম n. the abode of Narayana (নারায়ণ) or Vishnu in heaven; a kind of indoor 
game. ̃নাথ, ̃পিত, ̃িবহারী n. appellations of Narayana (নারায়ণ) or Vishnu (িব ু). ̃pািp n. divine permission 
to live in Goloka (েগােলাক) after one's death. 

েগাlা [ gōllā ] n a globular sweetmeat (রসেগাlা, কাঁচােগাlা); a cipher, zero (পরীkায় েগাlা পাoয়া); ruin, 
spoilt state (েগাlায় যাoয়া). েগাlায় যাoয়া v. to be ruined morally, to go to the bad; to be ruined or lost, 
to go to the dogs. 

েগাশালা [ gōśālā ] n a cowshed; a cow-house, a byre. 

েগাশৃঙ্গ [ gōśṛṅga ] n a cow's horn. 

েগা  [ gōṣṭha ] n a grazing ground, a pasture or pasturage; a meeting-place, an assembly, an 
association, a society, a club (েগা াগার ). ̃গৃহ, েগা াগার n. a cowshed; a cow-house, a byre; an 
association-hall, a society hall, a club-house, a club-room. ̃িবহারী n. an appellation of Krishna 
(কৃ ) ̃লীলা n. the pastoral activities and sports of Krishna (কৃ ). েগা াধয্k n. the chief of an assembly 
or society. 

েগা ী [ gōṣṭhī ] n a family; a kindred; a clan; a race; a tribe; a class, a kind; a collection or body 
(িশষয্েগা ী); a team; a group; a society, an association. ̃পিত n. the chief of a tribe or clan or family; a 
president; a leader. ̃বগর্ n. pl. members of the family and kinsfolk. ̃ভুk a. belonging to or included 
in a family, race, group etc.; incorporated within a group. 

েগা দ [ gōṣpada ] n a cow's footprint. ̃তুলয্ a. as small in area as a cow's footprint. 
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েগাসল [ gōsala ] n bathing, bath. েগাসল করা v. to take one's bath; to bathe. ̃খানা n. a bathroom; a 
bathing establishment, a hammam, a bathhouse. 

েগাসা [ gōsā ] n anger; huff or mortification. েগাসা করা v. to get angry; to be in a huff. 

েগাসাঘর [ gōsāghara ] n a room or apartment to which a lady in a huff retires (cp. a boudoir). 

েগাসাiঁ [ gōsām̐i ] n a master; God, Lord; a title of Vaishnava gurus. 

েগাসাপ [ gōsāpa ] n the iguana. 

েগােসবা [ gōsēbā ] n feeding and care of a cow or cows. 

েগাs [ gōsta ] n meat; beef. 

েগাsন [ gōstana ] n a cow's udder. 

েগাsািক [ gōstāki ] n insolence, impertinence, audacity. 

েগাsামী [ gōsbāmī ] n the lord or the protector of cows or of the earth; a master; God; a religious 
teacher, a preceptor, a guru; a title of Vaishnava gurus. 

েগাহতয্া [ gōhatyā ] n cow-slaughter, cow-killing. েগাহতয্া করা v. to slay a cow or cows. ̃কারী n. a 
cow-slaughterer. ̃িনেরাধ n. prevention of cow-slaughter. 

েগৗD [ gauḍ◌় ] n an ancient name of modern Bengal (controversial opinions exist as to the actual 
area or Gauda). ̃জন n. the people of Bengal, Bengalis. েগৗDী n. an Indian musical mode; a kind of 
poetical diction; a kind of rum prepared from molasses. েগৗDীয় a. of or living in or produced in 
Gauda (েগৗD). 

েগৗDসারং [ gauḍ◌়sāra ] n a morning raga or classical musical mode of the Sarang class. 

েগৗণ [ gauṇa ] a minor, unimportant, secondary. ☐ n. delay. েগৗণ করা v. (arch.) to make delay. ̃কমর্ 
v. minor duty; (gr.) an indirect object. ̃তা n. secondariness; less importance; inferiority. েগৗণাথর্ n. 
(rhet.) secondary significance, figurative meaning. 

েগৗিণক [ gauṇika ] a factorial. 

েগৗর [ gaura ] a cream-coloured tinged with red; (loos.) fair-complexioned. ☐ n. a name of 
Chaitanya. চ̃nd n. a name of Chaitanya. ̃চিndকা n. a song in praise of Chaitanya before beginning 
the scheduled song; prefatory remarks, a prologue, a preamble, a preface. 
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েগৗরব [ gauraba ] n importance; glory; majesty; dignity; honour; cordial reception; pride; 
excellence; worth. েগৗরব করা v. to be proud of, to pride in. ̃গাথা n. tales of glory; song, poem etc. 
composed in praise of a person or one's country. ̃রিব n. the sun of glory. েগৗরবািnত, েগৗরিবত, ̃মিNত a. 
important, glorious; majestic; dignified; honoured; proud. েগৗরেবর িবষয় a creditable or highly 
praiseworthy affair or thing, a glory, a glorious achievement. 

েগৗরাঙ্গ [ gaurāṅga ] a having a cream-coloured complexion tinged with red; (loos.) fair 
complexioned. ☐ n. a name of Chaitanya. fem. েগৗরাঙ্গা, েগৗরাঙ্গী । 

েগৗরী [ gaurī ] a. fem having a cream-coloured complexion tinged with red; (loos.) fair 
complexioned. ☐ n. a woman or a girl having a cream-coloured complexion tinged with red; 
Goddess Durga (dগর্া); an unmarried girl of eight years. ̃কাn n. an appellation of Shiva (িশব). ̃দান n. 
giving away in marriage an under-age girl; giving away in marriage an eight year old Hindu 
girl. ̃পT n. the pedestal symbolizing Gauri (েগৗরী) or Durga on which the symbol of Shiva is 
placed. ̃শঙ্কর n. Goddess Durga (dগর্া) and Shiva (িশব); Mount Everest. 

গয্াঁজােনা [ gyān̐jānō ] v to gossip uselessly, to go on gossiping without any purpose. 

গয্াঁট [ gyān̐ṭa ] int expressing firmly motionless or immobile state (গয্াঁট হেয় বেস থাকা= to sit tight, 
to stick firmly to one's purpose, opinions etc.). 

গয্াস [ gyāsa ] n gas; (inf. and sl.) a bluff, a fib. গয্াসীয় a. gaseous. 

gথন [ grathana ] n act of stringing (as flowers in a wreath); composition (as of an essay or a 
book). gিথত a. strung; composed. gিথত করা v. to string; to compose. 

gন্হ [ granha ] n a book. ̃কার, ̃কতর্া n. an author; a writer. fem. ̃কt র্ী an authoress. ̃কীট n. a 
bookworm. ̃ন, ̃না same as gথন । gিন্হত same as gিথত ।�st n. copyright. 

gন্হাগার [ granhāgāra ] n a library. gন্হাগািরক n. a librarian. 

gন্হাnরাগ [ granhānurāga ] n love for books, fondness for books. gন্হাnরাগী a. & n. (a person) fond 
of books, a book-lover, a bibliophile. 

gন্হাবিল [ granhābali ] n books; works of a particular author or authoress. 

gন্হালয় [ granhālaẏa ] n a library; a bookshop. 

gিন্হ [ granhi ] n a knot, a joint (of bones), a knuckle; a node, a gland. ̃কলা n. glandular tissue. ̃রস 
n. glandular secretion. ̃সmnীয় a. glandular. িশরাgিন্হ n. varicose veins. 
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gিন্হক [ granhika ] n a soothsayer, an astrologer, a fortune-teller. 

gিন্হেচ্ছদক, gিন্হেভদক [ granhicchēdaka, granhibhēdaka ] n pickpocket, a cut purse. 

gিন্হবd [ granhibaddha ] a knotted, tied together. 

gিন্হবnন [ granhibandhana ] n act of tying into a knot, knotting; the Hindu practice of tying a 
corner of the bride's sari with a corner of the bridegroom's scarf at wedding. gিন্হবnন করা v. to tie 
into a knot, to knot; to tie a corner of the bride's sari with a corner of the bridegroom's scarf at 
wedding. 

gিন্হল [ granhila ] a knotty. 

gসন [ grasana ] n act of swallowing or devouring or gulping; act of eclipsing. 

gসমান [ grasamāna ] a engaged in swallowing or devouring or gulping or eclipsing. 

gs [ grasta ] a swallowed, devoured, gulped; eclipsed; attacked; seized; affected with; involved 
in; overwhelmed. gs uপতয্কা n. a rift valley. gেsাদয় n. rising of the sun or the moon after eclipse. 

gহ [ graha ] n (astr. & astrol.) a planet; (astrol.) an evil planet, (loos.) an evil star (gেহর েফর); 
eclipse; act of taking; act of as suming (rপgহ); realization, comprehension (aথর্gহ); 
misfortune. ̃েকাপ n. the antagonism or opposition or evil in fluence of a planet. ̃জগত্ n. the plan 
etary world. ত̃tt n. astronomy. ̃দশা n. (astrol.) the period of direct influence of a planet esp. an evil 
planet. ̃দৃি  n. (astrol.) planetary influence (direct or indirect), esp. evil influence. ̃েদবতা n. (astrol.) 
the guardian or presiding deity of a planet. ̃েদাষ n. (astrol.) he evil in fluence of a planet. ̃পিত n. the 
sun. ̃পীDা n. (astrol.) the suffering owing to the evil influence of a planet. ̃পূজা n. worship of the 
sun and other planets in order to propitiate them. ̃িবp n. a Brahmin astrologer. ̃ৈবgণয্, ̃িবপাক n. 
(astrol.) antagonism or hostility or opposition of a planet. ̃মNল n. (astr. & astrol.) the planetary 
system. ˜রাজ n. the sun. ̃শািn n. (astrol.) propitiation of planets. ̃sুট n. a zodiacal sign indicating the 
position of a planet. 

gহণ1 [ grahaṇa1 ] n taking or receiving (িভkাgহণ); holding (হsgহণ); assuming (ছdেবশ gহণ); 
adoption (সnয্াস gহণ); reception (aিতিথেক সাদের gহণ); acceptance (িনমntণ gহণ); comprehension, 
realization (রচনার aথর্gহণ); drinking or eating (জলgহণ, angহণ); taking in (শব্াসgহণ); act of inhaling 
(গngহণ). gহণ করা v. to take, to receive; to hold; to assume; to adopt; to accept; to comprehend, to 
realize; to drink or eat; to take in; to inhale. k̃ম a. receptive. ̃kমতা, ̃শিk n. receptive power or 
capacity. 

gহণ2 [ grahaṇa2 ] n an eclipse. gহণ ছােD v. an eclipse ends. gহণ লােগ v. an eclipse begins or starts. 
gহণ হয় v. an eclipse takes place or occurs. ̃েমাk n. end of an eclipse. ি̃ হিত n. duration of an 
eclipse. ̃sশর্ n. commencement of an eclipse. পূণর্gহণ n. total eclipse. খNgহণ n. partial eclipse. 
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gহিণ, gহণী [ grahaṇi, grahaṇī ] n chronic diarrhoea; the duodenum. 

gহণীয় [ grahaṇīẏa ] a acceptable. 

gহাচাযর্ [ grahācārya ] n a soothsayer, an astrologer. 

gহাণ ু[ grahāṇu ] n (astr.) an asteroid. প̃ুঞ্জ n. pl. asteroids. 

gহাnর [ grahāntara ] n another planet. 

gহাnবর্তর্ী [ grahāntarbartī ] a inter-planetary. 

gহািব  [ grahābiṣṭa ] a (astrol.) influenced by an evil planet; possessed. 

gহীতা [ grahītā ] n a recipient. 

gাবেরখা [ grābarēkhā ] n (geog.) moraine. 

gাব ু[ grābu ] n a kind of card-game. 

gাম [ grāma ] n a hamlet, a village; a small settlement; (as a sfx.) a collection (gণgাম, sরgাম); 
(mus.) a scale (uচ্চgাম). ̃খরচা same as gামভািট । ̃জ, ̃জাত a. produced in a village, rural. ̃ণী n. (hist.) a 
village headman. ̃ধমর্ n. sexual intercourse (esp. with one's wife). ̃বাসী n. a villager, a village-
dweller. ̃ভািট n. a monetary contribution to be given for village welfare at the time of wedding 
etc. ̃মৃগ n. a (village) dog. ̃সmকর্, ̃sবাদ n. the relation that arises owing to living in the same 
village. ̃সmকর্ীয় a. rural; pertaining to co-villagers. ̃ হ a. of or in or living in a village; rural. 

gামাধয্k [ grāmādhyakṣa ] n a village headman. 

gামাn [ grāmānta ] n outskirts of a village; the border of a village. 

gামাnর [ grāmāntara ] n another village. 

gািমক [ grāmika ] a. & n one who owns or rules or guards a village. 

gামী [ grāmī ] a one who lives in or rules a village; rural; rustic; consisting of or containing 
villages or musical scales. 

gামীণ [ grāmīṇa ] a produced in a village; in or of or dwelling in a village; rural; rustic. 

gােমােফান [ grāmōphōna ] n a gramophone, a record player. 
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gাময্ [ grāmya ] a of or relating to a village; born or produced in a village; found or available in a 
village; living in a village; rural; rustic; (esp. of words and speech) vulgar. ̃তা n. rusticity; (esp. of 
words and speech) vulgarity. ̃ধমর্ n. sexual intercourse (esp.) with one's wife. ̃মৃগ n. a (village) dog. 

gাস [ grāsa ] n a mouthful, a morsel; the inner cavity of an opened mouth, a gape; a handful (as at 
snatching); a grip, a hold, seizure; appropriation; act of swallowing or devouring or eating or 
drinking; feed; food; an eclipse. gাস করা v. to swallow or devour; to eat or drink; to seize; to grip; 
to appropriate to oneself; to eclipse. gাস হoয়া v. to be eclipsed. ̃কারী a. & n. one who or that which 
swallows or devours or eats or drinks or seizes or appropriates or eclipses. ˜নািল n. the gullet, the 
oesophagus. gাসাচ্ছাদন n. food and clothing; subsistence; bare subsistence. 

gাহ [ grāha ] n act of taking or receiving; seizure; appropriation; enlightenment; knowledge; 
cognition; comprehension; understanding; intelligence; solicitation or insistence; earnestness, 
zeal; the crocodile, the alligator, the shark etc. gাহক a. one who takes or receives; one who buys 
or subscribes. ☐ n. a recipient; a buyer, subscriber. fem. gািহকা । gাহকে িণভkু করা v. to enlist or 
enrol as a subscriber. gািহতা n. practice of taking or receiving or seizing; (phys.) susceptibility 
(েচৗmক gািহতা). gাহী a. & n. one who or that which takes or receives; one who or that which seizes 
or appropriates; one who or that which comprehends or appreciates or acknowledges (gণgাহী); 
one who or that which attracts (িচtgাহী); astringent. gাহী েসল (phys.) a secondary cell. 

gাh [ grāhya ] a acceptable; perceptible (iিndয়gাh); admissible; worthy of consideration; 
reckonable. gাh করা v. to accept; to pay heed to, to care. gাh না করা v. to reject, to dismiss, not to 
accept, to pay no heed to, not to care. gাh হoয়া v. to be accepted; to be considered; to be heeded. 

িgক [ grika ] a Greek. ☐ n. a Greek; the Greek language, Greek. 

িgসীয় [ grisīẏa ] a Grecian, Greek. 

gীবা [ grībā ] n the throat; the neck; the nape of the neck. ̃েদশ n. the nape of the neck; (loos.) the 
neck or the throat. ̃ভিঙ্গ n. a (beautiful) gesture of the neck or the throat. 

gী  [ grīṣma ] n summer; heat. ☐ a. hot; torrid (gী মন্ডল). ̃কাল n. summer, the hot season. ̃কালীন a. 
of summer, of the hot season, summer. ̃িk  a. same as ̃পীিDত । ̃তািপত a. oppressed by the heat of 
summer; heated by summer. ̃পীিDত a. oppressed with heat or by summer. ̃pধান tropical. ̃pধান েদশ a 
tropical country, a hot country. ̃বলয়, ম̃Nল n. (geog.) the torrid zone. gী ািতশয়, gী ািতশযয্ n. excess of 
heat; extreme heat. gী াবকাশ n. the summer vacation or recess. 

েgন [ grēna ] n a grain (a unit of weight). 

েgpার, েgফতার [ grēptāra, grēphatāra ] n arrest, apprehension, seizure. ☐ a. arrested, 
apprehended, seized (েgpার হoয়া). েgpার করা v. to arrest, to apprehend, to seize. েgpাির, েgফতাির a. 
empowering or directing to arrest. েgpাির পরoয়ানা a warrant of arrest. 
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ৈgব, ৈgেবয় [ graiba, graibēẏa ] a of the neck or the throat; of the nape of the neck. 

ৈgিsক [ graismika ] a of summer; of summer heat. 

gান [ glāna ] a wearied, tired; exhausted, fatigued; unhealthy; filthy, dirty; disreputed, 
disreputable, shameful; up braided, slandered, accused (falsely); mortified. ̃যান n. an ambulance 
car. 

gািন [ glāni ] n weariness, tiredness; exhaustion, fatigue; unhealthiness, filth, dirt (ঘােমর gািন); 
disgrace, disrepute, shame (বীরkলgািন); upbraiding, slander, (false) accusation; mortification (মেনর 
gািন). ̃কর, ̃জনক a. filthy; disgraceful, shameful; slanderous; mortifying. 

gাস [ glāsa ] n a tumbler, a glass. 
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ঘ [ gh ] n the fourth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

ঘট [ ghaṭa ] n a small earthen or metal pitcher or pot; a receptacle, a container, a place, a sphere 
(সবর্ ঘেট); the brain or head (ঘেট বুিd েনi); the body, the frame (ঘেটর মেধয্ সাiঁ িবরােজ). সবর্ঘেট adv. 
(usu. dero.) everywhere, at every place (েস সবর্ঘেটi থােক). 

ঘটক [ ghaṭaka ] n one who brings about or causes to occur (an event); a match-maker. fem. ঘটকী 
a female match-maker. ঘটকািল n. match-making. 

ঘটকপর্র [ ghaṭakarpara ] n (a piece of) potsherd. 

ঘটকার [ ghaṭakāra ] n a potter. 

ঘটন [ ghaṭana ] n occurrence, happening; act of joining; a chance happening. 

ঘটনা [ ghaṭanā ] n an event, an occurrence; an instance of joining; a chance happening or 
occurrence. ঘটনাkেম adv. by chance, accidentally, it so happened that; in course of events 
(ঘটনাkেম েদখা হেয় েগল); in course of circumstances (ঘটনাkেম তােক বািD েবচেত হল). ঘটনাচk n. (lit.) the 
wheel of events, (fig.) the course of events. ঘটনাচেk same as ঘটনাkেম । ঘটনাধীন a. dependent on 
force of events; subject to the course of events or circumstances. ঘটনাপরmরা n. due succession of 
events. ঘটনাপূণর্, ঘটনাবhল a. eventful. ঘটনাবিল n. (a collection of) events. ঘটনােsাত n. (lit.) the stream 
of events, (fig.) the course of events. ঘটনা হল n. the place or scene of occurrence, a venue. 

ঘটনীয় [ ghaṭanīẏa ] a likely to occur; probable. 

ঘটমান [ ghaṭamāna ] a still occurring or happening; (gr.) progressive, continuous. ঘটমান aতীত 
(gr.) past continuous or progressive (tense). 

ঘটরঘটর [ ghaṭaraghaṭara ] int expressing a rolling noise as of a pestle moving in a mortar or on a 
paved floor. ঘটরমটর int. this and similar noise. 

ঘট হাপন, ঘট হাপনা [ ghaṭashāpana, ghaṭashāpanā ] n ceremonial placing of a pitcher full of 
holy water on the altar making the commencement of worship. 

ঘটা [ ghaṭā ] n occurrence; pomp, grandeur, eclat; a collection or multitude (ঘনঘটা). ☐ v. to 
occur, to happen, to come to pass; to be possible (যাoয়া ঘেট uঠল না); to originate, to arise, to spring 
from (কী েথেক কী ঘটল). ঘটা কের adv. with a spectacular display, with pomp and grandeur, 
ceremoniously, ostentatiously. ঘটােনা v. to cause to occur or happen or come about, to bring to 
pass, to bring about; to originate, to give rise to. 
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ঘটােটাপ [ ghaṭāṭōpa ] n a covering with side-screens for a carriage (such as palanquins, litters, 
etc.) a yashmak. 

ঘিট [ ghaṭi ] n a small pitcher-shaped metal water-pot. 

ঘিটকা [ ghaṭikā ] n an hour; a moment; a bell, a gong; any machine for measuring time; a 
timepiece, a clock (also ঘিটকা যnt); time of the clock (সােD িতন ঘিটকায়); a small pitcher-shaped 
earthen or metal water-pot. ঘিটকায় adv. o'clock (সােD ছয় ঘিটকায় = at six o'clock). 

ঘিটত [ ghaṭita ] a caused to occur by, caused by, due to (dবর্লতাঘিটত ভয়); concerning, involving 
(নারীঘিটত, aথর্ঘিটত); mixed or blended with, containing. ঘিটতবয্ a. that which is to happen; that 
which shall happen. 

ঘিটরাম [ ghaṭirāma ] n a stupid or worthless officer or worker. ☐ a. stupid or worthless (ঘিটরাম 
েডপুিট). 

ঘT [ ghaṭṭa ] n a landing stair at the bank of a river, tank etc. ̃জীবী n. a ferryman. 

ঘTন [ ghaṭṭana ] n act of abrading, abrasion; act of pounding; act of stirring; act of causing to 
occur, act of bringing about; act of forming; formation. ঘTনী n. a pestle. 

ঘিTত [ ghaṭṭita ] a brought about, caused to occur; made; formed; pounded; stirred. 

ঘD ঘD [ ghaḍ◌় ghaḍ◌় ] int expressing a rattling sound as of a wheeled car moving or of the 
breathing of a bronchial patient. 

ঘDা [ ghaḍ◌়ā ] n a vase without a handle, a jar, a pitcher. 

ঘDািঞ্চ [ ghaḍ◌়āñci ] n a step-ladder. 

ঘিD [ ghaḍ◌়i ] n a clock, a watch, a wristwatch, a timepiece; an hour. ঘিD-ঘিD adv. at every hour; 
at every moment; repeatedly; frequently; often. লামর্ঘিD n. an alarm clock. টয্াঁকঘিD n. a pocket 
watch. েটবলঘিD n. a table clock, a time-piece. েদoয়ালঘিD n. a wall clock. পেকটঘিD n. a pocket watch. 
েপটাঘিD n. a gong. বািলঘিD n. a sand-glass, hourglass. িবরামঘিD n. (phys.) a stop-watch. সূযর্ঘিD n. a 
sundial. হাতঘিD n. a wrist-watch. 

ঘিDয়াল1 [ ghaḍ◌়iẏāla1 ] n one who is employed to strike a gong to indicate hours, (cp.) a 
bellman. 

ঘিDয়াল2 [ ghaḍ◌়iẏāla2 ] n a crocodile with a very long muzzle, a gavial, Gavialis gangeticus; 
(fig.) an extremely sly and self-seeking person. 
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ঘন্ট [ ghanṭa ] n a dish of minced and spiced vegetables cooked almost dry; (fig.) reckless waste 
(টাকার ঘন্ট). ঘন্ট করা v. to cook a dish of minced and spiced vegetables; (fig.) to waste or squander 
recklessly. 

ঘন্টা [ ghanṭā ] n a bell; a gong; an hour; (sarcas.) nothing of any value (ঘন্টা করেব). ঘন্টা করা v. to 
fail to do anything, to do nothing. ̃ধব্িন ̃রব n. the sound of a bell or a gong. ঘন্টা পেD v. the bell goes. 
ঘন্টা বাজােনা v. to ring a bell; to sound a gong; to tintinnabulate. ̃বাদন n. ringing of a bell; act of 
sounding a gong; tintinnabulation. ঘন্টায়-ঘন্টায় adv. at every hour; repeatedly and frequently. 
িবDােলর গলায় ঘন্টা বাঁধা v. to bell the cat. 

ঘন্টাকণর্ [ ghanṭākarṇa ] n the bell-flower, the campanula, (cp.) the tulip; a traditional deity 
presiding over skin-diseases. 

ঘন্টাগার [ ghanṭāgāra ] n a belfry. 

ঘিন্টকা, ঘন্টী [ ghanṭikā, ghanṭī ] n a small bell; the uvula. 

ঘেন্টশব্র [ ghanṭēśbara ] n a traditional deity presiding over skin-diseases (regarded as the son of 
Mars). 

ঘন [ ghana ] n cloud (ঘনঘটা); (arith. & alg.) a cube (ঘনফল); (geom.) a solid. ☐ a. dense (ঘন বন); 
thick, condensed (ঘন েমঘ, ঘন dধ); frequent (ঘন ঘন গজর্ন); deep (ঘন আঁধার); close (ঘন বkৃসাির, ঘন 
বnুিন); coarse (ঘন কাপD); severe (ঘন বরষা); (geom. & sc.) solid (ঘন পদাথর্, ঘনেkt). ঘন করা v. to 
thicken; to condense. ঘন হoয়া v. to thicken; to become condensed; to draw close together; to draw 
close (to). ̃কাল n. the rainy season, the rains. ঘন কােলা deep black. ̃কৃ  a. as black or dark as a cloud; 
deep black, jet black. ̃েkt n. (geom.) a solid figure, a cube. ̃গজর্ন n. the roar or rumbling of clouds; 
a peal of thunder. ̃ঘটা n. a thick and extensive cumulation of (dark) clouds, the cumulus. ̃ঘটাচ্ছn a. 
overcast with clouds. ̃ঘন adv. repeatedly and frequently, every now and then, often. ̃েঘার a. 
overcast with thick clouds; (loos.) darkened with clouds. ̃জয্ািমিত n. solid geometry. ̃তা, ̃t n. 
density; thickness; closeness; solidity; (geom. & sc.) dimension, volume. ˜ফল n. (math.) cubic 
measure. ̃ফুট n. cubic foot. ̃বtর্ n. the path of the cloud across the sky; the sky. ̃বসিত n. thick or 
dense cluster of habitations, thick population. ̃বসিতপূণর্ a. crowded with habitations; thickly 
populated, congested. ̃বst n. a solid thing; (phys.) a solid body. ̃িবns a. thickly set. ̃িবnাস n. thick 
setting. ̃বীিথ n. the region of clouds; air route. ̃মান n. (phys.) volume. ̃িমটার n. cubic metre. ̃মূল n. 
(math.) a cube root. ̃শয্াম a. as black or dark as a cloud, deep black; dark-complexioned; bottle-
green. ☐ n. an appellation of Krishna (কৃ ). ̃সিnিব  same as ̃িবns । ̃সিnেবশ same as ̃িবnাস । ̃সার n. 
camphor. 

ঘনাগম [ ghanāgama ] n (lit.) arrival of clouds; the rainy season, the rains. 

ঘনাঙ্ক [ ghanāṅka ] n density. পরম ঘনাঙ্ক (phys.) absolute density. 
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ঘনাচ্ছn [ ghanācchanna ] a same as ঘনাবৃত । 

ঘনাতয্য়, ঘনাn [ ghanātyaẏa, ghanānta ] n (lit.) removal or end of clouds; the autumn season. 

ঘনােনা [ ghanānō ] v to draw close or closer, to near; to make thick, to thicken. তার িদন ঘিনেয়েছ his 
or her time is up; his or her days are numbered. 

ঘনাnকার [ ghanāndhakāra ] n deep darkness. ☐ a. deep dark. 

ঘনাবৃত [ ghanābṛta ] a overcast with clouds. 

ঘনায়মান [ ghanāẏamāna ] a in the state of being thickened, thickening; drawing near, 
approaching. 

ঘনািয়ত [ ghanāẏita ] a drawn near; thickened. 

ঘিনমা [ ghanimā ] n density; thickness; closeness; solidity. 

ঘিন  [ ghaniṣṭha ] a close, near (ঘিন  সmকর্, ঘিন  হেয় বসা); hand in glove (with), intimate (ঘিন  বn ু
= an intimate or close friend, a bosom friend). fem. ঘিন া । ̃তা n. closeness, nearness; intimacy. 

ঘনীকরণ [ ghanīkaraṇa ] n act of making thick, thickening; condensation; act of bringing near. 

ঘনীকৃত [ ghanīkṛta ] a thickened; condensed; brought near. 

ঘনীভবন [ ghanībhabana ] n act of getting thick, thickening; condensation; act of drawing near. 

ঘনীভূত [ ghanībhūta ] a thickened; condensed; drawn near. 

ঘেনাপল [ ghanōpala ] n hail. 

ঘর [ ghara ] n a house, a building; a dwelling, a residence, an abode, a home; a shrine, a temple 
(ঠাkরঘর); a room, a compartment, an apartment (পDার ঘর); one's own family (ঘেরর েলাক); a family 
(dেশা ঘেরর বাস); descent, lineage (sঘর, হাঘর); a groove, a pocket (ছাপার টাiেপর ঘর); a hole (েবাতােমর 
ঘর = a button-hole); (of machines etc.) a button, a reed (হারেমািনয়ােম 'সা'-eর ঘর); a rectangle or a 
square (ঘর কাটা); a place, a space, a side, a division, a column etc. (খরেচর ঘর). ঘর আেলা করা v. to 
beautify or edify a house (esp. with one's personal charm); to bring joy or glory or pride to a 
family. ̃করনা, ̃কnা n. (usu. of a woman) housekeeping, household duties; domestic science; the life 
and duties of a housewife; housewifery. ঘরকরনা করা, ঘরকnা করা v. (usu. of a woman) to keep a 
house for, to act as a housewife (েস শািnেত ঘরকnা করেছ); to perform household duties; to be a 
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housewife. ঘর করা v. to build a house; to act as a wife or mistress to (sামী িনেয় ঘর করা); to act as a 
house wife, to do housekeeping (েস েদoরেদর ঘর করেছ); to lead the life of a house wife (কীেসর জn 
আর ঘর করা); (of men) to live as a householder, to live as a family man (stীপুt িনেয় ঘর করা). ঘর কাটা v. 
to divide into or draw separate spaces, columns, squares, rectangles etc. ̃কাটা a. divided into 
separate spaces, columns, squares, rectangles etc. ̃kেনা a. homekeeping, shy of company. ☐ n. a 
home-bird. k̃েনািম n. home-keeping nature. ঘর গDা v. to build one's house or home, to set up one's 
residence; to establish one's family. ঘর ঘর adv. to or at every door, from door to door; to every 
family or house (বেঙ্গর ঘর-ঘর). ̃ছাDা a. one who has renounced hearth and home or has taken to 
asceticism (ঘরছাDা সnয্াসী); away from home, living abroad (ঘরছাDা জীবন); revolting against the 
domestic life (ঘরছাDা মন). ̃জামাi n. a man who lives in his father-in-law's family at the latter's 
cost. ̃েজাDা a. occupying the whole space of a room; crowding or over-crowding a room; making a 
family or house charming and delightful by one's presence (ঘরেজাDা নািত-নাতিন). ঘর jালােনা v. to set 
fire to a house or dwelling, to commit arson; (fig.) to destroy the peace and happiness of a 
family; (fig.) to ruin a family. ̃jালােন a. (fig.) one who or that which destroys the peace and 
happiness of a family; (fig.) one who or that which ruins a family. fem. ঘরjালািন । ঘর েতালা v. to 
build a house or room (esp. a residential one). ঘর-পর n. one's own people and others. ঘরপাতা v. to 
settle down to a married life. ̃েপাDা a. one whose house or dwelling has been burnt down; that 
which burns down a house or dwelling. ☐ n. an appellation of Hanuman (হnমান) who set fire to 
Lanka (লঙ্কা); an incendiary or saboteur. ঘরেপাDা েগাr িসdঁের েমঘ েদেখ ডরায় a burnt child dreads the 
fire. ঘরেপাDা বুিd a thought or plan that harms oneself or one's own family or side. ̃েপাষা a. 
domestic, tame. ̃বর n. one's husband and his house or family. ̃বসত n. act of dwelling or residing 
(ঘরবসত করা); a dwelling, a homestead; act of going to live with the husband permanently 
(generally said of childwives). ঘর বাঁধা v. to build a house or dwelling; to settle, to colonize. ̃বার 
করা v. to go out of doors and come indoors alternately and repeatedly (esp. in anxiety). ঘর ভাঙা v. 
to pull down or demolish a house or room (esp. a residential one); to cause internal strife through 
instigation; to cause to lose one's aristocracy through matrimonial alliance with an inferior 
family. ঘর ভাঙােনা v. to cause to pull down or demolish a house or room; to cause internal strife 
through instigation; to cause to lose one's purity of blood through matrimonial alliance with an 
inferior family. ঘর-ভাঙােন a. one who or that which causes internal strife through instigation. fem. 
ঘর ভাঙািন । ̃মুেখা a. homeward; homing. ঘরসংসার. same as ঘরকরনা । ̃সnান n. act of prying into a 
family or party to find out any of its weak points by means of which internal dissension may be 
caused. ̃সnানী a. praying into a family or party to find out any of its weak points by means of 
which internal dissension may be caused. ঘের আgন েদoয়া same as ঘর jালােনা । ঘের-পের, ঘের-বাiের 
adv. out of doors and within; at home and abroad. ঘেরর কথা the secret of a family or a party. ঘেরর 
শtr one who is an enemy to his own family or party, one who betrays his own family or party. 
ঘেরর শtr িবভীষণ one whose activities and behaviour do a lot of harm to the family; a quisling (see 
গৃহশtr িবভীষণ). 

ঘরিন [ gharani ] n a housewife; a wife. 

ঘরাঘির [ gharāghari ] a mutual; between two houses; inter-domestic; among the members of a 
family. 
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ঘরানা [ gharānā ] a born of or belonging to or relating to a family or a high family. ☐ n. (in 
Indian music) a typical tradition or style set up by a famous composer or singer of a place or 
family (আgা ঘরানা, িকরানা ঘরানা). 

ঘরািম [ gharāmi ] n a thatcher, one who builds huts professionally. ̃িগির n. the occupation of 
building huts; the occupation of a thatcher. 

ঘেরায়া [ gharōẏā ] a pertaining to a family (and usu. confidential) (ঘেরায়া বয্াপার = family matter); 
internal (ঘেরায়া িববাদ); homely (ঘেরায়া বয্বহার); domestic (ঘেরায়া কাজকমর্); non-official, informal (ঘেরায়া 
ৈবঠক); intimate, one's own (ঘেরায়া েলাক). 

ঘঘর্র [ gharghara ] int expressing a rattling sound as of a tyreless wheeled vehicle moving on a 
stony road. ঘঘর্র করা v. to rattle. ঘঘর্র শেb with a rattling noise. ঘঘর্িরত a. rattling; resounded or filled 
with a rattling noise. 

ঘমর্ [ gharma ] n sweat, perspiration. ̃িসk, ঘমর্াk, ঘমর্াpুত a. drenched or wet with perspiration. 
ঘমর্াkকেলবর a. one whose body is wet with perspiration, one who is sweating all over. 

ঘষর্ণ, ঘষর্ [ gharṣaṇa, gharṣa ] n act of rubbing or grazing, abrasion; act of scouring; (esp. in sc.) 
friction. ঘষর্ণ করা v. to rub; to graze; to abrade; to scour. ঘষর্ণাঙ্ক n. (sc.) coefficient of friction. ঘষর্ণীয় 
a. that which is to be or can be rubbed or scoured. ঘষর্িবdয্ত্ n. (phys.) frictional electricity. ঘিষর্ত a. 
rubbed; grazed; abraded; scoured. 

ঘষটােনা, ঘষDােনা [ ghaṣaṭānō, ghaṣaḍ◌়ānō ] v to drag along something hard; to graze; to abrade; 
(fig.) to practice or read or try repeatedly or continuously ঘষটািন, ঘষDািন n. an instance or act of 
dragging along something hard; an instance or act of grazing; abrasion; (fig.) repeated or 
continuous practice or reading or effort. 

ঘষা [ ghaṣā ] v to rub; to graze; to abrade; to scour. ☐ a. rubbed; grazed; abraded; scoured. ঘষা 
ঘষা a. appearing as grazed or abraded; slightly grazed or abraded. ̃ঘিষ n. act of repeated or mutual 
rubbing or grazing or abrading or scouring; repeated or mutual friction; (fig.) repeated or 
continuous practice or training or coaching; (fig.) repeated solicitation or endeavor. ̃মাজা n. (of 
writings) correction and brushing up; act of scouring; (fig.) act of assiduous coaching or training; 
(fig.) assiduous attempt at improvement. ̃মাজা করা v. to scour; (fig.) to coach or train assiduously; 
(fig.) to endeavor to improve assiduously; to brush up. ঘেষেমেজ rপ made-up or toileted beauty or 
glamour, painted beauty or glamour. 

ঘা [ ghā ] n a stroke, a blow, a shock (লািঠর ঘা); a wound, a sore, an ulcer (পচা ঘা); a bite (সােপর ঘা); 
heart-sore, grief, insult (aপমােনর ঘা); a loss (বয্াবসায় ঘা খাoয়া). ঘা করা v. to cause a wound or sore, to 
ulcerate. খঁুিচেয় ঘা করা (lit.) to cause a wound by unnecessary probing; (fig.) to open up or rub an 
old sore. ঘা খাoয়া v. to receive a blow or shock; to be struck; to be bitten; to be stricken or 
wounded at heart; to suffer a loss (বয্বসায় ঘা খাoয়া); to be harmed (েলাকসােন ঘা খাoয়া). ঘা েদoয়া v. to 
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deal (one) or inflict a blow; to shock; to strike; (of snakes) to bite; to wound one's heart; to cause 
a loss (to); to harm; to knock, to rap (at) (দরজায় ঘা েদoয়া). ঘা মারা v. to deal (one) or inflict a blow; 
to strike; (of snakes) to bite; to wound one's heart. ঘা-মুখ n. the opening of a sore or ulcer. ঘা 
শুিকেয়েছ v. a wound or ulcer has healed. ঘা সoয়া v. to bear or endure or sustain a blow or shock or a 
loss or harm. ঘা হoয়া v. to be ulcerated. ̃কতক n. a good number of blows. ̃কতক খাoয়া v. to sustain a 
sound beating or a good number of blows. ̃কতক বিসেয় েদoয়া v. to deal (one) a good number of 
blows; to give a sound beating. ̃-েঘা (coll.) n. wounds, injuries; cuts and blows. ঘা-েঘা েদoয়া v. to 
deal or administer a blow or two, to deal a few blows. 

ঘাi [ ghāi ] n a (heavy) stroke or blow; a noisy stroke on the surface of water made by a large 
fish with its tail. 

ঘাঁটা1 [ ghān ̐ṭā1 ] n a hard growth on the foot or toe or hand, a corn. 

ঘাঁটা2 [ ghān ̐ṭā2 ] v to stir; to beat, to whisk away, to move about; to rummage (কাগজপt ঘাঁটা); to 
mix up (sেতাgেলা বা মশলাgেলা েস েঘঁেট েফেলেছ). ☐ a. stirred; moved about, handled; mixed up. ̃ঘাঁিট n. 
act of stirring or rummaging or handling repeatedly or continuously. ̃ঘাঁিট করা v. to stir or handle 
repeatedly or confusedly. ̃েনা v. to cause to stir; to vex, to irritate, to annoy; to disturb; to agitate. 

ঘাঁিট [ ghān̐ṭi ] n a watch-post; an outpost (পুিলেশর ঘাঁিট); a station, a depot (িবমানঘাঁিট = an airport, 
জাহাজঘাঁিট = a dock); a military outpost or station; a haunt or rendezvous (বদমােশর ঘাঁিট); a gateway 
or a junction of several ways (ঘাঁিট জুেD থাকা). ঘাঁিট আগলােনা v. to guard a camp or post. ̃য়াল n. one 
who guards or keeps a post. 

ঘাঁতেঘাঁত [ ghān̐taghōn̐ta ] n secret means or methods, artifice, contrivances, devices; tricks or 
wiles; ins and outs. 

ঘাগরা [ ghāgarā ] n a skirt usually worn by an upcountry woman. 

ঘািগ [ ghāgi ] a hardened by long practice, inveterate (ঘািগ বদমাশ); veteran, long-experienced (ঘািগ 
েখেলায়ার, ঘািগ েকরািন); punished or convicted repeatedly; confirmed (ঘািগ েচার). ঘািগ হoয়া v. to be 
hardened or made callous by long practice or experience. ঘাg same as ঘািগ । 

ঘাঘর [ ghāghara ] n a pair of cymbals. 

ঘাট1 [ ghāṭa1 ] n a fault, a slight offence, a failing, a shortcoming; shortage, want (gেণ ঘাট েনi). ঘাট 
মানা v. to own or acknowledge a fault or failing; to apologize for a fault or failing. ঘাট হoয়া v. to be 
in fault. 

ঘাট2 [ ghāṭa2 ] n a landing-stage (as on the bank of a river, pond etc.) a ghat, a quay, a wharf, a 
moorage, a mooring; (of a harmonium) a reed, (of a stringed musical instrument) a bridge; a 
mountain or mountain range (পূবর্ঘাট, পি মঘাট); a mountain-pass, a gorge, a ghat. ̃oয়াল var. of 
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ঘােটায়াল । ̃লা n. a brick-built or stone-built landing-stair (as on the bank of a pond). ̃কামান n. the 
practice (among Hindus) of shaving head, chin etc. of sons when their period of mourning is 
over. ঘােটর মDা (lit.) a corpse for cremation or burial; a person having one-foot in the grave; (as an 
abuse) a haggard and ghostly-looking person. সাত ঘােটর জল খাoয়া (fig.) to knock at every door 
only to be disappointed or harassed. 

ঘাট খরচ [ ghāṭa kharaca ] n funeral expenses. 

ঘাটিত [ ghāṭati ] n shortage, shortfall, deficit; fault, flaw, defect (কােজর ঘাটিত). 

ঘাটমািঝ [ ghāṭamājhi ] n a ferryman. 

ঘাটা [ ghāṭā ] n (used as a sfx.) a quay, a wharf, a moorage (জাহাজঘাটা). 

ঘােটায়াল [ ghāṭōẏāla ] n a wharfinger; a guard of an outpost; a collector of toll from pilgrims. 
fem. ঘােটায়ািল1 । ঘােটায়ািল2 n. the profession or post of a wharfinger; land held on condition of 
service as a wharfinger; fem. of ঘােটায়াল । 

ঘাD [ ghāḍ◌় ] n the nape of the neck; the neck; the shoulder. ঘাD ঝাঁকােনা v. to shrug. ঘাD ধরা v. to 
seize by the neck. ঘাD ধের করােনা v. to compel or force (a person) to do. ঘাD নাDা v. to nod (to 
indicate acquiescence or refusal or affirmation or negation). ঘাD ভাঙা v. to cause to spend for 
oneself (through fraudulence, cajolement etc.). ঘােD করা v. to take upon the shoulder, to shoulder. 
ঘােD-গদর্ােন eক stubbily built; short-necked. ঘাD চাপা, ঘােD পDা v. to come or fall upon the shoulder 
as a burden. ঘােD চাপােনা v. to place upon the shoulder of another, to impose a burden on another. 
ঘােD েনoয়া same as ঘােD করা । ̃ধাkা n. a push out by the neck; expulsion. ঘাDধাkা েদoয়া v. to push out 
by the neck; to expel. 

ঘাত [ ghāta ] n a stroke, a blow; a beating; a wound, a sore, an ulcer; malice; slaughter; killing; 
murder; (math.) a power. ̃ক n. a slayer, a killer; a murderer; an executioner. ̃িচh n. (math.) an 
index. ̃ন n. act of causing to kill or murder or beat; an implement for beating or killing with; a 
weapon; slaughter; murder; sacrificial slaughter; immolation; a stroke, a blow. ☐ a. one who or 
that which slays or murders, slaying or murdering. ̃-pিতঘাত n. action and reaction; striking and 
restriking, blows and counterblows. ̃বল n. (sc.) impulsive force. ̃ে িণ n. (sc.) power series. ̃সহ a. 
capable of bearing strokes and strains; malleable. ̃ হান n. a place of execution, an execution dock; 
a gallows-lee; a slaughter-house. 

ঘাতী [ ghātī ] a (used as a sfx.) one who or that which slays or murders (িপতৃঘাতী = patricidal, 
মাতৃঘাতী = matricidal, াতৃঘাতী = fratricidal, নরঘাতী = homicidal, আtঘাতী = suicidal). 

ঘাতুক [ ghātuka ] a cruel; merciless; destroying or killing. ☐ n. an executioner. 
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ঘাতয্ [ ghātya ] a fit to be killed or beaten; (math.) multipliable. 

ঘািন [ ghāni ] n a large block of wood used in grinding oil-seeds to express oil from them, a 
grinding tree (also ঘািনগাছ); an oil-mill (also ঘািনকল). ঘািন টানা, ঘািন েঠলা v. to move or operate a 
grinding tree; (fig.) to do an extremely laborious and dull job, to drudge; (fig.) to serve a term of 
rigorous imprisonment, to serve time. ঘািনেত েজাDা, ঘািনেত েজাতা v. to yoke to a grinding tree; (fig.) 
to put to drudgery. ঘািনেত পDা v. to be yoked to a grinding tree; (fig.) to be put to drudgery. 

ঘাপিট [ ghāpaṭi ] n a lying in wait, an ambush, an ambuscade; feigned sleep. ঘাপিট মারা, ঘাপিট েমের 
থাকা v. to lie in wait, to ambush, to ambuscade; to feign sleep. 

ঘাবDােনা [ ghābaḍ◌়ānō ] v to lose or cause to lose one's balance, to upset mentally; to get 
nervous; to be or to cause to be panicky, to be afraid or to frighten; to be taken aback or cause to 
be taken aback. ঘাবDািন n. panic; fright; state of being taken aback. 

ঘাম [ ghāma ] n sweat, perspiration. ঘাম িদেয় jর ছাDা (lit.) to perspire on the eve of being relieved 
of fever; (fig.) to be relieved of anxiety or danger. মাথার ঘাম পােয় েফেল with the sweat of one's 
brow. 

ঘামা [ ghāmā ] v to sweat, to perspire. 

ঘামািচ [ ghāmāci ] n prickly-heat. 

ঘামােনা [ ghāmānō ] v to cause to perspire. মাথা ঘামােনা v. to think hard on a difficult problem, to 
strain one's brains, to cudgel one's brains. 

ঘােয়ল [ ghāẏēla ] a wounded; killed; defeated. ঘােয়ল করা v. to wound; to overpower; to kill; to 
defeat. 

ঘাস [ ghāsa ] n grass. ঘাস কাটা v. to mow grass; (dero.) to do practically little or no work; to work 
to no purpose. ঘাস-কাটা কল a mowing machine, a grass-cutter. 

ঘািস [ ghāsi ] a relating to grass, like grass, grassy. ☐ n. a dealer in grass; one who cuts grass, a 
grass-cutter. ঘািস-েনৗেকা a long and narrow boat for carrying chiefly grass, hay etc. and also goods 
and passengers. 

িঘ [ ghi ] n clarified butter (of cow's or buffalo's milk), ghee. িঘেয় ভাজা a. fried in ghee; (joc.) very 
weak, sickly and emaciated (িঘেয় ভাজা kkর). মাথার িঘ the soft or grey matter within the skull, 
brains. 

িঘিচিঘিচ [ ghicighici ] a closely placed in an inelegant or indecent manner. 
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িঘিঞ্জ [ ghiñji ] a dense; very closely placed; stuffy; narrow; thickly populated; overcrowded, 
congested. 

িঘনিঘন [ ghinaghina ] int expressing a feeling of loathing or detestation. িঘনিঘন করা v. to be 
stricken with a feeling of loathing or detestation. িঘনিঘেন a. that which creates a feeling of 
detestation. 

িঘরা, েঘরা [ ghirā, ghērā ] v to enclose; to shut in; to surround; to overcast or pervade ('আকাশ িঘের 
েমঘ জেমেছ'); to besiege. ☐ n. an enclosed place or an enclosing device, an enclosure. ☐ a. 
enclosed; shut in; surrounded; besieged. িঘের েফলা v. to encircle; to besiege. 

িঘল ু[ ghilu ] n the soft or grey matter within the skull, brains; (fig.) intelligence. 

ঘুংিDকািশ [ ghuṇḍ◌়ikāśi ] n hooping-cough, whooping cough. 

ঘুঁিজ [ ghun ̐ji ] n a narrow lane or place or corner; a dirty place or corner (গিলঘুঁিজ). 

ঘুঁটা, েঘাটঁা [ ghun ̐ṭā, ghōn̐ṭā ] v to stir with a pestle in a mortar; to beat up; to agitate; to search or 
traverse thoroughly, to rifle, to ran sack. ☐ a. stirred with a pestle in a mortar; beaten up; 
agitated; thoroughly searched or traversed, rifled, ran sacked. ঘুঁটােনা, েঘাঁটােনা v. to cause to stir with 
a pestle in a mortar; to cause to beat up; to cause to agitate; to cause to search or traverse or be 
searched or be traversed thoroughly, to cause to rifle or ransack or be rifled or be ransacked. 

ঘুঁিট [ ghun ̐ṭi ] n a piece or pawn in chess and similar other games. ঘুঁিট চালা v. to move a piece or 
pawn. 

ঘুঁেট [ ghun ̐ṭē ] n a cake of dried dung used as fuel, a dungcake. 

ঘুঁেটkDািন, ঘুঁেটkDিুন [ ghun ̐ṭēkuḍ◌়āni, ghun̐ṭēkuḍ◌়uni ] n (lit.) a woman engaged in collecting 
dungcakes; (fig.) a poor and humble woman. 

ঘুগিন, ঘুগিনদানা [ ghugani, ghuganidānā ] n a kind of food prepared with pigeon-peas, potato, 
coconut-ker nel, spices etc. all boiled together. 

ঘুঘ ু[ ghughu ] n the dove; (fig.) a sly and wily person (েলাকিট eকিট ঘুঘু); (fig.) a wily and harmful 
person (বাst ঘুঘু); (fig.) a vet eran (েজলঘুঘু) ঘুঘুর বাসা a dovecot(e); a dove's nest; (fig.) a nasty or dirty 
place (তার মাথাটা ঘুঘুর বাসা); a den. ঘুঘু েদেখছ, ফাঁদ েদখিন (fig.) you are after the honeycomb but have 
forgotten the bees. (কারo) িভটায় ঘুঘু চরােনা to raze someone's homestead to the ground; (fig.) render 
a person homeless or to ruin him utterly. 

ঘুঙুর [ ghuṅura ] n a string of bells worn at the ankle. 
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ঘুচা, েঘাচা [ ghucā, ghōcā ] v to be destroyed or lost; to cease to exist (শািn েঘাচা, আরাম ঘুেচ যাoয়া); 
to pass, to elapse, to come to an end (sেখর িদন েঘাচা); to be removed or dispelled, to lift (আঁধার 
েঘাচা). ঘুচােনা v. to destroy or cause to pass or elapse; to remove or dispel; to cause to remove or 
dispel. 

ঘুটঘুট [ ghuṭaghuṭa ] int expressing deep blackness or darkness. ঘুটঘুট করা v. to be darkening deep. 
ঘটুঘেুট a. deep; deeply darkening. 

ঘুিটং [ ghuṭi ] n calcined lime. 

ঘুিD1 [ ghuḍ◌়i1 ] n a paper-kite or a cloth-kite, a kite. 

ঘুিD2 [ ghuḍ◌়i2 ] n the mare. 

ঘুণ [ ghuṇa ] n a kind of wood-mite or wood worm, termite. ☐ a. expert or well-experienced; 
engaged steadfastly (ঘুণ হেয় আমার িপছেন েলেগেছ). ̃-ধরা a. affected with wood-mite; (fig.) in the 
process of decaying; worn out. ঘুণ ধরা v. to be affected with wood-mite. ঘুেণ ধরা v. to be affected 
with wood-mite; to decay. ঘুণাkর n. a small mark on timber made by wood-mite; (fig.) a slight 
hint. ঘুনাkের adv. even slightly, to the slightest extent. 

ঘুিন্ট [ ghunṭi ] n a button usu. made of cloth; a very small bell. 

ঘুনিশ [ ghunaśi ] n a coloured thread worn round the waist (cp. a girdle). 

ঘুিন [ ghuni ] n a kind of box-like wickertrap used in catching fish. 

ঘুপিস [ ghupasi ] a dark and narrow; crouching (ঘুপিস েমের থাকা). ☐ n. a dark and narrow place. 

ঘুম [ ghuma ] n sleep, slumber. ঘুম চেট যাoয়া v. to have one's sleep spoiled. ঘুম েদoয়া, ঘুম লাগােনা v. to 
go to sleep, to sleep. ঘুম পাDােনা v. to lull to sleep. ঘুম ভাঙা v. to wake up, to awake. ঘুম ভাঙােনা v. to 
rouse from sleep. কাঁচা ঘুম incomplete sleep. ̃কাতুের a. prone to sleeping overmuch; sleepy; 
drowsy. ̃েঘার n. sound sleep; drowsiness. ঘুমােনা v. to sleep. ☐ a. sleeping. ঘুমn a. sleeping, 
asleep. ̃পাDািন a. soporific; lulling. ̃পাDািন গান a lullaby. 

ঘুর [ ghura ] n an instance or act of revolving or reeling; reeling sensation (ঘুর লাগা). ☐ a. 
winding, sinuous, circuitous; round about, devious (ঘুরপথ); deep (ঘুরঘুিT = deep dark). ̃পথ n. a 
roundabout route. ̃পাক n. whirling, revolving, circular motion. ঘুরপাক খাoয়া, ঘুরপাক েদoয়া v. to 
revolve or reel, to turn about; to wander about aimlessly. ̃পয্াঁচ, েঘারপয্াঁচ n. intricacy, complication; 
crookedness, angularity (মেনর েঘারপয্াঁচ). 
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ঘুরঘুর1 [ ghuraghura1 ] int expressing (continuous) prying movement or act of prying 
(continuously). ঘুরঘুর করা v. to snoop about, to move about constantly trying to get at or pry into 
something. 

ঘুরঘুর2, ঘুরঘিুরয়া, ঘুরঘুের [ ghuraghura2, ghuraghuriẏā, ghuraghurē ] n a kind of noisy beetle 
belonging to the family of Cystocirca Gregaria. 

ঘুরা, েঘারা [ ghurā, ghōrā ] v to turn about, to revolve, to spin round; to reel; to ramble, to travel; 
to grope. ☐ a. roundabout; circuitous, indirect (েঘারাপথ). ̃ঘুির n. continuous rambling or travelling; 
frequentation, continuous coming and going. েঘারাঘুির করা v. to ramble or travel continuously; to 
frequent. ঘুরােনা v. to cause to turn about, to revolve, to spin; to cause to reel, to reel; to cause to 
ramble or travel unnecessarily; to harass. ☐ a. revolving; roundabout, circuitous, indirect. 

ঘুলঘুিল [ ghulaghuli ] n a bay-window. 

ঘুষ, ঘুস [ ghuṣa, ghusa ] n a bribe, illegal gratification. ঘুষ খাoয়া, ঘুষ েনoয়া v. to take or accept a 
bribe. ঘুষ েদoয়া, ঘুস েদoয়া v. to bribe, to grease one's palm. 

ঘুষেখার, ঘুসেখার [ ghuṣakhōra, ghusakhōra ] n one who is given to taking bribes. 

ঘুসঘুস [ ghusaghusa ] int expressing secrecy or whispering. ঘুসঘুস করা v. to move stealthily; to 
whisper. ঘুসঘুেস a. secret (ঘুসঘুেস বয্াপার); whispering (ঘুসঘেস আেলাচনা); low (ঘুসঘুেস jর); suppressed 
(ঘুসঘুেস বয্াথা). 

ঘুষা1, ঘুসা1, ঘুিস1, ঘুেসা1 [ ghuṣā1, ghusā1, ghusi1, ghusō1 ] n the smallest variety of the shrimp 
(also ঘুেষা-িচংিD, ঘুেসা-িচংিD). 

ঘুসিক, ঘুিs [ ghusaki, ghuski ] n. fem a prostitute without a license; a demirep. 

ঘূত্কার [ ghūtkāra ] n the note of the owl, hoot. 

ঘূণর্ [ ghūrṇa ] n a circular movement; a turning about; whirling, revolution, spinning, reeling. ☐ 
a. circling, turning about, whirling, spinning, reeling. ̃ন n. act of circling or revolving or whirling 
or reeling continuously. ̃বাত, ̃বায়ু n. a cyclone, a whirlwind. ̃মান a. that which is revolving or 
reeling. 

ঘূণর্াবতর্ [ ghūrṇābarta ] n a whirlpool, an eddy. 

ঘূণর্ায়মান [ ghūrṇāẏamāna ] a that which is revolving or reeling or rolling; that which is being 
revolved; that which reels or rolls; engaged in travelling. 
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ঘূিণর্ [ ghūrṇi ] n an instance or act of circling or turning about or revolving or reeling or rolling; a 
whirlpool, an eddy; a cy clone. ̃জল n. a whirlpool, an eddy. 

̃ঝD [ ̃jhaḍ◌় ] n cyclone, hurricane, tornado. 

̃বৃি  [ ̃bṛṣṭi ] n rain accompanied by cyclone. ̃ত a. that which is being turned about or revolved or 
reeled or rolled; turned about, revolved, reeled, rolled. ঘূিণর্তনয়ন n. rolling eyes (indicating 
anger). ̃মsক n. giddiness; vertigo; confusion, perplexity. ̃পাক n. a turning about, revolution; a 
whirlpool, an eddy. ̃বাত, ̃বাতয্া, ̃বায়ু n. a cyclone, a whirlwind. ̃েরাগ n. giddiness, vertigo. 

ঘূণর্য্মান [ ghūrṇyamāna ] a that which is being turned about or revolved or rolled. 

ঘৃণা [ ghṛṇā ] n hate, hatred; aversion, abhorrence, detestation; dislike; contempt, scorn, 
repugnance; feeling of shame, self-mortification (eত িতরsােরo তার ঘৃণা হয় না). ঘৃণা করা v. to hate; to 
abhor, to de test; to dislike; to despise, to scorn, to look down upon. ঘৃণা হoয়া v. to have a feeling 
of hate or abhorrence or dislike or repugnance or scorn; to feel shame, to be mortified. ঘৃণাহর্, 
ঘৃণাsদ a. hateful, detestable; contemptible, despicable; base, low. 

ঘৃিণত [ ghṛṇita ] a hated or hateful; abhorred, de tested or detestable; disliked; contemptible, 
despicable; base, low. ঘৃিণত জীবন wretched or repulsively filthy or squalid life. 

ঘৃণী [ ghṛṇī ] a one who hates or abhors or detests or dislikes or despises or scorns or looks down 
upon; (rare) one who takes pity, kind. 

ঘৃত [ ghṛta ] n clarified butter (of cow's or buffalo's milk), ghee. ̃kমারী n. the aloe. ̃পk a. cooked 
with butter or ghee. ঘৃতাk a. smeared with ghee. ঘৃতাn n. rice boiled in clarified butter, pilau. ঘৃতািচর্ 
n. fire. ঘৃতাhিত n. pouring of ghee in the sacrificial fire, burnt offering of ghee. aিgেত ঘৃতাhিত েদoয়া 
(fig.) to add fuel to the fire or the flames. 

ঘৃ  [ ghṛṣṭa ] a pounded; trampled on, treaded on; grazed, rubbed; scoured; caused by rubbing or 
grazing or scouring; (gr.) affricate. 

েঘu, েঘu েঘu [ ghēu, ghēu ghēu ] int expressing a barking noise. ☐ n. the bark of a dog. েঘu েঘu 
করা v. to bark. 

েঘঁচDা [ ghēn̐caḍ◌়ā ] n callosity of skin caused by frequent rubbing েঘঁচDা পDা. ☐ a. affected with 
callosity; disobedient and obstinate (েঘঁচDা েছেল); unfeeling, hardened, callous (মারেঘঁচDা). 

েঘঁচ ু[ ghēn ̐cu ] n a small and wild esculent root (কচুেঘঁচ)ু; (coll.) nothing, figs (েঘঁচু করেব). 
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েঘঁষ1 [ ghēm ̐ṣa1 ] n touch, contact (েঘঁেষ থাকা); indulgence or liberty (েঘঁষ েদoয়া). ☐ a. touching, 
close (েঘঁষ হেয় বসা). 

েঘঁষ2, েঘঁস [ ghēm̐ṣa2, ghēm̐sa ] n the dust of coal; dust of bro ken brick or stone; coal ash. 

েঘঁষা [ ghēm̐ṣā ] n to stay touching; to come in con tact with; to draw close (to); to approach. 
েঘঁষােঘঁিষ adv. closely; crowdingly. ☐ n. closeness or crowding state (েঘঁষােঘঁিষর জn asিবধা). 

েঘঙােনা [ ghēṅānō ] v to whine, to whimper. েঘঙািন n. whining; a whine, a whimper. 

েঘেটল [ ghēṭēla ] n a ferryman. 

েঘেমা [ ghēmō ] a sweaty েঘেমা গা, েঘােমা জামা. 

েঘেয়া [ ghēẏō ] a having an ulcer or sore or wound, ulcerous; ulcerated; (of a dog) mangy (েঘেয়া 
kkর). 

েঘর [ ghēra ] n perimeter, circumference; girth (শায়ার েঘর); an enclosing frame or an enclosed 
place, an enclosure. েঘর েদoয়া v. to enclose. 

েঘরাo [ ghērāō ] n act of enclosing or shutting in or surrounding; gherao, encircling employers or 
authorities to coerce them to accept demands; besiegement. ☐ a. en closed; shut in; surrounded; 
gheraoed; besieged. 

েঘেসা [ ghēsō ] a full of grass, grass-grown েঘেসাজিম = a grass-plot); grass-like, grassy (েঘেসা গn); 
having a disagree able smell, bad-smelling; made of grass (েঘেসা কাগজ). 

েঘাঁজ [ ghōn ̐ja ] n a curve; a bend or bent, a turn; a bend of a furrow-line or of the side of a field; 
a nook; a corner. েঘাঁজ-ঘাঁজ n. nook and corner; (fig.) secret wiles, trick or device (esp. to deceive). 

েঘাটঁ [ ghōn ̐ṭa ] n a conference (esp. of conspirators); gossip; a rumour; a faction; an idle crowd. 
েঘাঁট করা, েঘাঁট পাকােনা v. to hatch a conspiracy; (dero.) to engage in conference, to spread a 
malicious rumour; to form a faction; to form an idle crowd. 

েঘাটঁন [ ghōn̐ṭana ] n act of stirring with a pestle in a mortar; act of beating up; act of agitating, 
agitation; act of searching or travelling thoroughly, act of rifling or ran sacking. েঘাঁটনা n. a pestle. 

েঘাঁতেঘাঁত [ ghōn̐taghōn̐ta ] int expressing: the grunting of the boar; angry grumbling. েঘাঁতেঘাঁত করা 
v. to grunt; to grumble angrily. েঘাঁতেঘাঁতািন n. the grunting of the boar; angry grumbling. 
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েযাগ [ yōga ] n a kind of beast having resemblance to the wolf and the dog, the tigerwolf; the 
wild dog, the hyena-dog. 

েঘাঙ্গট [ ghōṅgaṭa ] n (obs. & poet.) a veil. 

েঘাটক [ ghōṭaka ] n the male horse, the stallion; the horse. fem. েঘাটকী the mare. েঘাটকাrঢ় a. 
mounted or seated on a horse. 

েঘাDেদৗD [ ghōḍ◌়dauḍ◌় ] n a horse-race; (fig.) fatiguing harassment or running about. েঘাDেদৗD 
করা v. (fig.) to run about out of breath. েঘাDেদৗD করােনা v. (fig.) to fatigue with harassment; (fig.) to 
cause to run about out of breath. েঘাDেদৗেDর মাঠ a race course. 

েঘাDসoয়ার [ ghōḍ◌়sōẏāra ] n a horseman; a horse-soldier, a cavalryman. 

েঘাDা1 [ ghōḍ◌়ā1 ] n the horse; (in chess) a knight. েঘাDা েজাতা v. to yoke a horse, to fasten a horse 
to a cart, plough etc. েঘাDা িডিঙেয় ঘাস খাoয়া (fig.) to ignore or by pass the proper channel. েঘাDা েদেখ 
েখাঁDা হoয়া (fig.) to get idle when there is somebody to do a job. েঘাDায় চDা v. to ride a horse. েঘাDার 
গািD same as েঘাDাগািD । েঘাDার ডাক1 neigh. েঘাDার ডাক2 the horse mail, the mail carried by the horse. 
েঘাDার িডম (fig.) a mare's nest. েঘাDার সাজ harness. েঘাDার সাজ পরােনা v. to harness a horse. েখলনা েঘাDা 
n. a hobby-horse; a rocking horse. গািDর েঘাDা a carriage-horse. চDবার েঘাDা a riding horse. ভারবাহী 
েঘাDা, মাল-টানা েঘাDা a pack-horse, a draught-horse. যুেdর েঘাDা a war-horse, a charger. ̃oয়ালা n. a 
horse-dealer. ̃গািD n. a horse-drawn carriage, a carriage. েঘাDা েঘাDা েখলা n. a children's game in 
which one player acts as a horse whilst another as a rider (cp. horse-play). ̃মুগ n. an inferior kind 
of pigeon-pea chiefly used as food for horses, gram. ̃েরাগ n. an extremely harmful or expensive 
hobby or craze. েঘাDায় টানা a. horse-drawn. েঘাDাশাল n. a stable. ভাDােট েঘাDার গািD a. a hackney 
carriage. 

েঘাDা2 [ ghōḍ◌়ā2 ] n the trigger of a pistol or a revolver or a gun. েঘাDা েটপা v. to pull the trigger. 

েঘাণা [ ghōṇā ] n the nose of the horse; (sarcas.) a human nose. 

েঘাপ [ ghōpa ] n a small hole or pocket; a secret or invisible place. ̃ঘাপ n. a narrow hiding-place. 

েঘামটা [ ghōmaṭā ] n a veil. েঘামটা েখালা v. to unveil. েঘামটা েদoয়া v. to cover with a veil, to veil. 
েঘামটার িভতর েখমটা নাচ (fig.) debauchery under the veil of chastity, wickedness under the veil of 
goodness. 

েঘার [ ghōra ] a dreadful, frightful, awful (েঘার িবপদ); severe (েঘার যdু); excessive, extreme, 
intensive (েঘার েনশা); beside oneself, dead (েঘার মাতাল); dense and dark (েঘার aরণয্); deep (েঘার 
anকার, েঘার লাল); sound (েঘার িনdা); dark (েঘার সnয্া) ☐ n. obsession (েনশার েঘার, sেখর েঘার); illusion 
(েচােখর েঘার); darkness (সnয্ার েঘার). েঘার করা v. to become dark, to darken. েঘার কাটা v. to be freed 
from obsession or illusion. েঘার হoয়া v. to become dark, to darken; to become deep, to deepen. 
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েঘার-েঘার n. slight darkness, darkishness, duskiness; slight deepness. ☐ a. darkish; slightly 
deep. ̃তর compar. of েঘার । a. (pos. deg.) extremely terrible or severe. ̃দশর্ন a. horrid-looking, 
having a frightful appearance, hideous looking. fem. ̃দশর্না । ̃পয্াঁচ n. intricacy or complication; 
crookedness; angularity. েঘাের adv. under the influence or spell of. 

েঘারা1 [ ghōrā1 ] fem of েঘার । 

েঘারাকৃিত [ ghōrākṛti ] a having a frightful or terrible appearance. 

েঘারােফরা [ ghōrāphērā ] n walking or wandering or sauntering here and there. 

েঘারােলা [ ghōrālō ] a extremely dark, deep dark (েঘারােলা রািt); deep (েঘারােলা রং); grave or glum 
(েঘারােলা মুখ); terrible (েঘারােলা িবপদ); very complicated or intricate (েঘারােলা বয্াপার). 

েঘাল [ ghōla ] n whey, buttermilk. েঘাল করা v. to make whey. েঘাল খাoয়া v. (fig.) to be put out of 
countenance, to be put to shame, to be bewildered or harassed. েঘাল খাoয়ােনা v. (fig.) to bewilder or 
harass. েঘাল মoয়া v. to churn butter. মাথায় েঘাল ঢালা to pour whey on one's shaven head (as a mark 
of public disgrace); (fig.) to disgrace publicly. েঘাল-মuিন n. a churning-stick. েঘােলর শরবত a 
beverage or drink prepared with whey. 

েঘালা [ ghōlā ] a turbid, muddy (েঘালা জল); opaque, dull (েঘালা েচাখ); dim, hazy (েঘালা দৃি ). ̃েট a. 
slightly turbid or muddy; slightly opaque or dull; slightly dim or hazy. ̃েনা v. to make turbid or 
dull esp. by beating up or stirring; to make or become opaque or dull or dim or hazy; (fig.) to 
complicate matters, to rake up old quarrels. 

েঘাষ [ ghōṣa ] n a grave sound; a sound, a noise, a note; an announcement, a loud declaration, a 
proclamation; a milkman by profession or caste (েঘাষপা়Dা); a milkman's hamlet (েঘাষযাtা). ☐ a. 
(gr.) voiced (েঘাষধব্িন). ̃ক n. an announcer, a proclaimer, a crier. ̃ণ, ̃ণা n. announcement, 
proclamation. েঘাষনাপt n. a written announcement or proclamation, a bulletin, a notice. েঘাষণীয় a. 
that which can be or to be announced or proclaimed. ̃পিl, ̃পাDা n. a milkman's hamlet. ̃বণর্ n. (gr.) a 
voiced consonant. ̃যাtা n. a visit in state by a prince to a hamlet of milk men where his cattle are 
kept. 

েঘাষা [ ghōṣā ] v to announce, to proclaim; to recite or recapitulate aloud (নামতা েঘাষা). 

েঘািষত [ ghōṣita ] a announced, proclaimed, declared. 

ঘয্াঁচ [ ghyān̐ca ] int expressing: the sound of chopping or cutting a soft object with a sharp 
weapon. ঘয্াঁচঘয্াঁচ int. repeated sound of chopping or cutting with a sharp weapon. 

ঘয্াঁট [ ghyān̐ṭa ] n a mixed dish of vegetables. 
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ঘয্াগ [ ghyāga ] n goitre. 

ঘর্াণ [ ghrāṇa ] n smell, scent, odour; act of smelling; power of smelling (also ঘর্াণশিk); the 
olfactory organ, the nose (also ঘর্ােণিndয়). ঘর্াণ েনoয়া v. to smell. ঘর্াণ পাoয়া v. to get the smell or scent 
(of). 

ঘর্াত [ ghrāta ] a smelled; sniffed. 

ঘর্াতবয্ [ ghrātabya ] a worthy of being smelled; that which is to be smelled. 

ঘর্াতা [ ghrātā ] n a smeller. 
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ঙ [ ṅ ] n the fifth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

চ [ c ] n the sixth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

চi [ ci ] n a creeper or its pungent root. 

চoDা [ cōḍ◌়ā ] a broad, wide. ☐ n. breadth, width (চoDায় d-িমটার). চoDাi n. measure of breadth or 
width, breadth or width. চoDা বুক a large or wide chest; (fig.) a courageous or generous or liberal 
heart. 

চক1 [ caka1 ] n chalk. 

চক2 [ caka2 ] n a square or rectangle; a square or rectangular piece of land; a piece of open land 
(usu. square or rectangular) in the centre of a city or village (েমাlার চক); a series of buildings 
round a square or rectangular courtyard (চক িমলােনা বািD); a square-shaped or rectangular market-
place; a taluk or tahsil. ̃বিn n. settlement of boundaries of a plot or agricultural land or village; a 
parcel of ground or agricultural land, a lot. ̃বn a. (of agricultural land or village) that of which 
boundaries have been settled; settled; settling bound aries of such land; (of buildings) built 
around a square or rectangular court yard. ̃-িমলােনা a. (of buildings) built around a square or 
rectangular court yard. 

চকচক1 [ cakacaka1 ] int expressing: brightness or glaze or shine. চকচক করা, চকচকােনা v. to glaze or 
glitter, to shine, to glisten. চকচকািন n. brightness, glitter. চকচেক a. bright, glittering, shining, 
glistening. 

চকচক2 [ cakacaka2 ] int expressing the noise of licking liquids like water, milk etc. 

চকমিক [ cakamaki ] n flint. চকমিক-বাk n. a tinder box. চকমিক-পাথর n. flint-stone, flint. 

চকা [ cakā ] n the curlew or heron. 

চিক [ caki ] fem of চকা । 

চিকত [ cakita ] a startled, started up; taken aback; timid চিকত চাহিন. ☐ n. a moment, an instant 
(চিকেতর মেধয্). চিকেত adv. in an instant or moment, in a trice, in a jiffy. 

চিকতনয়ন [ cakitanaẏana ] a timid-eyed, timorous or bewildered looking, looking startled, awe-
struck or panicky. ☐ n. timid eye, timorous or frightened look. fem. a. চিকতনয়না । চিকত নয়েন adv. 
with a startled and timid eye, with a startled and timorous look. 

Bangla Torrents Releaser Group
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চেকার [ cakōra ] n a kind of bird said to enjoy drinking moonbeam, the red-legged or Himalayan 
partridge or curlew or bartavelle, Caccabis chucar. fem. চেকারী । 

চkর [ cakkara ] n a wheel; (a spell of) rotation or revolution; anything circular or wheel shaped, 
a circle (েঘাDেদৗেDর চkর); a round or circular mark (as on the hood of a snake); the hood of a snake 
(kেলাপানা চkর); a course or a spell of rambling or walking, going round (েস পােকর্ চkর িদেচ্ছ); circling 
(িবমান খািন aবতরণেkেtর uপর চkর িদেচ্ছ = the air craft is circling over the landing field); (in games 
and tournaments) a round, a stage; (in polo) a chukker; reeling (মাথা চkর েদoয়া). িবষ েনi তার 
kেলাপানা চkর (fig.) futile rage of an impotent person. 

চk [ cakra ] n a wheel; a ring; a wheel-shaped or circular thing or course (kmকােরর চk); anything 
rotating like a wheel (কালচk); an ancient wheel-shaped missile or discus (sদশর্ন চk); a wheel 
shaped battle-order (চkবূয্হ); (astr. & astrol.) the zodiac; a halo; a collection or block of 
neighbouring villages; an extensive state or kingdom or land (চkবতর্ী); a circular mark (as on the 
hood of a snake); the hood of a snake; a conspiracy, an intrigue (দশচk); a cycle, a group, a 
faction, an association. ̃গিত n. circular motion, rotation, revolution. ̃চর a. vagrant. ̃ধর n. an 
appellation of God Vishnu (িব ু) or a king or a snake. ̃ধারী same as চkপািণ । ̃নািভ n. the hub of a 
wheel. ̃নায়ক n. leader of a group of men; commander of an army. ̃েনিম a. the rim of a wheel. ̃পািণ n. 
an appellation of Vishnu (িব ু) or Krishna (কৃ ) ̃বত্ a. wheel-like, circular. ☐ adv. like a wheel; in 
a circular motion. ̃বতর্ী n. the ruler of an extensive kingdom; an emperor; a sovereign ruler. ̃বাক n. 
the curlew or partridge or heron. fem. ̃বাকী । ̃বাত n. a cyclone. ̃বাল n. the horizon. ̃বৃিd n. (arith.) 
compound interest. ̃বূয্হ n. a wheel-shaped battle order. ̃যান n. a wheeled vehicle. চkেরল n. a 
circular railway. দশচেk ভগবান ভূত (fig.) a brute majority may guillotine even God. 

চkাকার, চkাকৃিত [ cakrākāra, cakrākṛti ] a wheel-shaped; circular, annular, round; (bot.) rotate, 
discoid. 

চkাn [ cakrānta ] n a conspiracy, an intrigue, a plot; an evil design. চkাn করা v. to conspire, to 
intrigue, to plot (against.) ̃কারী a. conspiring, intriguing. ☐ n. a conspira tor, an intriguer, a 
plotter. 

চkাবতর্ [ cakrābarta ] n rotation; rotatory motion. 

চkায়ূধ [ cakrāẏūdha ] n same as চkপািণ (see চk). 

চিkকা [ cakrikā ] n the knee-pan, the patella; the knee. 

চkী [ cakrī ] a armed with a wheel-shaped missile; conspiring, intriguing; crooked; deceitful. ☐ 
n. an appellation of Vishnu (িব )ু; the snake. 
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চkু [ cakṣu ] n (for.) the eye; sight (তার চkু খারাপ); a look or glance; attention (eিদেক তার চkু েনi); 
covetous look or glance (আমার খাবােরর িদেক চkু িদেয়া না); a part of some plants and fruits out of 
which a new plant grows, a leaf bud (আনারেসর চk)ু. চkু oঠা v. to be affected with conjunctivitis or 
ophthalmia. চkুকেণর্র িববাদ ভ়ঞ্জন করা v. to be freed from doubt about what has been heard by 
visualizing or witnessing it. চkু কাটােনা v. to undergo ophthalmic surgery or an eye operation. চkু 
খুেল েদoয়া v. (fig.) to open one's eyes, to make wise; (fig.) to disillusion. চkু খুেল যাoয়া v. (fig.) to 
have one's eyes opened, to be made wise; (fig.) to be disillusioned. চkু েটপা v. to wink. চk ুছলছল 
করা v. to have tears gathering in one's eyes; to be about to shed tears; to be tearful. চk ুেদoয়া v. to 
cast an evil eye (at); to cast a greedy glance (at); to envy; to have attention or care (for), to attend 
(to); to keep an eye on, to be watchful about; to look (at). ̃পীDা n. eye-disease; inflammation of the 
eye. চkু েফাটা same as চk ুখুেল যাoয়া । চk ুেফাটােনা same as চkু খুেল েদoয়া । চk ুেবাজা, চkু েমাদা v. to shut 
one's eyes. চkু রাখা v. (fig.) to keep an eye on, to be watchful about, to be vigilant. চkু লাগা v. to be 
subject to another's evil look, to be envied. চkরু পলক a wink. চkুর পাতা the eyelid. চkুর েলাম the 
eyelash. ̃েকাটর n. the socket of the eye. ̃েগাচর a. lying or coming within the range of sight, 
perceptible by the eye, visible. চk-ুিচিকত্সক n. an eye-specialist or an ophthalmologist. চk-ুিচিকত্সা 
n. treatment of the eye. ̃তারকা, ̃তারা n. the pupil of the eye. দ̃ান pop. var. of চkুদর্ান । ̃পীDা n. eye-
disease. ̃rnীলন n. act of opening the eyes; (fig.) get ting or making wise; (fig.) disillusioment. 
চkুrnীলন করা v. to open one's eyes. (fig.) to make wise; (fig.) to disillusion. চkুrnীলন হoয়া v. to 
have one's eyes opened; (fig.) to become wise; (fig.) to be disillusioned. ̃েরাগ n. eye-disease. ̃দর্ান n. 
act of investing with sight; donation of one's eye (usu. to an eye-bank for the benefit of a 
sightless person); the ceremony of investing an idol with sight; the act of investing an ignorant 
person with wisdom; (sarcas.) stealing, filching. চkুদর্ান করা v. (sarcas.) to have an eye or cast a 
glance with a view to stealing, to steal; to filch. ̃লjা n. a feeling of delicacy in doing openly 
something undesirable or unseemly. ̃শূল n. an eyesore. ̃ বা n. a snake (from the belief that it 
perceives sounds etc. with its eyes). ̃ tা n. possession of sight; possession of insight; power of 
perceiving truth. ̃ ান a. possessing sight; possessing insight; capable of perceiving truth. fem. ̃ তী 
।�ি হর a. state of being dazed or bewildered or astounded. চkুি হর হoয়া v. to be dazed or 
bewildered or astounded. েলাকচেk in the eyes of the public. 

চঙ্kমণ [ caṅkramaṇa ] n repeated or continuous rambling or walking, perambulation. 

চচ্চিD [ caccaḍ◌়i ] n a dry dish of spiced vegetables cooked in oil and often with fish-bones. 

চঞ্চরীক [ cañcarīka ] n a repeated or continuous walker or rambler; perambulator; the bee. fem. 
চঞ্চরীকা, চ়ঞ্চরী । 

চ়ঞ্চল [ c◌়ñcala ] a moving, mobile; moving briskly, brisk; restless; trembling; oscillating, 
throbbing; throbbing fast (নািD বা hদয় চঞ্চল হoয়া); agitated, wavering, vacillating; fickle (চঞ্চলমিত); 
perturbed; anxious. চঞ্চলা a. fem. of চঞ্চল । n. an appellation of goddess Lakshmi (লkী) or 
lightning. চঞ্চল করা v. to agitate; to cause to waver or vacillate; to perturb; to affect with anxiety. 
চঞ্চল হoয়া v. to throb fast; to be restless or agitated; to waver or vacillate; to become perturbed or 
anxious. ̃িচt a. with a restless mind; affected with anxiety; agitated; fickle-minded. ̃তা n. mobility; 
brisk movement; briskness; restlessness; throbbing; quick throbbing; agitation; wavering, 
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vacillation; fickleness; perturbation; anxiety. চঞ্চিলত a. caused to move; caused to move briskly; 
made restless; caused to tremble or oscillate or throb; caused to throb fast; agitated; caused to 
waver or vacillate; perturbed; stricken with anxiety. চঞ্চিলয়া a. (obs. & poet.) restless. &square; n. 
a restless person or creature or thing ('যত চপলতা কের চঞ্চিলয়া'). ☐ v. inf. being restless. 

চঞ্চা [ cañcā ] n a bamboo or wicker mat; a rattan stool; a scarecrow. 

চঞু্চ [ cañcu ] n a beak or bill (of a bird). ̃পুট n. the cavity formed within the beaks when shut. 

চট1 [ caṭa1 ] int expressing quickness, promptness (চট কের িনেয় eেসা). চট কের adv. promptly, 
quickly. 

চট2 [ caṭa2 ] n a coarse cloth made of jute, gunny, sackcloth, hessian; (loos.) jute (চটকল). চেটর থিল 
a gunny-bag. 

চটক1 [ caṭaka1 ] n the sparrow. 

চটক2 [ caṭaka2 ] n fascinating or spectacular show (িবjাপেনর চটক); glamour (rেপর চটক); 
attractiveness (রেঙর চটক). ̃দার a. having a fascinating show; gaudy; apparently or falsely 
fascinating; showy; glamorous; attractive or spectacular. 

চটকা1 [ caṭakā1 ] n. fem the hen-sparrow (see চটক1). 

চটকা2 [ caṭakā2 ] n drowsiness; mental abstraction, reverie. চটকা ভাঙা v. to shake off drowsiness 
suddenly; to have one's light sleep or drowsiness disturbed suddenly; to awake suddenly; to 
shake off one's reverie suddenly; to be suddenly disturbed in one's reverie; to come to one's 
senses suddenly. 

চটকােনা [ caṭakānō ] v to knead; to handle roughly; (sl.) to manhandle; to fondle vigor ously. ☐ 
a. kneaded; roughly handled; (sl.) manhandled; vigorously fondling. চটকািন n. kneading; rough 
handling, (sl.) manhandling; vigorous fondling. 

চটচট1 [ caṭacaṭa1 ] int expressing the repeated noise of splitting, slapping etc. চটচট করা v. to split 
noisily and repeatedly. 

চটচট2 [ caṭacaṭa2 ] int expressing adhesiveness, stickiness. চটচট করা v. to feel sticky. 

চটচেট [ caṭacaṭē ] a adhesive, sticky, gluey. 

চটপট [ caṭapaṭa ] adv quickly, promptly. চটপেট a. prompt; quick; swift. 
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চটা1 [ caṭā1 ] n a thin slip of bamboo-wood, tin etc.; a lath, a splinter. 

চটা2 [ caṭā2 ] v to break into a chink or chinks, to crack, to split; to be broken or spoiled (ঘুম চটা, 
বnুt চটা). চটােনা v. to cause to break into a chink or chinks, to crack, to split; to cause to break or 
be spoiled, to break or spoil. 

চটা3 [ caṭā3 ] v to get angry; to be offended. চটােনা v. to make angry; to offend. 

চটাচিট [ caṭācaṭi ] n a bickering; a tiff; rancour, bad blood, bitter feelings; quarrel; severance or 
estrangement owing to a quarrel. চটাচিট করা v. to quarrel (with); to quarrel (with) and sever (from). 

চিট1 [ caṭi1 ] n a tavern, an inn. 

চিট2 [ caṭi2 ] a thin (চিট বi). 

চিট3 [ caṭi3 ] n a kind of slippers open at heels (also চিটজুেতা). 

চটু [ caṭu ] n flattery; cajolement; adulatory words. 

চটুেক [ caṭukē ] a showy, glamorous, apparently attractive. 

চটুল [ caṭula ] a moving frequently or swiftly, not calm, restless, nimble, brisk, swift moving (চটুল 
চাহিন, চটুল চরণ); fascinating, captivating (চটুল ভিঙ্গ). fem. চটুলা । ̃তা n. restlessness, nimbleness, 
briskness; (rare) fascination, grace. ̃নয়না a. having swift-moving eyes, possessing eyes capable of 
quick glances; having charming or fascinating eyes. 

চD [ caḍ◌় ] n a blow with the open palm of the hand, a cuff, a slap, a buffet. চD খাoয়া v. to be 
cuffed or slapped or buffeted. চD েদoয়া, চD মারা v. to cuff, to slap, to buffet. 

চDক [ caḍ◌়ka ] n the festival of worshipping God Shiva (িশব) on the last day of the Bengali year 
(also চDক-পূজা); the ceremonial swinging from a tall pole by worshippers of Shiva (িশব) on this 
occasion. ̃গাছ n. a tall pole from which a worshipper of Shiva (িশব) swings on the day of chadaka 
(চDক) festival. চk ুচDকগাছ হoয়া to be dazed or stupefied. চDক সংkািn n. the last day of the Bengali 
year i.e. the last day of the month of Chaitra (ৈচt). 

চDচD [ caḍ◌়caḍ◌় ] int expressing the onomatopoeic sound as of itching, pricking etc.; 
expressing the sound of splitting or cracking; the sound of extreme dryness or parchedness. 

চDিত [ caḍ◌়ti ] n act of mounting or ascending or riding; rise, increase (দােমর চDিত); boom in the 
market. ☐ a. soaring, rising, increasing (চDিত দর). চDিত বাজার a market in which there has been a 
boom; a market with soaring prices. 
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চDন [ caḍ◌়na ] n act of mounting or climbing up or ascending or riding; act of boarding (a 
vehicle); rise, increase. ̃দার a. one who mounts or rides; one who boards (a vehicle). ☐ n. a 
climber; a rider; a passenger. 

চDবD [ caḍ◌়baḍ◌় ] int expressing: an onomatopoeic sound as of bursting of grains of corn when 
singed or fried; rapid movement or prattling. চDবD করা v. to make a re peated sound as of bursting 
of grains of corn when singed or fried, to fritter; to move or prattle rapidly. চDবেD a. moving or 
talking rapidly. 

চDা1 [ caḍ◌়ā1 ] n a piece of land; (usu. a sandy one) rising out of the river-bed, a silted piece of 
land. চDা পেDেছ a piece of land has risen out of the river-bed. মg চDা n. a shoal. 

চDা2 [ caḍ◌়ā2 ] a haughty, arrogant, angry (চDা কথা); severe, strong (চDা েরাদ); high (চDা sর, চDা 
দাম). 

চDা3 [ caḍ◌়ā3 ] v to climb (up), to ascend, to mount, to ride; to increase, to go up (দাম চDা); to 
become louder (sর চDেছ); to become stronger (েরাদ চDা); to attack (শtrর uপের চDা); (of cooking 
utensils) to be placed on the oven (হাঁিD চDা). 

চDাi1 [ caḍ◌়āi1 ] n an ascent, acclivity, upward slope; act of mounting or climbing up; upward 
movement; altitude. চDাi uতরাi acclivity and declivity, upward and downward movement. 

চDাi2 [ caḍ◌়āi2 ] n the sparrow. 

চDাiভািত [ caḍ◌়āibhāti ] n picnic. 

চDাo [ caḍ◌়āō ] n an attack, a raid, an assault. ☐ a. one who has attacked or fallen upon; 
attacked. চDাo হoয়া v. to fall upon, to attack, to raid, to assault, to assail. 

চDাত্ [ caḍ◌়āt ] int expressing: the noise of bursting or splitting or slapping. 

চDােনা1 [ caḍ◌়ānō1 ] v to cause to mount or ride or board, to mount or board; to increase (দাম 
চDােনা); to make louder or deeper (গলা চDােনা); to fix, to adjust (ধnেক িছলা চDােনা, েবহালায় sর চDােনা); 
to place upon; to load (গািDেত মাল চDােনা); to put on, to wear (গােয় জামা চDােনা); (of cooking utensils) 
to place upon the oven (ভােতর হাঁিD চDােনা). 

চDােনা2 [ caḍ◌়ānō2 ] v to strike with the open palm of the hand, to slap. 

চণক [ caṇaka ] n chick-pea, gram. 
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চN [ caṇḍa ] a furious, tremendous, violent (চNিবkম); very angry, fierce, ferocious (চNpকৃিত); 
severe, strong (চNরি ). ☐ n. (myth.) the name of a furious demon. 

চNা [ caṇḍā ] a. fem of চN. (a.). 

চNাল [ caṇḍāla ] n one of the lowest castes amongst Hindus (usu. entrusted with the burning of 
the dead or execution of criminals); a member of this caste; (fig.) a ferocious or merciless man. 

চNািলকা [ caṇḍālikā ] n a kind of lute; a name of Goddess Durga (dগর্া). 

চNালী, চNািলনী [ caṇḍālī, caṇḍālinī ] fem of চNাল । 

চNী [ caṇḍī ] a. fem of চN । n. a manifestation of Goddess Durga (dগর্া); the name of a Hindu 
scriptural book narrating the activities and glory or Chandi (চNী); (fig.) a furious or turbulent 
woman, a termagant. ̃পাঠ n. recital of the Chandi (চNী) a Hindu scriptural book. ̃মNপ n. a shrine 
including its raised vestibule, of Goddess Chandi (চNী). ugচNী n. fem. (often masc.) a termagant. 
মঙ্গলচNী n. the benignant form of Goddess Chandi (চNী). রণচNী n. goddess Chandi (চNী) esp. when 
engaged in fighting demons; (fig.) a violent and bad-tempered woman, a termagant, a shrew; 
(fig.) an Amazon. ☐ a. termagant, shrewish; Amazonian. 

চN ু[ caṇḍu ] n an intoxicating preparation from opium. চN ুখাoয়া v. to smoke opium. ̃েখার a. & n. 
one who is addicted to smoking opium. 

চতুঃ [ catuḥ ] n & a. four. ˜পঞ্চাশত্ n. & a. fifty-four. ˜পঞ্চাশtম a. fifty-fourth. fem. ̃পঞ্চাশtমী । ̃পাশর্ n. 
four sides; all the four sides; all sides. ̃শত n. & a. four hundred. ˜শততম a. four-hundredth. 
fem. ̃শততমী ।�শাল, ̃শালা n. a build ing or a group of buildings around a square courtyard. ̃ষি  n. & a. 
sixty-four. ˜ষি তম a. sixty-fourth. fem. ̃ষি তমী । ̃সpিত n. & a. seventy-four. ˜সpিততম a. seventy-
fourth. fem. ̃সpিততমী । ̃সীমা n. perimeter: bound ary. ̃সীমাবিচ্ছn a. bounded on all sides. 

চতুর [ catura ] a intelligent; clever; dexterous, skilful, ingenious, artful; cunning, crafty, sly. 

চতুরাংশ [ caturāṃśa ] n four shares or parts. ☐ a. divided into four shares or parts, quadripartite. 
চতুরংিশত a. divided into four parts, quadripartite; (of books) quarto. 

চতুরঙ্গ [ caturaṅga ] a (of an army) comprising four parts such as elephants, cavalry, chariots and 
infantry; four-limbed; having all limbs; complete, thorough. ☐ n. an army complete in all the 
four parts such as elephants, cavalry, chariots, and infantry; a form of (Indian) music; chess. 

চতুরতা [ caturatā ] n intelligence; dexterity, skill, in genuity, cleverness; astuteness; artfulness; 
cunning; slyness. 
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চতুরশীিত [ caturaśīti ] n & a. eighty-four. চতুরশীিততম a. eighty-fourth. fem. চতুরশীিততমী । 

চতুরশব্ [ caturaśba ] n four horses. ☐ a. drawn by or having four horses, four-horsed. 

চতুরs [ caturasra ] a square; quadrangular; rectangular, rectilinear; level (চতুরs জিম). ☐ n. a 
square; a rectangle. 

চতুরা [ caturā ] fem of চতুর । 

চতুরানন [ caturānana ] n one who has four faces; an appellation of God Brahma (bh). 

চতুরািল [ caturāli ] n cleverness, slyness, trickiness; deception; an instance or act of clever ness or 
trickiness or deception. 

চতুরা ম [ caturāśrama ] n the four stages of human life according to Hindus, such as the celibate 
student-life, the life of a house holder, the life of a hermit and the life of an ascetic. 

চতুgর্ণ [ caturguṇa ] a fourfold, four times; excessive; much more (than). চতুgর্ণ করা v. to multiply 
by four, to quadruple. চতুgর্ণ বাDা v. to increase fourfold; to increase many times over. চতুgর্িণত a. 
multiplied by four, quadrupled. 

চতুঘর্াত [ caturghāta ] a & n. (math.) biquadratic raised to a fourth power, square of a square. 

চতুথর্ [ caturtha ] a fourth. চতুথর্াংশ n. one-fourth, a fourth part. চতুথর্ী a. fem. of চতুথর্ । ☐ n. (astr.) the 
fourth day of a lunar fort night, obsequial rites performed by a married daughter on the fourth 
day of the death of either of her parents; (gr.) the fourth case-ending. 

চতুদর্শ [ caturdaśa ] n & a. fourteen. &square; a. fourteenth. ̃পদী a. consisting of fourteen lines. 
চতুদর্শপদী কিবতা a quatorzain; a sonnet. চতুদর্শ পুrষ fourteen generations in the ascending order such 
as the father, the grandfather etc.; the fourteenth generation. চতুদর্শ িবদয্া the four Vedas, the six 
Vedangas (েবদাঙ্গ), the Mimamsas (মীমাংসা), logic, history and mythologies; all these collectively. 
চতুদর্শ ভুবন the seven heavens and the seven underworlds. চতুদর্শী n. fem. the fourteenth day of a 
lunar fortnight; a girl of fourteen. ☐ a. fem. fourteen years old. 

চতুিদর্ক [ caturdika ] n the four quarters of the compass, namely north, south, east and west; four 
sides; all the four sides; all sides or places; all affairs or things. চতুিদর্েক adv. on all sides; in all 
directions. 

চতুেদর্াল, চতুেদর্ালা [ caturdōla, caturdōlā ] n a kind of litter carried by four bearers. 

চতুধর্া [ caturdhā ] adv in four ways; on four sides; fourfold, four times; in four parts. 
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চতুনর্বিত [ caturnabati ] n & a. ninety-four. ˜তম a. ninety-fourth. fem. ̃তমী । 

চতুবর্গর্ [ caturbarga ] n Dharma, Artha, Kama & Moksha, or virtue, wealth, love and final 
salvation: these four goals or pursuits of human life. 

চতুবর্ণর্ [ caturbarṇa ] n the brahmanas, the Kshartiyas, the Vaishyas, and the Shudras: these four 
castes or orders of the Hindu society. 

চতুিবর্ংশ [ caturbiṃśa ] a twenty-four. ̃িত n. & a. twenty-four. ˜িততম a. twenty-fourth. fem. ̃িততমী । 

চতুিবর্ধ [ caturbidha ] a of four sorts or kinds. fem. চতুিবর্ধা । 

চতুেবর্দ [ caturbēda ] n the four Vedas, namely Rik, Yajus, Sama and Atharva. চতুেবর্দী a. versed in 
all the four Vedas. 

চতুভরু্জ [ caturbhuja ] a having four hands or arms; (geom.) rectilineal, quadrilateral. ☐ n. an 
appellation of Narayana (নারায়ণ) or Vishnu (িব ু); (geom.) a rectilineal or quadrilateral figure. 

চতুমর্াস [ caturmāsa ] n the four monsoon months. 

চতুমরু্খ [ caturmukha ] a having four mouths or faces, four-faced. ☐ n. an appellation of God 
Brahma (bhা). 

চতু tািরংশ [ catuścattāriṃśa ] a forty-four. ̃ত্ n. & a. forty-four. ˜tম a. forty-fourth. fem. ̃tমী । 

চতু  [ catuṣka ] n a square; a rectangle; a square or rectangular courtyard or portico or vestibule; 
a four-pillared square or rectangular courtyard or platform. 

চতুে াণ [ catuṣkōṇa ] a square; rectangular. ☐ n. a square; a rectangle. 

চতু য় [ catuṣṭaẏa ] a having four limbs or divisions; of four kinds (আ মচতু য়). ☐ n. an ag gregate 
of four, quartet (নীিতচতু য়). 

চতু থ [ catuṣpatha ] n a junction of four roads or an intersection of two roads. 

চতু দ [ catuṣpada ] n a quadruped animal; a beast. ☐ a. quadruped, four-footed; (fig.) as foolish 
as a beast. চতু দী n. fem. a four-lined or four-footed stanza, a quatrain. 

চতু াঠী [ catuṣpāṭhī ] n a school for teaching Sanskrit, esp. the four Vedas or grammar, poetry, 
law and philosophy. 
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চতু াদ [ catuṣpāda ] a four-footed or four-lined (চতু াদ ে াক); complete; entire; having all the 
parts; having four parts (চতু াদ ধমর্). ☐ n. a quadruped. 

চতু াশব্র্ [ catuṣpārśba ] n four sides; all the four sides; all sides; neighbourhood. চতু ােশব্র্ adv. on 
all sides. 

চতুsল [ catustala ] a (of a building etc.) four-storied; (of a vehicle etc.) four-decked; (geom.) 
tetrahedral. ̃ক n. a tetrahedron. 

চতুিstংশ [ catustriṃśa ] a thirty-four. ̃t n. & a. thirty-four. ˜tম a. thirty-fourth. fem. ̃tমী । 

চtর [ catbara ] n a courtyard; a portico, a vestibule; vicinity (ei চtের েকােনা কাঁচা বািD েনi). 

চtািরংশ [ catbāriṃśa ] a forty. ̃ত্ n. & a. forty. ˜tম a. forty-fourth. fem. ̃tমী । 

চtাল [ catbāla ] n same as চাতাল । 

চনচন [ canacana ] int expressing smarting sensation or pain. চনচেন a. smarting. 

চনমন [ canamana ] int expressing vivacity or liveliness. চনমেন a. vivacious, lively, sprightly. 

চnক [ candaka ] n a round-shaped silvery white river-fish, the moon-fish, the opah. 

চnন [ candana ] n sandal, sandalwood; sandalpaste. রkচnন, kচচnন n. red sandalwood. েশব্তচnন, 
হিরচnন n. white sandalwood, Santalum album. ̃চিচর্ত a. smeared or painted with sandalpaste. ̃িতলক 
n. mark of sandalpaste on the forehead. ̃পঙ্ক n. sandalpaste. ̃িপঁিD n. a stone mortar on which 
sandalwood is rubbed to make sandal-paste. ̃পু  n. clove. ̃শাল n. a kind of paddy. 

চnনা [ candanā ] n Chandana, the name of an Indian river; a kind of parrot having red streaks 
round its throat, Paloeornis nepalensis; a species of hilsa fish. 

চnা [ candā ] n (obs. & poet.) the moon. 

চnd [ candra ] n the moon; (in comp.—used as a sfx.) a superior member or specimen (kলচnd). ̃ক 
n. the crescent spot on the peacock's tail. ̃কর n. moonlight, ̃কেরাjjল a. brightened by moonlight, 
moonlit. ̃কলা n. 1/16th part of the moon's orb, a digit or phase of the moon. ̃কলাশৃঙ্গ n. (geog.) the 
horns of the moon. ̃কাn n. the moonstone (also চndকাnমিণ); ☐ a. as beautiful as the moon. ̃কািn a. as 
beautiful as the moon. ☐ n. silver. ি̃করণ n. moon beam, moonlight. ̃িকরেণাdািসত a. same as ̃কেরাjjল 
।�gহণ n. a lunar eclipse. ̃চূD n. one who wears the moon as his crown; an appellation of Shiva. 
(িশব). ̃িনভ a. resembling the moon; as bright as the moon. ̃পুিল n. a sweet pastry made of coconut-
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kernel and sugar. ̃pভ a. as shining or bright as the moon; of pleasing appearance. ̃pভা n. 
moonlight, moonbeam. ☐ a. fem. as shining or beautiful as the moon. ̃বংশ n. a family originating 
from the moon or from a sage named Chandra (চnd). ̃বংশীয় a. of this family. ̃বদন a. having a face 
as shining or beautiful as the moon, moon-faced; (sarcas.) ugly-faced; (sarcas.) having a round 
and stupid face. fem. ̃বদনা । ̃িবnd n. this nasal sign in the Bengali alphabet. ̃েবাDা n. the Russell's 
viper. ̃ভাগা n. the Chenab in the Punjab. ̃মিণ n. the moonstone. ̃মNল n. the orb or disc of the moon; 
the halo round the moon; the lunar region. ̃মিlকা n. the Chrysanthemum. ̃মা n. the moon. ̃মুখ same 
as ̃বদন । fem. ̃মুখী । ̃েমৗিল same as ̃চূD । ̃রি  n. moonlight. ̃েরখা, ̃েলখা n. 1/16th part of the moon's orb, 
a digit of the moon; a metre used in Sanskrit poetry. ̃েরণ ুn. a plagiarist. ̃েলাক n. the region of the 
moon, the lunar region or heaven. ̃শালা, ̃শািলকা n. an attic. ̃েশখর same as ̃চূD । ̃সmব n. a son of the 
moon; (astr.) Mercury. ̃sধা n. moonlight. ̃হার n. a kind of ornamental girdle or necklace. ̃হাস n. a 
bright or shining falchion. 

চndাংশু [ candrāṃśu ] n a ray of the moon. 

চndাতপ [ candrātapa ] n a canopy, an awning; moon light. 

চndানন [ candrānana ] a having a face as shining or beautiful as the moon, moon-faced. fem. 
চndাননা, চndাননী । 

চndাপীD [ candrāpīḍ◌় ] n an appellation of Shiva (িশব). 

চndাবলী [ candrābalī ] n moonlight. 

চndােলাক [ candrālōka ] n moonlight. চndােলািকত a. moonlit. 

চিndকা [ candrikā ] n moonlight; the pupil of the eye; a round-shaped silvery white river fish, the 
moon-fish, the opah; a metre used in Sanskrit poetry. 

চিndমা [ candrimā ] n (inc.) moonlight. 

চেndাদয় [ candrōdaẏa ] n moonrise, the rising of the moon. 

চপ [ capa ] n a round-shaped fried preparation usu. of vegetables or meat. 

চপচপ [ capacapa ] int expressing drenched or slushy state. চপচপ করা v. to be drenched or slushy 
or sloppy. চপচেপ a. excessively drenched or slushy or sloppy, dripping wet. 

চপল [ capala ] a restless; fickle; vivacious, lively; wanton; impudent, saucy; talkative; full of 
levity; flippant; fleeting, momentary. চপলা a. fem. of চপল । ☐ n. fem. Goddess Lakshmi (লkী); the 
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lightning. ̃তা n. restlessness; fickleness; vivacity, liveliness; wantonness; impudence, sauciness; 
talkativeness; levity; flippancy; fleetingness. 

চেপট, চেপটা, চেপিটকা [ capēṭa, capēṭā, capēṭikā ] n a blow with the open palm of the hand, a 
slap. চেপটাঘাত n. a slap. চেপটাঘাত করা v. to slap. 

চpল [ cappala ] n a kind of sandals. 

চবগর্ [ cabarga ] n চ ছ জ ঝ ঞ: these five letters of the Bengali alphabet. 

চবুতর, চবুতরা [ cabutara, cabutarā ] n a courtyard; a portico, a vestibule. 

চিbশ [ cabbiśa ] n. & a twenty-four. চিbশ ঘন্টা n. & adv. twenty-four hours; all day; whole day; 
always. চিbেশ n. the twenty-fourth day of a month, the twenty-fourth. ☐ a. (of days of a month) 
twenty-fourth. 

চমক [ camaka ] n flash (িবdয্েতর চমক); amazement (চমক লাগা); alarm, fright; consciousness. চমক 
েদoয়া v. to flash; to strike with amazement. চমক ভাঙা v. to regain consciousness or come back to 
sense suddenly, to be suddenly freed from a rapt state of mind. চমক লাগা v. to be stricken with 
amazement; to be dazed. 

চমকদার [ camakadāra ] a sparkling, glittering, glaring, scintillating. 

চমকpদ [ camakaprada ] a startling; thrilling; amazing; too good to be true. 

চমকােনা [ camakānō ] v to flash; to startle, to give a jolt or cause to startle, or to be taken by 
surprise. চমকািন n. a flash or flash ing; startle, a start or surprise or jolt. 

চমিকত [ camakita ] a flashed; startled. fem. চমিকতা । 

চমচম [ camacama ] n a kind of juicy sweetmeat made of posset. 

চমত্করণ [ camatkaraṇa ] n act of striking with amazement; act of causing wonder. 

চমত্কার [ camatkāra ] a amazingly beautiful or good; amazing. ☐ adv. well, nicely (চমত্কার বুঝেত 
পারা, চমত্কার েবাঝােনা). ☐ int. fine, excellent; marvellous. চমত্কারক, চমত্কারী a. amazing. fem. 
চমত্কািরণী । চমত্কািরতা, চমত্কািরt n. marvellousness; excellence. চমত্কৃত a. amazed. চমত্কৃত করা v. to 
amaze, to strike with marvel. চমত্কৃত হoয়া v. to be amazed, to marvel (at). 

চm [ camra ] n the yak; a kind of fan or a brush for fanning made of the hair of a yak's tail; a fly-
whisk. fem. চমির the she-yak. 
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চমস [ camasa ] n a spoon; a spatula; a ladle. চমসাকার a. spoon-shaped or ladle shaped; (bot.) 
spatulate. 

চমূ [ camū ] n 1/3th part of an aেkৗিহণী; a com pany of troops; an army. 

চmক [ campaka ] n a flower or its tree of the magnolia family, the Michelia champaca, the 
champak. ̃দাম n. a wreath or garland of champak flowers. 

চmট [ campaṭa ] n decampment, escapade; escape, flight. চmট েদoয়া v. to decamp; to escape, to 
flee away, to run off, to show a clean pair of heels, to give the slip (to). 

চmা1 [ campā1 ] n the name of an ancient Indian city. 

চmূ [ campū ] n a literary composition in which both prose and verse are used. 

চয় [ caẏa ] n (chiefly used as a sfx.) a collection, an assemblage, a multitude, a heap (aরািতচয়); 
act of collecting or gathering, amassing. 

চয়ন [ caẏana ] n act of collecting or plucking, collection (পু চয়ন); a number collected or 
plucked, a collection, an anthology (কিবতাচয়ন, গlচয়ন). চয়ন করা v. to collect or cull or gather or 
pick or pluck. চয়িনকা n. fem. a small collection; a collection of poems or other literary works, an 
anthology. চয়নীয়, েচয় a. worthy of being collected; that which is to be collected. 

-চর1 [ -cara1 ] a (used as a sfx.) moving in (গগনচর, বনচর); dwelling in, inhabiting (জলচর); mobile 
(চরাচর). 

চর2 [ cara2 ] n a strip of sandy land rising out of the bed of a river or a sea above the water-level. 

চর3 [ cara3 ] n a secret emissary; a spy; (astrol.) Mars. 

চরকসংিহতা [ carakasaṃhitā ] n a treatise on medicine written by Charaka the sage. 

চরিক [ caraki ] n a rotating firework, a Catherine-wheel; a Ferris wheel; (mech.) a windlass. 
চরিকর মেতা েঘারা v. to turn round and round like a wheel; (fig.) to gad about. 

চরণ [ caraṇa ] n a foot, a leg, a foot or line of a verse; ambulation, walking, travelling, 
wandering, moving; observance, practice. ̃কমল n. a foot fancied as a lotus; a beautiful or divine 
foot. ̃চারণ n. ambulation, walking; perambulation; peregrination. ̃চারী a. (also n.) 
pedestrian. ̃তরী, ̃তির n. a foot regarded as a boat esp. to cross the river Baitarani (ৈবতরণী) after one's 
death. ̃তল n. the sole; the foot. চরণতেল থাকা v. to lie under the foot or sole of; (fig.) to act as one's 
bond-slave for attainment of final salvation; (fig.) to depend cringingly on. চরণতেল পDা v. to fall at 
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the feet of (esp. in order to win favour). ̃দাসী n. a devoted wife; one belonging to a sect of 
Vaishnavas founded by Charandas; (sarcas.) a female companion or associate of a 
Vaishnava. ধ̃ূিল, ̃ধুলা n. the dust of one's feet. ̃পd same as ̃কমল । ̃pাn n. the border or end of one's 
feet. ̃pােn adv. at one's feet. ̃বnনা n. act of worshipping one's feet; act of bowing down at one's feet 
in obeisance, genuflection. ̃যুগল n. both the feet, the two feet; a pair of feet. ̃েরণ ুsame as ̃ধূিল । ̃েসবক 
n. a devotee. ̃েসবা n. act of worshipping one's feet; act of massaging one's legs and feet. ̃sশর্ n. 
contact of one's feet; act of touching one's feet. চরণ sশর্ করা v. to touch one's feet. ̃sেশর্ adv. at the 
contact or touch of one's feet. চরণািঙ্কত a. marked with the footprint (of). চরণাঙ্গুিল n. a toe. চরণামৃত n. 
the water with which the feet of a deity or revered person has been washed. চরণাmুজ, চরণারিবn 
same as চরণকমল । চরেণাপােn adv. at one's feet. 

চরম [ carama ] n end, termination (িকছুর চরম েদখা); ultimate or last or final stage, most critical 
stage (চরেম oঠা); highest stage, greatest height, climax, culmination, maximum (dঃেখর চরম). ☐ a. 
ultimate or final (চরমপt, চরম িসdাn); last (চরমকাল); extreme (চরমসীমা, চরম জলবায়)ু; highest, 
maximum (চরেমাত্কষর্), pertaining to death or the time of death, dying (চরম দশা). ̃কাল n. the dying 
moment. ̃গিত n. last resort, only prop and support. চরম জলবায়ু extreme climate. ̃পt n. a document 
containing the disposition of one's ef fects at death, a will; an ultimatum. ̃সীমা n. utmost limit. 
চরমাদশর্ n. highest ideal. চরমাব হা n. last or final stage, ultimate stage, most critical stage. চরেমাত্কষর্, 
চরেমাnিত n. highest excellence or improvement. 

চরস [ carasa ] n an intoxicant narcotic prepared from the exudation of hashish; hemp, charas. 
চরস খাoয়া v. to smoke charas. 

চরা [ carā ] v to wander, to rove, to travel; (of cattle) to graze; (of other beasts, birds, 
anthropophagies etc.) to go about for food; (sarcas.) to go about one's business; (of fish) to nibble 
at bait. চের খাoয়া v. to graze; to go about for food; (sarcas.) to shift or fend for oneself. 

চরাচর [ carācara ] n mobile and immobile objects; (as sing.) the world, the universe, the whole 
creation. 

চরােনা [ carānō ] v to cause to graze, to tend or feed (cattle); (derog.) to direct or govern, to make 
a person do everything one wishes him to do, to lead a person by the nose; (derog.) to teach (েছেল 
চরােনা). 

চিরত [ carita ] n character; deportment, behaviour, manners, conduct; activities; custom, usage; 
biography, life. ☐ a. observed, performed, executed, accomplished; invested with. চিরতকার, 
চিরতাখয্ায়ক n. a biographer. চিরতাবিল n. pl. biographies, lives; collections of biographies. চিরতািভধান n. 
a biographical dictionary. 

চিরতাথর্ [ caritārtha ] a one whose desires have been fulfilled; successful; satisfied, gratified. 
চিরতাথর্ করা v. to fulfil one's desire; to satisfy, to gratify. ̃তা fulfilment of one's desire, success; 
satisfaction, gratification. 
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চিরt [ caritra ] n character; conduct; manner, behaviour, deportment; disposition; nature; 
custom, usage; function; activities; good character or behaviour, a biography; a character in a 
drama; a role. চিরt েখায়ােনা, চিরt হারােনা v. to lose one's character or morals, to have one's character 
or moral corrupted, to become depraved, to go to the bad. ̃গত a. relating to the character; natural 
(চিরtগত েদাষ). ̃gণ n. the excellence of one's character; a characteristic quality (good or bad). ̃িচt n. 
a character sketch. ̃িচtণ n. delineation or portrayal of characters, characterisation, character-
painting. ̃েদাষ n. moral corruption; a vice or defect in one's character; dissoluteness, 
debauchery. ̃বান a. good-charactered; virtuous; chaste. fem. ̃বতী । ̃হনন n. character 
assassination. ̃হীন a. morally corrupt or ruined, characterless, depraved, dissolute, debauched, 
profligate. fem. ̃হীনা । চিরtহীন বয্িk a debauchee, a libertine. চিরtািভনয় n. (in drama or film) acting in 
a certain role. 

চিরtাঙ্কন [ caritrāṅkana ] n delineation or portrayal of one's character. চিরtাঙ্কন করা v. to delineate 
one's character. 

চির ু [ cariṣṇu ] a mobile, moving. 

চr [ caru ] n an oblation of sunned rice boiled in milk with sugar and ghee. 

চচর্রী [ carcarī ] n a kind of musical instrument; an ancient folk-music; a ceremony ob served on 
the eve on the holi (েহািল) festival. 

চপর্ট [ carpaṭa ] n a blow with the open palm of the hand, a slap. 

চপর্টী [ carpaṭī ] n a kind of bread shaped like a thin disc prepared by the hand. 

চবর্ণ [ carbaṇa ] n act of chewing, mastication. চবর্ণ করা v. to chew, to masticate. 

চিবর্ [ carbi ] n fat; animal fat; lard, tallow. 

চিবর্ত [ carbita ] a chewed, masticated. চ̃বর্ণ n. act of chewing the cud, rumination; (fig.) 
discussion of an old topic or repeated discussion of the same topic. চিবর্তচবর্ণ করা v. to chew the 
cud, to ruminate; (fig.) to discuss an old topic or to discuss the same topic repeatedly. 

চবর্য্ [ carbya ] a (of food) that which has to be chewed; masticable. চ̃ূষয্ a. that which has to be 
chewed and that which has to be sucked; (fig.) of or pertaining to different delicious varieties. ☐ 
n. pl. ar ticles of food comprising that which has to be chewed and that which has to be sucked; 
(fig.) articles of food of different delicious varieties, rich and costly dishes. চবর্য্-চূষয্-েলh-েপয় a. 
those which have to be chewed and sucked and licked and drunk; (fig.) of different delicious 
varieties, delicious and costly. ☐ n. (lit. & fig.) delicious food or dishes, delicacies of all 
descriptions. 
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চমর্ [ carma ] n skin, cutis; the true skin, derm; cuticle; hide; leather; bark (of plants), rind; a 
shield. ̃কার n. a shoemaker or a tanner or currier (by profession or caste). ̃কীল n. a wart, a mole, a 
small bump on human skin. ̃চk ু n. the physical eye. ̃চটকা, ̃চিটকা, ̃চটী n. the titmouse; the bat; the 
vampire. ̃জ a. leathern, made of leather. ̃দল n. impetigo. ̃ধারী a. armed with a shield; one who 
bears a shield. ̃িনিমর্ত a. made of leather; leathern. ̃পাdকা n. a leather shoe or boot or slipper, a 
leather footwear. ̃েপিটকা, ̃েপটী n. a leather bag or suitcase; a leather belt. 

̃বn [ ̃bandha ] n a leather-band. ̃বয্বসায়ী n. a dealer in hide or leather; a tanner. ̃ময় a. leathern; 
leathery; hide-bound. ̃েরাগ n. skin disease. ̃সার n. serum, lymph. ☐ a. hide-bound; very lean or 
emaciated. ̃ হলী n. a leather-bag; a container for leather. 

চমর্াবরণ [ carmābaraṇa ] n a leathern cover or jacket. 

চমর্ার [ carmāra ] n a shoemaker or a tanner or currier (by caste or trade). 

চমর্াসন [ carmāsana ] n a seat made of skin (of deer, tiger etc.). 

চযর্ [ carya ] a that which is to be practised or observed. চযর্া n. practice or observance (ধমর্চযর্া, 
bতচযর্া); observance of rules or routine (িদনচযর্া); culture (েদহচযর্া, সািহতয্চযর্া); act of looking after 
(েরাগীচযর্া). চযর্াপদ n. any of the lyrics composed by a sect of Buddhists about their religion and 
religious practice, supposed to be the earliest specimen of Bengali literature. 

চল [ cala ] a unsteady, restless, fickle (চলিচt). ☐ n. currency, vogue, fashion (চল থাকা); (math.) 
variable. 

চলকােনা [ calakānō ] v to run out of a vessel owing to a push or jerk, to spill. 

চলিচt [ calacitta ] a fickle-minded, mentally unsteady. ̃তা n. fickle-mindedness. 

চলিচ্চt [ calaccitra ] n cinematograph, cinema; a cinematograph film, (pop.) movie. ̃িবদয্া n. 
cinematography. 

চলত্ [ calat ] a moving; mobile; current; in vogue. 

চলিত [ calati ] a moving, going, running, rolling, passing (চলিত গািD); in activity, going (চলিত 
বয্াবসা); colloquial (চলিত ভাষা); current, present (চলিত বছর, চলিত বাজার) usual, customary (চলিত কথা, 
চলিত রীিত); fit for social intercourse, fit for matrimonial alliance (চলিত ঘর) চলিত আমানত current 
deposit. 

চলন [ calana ] n act of going or moving or travelling (চলনশীল); gait (চলন বাঁকা); motion; currency, 
vogue, custom (চলন থাকা); behaviour, deportment (চালচলন); usage, practice, fashion, style (সােবিক 
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চলন). চলন থাকা v. to be current, to be in vogue. ̃েযাগয্ a. workable; passable, tolerable. ̃শিk n. power 
of moving, motion. ̃শীল a. going, moving, travelling; mobile. ̃সi a. passable, tolerable. 

চলn [ calanta ] a moving, going, passing, running, in motion, on the move. 

চলেরণ ু[ calarēṇu ] n zoospore. 

চলা [ calā ] v to go, to move, to walk (েলাক চলা); to run, to ply (Tামবাস চলা); to depart; to set for 
(েদেশ চলা); to proceed (তুিম চেলা, আিমo যািচ্ছ); to get on, to run (কারবার চলা); to pass away, to elapse 
(সময় চেল যাoয়া); to be maintained (সংসার চলা); to suffice, to cover as expenses, to defray (খরচ চলা); 
to be getting on (জীবন চলা); to work, to operate (ঘিD চলা, েমিশন চলা); to begin to work or operate; to 
circulate (রk চলা); to pass current, to be introduced (ফয্াশন চলা); to be accepted (সমােজ চলা ); to 
behave or act (খুিশমেতা চলা); to be permitted or allowed (ফাঁিক চলেব না ); to continue (সারারাত গান 
চলল); to begin, to start (eবার গl চলেব); to extend (দৃি  চলা); to be used (হাত চলা); to be fired or shot 
(বndক চলা). চেল আসা v. to come; to come away from; to come quickly. চলা যাoয়া v. to go away. 
কথামেতা চলা v. to act or behave in obedience to; to obey. ̃চল n. passage, travelling (চলাচেলর পথ); 
movement, traffic (েলাক-চলাচল); circulation (রk চলাচল, বায় ুচলাচল). চলাচল করা v. to travel; to move; 
to circulate. ̃েনা v. to cause to walk or move; to cause to pass current; to cause to be accepted. ̃েফরা 
n. act of walking or moving (চলােফরার kমতা); movement; gait; behaviour, deportment. শন-শন শেb 
চলা to whiz past. 

চিলত [ calita ] a current; customary; usual; colloquial (চিলত ভাষা) চিলত িনয়ম n. (arith.) practice. 

চিল ু [ caliṣṇu ] a moving, mobile; restless, unsteady; about to go away or depart. 

চেলািমর্ [ calōrmi ] n a dancing or restless wave, a rushing wave. 

চিlশ [ calliśa ] n. & a forty. 

চশমেখার [ caśamakhōra ] n brazen-faced, shameless. 

চশমা [ caśamā ] n (a pair of) spectacles; an eyeglass; (coll.) specs. ̃oয়ালা a. spectacled. ☐ n. a 
spectacled man; a dealer in spectacles and other optical goods. ̃ধারী, ̃-পরা a. spectacled; 
bespectacled. 

চষক [ caṣaka ] n a wine-cup; honey; wine, alcohol. 

চষা [ caṣā ] v to plough, to till; to cultivate. ☐ a. ploughed, tilled; cultivated. ̃েনা v. to cause to 
plough or till or cultivate. 
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চা [ cā ] n tea. চা খাoয়া, v. to take tea, to drink tea. চা-কর a. planting or producing tea. ☐ n. tea-
planter. চা খাoয়ার সময় tea time. চা-দািন n. a tea-tray. চা-বাগান n. a tea-garden, a tea-plantation. চােয়র 
েদাকান a tea-shop. চােয়র পাt tea-pot. চােয়র ে়পিট a tea-chest. চােয়র বাসনেকাসন tea-service, tea-set. 

চাi, চাo, চায় [ cāi, cāō, cāẏa ] v (pr. t.) forms of চাoয়া1 & চাoয়া2 । কী চাi, কী চাo what do you 
want? চাi-িক adv. even; probably. চাiেলi for the asking. 

চাiেত [ cāitē ] post than. 

চাuর [ cāura ] a publicized, circulated; current. 

চাuল [ cāula ] n rice. আতপ চাuল sunned rice. িসd চাuল parboiled rice. 

চাuলমুগরা [ cāulamugarā ] n a medicinal plant of the family Flacourtiaceae, chaulmoogra. 

চাoয়া1 [ cāōẏā1 ] v to want; to ask for, to request for (িভkা চাoয়া, সময় চাoয়া); to desire (মরেত চাoয়া); 
to be ready to. চাoয়া চাoিয় n. act of wanting or asking for or desiring repeatedly. ̃েনা v. to cause to 
want; to cause to ask for or request for; to cause to desire; to cause to consent. ̃মাt adv. for the 
asking. 

চাoয়া2 [ cāōẏā2 ] v to look at; to open (েচাখ চাoয়া); to cast an evil eye (on or at). চাoয়া চাoিয় n. act 
of looking at one another; act of coming to an agreement by favouring one another. ̃েনা v. to cause 
to look at; to cause to open. মুখ তুেল চাoয়া v. to look favourably on; to be favourably inclined 
towards. 

চাঁi1 [ cām̐i1 ] n (dero.) a leader; a chief; a ring leader; a veteran person; a somebody. 

চাঁi2 [ cām̐i2 ] n a clod; a device made of bamboo slips for catching fish. 

চাঁচ1 [ cān̐ca1 ] n a kind of mat made of date-leaves or bamboo slips. 

চাঁচ2 [ cān̐ca2 ] n a piece of lac beaten into a leaf. 

চাঁচর1 [ cān̐cara1 ] n a ceremony observed on the eve of the holi (েহািল) festival. 

চাঁচর2 [ cān̐cara2 ] a curly ('চাঁচর িচkর') 

চাঁচা [ cān ̐cā ] v to scrape, to shave. ☐ a. scraped; shaved. চাঁচা-েছালা a. (lit.) thoroughly scraped or 
shaved; (fig.) rude and out spoken, curt. চাঁচিন, চাঁচুিন n. act of scraping; a scraper. ̃েনা v. to cause to 
scrape or shave. 
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চাঁিচ [ cān̐ci ] n the scrapings of calcined milk or of some milk products or of sticky dross of other 
foods. 

চাঁদ [ cān̐da ] n the moon; the most beautiful or glorious person (নিদয়ার চাঁদ); (sarcas.) an ugly 
person; (inf. & coll.) a friend (eেসা েদিখ চাঁদ). ˜kDা, ̃kেDা n. a variety of small silvery-white fish, the 
moon-fish, the opah. ̃িন n. moonlight; a canopy, an awning; a vestibule, a spacious corridor, ☐ a. 
moonlit চাঁদিন রাত. ̃পানা a. like the moon, moonlike, resembling the moon. ̃বদন a. having a face as 
beautiful as the moon, moon-faced; (sarcas.) ugly-faced. ☐ n. a face as beautiful as the moon; a 
moon-faced man or boy; (sacras.) an ugly-faced man or boy. fem. ̃বদিন । ̃মাির n. a target, a range; 
target-practice. ̃মালা, ̃হার n. a necklace designed in the likeness of the moon. ̃মুখ n. a face as 
beautiful as the moon. চাঁেদর কণা (lit.) a small fragment of the moon; (fig.) an extremely beautiful 
or delightful person esp. such a baby, a charming little child. চাঁেদর হাট a company of beautiful 
charming young women; a gathering of pretty faces. 

চাঁদা2 [ cān̐dā2 ] n the moon (চাঁদামামা); a variety of small silvery-white fish, the moon fish, the 
opah; (geom.) a protractor. 

চাঁদা3 [ cān̐dā3 ] n subscription; contribution; quota. চাঁদা েদoয়া v. to pay subscription; to subscribe. 
চাঁদা েতালা v. to raise subscription. চাঁদা ধরা v. to allot one's quota. 

চাঁিদ1 [ cān̐di1 ] n pure silver; silver. ☐ a. pure চাঁিদ rেপা 

চাঁিদ2 [ cān̐di2 ] n the crown of the head. 

চাঁিদিন [ cān̐dini ] a moonlit (চাঁিদিন রাত). ☐ n. moon light; a moonlight night. 

চাঁিদমা [ cān̐dimā ] n moonlight. 

চাঁেদায়া [ cān ̐dōẏā ] n a canopy, an awning. 

চাঁপা [ cām̐pā ] n a kind of flower or its tree be longing to the magnolia family, the champak ̃কলা n. 
a kind of small ba nana. ̃নেট n. a variety of pot-herb. 

চাক [ cāka ] n a wheel (kেমার চাক); anything wheel-shaped (েছালার চাক); hive (েমৗচাক). 

চাকিচকয্ [ cākacikya ] n lustre, glaze; polish, showy glitter; glamour. ̃পূণর্, ̃ময় a. lustrous, glazing; 
glittering; glamorous. 

চাকিত [ cākati ] n a wafer; a disc; a discus. rেপার চাকিত (fig. & usu. dero.) a silver coin; money. 
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চাকর2 [ cākara2 ] n a man-servant, a servant; a menial, an attendant; a follower; an officer or 
employee (সরকােরর চাকর). fem. চাকরািন a maid-servant, a maid. ̃বাকর n. pl. (com. gen.) servants or 
menials or followers collectively. 

চাকরান [ cākarāna ] n a grant of land to a servant in lieu of salary. ☐ a. thus granted (চাকরান জিম). 

চাকির [ cākari ] n employment, service; a situation, a job. চাকির করা v. to serve, to work. চাকির খািল 
situation vacant. চাকির খািল েনi (there is) no vacancy. চাকির েখাঁজা v. to seek or look or hunt for 
employment, to seek a job. চাকির েখায়ােনা v. to lose a job, to be dismissed. চাকির চাi a job or 
situation (is) wanted. চাকির ছাDা v. to resign from service. চাকিরেত েঢাকা v. to enter service. চাকির েথেক 
aবসর বা িবদায় েনoয়া v. to retire from service. চাকির পাoয়া v. to get employment, to get or secure a 
job. চাকির বজায় রাখা v. to be able to continue in service. চাকির েমলা same as চাকির পাoয়া । চাকির যাoয়া, 
চাকির হারােনা same as চাকির েখায়ােনা । সরকাির চাকির public service, government service. চাকিরজীবী same 
as চাkের । fem. চাকিরজীিবনী । 

চাকলা1 । [ cākalā1 . ] n a slice or slip (আেমর চাকলা). 

চাকলা2 [ cākalā2 ] n a district; a county, a shire. চাকালাদার n. the governor or the owner of a district 
or shire. 

চাকা2 [ cākā2 ] n a wheel (গািDর চাকা); anything round or wheel-shaped; a round piece (মােছর চাকা). 
☐ a. wheel-shaped, discoid, round (চাকা দাগ). 

চািক [ cāki ] n a disc; a discoid piece of wood or stone for making bread and similar other things 
(চািক-েবলুন); a grinding stone, a mill (আটার চািক). 

চাk [ cāku ] n a clasp-knife; a pen-knife; a knife. চাk মারা v. to stab, to knife, to knive. 

চাkের [ cākurē ] a working (চাkের েমেয় = a work ing girl). ☐ n. an employee, a worker, a servant. 
বড় চাkের an officer (usu. a high-ranking one). সরকাির চাkের a public servant. 

চাkুষ [ cākṣuṣa ] a ocular; visual; visible, evident. চাkুষ jান visual knowledge or perception. চাkুষ 
pতয্k visual perception; a visual percept. চাkুষ pমাণ an ocular demonstration. চাkুষ সাkী an eye-
witness. 

চা-খিD [ cā-khaḍ◌়i ] n chalk. 

চাখন [ cākhana ] n tasting; tasting the quality of dish or food or something. ̃দার n. a taster. 

চাখা [ cākhā ] v to taste; (fig.) to enjoy (জীবনেক চাখা). চাখােনা v. to cause to taste or enjoy. ☐ a. 
caused to taste or enjoy. 
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চাগা [ cāgā ] v to become vigorous, to gain strength; to become acute or more acute, to increase 
(বয্থা েচেগেছ); to rise, to spring up (মেন েচেগেছ); to come into consciousness, to originate (বুিd েচেগেছ). 
চাগােনা v. to become or make vigorous, to gain or cause to gain strength; to become or make acute 
or more acute, to increase; to spring up or cause to spring up; to rise or cause to rise, raise; to 
come or bring into consciousness, to originate. 

চাগাD [ cāgāḍ◌় ] n agitation; act or state of becoming acute or more acute. চাগাD িদেয় oঠা v. to 
become agitated; to get incited or excited; to become acute or more acute. 

চাঙ, চাং [ cāṅa, cā ] n an improvised platform (usu. made of timber, bamboo, twigs etc.). 

চাঙD, চাঙDা [ cāṅaḍ◌়, cāṅaḍ◌়ā ] n a large lump; a large cold. 

চাঙাির, চাঙািD [ cāṅāri, cāṅāḍ◌়i ] n a large wicker basket; a big creel. 

চাঙ্গা, চাঙা [ cāṅgā, cāṅā ] a restored to health; invigo rated; reinforced; refreshed. চাঙ্গা করা v. to 
restore to health; to reinvigorate; to reinforce; to refresh. চাঙ্গা হoয়া v. to gain strength; to come 
round. মন চাঙ্গা েতা dিনয়া চাঙ্গা (fig.) when the mind is happy, all is well. 

চাচা [ cācā ] n a father's brother or cousin, an uncle. fem. চািচ an aunt. চাচােতা a. avuncular. চাচােতা 
ভাi বা েবান n. a cousin. 

চাঞ্চলয্ [ cāñcalya ] n restlessness; agitation, perturbation (মানিসক চাঞ্চলয্); fretful activity; rapid 
movement, rapidity. (নািDর চাঞ্চলয্), bustle; anxiety. ̃কর a. thrilling, sensational. ̃হীন a. unperturbed; 
calm; steady. 

চাট1 [ cāṭa1 ] n the kick of an animal (as of a cow or horse). চাট খাoয়া v. to be kicked (as by an 
animal). চাট মারা v. to kick. 

চাট2 [ cāṭa2 ] n a food that is to be taken by licking; any snack which is to be taken with an 
intoxicant. 

চাটিন [ cāṭani ] n a condiment, chutney, sauce. 

চাটা2 [ cāṭā2 ] v to lick. ☐ a. licked; given to or engaged in licking. ̃চািট n. repeated or continuous 
licking; act of licking each other; (iron.) intimacy or mutual laudation or compliment or 
adulation. ̃েনা v. to cause to lick. 

চাটi [ cāṭi ] n a coarse mat made of date leaves or palm-leaves or bamboo slips. 

চািট1 [ cāṭi1 ] a razed to the ground (িভেটমািট চািট). 
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চািট2, [ cāṭi2, ] n a blow or a stroke with the open palm of the hand, a slap. চািট মারা v. to slap. 

চািটম [ cāṭima ] n a kind of banana. 

চাটু1 [ cāṭu1 ] n a frying-pan. 

চাটু2, চাটুবাদ, চাটূিk [ cāṭu2, cāṭubāda, cāṭūkti ] n adulatory words, flattery, sycophancy. চাটুকার, 
চাটুবাদী, চাটুভাষী a. flattering. ☐ n. a flatterer, an adulator, a sycophant. fem. চাটুবািদনী, চাটুভািষণী ।. 

চাD, চাDা1 [ cāḍ◌়, cāḍ◌়ā1 ] n an instance or act of shoving up something forcefully, a forceful 
upward shove (চাD িদেয় েতালা); enthusiasm, earnestness, zeal (েলখাপDায় চাD); pressure or urgency 
(কােজর চাD). চাD থাকা v. to have keenness or zeal. চাD েদoয়া v. to give an upward shove with force. 
চাD িদেয় েখালা to prize or prise up, to force open. চাD িদেয় েতালা v. to shove up forcefully. 

চাDা2 [ cāḍ◌়ā2 ] n an instance or act of twirling or twisting up (েগাঁফ চাDা); a support, a prop. চাDা 
েদoয়া v. to twist up; to prop up. 

চািD [ cāḍ◌়i ] n (dial.) a large earthen manger. 

চাতক [ cātaka ] n a bird of the rainy reason, the pied crested cuckoo (wrongly believed to be a 
swallow). fem. চাতকী,, (inc. but pop.) চাতিকনী । 

চাতাল [ cātāla ] n a vestibule, a terrace. 

চাতুবর্ণর্য্ [ cāturbarṇya ] n the hierarchy of four principal castes amongst Hindus, namely, the 
brahmanas, the kshatriyas, the vaishyas and the shudras; prescribed practices of these castes. ☐ 
a. pertaining to these castes or their practices. 

চাতুমর্াs [ cāturmāsya ] n a vow that is to be observed for four months at a stretch. 

চাতুযর্ [ cāturya ] n intelligence; dexterity, skill, cleverness; artfulness; cunning, slyness. 

চাদর [ cādara ] n a sheet of cloth worn over the body; a cover made of cloth; a bedsheet; a thin 
sheet of metal or other things. 

চানকােনা [ cānakānō ] v to excite into activity or to speed up, to make active or prompt (চাকরেক 
চানকােনা, শরীর চানকােনা); to brighten, to brush up, to polish (আসবাবপt চানকােনা); to heat or fry slightly 
(মশলা চানকােনা). 
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চানা [ cānā ] n a kind of gram or chick-pea fried crisp. ̃চুর n. a crisp snack prepared by frying 
chick-pea, monkey-nuts and other things with salt and spices. 

চাnd [ cāndra ] a lunar (চাndগিত, চাndমাস) ̃মাস n. a lunar month. 

চাndায়ণ [ cāndrāẏaṇa ] n a kind of expiatory penance. 

চাপ1 [ cāpa1 ] n a bow; (geom.) an arc. 

চাপ2 [ cāpa2 ] n pressure (কােজর চাপ, বায়ুর চাপ, রেkর চাপ); weight, influence, request, importunity 
etc. (মােয়র চােপ পেD েস িবেয় করল); a layer (বরেফর চােপ চােপ). ☐ a. clotted, coagulated (চাপরk চাপদi); 
thick, close-set (চাপ-বুনন); massive and extensive. চাপ খাoয়া v. to be pressed; to coagulate, to 
thicken. চাপ েদoয়া v. to press. ̃দN n. a piston; a pump. ̃দািD n. massive or thick-set beard extending 
all over the cheeks and chin. ̃মান (যnt) n. a barometer. 

চাপকান [ cāpakāna ] n a loose and long robe (chiefly used as a part of official dress). 

চাপিট [ cāpaṭi ] n the posture of squatting or sitting on one's haunches with legs folded. চাপিট েখেয় 
বসা v. to sit upon one's haunches with legs folded, to squat; to sit tight or immovably; to remain 
seated obstinately. 

চাপD [ cāpaḍ◌় ] n a blow or stroke with the open plam of the hand, a slap. চাপD খাoয়া v. to be 
slapped. চাপD েদoয়া, চাপD মারা v. to slap. 

চাপDা [ cāpaḍ◌়ā ] n a flat piece of clod or turf. 

চাপDােনা [ cāpaḍ◌়ānō ] v to strike (chiefly repeatedly) with the open palm of one's hand, to slap 
or pat (chiefly repeatedly). 

চাপরাস, চাপরাশ [ cāparāsa, cāparāśa ] n the distinctive dress of the servants of a person or office 
or in stituation, a livery. ̃ধারী a. liveried. চাপরািস n. a liveried servant; an office messenger, an 
orderly, a chaprasi. 

চাপলয্ [ cāpalya ] n restlessness; fickleness; vivacity, liveliness; fluidity; wantonness; impudence, 
sauciness; talkativeness; levity; fleetingness; momentariness; rashness, imprudence. 

চাপা [ cāpā ] v to press; to compress; to suppress, to conceal, to hide (কথা চাপা); to restrain, to 
check (unিত চাপা); to extend, to cover ('পঞ্চেগৗD চািপয়া েগৗেDশব্র রাজা,' 'krkল চািপ'); to ride or mount 
(েঘাDায় চাপা); to board or get into (গািDেত চাপা); to come upon as a load or weight, to burden (ঘােD 
চাপা) ☐ n. act of pressing; compression; suppression, concealment; act of restraining; act of 
extending or covering; act of riding or mounting; act of boarding or getting into; a cover or lid 
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(ঘেটর চাপা, গেতর্র চাপা); a weight (কাগজ-চাপা). ☐ a. pressing or compressing (বুক-চাপা বয্থা); subdued, 
low, not clearly audible (চাপা গলা, চাপা sর); not prominent, dull (চাপা রং); covered (কাঁটােঝােপ চাপা); 
restrained, obstructed, frustrated (চাপা বরাত); sunk or depressed to a lower level (পৃিথবী utর-দিkেণ 
িকিঞ্চত্ চাপা); secretly circulated, private (চাপা gজব); secret, concealed, suppressed (চাপা dঃখ); 
uncommunicative, reserved (চাপা েলাক). ̃কাnা n. mute or suppressed weeping, inarticulate crying. 
চাপা গলায় in an undertone. ̃চািপ, (coll.) ̃চুিপ n. continuous pressing or thrusting or stuffing; mutual 
pressing; continuous solicitation; suppression, concealment; an attempt to suppress or conceal. 
চাপাচািপ করা v. to press or thrust or stuff continuously; to press mutually; to solicit or pester 
continuously; to suppress, to conceal; to endeavour to suppress or conceal. চাপা েদoয়া v. to cover; 
to suppress, to conceal, to hush up;; (as by a vehicle) to run over. চাপা পDা v. to be covered; to be 
suppressed, to be concealed or hushed up; to be run over (by a train, a vehicle etc.) চাপা sের in an 
undertone. েচেপ ধরা v. to hold tight or pressed; to press. েচেপ বসা v. to sit upon one's but tock; to sit 
tight; to sit firmly; to settle firmly; to be fixed tightly or firmly. েচেপ যাoয়া v. to avoid disclosing; 
to de sist from mentioning. েচেপ রাখা v. to keep pressed; to keep restrained; to keep concealed or 
undisclosed. (ঘােD) শয়তান চাপা to be possessed by a devil. 

চাপািট [ cāpāṭi ] n a piece of disc-shaped thin bread made by hand, chapati, chapattie, chapatty. 

চাপােনা [ cāpānō ] v to place upon (unেন হাঁিD চাপােনা); to load (গািDেত মাল চাপােনা); to burden (ঘােD 
চাপােনা); to cause to ride or mount (েঘাDায় চাপােনা); to cause to board or get into (যাtীেদর জাহােজ 
চাপােনা); to impute or ascribe (to) (েদাষ চাপােনা). 

চাবকােনা [ cābakānō ] v to whip, to lash, to flog, to flagellate, to scourge. চাবকািন n. whip ping, 
lashing, flogging, scourging, flagellation. 

চাবDা [ cābaḍ◌়ā ] n alt. of চাপDা । 

চািব, চািবকািট, চািবকািঠ [ cābi, cābikāṭi, cābikāṭhi ] n a key. চািব েদoয়া, চািব বn করা v. to key; to 
lock; to keep confined (েছেলটােক চািব িদেয় েরেখেছ); to keep shut (মুেখ চািব েদoয়া). 

চাবুক [ cābuka ] n a whip. a lash, a scourge, a flagellum. চাবুক খাoয়া v. to be whipped or flogged or 
scourged or flagellated. চাবুক মারা v. to whip, to flog, to scourge, to flagellate. 

চামচ [ cāmaca ] n a spoon; a ladle. চামচ িদেয় কাটা বা েতালা বা েদoয়া v. to spoon or ladle (out). 

চামচা [ cāmacā ] n a lackey, a servile follower. 

চামDা [ cāmaḍ◌়ā ] n skin; derm; (of larger animals & also dero.) hide; leather (চামDার জুেতা). কাঁচা 
চামDা hide. পাকা চামDা leather চামDা ছাDােনা, চামDা েতালা v. to flay, to skin. 
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চামর [ cāmara ] n a kind of fan or a brush for fanning made of the hair of a yak's tail; a fly-
whisk. ̃ধািরণী a. & n. fem. one who fans with the aforesaid fan or brush or fly-whisk. চামরী a. 
having this brush of fan. &square; n. the horse. 

চামািট, চামািত [ cāmāṭi, cāmāti ] n a strip of leather; a strop. 

চামার [ cāmāra ] n a shoemaker or tanner or currier (by caste or trade); (fig.) a merciless or base 
man; (fig.) a skinflint. fem. চামারিন । 

চামুNা [ cāmuṇḍā ] n a manifestation of Goddess Durga (দগুর্া) when she killed two giants—Chanda 
(চN) and Moonda (মুN). 

চােমিল [ cāmēli ] n a kind of sweet-scented white jessamine, Catalonian or Spanish Jasmine. 

চার2 [ cāra2 ] n bait (used to entice or catch fish (পুkের চার েফলা); the part of a pond where bait has 
been dropped (চাের মাছ আসেছ). 

চার3 [ cāra3 ] n & a. four. চার-আনা n. a fouth part, one-fourth, a quarter; four annas; a four anna 
piece. a. one-fourth (চার-আনা aংশ). চার-আিন n. a four-anna piece. ̃iয়াির a. elicited out of the meeting 
of four friends. ̃েকানা a. square; qudrangular. ̃খানা n. four pieces or bits or units. gণ a. four-
times. ̃চালা a. having a thatched roof consisting of four parts. ☐ n. a house having such a 
roof. ̃েচােখর িমলন the meeting of the eyes of two persons (usu. two lovers). ̃েচৗেকা a. square. ̃টা 
(coll.) ̃েট a. four. ☐ n. four o'clock. ̃িট a. four; a few or a little. ☐ n. four ̃িটখািন a. a little. ̃িদক n. 
four directions or sides or quarters; all directions or sides or quarters or places. ̃পায়া, (dial. 
corrup.) ̃পাi n. a kind of four-legged cot (usu. made of bamboo and coconutcoir). চার পােয় on all 
fours. ̃েপেয় a. four-legged, four-footed, quadruped. ̃েপায়া, (dial.) ̃েপা a. complete, full. ̃িভত same as 
চারিদক । ̃সnয্া four evenings; four parts or points of the day, namely, the morning, the noon, the 
evening and the midnight. চার-হাত eক করা v. to get a couple married, to marry. চার হােত পােয় on all 
fours. 

চারক [ cāraka ] a & n. one who tends or grazes (cattle). 

চারণ1 [ cāraṇa1 ] n act of tending or grazing cattle; a pasture, a grazing ground. ̃ভুিম n. pasture; 
pasture land. 

চারণ2 [ cāraṇa2 ] n a holy minstrel who sings the glory of a country or race or family. fem. চারণী 
। ̃গান, ̃গীিত n. song of the minstrel. 

চারণ3, চারণা [ cāraṇa3, cāraṇā ] n act of moving (পদচারণ). 
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চারা1 [ cārā1 ] n fragrant things thrown into a fishing area to allure fish; a fishing area into which 
fragrant things have been thrown to allure fish; a bait. 

চারা2 [ cārā2 ] n a remedy; a means of reparation or redress (e dগর্িতর চারা েনi). 

চারা3 [ cārā3 ] n a young plant, a sapling; a young fish, a spawn. ☐ a. newly-grown, newly-born, 
young (চারাগাছ, চারামাছ). 

চারােনা [ cārānō ] v to spread out, to scatter, to be or to make widespread. 

-চািরণী [ -cāriṇī ] a. fem of -চারী । 

চািরত [ cārita ] a tended, grazed; infused; conducted, led, driven. 

চািরt, চািরtয্ [ cāritra, cāritrya ] n character; conduct; good character; good conduct. চািরtপূজা n. 
hero-worship. চািরিtক a. relating to character or conduct; characteristic. 

-চারী [ -cārī ] in comp (used as sfx.) plying, moving (আকাশচারী); observing or adopting (bতচারী, 
িমথয্াচারী). 

চাr [ cāru ] a beautiful, pleasant, charming, good-looking (চাrদশর্ন, চাrেনt); fine, polite. ̃কলা n. 
fine art(s). ̃তা n. charm, handsomeness, loveliness; elegance, grace. ̃শীলা a. fem. having pleasing 
manners. ̃হািসনী a. fem. having a charming smile. 

চামর্ [ cārma ] a pertaining to skin, dermal, cutaneous; pertaining to hide; cuticular; pertaining to 
a shield. 

চাল1 [ cāla1 ] n rice. see also চাuল । 

চাল2 [ cāla2 ] n a thatched roof or covering, a thatch (ঘেরর চাল, েনৗকার চাল); a circular canvas of mat 
containing paintings of heavenly scenes placed at the back of an idol (usu. চালিচt). ̃kমেDা n. a kind 
of pumpkin the plant of which is allowed to creep up on a thatched roof. ̃চুলা (coll.) ̃চেুলা n. (lit.) a 
thatched roof overhead and an oven to cook; (fig.) food and shelter. চাল েকেট oঠােনা v. to evict 
(one) from one's homestead. 

চাল3 [ cāla3 ] n mode of living, practice, style (বেনিদ চাল); behaviour, manners (চালচলন, হালচাল); 
fashion (েসেকেল চাল); gait, movement (গদাiলশকির চাল); a deceitful device or move, a trick (চাল 
ফসকােনা); (in chess etc.) a move; affectation of superiority, airs (চাল মারা) চাল কমােনা v. to forgo or 
cut down costly style of living. ̃চলন n. bearing, demeanour; deportment. চাল চালা v. to play a trick 
(upon); to talk boastfully; (in chess) to make a move. চাল েদoয়া v. to give airs; to try to hood wink; 
(in chess) to make a move. চাল বদলােনা v. to change one's style of living, to adopt a new style of 
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living; to change a trick; (in chess) to change a move. ̃বাজ a. one who is accustomed to giving 
airs; a braggart. ̃বািজ n. the practice of giving airs; bragging. চাল বাDােনা v. to go in for a better style 
of living incurring thereby more expenses. চাল মারা v. to give airs; to speak boastfully. 

চালক [ cālaka ] a one who or that which drives or leads or manages or rules or commands. ☐ n. 
a driver; leader; a manager; a ruler; a commander. 

চালন, চালনা [ cālana, cālanā ] n act of moving (হsচালনা) act of wielding (aিসচালনা); exercise 
(মিs চালনা, েদহচালনা); application (বুিdচালনা); management, defraying expenses of (সংসারচালনা); 
ruling, governing (রাজয্চালনা); act of guiding, guidance (sপেথ চালনা); act of leading or commanding 
(ৈসnচালনা); act of directing (দৃি চালনা); act of driving (েপাতচালনা) চালনা করা v. to move; to wield; to 
direct; to exercise; to apply; to manage; to rule, to govern; to guide, to lead, to command; to 
drive. 

চালিন [ cālani ] n a sieve; a strainer. চালিন বেল সূঁচেক েতার েকন েছঁদা (lit.) a sieve laughs at the eye of 
a needle; (fig.) a man with countless defects laughs at a small defect in another, the pot calling 
the kettle black. 

চালনীয় [ cālanīẏa ] a that which or one who can be or is to be moved or wielded or exercised or 
applied or managed or ruled or guided or led or commanded or driven. 

চালপDা [ cālapaḍ◌়ā ] n a handful of rice charmed so as to detect criminals. 

চালা1 [ cālā1 ] a having a thatched roof, thatched (চালাঘর). ☐ n. a thatched house, a thatch; a hut. 

চালা2 [ cālā2 ] v to move (ঘুঁিট চালা); to wield (ast চালা); to exercise (মাথা চালা); to make a move; to 
apply (বুিd চালা, চাল চালা); to lead, to deploy (ৈসn চালা); to cause to move by means of occult power 
(বািট চালা); to circulate (কথা চালা). 

চালাক [ cālāka ] a clever; intelligent; sly; shrewd. চালািক n. cleverness; intelligence; slyness; 
shrewdness. চালািক করা v. to try to outwit or hoodwink; to try to prove one's cleverness. 

চালাঘর [ cālāghara ] n a thatched house or room, a thatch; a hut. 

চালাচািল [ cālācāli ] n act of moving or circulating about (ঘুঁিট-চালাচািল, কথা-চালাচািল). 

চালােনা [ cālānō ] v to conduct, to manage, to run, to carry on (pিত ান চালােনা, সংসার চালােনা, কাজ 
চালােনা); to drive, to steer, to pilot (গািD চালােনা, েনৗকা চালােনা, eেরােpন চালােনা); to wield, to use (ast 
চালােনা); to discharge or fire (gিল চালােনা); to circulate (েনাতুন টাকা চােলােনা); to introduce (েনাতুন িনয়ম 
চালােনা); to cause to accept (সমােজ চালােনা,); to find market for (বi চালােনা, পndবয্ চালােনা); to utter or 
put into circulation esp. unlawfully (জাল টাকা চালােনা); to cause to move by means of occult power 
(বািট চালােনা); to guide, to lead (েছেলেক িবপেথ চালােনা); to continue (গান চালােনা); to defray (খরচ চালােনা); 
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to cause to move or operate (েমিশন চালােনা, iেলকিTক পাখা চালােনা). পা চালােনা v. to move one's foot; to 
kick; to walk quickly or more quickly; to quicken one's steps; to paddle esp. more quickly. মুখ 
চালােনা v. to talk or eat (esp. varaciously); to scold; to complain, to grumble. হাত চালােনা v. to move 
one's hands esp. more quickly; to eat or work with the hand esp. quickly or more quickly; to beat. 

চালািন [ cālāni ] a relating to export; exported; exportable; consigned. চালািন কারবার export trade. 
চালািন মাল export goods; consigned goods, consignment; not locally produced or fresh. চালািন শুl 
export duty. 

চািলত [ cālita ] a moved; wielded; exercised; applied; managed; ruled, governed; guided; led or 
commanded; directed; driven. চািলত করা to move; to wield; to exercise; to apply; to manage; to 
rule, to govern; to guide; to lead or command; to direct; to drive. 

চালু [ cālu ] a current, in vogue (চালু মত); that which sells in the market, selling, salable (চালু মাল); 
running (চালু কারবার); (iron.) social and smart, unscrupulously clever (চালু েছেল). চালু করা v. to 
introduce; to give a start to; to make accepted or acceptable. চালু থাকা v. to be current, to be in 
vogue; to be running. চালু মাল a marketable or salable commodity; (iron.) a crafty and clever 
person. 

চাষ1 [ cāṣa1 ] n a species of the roller bird. 

চাষ2 [ cāṣa2 ] n tilling, ploughing, cultivation (জিমচাষ, ধােনর চাষ); agriculture; culture (মােছর চাষ); 
endeavour or practice for promotion, cultivation (বুিdর চাষ). চাষ করা v. to till, to plough, to grow 
(আল ুআখ মাছ iতয্ািদর চাষ করা); to cultivate. ̃বাস n. agriculture. 

চাষা, চািষ [ cāṣā, cāṣi ] n a ploughman, a husbandman, a cultivator, a farmer; (dero.) a rude or 
vulgar person, a boor; (dero.) a clod hopper. চাষােD a. (rare) like a cultivator; vulgar; uncultured; 
uneducated; obstinate; rustic. চাষাভুষা,, (coll.) চাষাভুেষা, চািষভুিষ n. (also a.) agriculturists; poor rustic 
people living by agriculture; uncultured or uneducated rustic people. েগঁেয়া চাষা (dero.) a 
clodhopper; a rustic. 

চাহন2 [ cāhana2 ] n act of looking at; act of opening one's eyes. 

চাহিন [ cāhani ] n a look, a glance. 

চািহদা [ cāhidā ] n need; demand. চািহদা েমটা v. get one's demand fulfilled. 

িচংিD [ ciṇḍ◌়i ] n the prawn or the shrimp. kেচা িচংিD, ঘুেসা িচংিD the shrimp. গলদা িচংিD the lobster. 
বাগদা িচংিD the crayfish or crawfish. েমাচা িচংিD, শলা িচংিD the prawn. 

িচঁ, িচঁ, িচঁ [ ci, n̐ci, n ̐ci ] int expressing: a low creeking sound of pain (as made by a small bird). 
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িচঁেD [ cin̐ḍ◌়ē ] n paddy moulded into flattened rice by boiling and then thrashing, flattened rice; 
(of playing-cards) the club. িচঁেD েকাটা v. to thrash boiled paddy into flattened rice. িচঁেDচয্াপটা a. 
(lit.) flattened as a grain of flattened rice; pressed hard. 

িচঁিহ, িচঁিহঁিহঁ [ cim̐hi, cim̐him̐hi ] int expressing a neighing sound. িচঁিহঁিহ ঁকরা v. to neigh; (iron.) to 
speak with a neighing voice. 

িচক [ cika ] n a kind of tight-fitting necklace looking like a laced object; a hanging door-screen 
or sun-blind of laced bam boo-slips etc., a chick. 

িচকিচক, িচকিমক [ cikacika, cikamika ] int expressing: glitter, glisten, sparkle. িচকিচক করা v. to 
sparkle, to glisten. িচকিচেক, িচকিমেক a. glistening, sparkling. 

িচকন1 [ cikana1 ] n fine embroidery work or needlework on cloth etc. (িচকেনর কাজ). ☐ a. fine 
(িচকন কাপD). 

িচকন2 [ cikana2 ] a glossy, glazing, lustrous; unctuous; beautiful. 

িচকনাi, েচকনাi [ cikanāi, cēkanāi ] n brightness; glow; glaze, gloss, lustre. 

িচকন-কালা [ cikana-kālā ] n a man having a beautifully dark complexion; an appellation of 
Krishna (কৃ ); beautiful Krishna. 

িচকিনয়া1 [ cikaniẏā1 ] a (in poet.) glossy, lustrous; unctuous; beautiful ('চূDা িচকিণয়া'). 

িচকিনয়া2 [ cikaniẏā2 ] infi. v (used as adv.) making (it) fine. ('িচকিণয়া গাঁিথn ফুলমালা'). 

িচকাির [ cikāri ] n shorter extra strings of a sitar. 

িচিকত্সক [ cikitsaka ] n a physician, a doctor, a medical practitioner; a medical officer (আবািসক 
িচিকত্সক = a resident medical officer). 

িচিকত্সনীয় [ cikitsanīẏa ] a that which or one who is to be treated medically; curable, 
remediable. 

িচিকত্সা [ cikitsā ] n the art or act of healing, (medical) treatment; a remedy, a medicine, cure (e 
েরােগর িচিকত্সা েনi). িচিকত্সা করা v. to treat medically; to practise medicine. িচিকত্সায় থাকা to be under 
treatment. ̃কৃতয্ক n. the medical service. ̃গার same as ̃লয় । ̃ধীন a. under (medical) treatment. ̃িবদয্া n. 
the art and science of healing, medical science, medicine. িচিকত্সা িব াট n. miscarriage of 
treatment on account of being wrongly treated or being treated by many physicians 
simultaneously. ̃লয় n. a place where patients are treated, a healing institution, a clinic; a hospital, 
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a nursing home. ̃শাst n. the science of healing, medical science; a medical treatise; medical 
treatises collectively; pathology. 

িচিকিত্সত [ cikitsita ] a treated medically, under treatment. 

িচিকত্s [ cikitsya) ] a same as িচিকত্সনীয় । 

িচকীষর্া [ cikīrṣā ] n desire for doing. িচকীষরু্ a. desirous of doing. 

িচkর [ cikura ] n hair ('িচkর ফুিরেছ বসন uিDেছ'); lightning 'িচkর িঝিকিমেক' ̃জাল n. (long and luxurant) 
tresses; a lock of hair. 

িচkণ [ cikkaṇa ] a smooth and bright; glossy; glazing, lustrous. 

িচkুর1 [ cikkura1 ] n a thunderbolt; a flash of lightning. িচkরু ঝন্ঝনা thunderclap. িচkরু হানেছ v. there 
is a thunderclap or a flash of lightning. 

িচkুর2 [ cikkura2 ] n (dial.) shrill and loud cry. িচkরু েদoয়া, িচkরু মারা v. to utter a shrill and loud cry, 
to scream, to shriek. 

িচঙ্গট [ ciṅgaṭa ] n the prawn or the shrimp. fem. িচঙ্গিট n. the shrimp. 

িচচ্ছিk [ cicchakti ] n (phill. & theol.) inherent or spiritual cognition or perception. 

ি়চজ1 [ ci◌়ja1 ] n (inf & coll.) a thing, an article; a valuable thing; (iron.) a shrewd or wicked or 
queer person or character (েস eকিট িচজ). 

িচজ2 [ cija2 ] n cheese. 

িচট1 [ ciṭa1 ] n a small piece of paper, a slip; a small letter usu. sent by hand, a note; a chit, a 
memorandum. 

িচট2 [ ciṭa2 ] n viscosity, adhesiveness (িচট ধরা) ̃িচেট a. viscous, adhesive, sticky. 

িচিঠ [ ciṭhi ] n a letter; an epistle; a memorandum; a missive. ̃চাপািট n. correspondence. ̃পt n. letter 
or letters; correspondence. 

িচD [ ciḍ◌় ] n a split, a crack, a rent, a slit; a crevasse; (fig.) dissension, estrangement, separation. 
িচD খাoয়া, িচD ধরা v. to split, to crack. 
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িচDিবD [ ciḍ◌়biḍ◌় ] int expressing: continuous itching and irritation. িচDিবD করা v. to itch and 
irritate continuously. 

িচিDক্ [ ciḍ◌়ik ] int expressing: the feeling of smarting pain. িচিDক মারা v. to smart. 

িচিDতন [ ciḍ◌়itana ] n (of playing-cards) the club. 

িচিDয়া [ ciḍ◌়iẏā ] n the bird. ̃খানা n. an aviary; (loos. & pop.) a zoo. 

িচত2 [ cita2 ] a lying or laid on one's back or in a dorsal position, (fig.) killed or defeated (েতামার 
শtrরা রণেkেt িচত). িচত করা v. to lay on one's back; (chiefly med.) to cause to turn to a dorsal 
position; to cause to turn turtle; (fig.) to de feat. িচত হoয়া v. to lie on one's back; (chiefly med.) to 
turn to a dorsal position; to turn turtle; (fig.) to be defeated. ̃পটাং, ̃পাত a. lying fully or flat on one's 
back. িচতপটাং বা িচতপাত হoয়া v. to lie or be laid fully on one's back; to be thrown to the ground on 
one's back. ̃সাঁতার n. a style of swimming by floating on one's back. 

িচত3 [ cita3 ] a culled, collected, plucked; stored, saved up; composed. 

িচত্ [ cit ] n (esp. in phil. & theol.) inherent or spiritual cognition or perception. 

িচত্কার [ citkāra ] n a shout; a scream; a yell. িচত্কার করা v. to shout; to scream; to yell. 

িচতল [ citala ] n a variety of flat-fish, the chital. 

িচতা1 [ citā1 ] n a kind of herb (রাংিচতা, েশব্তিচতা); musty spot on cloth caused by damp; mould, 
mildew; freckles, lentigo. িচতা পDা v. to become mouldy. 

িচতা2 [ citā2 ] n the Indian leopard, the cheetah. 

িচতা3 [ citā3 ] n a funeral pyre. ̃েরাহণ n. act of mounting one's funeral pyre for the purpose of being 
burnt. িচতােরাহণ করা v. to mount one's funeral pyre willingly for the purpose of being burnt; to die 
(cp. to lie in one's grave). ̃ভs n. the ashes of a funeral pile. রাবেণর িচতা the funeral pyre of Ravana 
of the Ramayana, said to be burning for ever; (fig.) an everlasting grief or torment. 

িচতােনা [ citānō ] v to lie or lay flat on one's back, (med.) to lie or lay in a dorsal position; to 
swell or expand (বুক িচতােনা); to awake. 

িচতাবাঘ [ citābāgha ] n the leopard. 

িচিত, িচিতসাপ [ citi, citisāpa ] n a kind of variegated snake with stripes. 
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িচিত-কাঁkDা [ citi-kān̐k◌়ḍ◌়ā ] n a variety of small crab, the fiddler. 

িচেতন [ citēna ] n the tenor portion of a musical composition. 

িচt [ citta ] n the mind; the heart. ̃েkাভ n. mental depression; dejection; grief; sorrow. ̃gাহী a. 
captivating; attractive; pleasant. ̃চাঞ্চলয্ n. mental agitation or perturbation; anxiety, worriedness; 
unsteadiness of mind; lack or loss of attention. ̃েচার n. a captivator of the mind or heart. ̃জয় n. 
winning somebody's heart. ̃দমন n. control of the mind; self restraint. দ̃াহ n. anguish; mortification; 
envy. ̃িনেরাধ n. absolute concentration of the mind to one and only one point; absolute inward 
concentration of the mind. ̃pসাদ n. mental contentment or pleasure, complacency. ̃িবকার n. per 
version or change of mental state or mood. ̃িবেkপ n. distraction of the mind; loss of concentration 
or attention. ̃িবচলন n. perturbation; disquiet; mental agitation. ̃িবেনাদন n. recreation, amusement, 
entertainment. ̃িবেনাদন করা v. to amuse. ̃িব ম n. beguilement of the mind; bewilderment. ̃বৃিt n. the 
faculty of the mind; feelings and inclinations. ে̃বদনা n. affliction, heartache. ̃ৈবকলয্ same as ̃িব ম 
। ̃ ংশ n. loss of mental powers, dementia. ̃রঞ্জন n. amusement, recreation, entertainment. ☐ a. 
amusing or pleasing to the heart, pleasant. ̃রিঞ্জনী বৃিt aesthetic faculty of the mind. ̃শুিd n. 
purification of the mind. ̃সংযম n. control of the mind; self-restraint. ̃ৈ হযর্ n. serenity of the mind, 
mental composure, self-possession. ̃হারী, িচtাকষর্ক a. captivating, fascinating. fem. িচtহািরণী । িচেtােdগ 
n. anxiety, worry. িচেtাnিত n. elevation of the mind. 

িচt [ citra ] n a picture, a painting, a drawing; a portrait; (esp. in geom.) a figure; a sketch; an 
illustration; a film or cinema; a description. ☐ a. amazing, wonderful; variegated. ̃ক n. the Indian 
leopard, the cheetah; a painter. ̃কর, ̃কার, ̃কৃত্ n. a painter. ̃কলা n. (the art of) painting. ̃কাবয্ n. an 
acrostic. ̃গn n. sweet fragrance; the yellow orpiment. ̃gp n. (myth.) the name of the secretary or 
clerk of Yama (যম) the god of death. ̃ণ n. act of painting or drawing or sketching; illustration; 
decoration; description; delineation, portrayal. ̃তারকা n. a film star. ̃নাটয্ n. a cinematic adaptation 
of a drama or story or fiction, scenario. ̃নাটয্কার n. a scenarist, a writer of scenarios. ̃িনপুণ a. skilled 
in painting. ̃ৈনপুn n. skill in painting. ̃pট n. a (painter's) canvas; a plate or canvas. ̃পুtিলকা n. a 
painted image or puppet. ̃ফলক n. a plate with a painting; a plate for painting; an easel. ̃বত্ adv. 
like a picture. ̃িবিচt a. particoloured, motley, variegated; decorated with various paintings, 
mottled. ̃িবদয্া n. the art and science of painting, painting. ̃ভাn n. fire; the sun. ̃ময় a. full of pictures 
or painting; picturesque; described or illustrated by pictures or drawings. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃মৃগ n. the 
spotted deer. ̃ল a. same as ̃ময় । ̃িলিপ n. ideogram; pictogram, pictorial symbol or writing. ̃শালা n. a 
painter's studio, an atelier; a picture gallery. ̃িশl n. the art of painting. ̃েশািভত a. decorated with 
pictures. ̃সমােলাচনা n. art criticism; film criticism. ̃িশlী n. a painter, an artist. ̃সূিচ n. list of 
illustrations (in a book). 

িচtা [ citrā ] n the fourteenth of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy. 

িচtাk [ citrākṣa ] a having beautiful eyes. 

িচtাঙ্কন [ citrāṅkana ] n drawing or painting pictures. 
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িচtাnগ [ citrānuga ] a picturesque; vivid. 

িচtািভেনতা [ citrābhinētā ] n a filmstar, an actor of a film. 

িচtায়ণ [ citrāẏaṇa ] n drawing pictures, painting pictures; making of a film. িচtািয়ত a. (of a 
picture) drawn; painted; (of a film) made, produced; cinematised. 

িচtািপর্ত [ citrārpita ] a drawn in a picture, painted; motionless like a painted figure. বত্ adv. as 
motionless as a painted figure. 

িচtালংকার [ citrālaṅkāra ] n (rhet.) a kind of writing in the shape of painting. 

িচিtণী [ citriṇī ] n a woman of the second order of physical excellence. 

িচিtত [ citrita ] a drawn in picture, painted; described; written; decorated; picturesque. ̃বত্ adv. 
like one painted; (dumb) like a picture. 

িচদাকাশ [ cidākāśa ] n the Supreme Being conceived as unperturbed or indifferent as the sky or 
conceived as identical or coinciding with the mind; God as conceived from the idealistic and 
introspective view point; (loos. but pop.) the canvas of the mind conceived as the sky, the 
firmament of the mind (িচদাকােশ uদয় হল). 

িচদাtা [ cidātmā ] n the conscious mind or spirit; the knowing or cognitive self; the thinking 
principle. 

িচদানn [ cidānanda ] n the Supreme Being conceived as the source of (spiritual) consciousness 
or cognition and delight of bliss. 

িচদাভাস [ cidābhāsa ] n manifestation or introduction of (spiritual) consciousness or knowledge; 
the soul of a living being, the individual soul, (cp. Latin) animus. 

িচdrপ [ cidrupa ] n the Soul or the Supreme Soul identified with (spiritual) consciousness and 
knowledge, the Supreme Being. 

িচন2 [ cina2 ] n & a coll. corrup. of িচনা (িচন পিরচয়, aিচন). 

িচনিচন [ cinacina ] int expressing very mild inflammation or pain. 

িচনা1, েচনা [ cinā1, cēnā ] v to recognize; to be acquainted with; to know; to identify (লাশ েচনা); to 
choose or differentiate (ভালমn েচনা); to learn (akর েচনা). ☐ a. acquainted; known; learnt; 
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familiar. ̃েনা, ে̃না v. to make one acquainted with, to introduce; to cause to know; to enable to chose 
or differentiate; to teach. েচনািচিন act of being acquainted. েচনাপিরচয়, েচনাশুনা n. acquaintance. 

িচন3 [ cina3 ] a small. ̃হাঁস n. small species of duck. 

িচিন [ cini ] n sugar. ̃পাতা a. sweetened with sugar in course of processing. িচিনপাতা দi sweetened or 
sugared curd. িচিনর বলদ (fig.) one who labours hard for another's profit but cannot share it; a 
drudge. েয খায় িচিন েজাগায় িচnামিণ (fig.) the cost of one's good habit is always met by Providence. 

িচnক [ cintaka ] a one who thinks, thinking. 

িচnন [ cintana ] n thinking; consideration, cogitation, pondering; meditation; recollection. িচnনীয় 
a. subject to or requiring thought or consideration or cogitation or meditation; thinkable, 
cogitable. 

িচnা [ cintā ] n thought, cogitation; meditation; consideration; recollection; imagination; fancy 
(udট িচnা); anxiety worry (িচnায় পDা, িচnাkল); concern, fear (বdৃ বয়েসর আঘাতিচnার কথা). িচnা করা v. to 
think; to cogitate; to meditate; to consider, to judge; to recollect; to imagine; to fancy; to devise; 
to be stricken with anxiety, to worry; to be stricken with fear. িচnা েনi never mind, don't worry; 
never fear. িচnা হoয়া v. to be worried; to be stricken with fear. িচnাকারী a. one who thinks or 
cogitates or meditates or considers or judges or recollects or imagines or fancies or devises; 
anxious, worried; stricken with fear. ̃kল, ̃kিলত a. extremely wor ried or perturbed or anxious or 
fright ened or alarmed or concerned. ̃জনক a. causing anxiety or worry or fear of concern. ̃jর n. 
morbidity caused by anxiety or worry or fear or concern. ̃িনমg, ̃িnত, ̃িভভূত, ̃মg a. (ex tremely) 
worried; (greatly) stricken with fear or concern; drowned in or overwhelmed with or lost in 
thought; thoughtful. ̃মিণ n. a mythological wishing gem; a philosopher's stone; God Narayana 
(নারায়ণ); God. ̃শীল a. thoughtful, meditative, musing; pensive; wise. 

িচিnত [ cintita ] a engaged in thinking; thoughtful; worried, anxious; stricken with fear or 
anxiety; recollected; considered; devised; meditated. ̃পূবর্ a. premeditated. ̃ভােব adv. anxiously; in a 
pensive mood, thoughtfully. িচnয্ a. requiring consideration, considerable; thinkable; cogitable. 

িচnয় [ cinmaẏa ] a personifying (true) consciousness or knowledge (often used as an epithet of 
the Supreme Being). fem. িচnয়ী । 

িচপটােনা [ cipaṭānō ] v flatten by squeezing or pressing. 

িচিপটক [ cipiṭaka ] n paddy moulded into flattened rice by boiling and then thrashing, flattened 
rice. 

িচবেনা, িচবােনা [ cibanō, cibānō ] v to chew, to masticate. ☐ a. chewed, masticated. কDম্D ্কের 
িচবােনা v. to crunch. হামহাম কের িচবােনা v. to munch. 
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িচবুক [ cibuka ] n the chin. 

িচবুিন [ cibuni ] n chewing, mastication. 

িচমটা [ cimaṭā ] n tongs; pincers; forceps. ̃িন n. act of pinching. ̃েনা v. to pinch. 

িচমিট [ cimaṭi ] n an instance of pinching, a pinch. িচমিট কাটা v. to pinch. 

িচমেD [ cimaḍ◌়ē ] a tough like dried hide (িচমেD লুিচ); very lean and dry (িচমেD গDন); obstinate or 
disobedient (িচমেD sভাব). 

িচমিন [ cimani ] n a chimney. 

িচরkট [ cirakuṭa ] n a small piece of paper, a slip; a short letter, a memorandum, a note; a piece 
of rag; a piece of dirty and ragged loincloth. 

িচরতা [ ciratā ] n a bitter-tasting medicinal herb, Swertia chirata. 

িচরনদাঁিত [ ciranadān̐ti ] a fem having sparsely set teeth, having spaced teeth. 

িচরা, েচরা [ cirā, cērā ] v to cleave, to split; to hew, to saw (কািঠ েচরা); to slice; to scratch (আমার গা 
িচেরেছ); to incise, to gash, to cut; to cut open, to operate (েপট িচের বার করা). ☐ a. cloven, cleft, split; 
sliced; scratched; incised, gashed; cut open, operated. 

িচরাi, েচরাi [ cirāi, cērāi ] n act of hewing or sawing; charge or cost of hewing or sawing. 

িচরাগত [ cirāgata ] a prevailing for ever; conventional, of long usage. 

িচরাচিরত [ cirācarita ] a practised for ever; practised through the ages; traditional. 

িচরােনা [ cirānō ] v to cause to cleave or split or hew or saw or slice or scratch or incise or gash or 
cut open or operate. 

িচরাভয্s [ cirābhyasta ] a practised or habituated for a long time or for ever. 

িচরাভয্াস [ cirābhyāsa ] n a long or permanent practice or habit. 

িচরায়ত [ cirāẏata ] a pervading or pervaded for ever; all-pervading; eternal and universal. িচরায়ত 
সািহতয্ classical literature, classics. 
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িচরায়মানা [ cirāẏamānā ] a fem existing or living for ever; immortal; long-lived. 

িচরায়,ু িচরায়ু ান [ cirāẏu, cirāẏuṣmāna ] a living forever, immortal; long-lived. fem. িচরায়ু তী 
immortal; long-lived; never-widowed. 

িচরাি ত [ cirāśrita ] a of one who is for ever sheltered or protected. 

িচr◌ুিন, িচrিন [ ciruuni ] n a comb; an instrument for combing or carding wool etc., a card; a 
heckle. 

িচল [ cila ] n a kind of rapacious bird, the kite. 

িচলমিচ [ cilamaci ] n a basin for washing hands and mouth, a wash-basin. 

িচেল েকাঠা [ cilē kōṭhā ] n an attic, a garret. 

িচlািচিl [ cillācilli ] n a hue and cry, an uproar, a hullabaloo, an outcry. িচlািচিl করা v. to make a 
hullabaloo, to raise an uproar. 

িচlােনা [ cillānō ] v to shout, to give a loud or sharp cry; to make a hullabaloo, to raise an uproar. 

িচh [ cihna ] n a stain, a stigma, a spot (কািলর িচh, kতিচh); a mark, a line (সীমািচh); an impression, 
a print (পদিচh); a sign (মৃতুয্র িচh, dঃেখর িচh); an insignia, a symbol (রাজিচh); a token (pণয়িচh); a 
hint, a beck, a beacon; a notation. kতিচh n. a cicatrice, a scar left by a healed wound. sৃিতিচh n. a 
memento, a keepsake. িচিhত a. stained, stigmatized, branded, stamped; marked; marked off; 
printed; bearing a sign. 

চীন [ cīna ] n China. চীন সাধারণতnt n. the Chinese Republic. 

চীনা [ cīnā ] n a Chinaman, a Chinese. ☐ a. Chinese. চীনাংশুক n. Chinese silk. ̃ঘাস China 
grass. ̃বাদাম n. ground-nut, peanut, monkey-nut. ̃মািট n. porcelain, chinaclay, kaolin. ̃মািটর বাসন 
chinaware, china, porcelain. ̃িসdঁর n. the Chinese vermilion or red lead. 

চীবর [ cībara ] n a piece of scanty loincloth as worn by an ascetic; a piece of rag. 

চীর [ cīra ] n a piece of rag; bark of a tree; a slip of paper. 

চীণর্ [ cīrṇa ] a torn; cleaved; split; cracked. 

চুঁiচুঁi [ cum ̐icum̐i ] int expressing: a mild singing sound caused by boiling; an uneasy feeling 
caused by extreme hunger or contraction. 
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চঁুিচ [ cun ̐ci ] n (vul.) the breasts of a woman. 

চুঁয়া, েচায়ঁা [ cum̐ẏā, cōm̐ẏā ] a giving out a bad smell as of the smoke of coal (েচাঁয়া dধ); tasting of 
bile, bilious (েচাঁয়া েঢkর = bilious eructation). চুঁয়ােনা v. to calcine slightly or partly. ☐ a. calcined 
slightly or partly. 

চুক [ cuka ] n (used as a correl. of ভুল) a fault, a defect, a failing. 

চুকচুক [ cukacuka ] int expressing: mild sound of licking or sipping liquids; sound of sucking or 
lisping. 

চুকিল [ cukali ] n act of informing against maliciously (and usu. falsely), tale-bearing; backbiting. 
চুকিল খাoয়া v. to inform against maliciously (and usu. falsely); to backbite. ̃েখার a. given to tale-
bear ing or backbiting. ☐ n. a tale-bearer; a backbiter. 

চুকা1 [ cukā1 ] a (dial.) sour, acid. চুকা পালং a variety of sorrel. 

চুকা2, েচাকা [ cukā2, cōkā ] v to be finished, to end, to terminate (কাজ েচাকা); to be decided or 
settled (মামলা চুেকেছ); to be solved (সমsা চুেক যােব); to be repaid (েদনা েচাকা). 

চুকােনা [ cukānō ] v to finish, to end, to complete; to decide or settle; to solve; to repay. 

চুিk [ cukti ] n a term, a condition, a stipulation (দিলেলর চুিk); a contract, an agreement (চুিk করা); 
a settlement (মামলার চুিk হoয়া); completion or termination (eতkেণ খাটুিনর চুিk). চুিk করা v. to make a 
condition, to stipulate; to enter into an agreement, to contract. ̃নামা n. a deed of agreement, a 
contract. ̃ভঙ্গ n. breach of contract. 

চুিঙ্গ, চুিঙ [ cuṅgi, cuṅi ] n a narrow and small pipe or tube; duty on exports and imports; octroi or 
duty levied on goods entering a town for sale (also চুিঙ্গকর). 

চুচুক [ cucuka ] n the nipple, the teat, the pap. 

চুচুকৃিত [ cucukṛti ] n a mild noise of licking or sipping or sucking or lisping or kissing; the 
nipple, the teat, the pap. 

-চুঞু্চ [ -cuñcu ] a (used as a sfx.) famed for proficiency in (nায়চুঞ্চু; িবদয্াচুঞ্চু). 

চুটিক1 [ cuṭaki1 ] n (sl.) a tuft of uncut hair kept at the back of the head by some Brahmins. 
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চুটিক2 [ cuṭaki2 ] n a ring with small bells worn by women on their toes; a sound made by 
rubbing the thumb and the middle finger (cp. fillip, flip); a pinch; easy fa miliar talk or writing 
gossip. ☐ a. light; flippant; short light and humorous or sarcastic (চুটিক সািহতয্). 

চুটােনা [ cuṭānō ] v to do one's utmost, to employ or exert utmost strength or power, to apply 
one's energies to the full (চুিটেয় কাজ করা). 

চুD [ cuḍ◌় ] n a bracelet. 

চুিD [ cuḍ◌়i ] n a variety of thin bangle. ̃দার a. (of garments) plaited. ☐ n. the Indian woman's 
pyjama-like dress plaited at the fringes, the salwar. 

চুন [ cuna ] n lime; calcium. ☐ a. pale (মুখ চুন হoয়া). চুন েফাটােনা v. to slake lime. চুেনর জল limewater. 
চুেনর ভািট a lime-kiln. 

চুনকাম [ cunakāma ] n whitewash, limewash. চুনকাম করা v. to whitewash, to limewash. 

চুনকািল [ cunakāli ] n (fig.) disrepute, disgrace, infamy. মুেখ চুনকািল েদoয়া (lit.) to be smear one's 
face with lime-paste and soot as a mark of disgrace; (fig.) to put to shame, to disgrace. 

চুনট [ cunaṭa ] n a pucker, a wrinkle; contraction, shrinking; (of garments) a frill. ☐ a. puckered, 
wrinkled; contracted, shrivelled; frilled. 

চুনবািল [ cunabāli ] n mixture of sand, lime and water (so prepared or mixed for plastering walls 
etc.), mortar. (েদoয়াল pভৃিতেত) চুনবািল ধরােনা v. to plaster (walls etc.) with the mixture of sand and 
lime or mortar. 

চুনা1 [ cunā1 ] a limy, calcareous, calciferous. ̃পাথর limestone. 

চুনাির2 [ cunāri2 ] n a lime-manufacturer by caste or trade. 

চুিন [ cuni ] n a ruby; an emerald. 

চুnির1 [ cunuri1 ] n a piece of coloured or dyed loin cloth or cloth. ☐ a. coloured, dyed. 

চুেনাপুঁিট [ cunōpun̐ṭi ] n very small fish; (sarcas.) a negligible person, a small fry. 

চুপ [ cupa ] a silent, hushed; speechless. ☐ int. silence, hush. চুপ করা v. to become silent; to keep 
quiet, to keep mum; to hush. চুপ করােনা v. to silence, to hush. চুপ থাকা v. to remain silent; to keep 
quiet. চুপ মারা, চুপ হoয়া v. to become silent; to stop talking; to stop, to cease (েগালমাল চুপ হoয়া). 
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চুপচাপ [ cupacāpa ] a silent; noiseless; speechless; inactive (িবpবীরা চুপচাপ হেয় েগেছ); ceased, 
discontinued (আেnালন চুপচাপ হoয়া). ☐ adv. noiselessly, without noise (চুপচাপ কাজ কের যায়). চুপচাপ 
sভােবর by nature calm and secretive. 

চুপিট [ cupaṭi ] a perfectly silent or noiseless or speechless. চুপিট কের, চপুিট েমের quite silently or 
noiselessly or speechlessly. 

চুপিD [ cupaḍ◌়i ] n a wicker-basket. 

চুপসা, চুপসােনা1 [ cupasā, cupasānō1 ] a depressed, sunk, fallen, shrunken (চুপসা গাল); shrunk esp. 
be cause of the coming out of the inside matter (চপুসা েফাDা). ☐ v. to become depressed, to sink, to 
fall; to shrink. 

চুপসােনা2 [ cupasānō2 ] v to soak, to absorb, to smudge (bিটং কাগেজ কািল চুপসােনা). 

চুিপচুিপ, চুিপসাের, চুেপচুেপ [ cupicupi, cupisārē, cupēcupē ] adv noiselessly; unobservedly; 
stealthily, lurkingly; secretly; whisperingly. 

চুবািন, চুবুিন [ cubāni, cubuni ] n a spell or act of dipping, immersion. 

চুবােনা [ cubānō ] v to immerse thoroughly for a time, to immerse. ☐ a. dipped, immersed. 

চুমিক [ cumaki ] n a spangle, a foil, a tinsel. ̃বসােনা a. spangled, tinselled. 

চুমkিD [ cumakuḍ◌়i ] n the sound of noisy kissing; any similar sound. চুমkিD েদoয়া v. to kiss 
noisily; to sip or suck noisily. 

চুমরােনা [ cumarānō ] v to adulate or cajole into doing something; to twist the end(s) of (েগাঁপ 
চুমরােনা). 

চুমির [ cumari ] n the spathe of the coconut, date etc. 

চুমুক [ cumuka ] n a draught, a sip. চুমুক েদoয়া v. to take a draught, to sip. eক চুমুেক in one sip, at a 
draught. 

চুmi [ cumbi ] v (poet.) kisses, kiss. ☐ v. imp. (poet.) kissing. 

চুmক [ cumbaka ] n magnet, lodestone, loadstone (also চুmক-পাথর); an abstract, a gist, a summary 
(nায়শােstর চুmক). তািDত-চুmক n. electro-magnet. ̃েkt n. a magnetic field. ̃t n. magnetic force or 
power; magnetism. ̃tহরণ n. demagnetization. ̃ন n. magnetization. ̃শলাকা n. a magnetic needle. 
চুmিকত a. magnetized. চুmকীয় a. magnetic. 
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চুmন [ cumbana ] n kissing; a kiss. চmুন করা v. to kiss. 

চুিmত [ cumbita ] a kissed; touched; contiguous. 

চুmী [ cumbī ] a (sfx.) kissing; touching; contiguous; scraping (গগনচুmী). 

চুয়া [ cuẏā ] n a kind of condensed perfume. 

চুয়াtর [ cuẏāttara ] n. & a seventy-four. 

চুয়ােনা [ cuẏānō ] v to fall in drops, to exude, to ooze; to distil. ☐ a. fallen or falling in drops, 
exuded or exuding, oozed or oozing; distilled. চুয়ািন n. oozing; exudation. 

চুয়াn [ cuẏānna ] n. & a fifty-four. 

চুয়ািlশ [ cuẏālliśa ] n. & a forty-four. 

চুর [ cura ] n powder, dust (েলাহাচুর). ☐ a. stupefied, dazed (েনশায় চুর); pulverized; crumbled; 
destroyed ('যশ aথর্ মান sাথর্ সকিল কেরছ চুর'). 

চুরমার [ curamāra ] a broken or crumbled or shattered to pieces; utterly destroyed. 

চুরািশ [ curāśi ] n. & a eighty-four. 

চুির [ curi ] n an instance or act of stealing, pilferage, theft. চুির করা v. to steal, to pilfer; to lift. চুির 
হoয়া v. to be stolen. ̃চামাির n. pilferage, filching; unfair and shameful act or means; stealth. চুির কের 
by means of stealing; by stealth, stealthily. 

চুrট [ curuṭa ] n a cigar not pointed at either end, a cheroot; a cigar. চুrট খাoয়া v. to smoke a 
cheroot or cigar. চুrিটকা n. a small cheroot or cigar, cigarette. 

চুল [ cula ] n hair (of the head). চুল eলােনা v. to dishevel hair. চুল েখালা v. to undo or undress hair. চুল 
বাঁধা v. to dress hair; to do up or put up hair. চুেলর েগাছা a tuft of hair. চুেলর েগাDা the root of hair. 
eকচুল a. amounting to the turning of a hair; hair's breadth. ☐ adv. by a hair's breadth. ে̃চরা a. hair-
splitting. চুল-েচরা িবচাের by judgement resting on subtle arguments and fine distinctions. চুল েচরা 
িবচার করা বা pেভদ করা v. to split hair. প̃িরমাণ a. hair-breadth. 

চুলকনা, চুলকিন [ culakanā, culakani ] n itches, scabbies; an itching sensation, itching; (sarcas.) 
undue curiosity, or interest. 
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চুলকােনা [ culakānō ] v to itch; to be stricken with a desire for scratching. িপঠ চুলকােনা v. (sarcas.) 
to be desirous of being beaten or flogged. মুখ চুলকােনা, িজভ চুলকােনা v. (hum.) to be desirous of 
speaking or of opening one's mouth. হাত চুলকােনা v. (hum.) to be desirous of beating or flogging. 

চুলবুল [ culabula ] int expressing restlessness. চুলবুল করা v. (sarcas.) to be restless. িপঠ চুলবুল করা v. 
to itch for having a beating or flogging. মুখ চুলবুল করা v. (hum.) to itch for opening one's mouth, to 
itch for talking. হাত চুলবুল করা v. (hum.) to have an itch to beat or flog. চুলবুেল a. restless. চুলবুলািন n. 
restlessness. 

চুিl [ culli ] n an oven; a furnace; a stove; a pyre. 

চুষা, েচাষা [ cuṣā, cōṣā ] v to suck. ☐ a. sucked (বাdেDেচাষা ফল); sucking (রkেচাষা). চুষােনা, েচাষােনা. a. 
to cause to suck. 

চুিষ [ cuṣi ] n an artificial nipple or pap. (also চুিষকািঠ). ̃িপেঠ n. a kind of semi-liquid dish of 
sweetmeat. 

চূDা [ cūḍ◌়ā ] n top, summit (বৃkচDূা, পবর্তচDূা); a peak; a pinnacle (মিnেরর চূDা); a diadem, a crown, a 
coronet; the solemn ceremony of shaving one's head leaving a tuft of hair uncut; (cp.) tonsuring 
(also চূDাকরণ, চূDাকমর্); a tuft of hair thus left out uncut (চূDা বাঁধা). চূDাn n. the acme or extreme; 
conclusion, decision; finality. ☐ a. extreme; conclusive, decisive; final. ̃মিণ n. a jewel for a 
diadem or crown; a title awarded to some scholars; (fig.) the best or chief man. ̃মিণেযাগ n. a 
conjunction of planets regarded as holy by Hindus. 

চূত [ cūta ] n (for.) the mango tree; the mango. ̃mঞ্জির n. mango-bud. 

চূণর্ [ cūrṇa ] n powder, dust; lime; coloured powder thrown at one another on the holi (েহািল) 
festival. ☐ a. pulverized, powdered; broken; fractured (aি হ চূণর্ হoয়া); utterly destroyed (আশা চূণর্ 
হoয়া.). ̃কার n. a manufacturer of lime (by trade or caste). ̃knল n. forelock; a ringlet. ̃ন n. 
pulverization; act of breaking; act of fracturing; utter destruction. ̃নীয় a. pulverizable; breakable; 
frangible; easily fractured; destructible; that which is to be pulverized or broken or 
destroyed. ি̃বচূণর্ a. broken to pieces, broken to smithereens; utterly pulverized; utterly destroyed. 
চূিণর্ত, চূণর্ীকৃত, চুণর্ীভূত a. pulverized, powdered; broken; fractured; utterly destroyed. 

চূষণীয় [ cūṣaṇīẏa ] a that which is to be or can be sucked. 

চূিষত [ cūṣita ] a sucked. 

েচঁচািD [ cēn̐cāḍ◌়i ] n a slip or lath of bamboo. 

েচঁচািন [ cēn̐cāni ] n same as েচঁচােমিচ । 
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েচঁচােনা [ cēn ̐cānō ] v to shout; to scream; to yell; (dero.) to talk or read or sing or lecture loudly. 
েচঁিচেয় adv. loudly, in a loud voice. 

েচঁচােমিচ [ cēn̐cāmēci ] n a confused loud noise, hulla baloo, hue and cry. েচঁচােমিচ করা v. to make a 
hullabaloo; to clamour, to raise a hue and cry. 

েচঁেচপুঁেছ [ cēn̐cēpun̐chē ] adv by licking a plate or dish or any similar object dry; by licking up 
entirely. 

েচক1 [ cēka1 ] n a pattern of cross lines forming small squares, a check; a piece of checked cloth. 
☐ a. checked, checkered, chequered. েচক-কাটা a. checked, checkered, chequered. 

েচক2 [ cēka2 ] n a bank-cheque, a cheque. েচক কাটা v. to write out a cheque, to draw a cheque. েচক 
ভাঙ্গােনা v. to cash a cheque. (বয্াঙ্ক কতৃর্ক) েচেক টাকা না েদoয়া v. to dishonour a cheque, to bounce. ̃দািখলা 
n. a descriptive rent-receipt (given by a landowner containing the particulars about the land and 
its tenancy). ̃বi n. a cheque-book. ̃মুিD n. the counterfoil of a descriptive rent receipt. 

েচঙ্গমুDী, েচঙ্গমুিD [ cēṅgamuḍ◌়ī, cēṅgamuḍ◌়i ] a (usu. fem.) having an extremely small head 
(েচঙ্গমুDী কাণী). 

েচটী, েচিটকা, েচDী [ cēṭī, cēṭikā, cēḍ◌়ī ] n. fem a maid-servant; a female attendant or follower; 
(myth.) a female guard of Lanka, a female guard, a guardswoman. masc. েচট, েচটক, েচD a man-
servant, a servant; a follower or attendant; a guard, a guardsman. 

েচেটা [ cēṭō ] n the palm (of the hand); the sole (of the foot). 

েচতঃ [ cētḥ ] n the mind; the heart; mental powers, cognition; mental attitude, mentality; animus. 

েচতক [ cētaka ] a one who or that which gives consciousness or knowledge; enlightening; 
animating. 

েচতন [ cētana ] a conscious; sensible; having knowledge, knowing, enlightened; animated; 
living. ☐ n. consciousness; sensibility; conscience; knowledge, enlightenment, light; animation; 
a living being, an animate creature; the soul (cp. Latin anima or animus). েচতন পদাথর্ an animate 
object. 

েচতনা [ cētanā ] n consciousness; sensibility; sensation; feeling; perception; conscience; 
knowledge; cognition; good sense (পািপে র েচতনা হoয়া); animation, life. েচতনা থাকা v. to have 
consciousness or sensibility or sensation; to be conscious or aware of; to have animation. েচতনা 
জাগােনা v. to instil consciousness or awaken sensation; to give knowledge; to make one conscious 
of a fault etc. েচতনা পাoয়া v. to regain consciousness; to come back to senses; to become conscious 
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of a fault etc. ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. unconscious, insensible; impercipient, insensitive. েচতনা হারােনা v. to lose 
consciousness; to swoon, to faint. 

েচতা [ cētā ] v to regain consciousness; to become conscious; to become active. েচতােনা v. to bring 
to consciousness; to make conscious; to warn; to make active, to animate, to stimulate; to tease, 
to irritate. 

েচতাবিন [ cētābani ] n a warning. 

েচন [ cēna ] n a chain. 

েচপটা [ cēpaṭā ] a flat (েচপটা নাক); flattened (usu. by pressure.) ̃েনা v. to make flat, to flatten. ☐ a. 
flattened. 

েচয় [ cēẏa ] a that which is to be or should be plucked or culled or collected. 

েচয়ার [ cēẏāra ] n a chair. ̃ময্ান n. a chairman. 

েচেয় [ cēẏē ] con than. 

েচরাগ [ cērāga ] n (Mus.) a lamp (usu. a small and cheap one). েচরািগ n. a piece of rentfree land 
granted for bearing the cost of burning lamps regularly in the tomb of a Muslim saint. 

েচল [ cēla ] n loincloth; garment, raiment. 

েচলা1 [ cēlā1 ] n a kind of very small silvery fish. 

েচলা2 [ cēlā2 ] n a disciple, a follower, a chela. ̃িগির n. discipleship. েযমন gr েতমিন েচলা like master, 
like man. 

েচলা3, েচলাকাঠ [ cēlā3, cēlākāṭha ] n a chopped log of wood. 

েচলােনা [ cēlānō ] v to chop or cause to chop (as with an axe). 

েচিল, েচিলকা [ cēli, cēlikā ] n a kind of silk cloth or loincloth usu. worn in religious festivals. 

েচেলা [ cēlō ] n a violincello, a cello. 

েচ ক [ cēṣṭaka ] a one who endeavours, endeavouring, trying; one who seeks; enterprising. 

েচ ন [ cēṣṭana ] n act of endeavouring or trying; act of seeking. 
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েচ মান [ cēṣṭamāna ] a engaged in endeavouring or seeking or procuring. 

েচ া [ cēṣṭā ] n an instance or act of trying, an endeavour, an attempt; an effort; an enterprise; act 
of seeking েচ  করা, েচ া পাoয়া v. to try, to endeavour; to at tempt; to seek. ̃চিরt n. continuous or 
careful effort or efforts. ̃িnত same as েচ মান । ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. effortless; unenterprising; inactive; idle. 

েচি তবয্ [ cēṣṭitabya ] a worth attempting, endeavouring. 

েচহারা [ cēhārā ] n appearance; countenance; form, figure, shape. েচহারা েদখােনা v. to show oneself 
in, to present oneself, to ap pear; to appear as, to seem (to be), to look. 

ৈচতন [ caitana ] n a tuft of uncut hair on the head maintained esp. by a Brahmin. 

ৈচতn [ caitanya ] n consciousness; sensibility; sensation; feeling; perception; conscience; 
knowledge; cognition; good sense; animation, life; awakening; watchfulness; (chiefly sarcas.) a 
tuft of uncut hair on the head maintained by Hindus esp. by a Brahmin. ৈচতn থাকা v. to have 
consciousness or sensibility or sensation; to be conscious or aware (of); to have animation. ৈচতn 
জাগােনা v. to instil with consciousness of sensation; to give knowledge; to make one conscious of a 
fault etc. ৈচতn পাoয়া v. to regain consciousness; to come back to one's senses; to become 
conscious of a fault etc.; to earn knowledge. ৈচতn হারােনা v. to lose consciousness; to swoon, to 
faint. 

ৈচতেnাদয় [ caitanyōdaẏa ] n dawning of consciousness; spiritual awakening; coming to one's 
senses, regaining consciousness. 

ৈচতািল [ caitāli ] n the crop of the month of Chaitra (ৈচt); rent or revenue to be paid in the month 
of Chaitra (ৈচt); vernal breeze; emotion or passion experienced during the spring, vernal emotion 
or passion. ☐ a. grown in or relating to the month of ৈচt । 

ৈচিত [ caiti ] a of the month of Chaitra (ৈচt). 

ৈচt, ৈচিtক [ caitta, caittika ] a mental. 

ৈচতয্1 [ caitya1 ] n a place of worship or sacrifice; a Buddhist monastery or shrine or monument 
esp. one containing one or more relics of Gautama Buddha. 

ৈচতয্2 [ caitya2 ] a relating to a (funeral) pyre. ☐ n. a tree near a cemetery to be worshipped by 
Jainas (ৈজন). 

ৈচt [ caitra ] n the last month of the Bengali year (from the middle of March to the middle of 
April.) ̃সংkািn n. the last day of the month of Chaitra. 
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ৈচন, ৈচিনক [ caina, cainika ] a Chinese (ৈচিনক সংsৃিত). 

েচা ঁ[ cō ] int expressing: the noise of swishing movement or of sucking quickly in one breath. েচাঁ 
কের adv. very quickly; with a swishing movement, boltingly; in one breath. েচাঁচা adv. (also a.) 
straight ahead and with utmost speed. েচাঁচা েদৗD মারা v. to dart or bolt straight ahead, to scamper 
off. েচাঁ েচাঁ কের adv. very quickly; swishingly; quickly and breathlessly (েচাঁ েচাঁ কের dধ খাoয়া). 

েচাঁচ [ cōn̐ca ] n slender but finely pointed fibre of wood, bamboo etc. 

েচাক [ cōka ] n (obs.) one-fourth of a kahan (কাহন); one-fourth of anything; a symbol indicating 
one-fourth. 

েচাকলা [ cōkalā ] n rind or skin of fruits and vegetables; husk of corn; a flake or slice. 

েচাখ [ cōkha ] n the eye. েচাখ oঠা v. to be afflicted with ophthalmia or inflammation of the eye. 
েচাখ গালা v. to force out the eyeballs with fingers, to gouge. েচাখ ঝলসােনা v. to dazzle the eye, to 
dazzle; to be dazzled. েচাখ টাটােনা v. to have pain in one's eyes; (fig.) to be stricken with jealousy, 
to envy. েচাখ েটপা, েচাখ ঠারা v. to inctitate, to wink (at); to wink significantly. েচাখ েদoয়া v. to cast an 
evil eye on. েচাখ ধাঁধােনা same as েচাখ ঝলসােনা । েচাখ পাকােনা v. to goggle in anger, to roll one's eyes; 
to frown. েচাখ িপটিপট করা v. to blink; to wink. েচাখ েফাটা v. (of young birds) to have eyes opened for 
the first time; (fig.) to be enlightened (esp. suddenly). েচাখ বুেজ থাকা v. (fig.) to refuse to take 
notice of, to close eyes to, to connive at. েচাখ েবাজা v. to close or shut eyes; (fig.) to die. েচাখ রাঙ্গােনা, 
েচাখ লাল করা v. (lit.) to redden one's eyes; (fig.) to look with angry eyes. েচাখ রাখা v. to keep a watch 
(on), to keep an eye (on). েচােখ আঙুল িদেয় েদখােনা v. to show or demonstrate or prove beyond doubt. 
েচােখ েচােখ রাখা v. to keep always an eye on; to keep under continuous observation or constant 
watch or surveillance. েচােখ জল আসা v. to have tears in one's eyes, to feel like weeping. েচােখ ধুেলা 
েদoয়া v. (fig.) to throw dust in one's eyes, to hoodwink. েচােখ-মুেখ কথা বলা v. to talk smartly and 
cleverly; to display one's gift of the gab; to talk overmuch in order to conceal something; to talk 
too much; to prattle. েচােখর আDােল out of sight; unobservedly; at one's back. েচােখর uপের before 
ones eyes. েচােখর জল a tear-drop, tear. েচােখর জল েফলা v. to weep, to shed tears. েচােখর তারা pupil of 
the eye. েচােখর েদখা act of seeing only and nothing else; seeing only for a moment. েচােখর েনশা a 
fascination of the eye, a strong desire of seeing only and nothing else. েচােখর পাতা eyelid. েচােখর 
বািল a mote in one's eye; (fig.) an eyesore. েচােখর ভুল illusion; opticalillusion. েচােখর মিণ n. the pupil 
of the eye; (fig.) a darling, a very dear person. েচােখর মাথা খাoয়া (in abuses) to be lacking in ability 
to see, to fail to take notice (of), to be unobservant. েচােখ সরেষ ফুল েদখা (fig.) to be dazed (esp. 
being stricken with fear); to find everything falling to ruin. কটা েচাখ brown eyes (as those of a 
cat). রাঙা েচাখ, লাল েচাখ eyes reddened with anger or intoxication. সাদা েচাখ natural (that is not 
intoxicated or otherwise affected) vision, plain eyes; েচাখখািক, েচাখখািগ a. fem. (in abuses) blind. 

েচাখল [ cōkhala ] a having eyes; clever and smart. 
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েচাখা [ cōkhā ] a cutting or piercing or pointed, sharp (েচাখা বাণ); severe, pungent, cutting (েচাখা 
কথা); clever and smart, intelligent, all-round (েচাখা েলাক); genuine, pure (েচাখা মাল). 

েচাখােচািখ, েচাখাচুিখ [ cōkhācōkhi, cōkhācukhi ] n act of seeing or meeting or facing one another. 

েচাখােলা [ cōkhālō ] a tasting rich (েচাখােলা রাnা); clever and smart, all-round (েচাখােলা েলাক); sharp 
(েচাখােলা বাণ); pungent (েচাখােলা কথা). 

েচােখা [ cōkhō ] a. comp having an eye or eyes or vision, -eyed, -sighted (eকেচাখা). 

েচাগা [ cōgā ] n a loose outer garment (resembling a surplice) 

েচাঙ, েচাঙা [ cōṅa, cōṅā ] n a tube or pipe (usu. a fat one); a barrel; a spout. 

েচাট [ cōṭa ] n a stroke, a blow, a shock (লািঠর েচাট); a wound; force, strength, strain, virtue (কথার 
েচাট, হািসর েচাট); anger, rage (েচাট েদখােনা); stretch, time (eক েচােট). েচাট করা v. to bully, to bluster, to 
threaten noisily, to thunder; to express anger (often futile anger) noisily. েচাট খাoয়া v. to receive a 
shock or wound or bite; (coll.) to be cheated. েচাট েদoয়া v. to give a shock; to hurt; to wound; to 
bite; (coll.) to cheat, to deceive. েচাট হoয়া v. to be robbed, to lose. eক েচােট adv. at one stroke, at 
one and the same time, simultaneously. 

েচাটপাট [ cōṭapāṭa ] n an instance or act of scolding, bullying or blustering. েচাটপাট করা v. to 
bluster, to bully; to browbeat, to reprove, to scold. 

েচাটা [ cōṭā ] n a system of lending money at an exorbitant interest, usury. েচাটায় খাটােনা to lay out 
(money) under this system. 

েচাটােনা [ cōṭānō ] v to strike; to strike or cleave or cut off with an axe or any similar tool; to 
cause to be bitten. 

েচাতা [ cōtā ] a worthless, useless (েচাতা েলাক, েচাতা কাগজ). 

েচানা [ cōnā ] n urine of cattle esp. of the cow. েচানােনা v. (of the cow etc.) to pass urine, to urinate. 
eক গামলা dেধ eকেফাঁটা েচানা a fly in the ointment; a small defect that spoils the total substance. 

েচাপ1 [ cōpa1 ] int hush! silence! 

েচাপ2 [ cōpa2 ] n a stroke of a weapon (esp. of a heavy and sharp weapon). eক েচােপ with one 
stroke. 

েচাপদার [ cōpadāra ] n a mace-bearer; an usher. 
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েচাপরo [ cōparō ] int hush! silence! keep quiet! shut up! 

েচাপা [ cōpā ] n (dero.) the face (েপাDােচাপা); severe scolding (েচাপা করা); a rude reply, a repartee or 
retort. েচাপা করা v. to scold severely; to reply rudely, to retort. েচাপা ভাঙা v. to thrash one's face. 
েপাDােচাপা (lit.) a burnt face; (fig.) an ugly or ill-omened face; (fig.) the face of a disgraceful 
person, a disgraceful face. 

েচাপােনা [ cōpānō ] v to strike or chop with a weapon (esp. with a heavy weapon). ☐ a. struck or 
chopped thus. 

েচায়াD [ cōẏāḍ◌় ] n an unmannerly or rude person; a rough, a rowdy. ☐ a. unmannerly; rude; 
rough (েচায়াD েলাক, েচায়াD েচহারা). েচায়ােD same as েচায়াD (a.). 

েচায়াল [ cōẏāla ] n the jawbone; the jaw, the chap. েচায়াল-ধরা েরাগ n. lockjaw. েচায়াল-বসা a. chap-
fallen, jaw-fallen. েচায়াল-ভাঙা a. (fig.) hard to pronounce, jaw-breaking. েচায়াল-ভাঙা শb a jaw-
breaker. 

েচার [ cōra ] n a thief; a pilferer; a stealthy man. ̃কাঁটা n. a kind of prickly thistle that sticks fast to 
the clothes of a passer-by, bur, burr. ̃kঠুির n. a secret chamber; a secret recess or cupboard in the 
wall of a room. েচার-েচার েখলা a game of hide and-seek in which some children act as policemen 
and the rest as thieves. েচারছয্াঁচD n. pl. thieves and swindlers. েচাের েচাের মাসতুেতা ভাi (fig.—dero.) 
birds of the same feather (flock to gether). েচােরর ধন বাটপােD খায় (fig.) ill earned money has to be 
lost for nothing. েচােরর মার বD গলা (fig.) an inveterate sinner is always the loudest in denunciation. 

েচারা1 [ cōrā1 ] n a thief; a deceiver. েচারা না েশােন ধেমর্র কািহিন (fig.) Satan turns a deaf ear to the 
teachings of scriptures, good counsel to a rogue bears no fruit. 

েচারা2 [ cōrā2 ] a stolen (েচারা টাকা); secret, hidden, concealed (েচার গতর্); furtive (েচার চাহিন); 
unlawful, black (েচারা কারবার, েচারাবাজার); secret, unseen (েচারা আঘাত). i a. stolen (েচারাi মাল); 
unlawful, black (েচারাi কারবার). ̃গতর্ a pitfall. ̃গিল a narrow (and usu. blind) lane. ̃েগাpা a. 
clandestine. ̃চালান n. smuggling. ̃চালানদার n. a smuggler. ̃চাহিন, ̃চাuিন n. a furtive or secret or stealthy 
look. ̃দরজা n. a secret door. ̃পথ n. a secret path or way. ̃বাজার black market. ̃বািল n. quicksand. ̃মার a 
stealthy or surreptitious blow. 

েচািরত [ cōrita ] a stolen. 

েচাল1 [ cōla1 ] n a dynasty in ancient India; the kingdom of the Cholas (েচাল). 

েচাল2 [ cōla2 ] n a bodice, a corset, a modesty vest, a skirt. 

েচালক [ cōlaka ] n a shield. 
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েচালাi [ cōlāi ] n (now rare) act of falling or letting fall in drops, oozing, exudation; distillation; 
(loos.) act of brewing (মদ েচালাi); anything (esp. wine) distilled or brewed (েচালাi খাoয়া). েচালাi করা 
v. to distil; (loos.) to brew. 

েচাষ েচাষন [ cōṣa cōṣana ] n suction. েচাষক a. sucking. েচাষ-কাগজ n. blotting-paper. েচাষনীয়, েচাষয্ a. 
that which can be or is to be sucked. 

েচাs [ cōsta ] a level, even; smooth; straight; fine, elegant (েচাs iংেরিজ); scrupulously correct and 
smart (েচাs আদবকায়দা); tight-fitting (েচাs পাজামা); decent (েচাs েপাশাক-পিরচ্ছদ). 

েচৗ [ cau ] a (used as pfx.) four, quadri-. েচৗকাঠ n. a rectilineal doorframe; a door-sill. ̃েকানা a. 
quadrangular; square. ̃খিN n. a fourlegged cot or stool. ̃খুিপ n. a square; a check. ☐ a. containing 
squares or checks, check. ̃gণ, ̃gণা a. quadruple, fourfold. ̃ঘুিD n. a carriage or chaise and 
four. ̃চাকা, ̃চাkা a. four-wheeled. ̃চালা n. a hut (usu. a thatch) with a roof having four distinct 
parts. ̃িচর a. split in four; split in smithereens; split in pieces. ̃ঠা n. the fourth day of a month. ☐ a. 
(of days of a month) fourth. ̃তালা a. four-sto reyed. ☐ n. the third floor. ̃তারা n. a kind of four-
stringed musical instrument, a tetrachord. ̃তাল n. an Indian musical measure. ̃তালা n. same as েচৗতাল 
। a. four-storeyed. েচৗিtশ n. & a. thirty-four. ˜িদক, (poet.) ̃িদশ n. the four quarters or sides; all 
sides. ̃িদেক adv. on all sides. ̃েদাল, ̃েদালা n. a kind of litter carried by four bearers. ̃পদী n. a variety of 
four-footed versification. (cp.) tetrameter; a quatrain. ☐ a. four-footed, tetrametrical. ̃পর n. whole 
day or night, twelve hours. ☐ a. incessant, continuing always; entire, whole (েচৗপর িদন). ̃পল a. 
quadrangular; square. ̃পায়া n. a four-legged cot or stool. ☐ a. four-legged. ̃মাথা, ̃রাsা n. a junction 
of four roads or a point where two roads intersect, a crossroad. ̃ষিT n. & a. sixty-four. ˜ষিT কলা 
sixty-four branches of fine arts. 

েচৗকস [ caukasa ] a expert in everything, having all round proficiency; expert, dexterous, 
dextrous; careful; clever; cunning. 

েচৗিক [ cauki ] n a four-legged wooden cot or stool; a watch-box or outpost (esp. one situated at a 
crossroad); act of guarding, watch (েচৗিক েদoয়া); an outpost for collecting revenue and taxes, a 
toll-station, a toll-booth, a toll-house, a choky. েচৗিক েদoয়া v. to guard, to watch. ̃দার n. a 
watchman, a guard, a sentinel; a village watchman, a chowkidar; a bailiff who collects 
revenue. ̃দাির n. the office or pay of a watchman or chowkidar or revenue bailiff. ☐ a. relating to 
a watchman or chowkidar or revenue bailiff. 

েচৗেকা [ caukō ] a rectangular, rectilineal; square. ☐ n. a playing-card with four pips. 

েচৗেগাঁpা [ caugōm̐ppā ] a having one's beard parted in two at the middle of the chin and turned 
up. 

েচৗচাপট, েচৗচাপD [ caucāpaṭa, caucāpaḍ◌় ] n the surrounding expanse or land. েচৗচাপেট, েচৗচাপেD 
adv. exerting one's utmost strength or power; in full swing. 
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েচৗথ [ cautha ] n one-fourth; (hist.) one-fourth of the total annual crop or the value thereof 
exacted as revenue by Maratha rulers from their subjects or from states subjugated by them. 

েচৗধুরািন [ caudhurāni ] fem of েচৗধুরী । 

েচৗধুরী [ caudhurī ] n a feudatory prince; one of a class of generals; the chief merchant of a city or 
of a central market, a merchant-prince; a village headman; a foreman of labourers, a gangsman; a 
title of honour; a surname. 

েচৗপট [ caupaṭa ] a level, flat; destroyed; baffled, foiled. 

েচৗপালা [ caupālā ] n a large-sized palanquin. 

েচৗবাচ্চা [ caubāccā ] n a rectangular water-reservoir, a storage tank for water etc. 

েচৗেব [ caubē ] n one of a class of upcountry brahmins (descended from those who were versed in 
all the four Vedas); (dero.) a porter, a doorkeeper, a jani tor. 

েচৗmক [ caumbaka ] a capable of attracting; relating to magnet or magnetism; magnetic. েচৗmক 
আকষর্ণ (phys.) magnetic attraction. েচৗmক utর (phys.) magnetic north. ̃gািহতা n. (phys.) magnetic 
susceptibility. েচৗmক পবর্ত a magnetic rock. েচৗmক psর magnet, lodestone. েচৗmক শলাকা (phys.) a 
magnetic needle. 

েচৗরস [ caurasa ] a spacious, roomy; wide; level, flat; levelled, flattened; rectangular. 

েচৗযর্ [ caurya ] n act or an instance of stealing, theft. ̃বৃিt n. the profession or practice of stealing. 
েচৗেযর্াnাদ n. (med.) kleptomania. েচৗেযর্াmাদgs বয্িk a klepto maniac. 

েচৗহিd [ cauhaddi ] n (lit.) boundary lines on four sides; (pop.) boundary, periphery, perimeter; a 
specified area; jurisdiction. েচৗহিd করা, েচৗহিd িঠক করা v. to delimit. 

চয্াং [ cyā ] n a species of small river fish with very soft flesh. 

চয্াংDা [ cyāṇḍ◌়ā ] a young and flippant; flippant. ☐ n. a flippant youth. ̃িম n. flippancy; 
sauciness. 

চয্াংেদালা [ cyāndōlā ] n carrying as a dead body (by grasping one's arms and legs). চয্াংমুিD a. (usu. 
fem.) having an extremely small head. 

চয্াটাং চয্াটাং [ cyāṭā ñcyāṭā ] a (of words) insolent and rude; high-flying and rude. 
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চয্াটােলা [ cyāṭālō ] a flat (চয্াটােলা পা). চয্াটােলা করা বা হoয়া v. to make or become flat; to flatten. 

চয্াপটা [ cyāpaṭā ] a flat; flattened; (of a nose) snub. 

চুয্ত [ cyuta ] a got detached, dislocated, dislodged, come away, shed (বৃkচুয্ত); fallen or slipped 
(হsচুয্ত); dismissed or removed (পদচুয্ত, রাজয্চুয্ত); strayed (পথচুয্ত); (bot.) deviated; off the fair way; 
failing; fallen, false to one's vow or religion (bতচুয্ত, ধমর্চুয্ত). চুয্িত n. detachment, dislocation, 
dislodgment, coming away, shedding; fall or slip; dismissal or removal; straying; (bot.) 
deviation; failing; (geog.) a fault. চুয্িত ম n. (bot.) deviation-error. 
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ছ1 [ cha1 ] n the seventh consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

ছi [ chi ] n a portable covering made of straw for a boat or hackery. 

ছui [ chui ] n the sixth day of a month. ☐ a. (of the days of a month) sixth. 

ছক [ chaka ] n a check of a checker-board; a checker-board; a descriptive form (আেবদেনর ছক); a 
plan usu. a detailed one (আkমেনর ছক); a rough sketch, a roughcast plan or outline (গেlর ছক); a 
prescribed or traditional shape; a pattern (uপnােসর ছেক েফলা). ̃কাগজ n. squared paper; graph 
paper. ̃কাটা a. marked with squares; checkered; marked with descriptive columns. ছক কাটা v. to 
draw squares; (fig.) to rough cast; (fig.) to make a preliminary plan; (fig.) to draft. 

ছকDা-নকDা [ chakaḍ◌়ā-nakaḍ◌়ā ] n utter disregard or neglect, utter disorder; utter waste or 
wastefulness. ☐ a. lying at sixes and sevens, lying pell-mell; utterly neglected or wasted. ছকDা-
নকDা করা v. to waste by utter disregard or neglect; to waste utterly; to throw at sixes and sevens. 

ছকা [ chakā ] v to sketch or draft; to roughcast; to make a preliminary or draft plan; to chalk out, 
to draw. 

ছkা1 [ chakkā1 ] n a spiced dish of vegetables cooked almost dry. 

ছkা2 [ chakkā2 ] n a playing card marked with six pips. 

ছkাi-পাঞ্জাi [ chakkāi-pāñjāi ] n tall talk. ছkাi-পাঞ্জাi করা v. to boast; to brag. 

ছটফট [ chaṭaphaṭa ] int expressing restlessness, anxiety etc. ছটফট করা v. to become restless; to 
fidget; to be impatient with eagerness; to be troubled with anxiety; to toss about. ছটফটািন n. 
restlessness; fidgetiness; impatience. ছটফেট a. restless. 

ছটরা [ chaṭarā ] n a small bullet; a grapeshot. 

ছটা [ chaṭā ] n glow, shine, lustre; light; beauty, glamour, splendour (rেপর ছটা); sequence, serial, 
succession (ে ােকর ছটা); a series. 

ছটাক [ chaṭāka ] n a measure of weight (= 1/16 েসর); a little over 58 grams; a measure of area 
(4.18 square-metre). 

ছD1 [ chaḍ◌়1 ] n hide, skin (হিরেণর ছD). 

ছD2 [ chaḍ◌়2 ] n a long slender bar of metal or other material, a rod; a stick; a bow of a musical 
instrument (েবহালার ছD); a long scratching mark, a long scratch (গােয় ছD লাগা). 
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ছDা1 [ chaḍ◌়ā1 ] v to get scratched or grazed or bruised or flayed; to strip the skin or bark from. 

ছDা2 [ chaḍ◌়ā2 ] n a rhyme (েছেল-েভালােনা ছDা = a nursery rhyme; gাময্-ছDা = a folk rhyme); a set of 
things threaded together or arranged as if threaded, a string (েগাটছDা); a bunch, a cluster (eকছDা 
কলা); a spell of sprinkling or a solution for sprinkling (েগাবর ছDা). ছDা কাটা v. to cap verses, to quote 
apt verses. 

ছDাছিD [ chaḍ◌়āchaḍ◌়i ] n scattering about negligently and profusely; state of being scattered 
about negligently and profusely; profusion, abundance. ছDাছিD যাoয়া v. to lie scattered about 
neglectedly and abundantly; to go a-begging. 

ছDােনা [ chaḍ◌়ānō ] v to scatter about in a disorderly manner, to strew; to scatter (বীজ ছDােনা); to 
sprinkle (জল ছDােনা); to give out, to emit (গn ছDােনা); to spread (েরাগ ছDােনা). 

ছিD [ chaḍ◌়i ] n a slender stick; a stick; a bow of a musical instrument; a walking-stick; (bot.) a 
spike (েখজুর ছিD). ছিD েঘারােনা v. to brandish one's stick; (fig.) to lord it over (a person), domineer, 
command undesirably. 

ছিDদার [ chaḍ◌়idāra ] n a person who helps and leads pilgrims (usu.) on an uphill journey. 

ছতির [ chatari ] n roof (esp. of a carriage); a wicker covering (as of a boat); a frame on a cot for 
rigging up a mosquito-net. 

ছt2 [ chatra2 ] n a line of writing (d ছt েলখা); a foot of a verse. 

ছt3 [ chatra3 ] n an umbrella; a sunshade, a parasol. ̃ছায়ায় adv. (fig.) under the shelter or 
protection of. 

ছtক [ chatraka ] n fungus; mushroom; a kingfisher. 

ছtখান [ chatrakhāna ] a scattered about in a disorderly manner, all over the shop; scattered 
about, strewn here and there; scattered to pieces. 

ছtN [ chatraṇḍa ] n a royal parasol and scepter. 

ছtধর, ছtধারী [ chatradhara, chatradhārī ] a. & n one who holds an open umbrella (as a regalia) 
over the head of a monarch or a person of importance. 

ছtপিত [ chatrapati ] n a king; an emperor; a title of the Maratha king Shivaji. 
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ছtভঙ্গ [ chatrabhaṅga ] n stampede, debacle; confusion and disorder; (rare) anarchy. ☐ a. 
stampeded; confused and disordered. ছtভঙ্গ করা v. to stampede, to dispel or disperse; to rout. 

ছtাকার [ chatrākāra ] a shaped like an open umbrella; scattered about; scattered about in a 
disorderly (and usu. wasteful) manner, all over the shop. 

ছিt1 [ chatri1 ] n a wicker covering as of a boat. 

ছিt2 [ chatri2 ] n an Indian upcountry caste of Kshatriya origin; a member of this caste. 

ছtী [ chatrī ] a umbrella-bearing; one who bears an open umbrella (as a regalia) over the head of 
a monarch or a person of importance or high status. 

ছদ [ chada ] n a leaf of a tree (সpচ্ছদ); a covering, a mantle (পিরচ্ছদ). ছদন n. the act of covering; a 
cover. 

ছd [ chadma ] a feigned, disguised, assumed, pretended; counterfeit, faked. ̃নাম n. assumed name, 
pen-name, pseudonym. ̃েবশ n. a disguise. ছdেবশ ধারণ করা v. to disguise oneself, to assume a 
disguise. ̃েবশী a. disguised. fem. ̃েবিশনী । ছdেবশী েলাক an imposter; a person incognito. ̃েবেশ adv. in 
disguise, incognito. 

ছনছন, ছন্ছn [ chanachana, chanchan ] int expressing a feeling of physical indisposition. শরীর ছন্ছn 
করা to feel indisposed or out of sorts. 

ছn1 [ chanda1 ] n inclination, liking, proneness, desire (ছnাnগমন); control (sচ্ছেn); manner, way, 
fashion (িবিবধ ছেn). ছnাnগমন n. act of moving or working at will; willfulness. ছnাnগামী a. moving 
or working at will; willful. ছnাnবতর্ন n. act of moving or working at another's will; act of 
complying with another's will. ছnাnবতর্ী a. moving or working at another's will, complying. 
ছnাnবৃিt same as ছnাnবতর্ন । ছnাnসরণ same as ছnাnগমন । ছnাnসারী same as ছnাnগামী । 

ছn2, ছnঃ [ chanda2, chandḥ ] n poetical metre; prosody. ছnপতন, ছnপাত, ছেnাভঙ্গ n. an instance of 
defect or break in the poetical metre (cp. catalectic); (fig.) disturbance (জীবেনর ছnপতন). ছnিবে ষণ 
n. scansion. ছnঃশাst, ছnশাst n. prosody. 

ছেnবেn [ chandēbandē ] adv by means fair or foul, by hook or by crook. 

ছেnাবd [ chandōbaddha ] a versified. ছেnাবd পদ metrical composition. 

ছেnাবn [ chandōbandha ] n versification; metrical rhythm. 
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ছn [ channa ] a covered; overcast; obscured; disappeared, removed ('পাপতাপ হেব ছn'); lost. ̃ছাDা a. 
ruined, homeless; Bohemian, vagabond, roving. ̃মিত a. out of one's senses, out of one's right wits, 
not in the proper frame of mind. 

ছপ [ chapa ] int expressing a splashing noise. ছপছপ int. expressing repeated or continuous 
splashing noise. 

ছিব1 [ chabi1 ] n glow, lustre (রিবচ্ছিব); beauty, show (মুখচ্ছিব). 

ছিব2 [ chabi2 ] n a painting, a picture; a portrait. ছিব েতালা to take a photograph or snap shot, to 
photograph. ছিব আঁকা to draw or paint a picture. 

ছমছম [ chamachama ] int expressing an uncanny or eerie sensation. ছমছেম a. uncanny, eerie, 
weird. 

ছয় [ chaẏa ] n. & a six. 

ছয়লাপ [ chaẏalāpa ] a overfull; overflowing; flooded; strewn with (ঘরখানা কাগজপেt ছয়লাপ); 
extravagantly wasted, squandered (িজিনসপেtর বা টাকাপয়সার ছয়লাপ). ছয়লাপ করা v. to fill to excess; to 
flood; to stew; to waste extravagantly, to squander. 

ছরকট, ছরেকাট [ charakaṭa, charakōṭa ] n mess; mismanagement. 

ছল [ chala ] n deception, deceit, fraud; dissimulation; a hoax, a deceptive trick, a stratagem; 
course (কথাচ্ছেল); form, shape ('বৃি ছেল েমঘ কাঁেদ'); a beck ('কথা কয় ছেল'); a pretext, a pretence, a 
plea (pণােমর ছেল, kীDাচ্ছেল); a fault or failing, a defect (ছল ধরা). ছল করা v. to hide one's real feelings, 
thoughts etc. to give a wrong idea of them, to feign. ছল ধরা v. to find fault with, to cavil. ছল পাতা v. 
to lay a trap. ̃চাতুির n. fraud and deceit. ̃gাহী a. fault-finding, cavilling. ☐ n. a faultfinder, a 
caviller. ̃ছুেতা n. faults and pretexts, pretexts and pretences; a negligible fault or defect; excuses 
(to explain or defend one's conduct etc.) ছেলবেল adv. by force or fraud, by hook or by crook. 

ছলচ্ছল [ chalacchala ] int expressing rippling noise. ☐ a. making a rippling noise, rippling 
('ছলচ্ছল...তরঙ্গা'). 

ছলছল [ chalachala ] int expressing the noise made by running water (ছলছল কের বেয় চলা); 
tearfulness (চkু ছলছল করা). ☐ a. tear ul, lachrymose, moist (ছলছল েচােখ). ছলছল করা v. to become 
tearful. 

ছলনা, ছলন [ chalanā, chalana ] n deception, deceit, fraud; dissimulation; beguilement, double-
dealing; hoaxing. ছলনা করা v. to deceive; to beguile; to hoax; to play (a person) false. 
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ছলা [ chalā ] v to deceive; to beguile; to hoax. 

ছলাকলা [ chalākalā ] n tricks and posturings; false gestures. 

ছলাত্ [ chalāt ] int expressing the sound of dashing any liquid against a hard substance. 

ছিলত [ chalita ] a deceived, cheated; beguiled; hoaxed. 

ছা [ chā ] n a young one of a bird and also of small animals (পািখর ছা); an infant, a child, an 
offspring (ছােপাষা). ̃েপাষা a. burdened or encumbered with the responsibility of rearing several or 
many children on a small income; (fig.) meek and timid; fearful. 

ছাi [ chāi ] n ashes; a negligible or worthless thing; trash, rubbish; nothing (ছাi জােন). ̃পাঁশ, ̃ভs n. 
pl. (fig.) trash, rubbish; nonsensical talk, stuff and nonsense. ছাiচাপা আgন (lit.) fire smouldering 
under ashes; (fig.) a latent quality or a suppressed feeling. ̃দান, ̃দািন n. an ashtray. ছাi েফলেত ভাঙা 
kেলা a neglected person of a family who is made to do all unpleasant and unimportant jobs. ̃রং n. 
ash color, dull grey color. ̃রঙা a. ash, grey. 

ছাuিন1 [ chāuni1 ] n roofing, roof (েখলার বা খেDর ছাuিন); an awning. 

ছাuিন2 [ chāuni2 ] n a cantonment; a military encampment or base. 

ছাoয়া [ chāōẏā ] v to cover; to roof, to thatch; to spread; to overcast; to pervade; to be set. ☐ a. 
covered; roofed, thatched; spread; overcast; shaded; shady; pervaded; beset. ☐ n. act of covering 
or roofing or thatching; shade, a shaded place. ছাoয়ােনা v. to cause to cover or roof or thatch. 

ছoয়াল [ chōẏāla ] n (dial.) a son, a child, offspring. 

ছাঁকিন, ছাঁকনা [ chān̐kani, chān̐kanā ] n a sieve, a strainer. 

ছাঁকা [ chān̐kā ] v to sieve, to sift, to strain; to filtrate. ☐ a. sieved, sifted, strained; filtered; true 
or clear (ছাঁকা কথা); especially selected or chosen, select (ছাঁকা ছাঁকা p  বা মাnষ); unmixed, 
unadulterated, pure (ছাঁকা গঙ্গাজল); easily available (ছাঁকা পয়সা); used in sifting or filtration (আটা-ছাঁকা 
চালুিন, চা-ছাঁকা nাকDা). ছাঁকা েতেল ভাজা to fry in so much oil or fat as to necessitate straining. েছঁেক ধরা 
v. to beset, to encircle, to hem in; to besiege; to surround from all sides. 

ছাঁিক জাল [ chān̐ki jāla ] n a scoop-net, a dipping-net. 

ছাঁচ1 [ chān̐ca1 ] n eaves (of a roof or thatch); a pent-house. ̃তলা n. the space below the 
overhanging roof or thatch. 
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ছাঁচ2 [ chān̐ca2 ] n a mould (সেnেশর ছাঁচ); any food shaped in a mould (kীেরর ছাঁচ); a matrix; 
likeness, similarity, image (eকi ছাঁেচ গDা). 

ছাঁচকার [ chān̐cakāra ] n a moulder. 

ছাঁিচ [ chān ̐ci ] a pure, genuine; indigenous (ছাঁিচ kমেরা). ছাঁিচ kমেDা, ছাঁিচ পান, ছাঁিচ েবত see kমেDা, পান 
and েবত respectively. 

ছাঁট [ chān̐ṭa ] n clippings, loppings, cuttings, scrap of anything; style of cutting or cropping, cut 
(জামার ছাঁট, চুেলর ছাঁট). ☐ a. scrap (ছাঁট কাগজ). 

ছাঁটা [ chān̐ṭā ] v to cut, to cut off, to clip, to trim, to crop, to lop, to prune; (rare) to husk; to 
exclude (দল েথেক ছাঁটা); to retrench; to cut short, to reduce (খরচ ছাঁটা, গl ছাঁটা). ☐ a. clipped, 
trimmed, cropped, lopped, pruned; husked, husking; excluded; retrenched; reduced. ̃i n. cutting 
off or clipping or trimming or cropping or pruning; exclusion; retrenchment; reduction; scrap. 
ছাঁটাi করা v. to cut off, to clip, to trim, to prune; to exclude; to retrench; to reduce. ̃psাব n. a cut 
motion. ̃েনা v. to cause to cut off or clip or trim or prune; to cause to be cut off or clipped or 
trimmed or pruned. েছঁেট েফলা v. to cut off, to clip, to trim, to lop; to exclude. 

ছাঁত্ [ chān ̐t ] int expressing the sound caused by casting something in hot oil or fat; sudden and 
sharp sensation of something alarming or disturbing (বুেকর মেধয্ ছাঁত্ কের oঠা). 

ছাঁদ [ chān̐da ] n shape, form, cut (মুেখর ছাঁদ); type, style, manner (akেরর ছাঁদ, কথার ছাঁদ, নানান ছাঁদ). 

ছাঁদন [ chān̐dana ] n act of encircling or tying round; act of binding the hind feet of a cow at the 
time of milking. ̃দিD n. the string or cord or rope with which the hind feet of a cow are tied at the 
time of milking. 

ছাঁদনাতলা [ chān̐danātalā ] n a canopied place in the open where a Hindu marriage ceremony is 
held. 

ছাঁদা [ chān̐dā ] v to pack or wrap (chiefly used as a correl. of বাঁধা); to bind, to tie, to tether the 
hind feet of a cow at the time of milking; to commence (গl ছাঁদা, বািD ছাঁদা); to design, to plan, to 
contrive, to contemplate (ফিn ছাঁদা). ☐ a. designed, planned, contrived, contemplated; 
commenced, started. ☐ n. a packet of food that a guest takes or manages to obtain from his host 
to carry home. 

ছাগ, ছাগল [ chāga, chāgala ] n the he-goat; the goat. fem. ছাগী, ছাগলী the she-goat. ছাগলদািD n. a 
goatee. ছাগdg n. goat's milk. ছাগলনািদ,, n. dung-pellets of a goat. ছাগিশশু ছাগলছানা n. the young of a 
goat, a yeanling, a kid. ছাগলাদয্ ঘৃত an Ayurvedic (আয়ুেবর্দীয়) medicine prepared from the fat of a 
castrated goat. 
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ছাট [ chāṭa ] n a beating in of rain driven by wind; a spray or sprinkle (জেলর ছাট, বৃি র ছাট). 

ছাD [ chāḍ◌় ] n omission (েলখার ছাD); release (হাজত েথেক ছাD); escape (িবপদ েথেক ছাD েনi); 
exemption (দায় েথেক ছাD); allowance, discount, rebates, commission (ছাD বাদ েদoয়া); permission 
(ছাDপt); a permit for unloading a ship. ̃েছাD n. rebate, discount; escape. ̃পt n. a passport; a permit 
for movement. 

ছাDা [ chāḍ◌়ā ] v to quit, to forsake (সংসার ছাDা); to put or take off or leave or change (কাপD ছাDা, 
বািD ছাDা); to give up (েনশা ছাDা); to begin to move off or leave, to depart (গািD ছাDা); to release, to 
set free (েচারেক েছেD িদেয়েছ); to undergo remission, to subside (jর ছাDা); to exempt, to overlook 
(েছেD কথা বলা); to get detached or disentangled, to come off, to loosen (েজাD ছাDা, জট ছাDা); to make 
louder, to raise, to open out (গলা ছাDা); to post (িচিঠ ছাDা); to stop beating, to sink (নািD ছাDা); to 
bring forth, to lay (িডম ছাDা); to throw, to shoot (বাণ ছাDা); to cast or slough off (েখালস ছাDা). ☐ a. 
deserted (gামছাDা); bereft of, deprived of, separated from, evicted from (মা-ছাDা, িভেটছাDা); set free, 
let loose (ছাDা েগাr); abandoned by, forsaken by (লkীছাDা); excluded from (সৃি ছাDা). ☐ n. release or 
exemption (ছাDা পাoয়া). ☐ prep. except, without, but (েতামােক ছাDা চলেব না) ছাDা-ছাDা a. not thickly 
set, sparse; incoherent (ছাDা-ছাDা কথা). ̃ছািD n. separation; parting; estrangement. ̃েনা v. to cause to 
quit or forsake or put off or change or give up; to obtain release (আসািমেক ছাDােনা); to cause 
remission; to detach or disentangle, to cause to come off, to loosen; to cause to make louder or 
open out; to cause to cast off. ছাDা পাoয়া v. to get released; to get or enjoy an exemption. 

ছাDান [ chāḍ◌়āna ] n (pron. ছাDাn) release or exemption. 

ছাত [ chāta ] n roof; ceiling. 

ছাতলা [ chātalā ] n a fine woolly or pasty growth usually caused by damp and dirt, mould, 
mildew; fungus; (of teeth) tartar; (of tongue etc.) a morbid or dirty coating; rust. 

ছাতা1 [ chātā1 ] n umbrella: (coll.) brolly; parasol. 

ছাতা2 [ chātā2 ] n a fungus; a mushroom; mould, a dirty or morbid coating, rust, tartar. ছাতা-ধরা, 
ছাতা-পDা a. mouldy, musty, having a dirty or morbid coating, rusted, having tartar. বয্ােঙর ছাতা a 
mushroom; a fungus. 

ছািত2 [ chāti2 ] n the width of the chest (বুেকর ছািত); chest; (fig.) courage. ছািত ফাটা v. to feel as if 
one's chest will split (in thirst, sorrow etc.); to feel like dying. ছািত েফালােনা v. to expand one's 
chest; to make an exhibition of one's strength; to vaunt, to brag, to rattle the sabre. 

ছািতম [ chātima ] n a large tree with digitate leaves. 

ছািতয়া [ chātiẏā ] n (poet. & obs.) chest. 
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ছাতু [ chātu ] n flour made of barely, pigeonpea, maize etc.; farina. ̃েখার n. (sl.) an upcountry 
Indian whose staple food is barley or maize. 

ছাt [ chātra ] n a student, a pupil; a learner; a disciple. fem. ছাtী । ̃জীবন, ছাtাব হা n. student-
life. ̃নায়ক n. a class monitor. ̃িনবাস, ছাtাগার, ছাtাবাস n. a students' boarding-house, a hostel. ̃বৃিt n. a 
scholarship; a middle school examination held formerly in Bengal. ̃সংসদ n. a students' union or 
association. 

ছাদ [ chāda ] n roof; ceiling. ছােদর ঘর an attic. ̃ক a. & n. one who or that which covers; one who 
builds a roof or thatches. ̃ন n. act of covering or roofing or thatching; a roofing or thatching 
material. 

ছািদত [ chādita ] a covered; roofed; thatched. 

ছানতা [ chānatā ] n a perforated ladle, a strainer ladle. 

ছানা1 [ chānā1 ] v to knead; to make into a paste by pressing with hands, to soften by kneading 
(কাদা েছেন পুতুল গDা). ☐ a. kneaded; made into a paste by pressing with hands, softened by 
kneading. 

ছানা2 [ chānā2 ] n posset. ছানা কাটা v. (of milk) to turn or be turned into posset; to curdle. ছানার জল 
whey. ̃বDা see ছানাবDা । 

ছানা3 [ chānā3 ] n a young of a bird or beast. ̃েপানা n. young ones collectively of a bird or beast; 
(hum.—of men) little ones. ছানা িবয়ােনা v. to bring forth young ones. kkরছানা n. a pup, a puppy. 
ছাগলছানা n. a kid. িবDালছানা n. a kitten. মুরিগর ছানা n. a chick or a chicken. িশয়ালছানা n. a cub. শূকরছানা n. 
a pig. হিরণছানা n. a fawn. হাঁেসর ছানা n. (পািতহাঁেসর) a duckling; (রাজহাঁেসর) a gosling. 

ছানাবDা [ chānābaḍ◌়ā ] n posset cake. েচাখ ছানাবDা হoয়া (fig.) to be dumbfounded or flabbergasted; 
to look aghast, to be awestruck. 

ছািন1 [ chāni1 ] n an opaque condition of the cornea, cataract. ছািন কাটা, ছািন েতালা v. to remove a 
cataract by ophthalmic surgery. ছািনপDা v. to be affected with cataract. 

ছািন2 [ chāni2 ] n (law) a review of judgment. 

ছািন3 [ chāni3 ] n a beck, a signal (হাতছািন). 

ছািন4 [ chāni4 ] n hay or fodder for cattle. 

ছাn1 [ chānda1 ] n (poet. obs.) a bond or tie ('মায়া ছােn িবশব্ পিD কাঁেদ'). 
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ছাn2 [ chānda2 ] n (poet. obs.) manner, style, fashion ('িবনাiয়া নানা ছােn'). 

ছাnস [ chāndasa ] n a Vedic scholar or teacher. ☐ a. originating from the Vedas, Vedic; relating 
to poetical metre, metrical. 

ছাnিসক [ chāndasika ] a versed in prosody or poetic metre. ☐ n. one who is versed in prosody. 

ছাপ [ chāpa ] n a seal, a stamp; a print, an impression; a mark, a stain. ছাপ েদoয়া, ছাপ মারা v. to 
seal, to stamp; to print; to mark. 

ছাপর [ chāpara ] n a covering, a roof, a thatch. ̃খাট n. a bedstead fitted with rods for hanging a 
mosquito-net. 

ছাপয়ল [ chāpaẏala ] v (obs. & poet.) covered, veiled, concealed, hid. 

ছাপা1 [ chāpā1 ] v to print. ☐ a. printed. ☐ n. print (ছাপার akর). ̃i n. printing; cost of printing, 
printing charges. ̃খরচ n. cost of printing. ̃খানা n. a printing house, a letter-press, a press. ̃েনা v. to 
cause to print; to get printed. ☐ a. printed. 

ছাপা2 [ chāpā2 ] v to lie or become covered or suppressed or concealed. ☐ a. covered, 
suppressed; concealed. ̃ছািপ n. concealment; act of keeping secret from one another; act of 
overflowing or going beyond bounds. ☐ a. overflowing (পুkের জল ছাপাছািপ হেয়েছ). ̃েনা v. to conceal, 
to hide; to overflow or go beyond bounds. ☐ a. concealed; over flowing (kল-ছাপােনা জল). 

ছাpাn [ chāppānna ] n. & a fifty-six. 

ছািbশ [ chābbiśa ] n. & a twenty-six. ছািbেশ n. the twenty-sixth day of a month. ☐ a. (of days of 
a month) twenty-sixth. 

ছায়া [ chāẏā ] n a reflection, a shadow; shade, umbra (ছায়ায় বসা); semblance, resemblance, 
likeness (েছেলিট বােপরi ছায়া); slight influence (e কিবতায় রবীndনােথর ছায়া আেছ); a faint shadow (e 
uত্সেব আনেnর ছায়াo েনi); a constant companion (ছায়া হেয় সেঙ্গ থাকা); a spectre, an apparition, a ghost 
(ছায়াশরীর); dark ness (রােতর ছায়া, সnয্ার ছায়া); glow, shine, lustre (রtচ্ছায়া); shelter or protection ('েদহ 
পদচ্ছায়া'); the name of the wife of the Hindu sungod. ছায়া না মাDােনা to keep one's distance, to stand 
or keep aloof. ̃িচt n. a cinematographic film; a cinema. ̃তr n. a large tree giving shade. ̃tজ, ̃sত n. 
Sat urn, the son of the sungod. ̃েদহ, ̃শরীর n. a spectre, an apparition, a phantom, a ghost. ̃নট n. an 
Indian musical mode. ̃পথ n. galaxy, the Milky Way. ̃বািজ n. magic; magic lantern. ̃িভনয় n. shadow-
play. ̃মNপ n. a canopied place in the open (esp. where a Hindu wedding-ceremony is held). ̃ময় a. 
shady, umbrageous, shadowy, bowery (ছায়াময় হান); spectral, apparitional, ghostly (ছায়াময় 
েদহ). ̃মুিতর্ n. an apparition, a phantom, a spectre, a ghost. 
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ছার [ chāra ] n ashes; (fig.) a contemptible thing, rubbish (কী ছার বলছ); (fig.) a contemptible 
person (েস েকান ছার); (fig.) the mortal body ('রাগ েdষ েমাহ লiয়া ছার'). ☐ a. base; contemptible. ̃কপােল 
n. (vul. in abuses) an unfortunate or ill-starred man. ☐ a. unfortunate or ill-starred. fem. ̃কপালী 
। ̃খার n. ruin, downfall (ছারখাের যাoয়া). ☐ a. ruined, downfallen (ছারখার হoয়া). আিম েকান ছার not to 
speak of a humble man like me. 

ছারেপাকা [ chārapōkā ] n the bug. 

ছাল [ chāla ] n epidermis, scarf-skin; scarf; skin; hide; leather; bark (of trees). ছাল ছাDােনা, ছাল েতালা 
v. to flay, to skin. 

ছালট [ chālaṭa ] n bark (of trees). 

ছালিট [ chālaṭi ] n cloth woven with the yarn of jute, hemp etc. 

ছালন [ chālana ] n spicy curry. 

ছালা [ chālā ] n a sack, a gunny-bag. 

িছ [ chi ] int fie. িছ-িছ n. reproach, upbraiding, abuse, condemnation. িছ-িছ করা v. to reproach, to 
upbraid, to look down upon, to condemn. 

িছঁচকাdেন [ chin ̐cakādunē ] a lachrymose, prone to be tearful; maudlin. fem; িছঁচকাdিন । 

িছট1 [ chiṭa1 ] n a drop, a blob (কািলর িছট); chintz; a faint sign (পাগলািমর িছট); slight mental 
derangement, eccentricity, a fad or caprice. 

িছট2 [ chiṭa2 ] n a fragment, a piece or portion. ☐ a. detached, separate (িছটমহল). 

িছটকােনা [ chiṭakānō ] v to spatter (both t. & i.); to re bound, to fly off (only i). ☐ a. spattered; 
rebounded, flown off. 

িছটিকিন [ chiṭakini ] n a bolt or cleat. 

িছটg হ [ chiṭagrasha ] a capricious, eccentric; a bit touched. 

িছটমহল [ chiṭamahala ] n land or holding lying detached from the parent estate; an enclave. 

িছদয্মান [ chidyamāna ] a in the process of being cut up or hewed. 
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িছd [ chidra ] n a hole; a slot; a pore; a perforation; an opening; a fault, a defect, a shortcoming 
(পেরর িছd েখাঁজা); a weak point. (শtrর িছেd ঘা েদoয়া). ̃দশর্ী a. fault-finding. ☐ n. a fault-finder. ̃যুk a. 
porous, perforated; leaky. িছdnসnান, িছdােnষণ n. act of looking for others' fault. িছdাnসnায়ী, িছdােnষী a. 
fault-finding. িছিdত a. holed; perforated; bored; pierced; having a hole or holes. 

িছনতাi [ chinatāi ] n theft or appropriation by snatching. 

িছনােনা [ chinānō ] v to snatch; to seize; to wrest. ☐ a. appropriated by snatching or seizure. 

িছনাল [ chināla ] n an unchaste or lewd woman, an adulteress; a strumpet, a whore; a coquette, a 
flirt. িছনািল n. coquetry, flirtation. িছনািল করা v. to coquette, to flirt. 

িছিনিমিন [ chinimini ] n act of playing ducks and drakes; (fig.) reckless use or expenditure, 
squandering. িছিনিমিন েখলা v. to play ducks and drakes; (fig.) to use or spend recklessly, to 
squander, to fritter away. 

িছn [ chinna ] a torn, rent; split, cloven; cut down (িছn বৃk); uprooted; detached, separated; 
removed (িছnসংশয়). িছnা a. fem. of িছn । n. a prostitute, a harlot. ̃ৈdধ a. freed from hesitation. ̃নাস a. 
one whose nose has been cut off or amputated. ̃পk a. one whose wings have been clipped off; 
(fig.) rendered powerless, frustrated. ̃পt n. a fragment of a letter. ̃বাস a. one whose clothes are 
torn; wearing ragged clothes, in tatters, out at elbows. ☐ n. torn or tattered clothes. ̃িবিচ্ছn, ̃িভn a. 
torn or cut or broken to pieces; fragmented; torn asunder; ruined by dissensions or 
factions. ̃মsক, ̃িশর, ̃শীষর্ a. truncated; decapitated; lopped. ̃মsা n. a truncated manifestation of 
Goddess Durga (dগর্া). ̃মূল a. uprooted, weeded out. িছnমূল জনগণ uprooted or homeless people; 
refugees, displaced persons. ̃মু , িছnাN a. castrated. 

িছপ1 [ chipa1 ] n a very fast-moving lightweight and long boat. 

িছপ2 [ chipa2 ] n a fishing-rod, an angle, িছেপ মাছ ধরা v. to angle. 

িছপিছেপ [ chipachipē ] a slim; slender; lean. 

িছপােনা [ chipānō ] v to slip, to give (one) the slip, to hide; to keep in hiding, to lie concealed. ☐ 
a. slipped away, hidden; concealed. 

িছিপ [ chipi ] n a cork, a stopper. িছিপ আঁটা v. to cork, to stopple. 

িছমছাম [ chimachāma ] a smart and tidy, spruce, spick and span. 

িছয়াtর [ chiẏāttara ] a. & n seventy-six. িছয়াtেরর মnnর the famine that occurred in Bengal and also 
in several other provinces of India in the Bengali era 1176 (1769 A.D.). 
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িছয়ািশ [ chiẏāśi ] n. & a eighty-six. 

িছেয় [ chiẏē ] int (obs. & poet.) fie. 

িছল [ chila ] p of the verb-root আছ or থাকা । 

িছলমিচ [ chilamaci ] n the rod of the hookah on which the chillum is placed, the chillum holder. 

িছলা [ chilā ] n a bowstring; fringe of a piece of cloth, fringe of the sari worn by the Indian 
women. 

িছিলম [ chilima ] n the bowl of a hookah, a chillum; a quantity of tobacco that may be smoked in 
a chillum at one time, chillumful (eক িছিলম তামাক). 

ছুঁেচা [ chun ̐cō ] n the mole, the musk-rat; (fig. & dero.) a mean person. ˜িম n. meanness, baseness, 
rascality; pettiness, little-mindedness. ছুঁেচা েমের হাত গn করা (fig.) to sue a beggar and get a louse. 
ছুঁেচার েকtন (fig.) disgusting noise, hullabaloo, a state of noisy confusion, bedlam let loose. 

ছুঁেচাবািজ [ chun̐cōbāji ] n a squib. 

ছুঁিD [ chun ̐ḍ◌়i ] n (dero.) a young woman, a lass. oঠ্ ছঁুিD েতার িবেয় (fig.) a sudden call for an action 
esp. an important one, feverish haste. 

ছুঁত [ chun ̐ta ] n touch, contagion, contact impurity caused by touching what is untouchable, 
contactile impurity; a defect, a fault. ̃মাগর্ n. the Hindu system of untouchability; fear of being 
defiled by contact with so-called 'low-caste' people. 

ছুকির [ chukari ] n (usu. dero.) a young woman or maid, a lass. 

ছুচুnরী [ chucundarī ] n the female musk-rat, the she mole. 

ছুট1 [ chuṭa1 ] n a string for dressing hair; a fillet; a wearing cloth. 

ছুট2 [ chuṭa2 ] n recess; leisure; escape, exemption; release; relief. 

ছুট3 [ chuṭa3 ] n a commercial discount (ছুট বাদ েদoয়া); an omission (ছুট যাoয়া); a run (eক ছুেট). ছুট 
েদoয়া, ছুট মারা v. to run off, to spurt off, to bolt; to run away, to scamper off. eক ছুেট adv. in a run; 
in a breath. 

ছুটn [ chuṭanta ] a running, on the run; racing. 
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ছুটা, েছাটা [ chuṭā, chōṭā ] v to run; to flow speedily (েsাত েছাটা); to flow out profusely or rapidly 
(ঘাম েছাটা); to come or go out (আgন ছুটেছ); to pour down profusely or rapidly ('বাদল ছুেটেছ'); to fly, 
to go off (িতর েছাটা); to come off flying (িখল েছাটা); to release from influence, to relax influence 
(েনশা েছাটা); to come off, to fade (রং েছাটা); to break (ঘুম েছাটা). to stream out (মুখ েছাটা); ঘুম েছাটা v. to 
awake. েনশা েছাটা v. to get sober. মুখ েছাটা v. to vituperate; to be vociferous. ছুটাছুিট, েছাটাছুিট n. act or 
spell of running about; bustle. ছুটােনা v. to cause to run or to flow speedily; to cause to flow out 
profusely or rapidly; to expel; to cause to come off flying; to remove the influence of; to break 
(ঘুম ছুটােনা); to cause to stream out (মুখ ছুটােনা). 

ছুিট [ chuṭi ] n leisure, recess; break; break-up; a holiday; a vacation (gীে র ছুিট, পূজার ছুিট); a leave 
of absence; retirement; relief; release. ছুিটর িদন a holiday. লmা ছুিট a furlough, long leave. 

ছুDা, েছাDা [ chuḍ◌়ā, chōḍ◌়ā ] v to throw, to hurl; to cast, to fling; to shoot (িতর েছাDা, gিল েছাDা); to 
fire (বndক েছাDা). পাথর ছুেD মারা to pelt (one) with stones. েছাDাছুিD n. act of throwing at one another; 
act of throwing continuously. েছাDােনা v. to cause to throw or cast or fling or shoot or fire. 

ছুমnর [ chumantara ] n charms and incantations; magic. 

ছুির, ছুিরকা [ churi, churikā ] n a knife; a pen-knife (usu. েপনিসল-কাটা ছুির); a clasp-knife; a dagger; 
a dirk. ছুির মারা v. to knife, to knive, to stab. গলায় ছুির মারা (lit.) to cut one's throat, to assassinate, to 
kill; (usu. fig.) to ruin esp. by exacting a heavy payment. ছুিরকাঘাত n. a stab, stabbing. 

ছুিরত [ churita ] a besmeared, coated; entangled; inlaid, beset; bedecked; pervaded; involved. 

ছুলা, েছালা [ chulā, chōlā ] v to peel (নারেকল েছালা); to scrape (িজভ েছালা). ☐ n. act of peeling or 
scraping; something to scrape with (িজভ ছুলেছ). েছালােনা v. to cause to peel or scrape. 

ছুিল [ chuli ] n nettle-rash, urticaria; a skin disease akin to ringworm. 

েছ [ chē ] n (dial.) a slice; (dial.) recess or suspension, interval, stoppage (বৃি র েছ েনi). 

েছঁচিক [ chēn̐caki ] n a dry dish of vegetables cooked in a little oil. 

েছঁচDা2 [ chēn̐caḍ◌়ā2 ] n a dry dish of vegetables and fish-bones cooked in a little oil. 

েছঁচDােনা [ chēn̐caḍ◌়ānō ] v to drag along the ground esp. forcibly. 

েছঁচDািম [ chēn̐caḍ◌়āmi ] n swindling, cheating; knavery; unwillingness to repay debts. 

েছঁচা2 [ chēn̐cā2 ] v to pound, to thrash. ̃েনা v. to cause to pound or thrash or be pounded or be 
thrashed. 
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েছDঁােখাDা [ chēn̐ḍ◌়ākhōḍ◌়ā ] a torn and worn-out, torn and ragged. 

েছঁদা [ chēn̐dā ] n a hole, a cavity, a slot, a rent. েছঁদা করা v. to make a hole, to bore, to perforate. 

েছঁেদা [ chēn̐dō ] a of no importance, airy, evasive (েছঁেদা কথা). েছঁেদা কথা n. meaningless, worthless 
or useless talk. 

েছক1 [ chēka1 ] n stoppage, remission, cessation, suspension. 

েছচিlশ [ chēcalliśa ] n & a. forty-six. 

েছtা [ chēttā ] a one who cuts or cleaves or severs. েছtবয্ a. to be cut or split, to be cleft or fit to 
be cleft or cut. 

েছদ [ chēda ] n act of cutting or severing (িশরে দ); a section (দীঘর্েচ্ছদ); cessation, suspension (বৃি েত 
বা কথায় েছদ পDা); a part, a chapter (পিরেচ্ছদ); (gr.) any of the punctuation marks (also েছদিচh). েছদ 
পDা v. to cease. ̃ক a. one who or that which cuts or cleaves or severs. ☐ n. a cutter; (geom.) a 
section, a sector. ̃ক-দn n. a canine tooth. ̃ন n. act of cutting or cleaving or severing. েছদনী n. a 
cutting tool, a cutter. েছদনীয়, েছদয্ a. that which is to be or can be cut or cleaved or severed. ̃হীন a. 
unceasing, ceaseless; incessant. েছিদত a. cut, cleft, severed. 

েছদিবnd [ chēdabindu ] n point of intersection. 

েছিন [ chēni ] n a chisel esp. a small one. 

েছবলা [ chēbalā ] rej spell. of ছয্াবলা । 

েছেল [ chēlē ] n a boy; a lad; a male child; a son; (vul.) a person (েমেয়েছেল). ̃েখলা n. a boy's or 
child's play; a very easy task; act of trifling with; dalliance. েছেলেখলা করা v. to trifle with, to play 
with. ̃েছাকরা n. pl. young men or chaps or fellows; lads. ̃ধরা n. a child-lifter, a kidnapper of 
children. ̃িপেল, ̃পুেল n. pl. children, kiddies; one's sons and daughters collectively (not necessarily 
minor ones). ̃েবলা n. childhood; in fancy. েছেলভুলােনা েখলনা n. the child's toys. েছেলভুলােনা গান n. 
lullaby. েছেল ভুলােনা ছDা n. nursery rhyme. ̃মাnষ a. tender aged; inexperienced; childish; young and 
inexperienced (cp. a green horn). ̃মাnিষ, ̃িম n. frivolity; silliness; immaturity; childishness. েছেলেমেয় 
boys and girls; children; sons and daughters. 

েছষিT [ chēṣaṭṭi ] n & a. sixty-six. 

েছা ঁ [ chō ] n a sudden swoop or spring with an attempt to seize or bite, a pounce. েছাঁ মারা v. to 
pounce (upon), to swoop down on. 
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েছাঁকেছাঁক [ chōn̐kachōn̐ka ] int expressing the watering state of the mouth in greed. েছাঁকেছাঁক করা v. 
to fret in suppressed greed. 

েছাঁচা [ chōn ̐cā ] a ludicrously greedy of food; given to ludicrous thieving of food. ̃িম n. ludicrous 
greed for food; practice of ludicrous thieving of food. েছাঁচািম করা v. to indulge in ludicrous greed 
for food or in ludicrous thieving of food. 

েছাঁচােনা [ chōn̐cānō ] v to wash the posterior after evacuation. 

েছাDঁা2 [ chōn̐ḍ◌়ā2 ] n (dero.) a young man, a lad. 

েছাঁয়া [ chōm ̐ẏā ] v to touch. ☐ n. touch (েছাঁয়া লাগা) ☐ a. touched, contacted; touching 
(আকাশেছাঁয়া). ̃চ n. (usu. dero.) touch, contact, contagion, influence. ̃েচ a. contagious. ছঁুিয় n. mutual 
touch or contact; impurity caused by touch or contact. ̃েনা v. to cause to touch or be touched. ̃েলপা 
n. act of touching the untouchable; impurity caused by the touch of the so-called untouchable. 

েছাকরা [ chōkarā ] n (usu. dero.) a young man; a lad; a boy; a greenhorn; a boy servant; a 
serving-boy; a page; an underage employee. ☐ a. tender-aged, young; young and inexperienced. 

েছাট [ chōṭa ] a small, little, tiny (েছাট েছেলেমেয়, েছাট kkর, েছাট গাছ, েছাট পুkর); short (েছাট গl, েছাট 
দিD); trifling (েছাট বয্পার); mean, base, low (েছাটমন, েছাট নজর, েছাটেলাক); lower, subordinate, 
concerned with small causes (েছাট আদালত); junior (েছাট সােহব); younger (েছাট ভাi); youngest (েছাট 
েছেল, েছাট বu); socially depressed (েছাট জাত); holding lesser amount of shares, junior (েছাট তরফ); 
belittled (েলােকর েচােখ েছাট হoয়া); modest ('বD যিদ হেত চাo, েছাট হo তেব ') ̃খােটা a. (very) trifling (েছাট 
খােটা বয্াপার); (very) small (েছাটখােটা ঘর বা গাছ); (very) short (েছাটখােটা গl). ̃জজ a puisne judge. ̃েলাক n. 
a base or mean-minded person; a rude or uncivil person; a person belonging to a socially 
depressed class. ̃হাজির see হাজির । 

েছাটা2 [ chōṭā2 ] n a piece of dried bark of banana or dried straw used as a string. 

েছাT [ chōṭṭa ] a (very) small, little, tiny; (very) short; (very) trifling; young. 

েছাD [ chōḍ◌় ] n separation; act of leaving or giving up (নােছাD) ☐ a. separated, detached, parted 
(েছাD হoয়া). ̃i v. (obs. & poet.) leave(s), give(s) up; discontinue(s). ̃ন n. act of leaving or giving up 
or discontinuing. ̃ব v. 3rd per. (obs. & poet.) will leave, will give up, will discontinue. ˜িব 2nd per. 
(obs. & poet.) of েছাDব । ˜ভঙ্গ a. stampeded; confused and disorderly; separated or detached from 
the bunch. 

েছাপ [ chōpa ] n stain (েছাপ লাগা); tint (লােলর েছাপ); a paint (রেঙর েছাপ). েছাপােনা, ছুপােনা v. to dye. ☐ a. 
dyed. 

Bangla Torrents Releaser Group
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েছাবDা [ chōbaḍ◌়ā ] n the inedible outer portion or skin of fruits; coconut-coir; refuse of anything 
the juice of which has been extracted (েছাবDা করা). 

েছাবল [ chōbala ] n a sudden stroke with nails or fangs or teeth or tongue. েছাবল মারা, েছাবলােনা, 
ছুবলােনা v. to strike suddenly with nails or fangs or teeth or tongue, to snap. 

েছারা [ chōrā ] n a dagger, a dirk. েছারা মারা v. to stab, to knife. 

েছালঙ্গ [ chōlaṅga ] n the shaddock. 

েছালদাির [ chōladāri ] n a small triangular tent (esp. one used in the army). 

েছালা1 [ chōlā1 ] n vetch, gram, chick-pea. 

েছাহারা [ chōhārā ] n dried date, currant. 

ছয্াঁক [ chyān̐ka ] int expressing the sound of anything falling into hot oil or fat. ছয্াঁকছয্াঁক adv. 
expressing or indicating a slight temperature (গা ছয্াঁক ছয্াঁক করেছ). ছয্াঁকেছঁেক a. expressing or 
indicating a slight temperature. 

ছয্াঁকা [ chyān̐kā ] n a slight burn caused by contact with anything hot or burning; a spell of 
cauterization or searing. ☐ v. to singe lightly in oil or fat. ছয্াঁকা েদoয়া v. to cauterize; to sear. 

ছয্াকDা, ছয্াকDাগািD [ chyākaḍ◌়ā, chyākaḍ◌়āgāḍ◌়i ] n a hackney carriage. 

ছয্াবলা [ chyābalā ] a frivolous, babbling awkwardly, puerile. ̃িম n. frivolity, levity; undignified 
prattle. 
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জ1 [ ja1 ] n the eighth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

জ2 [ ja2 ] n a measure of length equal to ¼ inch. or 6.35 millimeters. 

জ3 [ ja3 ] sfx born of, produced by or in (জলজ, পঙ্কজ, dঃখজ). 

জi [ ji ] n oat. 

জu [ ju ] n lac. ̃ঘর n. a house built with lac. 

জoয়ান [ jōẏāna ] n a soldier, an armyman. 

জং [ ja ] n rust. জং ধরা v. to rust. জং-ধরা a. rusty. জং ধরােনা v. to rust. 

জখম [ jakhama ] n wound, injury. ☐ a. wounded, injured, hurt. জখম করা v. to wound, to injure, to 
hurt. জখিম a. wounded, injured, hurt; relating to wounds, or wounding. 

জগ1 [ jaga1 ] in comp the world (জগজন, জগেমাহন). 

জগ2 [ jaga2 ] n a jug. 

জগজগ [ jagajaga ] int expressing: sparkling or dazzling state. জগজগা n. a sparkling or dazzling 
tinfoil. জগজেগ a. sparkling, dazzling, shining. 

জগjননী [ jagajjananī ] n the mother of the world: an appellation of Goddess Durga (দগুর্া). 

জগjয়ী [ jagajjaẏī ] a world-conquering. ☐ n. a conqueror of the whole world, a world 
conqueror. 

জগঝm [ jagajhampa ] n a war-drum; a kettle-drum. 

জগত্ [ jagat ] n the world, the earth, the universe; society (পশুজগত্); sphere (িশlজগত্); field 
(ধাতুজগত্, কাবয্জগত্). ̃কতর্া n. God, the Lord of the universe. ̃কারণ n. the First Cause, God. ̃েজাDা a. 
world wide; all-pervading; universal. ̃পিত, ̃পাতা, ̃িপতা same as ̃s া । ̃ময় adv. throughout the 
world. ̃s া n. the Creator, God. ̃সংসার n. the whole world. 

জগতী [ jagatī ] n. fem the mother earth, the earth, the world; (pl.) the people of the world. ̃তল n. 
the face or surface of the earth. 

জগদ্gr [ jagadguru ] n the teacher of the world; God. 
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জগেদ্গৗরী [ jagadgaurī ] n an appellation of Goddess Manasa (মনসা). 

জগদmা [ jagadambā ] n the mother of the world: an appellation of Goddess Durga (dগর্া). 

জগদীশ, জগদীশব্র [ jagadīśa, jagadīśbara ] n the Supreme Lord, God. 

জগদীশব্রী [ jagadīśbarī ] n. fem of জগদীশব্র । 

জগdল [ jagaddala ] a that which presses down the universe; too heavy to be moved, immovably 
heavy. ☐ n. an immovably heavy stone. 

জগdাtী [ jagaddhātrī ] n. fem the mother or protector of the world. 

জগdnু [ jagadbandhu ] n the friend or benefactor of all; God. 

জগdাসী [ jagadbāsī ] a inhabiting the world. ☐ n. an inhabitant of the world. fem. জগdািসনী । 

জগিdখয্াত [ jagadbikhyāta ] a of worldwide fame or reputation, celebrated, renowned, famous. 

জগdয্াপী [ jagadbyāpī ] a spread over the world, world wide. 

জগnাথ [ jagannātha ] n the Supreme Lord of the world, God; an appellation of Krishna (কৃ ); the 
presiding deity of the temple at Puri, Jagannath. ে̃kt n. the domain of Jagannath, Puri. 

জগিnবাস [ jagannibāsa ] n the container of the universe: an appellation of Vishnu (িব ু) or 
Krishna (কৃ ); God. 

জগnয়ী [ jaganmaẏī ] n. fem the Female Spirit or Mother Spirit pervading all through the 
universe. masc. জগnয় God. 

জগnন্ডল [ jaganmanḍala ] n the (whole) world; the whole universe. 

জগnাতা [ jaganmātā ] n. fem the Mother of the world, the Supreme Being viewed as the Mother, 
the great Mother. 

জগেnাহন, জগেমাহন [ jaganmōhana, jagamōhana ] a. & n one who or that which captivates the 
world or the universe. 

জগািখচিD, জগািখচুিD [ jagākhicaḍ◌়i, jagākhicuḍ◌়i ] n hotchpotch; a confused medley, farrago, 
mess. 
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জগািত [ jagāti ] n a tax-collector; an obstacle. 

জg [ jagdha ] a eaten, consumed. 

জঘন [ jaghana ] n the lower region of a woman's abdomen; the loins (usu. of a woman). 

জঘn [ jaghanya ] a abominable, hateful, detestable; repugnant; filthy; hated; vile; base, mean; 
contemptible. ̃তা n. abomination, hatefulness, detestation; repugnance; filthiness; vileness, 
baseness, meanness; contemptibility. ̃বৃিt n. hateful or loathsome or odious pursuit. 

জঙ্গ2 [ jaṅga2 ] n a war, a battle. ̃িডঙ্গা n. a battle ship, a man-of-war. 

জঙ্গম [ jaṅgama ] a mobile; movable; having power of locomotion; living, animate. 

জঙ্গল [ jaṅgala ] n a bush, a thicket, a jungle; a forest; wild plants and herbs, weed. জঙ্গলা, জংলা a. 
wild; bushy. জংিল, জঙ্গুেল a. wild; bushy; living in a jungle; uncivilized; rude; uncultured; 
unpolished; unrefined. জঙ্গিল েলাক, জংিল েলাক n. a woodman, a bushman; an ill-mannered or 
uncultured person. 

জঙ্গাল [ jaṅgāla ] n an embankment, a dam. 

জিঙ্গ [ jaṅgi ] a military (জিঙ্গ লাট); fighting (জিঙ্গ িবমান); armoured (জিঙ্গ গািD); belligerent (জিঙ্গ 
মেনাভাব) warlike (জিঙ্গ েলাক). জিঙ্গ িবমান n. a fighter-plane, a fighter aeroplane, a fighter. 

জঙ্ঘা [ jaṅghā ] n (of men) the shank; (of beasts) the ham or hough. ̃tাণ n. greaves. ̃ি হ n. the tibia. 

জজ [ jaja ] n a judge; a justice. জজয়িত n. judgeship. 

জঞ্জাল [ jañjāla ] n refuse, sweepings, rubbish, garbage; (fig.) a trouble, a fix; (fig.) an unwanted 
or burdensome person or thing. 

জিঞ্জর [ jañjira ] n chains. 

জট [ jaṭa ] n matted hair; a tangle, a complication; entanglement; confusion; an aerial or hanging 
root of a tree; (psy.) complex. জট পাকা, জট বাঁধা v. to get matted, to mat; to become complicated, to 
tangle; to form into a tangle or complex. জট পাকােনা, জট বাঁধােনা v. to cause to get matted, to mat; to 
complicate, to tangle; to give rise to a tangle; to involve or to get involved. 

জটলা [ jaṭalā ] n an irregular assemblage of persons debating about or discussing something; an 
assemblage; a crowd, a multitude; (loos.) hullabaloo. জটলা করা v. to form an assembly, to make a 
clique. 
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জটা [ jaṭā ] n matted hair; mane; an aerial or hanging root (বেটর জটা). ̃জাল, ̃জুট n. a mass of matted 
hair. ̃ধর, ̃ধারী a. of Shiva (িশব). ̃বlল n. pl. matted hair and the bark of a tree (as worn by an 
ascetic). ̃ভার n. the load of matted hair. ̃মাংসী n. the Indian spikenard. ̃ল a. having matted hair; 
having aerial or hanging roots. 

জিটয়া [ jaṭiẏā ] a having matted hair (জিটয়াবাবা). 

জিটল [ jaṭila ] a (rare) having matted hair or mane or aerial roots; tangled; confused; entangled; 
inscrutable; complicated; difficult; complex; (arith.) compound (জিটল ভgাংশ). জিটলা a. fem. of জিটল; 
and also mischievously shrewd; quarrelsome; tyrannizing over or oppressing the daughters-in-
law. জিটল বাকয্ a complex sentence. 

জিটলতা [ jaṭilatā ] n complexity, intricacy; (fig.) confused state, tangle, tangled skein. 

জটী [ jaṭī ] a having matted hair or mane or aerial roots. 

জঠর [ jaṭhara ] n the belly; the stomach; the womb; the interior. ̃jালা n. hunger-pain, the pang of 
hunger; hunger. ̃বাস n. stay in the mother's womb (between conception and birth), remaining in 
the mother's womb. ̃যntণা n. birth-pangs; labour-pain; the suffering of the baby during its stay in 
its mother's womb ('িদিব পুনঃ জঠরযntণা'). ̃ হ a. lying or staying in the belly or stomach or womb. 

জঠরািg, জঠরানল [ jaṭharāgni, jaṭharānala ] n terrible hunger; digestive power, digestion; gastric 
juice. জঠরানল jেল oঠা to be stricken with terrible hunger, to be terribly hungry. জঠরানল িনবৃt হoয়া to 
have one's hunger satisfied or stilled. 

জD2 [ jaḍ◌়2 ] n root; the root cause (েরােগর জD মারা). জD মারা v. to uproot, to eradicate; to expel or 
remove the root cause (of). 

জD3 [ jaḍ◌়3 ] a inanimate; insensate; perceptible by the senses; worldly, earthly; material (জDবাদ); 
inactive, inert; stupid, imbecile; ignorant. ☐ n. an imbecile; something inanimate or insensate 
(জেDর িতন aব হা). ̃িkয় a. sluggish. ̃জগত্ n. the inanimate world; the physical world; the material 
world. ̃তা, ̃t n. inanimateness, insensateness; state of being perceptible by the senses; 
worldliness, earthliness; materiality; inactivity, intertia; uneasiness (শরীেরর জDতা); stupidity, 
imbecility; ignorance; sluggishness. ̃পদাথর্ n. any inanimate substance; inanimate matter; (fig.) an 
extremely inactive or immobile person, a person bereft of all sensation. ̃িপN n. a mass of anything 
insensate, a conglomerated mass of things. ̃পুtিল n. a puppet; (fig.) a person rendered inactive or a 
person with out any freedom of action. ব̃াদ n. materialism. ̃বাদী a. materialistic. ☐ n. a 
materialist. ̃িবjান n. physical or natural science. ̃বুিd a. imbecile, fatuous, oafish. ̃ভরত n. (myth.) 
King Bharata who lost his salvation because of his over-attachment to a sawn and when reborn 
he remembered the incidents of his former life and so refrained from speaking and all voluntary 
activities; (fig.) an imbecile or inactive person, a clodhopper. ☐ a. imbecile or inactive. ̃সD a. 
cowering or cowered. জDসD হoয়া v. to flinch or shrink as through fear or shyness. 
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জDাজিD [ jaḍ◌়ājaḍ◌়i ] n mutual hugging; intertwining. ☐ a. hugged mutually; intertwined. 
জDাজিD করা v. to hug mutually; to in tertwine. 

জDােন [ jaḍ◌়ānē ] a too close, interwoven (জDােন েলখা). 

জDােনা [ jaḍ◌়ānō ] v to embrace; to hug; to grasp or grapple (as in a scuffle); to wrap (কাগজ িদেয় 
জDােনা); to surround; to roll up (লাটাiেয় sেতা জDােনা); to intertwine; to form into a tangle; to 
entangle; to mess up or be messed up; to become confused (কথা জDােনা); to involve or to be 
involved, to implicate or be implicated. ☐ a. embraced; hugged; grasped; grappled; wrapped; 
surrounded; rolled up; intertwined; formed into a tangle; messed up; confused; involved or 
implicated in. 

জিDত [ jaḍ◌়ita ] a connected, related; attached; involved or implicated in; engaged in; inlaid, 
studded with; affected with; confused (জিDত কেN). জিDত করা v. to involve or entangle. জিDত হoয়া v. 
to be involved or implicated. 

জিDবুিট [ jaḍ◌়ibuṭi ] n empiric medicine or cure, medicinal herbs, drugs. 

জিDমা [ jaḍ◌়imā ] n inactivity, inertia; lethargy, langour, lassitude, fatigue; uneasiness; 
confusion; a confusing influence (spজিDমা). 

জDীভূত [ jaḍ◌়ībhūta ] a rendered inanimate or insensate; stupefied; rendered inactive or 
motionless; involved in, implicated in; beset with; affected with. জDীভূত করা v. to render inanimate 
or insensate or inactive or motionless; to stupefy; to involve in; to beset with; to affect. 

জDলু [ jaḍ◌়ula ] n a naevus, a sharply defined mark on skin, a birth-mark like an urticarial spot. 

জেDা [ jaḍ◌়ō ] a collected, assembled; amassed. জেDা করা v. to bring together, to assemble, to 
collect; to amass. জেDা হoয়া v. to meet together, to assemble, to gather. 

জেDাপাসক [ jaḍ◌়ōpāsaka ] a worshipping inanimate or natural objects; naturistic; animistic. ☐ n. 
a worshipper of inanimate or natural objects; a naturist; an animist. জেDাপাসনা n. worship of 
inanimate objects; nature-worship, naturism, animism. 

জেDায়া [ jaḍ◌়ōẏā ] n a piece of bejewelled ornament. ☐ a. bejewelled (জেDায়া গয়না). 

জত ু[ jatu ] n lac; lac-dye (as used by Hindu women to paint their feet). ̃গৃহ n. a house built with 
lac; (fig.) an extremely dangerous abode. ̃রস n. lac dye. 

জtr [ jatru ] n the collar-bone, the clavicle. 
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জন [ jana ] n a person, a man (শতজন); a labourer (জন খাটােনা); the common people, the masses, 
demos (জনেনতা). ☐ in comp. a person, a head (দশজন, dজন). জনকলয্াণ n. welfare of the people, 
masses etc. জন খাটা v. to work as a labourer. জন খাটােনা v. to supervise labourers at work, to 
requisition the service of a labourer. ̃গণ same as ̃সাধারণ । ̃গণনা n. census. ̃গেণশ n. the presiding god 
of the common people or the proletariat. জনগেণর দািব public demand. ̃েগা ী n. a clan; a tribe. ̃তা n. 
an assembly or crowd of persons; a mob; the rabble; (pol.) the proletariat. aৈবধ জনতা an unlawful 
assembly. ̃নায়ক, ̃েনতা n. a leader of the people; a demagogue. ̃পদ n. any human habitation with 
distinct bound ary lines such as a village or a town, a settlement, a township. ̃পদবধ ূn. a prostitute, 
a whore. জনপালন কৃতয্ক civil service. ̃pবাদ n. hearsay, a rumour. ̃pাণী n. a single person or 
creature. ̃িpয় a. popular. ̃িpয়তা n. popularity. ̃বল same as েলাকবল । ̃বসিত n. human habitation, 
habitation. ̃বhল a. populous, numerously inhabited, thickly populated, congested, crowded. ̃িবরল 
a. sparsely inhabited or populated; almost desolate. ̃মজুর n. a labourer (chiefly a temporarily hired 
one). ̃মত n. popular opinion or verdict, public opinion. ̃মানব n. (even) a single human 
being. ̃মানবহীন a. desolate, totally desolate; lonely, deserted. ̃মুখী a. aimed at the benefit of the 
people. ̃যুd n. people's war. ̃রব n. hearsay; a rumour. ̃েলাক n. (myth.) the fifth of the seven heavens 
which is the abode of pious people after their death. ̃শূn a. desolate. ̃rিত n. hearsay, a 
rumour. ̃সংখয্া n. population. ̃সংঘ n. a people's society; a society for public welfare, a social service 
or welfare in stitution. স̃ংভরণ n. civil supply. ̃সভা n. mass meeting, public meeting. ̃সমেk adv. 
publicly, before everybody's eyes, openly. ̃সমি  n. same as জনগণ and জনসাধারণ । ̃সমাজ n. the human 
society. ̃সমােবশ n. a gathering (of people, crowds etc.), an assembly, an assemblage of people. ̃সমুd 
n. (lit.) a sea of people; a great multitude of people, a vast concourse of people. ̃সাধারণ n. the 
common people; the masses; the public; (pol.) the proletariat. ̃sা h n. public health. ̃েsাত n. a 
stream of people. ̃িহতকর a. beneficial to the public, doing good to the people; philanthropic. ̃হীন a. 
desolate. জেন জেন one after another; one by one; individually; severally. 

জনক [ janaka ] n father, a progenitor; a producer. ☐ a. producing or causing (sখজনক). 

জনন [ janana ] n the act of begetting, progenition, procreation; birth; origination; production; 
reproduction. ̃েকাষ n. a reproductive cell, a gamete, a germ-cell. ̃েকাষাধার n. gametangium. ̃যnt n. the 
reproductive organ. ̃শিk n. generative or procreative power. শ̃িkহীন a. sterile, barren; impotent; 
unproductive. 

জননােশৗচ [ jananāśauca ] n impurities or unholy state, as enjoined by Hindu scriptures, 
consequent on the birth of a baby in a family. 

জননী [ jananī ] n mother, a progenitrix. ☐ a. fem. producing or causing. 

জননীয় [ jananīẏa ] a to be begotten; producible. 

জনেনিndয় [ jananēndriẏa ] n a reproductive (male) organ, the penis. 
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জনিয়তা [ janaẏitā ] n a begetter, a progenitor, a father; a producer; an originator. fem. জনিয়tী a 
progenitrix, a mother. 

জনা [ janā ] n (chiefly coll. & poet.) a person, a head (দশজনা). ˜জাত adv. individually. 

জনাকীণর্ [ janākīrṇa ] a thickly or densely populated; overcrowded, teeming with people. 

জনািnক [ janāntika ] a (in a drama) aside. জনািnেক adv. aside. 

জনpবাদ [ janaprabāda ] n a scandal; ill-repute. 

জনাব [ janāba ] n (Mus.) sir, Mr. 

জনার [ janāra ] n an inferior variety of cereal, mealie. 

জনাদর্ন [ janārdana ] n the vanquisher of Jana (জন) the demon; an appellation of Vishnu (িব )ু. 

জিন1 [ jani1 ] n origination; birth; a mother; a woman; a wife; a daughter-in-law. 

জিন2 [ jani2 ] con. & adv (poet. & obs.) if, nowise; let not; perhaps. 

জিনত [ janita ] a born of, begotten by; originating from, resulting from, caused or produced by. 

জিনতা1 [ janitā1 ] fem of জিনত । 

জিনতা2 [ janitā2 ] n father, a progenitor, a begetter; a producer; a cause. 

জিনt [ janitra ] n a producing machine, a plant (গয্াসজিনt = a gas plant). 

জিনtী [ janitrī ] fem of জিনতা2 । 

জn1 [ janu1 ] adv (poet. & obs.) as if or in that case. 

জৈনক [ janaika ] a a certain, some, one. fem. জৈনকা । 

জnt [ jantu ] n an animal, a creature; a beast. 

জn [ janma ] n birth, nativity; generation; origination; production; life (জn কাটা); life-time. জn 
েদoয়া v. to give birth (to), to beget; to procreate, to originate; to generate; to produce. জn েনoয়া v. 
to take one's birth, to be born; to originate; to come into existence; to be produced; to evolve. ̃-
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eয়stী, ̃-eয়িত n. & a. fem. one who is outlived by her husband. ˜kNলী n. (astrol.) a horoscope; 
nativity. ̃গত a. pertaining to birth or birthtime, natal, innate, bred in the bone; congenital. gহণ n. 
taking one's birth; nativity; origination. জngহণ করা same as জn েনoয়া । ̃ঘিটত a. caused by or 
pertaining to one's birth; natal. ̃-জnাnর n. the present life and the lives following (and also 
preceding). ̃িতিথ n. one's lunar birth day; (loos. & pop.) birthday. ˜িতিথ পালন, ̃িতিথ-uত্সব n. birth-
anniversary. ̃দ, ̃দাতা n. a father, a begetter, a progenitor; an originator; a producer. fem. ̃দা, ̃দাtী a. 
mother, a progenitrix; an originator; a producer. ̃দান n. procreation; origination; production. জnদান 
করা v. to procreate, to beget; to give birth to; to generate, to produce. ̃িদন ̃িদবস n. birthday. ̃dঃখী a. 
ever miserable, ever distressed, suffering forever, born to suffer. ̃নkt n. the star or planet under 
which a person is born, the natal star. ̃িনয়ntণ n. birth-control. ̃পt, ̃পিtকা n. a horoscope. ̃পিরgহ same 
as ̃gহণ । ̃বtৃাn n. an account of one's birth. ̃ভূিম n. native land, fatherland, motherland: birth-
place. ̃মাস n. the month in which one is born, the month of one's birth. ̃রািশ n. (astrol.) the zodiacal 
sign of nativity. ̃েশাধ adv. for the last time in one's life, once for all. ̃সংkাn a. relating to birth or 
nativity, natal. ̃ হান n. place of one's birth. জেn জেn at every birth; forever. জেnর মেতা same as ̃েশাধ 
। 

জnা [ janmā ] v to take one's birth, to be born; to come into existence, to originate; to spring up; 
to be produced, to grow; to occur; to evolve; to accrue. 

জnািধকার [ janmādhikāra ] n birthright. 

জnােনা [ janmānō ] v to take one's birth, to be born; to come or bring into existence, to originate; 
to grow or cause to grow, to be produced or to produce; to occur or cause to occur; to evolve or 
cause to evolve. 

জnাnর [ janmāntara ] n another life or existence; physical regeneration after death, re birth. ̃বাদ n. 
the doctrine of rebirth. জnাnের adv. in another birth or life or existence. 

জnাn [ janmāndha ] a born blind. 

জnাবিচ্ছn [ janmābacchinna ] a lifelong. 

জnাবিধ [ janmābadhi ] adv since one's birth; throughout one's life. 

জnা মী [ janmāṣṭamī ] n the eight lunar day of the dark fortnight of the month of Bhadra (ভাd) 
when (in Hindu myth.) Krishna (কৃ ) was born. 

জিnত [ janmita ] a born (of); produced (by): originating (in, from); evolved (out of). 

জেnাত্সব, জnজয়nী [ janmōtsaba, janmajaẏantī ] n birthday celebration. 
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জপ [ japa ] n praying silently; silent and repeated recitation of prayers or names esp. as enjoined 
by scriptures or by a guru; act of telling one's beads; a rosary. জপ করা same as জপা । জেপর মnt 
esoteric words to be recited silently in prayers. ̃তপ n. (practice of) silent prayers and religious 
austerities. ̃ন n. praying silently; silent and repeated recitation of prayers or names esp. as 
enjoined by scriptures or by a guru; act of telling one's beads. ̃নীয় a. that which is to be or should 
be recited silently and repeatedly esp. in prayers. ̃মালা n. a rosary; (fig.) an object of constant or 
frequent thought. 

জপা [ japā ] v to say one's prayers silently; to recite silently and repeatedly prayers or names esp. 
as enjoined by scriptures or by a guru; to tell one's beads; (fig.) to think of constantly or 
frequently. জপােনা v. to cause to recite silently and repeatedly prayers or names esp. as enjoined 
by scriptures; to make one memorize; (coll. & pop.) to cajole, to win over by cajolery, to 
persuade by flattery, deceit etc., to coax (into doing something). 

জিপত [ japita ] a recited silently and repeatedly; uttered in silent prayers; (fig.) thought of 
constantly or frequently. 

জপয্ [ japya ] a that which is to be or should be recited silently and repeatedly esp. in prayers. 

জবজব [ jabajaba ] int expressing: the state of being drenched or moist thoroughly. জবজব করা v. to 
be drenched or soaked or moist all over or thoroughly. জবজেব a. thoroughly drenched or moist 
with watery or oily substance. 

জবর [ jabara ] a grand, pompous (জবর uত্সব, জবর আেয়াজন); excellent (জবর িজিনস); hard, grievous, 
powerful (জবর আঘাত); strong (জবর পােলায়ান); pertinacious, dogged (জবর েলাক, জবর আkমণ); ur gent, 
of considerable importance, tremendous (জবর সংবাদ); attractive, interesting, first-rate (জবর েখলা); 
heavy (জবর শািs). ̃দখল. n. forcible occupation. জবরদখল করা v. to occupy by force. ̃দs a. 
indomitable; forceful, imperious, autocratic; very powerful; formidable; violent; forcible; very 
pertinacious; oppressive; high-handed; tyrannous. ̃দিs n. application of force, violence; 
pertinacity; oppression. ☐ adv. forcibly. জবরদিs করা v. to force; to oppress, to behave in a high-
handed manner. 

জবরজং, জবDজং [ jabaraja, ñjabaḍ◌়ja ] a clumsy; unwieldy; odd-looking, ill-shaped, uncouth, 
(জবরজং েপাশাক). 

জবা [ jabā ] n a red species of the Chinarose, hi biscus rosa sinensis. 

জবাi [ jabāi ] n sacrificial slaughter of an animal or the method of slaying an animal in 
slaughter; slaughter. জবাi করা v. to slay an animal in sacrifice or in the sacrificial manner; to 
sacrifice; to kill or murder. 
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জবান [ jabāna ] n language (িহিn জবান): speech or word (বদ জবান); a promise (জবােনর িঠক েনi); the 
tongue (জবান েদারs করা). ̃বিn. n. attestation, deposition. ̃বিn েদoয়া v. to depose. জবািন n. a statement. 
☐ a. relating to an answer or rejoinder. ☐ adv. verbally from. aপেরর জবািনেত through another 
person's lips. 

জবাব [ jabāba ] n an answer, a reply, a response; an explanation; (in law) a rejoinder (সoয়াল-
জবাব), a retort (মুেখর মেতা জবাব); dismissal (চাকির েথেক জবাব). জবাব করা v. to reply, to respond; to 
retort, to answer back. জবাব চাoয়া v. to call for an explanation; to ask for a reply. জবাব েদoয়া v. to 
answer, to reply, to respond; to explain, to submit an explanation; to rejoin, to submit a rejoinder; 
to retort; to dismiss. ̃িদিহ n. an explanation; liability to explain. জবাবিদিহ করা v. to give an 
explanation; to account for. জবািব a. said in reply; said or done in reply (জবািব হামলা). 

জবুথব ু[ jabuthabu ] a lacking in agility or easy move ments; ungainly; decrepit; inert due to old 
age or disease. 

জb [ jabda ] a discomfited, put to shame; harassed (ঘুের ঘুের জb); put out of countenance (জাঁক 
করেত িগেয় জb); defeated, subdued (শtr জb); forfeited, confiscated, foreclosed (জমানত জb, িভেটমািট 
জb). জb করা. v. to harass; to put out of countenance; to defeat, to subdue; to forfeit, to confiscate, 
to foreclose. েকমন জb completely befooled or outwitted. 

জমক [ jamaka ] n pomp, grandeur (chiefly used in জাঁকজমক). জমকােলা. a. pompous, splendid; 
showy, spectacular; gaudy, gorgeous. 

জমজম [ jamajama ] int expressing: splendour, pomp, richness, crowded or overcrowded state. 

জমজমা [ jamajamā ] n grandeur, pomp; eclat. 

জমজমাট [ jamajamāṭa ] a full of grandeur, attractiveness and crowd; in full swing; in full glory; 
(of celebration, soire etc.) at its height. 

জমা [ jamā ] n (rare) capital or principal money; savings; (book-keeping) deposit; credit or 
income (জমাখরচ); revenue or the rate of revenue (বািষর্ক িতন টাকা জমা); rented land (তাঁর কােছ আমার িকছু 
জমা আেছ). ☐ v. to be saved or accumulated (টাকা জমা); to accrue (sদ জমা); to collect (ময়লা জমা); to 
gather, to assemble (েলাক জমা); to settle (পিল জমা); to congeal or coagulate, to freeze (dধ জমা, রk 
জমা); to become attractive or captivation (আসর বা গান জমা); to be filled with crowd and enthusiasm 
(সভা জমা). ☐ a. accumulated, saved up; accrued; collected; settled or deposited; congealed, 
coagulated, frozen; that which has become attractive; filled with crowd and enthusiasm. জমা করা 
v. to accumulate; to amass; to cause to assemble, to collect; to deposit; (book-keeping) to credit. 
জমা েদoয়া v. to deposit. জমা েনoয়া v. to take as a deposit. জমার িদক (in a book of accounts) the credit 
side. -̃oয়ািসলবািক n. an account or a statement of accounts of realized and unrealized revenue. ̃খরচ 
n. (book-keeping) credit and debit, income and expenditure, receipts and payment or 
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disbursements. ̃নিবশ n. an accounts clerk in the receipts branch. ̃বিn n. a descriptive rent-roll (usu. 
drawn up annually). 

জমাট [ jamāṭa ] a congealed, frozen, coagulated (জমাট dধ, জমাট রk); thick (জমাট গাঁথিন, জমাট 
anকার); inseparable, intimate (জমাট বntু); deep (জমাট আনn); thoroughly interesting or delightful 
(জমাট গান); full of crowd and enthusiasm (জমাট সভা). জমাট বাঁধা v. to coagulate, to congeal; to 
thicken. ̃বাঁধা a. coagulated; frozen; hardened. 

জমাদার [ jamādāra ] n an Indian Army officer holding the lowest commissioned rank; a head 
constable; a head sweeper; a police constable or a sweeper; a foreman or a gangsman. fem. 
জমাদারিন । 

জমানত [ jamānata ] n a security, a surety. জমানত জb বা বােজয়াp করা v. to forfeit a security. 

জমােনা [ jamānō ] v to lay or put by, to save up; to hoard; to amass, to accumulate; to cause to 
assemble, to gather; to freeze, to congeal, to coagulate; to crowd and fill with enthusiasm (সভা 
জমােনা); to make interesting, to arrest attention (গান জমােনা). ☐ a. saved up; amassed, accumulated; 
frozen, congealed, coagulated. 

জমােয়ত [ jamāẏēta ] n an assemblage, a gathering. জমােয়ত হoয়া v. to assemble, to gather. aৈবধ 
জমােয়ত an unlawful assembly. 

জিম, জিমন [ jami, jamina ] n ground; land; field; landed property; (of cloth) texture. জিমজমা n. 
landed property, real estate. জিম জায়গা same as জিমজমা । জিমিজরাত, (coll.) জিমিজেরত n. agricultural 
or arable land. জিমদার n. a landowner, a zemindar, a landlord. জিমদাির n. the jurisdiction or 
property of a zemindar, zemindary, a real estate; the office of a zemindar. ☐ a. pertaining to a 
zemindary or zemindar. কাপেDর জিমন texture of textile material or fabric or cloth. 

জmিত, জmতী [ jampati, jampatī ] n a married couple; a husband and a wife. 

জিmর [ jambira ] n the lime; the citron. 

জmু [ jambu ] n the rose-apple, the jambu; (myth.) one of the seven islands or divisions of the 
world; Asia; India. 

জmুক, জmূক [ jambuka, jambūka ] n the jackal. fem. জmুকী, জmূকী । 

জয় [ jaẏa ] n act of defeating or conquering; victory, triumph, win, conquest; ovation, applause 
(জয়ধব্িন). ☐ int. victory (জয় ভগবান). জয় করা v. to win; to defeat; to conquer; to succeed. জয় হoয়া v. 
to be won or conquered; to be crowned with victory or success (েতামার জয় হেব). ̃গান n. a song of 
praise; singing in praise. ̃জয়কার n. (popular) praise of a victorious person; huzza; (loos.) great or 
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repeated victory. জয়জয়কার করা v. to receive with an ovation, to huzza; জয়জয়কার হoয়া v. to be 
received with an ovation, to be acclaimed. ̃জয়nী n. an Indian musical mode. ̃ঢাক n. a war-drum. ̃তু 
v. be victorious, let victory attend you (জয়তু িশবািজ); glory be. ̃dগর্া n. a manifestation of Goddess 
Durga (dগর্া). ̃ধব্িন n. peals of victory; noise of ovation with which a triumphant or famous person 
is received, huzza. জয়ধব্িন করা v. to receive with an ovation, to huzza. ̃ধব্জ, ̃পতাকা n. a flag or 
standard of victory or triumph. ̃পt n. a written certificate or declaration of success or 
triumph. ̃পরাজয় n. victory and defeat; success and failure. ̃েভির n. a war drum. ̃মালয্ n. a wreath or 
laurel of victory. ̃যুk a. victorious, triumphant; successful. ̃লkী same as ̃ ী । ̃লাভ n. attainment of 

victory. ̃েলখ same as ̃পt । জয়শঙ্খ n. a conch that is blown by a person to announce his or her 
victory. ̃ ী n. the presiding goddess of victory. ̃সাধয্ a. conquerable, vincible. ̃sm n. a pillar or 
monument of victory. 

জয়tী [ jaẏatrī ] n the aril of the nutmeg, mace. 

জয়nী [ jaẏantī ] n a flag, a standard; a name of Goddess Durga (dগর্া); a birthday celebration 
(রবীndজয়nী); an anniversary, a jubilee; a kind of tree. েরৗপয্জয়nী n. the silver jubilee. sবণর্জয়nী n. the 
golden jubilee. হীরকজয়nী n. the diamond jubilee. 

জয়পাল [ jaẏapāla ] n the croton. 

জয়া [ jaẏā ] n a name of Goddess Durga (dগর্া) or one of her female attendants. 

জয়ী [ jaẏī ] a victorious, triumphant, successful. 

জেয়াত্সব [ jaẏōtsaba ] n victory celebration. 

জেয়াnt [ jaẏōnmatta ] a flushed or beaming with victory, maddened by victory. 

জেয়াlাস [ jaẏōllāsa ] n rejoicings and celebrations after victory or signal success. 

জেয়াst [ jaẏōstu ] v be victorious, let victory attend you. 

জরজর [ jarajara ] a very much oppressed or stricken with (dঃেখ জরজর); worn out; saturated with 
(nেন জরজর); beside oneself. 

জরতী [ jaratī ] a. fem decrepit; very old; very old and without any novelty (জরতী পৃিথবী). masc. 
জরত্ । 

জরদ [ jarada ] a yellow. 
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জরদ্গব [ jaradgaba ] n a decrepit bull; (fig.) a decrepit man who can do no work; a stupid, good-
for-nothing fellow. 

জরদা [ jaradā ] n a preparation of tobacco to be taken or chewed with betel-leaves. ☐ a yellow. 
জরদা-েপালাo n. a kind of sweet pilau coloured with saffron. 

জরা1 [ jarā1 ] n old age; decrepitude, infirmity; senility. ̃রিহত a. not subject to old age or decay, 
not subject to senile decay; undecaying and immortal. 

জরা2 [ jarā2 ] v to be smeared with esp. for preservation (লবেণ জরা); to be pickled. see also জরােনা 
। 

জরাg হ [ jarāgrasha ] a seized with infirmities of old age, decrepit and infirm, worn-out, senile. 

জরাজীণর্ [ jarājīrṇa ] a worn-out, dilapidated and decayed through age. 

জরােনা [ jarānō ] v to smear with esp. for preservation (লবেণ আম জরােনা); to pickle. ☐ a. smeared 
with; pickled. 

জরায় ু[ jarāẏu ] n the uterus; the womb. ̃জ a. viviparous. (cp. oviparous). 

জির [ jari ] n thread of gold or silver. ̃দার a. woven or fringed or embroidered with thread of gold 
or silver. 

জিরপ [ jaripa ] n measurement of an area of land, land-survey. জিরপ করা v. to measure or survey 
land. জিরপ-আিমন n. a land-surveyor. ̃কারী a. surveying (land). ☐ n. a land-surveyor. 

জিরমানা [ jarimānā ] n a money penalty, a fine, a mulct. জিরমানা করা v. to impose a fine, to fine, to 
mulct. 

জির  ু[ jariṣṇu ] a decaying. 

জrর [ jarura ] adv surely, certainly; perforce; by all means. জrরত n. necessity, need. জrির a. 
urgent; necessary; important. জrির তার an express or urgent telegram. 

জজর্র, জজর্িরত [ jarjara, jarjarita ] a very much oppressed or stricken with (dঃেখ জজর্র); worn out; 
deeply engrossed or involved in (ঋেণ জজর্র). 

জল [ jala ] n water; aqua: rain (জল হেচ্ছ); a stream ('েযেতেছ জেলর মত'); (fig.) a light repast, 
refreshment, snack, tiffin (জলখাবার). ☐ a. cooled, comforted, refreshed (pাণ জল হoয়া); liquefied 
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(গেল জল); rendered watery, thinned (রk জল); mixed or adulterated with water (জল dধ); wasted 
(টাকা জল হoয়া); exhausted, ruined (েদহ বা রk জল হoয়া); very easy (জল aঙ্ক). খর জল hard water. েচােখর 
জল tears. নারেকেলর জল milk of coconut. বৃি র জল rain-water. ভারী জল (phys.) heavy water. িমেঠ জল 
fresh water. মৃd জল soft water. জল করা v. to waste (টাকা জল করা); to ruin, to exhaust (েদহ বা রk জল 
করা); to cool or comfort (pাণ জল করা). জল খাoয়া. v. to drink water; to take light repast, to take tiffin, 
(coll.) to refresh; to take or require water (iিঞ্জনটা খুব জল খায়). জল ঝরা. v. to drip. জল েদoয়া v. to give 
water; to give a dying person water to drink; to offer drinking water to the manes; to water (গােছ 
জল েদoয়া). জল পDা. v. to rain; to leak water (কলিসটা েথেক জল পেD); to stream with tears. জল মরা v. to 
dry up. জল েনoয়া v. to take water; (of an engine etc.) to water. জল সoয়া v. to fetch water from a 
river or pond on the eve of a festival. জল সরা v. to pass out water; to use the water of a pond esp. 
for purposes other than drinking; (of a pregnant woman) pass fluid (esp. immediately before 
childbirth). জল হoয়া v. to rain; to become liquid, to liquefy, to melt (গেল জল হoয়া); to cool or be 
comforted (pাণ জল হoয়া); to cool or calm down (রাগ জল হoয়া); to become cold (চা জল হoয়া). জেল 
েদoয়া. v. (fig.) to give to an undeserving person; (fig.) to waste. জেল পDা v. (fig.) to arrive at a bad 
place; (fig.) to fall in a danger; (fig.) to fall to an undeserving person; (fig.) to be wasted. জেল 
েফলা same as জেল েদoয়া । জেল যাoয়া v. to go to a river or pond; (fig.) to be wasted (টাকাটা জেল েগল). 
জেলর কল. a. water tap. কেলর জল tap-water. জেলর গািD a water-cart. জেলর দােম (fig.) at a throw away 
price. জেলর েsাত a stream of wa ter. ̃কণা n. a little or small drop of water. ̃কnা n. a water-nymph, a 
naiad, a mermaid. ̃কপাট n. a watergate, a sluicegate, a sluice. ̃কর n. a tax im osed on ponds, water 
reservoirs etc.; a water toll; a tax on fishery. ̃কেlাল n. noise (usu. loud) made by a running stream 
or wave; a noisy wave; a roaring wave. ̃ক  n. scarcity of water. ̃কাচা a. (of textile goods) washed 
in water only (that is, without using soap or other washing materials). ̃কাদা n. rain-water and mud; 
slush. ̃kkুট n. the water-fowl; the gull. ̃kN n. a water-font; a water-reservoir. ̃kট n. (phys.) a water-
trap. ̃িkয়া n. drink-of fering to the deceased, water libation, offering drinking water to the 
manes. ̃kীDা, ̃েকিল n. aquatic sports, watersports; bathing in rivers or ponds for amusement. ̃খাবার n. 
a light re past, refreshment, tiffin, snack. ̃গাহ n. waterbath. জলgহণ না করা v. not to drink water; not 
to take even the slightest food, refuse to take any food. ̃gাহী a. (bot.) hygroscopic. চ̃k n. (phys.) a 
water-mill. ̃চর a. living or growing in water, aquatic. ☐ n. an aquatic animal. ̃চল a. belonging to a 
caste whose touch does not pollute water to be used by high-caste people. ̃চাষ িবদয্া hydroponics, 
art of growing plants in water impregnated with nutrients. ̃িচিকত্সক n. a hydropathist. ̃িচিকত্সা n. 
hydropathy. ̃িচh n. manufacturer's design on some kinds of paper-seen when the paper is held 
against light, watermark. ̃চুিD n. a watermark in the shape of a thin streak. ̃েচৗিক n. a low and small 
wooden stool. ̃ছt coll. corrup. of ̃সt, । ̃ছিব n. a transfer picture. ̃ছাপ n. a watermark. ̃জ a. born in or 
of water, ponds, rivers, seas etc.; aquatic. ☐ n. the water-lily, the lotus. ̃জnt n. an aquatic 
animal. ̃জীয়n, ̃িজয়n, (coll.) ̃জয্n a. perfectly alive (just like a fish in water); (fig.) quite obvious, 
downright (জলজয্াn িমথয্া). ̃ঝD n. rain and storm. ̃টুিঙ n. a raised hut built in the midst of a pond, 
marsh, river etc. ̃েঢাঁDা n. a species of non-venomous water-snake. ̃তরঙ্গ n. a wave; a ripple; a kind 
of musical in strument consisting of seven bowls which are filled with water and are struck with 
one or more sticks in order to produce musical sounds. ̃দsয্ n. a pirate; a buccaneer. ̃দsয্তা n. 
piracy. ̃তা করা v. to act as a pirate; to buccaneer. ̃েদবতা n. a watergod; Neptune; Varuna (বrণ). ̃েদাষ 
n. morbid collection of water in the abdomen, dropsy. ̃েdাণী n. a water-cask, a water-barrel; a 
water-bucket; a trough. ̃ধর a. containing water; full of water. ☐ n. the cloud; the sea. ̃ধারা n. a 
stream of water. ন̃kল n. the otter. ̃নালী n. a water-passage; an aqueduct; a drain. ̃িনকাশ n. draining 
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out water, drainage. ̃িনকােশর পথ a drain, an outlet for water. ̃িনিধ n. an ocean; a sea. ̃িনেরাধক a. 
waterproof. ̃িনগর্ম n. passage of water, drainage. ̃িনগর্মপথ n. an outlet for water; a drain. ̃িনগর্ম pণালী n. 
drainage system; an outlet for water, a conduit; a drain. ̃পিট n. a strip of cloth soaked in water and 
placed on a wounded limb or on the forehead. ̃পDা n. water into which curative or supernatural 
power is believed to have been infused by means of mysterious words uttered by a sorcerer or 
magician. ̃পথ n. a waterway; an outlet for water. ̃পেথ adv. by water. ̃পরাগী a. hydrophilous. ̃পির n. a 
water-nymph; a water fairy, mermaid. ̃পাt n. a wa ter-vessel, a water-pot; a drinking cup or 
glass. ̃পান n. a light repast, snacks; act of drinking water. জলপান করা v. to take a light repast; to 
drink water. ̃পািন n. a scholarship, a studentship, student's stipend; pocket-money (আশুেতাষ তাঁর বাবার 
কাছ েথেক িনতয্ eক টাকা কের জলপািন েপেতন). ̃িপপাসা n. thirst. ̃িপিপ n. a small species of wading bird, the 
jacana, Metopidius indicus. ̃িপঁিD n. a low wooden pedestal on which pitchers are placed. ̃পুিলশ a. 
water police; marine police. ̃পৃ  n. water level, surface of water. ̃pণালী n. an outlet for water; a 
drain; a water course; a strait. ̃pপাত n. a waterfall, a cataract, a cascade, a fall. ̃pাবন n. a flood; a 
deluge. ̃pািবত a. overflooded; flooded with water. ̃বত্ a. (fig.) clear as water, perspicuous, very 
easy to understand. ব̃সn n. chicken-pox. ̃বাতাস, ̃বায়ু n. climate. ̃বাহক n. a water-carrier. ̃বািহত a. (of 
goods or diseases) water-borne. ̃িবছুিট n. nettle drenched in water (which, when rubbed on any part 
of the body, causes a terrible irritation). ̃িবjান n. hydrostatics. ̃িবdয্ত্ n. hydro-electricity, hydro-
electric power. ̃িবnd n. a drop of water. ̃িবm n. a bubble. ̃িবভািজকা n. water shed. ̃িবযুk করা v. to 
dehydrate. ̃িবেয়াজন n. dehydration. ̃িবষবু n. the autumnal equinox. ̃িবে ষণ n. hydrolyzation. জলিবে ষণ 

করা v. to hydrolize. ̃িবহার same as ̃kীDা । ̃েবামা n. a depth charge, a bomb used against a submarine 
for explosion under water. জল ভাঙা v. to proceed or walk through water with difficulty. ̃ িম n. a 
whirlpool. ̃মg a. immersed or sunk in water; drowned; flooded or submerged. জলমg হoয়া v. to 
sink; to drown; to be submerged. ̃ময় a. full of water; watery; flooded with water; full of ponds, 
rivers etc. (জলময় েদশ). ̃মাজর্ার n. the otter. ̃মুক n. the cloud. ̃যnt n. a machine or pulley for hauling up 
water; a water-clock, a clepsydra; a spraying instrument, a spray. ̃যাtা n. a sea voyage. ̃যাtী n. a 
voyager. ☐ a. voyaging. ̃যান n. a ship or a boat, a vessel. ̃যুd n. a fight on water, a naval fight; a 
naval war; naval warfare. ̃েযাdা n. a naval soldier, a navy-man. ̃েযাগ n. tiffin or a light repast. 
জলেযাগ করা v. to take tiffin or a light repast. ̃রং n. water colour. ̃রািশ n. a mass of water. ̃েরখা n. a 
water-line. ̃েরাধী a. water proof; watertight. ̃শিk n. hydro-electricity, power obtained from flowing 
or falling water capable of generating electric current etc., waterpower. ̃শূn a. waterless; dry. ̃েশৗচ 
n. act of washing the posteriors (and also other parts of the body) with water after purging. ̃সt n. 
a place for charitable distribution of drinking water to the public. ̃সম a. level with water. ̃সমতল n. 
water-level. ̃িসk a. soaked in or drenched with water, wet; moist. ̃িসঞ্চন, ̃েসচন n. act of sprinkling 
wa ter; act of watering (trees etc.) জলিসঞ্চন করা, জলেসচন করা v. to sprinkle water (upon); to 
water. ̃েসক n. act of sprin kling water; act of sprinkling; act of fo menting with a piece of cloth 
dipped in hot water. ̃sm n. a waterspout. ̃sীিত n. spate. ̃েsাত n. a stream of water. ̃হsী n. the 
hippopotamus. ̃হাoয়া n. climate. 

জলদ1 [ jalada1 ] a that which gives water. ☐ n. the cloud. ̃কাল n. the rainy season. ̃kয় n. 
autumn. ̃গmীর a. as grave or deep as the rumbling of the cloud. জলদাগম n. the break of monsoon; 
the rainy season, the rains. 

জলদ2 [ jalada2 ] a quick, rapid (জলদ লেয় বাজােনা) ☐ adv. quickly, rapidly. 
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জলিদ [ jaladi ] adv quickly; rapidly. 

জলিধ [ jaladhi ] n the sea; the ocean. 

জলপাi [ jalapāi ] n the olive. জলপাi রং n. olive colour. জলপাi রংেয়র a. olive-green, olivaceous. 
জলপাiেয়র েতল olive-oil. 

জলসা [ jalasā ] n a majlis or assembly for musical demonstration, a musical soiree. 

জলা [ jalā ] n a marsh, a bog. ☐ a. marshy. ̃জিম n. wetlands, a marshy or swampy land, a swamp. 

জলাচরণীয় [ jalācaraṇīẏa ] a pertaining to a caste whose touch does not pollute water or render it 
unfit for use by people of higher castes. 

জলাঞ্জিল [ jalāñjali ] n act of taking water in cupped palms of hands and offering it to the 
deceased when the cremation is over; (fig.) act of giving up, abandonment (েলখাপDায় জলাঞ্জিল); 
(fig.) waste (টাকা জলাঞ্জিল). জলাঞ্জিল েদoয়া v. to take water in cupped palms of hands and offer it to 
the deceased at the end of cremation; (fig) to give up, to abandon; (fig.) to waste. 

জলাতঙ্ক [ jalātaṅka ] n hydrophobia; rabies. 

জলাতয্য় [ jalātyaẏa ] n the end of the monsoon; autumn. 

জলাধার [ jalādhāra ] n a receptacle of water, a water vessel, a reservoir of water. 

জলািধপ, জলািধপিত [ jalādhipa, jalādhipati ] n a sea; an ocean; Varuna (বrণ) the presiding deity 
of water. 

জলাবতর্ [ jalābarta ] n a whirlpool, an eddy. 

জলাভাব [ jalābhāba ] n scarcity of water. 

জলাভূিম [ jalābhūmi ] n a marsh, a swamp, a bog. 

জলােভদয্ [ jalābhēdya ] a waterproof. 

জলাশয় [ jalāśaẏa ] n a water-reservoir; a pond, a tank, a pool, a lake, a river etc. 

জলীয় [ jalīẏa ] a of water, aqueous. জলীয় বাs aqueous vapour, water vapour. 
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জলুস [ jalusa ] n lustre; brightness; splendour; glamour. 

জেলা [ jalō ] a adulterated or mixed with water (জেলা dধ); wet (জেলা বাতাস); full of water (জেলা 
মাঠ); marshy (জেলা জায়গা); watery, thin (জেলা রং). 

জেলাচ্ছব্াস [ jalōcchbāsa ] n spate; high tide, high water; a bore; a tidal wave. 

জেলাdব [ jalōdbhaba ] a aquatic. 

জেলৗকা [ jalaukā ] n the leech. 

জেলৗষিধ [ jalauṣadhi ] n medicinal water-plants or water-cresses. 

জl [ jalpa ] n (log.) establishment of one's own opinion by refuting another's; discussion (usu. 
of no importance); garrulity; prating. ̃ক a. garrulous. ন̃, ̃না n. utterance; discussion; talk; 
speculation; a proposal. জিlত a. uttered; discussed; speculated; proposed. 

জlাদ [ jallāda ] n an executioner, a hangman, a fierce and ugly man; (fig.) an extremely 
merciless or heartless person. 

জহর1 [ jahara1 ] n poison. 

জহর2 [ jahara2 ] n a precious stone, a gem, a jewel. 

জহরত [ jaharata ] n jewels collectively, jewellery. 

জহরbত [ jaharabrata ] n a rite practised by Rajput women of old by burning themselves alive on 
funeral pyres to escape shame and insult. 

জহির, জhির [ jahari, jahuri ] n a jeweller; a lapidary. জhির জহর েচেন (fig.) a shepherd knows his 
ewe. 

জা1 [ jā1 ] n. fem a wife of one's husband's brother, a woman's sister-in-law. 

জা2 [ jā2 ] sfx son (েবাজসা) = a son of Mr Bose, a son of a Bose family). 

জাu [ jāu ] n gruel; porridge. 

জং [ ja ] n the thigh. 
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জাঁক [ jān̐ka ] n vaunt, brag, boast; parade; pomp, éclat. জাঁক করা v. to vaunt, to brag, to boast. জাঁক 
েদখােনা v. to show off, to display ostentatiously; to parade one's importance. ̃জমক n. pomp and 
grandeur; great éclat. জাঁকজমক করা v. to ostentatiously parade pomp and grandeur; to arrange with 
a display of pomp and grandeur. 

জাঁকD [ jān̐kaḍ◌় ] n purchase on condition that if not approved, the article will be returned. 

জাঁকা [ jān̐kā ] v to be filled with splendour; to sit or settle firmly upon (েজঁেক বসা); to be 
flourishing; to hold or seize fast. 

জাঁকােনা [ jān̐kānō ] v to fill with splendour. ☐ a. redolent of splendour, flourishing. 

জাঁকােলা [ jān̐kālō ] a pompous; showy, ostentatious; splendid. 

জাঁতা1 [ jān̐tā1 ] n mill-stone, grindstone; bellows. 

জাঁতা2 [ jān̐tā2 ] v to press down firmly; to massage ('চরণ জাঁিতেছ'). 

জাঁতােনা [ jān̐tānō ] v to load. ☐ a. loaded. 

জাঁিত [ jān̐ti ] n a nut-cracker. ̃কল n. a mechanism to catch rats, a toothed or serrated rat-trap. 
জাঁিতকেল পDা (fig.) to be in a difficult situation or tight corner. 

জাঁদেরল [ jān̐darēla ] a ostentatious, pompous; grand; overbearing; very strong or powerful; 
gigantic; great. 

জাগ [ jāga ] n artificial warmth produced by heaping straw or tree-leaves etc. upon something (in 
order to ripen or soften or decompose it); to ret (পাট জাগ েদoয়া). জাগ িদেয় পাকােনা. to ripen 
artificially or prematurely. 

জাগ-গান [ jāga-gāna ] n a kind of folk-song sung at night in some parts of Bengal. 

জাগিতক [ jāgatika ] a worldly, earthly, of this world. 

জাগn [ jāganta ] a awake; wakeful. 

জাগর [ jāgara ] n awakening; awakened state; wakeful or sleepless state ('রজনী জাগরkাn'); (dial.) 
a kind of awakening song. ̃sp n. a day-dream; a reverie. 
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জাগরণ [ jāgaraṇa ] n act of waking; sleeplessness; wakefulness; (fig.) coming back to activity or 
consciousness, awakening, rise (জািতর জাগরণ). জাগরনী. n. an awakening song; the period of waking. 
☐ a. relating to waking. 

জাগিরত [ jāgarita ] a awakened, risen from sleep; sleepless, wakeful; (fig.) come back to one's 
senses or consciousness. জাগিরত করা v. to rouse from sleep, to awake or awaken; (fig.) to bring 
one to one's senses. জাগিরত হoয়া v. to rise from sleep, to wake; (fig.) to come back to one's senses, 
to regain one's consciousness. 

জাগরী [ jāgarī ] a one who keeps awake; wakeful; sleepless. 

জাগrক [ jāgarūka ] a awake; wakeful; watchful; careful; still unforgotten or existent (hদেয় 
জাগrক). 

জাগা [ jāgā ] v to rise from sleep, to wake (েভাের জাগা); to rise (ঘুম েভেঙ জাগা); to be without sleep 
(সারারাত েজেগেছ); to be inspired ('জািগয়া uেঠেছ pাণ'); to occur to, to strike (মেন জাগা). ☐ a. awake. 
জাগােনা v. to rouse from sleep, to awake; to rouse; to keep awake; to in spire; to cause to wake; to 
remind. 

জাgয়ার [ jāguẏāra ] n the jaguar. 

জাgত্, জাgত [ jāgrat, jāgrata ] a awake; wakeful; watchful; conscious. 

জাঙ্গাল, জাঙাল [ jāṅgāla, jāṅāla ] n a dam, a weir; an embankment, a dyke; a bridge; a ridge; an 
elevated road; a highway; fallow land; verdigris; unending line (িপঁপেDর জাঙাল). 

জািঙ্গ [ jāṅgi ] a unripe, green (জািঙ্গ হরীতকী). 

জািঙ্গয়া, জািঙয়া [ jāṅgiẏā, jāṅiẏā ] n drawers, shorts. 

জািজম [ jājima ] n a cloth-sheet (esp. a richly decorated one) to cover a bed or a seat; (loos.) a 
mattress. 

জাjলয্মান [ jājbalyamāna ] a refulgent, shining; very bright or vivid; flaming; glaring. 

জাট, জাঠ [ jāṭa, jāṭha ] n a race inhabiting Rajputana, Haryana etc.; a member of this race. 

জাঠর [ jāṭhara ] a relating to the belly or womb; abdominal. 

জাঠা1 [ jāṭhā1 ] n an iron cudgel used as a weapon in war in ancient times. 
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জাঠা2 [ jāṭhā2 ] n a moving assembly of men; a procession. 

জাD [ jāḍ◌় ] n a spell of cold weather, cold; chill; winter. 

জাডয্ [ jāḍya ] n inactiveness, sloth, idleness; inertia, stupor; imbecility, fatuity; ignorance; 
frigidity. 

জাতাঙ্কুর [ jātāṅkura ] a germinated, sprouted. 

জাতাn [ jātāndha ] a born blind. 

জাতােশৗচ [ jātāśauca ] n (personal) impurity or unholy state caused by child-birth. 

জািত1 [ jāti1 ] n birth, origin (জািতেত িহnd); kind, sort, class (নানা জািতর ফুল); breed or pedigree (নানা 
জািতর kkর); a race, a tribe (নানা জািতর মাnষ); a genus or species (মানবজািত, সপর্জািত, stীজািত); caste 
(কায় হজািত); a nation (িহndজািত, iংেরজজািত); a community; lineage (ে  জািতর bাhণ). জািত েখায়ােনা. v. to 
lose one's claim to remain in the fold of one's caste, to be outcasted. জািত েদoয়া v. to forgo one's 
claim to remain in the fold of one's caste. জািত মারা same as জািত খাoয়া । জািত যাoয়া, জািত হারােনা 
same as জািত েখায়ােনা । জািতেত oঠা v. to be reclaimed into the fold of one's caste; to have one's 
status uplifted. জািতেত েতালা v. to reclaim into the fold of one's caste; to uplift the status of. ̃কমর্ n. a 
hereditary trade or occupation. ̃গত a. pertaining to the race, nation, caste, class, community etc.; 
racial, national, generic; phylogenetic. ̃চুয্ত a. expelled from one's caste, outcasted. ̃জিন n. 
phylogenesis, phylogeny. ̃তtt n. ethnology. ̃তttীয় a. ethnological. ̃তািttক a. ethnological. ☐ n. an 
ethnologist. eকজািততtt n. the one-nation theory. ̃ধমর্ n. duties and practices pertaining to one's caste 
or race, racial duties and practices; racial character. ̃ধমর্িনিবর্েশেষ adv. with out distinction of caste 
and creed. ̃নাশ n. expulsion from one's caste. ̃নাশা a. causing one to be outcasted; extremely 
disgraceful. ̃বণর্-িনিবর্েশেষ adv. without distinction of caste and colour. ̃বাচক a. generic; (gr.) 
denoting the class. ̃িবচার n. act of distinguishing the castes, caste-distinction; distinction of 
class. ̃িবেdষ n. race-hatred. ̃িবদয্া n. ethnology. ̃িবদয্াগত a. ethnological. ̃িবদয্ািবত্ n. an ethnologist. ৈ̃বর 
n. racial enmity; vendetta, bloodfeud. ̃বয্বসায় same as ̃কমর্ । ̃েভদ n. caste distinction. ̃েভদpথা n. caste-

system. ̃ ংশ n. loss of one's claim to remain in the fold of one's caste. ̃  same as ̃চুয্ত । ̃rপ n. 
national or racial type. ̃লkণ n. distinctive mark of a caste or race, typical mark. ̃সংঘ n. (the) 
League of Nations. ̃sভাব n. the racial character. ̃sর a. one who remembers the incidents of one's 
former lives. ̃হীন a. outcasted; casteless; declassed. সিmিলত জািতপুঞ্জ, রাTসংঘ the United Nations 
Organization. 

জািত2, জাতী [ jāti2, jātī ] n a variety of white flower. 

জািতপt, জািতপtী, জাতীপt, জাতীপtী [ jātipatra, jātipatrī, jātīpatra, jātīpatrī ] n the aril of the 
nutmeg, mace. 
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জািতফল [ jātiphala ] n the nutmeg. 

জাতীয় [ jātīẏa ] a of a nation, tribe, community, class, species, type or variety; national, racial, 
typical. fem. জাতীয়া । ̃তা n. nationalism. ̃তাবাদী a. & n. nationalist. জাতীয় গবর্ national pride. জাতীয় 
চিরt national or racial character. জাতীয় মহাসভা National Congress. নানাজাতীয় of different kinds or 
varieties. 

জােতি  [ jātēṣṭi ] n rites to be performed at birth. 

জাতয্ [ jātya ] a well-born, nobly-born; of a high lineage; legitimate; noble; best. 

জাতয্ংশ [ jātyaṃśa ] n lineage, descent, family. 

জাতয্n [ jātyandha ] a born blind. 

জাতয্িভমান [ jātyabhimāna ] n pride in one's lineage or family; race-consciousness. জাতয্িভমানী a. 
proud of one's lineage or family; race-conscious. fem. জাতয্িভমািননী । 

জাতয্থর্ [ jātyartha ] n connotation. 

-জাদা [ -jādā ] sfx son (শাহজাদা = the son of a king). fem. -জািদ daughter. 

জাd1 [ jādu1 ] n (chiefly used in addressing a baby affectionately) darling, dearie. 

জাd2 [ jādu2 ] n magic, jugglery; sorcery, witch craft, enchantment; engrossing charm (rেপর জাd). 
জাd করা v. to enchant, to bewitch; to charm. ̃কর, (rare) ̃গর a. a magician, a juggler; a sorcerer, a 
wizard; an enchanter, a charmer. fem. ̃করী, (rare) ̃গরী a female magician or juggler; a sorceress, a 
witch; an enchantress. ̃ঘর n. a museum (of curiosities). ̃বল n. magical power-good or bad, force of 
charm or enchantment. ̃িবদয্া n. magic, jugglery; black art, sorcery, witchcraft; enchantment. 

জান1 [ jāna1 ] n a soothsayer, a diviner; an all knowing person; a person possessing occult power 
to know things; (erron.) a wizard or a witch. 

জান2 [ jāna2 ] n life. 

জানপদ [ jānapada ] a of a human settlement; produced in or dwelling in a village or country, 
rural, rustic. 

জানা [ jānā ] v to know, to come to know, to learn; to be cognizant of; to have knowledge (of or 
in); to feel, to perceive, to realize (জানিছ ক  হেব); to be acquainted with (তােক জািন). ☐ a. known 
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(জানা কথা); learnt. ̃জািন a. made public, circulated. ☐ n. circulation, publicity. জানান েদoয়া v. to 
announce or proclaim or notify be forehand; to announce oneself. ̃েনা v. to acquaint with; to 
inform; to make known. 

জানানা [ jānānā ] n a woman, a female; a woman living in a zenana; a wife; apartments in which 
women are secluded, a zenana, a gynaeceum. 

জানালা [ jānālā ] n a window. 

জানােশানা [ jānāśōnā ] n acquaintance; familiarity. ☐ a. acquainted. 

জািনত [ jānita ] a known, familiar. 

জাn [ jānu ] n the knee. জাn-কাপািলক n. the knee-cap, the patella. ̃tাণ n. protective covering for the 
knee, knee-cap. সিn n. knee-joint. 

জাnয়াির [ jānuẏāri ] n January. 

জােনায়ার [ jānōẏāra ] n a beast, an animal; a brute. 

জাnব [ jāntaba ] a of or like a beast or animal; beastly. জাnব চিবর্ animal fat. জাnব িচত্কার (lit.) the 
cry of an animal; (fig.) a horrid, fierce or alarming cry. 

জাnাত [ jānnāta ] n the heavenly garden. 

জাপক [ jāpaka ] a. & n one who says one's prayers or tells one's beads silently; one who 
recollects silently. 

জাপটাজাপিট [ jāpaṭājāpaṭi ] n mutual hugging or embracing or clasping. জাপটাজাপিট করা v. to try to 
hug or embrace or clasp one an other; to be locked in embrace. 

জাপটােনা [ jāpaṭānō ] v to hug, to embrace; to clasp. 

জাপািন [ jāpāni ] a Japanese. ☐ n. a native of Japan; the language of Japan, Japanese. 

জাফরান [ jāpharāna ] n saffron. জাফরািন n. saffron yellow. ☐ a. saffron yellow. 

জাফির [ jāphari ] n lattice, trellis. ̃-কাটা a. latticed, trellised. 
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জাব, জাবনা [ jāba, jābanā ] n a mixture of chopped straw, oil-cake, water etc. given to cattle as 
their food, fodder. জাবনাভান্ড, জাবপাt n. a manger. িভেজ জাব thoroughly wet or drenched or soaked 
(like জাব). 

জাবDা [ jābaḍ◌়ā ] a wet or drenched like জাব; thoroughly wet or drenched; disorderly, messy; 
thick and ugly; smudgy. জাবDােনা v. to wet or drench thor oughly; to make a mess of; (dial.) to 
hug, to clasp. ☐ a. thoroughly wet or drenched; messy; clasped. 

জাবর [ jābara ] n cud. জাবর কাটা v. to chew the cud, to ruminate; (fig.) to meditate on or discuss 
the same thing over and over again. 

জােবদা, জাবদা [ jābēdā, jābadā ] n daily accounts; a book of daily accounts, a journal. জাবদা খাতা 
n. a (usu. thick and big) book of daily accounts. 

জাম [ jāma ] n the rose-apple, the jambu. 

জামDা [ jāmaḍ◌়ā ] n a corn or callosity. 

জামদেgয়, জামদgয্ [ jāmadagnēẏa, jāmadagnya ] n the son of Jamadagni (জমদিg) the sage. 

জামদািন [ jāmadāni ] n a variety of muslim woven in design of flowers, a jamdani. ☐ a. woven 
in design of flowers (জামদািন কাপD). 

জামবািট [ jāmabāṭi ] n a large bowl or cup without handle made of bell metal, a big bowl. 

জামrল [ jāmarula ] n a variety of greenish white juicy fruit, the star-apple (?). 

জামা [ jāmā ] n any garment for the upper body such as a coat, a shirt, a blouse, a jacket, a vest 
etc. 

জামাi, জামাতা [ jāmāi, jāmātā ] n a son-in-law. জামাiষ ী n. the sixth day of the waxing moon in 
the month of Jaistha (ৈজয্ ) when a son-in-law is received and blessed by his parents-in-law, the 
son-in-law's day; this rite. 

জািমন [ jāmina ] n one who becomes or stands a security or surety for another or the thing given 
as security, a bail. জািমন েদoয়া v. to grant bail. ̃দার n. a bails man; a surety. ̃নামা n. a bail-bond. 
জািমেনর েযাগয্ bailable. জািমেনর aেযাগয্ non-bailable. 

জািময়ার [ jāmiẏāra ] n a richly embroidered shawl. 

জািমর [ jāmira ] n the citron, the lime. 
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জায় [ jāẏa ] n a detailed statement of accounts; an estimate; a list, a catalogue, an in ventory; 
exchange (sেদর জােয় িভেটমািট েনoয়া, টাকার জােয় খাটা). 

জায়গা [ jāẏagā ] n a place (e জায়গায় থাকা); land (জায়গা েকনা); a site (বািD করার জায়গা); room, 
accommodation (eখােন তার জায়গা েনi); abode, haunt (সােপর জায়গা); a place of frequent occurrence 
(eটা বৃি র জায়গা); a suitable place (eটা গােনর জায়গা); a fixed place or seat (eটা তার জায়গা); a 
receptacle, a container (িঘেয়র জায়গা); circumstance, situation (e জায়গায় তকর্ বৃথা); stead, position, 
post, place, exchange (রােমর জায়গায় শয্াম). 

জায়িগর [ jāẏagira ] n a piece of land assigned by the State to a person with power to administer, a 
jagir (cp. a feoff). জায়িগর েদoয়া v. to assign a jagir. ̃দার n. a holder of a jagir, a jagirdar (cp. a 
feoffee). 

জায়দাদ [ jāẏadāda ] n landed property or the right to it by virtue of occupation. 

জায়ফল [ jāẏaphala ] n the nutmeg. 

জায়মান [ jāẏamāna ] a nascent. 

জায়া [ jāẏā ] n a wife. জায়াজীব, জায়াজীবী n. a man who lives on the income of his wife; the husband 
of a professional actress or dancing-girl. 

জায়াপিত, [ jāẏāpati, ] n see দmিত । 

জার [ jāra ] n a secret and unlawful lover of a woman esp. of a married woman, a paramour. 

জারক [ jāraka ] a digestive, promoting or aiding digestion; corrosive; used in pickling. জারক-েলব ু
n. a pickled lemon meant for aiding digestion. 

জারক-িশখা [ jāraka-śikhā ] n oxidizing flame. 

জারজ [ jāraja ] a misbegotten, bastard, illegitimate. ☐ n. a bastard. 

জারণ [ jāraṇa ] n digestion; corrosion; act of pick ling. 

জারব [ jāraba ] v (poet & obs.) wears out or withers, will wear out or wither. 

জারা [ jārā ] v to corrode, to cause to wear out; to digest; to pickle. ☐ n. corrosion; digestion; a 
thing pickled; a thing cor roded. ̃েনা v. to cause to corrode or wear out or digest or pickle. ☐ a. 
corroded, worn-out, digested; pickled. 
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জাির1, জািরগান [ jāri1, jārigāna ] n a kind of folk-song of Bengal (composed in memory of the 
martyrs at Karbala and sung usually in East Bengal, now Bangladesh, on the occasion of 
Mohurrum). 

জাির2 [ jāri2 ] a instituted, introduced, enforced, passed (িনয়ম বা আiন জাির); served (সমন জাির). ☐ n. 
institution, introduction, enforcement, enactment; act of serving, service. জাির করা v. to institute, 
to introduce, to enforce, to enact, to pass; to serve. ̃েজাির, ̃জুির n. tactics and pressure (জািরজুির 
খাটােনা). 

জািরত [ jārita ] a corroded; worn-out; digested; pickled; (of metals etc.) reduced (জািরত sণর্). 

জাrল [ jārula ] n a kind of tree yielding an inferior variety of timber (used in making furniture 
etc.), Lagerstroemia flosreginae. 

জাল1 [ jāla1 ] n a net (মাছ-ধরা জাল); web (মাকDসার জাল); a mesh, a snare, a trap; a network (রি জাল); 
a lace with net work; a thin and fine covering with network (মুখঢাকা জাল); (fig.) allurement, 
illusion, enchantment, charm (েসৗnেযর্র জাল); a collection or mass (জটাজাল). জাল পাতা; v. to lay or set 
a trap. জাল েফলা v. to cast a net. জাল বাoয়া v. to practise casting a net. েখপলা-জাল n. a cast net. ছাঁিক 
জাল n. a scoop-net, a dipping net. টানা-জাল n. a draw-net. 

জাল2 [ jāla2 ] a counterfeit, forged, fake (জাল টাকা, জাল দিলল); disguised, dissembling, 
dissimulating, false (জাল সnয্াসী). জাল করা v. to forge, to counterfeit, to fake (দিলল বা টাকা জাল করা); 
to dissimulate; to impersonate falsely. 

জালক [ jālaka ] n a flower-bud; a net; a very young and tender gourd or any other similar fruit; a 
capillaire. 

জালিত [ jālati ] n a small net; netting (েলাহার জালিত); a long staff with a net fixed to one of its ends 
used in plucking fruits. 

জালজীবী [ jālajībī ] n a fisherman. 

জালপাদ [ jālapāda ] a web-footed. 

জালবd [ jālabaddha ] a ensnared. 

জালবািজ [ jālabāji ] n forgery. 

জালা2 [ jālā2 ] n a large fat-bellied earthen jar, an earthen barrel. 

জালাকার [ jālākāra ] a netted; reticulate. 
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জালাতন, jালাতন [ jālātana, jbālātana ] n irritation, vexation; annoyance; pestering; harassment; a 
pest. ☐ a. irritated, vexed, pestered; harassed. জালাতন করা v. to irritate, to vex, to annoy, to pester; 
to harass. 

জালাতুেন [ jālātunē ] a (coll.) irritating, annoying, vexatious, pestering; harassing. 

জািল1 [ jāli1 ] n a very young and tender gourd or any other similar fruit. ☐ a. very young and 
tender. 

জািল2 [ jāli2 ] n a small net; anything reticular; lattice, trellis. ☐ a. woven like a net, reticular 
(জািল েগিঞ্জ). 

জািলক [ jālika ] a deceiving, deceitful. ☐ n. a fisherman; a hunter, a fowler; a spider; a cheat. 

জািলেবাট [ jālibōṭa ] n a jolly-boat. 

জািলম [ jālima ] a oppressing, oppressive. 

জািলয়া [ jāliẏā ] n a fisherman; (rare) a hunter, a fowler. 

জািলয়াত [ jāliẏāta ] n a forger, a faker, a counter feiter. জািলয়ািত n. forgery. জালয়ািত করা v. to forge; 
to practise forgery. 

জাl [ jālma ] n a vulgar or base or vile person, a rascal. ☐ a. ignorant; illiterate; vulgar; base; 
vile, wicked. 

জাs [ jāsu ] a knavish; (dero.) veteran or leading. ☐ n. a knave; (dero.) a veteran or leading 
person; a ring-leader. 

জািs [ jāsti ] n excess; abundance, plenty. ☐ a. excessive. 

জাহাঁপনা [ jāhām̐panā ] n the refuge or shelter of the world; used whilst addressing a prince (cp. 
Your Majesty). 

জাহাঁবাজ [ jāhām̐bāja ] a (dero.) very shrewd or vastly experienced; uncontrollable; dominating; 
terrible. 

জাহাজ [ jāhāja ] n a ship, a vessel; a steamer. uেDাজাহাজ an airship, an aeroplane. কেলর জাহাজ a 
steamship, a steamer. ডুেবাজাহাজ a submarine. িবদয্ার জাহাজ a prodigy of learning, a vastly learned or 
omniscient person. যুdজাহাজ n. a warship, a battleship, a man-of-war. সoদাগির জাহাজ, বািনজয্ জাহাজ n. 
a merchantman, a merchant ship, a trading ship. eক-জাহাজ মাল a. shipload of goods or cargo. জাহাজ 
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চালােনা v. to steer or pilot a ship. জাহাজ ভাসােনা v. to launch a ship; to set sail; to sail. জাহােজ oঠা বা চDা 
v. to board a ship, to embark. জাহাজ েথেক নামা v. to disembark. ̃ঘাটা n. a dock, a wharf, a pier, a 
jetty. ̃ডুিব n. shipwreck. জাহািজ a. relating to ships; ship-borne; working on board a ship; marine, 
naval. জাহািজ মাল cargo; imported goods. 

জাহান [ jāhāna ] n the world (মুসিলম জাহান). 

জাহাnম, জাহাnাম [ jāhānnama, jāhānnāma ] n (Mus.) hell, Inferno. জাহাnােম েদoয়া v. (lit.) to 
condemn to hell; (fig.) to deprave or ruin beyond repair. জাহাnেম যাoয়া v. (lit.) to be damned or 
condemned to hell; (fig.) to be depraved or ruined beyond repair or redemption, to go to the 
dogs. জাহাnিম a. deserving to be condemned to hell; hellish. 

জািহর [ jāhira ] a ostentatiously made public; as serted; displayed ostentatiously. জািহর করা v. to 
make public or announce ostentatiously; to assert; to display ostentatiously. 

জাhবী [ jāhnabī ] n the daughter of Jahnoo (জhু) the Puranic sage: an appellation of the Ganges. 

িজ [ ji ] n (masc. & fem.) a title of courtesy affixed at the end of a person's name (েনতািজ, মাতািজ, 
grিজ); Sir, or Madam (হাঁ িজ). 

িজu [ jiu ] v (in blessing etc.) may you be alive, may you live long. 

িজoল [ jiōla ] a (of fish) that which, if kept in a vessel full of water, can be kept alive for a long 
time; (of trees etc.) long-lived. ☐ n. such a fish or tree. ̃গাছ n. a kind of tree that lives long, Odina 
wadier. ̃মাছ n. the anabas, the barbed fish, the catfish etc. 

িজিগর [ jigira ] n emphasis; a refrain; loud outcry or clamour, a slogan; a public an nouncement; 
a shout of triumph. 

িজগীষা [ jigīṣā ] n desire for victory or conquest. িজগীষু a. desirous of victory or conquest. 

িজঘাংসা [ jighāṃsā ] n desire to murder. ̃বৃিt n. murderous instinct, blood-thirstiness, propensity 
to murder. িজঘাংs a. desirous of murdering, murderous. 

িজিজয়া [ jijiẏā ] n a tax imposed by Muslim rulers on non-Muslim pilgrims or non-Muslim 
subjects. 

িজজীিবষা [ jijībiṣā ] n desire to remain alive. িজজীিবষ ুa. desirous of remaining alive. 

িজjাসক [ jijñāsaka ] a one who asks or questions or inquires. 
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িজjাসন [ jijñāsana ] n act of questioning, interrogation; inquiry. িজjাসনীয় same as িজjাs । 

িজjাসা [ jijñāsā ] n a question, an interrogation; inquiry. িজjাসা করা v. to ask, to question, to 
interrogate; to inquire. িজjাসার িচh (gr.) the note of interrogation, the question-mark (?). ব̃াদ n. 
interrogation; a talk or discussion. িজjাসাবাদ করা v. same as িজjাসা করা । 

িজjািসত [ jijñāsita ] a one who or that which has been asked or questioned, interrogated; 
inquired of or about. 

িজjাs [ jijñāsu ] a one who asks, questioning; inquiring; inquisitive, curious. 

িজjাs [ jijñāsya ] a that which is to be asked or questioned or inquired about. আমার িজjাs েয I 
want to know that; my question is. 

িজিঞ্জর [ ji◌়ñjira ] n chain, shackles, fetters; (rare) imprisonment or deportation. 

িজত [ jita ] a (pronun: িজেতা) conquered(িজত রাজ); vanquished, defeated (িজতশtr); subdued, 
brought under control (িজত-েkাধ ). ☐ n. (pron. িজত্) victory (হারিজত). 

িজতা [ jitā ] v to win; to be victorious; to conquer. ☐ a. that which has been won; conquered. 
িজতােনা,, (coll.) েজতােনা v. to cause to win or conquer; to declare victorious, to declare one a 
winner. 

িজেতিndয় [ jitēndriẏa ] a (lit.) one who has subdued or mastered passions; continent. ̃তা n. 
subjugation or restraining of one's passions; continence, self-control, self-restraint. 

িজত্ [ jit ] sfx conquering (িবশব্িজত্ = a conqueror of the world, world-conquering). 

িজদ, েজদ [ jida, jēda ] n insistence; importunity; tenacity, pertinacity, doggedness. িজদ ধরা v. to 
insist (on). েজদােজিদ n. continual or mutual insistence. েজিদ a. in sistent, importunate; tenacious, 
pertinacious, obstinate, dogged; insisting, given to pertinacity or doggedness. 

িজন1 [ jina1 ] a victorious. ☐ n. Buddha; a Buddhist or Jaina friar; Vishnu (িব ু ). 

িজন2 [ jina2 ] n a demon, a giant. 

িজন3 [ jina3 ] n a saddle, a harness. 

িজন4 [ jina4 ] n twilled cotton cloth, jeans. 
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িজনা [ jinā ] v to win, to conquer, to vanquish, to defeat. 

িজnা [ jindā ] a alive, living (িজnা থাকা) ̃বাদ int. long live! vive! 

িজিnিগ, িজেnিগ [ jindigi, jindēgi ] n life, life-time. 

িজব, িজভ [ jiba, jibha ] n the tongue. ̃েছালা n. a tongue-scraper. িজব কাটা v. to put out the tip of 
one's tongue and press it between the teeth as a mark of abashment, or shamefacedness. িজব বার 
হoয়া v. to pant for breath (owing to exhaustion). িজেব a. tongue-shaped (িজেব গজা). িজেব জল আসা to 
make one's mouth water. 

িজমনািsক [ jimanāsṭika ] n gymnastics. ☐ a. gymnastic. 

িজmা [ jimmā ] n custody, charge, care. িজmা কের েদoয়া, িজmায় েদoয়া v. to commit to the custody or 
charge of, to put under care of. ̃দার n. a custodian. ̃দাির n. custo dianship; charge. 

িজয়n [ jiẏanta ] a alive, living. 

িজয়া [ jiẏā ] v same as িজয়ােনা । 

িজয়ােনা [ jiẏānō ] v to keep (fish etc.) alive by preserving in a vessel full of water (কiমাছ িজয়ােনা); 
to bring back to life (লkীnরেক িজয়ােনা). ☐ a. preserved in a vessel full of water in order to keep 
(fish etc.) alive; brought back to life. িজiেয় রাখা v. to keep alive, to preserve; (fig.) to keep in 
force; to nurse. 

িজরিজের [ jirajirē ] a very thin or slender; rickety; skin-and-bone. 

িজরা [ jirā ] n cummin, cumin. 

িজরাত [ jirāta ] n (chiefly used as a correl. of জিম) land. 

িজরান [ jirāna ] n rest; respite; leisure. িজরান কাট the first day of the renewed incision into a date-
tree for its juice after a respite of three days. 

িজরােনা [ jirānō ] v to rest. to take rest. 

িজরাফ [ jirāpha ] n the giraffe. 

িজলদ্, িজল [ jilad, jila ] n the cover of a book; a method of book-binding in which each form is 
sewn separately. 
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িজ ু [ jiṣṇu ] a victorious. 

িজহীষর্া [ jihīrṣā ] n desire to steal; kleptomania. িজহীষুর্ a. desirous of stealing. 

িজhা [ jihbā ] n the tongue; power of tasting, palate (েচেখ েদখার মেতা িজhা েনi). ̃g n. the tip of one's 
tongue. ̃েg adv. at the tip of one's tongue, in readiness for utterance. ̃মূল n. the root of the 
tongue. ̃মূলীয় a. pertaining to the root of the tongue; (phon.) guttural. 

জীব2 [ jība2 ] n an animal, a creature, an organism; life; a corporeal or embodied soul; a living 
being; the soul of a living or dead being; (sc. & phil.) anything animate. কৃে র জীব (hum.) an 
extremely harmless or pitiable person. ˜জগত্ n. the animal kingdom, the animal world; the 
animate world. ̃জিন n. biogenesis. ̃জnt n. animals or creatures. ̃তtt n. biology, life science. ̃তttীয় a. 
biological. ̃তািttক a. biological. ☐ n. a biologist. ̃বিল n. animal sacrifice. ̃িবদয্া same as ̃তtt । ̃েলাক n. 
the animate world; the world, the earth. ̃সংkমণ n. metempsychosis, transmigration. হ̃তয্া n. killing 
of animals, killing a living being, animal slaughter. ̃িহংসা n. animal slaughter. 

জীবক [ jībaka ] n a snake-charmer; a servant; a usurer, a money-lender; a beggar, a mendicant; a 
physician; the physician of Buddha. 

জীবত্ [ jībat ] a alive, living; animate. ̃কাল n. lifetime. 

জীবদ [ jībada ] a life-giving; animating. 

জীবdশা [ jībaddaśā ] n lifetime; state of being alive, living state. 

জীবন [ jībana ] n life; existence; lifetime (আ জীবন); duration of life (জীবন ফুরােনা); a living or 
livelihood (চাষi তার জীবন); a person or thing as dear or valuable as (one's) life (েছেলিট তার জীবন); 
water. জীবন েদoয়া v. to sacrifice or lay down one's life, to die for; to give life to. জীবন পাoয়া v. to 
come to life; to come back to life. জীবন যাoয়া, জীবন হারােনা v. to lose one's life, to die. জীবন েনoয়া v. 
to take one's life, to kill. ̃কথা, ̃কািহিন, ̃চিরত n. biography. ̃চিরতকার n. a biographer. ̃িজjাসা n. quest or 
inquiry into life's meaning. ̃দশর্ন n. philosophy of life. ̃দান n. act of giving life to. জীবনদান করা same 
as জীবন েদoয়া । ̃দায়ক a. life-giving, life-saving. ̃ধারণ n. act of living; existence; act of leading one's 
life. জীবনধারণ করা v. to live; to exist; to lead one's life. ̃নাশ n. destruction of life; death. জীবননাশ করা 
v. to destroy the life (of); to kill. জীবননাশ হoয়া v. to have one's life destroyed; to lose one's life; to 
die. ̃pবাহ n. the cycle or flow of life. ̃বlভ n. husband; a lover. ̃িবমা n. life insurance, life assurance. 
জীবনিবমা করা v. to insure one's life. ̃িবহীন same as ̃শূn । ̃বtৃাn n. biography. ̃েবদ n. the view of life, 
philosophy of life, Weltans-chauung. ̃েভার, ̃ভর adv. throughout one's life. ̃মরণ n. life and death ☐ 
a. life-and-death (জীবনমরণ সমsা) ̃যাtা n. livelihood. ̃যাপন n. leading one's life; liv ing. জীবনযাপন করা 
v. to lead one's life; to live. ̃শূn a. lifeless; dead; inanimate. ̃সংgাম n. the struggle for 
existence. ̃সংশয় n. a critical or precarious condition. ̃সিঙ্গনী n. a wife; a female life-companion. 
masc. ̃সঙ্গী a male life-companion; a husband. ̃সঞ্চার n. infusion of life, resuscitation. ̃সবর্s n. 
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everything in or of one's life; all that one lives for. ̃হীন same as ̃শূn । ̃sৃিত n. an autobiographical 
memoir. 

জীবনািধক [ jībanādhika ] a more important or valuable or dearer than (one's) life. 

জীবনাn, জীবনাবসান [ jībanānta, jībanābasāna ] n end or termination of life; death. জীবনােn adv. 
after death. 

জীবনী [ jībanī ] a life-giving. ☐ n. a biography. ক̃ার n. a biographer. ̃শিk n. vitality. 

জীবনীয় [ jībanīẏa ] a necessary for the protection or sustenance of life. ☐ n. water. 

জীবেনাত্সগর্ [ jībanōtsarga ] n sacrifice of one's life. 

জীবেনাপায় [ jībanōpāẏa ] n means of livelihood or subsistence. 

জীবn [ jībanta ] a living alive; full of life, vivacious; obvious or vivid (জীবn সতয্); active (জীবn 
আেgয়িগির). 

জীবnুk [ jībanmukta ] a freed from earthly attachment even whilst living in this world; one who 
has attained salvation even whilst living in this world; freed in the living state. জীবnুিk n. freedom 
from earthly attachment or attainment of salvation even whilst living in this world; freedom (of 
the spirit) in the living state. 

জীবnৃত [ jībanmṛta ] a almost dead although living; more dead than alive. 

জীবাণ ু[ jībāṇu ] n the microbe. েরাগজীবাণ ুn. the ba cillus (pl. bacilli). 

জীবাtা [ jībātmā ] n the sentient or embodied soul; the Supreme Soul as existent in different 
individual creatures. 

জীবাধান [ jībādhāna ] n preservation of life. 

জীবাধার [ jībādhāra ] n the world; the body. 

জীবাnক [ jībāntaka ] a destroying life, life-taking, killing. ☐ n. a hunter. 

জীবা  [ jībāśma ] n a fossil. 
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জীিবকা [ jībikā ] n livelihood; a profession, a calling, a trade. জীিবকাজর্ন করা, জীিবকািনবর্াহ করা v. to 
earn one's livelihood, to earn a living. 

জীিবত [ jībita ] a living, alive. ☐ n. life (জীিবত নাথ). ̃কাল n. same as জীিবতাব হা । ̃নাথ, জীিবেতশব্র n. ☐ 
the lord of (one's) life; a husband. জীিবতাব হা n. life-time. 

-জীবী [ -jībī ] a living, existing (দীঘর্জীবী); practising for livelihood (বয্বহারজীবী). 

জীমূত [ jīmūta ] n the cloud; the mountain. ̃নাদ ̃মnd n. the rumbling of the cloud. ̃বাহন n. one who is 
borne by clouds: an appellation of Indra (ind) the king of gods. 

জীরক, জীর [ jīraka, jīra ] n cummin, cumin. 

জীণর্ [ jīrṇa ] a worn out, decayed, dilapidated (জীণর্ gন্হ, জীণর্ aTািলকা); impoverished (জীণর্ দশা); 
emaciated (জীণর্ েদহ); eaten away, corroded (জীণর্ েলাহা); digested (জীণর্ an); ragged (জীণর্ বst). জীণর্ করা 
v. to digest. ̃jর chronic fever. ̃তা n. worn-out state; dilapidated or impoverished or emaciated 
state; eaten-away or corroded state; digested state; raggedness. ̃শীণর্ a. emaciated and shrivelled, 
lean and thin; haggard. ̃সংsার n. repair. জীণর্সংsার করা v. to repair. 

জীণর্া [ jīrṇā ] fem of জীণর্ । 

জীেণর্াdার [ jīrṇōdbāra ] n repair; reclamation. 

জীেণর্াdার করা [ jīrṇōdbāra karā ] v to repair; to reclaim. 

জুঁi [ jum̐i ] n the jessamine or jasmine. 

জgুpা [ jugupsā ] n upbraiding, censure, abuse, blame; defamation; scorn. জুgিpত a. upbraided, 
censured, abused, blamed; defamed, scorned. 

জুজ [ juja ] n (in book-binding) a form of a book. ̃েসলাi n. a method of book binding in which 
each format is sewn separately. 

জুজ ু[ juju ] n bugbear, a bug. 

জুজুত্s [ jujutsu ] n the Japanese system of wres tling, ju-jitsu. 

জুঝা [ jujhā ] v to vie, to compete, to fight, to contend. ̃েনা v. to cause to vie or compete or fight or 
contend. 
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জুটা, েজাটা [ juṭā, jōṭā ] v to be available or acquired (an জুটেব না, টাকা েজাটা); to collect, to gather, 
to assemble (বh েলাক জুেটেছ); to appear, to put in one's appearance (সময়মেতা জুটব). জুটােনা, েজাটােনা v. 
to get, to acquire; to cause to collect or assemble, to assemble; to cause to appear, to bring. 

জDুা, েজাDা [ juḍ◌়ā, jōḍ◌়ā ] v to join; to add; to affix, to attach; to cement or plaster (ফাটল েজাDা); 
to yoke or harness (লাঙ্গেল বলদ েজাDা, গািDেত েঘাDা জুDল); to begin, to commence (গl েজাDা); to 
spread over, to pervade, to cover (েদশ েজাDা). 

জDুােনা1, েজাDােনা [ juḍ◌়ānō1, jōḍ◌়ānō ] v to cause to join or add or affix or attach or cement or 
yoke or harness or begin; to join or add or af fix. 

জDুােনা2 [ juḍ◌়ānō2 ] v to cause to cool or to cool (dধ জুDােনা); to allay or be allayed (jালা জুDােনা); 
to console or be consoled, to satisfy or be satisfied (hদয় জুDােনা). ☐ a. cooled; allayed, consoled, 
satisfied. েকালজুDােনা েছেল a bonny or handsome baby (that delights its mother). 

জুিD [ juḍ◌়i ] n a pair, a couple; one of a pair or couple, a doublet; an equal, a parallel; an 
associate; an accessory, an accom plice; a coach drawn by a pair of horses (also জুিDগািD); singers 
singing in a concert (জুিDর গান); a particular string of the েসতার । ̃দার n. match, a peer; an associate; 
an accessory, an ac complice; a singer of a concert. 

জুত1 [ juta1 ] n lustre, shine, light (েচােখর জুত); energy, vigour, ability, fitness (েদেহর জুত). 

জুত2 [ juta2 ] n suitability, fitting, an opportunity or advantage. ̃সi a. suitable, fitting, opportune, 
advantageous. 

জুতা, েজাতা [ jutā, jōtā ] v to yoke or harness (লাঙ্গেল বলদ জুতেছ, গািDেত েঘাDা েজাতা). 

জুেতা [ jutō ] n shoe, boot. জুতােনা, জুেতা মারা v. to beat with a shoe; (fig.) to insult grossly. জুেতা 
েশলাi েথেক চNীপাঠ all kinds of jobs or chores from the lowest to the highest. 

জুদা [ judā ] a separated, differing. জুদা করা v. to distinguish between, to separate. 

জুন [ juna ] n June, the sixth month of the English calendar. 

জুিবিল [ jubili ] n jubilee েরৗপয্জুিবিল silver jubilee (on completion of twenty-five years of 
existence). sণর্জুিবিল golden jubilee (on completion of fifty years). হীরক জুিবিল diamond jubilee (on 
completion of sixty years). 

জুমা, জুmা [ jumā, jummā ] n (Mus.) Friday, the weekly day of prayer. জুmাবার Friday. 
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জুয়া [ juẏā ] n gambling; gambling at dice-play. জুয়া েখলা v. to gamble. জুয়ার আDা a gambling-
house, a gambling-hell, a gambling-den. 

জুয়াচুির [ juẏācuri ] n swindling; deception; fraud. জুয়াচুির করা v. to swindle; to deceive; to defraud; 
to have recourse to fraud. 

জুয়ােচার [ juẏācōra ] n a sharper; a swindler; a cheat. 

জুয়ািD [ juẏāḍ◌়i ] n a gambler, a gamester. 

জুয়ােনা [ juẏānō ] v (obs.) to get a supply of ('কথা না জুয়ায়'); to be proper ('ছািDেত না জুয়ায়'). 

জুির [ juri ] n jury; a juror. জুিরর রায় the verdict of the jury. জুিরর pধান the foreman of the jury. 

জুলজুল [ julajula ] int expressing: winking repeatedly and sparklingly as with small restless eyes. 

জুলিফ, জুলিপ [ julaphi, julapi ] n a lovelock, sideburns. 

জুলাi [ julāi ] n July, the seventh month of the English calendar. 

জুিল [ juli ] n a narrow outlet for water, a narrow drain or ditch. নয়নজুিল n. a narrow roadside ditch 
or an outlet for water. 

জুল ু[ julu ] n a Zulu; the Zulu tribe of Africa. 

জুলুম [ juluma ] n application of unlawful force, violence, outrage, oppression. 

জুলুম করা [ juluma karā ] v to force, to practise violence upon, to oppress, to resort to force or 
coercion. ̃বাজ a. given to practising violence, outrageous, oppressive. ̃বািজ n. practice of violence, 
oppression. 

জু  [ juṣṭa ] a served, worshipped ('েদবগনজু '). 

জুস2 [ jusa2 ] n juice; curry; broth. 

জূট [ jūṭa ] n (chiefly used as a sfx.) a collection, a mass, a cluster (জটাজূট). 

জৃmণ, জৃm [ jṛmbhaṇa, jṛmbha ] n act of yawning or gaping; a yawn; a gape; act of opening or 
bloom ing or bursting out. জৃmক a. producing sleep, soporific (জৃmক ast). জৃmমান a. yawning; 
gaping; opening; blooming; bursting out. জৃিmত a. yawned; gaped; opened; bloomed; burst out. 
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েজঁেকা [ jēn̐kō ] n (dial.) bragging; boastful; ostentatious. 

েজিট [ jēṭi ] n a jetty. 

েজঠ [ jēṭha ] pfx related through an elder brother of one's father or father-in-law. ̃তুেতা a. related 
through an elder brother of one's father. ̃তুেতা ভাi a son of an elder brother of one's father, a 
cousin. ̃তুেতা েবান a daughter of an elder brother of one's father, a cousin. ̃শব্শুর n. an elder brother of 
one's father-in-law. fem. ̃শাশুিD the wife of one's ̃শব্শুর । 

েজঠা [ jēṭhā ] n an elder brother of one's father, an uncle. a. (hum. or in rebuke) precocious; 
impertinent. fem. েজঠাiমা, েজিঠ, েজিঠমা the wife of an elder brother of one's father, an aunt. ̃েতা same 
as েজঠতুেতা (see েজঠ-). ̃িম, (dial.) ̃েমা n. precocity; impertinence. 

েজিঠ, েজঠী1 [ jēṭhi, jēṭhī1 ] n the common lizard found in dwelling-houses. 

েজতা2 [ jētā2 ] a one who has conquered or defeated or won, conquering, victorious, winning. ̃েনা 
v. to help or enable someone to conquer. 

েজn [ jēnda ] n an ancient language in which the Avesta of Zoroaster was written. 

েজব [ jēba ] n a pocket; a purse. 

েজbা [ jēbrā ] n the zebra. 

েজয় [ jēẏa ] a worth winning or conquering; that which can be or is to be won or conquered, 
conquerable. 

েজয়াদা [ jēẏādā ] a too much, excessive. 

েজর [ jēra ] n (book-keeping) the balance; (fig.) the smouldering continuity (ঝগDার েজর). েজর টানা 
v. (book-keeping) to carry over, to bring forward; (fig.) to keep up or drag on. েজর েমটােনা v. 
(book-keeping) to balance (account); to pay up arrears; to complete arrears of work; to put out 
the smouldering embers; to suffer the consequences. 

েজরবার [ jērabāra ] a harassed; bewildered (েজরার েচােট েজরবার); ruined (েমাকdমায় েজরবার). 

েজরা [ jērā ] n (chiefly legal) cross-examination. েজরা করা v. to cross-examine. 

েজল [ jēla ] n a jail, a gaol, a prison: imprisonment or sentence of imprisonment, in carceration 
(েজল হoয়া). েজল খাটা v. to undergo a term of imprisonment, to serve term. েজল হoয়া v. to be sen 
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tenced to imprisonment; to be jailed or gaoled. েজেল েদoয়া, েজেল পাঠােনা v. to commit to prison; to 
jail, to gaol. েজেল যাoয়া v. to be jailed or gaoled or imprisoned. েজলঘুঘু n. a seasoned prisoner or 
convict; a jail-bird, a gaol-bird. েজলদােরাগা n. a jailer, a jailor, a gaoler. েজল-ভাঙ্গা কেয়িদ a. prison-
breaker. 

েজলা [ jēlā ] n a district; a county; a shire. দ̃ার n. (hist.) the administrator of a district. ̃শাসক n. the 
district magistrate. 

েজলার [ jēlāra ] n a jailor, a jailer, a gaoler. 

েজিল [ jēli ] n jelly. 

েজেল, েজিলয়া [ jēlē, jēliẏā ] n a fisherman, a fisher (by caste or trade). fem. ̃িন a. fish-wife, a fish-
woman. ̃িডিঙ n. a longish open fishing boat. ̃পাDা n. fishermen's quarters or colony or parts in a 
village or town. 

েজlা [ jēllā ] n lustre, shine, brightness, brilliance, glossiness. েজlা ধরােনা v. to put a shine on. 

েজহাদ [ jēhāda ] n (Mus.) a fight for the cause of religion and also for any other pious object, a 
holy war, crusade. 

ৈজন [ jaina ] n an adherent of Jainism, a Jain. ̃ধমর্ n. Jainism. 

ৈজব [ jaiba ] a organic; of or obtained from a creature or animal. ̃রসায়ন n. organic chemistry, 
biochemistry. ̃সার n. compost. 

েজা [ jō ] n an opportunity (ঘুেমাবার েজা েনi); (rare) a suitable time or condition for sowing (জিমেত 
েজা হoয়া). 

েজাঁক [ jōn̐ka ] n the leech. িছেনেজাঁক a variety of leech that clings pertinaciously to a person or 
creature whose blood it sucks; (fig.) a pertinacious or insistent or die-hard person. 

েজাখ, েজাক [ jōkha, jōka ] n comparative measurement of a thing by placing it side by side with 
another object (মাপেজাক). েজাখ েনoয়া, েজাখা, েজাকা v. to take a comparative measurement of a thing 
by placing it side by side with another object. 

েজাকার [ jōkāra ] n a sound made by women by moving their tongues rapidly within their mouths 
in order to accord cordial reception to a person or deity. েজাকার েদoয়া v. to make this sound. 

েজাগাD [ jōgāḍ◌় ] n procurement; obtaining, securing; collection; preparation, arrangement. 
েজাগাD করা v. to procure; to secure; to collect to make preparations for, to arrange for. েজাগাD কের 
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েদoয়া v. to procure for another, to find for. ̃যnt n. preparations including procurement of necessary 
things; securing or procurement esp. by manipulation of resources (চাকিরর েজাগাDযnt), preparations 
and arrangements. েজাগািDয়া, (pop.) েজাগােD a. & n. one adept in procurement or in getting things; 
one adept in or employed in making preparations and arrangements; one acting as an assistant; a 
hodman or hodcarrier. 

েজাগান [ jōgāna ] n supply, purveyance; finding, supply (কথার েজাগান); assistance, help (কােজ 
েজাগান). ̃দার n. a supplier, a purveyor; an assistant, a helper; a hodman or hodcarrier. েজাগােনা v. to 
supply, to purvey; to be found, to be supplied with (কথা েজাগােনা); to adulate, to flatter, to humour 
(মন েজাগােনা). 

েজাট [ jōṭa ] n assemblage, collection, union (েজাট বাঁধা); a group, a party, a caucus, (dero.) a 
faction (েজাট পাকােনা); a knot or tangle (েজাট পDা). েজাট করা v. to assemble; to unite. েজাট পাকােনা v. to 
form together a party or faction or caucus; to group together; to form or cause to form into a knot 
or tangle. েজাট বাঁধা v. to be united; to assemble; to form together a party or faction, to group 
together; to form into a knot or tangle. eকেজােট, েজাট েবঁেধ adv. in a body, all together. 

েজাD [ jōḍ◌় ] n a joint (েজােDর মুখ); joining, union (েজাD বাঁধা); a pair, a couple (মািনকেজাD); a 
married couple (েজােD আসা) one of a pair (েজা়D েমলােনা); a piece of loincloth and a scarf (েচিলর 
েজাD). ☐ a. joined, folded (েজাDহােত); grafted (েজাDকলম); even (েজাDসংখয্া). েজাD করা v. to fold (as 
one's hands). েজাD বাঁধা v. to unite; to join; to pair. েজাD বাঁধােনা v. to cause to unite or join or pair. 
েজাD েমলােনা v. to find one to pair with; to pair. েজােD আসা v. (chiefly of a married couple) to come 
in pair. ̃সংখয্া an even number. ̃কলম n. a graft. করেজােD, ̃হােত adv. with folded hands. েজােD েজােD adv. 
by or in pair. 

েজাDা2 [ jōḍ◌়ā2 ] a two (েজাDা পাঁঠা). ☐ n. a pair, a couple; one of a pair or couple; an equal; a joint 
or joining (েজাDা খুেল েগেছ). েজাDা েদoয়া v. to join. 

েজাDাতািল [ jōḍ◌়ātāli ] n a patchwork. েজাDাতািল েদoয়া v. to mend clumsily, to patch; (fig.) to patch 
up; to make up temporarily. েজাDাতািল িদেয় কাজ চালােনা to manage somehow with whatever comes 
ready to hand. 

েজাত [ jōta ] n agricultural land or property; an agricultural farm held on proprietary basis, a 
farm; a rope for binding a bull or a yoke or plough etc., a halter. ̃জমা n. landed property, pieces or 
parcels of land for cultivation. ̃dিD n. ropes or straps that fasten a bullock or a draught-animal to 
the yoke. ̃দার n. the owner of a proprietary agricultural farm; a big and rich farmer; a landlord. 

েজানািক [ jōnāki ] n the firefly, the glow-worm. 

েজাbা [ jōbbā ] n (Mus.) a kind of long and loose fitting outer garment for males. 

েজায়ান1 [ jōẏāna1 ] n caraway, ptychotis. 
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েজায়ান2 [ jōẏāna2 ] n a young man, a strong or stout man, (pol.) a soldier. ☐ a. young; strong, 
stout. 

েজায়ার1 [ jōẏāra1 ] n high tide, flow tide, flow. েজায়ার-ভাটা n. ebb and flow, high and low tides. 

েজায়ার2 [ jōẏāra2 ] n durra, millet, jowar. েজায়াির a. made of jowar, jowari. 

েজায়াল [ jōẏāla ] n a yoke. েজায়ােল বাঁধা v. to yoke. 

েজার [ jōra ] n strength, power, might, force; violence (েরােদর েজার); severity; loudness (গলার েজার). 
firmness; keenness (েচােখর েজার); emphasis (কথার েজার); claim or right (মাতৃেsেহর uপর সnােনর েজার). ☐ 
a. forceful, strong, violent; severe; urgent (েজার তলব); unexpectedly fortunate or good (েজার বরাত); 
quick, swift (েজার কদম). েজার করা, েজার খাটােনা v. to force; to insist (on). জ̃বরদিs same as জবরদিs 
। ̃জুলুম n. violence; pressure; pressurizing; pertinacity; oppression. েজার তলব n. an urgent call. েজার 
েদoয়া v. to put an emphasis on, to emphasize; to strengthen. েজার বরাত n. a very good luck. েজার বলা 
v. to say or use just the word for; to make the most appropriate comment. েজার হoয়া v. to become 
strong or severe or keen or emphatic. েজাের েজাের adv. quickly; forcefully. ̃েস adv. forcibly; with 
force; using force; violently. 

েজারাজুির, েজারােজাির [ jōrājuri, jōrājōri ] n display or use of force, violence; insistence. 

েজারােলা [ jōrālō ] a strong, powerful, forceful; forcible. 

েজাr [ jōru ] a a wife. 

েজাল, েজালা1 [ jōla, jōlā1 ] n a narrow and long outlet for water, a narrow ditch. 

েজালা2 [ jōlā2 ] n a Mohammedan weaver. fem. েজালািন । 

েজালাপ, েজালাব [ jōlāpa, jōlāba ] n a purgative, a cathartic; (loos) a laxative. 

-j [ -jña ] sfx knowing, conversant, versed (শাstj , িবেশষj , সময়j). 

jাত [ jñāta ] a conversant, versed; aware of, informed; known. 

jাতবয্ [ jñātabya ] a that which is to be learnt or known; worth knowing or learning. 

jাতসাের [ jñātasārē ] adv to one's knowledge; knowingly, deliberately. 

jাতা [ jñātā ] a conversant, aufait, informed, aware of; experienced. 
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jািত [ jñāti ] n a kinsman (fem: a kinswoman). ̃kটmু n. pl. kinsfolk and other relations. ̃েগা ী n. pl. 
kinsmen, kinsfolk, kith and kin; near relations. ̃t n. kinship; relationship. ̃ৈবর n. blood-feud. 
vendetta; (also) internecine quarrel or enmity. ̃ভাi n. a cousin; a kinsman. 

jান [ jñāna ] n wisdom; knowledge, enlightenment, light; intelligence, information; 
understanding, cognition; consciousness (jেরর েঘাের jান হারােনা); feeling, sense, sensation 
(kধুাতৃ াjান); consideration, judgement (তৃণসম jান); discretion (ভােলামn jান); learning, experience; 
philosophical knowledge, realization; command of fundamentals (তtjান); (theol. & phil.) gnosis. 
jান করা v. to regard, to count; to consider; to feel; to conceive; to resuscitate. jান েদoয়া v. to 
impart knowledge, to enlighten; to make wise; (fig.) to open one's eyes; (coll.) to put one wise, to 
wise up; to teach. jান পাoয়া v. to earn knowledge, to be enlightened; to become wise; (fig.) to 
have one's eyes opened; (coll.) to wise up, to be taught; to regain one's consciousness. jান হoয়া v. 
to regain one's consciousness; to be wise; to grow in wisdom. jান হারােনা v. to swoon; to lose one's 
sense, to be beside oneself (েkােধ jান হারােনা). ̃কাN n. the philosophical or epistemological portion 
of the Vedas; (coll.) intelligence and discretion, common sense. ̃কৃত a. deliberate, wilful. ̃গময্ a. 
cognizable, knowable. ̃গিময্ n. (coll.) intelligence and discretion, common sense. ̃গভর্ a. full of 
knowledge and wisdom; imparting knowledge and wisdom, enlightening, instructive. ̃েগাচর a. 
lying within the range of knowledge, knowable. jানেগাচর হoয়া v. to come within the range of 
knowledge, to become knowable or cognizable. ̃চk ুn. knowledge conceived as sight, enlightened 
eyes; awareness; enlightenment. ̃জগত্ n. the realm of knowledge. ̃ত adv. knowingly. ̃তৃ া, ̃তৃষা n. 
thirst for knowledge. ̃তৃ াতর্ a. thirsty for knowledge. ̃দ a. imparting knowledge, enlightening. ̃পবন 
n. (coll.) intelligence and discretion, common sense. ̃পাপী a. & n. one who commits sins wilfully 
or consciously. ˜িপপাসা same as ̃তৃষ়্ণা । ̃িপপাs same as ̃তৃ াতর্ । ̃বতী fem. of ̃বান । ̃বাদ n. the doctrine 
that knowledge is the (only) way to salvation, Gnosticism. ̃বাদী a. & n. one who adheres to this 
doctrine, Gnostic. ˜বান a. wise; knowing; learned. ̃িবjান a. knowledge and science, knowledge 
general and scientific, (cp.) arts and science; knowledge spiritual and temporal. ̃িবrd a. contrary 
to (one's) knowledge or informa tion. ̃বৃd a. as venerable as an old man because of one's profound 
wisdom or knowledge; wise and experienced. ̃bত n. ardent search for knowledge. ̃bতী a. & n. one 
who seeks knowledge ardently, deeply devoted to the pursuit of knowledge. fem. ˜bিতনী । ̃ভাNার n. 
a repertory of knowledge and wisdom. ̃ময় a. full of knowledge and wisdom. (jানময় পুrষ); 
imparting knowledge and wisdom, enlightening (jানময় জগত্). ̃মাগর্ n. knowledge considered as the 
way to salvation. ̃েযাগ n. austere search for knowledge in order to attain salvation. ̃েযাগী a. & n. one 
who searches for knowledge austerely in order to attain salvation. ˜রিহত a. devoid of knowledge; 
ignorant; foolish; unconscious, swooned. ̃লাভ n. attainment of knowledge; regaining of 
consciousness: (coll.) state of being wised up. jানলাভ করা same as jান পাoয়া । ̃িলpা n. ardent 
desire for attaining knowl edge. ̃িলp ুa. ardently desirous of attaining knowledge. ̃শালী same as ̃বান 
। fem. ̃শািলনী । ̃শূn same as ̃রিহত । ̃সঞ্চার n. act of bringing back to consciousness; act of regaining 
consciousness; infusion of knowledge, enlightenment, resuscitation. ̃হারা same as ̃রিহত । ̃হীন same 
as ̃রিহত । 

jানাঙ্কুর [ jñānāṅkura ] n (lit.) the sprout of knowledge; (fig.) the first infusion of knowledge, the 
dawning of knowledge. 
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jানাঞ্জন [ jñānāñjana ] n knowledge conceived as collyrium or an eye-opener; enlightenment. 

jানাtক [ jñānātmaka ] a pertaining to or consisting of knowledge. 

jানাnশীলন, jানাভয্াস [ jñānānuśīlana, jñānābhyāsa ] n cultivation of knowledge. jানাnশীলন করা, 
jানাভয্াস করা v. to cultivate knowledge. 

jানাজর্ন [ jñānārjana ] n acquirement or acquisition of knowledge. jানাজর্ন করা v. to acquire 
knowledge. ̃sৃহা n. desire to acquire knowledge. 

jানী [ jñānī ] a wise; learned; experienced. 

jােনিndয় [ jñānēndriẏa ] n sense-organ (that is, eyes, ears, the nose, the tongue and the skin). 

jােনাদয় [ jñānōdaẏa ] n the first infusion of knowledge, the dawning of knowledge. 

jােনাnিত [ jñānōnnati ] n the development or progress of knowledge. 

jাপক [ jñāpaka ] a intimating; informing; expressing, indicative, signifying (aথর্jাপক dঃখjাপক); 
announcing, notifying (আjাjাপক); communicating, circulating (সংবাদjাপক). 

jাপন [ jñāpana ] n act of informing or intimating, information, intimation; act of expressing or 
indicating or signifying, expression, indication, signification; an nouncement, notification: 
communica tion, circulation. jাপন করা v. to inform, to intimate; to express, to indicate, to signify, 
to mean; to announce, to notify, to apprise; to communicate, to circulate. ̃পt n. a bulletin. ̃েযাগয্ a. 
that which is fit for communication, to be communicated. jাপনীয় a. that which is to be or can be 
informed or intimated or indicated or expressed or signified or meant or announced or notified or 
ap prised or communicated or circulated. 

jাপিয়তা [ jñāpaẏitā ] a. & n one who or (rare) that which informs or intimates or indicates or 
expresses or signifies or announces or notifies or apprises or communi cates or circulates. fem. 
jাপিয়tী । 

jািপত [ jñāpita ] a that which has been informed or intimated or indicated or expressed or 
signified or announced or notified or apprised or communicated or circulated or made known. 

jর [ jbara ] n fever; temperature (jর কত ?); af fected or feverish state. jর ছাDা v. to have a 
remission of fever. jর jর ভাব feverishness. jর েদখা v. to take temperature. jর হoয়া v. to get fever; 
to run a temperature. jের পDা v. to be stricken with fever, to be laid up with fever. jের েভাগা v. to 
suffer from fever. ̃ঘ্ন, ̃নাশক a. febrifugal, antipyretic. ̃jালা n. fever and other allied ailments, fever 
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and attendant symptoms. ̃ঠুেটা n. feverblister. ̃িবকার n. high fever attended with delirium; (loos.) 
typhoid fever. ̃েবাধ, ̃ভাব n. same as jরjর ভাব । 

jরািতসার [ jbarātisāra ] n fever attended with acute diarrhœa or dysentery. 

jরাnক [ jbarāntaka ] a febrifugal, antipyretic. 

jিরত [ jbarita ] a stricken with fever; running a temperature. 

jেরাjেরা [ jbarōjbarō ] a febrile, feverish. 

jলjল [ jbalajbala ] int expressing: shining or glaring or blazing or sparkling state. jলjল করা v. 
to shine, to glare, to blaze; to sparkle. jলjেল a. shining, glaring, blazing; sparkling. 

jলত্ [ jbalat ] a burning, flaming, blazing, glowing; sparkling. 

jলতিহ ঁ[ jbalatahi ] v (poet. & obs.) is or are burning or flaming or (fig.) suffering extremely. 

jলদিg [ jbaladagni ] n blazing fire. 

jলদিচর্ [ jbaladarci ] a having the glow and radiance of blazing fire, glowing, radiant, incandes 
cent. ☐ n. blazing fire, burning flame. 

jলন [ jbalana ] n act or state of burning or flaming or blazing or glaring or glowing or sparkling 
or (fig.) extreme suffering or smarting. jলনাঙ্ক n. flash-point, ignition temperature. 

jলা [ jbalā ] v to be enkindled (বািত jলা); to take fire, to fire up (unন jলা); to burn, to be in flame, 
to flame up; to shine; to glow; to blaze, to flare; to sparkle (েচাখ jলা); to give or feel a burning 
sensation, to smart (ঘা jলা, hদয় jলা). েkােধ jেল oঠা to fly into a towering rage, to flare up. 

jলােনা [ jbalānō ] v to kindle or ignite. 

jিলত [ jbalita ] a enkindled, ignited; burning; burnt up; (fig.) enlightened; (fig.) exposed, 
revealed. 

jাল [ jbāla ] n heat of fire; flame; act of boiling on fire (dেধর jাল); firewood, fuel (jাল েঠলা). jাল 
েদoয়া v. to boil on fire; to put firewood or fuel (into a burning oven). 

jালা1 [ jbālā1 ] n a flame, a blaze; burning sensation or pain (jালা করা). jালা েদoয়া v. to give 
trouble to, to bother; to torture. সংসােরর jালাযntণা trials and tribulations of life, irritants of 
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workaday world, an noyances and vexations of life. সব jালাযntণার aবসান হoয়া to get rid of all 
troubles and worries (esp. by dying). 

jালা2 [ jbālā2 ] v to light, to kindle, to ignite. 

jালািন [ jbālāni ] n firewood, fuel. ☐ a. used as or fit for use as fuel. 

jালানী2 [ jbālānī2 ] fem of jালােন । 

jালােন [ jbālānē ] a irritating, annoying, pestering; vexatious; smarting, mortifying; one who or 
that which burns or sets fire to; (fig.) quarrelsome, factious (ঘরjালােন). 

jালােনা [ jbālānō ] v to kindle, to ignite, to light (unন jালােনা, বািত jালােনা); to set fire to, to set on 
fire (ঘর jালােনা); to burn (মDা jালােনা); to irriate, to vex, to pester, to annoy (d  ুেছেলটা মােক jালায়); to 
smart, to mortify (hদয় jালােনা); (rare) to enlighten. 

jালামািলনী [ jbālāmālinī ] n a manifestation of Goddess Durga (dগর্া). 

jালামুখ [ jbālāmukha ] n the mouth of a volcano, a crater. 

jািলত [ jbālita ] a ignited, enkindled, lighted; in flamed; mortified. 

জয্া [ jyā ] n a bowstring; (geom.) a chord, a sine; the earth. ধnেক জয্া পরােনা to string a bow. 

জয্ােকট [ jyākēṭa ] n a jacket. 

জয্ািনেঘর্াষ [ jyānirghōṣa ] n the twang of a bow. 

জয্ািমিত [ jyāmiti ] n geometry. জয্ািমিতক a. geometrical. জয্ািমিতিবদ a. versed in geometry. ☐ n. a 
geometrician. 

জয্ামুk [ jyāmukta ] a loosened or flung from the bow. 

জয্ােরাপণ [ jyārōpaṇa ] n act of stringing a bow. 

জয্ালজয্াল [ jyālajyāla ] int expressing: the loose weave of fabric. জয্ালজয্াল করা v. to look to be with 
loose weave. জয্ালেজেল a. loosely woven (জয্ালেজেল কাপD). 

েজয্  [ jyēṣṭha ] a eldest (েজয্  পুt); elder (oi ভাiিট আমার েজয্ ); older, senior (বেয়ােজয্ ); highest 
(েজয্ বণর্). ☐ n. eldest brother or the elder brother. ̃তাত n. an elder brother of one's father. েজয্ া a. 
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fem. of েজয্  । ☐ n. the eighteenth of the twenty-seven zodiacal stars according to Hindu 
astronomy. েজয্ ািধকার n. primogeniture. েজয্ া ম v. the second stage of human life as enjoined by 
Hindu scriptures; the life of a house holder. 

েজয্ ী [ jyēṣṭhī ] n the common lizard found frequently in dwelling-houses. 

ৈজয্  [ jyaiṣṭha ] n second month of the Bengali calendar (from the middle of May to the middle 
of June). 

েজয্াত্sা [ jyōtsnā ] n moonlight. ̃ময় a. moonlit. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃রািt n. a moonlit night. 

েজয্ািত [ jyōti ] n light; lustre, glow; a star or planet; the sun; sight (েচােখর েজয্ািত হারােনা). েজয্ািতিবর্দয্া, 
েজয্ািতিবর্jান n. as tronomy; astrology. েজয্ািতিবর্দ, েজয্ািতেবর্tা a. versed in astronomy or astrology. ☐ n. 
an astronomer; an astrologer. েজয্ািতমর্Nল n. the luminous or celestial sphere, the (astronomical) 
zodiac; stars and planets collectively. েজয্ািতমর্য় a. luminous, radiant, bright. fem. েজয্ািতমর্য়ী । 
েজয্ািতঃশাst n. astronomy. েজয্ািত k n. the (astronomical or astrological) zodiac; a halo. েজয্ািতঃেsাত n. 
a stream of (heav enly or divine) light. 

েজয্ািতষ [ jyōtiṣa ] n astronomy; astrology. েজয্ািতিষক a. astronomical; astrological. েজয্ািতষী a. 
versed in astronomy or astrology. ☐ n. an astronomer; an astrologer. 

েজয্ািত  [ jyōtiṣka ] n any of the stars or planets, a lu minary. ̃মNল n. the celestial sphere, the 
zodiac, luminaries collectively. 

েজয্ািত তী [ jyōtiṣmatī ] fem of েজয্ািত ান । 

েজয্ািত tা [ jyōtiṣmattā ] n luminosity, brightness. 

েজয্ািত ান [ jyōtiṣmāna ] a luminous, shining, lustrous, bright. fem. েজয্ািত তী । 
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ঝ [ jh ] n the ninth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

ঝংকার [ jhaṅkāra ] n a jingling sound (as of the strings of a harp); a clattering sound (as of 
weapons); a humming sound (as of bees); (mus.) a sharp and loud sound, a blaze; a loud and 
sudden brawling or bullying sound. ঝংকার েদoয়া, (poet.) ঝংকারা v. to jingle; to clatter; to hum; 
(mus.) to twist into a sharp and loud sound, to blaze up; to burst out into brawling or bullying. 

ঝংকৃত [ jhaṅkṛta ] a jingled; clattered; (mus.) twisted into a sharp and loud sound; burst into 
brawling or bullying. ঝংকৃিত n. jingle; clatter; hum; (mus.) a twisting into a sharp and loud sound. 

ঝকঝক, ঝকমক [ jhakajhaka, jhakamaka ] int expressing: sparkling or glistening state. ঝকঝক করা, 
ঝকমক করা, ঝকঝকােনা, ঝকমকােনা v. to sparkle, to glisten, to glitter; to shine brightly. ঝকঝকািন, 
ঝকমকািন n. sparkling or glistening or glittering state. ঝকঝেক, ঝকমেক a. sparkling, glistening, 
glittering, brightly shining. 

ঝকমাির [ jhakamāri ] n a folly (ঝকমাির করা); a mistake, a bloomer; a fault, an offence; a trouble 
(ঝকমাির সoয়া) ঝকমািরর মাশুল েদoয়া to pay for one's mistake or folly. 

ঝিk [ jhakki ] n a risk; troublesome burden or charge. 

ঝগDা [ jhagaḍ◌়ā ] n a quarrel, a brawl, a row; an altercation; a dispute. ঝগDা করা v. to quarrel; to 
altercate, to wrangle. ঝগDা বাধােনা v. to kick up a row, to pick a quarrel; have a dispute with, to set 
by the ears. ঝগDা েমটােনা v. to make up a quarrel, to settle a dispute. ̃ঝাঁিট n. (usu. pl.) trifling or 
peevish quarrel or altercation or dissension; quarrels. ̃েট a. quarrelsome, cantankerous; wrangling. 

ঝঞ্ঝনা [ jhañjhanā ] n a clattering sound (astঝঞ্ঝনা); a clap of thunder; thunder ('ঝঞ্ঝনা পDকু তার মাথার 
uপর'). 

ঝঞ্ঝা [ jhañjhā ] n a rainstorm. ̃kdু, ̃পীিDত a. stricken by a rainstorm. ̃তা়িDত a. driven or blown by a 
rainstorm. ̃বতর্ n. a cyclone. ̃বাত, ̃বায়ু n. a stormy wind, a strong gale. 

ঝঞ্ঝাট [ jhañjhāṭa ] n a trouble; a fix; a disturbance; a troublesome burden or worry or charge 
(ঝঞ্ঝাট েপাহােনা). ঝঞ্ঝােট পDা v. to be in a trouble, to get into a scrape; to get into a mess; to be in a fix. 
ঝঞ্ঝাট বাধােনা, ঝঞ্ঝা়ট করা v. to create trouble or disturbance. ঝঞ্ঝাট েপাহােনা, ঝঞ্ঝাট সহা v. to bear a 
trouble or the stress or strain of a crisis. 

ঝঞ্ঝােট [ jhañjhāṭē ] a troublesome; disturbing. 

ঝটপট2 [ jhaṭapaṭa2 ] int expressing: flapping or the noise of flapping. ঝটপট করা, ঝটপটােনা v. to 
flap. ঝটপটািন n. act or noise of flapping. 
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ঝটকা, ঝটকািন [ jhaṭakā, jhaṭakāni ] n a sudden and forceful snatch or pull or jerk. ঝ়টকা মারা v. to 
snatch or pull or jerk or snatch suddenly and forcefully; to cut or kill by a blow or with one 
stroke. 

ঝ়টাপিট [ jh◌়ṭāpaṭi ] n mutual hugging and clasping; fluttering or flapping of wings; scuffle, 
disorderly fight. 

ঝ়িটকা [ jh◌়ṭikā ] n a storm; a strong gale. ̃বতর্ n. a whirlwind. 

ঝ়িটিত [ jh◌়ṭiti ] adv quickly, hastily, hurriedly. 

ঝ়D [ jh◌়ḍ◌় ] n a storm; a strong gale. ̃ঝ়াপটা n. the press or stress of a storm; (fig.) the press or 
stress of a danger or dangers. ̃তুফান n. tempest and high waves. 

̃জল, ̃বৃি  [ ̃jala, ̃bṛṣṭi ] n a rainstorm. 

ঝDিত-পDিত [ jhaḍ◌়ti-paḍ◌়ti ] n clippings or other waste matters; remnants, scraps. 

ঝ়েDা [ jh◌়ḍ◌়ō ] a stormy, tempestuous (ঝ়েDা হাoয়া); storm-beaten (ঝ়েDা কাক). 

ঝ়ন [ jh◌়na ] int expressing: a clattering sound as of weapons or of striking a thin metal plate; the 
chink of coins. ঝ়নঝন int. expressing: repeated or continuous clattering sound or chinking; jingle 
(as of coins); a strong dizzy sensation (মাথা ঝনঝন করা). ঝনঝনােনা, ঝনঝন করা v. to clatter or cause to 
clatter; to chink or cause to chink; to be afflicted or to afflict with a strong dizzy sensation. 
ঝনঝনািন n. clatter; chink; a strong dizzy sensation. 

ঝনকাঠ [ jhanakāṭha ] n the lintel; the upper wooden bar of the frame of a door. 

ঝনত্কার [ jhanatkāra ] n a clattering sound as of weapons; the chink of coins. 

ঝনাত্ [ jhanāt ] int expressing a sound louder than ঝন । 

ঝপ [ jhapa ] int expressing the sound of diving or falling into water or air suddenly; a sudden 
splashing sound; quickness (ঝপ কের খাoয়া). ঝপঝপ int. expressing: the repeated or continuous 
sound of diving or falling into water or air or of sudden splashing; incessant pouring (ঝপঝপ বৃি ); 
quickness (ঝপঝপ কের খাoয়া). ঝপাঝপ adv. very quickly (ঝপাঝপ খাoয়া); quickly one after another 
(ঝপাঝপ ডুব েদoয়া). 

ঝপাত্ [ jhapāt ] int expressing the sound of diving or springing into water or of flinging down a 
heavy object. 
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ঝমঝম [ jhamajhama ] int expressing a loud jingling sound as of anklets; a loud pattering sound 
as of rain falling in torrents. ঝমঝম করা v. to jingle. ঝমরঝমর int. expressing a very loud jingling 
noise as of anklets. ঝমাঝম adv. with a loud jingling noise (ঝমাঝম মল বােজ); noisily in torrents 
(ঝমঝম বৃি  পDেছ). 

ঝm [ jhampa ] n a jump, a spring, a dive, a plunge. ঝm েদoয়া v. to jump, to spring, to plunge, to 
dive. ̃দান, ̃pদান n. act of jumping or springing or plunging or diving. 

ঝরi [ jhari ] v (poet. & obs.) falls or fall, is or are shed, drops or drop, exudes or exude. 

ঝরঝর [ jharajhara ] int expressing the state or sound of rapid and continuous falling in small 
drops of minute particles (ঝরঝর কের বৃি  বা বািল পDা, ঝরঝর কের কাঁদা). ☐ adv. in incessant flow or 
falling ('ঝরঝর বিরেষ বািরধারা). ঝরঝের a. neat and clean (ঝেরঝের ঘর); neat (ঝরঝের কাজ); neat. and 
legible (ঝরঝের ছাপা, ঝরঝের েলখা); refreshed or freed from morbidity (েদহটা ঝরঝের লাগেছ); freed from 
moisture (ঝরঝের ভাত); dilapidated (বািDখানার ঝরঝের aব হা); in utter ruin. পরকাল ঝরঝের করা v. to spoil 
one's life, to spoil one's future; to deprave utterly. 

ঝরিত [ jharati ] n any negligible portion of things fallen out of a heap and passed over at the time 
of loading or carrying. 

ঝরনা [ jharanā ] n a fountain, a waterfall, a cascade, a spring. ̃কলম n. a fountain-pen. 

ঝরা [ jharā ] v to fall in drops; to ooze, to exude; to fall; to be shed (গােছর পাতা ঝরা); to cast off or 
moult (পািখর পালক ঝরা); to run (সিদর্েত নাক ঝরা). ঝরােনা v. to cause to fall in drops; to cause to ooze or 
exude; to cause to fall; to shed; to cast off, to moult; to cause to run. 

ঝিরত [ jharita ] a fallen in drops; oozed; exuded; fallen, shed; cast off, moulted; flowing 
('িনঝর্রঝিরত বািররািশ'). 

ঝেরাকা [ jharōkā ] n a small window; a bay window; a latticed window. 

ঝঝর্র [ jharjhara ] n the sound of rapid fall as of a stream of water; a sieve, a colander; a cymbal, 
cymbals. 

ঝঝর্িরত [ jharjharita ] a full of the noise of rapid fall as of a stream of water; perforated in several 
places. 

ঝলিকত [ jhalakita ] a coruscated; flashed. 

ঝলঝল [ jhalajhala ] int expressing the state of hanging loosely. ঝলমলািন n. the glitter, the sparkle. 
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ঝলঝেল [ jhalajhalē ] a loosely hanging. 

ঝলমল [ jhalamala ] int expressing coruscation. ঝলমলােনা, ঝলমল করা v. to coruscate; to sparkle, to 
glitter. ঝলমেল a. coruscating. 

ঝলসােনা [ jhalasānō ] v to daze or be dazed (েচাখ ঝলসােনা); to dazzle (হীেরখানা ঝলসােচ্ছ); to scorch or 
be scorched, to singe or become singed (আgেন ঝলসােনা); to brown (েরােদ গাছপালা ঝলসােনা). ☐ a. 
dazed; dazzling; scorched, singed; browned. ঝলসািন n. daze or dazing; dazzle or dazzling; 
scorched or singed state; act of scorching or singeing; browned state or browning. 

ঝলিসত [ jhalasita ] a dazed; dazzled; scorched, singed; browned. 

ঝলা [ jhalā ] v (chiefly poet.) to dazzle or shine ('িপঙ্গল জটাজাল ঝিলেছ'). 

ঝlক, ঝlরী [ jhallaka, jhallarī ] n a dish-shaped musical instrument made of bell metal played at 
the time of worshipping; a cymbal or cymbals. 

ঝাu [ jhāu ] n the tamarisk tree. 

ঝা ঁ[ jhā ] int expressing great swiftness. ঝাঁ কের very swiftly, in a jiffy, in a moment. 

ঝাঁক [ jhān̐ka ] n a flock (পািখর ঝাঁক); a swarm (েমৗমািছর ঝাঁক); a shoal (মােছর ঝাঁক); a collection, a 
crowd, an assemblage (বদমােশর ঝাঁক). ঝাঁেক ঝাঁেক in flocks; in swarms; in shoals; in smart showers 
(ঝাঁেক ঝাঁেক বৃি ). 

ঝাঁকDা [ jhān̐kaḍ◌়ā ] a long and clustering. 

ঝাঁকDা-মাকDা [ jhān̐kaḍ◌়ā-mākaḍ◌়ā ] a shaggy. 

ঝাঁকা1 [ jhān̐kā1 ] n a large wicker-basket. 

ঝাঁক2 [ jhān̐ka2 ] v to shake (ঝাঁকােনা, েঝঁেক oঠা). ☐ n. a shake (ঝাঁকা খাoয়া). 

ঝাঁকােনা [ jhān̐kānō ] v to shake. ☐ a. shaken. 

ঝাঁক-মুেট [ jhān̐ka-muṭē ] n a porter who carries his load in a wicker-basket on his head. 

ঝাঁিক [ jhān̐ki ] n a shake. 
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ঝাঁিকদশর্ন [ jhān̐kidarśana ] n visiting a place etc. for a moment; stopping on the way for a 
moment to see someone or something. 

ঝাঁkিন [ jhān̐kuni ] n shake; act of shaking. 

ঝাgঁDgD [ jhān̐guḍ◌়guḍ◌় ] int expressing the noise of beating a drum. 

ঝাঁজ1 [ jhān ̐ja1 ] n strong heat (েরােদর ঝাঁজ); a strong pungent aroma or taste (oষুেধর ঝাঁজ); severity 
or harshness (কথার ঝাঁজ). 

ঝাঁজ2, ঝাঁজর1 [ jhān̐ja2, jhān̐jara1 ] n a dish-shaped musical instrument played at the time of 
worshipping a deity. 

ঝাঁজর2 [ jhān̐jara2 ] a full of holes, porous; alveolar, honeycombed; perforated in many places; 
extremely worn out. ☐ n. a colander, a sieve, a strainer. 

ঝাঁজরা [ jhān̐jarā ] a full of holes, porous, alveolar, honeycombed. 

ঝাঁজির [ jhān̐jari ] n a colander, a sieve, a strainer; a porous cover or lid (as on the mouth of a 
drain); a spray; a porous water-pot for watering trees. 

ঝা-ঁঝা ঁ[ jhā-n̐jhā ] int expressing severe heat (েরাদ ঝাঁ ঝাঁ করা); burning sensation (েচাখমুখ ঝাঁ ঝাঁ করা); 
great swiftness (ঝাঁ-ঝাঁ কের কাজ েশষ করা). 

ঝাঁজােলা, ঝাঁঝােলা [ jhān̐jālō, jhān̐jhālō ] a very hot; pungently aromatic; severe, harsh. 

ঝাঁিজ [ jhān̐ji ] n a kind of shaggy fibrous rush or sedge growing in water. 

ঝাঁট [ jhān̐ṭa ] n sweeping; a sweep. ঝাঁট েদoয়া v. to sweep, to broom. 

ঝাঁটা [ jhān ̐ṭā ] n a broom; a besom. ̃েখেকা a. (in abuses) accustomed to be flogged with a broom; 
contemptible. ̃েনা v. to sweep. ̃েপটা n. a flogging with a broom, a stroke with a broom. ঝাঁটা মারা v. to 
flog with a broom. ঝাঁটার বািD n. a stroke with or of a broom. 

ঝাঁিট [ jhān̐ṭi ] n a flowering shrub, the amaranth (?). 

ঝাঁপ1 [ jhām̐pa1 ] n an improvised door or lid made of wicker. 

ঝাঁপ2 [ jhām̐pa2 ] n a jump, a spring, a dive, a plunge. ঝাঁপ েদoয়া, ঝাঁপােনা v. to spring, to dive, to 
plunge; to rush to (েকােলর মেধয্ বা বুেকর মেধয্ বা বুেকর uপর ঝাঁপােনা). 
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ঝাpঁটা [ jhām ̐p◌়ṭā ] n an ornament for the woman's head, a tiara. 

ঝাঁপতাল [ jhām̐patāla ] n an Indian musical measure. 

ঝাঁপা2 [ jhām ̐pā2 ] v (obs.) to rush to, to jump into; (obs.) to rise, to come up ('rপ সদা মেন ঝাঁেপ'); 
to cast, to fling ('জাল তুিরেত ঝাঁপায়'); (obs.) to cover, to screen ('বদন ঝাঁিপব বােস'). 

ঝাঁপান [ jhām ̐pāna ] n a playful handling and control of snakes (মনসাপূজার ঝাঁপান); a litter used for 
carrying people on hills. 

ঝাঁিপ [ jhām̐pi ] n a wicker-basket esp. a small one with a lid. 

ঝাট [ jhāṭa ] adv quickly; at once. 

ঝাD [ jhāḍ◌় ] n a bush, a thicket (েঝাপঝাD); a cluster, a clump (বাঁশঝাD, েগালাপঝাD); a race or family 
(শয়তােনর ঝাD); a chandelier (েবেলায়াির ঝাD). ̃বাঁধা a. growing in clusters bunches or dumps. ঝােD-বংেশ 
adv. to the last member of the family, not excluding a single member of the family, one and all of 
the family. ঝােD-মূেল adv. root and branch. 

ঝাDলন্ঠন, ঝাDবািত [ jhāḍ◌়lanṭhana, jhāḍ◌়bāti ] n a chandelier. 

ঝাDা [ jhāḍ◌়ā ] v to thresh or beat out grain from (corn etc.) to separate chaff from grain, to 
winnow (চাল ঝাDা); to dust, to brush, to remove dust or dirt by shaking or with a piece of cloth or 
some sort of duster; to empty or remove contents of (bags etc.), to shake out contents of vessels, 
bags etc. (ঝুিল ঝাDা); to throw brickbats or other missiles (মাথার iট ঝাDা); to show ill-temper, to 
vent one's spleen (গােয়র ঝাল ঝাDা); to exorcise (ভতূ ঝাDা). ☐ a. threshed or winnowed or cleaned 
(ঝাDা চাল). ☐ n. threshing or winnowing; dusting and cleaning, brushing; emptying contents of. 
ঝাDা di ঘন্টা for full two hours, for two hours at a stretch. ঝাDেপাঁছ n. sweeping and cleaning. 
ঝাDােপাঁছা same as ঝাDেপাঁছ । ঝাDফুঁক n. exorcising of evil spirit by uttering charms and incantations. 
ঝাDােনা v. to cause to thresh and winnow, to expel evil spirit etc., to exorcise. 

ঝাDন1 [ jhāḍ◌়na1 ] n dusting and cleaning, cloth for dusting furniture etc., a duster; winnowing or 
fanning grains etc. 

ঝাDন2 [ jhāḍ◌়na2 ] n act of expelling or exorcising evil spirit out of a person by reciting charms 
and incantations or by invocation of holy names, exorcism. 

ঝাDাi [ jhāḍ◌়āi ] n sweeping and cleaning; threshing and beating (ধান ঝাDাi); winnowing (চাল 
ঝাDাi). ঝাDাi-বাছাi n. sweeping and cleaning; eliminating and selecting. 
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ঝাD ু[ jhāḍ◌়u ] n broom. ঝাD ুেদoয়া to sweep. ঝাD ুমারা v. to beat with a broom. ̃দার n. a sweeper, a 
scavenger, a dustman, a person who takes away dirt, garbage and rubbish from streets, buildings 
etc. 

ঝাn [ jhānu ] a veteran, experienced; sly, cunning. 

ঝান্ডা [ jhānḍā ] n a flag, a banner, a standard. 

ঝাpট, ঝাপটা1 [ jhāp◌়ṭa, jhāpaṭā1 ] n (of wind or storm) a gust; (of rain) a spray; (of wings) a flap; 
(of tails) a violent stroke. 

ঝাপসা [ jhāpasā ] a obscure; hazy; murky; blurred. ঝাপসা দৃি  বা নজর dim vision; blurred vision. 

ঝামা [ jhāmā ] n a piece of over-burnt brick. 

ঝােমলা [ jhāmēlā ] n a trouble; a fix; a disturbance; a row; a troublesome burden or charge. ঝােমলা 
করা, ঝােমলা বাধােনা v. to create a trouble or disturbance; to quarrel, to kick up a row. ঝােমলা েপাহােনা, 
ঝােমলা সহা v. to bear a trouble or disturbance. ঝােমলায় পDা v. to be in a trouble; to get into trouble; 
to be in a scrape; to be in a fix. 

ঝারা [ jhārā ] n a porous device to spray water etc. on a plant. 

ঝাির [ jhāri ] n a water-can with a porous spout. 

ঝাল1 [ jhāla1 ] n solder. ঝাল েদoয়া v. to solder. 

ঝাল2 [ jhāla2 ] a acrid, biting; pungent, hot. ☐ n. an acrimony or grudge (গােয়র ঝাল); pungency, 
hotness (লংকার ঝাল); chilli (তরকািরেত ঝাল েদoয়া); a variety of hot curry or gravy (মােছর ঝাল). ঝাল ঝাDা, 
ঝাল েমটােনা v. (coll.) to feed one's grudge (esp. by flogging or scolding severely). ঝােল-েঝােল-amেল 
adv. in all affairs or places. 

ঝালর [ jhālara ] n a fringe, a valance; tatting. ̃oয়ালা a. fringed, valanced. 

ঝালা1 [ jhālā1 ] v (mus.) to twist up a sharp and loud sound on string instruments, to blaze up. ☐ 
n. a spell or act of blazing up. 

ঝালা2 [ jhālā2 ] v to solder; to dredge (পুkর ঝালা). 

ঝালােনা [ jhālānō ] v to cause to solder; to dredge (পুkর ঝালােনা); (fig.) to refresh (বntু ঝালােনা, sিৃত 
ঝালােনা); to recapitulate or revise (পDা ঝালােনা). ☐ a. soldered; dredged; (fig.) refreshed or 
recapitulated or revised. 
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ঝালাপালা [ jhālāpālā ] a almost deafened or stunned or extremely vexed with a loud and 
unbearable noise (কান ঝালাপালা হoয়া); extremely afflicted (েরােদ শরীর ঝালাপালা হoয়া). 

ঝািল [ jhāli ] n the festival of ঝুলন or swinging; a pit dug at the mouth of a gutter; a bag; a basket; 
a wicker-basket. 

িঝ [ jhi ] n a daughter (রাজার িঝ, েঘােষর িঝ); a maid-servant. িঝেক েমের বuেক েশখােনা (fig.) to flog or 
punish one's own innocent people to teach others a lesson. 

িঝuিD [ jhiuḍ◌়i ] n a daughter; an unmarried daughter. 

িঝঁক [ jhin̐ka ] n a raised construction on an oven upon which cooking utensils are placed; any 
removable metal device to serve the same purpose. 

িঝঁকDা [ jhin ̐kaḍ◌়ā ] n a kind of small bushy plant. 

িঝঁিঝঁ1 [ jhin̐jhi1 ] n a species of insect, the cricket. িঝঁিঝর শb বা ডাক the drone or chirping of the 
cricket. 

িঝ ঁিঝঁ2 [ jhi n̐jhi2 ] int indicating: a dizzy or buzzing or twinging sensation (মাথা িঝ ঁিঝঁ করা, পােয় িঝঁ 
িঝ ঁধরা). িঝ ঁিঝঁ করা v. to feel dizzy, to be stricken with a buzzing sensation. িঝ ঁিঝঁ ধরা v. to be stricken 
with a twinging sensation, to have pins and needles. 

িঝঁিঝট [ jhin ̐jhiṭa ] n an Indian musical mode. 

িঝকিমক [ jhikamika ] int expressing: sparkling or glittering or twinkling. িঝকিমক করা v. to sparkle, 
to glitter, to twinkle. 

িঝেঙ [ jhiṅē ] n a kind of vegetable, a cucurbitaceous plant and its fruit. 

িঝিনিঝিন, িঝিনিকিঝিন [ jhinijhini, jhinikijhini ] int expressing a sweet and musical jingling sound 
(as of a dancer's anklets). 

িঝnক [ jhinuka ] n a bivalve mollusc, the cockle, the oyster; an ear-shell; an abalone; a metal 
spoon shaped almost as a valve of the cockle (chiefly used in feeding babies). 

িঝিন্ট [ jhinṭi ] n a flowering shrub, the amaranth (?). 

িঝম [ jhima ] n drowsiness or langour (িঝম ধরা). ☐ a. stricken with drowsiness or langour, 
drowsy, languid (িঝম হেয় বসা). 
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িঝমিঝম [ jhimajhima ] int expressing a dizzy or fainting sensation. িঝমিঝম করা v. to feel dizzy; to 
feel like swooning (গা িঝমিঝম করা). 

িঝমািন, িঝমুিন [ jhimāni, jhimuni ] n dozing; a doze; slackening, abatement, flagging; inaction; 
lethargy. 

িঝমােনা [ jhimānō ] v to drowse, to doze; slacken, to abate, to flag (আেnালন িঝিমেয় পেDেছ); to 
become inactive (সntাসবাদীরা িঝিমেয় পDল). 

িঝয়াির [ jhiẏāri ] n a daughter; an unmarried daughter; one who is like a daughter, e.g. a son-in-
law's sister. 

িঝরিঝর [ jhirajhira ] int expressing the sound of wind or breeze blowing gently or of drizzling 
rain. িঝরিঝের a. (of the wind) gently blowing; (of the rain) drizzling. 

িঝল [ jhila ] n a very large pond. 

িঝলিমল1 [ jhilamila1 ] int expressing gentle sparkle or fine coruscation or sparkle. িঝলিমল করা v. to 
coruscate or sparkle gently. িঝল িমিল n. fine coruscation or sparkle. িঝলিমেল a. finely coruscating or 
sparkling. 

িঝলিমল2, িঝলিমিল1 [ jhilamila2, jhilamili1 ] n a shutter, a venetian blind. 

িঝিলক [ jhilika ] n a sudden but mild or light flash. িঝিলক েদoয়া, িঝিলক মারা v. to flash mildly or 
lightly. 

িঝিলিমিল [ jhilimili ] a coruscating, sparkling, glittering. ☐ n. fine and gentle flash or 
coruscation (েরােদর িঝিলিমিল). 

িঝিl [ jhilli ] n a species of insect, the cricket; membrane. 

ঝুঁকা, েঝাঁকা [ jhun ̐kā, jhōn̐kā ] v to incline, to stoop, to lean; to tilt; to have slight desire or liking 
(for), to be disposed or drawn (েখলার িদেক ঝুঁকেছ, েছেলর িদেক মােয়র মন েঝাঁেক). ঝুঁকােনা, েঝাঁকােনা v. to 
cause to incline or stoop or lean; to rouse slight desire or liking in, to dispose or draw. 

ঝুঁিক [ jhun ̐ki ] n a risk, a hazard; a risky responsibility. ঝুঁিক েনoয়া v. to risk, to hazard. বD রকেমর 
ঝুঁিক a great risk. 

ঝুঁিট, ঝুঁট, ঝুট1 [ jhun̐ṭi, jhun̐ṭa, jhuṭa1 ] n a tuft of long hair on the head kept tied in a bun; a bun; 
a bird's crest (কাকাতুয়ার মাথায় ঝুিট); (of bulls, camels, etc.) a hump. 
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ঝু়ট2 [ jhu◌়ṭa2 ] a false. ̃মুট adv. for nothing. 

ঝুটা [ jhuṭā ] a (of articles of food) partly eaten; (of dinner-plates etc.) not yet washed after being 
used in dining; defiled, ravished; false (ঝুটা কথা); counterfeit or forged (ঝুটা দিলল); artificial, sham, 
imitation (ঝুটা হীরা); dissembling (ঝুটা েলাক). 

ঝুটাপুিট [ jhuṭāpuṭi ] n a scuffle (chiefly a playful one.) ঝুটাপুিট করা v. to scuffle. 

ঝুিD [ jhuḍ◌়i ] n a wicker basket, a scuttle, a hamper. ঝুিD ঝুিD basketfuls of, a large number or 
amount of. 

ঝnুঝnু, ঝnুর-ঝnুর [ jhunujhunu, jhunura-jhunura ] int expressing a musical jingling sound as of 
anklets of a dancer. ঝুnঝুn করা, ঝুnর ঝুnর করা v. to jingle musically. 

ঝুেনা [ jhunō ] a ripe and hardened (ঝুেনা নারেকল); veteran and experienced (ঝুেনা uিকল); shrewd and 
sly. cp. ঝাn । 

ঝুপ [ jhupa ] int expressing the noise (milder than ঝপ) of diving or falling into water or air 
suddenly; a sudden splashing sound; suddenness. ঝুপঝুপ, ঝুপঝাপ int. expressing this noise 
repeatedly; quick succession. 

ঝুপিD [ jhupaḍ◌়i ] n a low hut built with tree-leaves, wicker, bamboo etc. 

ঝুমঝুিম [ jhumajhumi ] n a rattle for children. 

ঝুমুর [ jhumura ] n a kind of love-song accompanied with dance. 

ঝুরঝুর [ jhurajhura ] int expressing the state or sound (milder than ঝরঝর) of rapid and profuse 
falling in drizzles or in minute particles (ঝুরঝুর কের বৃি  বা বািল পDা); the state or sound of blowing 
gently (ঝুরঝুর কের বাতাস বoয়া). ঝুরঝুের a. drizzling (ঝুরঝুের বৃি ); freed from moisture (ঝুরঝুের বািল, 
ঝুরঝুের ভাত); gently blowing (ঝুরঝুের বাতাস). 

ঝুরা1 [ jhurā1 ] v (poet.) to stream with tears ('rপ লািগ আঁিখ ঝুের'). 

ঝুরা1 [ jhurā1 ] a pulverized; freed from moisture (ঝূরা ভাত); granular and dry ঝূরা বািল ঝূরাঝূরা a. 
freed from moisture; granular and dry. 

ঝুির [ jhuri ] n an aerial root of a tree. ঝুিরভাজা n. a kind of crisp snack made of pulverized pigeon-
pea. 
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ঝুল [ jhula ] n act of stooping, inclination (aত ঝুল িদেল পেD যােব); vertical or down ward length 
(জামার ঝুল); soot or dirt caught in cobweb (ঝুলকািল); lamp black, soot (হািরেকেনর ঝুল); (coll. & sl.) 
trash, worthless. 

ঝুলন [ jhulana ] n act of swinging; suspension in the air; the Hindu festival of swinging (also 
ঝুলনযাtা). 

ঝুলনা [ jhulanā ] n a rocking cradle. 

ঝুলা, েঝালা [ jhulā, jhōlā ] v to be hung, to hang, to be suspended in the air; (hum.) to be hanged; 
to swing; to incline towards, to lean to, to tend to; to be still in action, still hanging fire (মামলা 
ঝুলেছ). ঝুলা-ঝুিল, ঝুেলাঝুিল n. (rare) repeated or continuous swinging; earnest solicitation (for some 
length of time). ঝুলােনা v. to hang, to suspend in the air; (hum.) to hang by the neck; to suspend or 
adjourn; to keep in suspense. 

ঝুিল [ jhuli ] n a small cloth-bag (esp. one that can be carried by hanging it from one's shoulder) 

েঝঁেপ েদoয়া [ jhēm̐pē dēōẏā ] v (coll. & sl.) to cheat, to grab unfairly. 

েঝাঁক [ jhōn̐ka ] n a stooping state; inclination, propensity, a tendency; liking; earnest interest 
(রাজনীিতেত েঝাঁক); a whim, a caprice, a leaning, a penchant (েদশ মেণর েঝাঁক); overwhelming or 
besotting influence (েনশার েঝাঁক). ̃মাt n. velleity. 

েঝাটঁন [ jhōn̐ṭana ] n a crest (as of a bird). ☐ a. crested (েঝাঁটন বুলবুিল). 

েঝাDা1 [ jhōḍ◌়ā1 ] n a large wicker-basket, a scuttle, a hamper. 

েঝাDা2 [ jhōḍ◌়ā2 ] v to lop off the unnecessary or overgrown branches. ে̃না v. to cause to lop off 
the unnecessary or over grown branches of. 

েঝাপ [ jhōpa ] n an underwood; a bush, a thicket, a copse, a coppice. ̃জঙ্গল n. a thicket, a bushy 
undergrowth, underwood. 

েঝারা [ jhōrā ] n a cascade, a waterfall, a fountain (পাগলােঝারা). 

েঝাল [ jhōla ] n broth, juice, soup. 

েঝালা2 [ jhōlā2 ] a (of garments) hanging loosely (েঝালা আিsন). 

েঝালা3 [ jhōlā3 ] a as thin as broth. 
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েঝালা4 [ jhōlā4 ] n a (comparatively large) cloth bag esp. one that can be carried by hanging it 
from one's shoulder. 

েঝালাgD [ jhōlāguḍ◌় ] n thin molasses, treacle. 

েঝালাঝুিল2 [ jhōlājhuli2 ] n. pl belongings or luggage collectively, baggage. েঝালাঝুিলসেমত adv. bag 
and baggage. 

ঞ [ ñ ] n the tenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 
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ট [ ṭ ] n the eleventh consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

টiটmুর [ ṭiṭambura ] a swollen to the extreme; full to the brim; brimming, overfull, over flowing. 

টং1 [ ṭa1 ] n a high platform for living or shooting from, a machan. 

টং2 [ ṭa2 ] a about to burst (েরেগ টং); thoroughly besotted, dead drunk (mেদ টং). 

টং3 [ ṭa3 ] int expressing: twang as of a bow string. টংটং int. expressing: repeated twangs. টংটং কের 
েবDােনা to trampidly; to while away time. 

টক1 [ ṭaka1 ] a sour, acrid. ☐ n. sour taste, acridity; any sour-tasting pickle. টক লাগা to taste sour. 

টক2 [ ṭaka2 ] int expressing: haste, quickness, promptness. 

টক3 [ ṭaka3 ] int expressing: a light noise of rapping or drumming. 

টকটক1 [ ṭakaṭaka1 ] a sourish, acidulous. 

টকটক2 [ ṭakaṭaka2 ] int expressing: deepness or brightness or gorgeousness or brilliance (লাল 
টকটক করেছ) টকটেক a. & adv. deep, bright, gorgeous (টকটেক লাল, টকটেক েচহারা). 

টকটক3 [ ṭakaṭaka3 ] int expressing: the ticking sound of a clock; the sound made by a carter in 
order to speed up the horse or ox, gee-gee. 

টকা [ ṭakā ] v to turn sour; to become acid; to rot, to putrefy; to become irritated by being 
acidified (দাঁত টকা). 

টকাটক1 [ ṭakāṭaka1 ] int. & adv very quickly or promptly. 

টকাটক2 [ ṭakāṭaka2 ] int expressing a very light sound of rapping or drumming repeatedly. ☐ 
adv. making this sound. 

টকােনা [ ṭakānō ] v to cause to turn sour, to turn sour; to acidify; to cause to rot, to putrefy; to 
irritate by acidifying (দাঁত টকােনা). 

টকাস [ ṭakāsa ] int expressing a light sound made by impact of two hard things (টকাস কের গাTা 
মারা); promptness or suddenness (টকাস কের বেল েফলা). 

টেকা [ ṭakō ] a sour, acrid; sourish; acidulous. 
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টkর [ ṭakkara ] n a jolt; friction; collision, impact; competition, vying. টkর খাoয়া v. to stumble 
(against); to collide (with). টkর েদoয়া v. to compete or vie (with). টkর বাধােনা v. to collide (with); to 
compete (with); to set at strife (with), to set by the ears; to be in competition or strife (with). টkর 
লাগা v. to stumble (against); to come in collision (with); to be faced with competition (with), to be 
vying (with); to be in strife (with). 

টগর [ ṭagara ] n a kind of small flower (usu. white), Tabernamontana coronaria. 

টগবগ, টগবগাবগ [ ṭagabaga, ṭagabagābaga ] int expressing: bubbling noise made by water or any 
other liquid when being boiled (টগবগ কের েফাটা); noise made by or as by hoofs of a horse when 
running (টগবগ কের চলা); fretting and fuming state (রােগ টগবগ করা = to seethe in anger); to boil with 
indignation. 

টঙ্ক1 [ ṭaṅka1 ] n any weapon for cutting or hewing such as an axe or a sword or a scimitar; any 
tool for digging such as a spud; anger or bragging or arrogance (েরাগা েলােকর মুেখ টঙ্ক). 

টঙ্ক2 [ ṭaṅka2 ] n a coin; a rupee. ̃পিত n. (obs.) the superintendent of a mint, a mint-master. ̃িবjান n. 
numismatics. ̃শালা n. a mint. 

টঙ্ক3 [ ṭaṅka3 ] a (dial.) strong, firm. 

টঙ্কন [ ṭaṅkana ] n borax. 

টঙ্কা [ ṭaṅkā ] n a rupee. 

টঙ্কর [ ṭaṅkara ] n the twang of a bowstring; any similar sound (টাকার টঙ্কর). 

টন [ ṭana ] int expressing a sharp metallic sound. 

টনক [ ṭanaka ] n the seat of memory; remembrance, recollection. টনক নDা v. to come to remember 
or recollect; to be aware of; to be alerted; to be ruffled; to see the gravity of. 

টনটন [ ṭanaṭana ] int expressing: severe irritation or pain caused by tightness or tension or strain 
or overfulness or sharpness. টনটন করা v. to smart, to twinge, to feel acute or sharp pain. টনটনািন n. 
this irritation or pain; throbbing pain (as of an abscess). টনটেন v. very sharp or sensitive; keenly 
alive, very much alive (টনটেন jান). 

টপ1 [ ṭapa1 ] int expressing the noise of falling of a drop of liquid. টপটপ int. expressing repetition 
of this noise. 
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টপ2 [ ṭapa2 ] int expressing quickness or promptness (টপ কের েখেয় নাo). টপাটপ adv. promptly, 
quickly. 

টপ3 [ ṭapa3 ] n a small concave mound. 

টপকােনা [ ṭapakānō ] v to leap over, to cross by leaping over. 

টপেতালা [ ṭapatōlā ] a shaped as a small concave mound. 

টপাস [ ṭapāsa ] int expressing the noise of falling of a large drop of liquid. 

টpা [ ṭappā ] n a light classical variety of amorous songs sung in a particular or special or typical 
mode. 

টব [ ṭaba ] n a tub. 

টবগর্ [ ṭabarga ] n ট্ ঠ্ ড্ ঢ্ N: these five consonants respectively, the ট-pentad. 

টমটম [ ṭamaṭama ] n a tandem. 

টময্ােটা [ ṭamyāṭō ] n the tomato. 

টেরটkা [ ṭarēṭakkā ] n the code of the telegram; the peculiar noise of the telegraph. 

টচর্, টচর্লাiট [ ṭarca, ṭarcalāiṭa ] n a torch. টেচর্র আেলা torch light. 

টিনর্ [ ṭarni ] n one who supervises the legal affairs of others; an attorney. 

টলটল [ ṭalaṭala ] int expressing: crystal clearness or slight movement of any liquid. টলটলািন n. 
state of being or looking crystal clear; slight stir or movement; stagger; state of being on the 
verge of downfall or a crash. টলটলােনা v. to look crystal clear; to move or stir slightly; to stagger; 
to be on the verge of down fall or a crash. টলটলায়মান a. staggering; on the verge of downfall or 
crash (টলটলায়মান িসংহাসন); (rare) looking crystal clear or stirring slightly. টেলটেল a. (of a liquid) 
crystal clear. 

টলন [ ṭalana ] n dislocation; fall; stagger; bewilderment. 

টলমল [ ṭalamala ] int expressing: restlessness or agitation, state of being on the verge of 
tumbling (িসংহাসন টলমল); shaking state ('ধরণী টলমল বীরদােপ'). overflowing state (নদীজল টলমল). 
টলমলািন n. restlessness of agitation; state of being on the verge of tumbling; state of being shaken 
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or quaking; overflowing state, overflow. টলমলােনা v. to become restless or agitated; to be on the 
verge of tumbling; to be shaking, to quake; to be overflowing. 

টলা [ ṭalā ] v to waver, to vacillate (মন টলা); to stagger, to totter (পা টলা); to shake, to quake (পৃিথবী 
টলা); to tumble, to be dislocated or displaced (িসংহাসন টলা, টেল পDা); to be otherwise; to be retracted 
(কথা টলা); to tend to defect (দেলর েলাক টলা). ☐ n. wavering, vacillation; stagger, tottering; shake, 
quake, tumble, dislocation, displacement; change or retraction or non-compliance; flinching. 
টলােনা v. to cause to waver or vacillate; to cause to stagger or totter; to shake or quake; to cause to 
tumble, to dislocate or displace; to cause to retract, to cause to go back upon; to cause to flinch or 
defect. 

টসকােনা [ ṭasakānō ] v to be impaired or weakened or damaged (শরীর টসকােনা); to be run down in 
health; to die (েলাকটা টসেকেছ); would bend rather than break (টসকায় েতা মচকায় না). টসকােনার েলাক নয় 
not the person to flinch or defect. 

টসটস [ ṭasaṭasa ] int expressing: the noise of repeated fall of liquid drops (টসটস কের জল ঝরা); 
state of being overfull with (রেস টসটস); state of being flushed with cold (েচাখ-মুখ টসটস করেছ). টসটেস 
a. (over) filled with juice, juicy; flushed with cold or fever. 

টহল [ ṭahala ] n ambulation; act of begging by wandering and singing; a round or beat (as of a 
watchman); act of going on one's round. টহল েদoয়া v. to ambulate, to tramp; to beg wandering and 
singing; to go on one's round, to patrol. দ̃ার n. an ambulator, a tramper; an ambulating 
watchman. ̃দাির n. ambulation; act of keeping watch by ambulation. 

-টা [ -ṭā ] sfx used in Bengali to serve the purpose of the definite article, the (েছেলটা, dধটা). 

টাiট [ ṭāiṭa ] a tight; fast; strict; close-fisted. টাiট েদoয়া v. (coll.) to tighten; (sl.) to take one to 
task. 

টাiপ [ ṭāipa ] n a printing type, a type; a model or pattern, a kind, a type (নানা টাiেপর েলাক); a 
typical specimen, a type (নাটেকর টাiপচিরt); typewriting (েস টাiপ জােন). টাiপ করা v. to typewrite, to 
type. টাiপ-করা a. typewritten, typed. 

টাiম [ ṭāima ] n time. টাiম-বাঁধা, টাiম-ধরা a. regulated by fixed intervals of time, punctual; routine. 

টাঁক [ ṭān ̐ka ] n an aim; a greedy gaze; act of awaiting. টাঁক করা v. to aim at; to gaze greedily (at); 
to await. 

টাঁকশাল [ ṭān̐kaśāla ] n a mint. 

টাঁকা1 [ ṭān̐kā1 ] v to stitch, to tack, to sew (েবাতাম টাঁকা); to put a tuck in, to tuck. 
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টাঁকা2 [ ṭān ̐kā2 ] v to aim at; to prophesy or anticipate or guess beforehand or estimate; (now rare) 
to imprecate (মরণ টাঁকা). 

টাঁস [ ṭām̐sa ] v to stiffen owing to the suspension of blood-circulation; (sl.) to be stone dead; (sl.) 
to die (বুেDাটা েটঁেসেছ). 

টাক1 [ ṭāka1 ] n baldness; a bald patch. ☐ a. bald, glabrous (টাক মাথা). টাক পDা to become bald. 

টাক2 [ ṭāka2 ] sfx about, nearly, approximately (েসরটাক, মাiলটাক). 

টাকরা [ ṭākarā ] n the palate. 

টাকা [ ṭākā ] n a rupee; money (টাকা করা); wealth (টাকার মাnষ). টাকা oDােনা v. to squander or fritter 
away money. টাকা করা v. to make money, to acquire money; to amass wealth. টাকা খাoয়া v. to 
accept bribe. টাকা ঢালা v. to spend or invest money. টাকা ভাঙােনা v. to change a coin or a currency 
note. টাকা মারা v. to misappropriate money; to defalcate or embezzle. টাকার kিমর (dero.) a very rich 
man, a moneyed man. টাকার গরম pride of wealth. টাকার মুখ েদখা v. to begin to earn or obtain money, 
to come to money; to begin to be solvent; to see good days. টাকার বাজার money market. টাকার মাnষ a 
moneyed man, a wealthy man. ̃oয়ালা a. moneyed; wealthy, rich. ̃কিD, ̃পয়সা n. money; wealth. টাকার 
াd squandering of money, pouring money down the drain. 

টাk, টাkয়া [ ṭāku, ṭākuẏā ] n a spindle, a reel. 

টাঙা, টাঙ্গা [ ṭāṅā, ṭāṅgā ] n a light two-wheeled carriage drawn by a pony, (cp.) a gig. 

টাঙােনা [ ṭāṅānō ] v to hang up; to rig up (পাল টাঙােনা, মশাির টাঙ্গােনা). ☐ a. hanging. 

টািঙ, টািঙ্গ [ ṭāṅi, ṭāṅgi ] n a battle-axe. 

টাট2 [ ṭāṭa2 ] n a copper plate used in worship and prayer. 

টাটকা [ ṭāṭakā ] a fresh, newly grown (টাটকা মাছ বা সবিজ); not stale (টাটকা খাবার); new, recent (টাটকা 
খবর). 

টা-টা [ ṭā-ṭā ] int. n goodbye (usu. to children). 

টাটােনা [ ṭāṭānō ] v to be inflamed. টাটািন n. inflammation. েচাখ টাটােনা v. to be stricken with 
eyesore; (fig.) to be envious of. 

টািট1 [ ṭāṭi1 ] n a low and small earthen cup. 
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টািট2 [ ṭāṭi2 ] n hempen matting, tat; a wall or roof or door made of tat. 

টািT [ ṭāṭṭi ] n excrement, stool, faeces; latrine, a privy. 

টাTু [ ṭāṭṭu ] n the pony. 

টান [ ṭāna ] n a pull or tug (েজার টান); attraction (েsেহর টান); attachment, affection (েছেলর pিত টান); a 
drawing in, a pull (িসগােরেটর টান); tightness, tension (েগেরাটায় েবশ টান আেছ); want, need, shortage, 
scarcity (পয়সার টান); demand (বাজাের ভাল বiেয়র টান); difficult breathing, spasm (হাঁপািনর টান); style of 
writing or painting, flourish (েলখায় snর টান); quick and rather interwoven style of writing as of a 
veteran writer (টােনর েলখা); manner of speaking or pronouncing (কথার টান); provincialism or typical 
intonation (uচ্চারেণ যশুের টান); consumption (েপালাoেত খুব টান); stretch (eক টােন); current (নদীেত খুব 
টান); force (েsােতর টান); contraction (িশরার টান); (math. & phys.) tension, strain. টান েদoয়া v. to pull, 
to tug; to give a pull; to draw in (as smoke); to snatch; to flourish; to pronounce or speak with 
provincial accent or intonation or in a peculiar manner. টান ধরা v. to be in short supply, to run 
short (পয়সার টান ধরা); to contract (িশরায় টান ধরা); to have fits of spasm (হাঁপািনর টান ধরা); to 
commence to dry up (ঘােয় টান ধরা). টানটান a. fully stretched out (টানটান হেয় েশাoয়া); very tight or 
tense; full of vanity or arrogance (টানটান কথা). টান-েটান n. pl. strokes and flourishes (as in 
calligraphy or drawing). eকটােন adv. in a single tug or pull; at a stretch. 

টানা1 [ ṭānā1 ] n (in weaving) a warp; (of a chest or cabinet) a drawer. ̃পেDন n. (lit. & fig.) warp 
and woof; (fig.) continuous coming and going; the inconvenience or trouble for continuously 
going back and forth. 

টানা2 [ ṭānā2 ] v to pull, to tug; to drag (পা েটেন েটেন চলা); to draw (েরখা টানা); to at tract (মন টানা); to 
carry (মাল টানা); to move quickly (পা েটেন চলা); to be partial to (েছেলর িদেক টানা); to stretch out (sর 
টানা); to cut down expenditure (আয় কম হেল েটেন চলা); to smoke or drink (গাঁজা টানা, মদ টানা); to 
extract (রস টানা); to consume (খাiেয়রা খুব িমি  টানেছ); to sell (বাজাের মাল টানা). ☐ a. borne or drawn 
(েঘাDায়-টানা গািD); operated by pulling or dragging (টানা পাখা, টানা জাল); straight (টানা পথ); continuous 
(টানা িতন ঘন্টা); skimmed (টানা dধ); wide, broad, large, big (টানা েচাখ); drawn (কািল িদেয় টানা েলখা); 
quick and somewhat interwoven (টানা েলখা). gণ টানা v. to tow. বiঠা টানা, দাঁD টানা v. to row, to scull. 
টানা-জাল n. a drag-net. টানা়টানা a. broad, wide, large (টানাটানা েচাখ); smelling of arrogance or vanity 
(টানাটানা কথা); quick and somewhat interwoven (টানাটানা েলখা). টানাটািন n. mutual or continuous 
pulling or tugging or dragging; mutual or continuous attraction; act of dragging forcibly; act of 
forcing; want, shortage, hardship (টানাটািনর সংসার). টানাটািন করা v. to pull or tug or drag or attract 
mutually or continuously; to drag forcibly; to force; to cut down expenditure (টানাটািন কের সংসার 
চালােনা). দিD-টানাটািন n. tug-of-war. টানা-hাঁচDা n. act of dragging forcibly; act of forcing; continuing 
or running on with difficulty; coming and going frequently. eকটানা a. continuous; lying at a 
stretch. েদাটানা n. vacillation, wavering. 

টাপরু-টুপরু [ ṭāpura-ṭupura ] int expressing a pattering noise as of rain falling. 
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টাবা [ ṭābā ] n a kind of lime, the citron. 

টায়রা [ ṭāẏarā ] n an ornament for the head, a tiara. 

টাল1 [ ṭāla1 ] n a heap (কােঠর টাল). টাল করা, টাল েদoয়া v. to heap. 

টাল2 [ ṭāla2 ] n curvature (astখানায় eকট ুটাল আেছ); inclination (ঘুিDখানায় টাল আেছ); dodge or stagger 
(টাল েখেয় পDা); impact, collision, danger, crisis (টাল কাটােনা); a difficult charge or task or crisis (টাল 
সামলােনা); adulation or quibble (টাল েদoয়া); a capricious demand (টাল করা). টাল করা v. to make a 
capricious demand. টাল কাটােনা v. to get over a crisis. টাল খাoয়া v. to have a curvature or inclination; 
to dodge or stagger; to be faced with a crisis; (dial.) to worsen (েরাগটা আবার টাল েখল). টাল েদoয়া v. to 
put in danger or in a crisis; to try to evade by means of adulation or quibble. টাল যাoয়া v. to pass 
through danger or a crisis. টাল সামলােনা v. to get over or steer through a crisis or danger; to manage 
a difficult charge or task. টাল হoয়া v. to have a curvature or inclination, to bend or incline. ̃বাহানা n. 
quibble and false pretext. ̃মাটাল n. a great danger or crisis or turmoil. 

টালিন [ ṭālani ] n inclination, bending ('চূDার টালিন বােমট). 

টালা [ ṭālā ] v to neglect or waste; to pass ('মnষয্ dলর্ভ জn বৃথা েকন টাল'); to evade, to dodge ('সতয্ 
কথা িমথয্া কির টােল'); to pay no heed to; to sift (আটা টালা); to take back (pিতjা টালা); to circulate (কথা 
টালা). ̃টািল n. repeated or continuous transfer (িজিনসপেtর টালাটািল); circulation (কথা টালাটািল). 

টািল [ ṭāli ] n tile. টািল িদেয় ছাoয়া v. to tile. টািল ছাoয়া a. tiled. 

িটuশিন, িটuশািন [ ṭiuśani, ṭiuśāni ] n tuition; the profession of a private tutor. িটuশিন করা v. to 
teach as a private tutor. 

িটক [ ṭika ] n light sound (esp. of a clock or watch), tick; a small mark () put against names, 
figures etc. ̃িটক n. ticking sound (of a clock etc.), tick tock. িটকিটক করা v. to make ticks, to tick. িটক 
েদoয়া v. to put a small mark or tick against, to tick (off). 

িটকিটক [ ṭikaṭika ] int expressing: ticking or tick tock as of a clock. 

িটকিটিক [ ṭikaṭiki ] n the common lizard found frequently in dwelling houses; (sarcas.) a 
detective; (cp.) a sleuth, a nark. 

িটকিল [ ṭikali ] n a small piece (আেখর িটকিল); an ornament for the head, a tiara, an aigrette. 

িটকেলা [ ṭikalō ] a (esp. of features, nose etc.) sharp, pointed. 

িটকা1 [ ṭikā1 ] n a small cake of charcoal dust used as fuel. 
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িটকা2 [ ṭikā2 ] n a holy mark or dot on the fore head with sandal-paste etc. 

িটকা3 [ ṭikā3 ] n vaccination, inoculation. িটকা েদoয়া v. to vaccinate, to inoculate. িটকা েনoয়া to be 
vaccinated or inoculated. 

িটকা4, েটকা [ ṭikā4, ṭēkā ] v to stay (ঘের েটকা); to last (ঘিDটা িটকেব); to endure or survive (েধােপ েটকা); 
to stand test or scrutiny (যুিk েটকা); to remain alive or continue to live (e েরাগী িটকেব না). 

িটকাদার [ ṭikādāra ] n a vaccinator, an inoculator. 

িটকােনা [ ṭikānō ] v to cause to stay or last or endure or survive; to keep alive. 

িটকারা [ ṭikārā ] n a kind of small kettledrum. 

িটিক [ ṭiki ] n a tuft of never-cut hair kept on the back of the head to maintain personal holiness. 
িটিকর েদখা েনi not to have even a glimpse of, to find no sign or trace of. 

িটিকট [ ṭikiṭa ] n a ticket; a postal stamp, a post age-stamp (usu. ডাকিটিকট); nomination of a 
political party for election. িটিকট কাটা v. to purchase or buy a ticket, to book; to punch a ticket. 
িটিকট েকনা v. to purchase a ticket, to book; to purchase postage stamps. ̃ঘর n. a booking-
office. ̃পরীkক n. a ticket-examiner. ̃বাব,ু ̃মাsার n. a booking-clerk. ̃সংgাহক n. a ticket-collector. িবনা 
িটিকেট মণ travelling without tickets. 

িটিকন [ ṭikina ] n ticking. 

িটটকাির [ ṭiṭakāri ] n sneer, ridicule; hooting. িটটকাির েদoয়া v. to sneer, to ridicule, to hoot. 

িটিটভ, িটিটর, িটিTভ [ ṭiṭibha, ṭiṭira, ṭiṭṭibha ] n the partridge; the lapwing. 

িটন [ ṭina ] n tin; a cannister; tinfoil; a tinshed (িটেনর বািD). ̃িমিst n. a tinsmith. 

িটনচার আiেয়ািডন [ ṭinacāra āiẏōḍina ] n tincture iodine. 

িটনিটন [ ṭinaṭina ] int expressing: extreme thinness. িটনিটেন a. very thin. 

িটপ [ ṭipa ] n a fingertip; a thumb impression; a quantity taken up between the index finger and 
the thumb; a dotted mark with sandal paste etc. put on the fore head as a mark of sanctity (িটপ 
পরা); a piece of tinsel or a dotted mark with vermilion, saffron etc. put on the fore head for 
personal decoration; aim (তারবndেকর িটপ); a squeeze or pinch (তার িপেঠ eকটা িটপ দাo)). eক িটপ নিs a 
pinch of snuff. িটপ েদoয়া v. to squeeze, to pinch, to press with fingertips. ক̃ল n. a device that may 
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be opened and shut or operated by means of pressing. ̃েবাতাম n. a pair of buttons that may be fixed 
to one another by pressing them with fingertips, a press-button. ̃সi, ̃সিহ n. thumb impression. 

িটপ িটপ [ ṭipa ṭipa ] int expressing: the noise made by the fall of very small drops (smaller and 
milder than টপটপ), the noise of drizzling; burning or flaming faintly (িটপিটপ কের jলেছ); subdued 
palpitation caused by fear (বুক িটপিটপ করা) িটপিটপািন n. subdued palpitation caused by fear. 

িটপিন, িটপন [ ṭipani, ṭipana ] n act of pressing or massaging or pinching or squeezing or 
winking; act of cautioning or warning furtively. 

িটপা, েটপা [ ṭipā, ṭēpā ] v to press; to massage; to pinch; to squeeze; to wink (েচাখ িটপেছ); to 
caution or warn furtively (তােক িটেপ িদেয়া েযন টাকা না েদয়); to place or put noiselessly or cautiously 
(পা িটেপ চলা). ☐ a. that which is to be opened and shut or operated by means of pressing (েটপা 
কল). কল েটপা v. (fig.) to direct others from behind the curtain. েচাখ েটপা v. to wink; to give a hint or 
warn by winking. নািD েটপা v. to feel (one's) pulse. িটেপ চলা v. (fig.) to spend cautiously. 

িটপাi [ ṭipāi ] n a teapoy, a tripod. 

িটপােনা [ ṭipānō ] v to cause to press or massage or pinch or squeeze. 

িটিপিটিপ [ ṭipiṭipi ] adv stealthily, furtively; in drizzles. ☐ a. stealthy, furtive, drizzling. 

িটpনী [ ṭippanī ] n a comment, a gloss; a commentary, a glossary (টীকা-িটpিন); a sarcastic 
comment. িটpনী কাটা v. to make a sarcastic comment. 

িটিফন [ ṭiphina ] n a light repast, tiffin; a recess or break in a school or office or factory for taking 
tiffin, tiffin break. 

িটমিটম [ ṭimaṭima ] int expressing: dimness of light or glory; hardly perceptible existence. িটমিটম 
করা v. (of a lamp etc.) to burn dimly; (of a glorious object) to be in the last stage of decline, to be 
at the fag-end of one's glory; (of an institution etc.) to keep up one's existence with great 
difficulty. িটমিটেম a. dimly burning; declining, at the fag-end of one's glory; almost passed out of 
existence. 

িটয়া [ ṭiẏā ] n a species of parrot, the popinjay, the parakeet. 

িটলা [ ṭilā ] n a mound, a hillock, a knoll, a hummock. 

টীকা [ ṭīkā ] n a key, a note; a commentary. ̃কার n. a commentator. ̃কাের adv. in the form of a 
commentary. 
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টীট [ ṭīṭa ] a (obs. & poet.) shameless, brazen-faced; (obs. & poet.) knavish. ˜পনা v. 
shamelessness, brazen-facedness; knavery. 

টুiল [ ṭuila ] n twill. 

টু ঁ [ ṭu ] n the sound: 'toon'; the feeblest possible noise (েকাথাo টুঁ েশানা যায় না); very feeble protest 
(তার কথার িবrেd েকu টুঁ কের না). 

টুঁিট [ ṭun̐ṭi ] n the throat, the gullet. টুঁিট েছঁDা v. to tear off or asunder the throat; to kill. টুঁিট েটপা v. to 
press the throat; to choke. টুঁিট িটেপ মারা v. to throttle. 

টুক [ ṭuka ] int expressing the milder var. of টক । 

টুকটাক [ ṭukaṭāka ] a small and paltry (টুকটাক িজিনস); brief and casual (টুকটাক কাজ বা কথা). ☐ adv. 
silently but quickly and one after another (টুকটাক কের কাজ করা); not affluently yet smoothly (টুকটাক 
কের সংসার চলা). 

টুকটকু [ ṭukaṭuka ] int expressing the milder var. of টকটক । 

টুকিন [ ṭukani ] n a small beggar's bowl. 

টুকির [ ṭukari ] n a small wicker basket. 

টুকেরা [ ṭukarō ] n a piece, a bit, a fragment, a slip. ☐ a. cut up into pieces. টুকেরা করা v. to cut into 
pieces; to break into fragments. টুকেরা কাপD a small piece of cloth. টুকেরা জিম a fragment or small 
parcel of land. টুকেরা টুকেরা in pieces or fragments; cut up into pieces; all to pieces (টুকেরা টুকেরা হেয় 
যাoয়া). 

টুকা2 [ ṭukā2 ] v to sew up, to stitch up. 

টুিকটািক [ ṭukiṭāki ] a light and paltry (টুিকটািক কাজ বা িজিনস বা খাবার). ☐ n. a light and paltry object 
(টুিকটািকgেলা সারােনা); tit-bits, odds and ends. 

-টুk -টুkন [ -ṭuku -ṭukuna ] sfx indicating: smallness or paltriness (খাবারটুk, কাজটুk, বয্থাটুk). 

টুিঙ, টুিঙ্গ [ ṭuṅi, ṭuṅgi ] n a high platform; a house or building on a high platform. 

টুটi [ ṭuṭi ] v (poet. & obs.) breaks or break, tears or tear, shatters or shatter; reduces or reduce, 
removes or re move. 
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টুটত [ ṭuṭata ] v (poet. & obs.) get or gets broken or torn or shattered; are or is reduced or 
removed. 

টুটব [ ṭuṭaba ] v (poet. & obs.) will be broken or torn or shattered or reduced or removed. 

টুটা [ ṭuṭā ] v to be broken or torn or shattered or reduced or removed. ☐ a. broken, torn, 
shattered. ̃েনা v. to (cause to) break or tear or shatter; to reduce; to remove. ̃য়ব v. (obs. & poet.) 
will break or tear or shatter or reduce or remove. 

টুনটুিন [ ṭunaṭuni ] n a species of small warbling bird, the tailor-bird. 

টুিন2 [ ṭuni2 ] a tiny, very small (টুিনবালব). 

টুিপ [ ṭupi ] n a cap, a hat. ̃oয়ালা a. n. one wearing a cap or a hat. টুিপ পরােনা v. (coll. fig.) to cajole, 
to coax into taking a responsibility; to deceive, to spoof. 

টুল [ ṭula ] n a stool (usu. a small and low one); (loos.) a bench. 

টুিল [ ṭuli ] n (used as a sfx.) a locality, a colony or quarters, a town (kেমারটুিল). 

টুেলা [ ṭulō ] a taught in a Sanskrit (grammar) school; of a (Sanskrit) school. 

টুs [ ṭusu ] n a kind of folk song of Bengal. 

টুিস, টুসিক [ ṭusi, ṭusaki ] n a flip, to fillip. 

েটংির [ ṭēṃri ] n the shin-bone of an animal esp. a sheep or goat; (chiefly hum.) the tibia or the 
shank. েটংিরর sপ বা জুস bone marrow soup. 

েটঁক [ ṭēn̐ka ] n (rare) the waist; the fold of the loincloth tied at the waist; (fig.) money in 
possession (েটঁক খািল). েটঁক খািল out of pocket, penniless, broke, stricken with penury. েটঁেক েগাঁজা v. 
to keep in the fold on the loincloth tied at the waist; to appropriate to oneself firmly; to 
misappropriate; to keep exclusively to oneself (েছেলেক েটঁেক gঁেজ েরেখা). 

েটঁকঘিD [ ṭēn̐kaghaḍ◌়i ] n a pocket-watch (formerly used to be kept by Indians in the fold of their 
loincloth). 

েটঁটরা [ ṭēn̐ṭarā ] n a small drum which is beaten to announce something; announcement by the 
beat of a drum. েটঁটরা েদoয়া v. to announce by beating a drum. 

েটঁসা, েটেঁস যাoয়া [ ṭēm̐sā, ṭēm̐sē yāōẏā ] v (sl.) to die. 
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েটকেটক [ ṭēkaṭēka ] int expressing: the state of being outspoken and stinging (েটকেটক কের বলা); 
act of bragging or boasting or nagging (েটকেটক করা). েটকেটেক a. outspoken and stinging. 

েটকসi [ ṭēkasi ] a lasting, durable. 

েটেকা2 [ ṭēkō2 ] a bald, glabrous. 

েটkা [ ṭēkkā ] n (of playing cards) an ace; competition, vying; excellence, superiority; triumph. 
েটkা মারা, েটkা েদoয়া v. (lit.) to play an ace; (fig.) to compete or vie with; (fig.) to establish one's 
superiority or excellence (over another), to triumph over, to outplay, to outvie. 

েটটন [ ṭēṭana ] n a trickster, a knave; a swindler, a cheat; a precocious or pert man. fem. েটটিন । 

েটটা [ ṭēṭā ] n a fishing-spear, a harpoon; a spear. 

েটDা [ ṭēḍ◌়ā ] a squin-eyed; oblique, awry, side long (কাঠখানা েটDা); rude or insinuating (েটDা কথা); 
haughty or peevish (েটDা েমজাজ). ̃বয্াঁকা a. not uniform or straight, with many curves, sinuous; 
distorted, zigzag. 

েটিD [ ṭēḍ◌়i ] n a parting of hair at one side or on the top of the head. েটিD কাটা v. to dress hair by 
parting it at one side or on the top of the head. 

েটনা, টয্ানা [ ṭēnā, ṭyānā ] n a piece of rag. েটনা-পরা a. ragged. 

েটেনটুেন [ ṭēnēṭunē ] adv (fig.) with great difficulty. েটেনেমেন same as েটেনটুেন । 

েটপাির [ ṭēpāri ] n a species of small juicy fruit akin to the gooseberry tasting slightly sweet and 
slightly sour. 

েটিবল [ ṭēbila ] n a table, a desk. 

েটেবা [ ṭēbō ] a plump or chubby like a lime (েটেবা গাল). 

েটিম [ ṭēmi ] n (dial.) a small oil-lamp. 

েটর1 [ ṭēra1 ] n feeling, sensation; awareness; intimation. েটর পাoয়া v. to feel (বয্থা েটর পাoয়া, মেন েটর 
পাoয়া); to sense; to be aware of (িবপদ েটর পাoয়া). 

েটর2 [ ṭēra2 ] n a bend; a side, an extremity; a corner; a position removed from company (eকেটের 
পেD থাকা). 
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েটরা2, টয্ারা [ ṭērā2, ṭyārā ] a squint-eyed, cross-eyed. 

েটিলgাফ [ ṭēligrāpha ] n telegraph; a telegraphic message, a telegram. েটিলgাফ করা v. to telegraph, 
to wire, to cable (also েটিলgাম করা). 

েটিলেফান [ ṭēliphōna ] n telephone. েটিলেফান করা v. to telephone, to ring up. 

েটাকা2 [ ṭōkā2 ] n a flip, a fillip; a tap. েটাকা মারা, েটাকা েদoয়া v. to flip, to fillip; to tap. 

েটাকা3 [ ṭōkā3 ] n a farmer's field-hat, a large straw-made covering for the head to protect it from 
the sun and rain, a covering for the head made of palm leaves or straw and shaped like a slouch-
hat. 

েটাটকা [ ṭōṭakā ] n an empiric medicine or cure. ☐ a. empiric, empirical; paltry. 

েটাটা [ ṭōṭā ] n a cartridge. 

েটােটা [ ṭōṭō ] int expressing: continuous or frequent wandering without any aim. েটােটা করা v. to 
wander continuously or frequently without any aim, to gad about. েটােটা েকাmািন a group of idlers 
or vagrants. েটােটা েকাmািনর ময্ােনজার (fig.) an inverterate gadabout. 

েটান [ ṭōna ] n an Indian musical mode. 

েটান [ ṭōna ] n a twisted chord, twine. 

েটাপ1 [ ṭōpa1 ] n (dial.) a top-hat or a conical hat. 

েটাপ2 [ ṭōpa2 ] n a bait; (fig.) an allurement. েটাপ েগলা v. to swallow a bait. েটাপ েঠাকরােনা v. to nibble 
at the bait. েটাপ েফলা v. to bait; (fig.) to allure. 

েটাপ3 [ ṭōpa3 ] n any diapered fancy-work raised (usu. concavely) from the ground; a drop, a 
blob. 

েটাপর [ ṭōpara ] n a conical sola hat; a crown or coronet.  

েটাপা [ ṭōpā ] a concave; globate, globular, round; roundish. ̃kল n. the roundish variety of jujube. 

েটাপােনা [ ṭōpānō ] v to fall or let fall in drops or drop by drop; to distil. 

েটারা [ ṭōrā ] n (dial) an ornamental metal girdle for children. 
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েটাল1 [ ṭōla1 ] n a Sanskrit (grammar) school. 

েটাল2 [ ṭōla2 ] n a kind of tax, a toll. 

েটাল3 [ ṭōla3 ] n a small depression or hollow; a dimple. েটাল-খাoয়া, েটালপDা a. slightly depressed or 
hollowed; dented; dimpled; dimply. েটাল খাoয়া, েটাল পDা v. to have a slight depression; to dimple. 

টয্া ঁ[ ṭyā ] int expressing: cry or scream of an infant (esp. a newborn one); cry of pang. টয্াঁটয্াঁ int. 
expressing: repeated cry of an infant; repeated cry of pang. টয্াঁেফা n. slightest protest or complaint 
or adverse comment. 

টয্াংরা [ ṭyāṃrā ] n a species of small scaleless river fish. 

টয্াঁস, টয্াঁশ [ ṭyām̐sa, ṭyām ̐śa ] n (dero.) Eurasian. 

টয্াকস, টয্াk [ ṭyākasa, ṭyāksa ] n a tax, a duty. 

টয্াকিস, টয্ািk [ ṭyākasi, ṭyāksi ] n a taxi, a taxicab. 

টয্াNাi-ময্াNাi [ ṭyāṇḍāi-myāṇḍāi ] n bragging and blustering. 

Tাঙ্ক [ ṭrāṅka ] n a travelling box or chest (made esp. of steel), a trunk. 

Tাম [ ṭrāma ] n a tramcar, a tram. ̃রাsা n. a tram road, a tramway, Tাম-লাiন n. a tramline. 

েTন [ ṭrēna ] n a railway-carriage, a railway-train. 
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ঠ [ ṭh ] n the twelfth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

ঠং [ ṭha ] int expressing: a light noise caused by the concussion of a metallic object against a hard 
thing. ঠং ঠং int. expressing: this noise made repeatedly or continuously. 

ঠক1 [ ṭhaka1 ] a deceitful; swindling; knavish. ☐ n. a deceiver, a cheat; a swindler; a knave; a 
trickster. ̃বাজ same as ঠক (a. & n.). ˜বািজ n. cheating, swindling; knavery. 

ঠক2 [ ṭhaka2 ] int expressing a rapping noise as of a stick on the floor. ঠকঠক, ঠকাঠক int. expressing 
this noise made repeatedly and quickly. ঠকঠকােনা v. to make this noise repeatedly and quickly; to 
shiver violently (in cold, fear, anger etc.). ঠকঠকািন n. a spell of rapping noise made repeatedly and 
quickly; a spell of violent shiver. 

ঠকঠিক [ ṭhakaṭhaki ] n a kind of loom, a fly-shuttle loom. 

ঠকা [ ṭhakā ] v to be cheated or swindled; to lose (to) (আিম েতামার কােছ d-টাকা ঠেক েগলাম); to be 
defeated or outwitted; to be beguiled. ঠকােনা v. to cheat or swindle; to cause to lose; to defeat or 
outwit; to beguile. ঠকােন a. puzzling, confusing, perplexing; misleading (ঠকােন p ). 

ঠগ [ ṭhaga ] a given to deception or cheating or swindling; knavish. ☐ n. a trickster; a cheat; a 
swindler; a knave; a member of a murdering band or robbers once prevalent in India, a thug. ঠিগ 
n. a murderous band of robbers once prevalent in India, the thug or thuggee. 

ঠন [ ṭhana ] int expressing a light, clattering noise as of the concussion of a thin metallic object. 
ঠন ঠন int. expressing this noise made repeatedly; nothingness or vacuity or emptiness (পেকট ঠনঠন). 
ঠনঠেন a. empty. 

ঠমক, ঠসক [ ṭhamaka, ṭhasaka ] n style; glamour; affectedly artistic bearing; coquetry; conceit. 

ঠাiঁ1 [ ṭhām̐i1 ] int expressing the noise as of slap ping strongly. ঠাঁi ঠাঁi int. expressing this noise 
made repeatedly and quickly. 

ঠাiঁ2 [ ṭhām̐i2 ] n a place; a seat on which one sits to take one's meal (aিতিথর জn ঠাঁi করা); shelter 
(েচারেক বািDেত ঠাঁi িদেয়া না); accommodation, room, space ('ঠাঁi নাi ঠাঁi নাi, েছাট েস তরী'); bottom 
(নদীর ঠাঁi পাoয়া); possession or source. ঠাঁi ঠাঁi a. living apart from one another (ভাi-ভাi ঠাঁi-ঠাঁi); 
separated, disunited, disintegrated. ̃নাDা, ̃বদল n. change of place. 

ঠাkর [ ṭhākura ] n a god, a deity; an idol; God; an overlord; a lord; a master; a man deserving 
respect or reverence (িপতাঠাkর); an elder (সমােজর ঠাkর হেয় বসা); a spiritual guide, a guru; a priest; a 
teacher; a Brahman; a Brahman employed as a cook (রাnার ঠাkর); a father or a forefather; (of a 
woman) a father-in-law (শব্শুরঠাkর). fem. ঠাkরািন । ঠাkর কাত (hum.) the patron divine or human has 
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forsaken; (hum.) displeased. ̃ঘর n. a room in a dwelling house set apart for worship and prayer. 
ঠাkর ঘের েক আিম েতা কলা খাiিন (fig.) an offender often betrays himself unconsciously. জ̃ামাi n. the 
husband of a sister of one's husband, a brother-in-law. ̃িঝ n. a sister of one's husband, a sister-in-
law. ̃দাদা n. a (paternal) grandfather or granduncle. ̃দালান n. a hall or building attached to or within 
the precincts of a dwelling house set apart for worship and prayer. ̃পূজা n. the daily worship of the 
guardian deity of a family. ̃েপা n. a younger brother of one's husband, a brother-in-law. ̃মা n. a 
(paternal) grandmother or grandaunt. ̃েসবা same as ̃পূজা । ঠাkরািল, (chiefly poet.) ঠাkরাল n. 
authority, rule; supremacy, predominance; godhead, godhood; godlike deceit or fun or 
assumption ('ছাD েতামার ঠাkরািল'). 

ঠাট1 [ ṭhāṭa1 ] n (now obs.) a column of troops ('নািদল ঠাট'); a party or multitude ('বরািতর ঠাট'). 

ঠাট2 [ ṭhāṭa2 ] n outward look or show, appearance (ঠাট বজায় রাখা); a framework (কাঠােমার ঠাট); 
glamour; tricks and artifices (কত ঠাট জােনা); style or fashion (e eক েনাতুন ঠাট). 

ঠাট-ঠমক [ ṭhāṭa-ṭhamaka ] n outward show of glamour; deceptive show; false gestures; 
pretences; affectation; parade. 

ঠাট-বাট [ ṭhāṭa-bāṭa ] n outward show; grandeur; decoration. 

ঠাTা [ ṭhāṭṭā ] n joke; banter, persiflage, waggery. ̃iয়ািকর্ n. light raillery, fun, a good humoured 
teasing. ঠাTা করা v. to joke; to cut a joke; to poke fun at; to banter. ̃বাজ n. a merry person full of 
amusing sayings and fond of practical jokes, a wag. 

ঠাঠা েরাদ, ঠাঠাপDা েরাদ [ ṭhāṭhā rōda, ṭhāṭhāpaḍ◌়ā rōda ] n scorching sun. 

ঠাD [ ṭhāḍ◌় ] a erect, upright, vertical. 

ঠান [ ṭhāna ] n (used in comp. & coll.) a respect able woman, a lady (মাঠান, বuঠান). &square; in 
comp. (used as a pfx.) of the second degree of parentage, grand (ঠানিদিদ). ̃িদিদ,, (coll.) ̃িদ n. a 
(paternal and maternal) grandmother or grandaunt, (arch.) a grandam, a grandma. 

ঠান্ডা [ ṭhānḍā ] a cold; chilly; mild, sweet (ঠান্ডা কথা); cooled (pাণ ঠান্ডা). ☐ n. cold (মােঘর ঠান্ডা); 
chill (ঠান্ডা লাগা). ঠান্ডা করা v. to cool; to cool down; to console or comfort or pacify or appease (মন 
ঠান্ডা করা. রাগ ঠান্ডা করা); to refresh (েদহ ঠান্ডা করা); to subdue, to bring under control (বদমাশ ঠান্ডা করা); 
to put down, to quell (িবেdাহ ঠান্ডা করা); to put to silence, to kill, to do to death (েমের ঠান্ডা করা). ঠান্ডা 
লাগা v. to catch cold. 

ঠান্ডা-লDাi [ ṭhānḍā-laḍ◌়āi ] n cold war. 
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ঠাম [ ṭhāma ] n a place, a resort ('রহল েকান ঠাম'); possession or company (রাধার ঠাম); shape, form, 
figure (বিঙ্কম ঠাম, sঠাম েদহ); beauty (িকবা েস ঠাম); style, manner, fashion, posture ('চূDার টালিন বােম 
মuর-চিndকা ঠােম'). 

ঠায় [ ṭhāẏa ] adv without moving, motionlessly, fixedly (ঠায় বেস থাকা); incessantly or at a stretch 
(ঠায় uপবাস করা, ঠায় jলেছ). ☐ a. incessant or consecutive (ঠায় dিদন). 

ঠার [ ṭhāra ] n a beck, a gesticulation. ঠারা v. to make a sign with, to gesticulate with (েচাখ ঠারা). 
ঠাের-েঠাের adv. (coll.) by means of signs and gestures, by hints and insinuations. 

ঠাস1 [ ṭhāsa1 ] int expressing the sound as of a violent slap. ঠাস ঠাস int. expressing quick and 
repeated sound of such slapping. ☐ adv. making this noise repeatedly and in quick succession. 

ঠাস2 [ ṭhāsa2 ] a close, thick, compact, crowded (ঠাস বুনিন, ঠাস হেয় বসা). 

ঠাসা [ ṭhāsā ] v to cram, to stuff; to load; to press, to press down; to knead (ময়দা ঠাসা); to beat 
soundly, to thrash; to reprimand. ☐ a. thoroughly crammed or stuffed or loaded. ̃ঠািস n. act of 
pressing repeatedly to stuff a thing; overcrowding. 

ঠাহর [ ṭhāhara ] n act of seeing or noticing; visualization; vision, sight; attention, care (ঠাহর কের 
েদখা); recognition; cognition; realization; discernment, act of finding; determination. ঠাহর করা v. to 
see, to notice; to visualize; to treat with attention (ঠাহর করা); to recognize (েতামােক েতা ঠাহর করেত 
পারিছ না); to cognize; to realize; to discern, to find, to think out, to devise, to determine (পথ বা 
uপায় ঠাহর করা); to invent (বুিd ঠাহর করা); to anticipate (e িবপেদর কথা েতা ঠাহর কিরিন,). ঠাহর পাoয়া v. to 
come to or be able to see or notice or visualize or recognize or to cognize or realize or discern or 
find or determine or anticipate. ঠাহর হoয়া v. to be seen or noticed; to be visible; to be recognized 
or cognized or realized or discerned or found or determined or anticipated. ঠাহরােনা same as ঠাহর 
করা । 

িঠক [ ṭhika ] a fixed, settled (eখেনা িকছু িঠক হয়িন); appointed, specified (িঠক িদেন); right (িঠক কথা); 
correct (aেঙ্কর ফলটা িঠক); exact, precise (িঠক); just (িঠক d িদন); proper, right (িঠক কাজ, িঠক েলাক); in 
working order (ঘিDটা িঠক েনi); suitable, fit, fitting (e জামা েতামার গােয় িঠক); corrected or cured (েমের 
বা oষুধ িদেয় িঠক করা); arranged (চুলটা িঠক েনi); regarded, decided, judged, diagnosed (পাগল বেল িঠক 
হoয়া). ☐ n. fixity (তািরেখর িঠক েনi); firmness (কথার িঠক); regularity or certainty (বিৃ র িঠক েনi); 
natural healthy state (মাথার িঠক েনi); total, sum, addition (িঠক েদoয়া); estimate, estimation (িঠেক ভুল); 
discernment or determination (পথ বা uপায় িঠক পাoয়া). ☐ adv. certainly, surely (িঠক যাব); for certain 
(িঠক জািন); exactly, just (িঠক েতমিন). ☐ int. exactly, right, that's it. িঠক করা v. to fix, to settle; to 
appoint, to specify; to correct or cure; to repair or regulate or adjust (ঘিD িঠক করা); to set to rights; 
to determine or resolve (মেন মেন িঠক করা); to regard or decide or adjudge (পাগল বেল িঠক করা); to 
discern or find (পথ িঠক করা). িঠক েদoয়া v. to add, to tot up. িঠক পাoয়া v. to be able to discern or find 
(পথ িঠক পাoয়া). িঠেক ভুল an error in adding; (fig.) a wrong decision; an error of judgment. িঠক েযন 
(just) as if, as though, as it were. 
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িঠকঠাক [ ṭhikaṭhāka ] a exact, precise, just; firmly fixed or settled. 

িঠকিঠকানা [ ṭhikaṭhikānā ] n certainty; fixity; trace; whereabouts; fixed abode or address. 

িঠকরা [ ṭhikarā ] n a small (and usu. globular) ball of stone or clay used in the bowl of a hookah; 
an inferior species of pigeon pea. 

িঠকরােনা [ ṭhikarānō ] v to rebound; to scatter or disperse (মালা েথেক মুেkাgেলা িঠকের পDল); to issue 
in rays, to radiate (আেলা িঠকরােনা); to shine or dazzle (িহেরখানা আেলােত িঠকরােচ্ছ); to be dazed (েচাখ 
িঠকরােনা). 

িঠকা [ ṭhikā ] a employed for part-time or casual service, hired, part-time (িঠকা িঝ); temporary (িঠকা 
চাকির); holding possession temporarily for a fixed period (িঠকা pজা); hired, hackney (িঠকা গািD); that 
which is done on contract or on piece-system (িঠকা কাজ). ☐ n. a work done by contract, a contract 
(িঠকা পাoয়া); a sub-contract; lease (জিম িঠকা েনoয়া). িঠকা কাজ a piece-work; a temporary job; a part-
time job. িঠকা গািD a hackney-coach, a hackney-carriage. িঠকা চাকর a hired servant; a hireling. িঠকা 
িঝ a hired maidservant, a char woman. িঠকা pজা a temporary tenant. িঠকা মজুর a hired or casual 
labour or a hireling. 

িঠকাদার [ ṭhikādāra ] n a contractor. িঠকাদাির n. contractorship. ☐ a. relating to contract work. 

িঠকানা [ ṭhikānā ] n an address (as given in a letter); one's fixed residence; trace, direction or 
location (পেথর িঠকানা); a clue or solution (চুিরর িঠকানা); fixity or limit (আেয়র িঠকানা). 

িঠkিজ [ ṭhikuji ] n a brief horoscope. 

ঠুংির [ ṭhuṃri ] n a mode and measure of a light classical Indian music. 

ঠুক [ ṭhuka ] int expressing the noise of a gentle stroke or rap (ঠুক কের আoয়াজ হল). ঠুকঠাক int. n. 
repeated noise of gentle stroke or rap. ঠুকঠুক int. n. same as ঠুকঠাক; the noise of a gentle rap; a 
word denoting (usu.) the carpenter's or blacksmith's gentle manner of work. 

ঠুকরােনা [ ṭhukarānō ] v to peck, to nibble; to nibble at a bait. ☐ a. pecked; nibbled at. 

ঠুকা, েঠাক [ ṭhukā, ṭhōka ] v to hit esp. on the head (হাতুিD েঠাকা); to hammer; to drive in by hit ting 
on the head (েপেরক ঠুকেছ); to strike against, to knock, to rap (মাথা েঠাকা, েগাDািল েঠাকা, লািঠ েঠাকা); to 
slap noisily (তাল েঠাকা); to beat or thrash, to scold or reprimand (েলাকটােক ঠুেক িদেয়া). ☐ n. a knock 
or impact; beating or thrashing, scolding or reprimanding. ঠুকাঠুিক, েঠাকাঠুিক n. repeated striking (on 
the head); repeated (slight) collision or quarrel; mutual bantering. 
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ঠুিঙ্গ, ঠুিঙ [ ṭhuṅgi, ṭhuṅi ] n a small container or carton (chiefly bowl-shaped) made of tree leaves 
or paper, a cornet. 

ঠুনেকা1 [ ṭhunakō1 ] n milk fever (also ঠুনেকা jর). 

ঠুনেকা2 [ ṭhunakō2 ] a brittle, fragile; (fig.) unstable or trivial (ঠুনেকা েদমাক, ঠুনেকা কথা). 

ঠুমিক [ ṭhumaki ] n a mode or posture of dancing. 

ঠুিল [ ṭhuli ] n a flap to prevent an animal from seeing, a blinker; a blind. 

েঠঁটা [ ṭhēn ̐ṭā ] a shameless, brazen-faced; knavish; deceitful; impertinent, impudent, saucy; 
outspoken; disobedient, arrogant, obstinate, refractory. 

েঠঁটািম, েঠঁটােমা [ ṭhēn ̐ṭāmi, ṭhēn ̐ṭāmō ] n shamelessness; rude disrespect, impudence, sauciness; 
imperti nence, brazen-facedness; arrogance, obstinacy, refractoriness. 

েঠঁিট [ ṭhēn̐ṭi ] n a small loincloth without any decorated border. 

েঠকা [ ṭhēkā ] v to touch (আকােশ েঠকা, পােয় েঠকা); to reach, to reach and stop at (িতরটা িগেয় গােছ 
েঠকল); to come down to (আয় শূেn েঠেকেছ); to strike or dash against (বলটা েদoয়ােল েঠেক িফের eল); to 
be obstructed or impeded or prevented, to be at a dead end or at a knotty point (aঙ্কটা েঠকেছ কীেস); 
to be involved in (দােয় েঠকা, িবপেদ েঠকা); to be involved in difficulty or danger, to be in a fix (েঠেক 
েশখা); to be felt or considered (খারাপ েঠকা). ☐ n. a difficulty, a fix (েঠকায় পDা); financial difficulty 
or want (েঠকার কাজ চালােনা); touch, contact (েঠকা লাগা); act of accompanying a piece of music by 
beating 'tabla' (তবলা) (েঠকা ছারা ঠুংির জেম না); a prop, a support, a lean-to (ঘেরর চােল েঠকা েদoয়া). ☐ a. 
touching (আকােশ েঠকা মাথা). েচােখ েঠকা v. to look bad or uncomely. েঠেক েঠেক বলা to speak haltingly. 
েঠকােঠিক n. mutual touching or contact. েঠকােনা v. to cause to touch, to bring into contact; to cause 
to reach; to cause to reach and stop; to bring to; to cause to strike or dash against; to obstruct, to 
impede, to prevent; to stave off; to involve; to involve in difficulty or danger. 

েঠকার [ ṭhēkāra ] n false vanity, vainglory; fastidiousness; superciliousness; snobbery. েঠকাের a. 
vainglorious; fastidious; supercilious; snobbish. fem েঠকাির । 

েঠঙা [ ṭhēṅā ] n a staff, a stave, a wooden pole, a heavy stick, a lathi; a wooden rod (esp. one 
used for bolting a door). েঠঙােঠিঙ n. act of exchanging blows with lathis, a fight with lathis; 
fighting. েঠঙােD n. a community of Indian robbers who used to kill pedestrians by beating them 
with lathis; one of these robbers. েঠঙািন n. act of flogging with a lathi; flogging. েঠঙােনা v. to flog 
with a lathi or rod; to bastinado; to flog, to birch. 

েঠেঙ [ ṭhēṅē ] a (used in comp.) legged (eকেঠেঙ = one-legged). 
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েঠলা [ ṭhēlā ] n a shove, a push (েঠলা েদoয়া); a difficulty or a difficult task (েঠলা সামলােনা); a hand-
cart or a hand-bar row. ☐ a. that which is driven by pushing with hands (েঠলাগািD). ☐ v. to push, 
to shove; to ignore or disobey (কথা েঠলা); to avoid or desert ('না েঠলহ ছেল aবলা aখেল'); to expel 
(জােত েঠলা). জােত েঠলা, সমােজ েঠলা v. to outcaste, to excommunicate, to boycott socially. েঠলার নাম 
বাবািজ (fig.) a cat in a mesh calls the mouse its brother. ̃গািD n. a push-cart, a hand-barrow. ̃েঠিল n. 
mutual or repeated shoving or pushing. 

েঠস [ ṭhēsa ] n act of leaning; recumbence; anything to lean against (েচয়ােরর েঠস); a prop or 
support; an insinuating remark (েঠস মারা). েঠস েদoয়া v. to lean against; to provide with a prop, to 
prop; to make an insinuation against. েঠস মারা v. to insinuate against. 

েঠসান [ ṭhēsāna ] n act of leaning; recumbence; the back (of a chair or bench). েঠসান েদoয়া v. to 
lean (against). 

েঠাঁট [ ṭhōn̐ṭa ] n the lip; the beak (of a bird). েঠাঁট oলটােনা, েঠাঁট বাঁকােনা v. to pout lips in derision or 
contempt. েঠাঁট েফালােনা v. to pout lips in displeasure. েঠাঁট-কাটা a. outspoken; (lit. & rare) harelipped. 

েঠাকন, েঠাকিন [ ṭhōkana, ṭhōkani ] n (coll.) reprimanding or flogging. 

েঠাকর [ ṭhōkara ] n act of pecking or nibbling; a light kick with the tip of one's toes or shoe; act 
of stumbling (against); reprimand; act of interposing a speaker with a small sharp cutting remark. 
েঠাকর খাoয়া v. to stumble (against); to be reprimanded. েঠাকর েদoয়া, েঠাকর মারা v. to peck or nibble; 
to kick lightly with the tip of one's toes or shoe; to reprimand; to interpose (a speaker) or to chip 
in with a small sharp cutting re mark. 

েঠাঙা [ ṭhōṅā ] n a container or carton (chiefly bowl-shaped) made of tree-leaves or paper, a 
cornet. 

েঠানা [ ṭhōnā ] n a light box on the chin. েঠানা মারা v. to box one's chin lightly. 

েঠাস [ ṭhōsa ] n (dial.) fullness, overfullness, fill (েপট েঠাস হেয়েছ); (dial.) a swelling; (dial.) a blister 
(েনাতুন জুেতায় পােয় েঠাস পেDেছ). 

ঠয্াং [ ṭhyā ] n leg; shank. 
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ড [ ḍ ] n the thirteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

ডক [ ḍaka ] n a dock. 

ডগডগ [ ḍagaḍaga ] int expressing deepness or brightness. ডগডেগ a. very deep or bright (ডগডেগ 
লাল, ডগডেগ রং). 

ডগমগ [ ḍagamaga ] a overflowing with, brimming over with (আhােদ ডগমগ). ডগমগ করা v. to 
overflow with, to brim over with. 

ডগরা [ ḍagarā ] a (dial.) huge, very big, outsize. 

ডগা [ ḍagā ] n tip or top or extremity or point (আঙুেলর ডগা, গােছর ডগা, sেতার ডগা, তেরায়ােরর ডগা). 

ডঙ্কা [ ḍaṅkā ] n a large kettle-drum, a trumpet, a drum. ডঙ্কা েদoয়া, ডঙ্কা মারা v. to announce by 
drum-beat; to beat a drum; to announce proudly in public. ডঙ্কা েমের চেল যাoয়া (fig.) to meet death 
triumphantly, to pass away defying death; (lit.) to pass away triumphantly. 

ডজন [ ḍajana ] n a dozen. ডজন-ডজন a. dozens of. ডজেন ডজেন adv. dozens of; in or by dozens. 

ডন [ ḍana ] n a system of free-hand exercise by waving the diaphragm on fours. 

ডবকা [ ḍabakā ] a (usu. fem.) one who or that which attained youth recently, adolescent, 
juvenescent (ডবকা েমেয়); blooming (ডবকা বয়স). 

ডবডব [ ḍabaḍaba ] int expressing: tearfulness or largeness; widened state. ডবডেব a. tearful or 
large (ডবডেব েচাখ); widened. 

ডবল [ ḍabala ] a double. ডবল করা v. to double. ডবল েদoয়া v. (in card-playing) to double. 

ডমr [ ḍamaru ] n a kind of small tabour shaped like an hour-glass and played by shaking it with 
one hand. ̃মধয্ a. having a waist as slender as the middle of the aforesaid tabour. 

ডm1 [ ḍampha1 ] n (obs.) a kind of small drum. 

ডm2 [ ḍampha2 ] n (obs.) boast. ডm করা v. to boast, to vaunt. 

ডmর [ ḍambara ] n an ostentatious show or a great crowd (েমঘডmর, মধুকর-ডmর). 
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ডর [ ḍara ] n (poet. & dial.) fear, fright, dread. ডর করা v. to fear; to be frightened. ডর লাগা. v. to be 
frightened. 

ডরা, ডরােনা [ ḍarā, ḍarānō ] v to fear, to dread. 

ডলন [ ḍalana ] n rubbing; massaging; act of pressing or kneading (তামাক ডলন); (rare) rolling into 
a thin cake; a roller for shaping thin cakes, bread etc. 

ডলা [ ḍalā ] v to rub; to massage; to press or knead (তামাক ডলা). ডলাi-মলাi n. massage. ডলােনা v. to 
cause to rub or massage or press or knead. 

ডহর [ ḍahara ] a deep or fathomless (ডহর পািন). ☐ n. a deep lake or channel or water course; an 
extremely deep pit, an abyss; the hold of a ship or boat. 

ডাংgিল [ ḍāṅguli ] n tipcat. 

ডাiঁ [ ḍām̐i ] n a heap, a pile. ডাiঁ করা v. to heap (up), to pile (up). 

ডাঁট1 [ ḍān̐ṭa1 ] n a handle; a haft. 

ডাঁট2 [ ḍān̐ṭa2 ] n (coll.) firmness; spiritedness, vigour; (coll.) vanity or arrogance. ডাঁট করা, ডাঁট 
েদখােনা, ডাঁট মারা v. (coll.) to assume an air of firmness or spiritedness or superiority or vanity or 
arrogance; to parade. 

ডাঁটা1 [ ḍān̐ṭā1 ] n a stalk or stem (of a plant); the point at which a fruit is fixed to the bough of a 
tree. 

ডাঁটা2 [ ḍān ̐ṭā2 ] v to rebuke, to reprimand, to pull up. 

ডাঁিট [ ḍān ̐ṭi ] n a small handle; a small haft; a small pestle. 

ডাঁেটা [ ḍān̐ṭō ] a hard, difficult; unripe or incompletely ripened (ডাঁেটা ফল); (chiefly of aged 
persons) still strong or robust or able-bodied (ডাঁেটা েলাক); incompletely boiled, parboiled (ডাঁেটা 
ভাত). 

ডাঁশ [ ḍām̐śa ] n the gadfly; the gnat. 

ডাঁসা, ডাঁশা [ ḍām̐sā, ḍām ̐śā ] a half-ripe; incompletely ripened. ☐ v. to ripen, (fig.) to become 
experienced. ডাঁসােনা, ডাঁশােনা v. to cause to ripen; (fig.) to make experienced. 

ডাক1 [ ḍāka1 ] n the gallinule; the waterfowl. 
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ডাক2 [ ḍāka2 ] n ornaments of sola, tinsel etc. used to decorate an idol (ডােকর সাজ). 

ডাক3 [ ḍāka3 ] n an ancient milkman famous for his wisdom (ডােকর বচন). 

ডাক4 [ ḍāka4 ] n a goblin attending upon Shiva (িশব). ̃সাiেট a. famous and formidable (ডাকসাiেট 
জিমদার); (often hum.) widely famous (ডাকসাiেট কিব). ̃িসd a. one who has brought 'Dak' (ডাক) the 
goblin under one's control. 

ডাক5 [ ḍāka5 ] n the call or invitation or summons (মােয়র ডাক, েভাজেনর ডাক, যুেdর ডাক); a note, a 
call, chirping, a cry, a roar (পািখর ডাক, পশুর ডাক); a shout, a scream (ডাক পাDা); a rumbling noise 
(েমেঘর ডাক); a professional invitation to attend a patient etc., a call (ডাkার ডােক েগেছন); an offer of 
price at a sale, a bid (িনলােমর ডাক); fame, celebrity (নামডাক). ডাক-নাম n. a nickname; a pet name. 
ডােকর snরী a woman widely famous for her beauty. eক-ডােক েচনা to recognize one at the first 
mention (as one's name is known to all). idেরর ডাক squeak. কােকর ডাক caw. kkেরর ডাক bark; howl. 
গাঘার ডাক bray. গrর ডাক low. ঘুঘুর ডাক coo. েঘাDার ডাক neigh. েনকেDর ডাক bark, howl. পািতহাঁেসর ডাক 
cackle. পায়়রার ডাক coo. পয্াঁচার ডাক hoot, screech. বােঘর ডাক growl. বাঁদেরর ডাক chatter. িবDােলর ডাক 
mew. বয্ােঙর ডাক croak. ভালুেকর ডাক growl. েভDার ডাক bleat. েমৗমািছর ডাক hum, buzz. েমেঘর ডাক roar, 
rumble. েমারেগর ডাক crow, cluck, cackle. রাজহাঁেসর ডাক hiss, cackle. শkেনর ডাক scream. িশয়ােলর ডাক 
yelp, howl. শুেয়ােরর ডাক grunt. ষাঁেDর ডাক bellow. িসংেহর ডাক roar. হািতর ডাক trumpet. 

ডাক6 [ ḍāka6 ] n an established system of conveying letters, post (ডাক িবভাগ); a batch of letters, 
mail, dak (িবলােতর ডাক). ☐ in comp. postal, post-mail (ডাকবাk, ডাকগা়িD). ডােক adv. by post. ̃খরচা n. 
postal charge, postage. ডােকর েঘাDা a horse employed to carry mails. ডােকর থিল a mailbag. ̃খানা, ̃ঘর n. 
a post-office. ̃গািD n. a mailcoach; a mail van; a mail train. ̃িটিকট n. a postal stamp. ̃িপoন, ̃িপয়ন n. a 
post man (fem. a postwoman). ̃বাংলা, ̃বাংেলা n. a house for travellers, a dak bungalow. ̃বাk n. a 
pillar-box, a letter-box. ̃িবভাগ n. the postal department. ̃মাশুল n. postage. ̃হরকরা n. a postman; a mail-
runner. ̃েযােগ adv. by post. েফরত ডাক next return mail. েফরত ডােক by return of post, by return mail. 

ডাকা [ ḍākā ] v to call (পািখ ডােক); to summon, to ask to come (দরবাের ডাকা); to invite (েখেত ডাকা); to 
address (নাম ধের ডাকা); to pray to or invoke (ভগবানেক ডাকা); to offer a price at a sale, to bid (িনলাম 
ডাকা); to bid or call in card games; to roar or rumble (েমঘ ডােক); to attract (পথ আমােক ডােক); to make 
undesirable or morbid noise (নাক ডাকা, েপট ডাকা); to apprehend (িবপদ ডাকা). েডেক বলা v. to call one 
by name and then announce; to announce loudly. 

ডাকাডািক [ ḍākāḍāki ] n repeated calling esp. with a great noise. 

ডাকাত [ ḍākāta ] n a gangster, a dacoit, a robber, a brigand, a bandit. ডাকাত পDা v. to be raided by 
dacoits or brigands. ডাকািত n. banditry, brigandage, robbery. ডাকািত করা v. to commit a dacoity or 
robbery. ডাকােত a. of dacoits; relating to dacoity. ডাকােত কালী Goddess Kali (কালী) as worshipped by 
dacoits. 

ডাকােনা [ ḍākānō ] v to send for; to cause to call. 
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ডাকাবুেকা [ ḍākābukō ] a uncommonly daring, dare devil; fearless. 

ডািকনী [ ḍākinī ] n a female goblin attending upon Shiva (িশব) or Durga (dগর্া); a witch. 

ডাkার [ ḍāktāra ] n a physician, a doctor; (now rarely) a holder of a doctorate degree. ̃খানা n. a 
doctor's chamber; a dispensary; a pharmacy; a drug-store, chemist's shop. ডাkাির n. medical 
science (ডাkাির পDা); medical profession or practice (ডাkাির করা). ☐ a. relating to the medical 
science or profession or practice; relating to a physician; medical. ডাkাির করা v. to practice 
medicine; (chiefly hum.) to treat or examine medically, to show off one's medical skill. ডাkাির পDা 
v. to study medicine. ডাkাির িবদয্া n. medical science; (often hum.) knowledge of medical science. 

ডাগর [ ḍāgara ] a large, big, wide ('ডাগর আিখ ঁ যিদ িদেয়িছেল'); grown-up, full-grown (ডাগর েমেয়); 
costly or excellent ('সাগেরর মত নারী ডাগর িজিনস'). 

ডাঙশ [ ḍāṅaśa ] n a goad. 

ডাঙা [ ḍāṅā ] n land; upland; high and dry land (ডাঙা জিম); coast, shore, bank (জল েথেক ডাঙায় oঠা); a 
habitual place of production or birth or multiplication (ফরাসডাঙা, নারেকলডাঙা); an abode 
(কািলডাঙা). ̃পথ n. overland route. ডাঙায় বাঘ জেল kিমর (fig.) between Scylla and Charybdis, between 
the horns of a dilemma, between the devil and the deep sea. 

ডানিপেট [ ḍānapiṭē ] a uncommonly daring, dare devil; (rare) indomitable or obstinate. ̃িগির, ̃িম n. 
daredevil activities. 

ডানা [ ḍānā ] n a wing (as of birds); a fin (as of fish). ডানাকাটা পির a woman or girl as beautiful as a 
fairy. ডানা গজােনা v. (fig. usu. iron.) to begin to be precociously independent; to grow up enough to 
act independently. 

ডাNা [ ḍāṇḍā ] n a thick rod of iron, wood etc., a staff, a cudgel. ডাNা মারা v. to strike or hit with a 
rod. ̃gিল n. tipcat. 

ডািN [ ḍāṇḍi ] n a kind of roofed litter used in carrying passengers along mountain paths. 

ডাব [ ḍāba ] n the green coconut. 

ডাবর [ ḍābara ] n a small metal basin. 

ডাবা1, ডাbা [ ḍābā1, ḍābbā ] n a large earthen trough or tub; a kind of hookah with a large water-
container made of coconut-shell. ☐ a. having a large water-container (ডাবা hকা). 

ডাবুহাতা [ ḍābuhātā ] n a big spoon, a ladle. 
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ডামােডাল [ ḍāmāḍōla ] n widespread and disorderly turmoil; widespread and tumultuous 
confusion; hurly-burly. 

ডােmল [ ḍāmbēla ] n a dumb-bell. ডােmল করা, ডােmল ভাঁজা v. to take exercise with dumb bells. 

ডায়মন [ ḍāẏamana ] n bevel-work as is done on a piece of diamond. ডায়মন-কাটা a. beveled as a 
piece of diamond (ডায়মন-কাটা চুিD); (often sarcas.) as beautiful as a piece of beveled diamond 
(ডায়মন-কাটা মুখ). 

ডারা [ ḍārā ] v (poet.) to sacrifice or pour down ('জীবন িদn ডাির', 'বk-েশািণত ডাির িদব তব পােয়'). 

ডাল1 [ ḍāla1 ] n pigeon-pea, dal; soup of pigeon pea. ̃পুির n. a thin round cakelike food of flour 
and pasted dal or pigeon-pea. 

ডাল2 [ ḍāla2 ] n a bough, a branch; a twig. 

ডালktা [ ḍālakuttā ] n the greyhound. 

ডালনা [ ḍālanā ] n a kind of rich curry or gravy. 

ডালপালা [ ḍālapālā ] n. pl branches twigs and leaves of a tree; (fig.) offshoots. 

ডালমুট [ ḍālamuṭa ] n a tasty and spicy mixture of fried gram, salt and monkey-nuts. 

ডালা [ ḍālā ] n a small open wicker-basket shaped like a high-rimmed tray; such a basket 
containing offerings to a deity (কালীবািDর ডালা); (fig.) a container or depository or store (rেপর ডালা); 
a lid (বােkর ডালা). 

ডািল [ ḍāli ] n (dim. of ডালা) a small high rimmed wicker-tray; such a tray containing offerings to 
a deity (পূজার ডািল); any basket containing presents usu. given to one's superior or boss (বDিদেন 
বDসােহবেক ডািল েদoয়া); (fig.) a container or repository (rেপর ডািল). 

ডািলম [ ḍālima ] n the pomegranate. 

ডাহা [ ḍāhā ] a out and out, downright (ডাহা িমথয্া); thorough; absolute (ডাহা নকল). 

ডাhক [ ḍāhuka ] n the gallinule; the waterfowl. 

িডিk [ ḍikri ] n a decree. িডিk জাির করা v. to execute a decree. ডািk েদoয়া v. to decree. িডিk পাoয়া v. 
to obtain a decree. ̃দার n. a decree-holder. 
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িডগিডগ [ ḍigaḍiga ] int expressing extreme leanness. িডগিডেগ a. extremely lean. 

িডগবািজ [ ḍigabāji ] n a tumble, a somersault, a vault. িডগবািজ খাoয়া, িডগবািজ েদoয়া v. to tumble, to 
somersault, to vault. 

িডিg [ ḍigri ] n a degree signifying: unit of measurement for angles; unit of measurement for 
temperature; academic title given by a university; one of the three forms of comparison of an 
adjective or adverb. 

িডঙা1, িডঙ্গা2 [ ḍiṅā1, ḍiṅgā2 ] n a boat, a vessel; a sailing ship. 

িডঙা2, িডঙ্গ2 [ ḍiṅā2, ḍiṅga2 ] n act or state of standing tiptoe. িডঙা মারা v. to stand or skip tip toe. 
িডঙা েমের চলা v. to skip along on tiptoe. 

িডঙােনা [ ḍiṅānō ] v to cross by leaping, to leap over (সাগর িডঙােনা); to cover by leaping (সাত িমটার 
িডঙােনা). 

িডিঙ2, িডিঙ্গ2 [ ḍiṅi2, ḍiṅgi2 ] n a small boat. 

িডিNম [ ḍiṇḍima ] n a musical instrument of percussion. 

িডেপা [ ḍipō ] n a depot; (fig.) a birth-place or habitat (েরােগর বা মশার িডেপা). 

িডম [ ḍima ] n an egg (of ducks, hens, geese, birds, snakes, ants etc.); spawn (of fish); the calf of 
the leg. িডম ছাDা v. to lay an egg; to spawn. িডম পাDা v. to lay an egg. িডম েফাটােনা, িডেম তা েদoয়া v. to 
hatch. িডেমর ksম yolk. িডেমর েখালা an eggshell. িডেমর েশব্তাংশ the white of an egg, glair. েঘাDার িডম 
(fig.) an absurd or fantastic thing, a mare's nest. িডম-িডম a. globular, granular. 

িডমাi [ ḍimāi ] n demy, a size of paper (56.4 × 44.4 cm.). 

িডিমিডিম [ ḍimiḍimi ] int expressing the low sound of an instrument of percussion, thud. 

িডm [ ḍimba ] n (High) an egg (of birds, ducks, hens, geese, snakes etc.) spawn (of fish etc.) িডmক 
n. ovule. িডmকtক n. integument. িডmকনাDী n. funiculus. িডmকনািভ n. hilum. ̃েকাষ n. (bot.) ovary; egg 
cell; ovum. িডmজ a. oviparous. িডmাকার a. egg-shaped, oval. িডmাণু n. an egg cell, ovum. িডmাশয় n. 
ovary. 

িডশ [ ḍiśa ] n a dish. 

িডসিমস [ ḍisamisa ] a dismissed. িডসিমস করা v. to dismiss. 
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িডিহ [ ḍihi ] n a collection or group or union of villages. 

ডুকরােনা [ ḍukarānō ] v to weep or wail aloud. ডুকের oঠা, ডুকের কাঁদা same as ডুকরােনা । 

ডুগডুিগ [ ḍugaḍugi ] n a small tabor played by moving it with one hand. 

ডুিগ [ ḍugi ] n the smaller one of the pair of a musical instrument of percussion (see তবলা). 

ডNুভু [ ḍuṇḍubha ] n a species of non-venomous water-snake. 

ডুব [ ḍuba ] n a plunge into water, liquid, air etc.; a dive, a dip; immersion; ablution. ডুব েদoয়া, ডুব 
মারা v. to dive, to dip, to plunge; to sink; to go in hiding (েচারটা ডুব িদেয়েছ). ডুব পাDা v. to dive or dip 
repeatedly. ডুবন n. act of diving or dipping; immersion; ablution; submersion; act of sinking. ̃জল 
n. a mass of water as will drown a person standing erect on his feet. ̃n a. one who or that which is 
sinking or setting; drowning, sinking. ির var. of ◌ুির । 

ডুবা [ ḍubā ] v to sink; to be submerged; to be drowned; to be ruined (বয্াঙ্ক েফল হoয়ায় েস ডুেবেছ); to 
fail (কারবার ডুেবেছ); to set (চাঁদ ডুেবেছ). ☐ a. sunk; submerged; drowned; ruined; that which has 
failed, in liquidation; that which has set, sunken. ◌ােনা v. to cause to sink; to submerge; to drown; 
to ruin; to cause to fail, to liquidate. ◌াির var. of ◌ুির । ডুেব ডুেব জল খায়, িশেবর বাবাo েটর পায় না (fig.) 
practises a vice or vices so se cretly that even God is not aware of it. 

ডুিব [ ḍubi ] n an instance of sinking (েনৗকাডুিব). 

ডুবুডুব ু [ ḍubuḍubu ] a almost sunk or submerged or drowned or ruined or failed or set; on the 
point of sinking, about to sink, on the point of being submerged or drowned or ruined, on the 
point of fail ing or setting. 

ডুবুির [ ḍuburi ] n a diver. ◌ুির পািখ n. a diving bird. 

ডুেবা [ ḍubō ] a submarine, underwater, sub merged, drowned, sinking. ̃জাহাজ n. a submarine. ̃পাহাD 
a hill under water, a submarine mountain. 

ডুম [ ḍuma ] n an electric bulb. 

ডুমা [ ḍumā ] n a cube-shaped piece or slice. ডুমাডুমা a. cut into cube-shaped pieces; cube-shaped 
and numerous. 

ডুমুর [ ḍumura ] n the fig. ◌ুেরর ফুল (fig.) an almost invisible object (like figflowers which lie 
invisibly within the fruits); (fig.) a rare object, rara avis. 
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ডুির [ ḍuri ] n a thin rope or cord or string; bondage, bonds. 

ডুের [ ḍurē ] a with horizontal stripes, striped (ডুের শািD). 

ডুিল [ ḍuli ] n a small covered litter, an improvised palanquin, a doolie. 

েডuয়া, েডo1 [ ḍēuẏā, ḍēō1 ] n the coral tree or its fruit. 

েডo2 [ ḍēō2 ] n a large and black species of ant. 

েডঁেDমুেষ [ ḍēn̐ḍ◌়ēmuṣē ] adv (coll.) licking up or consuming thoroughly; thoroughly, 
completely. 

েডঁেপা [ ḍēm̐pō ] a precocious; saucy, pert. ̃িম n. precociousness, precocity; sauciness, pertness. 

েডক1 [ ḍēka1 ] n a large metallic cooking utensil, a large dixie. 

েডক2 [ ḍēka2 ] n a deck (of a ship or omnibus). 

েডকিচ [ ḍēkaci ] n a metallic cooking pail, a dixie. 

েডকরা [ ḍēkarā ] n (dial.) a knave, a rascal; a sly fellow; a cheat; a saucy fellow; a discourteous 
fellow; a lewd fellow. ☐ a. knavish, rascally; sly; given to cheating; saucy; discourteous; lewd. 
রািম, েডকরােমা n. knavishness, rascality, sauciness. 

েডঙ্গু [ ḍēṅgu ] n dengue. 

েডপুিট [ ḍēpuṭi ] a acting or employed as a deputy. ☐ n. a deputy magistrate. ̃িগির n. the 
profession of a deputy magistrate. ̃বাব ুn. a deputy magistrate. 

েডবরা [ ḍēbarā ] a left-handed. 

েডিম [ ḍēmi ] n demy-paper, prescribed paper used in writing legal deeds etc. 

েডরা [ ḍērā ] n a temporary abode, a modest lodging; a hutment, tented accommodation. েডরা গাDা, 
েডরা বাঁধা v. to come to lodge or to commence to lodge, to take up one's lodging; to build a 
temporary hut, to pitch a tent. েডরা েতালা v. to cease to lodge, to remove from a lodging; to 
demolish one's hutment; to strike the tent. ড̃াNা n. a lodging and furniture; a tent and its equipage 
or accessories. 
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েডলা [ ḍēlā ] n a lump; a clotted mass. েডলা পাকােনা v. to gather in a lump, to lump; to clot. 

েডসক, েডs [ ḍēsaka, ḍēska ] n a desk, a writing table. 

েডাকরা [ ḍōkarā ] a naughty, wicked; depraved; unfortunate. 

েডাঙা, েডাঙ্গা [ ḍōṅā, ḍōṅgā ] n a small boat; a canoe; a canoe (usu.) made of the trunk of a sal 
tree. 

েডাজ [ ḍōja ] n a dose; a potion of medicine. 

েডাবা1 [ ḍōbā1 ] n a pit full of water; a small pool of water. 

েডাম [ ḍōma ] n a Hindu caste whose duty is to burn the dead and look after the crematorium; a 
member of this caste (cp. an undertaker). fem. েডামিন, ডুমিন । 

েডামকাক [ ḍōmakāka ] n the raven, the rook, the jack daw. 

েডার [ ḍōra ] n a thread (esp. a holy one) to bind (the wrist etc.); (fig.) a tie or bondage 
(pণয়েডার). ̃েকৗপীন n. a kind of scanty loin-cloth worn by Vaishnava (ৈব ব) ascetics; the dress of an 
ascetic. 

েডারা [ ḍōrā ] n a stripe, a streak. েডারা-কাটা, েডারা েডারা a. striped, streaky; having stripes or streaks 
of different colors. 

েডাল2, েডালা1 [ ḍōla2, ḍōlā1 ] n a large corn-bin made of straw, bamboo slips etc. 

েডালা2 [ ḍōlā2 ] n a small litter or palanquin. 

েডৗল [ ḍaula ] n shape, form, cut (মুেখর েডৗল). 

ডয্াং ডয্াং [ ḍyā ṇḍyā ] int expressing: the (joyful) sound of drum-beating; joyfulness (ডয্াংডয্াং কের 
চেল েগল). 

ডয্াশ [ ḍyāśa ] n (gr.) a dash (-). 

Dাম1 [ ḍrāma1 ] n a drachm, a dram. 

Dাম2 [ ḍrāma2 ] n cylindrical barrel, a drum. 
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িDল [ ḍrila ] n training exercise, drill. িDল করা v. to undergo training exercise. 

েDন [ ḍrēna ] n a sewer, a drain. 
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ঢ [ ḍh ] n the fourteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

ঢং1 [ ḍha1 ] n affected or coquettish bearing or pose; dissimulation; affectation; shape, form, cut, 
fashion, style, manner. ঢিঙ a. fem. given to affectation; coquettish; dissimulating. ☐ n. such a 
woman, a poseuse. 

ঢক1 [ ḍhaka1 ] n shape, form, cut; pattern; style (কথা বলার ঢক). 

ঢক2 [ ḍhaka2 ] int expressing: the noise of swallowing or gulping any liquid; the noise of heavy 
movement of any liquid within a container. ̃ঢক int. expressing : repetition of these noises; the 
noise of swallowing or gulping repeatedly and quickly (ঢকঢক কের জল খাoয়া). 

ঢkা [ ḍhakkā ] n a large drum. ̃ধব্িন, ̃িননাদ n. the sound of such a drum. 

ঢন [ ḍhana ] int expressing: a metallic sound as of a bell ringing or an empty vessel sounding. ̃ঢন 
int. expressing: repetition of this sound, ding-dong; absolute emptiness (হািD ঁঢনঢন, পেকট ঢনঢন). ̃ঢেন 
a. empty. 

ঢপ1 [ ḍhapa1 ] n shape, form, cut, fashion; a kind of song attended with slow dance current in 
Bengal. 

ঢপ2 [ ḍhapa2 ] int expressing: a thudding noise as of a heavy body falling softly; the dull noise of 
striking a soft and empty swelling or a flatulent belly. 

ঢপ ঢপ, ঢব ঢব [ ḍhapa ḍhapa, ḍhaba ḍhaba ] int expressing: repeated and quick thudding noise; 
the dull noise of repeatedly striking a soft and empty swelling or a flatulent belly. 

ঢল [ ḍhala ] n a slope, an incline; declivity; stream of water running down along the slope of a 
mountain, a rapid (ঢল েনেমেছ); flood-water (esp. that puts a river in spate). 

ঢলেকা [ ḍhalakō ] a loose, slack. 

ঢলঢল [ ḍhalaḍhala ] int expressing: excessive looseness (জামাটা ঢলঢল করেছ); loveliness (মুখ খানা 
ঢলঢল করেছ); wideness or largeness (আঁিখ ঢলঢল); engrossed or rapt state (ভােব ঢলঢল); ☐ a. large or 
wide and expressive (ঢলঢল আিখ); full of beauty or charm. ('ঢলঢল কাঁচা aেঙ্গর লাবিন'). ঢলঢেল a. very 
loose-fitting (ঢলঢেল জামা); full of loveliness (ঢলঢেল মুখ). 

ঢলতা [ ḍhalatā ] n extra quantity of any commodity added to the accurately weighed amount 
(perhaps to ensure customer satisfaction). 
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ঢলা [ ḍhalā ] v to incline forwards or backwards or sideways; to go down (সূযর্ পি েম ঢেলেছ); to 
incline towards, to dote on (েছেলর িদেক ঢলা). ̃ঢিল n. scandalous behaviour (esp. in love); 
objectionable familiarity or mixing; a scandalous affair. ঢলােন a. given to scandalous behaviour. 
fem. ঢলািন । ঢলােনা v. to cause to incline; to behave scandalously. ঢেল পDা v. to droop, to collapse 
(from loss of muscular strength etc.). 

ঢাuস [ ḍhāusa ] a very large or big, enormous, monstrous, huge. 

ঢাঁi [ ḍhām̐i ] n a species of large fish without scale, (cp.) the trout. 

ঢাক1 [ ḍhāka1 ] n a drum. ঢাক েপটা, ঢাক বাজােনা v. to beat a drum; (fig.) to make public or announce 
publicly. ঢােকর কািঠ a drum stick; (fig.) an instigator. ঢােকর বাঁয়া useless appurtenances or 
paraphernalia; something merely decorative. ঢােকর বািদয্ drum-beat. ঢােকর দােয় মনসা িবকােনা (fig.) to 
run insolvent in attempting to keep up appearances, to sell one's homestead to grease one's car. 

ঢাকঢাক, ঢাকঢাক-gDgD [ ḍhākaḍhāka, ḍhākaḍhāka-guḍ◌়guḍ◌় ] n an attempt to conceal or hush 
up; hush-hush state. 

ঢাকনা [ ḍhākanā ] n a cover; a lid; a veil; a blinker. 

ঢাকিন [ ḍhākani ] n a cover, a lid. 

ঢাকা [ ḍhākā ] v to cover; to veil; to screen; to envelop; to overcast (েমেঘ ঢাকা); to conceal, to hide; 
to hush up; (usu. dero.) to countenance or to connive at. ☐ n. a lid; a cover; a veil; (usu. dero.) 
connivance. ☐ a. covered; veiled; screened; enveloped; overcast. 

ঢাকাi [ ḍhākāi ] a made or manufactured at Dacca (a district of Bangladesh). 

ঢািক [ ḍhāki ] n a drummer. ঢািক sd িবসজর্ন (lit.) to throw away or immerse the drummer with the 
idol; (fig.) to lose or sacrifice everything; to let go the rope after the bucket, to throw the baby 
out with the bathwater. 

ঢামািল [ ḍhāmāli ] n pleasantries, drolleries, jokes. 

ঢাল1 [ ḍhāla1 ] n a shield; a buckler. 

ঢাল2 [ ḍhāla2 ] n a slope, a declivity, a descent. cp. ঢল । 

ঢালা [ ḍhālā ] v to pour (dধ ঢালা); to cast, to mould (ছাঁেচ ঢালা); to invest or spend esp. lavishly 
(বয্াবসােত টাকা ঢালা, েছেলর পDােশানার িপছেন টাকা ঢালা); to confer (েsহ ঢালা); to cause to flow out (েদেশর 
জn রk ঢালা). ☐ a. that which is poured (ঢালা জল); cast, moulded; extensively outspread, large, 
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spacious (ঢালা িবছানা, ঢালা ফরাশ); lavishly distributed (ঢালা খাবার); permanent, standing (ঢালা hkম). 
ঢালাi n. act of casting or moulding. ☐ a. moulded, cast (ঢালাi েলাহা). ঢালাi করা v. to mould, to cast. 
ঢালাiকর n. a caster. ঢালাi-কারখানা n. an iron foundry; a foundry. 

ঢালাo [ ḍhālāō ] a extensively outspread, spacious (ঢালাo ফরাশ, ঢালাo জায়গা); distributed lavishly 
(ঢালাo খাবার); permanent, standing (ঢালাo hkম). 

ঢালাঢািল [ ḍhālāḍhāli ] n act of transferring a liquid repeatedly from one container to another by 
pouring it; act of pouring and repouring a liquid into a container. েঢেল সাজা v. to undo a thing and 
then to do it afresh, to fashion anew, to recast. 

ঢালী [ ḍhālī ] n a shield-bearer; a soldier bearing a shield or buckler. 

ঢাল ু[ ḍhālu ] a sloping or slanting downwards, declining. 

িঢিঢ [ ḍhiḍhi ] n (usu. of disrepute, censure, scandal) loud noise or discussion, extensive publicity 
and reproach (িঢিঢ পের েগেছ). ☐ a. (usu. dero.) given extensive public reproach (িঢিঢরব). ̃কার, ̃kার, ̃রব 
n. extensive public censure and hooting; loud noise (of anything). 

িঢপ [ ḍhipa ] int expressing: a mild thudding noise as of a heavy body falling softly. িঢপ কের pণাম 
করা to genuflect suddenly or quickly. িঢপ িঢপ int. expressing: repeated mild thudding noise; 
palpitation or throbbing esp. in fear (বুক িঢপ িঢপ করেছ). 

িঢিপ [ ḍhipi ] n a mound; a hillock; an artificial hill; a heap, a pile (কাপDেচাপেDর িঢিপ); a hill (uiেয়র 
িঢিপ). 

িঢল1 [ ḍhila1 ] n a hard roundish lump esp. of stone or brick or clay. িঢল মারা v. to pelt with these 
lumps, to throw stones or brickbats. 

িঢলািম, (কথয্) িঢেলিম [ ḍhilāmi, (kathya) ḍhilēmi ] n slackness, sluggishness, lack of enthusiasm 
or spiritedness. 

ঢ,ু ঢু ঁ[ ḍhu, ḍhu ] n act of butting (as by a goat etc.). ঢ ুমারা, ঢুঁ মারা v. to butt; to put in appearance, 
to knock (চাকিরর জn সবর্t ঢুঁ মারা). 

ঢুDঁা [ ḍhun ̐ḍ◌়ā ] n to search; to traverse (েদেশ েদেশ ঢুঁDেছ). 

ঢুঢ ু [ ḍhuḍhu ] int (also n.) expressing nothingness. কােজর েবলায় ঢুঢু found wanting when called 
upon to prove (one's) worth; of no worth or value at the time of work or crucial test. 
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ঢুল [ ḍhula ] n an instance or act of nodding or stooping in drowsiness or intoxication; drowsy 
stupor, drowsiness (েচােখ ঢুল নামা). ঢুলঢুেল, ঢুলুঢুল, ঢুলুঢুলু a. heavy with drowsiness or intoxication 
(ঢুলঢুেল েচাখ); smitten with passion ('sেখ আঁিখ ঢুলুঢুলু'). ঢুলিন, ঢুলুিন same as ঢুলু । 

ঢুলা [ ḍhulā ] v (dial.) to nod or stoop in drowsiness or intoxication. 

ঢুলােনা [ ḍhulānō ] v (obs.) to wave (টামর ঢুলােনা); to rock or dangle (মা িশশুেক ঢুলােছ). 

ঢুসােনা [ ḍhusānō ] v to butt (as by a goat). ঢুসাঢুিস n. act of butting one another; a crowded state in 
which heads knock against one another. coll. ঢুেসাঢুিস । 

েঢu [ ḍhēu ] n a wave; a billow, a surge; a ripple; েঢu oঠা v. to rise in waves or surges or ripples; 
to wave, to surge, to ripple; েঢu কাটােনা v. to dodge waves. েঢu েখলা v. to move in waves or ripples, 
to wave, to ripple. েঢu েতালা v. to cause to rise in waves or surges or ripples, to surge, to ripple; to 
swell up in waves or surges or ripples, to surge up. েঢu-েখলােনা, েঢu-েতালা a. wavy; undulating; 
corrugated. 

েঢঁিক [ ḍhēn̐ki ] n a kind of husking pedal operated in a seesaw manner. েঢঁিকর আঁকশিল the fulcrum 
of a husking pedal. ̃কল n. a seesaw. ̃শাক n. an edible fern. ̃শাল, ̃শালা n. a room (usu. a cutcha one) 
where the husking pedal is fixed. েঢঁিক sেগর্ েগেলo ধান ভােন (fig.) an expert worker has to work even 
in heaven; a drudge will drudge even in heaven. 

েঢDঁস [ ḍhēn̐ḍ◌়sa ] n the lady's finger, the kidney vetch; (fig.) a good-for-nothing fellow; a 
worthless or do-nothing fellow. 

েঢDঁা, েঢঁিD1 [ ḍhēn ̐ḍ◌়ā, ḍhēn̐ḍ◌়i1 ] n a drum, a tympan (েঢDঁা েপটা); a proclamation by drum-beat 
(েঢDঁা েদoয়া). 

েঢঁিD2 [ ḍhēn ̐ḍ◌়i2 ] n a kind of earring; a poppy-seed; a poppy pod or seed-vessel. 

েঢঁkর [ ḍhēn ̐kura ] n a belch, an eructation. েঢkর েতালা v. to belch, to eructate. 

েঢপসা [ ḍhēpasā ] a shaped like a mound; bulky or fatty but not strong and stout, flaccid (েঢপসা 
শরীর). 

েঢমনা [ ḍhēmanā ] a lewd, libertine, profligate; a species of non-poisonous snake. 

েঢরা [ ḍhērā ] n a cross-mark; a bobbin. ̃সi n. a cross-mark put instead of signature by an 
illiterate person. 

েঢির [ ḍhēri ] n a heap, a pile, a stack. েঢির করা v. to heap, to pile. 
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েঢলা [ ḍhēlā ] n a small lump or clod esp. of earth; a small brickbat. েঢলা মারা v. to pelt with a 
small clod of earth or with a small brickbat. 

েঢাDঁন [ ḍhōn̐ḍ◌়na ] n act of searching or traversing. 

েঢাDঁা2 [ ḍhōn̐ḍ◌়ā2 ] n a non-venomous water-snake; (sarcas.) a person without personality and 
power. 

েঢাক [ ḍhōka ] n a gulp; gulping. েঢাক েগলা v. to gulp; to make a movement as of gulping 
something (esp. to express hesitation). 

েঢাকা [ ḍhōkā ] v to go or come in or into, to enter (ঘের ঢুকেব, গেতর্ েঢাকা); to be admitted into (কেলেজ 
েঢাকা, দেল েঢাকা); to be taken in or employed, to enter (চাকিরেত ঢুেকেছ); to be driven in (েপেরক ঢুকােনা); 
to be comprehended by (মাথায় েঢাকা); to be put in or interpolated (েলখায় েঢাকা). ঢুকােনা. v. to cause to 
go or come in or into, to enter; to admit into; to cause to be taken in or employed; to drive in or 
penetrate; to fix or let into (আঙিট আঙুেল েঢাকােনা); to implant (in); to make one understand or 
compre hend, to hammer in (মাথায় ঢুকােনা); to put in or interpolate. 

েঢাল [ ḍhōla ] n a tom-tom. েঢাল েদoয়া v. to announce or circulate by beating a tom-tom. েঢাল েপটা 
v. (dero.) to beat a tom-tom; (dero.) to make a loud noise (কথা বলেছ েযন েঢাল িপটেছ); to announce or 
circulate by beating a tom-tom; (usu. dero.) to make public. েঢাল হoয়া v. to be swollen in the shape 
as of a tom-tom. িনেজর েঢাল িনেজ েপটা to beat one's own trumpet, to advertise oneself. েঢালক n. a 
small variety of tom-tom. ̃েশাহরত n. announcement or circulation by beating a tom-tom. 

েঢালা2 [ ḍhōlā2 ] a very loose-fitting (েঢালা জামা). 

েঢাসকা [ ḍhōsakā ] a fat and flabby, flaccid. 

ঢয্াঙা [ ḍhyāṅā ] a lanky. 
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ত1 [ ta1 ] n the sixteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

তi [ ti ] n a kind of cooking pan without handle. 

তiখন [ tikhana ] adv & con. (poet. & obs.) by that time, at once, at that time, then. 

তঁিহ [ tam̐hi ] adv (poet. & obs.) there; in that, in him, in her, in them. ☐ pro. (poet. & obs.) he, 
she, it, they. 

তক [ taka ] prep (used chiefly as a sfx.) up to, till (েশষতক), as soon as (যাহাতক). 

তকতক [ takataka ] int expressing: tidiness (ঘরখানা তকতক করেছ); transparence (জল তকতক করেছ); 
brightness or freshness (রংটা তকতক করেছ). তকতেক. a. tidy, neat and clean; transparent; bright or 
fresh; in mint condition. 

তকমা [ takamā ] n a distinctive dress or badge, livery; a medal. তকমা-আঁটা, তকমা-পরা a. wearing a 
livery or medal, liveried or medalled. 

তকরার [ takarāra ] n an argument, a debate; an altercation. 

তকিল [ takali ] n a spindle or distaff (esp. a small or improvised one). তকিল কাটা v. to spin yarn. 

তকিলফ [ takalipha ] n trouble; hardship; pain; suffering; difficulty. 

তেkতেk [ takkētakkē ] adv cautiously and secretly, surreptitiously; in ambush, in wait. 

তkেপাশ [ taktapōśa ] n a plain rectangular cot with out any arrangement for hanging curtains. 

তkা [ taktā ] n a plank of wood; a piece of board; a flat and hard sheet of any thing. েমের তkা 
বানােনা (sl.) to flatten by beating or thrashing, to beat or thrash severely. 

তিk [ takti ] n a small plank of wood, a tablet; a small piece of board; a small flat and hard sheet 
of anything; a hard and flat sweetmeat shaped like a tablet. 

তk ু[ takru ] n whey. ̃িপN n. posset. 

তkক [ takṣaka ] n a carpenter; a joiner; (myth.) a kind of strongly venomous winged snake; a 
kind of venomous chameleon. 

তkণ [ takṣaṇa ] n act of planing or carving wood; woodwork; carpentry; a (carpenter's) plane or 
vice. ̃িশl n. the art or craft of carpentry. 
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তkণী [ takṣaṇī ] n carpenter's tool for shaping or trimming wood, a chisel, a plane. 

তখ্ত [ takhta ] n throne (রাজতখ্ত). তখ্ত-তাuস n. peacock throne. 

তখতনামা [ takhatanāmā ] a a kind of conveyance carried by men; a litter for use in marriage 
processions (cp. a palanquin). 

তখন [ takhana ] adv (also conj.) at that time; in that age (তখন কলকাতায় Tাম িছল না); then; and then; 
so; after that time; at last (েচার পালােল তখন গৃহ হ সাবধান হল). ☐ n. that time or age (তখন েথেক). ̃i, 
তখিন adv. just then; immediately, forthwith, at once, ̃o adv. still then. ̃কার a. of that time or age. 
তখন েথেক adv. since then. 

ত-খরচ [ ta-kharaca ] n incidental expenses. 

তছনছ [ tachanacha ] a upset; destroyed; utterly spoiled; messed up; squandered. 

তছrপ [ tacharupa ] n embezzlement, defalcation. তছrপ করা v. to embezzle, to defalcate. তহিবল 
তছrপ করা v. to embezzle, to defalcate a fund. 

তছ ু[ tachu ] pro. a (poet. & obs.) his or her. 

তjিনত [ tajjanita ] a caused by that; arising or arisen from that; grown or evolved out of that. 

তjn [ tajjanya ] adv for that; for that reason; be cause of that; for the sake of that. 

তjাত [ tajjāta ] a born of him or that; grown or arisen or evolved out of that; caused by that. 

তjাতীয় [ tajjātīẏa ] a of that class or kind or race. 

তঞ্চক [ tañcaka ] a. & n one who or that which cheats or deceives or swindles. ̃তা n. cheating, 
deception, swindling, trickery. 

তঞ্চন [ tañcana ] n contraction; clotting; (chem.) coagulation. 

তিঞ্চত [ tañcita ] a contracted; clotted; coagulated, congealed. 

তট [ taṭa ] n beach, shore, coast, bank; land (তটভাগ); region (কিটতট); a tract of level ground on the 
top of a mountain. ̃েরখা n. coastline. 
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তট হ1 [ taṭasha1 ] a confusedly worried and bustling; very much frightened and eager to please; 
extremely perturbed. 

তট হ2 [ taṭasha2 ] a lying on the shore or bank; coastal; disinterested, unbiased, impartial. ('তট হ 

হiয়া িবচািরেল তরতম') fem. তট হা । 

তিটনী [ taṭinī ] n a river; a stream. 

তDকা [ taḍ◌়kā ] n a spasmodic fit (esp. of chil dren). convulsion, spasm. 

তDপ, তরপ [ taḍ◌়pa, tarapa ] n one of a number of smaller strings in a stringed musical 
instrument which produces resonance. 

তDপােনা [ taḍ◌়pānō ] v to jump; to brag menacingly; to bluster; to fret or fuss; to move violently 
or restlessly (িদল তDপােচ্ছ). তরপািন n. act of jumping; act of bragging menacingly; act of fretting or 
fussing; violent or restless movement. 

তDবD [ taḍ◌়baḍ◌় ] int expressing: excessive hurry or rapidity. তDবDািন n. excessive hurry, 
excessively rapid movement or speech. তDবDােনা v. to hurry excessively; to move or speak with 
excessive rapidity. তDবেD a. excessively hurried or rapid; given to excessive hurry; given to 
moving or talking with excessive rapidity. 

তDাক [ taḍ◌়āka ] int expressing: suddenness or quickness (তDাক কের লাফােনা). 

তDাগ [ taḍ◌়āga ] n a large (and deep) pond. 

তিDঘিD [ taḍ◌়ighaḍ◌়i ] adv very quickly or promptly; at once, forthwith. 

তিDচ্চালক [ taḍ◌়iccālaka ] a electromotive. তিDচ্চালক বল electromotive force. 

তিDচ্চুmক [ taḍ◌়iccumbaka ] n electromagnet. তিDচ্চুmকীয় a. electromagnetic. 

তিDত্ [ taḍ◌়it ] n lightning; electricity. 

তিDতােলাক [ taḍ◌়itālōka ] n the glow or light of a light ning. 

তিDtান, তিDদ্গভর্ [ taḍ◌়itbāna, taḍ◌়idgarbha ] n thunder-cloud; cloud. ☐ a. emitting lightning; 
containing electricity, charged with electricity. 

তিDddার [ taḍ◌়iddbāra ] n an electrode. 
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তিDিdে ষণ [ taḍ◌়idbiślēṣaṇa ] n electrolysis. 

তিDিdে ষয্ [ taḍ◌়idbiślēṣya ] a electrolyte. 

তিDdীkণ [ taḍ◌়idbīkṣaṇa ] n an electroscope. 

তিDmয় [ taḍ◌়immaẏa ] a charged with electricity. 

তিDlতা [ taḍ◌়illatā ] n a streak of lightning; lightning; a wave of electricity. 

তN ্ডুল [ taṇ◌়ḍula ] n rice. ̃কণা n. a grain of rice. ̃চূণর্ n. powdered rice, rice-powder. 

তত1 [ tata1 ] a extended, outspread; extensive; diffused. ☐ n. a stringed musical instrument. ̃যnt n. 
a stringed musical instrument. 

তত2 [ tata2 ] adv. & con to that amount or number or extent or degree. ☐ adv. so much, so, up to 
expectation (বiখানা তত ভােলা নয়). ☐ con. so, as. ☐ a. that much or so many (তত সময়, তত েলাক). ̃kণ 
adv. up to or till or during or within that time. ̃kেণ adv. by that time. ̃িদন adv. for so many days; 
for those days; up to or till or during so many or those days. ̃িদেন adv. same as ততkেণ । ̃িহ, ̃িহ ঁadv. 
(poet. & obs.) at that. 

তত্ [ tat ] pro he, she, it; they; that; those. ̃কতৃর্ক adv. by him or her or it. ̃কাল n. that time or period 
or age. ̃কালীন a. of or for or during that time or period or age; occurring or prevalent at that time 
or period or age. ̃কােল adv. at that time, then. ̃কােলািচত a. right or suitable for the occasion. ̃কৃত a. 
done by him or her or it. k̃ণাত্ adv. at once, immediately, forthwith. ̃kেণ adv. at that moment; at or 
by that time. ̃পর adv. after that, thereafter. ☐ a. expert; skilful, adroit; zealous, earnest; eager; 
enterprising, endeavouring; careful; prompt. ̃পরতা n. expertness, skilfulness, adroitness; zeal, 
earnestness; eagerness; enterprise; endeavour; carefulness, care; promptness, promptitude. ̃পরায়ণ 
a. sincerely or zealously attached to or engaged in that thing or work. ̃পের same as তত্পর 
(adv.). ̃প াত্ adv. after or behind that or him or her or it. ̃পুrষ n. the Supreme Being, God; (gr.) a 
system of compounding words (by this system the preceding word loses its inflexion and the 
succeeding word becomes more prominent. e.g. রাজার পুt = রাজপুt). ̃পূেবর্ adv. before that, prior to 
that. ̃সংkাn, স̃mnীয় a. relating to that, regarding that. ̃সেtto adv. inspite of that; even then. ̃সদৃশ a. 
similar to that, like that. ̃সম a. same as that. তত্সম শb (gr.) a Sanskrit word used in the unchanged 
form in Bengali. ̃ হলািভিষk a. installed in his or her or its place. ̃srপ same as তত্সদৃশ । 

ততঃ [ tatḥ ] adv thereafter, then. ততঃ িকm what then? what next? 

তেতািধক [ tatōdhika ] a more than that. 

তtাবত্ [ tattābat ] pro. & a all that. 
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তtুলয্ [ tattulya ] a similar to or equal to or like him or her or it. 

তtt [ tattba ] n real or essential nature, reality, essence, (fundamental) truth (তttদশর্ী); God (তttjান); 
spiritual or philosophical or ontological knowledge (তttকথা); knowledge or philosophy, principle 
(ধমর্তtt); theory or doctrine; information (তtt পাoয়া); search, inquiry (তtt েনoয়া); any of the twenty-
four principal constituting elements according to the Sankhya philosophy; a present, a gift (পূজার 
তtt, িবেয়র তtt). তtt কথা v. to inquire after; to search for or about or out; to send customary gifts to 
one related matrimonially. ̃কথা n. spiritual or philosophical knowledge or discussion. ̃িচnা n. 
meditation on God; spiritual meditation; philosophical or theological meditation. ̃িজjাসা n. theo 
logical inquiry; inquiry about God; inquiry about reality or truth, philosophical inquiry. ̃িজjাs a. 
inquisitive about theological knowledge; inquiring about God or reality or truth. ̃j a. having 
knowledge about God or reality of truth; possessing theosophical or philosophical or spiritual 
knowledge. ☐ n. one who has knowledge about God or reality or truth; the possessor of 
theological or philosophical or spiritual knowledge. ̃jান n. knowledge about God; theological or 
spiritual or philosophical knowledge; knowledge about reality or truth. ̃jানী a. & n. one who has 
knowledge about God or reality or truth; one who has theological or spiritual or philosophical 
knowledge. ̃তlাস, ̃তালাশ n. communication and exchange of customary gifts; seeking information 
about one's condition and whereabouts. ̃দশর্ী a. & n. one who has knowledge about God or reality 
or truth; one who has theological or spiritual or philosophical knowledge; wise or judicious 
(man). fem. ̃দিশর্নী । ̃দিশর্তা n. possession of knowledge about God or reality or truth; possession of 
theological or spiritual or philosophical knowledge; wisdom or judiciousness. ̃িনণর্য়, ̃িনrপণ n. 
ascertainment of truth; ascertainment of the true nature of a thing. ̃িবদ a. & n. one who has 
knowledge about God or reality or truth; one who has theological or spiritual or philosophical 
knowledge; one who is in the know of things. ̃িবদয্া n. ontology. ̃েবাধ n. perception of truth. 

তttাnসnান [ tattbānusandhāna ] n search for information; search for truth; search for knowledge 
about God or reality; investigation; research. 

তttাnসnানী [ tattbānusandhānī ] a. & n one who or that which searches for information or truth or 
for knowledge about God or reality; one who or that which investigates or researches. 

তttাবধান [ tattbābadhāna ] n act of taking care of or looking after; supervision; guardianship or 
custody. তttাবধান করা v. to take care of, to look after. তttাবধােন রাখা v. to put under care or 
guardianship or tutelage or custody of. 

তttাবধায়ক [ tattbābadhāẏaka ] n a caretaker; a curator; a guardian; a custodian. ☐ a. taking care 
of, looking after; having under one's own guardianship; having in custody. 

তttাবধারক [ tattbābadhāraka ] a. & n one who or that which ascertains truth or reality or actual 
state or information. 

তttাবধারণ [ tattbābadhāraṇa ] n ascertainment of truth or reality or actual state or information. 
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তttােলাচনা [ tattbālōcanā ] n discussion about God or truth or reality; philosophical or onto 
logical or theological or spiritual discussion or discourse. 

তttীয় [ tattbīẏa ] a relating to truth or reality; relating to philosophical or ontological or 
theological or spiritual knowledge; theoretical. 

তt [ tatra ] adv there, at that place. ☐ con. so (যt আয় তt বয্য়). ̃তয্, ̃ হ a. of that place. 

তtাচ, তtািপ [ tatrāca, tatrāpi ] adv (lit. but rare) even there; even in that case; in spite of that, 
notwithstanding, nevertheless, withal; still. 

তথা [ tathā ] n that place. ☐ adv. at or in or to that place, there. ☐ adv. & con. so, like (যথা আয় 
তথা বয্য়); and, and also or for the matter of that (সমg বঙ্গেদশ তথা ভারতবষর্); moreover, further; 
even. ̃কিথত a. so-called. ̃কার a. of that place. ̃গত a. come or gone in that way. ☐ n. one who has 
attained Nirvana (িনবর্াণ); an appellation of Gautama Buddha. ̃চ, ̃িপ same as তtাচ । ̃িবধ a. of that 
kind or nature; such; similar. ̃ভূত a. of or in that state; passed into that state; produced or born or 
grown or evolved in that way. ̃য় adv. at or in or to that place. there. ̃st int. so be it, amen. 

তিথ [ tathi ] adv (obs.) at or in or to that place, there; in or at or to that. ☐ n. that place (তিথমেধয্). 
☐ adv. & con. and; and also. 

তৈথব [ tathaiba ] adv even in that manner or way. ☐ a. of that manner or way. ☐ n. that manner 
or way. ̃চ adv. just the same. 

তথয্ [ tathya ] n actuality; actual state or affair; information; reality; truth; facts or data. ☐ a. real 
or true or unanimous or universal (তথয্বচন). ̃jান n. knowledge of facts. ̃িনrপণ, ̃িনণর্য় n. 
determination of truth; ascertainment of facts. ̃বাদী same as তথয্ভাষী । ̃বাহী a. informative. ̃ভাষী a. 
truthful. ̃িভিtক a. based on facts; documented. সমৃd a. well documented; informed; informative. 

তথয্াnসnান [ tathyānusandhāna ] n search for truth or reality; search for information; 
investigation; research. 

তদিতিরk [ tadatirikta ] adv more than that; beyond that; over and above that; beside that, 
besides, moreover, further. 

তদনnর [ tadanantara ] adv after that, thereafter. 

তদnগ, তদnগামী, তদnবতর্ী [ tadanuga, tadanugāmī, tadanubartī ] a following him or her or that; 
like him or her or that; according to that. 

তদnপােত [ tadanupātē ] adv in proportion to that, proportionately. 
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তদnযায়ী, তদnrপ [ tadanuyāẏī, tadanurupa ] a. & adv following or like that; according to that. 

তদnসারী [ tadanusārī ] a following or like that; according to that. তদাnসাের adv. following or like 
that; according to that. 

তদn [ tadanta ] n investigation, inquiry. তদn করা v. to investigate. ̃কারী n. one who investigates, an 
investigator. 

তদn [ tadanya ] a apart from that; other than that; beside that. 

তদবিধ [ tadabadhi ] adv since then, from then on wards; (rare) till then. 

তদব হ [ tadabasha ] a in that state or condition or position or posture. 

তদিবর [ tadabira ] n act of looking after or taking care of (শরীেরর তদিবর); act of looking after the 
interest of, act of taking steps so that a thing is properly managed or organized (মামলার তদিবর); 
canvassing (চাকিরর তদিবর). তদিবর করা v. to look after, to take care of; to look after the in terest of, 
to take steps for proper management or organization of; to canvass for. 

তদথর্ [ tadartha ] adv for that; for the sake of that. ☐ n. the meaning of that. তদথর্ক a. ad hoc. তদেথর্ 
adv. for that; for the sake of that. 

তদা [ tadā ] adv. & con at that time, in that age, then. 

তদাকার [ tadākāra ] a of that shape or form. 

তদাtা [ tadātmā ] a having the same soul as his or her; identical with him or her. 

তদানীং [ tadānī ] adv at that time; in that age, in those days; then. 

তদানীnন [ tadānīntana ] a of that time or age, the then (তদানীnন রাTপিত). 

তদারক [ tadāraka ] n investigation (ডাকািতর তদারক); act of looking after or taking care of, care, 
management, superintendence (সmিtর তদারক, sাে hর তদারক, কাজকেমর্র তদারক). তদারক v. to 
investigate; to look after, to take care of, to manage, to superintend. 

তদীয় [ tadīẏa ] a of him or her or it or that. 

তdপেযাগী [ tadupayōgī ] a suitable to that, well-fitted for that, befitting that, right for that. 

তdপির [ tadupari ] adv on or above him or her or it or that. 
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তdপলেk, তdপলেkয্ [ tadupalakṣē, tadupalakṣyē ] adv on that occasion; on account of that; with 
that purpose, with that end in view. 

তদূেধব্র্ [ tadūrdhbē ] adv above him or her or it or that; more than it or that. 

তেদক [ tadēka ] a one identical with him or her or it or, that (তেদকিচt); no other (তেদকশরণ). 

তদ্গত [ tadgata ] a absorbed or engrossed in or engaged wholly in him or her or it or that; 
intently engaged or attentive. ̃িচt a. rapt in attention (to) or thought (of). 

তdেN [ taddaṇḍē ] adv at that very moment; immediately, at once, forthwith. 

তdrন [ taddaruna ] adv for that, because of that, on account of that, caused by that, for the sake 
of that, on that account. 

তেdশীয় [ taddēśīẏa ] a of or belonging to that country. 

তddরা [ taddbarā ] pro. & adv by him or her or it or that. 

তিdত [ tadbita ] n (gr.) any of the inflexions or suffixes added to nouns, pronouns and adjectives 
to form derivatives, nominal inflexion. 

তdত্ [ tadbat ] a. & adv like or similar to or comparable to that or it or him or her. 

তdাচক [ tadbācaka ] a meaning or signifying that; indicating that. 

তিdধ [ tadbidha ] a of that sort or kind. 

তিdধায় [ tadbidhāẏa ] adv on account of that, on that account. 

তিdষয়ক [ tadbiṣaẏaka ] a concerning him or her or it or that; concerning that subject. তিdষেয় adv. 
in or about or as regards him or her or it or that or that subject. 

তdয্িতিরk, তdয্তীত [ tadbyatirikta, tadbyatīta ] a. & adv beside or other than or without him or 
her or it or that; more than it or that. 

তdব [ tadbhaba ] a born of or descended from or originating from or grown out of or evolved out 
of him or her or it or that. তdব শb (gr.) a Bengali word derived from Sanskrit but used in a 
corrupted form. 
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তdাব [ tadbhāba ] n that or his or her or its state or condition or mental disposition or mood or 
nature or essential quality etc.; thoughts about him or her or it or that. তdাবাপn a. having or in or 
under that or his or her or its state or condition etc. তdােব adv. in that state or condition; in that 
way or manner. 

তdrপ [ tadrupa ] a like or similar to that or it or him or her. ☐ adv. in that manner or way. তdrেপ 
same as তdrপ (adv.) 

তনখা [ tanakhā ] n wage, salary, remuneration. 

তনয় [ tanaẏa ] n a son. fem. তনয়া a daughter. 

তিনমা [ tanimā ] n graceful or delicate slimness (of the body); subtlety. 

তn, তন ূ [ tanu, tanū ] n the body. ☐ a. gracefully or delicately slim and lovely (তnেদহ); 
rarefied. ̃চ্ছদ n. an armour. ̃জ n. a son. fem. ̃জা a. daughter. ̃তা n. graceful or delicate slimness and 
loveliness; delicacy. ̃তয্াগ n. act of dying, death, act of giving up the ghost. ̃তয্াগ করা v. to die, to 
give up the ghost. ̃t, ̃tাণ n. an armour. ̃বাত n. (geog.) rarefied atmosphere. ̃মধয্া n. a woman with a 
delicately slender waist. ̃rিচ n. physical beauty or grace. ̃rহ n. hair (of the body and not of the 
head); a feather; a son or a daughter, an off spring. ̃করণ n. rarefaction; attenuation; 
extenuation. ̃কৃত n. rarefied; attenuated; extenuated. তনূdব n. a son. fem. তনূdবা a daughter. তনূনপাত্ 
n. fire. তনূভবন n. act of being rarefied or attenuated or extenuated. 

তnt [ tantu ] n thread, yarn, string; fibre; gut; handloom. ̃কীট n. the silkworm; the caterpillar. ̃নাভ n. 
a spider. ̃বায় n. a weaver (by trade or caste). ̃মূল n. fi brous root. ̃শালা n. weaver's work shop. ̃সার n. 
betel-nut tree. ☐ a. very lean and thin, emaciated. 

তnt [ tantra ] n a scripture or service book or the system of the religious worship of Shaktas (শাk); 
any scripture or service book or system or cult of religious worship; a religious order (ৈশবতnt, 
সnয্াসতnt); a section or branch of the Vedas (েবদ); a science (িচিকত্সাতnt); a system (সাধনাতnt); a 
system of govern ment (pজাতnt, রাজতnt); a doctrine (বstতnt, জDতnt); a decision; a chapter or section 
(পঞ্চতnt); any esoteric and mystical charm or means (মntতnt); a handloom (তntবায়); gut (পশুর তnt); a 
string (বীণাতnt). ̃ধার, ̃ধারক n. a Brahman who reads out excerpts from a service book for the priest to 
recite them. ̃বাপ n. a weaver (by trade or caste). ̃মnt n. charms and incantations. ̃শাst n. scriptures; 
theory or system contained in the scriptures. ̃সার n. a digest of religious service. 

তntী [ tantrī ] n the string or gut of a musical in strument; a stringed musical instrument, a vina. 
☐ a. stringed or having a gut or guts (তntী বাদয্যnt); belonging or relating to a religious order 
(ৈশবতntী). 

তndর [ tandura ] n a covered oven for baking bread. 
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তndা [ tandrā ] n drowsiness; light sleep, siesta, nap. ̃গত, তndািভভূত a. seized or over whelmed with 
drowsiness, affected with drowsiness; sleeping, asleep. তndাগত হoয়া, তndািভভূত হoয়া v. to fall asleep; 
to sleep; (rare) to drowse. ̃েবশ n. drowsiness; sleepiness; cat-nap. ̃লু a. drowsy; affected with 
drowsiness. হ̃ীন a. sleepless. তিndত a. drowsy; affected with drowsiness; fallen asleep; sleeping. 

তnতn [ tannatanna ] a thorough (তnতn েখাজঁ). ☐ adv. searching thoroughly. তnতn করা v. to 
ransack, to rummage, to comb; to rifle. 

তিnবnন [ tannibandhana ] adv for that; because of that; on account of that; for the sake of that. 

তিn  [ tanniṣṭha ] a rapt in attention; very attentive and absorbed. 

তnেধয্ [ tanmadhyē ] adv in him or her or it or that or them; in the midst of it; between or 
amongst them. 

তnন, তnনা, তnনs, তnয় [ tanmana, tanmanā, tanmanaska, tanmaẏa ] a absorbed in or 
engaged wholly in him or her or it or that; engrossed, rapt, intently engaged or attentive. তnয়তা n. 
absorbedness, raptness, intent attention. 

তnাt [ tanmātra ] adv. & n only that; only to that extent or in that degree or measure. 

তmঙ্গী, তmী [ tambaṅgī, tambī ] a. fem (of a woman) having a slim body. 

তপতী [ tapatī ] n shadow (personified); the wife or the daughter of the sungod; the river Tapti. 

তপন [ tapana ] n the sun. ̃তনয় n. Yama the god of death. ̃তনয়া n. the river Jamuna; the shami tree, 
Acacia suma. ̃তাপ n. sunrays; (scorching) sunlight. 

তপনীয় [ tapanīẏa ] a worthy of being heated; that which is to be heated. ☐ n. gold. 

তপিস [ tapasi ] n the mango-fish. 

তপsা [ tapasyā ] n religious austerities; asceticism or severe self-discipline. 

তপsী [ tapasbī ] a engaged in austere endeavour to achieve an end; practising ascetic or religious 
austerities; engaged in wor shipping God austerely. ☐ n. such a man; a hermit or ascetic (esp. 
one who dwells apart from human habitations or in a forest); the mango-fish. fem. তপিsনী । 

তেপাধন, তেপািনিধ [ tapōdhana, tapōnidhi ] n one who is rich in ascetic or religious austerities, a 
great hermit or ascetic. 
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তেপাবন [ tapōbana ] n a hermitage (esp. one situated in a secluded place or in a forest). 

তেপাবল [ tapōbala ] n force or power acquired through practice of ascetic or religious austerities. 

তেপাভঙ্গ [ tapōbhaṅga ] n interruption in austere ascetic or religious meditation or in austere 
devotion of God. 

তেপামূিতর্ [ tapōmūrti ] n a body thinned and uncommonly brightened by the practice of ascetic or 
religious austerities; a hermit practising austerities. 

তেপােলাক [ tapōlōka ] n a mythological world of happiness which may be attained through the 
practice of ascetic or religious austerities. 

তp [ tapta ] a hot; heated; warm; having temperature; burning (েরাষতp); angry; enraged (তp কথা); 
reddened with rage (তp আঁিখ); agitated; molten (তpকাঞ্চন). ̃কাঞ্চনবণর্ n. the complexion as bright as 
molten gold. ̃কাঞ্চনসিnভ a. as bright and fair as molten gold. 

তফিসল [ taphasila ] n a schedule; a cadastre. তফিসিল a. scheduled; cadastral. ☐ n. one be longing 
to the scheduled caste. তফিসিল সmpদায় the scheduled caste. 

তফাত [ taphāta ] n intervening space or distance; distance; difference, otherness; aloofness 
(তফােত তফােত থাকা). ☐ a. re moved afar; separated; differentiated. ☐ int. avaunt; keep back. তপাত 
করা v. to remove; to separate; to alienate, to estrange; to differentiate; to discriminate. তফাত হoয়া 
v. to move or go away from; to be separated from; to be alienated or estranged. তফােত থাকা v. to 
keep aloof; to remain at a distance; to keep one's distance. 

তব1 [ taba1 ] pro. a (used in poetry) your, yours, thy, thine. 

তব2 [ taba2 ] adv. & con then. 

তবক1 [ tabaka1 ] n a leaf of metal esp. of gold or silver, a foil; a layer (তবেক তবেক ভাসn েমঘ). 

তবক2 [ tabaka2 ] n (obs.) a gun (তবেকর gিল). 

তবিক [ tabaki ] n a gunman; a soldier armed with a gun. 

তবল [ tabala ] n an axe. ̃দার n. a wood-cutter. 

তবলা [ tabalā ] n a kind of tabour played as musical accompaniment. 

তবিলয়া [ tabaliẏā ] n same as তবলিচ । 
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তবিহ, তবিহ ঁ [ tabahi, tabahi ] adv (poet. & obs.) immediately, at once, forthwith; only in that 
case, then and then only. 

তবh, তবhঁ [ tabahu, tabahu ] adv (poet. & obs.) still then, inspite of that, notwithstanding, withal. 

তিবয়ত [ tabiẏata ] n state of health; mental state, mood, humour. 

তব,ু তবoু [ tabu, tabuō ] adv. & con still then, inspite of that, nonetheless, nevertheless, not 
withstanding, withal. 

তেব [ tabē ] con. & adv then (যিদ েখলা না হয়, তেব েযেয়া না); so, now (আিস তেব); thereafter or only 
then, then alone (আেগ আভােব পD তেব পয়সা িচনেব); but, on the other hand (eকাni যিদ যাo, তেব আর 
আটকাব না). ☐ int. well (তেব ের). 

তম1 [ tama1 ] sfx forming ordinal numerals, -th (শততম). 

তম2 [ tama2 ] sfx forming superlative adjectives (িpয়তম). 

তমস [ tamasa ] n darkness, gloom. 

তমসা [ tamasā ] n the name of the river on the bank of which Valmiki received his first poetical 
inspiration; (pop.) darkness; (pop.) ignorance and vice. 

তমসাচ্ছn, তমসাবৃত [ tamasācchanna, tamasābṛta ] a pervaded or overcast with darkness or 
gloom. 

তমsক [ tamasuka ] n a writing of obligation to pay a sum, a bond; a hand-note. বnিক তমsক a 
deed of mortgage. 

তমিsনী [ tamasbinī ] a. fem full of darkness; dark, gloomy. ☐ n. fem. a dark night. 

-তমা [ -tamā ] fem of তম1 and তম2 

তমাল [ tamāla ] n a species of dark-coloured tree. 

তিমs [ tamisra ] n darkness, gloom. ☐ a. dark, gloomy. তিমsা n. (ori. fem.) a dark night. ☐ a. 
(ori. fem.) full of darkness, dark, gloomy. 

-তমী [ -tamī ] fem of -তম1 and তম2 । 
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তেমাgণ [ tamōguṇa ] n the lowest element or the lowest primary quality of human nature and 
character marked by ignorance and vice (see also সttgণ, রেজাgণ) । 

তেমাঘ্ন, তেমাপহ [ tamōghna, tamōpaha ] a expelling darkness; removing ignorance and vice. ☐ 
n. fire; the sun; the moon; a lamp; knowledge. 

তেমাময় [ tamōmaẏa ] a full of darkness; full of ignorance and vice. fem. তেমাময়ী । 

তিm [ tambi ] n bluster; act of bullying; oppression. তিm করা v. to bluster; to bully; to oppress. 

তয় [ taẏa ] n full settlement; conclusion; a fold or plait (তয় করা রাখা). 

তয়খানা [ taẏakhānā ] n an underground room or shelter (esp. one to live in during hot summer 
days). 

তয়ফা [ taẏaphā ] n party of professional dancing girls; (inc.) a professional dancing girl. 

-তর1 [ -tara1 ] sfx forming comparative adjectives (মহtর). 

তর2 [ tara2 ] n delay (তর সয় না). 

তর3 [ tara3 ] a stupefied, besotted. 

তর4 [ tara4 ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) of a sort or kind (eমনতর, েকমনতর). 

তর5 [ tara5 ] n act of crossing (as a river, a desert etc.). 

তরকাির [ tarakāri ] n kitchen vegetables, garden stuff; vegetable curry. তরকািরর বাগান a kitchen 
garden. 

তরk ু[ tarakṣu ] n the wolf; the hyena. 

তরঙ্গ [ taraṅga ] n a wave; a ripple; a wavy or undulating stream, a wave (িচnাতরঙ্গ = a thought-
wave, বায়ুতরঙ্গ, শbতরঙ্গ, িবdয্ত্ তরঙ্গ). utাল তরঙ্গ a. billow, a high wave. ̃kdু a. lashed into fury by 
rolling waves; billowy, wavy; convulsed. ̃চঞ্চল a. rippling. ̃ণ n. undulation. ̃ৈদঘর্য্ n. wave-
length. ̃পাদ n. the trough or hollow of a wave. ̃পৃ  n. wave-surface. ̃িবkdু same as তরঙ্গkdু । ̃েবগ n. 
wave velocity. ̃ভঙ্গ n. breaking of waves (against rocks or other waves), curling and falling of 
waves. ̃মালা n. a string or series of waves. ̃মুখ n. wave front. ̃শীষর্ n. the crest of a wave. 
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তরঙ্গাkল [ taraṅgākula ] a restless on account of unquiet waves; very much disturbed (used of 
seas or oceans). 

তরঙ্গািভঘাত [ taraṅgābhighāta ] n the push of a wave or waves. 

তরঙ্গািয়ত [ taraṅgāẏita ] a undulating, wavy, curling (তরঙ্গািয়ত পথ বা চুল), (inc.) rippling. 

তরিঙ্গণী [ taraṅgiṇī ] n. fem a river, a stream. 

তরিঙ্গত [ taraṅgita ] a wavy; rippling; undulating; curling; full of poses or attitudes. 

তরেঙ্গাচ্ছাস [ taraṅgōcchāsa ] n swelling up of waves; rise and fall of waves. 

তরজমা [ tarajamā ] n rendering into another language, translation. তরজমা করা v. to translate. 

তরজা [ tarajā ] n a kind of contest in songs composed extempore (cp. A strophe and its 
antistrophe). 

তরণ [ taraṇa ] n act of going over, act of crossing; rescue, act of getting over; any means of 
crossing (e.g. a boat). 

তরিণ, তরণী [ taraṇi, taraṇī ] n a boat; a ship; any means of crossing. 

তরতম [ taratama ] n quality or quantity more or less; difference; differentiation. 

তরতর1 [ taratara1 ] a of various kinds or sorts. 

তরতর2 [ taratara2 ] int expressing: quick climbing or the quick running of a stream. তরতিরেয় adv. 
climbing quickly; flowing quickly (তরতিরেয় গােছ uঠা, তরতিরেয় বেয় যাoয়া). 

তরতাজা [ taratājā ] a fully alive (তরতাজা মাছ); quite fresh (তরতাজা খবর). 

তরিতব [ taratiba ] n a rule, a system, an order; an order of succession. ̃oয়াির a. following the order 
of succession, serial. 

তরপণয্ [ tarapaṇya ] n charge of ferrying, ferriage. 

তরফ [ tarapha ] n a direction, a side, an end or extremity; either of two contesting parties (uভয় 
তরফ); a party; behalf (বাদীর তরেফ uিকল); a revenue area, a tansil (তরফ েদবীপুর); a partition or a 
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partner of a landed estate. দার n. the revenue collector of an area; a partisan. তরফা a. relating to or 
affecting a party (eক তরফা = ex-parte). 

তরবার, তরবাির [ tarabāra, tarabāri ] n a sword; a scimitar. 

তরেবতর [ tarabētara ] a of various kinds or sorts; in disposed (শরীের তরেবতর হoয়া). 

তরমুজ [ taramuja ] n the water-melon. 

তরল [ tarala ] a liquid, fluid, watery (তরল পদাথর্); thin (কািলটা বD তরল); liquefied, diluted, thinned; 
melted, softened (েsেহ তরল হাoয়া); fickle, inconstant (তরলমিত). fem. তরলা । তরল করা v. to liquefy; to 
make more fluid or thinner, to dilute; to melt, to soften. তরল হoয়া v. to become liquefied, to 
liquefy; to become thinner or diluted; to melt, to soften. তরল পদাথর্ a liquid, a fluid. ̃তা, ̃t n. 
liquidity, fluidity, wateriness; thinness; softness; fickleness, inconstancy. ̃নয়না, ̃েলাচনা a. fem. 
giving quick glances, making eyes, having wanton eyes. ম̃িত a. fickle-minded, irresolute; of an 
immature frame of mind, of mind in the incipient stage of growth. 

তরলাব হা [ taralābashā ] n liquid or fluid state, liquidity, fluidity. 

তরিলত [ taralita ] a liquefied; dilute; melted, softened. 

তরলীকরণ [ taralīkaraṇa ] n liquefaction; dilution; melting. 

তরলীকৃত [ taralīkṛta ] a liquefied; diluted; melted. 

তরলীভবন [ taralībhabana ] n act of being liquefied or diluted or melted, liquefaction or dilution 
or melting. 

তরলীভূত [ taralībhūta ] a liquefied; diluted; melted, softened. 

তরশু [ taraśu ] adv three days before or after to day. 

তরসা [ tarasā ] adv quickly, soon, promptly. 

তর হান [ tarashāna ] n a ferry-station; a landing-place, a wharf. 

তরsান, তরsী [ tarasbāna, tarasbī ] a speedy; strong, powerful. fem. তরsতী, তরিsনী । 

-তরা1 [ -tarā1 ] fem of -তর1 
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তরা2 [ tarā2 ] v to cross, to go across; to get over, to escape from. তের যাoয়া v. to get over; to 
escape. 

তরাi [ tarāi ] n a belt of marshy region full of jungles at the foot of a hill (esp. at the foot of the 
Himalayas). 

তরাজ ু[ tarāju ] n balance, a pair of scales. 

তরােনা [ tarānō ] v to take across; to rescue. 

তরাস [ tarāsa ] n (coll.) fear, fright, alarm. তরােস a. easily frightened. 

তির [ tari ] n a vessel that is driven on water or in air (আকাশতির, সমুdতির); a boat, a ship, a craft. 

তিরক [ tarika ] n a small boat; a ferryman. 

তিরকা [ tarikā ] n a method, a system, a rule. 

তিরত [ tarita ] a carried or ferried across. 

তিরতরকাির [ taritarakāri ] n kitchen vegetables, potherb. তিরতরকািরর বাগান a kitchen garden. 

তিরt [ taritra ] n any vessel or means for going across (e. g. a boat, a ship). 

তিরবত [ taribata ] n etiquette; demeanour; education, teaching, training; careful cultivation 
(েগাঁেপর তিরবত); care. তিরবত করা v. to cultivate carefully; to look after carefully, to take care of. 

তr [ taru ] n a tree; a plant. ̃েকাটর n. a hollow of a tree. ̃kীর n. latex. ̃তল, ̃মূল1 n. the foot of a 
tree. ̃বর, ̃রাজ n. a large tree (such as, the banyan tree, the palm-tree etc.). ̃বlী, ̃লতা n. a para sitic 
creeper; (in pl.) trees and creep ers. ̃ভুক, ̃েভাজী a. herbivorous. ̃মূল2 n. the root of a tree. ̃িশখর, ̃িশর n. 
the top of a tree. ̃সার n. camphor. 

তrণ [ taruṇa ] a young; juvenile; adolescent; fresh, new (তrণ jর); tender (তrণাি হ); immature 
(তrণ বয়স, তrণ বুিd). ☐ n. a young man or lad, a youth, a younker, a youngster. fem. তrণী । ̃তা, ̃t 
n. youth; juvenility; adolescence; freshness, newness; tenderness; immaturity. ̃বয়s a. tender-
aged; young. তrণাি হ n. cartilage, gristle. তrিণমা same as তrণতা ।. 

তের [ tarē ] prep (dial. & poet.). for, on account of; because of; for the sake of. 

তেরায়াল [ tarōẏāla ] n a sword; a scimitar. 
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তকর্ [ tarka ] n a debate, an argument; reasoning; logic (তকর্শাst); cause; discussion; consideration 
(মেন মেন তকর্); dispute, controversy; altercation; doubt; assumption. তকর্ করা v. to debate; to argue; 
to reason; to discuss, to consider; to dispute; to altercate, to bandy words. ̃কারী a. & n. one who 
debates or argues or reasons or considers or disputes or altercates or bandies words; one who 
chops logic. ̃জাল n. array of arguments; (derog.) cobweb of argument. ̃িবjান, ̃িবদয্া, ̃শাst n. 
logic. ̃িবতকর্ n. debate; altercation; arguments; bandying of words. ̃যdু n. war of words. ̃েযাগয্ a. 
arguable; debatable; controversial. ̃সাধয্ a. arguable; disputable; debatable. তকর্াতিকর্ same as তকর্িবতকর্ 
। তকর্াভাস n. sophistry; a sophism. তেকর্র খািতের adv. for the sake of argument. 

তিকর্ত [ tarkita ] a debated; argued; discussed, considered; probable; anticipated; assumed. 

তকর্ী [ tarkī ] a versed in logic or reasoning, one who debates or argues or bandies words; one 
who chops logic; given to debating or arguing. ☐ n. a logician. 

তkর্ [ tarku ] n a spindle, a distaff. ̃িপN n. the ball at the lower end of the spindle. 

তেকর্তেকর্ [ tarkētarkē ] adv cautiously and secretly, surreptitiously (তেকর্তেকর্ যাoয়া); in ambush, in 
wait (তেকর্তেকর্ থাকা). coll. তেkতেk । 

তজর্ন [ tarjana ] n angry roar or shout; reprimand, severe scolding; blustering; bullying; threat; 
angry and loud bragging. তজর্ন করা v. to roar or shout angrily; to reprimand, to scold severely; to 
bluster; to bully; to threaten; to brag angrily and loudly. ̃গজর্ন n. severe scolding and loud shouts; 
threats and roars; explosion of feeling in angry words, angry outburst. 

তজর্নী [ tarjanī ] n the index-finger, the forefinger. তজর্নী েহলেন adv. by waving one's finger. 

তিজর্ত [ tarjita ] a blustered; bullied; severely scolded, reprimanded; threatened. 

তপর্ণ [ tarpaṇa ] n the sacrament of offering drinking water to the manes or deities. তপর্ণ করা v. to 
offer drinking water to the manes or deities. তিপর্ত a. (of dead spirits or deities) one to whom 
drinking water has been offered; satisfied, pleased. তপর্ী a. one who offers drinking water to the 
manes or deities; one who satisfies. fem. তিপর্ণী । 

তল [ tala ] n the underneath (চরণতল, আকাশতল); base, foot, root (বৃkতল); bottom, bed (সমুdতল); 
surface (ভতূল); a plane (সমতল); the palm of the hand (করতল, তলpহার); a storey, a floor (aTািলকার 
িdতেল); a deck (জাহােজর িdতেল). ̃েদশ n. bottom, bed; base, foot; the underneath. ̃েপট n. the lower part 
of the belly, the abdomen. ̃pহার n. a stroke with the open palm, a slap, a buffet. তলpহার করা v. to 
slap, to buffet. ̃ি হত a. lying at the bottom. তেল তেল at bottom; at heart; from behind the curtain, 
unobservedly, secretly, clandestinely, surreptitiously. 
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তলতল [ talatala ] int expressing: over-softness (chiefly caused by over-mellowness). তলতেল a. 
over-soft. 

তলতা, তলদা [ talatā, taladā ] n a variety of thin and pliant bamboo. 

তলব [ talaba ] n an order to come or appear or join; a summons, a call; salary. 

তলবানা [ talabānā ] n the fee of a peon for serving a summons or process. 

তলা [ talā ] n the underneath (আকােশর তলা, পােয়র তলা); base, foot (েটািD); bot tom, bed (সমুেdর তলা); a 
region or lo cality (ফুল তলা, িনমতলা, রথতলা); (of a building etc.) a storey, a floor; (of a ship, 
omnibus etc.) a deck. 

তলাo [ talāō ] n a pond, a tank. 

তলাতল [ talātala ] n the fourth of the seven mythological underworlds. 

তলািন [ talāni ] n leas, dregs, sediment, deposit. 

তলােনা [ talānō ] v to sink (down), to be drowned (জাহাজখানা সমুেd তিলেয় েগল); to go to the bottom 
(তিলেয় েবাঝা, তিলেয় েদখা); to be engrossed or absorbed in (িচnায় তলােনা); to go down into, to be 
digested (েপেট তলােনা). তিলেয় েদখা v. to see or judge thoroughly. তিলেয় েবাঝা v. to realize or 
understand thoroughly. েপেট না তলােনা v. not to be accepted in the stomach; not to be digested; to 
be vomited out; (fig.) not to be able to keep a secret. 

তলািভঘাত [ talābhighāta ] n a stroke with the open palm of the hand, a slap, a buffet. 

তিলত [ talita ] a fried or roasted in oil or clarified butter or fat. 

তিল1 [ tali1 ] n (chiefly dial.) the underneath or bottom; the sole. 

-তিল2 [ -tali2 ] sfx denoting; outskirts (শহরতিল). 

তেলায়ার [ talōẏāra ] n a sword, a scimitar. 

তিl [ talpi ] n a bundle of bedding (esp. of a traveller). ̃তlা n. luggage (তিlতlা বাঁধা); one's 
household belongings (তিlতlা েগাটােনা). ̃তlা েগাটােনা v. to pack up one's household belongings; to 
pack up luggage; (fig.) to get ready for departure or disembarkment; (fig.) to leave a place for 
good, to clear out bag and baggage. ̃দার, ̃বাহক n. a servant carrying one's luggage; a porter. 
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তlাট [ tallāṭa ] n a region, a locality, a quarter, an area, a province. e তlােট in the neighbouring 
area, in the neighbourhood or vicinity. 

তlাশ [ tallāśa ] n search; investigation; trace (তার তlাশ েনi). তlাশ করা v. to search; to investigate; 
to trace. তlািশ a. searching; investigating; tracing; authorizing to search or investigate; of search 
or investigation. ☐ n. a search. তlািশ পেরায়ানা a. search warrant. 

তশিরফ [ taśaripha ] n (one's personal) greatness. তশিরফ রাখনু (will your greatness) please be 
seated. 

তসিব [ tasabi ] n (Mus.) a string of beads, a rosary. 

তসিবর [ tasabira ] n a painting, picture or a portrait. 

তসর [ tasara ] n a fawn-coloured silk from wild Indian silkworms, a coarse variety of Indian silk, 
tusser. 

তসিলম [ tasalima ] n (Mus.) obeisance, salutation. তসিলম করা v. to salute. 

তsর [ taskara ] n a thief. fem. তsরী । ̃তা n. theft. 

তs [ tasya ] pro a. (now obs.) his. 

তহখানা [ tahakhānā ] n an underground room or cell. 

তহিবল [ tahabila ] n a fund; cash (in hand); a treasury. দ̃ার n. one in charge of a fund; a cash-
keeper; a cashier; a treasurer. ̃দাির n. charge of a fund; cash-keeping; cashiership; treasureship. 

তহমত [ tahamata ] n accusation, complain. 

তহির [ tahari ] n fee of a writer or copyist (esp. of a letter or a legal document); an extra payment 
exacted for themselves by the officers of a landowner from tenants; a discount given by a seller 
for the personal appropriation of a servant making purchases for his master; a discount given to 
an agent of purchase. 

তহিসল [ tahasila ] n collected revenue; collection of revenue; a revenue collector's office; a 
revenue area, a tahsil ̃দার n. a revenue collector, a revenue officer, a tahsilder. ̃দাির n. the post or 
office of a revenue collector or tahsilder. 

তিহ, তিহ ঁ[ tahi, tahi ] adv. & con (poet. & obs.) there; moreover, further; for that, so, therefore; 
in it; then. 
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তh তhঁ [ tahu tahu ] pro (poet. & obs.) in it; there. 

-তা1 [ -tā1 ] sfx denoting: -ness, -ship, -ity, -y etc. (মূখর্তা, kিটলতা, িনজর্নতা). 

তা3 [ tā3 ] n a sheet (as of paper). 

তা4 [ tā4 ] n twist, twirl, trimming (েগাঁেপ তা). তা েদoয়া v. to twist, to twirl, to trim. 

তা5 [ tā5 ] n act of sitting upon eggs (as by mother-birds), hatch, incubation. তা েদoয়া v. to sit upon 
eggs, to hatch, to incubate. 

তা6 [ tā6 ] int an expletive inserted chiefly as a breather in a speech (তা কখন আিম যাব ? ); let it go, 
well (তা েতামার কী মত? ). ☐ con. but, still (েরাজ যাব ভািব, তা যাoয়া আর হেয় oেঠ না). 

তাi2 [ tāi2 ] n clap of hands. তাi েদoয়া v. to clap one's hands, to clap. 

তাi3 [ tāi3 ] adv. & con for that, so. ̃েতা adv. & con. and so, because. &square; int. expressing: 
certainty, amazement, bewilderment etc. ̃েত adv. & con. for that, be cause of that, on account of 
that, so; and in reply to that. তাi নািক is it so? তাi বেল adv. & con. for that, because of that, on 
account of that, so. 

তাiের-নাiের [ tāirē-nāirē ] int. & n (chiefly dero.) noise of a song; whiling away one's time in 
useless things; idling. 

তাoয়া [ tāōẏā ] n a metal baking pan (rিট েসঁকার তাoয়া); an earthen vessel to hold burning husk or 
chaff or charcoal etc.; a metal plate with which the bowl of a hookah is covered. 

তাoয়ােনা [ tāōẏānō ] v to heat; to make red-hot by burning; (fig.) to enrage or agitate; (fig.) to 
incite. 

তাংDােনা [ tāṇḍ◌়ānō ] v to be spacious enough to hold or contain; to be able to manage. 

তাঁত [ tān̐ta ] n a loom; a gut; a catgut; a thong. ̃ঘর, ̃শালা n. a weaver's workshop. তাঁত েবানা v. to 
weave cloth, to work at a loom. 

তাঁিত [ tān̐ti ] n weaver (by trade or caste). fem. তাঁিতিন । aিত েলােভ তাঁিত ন  too much greed ruins a 
person. 

তাঁব ু[ tām̐bu ] n a tent. তাঁব ুখাটােনা v. to pitch a tent. তাঁব ুেতালা v. to strike a tent. তাঁবু পেDেছ v. a tent is 
pitched. 
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তাঁেব [ tām̐bē ] n control, rule, authority, command. তাঁেব থাকা v. to be under (a person), to be 
under control or rule or authority or command of. ̃দার n. a dependant; a subordinate; one who 
carries out orders (of), a servile person; a servant. ☐ a. dependent; subordinate; carrying out 
orders; servile. তাঁেবদার রাT a. dependency, a mandatory state. তাঁেবদার সরকার a government servile 
to a foreign power; a puppet government; a satellite government. ̃দাির n. subjection, dependence; 
servility. তাঁেবদাির করা v. to do a person's bidding or obey his orders obsequiously. 

তাক1 [ tāka1 ] pro (poet. & obs.) him or her. 

তাক2 [ tāka2 ] n a shelf; a recess in a wall, an al cove. 

তাক3 [ tāka3 ] n a target, an aim, a mark; a guess (anকাের তাক করা); act of lying in wait, ambush, 
ambuscade (বাঘটা তাক কের আেছ); bewilderment; amazement (তাক লাগা). তাক করা v. to aim at; to 
guess; to lie in wait, to ambush, to ambuscade. তাক লাগা v. to be stricken with bewilderment, to be 
bewildered; to be dazed; to be wonder-struck, to be amazed. তােক তােক থাকা to be on the lookout 
or watch (for). 

তাকত [ tākata ] n physical strength. 

তাকর [ tākara ] pro. a (poet. & obs.) his or her. 

তাকা1 [ tākā1 ] v to imprecate (esp. something evil), to aim at; to guess, to anticipate. 

তাকা2 [ tākā2 ] v to look (at), to gaze (at). 

তাকােনা [ tākānō ] v to look (at). 

তাকািব [ tākābi ] n an agricultural loan or earnest money. 

তািকয়া [ tākiẏā ] n a dumpy bolster. 

তাগDা, তাগDাi [ tāgaḍ◌়ā, tāgaḍ◌়āi ] a tall and robust or massive, stout, gigantic, hefty. 

তাগা [ tāgā ] n an armlet; an amulet to be tied round one's arm or waist or any other part of the 
body; a ligature put on to stop blood circulation (as in the case of snakebites). 

তাগাD [ tāgāḍ◌় ] n a (bricklayer's) hod; a piece of ploughed land made clayey by watering for the 
germination of seeds. 

তাগাদা [ tāgādā ] n (repeated) reminder for payment, dunning (বািD ভাDার তাগাদা); (repeated) 
demand (েলখার জn তাগাদা); (repeated) urging (পDােশানার জn তাগাদা); urgency (েপৗঁছােনার তাগাদা); urge 
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(বাঁচার তাগাদা). তাগাদা করা, তাগাদা েদoয়া) v. to remind (repeatedly) for payment, to dun; to demand 
(repeatedly); to urge (repeatedly), to press for. 

তাগাির [ tāgāri ] n a large trough, a vat. 

তাজ [ tāja ] n a crown, a diadem, a coronet; a tiara. 

তাজা [ tājā ] a fresh (তাজা আনাজ); new; alive, living; lively, spirited (তাজা pাণ, তাজা মন); refreshed, 
reinvigorated (শরীর তাজা হoয়া). তাজা কাতুর্জ a live cartridge. 

তািজয়া [ tājiẏā ] n (Mus.) a feretory carried in imitation of the coffin of Hasan and Hussain in 
Moharram processions. 

তািজ [ tāji ] n an excellent variety or breed of horses, a steed. 

তাjব [ tājjaba ] a queer, quaint; amazing; amazed (তাjব বনা, তাjব হoয়া). ☐ n. queerness, 
quaintness; amazement (তাjেবর বয্াপার). 

তাঞ্জাম [ tāñjāma ] n an ornamented sedan-chair or palanquin. 

তাD [ tāḍ◌় ] n a kind of armlet. 

তাDকা [ tāḍ◌়kā ] n the name of a dreadful female rakshasa as mentioned in the Ramayana; (fig.) 
a vicious woman of monstrous appearance. 

তাDন, তাDনা [ tāḍ◌়na, tāḍ◌়nā ] n guiding rule or control; beating, chastisement, flogging; act of 
striking; rebuke, scolding; pressing, urging; goading; urge; oppression. তাDনা করা v. to rule or 
control for guid ance; to beat, to chastise, to flog; to strike; to rebuke, to scold; to press, to urge, 
to impel; to goad; to oppress; to vex. তাDনী n. any contrivance to flog or goad or urge with, such 
as a stick, a lash, a cane, a scourge, a goad. 

তাDস [ tāḍ◌়sa ] n pressure of or suffering caused by pain or inflammation, brunt (বয্থার তাDস); 
stupor (jেরর তাDস). তাDেসর jর sympathetic fever. 

তাDা1 [ tāḍ◌়ā1 ] n a bundle (িচিঠর তাDা), a sheaf. 

তাDা2 [ tāḍ◌়ā2 ] v to chase (তাDা করা). ☐ n. chase (পুিলেশর তাDা); rebuke, reproof, chastisement 
(grজনেদর তাDা); act of scaring away (তাDা েপেয় বাঘটা সেরেছ). তাDা খাoয়া v. to be chased; to be 
rebuked or chided; to be snubbed. তাDা েদoয়া v. to give one a talking-to, to snub. 
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তাDা3 [ tāḍ◌়ā3 ] n urgent pressure or call, urgency (কােজর তাDা); hurry (আমার তাDা েনi); pressure for 
hurrying (তাDা েদoয়া). 

তাDাতািD [ tāḍ◌়ātāḍ◌়i ] adv quickly, hurriedly, hastily. ☐ n. hurry, haste (আমার তাDাতািD েনi). 
তাDাতািD করা v. to make haste. 

তাDােনা [ tāḍ◌়ānō ] v to chase away; to drive away; to shoo away; to expel or banish (বািD বা েদশ 
েথেক তাDােনা); to ward off, to guard against; to cause to graze, to tend (েগাr তাDােনা); (sarcas. & 
dero.) to teach and discipline (েছেল তাDােনা). &square; a. chased or driven away; expelled or 
banished; warded off. 

তাDাhেDা [ tāḍ◌়āhuḍ◌়ō ] n excessive hurry or haste; hurry and bustle, hurry-scurry. 

তািD1 [ tāḍ◌়i1 ] n a small-bundle, a packet, a sheaf (eক তািD খD). 

তািD2 [ tāḍ◌়i2 ] n arrack, toddy. ̃খানা n. an arrack-shop, a toddy-shop. 

তািDত1 [ tāḍ◌়ita1 ] a beaten, chastised, flogged; rebuked, scolded; struck; pressed; urged, 
impelled; propelled; goaded; oppressed; driven or chased away; expelled or banished. 

তািDত2 [ tāḍ◌়ita2 ] a of or produced by or run by electricity, electric, electrical; galvanic. ☐ n. 
electricity. ̃েকাষ n. a galvanic pot. তািDত চুmক n. an electromagnet. তািDত pবাহ n. electric current. ̃বাতর্া 
n. a telegraphic message, a telegram, (coll.) a wire. ̃িবjান, ̃িবদয্া n. the science of electricity, 
electricity. ̃িবjানী n. an electrical scientist. 

তািDতােলাক [ tāḍ◌়itālōka ] n electric light. 

তািDতী [ tāḍ◌়itī ] n an electrician. 

তাD ু[ tāḍ◌়u ] n a wooden or metal ladle with a broad blade used in making sweets. 

তাডয্মান [ tāḍyamāna ] a in the state of being rebuked or stricken or hit or chastised or wounded 
on (in case of a musical instrument) played upon. 

তাNব [ tāṇḍaba ] n an annihilation dance; a frantic or frenzied dance; frantic or frenzied 
behaviour or affair (বnার তাNব, তাNব বাধােনা). ̃লীলা n. the frantic dance of Shiva (িশব) at the time of 
the annihilation of the world. 

তাত1 [ tāta1 ] n (now obs.) father; used chiefly in addressing one's father or superior or (in 
affection) a younger person. 
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তাত2 [ tāta2 ] n heat (আgেনর তাত); (fig.) anger. তাত সয় েতা বাত সয় না hot weather is bad, but foul 
weather is worse. 

তাত্কািলক [ tātkālika ] a of that time, the then; contemporary. 

তাত্kিণক [ tātkṣaṇika ] a extemporaneous, off-hand. 

তাত্পযর্ [ tātparya ] n purport, significance, meaning (কিবতার তাত্পযর্); purpose, object (e কােজর 
তাত্পযর্ কী); quickness, sharpness (বুিdর তাত্পযর্). ̃হীন a. nonsense, meaningless; purposeless. 

তাতল [ tātala ] a (poet. & obs.) hot, heated. 

তাতা [ tātā ] v to be heated; to warm up; (fig.) to get angry or excited. 

তাতা-ৈথ [ tātā-thai ] n symbolical words or sounds guiding the Tandava (তাNব) dance; symbolical 
sound of dance. 

তাতােনা [ tātānō ] v to make hot, to heat; to warm up; (fig.) to make angry or to excite. ☐ a. 
heated, warmed up; (fig.) angered or excited. 

তাতার [ tātāra ] n a Tatar. fem. তাতাির । 

তাতাল [ tātāla ] n a soldering-iron. 

তািttক [ tāttbika ] a relating to or versed in truth or reality; relating to or versed in philosophical 
or ontological or spiritual knowledge; theoretical. ☐ n. such a person (ভাষাতািttক). 

তািথয্ক [ tāthyika ] a relating to actual state or affair, factual; informative; relating to reality or 
truth. 

তাদথর্য্ [ tādarthya ] n identity of meaning or object or purpose or motive or reason. 

তাদাtয্ [ tādātmya ] n identity in spirit or soul; identity, unity, sameness. 

তাদৃশ [ tādṛśa ] a suchlike; such; similar. fem. তাদৃশী । 

তান [ tāna ] n the key-note of a song; musical note, strain, melody; (pop) very quick recital of 
musical notes. তান ছাDা v. (mus.) to open out one's voice. তান েতালা v. (mus.) to open out one's 
voice gradually. তান ধরা v. to begin to sing a particular melody; to utter a melodious note (পািপয়া 
তান ধেরেছ). 
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তানপুরা [ tānapurā ] n a stringed musical instrument (usually of four strings, but sometimes of six 
strings) that helps a singer to maintain perfect or flawless tune. 

তানা-না-না [ tānā-nā-nā ] n the prefatory airs of music; (sarcas). waste of time by dilatoriness in 
making useless preparatory arrangement, act or an instance of saying neither yes nor no. 

তাnব [ tāntaba ] a made of thread or gut; made on loom; of thread or loom or gut; ductile. 

তািntক1 [ tāntrika1 ] a of or according to or versed in or worshipping in accordance with the 
Tantras (তnt) of Shaktas (শাk). ☐ n. one who worships in accordance with the Tantras. ̃তা n. 
obedience to the Tantras. 

তািntক2 [ tāntrika2 ] sfx used with nouns to form adjectives (e. g. গণতািntক, বstতািntক). 

তাপ [ tāpa ] n heat, warmth; anger; sorrow, grief, affliction, suffering. ̃ক a. that which or one who 
heats or excites or grieves or afflicts. ̃িk  a. afflicted with heat; aggrieved. ̃গিতিবদয্া n. 
thermodynamics. ̃gহণ n. (phys.) absorption of heat. ̃gািহতা n. thermal capacity. ̃জনক a. producing 
heat; (sc.) calorific; causing sorrow, afflicting. ̃kয় n. the three kinds of affliction: spiritual, 
supernatural and material. ̃ধারকt n. thermal capacity. ̃ন n. generation or application of heat; the 
sun. ☐ a. producing heat; calorific (তাপন মূলয্); causing affliction. ̃নীয় a. that to which heat is to be 
applied. ̃pবাহ n. a period of very hot weather; heat wave. ̃বীkণ n. a thermoscope. ̃মাtা n. 
temperature. ̃মান, ̃মান-যnt n. a thermometer. ̃েরািধt n. heat-resistance; athermancy. ̃সহ a. heat 
resistant, heat-proof. ̃েসক n. fomentation. ̃ হাপক n. thermostat. 

তাপস [ tāpasa ] a practising ascetic or religious austerities; engaged in worshipping God by 
means of severe austerities. ☐ n. such a man; a hermit or ascetic. ̃তr n. a tree from the berries of 
which ancient Indian sages used to prepare a medicinal oil. 

তাপিসক [ tāpasika ] a ascetic. 

তাপসী [ tāpasī ] fem of তাপস । 

তাপs [ tāpasya ] n state of being a hermit, asceticism. 

তাপা [ tāpā ] v to get heated; to warm up; to bask; to be afflicted. ̃েনা v. to heat; to warm up; to 
afflict. ̃য়ল v. (poet. & obs.) to afflict; to heat; to warm up. 

তাপাপন [ tāpāpana ] n calorescence. 

তািপত [ tāpita ] a heated, hot; afflicted, stricken with sorrow, aggrieved, fem. তািপতা । 
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তািপিন [ tāpini ] fem of তাপী । 

তাপী [ tāpī ] a (rare) heated, hot; afflicted, sorrow-stricken; mortified, remorseful; (rare) 
producing heat, calorific; (rare) causing affliction or mortification. 

তাপীয় [ tāpīẏa ] a thermal; calorific, caloric. 

তািp [ tāppi ] n coll. var. of তািল3 । 

তাফতা [ tāphatā ] n taffeta, a silklike fabric. 

তাবত্ [ tābat ] a. & pro all, all those or all that. ☐ adv. & con. to that number or quantity or 
degree or extent; till then; till. 

তািবজ [ tābija ] n an amulet usually worn on the arm. 

তামিD [ tāmaḍ◌়i ] n garnet. 

তামরস [ tāmarasa ] n the lotus; copper; gold. 

তামিল [ tāmali ] n a Hindu caste selling betel leaves; a member of this caste. 

তামস [ tāmasa ] a full of deep darkness; full of Cimmerian darkness, irrevocably dark; having the 
lowest of the elements or primal qualities of human nature and character; full of ignorance and 
vice. ̃যj n. a ritual performed with vanity and pomp but without reverence. তামিসক a. having the 
lowest of the elements or primary qualities of the human nature and character; relating to this 
quality; full of ignorance and vice; overcast with cloud, cloud-ridden. তামসী a. fem. of তামস । ☐ 
n. a dark night; a night of the new moon. 

তামা [ tāmā ] n copper. ত̃ুলসী n. copper and basil (these two are considered very holy by Hindus, 
and whilst taking an oath, one holds them in one's hand). 

তামাক, তামাk [ tāmāka, tāmāku ] n tobacco. তামাক খাoয়া, তামাক টানা, তামাক েফাঁকা v. to smoke a 
hookah or a hubble-bubble or a pipe; to smoke. তামাক সাজা v. to fill a hookah or a hubble-bubble 
or a pipe with tobacco for smoking. ̃েখার n. a tobacco-smoker, a smoker; (facet.) a 
tobaccanalian. ̃িবেkতা n. a tobacconist. 

তামােট [ tāmāṭē ] a copper-coloured, coppery, copper, cupreous (তামােট আকাশ = copper sky). 
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তামািদ [ tāmādi ] n lapse of limited time; state of being time-barred. ☐ a. time-barred, barred by 
limitation. 

তামাম [ tāmāma ] a all, whole, entire. তামািম n. end, termination (সালতামািম). 

তামাশা [ tāmāśā ] n an entertaining or amusing performance, a show, an exhibition; a fun, a joke, 
a jest. তামাশা করা v. to make fun (of); to make a song (of); to poke fun (at); to crack a joke (with); 
to jest. তামাশা েদখা v. to enjoy a show; to find fun in. তামাশা েদখােনা v. to give a show. 

তািমল1 [ tāmila1 ] n a South Indian language; the language of Tamil Nadu; an inhabitant of Tamil 
Nadu; a speaker of Tamil. 

তািমল2 [ tāmila2 ] n compliance, act of carrying out. তািমল করা v. to comply with, to carry out. 

তাmুল [ tāmbula ] n betel-leaf; a preparation of betel-leaves with lime, catechu, areca nut etc. 
which is chewed as a quid. ̃করঙ্ক n. a box to hold the aforesaid preparation of betel-leaves. ̃বlী n. a 
betel creeper or plant. ̃রাগ n. a red tint on the lips caused by the juice of the aforesaid preparation 
of betel-leaves as one chews it. তাmুলাকার a. cordate. তাmুিলক, তাmুলী n. a Hindu caste selling betel-
leaves; a member of this caste. 

তাm [ tāmra ] n copper. ☐ a. copper-coloured (তাmেকশ); made of copper (তাmপাt); like or of 
copper (তাmবণর্). ̃কার n. a coppersmith, a brazier. ̃kN ু n. a copper pot. ̃গভর্ n. sulphate of copper, 
copperas. ̃চূD n. a cock. ̃পT, ̃পt, ̃ফলক n. a copper plate. ̃পাt n. a copper vessel. ̃বণর্ a. copper-
coloured, coppery, copper, cupreous. ☐ n. the colour of copper. তাmবণর্ আকাশ copper-coloured 
sky. ̃যুগ n. the Copper Age. ̃rিচ same as তাmবণর্ (a.) ̃িলিপ n. an inscription on a copper plate, a copper 
inscription. ̃শাসন n. a royal edict or inscription on a copper plate. ̃সার n. red sandalwood. 

তাmkট [ tāmrakūṭa ] n tobacco. ̃েসবন n. act of smoking tobacco. ̃েসবী a. tobacco-smoking. ☐ n. a 
tobacco-smoker, a smoker. 

তাmাভ [ tāmrābha ] a copper-coloured, coppery, copper, cupreous. 

তাmা  [ tāmrāśma ] n ruby. 

তায় [ tāẏa ] pro him or her; in him or her. ☐ adv. & con. over and above, on the top of, and 
moreover (eেক রািt তায় ঝD). 

তায়দাদ [ tāẏadāda ] n description of the confine or boundary of a plot of land. 

তার2 [ tāra2 ] n taste, savour, savouriness. 
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তার3 [ tāra3 ] n act of going across, act of crossing. 

তার4 [ tāra4 ] a very loud (তারsর). 

তার5 [ tāra5 ] n metal string, wire; funicle; a telegram, (coll.) a wire. তার করা v. to telegraph; (coll.) 
to wire. তার খাটােনা v. to supply a building etc. with wire; to do wiring. তার পাoয়া v. to receive a 
telegram. তার পাঠােনা v. to send a telegram, to telegraph. তােরর জাল wire net ting. তােরর কাজ filigree 
work. 

তারক [ tāraka ] a one who rescues or saves. ☐ n. a rescuer, a deliverer; a saviour; a helms man; a 
pilot; a boat, a raft. ̃নাথ n. a name of Shiva (িশব). ̃bh n. oঁ ীরামরাম: these holy words. 

তারকা1 [ tārakā1 ] fem of তারক (n). 

তারকা2 [ tārakā2 ] n a star; the pupil of the eye; the star-mark, an asterisk *; prominent performer 
or an actor or actress especially of the film, a film-star (also িচtতারকা). ̃খিচত star-spangled. ̃িচিhত a. 
marked with an asterisk. ম̃িNত a. star-spangled. 

তারকািয়ত [ tārakāẏita ] a starry, bedecked with stars; star-spangled; marked as a star performer 
or a film-star. 

তারকাির [ tārakāri ] n the slayer of Taraka (তারক) the demon; an appellation of Kartikeya 
(কািতর্েকয়). 

তারিকণী [ tārakiṇī ] a. fem starry. ☐ n. fem. the night. 

তারিকত [ tārakita ] a having a star or stars, marked with a star, starred, starry. 

তারকী [ tārakī ] a having a star or stars, starry. 

তারঙ্গ [ tāraṅga ] a undulatory. ̃বাদ n. undulatory theory. 

তারজািল [ tārajāli ] n fine mesh of wire, wire gauze. 

তারণ [ tāraṇa ] a one who or that which rescues or takes across. ☐ n. a rescuer, a deliverer, a 
saviour; one who takes across; a ferryman. 

তারিণ [ tāraṇi ] n a boat, a raft, a vessel. 

তারতময্ [ tāratamya ] n state of being more or less; difference; disparity; discrimination; 
comparison. তারতময্ করা v. to make more or less; to differentiate; to discriminate; to compare. 
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তারপর [ tārapara ] adv after that, thereafter, then. 

তারপিলন [ tārapalina ] n tarpaulin. 

তারিপন [ tārapina ] n turpentine, terebinth. 

তারবাতর্া [ tārabārtā ] n a telegram, (coll.) a wire. 

তারযnt [ tārayantra ] n a stringed musical instrument. 

তারেযােগ [ tārayōgē ] adv by telegraph, telegraphically, by wire. 

তারলয্ [ tāralya ] n liquidity, fluidity, wateriness; thinness; lack of concentration; melted or 
softened state; softness; fickleness, inconstancy. 

তারসpক [ tārasaptaka ] n the major E-scale. 

তারsর [ tārasbara ] n a very loud voice. তারsের adv. in a very loud voice. 

তারা [ tārā ] v to rescue, to deliver. ☐ n. fem. one who rescues or delivers from worldly 
sufferings; a manifestation or name of goddess Durga (dগর্া); (mus.) the major E-scale, (cp.) tenor; 
a star; an asterisk; the pupil of the eye. ̃কার a. stellate. চ̃nd, ̃নাথ, ̃পিত n. the lord or husband of stars; 
an appellation of the moon. ̃পতন, ̃পাত n. the fall of a meteor. ̃পথ n. the stellar course; the sky, the 
welkin. ̃বািত n. a firework that emits starlike sparks. ̃মNল n. the stellar region or orbit; a 
constellation. ̃মাছ n. the starfish. ̃সmnীয় a. stellar. 

তারানা [ tārānā ] n a vocal style of Indian classical music like the Khayal but sung with 
meaningless words. 

তািরকা [ tārikā ] fem of তারক (a.). 

তািরখ [ tārikha ] n a statement of time or a day of a month, a date. তিরখ েদoয়া v. to date, to give a 
date. আগামী মােসর েদাসরা তািরেখ on the 2nd of the coming month, on the 2nd proximo. গত মােসর 
েদাসরা তািরেখ on the 2nd of the last month, on the 2nd ultimo. বতর্মান বা চলিত মােসর েদাসরা তািরেখ on 
the 2nd of the current month, on the 2nd instant. ̃হীন a. undated. 

তািরণী [ tāriṇī ] a. fem one who rescues or delivers. ☐ n. fem. an appellation of goddess Durga 
(dগর্া). 

তািরফ [ tāripha ] n praise, applause, plaudit, admiration; appreciation; bravado. তািরফ করা v. to 
praise, to applaud, to admire; to appreciate, to speak highly of. 
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তাrণয্ [ tāruṇya ] n youth; juvenility; adolescence; freshness, newness; tenderness; immaturity. 

তািকর্ক [ tārkika ] a versed in or fond of argumentation or logic; (loos.) sophistical. ☐ a. a 
logician; one who is versed in or fond of agrumentation; (loos.) a sophist. 

তািপর্ন [ tārpina ] n turpentine, terebinth. 

তাল2 [ tāla2 ] n a push or impact, pressure, weight, unexpected difficulty or danger (তাল সামলােনা). 
তাল সামলােনা v. to bear the weight or stand the impact of; to keep up one's composure or evenness 
of mind under trying circumstances. 

তাল3 [ tāla3 ] n a span or its measure (সpতাল = measuring seven spans). 

তাল4 [ tāla4 ] n an imaginary goblin (তালেবতাল). 

তাল5 [ tāla5 ] n a large lump or ball or clod. তাল করা v. to collect into a lump, to heap up, to amass. 
তালেগাল পাকােনা, তাল পাকােনা v. to form into a confused (round) ball or lump; to make or be made a 
mess of, to bungle or be bungled. ̃েগাল n. a confused round ball or lump; confusion. ̃তাল a. lumps 
of; a large amount of. 

তাল6 [ tāla6 ] n the fanpalm or palmyra; its fruit; the juice or any preparation made of the juice of 
the palmyra-fruit (তাল খাoয়া, তাল িদেয় ভাত মাখা). তাল পDেছ v. palmyra-fruits are falling (from the 
tree); (facet.) heavy fisticuffs are being rained (upon). ̃kীর n. a sweetmeat prepared of the juice of 
the palmyra fruit. ̃েচাঁচ, ̃বাতািস n. the palm-swift bird. ̃নবমী n. the ninth day of the waxing moon of 
the month of Bhadra (ভাd). ̃পাখা n. a fan made of a palmyra-leaf. ̃পাতা n. palmyra-leaf (this was 
formerly used in place of paper to write upon). তালপাতার েসপাi (facet.) a cowardly and sickly or 
thin built man who introduces himself as a soldier. ̃পুkর n. a pond surrounded on all sides by 
fanpalm trees. ̃বnৃ n. a stalk with leaves of a palmyra-tree; a fan made of this. ̃শাঁস n. the edible 
kernel of the stone of a palmyra-fruit. 

তাল7 [ tāla7 ] n musical time or measure (গােনর তাল); beating or keeping of musical time chiefly by 
clapping one's hands (তাল েদoয়া); act or an instance of slap ping one's arms or palms at the time of 
attacking (তাল েঠাকা). তাল কাটা v. to fail to maintain musical time or measure (েস বাজনায় বD তাল েকেট 
েফেল); to have a breach of musical time or measure (গােন তাল েকেটেছ). ̃কানা a. lacking in proper 
sense of musical time or measure; blind to the right way or method. ̃jান n. sense of time or 
measure in music; sense of proportion; common sense. তাল েঠাকা v. (fig.) to give a call to fight (to 
see who is better), to throw out challenge. তাল েদoয়া v. (mus.) to beat time; (fig.) to instigate. তাল 
রাখা v. to maintain musical time. তাল েরেখ চলা v. to keep pace with; to humour, to flatter; to keep in 
with a person's tastes and temperament. ̃মান n. musical measure and pitch. ̃মািফক adv. at the right 
moment; in tune with circumstances. িঢমা তাল see িঢমা । 

তালবয্ [ tālabya ] a palatal. ̃বণর্ n. (gr.) a palatal letter. 
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তালা1 [ tālā1 ] n a padlock, a lock. তালা েদoয়া v. to lock. তালা লাগােনা v. to lock; to fit with a lock. 

তালা2 [ tālā2 ] n a storey or floor (of a building); a deck or tier (of a ship, an omnibus etc.). 

তালা3 [ tālā3 ] n act of deafening temporarily. তালা লাগা v. to be deafened temporarily. তালা লাগােনা 
v. to deafen temporarily. 

তালাক [ tālāka ] n (mus.) divorce. তালাক েদoয়া v. to divorce. ন̃ামা n. a deed of divorcement. 

তািল2 [ tāli2 ] n act of clapping (esp. one's hands). তািল েদoয়া v. to clap (esp. one's hands). 

তািল3 [ tāli3 ] n a patch (as on torn clothes). তািল েদoয়া v. to patch. 

তািল4 [ tāli4 ] n the fanpalm or palmyra; its fruit. ব̃ন n. a palmyra-grove. 

তািলকা [ tālikā ] n a list, a catalogue, an inventory; a roster; a table. 

তািলম [ tālima ] n instruction; teaching; training; education. তািলম েদoয়া v. to instruct; to teach; to 
train; to educate. 

তালু [ tālu ] n the palate (of the mouth); the crown (of the head). ̃মূল n. the root of the palate. 

তালুi [ tālui ] n the father-in-law or an uncle-in-law of one's brother or sister. 

তালুক [ tāluka ] n a tract of proprietary land, a taluk; a landed estate. ̃দার n. the owner of a taluk, a 
talukdar; the owner of a landed estate, a landholder (esp. one who pays revenue not directly to 
the government. ̃দাির n. estate or rule or office of a talukdar or landholder. ☐ a. relating to a 
talukdar or a taluk. 

তােলেগােল [ tālēgōlē ] adv in the confusion or disor der, in the confused state of things (তােলেগােল 
কলমটা হািরেয় েগল). 

তােলবর [ tālēbara ] a (chiefly facet.) claiming to be respectable and influential, wealthy and 
powerful. 

তাস [ tāsa ] n playing card(s). তাস-েখলা n. card game. তাস েখলা, তাস েপটা v. to play cards. তাস েদoয়া, 
তাস বাঁটা v. to deal out cards. তাস ভাঁজা v. to shuffle cards. তােসর ঘর, তােসর বািD (fig.) any construction 
that may tumble down easily at any time; a house of cards. তােসর িপঠ a trick. 

তাসা1 তাসােনা [ tāsā1 tāsānō ] v to shuffle cards. ☐ a. shuffled. 
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তাসা2 [ tāsā2 ] n a kind of small drum or tabor. 

তাsযর্ [ tāskarya ] n the profession of a thief, stealing, thievery; theft. 

িতk [ tikta ] n bitter taste, bitterness, a bitter substance, bitter. ☐ a. bitter; (fig.) unpleasant or 
acrimonious. ̃তা n. bitterness; (fig.) unpleasantness or acrimoniousness. 

িতg [ tigma ] a violent; hot, torrid; keen, sharp. ̃কর n. the sun; scorching sunrays. 

িতঙn [ tiṅanta ] a (Sans. gr.) declinable. 

িতেজল [ tijēla ] n an almost semi-circular large clay dixie for cooking and other purposes. 

িতDিবD [ tiḍ◌়biḍ◌় ] int expressing restlessness. িতDিবDািন n. restlessness. িতরিবেD a. restless, fickle. 

িতিDং, িতিDক [ tiḍ◌়i, ntiḍ◌়ika ] int expressing: a sudden skip: িতিDংিতিDং, িতিDংিবিDং int. expressing: 
repeated skipping, িতিDংিতিDং করা v. to skip repeatedly, to cut a caper. 

িততkেট [ titakuṭē ] a slightly bitter in taste. 

িততা2 [ titā2 ] v (obs.) to get wet or moistened (' িতিত arনীের '); to be embittered (' িততায় িতিতল েদ 
'). ☐ a. wet (sানােn িততা বst eিDেলন). িততােনা v. to make wet, to wet. to moisten; to embitter. 

িতিতkা [ titikṣā ] n forbearance, patience; forgiveness. িতিতিkত a. forborne; forgiven. িতিতk ু a. 
forbearing, patient; forgiving. 

িতিতর, িতিtর [ titira, tittira ] n the Francoline partridge; the lapwing; the titlark. 

িততীষরু্ [ titīrṣu ] a desirous of going across or of being rescued. 

িতিথ [ tithi ] n (astr.) a lunar day. ̃কৃতয্ n. rituals to be performed on a particular lunar day. ̃kয় n. 
the day on which the conjunction of three lunar days occurs; the newmoon. ̃সিn n. the meeting of 
two lunar days. 

িতন [ tina ] n. & a three. ̃কাল n. infancy youth and middle age. িতন কাল িগেয় eককােল েঠকা to be in the 
last quarter of one's life, (cp.) to have one foot in the grave. ̃gণ adj. & adv. threefold, three times. 
˜kল one's father's line and mother's line and in-law's line. ̃সিতয্ n. uttering 'true' or 'promise' three 
times by way of swearing. ̃সnয্া same as িt সnয্া । 
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িতিnDী, িতিnলী, িতিnD, িতিnDীক [ tintiḍ◌়ī, tintilī, tintiḍ◌়, tintiḍ◌়īka ] n the tamarind (tree or its 
fruit). 

িতnd, িতndক [ tindu, tinduka ] n the mangosteen (tree or its fruit). 

িতpাn [ tippānna ] n. & a fifty-three. 

িতbিত, িতbতীয় [ tibbati, tibbatīẏa ] a of Tibet, Tibetan. ☐ n. a Tibetan; the language of Tibet, 
Tibetan. 

িতbত [ tibbata ] n Tibet. 

িতিম [ timi ] n the whale (mas. the bull-whale, fem. the cow-whale). িতিমংিগল n. an imaginary 
puranic marine creature that was able to swallow a whale. ̃ৈতল n. train-oil, train, whale-oil. িতিমধরা 
জহাজ বা েনৗকা n. a whale-boat, a whaleman, a whaler. ̃শাবক n. a whale-calf, a calf whale. ̃িশকার n. 
whale-fishing, whaling, whalery. ̃িশকাির a. whale-fishing, whaling. ☐ n. a whale-fisher, a whaler. 

িতিমত [ timita ] a wet, drenched; stand-still, motionless; dim, about to be extinguished. 

িতিমর [ timira ] n darkness, gloom; cataract of the eye, blindness. িতিমর নাশ করা v. to dispel or 
disperse darkness or gloom. ̃গভর্ n. the dark interior. িতিমরাচ্ছn a. beset or overcast with darkness. 
িতিমরাবgিNত a. veiled in darkness. িতিমরাবৃত a. covered with darkness. 

িতয়াtর [ tiẏāttara ] n. & a seventy-three. 

িতর [ tira ] n an arrow, a dart, a shaft. িতর েছাDা v. to shoot an arrow. িতর মারা v. to shoot with an 
arrow; to shoot an arrow. িতেরর ডগা an arrow-head. ̃ধnক n. bow and arrow. ̃nাজ n. an archer. ̃েবগ n. 
darting speed. ̃েবেগ adv. as quickly as an arrow, dartingly. িতরেবেগ যাoয়া v. to dart. 

িতরsরণী, িতরsিরণী [ tiraskaraṇī, tiraskariṇī ] n the art or power of becoming invisible; a screen; 
(fig.) an obstruction. 

িতরsার [ tiraskāra ] n reproof, rebuke; reprimand; neglect, slight; reproach, censure, blame. 
িতরsার করা v. to reprove, to rebuke, to take to task; to reprimand; to censure, to reproach, to 
blame; (rare) to neglect or slight. 

িতরsৃত [ tiraskṛta ] a reproved, rebuked, taken to task; reprimanded; censured, reproached, 
blamed; neglected, slighted; screened off. 

িতরািশ [ tirāśi ] n. & a eighty-three. 
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িতির [ tiri ] n (of playing-cards) the cards with 'three' marked on it. 

িতেরাধান, িতেরাভাব [ tirōdhāna, tirōbhāba ] n disappearance, exit; passing away; (of great 
persons) death. িতেরাধান করা v. to disappear, to vanish; to pass away; to die. 

িতেরাভূত, িতেরািহত [ tirōbhūta, tirōhita ] a disappeared, vanished; passed away; (of great 
persons) passed out of the world, dead. fem. িতেরাভূতা, িতেরািহতা । 

িতযর্ক [ tiryaka ] a oblique, zigzag, mazy (িতযর্ক েরখা); tortuous (িতযর্ক পথ); squint (িতযর্ক দৃি ); sub-
human, lower than human beings (িতযর্ক pাণী). িতযর্ক কmন transverse vibration. িতযর্ক িকরণ slanting 
rays. ̃দৃি  a. squint-eyed. ̃তরঙ্গ a transverse wave. ̃পn a. (bot.) decussate. ̃পাতন n. distillation. ̃ভােব 
adv. obliquely; transversely; crookedly; awry. ̃সংঘাত n. (mech.) oblique impact. 

িতযর্ক্গিত [ tiryakgati ] a moving obliquely or tortu ously or awry. ☐ n. oblique movement. 

িতযর্g েযািন [ tiryag yōni ] n any of the sub-human creatures (such as, birds, beasts, insects etc.). 

িতল [ tila ] n sesame, til; a very small blotch on the body (usu. a birth-mark); a very small coin or 
its value (=1/8 cowrie); an iota (eক িতল পিরমাণ). ☐ n. not even an iota, least ('িতল ঠাঁi আর নািহ ের 
'). ̃কাঞ্চন n. act of performing one's sraddha ( াd) ceremony only by offering handfuls of til and an 
iota of gold. ̃কl, ̃িকT n. oil-cake of sesamum. ̃kট, ̃kেটা n. a sweetmeat or toffee made of powdered 
til. িতলেক তাল করা (fig.) to exaggerate beyond measure, to make a mountain of a mole-hill. িতল িতল 
কের little by little. ̃তুলসী n. til and basil (these are considered holy by Hindus, and one holds them 
in one's hand whilst taking a vow or offers them to a deity etc. as a mark of complete 
submission). ̃েতল n. til-oil. ̃মাt, িতলাধর্, eকিতল n. even an iota. ☐ a. even an iota of, slightest. ☐ 
adv. even to the slightest amount or measure or degree, at all (িতলমাt িবশব্াস করা); even for a 
moment (িতলমাt aেপkা করা). িতেল িতেল same as িতল িতল । 

িতলক [ tilaka ] n a sectarian mark painted or impressed on the forehead; an ornament (kেলর 
িতলক). ☐ a. serving as an ornament, embellishing (kলিতলক). িতলক কাটা v. to paint or print a 
sectarian mark (on one's body, generally on the forehead). িতলকছাপা,, (dial.) িতলক-ছাবা corruptions 
of িতলকেসবা । িতলক পরা same as িতলক কাটা. ̃মািট, ̃মৃিtকা n. the holy clay of the Ganges and other holy 
places with which sectarian marks are painted. ̃েসবা n. daily painting of sectarian marks on the 
eight places of the body by Vaishnavas. 

িতলকা [ tilakā ] n an innate mark resembling a sesame blossom on the body ('aলকা িতলকা ভােল '). 

িতলিকত, িতলকী [ tilakita, tilakī ] a painted or imprinted or decorated with a sectarian mark or 
marks. fem. িতলিকতা, িতলিকনী । 
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িতলাঞ্জিল [ tilāñjali ] n act of performing sraddha ( াd) ceremony by offering handfuls of sesame 
and water; (fig.) complete abandonment or estrangement ('িতলাঞ্জিল িদn kললােজ'). 

িতলােনা [ tilānō ] v (ori. & rare) to grow fatty or oily; (sl.) to grow audacious. 

িতিল [ tili ] n Hindu caste (originally dealing in oilseeds); member of this caste. 

িতলুয়া [ tiluẏā ] n a kind of hard and roundish tof fee (originally made of powdered sesame). 

িতেল [ tilē ] a mixed with or made of sesame powder (িতেল খাজা); downright or incorrigible (িতেল 
খচ্চর = a downright or incorrigible scoundrel or rascal). 

িতেলক [ tilēka ] n even an iota, even the slightest amount or measure or degree; even the shortest 
duration, even the fraction of a moment. ☐ a. even an iota of, slightest; even of the shortest 
duration. ☐ adv. even to the slightest amount or measure or degree; even for the fraction of a 
moment. 

িতেলাtমা [ tilōttamā ] n a mythological virgin woman of incomparable beauty whose different 
limbs were made by Vishwakarma (িবশব্কমর্া) the heavenly artisan by taking bits from all that were 
most beautiful in the universe; (fig.) a woman who is a paragon of beauty, 

িতেলাদক [ tilōdaka ] n water mixed with sesame, sesame in water. 

িত ােনা [ tiṣṭhānō ] v to stay or dwell; to continue to stay or dwell. 

িতষয্ [ tiṣya ] n the name of a star. 

িতিস [ tisi ] n linseed. িতিসর েতল linseed-oil. 

তীk [ tīkṣṇa ] a sharp or keen, penetrating (তীk ছুির, তীk বুিd, তীk sরণশিk); pointed (তীk কাঁটা); 
intense (তীk তাপ); strong তীk িবষ; shrill তীk sর; poignant, acute (তীk যntণা); rude, pungent (তীk 
কথা; hot (তীk sাদ). ̃তা, ̃t n. sharpness; keenness; pointedness; intensity; strength; shrillness; 
acuteness; rudeness; pungency; hotness. ̃dংT, ̃dংTা a. sharp-toothed; rodent. ̃দৃি  a. keensighted, 
sharp-eyed. তীk দৃি  রাখা to keep a sharp look-out or watch. ̃ধার a. sharp-edged. ̃ধী, ̃বুিd a. sharp-wit 
ted. ̃েলৗহ, তীkায়স n. steel. তীkাg a. sharp-pointed. 

তীবর [ tībara ] n a Hindu caste (originally engaged in hunting); a member of this caste. fem. তীবরী 
। 
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তীb [ tībra ] a strong, violent, intense (তীb েরাদ, তীb বাতাস); very swift (তীb েবগ); unbearable (তীb 
dঃখ); rude, rough, harsh (তীb ভাষা); very loud and usually angry (তীb sর); hard, angry, sharp (তীb 
দৃি ); deadly, fatal (তীb িবষ); severe (তীb েবদনা). ত̃া n. violence, intensity; excessive swiftness; 
unbearableness; rudeness, roughness, harshness; excessive loudness usu. mixed with anger; 
hardness, fury, sharpness; deadliness. 

তীর1 [ tīra1 ] n shore, coast (of a sea), bank (of a river); margin, edge, border. তীের নামা v. to land 
(on the shore or bank). ̃গামী a. going towards the shore, coasting; going towards the bank. ̃বতর্ী a. 
riparian; coastal. ̃ভূিম n. land on the bank or shore. ̃লg a. attached or brought to the bank or 
shore. ̃ হ, ̃ি হত a. of or on or situated on the bank or shore. নদীতীরবাসী a. & n. riparian. সমুdতীরবাসী 
a. living on the shore. &square; n. a shoresman. 

তীেরাপির [ tīrōpari ] adv on the shore, ashore; on the bank. 

তীণর্ [ tīrṇa ] a gone across, crossed; got over. fem. তীণর্া । 

তীথর্ [ tīrtha ] n a holy place; a place for pilgrimage; a river or a sea or a lake etc. containing holy 
waters (পঞ্চতীথর্); a landing-stair or a landing-place on the bank or the shore of a river or a sea etc. 
containing holy waters (সাগরতীথর্); a preceptor, a teacher, almamater (সতীথর্); a title awarded for 
scholarship in Sanskrit (কাবয্তীথর্). তীথর্ করা v. to go on pilgrimage. তীেথর্র কাক (fig.) one who lives 
upon and waits expectantly for others' favour (just like the crows of a holy place which live upon 
the crumbs or leavings of offerings given by pilgrims). ̃েkt n. a holy place, a place for 
pilgrimage. ̃দশর্ন n. act of visiting a holy place; pilgrimage. ̃পযর্টন, ̃ মণ n. act of touring in holy 
places; pilgrimage, perigrination. ̃বাসী a. & n. one who lives permanently at a holy place. fem. 
˜বািসনী । তীথর্যাtা করা v. to set out on a pilgrimage; to pilgrimage. ̃যাtী a. pilgrimaging, spiritual. ☐ 

n. a pilgrim, a perigrin(e). fem. ̃যািtণী । ̃সিলল, তীেথর্াদক n. the water of a holy place. তীথর্ংকর, তীথর্ঙ্কর n. 
a Jaina author of scriptures, a Jaina lawgiver; a Jaina or Buddhist monk who has attained 
spiritual perfection. 

তু1 [ tu1 ] int expressing: a sound which is uttered to call a dog. 

তaু [ tua ] pro. a (poet. & obs.) thy, thine, your, yours. 

তiু [ tui ] pro (used in familiar or affectionate or disrespectful or solemn address) thou. ̃েতাকাির n. 
exhibition of disrespect by using তুi, েতার, েতােক etc. in address; disrespectful address. 

তুঁত [ tun̐ta ] n mulberry. প̃াতা n. mulberry leaf. ̃েপাকা n. mulberry-worm. 

তুঁিতয়া, তুঁেত [ tun̐tiẏā, tun̐tē ] n copper-sulphate, blue vitriol. 
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তুক [ tuka ] n occult method of charming, enchantment (তুক করা); a magical incantation of 
enchatment (তুক জানা). তুক করা v. to cast a spell over (a person with a view to harming him), to put 
a spell on. ̃তাক n. occult methods and incantations of enchantment. 

তkু [ tukka ] n an arrow without a barb (used in training of archery), a blunt arrow; (rhet.) the 
last line of a four-lined stanza; part of a kirtan (কীতর্ন) song. 

তুখD, তুেখাD [ tukhaḍ◌়, tukhōḍ◌় ] a clever, smart, artful; skilful; adroit, expert; experienced. 

তুঘলিক [ tughalaki ] n wayward or whimsical ways and activities (like those of Sultan 
Muhammad-bin-Tughlaq). ☐ a. way ward and whimsical. 

তুঙ্গ [ tuṅga ] a high, elevated; highest, most elevated; (astrol.) ascending. তুঙ্গী a. (astrol.) 
ascending, ascendant; high, elevated; highest, most elevated. তুেঙ্গ oঠা v. to reach the highest point; 
to come to a head; to culminate (aসেnাষ তুেঙ্গ oঠা). 

তুচ্ছ [ tuccha ] a insignificant; scanty; contemptible; despicable, banal; trivial, trifling; 
unsubstantial. তুচ্ছ করা, তুচ্ছ jান করা v. to treat with contempt or neglect; to despise; to disregard, to 
ignore; to attach no importance to. ̃তা n. insignificance; scantiness; worthlessness; 
contemptibility; contempt; despicability, banality; triflingness; unsubstantiality. ̃তািচ্ছলয্ n. 
contemptuous or neglectful treatment, neglect; contempt; disregard. তুচ্ছতািচ্ছলয্ করা v. to disregard, 
to ignore, to look down upon, to hold in light esteem, to slight. তুচ্ছ িবষয় a trivial matter. 

তুঝ [ tujha ] pro. a (poet. & obs.) thy, thine, your, yours. তুেঝ pro. (poet. & obs.) thee, you. 

তDুা1 [ tuḍ◌়ā1 ] v to snub; to rebuff, to retort; to talk big, to boast, to vaunt. তুেD adv. snubbing; 
with a rebuff or retort; boastfully. 

তDুা2 [ tuḍ◌়ā2 ] v (obs.) to break, to split (হাD তুDা); (of a cheque, bill etc.) to cash; (of a coin or 
currency note) to change (into or for small coins). ̃েনা v. to cause to break or split; to cause to cash 
or change. 

তুিD [ tuḍ◌়i ] n a sound made by grazing the middle finger and the thumb against each other. তুিD 
েদoয়া v. to produce a sound by grazing the middle finger and the thumb against each other. তুিD 
েমের বা তুিD িদেয় oDােনা to defeat easily. ̃লাফ n. a sudden skip in delight. 

তNু [ tuṇḍa ] n mouth (of beasts); snout (of hogs etc.); beak; bill (of birds); lip. 

তুt, তুtক [ tuttha, tutthaka ] n copper sulphate, blue vitriol. তুtাঞ্জন n. eye-salve or collyrium 
prepared from cropper sulphate. 
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তুn, তুিn [ tunda, tundi ] n a protuberant belly; the belly. তুিnভ a. pot-bellied. 

তুnবায় [ tunnabāẏa ] n a tailor. 

তুফান [ tuphāna ] n a violent storm; a tempest; high waves caused by a tempest. 

তুবDােনা, েতাবDােনা [ tubaḍ◌়ānō, tōbaḍ◌়ānō ] v to become sunken or hollowed or shrivelled (গাল 
েতাবDােনা); to form a depression (কাঁসার বাসন তুবেDেছ). 

তুবিD [ tubaḍ◌়i ] n a kind of fire-work (also তুবিD বািজ); a snake-charmer's flute made of a gourd-
shell fitted with two tubes (also তুবিDবাঁিশ). কথার তুবিD (sarcas. or facet.) a rapid and voluble speaker 
or rapid and voluble talk. কথার তুবিD েছাটােনা to speak rapidly and volubly. 

তুমার [ tumāra ] n an account-book or a ledger. ̃নিবশ n. an accountant or a ledger keeper. 

তুিম [ tumi ] pro (nom.) you. 

তুমুল [ tumula ] a terrible or hard or tumultuous (তুমুল যdু বা ঝগDা). ☐ n. a terrible or tumultuous 
brawl or scrimmage (dজেন তুমুল হেয় েগেছ). তুমুল রব very loud or strident noise. 

তmু, তmুক, তুিm [ tumba, tumbaka, tumbi ] n the gourd; a dried and hollowed shell of a gourd; 
any musical instrument made of a dried and hollowed gourd-shell. 

তুয়া [ tuẏā ] pro (nom. accus. dat. & poss.-poet. & obs.) thou or you, thee or you, thy or your, 
thine or yours. 

তুরক, তুরিক [ turaka, turaki ] n a Turk; (now al most obs.) a Mohammedan. তুরক সoয়ার n. a 
Turkish horseman. 

তুরগ, তুরঙ্গ, তুরঙ্গম [ turaga, turaṅga, turaṅgama ] n the horse. fem. তুরগী, তুরঙ্গী, তুরঙ্গমী the mare. 

তুরn [ turanta ] adv very quickly or swiftly or hastily. 

তুরপুন [ turapuna ] n a (carpenter's) drill, an auger, a gimlet. তুরপুন িদেয় েছঁদা করা to bore with a 
drill. 

তুরs [ turaska ] n Turkey; bitumen. ̃মিণ n. turquoise. 

তুির [ turi ] n a (weaver's) shuttle; a horn sounded in war, a bugle-horn. 
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তুিরত, তুিরেত [ turita, turitē ] adv (poet. & obs.) quickly or hastily. 

তুরীয় [ turīẏa ] a fourth; that which or one who has attained supreme (spiritual) excellence; gone 
beyond the reach of worldly attractions or delusions. ☐ n. the most engrossing state of spiritual 
trance; the Supreme Being, Brahman, God. তুরীয় aব হা a hypnotic or (quiescent state; a state of 
supreme bliss (when one is in communion with the Infinite or Supreme being). তুরীয়ানn n. the 
delight found in the most engrossing state of spiritual trance; (sarcas. or facet.) state of being 
beside oneself. 

তrুক2 [ turuka2 ] a immediate or prompt (তুrক জবাব). ☐ adv. immediately or promptly. 

তrুপ, তrুফ [ turupa, turupha ] n act of trumping or ruffing; a trump-card, a trump. তুrপ করা v. to 
trump, to ruff. 

তrুম [ turuma ] n an iron frame into which the hands and the feet of a criminal were formerly 
put to keep him motionless as a punishment, stocks, (cp.) a pillory. তুrম েঠাকা v. to confine or lock 
in the aforesaid iron frame or stocks; (cp.) to set in the pillory; to pillory; to scold or reprimand 
or reproach severely. 

তুকর্, তুিকর্ [ turka, turki ] n a Turk; Turks; the Turkish language. ☐ a. Turkish. তুিকর্নাচন n. a wild 
dance by turning round and round, a whirling dance; (fig.) a fret fully troublesome state. 

তুল2 [ tula2 ] n a weighing machine, a balance, a pair of scales; act of weighing or balancing (তুল 
করা). তুল করা v. to weigh; to balance the weight of; to compare. ̃পাt n. a scale-pan. 

তুলক [ tulaka ] n (phys.) a balancer. 

তুলকালাম [ tulakālāma ] n a terrible or tumultuous brawl; a great hubbub or commotion; 
rampage (cp. on the rampage). 

তুলট [ tulaṭa ] a made of cotton-pulp (তুলট কাগজ). ☐ n. a kind of paper made of cotton-pulp (তুলেট 
েলখা পুঁিথ). 

তুলতুল [ tulatula ] int expressing: (delightful) softness; over-softness. তুলতুেল a. (delight fully) 
soft; excessively soft. 

তুলনা [ tulanā ] n comparison; similarity; an equal (বীরেt তার তুলনা েনi). তুলনা করা v. to compare; to 
liken. ̃মূলক a. compara tive. তুলনামূলক সািহতয্ comparative literature. ̃হীন a. incomparable, beyond 
compare; peerless. 

তুলনীয় [ tulanīẏa ] a comparable. 
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তুলসী [ tulasī ] n basil. 

তুলা1 [ tulā1 ] n (poet.) an equal ('শারদশশী েস মুেখর তুলা'). 

তুলা2 [ tulā2 ] n cotton. ̃কামুর্ক n. a carding bow. ̃গাছ n. the cotton-plant. 

তুলা3 [ tulā3 ] n a weighing machine, a balance, a pair of scales; (astrol.) a zodiacal constellation, 
the Libra; a measure of weight of gold and silver (=4 েতালা or about 45 grams). ̃দN n. a beam of 
balance, a weighing machine, a pair of scales. ̃দান n. charitable gift of gold or silver or anything 
else up to the weight of the person of the donor. ̃ধর n. the sun. ̃ধারী a. one who weighs or carries 
on a trade. ☐ n. a weighing man, a weighman; a trader. ̃মান n. a measure of weight; act of 
weighing in the balance. ̃যnt n. a weighing machine. ̃রািশ n. (astrol.) the Libra. 

তুিল, তুিলকা [ tuli, tulikā ] n a paint-brush; a hair pencil. 

তুিলত [ tulita ] a compared, likened; weighed. 

তুলয্ [ tulya ] a comparable; similar; like, identical; equal; (math. & sc.) equivalent. ˜তা n. 
comparability; similarity; likeness; identity; equality; equivalence, equivalency. ̃জলাঙ্ক n. water-
equivalent. ̃pিতেযািগতা n. an evenly balanced contest. ̃বল a. equal in strength, equally strong. ̃মান a. 
of equal measure or weight. ☐ n. an equal measure or weight. ̃মূলয্ a. of equal value or worth; 
equal. ̃rপ a. of the same class or kind; similar. তুলয্াকৃিত n. similar appearance or shape. ☐ a. 
similar in appearance or shape. তুলয্াঙ্ক n. equivalent. 

তুষ [ tuṣa ] n husk, chaff, bran. তুষ ঝাDা v. to winnow husk. 

তুষা, েতাষা [ tuṣā, tōṣā ] v to gratify, to satisfy; to please; to appease, to propitiate; to flatter, to 
adulate, to gloze. 

তুষানল [ tuṣānala ] n a fire made with husk or chaff (this fire is not easily extinguished); (fig.) 
inextinguishable (but not blazing) fire of affliction, an inconsolable affliction. 

তুষার [ tuṣāra ] n snow; frost; ice. ☐ a. cold or ice-cold (তুষারকর). তুষার পDা v. to snow. ̃কণা n. a 
minute particle or crystal of snow; (inc.) frost. ̃কর n. camphor; the moon. ̃িকরীটী a. snow-capped, 
snow capt. ̃িগির n. the Himalayas (as it is always snow-capped). ̃ঝD n. snow storm, a blizzard. ̃ধবল 
a. snow-white; whitened with snow. ̃পাত n. a snow fall. ̃িপN n. a conglomerated mass of snow, a 
snowball or a snowflake. ̃বষর্ n. sleet. ̃ভূিম n. a snowfield. ̃েমৗল a. snow-capped. ̃যুগ n. ice-age. ̃েরখা n. 
snowline. ̃শীতল a. as cold as snow. তুষারািd same as তুষারিগির । তুষারাবৃত a. snow-covered. তুষারাবৃত ভূিম 
a snow field. 
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তু  [ tuṣṭa ] a gratified, satisfied; pleased; appeased; propitiated; contented. তু  করা v. to gratify, 
to satisfy; to please; to appease, to propitiate; to content. 

তুি  [ tuṣṭi ] n gratification, satisfaction; appeasement, propitiation; contentment. ̃কর, ̃জনক a. 
gratifying, satisfactory; pleasing; appeasing, propitiatory. ̃িবধান, ̃সাধন n. gratification, satisfaction; 
appeasement, propitiation; contentment. তুি িবধান করা v. to appease, to satisfy, to propitiate, to 
please. 

তুস2 [ tusa2 ] n a kind of very soft woollen wrapper. 

তুিহন [ tuhina ] n snow; frost; hoar-frost, rime. ☐ a. extremely cold, ice-cold. ̃শীতল a. ice-cold, 
icy. ̃শু  a. snow-white. 

তূণ, তূণীর [ tūṇa, tūṇīra ] n a quiver. 

তূবর, তুবরক [ tūbara, tubaraka ] n a beardless man. 

তূরী [ tūrī ] n a horn sounded in war, a buglehorn. 

তূণর্ [ tūrṇa ] adv quickly, swiftly; promptly; hastily; soon. ☐ a. quick, swift, prompt; hasty; 
early. ̃পt n. an express letter. 

তূযর্ [ tūrya ] n a horn sounded in war, a buglehorn; (fig.) fanfare. ̃ধব্িন, ̃নাদ, ̃িননাদ n. fanfare, blare 
(of trumpets or horns). 

তূ ীmাব [ tūṣṇīmbhāba ] n act or state of keeping mum, refusal to speak, silence, reticence. 
তূ ীmূত a. keeping mum, silent, reticent. তূ ীmূত থাকা বা হoয়া v. to keep one's mouth shut, to keep 
mum, to keep quiet, to remain silent. 

তৃণ [ tṛṇa ] n grass; straw; herb; any monocotyledonous plant of the Gramineae genus 
(শরতূণ). ̃কাN n. a culm, a haulm. ̃kিটর n. a hut made of straw. ̃েkt n. a grassy field, a meadow; a 
pasture. ̃জীবী a. same as ̃েভাজী ।�jান n. considering as contemptible or insignificant as a straw; 
slighting. তৃণjান করা v. not to care a straw for; to slight. ̃dম n. a monocotyledonous tree (such as 
the coconut, the palm, the date etc.) ̃ধাn n. paddy that grows in waste land without cultivation. ̃বত্ 
a. straw like. ☐ adv. like a straw. ̃েভাজী a. her bivorous. ̃ময় a. full of grass or straw; 
grassy. ̃শূn, হ̃ীন a. destitute of plants and vegetation; arid. 

তৃণাদ [ tṛṇāda ] a herbivorous. 

তৃণাসন [ tṛṇāsana ] n a sheet made of straw to sit upon; a mat. 
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তৃতীয় [ tṛtīẏa ] a third. ততীয় বয্ািk a third man or person; a neutral or disinterested man. তৃতীয় মূল 
(arith.) cube root. তৃতীয়া a. fem. of তৃতীয় । ☐ n. the third lunar day; (gr.) the third case-ending. 
তৃতীয়া িবভিk third or instrumental case-ending. 

তpৃ [ tṛpta ] a gratified, satisfied; satiated; highly pleased. fem. তৃpা । তৃp করা v. to gratify, to 
satisfy; to satiate; to please highly. তৃিp n. gratification, satisfaction; satiety; extreme pleasure. তৃিp 
কর, তৃিpজনক, তৃিpদায়ক a. gratifying, satisfactory, satiating; highly pleasing or agreeable. তৃিp পাoয়া v. 
to derive pleasure or satisfaction, to be satisfied or satiated. 

তৃিষত [ tṛṣita ] a thirsty. fem. তৃিষতা । 

তৃষয্ [ tṛṣya ] a desirable, attractive; lucrative. 

েত1 [ tē1 ] a (obs.) that (েতকারণ). 

েত2 [ tē2 ] a (used as pfx.) three, tri-, triple. েতeঁেট a. (of fruits) three-stoned; (of a head) having 
three mounds; ugly-looking; (fig. & sl.—of persons) crooked and hard to deal with, roguish, 
knav ish. ̃কাঁটা, ̃কাটা1 n. a kind of three veined plant. ̃কাটা2, ̃কাঠা n. a triangular frame made of three 
pieces or wood. ̃েকানা a. triangular, three-cor nered. ̃েচাখা, (কথয্) ̃েচােখা a. three eyed. ̃েঠেঙ a. three-
legged, three footed. ̃তলা, ̃তালা1 n. (of a building) the second floor; (of a vessel) the third deck. ☐ 
a. three-storeyed; three decked. ̃তালা2 n. a mode of Indian musical measure. ̃তাস n. a kind of 
gambling at cards, flush. ̃থাক a. three-tiered. ̃পায়া a. three-legged. ☐ n. a tripod, a teapoy. ̃মাথা n. a 
meeting place or junction of three roads; a person appearing to be three-headed, that is a decrepit 
person who usually sits with his head sunken between his knees, an elder (েতমাথার কােছ বুিd 
িনেয়া). ̃েমেট a. (in sculpture) thrice plastered esp. with clay. ̃েমাহানা n. a junction of the mouths of 
three streams; (loos.) a junction of three streams. ̃িশরা a. triple-veined; three-veined. ☐ n. a spe 
cies of plant. ̃হািত a. measuring three cubits or 1.5 metres. 

েতiশ [ tēiśa ] n. & a twenty-three. েতiেশ n. the twenty-third day of a month. ☐ a. (of days of a 
month) twenty-third. 

েতuD [ tēuḍ◌় ] n a young plant that shoots up from the root of a banana tree. 

েতoD1 [ tēōḍ◌়1 ] n the pod of a variety of pigeon pea. 

েতoD2, েতoDা [ tēōḍ◌়2, tēōḍ◌়ā ] a crooked, curved. েতoDােনা v. to make or become crooked, to 
curve. 

েতoর [ tēōra ] n a Hindu caste (engaged in fishing); a member of this caste. 

েতঁ1 [ tē1 ] pro (obs.) they. 
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েতঁ2, েতiঁ [ tē2, n̐tēm̐i ] adv. & con (obs.) because of that, on account of that. 

েতঁতুল [ tēn̐tula ] n tamarind. েতঁতুেল a. shaped like a pod of tarmarind (েতঁতুেল িবেছ); as dark-
coloured as a ripe tamarind seed (েতঁতুেল নদী); very sour; knavish (েতঁতুেল েলাক). 

েতজপk [ tējapakṣa ] n act of marrying for the third time; one married as the third wife or 
husband. 

েতজবর [ tējabara ] n a bridegroom who has married twice before; a man who has married for the 
third time. েতজবের a. (of a bridegroom or husband) one who has taken two wives before the 
present one. 

েতজsর [ tējaskara ] a invigorating; stimulating; strong, forceful; inspiring; encouraging. 

েতজিskয় [ tējaskriẏa ] a redioactive. ̃তা n. radioactiv ity. 

েতজsান, েতজsী [ tējasbāna, tējasbī ] a glorious; lustrous; radiating; shining; vigorous; valorous; 
powerful, mighty, forceful; spirited. fem. েতজsতী, েতজিsনী । েতজিsতা n. vigorousness; vigour; 
valorousness; valour; powerfulness; mightiness, forcefulness; spiritedness; gloriousness; 
lustrousness; radiation. 

েতজা [ tējā ] v (poet.) to forsake, to adandon, to give up, to forgo, to relinquish. pr. 3rd per. 
েum\ pt. 1st. per. েতজলঁু, েতজলু; fut. 1st. per. েতজব । 

েতজারত [ tējārata ] n trade and commerce; money lending business, usury. েumারিu (rej.) n. 
money-lending business, usury. ☐ a. relating to money-lending business; commercial. 

েতজােলা [ tējālō ] a very strong or hot (েতজােলা েরাদ, েতজােলা লঙ্কা); haughty or angry. or spirited 
(েতজােলা কথা). 

েতিজ1 [ tēji1 ] a (comm.) showing a rise in prices, booming. ̃মিn n. (comm.) boom and slump; 
(comm.) fluctuation of price(s); upward and downward movement of prices, rise and fall in 
prices. 

েতিজ2 [ tēji2 ] a spirited, vigorous (েতিজ েলাক); strong; powerful (েতিজ oষুধ). 

েতজীয়ান [ tējīẏāna ] a extremely spirited or valorous or vigorous or powerful. 

েতেজাগভর্ [ tējōgarbha ] a pregnant with spiritedness or power or vigour or valour or force or 
heat; charged with power or energy. 
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েতেজাময় [ tējōmaẏa ] a luminous, radiating, shining; lustrous; bright; glorious; spirited. fem. 
েতেজাময়ী । 

েতেজামূিতর্, েতেজাrপ [ tējōmūrti, tējōrūpa ] n a man or being having a luminous or shining or 
lustrous appearance; lustre or power personified. ☐ a. having a luminous or shining or lustrous 
appearance. 

েতেজাহীন [ tējōhīna ] a spiritless, lacking in vigour, weak; lacking in lustre or glow or brightness; 
dim or dull. fem. েতেজাহীনা । 

েতেD [ tēḍ◌়ē ] adv chasing offensively (েতেD যাoয়া); threatening loudly (েতেD মারেত যাoয়া); 
forcefully (েতেD বল মারা). ̃ফুঁেD ̃েমেD adv. chasing speedily; chasing and threatening; quickly or 
headstrongly and forcefully. 

েততািlশ [ tētālliśa ] n. & a forty-three. 

েতিtশ [ tētriśa ] n. & a thirty-three. 

েতনা2 [ tēnā2 ] pro (obs.) he or she. েতনােক pro. (dial. & vul.) him or her. েতনার pro. (dial. & vul.) 
his, her or hers. pl. েতনােদর their, theirs. 

েতপাnর [ tēpāntara ] n a desolate and extensive field or wilderness. ☐ a. desolate and extensive 
(েতপাnর মাঠ). 

েতমত [ tēmata ] a (obs.) suchlike, like that, such. েতমিত adv. & con. (poet. & obs.) like that; in 
that way or manner; so. 

েতমন [ tēmana ] a like that, suchlike, such. ☐ adv. (also con.) like that; in that or such way or 
manner; so. েতমনi a. (also con.) just like that, exactly similar; ☐ adv. & con. just in that way or 
manner, just so. েতমিন a. (also con.) like that, just like that; similar; exactly similar; fitting. ☐ 
adv. at once, forthwith. ☐ con. so; such. 

েতিরজ [ tērija ] n (arith. & alg.) addition. 

েতিরেমির [ tērimēri ] n scolding and threats; bullying and abuses. েতিরেমির করা v. to scold and 
threaten; to bully and abuse. 

েতিরয়া [ tēriẏā ] a haughty; angry; furious; intending to attack or fight, bellicose, inclined to 
fighting, aggressive. 

েতেরট [ tērēṭa ] n a kind of tree-leaf used as writing material in place of paper. 
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েতেরা [ tērō ] n. & a thirteen. ̃i n. the thirteenth day of the month. ☐ a. (of the day of a month) 
thirteenth. 

েতল [ tēla ] n oil; fat (মাছটায় েবশ েতল); a lubricant (েমাটরগািDর েতল); (sarcas. & sl.) strength, power, 
courage, vanity, audacity (তার বD েতল েবেDেছ). েতল েদoয়া v. to oil; to lubricate; to flatter, to butter 
up, to gloze. িনেজর চরকায় েতল েদoয়া (fig.) to oil one's own machine, to mind one's own business, to 
go about one's own business. পােয় েতল েদoয়া (fig.) to flatter servilely. েতল পDা v. to infuse charm 
into oil by incantation. েতল মাখা v. to smear or massage or rub one's own body with oil. েতল মাখােনা 
v. to rub or smear with oil; to lubricate; to smear or massage another's body with oil; to flatter or 
fawn on servilely. েতেল-েবgেন jেল oঠা to fly out fretfully; to flare up in anger, to blaze with anger 
or indignation. ̃কল n. an oil-mill. ̃কাে  গn n. an unpleasant smell of old oily 
substances. ̃kচkেচ, ̃চুকচুেক a. as glossy as oil; so profusely smeared with oil as to look 
glossy. ̃িচটা, ̃িচেট a. thickly soiled (as dregs of oil), sticky and dirty. ̃েতেল a. oily, smooth; 
slippery. ̃ধুিত n. a short loin cloth worn when one smears his body with oil. ̃পDা n. charmed oil 
(used for curing diseases). 

েতলা [ tēlā ] a oily; lubricious; greasy; smooth; glossy; slippery; bald (েতলা মাথা). েতলা মাথা a bald 
head; a head (thoroughly) smeared with oil. েতলা মাথায় েতল েদoয়া (lit.) to rub oil on a head that is 
already well-oiled or sleek; (fig.) to carry coals to Newcastle. 

েতলােনা [ tēlānō ] v to grow fatty or adipose; to smear with oil; to season by smearing with oil 
and then sunning; (sl. & sarcas.) to grow powerful or audacious; (sl.) to flatter or to fawn on 
servilely. েতলািন n. fatty or adipose state; act of growing fatty or adipose; act of smearing with oil; 
act of seasoning by smearing with oil and subsequently sunning; (sl. & sarcas.) power or 
audacity; (sl.) servile flattery. 

েতলােপাকা [ tēlāpōkā ] n the cockroach, the oil beetle. 

েতিল [ tēli ] n a Hindu caste (manufacturing and selling oil); a member of this caste; an oilman. 
fem. েতিলিন, েতেলিন । 

েতেলg [ tēlēgu ] n a South Indian language. ☐ a. of Andhra, Telengana and Rayalaseema. 

েতেলঙ্গা [ tēlēṅgā ] a of Andhra and Telengana. ☐ n. an Indian sepoy in the employ of the East 
India Company in the early days of its activity. 

েতেলনা [ tēlēnā ] n a set of nonsensical words or phrases uttered prefatorily before singing a 
classical song. েতেলনা ভাঁজা v. to utter the aforesaid words; (fig.) to in dulge in a long irrelevant 
discourse before coming to the actual subject-matter. 

েতেলভাজা [ tēlēbhājā ] n any snack or other food fried in oil. ☐ a. fried in oil; (fig.) as dark 
brown as a snack fried in oil, sunburnt. 
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েতেলা1 [ tēlō1 ] n the crown of the head; the pate. 

েতেলা2 [ tēlō2 ] n the palm (of the hand); the sole (of the foot). 

েতষিT [ tēṣaṭṭi ] n. & a sixty-three. 

েত া [ tēṣṭā ] n coll. form of তৃ া । 

েতসরা [ tēsarā ] n the third day of a month. ☐ a. (of the days of a month) third. 

েতহাi1 [ tēhāi1 ] n (mus.) a system of striking an instrument of percussion thrice consecutively. 

েতহাi2 [ tēhāi2 ] n one-third. 

েতহারা [ tēhārā ] a threefold; having three strands or folds. 

ৈতkয্ [ taikṣṇya ] n sharpness; keenness; pointedness; intensity; strength; shrillness; acuteness; 
rudeness; pungency; hotness. Same as তীkতা । 

ৈতেছ [ taichē ] adv. & con like that, just like that, so. 

ৈতজস [ taijasa ] a relating to light or radiation or luminosity; made of metal, metalled. ☐ n. a 
metal utensil (esp. one used for household purposes). ̃পt n. house hold metal utensils and allied 
articles. 

ৈতিtরীয় [ taittirīẏa ] n a section of the Yajurveda. ☐ a. of this section. 

ৈতলাk [ tailākta ] a oily, greasy; unctuous; smeared or anointed with oil. ৈতলাk কেলবর body 
smeared with oil. 

ৈতলাধার [ tailādhāra ] n an oil-can or oil-vessel, a receptacle for oil. 

েতা1 [ tō1 ] int (& adv.) expressing: question or inquiry (ভােলা েতা ?); request (eকবার আsন েতা); 
worry or surprise (তাi েতা); uncertainty (যাi েতা-তারপর েবাঝা যােব); doubt (হয়েতা); supposing, even if 
(তুিম েতা িদেল); but (আিমেতা খাব না); if, in case (বাঁচেত চাo েতা); at least (আজ েতা বাঁিচ); sometimes in 
serted at random in a speech (আিম েতা জািন না). 

েতা2 [ tō2 ] n a fold (as of cloth). েতা করা v. to fold. 
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েতা3 [ tō3 ] pro (nom.) you, thou ('েতা িবেন uনমত কান'). ☐ pro. a your, thy (েতা েসবা নািহ জািন). েতাi 
pro. (accus. & dat.) you, thee 'কত পরবধব েতাi'. 

েতাকমাির [ tōkamāri ] n the seed of the hollyhock (used in poultices.) েতাকমাির েদoয়া v. to poultice 
with the seed of the holly hock. 

েতােক [ tōkē ] pro (accus. & dat.) thee. 

েতাটক [ tōṭaka ] n a duodecasyllabic metre of Sanskrit poetry. 

েতাD [ tōḍ◌় ] n the speed or the impact of current. মুেখর েতাড় the force of volubility. 

েতাDi [ tōḍ◌়i ] v. 3rd. per (obs. & poet.) uproots or uproot; tears or tear; breaks or break; opens 
or open. 

েতাDেজাD [ tōḍ◌়jōḍ◌় ] n action for getting or making ready, preparation; arrangements. েতাDেজাD 
করা v. to make preparation or arrangements for, to take action for getting or making ready. 

েতাDা2 [ tōḍ◌়ā2 ] n a purse (টাকার েতাDা); a bunch, a bouquet, a nosegay (ফুেলর েতাDা); a bundle (েনেটর 
েতাDা); a kind of jingling ornament for ankles. েতাDা বাঁধা v. to enclose in a purse; to string in a 
bunch; to tie up in a bundle; to put on the aforesaid jingling anklet. 

েতািD [ tōḍ◌়i ] n an Indian musical mode. 

েতাতলা [ tōtalā ] a given to or marked with stam mering, stuttering. েতাতলা েলাক a stammerer, a 
stutterer. েতাতলােনা, েতাতলািম করা v. to stammer, to stutter. েতাতলািম n. stammering or stuttering. 

েতাতা [ tōtā ] n the parrot, the popinjay. 

েতাপ [ tōpa ] n a cannon, a big-gun, a gun. েতাপ দাগা v. to fire cannon. েতাপ েদেগ আkমণ করা বা uিDেয় 
েদoয়া v. to cannonade. েতােপর েগালা a cannonball, cannon-shot. েতােপর পাlা the range of a cannon, 
cannon-shot. ̃খানা n. a place or establishment where cannon is stored or mounted or manufactured 
(cp. an arse nal). ̃িচ n. a cannoneer, a cannonier. ̃ধব্িন n. the boom of a cannon fire. 

েতাফা [ tōphā ] a excellent, very delicious, extremely beautiful or good. 

েতাবDা [ tōbaḍ◌়ā ] a sunken (েতাবDা গাল); having a depression or dent (েতাবDা বাসন, েতাবDা জায়গা). 

েতাবা [ tōbā ] int (Mus.) expressing: regret; resolve for not doing a particular thing again. 

েতামর [ tōmara ] n an ancient weapon of war resembling almost an iron pike. 
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েতামরা [ tōmarā ] pro. pl (of তুিম) you. 

েতামা [ tōmā ] pro (nom.) you, ☐ pro. (accus. & dat.) you, to you. 

েতামােক, েতামায় [ tōmākē, tōmāẏa ] pro (accus. & dat.) you, to you. 

েতামার [ tōmāra ] pro. a your, yours. 

েতায়2 [ tōẏa2 ] n water. দ̃ n. cloud. ̃দাগম n. ad vent of rains; the rainy season. ̃িনিধ, ̃িধ n. a sea; an 
ocean. 

েতায়াkা [ tōẏākkā ] n deference; dependence; fear; care. েতায়াkা করা, েতায়াkা রাখা v. to treat with 
deference; to depend upon; to be afraid of. েতায়াkা না করা v. not to care. 

েতায়াজ [ tōẏāja ] n entertainment; gratification; flattery, adulation, glozing; looking after 
carefully, careful attendance; care; comfort. েতায়াজ করা v. to amuse, to arrange for mental 
diversion, to entertain; to gratify; to flatter, to adulate, to fawn on, to gloze; to look after 
carefully, to attend to or upon carefully, to arrange for one's comfort. েতায়ােজ রাখা v. to keep or 
nurse in comfort; to keep in good humour. 

েতায়ােনা [ tōẏānō ] v to grope (usu. with one's hand); to adulate or cajole. 

েতায়ােল [ tōẏālē ] n a towel. 

েতারঙ্গ [ tōraṅga ] n a large portmanteau usually made of steel, a trunk. 

েতারণ [ tōraṇa ] n the main gate (usu. decorated); a portal; a gate. ̃dার n. the door of a portal. ̃পথ n. 
a gateway. 

েতারা [ tōrā ] pl of তুi । 

েতালন1 [ tōlana1 ] n act of weighing. 

েতালন2 [ tōlana2 ] n act of raising or lifting etc. (see তুলা). 

েতালপাD [ tōlapāḍ◌় ] n violent movement or commotion; violent agitation; a terrible brawl or 
disturbance. ☐ a. violently moved or agitated; ransacked, fished. েতালপাD করা v. to move or 
agitate or disturb violently; to ransack, to fish. 

েতালা1 [ tōlā1 ] v to raise; to lift; to bring forward into consideration or notice; to raise (pসঙ্গ 
েতালা); to rouse, to wake (ঘুমn েলাকেক েতালা); to call to mind, to cause to rise in view, to call up; to 
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ad mit into or promote (জােত েতালা, পেদ েতালা); to exalt or elevate; to pluck, to pick, to cull (শাক 
তুলেছ, ফুল তুলেব); to extract (দাঁত েতালা); to uproot (পাকা চুল েতালা); to embroider (কাপেD ফুল তুলেছ); to 
collect (চাঁদা েতালা) to remove, to expunge, to wipe out, to obliterate (দাগ েতালা); to make keener, to 
raise (তান েতালা); to adapt (গােনর sর েতালা); to create or make, to raise, to spread (gজব েতালা, আoয়াজ 
েতালা); to take (েফােটা েতালা); to construct, to build (বািD েতালা); to evict or eject (ভাDােট েতালা) to cause 
to board, to help one board (তােক গািDেত তুেল িদেয়িছ); to vomit, to spew (েছেলটা dধ তুেলেছ); to set up, 
to fix (পাল েতালা); to put away esp. in an orderly manner (িবছানা তুলেত হেব); to abolish or close 
(েদাকান েতালা); to cause to enter (কােন েতালা); to mention or refer (নাম েতালা, কথা েতালা); to propose 
formally before a meeting, to move (আiনপিরষেদ িবল েতালা); to take off, to detach (ছাল েতালা); to 
paint, to engrave, to mould. ছাল েতালা v. to flay. িফলম েতালা v. to make a motion picture of, to film. 
মেন েতালা v. to call to mind. হাi েতালা v. to yawn. গােয় হাত েতালা v. to assault. মাথা তুেল দাঁDােনা v. (fig.) 
to flourish, to prosper; (fig.) to face, to brave, to oppose, to rise in opposition or in revolt. sেগর্ 
েতালা v. to praise to the skies. 

েতালা3 [ tōlā3 ] n a measure of weight (=18 grains or approx. 12 grams). 

েতালােনা [ tōlānō ] v to cause to raise or lift; to cause to bring forward into consideration or 
notice; to cause to rouse or wake; to cause to call up; to cause to be admitted into or promoted; to 
cause to pluck or pick or cull; to cause to extract or uproot; to cause to embroider; to cause to 
collect or raise; to cause to remove or expunge or wipe out or obliterate; to cause to make keener; 
to cause to adapt; to cause to create or make; to cause to take; to cause to construct or build; to 
cause to eject or evict; to cause to set up or fix, to cause to put away esp. in an orderly manner; to 
cause to mention or refer; to cause to move (as a proposal or bill); to cause to take off or detach; 
to cause to paint or engrave or mould. 

েতালাপাDা [ tōlāpāḍ◌়ā ] n cogitation; restless weighing in the mind, restless thinking; discussion. 
েতালাপাDা করা v. to cogitate; to discuss. 

েতািলত [ tōlita ] a weighed; compared. 

েতােলা, েতােলাহাঁিD [ tōlō, tōlōhān̐ḍ◌়i ] n a kind of dixie with a convex bottom; sullenness, 
glumness, angry mood. ☐ a. sullen, glum, angry (েতােলাহাঁিD মুখ). 

েতালয্ [ tōlya ] a that which is to be weighed or compared; weighable; comparable. 

েতাশক [ tōśaka ] n a mattress for lying upon. 

েতাশা [ tōśā ] n valuable things or belongings, valuables. ̃খানা n. a room in which the valuables of 
a house are stored. 

েতাষ [ tōṣa ] n satisfaction, gratification; propitiation; contentment; pleasure, delight. েতাষণ n. 
satisfying or gratifying or propitiating or pleasing; flattering or adulation; conciliation; (chiefly in 
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comp.) a satisfying or gratifying or propitiating or pleasing or conciliatory object. ☐ a. (in 
comp.) satisfying, gratifying, propitiatory, pleasing, delightful, adulatory, conciliatory, fem. 
েতািষণী-—(only in comp.). েতাষণ করা v. to try to please or flatter or conciliate. ̃নীিত n. the policy of 
conciliation or appeasement. েতাষনীয় a. one who can be or is to be satisfied or gratified or 
propitiated or pleased or conciliated. 

েতাষামুেদ [ tōṣāmudē ] a given to adulation or obsequious flattery; hanging on obsequiously; 
adulatory, full of flattery. 

েতাষােমাদ [ tōṣāmōda ] n adulation, glozing, flattery, sycophancy; act of hanging on 
obsequiously, cringing; humble request. েতাষা েমাদ করা v. to adulate, to gloze, to fawn on, to flatter 
obsequiously; to hang on obsequiously, to cringe (on); to request humbly. ̃িpয় a. fond of flattery. 

েতািষত [ tōṣita ] a satisfied, gratified; propitiated, conciliated. 

েতাসদান [ tōsadāna ] n a container or bag for gun and bullets; a magazine. 

েতৗিজ [ tauji ] n a descriptive inventory containing the names of tenants with the amounts of their 
holdings and rents thereof. 

েতৗযর্ [ taurya ] n fanfare. 

েতৗল [ taula ] n weight; weighing; a weighing machine, a balance; (fig.) comparison. েতৗল করা v. 
to weigh; to compare. ̃ন n. act of weighing or comparing. ̃িনক a. comparative. ̃মান n. (mech.) 
weight. ̃যnt n. a weighing machine. 

েতৗিলক1 [ taulika1 ] n a painter. 

েতৗিলক2 [ taulika2 ] n a weigher, a weighman. ☐ a. gravimetric. 

-t [ -tba ] sfx indicating: ability, state, propensity etc., -ness, -ity, -ality, -ability, -ty etc. 

tক [ tbaka ] n skin, derm, dermis, cuticle; epidermis; hide; bark, rind (বৃktক); the organ of 
touch. ̃েচ্ছদ, ̃েচ্ছদন n. circumcise. ̃তnt n. epidermal system. 

tদীয় [ tbadīẏa ] a relating to you; your, yours. 

tরক [ tbaraka ] a accelerating. 

tরণ [ tbaraṇa ] n acceleration. tরণ-িচt n. hodograph. tরণ-বল n. effective force. 
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tরমাণ [ tbaramāṇa ] a hurrying, hastening. 

tরsান [ tbarasbāna ] a swift-moving, fast-moving. 

tরা [ tbarā ] n haste, hurry, quickness. tরা করা v. to make haste, to hurry; to be quick. tরািnত a. 
hurried; quickened; accelerated. tরািnত করা to expedite, to hasten. tরায় a. hastily, hurriedly; 
quickly. 

tিরত [ tbarita ] a hastened; quickened; accelerated; hurried; quick, swift, prompt. ̃গিত, ̃গামী a. 
quick-moving, swift, fast-going. 

t া [ tbaṣṭā ] n a carpenter; an appellation of Vishwakarma (িবশব্কমর্া). 

tি  [ tbaṣṭi ] n carpentry. 

tাদৃশ [ tbādṛśa ] a like you. 

িtষাmিত [ tbiṣāmpati ] n the sun (usu. personified). 

তয্াk [ tyākta ] a given up; abandoned; forsaken; relinquished; cast out; annoyed. তয্াk করা v. to 
annoy. তয্াk-িবরk, (coll.) িতিত িবরk, (coll.) িততিবরk a. annoyed, extremely vexed, irritated, 
badgered. 

তয্জন [ tyajana ] n act of giving up; abandonment; act of forsaking; relinquishment; act of 
casting out; act of leaving. 

তয্জয্মান [ tyajyamāna ] a that which or one who is being given up or abandoned or forsaken or 
cast out. 

তয্াঁদD [ tyān̐daḍ◌় ] a obstinate, disobedient; impertinent; brazen-faced, shameless; wicked. 
তয্াঁদDািম n. obstinacy, disobedience; impertinence; shamelessness. তয্াঁদDািম করা v. to show 
impertinence; to behave impertinently. 

তয্াগ [ tyāga ] n giving up (দািবতয্াগ, pাণতয্াগ); abandonment, act of forsaking, desertion; leaving 
(েদশতয্াগ); relinquishment, resignation (পদতয্াগ, কমর্তয্াগ); casting or casting off (শরতয্াগ, েখালসতয্াগ) 
renunciation, sacrifice; giving away in charity or benevolence; disavowal (ধমর্তয্াগ); divorce 
(পtীতয্াগ); act of disowning (পুtতয্াগ). তয্াগ করা v. to give up; to abandon, to forsake, to desert; to 
leave; to relinquish, to resign; to cast (off); to renounce, to sacrifice; to give away in charity or 
benevolence; to disavow; to divorce; to disown. ̃পt n. a deed of relinquishment (as of a right, 
interest etc.); a bill of divorcement. ̃sীকার n. self-denial, self-abnegation. তয্াগsীকার করা v. to deny 
oneself, to renounce one's interests. তয্াগী a. self-denying, self-abnegating; renouncing one's in 
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terests or pleasures. ☐ n. a self-denier or self-abnegator, a renouncer of self-interests or 
pleasures. 

তয্াজয্ [ tyājya ] a that which or one who is to be or can be given up or abandoned or forsaken or 
deserted or left or cast off or sacrificed or given away or disavowed or divorced or disowned; 
that which is to be or can be relinquished or resigned or renounced. ̃পুt n. a son disowned and 
disinherited by his father. তয্াজয্পুt করা v. to disown or disinherit a son; to cut off with a shilling. 

তয্াDা [ tyāḍ◌়ā ] a sidelong; oblique, awry; (of words) oblique and haughty. ̃বাঁকা a. having many 
curves, not straight; distorted. 

tপমাণ [ trapamāṇa ] a in the state of being abashed or ashamed. 

tপা [ trapā ] n shame. tপািnত a. stricken with shame. 

tিপত [ trapita ] a ashamed, abashed. fem. tিপতা । 

tপু [ trapu ] n lead; tin; zinc. 

tয় [ traẏa ] n three, a trio or triad. ☐ a. three, triple, threefold, tri-, tয়ঃপঞ্চাশ, tয়ঃপঞ্চাশত্ n. & a. 
fifty-three. fem. tয়ঃপ াশী, ˜◌ঃপঞ্চাশতী । tয়পঞ্চাশtম a. fifty-third. fem. tয়ঃপঞ্চাশtমী । tয়ঃষি  n. & a. 
sixty-three. tয়ঃষি তম a. sixty-third. fem. tয়ঃষি তমী । tয়ঃসpিত n. & a. seventy-three. tয়সpিততম a. 
seventy-third. fem. tয়ঃসpিততমী ।˜ tািরংশ a. forty-three. ̃ tািরংশত্ n. & a. forty-three. fem. 
˜ tািরংশতী । ̃ tািরংশtম a. forty-third. fem. ̃ tািরংশtমী । ̃িstংশ a. thirty-three. ̃িstংশত্ n. & a. thirty-

three. fem. ˜িstংশতী । ̃িstশংtম a. thirty-third. fem. ̃িstংtমী । 

tয়ী [ traẏī ] a. fem of tয় । ☐ n. Brahma(bh ।), Vishnu (িব ু) and Shiva (িশব); these three 
manifestations of divinity collectively; Rik (ঋক্), Sama (সাম); Yajus (যজুঃ): these three Vedas 
collectively. 

tেয়াদশ [ traẏōdaśa ] n. & a thirteen. ☐ a. thirteenth. tেয়াদশী a. fem. thirteenth; thirteen years old. 
☐ n. fem. a girl of thirteen; the thirteenth day of a lunar fortnight. 

tেয়ািবংশ [ traẏōbiṃśa ] a twenty-third; twenty-three. ̃িত n. & a. twenty-three. tেয়ািবংশিততম a. 
twenty-third. fem. tেয়ািবংশিততমী । 

tসন [ trasana ] n state of being frightened or alarmed or panicked; fright, alarm; panic. 

tসর [ trasara ] n a (weaver's) shuttle. 
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tসেরণ ু [ trasarēṇu ] n (phys.) any of the minute particles of dust appearing to be floating in a 
stream of light esp. sunlight; (phil.) a collection of six atoms or three diatoms. 

ts [ trasta ] a stricken with fear, alarmed, terror stricken, panicked; fearful, timorous, timid; 
confusedly bustling. 

tাণ [ trāṇa ] n salvation, deliverance, rescue, succour, relief; protection; a protective covering or 
an armour (aঙ্গুিলtাণ, বাhtাণ, uরstাণ, িশরstাণ). tাণ করা v. to administer salvation, to save, to deliver, to 
rescue, to succour, to relieve. ̃কতর্া n. a saviour, a deliverer, a rescuer. ☐ a. one who administers 
salvation or saves or delivers or rescues or succours or relieves. fem. ̃কt র্ী । 

tাত [ trāta ] a saved, delivered, rescued, succoured, relieved. 

tায়মাণ [ trāẏamāṇa ] a one who is being saved or delivered or rescued or succoured or relieved; 
one who is saving or delivering or rescuing or succouring or relieving. 

tাস [ trāsa ] n alarm, fright; panic; fear, dread, terror. ̃কর, জ̃নক a. alarming, frightful, fearful, 
dreadful; terrible, terrifying. 

tািসত [ trāsita ] a frightened, alarmed, terror stricken; panicky. fem. tািসতা । 

tািহ [ trāhi ] v please save or deliver or rescue or relieve or protect. tািহ tািহ int. save!save! tািহ 
tািহ করা বা ডাক ছাDা v. to shout for help to be saved or delivered or rescued or relieved or 
protected. 

িt [ tri ] n three. ☐ a. & n. comp. three, tri ˜কাল n. the past, the present and the future: these three 
ages collectively; all times. ̃কালj a. acquainted with all the three ages: past present and future; 
omniscient, all-knowing. ̃কালদশর্ী a. one who or that which sees all three ages: past, present and 
future; all-seeing. ̃কালেবtা same as িtকালj । ̃kল n. the three families or family lines of one's father, 
mother and in-law. ̃kট n. a three-peaked mountain of the Deccan. ̃েকশর a. (bot.) triandrous. ̃েকাণ a. 
triangular. ☐ n. a triangle. ̃েকাণিমিত n. trigonometry. ̃েকাণাকৃিত a. triangular. ̃েকাণী n. a set 
square. ̃েকা  a. (bot.) tri-locular. ̃খN a. trisected. ̃খN ্ডন n. trisection. ̃গঙ্গ n. confluence of three 
streams (esp. that of the Ganges, the Jamuna and the Saraswati at Allahabad). ̃গামী a. (phys.) three 
way. ̃gণ n. the three characteristic primal qualities of man and other creatures, namely, সtt, রজঃ 
and তমঃ. ☐ a. having the aforesaid qualities; trebled; three times; multiplied by three. ̃gণা a. fem. 
of িtgণ । ☐ n. an appellation of Goddess Durga (dগর্া). ̃gণাtক a. having the three characteristic 
primal qualities, namely, স্tt, রজঃ and তমঃ. fem. ̃gণািtকা । ̃gিণত a. trebled. ̃ঘাত a. (arith. & alg.) 
cubic; (geom.) having three dimensions, solid. ̃চkযান n. a three-wheeled car or carriage; a 
tricycle. ̃চtািরংশ a. forty-three. ̃চtািরংশত্ n. & a. forty-three. fem. ˜চtািরংশতী । ̃চtািরংশtম a. forty-
third. fem. ̃চtািরংশtমী । ̃জগত্ n. the three worlds collectively, namely, heaven earth and the 
underworld or Hades; the universe. ̃তntী n. a three-stringed harp. ̃তয় n. a triad; a triplet; (phys.) 
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three. ̃তল a. (of buildings) three-storeyed; (of ships, omnibuses etc.) three-decked. ☐ n. the 
second floor; the third deck. ̃তাপ n. the three kinds of affliction; spiritual, material and 
supernatural. ̃দন্ডী a. three-stringed (িtদন্ডী পiতা). ি̃দব n. the sky; the heaven. ̃েদাষ n. morbidity of 
the three humours of the body; bile, blood and phlegm. ̃েদাষজ a. caused by or arising from or 
relating to the morbidity of the three humours of the body. ̃ধা adv. in or from three ways; in or to 
or from three directions. ̃ধার a. (bot.) triangular. ̃ধারা n. a river with three streams; a three-pronged 
river; a river with three streams called the Mandakini that flows in heaven, the Alakananda that 
flows on earth and the Bhogawati that flows in the under world; a collection or confluence of 
three streams. ̃নবিত n. & a. ninety-three. ˜নবিততম a. ninety-third. fem. িtনবিততমী । ̃নয়ন a. three-eyed. 
☐ n. an appellation of Shiva (িশব). ̃নয়না (inc. but pop.) ̃নয়নী a. fem. of িtনয়ন । ☐ n. an appellation 
of Goddess Durga (dগর্া). ন̃াথ n. God Shiva (িশব), Brahma (bhা), Vishnu (িব ু) and Shiva (িশব): these 
three divine manifestations taken collectively; the presiding deity of hemp. ̃েনt a. same as িtনয়ন 
(a.) ̃পk, ̃পkীয়, ̃পািkক a. tripartite. ̃পঞ্চাশত্ n. & a. fifty-three. fem. ˜পঞ্চাশতী । ̃পঞ্চাশtম a. fifty-third. 
fem. ̃পঞ্চাশtমী । ̃পN a. one who spoils religious material and spiritual good; rascally. ☐ n. a rascal, 
a rogue, a knave. ̃পt a. three-leaved, trifoliate. ☐ n. a trefoil; a leaf of the bel (েবল) 
tree. ̃পথগা, ̃পথগািমনী n. an appellation of the river Ganges as it flows in heaven, on earth and in the 
underworld simultaneously. ̃পদ n. (math.) a tripod. ̃পদী n. a kind of Bengali and Sanskrit metre of 
poetry; a tripod, a teapoy. ̃পণর্ a. three-leaved, trifoliate. ☐ n. a trefoil; a kind of flower tree. ̃পাদ a. 
three-legged; three-footed; measuring three human feet (িtপাদ জিম); three quarter (িtপাদ পুণয্). ☐ 
n. an incarnation of Vishnu (িব ু ) (see বামনাবতার). ̃পাপ n. three kinds of sins: mortal sins, pun 
ishable sins and venial sins. িtিপটক n. the name of the Buddhist scripture. ̃পুND, ̃পুNDক n. a trident-
shaped sectar ian mark painted on the forehead. ̃ফলক a. ternate (leaf). ̃ফলা n. the three kinds of 
myrobalans collectively. ̃বগর্ n. the three pursuits of the human life: religion, wealth and love 
collectively; the three characteristic primal qualities of man and other creatures; সtt or 
knowledge, রজঃ or action, and তমঃ or ignorance collectively; income, expenditure and 
accumulation or multiplication: these three collectively. ̃বণর্ n. Brahmin (bাhণ), Kshatriya (kিtয়) 
and Vaishya (ৈবশয্): these three castes of Hindus collectively. ☐ a. tricoloured, tricolour. িtবণর্ 
পতাকা a tricoloured flag, a tricolour. ̃বণর্রিঞ্জত a. dyed or painted in three colours, 
tricoloured. ̃বিল, ̃বলী n. the three muscular folds or wrinkles of the belly or the throat. ̃বািষর্ক a. 
triennial. ̃িবদয্া Rik (ঋক্), Sama (সাম) and Yajus (যজুঃ): these three Vedas. ̃িবধ a. of three kinds; 
threefold. ̃েবিণ n. a river with three streams; the river Ganges as it flows in heaven under the name 
of Mandakini, on earth under the name of Alakananda and in the underworld or Hades under the 
name of Bhogawati; a confluence of three rivers or streams; the confluence of the Ganges, the 
Jamuna and the Saraswati at Allahabad. ̃েবদী n. one esp. a Brahmin conversant with the three 
Vedas, namely, the Rik (ঋক্), the Sama (সাম) and the Yajus (যজুঃ). ̃ভঙ্গ, ভ̃িঙ্গম a. bent or crooked in 
three parts of the body. িtভঙ্গ-মুরাির n. an appellation of Krishna (কৃ ) esp. as he piped his flute 
standing; (sarcas.) a ludicrously ugly person who cannot keep his body erect. ̃ভুজ n. a 
triangle. ̃ভুজীয় a. triangular. ̃ভূবন n. heaven, earth and the underworld or Hades: these three col 
lectively; the (whole) universe. ̃ভূবনখয্াত, ̃ভুবনিবখয্াত a. reputed or famed all over the three world; 
having universal reputation or fame. ̃ভূবনিবজয়ী a. one who or that which has conquered or can 
conquer the three worlds, namely, heaven, earth and the underworld; world-conquering. ̃মািtক a. 
(geom.) having three dimensions, solid; (arith. & alg.) cubic. ˜মুkট n. triple-crowns or titles (esp. 
of victory in athletic sports and games). ̃মুিতর্ n. the Hindu trinity: Brahma (bhা), Vishnu (িব )ু and 
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Shiva (িশব); (chiefly facet.) a group of three per sons or friends who seem to be inseparable; a 
trio. ̃যামা n. night. ☐ a. con sisting of or divided into three parts (িtজামা-যািমনী). ̃েযাজী a. trivalent. ̃রt 
n. Buddha, Buddhism and the Buddhist monastery: these three as considered holy by Buddhists; 
(chiefly facet. & sarcas.) three precious persons. ˜রাt n. three consecutive nights and the two days 
in between them; three nights; a feast or fast continuing for this period. ̃েলাক same as িtভুবন । 
িtেলাচন same as িtনয়ন । ̃শিk n. three powers. ☐ a. tri partite. ̃শাখা িবnাস n. (bot.) tri 
chasium. ̃িশর, ̃িশরা a. three-headed; three-veined, three-pronged. িtশূল n. a trident. ̃শূলী, ̃শূলধারী a. 
armed with or holding a trident. ☐ n. an appellation of Shiva (িশব). ̃শূিলনী, ̃শূলধািরণী a. fem. of ̃শূলী 
and ̃শূলধারী respectively. ☐ n. appellations of Goddess Durga (dগর্া). ̃ষি  n. & a. sixty-three. ˜ষি তম 
a. sixty-third. fem. ̃ষি তমী । ̃সংসার same as ̃ভূবন । িtসংসাের তার েকu েনi he has none to call his own 
in the whole world. ̃সতয্ n. an oath thrice repeated or affirmed. সnয্া n. morning midday and 
afternoon: these three parts of one day collectively. ̃সpিত n. & a. seventy-three. ˜সpিততম a. 
seventy-third. fem. ̃সpিততমী । ̃সীমা, ̃সীমানা n. the three boundaries or ends; proximity, 
neighbourhood. িtসীমানা না মাDােনা never to come too near, to keep well away from. ̃েsাতা same as 
িtধারা । 

িtংশ [ triṃśa ] a thirtieth; thirty. িtংশত্ n. & a. thirty. fem. িtংশতী । িtংশtম a. thirtieth fem. িtশংtমী 

। 

িtক [ trika ] n the loins; three; a three-headed way. 

িtকাি হ [ trikāshi ] n the sacrum. 

িtদশ [ tridaśa ] n a god, an immortal. ̃বধু, ̃বিনতা n. (according to Hindus) a celestial courtesan or 
prostitute. িtদশািধপিত n. Indra (ind) king of the gods. িtদশাির n. an enemy of gods; a demon. িtদশালয় 
n. heaven (which is the abode of gods and goddesses). 

িtপল [ tripala ] n tarpaulin. ☐ a. thrice-bevelled (িtপল কাচ). 

িtপুরাnক, িtপুরাির [ tripurāntaka, tripurāri ] n an appellation of Shiva (িশব) who killed the demon 
Tripur (িtপুর). 

িtশ [ triśa ] n. & a thirty. 

িtশঙ্কু [ triśaṅku ] n a mythological king who was accommodated after his death in the void 
between heaven and earth; (fig.) a man who catches at the shadow and loses the substance, a man 
who can have recourse to neither of two alternatives. 

trিট [ truṭi ] n a shortcoming, a deficiency; a defect; harm; a failing, a lapse; an offence, a 
fault. ̃িবচুয্িত n. failings and errors, errors and omissions, faults and failings. ̃হীন a. free from 
defects, flawless, faultless, perfect, impeccable. 
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েtতা [ trētā ] n the second age of the world according to Hindus. 

ৈtকািলক [ traikālika ] a of or relating to the three ages; past, present and future; of or relating to 
all times or ages; eternal. 

ৈtgণয্ [ traiguṇya ] n an aggregate or collection or union or synthesis of the three primal 
characteristic qualities of man, namely, সtt or knowledge, রজঃ or action and তমঃ or ignorance. 

ৈtবািষর্ক [ traibārṣika ] a continuing for three years or occurring every third year, triennial. 

ৈtমািসক [ traimāsika ] a continuing for three months or occurring or being published every third 
month, trimonthly, quarterly; relating to three months. ☐ n. a periodical published every third 
month, a quarterly. 

ৈtরািশক [ trairāśika ] n (arith.) the rule of three. 

ৈtেলাকয্ [ trailōkya ] n heaven, earth and the under world: these three worlds collectively; the 
universe; creation. 

tয্ংশ [ tryaṃśa ] n the third part or share; three parts or shares. 

tয্kর [ tryakṣara ] n the holy letter oঁ (a + u + ম). ☐ a. containing oঁ; consisting of three letters. 
tয্kরা n. the final knowledge. 

tয্ঙ্ক [ tryaṅka ] a consisting of three acts, three-act (tয্ঙ্ক নাটক). 

tয্ঙু্গল [ tryaṅgula ] a measuring three fingers. 

tয্mক [ tryambaka ] n a name of Shiva (িশব). 

tয্s [ tryasra ] a triangular. 

tয্হsশর্ [ tryahasparśa ] n a conjunction of three lunar days in one calendar day. 
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থ1 [ tha1 ] n the seventeenth letter of the Bengali alphabet. 

থ2 [ tha2 ] a stupefied or dumbfounded and motionless, confounded or amazed or flabbergasted 
(থ হoয়া). 

থi [ thi ] n the bottom (of rivers, ponds, lakes etc.); limit (of sorrow, misery etc.); a shelter. থi না 
পাoয়া to be out of depth. 

থiথi [ thithi ] int expressing: vast expanse of any liquid (জল থiথi করেছ). 

থক [ thaka ] int expressing: the sound of spitting phlegm (থক কের থুতু েফলা). 

থকথক [ thakathaka ] int expressing: clayeyness or splashed state (কাদা থকথক করেছ); stickiness 
(আঠা থকথক করেছ); a raw wound exposed to view (often filled with morbid matter) (ঘা থকথক করেছ); 
compact sliminess (েপাকাgেলা থকথক করেছ). থকথেক a. clayey; sticky, viscid, viscous; exposed to view 
and often containing morbid matter; slimy. 

থকা [ thakā ] v (owing to hard labour) to be run down or exhausted; to be out of breath, to pant; 
to come to a stop in a state of exhaustion. থিকত a. stopped on account of exhaustion (থিকত পােয়র 
চলা). 

থতমত [ thatamata ] int expressing: embarrassment; stammering with perplexity. থতমত খাoয়া v. to 
be embarrassed; to be disconcerted; to stammer with perplexity. 

থপ [ thapa ] int expressing: a thudding noise. থপথপ int. expressing: repeated thudding noise. 
থপথেপ a. giving out a thud ding noise (থপথেপ চলন). 

থপাস [ thapāsa ] int expressing: a sound louder than থপ । 

থমকােনা [ thamakānō ] v to come to a stop suddenly; to be taken aback. 

থমিক [ thamaki ] v. imp stopping suddenly. থমিক থমিক adv. stopping at every step. 

থমথম [ thamathama ] int expressing: dreadful depth, silence and darkness (রাত থমথম করেছ); 
swollenness with morbid humour or passion or glumness (মুখ থমথম করেছ); filled with rain or 
overcast with cloud (আকাশ থমথম করেছ); filled with dreadful uncertainty or suspense (সারা েদশ থমথম 
করেছ). থমথেম a. dreadfully gloomy and dark; dreadfully still; swollen with morbid humour or 
passion or glumness; filled with rain or overcast with cloud; filled with dreadful uncertainty or 
suspense. 
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থর [ thara ] n a layer, a stratum, a tier. থের-থের, থের-িবথের adv. in layers or strata or tiers one upon 
another, stratifyingly. 

থরথর [ tharathara ] int expressing violent, trembling or shaking (থরথর েদহ, কাঁেপ থরথর). থরথর করা v. 
to tremble or quake violently. থরথরািন n. violent trembling or quaking. 

থরহির [ tharahari ] a. & adv trembling violently esp. with fear. 

থলথল [ thalathala ] int expressing: lax fleshiness or flabbiness. থলথল করা v. (usu. of lax flesh of a 
flabby person) to hang loosely. থলথেল a. fleshy or flabby but lax. 

থেলা [ thalō ] n a cluster, a bunch. থেলা থেলা in bunches or clusters; clustering. 

থss, থসথস [ thasthas, thasathasa ] in expressing: moistness or wetness and looseness. থss করা 
v. to be moist and loose. থsেস a. moist or wet and loose. 

-থা1 [ -thā1 ] in. comp a place (েহথা, eথা). 

-থা2 [ -thā2 ] in. comp a manner or way or means or kind (anথা, সবর্থা). 

থাক [ thāka ] n a tier, a layer; a group. 

থাকবিn [ thākabandi ] a tiered, stacked in layers one above another, stratified; kept in separate 
groups. 

থাকবিs [ thākabasti ] n determination of the periphery, boundary etc. of land; cadastral survey. 

থাকা [ thākā ] v to live, to dwell (oরা oখােন থােক); to stay, to be at (ঘের থাকা); to remain, to be in 
(পািলেয় থাকা); to pass time (কে  থাকা); to have (টাকা থাকা); to be in possession (টাকা িচরকাল থােক না); to 
exist (ঈশব্র িচরকাল আেছন o থাকেবন); to last esp. permanently (e রং থাকেব না); to be alive (বাপ থাকেত 
েতামার টাকার ভাবনা েনi); to be present (আিম েসখােন থাকেল eটা ঘটত না); to be saved or preserved (e যুেd 
pাণ থাকেব না); to be maintained or observed or kept (কথা থাকা); to remain unimpaired or intact (জাত 
থাকা, ধমর্ থাকা, সতীt থাকা); to be retained (মেন থাকা); to lag behind, to straggle (সবাi যখন েগল, তখন আিম 
আর থািক েকন); to be involved, to take part in (আিম িকছুেত থািক না); to be accustomed to (েস সকােল চা 
েখেয় থােক); to continue (চলেত থাকা); to associate with, to accompany (লkণ রােমর সেঙ্গ সেঙ্গ থাকত); 
(vul.) to have illicit connection with; to be left off or out (o কথা থাক). থাকাথািক n. stay; existence; 
act of staying and not staying. 

থােক-থােক [ thākē-thākē ] adv in tiers, in rows. 

থান1 [ thāna1 ] n a holy place (বাবার থান); proximity, presence ('ধমর্থােন পাiব মুকিত'). 
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থান2 [ thāna2 ] a whole, unbroken (থান iট); without colored border or edge (থান ধুিত). ☐ n. an 
entire sheet of woven fabric (জামার থান); a loincloth without any colored border or edge. 

থানkিন [ thānakuni ] n variety of edible herb Hydrocotyle asiatica. 

থানা [ thānā ] n stationing or encamping (থানা েদoয়া); assemblage or encampment ('চািরিভেত কটেকর 
থানা'); a station or out post (পুিলেশর থানা); a police station (থানায় পুিলশ েনi). থানা েদoয়া v. to be 
stationed for attacking (রামলkণ সৈসn লঙ্কাপুরী েব ন কের থানা িদেলন). ̃দার n. an officer incharge of a 
police station or an outpost. থানা-পুিলশ করা v. to go repeatedly to the police station for obtaining 
police help. 

থাপD, থাপDা, থাpD, থাbDা [ thāpaḍ◌়, thāpaḍ◌়ā, thāppaḍ◌়, thāb◌়ḍ◌়ā ] n a slap with the open 
palm of the hand. থাপD মারা, থাপDােনা, থাবDােনা v. to slap. 

থাবিD [ thābaḍ◌়i ] n a squatting posture; an instance or act of squatting. থাবিD খাoয়া, থাবিD েখেয়, বসা 
v. to squat, to sit on one's buttocks. 

থাবা [ thābā ] n the paw; (facet.) a man's palm; a palmful, a handful (eক থাবা িচিন). থাবা েদoয়া থাবা 
মারা, থাবােনা v. to (try to) seize or snatch with the paw; to paw; (facet.) to (try to) seize or snatch 
with the palm of the hand. 

থাম [ thāma ] n a pillar, a post, a column. 

থামা [ thāmā ] v to stop; to come to a stop; to halt, to pause; to stop doing or taking (aেনক বেলছ, 
eবার থােমা); to forbear or desist; to be calmed or appeased (রাগ েথেমেছ, টাকা না েপেল পাoনাদাররা থামেব 
না); to cease (বৃি  থামা); to abate, to have remission (jর থামা). 

থামােনা [ thāmānō ] v to cause to stop, to stop; to stop (one) doing or talking; to cause to for bear 
or desist; to calm or appease; to cause to cease; to abate; to check or prevent. 

থামাল [ thāmāla ] n (arch.) plinth. 

থাির [ thāri ] n (poet.) a small plate or platter, or salver. 

থােমর্ািমটার, থামর্িমটার [ thārmōmiṭāra, thārmamiṭāra ] n a thermometer. 

থািল [ thāli ] n a small plate or platter or salver. 

থাসা [ thāsā ] v to press down; to knead; to stuff or ram esp. forcibly. 
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িথতােনা [ thitānō ] v to sink down to the bottom, to settle; to subside; (fig.) to be calmed or 
quietened or to become weakened (আেnালন িথতােনা). 

িথেয়টার [ thiẏēṭāra ] n a theatre. িথেয়টার করা v. to act on the stage; to stage a play. ̃oয়ালা n. a 
proprietor or manager of a theatre; a stage actor. ̃oয়ািল n. a stage actress. িথেয়টাির a. stagey; 
theatrical. 

থু, থুঃ [ thu, thuḥ ] int expressing: noise of spitting roughly; fie (তােক থুঃ). 

থুক [ thuka ] int expressing: noise of spitting. ☐ n. spittle (থুক েফলা). থুকদািন, থুকদান n. a spitoon. 

থুDথুD [ thuḍ◌়thuḍ◌় ] int expressing: constant trembling or inability to stand steady owing to old 
age, decrepitude or weakness; decrepitude. থুDথুেD a. trembling constantly or unable to stand 
steady owing to old age, decrepitude or weakness; decrepit. 

থুDা [ thuḍ◌়ā ] v to mince, to chop fine; to thrash or rebuke severely. 

থুিD [ thuḍ◌়i ] int expressing: withdrawal or retraction of a word uttered or of an action done by 
mistake; sorry. 

থুত্কার [ thutkāra ] n act of spitting; act of making the sound of spitting; (fig.) act of crying 
shame upon. 

থুতিন, থুিত [ thutani, thuti ] n the chin. 

থুত ু[ thutu ] n spittle; saliva. থুতু েদoয়া v. to spit (upon or at). থুতু েফলা v. to spit. 

থুপ [ thupa ] n a heap, a pile, a stack. থুপ করা v. to heap, to pile, to stack. 

থুিপ [ thupi ] n a small heap or pile or bunch or cluster. 

থুবDা1 [ thubaḍ◌়ā1 ] a unmarried though advanced in years. fem. থুবিD । থুবDা েলাক an old bachelor. 
থুবিD (or থুবDা) েমেয় an old maid or spinster. 

থুবDা2 [ thubaḍ◌়ā2 ] a very old; decrepit. fem. থুবিD । 

থুবDােনা [ thubaḍ◌়ānō ] v to fall flat on one's face (মুখ থুবেD পDা). 

েথঁেতা [ thēn ̐tō ] a pounded; smashed; bruised; mauled. েথঁেতা করা v. to crush to a pulp. েথঁতা, েথঁতােনা, 
েথঁতলােনা v. to pound; to smash; to bruise; to make soft and shapeless by repeated pounding; to 
maul. ☐ a. pounded; smashed; bruised; mauled. 
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েথেক [ thēkē ] prep from (বািD েথেক, তার কাছ েথেক); since (েসi সময় েথেক); than, of, to (রােমর েথেক শয্াম 
বেDা). 

েথবDা [ thēbaḍ◌়ā ] a flat; snub. েথবDা নাক a snub-nose. েথবDা করা, েথবDােনা v. to flatten. 

েথেলা [ thēlō ] a having a large roundish water container made of a coconut-shell (েথেলা hঁেকা). 

েথাoয়া, েথায়া [ thōōẏā, thōẏā ] v (dial.) to place, to put, to keep; to lay down; to deposit. ☐ a. 
placed, put, kept; laid down; deposited. েথাoয়ােনা, েথায়ােনা v. to cause to place or put or keep or lay 
down or deposit. 

েথাঁতা1 [ thōn̐tā1 ] a smashed; rendered toothless or blunt (মুখ েথাঁতা করা). মুখ েথাঁতা কের েদoয়া v. (fig.) 
to render powerless, to take the venom out of, to extract the fang of, to discomfit. 

েথাঁতা2 [ thōn̐tā2 ] n the chin (েথাঁতা েভেঙ েদoয়া). ☐ a. having a chin; heavy and blunt (েথাঁতা মুখ). েথাঁতা 
মুখ েভাঁতা করা (fig.) to put an end to one's tall talk, to put out of countenance, to discomfit; to 
humble one's pride, to make one lick the dust. 

েথাক [ thōka ] n a net amount; an aggregate, a total, a lump; an installment, an item (েথােক েথােক); 
a bundle; a bunch. ☐ a. net, lump, total (েথাক লাভ, েথাক টাকা). 

েথাকা [ thōkā ] n a bunch, a cluster; a bundle. েথাকা বাঁধা v. (i. & t.) to gather or collect in bunches 
or bundles. েথাকায় েথাকায় in bunches or bundles. 

েথােক [ thōkē ] adv in a lump. েথােক িবkয় disposal or sale on a wholesale basis. 

েথাD [ thōḍ◌় ] n the spathe of a banana tree before it shoots from the stem; an ear of paddy corn 
about to be sprouted. েথাD-বিD-খাDা hackneyed monotony; monotonous repetition or lack of 
variety, truism. 

েথাDা2 [ thōḍ◌়ā2 ] a a little; a few. 

েথাDাi [ thōḍ◌়āi ] adv not much, but little. েথাDাi েকয়ার করা not to care a fig or a straw for; (sl.) not 
to care a damn. 

েথাতনা [ thōtanā ] n (dero.) a large and heavy and odd-looking chin. 

েথাপ [ thōpa ] n a bunch, a cluster, a tuft (েথাপ েথাপ ঘাস = tufts of grass). 

েথাপনা2 [ thōpanā2 ] n a large tuft or bunch or cluster. 
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েথাপা [ thōpā ] n a bunch, a cluster, a tuft. 

েথার, েথাির [ thōra, thōri ] a (obs. & poet.) little or few. 
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দ1 [ da1 ] n the eighteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

-দ3 [ -da3 ] sfx indicating: one who or that which gives (sখদ, জলদ). 

দi [ di ] n curdled milk, curd. দi পাতা v. to curdle milk; to keep milk in such a way that it will 
congeal or freeze into curd. িচিনপাতা দi milk curdled with sugar, sweet curd. সাজা দi recently 
curdled milk, fresh curd. হােত দi পােত দi তব ুবেল কi কi (lit.) with curd on the palm of one's hand 
and on the plate, one still complains that it is not enough; (fig.) there is more than enough, yet 
complaining of scarcity; (cp.) want is unlimited and insatiable. 

দu [ du ] a (poet. & obs.) two, both. 

দংশ [ daṃśa ] n the gadfly, a large gnat. 

দংশক [ daṃśaka ] a one who or that which bites or stings. ☐ n. a large gnat, the gadfly. 

দংশন [ daṃśana ] n act of biting or stinging; a bite or sting. দংশন করা v. to bite or sting. 

দংশল [ daṃśala ] v (obs. & poet.) bit or stung. 

দংশা [ daṃśā ] v (usu. poet.) to bite or sting. দংশােনা v. to cause to bite or sting; to bite or sting; 
(fig.) to cause grief, pain or suffering, to distress. 

দংিশত [ daṃśita ] a bitten; stung. 

দংশী [ daṃśī ] fem of দংশ । 

দংT [ daṃṣṭra ] n a tooth (esp. a large or sharp one). dংTা n. a claw or prong or fang (as of a crab 
or a lobster); a large (and usu. sharp) tooth (as of a dog or a fox); a sting (as of a mosquito or a 
gadfly). dংTাঘাত n. a bite or a sting. dংTায়ুধ n. a wild boar. dংTাল, dংTী a. having a claw or prong or 
fang or tooth or sting, clawed, pronged, fanged, toothed, stinged. 

দক, দঁক [ daka, dan ̐ka ] n a soft and deep mass of mud, a pool of soft and deep mud, quagmire, 
slough (দেক পDা). দেক পDা v. (fig.) to run into a great danger suddenly. 

দk1 [ dakṣa1 ] n (myth.) the name of a divine being entrusted formerly with the charge of 
creation of earthly beings; the father of Sati (সতী), the wife of Shiva (িশব), ̃কnা n. Sati (সতী), the 
wife of Shiva (িশব). ̃যj n. (myth.) a religious feast held by Daksha (দk) in which Shiva (িশব) was 
not invited and was publicly abused or censured and Sati (সতী), the wife of Shiva, unable to stand 
this, died of grief. Shiva came with his followers to the feast, spoilt it and killed Daksha; (fig.) 
tremendous turmoil; utter confusion, pandemonium. 
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দk2 [ dakṣa2 ] a expert, skilful, adroit; clever; competent. fem. দkা । ̃তা n. expertness, skill, 
adroitness; cleverness; competence. 

দিkণ [ dakṣiṇa ] n the south; the right hand side, the right. ☐ a. southern, south; Antarctic; 
dexter, right (দিkণ হs); favourable, pleased, graceful (rেdর দিkণ মুখ); (rhet.) a gallant who can 
love several women equally at the same time. aয়নাn n. winter solstice. ̃কািলকা, দিkণাকালী n. a 
manifestation of Goddess Kali (কালী). ̃পন্হী a. right ist. ☐ n. a rightist in politics. দিkণ-পি ম n. & a. 
south-west. &square; a. south-western. দিkণ-পূবর্ n. & a. south-east. &square; a. south eastern. ̃েমr 
n. the South Pole. ̃েমr aঞ্চল the Antarctic. ̃হs n. the right hand; (fig.) the principal support or 
helper, one's right-hand man. দিkণহেsর বয্াপার the affair or business of taking one's meal, eating. 

দিkণরায় [ dakṣiṇarāẏa ] n the presiding tiger-deity of the Sundarbans. 

দিkণা [ dakṣiṇā ] n a fee or gift given to a priest or a Brahman or a teacher etc.; the south 
(দিkণাpবণ); (rhet.) a mistress who still retains her attachment towards her former lover. ☐ a. 
southern, south. 

দিkণাচার [ dakṣiṇācāra ] n a system of Tantric (তািntক) rituals. দিkণাচারী a. & n. one who follows 
this system. 

দিkণাঞ্চল [ dakṣiṇāñcala ] n the mythological southern mountain, the Malaya; the Antarctic 
Mountain. 

দিkণাn [ dakṣiṇānta ] n termination of a religious function by paying the priest his fees. দিkণাn 
করা v. to conclude or terminate a religious function by paying the priest his fees. 

দিkণাপথ [ dakṣiṇāpatha ] n the Deccan. 

দিkণাবতর্ [ dakṣiṇābarta ] a moving or winding clock wise; clockwise, dextral. ☐ n. the Deccan. 

দিkণাবহ [ dakṣiṇābaha ] n the south wind; the vernal breeze. 

দিkণায়ন [ dakṣiṇāẏana ] n the winter solstice. দিkণায়নবtৃ n. the Tropic of Capricorn. 

দখল [ dakhala ] n occupation, possession; hold, control; right to hold or possess; mastery, 
knowledge, skill, aptitude (তার nায়শােst বা গিনেত দখল আেছ). দখল করা v. to occupy (আসন বা জিম দখল 
করা); to take possession of (শtrেত েদশ দখল করল); to appropriate to oneself (েস আমার কলমটা দখল 
করল). দখল থাকা v. to have right to hold or possess (জিমেত দখল থাকা); to have possession; to have 
hold or control (ভােগয্র uপর দখল থাকা); to have mastery or knowledge or skill or aptitude (শােst বা 
েখলায় দখল থাকা). দখেল থাকা v. to be in occupation or possession or control. ̃কার, ̃দার a. one who is in 
occupation or possession, occupying. ☐ n. an occupant, an occupier; a possessor. ̃চূয্ত a. 
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dispossessed. ̃নামা n. a deed or title of possession or occupancy. দখিল a. relating to occupancy or 
occupation or possession; occupied, held. দখিলকার, দখিলদার same as দখলকার । দখল st right by 
occupancy, possessory right. 

দিখনা [ dakhinā ] a southern, south. 

দগD [ dagaḍ◌় ] n a kind of war-drum or kettledrum. 

দগDা [ dagaḍ◌়ā ] n a raised streak on the skin caused by lashing, a wale. দগDা পDা v. to be marked 
with a wale. দগDা েফলা v. to wale. 

দগদগ [ dagadaga ] int expressing: burning sensation; inflammation or extensive openness of a 
wound (ঘা দগদগ করেছ). দগদগািন, দগদিগ n. burning sensation; inflammation. দগদেগ a. giving a 
burning sensation, burning; inflammatory. 

দg [ dagdha ] a burnt; scorched, parched; singed, roasted; very hot or red hot (দg েলাহা); (fig.) 
extremely afflicted or distressed (দg hদয়); (fig.) unfortunate, unlucky, illfated (দg কপাল); (fig.) 
tarnished with shame or disrepute, disgraced (দg বদন); (fig.) unkind, ungraceful (দg িবধাতা). দgা n. 
fem. an ominous or ill omened lunar day (মাসদgা). ☐ v. (chiefly poet.) to burn; to scorch, to 
parch; to singe, to roast; to make very hot, to heat; (fig.) to afflict, to distress; (fig.) to annoy, to 
badger, to torment. দgােনা v. same as দgা (v.). ☐ a. same as দg (a.) ̃hদয় a. having a heart in deep 
and bitter grief. দgাবেশষ a. remaining as residue after burning. ☐ n. residue after burning. 

দঙ্গল [ daṅgala ] n a crowd, a swarm; a group (eক দঙ্গল েছেল); wrestling; a wrestling bout. দঙ্গল বাঁধা 
v. to form into a crowd; to crowd, to swarm. 

দjাল [ dajjāla ] a (usu. of a woman) hot-tempered, querulous and overbearing, refractory; 
wayward; wicked; choleric; (dero.) uncontrollable. 

দD [ daḍ◌় ] a strong, hard, steady; stiff; firm; strong; sharp (মুেখ দD); stronger, harder, stiffer 
(বাঁেশর েচেয় kিঞ্চ দD); able, competent (কােজ দD). 

দDবD [ daḍ◌়baḍ◌় ] int expressing: the noise of a horse's trot. দDবিD adv. (poet.) trotting(ly). 

দDা [ daḍ◌়ā ] n a thick cord, a rope, a hawser. ̃দিD n. ropes and cords, cordage. ̃বািজ n. rope-
dancing, rope-walking, funam bulation;acrobatics;acrobatism.̃বািজ কর n. a rope-dancer, a rope-
walker, a funambulist, an acrobat. দDাবািজ করা v. to funambulate, to perform or exhibit acrobatic 
feats. 

দDাম [ daḍ◌়āma ] int expressing: a banging or slam ming or booming or loud thudding noise. 
দDাম কের দরজা েভজােনা to shut the door with a bang, to slam the door. 
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দিD [ daḍ◌়i ] n a cord, a string; a halter (ফাঁিসর দিD a fillet (চুল-বাঁধা দিD). দিD েছঁDা v. to snap a string; 
to get loose from bonds or bondage; to escape from captivity or control. ̃েছঁDা a. got loosened from 
bonds or bondage; (fig.) out of captivity; (fig.) unrestrained. ̃দDা n. strings and ropes, cordage. দিD 
েদoয়া v. (lit.) to give a piece of string; to put a halter round one's neck; to hang. দিD পাকােনা v. to 
twist ropes and cords, to make ropes and cords. ̃কলিস n. a piece of cord and a pitcher: equipment 
for committing suicide (one may drown oneself by tying a pitcher full of water to one's neck with 
a piece of cord). েতামার দিD-কলিস েজােট না (in curses and scolding) go, get yourself drowned. েতামার 
গলায় দিD (in curses and scolding) go, hang yourself. েভেব েভেব দিD হoয়া to be reduced to a skeleton 
or be emaciated through worries and anxieties. 

দN1 [ daṇḍa1 ] n a measure of time (=24 minutes). দেN দেN at every moment; every now and then, 
frequently, often; repeatedly, eকদেN adv. in a short time; in a trice, in a moment, in a jiffy. 

দN2 [ daṇḍa2 ] n a rod, a mace, a club, a staff, a stick, a pole, a sceptre; a pestle; a mallet; a 
churning stick; a maulstick; a ramrod; a rudder; anything resembling a rod; a measure of length 
(=4 cubits); punishment, penalty; a sentence (pাণদN); a fine (aথর্দN); a loss (বয্বসােয় টাকা দN); 
government or statemanship, any form or policy of government (সামদানেভদদN); a war or battle; an 
army or column (দNনায়ক). ̃কতর্া n. one who is empowered to punish; a punisher; a governor or 
ruler; a judge. fem. ̃কtর্ী ।�কাক n. the god of death or Yama (যম) in the guise of a crow; jackdaw, a 
raven. ̃gহণ n. acceptance of or submission to punishment; act of taking to asceticism. দNgহণ করা v. 
to accept punishment, to submit to punishment, to kiss the rod; to take to asceticism, to renounce 
the world. ̃চmুক n. a bar magnet. ̃দাতা n. an inflicter of punishment, a scourger. fem. ̃দাtী । ̃দান n. 
infliction of punishment; an award of a sentence of punishment. দNদান করা, দN েদoয়া v. to punish; 
to sentence to punishment, to award a sentence of punishment. ̃ধর n. a king; a ruler or governor; a 
name of Yama (যম) the god of death and punisher of sinners. ☐ a. sceptred; armed with or 
bearing a staff. ̃ধারী a. armed with or bearing a staff; sceptred. ☐ n. king; an ascetic. ̃ন n. act of 
punishing or infliction of punishment, punishment. ̃নায়ক n. a commander in-chief; an army 
commander; one empowered to punish, a punisher, a scourger. ̃নীিত n. principles of government; 
political economy, politics; principles regulating punishment, penal system. ̃নীয় a. punishable. 
fem. ̃নীয়া । ̃পািণ same as দন্ডধর । ̃pদান same as দন্ডদান । ̃পাল, ̃পালক n. a gatekeeper, a porter (fem. 

porteress, portress), a jani tor (fem. janitrix, janitress). ̃িবধাতা same as ̃দাতা fem. ̃িবধাtী । ̃িবধান n. 
award or determination of punishment; the penal code. ̃িবিধ n. the penal code; the criminal or 
penal procedure; a criminal or penal law. ̃মুN n. all sorts of punishments ranging from the most 
lenient ones to capital punishment. দNমুেNর কতর্া one who has the absolute power of punishing; a 
king; an absolute ruler or master; a judge. ̃েযাগয্ a. punishable. ̃srপ adv. by way of punishment, as 
a penalty. 

দNবত্ [ daṇḍabat ] int expressing: prostration to pay homage or to show reverence. ☐ n. lying 
prostrate in worship or respect. ☐ a. prostrate in worship or respect. দNবত্ করা v. to prostrate. 
oneself in worship or respect (to or before). দNবত্ হoয়া v. to lie prostrate in worship or respect. খুের 
খুের দNবত্ I bow down to your or his or her hoofs; a facetious expression to call a person a beast 
and get rid of him or her. 
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দNাঘাত [ daṇḍāghāta ] n hitting or striking with a stick, beating up or belabouring with a rod. 

দNাধীন [ daṇḍādhīna ] a subject to punishment; liable to be punished; sentenced to punishment; 
subject to government or rule. 

দNায়মান [ daṇḍāẏamāna ] a in the standing posture, standing up. দNায়মান হoয়া v. to stand up. 

দNহর্ [ daṇḍarha ] a deserving punishment, punishable. 

দিN [ daṇḍi ] n a holy or sacrificial thread mea suring 4 cubits or about 2 metres in length. 

দিNত [ daṇḍita ] a punished, penalized; sentenced to a punishment; subjected to financial loss or 
fine. 

দNী [ daṇḍī ] a armed with or bearing a staff; sceptred. ☐ n. a king; an ascetic; Yama (যম) the 
god of death and punisher of sinners. 

দt [ datta ] a given; given away; awarded; conferred, bestowed; paid. দtা n. fem. of দt । ☐ a. 
fem. given away in marriage; betrothed. দtক, দtক পুt n. an adopted son. দtহারী, দtাপহারক, দtাপহারী 
a. (committing the offence of) taking back what has been given away by oneself. দtাপহরণ n. act 
of taking back what has been given by oneself; the offence of doing this. 

দdr [ dadru ] n ringworm. ̃নাশন n. a curative medicine for ringworm. ☐ a. curative of ringworm. 

দিধ [ dadhi ] n curdled milk, curd. ̃ভান্ড n. a pail containing curd. ̃মঙ্গল n. a ritual of feeding a 
Hindu bride in the small hours previous to the wedding day. ̃মন্হন n. act of churning milk into 
butter or act of churning curd into whey. দিধমন্হন করা v. to churn milk into butter or to churn curd 
into whey. ̃মন্হনদN n. a churning rod or stick. ̃সার n. butter or cream. 

দnজ [ danuja ] n (myth.) a son or descendant of Danu (দn), a demon (demons were traditional 
enemies of gods). fem. দnজা । ̃দলনী n. fem. the destroyer of demons: an appellation of goddess 
Durga (dগর্া). 

দn [ danta ] n a tooth; a tusk (হিsদn); a fang (সপর্দn). ̃কা  n. a twig used as a tooth brush. দn িকিDিমিD 
n. an instance or act of gnashing one's teeth. ̃িচিকত্সক n. a dentist. ̃িচিকত্সা n. dentistry. ̃ধাবন n. act of 
cleansing or brushing one's teeth; a toothbrush. ̃ধাবনী n. a toothbrush, a stick or twig for cleaning 
teeth. ̃পিঙ্k n. a row of teeth. ̃েপিশ n. gums. ̃িবকাশ n. (dero. & facet.) smile or simper. দnিবকাশ করা v. 
(dero. & facet.) to smile or simper. ˜েব  n. gums. ̃মঞ্জন n. act of cleansing or brushing one's teeth; 
tooth powder or tooth-paste, dentifrice. ̃মল n. the tartar of teeth. ̃মাংস n. gums. ̃মাজর্ন n. cleaning or 
brushing one's teeth. ̃মূল n. the root of the tooth. ̃মূলীয় a. pertaining to the root of the tooth; (gr.) 
dental. ☐ n. (gr.) a dental letter or sound, a dental. ̃rিচ n. the beauty or whiteness of teeth (as 
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seen when one smiles). ̃শূল n. toothache, odontalgia. ̃sুট n. act of piercing with teeth; act of 
biting; (fig.) comprehension. দnsুট করা v. to bite; (fig.) to comprehend. ̃হীন a. toothless, edentate, 
edentulous. দnহীন pানী an edentate. দnহীন pাণীবগর্ the Edentata. 

দnাg [ dantāgra ] n the point of a tooth. 

দnাঘাত [ dantāghāta ] n a bite. 

দnাবল [ dantābala ] n the elephant. 

দnায়ুধ [ dantāẏudha ] n the hog, the boar. 

দnী [ dantī ] a toothed, dentate; having a tusk or a dreadful tooth; rodent. ☐ n. the elephant; the 
hog; a rodent; (collect.) the Rodentia. 

দntর [ dantura ] a toothed, dentate, having a tusk; having a large or dreadful tooth or teeth; 
rodent. দntর pাণী a rodent. দntর pাণীবগর্ the Rodentia. 

দেnাদ্গম, দেnােdদ [ dantōdgama, dantōdbhēda ] n dentition, teething. দেnাদ্গম হoয়া, দেnােdদ হoয়া 
v. to cut one's teeth, to teethe. 

দেnৗ য্ [ dantauṣṭhya ] a (gr.) labiodental. ☐ n. a lobiodental letter or sound, a labiodental. 

দnয্ [ dantya ] a dental. ̃বণর্ n. a dental letter, a dental. 

দp, দপ [ dap, dapa ] int expressing: a sudden blaze. দp কের adv. blazing up suddenly. দp দp, 
দপদপ int. expressing: blazing up repeatedly and rather tremulously; throbbing inflammation (েফাDা 
দপ্দ্প করা). ̃দপা n. importance and power. ̃দপািন n. repeated throbbing pain. 

দফতর, দpর [ daphatara, daptara ] n an office; a secretariat; official papers, files, registers, 
records (দফতর েগাছােনা); definite charge, portfolio (দফতরহীন). দফতরখানা, দpরখানা n. a record room. 
দফতরহীন, দpরহীন a. with out portfolio (দফতরহীন মntী,). দফতির, দpির) n. a record keeper; an office-boy 
incharge of official files, stamps etc. and postage; a book-binder. 

দফা [ daphā ] n an instalment, a time; an item; a section, a paragraph, a clause, a division; 
condition, state, affair (তার দফা রফা). দফায় দফায় by instalments; again and again. ̃রফা (or িনেকশ or 
েশষ) করা v. to kill; (vul.) to do for; to undo or ruin or discomfit utterly. দফারফা হoয়া v. to be ruined 
or undone. 

দফাoয়াির [ daphāōẏāri ] a counted or given or arranged instalment by instalment or item by item; 
(inc.) piecemeal. 
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দফাদার [ daphādāra ] n a military or police officer holding a rank equivalent to that of a corporal. 

দেফ [ daphē ] adv item. দেফ দেফ adv. by instalments; item by item. 

দবদবা । [ dabadabā . ] n the height of power, prosperity and prestige; pomp and splendour. 

দম1 [ dama1 ] n rule, control, control or repression of senses, continence (শমদম). 

দম2 [ dama2 ] int expressing: a light thudding or banging noise. দমদম int. expressing: repeated 
light thudding or banging noise. দমাদম adv. with repeated thuds. 

দম3 [ dama3 ] n respiration, breathing, breath (দম আটকােনা); a spell of catching the breath (দম 
ফুরােনা); the breath of life, life breath (দম েবেরােনা); a forceful puff (গাঁজায় দম); a spell or act of 
winding a machine (ঘিDেত দম); (chiefly dial.) a winding key (ঘিDর দমটা বদলােত হেব a bluff, a fib, a 
hoax, a bam (দেম েভালা); mild heat (দেম বসােনা মাংস); a variety of highly seasoned thick curry (আলুর 
দম). দম আটকােনা v. to catch the breath; to have difficulty in breathing; to cause difficulty in 
breathing; to be suffocated or choked; to suffocate or choke. দম ছাDা v. to recover freedom of 
breathing, to take breath. দম ছাDার aবকাশ breathing-space, breathing time, a breather. দম েদoয়া v. 
to wind (as a watch); to hoax, to bamboozle; to have a hard spell of smoking (গাঁজায় দম েদoয়া). দম 
ফাটা v. to choke; (fig.) to feel extremely oppressed at heart when forced not to speak out or 
express something. ̃ফাটা a. choking, suffocating, that which causes choking or suffocation (দমফাটা 
হািস). দম ফুরােনা v. to be out of breath, to be breathless; to die; (of clocks etc.) to require fresh 
winding. দম বn করা v. to catch one's breath. দম বn করােনা v. to cause to catch one's breath; to 
suffocate, to choke. দম বn হoয়া v. to be suffocated or choked. দম বার করা v. to put out of breath, to 
take one's breath; to make one breathe one's last. দম বার হoয়া v. to be out of breath; to breathe 
one's last. দম রাখা v. to hold one's breath. দম েনoয়া v. to take breath, to have a respite. দম লাগােনা 
same as দম েদoয়া । eকদম adv. at all. eকদেম adv. at one breath; quickly at a stretch. পুেরাদেম adv. in 
full swing; in full speed; in a downright manner; thoroughly. েবদম a. that which puts one out of 
breath; excessive (েবদম pহার). 

দমক1 [ damaka1 ] a one who or that which restrains or subdues or represses. 

দমক2 [ damaka2 ] n a sudden blast or flash or burst, a gust; a spell. 

দমকল [ damakala ] n a fire-engine; the fire-brigade; (dial.) a pressure pump for raising water and 
other fluids. ̃বািহনী n. the fire brigade. 

দমকা [ damakā ] a coming in a sudden blast or flash or burst, gusty, gustful (দমকা বাতাস); 
unforeseen or unexpected (দমকা খরচ). 

দমদমা [ damadamā ] n a raised mound of earth for tar get practice. 
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দমন [ damana ] n subdual, quelling (শtrদমন); restraint, repression (iিndয়দমন); suppression, 
coercion (িবেdাহদমন); removal or abatement, check, subsidence (েরাগদমন). দমন করা v. to subdue, to 
quell; to restrain, to repress; to suppress, to coerce; to remove or abate, to check. ̃নীিত n. the 
policy of coercion or repression. দমনীয়, দময্ a. subduable; restrainable, repressible; suppressible; 
coercible; removable or abatable, mitigable. ̃শীল a. oppressive, coercing. 

দমবাজ [ damabāja ] n a fibber; a braggart; a bamboozler, a hoaxer. দমবািজ n. bragging; 
bamboozlement, hoaxing; a hoax, a fib, a bam. 

দমিয়তা [ damaẏitā ] a. & n one who subdues or restrains or represses or suppresses or coerces or 
checks or removes or abates or causes to subside. fem. দমিয়tী । 

দমসম [ damasama ] n suffocation or spasm caused by surfeit. 

দমা [ damā ] v to be subdued or restrained or repressed or suppressed or coerced; (of diseases 
etc.) to be removed or abated or mitigated, to subside; (of place etc.) to sink to a lower level; to 
become dejected or depressed or downcast (েলাকসান েখেয় েস বD দেম েগেছ). ☐ a. depressed, sunk, 
downcast. দমােনা v. to subdue, to restrain, to repress, to suppress, to coerce; to remove, to abate, to 
mitigate; to depress; to deject. ☐ a. depressed, sunk. 

দিমত [ damita ] a subdued, quelled, put down, restrained, repressed, suppressed, coerced; 
removed, abated, subsided; depressed, sunk to a lower level; dejected, discouraged. 

দmিত, দmতী [ dampati, dampatī ] n a husband and a wife, a male and a female creature, a 
couple. 

দmল [ dambala ] n rennet, curdler. 

দm [ dambha ] n vanity, conceit; pride; boast, brag, vaunt, tall talk; arrogance, haughtiness. দm 
করা v. to boast, to brag, to vaunt, to talk tall or big; to challenge. 

দmী [ dambhī ] a conceited, vainglorious, proud; boastful, braggart; arrogant, haughty. 

দেmািk [ dambhōkti ] n a boastful utterance, a brag. 

দেmািল [ dambhōli ] n the thunderbolt. 

দয়া [ daẏā ] n kindness, charity; compassion; tender-heartedness; pity; mercy; favour, 
benignancy, grace; (rare) be nevolence, bounty. দয়া করা v. to be kind to, to be charitable towards; 
to look at someone in (or with) compassion; to pity; to take pity on; to treat mercifully; to favour, 
to be gracious towards. দয়া কের kindly. দয়ার পাt an object of pity; a miserable or despicable man. 
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দয়ার সাগর (fig.) an ocean of kindness or compassion, an extremely kind or compassionate 
man. ̃দািkণয্ n. charity, kindness; bounty; benignancy; mercy. ̃িনিধ n. (fig.) a store of kindness or 
compassion, an extremely kind or compassionate man. ̃িnত, ̃পরবশ, ̃পরতnt a. moved or stricken with 
kindness or compassion or mercy; kind; compassionate; merciful. ̃বান, ̃ময় a. kind, charitable; 
compassionate; tender-hearted; merciful; gracious, benignant; (rare) benevolent, bountiful. 
fem. ̃বতী, ̃ময়ী । ̃মায়া n. pity and love, compassion and affection. ̃মায়া হীন a. without mercy or 
compassion, pitiless. ̃dর্ a. melted or softened with kindness or compassion or mercy. fem. দয়াdর্া 
। ̃dর্িচt a. having one's heart softened with kindness or compassion or mercy; kind-hearted. ̃ল, ̃লু 

same as দয়াবান । ̃শীল a. kind or charitable or compassionate or tenderhearted or merciful or 
gracious or benignant or be nevolent or bountiful (by nature); practising kindness or charity or 
benevolence. fem. ̃শীলা । ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. unkind, uncharitable; uncompassionate, pitiless; merciless; 

ungracious. fem. ̃শূnা, ̃হীনা । দয়া হoয়া v. to feel compassion or pity for. 

দিয়ত [ daẏita ] a beloved, dear. ☐ n. a lover; a husband. দিয়তা a. fem. of দিয়ত । ☐ n. lady-love; a 
wife. 

দর1 [ dara1 ] n hole, a pit; a crevice (of a mountain); fear, dread, terror; a quake, a shake; a 
stream; an exudation. ☐ adv. a little, slightly. 

দর2 [ dara2 ] n price; rate; a price quoted, a quotation; value, worth. দর করা v. to bargain; to 
haggle or higgle, to chaffer. দর েদoয়া v. to quote (a price). দের বনা v. to agree about terms. 

দর3 [ dara3 ] pfx indicating: sub-, under-. 

দর-iজারা [ dara-ijārā ] n sub-lease, under-lease; a subleased holding. দর-iজারাদার n. a sub lessee, 
an under-lessee. 

দরকচা, দরকাঁচা [ darakacā, darakān̐cā ] a partly ripe, imperfectly mellowed; (of vegetables, meat 
etc.) refusing to be thoroughly softened by boiling; (of skin etc.) stricken with callosity. 

দর-কষাকিষ [ dara-kaṣākaṣi ] n bargaining, chaffering or haggling or higgling. দর-কষাকিষ করা v. to 
chaffer, to haggle or higgle. 

দরকার [ darakāra ] n necessity; need; requirement; use. েতামার দরকার কত what is your 
requirement? েতামার দরকার কী what do you want? what is your business? তােক েতামার কী দরকার what 
do you want him for? why do you want him? what do you want to do with him? তােত েতামার দরকার 
কী how does it concern you? দরকাির a. necessary; useful; important (দরকাির কথা). েতামার দরকার েনi it 
is none of your business or concern. দরকারমেতা according to necessity, as and when necessary. 
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দরখাs [ darakhāsta ] n a petition, an application. দরখাs করা v. to put in or submit a petition or 
application, to apply. ̃কারী n. a petitioner, an applicant. ☐ a. petitioning, applying. fem. ̃কািরণী । 

দরগা [ daragā ] n (Mus.) a mausoleum of a holy saint. 

দরজা [ darajā ] n a door; a gate; an entrance or doorway; a portico; (police jargon) a constable on 
duty at the gate of a po lice station. দরজা েদoয়া v. to shut or close a door. দরজায় দরজায় adv. from 
door to door, at every door. 

দরিজ [ daraji ] n a tailor; a sempster, a seamster; an outfitter. েমেয়দরিজ n. fem. a tailoress; a 
semptress, a seamstress. 

দরদ1 [ darada1 ] a frightful, dreadful. ☐ n. an ancient Indian race; the Sanskrit name of 
Dardishan. 

দরদ2 [ darada2 ] n sympathy; compassion; affection, attachment; pain, inflammation. 

দরদর [ daradara ] int expressing: continuous and rapid flow or oozing (দরদর কের ঘাম ঝরা বা েচােখর 
জল পDা). 

দরদstর, দরদাম [ daradastura, daradāma ] n the price of an article and the terms and conditions of 
purchasing it. দরদstর করা, দরদাম করা v. to bargain; to chaffer, to haggle or higgle. 

দরদালান [ daradālāna ] n a covered corridor (of a building). 

দরপtন [ darapattana ] n sub-lease, under-lease. দরপtন েদoয়া v. to sub-lease, to under-lease. 
দরপtিন n. a sub-leased or under-leased holding (esp. a permanent one). দরপtিনদার n. a sub-lessee 
or under-les see (esp. a permanent one). 

দরবার [ darabāra ] n an audience-chamber, a levee, a court, a durbar (রাজদরবার); a seeking or 
solicitation (চাকিরর জn দরবার). দরবার করা v. to seek or solicit, to canvass; to hold a court or levee; 
to audience. দরবার বসা v. the court sits. দরবার ভাঙা v. the court rises. দরবাের বসা v. to sit at court. 
দরবাির a. one who frequents a royal court (দরবাির েলাক); befitting a court, according to the 
regulations of a court (দরবাির ভাষা, দরবাির েপাষাক, দরবাির রীিতনীিত). দরবাির কানাDা an Indian musical 
mode. দরবাির চালচালন court-manners. দরবাির বয্াপার a court-affair. দরবাির ভাষা court-language. দরবাির 
রীিতনীিত court-regulations, protocol. দরবাির েলাক a courtier. 

দরিবগিলত [ darabigalita ] a that which has been melted and is oozing or flowing in a stream. 
দরিবগিলত ধারায় adv. in an incessant stream, in continuous flow. 

দরেবশ [ darabēśa ] n a Mohammedan ascetic or friar, a fakir; a kind of sweetmeat. 
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দরমা [ daramā ] n a mat (used in walling up buildings etc.) made of bamboo slips, tatty. 

দরমাহা [ daramāhā ] n monthly wages or salary. 

দরাজ [ darāja ] a spacious, roomy (দরাজ জায়গা); generous, liberal (দরাজ হাত, দরাজ িদল, দরাজ েলাক); 
unrestrained or unsubdued (দরাজ গলা, দরাজ মুখ). দরাজ গলা loud or full-throated voice. দরাজ মুখ 
outspoken utterance; outspokenness. 

দরাদির [ darādari ] n haggling or higgling, chaffering. দরাদির করা v. to haggle, to chaffer. 

দির [ dari ] n a carpet, a thick cloth used for sit ting or as laid under a bed. 

দিরd [ daridra ] a poor, penurious, indigent; lacking, deficient; wretched. fem. দিরdা । ̃তা n. 
poverty, penury; indigence; lack, deficiency; wretchedness. ̃নারায়ণ n. the poor conceived as God 
personified; the beggar class. ̃িনবাস n. a poor house; a workhouse. 

দিরিdত [ daridrita ] a impoverished, reduced to poverty. 

দিরয়া [ dariẏā ] n a sea; an ocean; a bay; a river (usu. a large one). 

দরী [ darī ] n a cave, a gorge, a rivine; a glen. 

দrদ [ daruda ] n an appellation of reverence and obeisance to a Mohammedan saint. 

দrন [ daruna ] prep for, because of, owing to, due to, on account of; for the sake of. 

দেরায়ান [ darōẏāna ] n a porter (fem. porteress, portress), a janitor (fem. janitress), a door-keeper, 
a gate-keeper, a gateman. দেরায়ােনর ঘর a porter's lodge. দেরায়ািন n. the office or duty of a porter. 

দd র্র [ dardura ] n the frog; the cloud. 

দপর্ [ darpa ] n vanity, conceit, pride; boast, vaunt, arrogance, haughtiness; daring, challenge. দপর্ 
করা v. to be proud of, to take pride in; to boast, to vaunt; to dare, to challenge. দপর্ চূণর্ করা, দপর্ ভাঙা 
v. to humble one's pride. ̃নাশ n. ruin or destruction of pride; conquest or quelling of pride or 
vanity. ̃হর, ̃হারী a. one who or (rarely) that which humbles one's pride or vanity. দিপর্ত, দপর্ী a. vain, 
conceited, proud; boastful; bumptious, arrogant, haughty; daring. দেপর্ািk n. proud or arrogant or 
overbearing or stiff-necked utterance. 

দপর্ণ [ darpaṇa ] n mirror, a looking-glass. 
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দিবর্, দবর্ী [ darbi, darbī ] n a ladle. দিবর্কা n. a small ladle, a spoon. 

দভর্ [ darbha ] n a generic name for different species of small grass. ̃ময় a. grassy; made of grass. 
দভর্াসন n. a grass mat for sitting upon. 

দশর্ক [ darśaka ] a one who sees. ☐ n. a seer, an observer, an onlooker; a spectator; (loos.) a 
member of an audience; (loos.) a visitor. 

দশর্ন [ darśana ] n seeing or noticing or viewing; observation; meeting, interview (দশর্নpাথর্ী); a visit 
or visitation; seeing or visiting in order to pay homage (েদবদশর্ন, তীথর্দশর্ন, রাজদশর্ন); knowledge or 
experience (ভূেয়াদশর্ন); an eye; sight, the faculty of seeing; vision, perception (দশর্নশিk); appearance 
(kদশর্ন); philosophy (দশর্নশাst); science (জীবদশর্ন); a mirror, a looking glass. দশর্ন করা v. to see, to 
behold, to notice, to espy, to view, to look at; to observe; to meet, to interview; to pay a visit; to 
visit; to see or visit in order to pay homage; to experience; to perceive. দশর্ন েদoয়া v. to put in an 
appearance; to come into view; to grant an in terview; to give audience; to meet. দশর্ন পাoয়া v. to 
be granted an interview; to be given an interview; to be given an audience; to meet; to catch sight 
of. pথম দশর্েন at first sight. ̃kম a. ca pable of seeing. ̃দাির, ̃ডািল, ̃ডাির n. consideration of outward 
show or beauty. ☐ a. good-looking. দশর্নাথর্ী a. visitor, a caller. ☐ a. one who has come to visit. 
দশর্নী n. a fee or contribution paid on visiting a shrine etc.; a physician's fee; the price of a ticket of 
a cinema, theatre, circus, exhibition, match, athletic bout etc. দশর্নীয় a. worth seeing, good-
looking; beautiful; conspicuous. দশর্েনিndয় n. the sense of sight; the visual organ; an eye. 

দশর্িয়তা [ darśaẏitā ] a one who exhibits or displays or exposes. ☐ n. an exhibitor, a displayer, an 
exposer. fem. দশর্িয়tী । 

দশর্া [ darśā ] v to be seen, to show result (sফল দেশর্). দশর্ােনা v. to show; to exhibit; to cause. 

দিশর্ত [ darśita ] a shown, exhibited, displayed. 

-দশর্ী [ -darśī ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) seeing, perceiving (সবর্দশর্ী); knowing, conversant, versed 
(তttদশর্ী); scrutinizing (সkূদশর্ী). 

দল [ dala ] n a leaf (িবlদল); a petal (পু দল); a blade (তৃণদল); a cress or watercress (কলিমদল); a piece 
(েমঘদল); a party, a group, a company, a band, a body, a train, a flock, a herd, a swarm, a gang, a 
team, a side, a party (diদেল মামলা); a faction, a clique (দল পাকােনা); a union (দল বাঁধা); (dero.) evil 
company (দেল িমেশ uচ্ছেn যাoয়া). দল ছাDা v. to leave or desert one's flock or party; to give up evil 
company. দল পাকােনা, দল বাঁধা v. to unite into a body; (dero.) to form a faction or clique. দল েবঁেধ in 
a body. দল ভাঙা v. to disrupt or disintegrate a party; to demobilize a troop. দল েভেঙ েবিরেয় আসা v. to 
break away from a party; (cp.) to cross the floor; to defect. দেল দেল in (different) groups or flocks 
(দেল দেল েলাক যােচ্ছ, দেল দেল পশু চরেছ); between or amongst parties or factions (দেল দেল িববাদ). দেল 
ভারী large in number; greater in number, enjoying a majority. দেল হালকা small or smaller in 
number. েখলার দল, েখেলায়ােDর দল a team of players. দsয্দল n. a gang of robbers. নতর্েকর দল a band or 
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group of dancers. নােচর দল a dancing party. নািবকদল n. a party or band of sailors. পশুর দল a herd of 
beasts. পািখর দল a flock of birds. বদমােশর দল a gang of ruffians. যাtার দল an opera party. রাজনীিতক 
দল a political party. ৈসnদল n. an army of soldiers. ̃কচ ুn. a kind of edible plant. ̃গত a. counted as a 
group, collective (দলগত শিk); taken as a group or party (দলগত সংহিত). ̃চুয্ত a. separated or expelled 
from one's flock or party. ̃চুয্িত n. separation or expulsion from one's flock or party. ̃ছাDা a. 
separated from one's flock or party; (rare) moving alone; solitary, singular; unusual, queer, 
exceptional. ̃তয্াগ n. leaving or deserting one's party or flock. দলতয্াগ করা v. to leave or desert one's 
party or flock. ̃তয্াগী a. one who leaves or deserts one's party or flock. দলতয্াগী বয্িk n. one who has 
left his party; a defector; a deserter of his party, a turncoat; a renegade, an apostate. ̃পিত a leader; 
a headman, a chief, a chieftain; a gangster. ̃পিরবতর্ন n. change of party or side; transfer from one 
club or team to another. ̃বn a. united into a body; united; flocked or herded together; (rare) 
gregarious (দলবn জীবন). ব̃n ভােব adv. in a body, enmasse; unitedly; in a flock; gregariously. ব̃n 
হoয়া v. to unite in a group, to band together. ̃বল n. one's followers and forces. ̃বািজ n. factionalism, 
partisanship, cliquism. ̃  same as দলছাDা । ̃মন্ডল n. (bot.) a corolla. ̃মত িনিবর্েশেষ adv. irrespective of 
parties or opinions. ̃লg a. (bot.) epipetalous. ̃হীন a. unattached to any party; (pol.) non-party, 
independent; (bot.) apetalous. দেল েভDা v. to join a party or group, to associate oneself with a 
body of like-minded people. 

দলদল [ daladala ] int expressing: excessive softness. দলদেল a. excessively soft, oversoft. 

দলন [ dalana ] n act of pressing or kneading; (loos.) act of trampling under foot, act of treading 
over; chastisement, repression, subdual, coercion, quelling. ☐ a. one who chastises or represses 
or subdues or coerces or quells. দলনী a. fem. of দলন (a.). দলন করা v. to press or knead; (loos.) to 
trample underfoot, to tread over; to chastise, to repress, to subdue, to coerce, to quell. দলনীয় a. to 
be trampled or crushed under foot; to be subdued. 

দলা1 [ dalā1 ] n a lump. 

দলা2 [ dalā2 ] v to press or knead; (loos.) to trample under foot, to tread over, to chastise, to 
repress, to subdue, to coerce, to quell. পােয় দলা v. to trample under foot, to tread over. 

দলাiমলাi [ dalāimalāi ] n act of currying (a horse); act of massaging (a human being); (fig.) 
strenuous and continuous effort. দলাiমলাi করা v. to curry; to massage; (fig.) to make strenuous 
and continued effort. 

দলাদিল [ dalādali ] n partisanship, factionalism, fissiparism; formation of factions or cliques; 
(loos.) dissension, dissidence. দলাদিল করা v. to indulge in partisanship or factionslism or 
fissiparism; to form factions or cliques; (loos.) to dissent. 

দিলত [ dalita ] a pressed or kneaded; (loos.) trampled under foot, trodden, chastised, repressed, 
coerced, quelled. 
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দিলল [ dalila ] n a deed; a document; an evidential document; a piece of evidence. 

দলীয় [ dalīẏa ] a relating to a party or community. দলীয় েকাঁদল n. inner-party squabble, inner-party 
quarrel. দলীয় pতীক n. party symbol. 

দলুয়া, দেলা [ daluẏā, dalō ] n a kind of reddish sugar made of dried molasses. 

দশ [ daśa ] n ten; (fig.) the people, the public (েদশ o দশ, দেশর কাজ); (fig.) several persons united 
into a body (দেশ িমিল কির কাজ). ☐ a. ten; many, several (দশ কথা েশানান, eক কথা দশবার েশানােনা). দশi 
n. the tenth day of a month. ☐ a. (of the days of a month) tenth. দশক n. (arith.) the place of tens; 
a decade. ̃কথা n. many words; much talking; many rude words, much scolding. ক̃মর্ n. the ten 
Hindu sacraments. ̃কমর্ািnত a. one who takes or has taken the ten Hindu sacraments. ক̃াহন n. ten 
kahans (কাহন); many words; much talking; exaggeration; many rude words, much scolding. ̃িকয়া n. 
a table of numeration by multiple of ten. ̃েকাষী, (dial.) ̃kিশ n. a measure of kirtan (কীতর্ন) songs. ̃gন 
a. & adv. ten times. ˜চk n. a plot or intrigue or bad counsel by ten or many persons. দশচেk ভগবান 
ভূত (fig.) even a very intelligent man may be discomfited or cornered or pushed to the wall or 
endangered by the intrigue or bad counsel of the many. ̃তলক n. a decahedron. ̃দশা see ̃দশা । ̃িদক 

see িদক । ̃নামী n. ten religious communities obeying the doctrines of Shankaracharya. ̃পঁিচশ n. an 
indoor game like dice played with cowries (কিD). ̃pহরণধািরণী a. fem. (also used as n.) holding ten 
weapons esp. in ten hands (an epithet of Goddess Durga). ̃বল see বল । ̃িবধ a. of ten kinds or 
varieties. ̃িবধ সংsার the ten Hindu sacraments. ̃ভুজ (বা দশেকাণী) েkt n. a decagon. ̃ভুজা a. fem. (also 
used as n.) ten-handed (an epithet of Goddess Durga). দশম a. tenth. ̃মহািবদয্া see মহািবদয্া । দশমাংশ, 
দশাংশ n. a tenth; the tenth part. ̃মাবতার n. (kalki) (কিl) the tenth and last incarnation of Vishnu 
(িব ু). ̃িমক a. (arith.) decimal (দশিমক ভgাংশ). ☐ n. (arith.) decimal fraction. দশিমক পdিত decimal 
system. দশিমক-মুdা pথা decimal system of coinage. দশিমক মুdা pথা চালু করা বা হoয়া to go decimal. 
দশমী n. the tenth day of a lunar fort night. ̃মূল see মূল । ̃রথ n. one whose chariot can fly in all ten 
directions; Ramachandra's father (in the Ramayana). ̃শত n. & a. thousand. ˜সহs n. & a. ten 
thousand, myriad. ˜সালা a. decennial. দশসালা বেnাবs (hist.) the decennial settlement (of land). ̃sn a. 
ten-necked. ̃হারা n. the tenth day of the lunar fortnight of the month of Jaistha (ৈজয্ ); the date of 
the descent of the Ganges upon earth; on this date a bath in the Ganges relieves one of ten kinds 
of sin. ̃হাত n. ten cubits. ☐ a. measuring ten cubits; (fig.) very much expanded or puffed up (বুক 
ফুেল দশ হাত). ̃হািত a. measuring ten cubits; (of cloth) having the standard length (=1 cubits). 

দশন [ daśana ] n tooth, bite. ̃পিঙ্k n. a set or row of teeth. 

দশা [ daśā ] n state, condition (dদর্শা); disposition (মেনর দশা); a phase, a stage (েশষ দশা); one of the 
ten phases of the human mind, namely, volition, thought, memory, adoration, worry, delirium, 
madness, illness, infirmity, death (all collectively called দশদশা); one of the ten stages of human 
life, namely, staying in the womb, birth, infancy, child hood, adolescence and celibacy, youth, 
old age, decrepitude, the last gasp, and death (all stages collectivly called দশদশা); (astrol.) the 
planetary influence on a person's life (শিনর দশা); a Hindu obsequial rite observed on the tenth day 
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of death; any of the ten forms of devotion or charity according to Vaishnavas, namely, audition, 
glorification, recollection or enumeration of qualities and graces, worship, adoration, obeisance 
or genuflection, attendance or servitude, friendship or attachment, self-sacrifice in love, and 
unification; (religious) trance or reverie (দশায় পDা). দশায় পDা v. to fall into a state, to run into a 
condition; to fall into a trance whilst singing or hearing kirtan (কীতর্ন) songs. 

দশানন [ daśānana ] n a ten-headed being; one of the names of Ravana of the Ramayana. 

দশাবতার [ daśābatāra ] n the ten incarnations of Vishnu (িব ু), namely, the Fish, the Tortoise, the 
Hog, the Man-Lion (that is, half man and half lion), the Dwarf, Parashuram (or the Axe-man), 
Rama (the hero of the Ramayana), Balaram or Krishna or Krishna and Balaram to gether 
(characters of the Mahabharata), Buddha, and Kalki (কিl). 

দশিবপযর্য় [ daśabiparyaẏa ] n reversal of fortune, a change of fortune for the worse; a reverse, a 
set-back; misfortune; adversity. 

দশাশব্ [ daśāśba ] n one whose chariot is drawn by ten horses; an appellation of the moon. দশাশব্েমধ 
n. ten performances (usu. by one devotee) of the horse-sacrifice. 

দশাসi [ daśāsi ] a tall and bulky, tall and hefty (দশাসi েচহারা); (often) average. 

দশাহ [ daśāha ] n ten days at a stretch; a feast or festival continuing for ten days. ☐ a. lasting for 
ten days. 

দিশ [ daśi ] n a thin strip or shred or tatting of cloth usually rolled into a wick of a lamp; a wick 
thus made. 

দেশরা [ daśērā ] n a feast (held by non-Bengalis) on the day of immersion of the image of 
Goddess Durga (dগর্া). 

দ  [ daṣṭa ] a bitten (সপর্দ ); eaten (কীটদ ); stung ( মরদ ). 

দsক [ dastaka ] n a summons, a warrant; a permit; a warrant of distress or arrest. 

দsখত [ dastakhata ] n act of signing; a signature. দsখত করা v. to sign. দsখিত a. signed; (rare) 
intended to be signed; (rare) relating to signing. 

দsা [ dastā ] n zinc. দsার চাদর a zinc sheet. 

দsানা [ dastānā ] n a glove; a gauntlet. দsানা-পরা a. gloved; gauntleted. 
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দstর [ dastura ] n a custom or practice, a usage; a convention; a rule. ম̃েতা, ̃মািফয়া a. in keeping 
with custom or convention or rule, customary, conventional. ☐ adv. thoroughly, quite. 

দstির [ dasturi ] n discount; commission, brokerage. 

দিs [ dasyi ] n (in affection) a person (usu. a small boy or girl) as daring and uncontrollable as a 
robber; a rogue. ☐ a. extremely naughty and dare-devil. ̃পনা n. dare-devilry. 

দsয্ [ dasyu ] n a robber, dacoit; (ori.) a non Aryan race of ancient India or a member of it; (in 
affection) a person as daring and unmanageable as a robber; a rogue. জলদsয্ n. a pirate. ̃তা, ̃বৃিt n. 
robbery, dacoity. দsয্তা করা v. to plunder, to take to robbery, to commit robbery. ̃দল n. a band of 
robbers or gangsters, a gang of freebooters. ̃পনা n. daredevilry. ̃ভয় n. fear of robbers. 

দহ [ daha ] n the unfathomable and whirling part of a river, lake, sea etc.; a whirl pool, an eddy; 
a lake (usu. a large and natural one); a deep pit, an abyss; (fig.) a terrible danger. 

দহi [ dahi ] v (poet. & obs.) burns or burn, scorches or scorch, afflicts of afflict. 

দহন [ dahana ] n act of burning; (phys.) combustion; inflammation; cremation; (fig.) anguish, 
affliction. ☐ a. that which or one who burns or scorches or inflames or cremates or afflicts 
(িবশব্দহন েkাধ). দহন করা v. to burn; to scorch; to inflame; to cremate; to afflict. দহনীয় a. that which 
is to be burned or cremated; combustible, inflammable. 

দহরম, দহরমমহরম [ daharama, daharamamaharama ] n intimate friendship; intimacy; familiar 
association or relation; close familiarity. 

দহল [ dahala ] v (poet. & obs.) burned, scorched, afflicted. 

দহলা [ dahalā ] n the ten of playing cards. দহলামহলা করা v. (fig.) to hesitate, to vacillate, to be in 
two minds. 

দহা [ dahā ] v to burn or be burned; to scorch or be scorched; to inflame or be inflamed; (fig.) to 
afflict or be afflicted. 

দhমান [ dahyamāna ] a that which has been or is being burned or scorched or inflamed or (fig.) 
afflicted. 

দা1 [ dā1 ] n a heavy knife or chopper with a haft. দা-কাটা a. (chiefly of tobacco) chopped fine or 
minced with the aforesaid knife. দা-kমেDা সmকর্ relationship as between a chopper and a pumpkin; 
(fig.) deadly or inveterate enmity; implacable antagonism. 
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-দা3 [ -dā3 ] fem of -দ3 । 

দাuদাu [ dāudāu ] adv. & int expressing: state of burning furiously, bursting into a blaze. 

দাoয়া1 [ dāōẏā1 ] n a verandah, a gallery; a terrace. 

দাoয়া2 [ dāōẏā2 ] n (correl. of দািব) title, right, dues (দািবদাoয়া). 

̃দাoয়াi, দাoয়া3 [ ̃dāōẏāi, dāōẏā3 ] n medicine; remedy. ̃খানা n. a drug-store; a dispensary; a 
chemist's shop, a pharmacy. দাoয়াi েদoয়া v. to give or administer a medicine; (fig.) to take action 
for correction or to remedy a wrong. 

দাoয়াত [ dāōẏāta ] n an invitation; a feast. দাoয়াত েদoয়া v. to invite. 

দাঁo [ dām̐ō ] n an opportunity, a chance (দাঁo পাoয়া); a fluke; a fat bargain made in a fluke (দাঁo 
মারা). দাঁo মারা v. to make a fat bargain in a fluke. 

দাঁD [ dān̐ḍ◌় ] n an oar (of a boat); a rod for a bird to sit on, a perch. ☐ a. standing (দাঁD হoয়া); set 
upright (দাঁD করােনা); well established (কারবার দাঁD করােনা); waiting (গািDখানা আর কতkণ দাঁD কিরেয় রাখব); 
halted (পুিলশ eখােন সব গািD দাঁD করায়); brought or presented (সাkী দাঁD করােনা); instituted or filed 
(মামলা দাঁD করােনা); brought to or reduced to (aব হা দাঁD করােনা). দাঁD করােনা v. to cause to stand; to set 
erect or upright; to build up or establish firmly; to bring or present; to institute or file; to bring to 
or reduce to. দাঁD টানা, দাঁD বাoয়া v. to ply an oar, to oar, to punt, to row. দাঁD হoয়া v. to stand up; to 
stand erect or upright. দাঁেD বসা v. to perch, to roost. 

দাঁDকাক [ dān̐ḍ◌়kāka ] n the raven, the jackdaw, the rook. 

দাঁDা1 [ dān ̐ḍ◌়ā1 ] n spine, backbone; a claw (as of a crab or a lobster). 

দাঁDা2 [ dān ̐ḍ◌়ā2 ] n practice, custom, usage, go (েবদাDঁা). 

দাঁDােনা [ dān̐ḍ◌়ānō ] v to stand; to stand up; to wait (for), to await (সময় কারo জn দাঁিDেয় থােক না); 
to tarry (eকট ুদাঁDo-কাজটা েসেরিন); to stop, to halt (eখােন গািD দাঁDােব না); to collect (রাsায় জল দাঁDােনা); 
to be well-established (কারবারটা দাঁDাল না); to end or termi nate (বয্াপার েয েকাথায় িগেয় দাঁDােব); to come, 
to be, to become (aব হা খারাপ দাঁDােনা); to stand for (কারo পেk uিকল হেয় দাঁDােনা). ☐ a. standing 
(দাঁDােনা aব হা); erect, upright. ☐ n. act or manner or posture of standing; a standing or erect 
position. 

দাঁDাশ [ dān̐ḍ◌়āśa ] n a species of large non-venom ous snake. 
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দাঁিD1 [ dān ̐ḍ◌়i1 ] n a punctuation mark serving the purpose of a full stop (।); a beam of balance, a 
pair of scales. 

দাঁিD2 [ dān ̐ḍ◌়i2 ] n an oarsman, a rower. 

দাঁিDপাlা [ dān̐ḍ◌়ipāllā ] n a pair of scales. 

দাঁত [ dān ̐ta ] n a tooth; a tusk (as of an elephant or a hog); a fang (as of a serpent); (fig.) strength 
or pride (e পরাজেয় শtrেদর দাঁত েভেঙ েগেছ). দাঁত oঠা v. to cut teeth, to teethe. দাঁত oঠােনা v. to have a 
tooth extracted; to extract a tooth. দাঁত কনকন করা v. to be afflicted with tooth ache. দাঁত িকDিমD করা 
v. to gnash or grind one's teeth (esp. in anger). দাঁত িখঁচােনা v. to scold bawlingly and with 
grimaces, to show one's teeth. দাঁত েতালা v. to extract a tooth. দাঁত েতালােনা v. to have a tooth 
extracted. দাঁত নDা v. to have a tooth loosened. দাঁত পDা v. to have a tooth fallen away. দাঁত েফলা 
same as দাঁত oঠােনা । দাঁত েফাটােনা v. (lit.) to pierce with teeth, to bite; (fig.) to be able to 
understand or comprehend. দাঁত বাঁধােনা v. to make or have artificial teeth (or tooth); to fit with 
denture. দাঁত িবঁধােনা same as দাঁত েফাটােনা । দাঁত ভাঙা v. (fig.) to humble one's pride or weaken one's 
strength. দাঁত মাজা v. to brush or cleanse one's teeth. দাঁেত kেটা করা (fig.) to eat dirt, to eat the 
humble pie. দাঁেতর েগাDা the root of a tooth, the gum. দাঁেতর পাথির chalk-like substance deposited on 
the teeth, tarter. দাঁেতর েপাকা caries. দাঁেত দাঁেত লাগা same as দাঁত কপািট লাগা । আেkল দাঁত a wisdom 
tooth. kkেরর দাঁত a canine tooth (of man), an incisor. গজ দাঁত an additional or extra tooth growing 
out of the root of another tooth, a subsidiary tooth. dেধ দাঁত a milk-tooth; milk dentition; a 
stomach-tooth. েপাকাদাঁত n. a carious tooth. বাঁধােনা দাঁত an artificial tooth, a false tooth. মািDর দাঁত a 
cheek-tooth, a molar tooth, a molar. শুেয়ােরর দাঁত a tusk. সােপর দাঁত a fang. হািতর দাঁত a tusk. দাঁত 
কনকনািন n. toothache. দাঁত-কপািট n. state of having one's teeth clenched (esp. in fear or convulsive 
fits), lockjaw, trismus. দাঁতকপািট লাগা v. to have one's teeth clenched, to be affected with lockjaw 
or trismus. দাঁত-ভাঙা a. difficult to pronounce or understand, break-jaw. দাঁেতর মাজন n. dentifrice, a 
tooth-powder or toothpaste. দাঁত থাকেত দাঁেতর মযর্াদা না েবাঝা not to value blessings till they are gone. 

দাঁতন [ dān ̐tana ] n a twig used as a toothbrush (also দাঁতন-কািঠ). 

দাঁতাল [ dān̐tāla ] a having large teeth or tusks. 

দাkায়ণী [ dākṣāẏaṇī ] n a daughter of Daksha (দk) an appellation of Goddess Durga (dগর্া) in her 
previous birth (see সতী). 

দািkণাতয্ [ dākṣiṇātya ] a of the southern part of a country; of the Deccan. ☐ n. (inc. but pop.) 
the Deccan. 

দািkণয্ [ dākṣiṇya ] n kindness, charity; favour; generosity, liberality; benevolence, 
bountifulness; benignance; gracefulness; cordiality, amiability; simplicity. 
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দািখল [ dākhila ] a presented for consideration or trial, submitted, filed (দািখল করা) paid; brought 
(in or before); rendered or reduced almost to (মরার দািখল). দািখল করা v. to present or submit (for 
consideration) (আiনসভায় তথয্ দািখল করা); to file (মামলা বা দিলল দািখল করা); to deposit (পরীkার িফ দািখল 
করা); to bring (in or before); to present or produce aপরাধীেক িবচারেকর কােছ দািখল করা to render or 
reduce almost to (মরেণর দািখল করা). দািখল-খািরজ n. substitution of the name of the new owner in 
place of the old one in a rent-roll, mutation. 

দািখলা [ dākhilā ] n a rent-receipt (esp. one issued to a tenant by the landowner). 

দািখিল [ dākhili ] a presented, submitted, filed; paid; relating to presentation or submission or 
filing or payment. 

দাগ [ dāga ] n a mark, a spot, a stain (কািলর দাগ) a macle, a dark spot (চাঁেদo দাগ আেছ) a scar (েপাDা 
দাগ); rust (েলাহায় দাগ ধরা); an aspersion, a slur, a blot or blemish (চিরেt দাগ েদoয়া); a line, a tick (দাগ 
কাটা); a bounded plot of land bearing an official number, this number (জিমর দাগ, দাগ নmর); a 
distinctive mark, an earmark, a brand (পণয্dেবয্ দাগ েদoয়া); (fig.) a morbid or unfavourable 
impression (মেনর দাগ). দাগ কাটা v. to draw a line, to tick (off); to mark off, to determine (a share, 
the boundary etc.); to leave a good or bad impression on, to impress upon (মেন দাগ কাটা). দাগ েতালা 
v. to remove or erase a mark or spot or stain. দাগ েদoয়া v. to draw a line, to tick (off); to mark 
(off); to determine; to cast aspersion, to slur; to earmark, to brand; to produce an unfavourable 
impression upon. দাগ ধরা, দাগ পDা, দাগ লাগা v. to be affected with dark spots; to be discoloured or 
soiled or stained or macled; to rust; to be affected with a slur; to accept a mark (জেল দাগ পেD না); 
to be affected with a morbid or unfavourable impression. 

দাগিবিল [ dāgabili ] n an account or description of a land-holding and its tenant. 

দাগরািজ [ dāgarāji ] n repair works (of a building etc.) 

দাগা2 [ dāgā2 ] v to paint (গােয় হিরনাম দাগা); to mark or tick (পDা দাগা); to brand; to write or practise 
writing by tracing (akর দাগা); to fire, to bombard (কামান দাগা). দাগােনা v. to cause to paint or mark 
or brand or write or fire or bombard. 

দাগা3 [ dāgā3 ] n an emotional shock or distress or affliction (মেন দাগা পাoয়া); treachery or 
deception (দাগাবাজ); a specimen script for tracing to practise handwriting. দাগা েবালােনা v. to practise 
handwriting by tracing on a specimen script. ̃দার a. one who harms or shocks; treacherous. ̃দাির n. 
act of harming or giving emotional shocks; treachery. ̃বাজ a. treacherous; deceitful; 
fraudulent. ̃বািজ n. treachery; deception; fraudulence. দাগাবািজ করা v. to practise treachery or 
deception or fraud. 

দািগ [ dāgi ] a bearing a darkish stain or spot of rottenness (দািগ আম); branded (দািগ েলাক); 
previously convicted (দািগ আসািম). 
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দাঙ্গা [ dāṅgā ] n an affray, a fracas, a riot; a row. দাঙ্গা করা v. to be engaged in an affray or fracas, 
to riot. ̃বাজ a. given to rioting or rowdyism; riotous or rowdy. ̃বািজ n. act or practice of making a 
riot; rowdyism. ̃হাঙ্গামা n. continuous riot and disturbances. 

দািD [ dāḍ◌়i ] n the chin; beard. চাপদািD see চাপ । ছাগলদািD n. a goatee. 

দািDm, দািDম [ dāḍ◌়imba, dāḍ◌়ima ] n the pomegranate. 

দাতবয্ [ dātabya ] a that which is to be or can be given; charitable (দাতবয্ িচিকত্সালয় = a charitable 
dispensary, দাতবয্ pিত ান, দাতবয্খানা = a charitable institution, দাতবয্ িবদয্ালয় = a free school). ☐ n. 
(coll.) charity, munificence (েতামার েয বD দাতবয্). দাতবয্ করা v. (coll.) to give (away) in charity. 

দাতা [ dātā ] a one who or that which gives away in charity or gives or pays or contributes or 
donates; munificent, charitable. ☐ n. a giver, a payer, a contributor, a donor; a charitable or 
munificent man. ̃কণর্ n. (fig.) a person as boundlessly charitable or bountiful as Karna of the 
Mahabharata. 

দাতৃt [ dātṛtba ] n bounty; charitableness; munificence. 

দাতূয্হ [ dātyūha ] n a species of water-fowl, the gallinule. 

দাt [ dātra ] n a heavy knife or chopper with a haft. 

দাtী [ dātrī ] a. fem of দাতা । 

দাদ1 [ dāda1 ] n ringworm. 

দাদ2 [ dāda2 ] n a grudge. দাদ েতালা v. to pay off old scores, to quit scores with, to wreak 
vengeance on. 

দাদখািন [ dādakhāni ] n a variety of superfine rice. 

দাদন [ dādana ] n a loan or advance given as earnest money. ̃দার n. a money-lender (usu. a 
professional one) who lends money as earnest money. 

দাদরা [ dādarā ] n an Indian musical measure. 

দাদা [ dādā ] n an elder brother or cousin brother; (voc.) a (paternal or maternal) grandfather; 
(voc.) an older or senior man; (in affectionate address) a younger brother, a younger cousin 
(brother), a grandson, a younger or junior man. ̃বাব ু n. an employer or master as respectable as 
one's elder brother; (dial.) an elder sister's or cousin's husband. ̃ঠাkর n. a Brahmin (as ad dressed 
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by a non-Brahmin). ̃মশায়, ̃মশাi n. a maternal (or also paternal) grandfather. ̃শব্শুর n. a grandfather-
in-law or grand-uncle-in-law. 

দািদ [ dādi ] n (chiefly Mus.) a paternal grand mother. 

দাd [ dādu ] n grandfather. 

দাdপন্হী [ dādupanhī ] n a religious sect obeying the liberal doctrine of Dadu. 

দাdর [ dādura ] n the frog. fem. দাdরী । 

-দান1 [ -dāna1 ] n (used. as sfx.) a container (আতরদান). 

দান2 [ dāna2 ] n act of giving; act of giving away; bestowal; award; charitable giving or 
distribution (anদান); act of giving in marriage (কnাদান); offering, sacrifice, dedication (পরােথর্ 
জীবনদান); contribution; a gift or a charitable gift (মহামূলয্ দান); an offering, a sacrifice; a donation; a 
throw or cast (at dice. etc.); a turn (for doing something). দান করা v. to give; to give away; to give 
or distribute in charity; to donate, to contribute; to bestow; to confer; to award; to give in 
marriage; to offer, to sacrifice; to dedicate. ̃কমর্, ̃কাযর্ n. practice of charity; act or instance of 
charity. ̃কাতর, ̃kন্ঠ a. slow or unwilling to give, not charitable; miserly, parsimonious, stingy, 
close-fisted, niggardly. ̃খয়রাত n. bounty, charity; charitable deeds; act or practice of charity. ̃ধমর্ n. 
the virtue of charity. ̃ধয্ান n. charity and religious meditation. ̃পt n. a deed of gift. ̃বীর a. & n. one 
who is extremely (lit. heroically) bountiful. ˜েযাগয্ a. worthy of being given. ̃শীল a. bountiful, 
munificent, charitable, generous. ̃শীলতা n. bounty, munificence, charity; generosity. ̃েশৗন্ড same as 
দানবীর । ̃সjা n. (in a wedding) display of gifts given to the bride and the bridegroom. ̃সt n. an 
almshouse; a charitable institution. ̃সাগর n. sixteen sets of gifts given in a sraddha ( াd) 
ceremony. ̃সামgী n. an article of gift (esp. one given to the bride or bride groom at a wedding). 
েযমন দান েতমিন দিkণা (fig.) a niggardly master will have a lazy servant. 

দানব [ dānaba ] n (myth.) any one of the giants hostile to gods, (cp.) a Titan; a demon; a monster; 
an evil spirit, a devil. fem. দানবী a giantess, a demoness. ̃দলনী n. fem. a vanquisher of demons: an 
appellation of Goddess Durga (dগর্া). দানবাির n. (lit.) an enemy of demons; a god; an appellation of 
Vishnu (িব ু). দানিবক, দানবীয় a. demoniac(al); devilish, diabolical, gigantic. 

দানা2 [ dānā2 ] n a pea or grain; a seed or stone or pip (ডািলেমর দানা); any small granular or pea-
shaped thing (সাgদানা); a necklace of pea-shaped beads; food (দানাপািন). দানা বাঁধা v. to form into 
grains, to granulate. 

দানাদার [ dānādāra ] a granular, pea-shaped. ☐ n. a kind of granular sweetmeat. 

দানাপািন [ dānāpāni ] n food and drink. 
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দানী [ dānī ] a bountiful, munificent, generous, charitable. 

দানীয় [ dānīẏa ] a worth giving; that which is to be given. ☐ n. a recipient of a gift; a gift. 

দাn1 [ dānta1 ] a one who has controlled one's sense-organs, continent; subdued, restrained; one 
who sustains the austerities of religious practices; controlled. 

দাn2 [ dānta2 ] a dental; made of tooth or ivory. 

দািn [ dānti ] n continence; restraint, temperance. 

দাপ [ dāpa ] n pride, vanity, haughtiness; authority, power; prowess; rage; passion. 

দাপক [ dāpaka ] a. & n one who or that which causes to give. 

দাপট [ dāpaṭa ] n force or power; terrible authority or influence. 

দাপন1 [ dāpana1 ] n act of causing to give. 

দাপন2 [ dāpana2 ] n pressing, pressure; trampling. 

দাপাদািপ [ dāpādāpi ] n bragging or fretting repeatedly; bustling or fussing or bullying with a 
show of authority; romping noisily. দাপাদািপ করা same as দাপােনা । 

দাপােনা [ dāpānō ] v to brag; to fret; to shake, esp. by stamping with one's feet; to fill with 
uproarious threats or noise; to romp noisily. দাপািন same as দাপাদািপ । 

দািপত [ dāpita ] a given; punished. 

দাব1 [ dāba1 ] n pressure; control, restraint, discipline, overbearing authority (দােব রাখা). 

দাব2 [ dāba2 ] n a forest (দাবানল) a forest-fire (দাবদাহ); fire, heat. 

দাবDােনা [ dābaḍ◌়ānō ] v to bully; to rebuke; to threaten; to snub; to chase. 

দাবDািন, দাবিD [ dābaḍ◌়āni, dābaḍ◌়i ] n act of bullying; rebuke; threat; snub; act of chasing. 

দাবদg [ dābadagdha ] a burnt in a forest-fire. 
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দাবদাহ [ dābadāha ] n the heat of a forest-fire; a forest-fire; (inc. but pop.) the scorching heat. 

দাবনা [ dābanā ] n the fleshy part of the thigh; ham (of a beast). 

দাবা1, দাবােনা [ dābā1, dābānō ] v to press down; to suppress, to curb, to restrain (িবেdাহ দাবােনা); to 
cow; to massage; to curry (পা দাবােনা). দািবেয় রাখা to hold or keep in check. 

দাবা2 [ dābā2 ] n (the game of) chess; the queen (of chess). দাবা েখলা v. to play chess. দাবার ছক a 
chess-board. দাবার ঘুঁিট a chessman. 

দাবািg, দাবানল [ dābāgni, dābānala ] n a forest-fire. 

দাবা়েD, দাবাD ু[ dābā◌়ḍ◌়ē, dābāḍ◌়u ] n a chess-player. 

দাবােবােD [ dābābōḍ◌়ē ] n (the game of) chess; a chess board and chessmen. 

দািব [ dābi ] n right, title (e জিমেত তার দািব েনi); demand, claim (দািব করা); a prayer or complaint. 
দািব করা v. to demand, to claim; to pray or complain. ̃দাoয়া n. right and claims. ̃দার n. a claimant 
(esp. of title or inheritance); (loos.) a successor or inheritor. ̃পt n. a charter of demands. 

দাম1 [ dāma1 ] n price, cost, value. চাoয়া-দাম n. the asking price. দাম েদoয়া v. (fig.) to pay for 
(trouble, foolish behaviour etc.). দাম পDা, দাম লাগা v. to cost. দামাদািম n. haggling or higgling, 
chaffering; bargaining. 

দাম2 [ dāma2 ] n a thread, a cord (দােমাদর); a string, a garland (ksমদাম); a bunch, a cluster, a lock 
(েকশদাম); a watercress or an aquatic grass (দামদল). 

দামDা [ dāmaḍ◌়ā ] n a castrated ox or bull, a bullock (also দা়মDা েগাr). দামDা-েঘাDা n. a gelding. 

দামামা [ dāmāmā ] n an ancient war-trumper or kettle-drum. ̃ধব্িন n. fanfare. 

দামাল [ dāmāla ] a (chiefly of a child) unmanageably spirited or naughty or romping, tough and 
indomitable. ̃পনা n. unmanageable spiritedness or naughtiness or toughness. 

দািম [ dāmi ] a costly, expensive, valuable. 

দািমনী [ dāminī ] n. fem lightning. 

দাmতয্ [ dāmpatya ] a conjugal, nuptial. ☐ n. conjugal relation, conjugality; conjugal 
love. ̃pণয়, ̃েpম n. mutual love between husband and wife, conjugal love. 
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দািmক [ dāmbhika ] a vainglorious, braggart, conceited; proud; arrogant, haughty. দািmকতা n. 
vaingloriousness, braggartism, conceit; arrogance, haughtiness. 

দায়1 [ dāẏa1 ] n wealth or property to be inherited from father or others, patrimony, heritage or 
inheritance. 

দায়2 [ dāẏa2 ] n a danger or difficulty (দােয় েঠকা); necessity or need (কী দায় পেDেছ ?); an important 
duty or responsibility or obligation (মাতৃদায়, কnাদায়); an encumbrance (দায়gs); a debt or mortgage, 
hypothecation (দায়বd); a risk, a risky charge (পেরর দায় ঘােD েনoয়া); a criminal charge ডাকািতর দােয় 
ধরা পDা = to be arrested on charge of robbery); account, sake (pােনর দােয়). দােয় েঠকা, দােয় পDা v. to 
be in a difficulty or danger, to be in a trying situation from which escape seems all but 
impossible, to come to trouble or get into a scrape; to be in an awkward predicament; to be 
compelled (to). কী দায় পেDেছ what necessity is there? েতামার কী দায় পেDেছ what necessity do you 
have? pােণর দােয় on account of one's life, for the sake of one's life. 

দায়ক [ dāẏaka ] a (used as a sfx.) giving, causing etc., -ful (sখদায়ক). 

দায়gs [ dāẏagrasta ] a faced with danger, endangered; trouble-stricken; bound by obligation or 
duty or responsibility. 

দায়বd [ dāẏabaddha ] a duty-bound; promise-bound; contract-bound. 

দায়ভাগ [ dāẏabhāga ] n an ancient code or book of laws on inheritance and patrimony written by 
Jimutabahana. 

দায়রা [ dāẏarā ] n (law) sessions. দায়রা-আদালত n. a sessions-court. দায়রা-জজ n. a sessions judge. 
দায়রায় েসাপদর্ করা v. to commit to sessions. 

দায়াদ [ dāẏāda ] n a claimant to an inheritance; an heir; a son; a sharer of one's patrimony; a 
kinsman. দায়ািদ n. fem. a female claimant to inheritance; an heiress; a daughter; a female sharer of 
one's patrimony; a kinswoman. ☐ a. (in all genders) inherited, obtained by inheritance. 

দািয়ক [ dāẏika ] a responsible; indebted. 

দািয়কা [ dāẏikā ] fem of দায়ক । 

দািয়t [ dāẏitba ] n responsibility; liability; charge or risk (িনেজর দািয়েt at one's own risk). ̃jান n. 
sense of responsibility. ̃jানহীন a. devoid of a sense of responsibility. ̃পরায়ণ, ̃পূণর্, ̃শীল a. responsible; 
liable for carrying out a duty. ̃হীন a. without any responsibility, having no responsibility. 

দায়ী [ dāẏī ] a responsible; liable; (used as a sfx.) giving. দািয়নী a. fem. (used as a sfx.) giving. 
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দােয়র [ dāẏēra ] a submitted or filed for consideration or trial. দােয়র করা v. to submit or file or 
institute (for consideration or trial). েমাকdমা দােয়র করা to file or institute a suit. 

দার1 [ dāra1 ] n (usu. in comp.) a wife. ̃কমর্ ̃gহণ, ̃পিরgহ n. act of taking a wife, marriage or wedding 
(of a man). 

দার2 [ dāra2 ] sfx implying: furnished or embroidered with (জিরদার); causing or producing 
(মজাদার); owing or possessing or having, (cp.) -or, -er (পাoনাদার); superintending or controlling 
(থানাদার); employed in, taking to (বয্াবসাদার, বাজনাদার). -দাির sfx. implying: -ship (জিমদাির, থানাদাির, 
বয্াবসাদাির). 

দারক [ dāraka ] n a son. ☐ a. cleaving, splitting. 

দারিচিন [ dāracini ] n cinnamon. 

দারা [ dārā ] n a wife. 

দািরকা [ dārikā ] n a daughter. ☐ a. fem. cleaving, splitting. 

দািরd, দািরdয্ [  dāridra, dāridrya ] n poverty; indigence; penury; lack, want; 
humbleness. ̃বয্ঞ্জক, ̃সূচক a. betraying or indicating poverty. ̃েমাচন n. removal or elimination of 
poverty, liquidation of poverty. ̃সীমা n. poverty level. 

দাr1 [ dāru1 ] n wine, liquor. 

দাrণ [ dāruṇa ] a very great, intense, excessive; terrible (দাrণ ভয়); severe (দাrণ শীত); very high 
(দাrণ গাtতাপ); unbearable ('কাn পাhন কাম দাrণ'); very hard or difficult (দাrণ সংকl); cruel (দাrণ 
aতয্াচার); cutting to the quick (দাrণ বাকয্); heart-rending (দাrণ েশাক). ☐ adv. very (দাrণ ভােলা). 

দাrbh [ dārubrahma ] n the wooden image of Jugger naut (জগnাথ) at Puri. 

দাrভূত [ dārubhūta ] a transformed or changed into a wooden image or entity (দাrভূত মুরাির); 
(fig.). inert or numb (with amazement, grief etc.) 

দাrময় [ dārumaẏa ] a wooden, woody. 

দােরাগা [ dārōgā ] n an inspector or sub-inspector or assistant sub-inspector of police. বD দােরাগা 
an inspector or sub-inspector in command of a police station, an officer-in-charge of a police 
station. েছাট দােরাগা a sub-inspector (or an assistant sub-inspector of police) who is the second in 
command of a police station. 
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দাঢর্য্ [ dārḍhya ] n firmness; steadiness; unyieldingness; hardness; stiffness; strictness. 

দাশর্িনক [ dārśanika ] a versed in philosophy; philosophical; metaphysical; thoughtful. ☐ n. a 
philosopher; a metaphysician; a thoughtful man. ̃তা n. philosophical character or quality or 
attitude; (often sarcas.) thoughtfulness. ̃তtt n. doctrines or principles or tenets of philosophy. 

দাল [ dāla ] n pigeon-pea, pulse, lentils, dal. 

দালপুির [ dālapuri ] n a kind of thin discoid bread fried in clarified butter or oil and stuffed with a 
paste of pigeon-pea. 

দালান [ dālāna ] n a brick-built or stone-built building; a corridor of a building; a brick-built or 
stone-built platform or room or hall built permanently (পূজার দালান). ̃েকাঠা n. a brick-built or stone 
built house. 

দালাল [ dālāla ] n a broker, a cambist; an agent; a commission agent; a go-between; a tout; 
(sarcas.) a supporter or helper (ধনতেntর দালাল). দালািল n. brokerage, an agent's commission; brokery, 
commission agency; the act of business of a go-between or a tout. 

দাশ [ dāśa ] n a fisherman; one belonging to the fishing caste. 

দাশী [ dāśī ] fem of দাশ । 

দাস [ dāsa ] n a servant, an attendant; a slave (দাসবয্বসায়); a fisherman by caste (দাসজািত); a Shudra 
(শূd); a non Aryan; a victim or a minion (aব হার দাস); a humble man or a dependant (hজুর দােসর 
pিত দয়া কrন) fem দাসী । ̃খত n. a written bond of slavery. ̃t n. servitude; slavery; state of being a 
victim, bondage, dependence. দাসt করা v. to be slave of, to serve as a slave. ̃t pথা n. the 
institution of ownership of slaves, slavery. দাসtবnন, দাসtশৃঙ্খলা n. the bonds of slavery. দাসtশৃঙ্খল 
েমাচন n. emancipation or freedom from bond age. দাসtবৃিt n. slavery. দাসেt আবd en slaved, in 
bondage. ̃দাসী n. pl. servants male and female, man-servants and maid-servants. ̃pথা same as 
দাসtpথা । ̃বয্বসায় n. slave-trade. ̃মেনাবৃিt, ̃মেনাভাব n. slave mentality; servility. দাসাnদাস n. a slave of 
one's slave, a very humble servant or dependant. দাসীপুt n. one's son born of his maid-servant; an 
illegitimate son. দাসীবৃিt, দাসীt n. profession of or service as a maid or maid-servant. 

দােসয় [ dāsēẏa ] a born of a slave-girl (usu. by her master). ☐ n. a son of a slave-girl and (usu.) 
her master. 

দাs [ dāsta ] n evacuation of the bowels, motion purgation; faeces, stool; loose motion; 
diarrhoea. 
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দাs [ dāsya ] n state of being a servant; servi tude; servility; act of considering one self as the 
servant of one's god. ̃বৃিt n. servitude; servility; service. 

দাহ [ dāha ] n burning, conflagration, combustion (গৃহদাহ); cremation (শবদাহ); severe or scorching 
heat (িদেনর দাহ); inflammation (েরােগর দাহ); affliction (anদর্াহ). দাহক a. burning; cremating; 
scorching; inflammatory; afflicting, distressing. fem. দািহকা । ̃িkয়া n. cremation. ̃ন n. act of 
burning; cremation; act of scorching; inflammation; affliction. ̃ভূিম n. burning or cremation 
ground. দািহকাশিk n. the power of burning; burning capacity. দাহী same as দাহক । 

দাh [ dāhya ] a inflammable; combustible; that which is fit to be burned. দাh পদাথর্ combustible 
substance. 

িদক1, িদকদাির [ dika1, dikadāri ] n vexation, annoyance, irritation. িদক করা, িদকদাির করা v. to vex, 
to annoy, to irritate; to pester. 

িদক2 [ dika2 ] n any one of the ten quarters of the globe; a point of the compass (utর িদক); a 
direction (বািDর িদক); an end or side (চার িদক); a part or portion. (বািDর িভতেরর িদক); a region or 
quarters (e িদেক েকu আেসিন); an extremity or end or side (ভারেতর িতন িদেক সমুd); a party or side (িতিন 
আমার িদেক). িদেক িদেক in all directions; everywhere. দশ িদক n. north, north-east, east, south east, 
south, south-west, west, north west, above, under; these ten quarters of the globe 
collectively. ̃চk, ̃চkবাল n. the horizon. ̃পিত, ̃পাল n. any one of the deities presiding over the ten 
quarters of the globe; (fig.) a very powerful and prominent man. ̃শূল n. (astrol.) a day extremely 
unfavourable to a journey in a particular direction. ̃ি হিত n. (bot.) orientation. 

িদগংশ [ digaṃśa ] n azimuth. 

িদgজ [ diggaja ] n (myth.) any one of the eight celestial elephants guarding the quarters of the 
globe; (chiefly iron.) a very erudite or prominent or capable man; a portentous idiot. ☐ a. 
(chiefly iron.) very erudite or vastly learned or prominent or capable (িদgজ পিন্ডত, িদgজ uিকল, িদgজ 
েছেল). 

িদগ্jান [ digjñāna ] n knowledge of ascertaining the points of the compass; (fig.) minimum 
knowledge, common sense. 

িদগ্দশর্ন [ digdarśana ] n visualization or ascertainment of the points of the compass; experience; 
(act of giving) a general review or hints. িদগ্দশর্ন করা v. to visualize or ascertain a point of the 
compass; to experience; to give a general review or hints. িদগ্দশর্ন-যnt n. a compass; a mariner's 
compass. িদগ্দশর্ী a. capable of or engaged in visualizing or ascertaining the points of the compass; 
experienced; giving a general review or hints. ☐ n. a compass; a mariner's compass. 
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িদিগ্দগn [ digdiganta ] n all quarters or directions of the globe; all regions or places. িদg িদগnর n. 
different quarters or directions of the globe; different regions or places. িদিগ্দগেn, িদিগ্দগnের adv. 
every where, far and near, far and wide. 

িদগn [ diganta ] n the horizon. ̃pসারী, ̃িবsতৃ ̃বয্াপী a. extending or stretching to or as far as the 
horizon; extending or stretching endlessly. 

িদগnর [ digantara ] n the distance or space between two points of the compass or two directions; 
another direction or another point of the compass. িদগnের adv. to or in another direction or another 
point of the compass, beyond this direction or point of the compass; beyond the horizon, in or to 
another region. িদগnরাল n. the space or distance between two quarters of the globe; the sky. 
িদগnরােল adv. beyond the horizon. 

িদগ্ ম, িদগ্ ািn [ digbhrama, digbhrānti ] a an error in ascertainment of the right direction; failure 
in ascertaining the points of the compass. িদগ্ াn a. one who has failed to ascertain the right 
direction; gone astray; one who has failed to ascertain the points of the compass; perplexed, 
puzzled; bewildered. 

িদগmর । [ digambara . ] a one who has the quarters of the globe as his sole clothing; naked, 
nude. ☐ n. an appellation of Shiva (িশব); quarters of the globe imagined as a loincloth. িদগmরী a. 
fem. of িদগmর । ☐ n. an appellation of Goddess Kali (কালী). 

িদg [ digdha ] a smeared (with); steeped (in); mixed (with). fem. িদgা । 

িদgলয় [ digbalaẏa ] n the horizon. 

িদিgজয় [ digbijaẏa ] n conquest of (all the quarters of) the world (by armed invasion or by any 
good quality such as learning, literary talent etc.), world-conquest. িদিgজয় করা v. to conquer the 
whole world. িদিgজয়ী a. world conquering. ☐ n. a world-conquerer. 

িদিgিদক [ digbidika ] n all quarters; all regions or places; what is good and what is evil, what is 
right and what is wrong. িদিgিদক jান n. knowledge of ascertaining the points of the compass; 
power of discrimination between right and wrong; common sense; mental balance, composure or 
calmness of mind (আতেঙ্ক িদিgিদকjানশূn). 

িদিgnd [ digbindu ] n (geog.) a cardinal point. 

িদঘ [ digha ] n (dial.) length (আেDিদেঘ). ☐ a. (obs.) long. 

িদঘল [ dighala ] a (chiefly poet.) long, tall, large. 
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িদিঘ [ dighi ] n a large and deep tank or pond. 

িদঙ্নাগ [ diṅnāga ] n any one of the eight mythical celestial elephants guarding the quarters of the 
globe; a famous Buddhist philosopher (also িদঙ্নাগাচাযর্); (sarcas.) a stupid but harsh critique. 

িদিঙ্নণর্য়, িদিঙ্নrপণ [ diṅnirṇaẏa, diṅnirūpaṇa ] n ascertainment of the points of the compass; 
ascertainment of a particular or the right direction. িদিঙ্নণর্য় করা v. to ascertain the points of the 
compass; to ascertain the direction. িদিঙ্নণর্য়যnt n. a compass; a mariner's compass. 

িদঙ্মন্ডল [ diṅmanḍala ] n the horizon. 

িদিত [ diti ] n (myth.) the first mother of daityas (ৈদতয্). ̃জ, ̃সূত n. a son of Diti (িদিত), any of the 
mythological demons hostile to gods. 

িদত্সা [ ditsā ] n desire for giving or contributing (esp. in charity). িদত্s a. desirous of giving or 
contributing. 

িদদা [ didā ] n. fem (in affection) a grandmother or a granddaughter. 

িদিদ [ didi ] n. fem an elder sister or cousin (sister); (in courteous or affectionate address) a lady, 
a woman, a girl; (in affection) a grandmother or granddaughter. ̃ঠাkরািন n. (chiefly joc.) a lady, a 
woman, a girl (esp. of the Brahmin caste). ̃মা n. a maternal (also paternal) grandmother or grand 
aunt. 

িদদkৃা [ didṛkṣā ] n desire to see. িদদkৃমাণ, িদদkৃ ুa. desirous of seeing. 

িদিধষু [ didhiṣu ] n the second husband of a woman married twice. 

িদন1 [ dina1 ] n a day (in all senses); the time of light from sunrise to sunset; twenty-four hours 
from one sunrise to the next; a sidereal day; (astr. & astrol.) a lunar day; daily working period or 
hours; a length of time, a period (দীঘর্িদন); time of existence, duration of life (তার িদন ফুিরেয়েছ); an 
age or a point of time (েসিদন আর েনi); time (আমার িদন কােট না); an auspicious or favourable time 
(যিদ িদন আেস). িদন কাটােনা same as িদন যাপন করা । িদন েগানা v. (fig.) to look forward to eagerly (esp. 
for a long time). ̃কর n. the sun. ̃কল n. present time or times (িদনকাল বD খারাপ). ̃kণ n. (astrol.) 
suitability or auspiciousness of a day for doing something. ̃kণ n. a conjunction of three lunar 
days in one sidereal day. ̃েkপ, ̃েkপণ same as িদনযাপন । ̃গত a. pertaining to a day; daily, diurnal. 
িদনগত পাপkয় (lit. but rare) sacramental and other purifications prescribed for the daily life; (pop. 
& dero.) the routine drudgery or monotonous toil of daily life. ˜দgা n. (astrol.) an inauspicious 
day for doing anything. িদন িদন adv. day by day; gradually; everyday, daily. d̃পুের adv. in broad 
daylight. ̃নাথ ̃পিত n. the sun. ̃পিঞ্জ n. day-to-day record of events, a diary. ̃পিঞ্জকার n. a diarist. ̃পtী n. a 
daily journal, a diary. ̃পাত same as িদনযাপন । ̃ভর adv. all day long, throughout the day. ̃মজুর n. a 
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day-labourer. ̃মিণ n. the sun. ̃মান n. the time of light from sunrise to sunset, daytime. িদন মাiেন n. 
daily wage. ̃যাপন n. spending a day. িদনযাপন করা v. to spend one's days, to pass one's time, to lead a 
life; to spend a day. ̃রাত n. day and night. ☐ adv. at all hours of the day and night, constantly, 
always. ̃িলিপ n. a diary. ̃েশষ n. close or end of a day, the evening. িদনািতপাত করা v. spend days. িদেন-
ডাকািত robbery in broad day light; (fig.) an extremely daring villainy or misdeed. িদনেক রাত করা 
(fig.) to exaggerate beyond recognition; to tell a downright lie. িদেন িদেন day by day, gradually. 
িদেনdপুের more pop. var. of িদনdপুের । িদেনর আেলা the light of the day, daylight. িদেনর নাগাল পাoয়া to 
be in sight of better days. 

িদন2 [ dina2 ] n (Mus.) religion, faith. ̃dিনয়ার মািলক God (or Allah) as the Lord of the (Islamic) 
faith and of the world. 

িদনাতয্য়, িদনাn, িদনাবসান [ dinātyaẏa, dinānta, dinābasāna ] n close of a day, the evening. িদনােn 
adv. at the end of the day, in the evening. 

িদনাn [ dināndha ] a unable to see during daytime or in daylight, day-blind. ☐ n. an owl. 

িদনার [ dināra ] n dinar, the ancient Arab gold coin. 

িদেনমার [ dinēmāra ] n a Dane. ☐ a. Danish. ̃জািত n. Danes. 

িদেনশ [ dinēśa ] n the sun. 

িদবস [ dibasa ] n a day; the time from sunrise to sunset; twenty-four hours from one sunrise to 
the next; daytime. িদবসাতয্য়, িদবসাবসান n. close or end of the day; the evening. িদবসােলাক n. daylight. 

িদবা [ dibā ] n daytime. ☐ a & adv. of or in day time. ˜কর n. the sun. ̃চর a. active during 
daytime. ̃িনdা n. sleep during daytime. ̃িনিশ (poet.) ̃িনশ, ̃রািt adv. day and night, all the time, 
always. ̃n a. day-blind. ☐ n. the owl. ̃বসান n. close of the day, the evening. ̃বs n. the sun. ̃িবহার n. 
noon-time rest or sleep; sexual enjoyment in day time. ̃ভাগ n. daytime. ̃েলাক n. day light. ̃s  বা 
pকাশয্ িদবােলাক broad day light. ̃sp n. a day-dream; a brown study; a reverie; (fig.) a false fancy, a 
waking dream. 

িদবয্াঙ্গনা [ dibyāṅganā ] n a courtesan of heaven; a nymph. 

িদবয্াst [ dibyāstra ] n a god's weapon; a divine weapon. 

িদেবয্াদক [ dibyōdaka ] n celestial water; holy water. 

িদয়া2 [ diẏā2 ] n lamp, light (িদয়া jালাo). 
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িদয়াশলাi [ diẏāśalāi ] n a match, matches; safety matches; a match-box. িদয়াশলাiকািঠ n. a match-
stick. িদয়াশলাi বাk a match-box. 

িদল [ dila ] n mind, heart; heartiness or magna nimity, benevolence, charitableness, generosity, 
kind-heartedness. ̃খুশ ̃েখাশ a. happy at heart, light-hearted, merry, cheerful; pleasant, 
delightful. ̃েখালসা a. open-hearted, frank, candid; unburdening one's heart. ̃দিরয়া a. open-hearted, 
frank; high-minded, large-souled, magnanimous; large-handed. ̃দার a. hearty; open-hearted; high-
minded, magnanimous. 

িদিlকা লাDু [ dillikā lāḍḍu ] n (lit.) a ball-shaped sweet meat manufactured in Delhi; (fig. & 
pop.) a thing that causes dejection when not obtained and causes repentance or regret when 
obtained, (cp.) Hobson's choice. 

িদশ [ diśa ] n (obs. & poet.) a point of the compass. ˜পাশ n. reckoning, estimate, limit. (কােজর 
িদশপাশ েনi). 

িদশা [ diśā ] n a point of the compass; a quarter of the globe; trace (পেথর িদশা); collectedness of 
one's mind for ascertaining what one should do (িদশাহারা). িদশা না পাoয়া v. to fail to find out; to be 
at a loss (to determine, ascertain, devise or find out); to be nonplussed or bewildered. ̃হারা a. 
failing to ascertain the points of the compass; failing to ascertain the right way; (fig.) confused, 
nonplussed, bewildered, confounded, perplexed to the extreme. 

িদিশ1 [ diśi1 ] adv (ori.) to or towards a point of the compass. ☐ n. a point of the compass, a 
quarter or side. িদিশ িদিশ n. all quarters or sides. ☐ adv. to or towards or in all quarters or sides, 
everywhere. 

দীkক [ dīkṣaka ] a one who initiates esp. to a religious practice. ☐ n. an initiator, a preceptor, a 
guru, a teacher. 

দীkণীয় [ dīkṣaṇīẏa ] a worthy of being initiated, fit for initiation. 

দীkা [ dīkṣā ] n admission with rite (as to a religious practice or order, a secret society etc.), 
initiation; employment in service of some sacred cause (sাধীনতার মেnt দীkা); an instruction or 
teaching; a sacrament; an inspiration; (dero.) an instigation. দীkা েদoয়া v. to initiate; to convert 
(মুসলমানধেমর্ দীkা েদoয়া); to baptize (িখর্sধেমর্ দীkা েনoয়া); to teach, to indoctrinate (into a subject); to 
employ. দীkা পাoয়া, দীkা েনoয়া v. to be initiated; to be converted; to be baptized; to be taught or 
indoctrinated, to learn; to be employed. ̃gr n. an initiator; a guru or preceptor who has 
initiated. ̃gহণ n. act of receiving initiation. দীkা gহণ করা v. to be initiated. ̃মnt n. a mysterious 
formula that a person is taught at initiation. 

দীিkত [ dīkṣita ] a initiated; converted (মুসলমানধেমর্ দীিkত); baptized (িখর্sধেমর্ দীিkত); indoctrinated 
(বদমািশেত দীিkত). দীিkত করা v. to initiate; to convert; to baptize; to indoctrinate. 
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দীিধিত [ dīdhiti ] n a ray, light; the name of a treatise on logic. ̃মান n. the sun. 

দীন2 [ dīna2 ] a extremely poor or needy, indigent; afflicted, distressed; humble; wretched, 
miserable. ̃িচt a. having a mind stricken with melancholia or sorrow or with a sense of 
humiliation; humble in attitude. ̃িচেt adv. with a melancholy or sorrowful or humiliated mind; 
humbly. ̃তা n. extreme poverty or need; indigence; affliction, distress; humbleness; 
wretchedness. ̃দয়াময় a. kind to the poor. ̃দিরd a. extremely humble and poor, downtrodden. ̃dঃখী a. 
indigent and distressed. ন̃াথ n. a refuge or helper or supporter of the poor; God. ̃বn ুn. a friend of 
the poor, God. ̃ভাবাপn a. humble, modest; affecting humility or poverty. ̃শরণ n. a refuge of the 
poor; God. ̃হীন a. poor and lowly. 

দীনা [ dīnā ] fem of দীন2 । 

দীপ [ dīpa ] n a lamp. ̃গৃহ n. the light-house. ̃িনবর্াণ n. extinguishment of a lamp; lights out; (loos.) a 
black-out. দীপ িনবর্াণ করা v. to put out a lamp; to extinguish lights. ̃পুঞ়্জ n. a multitude of lamps 
(usu. lighted ones). ̃pjালন n. act of lighting a lamp. ̃দীপpjালন করা v. to light a lamp. ̃বিতর্কা n. wick 
(of a lamp). ̃বkৃ n. a lampstand, a candle stick. ̃মালা n. a row or set of lamps (usu. lighted 
ones). ̃শিk n. candle power. ̃শলাকা n. a match-stick; a match. ̃িশখা n. the flame of a lamp. 

দীপক [ dīpaka ] a radiating; illuminating, illumina tive; inflaming; enkindling; enlightening; 
inspiring, rousing, exciting, excitant; revealing, displaying, exhibiting; beautifying, embellishing. 
☐ n. a lamp ('রঘুkল দীপক'); a musical mode (দীপক রািগণী). 

দীপন [ dīpana ] n radiation; illumination; act of in flaming; act of enkindling or lighting; 
enlightenment; act of inspiring or rousing, excitation; revelation, display, exhibition; effulgence; 
beautification, embellishment. ☐ a. same as দীপক । ̃মাtা n. (phys.) intensity of illumination. ̃শিk 
n. (phys.) illuminating power. 

দীপনীয় [ dīpanīẏa ] a that which is to be illuminated or excited; illuminable; excitable. 

দীপাগার [ dīpāgāra ] n the lighthouse. 

দীপাধার [ dīpādhāra ] n a lampstand, a lampad. 

দীপািnতা [ dīpānbitā ] n. fem the day of the new moon in the month of Kartik (কািতর্ক) when 
Goddess Kali (কালী) is worshipped and the dwelling-houses of Hindus are illuminated with rows 
of lighted lamps. ☐ a. fem. furnished with a (lighted) lamp, lamped; illuminated, radiating. a. 
masc. দীপািnত । 

দীপাবিল, দীপািল [ dīpābali, dīpāli ] n a collection of (lighted) lamps; the festival of দীপািnতা । 
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দীপােলাক [ dīpālōka ] n lamplight. দীপােলািকত a. illu minated with lamplight. 

দীিপকা [ dīpikā ] n. fem moonlight; a lamp; a glossary or commentary (of a text). ☐ a. fem. of 
দীপক । 

দীিপত [ dīpita ] a lighted; lamped; illuminated; enkindled; exhibited, displayed, revealed, brought 
to light; excited, roused. fem. দীিপতা । 

দীp [ dīpta ] a burning; shining; lighted; illuminated; radiant, luminous; blazing; bright; lustrous; 
revealed, brought to light, exhibited; dazzling, glaring (দীp েতজ). ̃কীিতর্ a. one whose fame has 
spread far and wide, widely famous or renowned. দীp hতাশন blazing fire. 

দীিp [ dīpti ] n light; shine, radiance, glow, lustre; splendour; brilliance; brightness; high spirit; 
beauty. দীিp পাoয়া v. to shine, to glow, to radiate. ̃মান a. shining, glowing; radiant, luminous; 
bright, lustrous; brilliantly revealed; beautifying, embellishing; glowing with high spirit. fem. 
দীিpমতী । ̃মাপক n. (phys.) a photometer. ̃িমিত n. (phys.) photom etry. 

দীপয্ [ dīpya ] a worthy of being lighted or en kindled; illuminable; worthy of being revealed. ̃মান 
a. shining, glowing; radiant, luminous; bright, lustrous, sparkling, resplendent; in the state of 
being revealed; revealed. 

দীp [ dīpra ] a shining, luminous, radiant, glowing; bright. 

দীয়মান [ dīẏamāna ] a in the state of being given or distributed. 

দীঘর্ [ dīrgha ] a long (দীঘর্ েকশ, দীঘর্ পথ); tall (দীঘর্ েদহ); much (দীঘর্ সময়); prolonged, long-continuing 
(দীঘর্ িনdা, দীঘর্ায়ু); lengthy (দীঘর্ কািহিন); large; deep (দীঘর্শব্াস); (gr.) aspirate; (mus.) slow, protracted, 
sustained. দীঘর্ করা v. to lengthen; to elongate. ̃কায় a. tall-bod ied, tall. fem. দীঘর্কায়া । ̃কাল n. a long 

time. ̃কাল বয্াপী a. continuing for a long time. ̃েকশ a. long-haired. fem. দীঘর্েকশা, দীঘর্েকশী । ̃gীব a. 
long-necked. ☐ n. the crane; the heron; the giraffe; the camel. ̃েচ্ছদ n. (geom.) a longitudinal 
section. ̃িজh a. long-tongued. ☐ n. the snake. ̃জীবন n. long life. ̃জীিবতা n. longevity. ̃জীবী a. long-
lived. fem. দীঘর্জীিবনী । ̃তপা a. one who has practised religious austerities for a long time. ̃তা, ̃t n. 

length; lengthiness. ̃দশ , ̃দৃি  a. far-sighted, prudent, wise, sagacious. fem. দীঘর্দিশর্নী । ̃িদন n. a long 
day; a long time. েদহী a. (usu. of a man) tall (দীঘর্েদহী পুrষ). ̃নাশ a. long-nosed. ̃িনdা n. a long or long-
continuing sleep. ̃িনঃশব্াস, ̃িনশব্াস,, same as দীঘর্শব্াস । ̃পথ n. a long way. ̃পদ n. a lengthy word. ̃পাদ a. 
long-legged. ☐ n. the crane; the heron; the camel. ̃বাh, ̃ভুজ a. long-armed. ̃মাtা n. (pros.) a long 
metre; (mus.) a slow or protracted measure; a large amount or dose, a great deal (দীঘর্মাtায় 
ঘুম). ̃েময়ািদ a. long-term (দীঘর্েময়ািদ পিরকlনা, দীঘর্েময়ািদ ঋণ); on a long-term basis. ̃রািt n. a long 
night. ̃েরামা a. long-haired; shaggy. ☐ n. the bear. ̃শব্াস n. a long and deep respiration, a sigh. দীঘর্শব্াস 
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েফলা v. to heave a sigh, to sigh. দীঘর্শব্াস েনoয়া v. to take a deep breath. ̃সূt, স̃ূtী a. dilatory, 
procrastinating; slothful; sluggish. ̃সূtতা n. dilatoriness, procrastination; sloth; sluggishness. 
দীঘর্সূtতা করা v. to procrastinate. ̃ হায়ী a. long-standing; long-drawn; existing for a long time. ̃sর n. 
(gr.) a long or aspirate vowel; a long note. ☐ a. having a long note. 

দীঘর্াকৃিত, দীঘর্াকার [ dīrghākṛti, dīrghākāra ] a tall; large. 

দীঘর্াg [ dīrghāgra ] a acuminate. 

দীঘর্ায়ত [ dīrghāẏata ] a large; wide. 

দীঘর্ায় ু[ dīrghāẏu ] a long-lived. 

দীিঘর্কা [ dīrghikā ] n a large and deep pond or tank. 

দীণর্ [ dīrṇa ] a split, cleft, rent, broken, torn; (fig.) afflicted. 

d [ du ] pfx contr. of di । d-আিন alt. spell. of  dয়ািন । d-eক alt. spell. of dেয়ক । dকথা n. a few 
words; rough or harsh words, rebuke (dকথা শুিনেয় েদoয়া). dকান করা v. to give out (a secret). dকান-
কাটা a. (fig.) bare-faced, brazen-faced, shameless. dkল n. the father's family and the in law's 
family (of a woman); the paternal and the maternal lines (of any person); (fig.) both alternatives. 
dkল খাoয়া (fig.) to lose all means of aid or sup port. dkল n. both banks of a river; (fig.) earthly life 
and life after death; (fig.) both alternatives. dখানা, dখািন, (dial.) dখান n. two pieces, two. ☐ a. two 
pieces of, two; split or torn or broken into two. dgণ a. twice, double. dচার a. a few; only a few, 
very few (dচার িদন, dচার কথা). dচারিট, dচারেট, dচারখানা n &. a. a few or a few things (dচারিট বi). dচালা 
a. having two thatched roofs. &square; n. such a hut. d-েচােখর িবষ (fig.) an eyesore. d-েচাখ েযিদেক 
যায় wherever (my) eyes lead (me) to. dজন pro. two (persons). ☐ a. two. dজনi pro. & a. both. dিট, 
dেটা1 pro. two (objects or things). &square; a. two. dেটা2 n. & a. two o'clock. dটানা n. simultaneous 
pulls in two opposite directions; oscillation; a dilemma. dটানায় পDা to be in a dilemma or 
quandary, to be in a state of indecision. dেটাচারেট n. & a. a few things or a few; only a few things 
or only a few. d-তরফা a. pertaining to or contested by both the opposite sides, bipartite. dতলা, 
dতালা a. two-storied; double-decked. ☐ n. the first floor; the upper deck. dতারা a. two-stringed. ☐ 
n. a double-stringed musical instrument. dধার n. both sides; two sides. dধারী a. pertaining to or in 
clined to both the sides; two-sided; double-handed. dনmির n. dishonesty; doing things in a 
dishonest manner, the habit or practice of doing dishonest things. ☐ a. dishonest, unfair; unlaw 
ful, illegal (dনmির বয্াবসা); gained by evil or illegal means (dনmির পয়সা). dনলা a. double-barrelled. ☐ 
n. a double barrelled gun. d-েনৗেকায় পা েদoয়া (fig.) to fall between two stools, to serve God and 
Mammon simultaneously. d পাক n. act or an instance of enfolding or taking round twice; two 
coils; a short stroll, a short leisurely walk. d-েপেয় a. two-legged; biped. d-ফলা a. (of a knife) 
having two blades; (of a tree) bearing fruit twice a year. dফাঁক a. split asunder into two. d-ফািল, 
(dial.) d-ফাল n. two slices. ☐ a. sliced or parted into two. dবার n. two times. ☐ adv. twice. dভাষী a. 
speaking two languages (esp. as one's mother-tongue); bilingual. ☐ n. an interpreter; a bilingual 
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man. d-মনা a. of two minds, hesitating, vacillating, wavering. d-মুেখা a. two-faced; double-faced; 
two-way (d-মুেখা গিল). d-মুেখা আচরণ double-dealing, double-crossing. d-মুেখা েলাক a double-dealer. d-
মুঠা, d-মুেঠা a. two handfuls of. d-েমেট a. (of clay images etc.) doubly plastered. dয়ািন n. a two-anna 
bit or piece. dেয়ক a. one or two; a few. d-রঙা a. bi-coloured. d-সnয্া adv. & a. both in the daytime 
and evening (or at night). d sিত n. a coarse cloth woven in double thread. d-হাত eক করা v. to unite 
(a bride and a bridegroom) in marriage; to cup one's palms. d-হািত a. measuring two cubits. dহািতয়া 
a. (of a stroke) dealt with both hands. ☐ adv. with both hands. 

di [ dui ] n. & a two. ☐ a. & pro. both (di-i খারাপ). di-eক a. one or two; a few. 

dঃ [ duḥ ] pfx signifying: vile, wicked, bad, prohibited, inauspicious, distressing, sorrowful etc. 
(dঃশীল, dঃসময়, dঃসংবাদ). 

dঃখ [ duḥkha ] n sorrow; affliction; grief; distress, suffering, misery (dঃেখ পDা); pain, 
inflammation; regret (dঃখ pকাশ করা). dঃখ করা v. to regret; to rue, to grieve; to suffer pain, to take 
trouble; to be in distress, to undergo misery. dঃখ েদoয়া v. to cause sorrow or regret, to grieve; to 
afflict; to distress; to pain; to give trouble. dঃখ পাoয়া বা েভাগ করা v. to be stricken with sorrow or 
grief or misery (জীবেন aেনক dঃখ েপেয়েছ); to be afflicted or distressed or pained; to be in trouble, to 
suffer. dঃেখ পDা v. to run into distress or trouble. dঃেখর কািহিন a woeful or pathetic tale. dঃেখর িবষয় a 
matter of regret; a pity; a painful affair. ̃কর, ̃জনক, ̃দ, ̃দায়ক, ̃দায়ী, ̃pদ a. painful; troublesome; woeful, 
distressing, agonizing; sorrowful. fem. dঃখদািয়নী । ̃দািরd n. distress and poverty, want and 

suffering or misery. ̃pদ same as dঃখকর । ̃বাদ n. (phil.) pessimism. ̃বাদী a. pessimistic. ☐ n. a 

pessimist. ̃ভাগী a. sharing the sorrow of another. fem. dঃখভািগনী । ̃েভাগ n. act of suffering pain or 
undergoing distress. ̃ময় a. full of or abounding in sorrow or suffering. ̃েমাচন n. act of relieving 
pain or distress; allaying or alleviation or mitigation of sorrow. ̃সিহ  ুa. one who patiently endures 
sorrow or suffering. ̃সাগর n. an ocean of sorrow, a sea of distress; endless sorrow or 
suffering. ̃হর, ̃হারী a. one who or that which relieves pain or sorrow or suffering. fem. dঃখহরা, 
dঃখহািরণী । 

dঃখাতীত [ duḥkhātīta ] a past all sorrow or suffering; immune to sorrow or suffering. 

dঃখাতর্, dঃখািnত । [ duḥkhārta, duḥkhānbita . ] a stricken with sorrow, rueful; afflicted; 

distressed; suffering. fem. dখাতর্া, dঃখািnতা । 

dঃিখত [ duḥkhita ] a stricken with sorrow; rueful, sorrowful, woeful, grieved; sad; afflicted, 
suffering; distressed; pained; regretful, sorry. fem. dঃিখতা । ̃িচt, ̃hদয় a. having a sorrowing or 
regretful mind or heart; pained at heart. 
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dঃখী [ duḥkhī ] a stricken with sorrow or misery; woe-stricken, afflicted, distressed, miserable, 
suffering; sad; poor; destitute. fem. dঃিখনী । dঃেখর dঃখী a sympathizer. 

dঃেখািk [ duḥkhōkti ] n sad or sorrowful utterance. 

dঃশাসন [ duḥśāsana ] a ungovernable, indomitable; unruly, intractable or refractory; (loos.) 
misgoverning, tyrannous. ☐ n. misgovernment; tyranny. 

dঃশীল [ duḥśīla ] a misbehaved; ill-natured; wicked; depraved or vicious. fem. dঃশীলা । ̃তা n. 
misbehaviour; bad nature; wickedness; depravity; viciousness. 

dঃসংবাদ [ duḥsambāda ] n a bad or evil news. 

dঃসময় [ duḥsamaẏa ] n evil days; hard times. 

dঃসহ [ duḥsaha ] a hard to bear or endure or suffer, severe; unbearable, insufferable, intolerable. 
dঃসহ যntণা unbearable or severe pain. 

dঃসাধয্ [ duḥsādhya ] a hard to accomplish, difficult, arduous; hard to cure, incurable. dঃসাধয্ কাজর্ 
an arduous or uphill task. ̃তা n. state of being hard to accomplish; incurability. 

dঃসাহস [ duḥsāhasa ] n improper or overmuch daring or boldness, overboldness. dঃসাহিসক, dঃসাহসী 
a. improperly or excessively bold or daring; warranting overboldness; overbold; overdaring, 
dare-devil. dঃসাহিসকতা same as dঃসাহস । 

dঃ হ [ duḥsha ] a poor, needy, indigent; wretched, miserable; distressed, afflicted, woebe gone. 

dঃি হত [ duḥshita ] a distressed, afflicted, woebe gone; (phys.) instability; unstable equilibrium. 

dঃsশর্ [ duḥsparśa ] a difficult to touch. 

dঃsp [ duḥsbapna ] n a bad or distressing dream; an inauspicious dream; an awful or terrifying 
or oppressive dream; (loos.) a nightmare. 

d ঁেদ [ dun ̐dē ] a militant; difficult to cope or contend with, unyielding; litigious; terrible; 
experienced and tough; roguish. 

dহঁ, d ঁহা, dhঁ [ dum ̐ha, dum̐hā, dum̐hu ] pro (poet.) both. 
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dg [ dugdha ] n milk; juice; latex (uিdj dg). ̃জ, ̃জাত a. produced from milk. dgাজাত dবয্ a milk-
product. ̃পাt, ̃ভাN n. a milk-pail; a milk-trough. ̃েপাষয্ a. living on one's mother's milk, suckling; 
(rare and often hum.) living on milk (esp. on cow's milk). dgেপাষয্ িশশু a child at the breast, a 
suckling. ̃েফনিনভ a. as white and soft as the froth of milk, (cp.) milk-white. ̃বতী a. giving milk; 
milch. dgবতী গািভ a milch cow. ̃বত্ a. milk-like, milky. ̃িবেkতা n. a milk-man, a milk-seller. ̃শকর্রা n. 
lactose. 

dDdD, dDদাD [ duḍ◌়duḍ◌়, duḍ◌়dāḍ◌় ] int expressing: noise of heavy and hurried footsteps or 
of the rumbling of cloud; rapid and audible palpitation of the heart (esp. caused by fright etc.). 

dধ [ dudha ] n milk; juice (নারেকেলর dধ); latex (গােছর dধ) dধ েকেট েগেছ same as dধ ছানা হেয় েগেছ । 
dধ খাoয়া v. to drink milk; to draw the breast, to suck. dধ খাoয়ােনা v. to cause to drink milk; to give 
suck (to), to suckle. dধ ছাDােনা v. to wean (a baby from the habit of sucking or lactation). dধ ছানা 
হেয় েগেছ, dধ িছেD েগেছ v. (the) milk has turned sour or curdled. dধ েতালা v. to vomit or spew milk 
after drinking it (as by a child). dধ েদoয়া v. to give or yield milk; to give suck (to), to suckle. dধ 
েদাoয়া v. to milk. dেধর েছেল an infant boy, a suckling. dেধর েমেয় an infant girl, a suckling. dেধর সর a 
thin layer or film that collects on boiled milk, milk film. dেধর সাধ েঘােল েমটােনা (fig.) to console 
oneself with a base substitute, to satisfy oneself with a glass of grog when the bottle of 
champagne is beyond one's reach. dধ-কলা িদেয় কালসাপ েপাষা (fig.) to fatten one's mortal enemy, to 
nourish a viper in one's breast. dধ-ksmা n. a kind of milkshake mixed with a paste of hemp-
leaves. dধ-rিট n. milk-sop. dেধ-জেল েমশা v. to get mixed or blended completely; (fig.) to be 
compromised thoroughly. dেধ-দাঁত, dেধর দাঁত n. a milk tooth; milk dentition. দেুধ ভােত থাকা v. to live 
in affluence, to enjoy loaves and fishes, to have one's bread buttered on both sides. 

dন [ duna ] n (mus.) double quick measure; act of playing a musical instrument or singing 
doubly quick. 

dনা [ dunā ] a double, twice. 

dিন [ duni ] n a long canoe-shaped bucket for bailing out water. 

dিনয়া [ duniẏā ] n the earth, the world; the universe. ̃দার a. worldly; worldly minded; self-seeking; 
having vested interest. ̃দাির n. worldliness; worldly mindedness; act of seeking self-interest; 
worldly life. 

dndিভ [ dundubhi ] n a large war-trumpet or kettle drum of ancient India. 

dp [ dup ] int expressing : a thudding noise. dp দাp dp dp int. expressing : repeated thudding 
noise or romping. 

dপুর [ dupura ] n midday, noon. dপুর রাত midnight. dপুর রােত adv. at dead of night, far into the 
night. 
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dm [ dum ] int expressing : a banging or booming or thudding noise. dm কের with a thud. dmুm, 
dমাdম int. expressing : repeated banging or booming of thud ding noise. 

dমDােনা [ dumaḍ◌়ānō ] v to fold or twist by pressure. ☐ a. thus folded or twisted. 

dmা [ dumbā ] n a kind of fat sheep having a short tail. 

dয়ার [ duẏāra ] n a door, a gate. dয়াির n. a door keeper, a gateman. dয়াের বাঁধা হািত (lit.) keeping or 
owning an elephant; (fig.) exceptionally affluent or wealthy. 

dেয়া1 [ duẏō1 ] int fie, boo. dেয়া েদoয়া v. to cry fie upon, to boo, to hoot. 

dেয়া2 [ duẏō2 ] a unfortunate; wretched; (only fem.) neglected by one's husband. ̃রািন n. a queen 
neglected by her royal husband who is infatuated by his other wife or wives. 

dরিতkমণ [ duratikramaṇa ] n act of going across or through with great difficulty. dরিতkম, 
dরিতkমণীয়, dরিতkময্ a. very difficult to go across or through. 

dরতয্য় [ duratyaẏa ] a very difficult to go across or through. 

dরdর [ duradura ] int expressing : palpitation of the heart caused esp. by fear; trembling. drdr 
int. same as dরdr । ☐ a. palpitating; trembling; tremulous; fearful. 

dরদৃ  [ duradṛṣṭa ] n ill luck, ill fate; misfortune. ☐ a. ill-fated, unfortunate; unlucky. ̃kেম, ̃বশত 
adv. through misfortune, as ill-luck would have it. 

dরিধগম, dরিধগময্ [ duradhigama, duradhigamya ] a difficult to obtain, not easily available; not 
easily accessible, difficult of access; difficult to comprehend or learn, not easily knowable or 
cognizable; abstruse. fem. dরিধগময্া । 

dরধয্য় [ duradhyaẏa ] a hard-reading, difficult or hard to read. 

dরn [ duranta ] a unmanageably restless or naughty (dরn িশশু); romping and mischievous; terrible, 
awful (dরn েkাধ); not easily subdued, very powerful and ferocious (dরn শtr); extremely galling 
and hard to cure (dরn বয্ািধ); intolerably hot (dরn েরাdুর); severe (dরn শীত); very strong (dরn ঝD); 
very steep, difficult to go through or across (dরn পথ); very restless or billowy (dরn সমুd). ̃পনা n. 
restlessness that is difficult to control; romping and mischievous conduct or behaviour; 
uncontrollable naughtiness. 

dরnয় [ duranbaẏa ] n a mistake in syntax, a syntactic error. 
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dরপেনয় [ durapanēẏa ] a difficult to remove or efface. not easily delible. dরপেনয় কলঙ্ক indelible 
stain or blemish or blot. 

dরবগাহ [ durabagāha ] a difficult to bathe in; difficult to enter; difficult of access; difficult to 
comprehend. 

dরব হ [ durabasha ] a fallen into a bad state; distressed; miserable, wretched; poverty-stricken, 
in straitened circumstances, indigent. dরব হা bad or low state; distress; misery, wretchedness; 
poverty, indigence. 

dরিভgহ [ durabhigraha ] a difficult to take or accept or apprehend; difficult to comprehend or 
know or cognize; abstruse. 

dরিভসিn [ durabhisandhi ] n an evil design or purpose, a sinister motive. ̃মূলক a. stemming from a 
sinister motive, ill-motivated. 

dরমুশ [ duramuśa ] n a rammer for beating down earth etc.; act of beating down with a rammer; 
(fig. & sarcas. or hum.) a sound drubbing. dরমুশ করা v. to beat down with a rammer; to drub 
soundly. 

dরs [ durasta ] a free of errors, correct; corrected, amended (ভুল dরs হoয়া); well-arranged, 
orderly, spruce (েবশবাস dরs থাকা); in keeping with (কায়দাdরs); levelled (রাsা dরs হoয়া); corrected by 
drubbing (েছেল dরs হoয়া). dরs করা v. to correct, to amend; to arrange properly, to put in order; to 
level; to correct by drubbing. 

dরাকাkা [ durākāṅkṣā ] n unrealizable longing or desire, a cry for the moon; an ambition or 
aspiration. dরাকাk, dরাকাkী a. having an unrealizable longing or desire, audaciously or 
inordinately ambitious; ambitious. fem. dরাকািkণী । 

dরাkম, dরাkময্ [ durākrama, durākramya ] a difficult to attack, not easily invaded. 

dরাgহ [ durāgraha ] n desire for or interest in evil or difficult things; a wicked or difficult 
venture. ☐ a. desirous of or interested in evil or difficult things; indulging in or engaged in a 
wicked or difficult venture. 

dরাচরণীয় [ durācaraṇīẏa ] a very difficult to perform or accomplish. 

dরাচার [ durācāra ] a wicked; depraved; sinful; indulging in nasty or foul or abominable 
practices. ☐ n. wickedness; depravity; sinfulness; a nasty or abominable practice. a. fem. dরাচািরণী 
। 
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dরাtা [ durātmā ] a sinful; depraved; wicked; roguish or villainous; tyrannous, oppressive. 

dরাধষর্ [ durādharṣa ] a difficult to capture or subdue; unruly; turbulent. 

dরােরাগয্ [ durārōgya ] a difficult to cure. dরােরাগয্ বয্ািধ an incurable disease. 

dরােরাহ [ durārōha ] a difficult to climb; having a very steep ascent. 

dরাশয় [ durāśaẏa ] n evil design or purpose. ☐ a. having an evil design or purpose; wicked; evil-
minded. 

dরাসদ [ durāsada ] a difficult to capture or subdue; turbulent; difficult to obtain or procure, not 
easily available or attainable; difficult to comprehend or cognize; hard to bear or suffer. 

dির [ duri ] n the two of playing-cards or dice, the deuce. 

dিরত [ durita ] n a sin; harm. ☐ a. sinning, sinful; wicked. 

drিk [ durukti ] n harsh or rude words; revilement, filthy language, abuse. 

drচ্চার, drচ্চাযর্ [ duruccāra, duruccārya ] a difficult to pronounce or utter, break-jaw; obscene; 
unspeakable. dরচ্চার শb, drচ্চাযর্ শb a word hard to pronounce or utter, (sl.) a jaw breaker. 

drহ [ durūha ] a difficult, hard; stiff; incapable of being solved by arguments; difficult to know 
or cognize or comprehend; abstruse. ত̃া n. difficulty in understanding; stiffness; abstruseness. 

dগর্ [ durga ] n a fort; a fortress; a castle; a strong hold; a tower; a fortification. ̃পিত same as dেগর্শ 
। ̃pাকার n. a rampart. 

dগর্ত [ durgata ] a stricken with adversity or danger; poverty-stricken, indigent; distressed, 
afflicted; miserable, wretched. 

dগর্িত [ durgati ] n adversity; danger, poverty, indigence; distress, affliction; misery, 
wretchedness; condemnation to hell; hell. ̃নািশনী n. (fem.) one who dispels distress, misery etc. 
(dগর্িতনািশনী dগর্া). 

dগর্n [ durgandha ] n an offensive smell, a bad odour. ☐ a. ill-smelling; fetid, smelly, stinking. 
dগর্nী a. ill-smelling; fetid. 
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dগর্ম [ durgama ] a difficult of access or approach, not easily passable; inaccessible; 
impenetrable; difficult to know or cognize or comprehend. 

dগর্ হ [ durgasha ] a staying within a fort. 

dগর্া [ durgā ] n Goddess Durga also called Shakti (শিk) or Force; the wife of Shiva (িশব)—she is 
the chief of female deities and a slayer of demons, and she presides over prosperity, victory, and 
fame of mankind. 

dগর্া-টুনটুিন [ durgā-ṭunaṭuni ] n the sunbird. 

dগর্াপূজা [ durgāpūjā ] n the worship of Goddess Durga (dগর্া); the annual festival of worship ping 
Durga (it comes off in autumn). 

dেগর্শ [ durgēśa ] n a governor or captain or master or owner of a fort; a castellan. ̃নিnনী n. a 
castellan's daughter. 

dgর্হ1 [ durgraha1 ] n (astrol.) a malicious or ill-boding star. 

dgর্হ2 [ durgraha2 ] a difficult to take or capture or know or comprehend. 

dঘর্ট [ durghaṭa ] a unlikely to happen; of rare occurrence. 

dঘর্টনা [ durghaṭanā ] n a mishap; an accident; (loos.) a calamitous incident, a calamity. 

dজর্ন [ durjana ] a wicked; villainous; roguish. dজর্ন বয্িk n. a wicked person; a villain; a rogue. 

dজর্য় [ durjaẏa ] a difficult to conquer or subdue; invincible; turbulent. 

dেjর্ য় [ durjñē ẏa ] a difficult to know or learn or cognize or comprehend; abstruse. ̃তা n. 
abstruseness; incomprehensibility, unknowableness. 

dদর্ম, dদর্মনীয়, dদর্ময্ [ durdama, durdamanīẏa, durdamya ] a difficult to subdue or put down or 
tame; turbulent; unruly. 

dদর্শা [ durdaśā ] n adversity; misery; bad state; dilapidated state. ̃gs, ̃পn a. stricken with 
adversity; miserable, wretched; fallen into a bad state; dilapidated. 

dদর্াn [ durdānta ] a hard to subdue or tame; turbulent; unruly; (coll.) severe (dদর্াn গরম); terrible, 
in a great measure; very fine (dদর্াn েখলা, dদর্াn ছিব). 
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dিদর্ন [ durdina ] n a difficult time, hard or trouble some times; a time of danger; evil days, a time 
of adversity or distress; a day of foul weather. dিদর্েনর বn,ু dিদর্েনর সহায় a friend or patron in 
adversity. 

dৈদর্ব [ durdaiba ] n ill-luck, misfortune; a mishap. 

dধর্ষর্ [ durdharṣa ] a difficult to vanquish or capture or conquer; difficult to bear or suffer; very 
powerful or turbulent. 

dনর্াম [ durnāma ] n disrepute, ill-fame; discredit; a bad name; notoriety. 

dিনর্বার, dিনর্বাযর্ [ durnibāra, durnibārya ] a difficult to prevent or check or resist. 

dিনর্িমt [ durnimitta ] n a bad sign; an ill-omen. 

dিনর্রীkয্ [ durnirīkṣya ] a hard to look at, difficult to be viewed. 

dনর্ীত [ durnīta ] a morally degenerated; indulging in malpractices; corrupted; perverted; 
depraved; wicked. ☐ n. moral degeneration; a malpractice; a corruption; perversion; wickedness. 

dনর্ীিত [ durnīti ] n moral degeneration; a malpractice; a corruption; perversion; wickedness. ̃পরায়ণ 
a. same as dনর্ীত (a.) 

dবর্চন [ durbacana ] n rude or harsh words; discourte ous language or words; a reviling speech, 
revilement. ☐ a. (given to) speaking rude or harsh words; (given to) using discourteous 
language; (given to) reviling. 

dবর্ত্সর [ durbatsara ] n an inauspicious year; a year of scarcity or famine or hardship; a bad or 
troublesome year. 

dবর্ল [ durbala ] a weak; feeble (dবর্ল দৃি ); weak ened; debilitated. fem. dবর্লা । dবর্ল করা v. to 
weaken; to enfeeble; to debilitate. ̃িচt a. weak-minded, chicken hearted, imbecile. dবর্ল হoয়া v. to 
grow or become weak, to be enfeebled or debilitated. 

dবর্লতা [ durbalatā ] n weakness; feebleness; debility. 

dবর্হ [ durbaha ] a hard to carry or bear; heavy; hard to endure or suffer. 

dবর্াক [ durbāka ] a harsh-tongued; foul-mouthed; rudely outspoken. 
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dবর্াকয্ [ durbākya ] n harsh words; discourteous words or language; revilement. 

dবর্ার [ durbāra ] a difficult to prevent or check or resist; turbulent. 

dবর্াসনা [ durbāsanā ] n a desire hard to realize; an evil desire. 

dবর্াসা [ durbāsā ] a dressed in nasty or dirty cloth; shabbily dressed. ☐ n. a mythological saint 
notorious for his quick temper and harsh words; a quick-tempered and harsh-tongued person, a 
fire-eater. 

dিবর্নীত [ durbinīta ] a impolite, discourteous; haughty, arrogant, insolent; ill-mannered, 
unmannerly. fem. dিবর্নীতা । 

dিবর্েনয় [ durbinēẏa ] a untamable; indocile; refractory. 

dিবর্পাক [ durbipāka ] n a disaster; a danger, a hazard; a difficulty, a trouble. 

dিবর্ষহ [ durbiṣaha ] a hard to endure or suffer; unendurable, unbearable, insufferable. 

dবরু্িd [ durbuddhi ] n an evil or mischievous or harmful thought or design; evil-mindedness; 
folly. ☐ a. evil-minded; foolish. 

dবরৃ্t [ durbṛtta ] a depraved; wicked, ill-natured, villainous, roguish. dবৃর্t বয্িk a depraved person; 
a wicked or ill-natured person, a villain, a rogue, a scoundrel. ̃তা, dবরৃ্িt n. depravity; wickedness, 
villainy, roguery. 

dেবর্াধ, dেবর্াধয্ [ durbōdha, durbōdhya ] a hard to understand or comprehend or know or cognize; 
not easily intelligible. 

dবর্য্বহার [ durbyabahāra ] n rude demeanour or harsh treatment, misbehaviour. dবর্য্বহার করা v. to 
treat (one) rudely or harshly, to misbehave (with). 

dভর্kয্ [ durbhakṣya ] a hard to eat, not easily eatable; unfit for eating. 

dভর্গ [ durbhaga ] a unfortunate, ill-fated. dভর্গা a. fem. unfortunate, ill-fated; estranged from the 
love of one's husband. 

dভর্র [ durbhara ] a hard to bear or carry; very heavy; hard to sustain or endure. 

dভর্াগা [ durbhāgā ] a unfortunate, ill-fated, unlucky; wretched, miserable. fem. dভর্ািগনী । 
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dভর্াগয্ [ durbhāgya ] n ill-luck, sinister fate; misfor tune. ☐ a. unfortunate, unlucky, ill-
fated. ̃kেম, ̃বশত adv. unfortunately, unluckily, as ill luck would have it. 

dভর্াবনা [ durbhābanā ] n a troublesome thought, worry, anxiety; misgiving. dভর্াবনা করা v. to 
worry. ̃gs, ̃পীিDত a. worried, troubled with anxiety or misgiving. 

dিভর্k [ durbhikṣa ] n (lit. & obs.) a time when alms is scarce; (pop.) (a time of) scarcity, famine; 
extreme want or shortage. ̃পীিDত a. famine-stricken. 

dেভর্দ, dেভর্দয্ [ durbhēda, durbhēdya ] a difficult to penetrate or enter or force one's way into; 
impervious; difficult to raid or conquer; difficult to comprehend. দেুভর্দ-pেকা  n. strong room. ̃তা n. 
impenetrability, imperviousness. 

dেভর্াগ [ durbhōga ] n suffering; distress; trouble. 

dমর্দ [ durmada ] a terribly intoxicated, maddened with intoxication; frenzied; difficult to subdue 
or resist; turbulent. 

dমর্না [ durmanā ] a worried, stricken with anxiety or misgiving. dমর্নায়মান a. worrying. 

dমর্র [ durmara ] a inflexible; extremely stiff; rigid; extremely conservative, diehard. 

dমরূ্লয্ [ durmūlya ] a very costly or dear, highly expen sive. dমূর্লয্ ভাতা dearness allowance. ̃তা n. 
excessive costliness or dearness. 

dেমর্ধা [ durmēdhā ] a having a dull memory; dull-wit ted; evil-minded; foolish. 

dেযর্াগ [ duryōga ] n a time or instance of foul weather; a difficult time, hard times; a time of 
danger; a danger. ̃পূণর্ a. full of foul weather. dেযর্াগপূণর্ আবহাoয়া a foul or inclement or stormy 
weather. 

dেযর্াধন [ duryōdhana ] a hard to cope with in battle. ☐ n. the name of the arch-villain of the 
Mahabharata; (fig.) a rare villain. 

dলর্kণ [ durlakṣaṇa ] n an inauspicious omen; a bad sign or symptom. ☐ a. having an inaus 
picious omen or sign; sinister; bearing on one's person an inauspicious mark; unlucky; ill-fated. 
fem. a. dলর্kণা । 

dলর্kয্ [ durlakṣya ] a difficult to discern or look at; almost invisible; not noticeable; hard to 
foresee. 
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dলর্ঙ্ঘ, dলর্ঙ্ঘয্ [ durlaṅgha, durlaṅghya ] a hard to surmount or scale; insurmountable, impassable. 
dলর্ঙ্ঘ বাধা insuperable or insurmountable barriers. 

dলর্ভ [ durlabha ] a difficult to obtain or procure or attain; rare, scarce; extremely costly or dear. 

dল [ dula ] n an ear-drop or earring. 

dলিক [ dulaki ] n a slow jerking motion as of a palanquin or a horse, trot. dলিক চােল চলা v. to trot; 
(of a person) to walk slowly with an air of self-importance and ease. 

dলdল [ duladula ] int expressing: dangling or swinging loosely. 

dলােনা [ dulānō ] v to cause to swing or rock, to swing or rock or dangle or oscillate. 

dলাল [ dulāla ] n a darling, a dear, a minion; a darling child who is brought up with much 
affection and often spoilt by over-indulgence. fem. dলািল । 

dিলচা [ dulicā ] n a piece of small carpet esp. one to sit upon. 

dলুিন [ duluni ] n a mild rocking; an instance or act of swinging or rocking. ☐ a. one who or that 
which swings or rocks. 

dেল [ dulē ] n one of a backward or depressed caste amongst the Hindus (usually employed as 
palanquin-carriers). fem. dেলিন । 

dশমন [ duśamana ] n an enemy, a foe, an adversary; a rogue, a scoundrel, a wicked or vile 
person. dশমিন n. enmity, hostility; roguery, wickedness. 

d র [ duścara ] a difficult to traverse (d র aরণয্); too austere to undergo or observe, extremely 
austere (d র তপsা). 

d িরt [ duścaritra ] a characterless, having a vitiated character; wicked, vile; corrupted; 
perverted; depraved. ☐ n. a vitiated or wicked or corrupted or perverted or depraved character. 
d িরtতা n. moral vitiation; wickedness, vileness; corruption; perversion; depravity. 

dি িকত্s [ duścikitsya ] a difficult to cure; irremediable; without remedy. 

dে া [ duścēṣṭā ] n an attempt to accomplish an impossible task; a desperate attempt; an 
impossible or futile or unjustifiable at tempt. dে ি ত a. attempting to accomplish an impossible 
task; attempting desperately; making an impossible or futile or unjustifiable attempt. 
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dে দয্ [ duśchēdya ] a difficult to cut off or sever; difficult to tear off or separate. 

dষা [ duṣā ] v to blame, to impute fault to, to accuse. 

d র [ duṣkara ] a difficult to do or accomplish or execute; arduous, uphill. 

d মর্, d াযর্ [ duṣkarma, duṣkārya ] n a wicked act, a misdeed; a mischief; a crime; a sin. d মর্া a. 
one who has committed a wicked act or a crime or a sin; given to wickedness, evil-doing; 
mischievous; criminal; sinning, sinful. 

d াল [ duṣkāla ] n an inauspicious or unpropitious time. 

d ুল [ duṣkula ] n a base or dishonest or humble or lowly family or line. 

d ৃত [ duṣkṛta ] n a wicked act, a misdeed; a mischief; a crime; a sin. ☐ a. done wickedly or 
mischievously; done in grief. ̃কারী, d তৃী a. one who has committed a wicked act or a crime or a 
sin; given to wickedness, evil-doing; mischievous; criminal; sinning, sinful. d ৃিত n. a wicked act, 
a misdeed; a mischief; a crime; a sin; misfortune. 

d  [ duṣṭa ] a faulty, defective (d  বাচনভিঙ্গ); malignant, morbid, septic (d bণ, d kত); fatal or 
dangerous (d বয্ািধ); vile, vicious, wicked, depraved or lax in morals (d  চিরt); bad, evil (d  সঙ্গী); 
guilty (d  মন); malicious (d gহ); naughty. fem. d া । ̃kত n. anulcer, a septic wound. ̃k ুধা n. 
morbid or unwholesome appetite, false hunger. ̃gহ n. (astrol.) a malicious star. ̃pকৃিত a. ill-natured; 
bad charactered; depraved or lax in morals; reprobate; wicked. ̃বুিd, ̃মিত a. evil minded; 
mischievous. ̃bণ n. a malignant or morbid boil; a carbuncle. d ািম n. naughtiness; 
mischievousness; a mischief. d াশয় a. wicked; roguish. 

d  ু [ duṣṭu ] a (in endearment) naughty; mischievous. ̃িম n. naughtiness; mischievousness; a 
mischief. d িুম করা v. to be naughty; to make a mischief; to play a mischievous trick. 

d াঠয্ [ duṣpāṭhya ] a hard to read. 

d pবৃিt [ duṣprabṛtti ] n a wicked or evil disposition or inclination or desire. 

d pেবশয্, d pেবশ [ duṣprabēśya, duṣprabēśa ] a difficult to enter or penetrate. 

d pাপয্ [ duṣprāpya ] a difficult to obtain or attain; rare, scarce. 

dsর [ dustara ] a difficult to go across; difficult to cross, impassable. ̃তা n. impassability. 
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d হ [ dusha ] a wretched, distressed, hard-up. ̃তা n. distress, wretched condition, poverty. 

dিহতা [ duhitā ] n a daughter. 

dh [ duhya ] a fit to be milked (as a cow). ̃মানা a. fem. one who or that which is being milked. 

দূত [ dūta ] n a messenger; a courier; an envoy; an ambassador; an emissary; a harbinger, a 
forerunner; a go-between (esp. in an unlawful love-affair); a pander, a procurer, a male bawd; 
(now rare) a spy. fem. দূতী, দূিত (esp. in the sense of a bawd or panderess). দতূাবাস n. an 
ambassador's residence (and office), an embassy. দূতািল n. office of a messenger or courier or 
envoy or ambassador or emissary; forerunning; office of a go-between; bawdry; panderism; 
espionage. দিূতয়ািল, দূতীয়ািল, দূিতিগির দূতীিগির n. office of a bawd or panderess, bawdry. 

দূর [ dūra ] n distance; a distant place (আর কত দূের িনেয় যােব). ☐ a. distant, far-off (দূর েদশ, দূর 
ভিবষয্ত্); far-reaching esp. into the future (দূরদৃি ); far-reaching; long, extensive (দূর পথ); expelled, 
removed, driven away or out (কাঁটা দূর হoয়া). ☐ int. expressing: contempt, shame, vexation, 
distrust, disagreement etc., fie, hang it, ah. দূর করা v. to expel; to banish; to drive away or out; to 
remove; to dispel; to turn out; to eject; to relieve (বয্থা দূর করা). দূর হoয়া v. to go away; to pass out 
of sight; to be removed; to be expelled. দূর েহাক, দূর েহাক ছাi int. hang it, chuck it, damn it. দূের থাকা 
v. to keep a distance, to keep aloof. দূেরর কথা an affair of distant future; not to speak of (টাকা েদoয়া 
দূেরর কথা). দূরক n. (astr.) a radius vector. দূরক েkt (astr.) a sectional area. দূরগ, দূরগামী a. far-going, 
long-distance (দূরগামী েTন); (fig.) far-reaching; long, extensive (দূরগামী পথ) fem. দূরগা, দূরগািমনী । দূর 
ছাi করা v. to slight; to treat contemptuously. দূরত adv. from a distance; from a remote place. দূরতম 
a. remotest; longest (দূরতম পথ). দূরতা, দূরt n. (amount of) distance; (amount of) length; (amount 
of) difference. দূরt রkা করা to keep one's distance. ̃দশর্ন n. act of seeing from a distance or act of 
seeing distant things; foresight; farsight; act of seeing into the future; prudence; (sc.) 
television. ̃দশর্ী a. far seeing; farsighted; foresighted; seeing into the future; prudent. fem. ̃দিশর্নী 
। ̃দিশর্তা n. farsightedness; foresightedness; foresight; ability to see into the future; prudence. দূর-দূর 
int. fie; hang it. দূর-dর করা v. to treat contemptuously (like a cur). ̃দূরাnর n. very distant or remote 
places. ̃পাlা a. a long distance. দূর-পাlার েkপণাst a long-range missile. ̃pসারী a. far-extending; far 
reaching; very long. ̃বতর্ী a. lying or staying at a distance; far-off, distant, remote; (fig.) separated 
by a large margin or differing to a great extent. fem. ̃বিতর্নী । ̃বিতর্তা n. state of lying or staying at a 
distance; remoteness; (fig.) separation by a large margin or great difference. ̃বীkণ, ̃িবন n. a 
telescope. ̃বয্াপী a. far-extending; far-reaching. ̃ভাষ n. a telephone. ̃ হ, ̃ি হত a. situated or located or 
lying or staying at a distance; distant, remote. দূের adv. at or to a distance. 

দূরাগত [ dūrāgata ] a one who or that which is coming or has come from a distance. 

দূরাn [ dūrānta ] n a remote or far-off place. 

দূরাnর [ dūrāntara ] a remote or distant place. 
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দূরীকরণ [ dūrīkaraṇa ] n expulsion; removal, banishment; act of driving out or away, act of 
turning out. 

দূরীকৃত [ dūrīkṛta ] a expelled; removed; banished; driven away or out; turned out. 

দূরীভবন [ dūrībhabana ] n act of being turned out or driven away; removal; ejectment; expulsion. 

দূরীভূত [ dūrībhūta ] a expelled; removed; ejected; turned out, driven away or out. 

দূেরkণ [ dūrēkṣaṇa ] n television. 

দূবর্া [ dūrbā ] n grass. ̃দল n. a blade of grass. ̃দলশয্াম n. grass-green, verdant green. 

দূষক [ dūṣaka ] a one who or that which blames or finds fault with, fault-finding; carping, 
cavilling. 

দূষণ [ dūṣaṇa ] n imputation of blame; fault-finding; carping; corruption; defilement; pollution. 
☐ a. (chiefly used as a sfx.) blaming; fault-finding; carping; defiling; corrupting; polluting. 

দূষণীয় [ dūṣaṇīẏa ] a blamable, blameworthy, condemnable; reprehensible. 

দূিষত [ dūṣita ] a corrupted, polluted, defiled, vitiated; befouled; impure. দূিষত করা v. to corrupt, to 
pollute, to defile, to vitiate; to befoul. 

দৃক, দৃক্ [ dṛka, dṛk ] n the eye; sight, vision; knowledge; wisdom. দৃক্পাত v. act of casting a 
glance; act of taking (slightest) notice of or paying (slightest) heed to. দৃক্পাত করা v. to cast a 
glance (at); to take (any) notice of, to pay (any) heed to. 

দৃগk [ dṛgakṣa ] n visual axis. 

দৃঢ় [ dṛḍh◌় ] a durable, sound (দৃঢ় িভিt); strong (দৃঢ়কায়); firm, steady; constant (দৃঢ়pিতj); strict, 
severe (দৃঢ় শাসন); unwavering (দৃঢ় আnগতয্); tight, taut (দৃঢ় বnন); deep (দৃঢ় ভিk); unfaltering (দৃঢ় sর); 
unflinching (দৃঢ় েবগ); categorical (দৃঢ় িনেদর্শ). দৃঢ় করা v. to make strong or firm; to tighten, to tauten; 
to make stronger or more firm. ̃কায় a. having a well-built or strong body. ̃িচt a. firm in mind; firm 
in determination. ̃jান n. firm belief; positive knowledge; conviction. ̃তা n. durability, soundness; 
strongness; firmness, steadiness; tightness; constancy; strictness, severity; unwaveringness; 
deepness. দঢৃ়তা সহকাের adv. firmly. ̃িন য় a. convinced; confident; firmly resolved; sanguine; 
certain. ̃pিতjা a. one who intends firmly to fulfil his promise or vow; firmly resolved or resolute; 
firm in determination. ̃pতয্য়, ̃িবশব্াস n. conviction; firm belief, strong faith. ̃বd a. tightly fastened or 
closed; tightened, taut. ̃বnন n. a strong tie or bondage; tight fastening. ̃মুি  a. one who has 
clenched one's fist; (fig.) tight-fisted, niggardly; (fig.) resolved, determined. ☐ n. a clenched 
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fist. ̃মূল a. firmly rooted; deep rooted; deep-seated. ̃সংঙ্কl a. firmly resolved or determined, 
resolute. ̃সn a. firm in one's promise or vow; firmly resolved. ̃sের adv. in a firm tone, in an 
unfaltering voice. ̃হেs adv. with a firm hand, firmly (দৃঢ়হেs েমাকািবলা করা). 

দৃঢ়ীকরণ [ dṛḍh◌়īkaraṇa ] n act of making strong or stronger or firm or more firm; tightening or 
tautening; act of confirming, confirmation; act of establishing firmly; consolidation; congelation. 

দৃঢ়ীকৃত [ dṛḍh◌়īkṛta ] a made strong or stronger, strengthened; made firm or more firm; 
tightened; confirmed; firmly established; congealed. 

দৃঢ়ীভবন [ dṛḍh◌়ībhabana ] n act of becoming strong or stronger or firm or more firm; act of 
being tightened or tautened; act of being confirmed, confirmation; act of being firmly 
established; act of being congealed, congelation. 

দৃঢ়ীভূত [ dṛḍh◌়ībhūta ] a that which has become strong, or stronger, strengthened; that which has 
become firm or more firm; that which has become tight or taut, tight ened or tautened; 
confirmed; firmly established; congealed. 

দৃশয্ [ dṛśya ] n scenery, a sight, a spectacle, a view (পূিণর্মারােt তাজমহেলর দৃশয্); (of a drama) a scene. 
☐ a. (rare) worth seeing, spectacular; that which is to be enjoyed by seeing (দৃশয্কাবয্); visible, 
obvious, apparent (দৃশয্ত). ̃কাবয্ n. a drama, a play. ̃ত adv. apparently; manifestly; obviously; 
visibly. ি̃দগn n. (astr.) the visible horizon. ̃পট n. a scene that is put up on a stage, scenery. ̃মান a. 
that which is being seen; present to view; visible. ̃সংগীত n. dance. দৃশয্াদৃশয্ a. visible and invisible. 
দৃশয্াnর n. another scene or sight. 

দৃ  [ dṛṣṭa ] a seen, noticed, observed; visible, manifest. ̃চর, ̃পূবর্ a. seen or noticed before or in the 
past. দৃ ত adv. appar ently; obviously; visibly; manifestly. ̃বত্ a. (as if) visible. ̃বাদ n. (phil.) 
positivism. ̃বাদী a. positivistic. ☐ n. a positivist. 

দৃ াদৃ  [ dṛṣṭādṛṣṭa ] a seen and unseen; partly seen and partly unseen; revealed and unrevealed. 

দৃ াn [ dṛṣṭānta ] n a precedent; an instance; an example; an illustration; (rhet.) a parallel. দৃ াn 
েদoয়া v. to show a precedent, to cite an example; to exemplify; to illustrate. ̃pদশর্ন n. act of 
showing a precedent or citing an example; exemplification; illustration; act of setting an 
example. দৃ াn রাখা, দৃ াn হাপন করা v. to make a precedent, to set an example; to show or quote a 
precedent, to cite an example. ̃ হল n. a person or thing worthy of being cited as an example or 
instance; an exemplary person or thing. ̃ হাপন n. setting an example setting a precedent. ̃srপ adv. 
for instance, for example. ☐ a. fit to be cited as an example. 

দৃি  [ dṛṣṭi ] n act of seeing or viewing; power of seeing; the organ of sight or vision; sight, 
vision, observation; perception; cognition; knowledge; wisdom; fore sight, careful attention or 
observation (েছেলর িদেক দৃি  েরেখা); a sinister or malicious look, a covetous or evil glance (আমার 
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খাবােরর িদেক দৃি  িদেয়া না); an aspect esp. a sinister one (শিনর দৃি ). দৃি  েদoয়া v. to cast a glance, to 
look at; to keep an eye on; to pay heed to; to cast a sinister or malicious look; (astrol.) to 
influence esp. unfavourably. ̃কৃপণ a. one who grudges any large expenditure, niggardly. ̃েকাণ n. an 
angle of vision, a view-point. ̃েkt n. (phys.) a field of vision or view. ̃k ুধা n. morbid or 
unwarranted hunger which is roused as soon as one sees an article of food. ̃েkপ same as দৃি পাত 
। ̃েগাচর a. visible. দৃি েগাচর হoয়া v. to be visible, to come into sight or view. ̃নnন a. beautiful to look 
at, nice to look at, that gives pleasure to the eye, pleasing. ̃িনবn n. (phys.) persistence of vision. ̃পথ 
n. the range or direction of vision; sight, view. ̃পথবতর্ী হoয়া v. to come into view, to appear in 
sight; to become visible. ̃পাত n. act of casting a glance; a glance, a look; notice; observation. 
দৃি পাত করা v. to cast a glance, to look at; to notice; to pay heed to. ̃িবেkপ n. a side-glance, a leer; a 
casual or neglectful look. দৃি িবেkপ করা v. to cast a side-glance, to leer; to look casually or 
neglectfully. ̃িবjান n. optics. ̃িব ম n. an optical illusion. ̃ভিঙ্গ n. attitude of looking at, view-point. 
দৃি  রাখা v. to keep an eye on; pay attention to; look after. ̃শিk n. power of seeing, eye-sight, sight, 
vision; perception. ̃শিkহীন a. sightless, blind; deprived of or lacking in perception or 
foresight. ̃হীন, ̃শূn a. sightless, blind, paying no heed to, careless; lacking in perception or 
foresight. ̃হীনতা n. sightlessness, blindness. 

েদ2 [ dē2 ] imperat form of েদoয়া (v.) used in familiarity or contempt. 

েদiিজ [ dēiji ] n a kinsman, a blood-relation. েদuিজ-শtrতা bloodfeud, vendetta. 

েদuিট [ dēuṭi ] n a lamp, a light. 

েদuিD [ dēuḍ◌়i ] n the main gate; a vestibule; a porch, a portico. 

েদuল [ dēula ] n a temple, a shrine (েদবেদuল). 

েদoয়া [ dēōẏā ] v to give; to confer (on), to be stow (েখতাব েদoয়া); to award (পুরsার েদoয়া); to 
distribute (েবঁেট েদoয়া); to give out of charity (িভkা বা বর েদoয়া); to donate (চাঁদা েদoয়া); to provide 
(ভাতকাপD েদoয়া); to give in marriage, to marry (to), to wed (বD বংেশ েমেয় েদoয়া); to impart (uপেদশ 
েদoয়া); to sacrifice (পরােথর্ জীবন েদoয়া); to sprinkle (গােছ জল েদoয়া); to spray (গােয় রং েদoয়া); to add or 
mix (dেধ জল েদoয়া); to administer (েরােগ oষুধ েদoয়া); to sell (for) or give in exchange (দশ টাকায় 
eকখানা কাপD েদoয়া); to ascribe (নাম েদoয়া); to impute (েদাষ েদoয়া); to render or extend (ধnবাদ েদoয়া); 
to pay (পরীkার িফ েদoয়া); to repay (েশাধ েদoয়া); to spare (সময় েদoয়া); to allow (ভাবেত সময় দাo); to 
furnish with (েঠকেনা েদoয়া); to lean (ভর বা েঠস েদoয়া); to place (েরােদ েদoয়া); to build or construct 
(েবDা েদoয়া); to put on (গােয় েদoয়া, পােয় েমাজা েদoয়া); to hold over (মাথায় ছাতা েদoয়া); to offer or 
dedicate (েদবতােক ৈনেবদয্ েদoয়া); to yield or produce (েগাr dধ েদয়, গাছ ফল েদয়); to deal or inflict (ঘা 
েদoয়া, মার েদoয়া); to set (কােজ হাত েদoয়া, বেল পা েদoয়া); to shut or close or bolt (ঘেরর দরজা েদoয়া); to 
fasten (িখল েদoয়া); to give in or arrange for (িবেয় েদoয়া); to execute (ফাঁিস েদoয়া); to entrust (ভার 
েদoয়া), to employ in, to put to (চাকির েদoয়া, লjা েদoয়া); to write (িচিঠেত তািরখ েদoয়া); to paint (েফাঁটা 
েদoয়া); to sew or stitch (কাপেD তািল েদoয়া); to affix (িচিঠেত িটিকট েদoয়া) to post (ডােক িচিঠ েদoয়া); to 
cast (দৃি  েদoয়া); to send (েছেলেক sুেল েদoয়া); to intimate, to inform, to ap prise (সংবাদ েদoয়া); to 
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grant or sanction (ছুিট েদoয়া); to permit, to allow, to let (েযেত েদoয়া); to accord (anেমাদন েদoয়া); to 
sow or scatter (জিমেত বীজ েদoয়া); to thrust into (গলায় আঙুল েদoয়া); to pierce with (বুেক ছুির েদoয়া); to 
keep out (বাদ েদoয়া); to strike in unison, to keep time (তাল েদoয়া); to set (গােন sর েদoয়া); to 
pronounce (রায় েদoয়া); to pass (মতামত েদoয়া); to impose or inflict (শািs েদoয়া); to lend (ঋণ বা ধার 
েদoয়া); to sharpen, to whet (ধার েদoয়া); to serve (েটিবেল খাবার েদoয়া); to supply (হাসপাতােল খাবার 
েদoয়া); to complete as an action (েফেল েদoয়া). ☐ a. given (েদoয়া িজিনস); conferred, bestowed; 
awarded; distributed; offered; dedicated. 

েদoয়ান [ dēōẏāna ] n a finance minister; a financial steward (as of a business concern) or of a 
landowner; a steward; a dewan. েদoয়ান-i-আম a sovereign's court, a royal court, a durbar; a 
legislative assembly. েদoয়ান-i-খাস n. the private council of a sovereign, a privy-council. েদoয়ািন n. 
office of a finance minister; stewardship; dewani, diwani. ☐ a. (law) civil. েদoয়ািন আদালত civil 
court. েদoয়ািন মামলা a. civil suit. 

েদoয়ানা [ dēōẏānā ] n one who has renounced the world for the sake of some particular object; 
one who is mentally obsessed or deranged. ☐ a. renouncing the world; mentally obsessed or 
deranged. 

েদoয়ােনা [ dēōẏānō ] v to cause to give or confer or bestow or award or distribute or provide or 
impart or sprinkle or add or ad minister or ascribe or impute or render or extend or pay or repay 
or furnish or put or place or set up or build or construct or put on or offer or dedicate or yield or 
produce or deal or inflict or employ or apply or shut or bolt or fasten or accomplish or execute or 
entrust or write or paint or sew or stitch or affix or put in or cast or send or intimate or inform or 
grant or sanction or permit or sow or scatter or thrust into or pierce or rub or keep or strike or set 
or impose upon or take to or pronounce or pass or impose or lend or sharpen or whet or serve or 
supply or complete. 

েদoয়াল [ dēōẏāla ] n a wall. েদoয়ান েতালা, েদoয়াল েদoয়া v. to raise or build a wall. েদoয়াল িদেয় েঘরা 
বা বn করা v. to wall up. েদoয়াল ঘিD n. a wall-clock. েদoয়াল-পিঞ্জ n. a wall-calendar. েদoয়াল-িলখন n. 
writing on the wall. 

েদoয়ািল [ dēōẏāli ] n the day of the new-moon in the month of Kartik (কািতর্ক) when Goddess Kali 
(কালী) is worshipped and the dwelling house of Hindus are illuminated with rows of lighted 
lamps. েদoয়ালী-েপাকা n. a variety of Lepidopt era that are found in late autumn nights when they 
scorch themselves by fluttering about a burning substance. 

েদoর [ dēōra ] n a younger brother of one's hus band, a brother-in-law. ̃িঝ n. a daugh ter of one's 
husband's younger brother. ̃েপা n. a son of one's husband's younger brother. 

েদঁেতা [ dēn ̐tō ] a large-toothed; tusked; tusky; displaying one's teeth; (fig.) insincere or forced 
(েদঁেতা হািস). 

েদখ [ dēkha ] v. int I say, mind, take care. 
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েদখতা [ dēkhatā ] a seen; occurring before one's eyes. ☐ adv. before one's eyes; 
contemporaneously. 

েদখন [ dēkhana ] n act of seeing or looking or be holding or viewing. েদখন-হািস a. one who smiles 
at first sight; one who makes one smile in delight at first sight; (dero.) one who always greets 
with a smile. 

েদখভাল [ dēkhabhāla ] n supervision, overseeing; taking care of. 

েদখা [ dēkhā ] v to see, to behold, to view, to notice, to espy; to look (at); to visit (িচিDয়াখানা েদখেত 
যাব); to experience directly (েদেখ েশখা); to judge or consider (aব হা েদখা); to examine (পরীkার খাতা 
েদখা); to observe (যুেdর গিত েদখা); to inspect (aিডটর িহসাব েদখেবন); to feel (নািD েদখা); to attend on or 
nurse (as হ েলাকিটেক েদখা); to attend to, to look after (জিমজমা েদখা); to treat (e েরাগীেক েকান ডাkার 
েদখেছ); to witness (িথেয়টার েদখা, েখলা েদখা); to search (চাকির েদখা); to come across, to meet (পেথ eকটা 
পাগল েদখলাম); to read through (বiেয়র েশষ পাতা েদেখা); to think (েছেলটা বেক েগেছ েদখিছ); to endeavour, 
to try (আর েদেখ লাভ িক-e েরাগী বাঁচেব না); to think over (েভেব েদখা); to take to or follow (িনেজর পথ 
েদেখা); to wait (আর খািনকkণ েদিখ হয়েতা েস আসেব). ☐ a. seen, beheld, viewed, noticed, espied; 
visited; experienced; examined; inspected; read. েদখেত kিত্সত ugly to look at, ugly-looking. েদখেত 
ভাল, েদখেত snর good or beautiful to look at, good-looking; beautiful, handsome. েদখেত-েদখেত adv. 
very soon; within a short while; in an instant; gradually. েদখা করা v. to call on, to see. েদখা যাক let 
me or let us try; let us wait. েদখােদিখ n. mutual seeing or meeting or visits (তােদর েদখােদিখ েনi, মুখ 
েদখােদিখ); an act of copying from another's paper by adoption of unfair means (as by examinees). 
☐ adv. in imitation of (বােপর েদখােদিখ েছেলo মদ ধরল). েদখােনা v. to cause to see; to show; to point 
out; to demonstrate; to exhibit; to display; to cause to experience directly (মজা েদখােনা); to cause to 
examine or inspect; to cause to feel; to cause to treat; to take (to) for enjoyment; to bear the 
expenses of (িথেয়টার েদখােনা). েদখািনয়া, েদখােন a. (chiefly used as a sfx.) ostentatiously formal; 
showy, ostentatious; pretended, affected. ̃েশানা, ̃শুনা n. act of looking after; attendance; supervision; 
direct experience (e জীবেন aেনক েদখাশুনা হল); examination or inspection (aেনক েদখা-েশানার পর েস 
মালটা িকনল); a visit esp. for examination or negotiation (পাtপk েদখােশানা কের েগেছ); meeting (dজেন 
েদখােশানা েনi). েদখােশানা করা v. to look after; to attend to or on; to supervise; to examine or inspect; 
to visit esp. for examination or negotiation; to meet or visit mutually. ̃সাkাত্ n. meeting or visits; 
continuous or repeated visits; a visit for negotiation of a marriage. েদেখ শুেন adv. from what one 
has seen or experienced. েদেখ েশখা v. to learn from experience; to learn from example; to learn in 
imitation of. 

েদD [ dēḍ◌় ] n. & a one and a half (of). ̃gণ a. one and a half times (of). 

েদDা [ dēḍ◌়ā ] a one and a half times (of). 

েদেD, েদেDল [ dēḍ◌়ē, dēḍ◌়ēla ] a having a beard (esp. a long one), (long-) bearded. 

েদদার [ dēdāra ] a plentiful, abundant, profuse, a lot of; innumerable; immeasurable. 
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েদদীপয্মান [ dēdīpyamāna ] a very brightly flaming or blazing; brilliantly shining; effulgent. 

েদেদা [ dēdō ] a stricken with ring worm. 

েদধান [ dēdhāna ] n millet, durra, jowar. 

েদনেমাহর [ dēnamōhara ] n (Mus.) the marriage portion or dower that a husband has to allot for 
his wife at wedding. 

েদনা [ dēnā ] n a debt; an outstanding payment or bill, a liability; dues. েদনা করা v. to borrow; to 
run into a debt. েদনা থাকা v. to be indebted. েদনা েদoয়া v. to repay a debt; to acquit oneself of debts. 
েদনায় ডুব-ুডুব ুover head and ears in debt. েদনায় মাথার চুল িবকােনা (lit.) to have to sell one's hair in order 
to repay debts; (fig.) to be on one's last legs to pay off one's debts. দ̃ার, েদনদার n. a debtor; a bor 
rower. ☐ a. indebted. েদনা-পাoনা n. as sets and liabilities. 

েদেনা [ dēnō ] a worth giving; given as a present or offering as in a religious ceremony (েদেনা 
গামছা); given as a gift or present. 

েদব [ dēba ] n God; a male deity, a god; (in respectful address) a king, a master, an elder, a 
father, a husband, a preceptor, a guru, a teacher, a Brahman, any person commanding respect; (as 
a sfx.) the chief or best man (ভূেদব, নরেদব). ̃কN a. having a god-like voice. fem. ̃কNী । ̃কnা n. fem. a 
celestial female, a daughter of heaven. ̃কl a. godly, godlike; perfectly holy or beautiful. ̃কাযর্ n. a 
divine mission; a task enjoined by God or a god, religious worship. ̃কা  n. deodar. ̃kল n. a temple, 
a shrine; the race of gods. ̃কৃপা n. di vine grace. ̃খাত n. a natural lake or lagoon. ̃gr n. Brihaspati 
(বৃহsিত) the teacher of gods. ̃গৃহ n. a house of worship, a temple, a shrine. ̃চিরt a. & n. (having) a 
divinely pure or saintly character. ˜িচিকত্সক n. the physician of the gods, the heavenly 
physician. ̃তr n. any of the five celestial trees; mandar (মnার), parijat (পািরজাত), santan (সnান); 
kalpabriksha (কlবkৃ) and harichandan (হিরচnন). ̃তা n. a goddess; a god; a deity; (fig.) an object of 
worship or deep reverence (sামীi stীর েদবতা). ̃তুলয্ a. godly, godlike. ̃t n. godhead, divinity; 
godliness. েদবtােরাপ n. ascription of divinity, apotheosis. ̃t n. a property endowed for defraying 
the cost of worshipping a deity. ̃দt a. godgifted. ̃দশর্ন n. a visit to pay homage to an idol; a 
pilgrimage to the seat of a god. ̃দাr n. deodar. ̃দাসী n. a woman dedicated to the service of an idol 
of a particular temple. ̃dলর্ভ a. even difficult for gods to obtain; rare even amongst gods (েদবdলর্ভ 
কািn). ̃দূত n. a heavenly messenger, an angel. fem. ̃দূতী । ̃েদব n. a god of gods; an appellation of 
Brahma (bhা), Vishnu (িব ু) and Shiva (িশব). ̃িdজ n. pl. gods and Brahmans (েদবিdেজ ভিk). ̃েdষী a. 
hostile or inimical to gods; anti-God; godless, atheistic. ☐ n. any one of the mythological 
demons hostile to gods. ̃ধাn n. millet, durra, jowar. ̃ধূপ n. bdellium. ̃নাগর, নাগরী n. a script in which 
Sanskrit is written. ̃িন া n. devotion to gods. ̃পিত same as েদবরাজ । ̃পথ n. the celestial path, the sky, 
the firmament. ̃পশু n. a creature earmarked to be immolated at a holy sacrifice. ̃পুরী n. the city of 
gods, Paradise; (fig.) a very beautiful house or residence. ̃পূজক n. a votary or wor shipper of gods; 
a priest. ̃পূজা n. worship of a deity; religious worship ̃pিতম a. godlike; godly. ̃pিতমা n. an idol; an 
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image of a deity, a holy image. ̃pিত া n. the ceremony of establishing an idol at a particular 
place. ̃pসাদ n. grace or kindness of the gods. ̃িpয় a. beloved of gods. ̃বাকয্, ̃বাণী n. the voice of God; 
a divine or heavenly voice; an oracle. ̃ৈবদয্ same as েদবিচিকত্সক । ̃ভk a. devoted to gods; 
pious. ̃ভিk n. devotion to gods; godliness; piety. ̃ভাষা n. the Sanskrit language. ̃ভূিম n. heaven; 
paradise; the Himalayas; a place of pilgrimage, a holy place; (fig.) an extremely beautiful 
place. ̃েভাগয্ a. fit to be enjoyed by gods, fit for divine consumption. ̃মিnর n. a temple, a 
shrine. ̃মিহমা n. divine greatness or grandeur or glory or splendour. ̃মাতা n. Aditi (aিদিত) the first 
mother of gods. ̃মাতৃক a. (of a country) nursed by rain. ̃যান n. a celestial chariot or car; a path 
which leads the wise to heaven; an aeroplane. ̃েযািন n. a ghost, a spirit; a demigod. ̃রথ n. a celestial 
chariot or car; the chariot of the sun-god; a path leading the wise to heaven; an aeroplane. ̃রাজ n. 
Indra (ind) the king of gods, (cp. Zeus, Jove, Jupiter). ̃িষর্ n. one who is both a god and a saint, a 
celestial saint. ̃ল n. a priestly Brahman. ☐ a. employed in priestly service (েদবল bাhণ). ̃েলাক n. the 
abode of gods, heaven. ̃শমর্া n. a general surname used of Brahmans. ̃িশlী n. Vishwakarma (িবশব্কমর্া) 
the celestial artisan and designer, (cp.) Vulcan). ̃সভা n. the assembly of gods; the court of Indra 
(ind) the king of gods. ̃েসনা n. the army of gods; the wife of Kartikeya. (কািতর্েকয়) the commander of 
the army of gods. ̃েসনাপিত n. Kartikeya (কািতর্েকয়) the commander of the army of gods. ̃s n. a 
property endowed for defraying the cost of worshipping a deity; a god's property; (loos.) a 
religious endowment. 

েদবর [ dēbara ] n a younger brother of one's hus band, a brother-in-law. 

েদবা [ dēbā ] n (dero. & sarcas.) a god or a man ('েযমন েদবা, েতমিন েদবী' = like man, like wife). 

েদবাঙ্গনা [ dēbāṅganā ] n a celestial woman. 

েদবাtা [ dēbātmā ] a godlike; divine; holy. 

েদবািদেদব [ dēbādidēba ] n the supreme god, the chief of gods; an appellation of Shiva (িশব), 
Vishnu (িব ু) and Brahma (bhা). 

েদবায়তন [ dēbāẏatana ] n a house of a god, a temple, a shrine. 

েদবায়ুধ [ dēbāẏudha ] n a god's weapon; a divine or celestial weapon; the rainbow. 

েদবাির [ dēbāri ] n an enemy of gods; a mythological demon; a rakshasa (রাkস). 

েদবাচর্ন, েদবর্াচনা [ dēbārcana, dērbācanā ] n the worship of God or of a god; religious worship. 

েদবাি ত [ dēbāśrita ] a protected or patronized by a god or gods, under a god's protection or care; 
in a god's favour or good grace. 

েদবাsর [ dēbāsura ] n gods and mythological demons. 
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েদবী [ dēbī ] n a goddess; a female deity; God dess Durga (dগর্া) or Chandi (চNী); (in respectful 
addresses and mention) a lady (মাতৃেদবী, সারদােদবী). ̃পk n. the light fortnight of the Durga 
worship. ̃পুরাণ n. an ancient holy book narrating the glory of Goddess Chandi (চNী). ̃মাহাtয্ n. a 
portion of a holy book, written by Markandeya (মাকর্েNয়) the sage singing of the glory of Goddess 
Chandi (চNী). 

েদেবnd [ dēbēndra ] n the lord or king of gods; an appellation of Indra (ind). 

েদেবশ [ dēbēśa ] n the god of gods; an appellation of Shiva (িশব). 

েদেবািচত [ dēbōcita ] a befitting a god, right and proper for a god; godly; divine. 

েদেবাদয্ান [ dēbōdyāna ] n a heavenly garden, (cp. Eden, Paradise); a garden which is the seat of 
a deity, a holy garden. 

েদেবাপম [ dēbōpama ] a godlike, godly. 

েদেবাপাসক [ dēbōpāsaka ] n a votary or worshipper of a god or gods. ☐ a. employed in religious 
worship. 

েদেবাপাসনা [ dēbōpāsanā ] n worship of a god or gods; religious worship. 

েদবয্া [ dēbyā ] n (inc. & obs.) a goddess; used as a surname affixed to the name of a (widowed 
Brahman) lady. 

েদমাক [ dēmāka ] n self-conceit, vanity, amour propre; haughtiness, arrogance. েদমাক করা v. to 
brag, to boast, to be proud of; to give oneself airs. েদমাক েদখােনা v. to express anger or haughtiness. 
েদমািক a. vain, conceited; arrogant, haughty. 

েদয় [ dēẏa ] a that which is to be given or worth giving; due payable. 

েদয়ক [ dēẏaka ] n fee. 

েদয়া2 [ dēẏā2 ] n the cloud. েদয়ার ডাক the roar or rumble of clouds. grgr েদয়া ডােক the clouds 
rumble. 

েদয়ালা [ dēẏālā ] n the smile of a dreaming infant. 

েদয়ািস [ dēẏāsi ] n a votary. 
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েদয়ািসিন [ dēẏāsini ] n. fem a votaress or female worshipper; a nun; a woman versed in mystic 
incantations. 

েদরেকা [ dērakō ] n a wooden lampstand. 

েদরাজ [ dērāja ] n a drawer (as of a cabinet or a desk). 

েদির [ dēri ] n delay. েদির করা v. to be late; to delay. েদির করােনা v. to defer, to procrastinate, to 
delay; to cause to delay. েদির হoয়া v. to be late; to be delayed. 

েদশ [ dēśa ] n a country, a land; a state; a province (বঙ্গেদশ, aঙ্গেদশ); motherland, native land 
(কাি েদর েদশ আি কায়); native village (েছেলিট সেব েদশ েথেক শহের eেসেছ); a region (মrেদশ); a place 
(পৃ েদশ); a part or portion (মধয্েদশ); a direction or quarter (aেধােদশ); a raga or musical mode. ̃কাল n. 
a particular place and a point of time or their nature or condition; a particular circumstance. ̃কালj 
a. conversant with the nature of a particular place and time or with that of different places and 
points of time. ̃কালপাt n. a particular place and a point of time and a person or their nature or 
condition. ̃কালাতীত a. transcending space and time, universal and eternal. ̃কােলািচত a. befitting and 
serving the needs of a particular place and a point of time; befitting the circumstances. ̃খয্াত a. 
same as েদশpিসd । ̃ছাDা a. away from home; away from one's motherland. ̃েগৗরব n. pride of a or of 

one's country. ̃জ ̃জাত a. indigenous. ̃েজা়Dা same as েদশবয্াপী । ̃তয্াগ n. leaving a country or one's own 
country (esp. for good), emigration or migration from one's native land. েদশতয্াগ করা v. to leave a 
country or one's own country (esp. for good); to emigrate or migrate. ̃তয্াগী a. (also n.) emigrant, 
migrant. ̃েদশাnর n. one's native land and other countries; countries far and near, different 
countries. ̃েdাহ n. treason or treachery against one's own country or state. ̃েdাহী a. committing 
treason or treach ery against one's own country or state. ̃ধমর্ n. customs and practices peculiar to a 
country. ̃পযর্টন same as েদশ মণ । ̃pথা same as েদশধমর্ । ̃pিসd a. fa mous all over the country. ̃িpয় a. 
be loved of one's countrymen. ̃েpম n. attachment to or love for one's mother land, 
patriotism. ̃েpিমক n. a lover of one's motherland, a patriot. ̃বn ুn. a friend of the country; the friend 
of one's own country. ̃িবখয্াত same as েদশpিসd । ̃িবেদশ n. one's native land and foreign countries, 
home and abroad. ̃িবেদেশ adv. at home and abroad; all over the world. ̃িবrত same as েদশpিসd 
। ̃িবধান n. customs and conventions peculiar to a country. ̃বয্াপী a. countrywide. ̃িবভাগ n. the partition 
of a country. ̃েভেদ adv. according to the change of countries; in different lands. ̃ মণ n. travel in 
different lands, journeying from country to country; travel in different parts of a country. েদশ মণ 
করা v. to travel in different countries or in different parts of a country. ̃ময় a. countrywide. ☐ adv. 
all over the country. ̃মাতৃকা n. a country conceived or personified as the mother of its inhabitants; 
motherland. ̃রkা n. the defence of a country. েদশরkা-মntক n. the ministry of defence. ̃েসবক n. a 
servant of one's mother land. ̃েসবা n. service to one's mother land. ̃ হ a. situated or living in a 
country; (loos.) of or concerning a country, internal; (loos.) indigenous. ̃িহত n. welfare of a 
country. ̃িহতকর a. beneficial to a country, conducive to a country's welfare. ̃িহতbত n. avowed 
determination to do good to one's country. ☐ a. same as েদশিহতbতী । ̃িহতbতী a. avowedly devoted 
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to the welfare of one's country. িহৈতষণা, ̃িহৈতিষত n. desire of doing good to one's own country. িহৈতষী 
a. desirous of doing good to one's own country. 

েদশাচার [ dēśācāra ] n customs and practices peculiar to a country. 

েদশাtেবাধ [ dēśātmabōdha ] n act of identifying oneself with one's country; nationalism. 

েদশািধপিত [ dēśādhipati ] n the ruler of a country; a king. 

েদশাnর [ dēśāntara ] n another country, a different country; a distant land; (geog.) longitude. 
েদশাnিরত a. gone to another country or a different country; gone to a distant or foreign land; 
expelled from a country or from one's country; living and settled in a foreign country. েদশাnির a. 
gone to a foreign country; emigrant, migrant; living or settled in a foreign country. 

েদিশ [ dēśi ] a indigenous. ☐ n. a musical mode. েদিশ কাপD a variety of loincloth produced by the 
weavers of Bengal on handlooms; cloth manufactured in India (as opp. to িবলািত). েদিশ kmেDা see 
kমেDা । েদিশ িজিনস, েদিশ পn a home product; indigenous goods. 

েদিশক [ dēśika ] n a traveller; one who guides along the right path or shows the way to salvation; 
a preceptor (েদিশেকাtম). 

েদশীয় [ dēśīẏa ] a concerning a particular country or home affairs; inland, internal; born in a 
particular country, native; indigenous. ̃করণ n. naturalization. েদশীয় কলহ an internal strife. েদশীয় 
বািণজয্ in land trade. েদশীয় বয্াপার home affairs. েদশীয় হানাহািন a civil war. 

েদেশায়ািল [ dēśōẏāli ] n a rustic; a co-villager; an upcountryman. েদেশায়ািল ভাi (ridi.) a country 
cousin; a person hailing from the same country or region. 

েদহ [ dēha ] n the body; physique; a corpse. েদহ মািট করা v. (fig.) to ruin one's health. ̃েকাষ n. the 
skin; the cell of the body; (loos.) a blood-cell or blood-vessel. ̃kয় n. waste or decay of the body; 
deterioration or break-down of health; death. েদহkয় করা v. to ruin one's health (esp. by hard toil). 
চযর্া n. care of the body or physique; physical exercise. ̃জ, ̃জাত a. born or produced out of a body; 
bodily (েদহজ মল). ☐ n. a son. n. fem. ̃জা a daughter. ̃তtt n. physiol ogy; anatomy; the doctrine that 
the body is the seat of all truths. ̃তttj a. versed in physiology or anatomy or in the aforesaid 
doctrine. ̃তয্াগ n. death, act of giving up the ghost. েদহতয্াগ করা v. to die, to give up the ghost. ̃ধারণ n. 
act of assuming a body; act of taking one's birth; incarnation; subsistence (েদহধারেণর বয্য়). েদহধারণ 
করা v. to as sume a body; to take one's birth; to assume an incarnate body or to take one's birth as 
an incarnation; to subsist (upon). ̃ধারী a. corporeal; bodied; in carnate. ̃পাত same as েদহkয় । েদহপাত 

করা v. same as েদহkয় করা । ̃িপঞ্জর n. the body conceived as a cage for the spirit. ̃পুি  n. nourishment 
of the body. ̃ভৃত্ n. an embodied soul; a living being, a creature. ̃যি  n. the body, conceived as an 
upright stick, the body, the frame. ̃যাtা n. subsistence. ̃রkা n. death. েদহরkা করা v. to die, to breathe 
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one's last, to give up the ghost. ̃রkী n. a body-guard. ̃সার n. marrow. ̃েসৗnযর্, ̃েসৗ ব n. the beauty or 
grace of the body, bodily grace. 

েদহিল [ dēhali ] n a terrace; a gallery, a verandah; a door-sill; a door-frame. 

েদহা [ dēhā ] n (poet. & obs.) the body or life. 

েদহাত [ dēhāta ] n a village, countryside. 

েদহািত [ dēhāti ] a rural; rustic. 

েদহাতীত, েদহািতিরk [ dēhātīta, dēhātirikta ] a beyond (the reach) of the body, transcending the 
body, transcendental; not incorporate, unembodied, incorporeal. 

েদহাtpতয্য় [ dēhātmapratyaẏa ] n the belief in the identity of the body and the soul, the belief 
that the body is the soul; materialistic belief. 

েদহাtবাদ [ dēhātmabāda ] n the doctrine of the identity of the body and the soul (that is, body is 
the soul); materialism. েদহাtবাদী a. identifying the body and the soul; materialistic. ☐ n. a 
believer in the identity of the body and the soul; a materialist. 

েদহাn [ dēhānta ] n death. েদহাn হoয়া v. to meet one's death, to die. 

েদহাnর [ dēhāntara ] n another body; rebirth; (loos.) death. ̃pািp n. the transmigration of soul, 
metempsychosis, rebirth. েদহাnর লাভ করা v. to migrate into another body; to be born again; (loos. 
but pop.) to die. 

েদহাবসান [ dēhābasāna ] n death. েদহাবসান হoয়া v. to meet one's death, to die. 

েদিহ [ dēhi ] v. imperat give. 

েদহী [ dēhī ] a corporeal, bodied; material. 

েদেহাপজীিবনী [ dēhōpajībinī ] n. fem a women who earns by engaging herself in sexual activity, a 
prostitute, a whore. 

ৈদতয্ [ daitya ] n a mythological demon hostile to gods; a giant, a monster, an ogre; a gigantic 
man. ̃kল n. the race of demons. ৈদতয্kেল phাদ (fig.) a saint born in the race of sinners, a Christ 
amongst Jews. ̃gr n. (myth.) Shukracharya the guru or preceptor of demons. ̃িনসূদন n. a slayer of 
demons. ̃পিত n. a king of demons. ̃মাতা n. (myth.) Diti (িদিত) the first mother of demons. ৈদতয্াির n. 
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an enemy of demons; a god; an appellation of Vishnu (িব )ু, Shiva (িশব), Indra (ind), or Krishna 
(কৃ ). 

ৈদনিnন [ dainandina ] a daily; diurnal; (fig.) routine (ৈদনিnন কাজকমর্). 

ৈদিনক [ dainika ] a daily; diurnal. ☐ n. a daily newspaper, a daily. ৈদিনক aিধেদয় বা ভাতা daily 
allowance. ৈদিনক পিtকা n. a daily newspaper, a daily. 

ৈদn [ dainya ] n utter poverty or need, indigence; affliction, distress; humbleness; wretchedness, 
misery; penury. ̃দশা, ৈদnাব হা n. utter poverty, indigent condition; afflicted or distressed or 
humble or wretched or miserable state. ̃দশাgs, ̃দশাপn, ̃পীিDত a. poverty-stricken, indigent; afflicted, 
distressed; wretched, miserable; penurious. 

ৈদব [ daiba ] n providence; destiny; luck, fate; a chance occurrence. ☐ a. pertaining to or caused 
by gods, divine, heavenly; providential; accidental; miraculous. ̃কমর্ n. rites performed to 
propitiate gods or deities; a religious rite. ̃kেম, ̃গিতেক adv. by providence; by chance; accidentally, 
luckily; (rare) miraculously. ̃ঘটনা n. a providential incident; a chance occurrence; a miraculous 
incident; an accident. ̃j a. prescient. ☐ n. a diviner, a prognosticator, a sooth sayer; a fortune 
teller, an astrologer. ̃dঘর্টনা n. a mishap, an accident. ̃dিবর্পাক n. a misfortune, an unforeseen 
calamity or adversity. ̃েদাষ n. misfortune, ill-fate, ill-luck. ̃েদােষ adv. through ill luck. ̃ধন n. heaven-
sent treasure; a treasure found by chance, a windfall; (loos.) a hidden treasure. ̃িনিদর্  a. ordained 
by God; predestined, foreordained. ̃েpিরত a. heaven-sent. ̃বল same as ৈদবশিk । ̃বেশ same as ৈদবkেম 
। ̃বাণী n. an oracle; a voice from heaven (conveying a divine message), the word of God, a 
revelation; a prophecy. ̃িবDmনা n. irony of fate; antipathy of fortune; misfortune. ̃েযােগ same as 
ৈদবkেম । ̃লb a. obtained by chance; god-gifted. ̃শিk n. divine power; god gifted power. ̃শিkসmn a. 
endowed with god-gifted power. 

ৈদবাত্ [ daibāt ] adv by chance; accidentally; suddenly; peradventure. 

ৈদবােদশ [ daibādēśa ] n a divine command; a commandment; a divine inspiration; (loos.) an 
oracle. 

ৈদবাধীন [ daibādhīna ] n dependent on fate, controlled by destiny, fateful. 

ৈদবাnগৃহীত [ daibānugṛhīta ] a received in the grace of God; favoured by a god or gods. 

ৈদবাngহ [ daibānugraha ] n grace of God; divine favour. ৈদবাngেহ adv. by Gods' grace, through 
the grace of God. 

ৈদবী [ daibī ] a. fem of ৈদব । ̃শিk same as ৈদবশিk and ৈদববল । 
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ৈদঘর্য্ [ dairghya ] n length. ৈদঘর্য্-pসারণ n. linear expansion. 

ৈদিশক [ daiśika ] a concerning a country or a province or a region or a locality, native, 
provincial, regional, local; concerning a part; partial. 

ৈদিহক [ daihika ] a corporeal (ৈদিহক pেয়াজন); bodily, physical; corporal (ৈদিহক শািs). ৈদিহক পির ম 
physical labour. 

েদা [ dō ] a (chiefly used as pfx.) two, twofold, twice. ̃আিন n. a two-anna piece. ̃আব n. a tongue of 
land between two rivers, a doab; (ori.) a confluence of two rivers. ̃আঁশ a. loamy. েদাঁআশ মািট loamy 
soil, loam. ̃আঁশলা, (rej.) ̃আঁসলা a. hybrid; crossbred; mongrel; loamy. ☐ n. a hybrid; a crossbreed; a 
mongrel. ̃কর a. two times of, double. ☐ adv. twice, two times, doubly. ̃কলা ̃কা a. & adv. only two 
together; in pair; having a companion or second. ̃কািট n. two sticks; two sticks striking against 
each other. ̃চালা same as dচালা (see দ)ু. ̃ছুট, ̃েছাট n. a piece of large scarf worn loosely on the upper 
part of the body. ̃টানা same as dটানা (see d). ̃তরফা same as dতরফা (see d). ত̃লা, েদাতালা same as dতলা 
(see d). ̃তারা same as dতারা (see দ)ু. ̃ধারী same as dধারী (see d). ̃নলা same as দনুলা (see d). ̃পাTা a. 
arranged into two folds; folded in two parts; double-folded; joined together lengthwise. (েদাপাTা 
চাদর). ̃িপয়ািজ, ̃িপয়াজা, ̃িপঁয়ািজ, ̃িপঁয়াজা n. a highly seasoned dish of meat or fish prepared with too many 
onions doubly fried. ̃েপেয় same as dেপেয় (see d). ফ̃লা same as dফলা (see d). ̃ফাল ̃ফািল same as dফাল 
(see d). ̃বরা a. doubly refined and granular (েদাবরা িচিন). ☐ adv. twice over (েদাবরা কাজ করা). ̃ভাঁজ a. 
doubly folded, folded in two plaits, doubled. ̃ভাষী same as dভাষী (see d). ̃মনা same as dমনা (see 
d). ̃মুেখা same as dমুেখা (see d). ̃েমেট same as dেমেট (see d). ̃য়ািন pop. spell. of েদাআিন । ̃য়াব pop. spell. 

of েদাআব । ̃রঙা a. bi-coloured. ̃রকা, ̃েরাকা a. embroidered on both sides. ̃রসা a. (of fish etc.) partly 
decomposed or rotten, half-decomposed or half-rotten; (of soil) loamy. ̃শালা n. a shawl woven in 
double plaits, a doubly plaited shawl; any one of a pair of costly shawls. ̃sিত same as dsিত (see 
d). ̃হািতয়া, ̃হািথয়া, ̃হাtা same as dহািতয়া (see d). 

েদাঁহা1 [ dōm̐hā1 ] n a kind of Hindi couplet current in the mediaeval age. 

েদাঁহা2, েদাঁেহ [ dōm̐hā2, dōm̐hē ] pro (poet.) two or both. েদাঁহার, েদাঁহাকার poss. pro. of two or both. 

েদাকান [ dōkāna ] n a shop; goods for sale, merchandise (েমলায় েদাকান সাজােনা). েদাকান করাv. to visit 
shops for the purpose of buying, to shop; to set up a shop, to start or open a shop; to keep or run 
a shop; to open a shop for the day's work. েদাকান েখালা v. to set up a shop, to start or open a shop; 
to open a shop for the day's work. েদাকান েতালা v. to close a shop for the day; to close down or 
wind up a shop, to shut up a shop. েদাকান েদoয়া v. to set up or open a shop; to arrange goods for 
sale (as in a fair). েদাকান বn করা same as েদাকান েতালা । েদাকান সাজােনা v. to furnish a shop, to display 
goods for sale. েদাকান-কমর্চারী n. a shop-man. ̃দার n. a shopkeeper. ̃দাির n. shopkeeping; bargaining; 
business-dealing; bargain-hunting, shoppiness; shoppy or selfish behaviour. েদাকানদাির করা v. to 
keep or run a shop; (fig.) to try to clinch a bargain. েদাকানদাির কথাবাতর্া shoppy talk. েদাকানদাির কথাবাতর্া 
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বলা to talk shop. ̃পাট n. a shop and its commodities. েদাকান-হাট করা v. to visit shops and markets for 
the purpose of buying. 

েদাকািন [ dōkāni ] n a shopkeeper. 

েদাkা, েদাkা [ dōktā, dōktā ] n dried tobacco-leaf (often perfumed) for chewing. েদাkা খাoয়া v. to 
take dried tobacco-leaf. 

েদাgা [ dōgdhā ] a one who milks (as a cow). 

েদাgী [ dōgdhī ] a. fem of েদাgা । ☐ n. a milch cow. 

েদাজখ [ dōjakha ] n (Mus.) hell, inferno. 

েদাজবের, েদাজবর [ dōjabarē, dōjabara ] a. masc married or mar rying for a second time. 

েদাটানা [ dōṭānā ] n simultaneous pulls in two opposite directions; indecision, dilemma. 

েদাdল [ dōdula ] a moving to and fro, swinging, oscillating, dangling; wavering. েদাdলয্মান a. 
constantly swinging or oscillating; constantly wavering. েদাdলয্মান হoয়া v. to swing or oscillate 
constantly; to waver constantly. 

েদানা1 [ dōnā1 ] n pocket for holding a roll of betel-leaf. 

েদানা2 [ dōnā2 ] n a dug-out, a tub, a canoe. 

েদািন [ dōni ] n a small dug-out. 

েদাপািট [ dōpāṭi ] n a kind of flower or its plant, a flower of the balsam species. 

েদাবজা [ dōbajā ] n a kind of large and coarse cotton scarf. 

েদামালা [ dōmālā ] a (of coconut) half-ripe. 

েদায়া1 [ dōẏā1 ] v to milk (as a cow); (fig.) to extort (money etc.) from (a person). ̃েনা v. to cause 
to milk; to milk. 

েদায়া2 [ dōẏā2 ] n (Mus.) blessing, grace. 

েদায়াত [ dōẏāta ] n an ink-pot. 
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েদােয়ল [ dōẏēla ] n the magpie robin of Bengal. 

েদাদর্ন্ড [ dōrdanḍa ] n the hand conceived as the rod (of punishment). ☐ a. (erron.) terrible (েদাদর্ন্ড 
েkাধ বা গরম). ̃pতাপ a. terribly powerful or mighty. ☐ n. the might of the hand; terrible might. 

েদাল [ dōla ] n a swing, a dangling movement; oscillation; the Hindu festival of Krishna's (কৃ ) 
swinging in a rocking cradle, when dyed powder is sprinkled at one another, the Holi (েহািল) 
festival. েদাল খাoয়া v. to swing, to dangle, to oscillate. েদাল খাoয়ােনা, েদাল েদoয়া v. to give a push so 
as to cause to swing; to cause to swing; to dangle, to oscillate. েদাল-dেগর্াত্সব n. the principal 
festivals of Hindus such as the swinging feast of Krishna (কৃ ) and the worship of Durga (dগর্া). 
েদালন n. act of swinging or dangling, oscillation; a swing. েদালনকাল n. the period of oscillation. 
েদালনতল n. the plane of oscillation. ̃মঞ্চ n. the altar on which the rocking cradle of Krishna (কৃ ) 
and his lady love Radha (রাধা) is set up. ̃যাtা n. the feast of Krishna's (কৃ ) swing, when dyed 
powder is sprinkled at one another. 

েদালক [ dōlaka ] n a pendulum (as of a clock). 

েদালনা [ dōlanā ] n a rocking cradle, a swing. 

েদালমা [ dōlamā ] n a kind of food prepared by stuffing a পেটাল (a kitchen vegetable) with minced 
fish or meat etc. 

েদালা1 [ dōlā1 ] v to swing, to rock, to oscillate, to dangle. 

েদালা2 [ dōlā2 ] n a litter (esp. a ceremonial one); an improvised cot to carry a corpse to the 
crematorium; a rocking cradle. 

েদালাi [ dōlāi ] n a kind of wrapper made of plaited cotton cloth. 

েদালায়মান [ dōlāẏamāna ] a swinging; dangling, oscillating; vacillating, wavering; hesitating; 
wavering with suspicion. 

েদালািয়ত [ dōlāẏita ] a caused to swing or dangle or oscillate; hung; caused to vacillate or waver 
or hesitate. ̃িচt a. having a mind wavering with indecision. ☐ n. a vacillating mind. 

েদাষ [ dōṣa ] n a sin; a vice; a guilt; a crime; an offence; a bad practice or tendency (oi তার মহা 
েদাষ); a weak point (esp. in one's character); a defect, a demerit; morbidity or derangement or 
weakness (েচােখর েদাষ, মাথার েদাষ, বুেকর েদাষ); a blemish, a flaw, a fault, a lapse (েদােষ পাoয়া); blame, 
calumny (েদাষ েদoয়া); sinister influence (gেহর েদাষ); inauspiciousness (যাtাকােল হাঁিচ বD েদােষর). েদাষ 
করা v. to commit a sin or crime or offence; to be in fault. েদাষ খNােনা v. to refute a charge; to free 
from a charge; (astrol.) to undo the sinister influence of a planet; to counteract 
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inauspiciousness. ̃kালন n. exculpation; absolution; exoneration. েদাষkালন করা v. to exculpate; to 
absolve; to exonerate. েদাষ েখাঁজা v. to try to find fault with. েদাষ েঘাচােনা same as েদাষ খন্ডােনা । েদাষ 
েদoয়া v. to accuse; to blame, to lay the blame on, to censure. েদাষ েদখা, েদাষ ধরা v. to notice a defect 
or fault in; to find fault with, to pick holes in; to take a fault into consideration, to count a fault 
against. ̃gাহী a. given to fault finding; captious. ̃j a. able to discern or distinguish merits and 
demer its. ☐ n. an erudite person; a physician. ̃দশর্ন n. finding fault with; fault-finding. ̃দশর্ী same 
as েদাষgাহী । ̃sীকার n. confession. েদাষ sীকার করা v. to confess a fault or guilt or sin, to admit or 
acknowledge one's guilt. 

েদাষা [ dōṣā ] v to blame, to put blame on, to accuse, to impute fault to. 

েদাষাkাn, েদাষািnত [ dōṣākrānta, dōṣānbita ] a defective, faulty; stricken with morbidity, morbid, 
diseased; affected with a vice, vicious. 

েদাষােদাষ [ dōṣādōṣa ] n merits and demerits; vices and virtues. 

েদাষােnষণ [ dōṣānbēṣaṇa ] n a search for a defect or fault (in); fault-finding. েদাষােnষণ করা v. to 
search for a defect or fault (in); to find fault (with). েদাষােnষী a. searching for a defect or fault (in); 
given to fault-finding; captious. 

েদাষাবহ [ dōṣābaha ] a faulty, defective; noxious; harmful; vicious; blamable. 

েদাষােরাপ [ dōṣārōpa ] n imputation of a fault; finding fault with, act of blaming; accusation, 
recrimination. েদাষােরাপ করা v. to impute a fault to; to find fault with; to blame or to lay blame on; 
to accuse, to censure, to recriminate. 

েদাষাি ত [ dōṣāśrita ] a faulty, defective; given to vices. 

েদাষী [ dōṣī ] a guilty, offending; criminal; sinning. েদাষী সাবয্s হoয়া to be adjudged a guilty. 

েদাৈষকদশর্ী, েদাৈষকদৃক্ [ dōṣaikadarśī, dōṣaikadṛk ] a given only to counting demerits; cynical. 

েদাসর [ dōsara ] n a second; a comrade; a companion; an attendant; an associate; an accomplice. 
☐ a. acting as a second or companion or attendant or associate or accomplice; seconding, 
accompanying, attending, associating. 

েদাসরা [ dōsarā ] a second; another; (of the days of a month) second. ☐ n. (of a month) the 
second day. 

েদাs [ dōsta ] n a friend; (loos.) a comrade. েদািs n. friendship. 
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েদাহক [ dōhaka ] n one who or that which milks; (fig.) one who exacts or extorts. 

েদাহদ [ dōhada ] n the peculiar longing of a pregnant woman; an earnest desire or longing; 
pregnancy. দ̃ান n. a ceremony of giving an expectant mother delicacies or highly palatable food 
she longs to eat. ̃বতী n. a pregnant woman longing to have particular delicacies of food. ̃লkণ n. 
signs or symptoms of pregnancy. 

েদাহন [ dōhana ] n act of milking, (fig.) extortion, exaction, exploitation. েদাহনী n. a milk pail, a 
milk-can; a milk-trough. েদাহনীয় a. fit to be milked. 

েদাহশালা [ dōhaśālā ] n a dairy farm, a dairy. 

েদাহাi [ dōhāi ] int meaning: in the name of, by, upon (iশব্েরর েদাহাi = by God. আমার সmােনর েদাহাi 
= upon my honour); please (েদাহাi মহারাজ = please Your Majesty). ☐ n. an appeal for justice or 
support (রাজার েদাহাi); an oath (েদাহাi পাDা ভােলা নয়); a pretext or plea or excuse (েরােগর েদাহাi); a 
cause (বৃি র েদাহাi); swearing by a precedent (aতীেতর েদাহাi). েদাহাi েদoয়া. েদাহাi পাDা v. to appeal to 
(for justice or support); to put forward as a pretext; to swear; to swear by a precedent. 

েদাহার [ dōhāra ] n any one of the members of a chorus song or choir, who repeats the burden or 
every line after the leader of the party, (cp.) a chorist; (sarcas.) a second or a yes-man. ̃িক n. act of 
singing the burden of a chorus song after the leader; (sarcas.) act of seconding or yes-manship. 

েদাহারা [ dōhārā ] a double, twice; woven in double threads or in plaits, doubly woven (েদাহারা 
কাপD); doubled (েদাহারা sেতা); middle-sized, of medium build, neither too thin nor too fat, well-
proportioned (েদাহারা েচহারা). 

েদাহাল [ dōhāla ] a yielding milk, milch; one who milks. ☐ n. a milker, a milkman. 

েদৗ়D [ dau◌়ḍ◌় ] n act of running, a run; a spurt; a race; act of fleeing, flight (েচারটা েদৗD মারল); 
(sarcas.) extent, limit (িবদয্ার েদৗD); (sarcas.) ability or strength (oর েদৗD কত েদখিছ). eক েদৗেD at a 
hasty run. েদৗD করােনা v. to cause to run or race, to run, to race, to rush; to harass by causing to 
move about repeatedly or constantly. েদৗD েদoয়া, েদৗD মারা v. to start running; bolt; to spurt; to run 
off, to take to one's heels. ̃ঝাঁপ, ̃ধাপ n. act of romping, a romp; boisterous and hard effort attended 
with repeated or constant hurried movements. ̃বাজ n. a runner; a racer; one who is proficient in 
running (esp. races). 

েদৗDােদৗিD [ dauḍ◌়ādauḍ◌়i ] n act of running about; act of romping or gadding; boisterous and 
hard effort attended with repeated or constant hurried movements. েদৗDােদৗিD করা v. to run about; 
to romp; to gad about; to be engaged in a boisterous and hard effort attended with repeated or 
constant hurried movements. 

েদৗDােনা [ dauḍ◌়ānō ] v to run; to flee, to run off. 
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েদৗতয্ [ dautya ] n office of a messenger or courier or envoy or ambassador or emissary; 
forerunning; office of a go-between; bawdry, panderism. 

েদৗবািরক [ daubārika ] n a gateman, a doorkeeper, a janitor (fem. a janitress), a porter (fem. a 
porteress, a portress). 

েদৗরাtয্ [ daurātmya ] n oppression; cruel treatment; tyranny; naughtiness; boisterous 
mischievousness. েদৗরাtয্ করা v. to oppress; to treat cruelly; to tyrannize; to be naughty; to be 
boisterously mischie vous. 

েদৗবর্লয্ [ daurbalya ] n weakness; debility; a weak point. Same as dবর্লতা । 

েদৗমর্নs [ daurmanasya ] n worry, anxiety, concern; grief; dejection, depression; melancholia. 

েদৗলত [ daulata ] n riches, wealth, treasure, fortune (ধনেদৗলত); aid, help, favour, grace (ঈশব্েরর 
েদৗলেত). ̃খানা n. a palatial residence full of riches. ̃দার a. rich, wealthy; affluent. ̃দাির n. wealthiness, 
affluence; enjoyment of cakes and ale. 

েদৗিহt [ dauhitra ] n a daughter's son, a grandson. েদৗিহtী n. a daughter's daughter, a 
granddaughter. 

dnd [ dbandba ] n a quarrel, a dispute; a conflict; a strife; a fight; a duel; a competition; rivalry; a 
pair, a couple; a pair of two opposite things; (gr.) a copulative compound joining together two or 
more words or equal grammatical status (চখাচখী, sগর্-মতর্য্-পাতাল). dnd করা v. to quarrel (with); to 
fight (with); to compete or rival or vie (with). ̃িpয় a. quarrelsome; fond of fighting duels, 
pugnacious. ̃িpয়তা n. quarrelsomeness; pugnacity. ̃যুd n. a single combat, a duel. ̃েযাdা n. a duelist. 
dndাতীত a. (phil.) transcending all feelings of conflict or opposition; beyond controversy. dndী a. 
quarrelling; conflicting; fighting (with or against); duelling; competing, vying, rivalling. 

dয় [ dbaẏa ] pro two; both; two or both of a pair or couple. 

dাচtািরংশ [ dbācatbāriṃśa ] a forty-two. dাচtািরংশত্ n. & a. forty-two. dাচtািরংশtম a. forty-second. 
fem. dাচtািরংশtমী । 

dািtংশ [ dbātriṃśa ] a thirty-two. dািtংশত্ n. & a. thirty-two. dািtংশtম a. thirty-second. fem. 
dািtংশtমী । 

dাদশ [ dbādaśa ] a. & n twelve. ☐ a. twelfth. dাদশী a. fem. twelfth; twelve years old; (of the days 
of a lunar fortnight) twelfth. ☐ n. the twelfth day of a lunar fortnight. ̃বষর্ীয় a. of the age of 
twelve, aged twelve. ̃বািষর্ক a. duodecennial. dাদিশক n. (arith.) duodecimal. 
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dাপর [ dbāpara ] n the third age of the world according to Hindu scriptures, the brazen age. 

dািবংশ [ dbābiṃśa ] a twenty-two. ̃িত a. & n. twenty-two. dািবংশিততম a. twenty-second. fem. 
dািবংশিততমী । 

dার [ dbāra ] n a door; a gate; an entrance, a doorway; a gateway; a portico. ̃েদশ, ̃pাn n. the 
proximity of a gate or door; doorway, doorstep, gateway, portal; entrance. ̃েদেশ, ̃pােn adv. at the 
door or gate or portal. ̃পাল, ̃পালক, ̃বান, ̃রkক, ̃রkী n. a door keeper, a gateman, a janitor (fem. : a 
janitress), a porter (fem. : a porteress, a portress). dার েরাধ করা v. to obstruct the door, to block up 
the door to make it impossible to pass. ̃ হ a. standing or lying or situated at the gate; (humbly) 
waiting or begging at another's gate; to supplicate; seeking help from another (asিবেধয় পেD আপনার 
dার হ হেয়িছ). dাের dাের from door to door. 

dারকানাথ, dারকাপিত, dারেকশ [ dbārakānātha, dbārakāpati, dbārakēśa ] n the lord or ruler of the 
city of Dwaraka; an appellation of Krishna (কৃ ). 

dারা [ dbārā ] prep by, with, through, by means of. 

dােরাদ্ঘাটন [ dbārōdghāṭana ] n ceremony of opening the gate or door; the inaugural or opening 
ceremony of an establishment; inauguration. 

dাষি  [ dbāṣaṣṭi ] n. & a sixty-two. ̃তম a. sixty-second. fem. ̃তমী । 

dাসpিত [ dbāsaptati ] n. & a seventy-two. ̃তম a. sev enty-second. fem. ̃তমী । 

িd [ dbi ] n two. ☐ a. two; double. ☐ incomp. bi-, di-, twoetc. িd-aংশক a. (bot.) bimerous. িd-আকর্ 
a. (bot.) di-arch. িd কk a. bicameral. ̃কমর্ক a. (gr.) having two objects, having double objects. ̃েকশর 
a. (bot.) diandrous. ̃েকাষ a. (bio.) bivalve, bivalvular. ̃েকা  a. (bot.) bilocular. ̃খ , ̃খিNত a. cut or 
divided into two (equal or unequal) pieces; bisected; bifurcated. িdখN করা v. to cut or divide into 
two pieces; to bisect; to bifurcate. ̃খNক n. (geom.) a bisector. ̃খNন n. (geom.) bisection; 
bifurcation. ̃গভর্ a. (bio. & zoo.) marsupial; (bot.) bicarpellate. ̃gচ্ছ a. (bot.) diadelphous. ̃gণ a. 
multiplied by two, doubled; two times of; double. ̃gিণত, ̃gণীকৃত a. doubled, multiplied by two. ̃ঘাত 
n. (alg.) quadratic. ̃ঘাত সমীকরণ quadratic equation. aিম  িdঘাত (alg.) pure quadratic. ̃চkযান n. a two-
wheeler; a bicycle. ̃চtািরংশ n. & a. forty-two. ˜চtািরংশত্ a. forty-two. ̃চtািরংশtম a. forty-second. fem. 
িdচtািরংশtমী । ̃চািরণী a. fem. adulterous, unchaste; unfaithful to one's husband; (ori.) sexually 
attached to two men. ̃জািততtt n. the two-nation theory. ̃িজhা a. double-tongued; having a bifurcated 
or double-pronged tongue; (fig.) given to lying or insincere talk. ☐ n. the snake; a liar. ̃তয় a. 
aggregate of two. ☐ n. a couple, a pair; a twin; a couplet. ̃তল a. (of a building) two-storied; (of a 
ship or other vessels) double-decked; (sc.) dihedral. ☐ n. (of a building) the first floor; (of a ship 
etc.) the upper deck. ̃তলেকাণ n. (geom.) dihedral angle. ̃t n. doubleness; doubling; reduplication; 
duplication; repetition. ̃দল n. bi-petalous. ☐ n. pigeon-pea, dal. ̃দৃক a. binocular. ধ̃াতুক a. bi-
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metallic. ̃ধাতুমান n. bimetallism. ̃নবিত n. & a. ninety-two. ˜নবিততম a. ninety-second. fem. ̃নবিততমী 
। ̃েনt a. two-eyed; binocular. ̃েনt দৃি  binocular vision. ̃পk a. two-winged; bipartite (িdপk dnd); 
having two fortnights; continuing for two fortnights. ̃পঞ্চাশত্ n. & a. fifty-two. ˜পঞ্চাশতম a. fifty-
second. fem. ̃পঞ্চাশtমী । ̃পt িবমান a biplane. ̃পথ a. two-way. ̃পদ a. biped, two-footed, two-legged; 
(alg.) binomial (িdপদ রািশ = binomial expression). ☐ n. a biped. ̃পদসমীকরণ n. (alg.) equation. ̃পদী n. 
a couplet. ̃পরমাণকু a. (phys.) diatomic. িdপািkক a. bilateral. ̃পাদ a. same as িdপদ (a.). ̃পা র্, ̃পাশব্র্ীয় a. bi 
lateral ( ̃িdপাশব্র্ীয়-pিতসাময্ = bilateral symmetry); biparous. ̃pহর n. noon; midnight. ̃বচন n. (gr.) the 
dual num ber. ̃বn n. (chem.) double bond. ̃বষর্জীবী a. (bot.) biennial. ̃বািষর্ক a. biennial; two years old; 
the second annual. ̃বাh a. having two arms, two armed; two-sided, bilateral; double-handed (িdবাh 
আঘাত); having two branches, bifurcate (িdবাh পথ). ̃িবধ a. of two sorts or kinds. ̃বীজপtী a. (bot.) 
dicotyledonous. ̃ভাব a. hypocritical; insincere; deceitful; double-minded; hesitant, wavering; two-
way; having two attitudes. ☐ n. hypocrisy; insincerity; duplicity, deceit; double mindedness; 
hesitation; wavering; two ways or attitudes. ̃ভাষী a. speaking two (native or habitual) languages, 
bi lingual. ☐ n. an interpreter; a bilingual person. ̃ভুজ a. having two arms or hands, two-handed; 
having two sides, two-sided. ̃মত n. difference of opinion. িdমত েপাষণ করা v. to have a difference of 
opinion. ̃মািসক a. bi-monthly. ̃মুখ a. having two mouths or faces, two-mouthed, double-faced; 
branching into two directions, bifurcate. িdমুখ েটিলgাফ duplex telegraph. ̃মূল a. (phys.) binary. িdমূল 
েযৗিগক binary compound. ̃েমr a. (phys.) bipolar. ̃রদ n. the elephant. ̃রদরদ n. an elephant's tusk; 
ivory. ̃rপ a. having two conflicting forms; (bot.) dimorphic; having two forms (usu. differing 
from each other); of or having two kinds or sorts. ̃rপতা n. (bot.) dimor phism. ̃েরফ n. the bumble-
bee. ̃িলঙ্গ a. bisexual. ̃শত n. & a. two hundred. ˜িশরs, ̃িশরা, ̃শীষর্, ̃শীষর্ক a. two headed, bicephalous. ̃ষ  
a. sixty-sec ond. ̃ষি  n. & a. sixty-two. ˜ষি তম a. sixty-second. fem. িdষি তমী । ̃সpিত n. & a. seventy-
two. ˜সpিততম a. sev enty-second. fem. িdসpিততমী । ̃সমািtভূজ n. (geom.) an isosceles triangle. ̃সূt, ̃সtূী 
a. (bot.) bifilar. 

িdg [ dbigu ] n (gr.) a system of forming numerative compounds. 

িdচর [ dbicara ] a binary; amphibious. 

িdজ [ dbija ] a twice-born; having two births (once from mother's womb and then again through 
religious sacraments or from eggs etc.); regenerated. ☐ n. (pop.) a Brahman; any oviparous 
creature such as a bird, an ant, a fish etc. fem. িdজা। ̃পিত, ̃বর, ̃রাজ, িdেজnd, িdেজাtম, ̃সtম n. an excellent 
or distinguished Brahman. 

িdতীয় [ dbitīẏa ] a second; another. িdতীয়া a. fem. second; another; (of the days of a lunar 
fortnight) second. ☐ n. a second day of a lunar fortnight. িdতীয়ত adv. secondly, in the second 
place. িdতীয় িবশব্যdু n. the Second World War. িdতীয়া ম n. the domestic or married life which is the 
second of the four stages of human life according to Hindu scriptures. 

িdধা [ dbidhā ] adv in two ways or directions etc. ☐ a. divided into two; partitioned. ☐ n. 
hesitation; wavering in the mind caused by indecision; suspicion or doubt. িdধা করা v. to hesitate; 
to waver in the mind; (rare) to divide into two; (rare) to partition. ̃করণ n. act of dividing into two; 
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act of partitioning; (rare) hesitation. ̃কৃত a. divided into two; partitioned. ̃g হ a. caught in two 
minds, hesitation, wavering. ̃িবভk a. divided or split into two. 

িdপ [ dbipa ] n the elephant. 

িdরাগমন [ dbirāgamana ] n the ceremony of a newly-wed bride's coming for the second time to 
her husband's house from her paternal abode. 

িdrk [ dbirukta ] a uttered or mentioned twice; reduplicated; repeated; (loos.) tautologic. িdrিk 
n. act of uttering or mentioning twice; reduplication; repetition; (loos.) tautology; a word or 
saying repeated; (loos.) objection (িবনা িdrিkেত আেদশপালন). 

িdষত্ [ dbiṣat ] n a malicious person; an antago nist; an enemy. 

িd  [ dbiṣṭa ] a envied; maliced. 

dীপ [ dbīpa ] n an island, an isle. kdু dীপ an islet. dীপপুঞ্জ n. a group of islands, an archipelago. িbিটশ 
dীপপুঞ্জ the British Isles. dীপবাসী n. an islander, an islesman, (rare) an isleman. ☐ a. living in an 
island. 

dীপাnর [ dbīpāntara ] n another island; a different island; banishment of offenders beyond the 
seas, deportation, transportation, exilement, exile. dীপাnর হoয়া v. to be deported or transported or 
exiled. dীপাnিরত a. deported, transported, exiled. dীপাnিরত করা, dীপাnের পাঠােনা বা েদoয়া v. to deport, to 
transport, to exile. 

dীপী [ dbīpī ] n the tiger; the leopard, the cheetah; a sea or an ocean. 

েdষ [ dbēṣa ] n envy; malice, hatred, grudge; enmity; aversion, antipathy, dislike. েdষ করা v. to 
envy; to malice, to grudge; to be inimical towards, to be averse or antipathetic to, to dislike. েdষণ 
n. act of envying or hating or grudging; act of being inimical to, antagonism; act of being 
antipathetic to, aversion. েdষী, েd া a. envying; malicious, spiteful, grudging; inimical; averse, 
antipathetic. fem. েdিষণী । েdষয্ a. fit to be hated. 

ৈdত [ dbaita ] n duality, twoness; a dyad (শbৈdত). ̃বাদ n. (phil.) dualism. ̃বাদী a. (phil.) dualistic. ☐ 
n. a dualist. ̃শাসন n. dual government, diarchy. ̃সংগীত n. a duet (song), antiphony. ৈdতাৈdত n. (phil.) 
si multaneous diversity and unity of God and the Soul. ৈdতী same as ৈdতবাদী । 

ৈdধ [ dbaidha ] n duality, twoness; disagreement, difference; hesitation; a suspicion or doubt. 

ৈdধীভাব [ dbaidhībhāba ] n hesitation, vacillation; double dealing, duplicity. 
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ৈdপ [ dbaipa ] a relating to or living in an island, insular; relating to the tiger or cheetah, tigrine. 

ৈdপায়ন [ dbaipāẏana ] n one who is born in an island; an appellation of Vyasa বয্াস the au thor of 
the Mahabharata. 

ৈdপয্ [ dbaipya ] a relating to an island, insular. 

ৈdবািষর্ক [ dbaibārṣika ] a biennial. 

ৈdিবধয্ [ dbaibidhya ] n twofoldness; duality. 

ৈdভািগক [ dbaibhāgika ] a (bot.) bifurcate. 

ৈdমাতৃক [ dbaimātṛka ] a (of countries or lands) irrigated both by river-water and rain-water (and 
consequently abounding in crops). 

ৈdমািসক [ dbaimāsika ] a bimonthly. 

ৈdরথ [ dbairatha ] n a single combat between two charioteers. ☐ a. involving such a combat (ৈdরথ 
সমর). 

ৈdরাজয্ [ dbairājya ] n a diarchy. 

dয্k [ dbyakṣa ] a (phys.) biaxial. 

dয্kর [ dbyakṣara ] a consisting of two letters, two lettered; consisting of two syllables, 
disyllabic. ☐ n. a two-lettered incantation. 

dয্ঙ্গুল [ dbyaṅgula ] a measuring two fingers. 

dয্ণুক [ dbyaṇuka ] a evolving out of union of two atoms, diatomic. 

dয্থর্ [ dbyartha ] n two meanings, double meanings, ambiguity; equivocation. ☐ a. having two or 
double meanings; ambiguous; equivocal. dয্থর্ক a. having two or double meanings; ambiguous; 
equivocal. dয্থর্ক কথা a quibble or equivocation. dয্থর্ক শb a double entendre. dয্থর্কতা, dয্থর্তা n. 
ambiguity, equivocalness. dয্থর্হীন a. unequivocal, unambiguous. 

dয্শীিত [ dbyaśīti ] a & n. eighty-two. ˜তম a. eighty-second. fem. ̃তমী । 

dয্হ [ dbyaha ] n a couple of days. 
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dয্tবাদী [ dbyatmabādī ] a (phil.) dualistic. ☐ n. (phil.) a dualist. 

dয্ািহক [ dbyāhika ] a continuing for two days; occurring after an interval of two days; (loos.) 
tertian (dয্ািহক jর). 

dয্ [ dyu ] n heaven; the sky. 

dয্িত [ dyuti ] n radiation, glow, effulgence; lus tre, shine; brightness; splendour; splen did 
beauty; a ray. ̃মান a. radiating, ra diant, glowing, effulgent; lustrous, shining; bright; resplendent; 
splendidly beautiful. fem. ̃মতী । 

dয্েলাক [ dyulōka ] n heaven; the region of heaven. 

দূয্ত, দূয্তkীDা [ dyūta, dyūtakrīḍ◌়ā ] n dice-playing (esp. with betting); gambling. দূতকার, দূয্তকর 
a. given to playing dice or gambling. ☐ n. a dice-player (esp. one who bets); a gambler. 

েদয্াতক [ dyōtaka ] a indicating, expressing; expres sive or suggestive (of); signifying; in spiring; 
enlightening, illumining. 

েদয্াতন [ dyōtana ] n act of indicating or expressing or signifying or inspiring or enlightening or 
illumining; indication, expression, inspiration, enlightenment. েদয্াতনা n. figurative expression; 
implication; suggestiveness, significance. 

dিঢ়মা [ draḍh◌়imā ] n hardness; stiffness; toughness; firmness; steadiness. 

dিঢ়  [ draḍh◌়iṣṭha ] a hardest; stiffest; toughest; most firm; steadiest; very hard or stiff or tough 
or firm or steady. fem. dিঢ় া । 

dঢ়ীয়সী [ draḍh◌়īẏasī ] fem of dঢ়ীয়ান । 

dঢ়ীয়ান [ draḍh◌়īẏāna ] a harder; stiffer; tougher; more firm; steadier. 

dব [ draba ] a liquid, fluid; liquefied, melted. ☐ n. (chem.) a liquid solution, a solution. গাঢ় dব 
concentrated solution. dব করা v. to liquefy; to melt; to dissolve or solve. dব হoয়া v. to be liquefied 
or melted, to liquefy or melt; to be dissolved or solved. dবণ n. liquefaction; melting; (chem.) 
dissolution or solution. dবণশীল a. disposed to be liquefied or melted or solved; liquefiable; 
(chem.) soluble. dবনাঙ্ক n. melting-point. dবণীয় a. lique fiable; (chem.) soluble. dবনীয়তা n. 
solubility. dবীকরণ same as dবণ । dবীকৃত a. liquefied, melted; (chem.) dissolved or solved. dবীভবন 
n. act of melting; act of being liquefied or dissolved or solved. dবীভূত a. liquefied; melted; (chem.) 
dissolved or solved. 
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dবয্ [ drabya ] n a thing, a substance, an article; (phil. & phys.) matter. ˜gণ n. property present in 
a thing or substance; medici nal property of a thing or plant. ̃জাত a. produced of a material thing. 
☐ n. a collection of things. dবয্জাত বst a prod uct. ̃বাচক a. (gr.) material. ̃সামgী n. pl. various things. 

d বয্ [ draṣṭabya ] a worth seeing or visiting (d বয্ হান); worthy of reference (ei pসেঙ্গ গীতা d বয্); 
worthy of note; warranting attention, remarkable; warranting consideration. ☐ int. (erron.) vide, 
see. 

d া [ draṣṭā ] a one who sees or observes or witnesses or judges. ☐ n. a seer; an observer; an 
onlooker; a witness; a judge; a philosopher; a seer of things to come. 

dাkা [ drākṣā ] n grape. ̃kঞ্জ, ̃েkt n. a vineyard. ফ̃ল n. grape. ̃রস n. grape-juice. ̃ির  n. a kind of 
medicinal liquor prepared from grape-juice, vinum rubrum, (cp.) vintage. ̃লতা n. the vine. dাkা-
শকর্রা n. grape-sugar. 

dািঘমা [ drāghimā ] n (geog.) a longitude. ̃nর n. lon gitudinal distance, distance east or west from 
the prime meridian. 

dািঘ  [ drāghiṣṭa ] a longest; extremely long. 

dাঘীয়স [ drāghīẏasa ] fem of dাঘীয়ান । 

dাঘীয়ান [ drāghīẏāna ] a longer. 

dাব [ drāba ] n act of melting, liquefaction, disso lution or solution. dাবক a. solvent; cor rosive. ☐ 
n. a solvent; an acid (গnক dাবক = nitric acid, যবkার dাবক = sulphuric acid). dাবণ n. melting, lique 
faction, dissolution or solution. dািবত a. melted, liquefied, dissolved or solved. 

dািবD [ drābiḍ◌় ] n Dravidians; a Dravidian; the Dravidian language; a region of South ern India 
inhabited by the Dravidians. ☐ a. Dravidian. dািবDী n. fem. a Dravidian woman; the Dravidian 
language. 

dাবয্ [ drābya ] a that which can be melted, liquefiable, dissolvable, soluble, solvent. ̃তা n. 
solubility. 

drত [ druta ] a quick, swift, speedy, fast. ☐ adv. quickly, swiftly, speedily, fast. ̃িkয় a. quick in 
action, prompt; nimble, agile. ̃গিত a. swift-moving, quick-paced, swift, speedy; fast. ☐ adv. 
moving swiftly, with a quick pace; swiftly, speedily, fleetingly; fast. গ̃ামী a. fast moving; fast, 
fleet; swift. ̃তা n. quickness, swiftness, speediness, fastness, celerity, nimbleness. ̃পেদ adv. at a 
brisk pace; swiftly. ̃িবলিmত n. a San skrit metre or musical measure alternatingly quick and 
slow. ̃েবেগ adv. speedily; swiftly, rapidly. drিত n. (chiefly in mech.) speed; quickness, swiftness, 
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fastness, speediness, celerity. drিতগণক, drিতমাপক n. a speedometer, a speed-counter. drিতjাপক, 
drিতসূচক n. a speed-indicator. drিতিলখ n. a speed-re corder. 

drম [ druma ] n a tree. ̃দল n. leaves of trees. 

েdাণ [ drōṇa ] n a dry measure of thirty-two seers i.e. a little over 29 kilograms for corn etc. or a 
measuring vessel having this capacity; the raven, the carrion-crow. ̃কাক n. the raven, the carrion-
crow. 

েdািণ, েdাণী [ drōṇi, drōṇī ] n a small (and usu. impro vised) boat; a dugout, a raft; a vessel for 
baling out water, a bail, a bale; a pitcher; a bucket; a trough; a valley (esp. a narrow one); a 
gorge. 

েdাহ [ drōha ] n enmity, hostility; malice; malevo lence or malefeasance; (loos.) revolt or 
rebellion. েdাহী a. (chiefly used as a sfx.) envious, hostile; malicious; ma levolent or malefeasant; 
(loos.) rebellious; opposing; revolting; causing harm. েdািহতা same as েdাহ । রাTেdাহ n. treason. 
রাTেdাহী a. guilty of treason. 

েdৗিণ [ drauṇi ] n a son of Drona (েdাণ) the master archer of the Mahabharata. 

েdৗপদী [ draupadī ] n the name of the heroine of the Mahabharata as she was the daughter of the 
King Drupada (drপদ). রnেন েdৗপদী a female cook of incomparable effi ciency. 

েdৗপেদয় [ draupadēẏa ] n five sons of Draupadi (েdৗপদী) by five Pandavas (they were pিতিবnয্, 
rিতেসাম, rিতকমর্া, শতানীক and rতেসন). 
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ধ [ dh ] n the nineteenth letter of the Bengali alphabet. 

ধক [ dhaka ] int expressing: sudden blaze or glow (as of fire); sudden throb or jerk (বুকটা ধক কের 
uঠল). ধকধক int. expressing: state of blazing or glowing by flashes or repeatedly; throbbing or 
palpitation. ধকধক করা v. to glow or blaze by flashes or repeatedly; to dazzle (িহেরখানা ধকধক করেছ); 
to palpitate or throb greatly. ̃ধকািন n. loud and great throbbing or palpitation. 

ধকল [ dhakala ] n stress, brunt, impact; pressure of work, hard labour, strain (েরাগা শরীের eত ধকল 
সiেব না); manhandling or wear and tear (ঘুিরটা খুব ধকল সেয়েছ); disturbing or troublesome charge 
(েছেলিপেলেদর ধকল). 

ধিট, ধিটকা, ধটী [ dhaṭi, dhaṭikā, dhaṭī ] n loincloth; a piece of scanty loincloth (as worn by an 
ascetic or a wrestler); a piece of old or worn out cloth, a rag. 

ধD [ dhaḍ◌় ] n the body apart from the head and legs or limbs, the trunk, the torso; a truncated 
body. ধেD pাণ আসা (fig.) to recover or regain mental composure (as after a deadly or severe 
shock). 

ধDফD [ dhaḍ◌়phaḍ◌় ] int expressing: restlessness or palpitation. ধDফD করা v. to be restless or 
nervous; to palpitate. ধDফরািন n. restlessness, palpitation; trepidation. 

ধDমD [ dhaḍ◌়maḍ◌় ] int expressing: sudden bustle or flutter or hurry. 

ধDা [ dhaḍ◌়ā ] n loincloth. ̃চূDা n. loincloth and head-dress (esp. as worn by Krishna); (sarcas. or 
hum.) official dress (esp. one in European or English style). 

ধDাস [ dhaḍ◌়āsa ] int expressing: a heavy thudding noise as of a fall, thud; a loud banging noise 
as of opening or closing a door violently, bang; a sudden impetuous throb (বুকটা ভেয় ধDাস কের 
uঠল). ধDাস ধDাস int. expressing: repeated thuds or bangs or impetuous throbs. ধDাস-ধDাস করা v. to 
make thudding or banging noise repeatedly; to throb or palpitate impetuously. 

ধিDবাজ [ dhaḍ◌়ibāja ] a guileful, deceitful, tricksy, cunning, full of ruses. ধDবািজ n. guilefulness, 
deceitfulness, tricksiness, cunning; guile, deceit, trick, cunning. ধিDবাজ েলাক a trickster, a cunning 
or deceitful or wily fellow. 

ধন [ dhana ] n money (ধনিবjান); riches, wealth (ধনসmদ); treasure (gpধন); a highly valued thing 
(মাতৃেsহ পরম ধন); a dearly loved person or thing, a darling (আদেরর ধন); (math.) the plus sign. ̃kেবর 
n. a man as wealthy as the god of wealth, an extremely or fabulously rich man, a millionaire, a 
billionaire. ̃kয় n. loss or waste of money; im poverishment. ̃গবর্, ̃েগৗরব n. insolence from wealth. ̃গবর্ী 
a. insolent from wealth, arrogant through wealth, purse-proud. ̃িচnা n. eagerness or anxiety about 
how to acquire wealth, concern for acquisition of wealth or property; Mammonism. ̃িচh n. 
(math.) a plus sign. ̃জন n. wealth and one's own people, men and money. ̃তnt, ̃তntবাদ, ̃তািntকতা n. 
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capitalism. ̃তািntক, ̃তntবাদী a. capitalistic, capitalist. ☐ n. a capitalist. ̃তৃ া, ̃তৃষা n. thirst or great desire 
for wealth; avarice, cupidity. ̃দ n. one who or that which gives wealth, money-giving. ☐ a. an 
appellation of Kuvera (kেবর) the god of wealth, (cp.) Plutus, Mammon: ̃দা a. fem. of ধনদ । ☐ n. 
an appellation of Lakshmi (লkী) the presiding goddess of wealth. দ̃াতা a. one who gives money or 
wealth. fem. ধনদাtী । ̃দান n. act of giving money or wealth (esp. in charity). ̃দাস n. one who is 
ready to undergo all sorts of humiliation and privation for the sake of money-making; a hateful 
servant of Mammon; an extremely avaricious man; an inveterate miser. ̃দpৃ a. arrogant through 
posses sion of vast wealth, purseproud. ̃েদবতা n. the god of wealth; Kuvera ( ̃kেবর), (cp.) Plutus, 
Mammon. ̃েদৗলত same as ধনসmিt । ̃ধাn n. wealth and crops, abundance of wealth or 
affluence. ̃ধnপূণর্ a. full of wealth and food; full of milk and honey; affluent. ̃িনেয়াগ same as 
ধনিবিনেয়াগ । ̃পিত n. the god of wealth; Kuvera (kেবর), (cp.) Plutus, Mammon; an extremely rich 

man. ̃িপপাসা same as ধনতৃ া । ̃িপশাচ n. one who is ready to do any heinous act for the sake of 
money; a sordid miser. ̃পূণর্ a. replete with wealth. ̃বন্টন n. distribution or apportionment of 
wealth. ̃বতী fem. of ধনবান । ̃বtা n. opulence. ̃বান a. opulent, wealthy, rich. ̃িবjান n. 
economics. ̃িবিনেয়াগ n. investment of money. ধনিবিনেয়াগ করা v. to invest money. ̃িবভাগ n. divison of 
money or wealth; distribution or apportionment of property. ̃বৃিd n. multiplication or in crease or 
growth of wealth. ভ̃াগয্ n. (chiefly astrol.) luck for earning money. ̃ভাNার n. a treasury; a (public) 
fund. ̃মt same as ধনগবর্ী । ̃মদ same as ধনগবর্ । ̃মান n. wealth and honour or dignity. ̃রkা n. safe 

keeping or preservation of wealth. ̃রt same as ধনেদৗলত । ̃রািশ n. (math.) a positive quantity. ̃লkী n. 
the goddess of wealth. ̃লালসা, ̃িলpা, ̃েলাভ n. greed for wealth, ava rice, cupidity. ̃িলpু, ̃লুb, ̃েলাভী a. 
greedy of wealth, avaricious. ̃শালী a. wealthy, rich, moneyed, affluent, opulent. ̃শািলতা n. 
wealthiness, affluence. ̃ ী n. an Indian musical mode. ̃সঞ্চয় n. accumulation or saving of money or 
wealth. ̃সmিt, ̃সmদ n. wealth and property, riches and wealth. ̃হীন a. poor, indigent. fem. ধনহীনা । 

ধনাগম [ dhanāgama ] n income, earning; acquirement or acquisition of wealth. 

ধনাগার [ dhanāgāra ] n a treasury; a (public) fund. 

ধনাtক [ dhanātmaka ] a (phys. & math.) positive. 

ধনাধার [ dhanādhāra ] n a treasury; a treasure-chest. 

ধনািধকারী [ dhanādhikārī ] a possessed of or possessing wealth. 

ধনািধপ, ধনািধপিত [ dhanādhipa, dhanādhipati ] n the lord of wealth; Kuvera (kেবর), (cp.) Plutus, 
Mammon. 

ধনাধয্k [ dhanādhyakṣa ] n a treasurer; a finance minister, a dewan, Chancellor of the 
Exchequer. ̃তা n. treasurership; office of the finance minister. 
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ধনাপহরণ [ dhanāpaharaṇa ] n act of stealing money; misappropriation of money; defalcation, 
embezzlement; act of depriving one of one's money. ধনাপহরণ করা v. to steal or rob money; to 
misappropriate money, to defalcate; to embezzle; to deprive one of one's money. ধনাপহারী a. one 
who robs or steals or misappropriates money. 

ধনাজর্ন [ dhanārjana ] n earning of money; acquisition of wealth. 

ধনাথর্ী [ dhanārthī ] a desirous of obtaining or earning money, seeking money. 

ধনাশা [ dhanāśā ] n desire for wealth, longing or craving for wealth. 

ধিন2 [ dhani2 ] n (poet. & obs.) a beautiful young woman or damsel. &square; a. (poet. & obs.) 
beautiful and young. 

ধিনক [ dhanika ] a moneyed, wealthy, rich, affluent, opulent; capitalistic, capitalist. ☐ n. one 
who invests money in a business, an investor, a capitalist; a rich merchant, a merchant prince; a 
money lender; a rich man. fem. ধিনকা a rich man's wife; a young and beautiful 
woman. ̃েগা ী, ̃সমাজ, ̃সmpদায় n. the moneyed class, the capitalist class; the capitalist world. ̃তnt n. 
capitalistic or capitalist government; capitalism. 

ধিনচা [ dhanicā ] n a jute-like fibrous plant. 

ধিননী [ dhaninī ] fem of ধনী2 । 

ধিন া [ dhaniṣṭhā ] n (astro.) the twenty-third of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu 
astronomy. 

ধনী2 [ dhanī2 ] a rich, wealthy, moneyed, affluent, opulent. ☐ n. a rich man. 

ধn [ dhanu ] n a bow; a linear measure equivalent to four cubits; an arc or arch; anything arch-
shaped (রামধn); (astrol.) the ninth sign of zodiac, the Sagittarius. ̃ক n. bow; a bow-like device for 
carding and cleaning cotton, (cp.) a cottongin; a bow of a violin or any other musical instrument. 
ধnকধারী n. a bowman, an archer. ধnকাকার, ধnকাকৃিত a. bow-shaped, arched. ̃gর্ণ n. a bow string. ধngর্ণ 
আেরাপণ করা to string a bow. aদয্ ভkয্ঃ ধnগুর্ণঃ state of having nothing to eat (this day); utter 
poverty. ̃ধর্র n. an archer, a bowman; (sarcas. & hum.) a very capable or efficient man (গিণতশােst 
ধnধর্র). ˜ধারী n. an ar cher, a bowman. ̃বর্nনী n. (math. print, etc.), braces, the second bracket. ̃বর্াণ n. 
bow and arrow. ̃িবর্দয্া n. the art and science of archery; archery. ̃েবর্দ n. an ancient treatise on 
archery written by Viswamitra (িবশব্ািমt). the sage; any treatise on archery; the art and science of 
archery. ̃ভর্ঙ্গ n. act of splitting a bow into two. ধnভর্ঙ্গ পণ n. (fig.) an irrevocable or unalterable 
determination or resolve, a grim or inflexible resolution. ̃ে ািট n. an end or tip of a bow; a Hindu 
holy place in South India. ̃ ঙ্কার ̃ ংকার n. the twang of a bow; (med.) tetanus, convulsion, spasm; 
lock-jaw. 
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ধেন [ dhanē ] n coriander seed, coriander. 

ধেনশ [ dhanēśa ] n the lord or god of wealth; an appellation of Kuvera (kেবর), (cp.) Plutus, 
Mammon; a beautiful long-billed bird, the hornbill. ☐ a. very rich or wealthy, affluent, opulent. 

ধেনাপাজর্ন [ dhanōpārjana ] n same as ধনাজর্ন । 

ধn, ধn [ dhanda, dhandha ] n confusion or dazzlement of eyesight; confusion; bewilderment; 
suspicion. 

ধn, ধnা [ dhanba, dhanbā ] n (chiefly used in comp.) a bow (sধnা). 

ধnnির [ dhanbantari ] n (Hindu myth.) the name of the physician of heaven; (fig.) an unfailing 
physician. 

ধnী [ dhanbī ] a carrying a bow; armed with a bow; versed or efficient in archery. 

ধn [ dhanya ] a fortunate or gratified (ধn করা, ধn হoয়া); blessed (জগেত সাধুরাi ধn); praiseworthy 
or admirable (ধn সাহস); virtuous or holy. ☐ n. thanks or thanks giving (ধn েতামােক). fem. ধnা 
। ̃বাদ n. thanksgiving; thanks. ধnবাদ েদoয়া v. to thank, to give thanks. 

ধপ ধপ [ dhapa dhapa ] int expressing: brilliant whiteness or tidiness. ধপ ধপ করা v. to appear 
brilliantly white or tidy. ধপধেপ a. brilliantly white (ধপধেপ কাপD); luminous (ধপধেপ েজাছনা); 
immaculately tidy (ধপধেপ uেঠান); brilliant or dazzling (ধপধেপ সাদা). 

ধপাধপ [ dhapādhapa ] int expressing: a succession of thudding or thumping noise as of heavy 
bodies falling one after another. ধপাধপ কের with thuds. 

ধপাস [ dhapāsa ] int expressing: a loud thud or thump as caused by the fall of a heavy body. ধপাস 
কের with a thud. 

ধবল [ dhabala ] a white (ধবলিগির, ধবল আকাশ); grey (ধবল েকশ). ☐ n. the white colour; the grey 
colour; leucoderma. ধবলা a. fem. of ধবল । ☐ n. a white cow. ধবল-k  n. leucoderma. ধবলাকার, 
ধবলাকৃিত a. looking white; white. ধবিলত a. made or turned white, whitened; turned grey (ধবিলত েকশ) 
ধবিলমা n. whiteness; whitishness. ধবলী n. a white cow. ধবলীকৃত a. made white, whitened. ধবলীভূত a. 
turned white or grey. 

ধমক, ধমকািন [ dhamaka, dhamakāni ] n a rebuff, a snub; a scolding, a reprimand; threat, 
intimidation. ধমক েদoয়া, ধমকােনা v. to rebuff, to snub; to scold, to reprimand; to threaten, to 
intimidate. ধমকধামক n. mild reproof, expression of blame or disapproval. 
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ধমিন, ধমনী [ dhamani, dhamanī ] n an artery; a vein; the pulsating vein palpable at the 
wrist. ̃snন, ঘ̃াত n. pulse-beat, pulse; arterial throbbing. 

ধিমl [ dhamilla ] n (of a human being) a bun; (of a bird etc.) a hairy crest. 

-ধর [ -dhara ] a (used as a sfx.) bearing, carrying, holding ভূধর, ীধর, হলধর. 

ধরণী, ধরিণ [ dharaṇī, dharaṇi ] n the earth, the world. ̃তল n. the surface of the earth. ̃ধর n. the 
lord of the earth; a king; a mountain. ̃পিত, ̃পাল n. a king. ̃পৃ  same as ধরণীতল । ̃মন্ডল n. the terrestrial 
globe; the whole earth. 

ধরতা [ dharatā ] n (comm.) an extra amount given by the seller to the buyer to guard against any 
possible shortage during weighing; a word or words sung by the leading singer used as a cue for 
an associate singer or singers of a chorus song. 

ধরতাi [ dharatāi ] a that which is generally known to be true, that which is taken for granted; 
fixed, ascertained. 

ধরিত [ dharati ] n (comm.) an extra amount given by the seller to the buyer to guard against any 
possible shortage during weighing. 

ধরন [ dharana ] n manner, method, way (কােজর ধরন); condition, state, (েরাগীর ধরন); working, 
behaviour (মুেখর ধরন); appearance, look, cut (েপাশােকর ধরন); the style, fashion (েলাকটার ধরন 
সেnহজনক); bearing, deportment (েলাকটার ধরন সেnহজনক) n. pl. or collec. form of ধরন । 

ধরনা [ dharanā ] n act of lying obstinately at one's door or at the temple of a deity soliciting or 
imploring something. ধরনা েদoয়া n. to lie obstinately at one's door or at the temple of a deity 
soliciting or imploring something. 

ধরপাকD [ dharapākaḍ◌় ] n extensive or collective arrests (as by the police); insistent solicitation 
(চাকিরর জn ধরপাকD) ধরপাকD করা v. to arrest extensively or collectively, to round up; to solicit 
insistently. 

ধরা1 [ dharā1 ] n the earth, the world. ̃তল n. the surface or floor of the earth; the ground (মূিছর্ত হেয় 
ধরাতেল পতন). ̃ধর n. a mountain. ̃ধাম n. earthly abode; the earth as an abode; the earth, the 
world. ̃পিত n. a king. ̃পৃ  same as ধরাতল । ̃ভৃত্ n. a mountain. ̃শয়ন, ̃শযয্া n. the ground or the floor of 
the earth as bed, the bed of the earth or ground. ̃শায়ী a. lying prostrate on the ground; floored, 
knocked down. 

ধরা2 [ dharā2 ] v to hold with the hand (বiখানা ধেরা); to catch (বলটা ছুেD িদিচ্ছ-ধেরা); to hold, to seize; 
to take (ei িভkা িদলাম-ধেরা); to touch (েচার-েচার েখলায় বুিD ধরা, বাচ্ছাটা েযন গরম dধটা না ধের); to reach 
(হাত িদেয় চাঁদ ধরা); to overtake (যতi েজাের যাo-েতামােক ধরব); to arrest, to apprehend, to capture (েচার 
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ধরা); to entrap, to catch (বাঘ ধরা, মাছ ধরা); to restrain, to check; to hold (পািখটােক ধেরা নiেল পািলেয় 
যােব); to contain, to hold, to accommodate (পােt জল ধরা, ঘের েলাক ধরা); to bear (গােছ ফল ধরা); to 
carry, to bear (গেভর্ ধরা); to cherish (anের uচ্চাশা ধরা); to wear, to put on (েবশ ধরা); to assume (মূিতর্ 
ধরা); to take to, to resort to (লািঠ ধরা); to be obstinate about (েগাঁ ধরা); to take up (ast ধরা); to follow 
(পথ ধরা); to give support to (েলাকিটেক ধেরা নiেল পেD যােব); to attack (ডাকােত ধরা, েরােগ ধরা); to affect 
or infect (েচােখ চালেশ ধরা, যkায় ধরা); to ache (মাথা ধরা); to be benumbed (দাঁিDেয় েথেক েথেক পা ধরা); to 
infest or attack or damage or contact (েপাকায় ধরা, মরেচ ধরা); to accept, to take in (ছিবেত রং ধরা); to 
act upon successfully, to work (oষুধ ধরা); to start practising (জুয়াচুির ধরা); to be accustomed or 
addicted to (েনশা ধরা); to be under the influence of (েনশায় ধরা); to be stricken or affected with (শীেত 
বা ভেয় ধরা); to catch or board or embark (িতিন মুmi েথেক জাহাজ ঝরেবন); to be in time to catch (eখন না 
েগেল েTন ধরেত পারব না); to stop at, to touch (e েsশেন েমল েTন ধের না); to terminate, to cease (বৃি  ধরা); 
to commence, to begin, to start (গান ধরা); to find out, to detect (ভূল ধরা); to impose or assess (টয্াk 
ধরা); to charge or fix or ascertain (দাম ধরা); to pronounce, to utter (ঈশব্েরর নাম ধরা); to declare, to 
stake or bet or bid (বািজ ধরা); to insist upon, to beseech (aেনক ধের-কের); to sustain, to preserve, to 
maintain (pাণ করা); to run hoarse, to choke (ঠাম্ডায় গলা ধরা); to grasp, to make out, to understand, to 
comprehend (কথার aথর্ ধরা); to determine or discern (কার েলখা ধরা শk); to take fire, to ignite (unন 
ধরা); to catch fire (আgেনর কাছ েথেক সের যাo-কাপD ধের যােব); to be set on (ঘের আgন ধরা); to adopt 
(েসিলম জাহািঙ্গর নাম ধরেলন); to test (পDা ধরা); to be pleasing or acceptable to (মেন ধরা); to turn (চুেল পাক 
ধরা); to be under, to contact (টান ধরা); to count, to consider, to regard (মাnেষর মেধয্ ধরা); to pay heed 
to, to listen to (আমার কথা ধেরা); to be overfried or overdone (তরকািরটা ধের েগেছ) ☐ a. held; caught; 
seized; arrested, apprehended, captured; entrapped; contained; reserved or kept in a container; 
aching; terminated, ceased; commenced, started; found out, detected; seen through (চালািক ধরা 
পেDেছ); declared or bidden; fixed or ascertained; run hoarse or choked; ignited; tested; one who or 
that which holds or catches (মাছ-ধরা জাল). ধরা-েছাঁয়া n. proximity; reach; tangibility; (fig.) 
comprehension or detection. ধরা-েছাঁয়ার বাiের distant; beyond reach; intangible; (fig.) incom 
prehensible or beyond detection. ধরা েছাঁয়ার মেধয্ proximate; within reach; tangible; (fig.) 
comprehensible or detectable. ধরােনা v. to cause to hold or catch or seize or arrest or apprehend or 
entrap or contain or accommodate or wear or assume or take to or resort to or follow or take up 
or be attacked or ache or be dazed or be benumbed or contact or accept or work successfully or 
be accustomed to or addicted to or practise or board or embark or be in time to catch or terminate 
or commence or find out or detect or declare or bid or buy a ticket of or lie obstinately at or 
charge or fix or ascertain or run hoarse or choke or ignite or be set or adopt or test or be pleasing 
or acceptable to or turn or be under; to set to (ঘের আgন ধরােনা). ̃ধির n. persistent request; 
importunities; insistent solicitation; rounding up, arrests. ̃বাঁধা a. rigidly fixed; hard and fast; rigid; 
fixed. 

ধরাকাট [ dharākāṭa ] n stringency; bindings. 

ধরাট [ dharāṭa ] n (comm.) discount. 

ধিরtী [ dharitrī ] n the earth; the world. 

ধিরেয় [ dhariẏē ] a. & n (used as a sfx.) one who holds or catches or captures. 
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ধতর্বয্ [ dhartabya ] a worthy of being taken into consideration, countable. 

ধমর্ [ dharma ] n religion, faith, creed; piety, virtue (aিহংসা পরম ধমর্); scriptural laws or directions 
(ধমর্সmত); a form of worship (তািntক ধমর্); theology (ধমর্gন্হ); natural quality or behaviour or 
disposition, property or function (মানবধমর্, কালধমর্, আgেনর ধমর্); virtuousness, righteousness, morality 
(ধমর্হীন আচরণ); law (ধমর্পtী); justice (ধমর্ািধকরণ); holiness, sacredness (ধেমর্র সংসাের পাপ); Yama (যম) 
the god of piety and death; a popular god of Bengal (ধমর্ঠাkর); chastity (stীেলােকর ধমর্নাশ); (astrol.) 
the ninth house from the house of birth in the zodiac. ধেমর্ সoয়া v. (of a sin, misdeed etc.) to be 
tolerated by God or the Divine Judge. ধেমর্র কল বাতােস নেD, ধেমর্র ঢাক আপিন বােজ (fig.) truth cannot 
be kept concealed, truth must come out; the irrevocable rod of Nemesis is sure to strike in course 
of time. ধেমর্র ষাঁD (fig.) a wildly wayward man allowed to move scotfree. ধেমর্র সংসার a family 
practising virtue, a pious family. ধমর্-aথর্-কাম-েমাk n the four principal aims of human life; piety, 
wealth, love or fulfilment of desire, and salvation of the soul. ̃কnা n. fem. one solemnly accepted 
as a daughter by a person other than one's parents; (loos.) a god-daughter. ধমর্-কমর্, ̃কাযর্ n. religious 
practices (esp. as enjoined by scriptures). ̃কাম a. desirous of attaining virtue through religious 
practices. ̃কৃতয্, ̃িkয়া same as ধমর্কমর্ । ̃েkt n. a holy or consecrated place, a place of pilgrimage. ̃গত 
a. pious, virtuous; concerning or pertaining to religion, religious. ̃গতpাণ a. having one's life 
devoted to religion or piety; very religious-minded; profoundly or deeply pious. ̃gন্হ n. a holy 
book or text, a scripture; a religious book; a theological treatise. ̃ঘট n. (ori.) a religious practice 
consisting in giving away pitchers filled with holy water; (pol. & pop.) cessation of work as a 
means of putting pressure on employers, a strike. ধমর্ঘটকালীন ভাতা strike-pay. ধমর্ঘটী n. (pol.) a 
striker. ˜চk n. the four laws or directives of Buddha conducive to at taining final salvation. ̃চচর্া n. 
religious discussion or practice. ̃চযর্া n. observance of religious rules and rites, religious practice; 
practice of virtue. ̃চারী a. observant of religious rules and rites, devoted to religious practices; 
virtuous, pious. ̃িচnা n. religious meditation; spiritual meditation; theological meditation; 
theology. ̃চুয্ত same as ধমর্ া । ̃জ a. legitimately born. ̃িজjাসা n. religious inquiry; spiritual 
inquiry. ̃িজjাs a. seeking after or inquisitive about religious or spiritual truths. ̃জীবন n. religious or 
spiritual life; pious or virtuous life; ecclesiastical life. ̃j a. conversant with religious rules and 
duties; conver sant with religion; pious, virtuous, religious. ̃jান n. religious knowledge; religious-
mindedness; deep sense of piety. ̃ঠাkর n. a popular god of Bengal named Dharma (ধমর্). ̃তা adv. in 
the eye of righteousness or piety; according to or conforming to righteousness, piously. ̃তtt n the 
mysteries of religion; theology; theosophy, a religious doctrine. ̃তttিবদ n. one conversant with the 
mysteries of religion; a theologian; one conversant with a religious doctrine. ̃তttীয় a. concerning 
the mysteries of religion, religious; theological; concerning a religious doctrine. ̃তয্াগ n. 
abandonment of one's religion, adoption of another religion, apostasy. ধমর্তয্াগ করা v. to abandon 
one's religion, to adopt another religion. ☐ n. an apostate, a renegade. ̃েdষী, ̃েdাহী a. revolting 
against or hostile to religion; irreligious; impious; ungodly. fem. ধমর্েdিষণী, ধমর্েdািহণী । ̃েdাহ, ̃েdািহতা n. 
revolt against or hostility towards religion; irreligion; impiety; ungodliness. ̃ধব্জী a. simulating 
piety or virtuousness; sanctimonious; hypocritical. ☐ n. one simulating piety or virtuousness, a 
religious imposter. ̃নাশ n. ravishment of a woman's chastity, rape; profanation or defilement of 
one's religion or idol. ধমর্নাশ করা v. to ravish or outrage one's chastity, to rape; to profane or defile 
one's religion or idol. ̃িনnা n. disparagement of religion; blasphemy. ধেমর্র িনnা করা v. to disparage 
religion; to blaspheme. ̃িনরেপk a. irrespective of creed (ধমর্িনরেপk িবচার); secular (ধমর্িনরেপk 
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রাT). ̃িনিদর্  a. enjoined by religion; enjoined by scriptures, scriptural. ̃িন  a. devoted to religion or 
religious practices; pious, virtuous, righteous. ̃িন া n. devotion to religion or religious practices; 
piety, virtuousness, righteousness. ̃নীিত n. a religious principle or principles; a principle or 
principles of virtue; a moral principle or principles; ethics. ̃পtী n. a lawful wife; a lawfully 
married wife. ̃পথ n. the path of virtue or piety. ধমর্পেথ থাকা v. to follow the path of virtue or piety, 
to practise virtue or piety; to walk in the presence of God. ̃পর, ̃পরায়ণ same as ধমর্িন  । ̃পাল n. a 
defender of religion; (Christ.) a bishop. ̃পালক n. one who observes religious rites and practices; a 
defender of religion or faith. ̃পালন n. observance of religious rites and practices; defence of 
religion. ̃িপতা n. one solemnly accepted as fa ther by a person other than one's chil dren; (loos.) a 
godfather. ̃িপপাসা n. a strong desire for learning religious truths, thirst for religion. ̃িপপাs a. de 
sirous of learning religious truths, thirsty of religion. ̃পুt, (coll. corrup.) ̃পুtুর n. (loos.) a godson; a 
son of Yama (যম) the god of piety; an appellation of Yudhisthira of the Mahabharata; (sarcas.) 
one who poses to be a profoundly pious or truthful man; sanctimonious. ধমর্পুt যুিধি র (sarcas.) a 
profoundly pious or truthful man, a sanctimonious person. ̃পsুক same as ধমর্gন্হ । ̃pচার n. preaching 
of religion; religious preaching or propa ganda; evangelization; evangelism. ধমর্pচার করা v. to 
preach religion; to evangelize. ̃pচারক a. preaching reli gion; evangelizing. ☐ n. a religious 
preacher; an evangelist. ̃pধান a. chiefly guided by religion or religious principles; religious-
minded, devout. ̃pবkা n. a prophet. ̃pবণ a. having propensity towards religion; religious 
minded. ̃pবনতা n. leaning towards religion; religious-mindednesss. ̃pবতর্ক n. the founder of a 
religion. ̃pাণ a. counting or regarding religion as precious as one's life; profoundly devout. ̃pাণতা 
n. act of counting religion as precious as one's life; profound de voutness. ̃বnন n. the bond of 
religion; a sacred or solemn bond or tie; the holy bondage of being members of the same 
religious community. ̃বn ু n. a friend or servant of religion; a friend or helper in religious 
matters. ̃বল n. force of piety or virtuousness. ̃বাণী n. a word or teaching of religion; a holy word; 
an evangel, a gospel. ̃িবধান, ̃িবিধ n. a religious law or rule; a sa cred law; a scriptural injunction or 
prescription. ̃িবpব n. a revolution in the world of religion; a great religious change, a religious 
revolution. ̃িবrd, ̃িবেরাধী a. hostile to religion or piety; irreligious or impious, ungodly. ̃িবশব্াস n. a 
religious faith, a creed; faith in religion. ̃িবশব্াসী a. having faith in a par ticular religion or creed; 
following a particular creed; having faith in reli gion; virtuous, pious, godly. ̃বুিd n. virtuous or 
pious or just thought or in tention; conscientiousness, conscion ableness; good conscience. ̃বdৃ n. 
a religious or ecclesiastical elder; a member of a priesthood, a father. ̃ভয় n. fear of God; religious 
qualm. ̃ভিগনী n. one solemnly accepted as a sister by a person other than one's brother or sister; a 
female disciple of the same teacher; a member of a sisterhood, a nun, a sister. ̃ভাi coll. form of 
ধমর্ াতা । ̃ভীr a. God-fearing. ̃ভীrতা n. God-fearing conduct or nature. ̃  a. gone astray from the 
religious or righteous course; fallen from one's religious belief. ̃ াতা n. one solemnly accepted as 
a brother by a person other than one's brother or sister; a disciple of the same teacher or 
preceptor; a member of a brotherhood or sect or faith; a brother. ̃মঙ্গল n. a long poem narrating the 
glory of Dharmathakur (ধমর্ঠাkর). ̃মত n. a religious tenet or doctrine. ̃মিnর n. a house of worship, a 
temple, a shrine. ̃ময় a. full of piety; devout or pious. ̃মা, ̃মাতা n. one sol emnly accepted as mother 
by a person other than one's child. ̃মূলক a. con cerning religion, religious. ̃যাজক n. an ecclesiastic; a 
clergyman; a priest. ̃যdু n. a war for the cause of religion, (cp.) a crusade, a holy war. ̃েযাdা n. one 
fighting for the cause of religion, (cp.) a crusader; a holy warrior. ̃রkা n. de fence of religion; 
preservation of one's religion or piety; preservation of chas tity (stীেলােকর ধমর্রkা). ̃রাজ n. the lord of 
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justice; an appellation of Yudhisthira of the Mahabharata or that of Yama (যম) or Dharmathakur 
(ধমর্ঠাkর) or Bud dha. ̃রাজয্ n. a state or kingdom administered with scrupulous justice, a realm of 
justice; a state or kingdom founded on religion or piety, a holy state. ̃রাT n. a theocratic state. ̃লkণ 
n. any one of the (ten) characteristic signs of piety or virtuousness. ̃েলাপ n. destruction or 
extinction of religion or piety; profanation of one's religion; ravishment of (a woman's) 
chastity. ̃শালা n. a guesthouse where pilgrims and travellers are accommodated temporarily at a 
low cost or free of cost; (ori.) a court of justice. ̃শাসন n. a religious or scriptural edict; 
administration of justice; lawful judgment; rule of the ecclesiastics, theocracy. ̃শাst n. 
scripture. ̃শাstবয্বসায়ী n. a dealer in religious books and scriptures; an expounder and teacher of 
scriptures, a scribe. ̃শাstাnমত a. conforming to or as prescribed by scriptures. ̃িশkক n. a religious 
teacher or preceptor. ̃িশkা n. religious education or teaching. ̃শীল a. pious, virtuous. ̃সংsার n. 
religious reformation; a holy sacrament. ̃সংsারক n. a religious reformer. ̃সং হাপন n. introduction or 
founding of a religion; firm establishment of a religion; rejuvenation or reinforcement or 
restoration of a religion. ̃সংিহতা n. a religious code, a book of holy laws. ̃সংগত same as ধমর্সmত 
। ̃সংগীত n. a devotional song or hymn, a psalm. ̃সভা n. a religious gathering or congress or 
convention or congregation or society. ̃সmpদায় n. a religious community, a religious group or 
sect. ̃সmত a. conforming to the rules and prescription of religion or piety; pious, virtuous; 
rightful; just. ̃সাkী a. having or claiming the god of piety as witness. ☐ n. an oath in the name of 
the god of piety. ধমর্সাkী কের বলা to take an oath in the name of God, to take a solemn oath. ̃সাধন n. 
practice of virtue or religion. ̃হািন same as ধমর্নাশ । ̃হীন a. godless, ungodly, irreligious, impious; 
blasphemous. ̃হীনতা n. ungodliness; impiety. 

ধমর্াtা [ dharmātmā ] a profoundly virtuous or pious, godly. 

ধমর্াধমর্ [ dharmādharma ] n virtue and vice, piety and sin; right and wrong. ̃িবচারশূn a. not 
discriminating between right and wrong, regardless of right and wrong; (loos.) unscrupulous. 

ধমর্ািধকরণ, ধমর্ািধ ান [ dharmādhikaraṇa, dharmādhiṣṭhāna ] n a court of justice; a judge. 

ধমর্ািধকার [ dharmādhikāra ] n authority to act as a judge; jurisdiction of a judge; judgeship. 

ধমর্ািধকারী [ dharmādhikārī ] n a judge. 

ধমর্াধয্k [ dharmādhyakṣa ] n an official superintendent of matters concerning religion; a 
religious head; a chief justice. 

ধমর্াn ান [ dharmānuṣṭhāna ] n performance of a religious or scriptural rite; rituals; practice of 
virtue; an act of piety. ধমর্াn াতা n. a performer of a rite; a ritualist; a virtuous or pious man. fem. 
ধমর্াn াtী । 
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ধমর্াnর [ dharmāntara ] n another religion, a different religion. ̃gহণ n. adoption of or conversion to 
a different religion. ধমর্াnর gহণ করা v. to adopt a different religion, to be converted to a different 
religion. ধমর্াnিরত a. converted to a different religion. fem. ধমর্াnিরতা । ধমর্াnিরত বয্িk n. a religious 
convert. ধমর্াnরীকরণ n. conversion to a different faith or religion, proselytism. 

ধমর্ােnালন [ dharmāndōlana ] n a religious or theological movement; a religious or theological 
discussion or consideration; (loos. but pop.) a religious or theological dispute or agitation. 

ধমর্াn [ dharmāndha ] a fanatical, fanatic; bigoted. ধমর্াn বয্িk a fanatic; a bigot. ̃তা n. fanaticism; 
bigotry. 

ধমর্াবতার [ dharmābatāra ] n virtue or piety or justice in carnate (used in addressing a judge, a 
king, a patron etc.). 

ধমর্াবলmন [ dharmābalambana ] n practising a religion; adoption of a religion. ধমর্াবলmন করা v. to 
practise or follow a religion or creed; to adopt a religion. ধমর্াবলmী a. following or practising a 
religion. fem. ধমর্াবলিmনী । 

ধমর্ারণয্ [ dharmāraṇya ] n hermitage. 

ধমর্াজর্ন [ dharmārjana ] n acquisition of virtue or piety. ধমর্াজর্ন করা v. to acquire virtue or piety. 

ধমর্াথর্ [ dharmārtha ] n virtue or piety and wealth. ☐ adv. for the sake of religion or faith. ধমর্ােথর্ 
same as ধমর্াথর্ (adv.). 

ধমর্ালয় [ dharmālaẏa ] n a temple; a place of worship. 

ধমর্াসন [ dharmāsana ] n a judgment-seat, a seat of justice; the bench. 

ধিমর্  [ dharmiṣṭha ] a profoundly pious or virtuous or righteous. fem. ধিমর্ া । 

ধমর্ী [ dharmī ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) having a particular property or quality (kারধমর্ী, হাঁ-ধমর্ী); 
(rare) pious, virtuous. 

ধমর্ীয় [ dharmīẏa ] a religious, pertaining to, relating to or concerning religion (ধমর্ীয় an ান, ধমর্ীয় 
uপেদশ) । 

ধেমর্াnিত [ dharmōnnati ] n advancement of religion. 

ধেমর্াnt [ dharmōnmatta ] a having a religious craze; fanatical. 
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ধেমর্াnাদ [ dharmōnmāda ] n religious craze; fanaticism; a religious fanatic. 

ধেমর্াপেদশ [ dharmōpadēśa ] n religious instruction; a sermon. ধেমর্াপেদশ েদoয়া v. to impart 
religious instruction; to sermonize. 

ধেমর্াপেদশক, ধেমর্াপেদ া [ dharmōpadēśaka, dharmōpadēṣṭā ] a imparting religious instruction; 
sermonizing. ☐ n. a religious instructor; a semonizer. 

ধেমর্াপাসক [ dharmōpāsaka ] a devoted to or following a religion. ☐ n. a devotee (of a religion). 

ধেমর্াপাসনা [ dharmōpāsanā ] n religious worship or prayer. ধেমর্াপাসনা করা v. to observe religious 
rites; to pray. 

ধেমর্াপািসকা [ dharmōpāsikā ] fem of ধেমর্াপাসক । 

ধমর্য্ [ dharmya ] a virtuous, righteous; rightful, just; lawful; rightfully or lawfully obtained. 

ধষর্, ধষর্ণ [ dharṣa, dharṣaṇa ] n oppression; act of forcing; ravishment, outrage; rape; subdual; 
act of defeating. ধষর্ণ করা v. to oppress; to force; to ravish, to outrage; to rape; to subdue; to defeat. 
ধষর্ক a. & n. one who or that which oppresses or forces or ravishes or outrages or subdues or 
defeats. ধষর্ীয় a. fit to be or capable of being oppressed or forced or ravished or outraged or 
subdued or defeated. fem. ধষর্ণীয়া । 

ধিষর্ত [ dharṣita ] a oppressed; forced; ravished, out raged; raped; subdued; defeated. fem. ধিষর্তা । 

ধলা [ dhalā ] a (usu. dial.) white, fair, fair-com plexioned. 

ধস1 [ dhasa1 ] int expressing a falling sound as of a landslip. 

ধস2 [ dhasa2 ] n a landslip. 

ধসকা [ dhasakā ] a that which may easily come down, loose (ধসকা মািট); hanging loosely; easily 
indisposed, unfit for hard work (ধসকা শরীর). ধসকােনা v. to become so loose that it may come down 
(নদীর পাD ধসেকেছ); to become weak or enfeebled (শরীর ধসকােনা). 

ধসা [ dhasā ] v to come off and fall down (নদীর পাD ধসা); to collapse (বািDর পাঁিচল ধসা); to weaken 
or deteriorate (েরােগ শরীর ধসা). ☐ a. that which has come off and fallen down; collapsed; 
weakened or deteriorated. ধসােনা v. to cause to come off and fall down; to loosen and throw 
down; to cause to collapse; to make weak or to impair. 
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ধsাধিs [ dhastādhasti ] n a scuffle or tussle or fray; a hard effort or struggle (aেনক ধsাধিsর পর 
মাiেন বাDল). ধsাধিs করা v. to scuffle; to try or struggle hard. 

ধা1 [ dhā1 ] n (mus.) the natural B sound; the sixth note in the Indian musical gamut. 

ধা2 [ dhā2 ] sfx meaning: ways, means etc. fold (শতধা, বhধা). 

ধাi, ধাi-মা [ dhāi, dhāi-mā ] n nurse; nurse-mother; a wet-nurse; a midwife; a foster-mother. 

ধাuD [ dhāuḍ◌় ] n a swindler, a crook, a cheat. 

ধাuেD [ dhāuḍ◌়ē ] n an errand-boy, a fast messenger. 

ধাoDা [ dhāōḍ◌়ā ] n an accommodation or mud-built quarters usually for labourers. 

ধাoয়া [ dhāōẏā ] v to run; to run after, to chase hotly. ধাoয়া করা same as ধাoয়া । ধাoয়ােনা v. to cause 
to run or chase; to chase away; to give a hot chase. 

ধাঁ [ dhā ] int expressing: suddenness ধাঁ কের jেল oঠা or quickness (ধাঁ কের কাজ েশষ করা) or noisy 
abruptness (ধাঁ কের ঝাপ েফলা). ধাঁ কের adv. suddenly; quickly; abruptly with a noise; straightway. 

ধাঁচ, ধাঁচা [ dhān̐ca, dhān̐cā ] n shape, form, cut; type, man ner, pattern; semblance of shape. 

ধাঁধা [ dhān̐dhā ] n dazzlement of sight; optical illusion; confusion, bewilderment, daze; an 
intricate problem; a riddle, a puzzle; a maze; a tricky but interesting question or problem, a 
poser. ☐ v. (usu. in poet.) to dazzle the sight of, to have one's sight dazzled, to daze. ধাঁধাঁর utর 
the solution of a puzzle. ধাঁধাঁ েদoয়া v. to give a puzzle for solution; to hood wink; to confound; to 
bamboozle. ধাঁধা লাগা v. to have one's sight dazzled; to be dazed; to be confused or puzzled. ধাঁধা 
লাগােনা v. to daze the sight of; to daze; to confound; to bewilder, to puzzle; to hoodwink; to 
dazzle. ধাঁধােনা same as ধাঁধা লাগােনা 

ধাkা [ dhākkā ] n a push, a shove; a driving force or action (বাতােসর ধাkা); an impact, a collision 
(েTেন েTেন ধাkা); pressure or attack (কােজর ধাkা, েরােগর ধাkা); a shock (মেন ধাkা লাগা). ধাkা খাoয়া v. to 
be shocked; to be pushed or shoved; to get or receive a jolt; to be driven on; to collide or dash 
against; to be impeded or hindered usu. suddenly, to get a set back (তার বয্াবসা ধাkা েখেয়েছ). ধাkা 
েদoয়া v. to give a push, to push, to shove; to collide or dash against; to shock; to impede or hinder 
usu. suddenly, to check progress of. ধাkা লাগা v. to have a collision; to dash or collide against; to 
be shoved or pushed, to be shocked; to get a set-back. ̃ধািk n. mutual or continuous pushing or 
shoving or el bowing. ধাkােনা v. to push, to shove; to elbow. 

ধাঙর [ dhāṅara ] n a sweeper (by caste or trade). 
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ধািD [ dhāḍ◌়i ] n. fem a dam of beasts (ধািD o বাচ্চা); (chiefly hum.) a mother of many children. ☐ 
n. (usu. masc.) (dero.) a leader or ringleader (েচােরর ধািD); (dero.) a grown-up person or child (ধািDর 
বায়নাo সবi নািক?). ☐ a. grown up. (ধািD েছেল); inveterate (ধািD শয়তান). 

ধাত [ dhāta ] n mettle, temperament, disposition, spirit, nature (েলােকর ধাত বুেঝ চলা); (physiol.) any 
of the four fluids of the body, humour (সিদর্র ধাত); pulse (ধাত েছেD যাoয়া); semen, seed (ধােতর েরাগ). 
ধাত েছেD যাoয়া failing of pulse, stopping of heart beats; to be in a state of collapse. ধােতর েরাগ 
spermatorrhoea; (loos.) gonorrhoea. ̃সহ a. in accordance or agreement with bodily condition or 
constitution or temperament or nature. ̃ হ a. one who is enjoying or has regained one's mental 
calm, in a state of composure; one who is in his humour; one who has come round or recovered; 
acclimatized, accustomed. 

ধাতব [ dhātaba ] a of or made of or caused by metal, metallic; mineral; (rare) concerning semen. 
ধাতব dয্িত metallic lustre. ধাতব psবণ a mineral spring. ধাতব বয্ািধ a. disease or disorder of semen, 
spermatorrhoea; (loos.) gonorrhoea. 

ধাতা [ dhātā ] n God; Brahma (bhা); father. ☐ a & n. one who contains or bears or protects or 
creates or builds. 

ধাতািন [ dhātāni ] n a sound scolding; reprimand. ধাতােনা v. to scold soundly, to reprimand, to take 
somebody to task se verely. 

ধাতু [ dhātu ] n a metal; a mineral; mettle (েলাকিট শk ধাতুেত গDা); temperament, disposition 
(িশিlেদর ধাতুi আলাদা); (physiol.) any one of the four constituent fluids of the body, a humour; 
semen, sperm (ধাতুেদৗবর্লয্); any one of the principal constituents of the physical world (namely, 
earth, water, fire, air, and at mosphere), an element; (gr.) a verbal root. aবরধাতু a base metal. বরধাতু 
a noble metal. ̃কl a. metalloid. ̃kয় n. (passive) loss of seminal fluid, seminal emission; (rare) 
abrasion of metal. ̃গত a. temperamental; constitutional, characteristic; seminal; (rare) metallic. ̃গভর্ 
a. impregnated with minerals or metals, mineral; (of a Buddhist temple) containing the remains 
of a holy person's corpse. ̃ঘিটত a. of or made of metal, metallic; mineral; (of medicine) having 
metal as a constituent; concerning semen. ̃েদৗবর্লয্ n. spermatorrhoea. ̃dাবক n. borax. ̃িনঃsব n. a 
flowing out of molten metal, lava; a flowing out of semen. ̃পাt n. a metal vessel. ̃েপাষক a. 
nourishing, nutritive. ̃বlভ n. borax. ̃িবjান, ̃িবদয্া n. metallurgy. ̃িবদ n. metallurgist. ̃ময় a. full of or 
made of or impregnated with metal, metallic or mineral. ̃মল n. rust. ̃মািkক n. sulphate of iron or 
pyrite. ̃rপ n. conjugation. ̃েলপন n. plating. 

̃ধাtী [ ̃dhātrī ] n a progenitrix, a progenitress, a mother; a nurse-mother; a wet-nurse; a foster-
mother; a midwife; a nurse; the Earth (esp. as conceived as mother of all created beings). ☐ a. 
fem. one who carries in the womb; one who bears. ̃পুt n. a son of a nurse-mother or wet 
nurse. ̃িবদয্া n. midwifery. ধাtীিবদয্া িবশারদ n. a midwife, a gynaecologist and obstetrician. 

ধাtীয় [ dhātrīẏa ] n a nurse-mother; a wet-nurse; a foster-mother, a midwife; a nurse. 
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ধান [ dhāna ] n paddy, rice (আমন ধান); measure of weight (= nearly 1 grain). আuস ধান autumn rice. 
আমন ধান winter rice. বীজ ধান n. paddy-seed. ধান কাটা v. to reap or harvest paddy-crop. ধান কাঁDা same 
as ধান ভানা । ধান কাDােনা v. to plough a paddy-field in order to remove weeds. ধান ঝাDা v. to thresh 
paddy. ধান িদেয় েলখাপDা েশখা (fig.) to spend little for one's education; (fig.) to receive indifferent or 
scant education. ধান েনেD েদoয়া v. to re-sow or transplant paddy shoots in well-arranged lines; to 
stir paddy when it is husked by a husking pedal. ধান েবানা v. to sow paddy-seeds. ধানভাঙা, ধানভানা v. 
to husk paddy. ধানভাঙা কল a husking machine. ধান ভানেত িশেবর গীত (fig.) an irrelevant talk or 
digression (often a ludicrous one). ধান মাDােনা v. to thresh or separate paddy (from straw by 
making cows walk upon it). ধান েরায়া v. to transplant paddy-shoots. কত ধােন কত চাল (fig.) actual 
state or correct information, knowledge of what comes out of what; (fig.) consequence. পাকা ধােন 
মi েদoয়া (fig.) to do (one) irreparable harm; (fig.) to blast one's hopes when they are about to be 
realized. ̃েখত same as ধানজিম । ̃গাছ n. a paddy-plant. ধানগােছর তkা (fig.) a plank of grass, an 
impossible thing. ̃চারা n. a paddy-shoot. ̃জিম n. a paddy-field, a paddy-land. ̃dবর্া n. paddy-grains 
and grass (used as auspicious articles in blessing). 

ধান ী, ধানিশ [ dhānaśrī, dhānaśi ] n an Indian musical mode. 

ধানাiপানাi [ dhānāipānāi ] n irrelevant talk or excuse. 

ধািন [ dhāni ] a green as unripe paddy, paddy green (ধািন রং); very small, puny (ধািন লঙ্কা); 
containing or yielding paddy (ধািন জিম). ধািন মদ wine of inferior quality distilled from rice. 

ধানী [ dhānī ] n (used chiefly as a sfx.) a place or residence or seat (রাজধানী) । 

ধাnিক, ধাn  [ dhānuki, dhānuṣka ] n a bowman, an archer; a soldier fighting with bow and 
arrow. ☐ a. versed in archery; armed with bow and arrow. 

ধাnা, ধাnা [ dhāndā, dhāndhā ] n dazzlement of sight; optical illusion; confusion, dazed 
condition; search (চাকিরর ধাnা, টাকার ধাnা); cause of demand (েপেটর ধাnা). ̃বাজ a. too self-seeking 
and opportunist. ☐ n. a self-seeker and opportunist. 

ধাnক, ধাnাক [ dhānyaka, dhānyāka ] n coriander; coriander seed. 

ধাnm [ dhānyamla ] n acetic acid. 

ধােnশব্রী [ dhānyēśbarī ] n (facet. & dero.) an inferior wine prepared from rice, rice-grog (coll. 
েধেনা). 

ধাপ [ dhāpa ] n a step (as of a staircase); a stratum; a leap (েদৗDধাপ). ধােপ ধােপ at every step; step 
by step; in a stratified manner; by degrees. 
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ধাপধাDা েগািবnপুর [ dhāpadhāḍ◌়ā gōbindapura ] n (facet. or dero.) an obscure, contemptible and 
remote place, an out-of-the-way place. 

ধাপা [ dhāpā ] n a low and usually marshy land where rubbish and filth are deposited (also ধাপার 
মাঠ). 

ধাpা [ dhāppā ] n a bluff, a hoax. ধাpা েদoয়া v. to bluff, to hoax. ̃বাজ a. (given to) bluffing or 
hoaxing. ☐ n. a bluffer or a hoaxer. ̃বািজ n. practice of bluffing or hoaxing. ধাpাবািজ করা v. to 
practise bluffing or hoaxing; to bluff or hoax. 

ধাবক [ dhābaka ] a one who runs or flies; one who cleanses or washes; used in cleaning or 
washing (ধাবক পদাথর্); carrying a message or letter. ☐ n. a washerman; a runner; a flier; a courier, 
a postal runner, a messenger. 

ধাবDা [ dhābaḍ◌়ā ] n an ugly extensive mark or impression, an ugly patch. ☐ a. patchy and ugly 
(ধাবDা দাগ). 

ধাবDােনা [ dhābaḍ◌়ānō ] v to scatter in an ugly patch; to overlay with an ugly patch. ☐ a. scat 
tered in or overlaid with an ugly patch. 

ধাবন [ dhābana ] n act of running; a run; a race; flight; act of cleansing or washing. ̃পথ n. air-
strip. 

ধাবমান [ dhābamāna ] a rushing; running; flying; fleeting. 

ধািবত [ dhābita ] a running; flying; fleeting; in flight; washed. ধািবত করা v. to cause to run or fly; 
to wash. ধািবত হoয়া v. to run or fly; to rush hastily, to take to one's heels; to wash or be washed. 

ধাম [ dhāma ] n (mostly used as a sfx.) a dwelling-house, a residence, an abode (িনজধাম); an 
address (নামধাম); a place, a seat (শািnধাম); a holy place; a place of pilgrimage (গয়াধাম); a repository 
(gণধাম); a receptacle, a container. 

ধামিনক [ dhāmanika ] a arterial; nervous. 

ধামসািন [ dhāmasāni ] n thrashing; kneading with hands and feet. 

ধামসােনা [ dhāmasānō ] v to trample; to knead with hands and feet. ☐ a. trampled; kneaded with 
hands and feet. 
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ধামা [ dhāmā ] n a hemispherical rattan-basket or wicker-basket or scuttle having no lid. ̃চাপা a. 
(fig.) concealed, hushed up, shelved. ̃চাপা েদoয়া v. to conceal, to hush up, to shelve. ধামা ধরা v. to 
fawn or cringe (upon). ̃ধরা a. cringing, fawning. ☐ n. a servile flatterer or sy cophant or toady. 

ধামার [ dhāmāra ] n an Indian musical measure or mode. 

-ধার1 [ -dhāra1 ] a (used as a sfx.) holding or grip ping (কণর্ধার). 

ধার2 [ dhāra2 ] n a stream or flow (arধার). 

ধার3 [ dhāra3 ] n an edge, a border, a brim, a brink, a brow (পেথর ধার, নদীর ধার, পাহােDর ধার); a side 
or face (eধাের, oধাের); proximity, approach, contiguity, vicinity (বািDর ধাের, ধােরকােছ); sharpness, 
edge (ছুিরর ধার); keenness (বুিdর ধার); intelligence or wit; debt, loan (বাজাের aেনক ধার); credit (ধাের 
েকনা); concern, connection (ধার ধারা). ধার করা v. to borrow; to sharpen, to whet. ধার েদoয়া v. to lend; 
to sharpen, to whet. ধার ধারা v. to be indebted to, to have any concern with; to care for, to pay 
heed to. ধার হoয়া v. to be in debt. ধাের েকনা বা েবচা v. to buy or sell on credit. ধাের েকনা-েবচা buying 
and selling on credit. হয় ধাের কাটা নয় ভাের কাটা (fig.) to pass or be counted highly on account of 
merit or prestige and position or weight and importance. ধাের েডাবা v. to be deeply involved in 
debt, to be over head and ears in debt. 

ধারক [ dhāraka ] a. & n one who or that which holds or contains or bears or carries; one who 
assists and corrects a reader of scriptures at a ritual; one who makes another recite mantras, that 
is scriptural verses; (an) astringent. ̃তা n. capacity; astringency. ̃t n. capacity. 

ধারণ [ dhāraṇa ] n act of holding or catching; act of assuming (মূিতর্ধারণ, নামাধারণ); act of putting on 
or wearing (েবশধারণ); act of bearing (িশের পৃিথবী ধারণ); act of carrying, carriage (গেভর্ ধারণ); act of 
carrying in the womb (সnানধারণ); act of placing (মাথায় pসাদ ধারণ); act of retaining in mind, 
remembrance (uপেদশধারণ); acceptance; retention or restraint (মলমূেtর েবগ ধারণ). ধারণ করা v. to hold, 
to catch; to assume; to wear, to put on; to bear; to carry; to carry in the womb; to place or put; to 
retain in the mind, to remember; to accept; to retain or restrain. ̃কারী same as ধারিয়তা । 

ধারণা [ dhāraṇā ] n conception; realization or com prehension; feeling or impression; 
supposition, surmise; a notion; an idea; belief or faith; remembrance or memory; intelligence; 
rapt attention. ধারণা করা v. to conceive; to realize or comprehend; to feel, to have an impression 
(of); to suppose, to guess; to form or have an idea (of); to believe; to think. ̃তীত a. inconceivable; 
incomprehensible; (loos.) unthought of, unexpected. ̃শিk n. ability to conceive an idea, power of 
comprehension; intelligence; retentive capacity or power. 

ধারণীয় [ dhāraṇīẏa ] a capable of being or fit to be held or caught or assumed or worn or put on 
or borne or carried or placed or retained in the mind or accepted or retained or restrained. 
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ধারিয়তা [ dhāraẏitā ] a one who or that which holds or catches or assumes or wears or puts on or 
bears or carries or places or retains in one's memory or remembers or accepts or retains or 
restrains. ধারিয়িt a. fem. of ধারিয়তা । ☐ n. the earth (esp. when conceived as the progenitrix of all 
creatures). 

ধারিয় ু [ dhāraẏiṣṇu ] a one who or that which holds or bears or carries or wears. 

ধারা1 [ dhārā1 ] v to owe (টাকা ধারা); to have any connection or concern with (কারo বা িকছুর ধার ধারা). 

ধারা2 [ dhārā2 ] n a stream, a flow (রkধারা, আেলাকধারা); a current (েsােতাধারা); a shower (বৃি ধারা); a 
stream or shower of any liquid (জলধারা, নয়নধারা); a spring, a fountain, a waterfall, a cascade 
(সহsধারা); a system, a method, a way (কােজর ধারা); a rule or go (জগেতর বা dিনয়ার ধারা); succession, 
serial, order, train (িচnাধারা); fashion, manner (aমনধারা); (law) a clause or section (আiেনর ধারা). 
বতর্মােনর ধারা order of the day, prevailing state of things. ̃কদm n. a kind of tree yielding beautiful 
flowers of globular shape. ̃কাের adv. in or like a stream, streamingly; profusely in numerous 
streams. ̃kেম adv. according to system or method, systematically or methodically; according to 
rule; successively, serially. ̃গৃহ n. a bathroom fitted with a shower-bath. ̃ঙ্কুর n. a drop of water or 
rain; hail. ̃ধর n. the cloud. ̃িন n. a stream of water from above (as from a shower bath). ̃বণর্না n. 
running commentary of an event or a game. ̃বষর্, ̃বষর্ণ n. heavy and incessant rain or 
downpour. ̃বািহক, ̃বাহী a. continuous; serial; successive. ̃বািহকতা, ̃বািহতা n. continuity; seriality; 
succession. ̃বািহকkেম, ̃বািহকভােব adv. continuously; serially; successively. ̃িববরণী, ̃ভাষয্ same as 
ধারাবণর্না । ̃মেতা, ̃মেত adv. (law) according to a particular section or clause of an act. ̃যnt n. a 
fountain; a syringe; a spraying apparatus; a shower-bath, a shower. ̃ াবণ n. the month of Shravan 
(July-August) when there are heavy showers or when it rains heavily. ̃সmাত, ̃সার n. heavy and 
incessant rain; torrential rain or downpour. 

ধারাপাত [ dhārāpāta ] n heavy and incessant rain; a book of arithmetical enumeration. 

ধারােনা [ dhārānō ] a sharp, sharp-edged; keen. 

ধাির [ dhāri ] n a narrow verandah or gallery of a mud-built house; a brim, a margin, an edge, a 
brink. 

ধািরণী [ dhāriṇī ] a. fem of ধারী2 । ☐ n. fem. the earth. 

ধারী2 [ dhārī2 ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) holding, carrying, bearing, wearing, assuming (astধারী, 
বstধারী). 

ধােরা  [ dhārōṣṇa ] a (of milk esp. of bovine animals) lukewarm because of being drawn from 
the udder. 

ধাতর্রাT [ dhārtarāṣṭra ] n a son of King Dhritarashtra of the Mahabharata. 
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ধািমর্ক [ dhārmika ] a pious, righteous, virtuous, godly; religious-minded. fem. (rare) ধািমর্কী, (loos. 
but pop.) ধািমর্কা । ̃তা n. piety, righteousness, virtuousness, godliness; religiosity. 

ধাযর্ [ dhārya ] a (ori. but obs.) worth holding or bearing or putting on; (pop.) fixed, settled; (of 
taxes etc.) imposed. কর ধাযর্ করা to impose a tax. িদন ধাযর্ করা to fix a date. ̃মাণ a. that which is being 
fixed or settled or imposed. 

ধা র্ািম, ধা র্য্ [ dhārṣṭāmi, dhārṣṭya ] n impertinence, sauciness, pertness, insolence; knavery. 
ধা র্ািম করা v. to behave impertinently; to be saucy or insolent; to behave knavishly. 

িধক [ dhika ] int fie. 

িধkার, িধkার [ dhikkāra, dhikkāra ] n act of crying fie upon. িধkার েদoয়া v. to cry fie upon, to 
hoot. 

িধkৃত, িধkৃত [ dhikkṛta, dhikkṛta ] a hooted. 

িধিকিধিক [ dhikidhiki ] adv suppressedly and continuously (িধিকিধিক jলা); burning continuously in 
a suppressed manner, shimmeringly (িধিকিধিক করা). ☐ a. burning continuously in a suppressed 
manner, shimmering, smouldering (িধিকিধিক আgন). 

িধিঙ্গ [ dhiṅgi ] a. fem wayward, self-willed, undisciplined, unruly, romping, unmannerly, 
immodest. িধিঙ্গ েমেয় a wayward or somewhat wild or romping or unmannerly or immodest girl; a 
tomboy. 

িধনিধন, িধন-তা-িধন [ dhinadhina, dhina-tā-dhina ] int key-words indicating the measure of a 
dance. 

ধী [ dhī ] n intellect; intelligence; cognition; comprehension; knowledge; wisdom; talent; 
aptitude. ̃মান a. intelligent; capable of comprehending, capable of quick appreciation; talented; 
having aptitude; wise. fem. ̃মতী । ̃শিk same as ধী । ̃শিkসmn same as ধীমান । 

ধীবর [ dhībara ] n a fisherman (by trade or caste), a fisher. fem. ধীবরী n. a fisher-woman; a 
fishwife, a fish-woman. 

ধীর [ dhīra ] a slow, tardy (ধীর গিত); unperturbed, calm, composed (ধীর মন); gentle or modest or 
mild (ধীরsভাব, ধীর বায়)ু; grave (ধীরকন্ঠ); firm, steady (ধীর িচt); judicious or considerate (ধীর বয্িk). ̃তা 
n. slowness; unperturbedness, calmness, composure; gentleness, modesty, mildness; graveness, 
gravity; firmness, steadiness; judiciousness, considerateness. ̃pকৃিত a. gentle or modest by 
nature. ̃pশাn n. (rhet.) a type of hero endowed with various good qualities. ̃ভােব adv. slowly; 
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mildly; gently; calmly. ̃লিলত n. (rhet.) a type of hero who is gentle by nature and of calm 
disposition and proficient in music and dance. ̃sভাব same as ধীরpকৃিত । ̃ি হর a. calm and composed. 

ধীরা [ dhīrā ] a. fem of ধীর । ☐ n. fem. (rhet.) a type of heroine whose anger is never 
exhibited. ̃ধীরা n. fem. (rhet.) a type of heroine whose anger or resentment is partially exhibited. 

ধীেরাদাt [ dhīrōdātta ] n (rhet.) a type of hero who is calm and modest and is unmoved by 
reverses of fortune and who protects others. 

ধীেরাdত [ dhīrōddhata ] n (rhet.) a type of hero who is resourceful and usually gentle-natured but 
at times arrogant and vain. 

ধঁুকিন [ dhun ̐kani ] n a spell of panting for breath; pal pitation, throbbing. 

ধুঁকা [ dhun ̐kā ] v to pant or gasp for breath; to palpitate, to throb (pাণ ধুঁকেছ). 

ধুকধুক, ধুকপুক [ dhukadhuka, dhukapuka ] int expressing: the sound of palpitating or throbbing. 
ধুকধুক করা, ধুকপুক করা v. to palpitate, to throb. ধুকধুকািন n. palpitation, throbbing. 

ধুকধুিক [ dhukadhuki ] n a locket or pendent worn on the bosom in a necklace. 

ধুচিন, ধুচুিন [ dhucani, dhucuni ] n a wicker-basket for washing rice, fish etc. ধুচিন-টুিপ, ধুচুিন-টুিপ n. a 
straw-hat shaped like a wicker-bas ket. 

ধুত্ [ dhut ] int a sound expressing: repulsion, aversion, slight mistrust etc; sh, pish, psh, bosh. 

ধুত [ dhuta ] a caused to tremble or quiver, shaken; sounded or played (as a stringed musical 
instrument); expelled; removed, driven away, scolded, reprimanded. 

ধুতরা, ধুতেরা [ dhutarā, dhutarō ] n the thorn apple or its fruit or flower, the datura. ধুতেরার রস বা 
িনযর্াস n. daturine. 

ধুিত [ dhuti ] n a loincloth for men, dhoti, dhooti. থানধুিত see থান । 

ধূ-ধূ [ dhū-dhū ] int expressing: state of burning or flaming strongly (ধূ-ধূ কের jলা); desolateness or 
voidance (মন ধূ-ধূ করা); vast expanse (ধূ-ধূ মাঠ). 

ধুন [ dhuna ] n a light classical musical note usu ally played on an instrument. 

ধুনিচ [ dhunaci ] n an incense burner, an incenser, a censer, a thurible. 
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ধুনন [ dhunana ] n act of shaking; a shake; act of sounding or playing (as a stringed musical 
instrument); act of cleaning cotton by shredding it with a bow or cotton-gin, ginning and carding 
(cotton, wool etc.). 

ধুনা1 [ dhunā1 ] n resin; incense. 

ধুনা2 [ dhunā2 ] v to clean cotton by shredding it with a bow or a cotton-gin; (sl.) to give a sound 
drubbing. 

ধুনাির [ dhunāri ] n one who cleans cotton by shredding with a bow or cotton-gin, a cotton-
cleaner. 

ধুিন1 [ dhuni1 ] n a (sacrificial) fire enkindled by ascetics. 

ধুিন2, ধুনী [ dhuni2, dhunī ] n (chiefly used as a sfx.) a river sরধুনী. 

ধুndল [ dhundula ] n a kitchen-vegetable cylindrical and tapering at both ends. 

ধুnুমার [ dhundhumāra ] n a mythological king famous for his valour; uproar, tumult; a 
tumultuous or terrible affair. ☐ a. tumultuous or terrible (ধুnুমার কান্ড). 

ধুপ1 [ dhupa1 ] n sunlight, the sun. 

ধুপিচ [ dhupaci ] n an incense-burner, an incenser, a censer, a thurible, an incensory. 

ধুপছায়া [ dhupachāẏā ] n a mixture of blue and light violet, peacock-blue; (loos.) light-and-shade 
colour; (loos.) chiaroscuro. ☐ a. peacock-blue; (loos.) light-and-shade; (loos.) chiaroscuro. 

ধুম [ dhuma ] n overmuchness, abundance, excess, wantonness, redundance, surfeit (গঙ্গাsােনর ধুম, 
িবলািসতার ধুম, বkৃতার ধুম); éclat, pomp (eবার পুেজায় বD ধুম). ☐ a. terrible, hard, thick (ধুম মারামাির). 

ধুমিD [ dhumaḍ◌়i ] n. fem a corpulent (and usu. lazy) woman. 

ধুমধাDাkা [ dhumadhāḍ◌়ākkā ] n great or tumultuous éclat or pomp. 

ধুমধাম [ dhumadhāma ] n thud; tumult; pomp, grand pageantry. 

ধুm, ধুmা [ dhumba, dhumbā ] a tall and corpulent, hefty. fem. ধুিm । 
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ধুরnর [ dhurandhara ] a bearing the yoke; very expert or efficient or adroit; leading, chief. ☐ n. 
such a person. 

ধুরা [ dhurā ] n the shaft of a vehicle, a thill; a yoke; an axle, an axle-tree; (fig.) burden, load. 

ধুল [ dhula ] n a measure of land (=1/2 কাঠা); (poet. or dial.) dust. 

ধুলট [ dhulaṭa ] n a spell or act of wallowing in the dust in ecstasy caused by singing devotional 
song, post-hymnic ecstatic wallowing in the dust. 

ধুstর, ধুsূর [ dhustura, dhustūra ] n the thorn-apple, the datura. ধুstরী, ধুsূরী a. daturic, atropinic. 

ধূপ [ dhūpa ] n resin, incense. ̃কািঠ n. incense burner, incense stick. ধূপিচ alt. spell of ধুপিচ । ̃ধুেনা n. 
incense; incensing. ধূপন n. act of perfuming or fumigating with incense, incensing. 

ধূপািয়ত, ধূিপত [ dhūpāẏita, dhūpita ] a perfumed or fumigated with incense, incensed. 

ধূম [ dhūma ] n smoke, fume, vapour, steam, gas; (loos.) mist, fog. ̃kন্ডলী n. a ring or coil of 
smoke. ̃েকতু n. a comet. ̃নালী, ̃পথ n. a pipe or conduit for the escape of smoke, fume, vapour etc, a 
chimney; a fumarole. ̃িনগর্ম, ̃িনগর্মন n. escape of smoke, vapour, gas etc. ̃পান n. smoking (cigars, 
cigarettes etc.). ধূমপান করা v. to smoke (cigarettes etc.). ̃পায়ী a. addicted to smoking. ☐ n. a 
smoker. ̃িবহীন a. same as ধূমহীন । ̃ময় a. full of or made of smoke, fume, vapour, gas etc.; smoky, 
fumy, vapoury, gaseous; (loos.) misty, foggy. ধূমল n. the colour of smoke, the dark purple colour. 
☐ a. smoke-coloured, dark purple. ̃হীন a. smokeless, free from vapour or smoke. ̃হীনতা n. 
smokelessness. 

ধূমাকার [ dhūmākāra ] a shaped like or looking like smoke, fume, vapour, gas etc. 

ধূমাকীণর্, ধূমাচ্ছn [ dhūmākīrṇa, dhūmācchanna ] a covered with or envel oped in smoke, fume, 
vapour, gas etc. 

ধূমায়মান [ dhūmāẏamāna ] a emitting smoke, fume, vapour, gas etc.; fuming; smouldering. 

ধূমািয়ত, ধূিমত [ dhūmāẏita, dhūmita ] a full of or emitting smoke, fume, vapour, gas etc.; 
fumigated. 

ধূমদ্গম [ dhūmadgama ] n discharge or emission of smoke, fume, gas etc. 

ধূমদ্গার, ধূেমািদ্গরণ [ dhūmadgāra, dhūmōdgiraṇa ] n emission of smoke, fume, vapour, gas etc., 
ধূেমাদ্গার করা v. to emit smoke, fume, vapour, gas etc. 
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ধূm [ dhūmra ] n. & a same as ধূমল (see ধূম). ☐ n. (inc.) smoke, fume, vapour, gas. ̃বণর্ a. smoke-
coloured, dark purple. ̃েলাচন a. having dark purple eye. 

ধূজর্িট [ dhūrjaṭi ] n a name of Shiva (িশব). 

ধূতর্ [ dhūrta ] a sly; wily; knavish; deceitful. ☐ n. a trickster; a gamester; a knave; a cheat. ̃তা, 
ধূতর্ািম n. slyness; wiliness; knavery; deception, deceit. 

ধূসর [ dhūsara ] n the grey colour, the ash-colour. ☐ a. grey, ash-coloured, ashen, ashen grey, 
ashy. ধূসরাভ a. greyish. ধূপিরত a. made grey, greyed. ধূসিরমা n. greyness; the grey colour; 
greyishness. 

ধৃত [ dhṛta ] a held; caught; arrested; taken; contained (in); assumed; worn; (rare) quoted. ̃bত a. 
one who has (firmly) taken a vow; determined, resolved. ধৃত হoয়া v. to be caught; to be arrested; 
to be apprehended. 

ধৃতাtা [ dhṛtātmā ] a self-possessed. calm and collected, not distracted. 

ধৃতাst [ dhṛtāstra ] a armed, in arms. 

ধৃিত [ dhṛti ] n act of holding, catching, wearing, assuming, bearing or containing; conception; 
impression; a notion; an idea; patience; self-possession; complacence; satisfaction, content; 
perseverance, persistence. ̃িবnd n. a point of support. ̃মান a. patient; self-possessed; complacent; 
content; persevering. ̃েহাম n. a sacramental sacrifice done at a wedding. 

ধৃ  [ dhṛṣṭa ] a arrogant, haughty, insolent; impertinent, audacious, saucy, pert, (coll.) cheeky; 
talkative; garrulous; impudent. shameless; lascivious, lewd. fem. ধৃ া । ̃তা n. arrogance, insolence, 
impertinence, audacity, sauciness, pertness; (coll.) cheek, talkativeness, garrulity; impudence, 
shamelessness; lasciviousness; lewdness. 

ধৃষয্ [ dhṛṣya ] a assailable; subduable. 

েধiেধi [ dhēidhēi ] n the style or cue-words of the 'tandab' (তান্ডব) dance, the dance of extensive 
annihilation; a wild dance or movement. 

েধDােনা [ dhēḍ◌়ānō ] v to soil clothes by failing to retain motion of stool or urine; (fig.) to make a 
mess of; to bungle. 

েধেD1 [ dhēḍ◌়ē1 ] n the otter. 

েধেD2 [ dhēḍ◌়ē2 ] a (use. dero.) grown-up; big. 
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েধn [ dhēnu ] n a cow that has recently calved; a milch cow. ̃পাল n. a herd of cows. 

েধেনা [ dhēnō ] a produced from paddy (েধেনা মদ); paddy-growing (েধেনা চাষা); yielding paddy (েধেনা 
জিম); paddy-like (েধেনা গn); resembling a paddy-growing peasant, boorish, clodhopping (েধেনা বুিd). 
☐ n. an inferior wine prepared from paddy, rice-grog. 

েধয় [ dhēẏa ] a worth holding or taking; acceptable, knowable, cognizable. 

েধয়ােনা [ dhēẏānō ] v (poet. or coll.) to meditate, to reflect; to recollect. 

ৈধবত [ dhaibata ] n (mus.) the sixth note of the gamut. 

ৈধযর্ [ dhairya ] n patience, fortitude; endurance; forbearance; composure (মেনর ৈধযর্); (Vaishnava 
phil.) disinterestedness, indifference, apathy. ৈধযর্ ধরা v. to have patience. ৈধযর্ রkা করা v. to forbear 
or endure; to contain oneself; to keep calm; to have patience. aসীম ৈধযর্ endless patience, the 
patience of Job. ̃চুয্ত a. out of patience; impatient; failing to contain oneself. ̃চুয্িত n. loss of 
patience; impatience. ̃ধারণ n. act of keeping patient, act of containing oneself; 
forbearance. ̃বান, ̃শালী, ̃শীল a. patient; enduring; forbearing. fem. ̃বতী, ̃শািলনী, ̃শীলা । ̃শীলতা n. patience; 
endurance; calmness. ̃হারা same as ̃চুয্ত । ̃রিহত, ̃হীন a. lacking patience, devoid of patience; 
impatient; out of patience; fretting; restless. fem. ̃হীনা । ̃হীনতা n. impatience; impetuosity, 
restlessness. ৈধযর্াবলmন same as ৈধযর্ধারণ । 

েধাঁকা1 [ dhōn̐kā1 ] v to pant or gasp for breath; to palpitate, to throb. 

েধাঁকা2 [ dhōn̐kā2 ] n a kind of pie-curry prepared with pulped pigeon-pea. 

েধাঁকা3 [ dhōn̐kā3 ] n doubt, suspicion (েধাঁকায় পDা); bewilderment, puzzle (েধাঁকা লাগা); hoax, 
hoodwink, deception, dodge (েধাঁকা েদoয়া). েধাঁকা েদoয়া v. to hoax; to hoodwink, to deceive; to 
dodge. েধাঁকা লাগা v. to have doubt or hesitancy; to be dazed or bewildered or puzzled. েধাঁকায় পDা v. 
to be in doubt or suspicion, to be in a fix or dilemma; to be non-plussed. ̃বাজ a. given to hoaxing 
or hoodwinking or deceiving or dodging. ̃বািজ n. practice of hoaxing or hoodwinking or deceiving 
or dodging. েধাঁকাবািজ করা v. to hoax; to hoodwink, to deceive; to dodge; to practise hoaxing or 
hoodwinking or deception or dodging. 

েধাঁয়া [ dhōm ̐ẏā ] n smoke; fume; vapour, steam; gas; (loos.) mist, fog; (fig.) anything intangible 
or obscure. েধাঁয়া oDােনা v. (facet. or dero.) to smoke tobacco. েধাঁয়া ছাDা v. to emit smoke; to puff 
tobacco smoke. বুিdর েগাDায় েধাঁয়া েদoয়া v. to (try to) awaken one's dormant intelligence or devise 
plans by means of smoking tobacco. েধাঁয়ােট a. smoke-like; smoky; vapoury; (loos.) misty, foggy; 
(fig.) intangible; unintelligible; woolly, confused; obscure. 

েধাঁয়াপথ [ dhōm̐ẏāpatha ] n chimney. 
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েধাকD [ dhōkaḍ◌় ] n rag; coarse cloth; a sack. কথার েধাকD a chatter-box. মাকD মারেল েধাকD হয় (lit.) 
a spider when killed becomes a piece of rag; (fig.) what is a mortal sin for others is a venial 
offence for one's own self. 

েধািবখানা [ dhōbikhānā ] n the washerman's house, the laundry. 

েধায়া [ dhōẏā ] v to wash; to cleanse or scrub or scour with water; to wash and bleach; (of rivers) 
to inundate. ☐ a. washed; cleansed or scrubbed or scoured with water; washed and bleached. 
েধায়ািন n. water or other liquids with which something has been washed; alluvial deposit; dregs. 
েধায়ােনা v. to cause to wash; to cause to cleanse or scrub or scour with water; to cause to wash and 
bleach. েধায়া-পাকলা n. act of washing and scrubbing or scouring. 

েধালাi [ dhōlāi ] n act of washing; act of washing and bleaching; (fig.) sound beating (েধালাi 
েদoয়া). ☐ a. washed; washed and bleached. 

েধাসা1 [ dhōsā1 ] n a kind of coarse woollen wrapper. 

েধাসা2 [ dhōsā2 ] n a thin chapati-like South Indian food. 

েধৗত [ dhauta ] a washed; cleansed or scrubbed or scoured with water; washed and bleached; 
inundated. েধৗত করা v. to wash, to clean. 

েধৗিত [ dhauti ] n washing and cleaning; a method of cleaning entrails or intestines with water (a 
practice in হঠেযাগ). 

ধব্ংস [ dhbaṃsa ] n destruction; annihilation; wreck, wreckage; ruin; death; act of killing, 
slaughter (শtrধব্ংস); loss; obliteration, effacement (শরীর ধব্ংস); waste or squandering (aথর্ধব্ংস); 
undeserving consumption (anধব্ংস); demolition, devastation (গৃহধব্ংস, রাজয্ধব্ংস, নগরধব্ংস); 
depravation or corruption (চিরt ধব্ংস, ধব্ংেসর পথ). sৃিত ধব্ংস n. loss of memory; amnesia. ধব্ংস করা v. 
to destory; to annihilate; to ruin; to kill, to slay; to obliterate or efface; to impair; to waste, to 
squander; to consume undeservingly; to demolish or devastate; to deprave, to corrupt. ধব্ংস হoয়া 
v. to be destroyed or annihilated, to perish; to be ruined; to die; to be killed or slaughtered; to be 
lost; to be obliterated or effaced; to be impaired; to be wasted or squandered; to be con sumed 
undeservingly; to be demolished or devastated; to be depraved or corrupted. ধব্ংসক a. one who or 
that which destroys or annihilates or ruins or kills or slays or obliterates or effaces or impairs or 
wastes or squanders or consumes undeservingly or demolishes or devastates or depraves or 
corrupts. ধব্ংসন same as ধব্ংস । ̃নীয় a. de structible; perishable. ̃pাp a. destroyed; annihilated; 
wrecked, ruined; dead, gone to one's death; killed, slaughtered; obliterated, effaced; lost; 
impaired; wasted, squandered; demolished, fallen, devastated; depraved, corrupted. ̃মুখ n. jaws or 
verge of destruction or annihilation or wreck or ruin or death or impairment or fall or demolition 
or devastation or demoralization or corruption. ল̃ীলা n. the sport of destruction or annihilation or 
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wreckage or ruining or killing or demolition or devastation. ̃sূপ n. a pile of ruins, wreckage, 
debris. 

ধব্ংসাবেশষ [ dhbaṃsābaśēṣa ] n ruins; remains; wreckage; relics. 

ধব্ংিসত [ dhbaṃsita ] a destroyed; annihilated; perished; wrecked, ruined; killed; impaired; 
wasted, squandered; undeservingly consumed; demolished, fallen, devastated. 

ধব্ংসী [ dhbaṃsī ] a destroying, annihilating; ruining; wrecking; killing, obliterating; impairing; 
uselessly spending, squandering, wasting, consuming undeservingly; demolishing; devastating; 
depraving, corrupting; destructible, perishable; decaying. 

ধব্ংেসাnুখ [ dhbaṃsōnmukha ] a about to fall into a ruined state, about to go to rack and ruin, on 
the point of destruction. 

ধb [ dhabja ] n a flag, a banner, a standard, an ensign; the penis. ̃ক n. a flag, a standard. ☐ a. 
(bot.) vexillary. ̃দন্ড n. a flag-staff. ̃পট n. the bunting of a flag. ̃-বjাঙ্কুশ n. three marks resembling a 
flag, a thunder and a goad imprinted on the sole of Vishnu (িব ু); (astrol.) a birth-mark indicating 
the chance of becoming a king. ̃বাহক n. a standard bearer; (mil.) an ensign. ̃বাহী a. carrying a flag 
or standard. ̃ভঙ্গ n. (of males) loss of sexual power, impotence, impotency. ☐ n. an impotent 
person. 

ধব্জা [ dhbajā ] n a flag, a banner, a standard, an ensign; (sarcas. & dero.) simulacrum; a 
pretender (িবদয্ার ধব্জা); (bot.) a vexil lum. ̃ধারী a. bearing a standard; (sarcas.) one who keeps a tuft 
of hair uncut on one's crown as a mark of one's holiness or piety; (sarcas.) hypo critically 
upholding or defending (ধেমর্র ধব্জাধারী). 

ধব্জী [ dhbajī ] a bearing a standard; (sarcas.) hypocritically upholding or defending (ধমর্ধব্জী). 

ধব্নন [ dhbanana ] n act of making a suppressed noise (esp. a vocal one); humming; act of 
sounding or ringing or playing (as a musical instrument etc.); (rhet.) suggestion. 

ধব্িন [ dhbani ] n sound; noise; report; note, tone; voice; (rhet.) a suggestion. ̃কাবয্ n. (rhet.) poetry 
that suggests a meaning beyond the stated meaning. ধব্িনত a. sounded; rung or played; voiced; in 
the process of being sounded or rung or played or voiced; (rhet.) suggested. ধব্িনত করা v. to sound; 
to ring; to play; to voice. ̃তtt n. phonetics; phonology. ̃পিরবতর্ন n. change of sound, sound 
change. ̃িবjান n. phonetics; phonology; the science of sound. ̃বৃিt n. (rhet.) onomatopoeia. ̃েভাট n. a 
vote of voice. ̃মাধুযর্ n. sweetness of sound. ̃েরখা n. the mark of sound-wave; sound-line; line of 
vibration. 

ধব্nাtক [ dhbanyātmaka ] a (rhet.) onomatopoeic. 
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ধব্s [ dhbasta ] a destroyed; annihilated; perished; wrecked, ruined; impaired, run down; 
devastated; demolished; fallen; vanquished. 

ধব্াn [ dhbānta ] n darkness, gloom. ধব্াnাির n. the sun (esp. when personified), (cp.) Sol. 

ধয্াত [ dhyāta ] a meditated upon; recollected; remembered. ধয্াতবয্ a. deserving or fit to be 
meditated upon or recollected or remembered. ধয্াতা a. & n. one who meditates or recollects or 
remembers. 

ধয্ান [ dhyāna ] n meditation; absorbing religious meditation; recollection; remembrance. ধয্ান করা 
v. to meditate (upon); to be absorbed in religious meditation; to recollect; to remember. ̃গmীর a. 
grave and silent on account of absorption in meditation; consecrated or sanctified with holy 
meditation; solemnly absorbed in (spiritual) meditation ('ধয্ানগmীর ঐ েয ভূধর'). ̃গময্, ̃েগাচর a. 
comprehensible or cognizable or attainable (only) through (deep) meditation. ̃jান n. meditation 
and cognition, thought and feeling; (loos.) sole occupation or absorption. ̃তত্পর a. given to 
meditation; capable of being absorbed in meditation. ̃ধারণা n. meditation and impression, thought 
and perception; idea; impression. ̃িন  a. meditative. ̃ভঙ্গ n. interruption or break of meditation (esp. 
a spiritual one). ̃মg a. absorbed or engrossed in meditation. ̃রত, ̃ হ a. engaged in meditation. 

ধয্ানী [ dhyānī ] a (also n.) one who is engaged in meditation; one who is capable of meditation. 

ি য়মাণ [ dhriẏamāṇa ] a that which is being put on or worn or assumed or held or touched or 
caught. 

rপদ [ dhrupada ] n a style of Indian classical song. rপদী a. & n. one who sings or is versed in 
singing dhrupad (rপদ) songs. &square; a. aristocratic; elevated; excellent; first rate. rপদী সািহতয্ 
classical literature. 

rব [ dhruba ] n (myth.) a prince famous for his incomparable devotion to God Hari (হির); the 
Pole Star, the Polaris, the North Star, the cynosure, ☐ a. sure, certain; fixed; firm, deep-seated 
(rবিবশব্াস); constant; actual, real (rব সতয্). ☐ adv. surely, certainly (েস rব আসেব); for sure, for 
certain (rব েজােনা). ̃তা n. sureness, surety, certainty; fixity; firmness; constancy; actuality, 
reality. ̃তারা, ̃নkt n. the Pole Star, the North Star, the Polaris, the cynosure; the constant or firm 
goal or guide (জীবেনর rবতারা). ̃পদ n. a style of Indian classical song, dhrupad (rপদ); a constant 
note ('েয rবপদ িদেয়ছ বাঁিধ িবশব্তােন'). ̃িবশব্াস firm faith or belief or conviction. ̃েরখা n. (geog.) the 
equator, the equinoctial line. ̃েলাক n. (myth.) a separate heaven created for Dhruba (rব) to live in 
after his ascension to heaven; Paradise. ̃সতয্ n. an absolute truth, a confirmed truth. ☐ a. 
absolutely true. 

rবা [ dhrubā ] n burden or refrain (of a song). 

rবাk [ dhrubākṣa ] n (astr.) the Polar axis. 
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rবাঙ্ক [ dhrubāṅka ] n (alg.) a constant quantity, a con stant. 
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ন1 [ na1 ] n the twentieth letter of the Bengali alphabet. 

ন3 [ na3 ] a (ori. & obs.) new; (pop.) fourth in seniority (নকাকা, নবu, নবাব)ু. 

-ন4 [ -na4 ] pfx indicating: negation, opposition etc. (নগণয্, নািতদীঘর্). 

নi3 [ ni3 ] a female. নi-বাছুর n. a cow-calf. 

নi তািলম [ ni tālima ] n neo-education, neo-literacy; a novel method of education, generally 
applied to Gandhi's Basic Education scheme. 

নiেল [ nilē ] con otherwise, else. ☐ prep. with out, except (েস নiেল েক যােব ?) । 

নui [ nui ] n the ninth day of a month. ☐ a. (of the days of a month) ninth (নui ৈবশাখ). 

নoেজায়ান [ nōjōẏāna ] n a young hero; a young man; (collect.) youths of a country. 

নoবত [ nōbata ] n an orchestra in which the sanai (সানাi) is the chief instrument. ̃খানা n. a room or 
platform where the aforesaid orchestra is played. 

নoেরাজ [ nōrōja ] n the Persian New Year's day; a feast held on this day. 

নoল [ nōla ] a (poet. & obs.) young or tender aged (নoলিকেশার). 

নকDা-ছকDা [ nakaḍ◌়ā-chakaḍ◌়ā ] n slight, neglect; (loos.) confusion, disorder; (loos.) 
squandering. নকDা-ছকDা করা v. to slight or neglect, to play fast and loose; (loos.) to make a mess 
of, to throw at sixes and sevens; (loos.) to squander, to play ducks and drakes with. নকDা-ছকDা 
হoয়া v. to be slighted or neglected; (loos.) to be made a mess of; (loos.) to be squandered. 

নকল [ nakala ] n imitation; mimicry; a copy; a transcript, a reproduction; act of copying from 
another's answer-paper or script by adopting unfair means (as by an examinee). ☐ a. artificial, 
sham, imitation (নকল িহের); counterfeit (নকল টাকা); forged (নকল দিলল). নকল করা v. to imitate; to 
mimic; to copy; to make a copy of, to transcribe; (of an examinee) to copy from another's 
answer-paper or script by adopting unfair means; to forge. ̃নিবশ n. a scribe, a professional copyist 
or transcriber. ̃নিবিশ n. professional copying or transcribing. ̃দানা ori. & now obs. form of নkলদানা ।  

নকশা [ nakaśā ] n a rough sketch, a sketch; a rough cast; a plan or design in outlines, a plan (বািDর 
নকশা); a diagram; an out line map, a map; an artistic design; an engraving; an embroidered design 
(পােDর নকশা); a literary burlesque, a skit. নকশা আঁকা, নকশা করা v. to draw a sketch or a plan or a map 
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in outlines; to sketch or plan. ̃-আঁকা, ̃-কাটা, ̃দার a. having an artistic design (নকশা-আঁকা পাD); having 
an engraving. ̃কার n. a draftsman. ̃পাD a. having an artistically designed border (নকশাপাD শািD). 

নকশাল [ nakaśāla ] n an armed revolutionary Marxist movement which originated in Naxalbari 
in Darjeeling district; a person who believes in such a movement or is a member of it. 

নকিশ [ nakaśi ] a having an artistic design (নকিশকাঁথা). ̃কাঁথা n. a quilt or rag with artistic design. 

নকািশ [ nakāśi ] n carving; engraving; painting or designing on metal vessels. 

নিকব [ nakiba ] n one who is employed to announce the glory of one's prince and the advent of a 
person to the prince's court, (cp.) an usher. 

নkল [ nakula ] n the mongoose, the ichneumon; Shiva (িশব). 

নkলদানা [ nakuladānā ] n a kind of white and roundish toffee or sweet drop. 

নkেল [ nakulē ] a given to or expert in copying or mimicry. 

নkেলশব্র, নkেলশব্র ৈভরব [ nakulēśbara, nakulēśbara bhairaba ] n an angry manifestation of 
Shiva (িশব). 

নk [ nakta ] n the night. ̃চর, ̃চারী, ̃ঞ্চারী a. active by night; wandering by night; nocturnal; 
nightfaring, noctivagant. ☐ n. the rakshas; the bat; a thief, a burglar; a person active by night, a 
night bird. নkাn a. blind by night, nyctalopic. নkাnতা n. nyctalopia. Also রাtয্nতা । 

নk [ nakra ] n the crocodile; the alligator. fem. নkা । ̃রাজ n. the shark. 

নkt [ nakṣatra ] n a star. ̃খিচত a. star-spangled, studded with stars, starry. গ̃িত n. speed as quick as 
of a shooting star, meteoric speed; tremendous speed. ☐ a. having such speed. ̃নাথ, ̃পিত n. the 
moon (esp. when personified). (cp.) Luna. ̃পাত n. fall of a meteor or meteorite; (fig.) death or 
downfall of a great man. ̃পুঞ্জ n. a group of stars, a constellation. ̃িবjান n. the science of stars, 
astronomy. ̃িবjানী n. an astronomer, a star-gazer. ̃েবগ n. same as নktগিত (n.). ̃েবেগ adv. with the 
speed of a shooting star, swiftly as a shooting star; with great speed. ̃মন্ডল, ̃েলাক n. the stellar 
region, the sidereal system, the firmament, the sky. ̃মিন্ডত a. same as নktখিচত । নktােলাক n. star-
light. নktােলািকত a. starlit. 

নখ [ nakha ] n a nail (of a finger or a toe); a talon, a claw (of a bird or a beast). নখ কাটা v. to cut or 
pare nails. নখ কাটা ছুির বা কাঁিচ বা নrন n. a nail-cutter. ̃kিন, ̃েকািন n. a painful ingrowing nail, 
whitlow. ̃দপর্ন n. the esoteric power of reflecting unknown or distant things on the face of the nail; 
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(fig.) the range of one's cognition (সমs বয্পার তার নখদপর্েন = the whole thing is within his command 
or grasp; the entire affair is at his finger-tips). নখর n. a talon, a claw (of a bird or beast); (facet.) a 
nail (of a man). ̃রঞ্জনী n. nail-polish. নখরাg n. the tip of the claw. নখরাঘাত n. clawing. নখরাঘাত করা v. 
to claw. ̃েরখা, ̃েলখা n. a mark caused by nail. ̃শূল n. whitlow. 

নখাg [ nakhāgra ] n the tip of a nail; the tip of the claw; the range of touch; (fig.) the range of 
perception or cognition. সমs বয্পার তার নখােg আেছ same as সমs বয্াপার তার নখদপর্েণ (see নখ). 

নখাঘাত [ nakhāghāta ] n an instance or act of nailing or clawing. নখাঘাত করা v. to nail or claw. 

নখানিখ [ nakhānakhi ] n mutual nailing or clawing. 

নখী1 [ nakhī1 ] a possessing claws, clawed. ☐ n. a clawed creature. 

নখী2 [ nakhī2 ] n an aromatic substance that gives out a sweet smell when fried. 

নগ [ naga ] n a mountain; a tree. ̃নদী n. a river issuing from a mountain, a mountain stream. 

নগণয্ [ nagaṇya ] a negligible, insignificant; worthless, of no importance. নগণয্ মাnষ an 
insignificant man, a man of straw. 

নগদ [ nagada ] n cash money or cash price, cash (নগদ িদেয় েকনা, নগদ কত আেছ ?). ☐ a. cash (নগদ 
টাকা বা দাম); (fig.) prompt, immediate, ready (নগদ জবাব). নগদ কারবার a cash transaction. নগদ িবkয় 
cash sale. নগদ িবদায় ready payment in cash of wages, charges, fees etc. on execution of the job 
undertaken; (loos.) ready payment in cash; (fig.) prompt or ready dismissal. নগদা a. cash (নগদা 
দাম); ready (নগদা কারবার); working for ready payment in cash (নগদা মজুর). নগদানগিদ a. & adv. 
strictly on cash. নগিদ n. an armed footman of a landowner etc. collecting rents, issuing summons 
etc., (cp.) a bailiff. 

নগনিnনী [ naganandinī ] n a daughter of a mountain (esp. of the Himalayas); an appellation of 
goddess Durga (dগর্া). 

নগর [ nagara ] n a city; a town; a metropolis, a capital. fem. নগরী । ̃কীতর্ন n. act of singing 
religious songs in procession through a city (or village); a song sung thus. ̃চtর n. a market-place 
of a city. ̃জীবন n. city-life, town-life, urban life. ̃dার n. a gate of a city, a city gate. ̃পাল n. the Police 
chief of a city, the Commissioner of Police; a city magistrate; a city father, a town-councillor. ̃pাn 
same as নগেরাপাn । ̃বাসী a. living in a city or town, urban. ☐ n. a townsman (fem. a townswoman; 

pl. townsfolk, townspeople), a citizen, a townee. fem. নগরবািসনী । ̃রkক n. a metropolitan 

policeman; a city-guard. ̃রাT n. a city state. ̃সংকীতর্ন same as নগরকীতর্ন । ̃ হ a. situated in or living in 
a town or city; of a town or city. 
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নগরাধয্k [ nagarādhyakṣa ] n the governor or mayor or sheriff of a city or town; a city 
magistrate. 

নগরীয় [ nagarīẏa ] a of a town or city, urban; civic. 

নগেরাপাn [ nagarōpānta ] n the outskirts or suburbs of a city or town. 

নগািধপ, নগািধরাজ, নেগnd [ nagādhipa, nagādhirāja, nagēndra ] n the lord or king of mountains; 
appellations of the Himalayas. 

নgের [ nagurē ] n a townman, one who lives in a town or a city; a townee. ☐ a. of one living in a 
town or a city. 

নg [ nagna ] a without clothes, unclad, nude, naked (নgেদহ); uncovered, bare (নgপদ, নgিশর); 
without spectacles, naked (নgচk)ু; without ornaments, bare (নg বাহু); clear, cloudless (নg আকাশ); 
unsheathed, naked (নg তরবাির = naked steel); obvious or unvarnished or plain or simple (নg সতয্). 
fem. নgা । নg সতয্ naked truth, stark reality. ̃ক a. with out clothes, naked, nude. ☐ n. one of a 
class of Buddhist friars moving naked or very insufficiently clothed. ̃তা n. nakedness, nudity; 
bareness; obviousness. নিgকা a. fem. without clothes, naked, nude. ☐ n. fem. a girl whose menses 
have not yet started; an infant girl. নgীকরণ n. act of making naked, denudation; uncovering. নgীকৃত 
a. made naked, denuded; uncovered. নgীভবন n. act of becoming naked, denudation; act of 
becoming uncovered. 

নেচত্ [ nacēt ] con otherwise, else. 

নচ্ছার [ nacchāra ] a abominable, hateful; wicked; nefarious; depraved; (in endearment or mild 
imprecations) naughty. ☐ n. such a person. 

নজর [ najara ] n sight, vision (নজর খারাপ হoয়া); view (নজের আসা); a look or glance (kনজর); a 
malicious or evil look, evil eye or greedy eye (খাবাের নজর েদoয়া); ambition or aim (u ঁচু নজর); 
outlook or mentality (েছাট নজর); attention, care (পDােশানায় নজর); act of looking after (েছেলটার িদেক 
নজর েরেখা); malicious observation or watch or surveillance (পুিলেশর নজের পDা); opinion, notion 
(েনকনজর); good opinion or notion (েকরািনিট বDকতর্ার নজের পেDেছ); (rare) a present or extra payment 
made to a dignitary or a superior at an interview (জিমদােরর জn নজর); (rare) a bribe (দােরাগােক নজর 
েদoয়া). নজর করা v. to observe or mark closely; to catch sight of, to notice, to espy; to keep watch 
on; to strain one's eyes to see (নজর কের েদখা). নজর েদoয়া v. to cast an evil eye at, to look 
maliciously at; to keep one's eye on, to watch (েছেলর িদেক নজর িদেয়া); to give an eye to, to attend to 
(eিদেক নজর দাo). নজর পDা v. to have one's glance directed towards, to come to see. নজর রাখা v. to 
keep one's eye on, to watch. নজর লাগা v. to be affected with the evil eye (of). নজের থাকা v. to be 
under observation or watch; to be in view. নজের পDা v. to catch sight of; to attract notice of; to 
win favour of, to be in the good books of, to be in good graces of. নজের রাখা v. to keep under 
observation; to watch, to have one's eye on. নজেরর েদাষ defect of vision; malicious look; an evil 
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eye. u ঁচু নজর a lofty aim; noble outlook; magnanimity. kনজর n. a malicious or lustful look, evil 
eye; disfavour; a base aim. েছাট নজর, িনচ ুনজর a base aim; narrow mindedness, pettiness. বD নজর 
same as u ঁচু নজর । sনজর n. a favourable or kindly look or glance; favour. নজরবিn a. kept under 
observation and restraint by the police, kept under house-arrest, (loos.) home-interned. 

নজরানা [ najarānā ] n a present or extra payment made to a dignitary or superior for a favour or 
grace; tribute. 

নিজর [ najira ] n a precedent, an example; a case law. নিজর েদখােনা v. to cite a case-law or a 
precedent. নিজর রাখা v. to set an example. নিজর হoয়া v. to be a precedent (of). ̃srপ a. exemplary; 
precedental. ̃হীন, ̃িবহীন a. without a precedent; unexampled. 

নঞ্তত্পrুষ [ nañtatpuruṣa ] n (gr.) a system of forming compound words indicating 
dissimilarity, absence, negation etc. নঞাথর্ক a. bearing a negative meaning, negative. 

নট1 [ naṭa1 ] n one of a race of mixed blood. নটী fem. a female member of this race; a prostitute, a 
whore. 

নট2 [ naṭa2 ] n a professional dancer, a ballet dancer; an actor. নটী fem. a dancing girl, a ballerina; 
an actress. 

নট3 [ naṭa3 ] a profligate, lewd, licentious; morally perverted; wicked, vile. 

নটকান [ naṭakāna ] n the anatto. 

নটখট, নটখিট [ naṭakhaṭa, naṭakhaṭi ] n a slight trouble; a petty quarrel. নটখেট a. slightly 
troublesome; quarrelsome; difficult to deal with. 

নটঘট, নটঘিট [ naṭaghaṭa, naṭaghaṭi ] n an amourette of petty love affair (esp. a scandalous one); 
a scandalous affair. নটঘেট a. consisting of an amourette or a scandalous affair. 

নটনারায়ণ [ naṭanārāẏaṇa ] n an Indian musical mode. 

নটবর1 [ naṭabara1 ] n an appellation of Krishna (কৃ ). 

নটবর2 [ naṭabara2 ] n the best or chief dancer or actor. 

নটরাজ [ naṭarāja ] n the best dancer; Shiva (িশব) esp. in a dancing state. 

নিটনী [ naṭinī ] n. fem a dancing-girl, a ballerina; a prostitute, a whore. 
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নেট [ naṭē ] n a kind of pot-herb or spinach having different species. 

নDচD [ naḍ◌়caḍ◌় ] n movement; non-adherence; non-observance, non-compliance; deviation, 
violation; failing, ommission, modification, alteration. কথার নDচD breach or nonfulfilment of 
promise or pledge. 

নDন [ naḍ◌়na ] n movement; shaking or stirring; shifting, removal; act of getting loose; 
distortion, deviation, alteration (কথার নDন). নDনচDন same as নDচD । নট নDনচDন নট িকচু্ছ children's 
catch phrase in a game with small marble or glass balls meaning no deviation from or alteration 
of the position of a ball (before it is hit and sent into the intended hole). 

নDনD, নDবD, নDনেD, নDবেD [ naḍ◌়naḍ◌়, naḍ◌়baḍ◌়, naḍ◌়naḍ◌়ē, naḍ◌়baḍ◌়ē ] a flaccid, limp; 
hanging very loose; tottering; unsteady; unstable. নDনD করা, নDবD করা v. to be flaccid or limp; to 
hang very loosely (দাঁত নDনD করেছ); to totter; to be unsteady or unstable. 

নDা1 [ naḍ◌়ā1 ] n (dero. & vul.) the hand or the arm. 

নDা2 [ naḍ◌়ā2 ] v to move; to shake, to stir; to shift, to remove; to get loose; to be come 
otherwise, to deviate, to be altered. ☐ a. one who or that which has moved; shaken; shifted, 
removed; loosened; altered. 

নDচDা [ naḍ◌়caḍ◌়ā ] n moving about; (casual) movement; act of walking or pacing up and down, 
a stroll. 

নDােনা [ naḍ◌়ānō ] v to (cause to) move or shake or stir or shift or remove or loosen or alter. 

নিD [ naḍ◌়i ] n a stick; (fig.) a support or prop (aেnর নিD). 

নত [ nata ] a stooping, bent; bowed down, genuflected; directed downwards (নত দৃি ); low, 
depressed (নত হান); lowered (u ঁচু মাথা নত হoয়া); inclined; humble, meek (নতকেন্ঠ); yielding, 
submissive (িবজয়ীর কােছ নত). নত করা v. to stoop, to bend; to bow; to cause to genuflect; to direct 
downwards; to lower; to incline; to humble, to cause to yield or submit. নত হoয়া v. to stoop, to 
bend; to bow down, to genuflect; to be directed downwards; to incline; to become humble; to 
yield or submit (to). ̃জাn a. knelt down, genuflected. ̃তল n. (geom.) the plane of 
inclination. ̃নাস, ̃নািসক a. flat-nosed, snub nosed, snub-nose. ̃মsক, ̃িশর a. having one's head bowed 
esp. in obeisance; stooping forward; having the head hanging down; (fig.) downcast or 
submissive or defeated or discomfited. ̃মুখ a. having one's face turned down wards, looking down; 
(fig.) abashed. fem. ̃মুখী । 

নিত [ nati ] n act or state of stooping or bowing or bending down; genuflection; act or state of 
being directed downwards; depression; (esp. in geom.) inclination; (mech.) slope; (astr.) the dip 
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of the ho rizon; humbleness, meekness; humbling, yielding, submission. নিত sীকার করা v. to bow 
down, to yield, to submit. 

নতুন [ natuna ] a new; novel; fresh; young; at the onset; new-born; newly bloomed; changed, 
transformed (েস eখন eেকবাের নতুন েলাক ।) নতুনt n. newness; novelty; freshness, the state or quality 

of being young or fresh. see also নতুন । 

নতুবা [ natubā ] con else, otherwise, or. 

নেতাদর [ natōdara ] a concave. 

নেতাnত [ natōnnata ] a undulating. 

নtা [ nattā ] n a sacrament observed on the ninth day from birth of a baby. 

নথ [ natha ] n a nose-ring. নথ নাDা েদoয়া v. (fig.) to scold or snub (usu. of a husband by a wife). 

নিথ [ nathi ] n a collection of papers arranged for reference, a file; a record or document; a list, a 
roll; (in law) documents or a plaint (েমাকdমার নিথ). ̃পT n. file board. ̃পt n. pl. records and papers 
collectively. ̃ভুk a. accepted as a document or included in the records, filed, recorded, on the 
record. নিথভুk করা v. to file. ̃িনবn n. a file-register. ̃িনবnক n. a file-registrar. ̃িনsিt পtী n. a file 
disposal slip. ̃pাপক n. a record-finder. ̃রkক n. a record keeper. 

নদ [ nada ] n (used rather arbitrarily as masc. of নদী) a large river (িসnুনদ). ন̃দী n. pl. rivers and 
streams of all descriptions large and small. 

নদী [ nadī ] n a stream, a river. নদীর বাঁক the bend of a river. েছাট নদী a rivulet. ̃kল same as নদীতীর 
। ̃গভর্ n. the bottom of a river; a river-bed. ̃তট, ̃তীর n. riverbank, riverside. তীরবতর্ী, ̃তীত হ a. riparian, 

riverain. ̃তীরবাসী a. & n. riverain. fem. ˜তীরবািসনী । ̃পথ n. river-way. ̃পেথ adv. by river. p̃বাহ same as 

নদীেsাত । ̃বk n. the bosom or surface of a river. ̃বেk adv. on or upon the river. ̃বnর n. a river 
port. ̃বhল a. abounding in rivers, rivery. ̃মাতৃক a. irrigated or watered by rivers. ̃মুখ n. a river-mouth, 
an estuary. ̃েsাত n. river-tide; the flowing stream of a river. 

নd [ naddha ] a fastened, tied, bound. 

নধর [ nadhara ] a succulent, juicy, delicious; lovely; plum, rolypoly; buxom; well-shaped, 
shapely, well-proportioned; fresh. 
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নিন, ননী [ nani, nanī ] n cream (of milk). নিনর পুতুল (lit.) a puppet made of cream; (fig. & usu. 
sarcas.) one who is physically too delicate to stand any toil. ˜েচার, ̃েচারা n. one who steals (and eats) 
cream; an appellation of (infant) Krishna (কৃ ). 

নndলাল [ nandadulāla ] n a beloved son of Nanda (নn); an appellation of Krishna (কৃ ); (sarcas.) 
an over-indulged worthless son. 

নnন [ nandana ] n a son; Paradise, Eden. ☐ a. delightful, pleasing (নয়ননnন). ̃কানন n. Paradise, 
Eden. নnনnন n. son of Nanda, an appellation of Krishna (কৃ ). 

নnা1 [ nandā1 ] n Goddess Durga (dগর্া); (astr. & astrol.) the first, the sixth and the eleventh lunar 
day of either fortnight. 

নিn1 [ nandi1 ] a delightful, pleasant. 

নিn2, নিnেকশব্র [ nandi2, nandikēśbara ] n the chief attendant of Shiva (িশব). 

নিnত [ nandita ] a delighted, pleased; congratulated, felicitated. fem. নিnতা । 

নিnনী [ nandinī ] n. fem a daughter; a mythological wishing-cow. ☐ a. fem. delightsome, giving 
delight; pleasing, charming. 

নিnভৃিঙ্গ [ nandibhṛṅgi ] n. pl Nandi (নিn) and Bhringi (ভৃিঙ্গ), the two chief attendants of Shiva 
(িশব); (sarcas.) mischievous flatterers, undesirable lieutenants or associates. 

নnী [ nandī ] n same as নিn2 । ☐ a. delighted. নnীভৃঙ্গী same as নিnভৃিঙ্গ 

নেnাত্সব [ nandōtsaba ] n the festival to celebrate lord Krishna's birth. 

নnয্ [ nandya ] a worth rejoicing; deserving felicitation. 

নপুংসক [ napuṃsaka ] n a eunuch; a hermaphrodite; a castrated man or animal. ☐ a. her 
maphroditic; castrated; neuter; (fig.) impotent or futile (নপুংসক েkাধ). 

নফর [ naphara ] n a man-servant; a menial; a tenant-at-will. নফরািল n. office or state of a menial. 

নব1 [ naba1 ] a new; novel; young; modern, recent; new-born; newly grown; early; fresh. ̃কািরকা n. 
a newly-married wife. ক̃ািতর্ক n. infant Kartikeya (কািতর্েকয়); (sarcas.) a very ugly man; (hum.) a 
foppish gallant. ̃kমার n. a new-born son. ̃গিঠত a. newly-formed, newly constructed or 
composed. ̃জলধর n. a newly-formed cloud, a fresh cloud. ̃জলধরপটল n. a heap of fresh clouds, 
cumulus. ̃জলধরশয্াম a. as charmingly dark as a fresh rain-bearing cloud. ̃জাগরণ, ̃জাগৃিত n. resurgence, 
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new awakening; rebirth, regeneration, renaissance. ̃জাত a. new-born; newly grown or 
produced. ̃জাতক n. a new born baby. ̃জীবন n. a new life; young life; a fresh lease of life; (fig.) 
rejuvenation or renascence. ̃t n. newness; novelty; modernity; freshness; novelty. ̃দmিত, ̃দmতী n. 
a newly married couple. ̃দল n. a fresh or new or tender leaf of a lotus. ̃িনযkু a. newly 
appointed. ̃পlব n. a young leaf or twig or shoot or sprout. ̃বধ ূn. a newly married wife or bride. ̃বষর্ 
n. New Year. ̃বসn n. early spring; a new spring. ̃িবধান n. a new law or system; a new order of the 
Brahma Samaj founded by Keshabchandra Sen; (Christ.) the New Testament. ̃মিlকা, ̃মািলকা n. a 
variety of jasmine. ̃যুবক n. a young man; (cp.) a greenhorn. fem. ̃যুবতী a young woman. ̃েযৗবন n. 
early youth, the first flush of youth, the prime of youth; a fresh lease of youth; rejuvenation, 
rejuvenescence. ̃েযৗবন সmn a. in the prime of one's youth. fem. নবেযৗবনসmnা, নবেযৗবনা । 

নব2 [ naba2 ] a. & n nine. ☐ a. ninth. ̃gণ same as নবলkণ । ̃gহ n. (astr. & astrol.) the nine planets 
(collectively), namely the sun, the moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, the Dragon's 
head or ascending node, and the Dragon's tail or descending node. ˜চtািরংশ a. forty-nine. ̃চtািরংশত্ 
n. & a. forty-nine. ˜চtা িরংশtম a. forty-ninth. fem. ̃চtা িরংশtমী।i ̃dগর্া n. the nine manifestations 
collectively of Goddess Durga (dগর্া). ̃dার n. nine vents or inlets or outlets in the human body. ̃ধা a. 
nine times, ninefold; of nine kinds. ☐ adv. by nine times; in nine ways. ̃নবিত n. & a. ninty-nine. 
˜নবিততম a. ninety-ninth. fem. ̃নবিততমী । ̃পিtকা n. the image of a female deity formed with leaves of 

nine plants. ̃িবংশিত n. & a. twenty-nine. fem. ˜িবংশিততমী । ̃রt n. the nine most precious gems, 
namely, pearl, ruby, chrysoberyl or cat's eye, zircon or jacinth, diamond, (red) coral, beryl, 
emerald, and sapphire; (hist.) the nine courtiers of King Vikramaditya famous for their learning, 
wisdom and mastery in arts and letters. ̃রtসভা n. the court of King Vikramaditya consisting of the 
aforesaid nine courtiers. ̃রস n. the nine poetical flavours or reactions, namely love, heroism, 
pathos, amazement, anger, fright, comicality, disgust and quietude. ̃শায়ক, (coll.) ̃শাক, (coll.) ̃শাখ n. 
the spicedealer, the garland-maker, the weaver, the milkman, the barber, the grower of be tel-
leaves, the black-smith, the potter and the confectioner: these nine Hindu communities 
collectively. 

নবিত [ nabati ] n. & a ninety. ̃তম a. ninetieth. fem. ̃তমী । 

নবনী, নবনীত [ nabanī, nabanīta ] n cream (of milk). নবনীতুলয্ a. soft and white like cream, 
creamlike. 

নবম [ nabama ] a ninth. নবমী a. fem. of নবম । ☐ n. the ninth day of a lunar fortnight. 

নবাংশ [ nabāṃśa ] n (astrol.) the ninth part. 

নবাগত [ nabāgata ] a newly arrived. 

নবাn [ nabānna ] n the festival of eating newly grown autumnal rice in the month of Agrahayan 
(agহায়ণ). 
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নবাব [ nabāba ] n (Mus.) a feudal prince or vice roy, a nawab; (sarcas.) a haughty, ease loving 
and luxurious man. ̃জাদা n. a nawab's son. fem. ̃জািদ a nawab's daughter. ̃নািজম n. a provincial 
governor and judge. ̃পুt, (coll. corrup.) ̃পুtুর n. a nawab's son; (sarcas.) a haughty, ease-loving and 
luxurious man. fem. ̃পুtী a nawab's daughter. নবািব n. the office or state of a nawab; position or 
charge of a nawab; haughty ease-loving and luxurious or extrava gant style of living. ☐ a. of or 
concerning a nawab. 

নবািজর্ত [ nabārjita ] a newly earned or acquired. 

নিবশ1 [ nabiśa1 ] n (used as a sfx.) a writer, a scribe, a clerk (খাসনিবশ). 

নিবশ2 [ nabiśa2 ] n a probationer, a novice. 

নিবিশ [ nabiśi ] n novicehood, noviceship, noviciate, novitiate. 

নবীকরণ [ nabīkaraṇa ] n renewing, renovation, renewal; mending, repair. 

নবীকৃত [ nabīkṛta ] a renovated, renewed; mended, repaired. 

নবীন [ nabīna ] a new; novel; young, tenderaged; modern; fresh. fem. নবীনা । ̃তা, ̃t n. newness; 
novelty; state of being young; modernity; freshness. 

নবীভবন [ nabībhabana ] n state of being renewed, renovation, renewal; state of being mended or 
repaired. 

নবীভাব [ nabībhāba ] n renewed or renovated state; mended or repaired state. 

নবীভূত [ nabībhūta ] a renovated, renewed; mended, repaired. 

নেবাঢ়া [ nabōḍh◌়ā ] a. fem newly or recently married, newly-wed. 

নেবাত্সাহ [ nabōtsāha ] n new or fresh energy or vigour or enthusiasm or zeal; a fresh attempt. 

নেবাদয় [ nabōdaẏa ] n recent rise; new appearance or revelation. 

নেবািদত [ nabōdita ] a a recently risen, newly risen; newly appeared or revealed. 

নেবাদ্গত [ nabōdgata ] a (of a plant etc.) newly grown or sprouted; newly cut লেবাদ্গত দn; newly 
arisen (নেবাদ্গত সমsা). 
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নেবাdািসত [ nabōdbhāsita ] a newly devised or contrived or designed. 

নেবাপলীয় [ nabōpalīẏa ] a neolithic. 

নবয্ [ nabya ] a new, novel; recent; modern; young. ̃বঙ্গ n. (hist.) Young Bengal. ̃ভারত n. new or 
modern India. 

নেভmর [ nabhēmbara ] n November. 

নেভল [ nabhēla ] n a book of fiction, a novel. ̃েলখক n. a fictionist, a novelist. নেভিলয়ানা n. act of 
behaving like a character in a novel. 

নেভানীল [ nabhōnīla ] n. & a azure, skyblue. 

নেভাবstিবদয্া [ nabhōbastubidyā ] n astrophysics. 

নেভাবীkণ [ nabhōbīkṣaṇa ] n astronomical telescope. 

নেভােযাগয্ [ nabhōyōgya ] a air-worthy. নেভােযাগয্তা n. air worthiness. নেভােযাগয্তা-পt n. certificate of 
air-worthiness. 

নেভামন্ডল [ nabhōmanḍala ] n the heavenly dome or region; the atmosphere. 

নমন [ namana ] n act of bending, flexion; act of bowing down; genuflection; a bow or obeisance; 
submission, yielding; subdual. নমম বল (phys.) bending force. নমনাঙ্ক n. (phys.) bending moment. 
নমনীয় a. capable of being bent; flexible, pliable; capable of being bent in obeisance; submissive, 
yielding; subduable. নমনীয়তা n. flexibility, pliability, pliancy; submissiveness. 

নমশূd [ namaśūdra ] n a Hindu community placed low in the social order. 

নমsতর্া [ namaskartā ] n one who bows or salutes or makes an obeisance. fem. নমst র্ী । 

নমsার [ namaskāra ] n a bow, an obeisance; a salute; genuflection. নমsার করা v. to bow, to make 
a bow or obeisance; to salute; to genuflect. নমsাির n. a present (usu. a cloth or money) given in 
obeisance to respectable relatives by a bride or a bridegroom at a Hindu wedding. 

নমsৃত [ namaskṛta ] a greeted with a bow or obeisance, saluted. 

নমs [ namasya ] a worthy of being greeted with a bow or obeisance or genuflection, worthy of 
being saluted; venerable or adorable. fem. নমsা । 
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নমা [ namā ] v (poet.) to bow, to make obeisance, to genuflect, to salute. 

নমাজ [ namāja ] n the Muslim system of saying one's prayer. নমাজ pDা v. to say one's prayer or 
namaj, to pray. নমািজ a. one who says one's namaj regularly, prayerful; devout. 

নমােস-ছমােস [ namāsē-chamāsē ] adv once in a blue moon; rarely. 

নিমত [ namita ] a bent or bowed down in obeisance; bent, arched; subdued. fem. নিমতা । 

নমুনা [ namunā ] n a sample; a specimen; a model; a pattern; an example. 

নmর [ nambara ] n a number; a serial number; marks (in an examination). নmির a. bearing a 
number; numbered; marked (as of one whose conduct is watched with suspicion). 

নm [ namra ] a gentle, polite; meek; humble; modest; bland; suave; flexible, pliable; soft, tender 
(নmকেন্ঠ); bent down, turned or cast downwards (নmমুখ, নmনয়ন). ̃কন্ঠ a. soft-voiced; speaking blandly 
or meekly or humbly. ̃তা n. gentleness, politeness; meekness; humbleness; humility; modesty; 
blandness, suavity; flexibility, pliability; softness, tenderness. ̃নয়ন, ̃েনt, a. having looks cast 
downwards. ̃pকৃিত a. same as নmsভাব । ̃ভােব a. gently, politely; meekly; humbly; modestly; 
blandly, suavely; softly, tenderly. ̃মুখ a. having face turned downwards. ̃sভাব a. gentle-natured. 

ন যেযৗ ন তে হৗ [ na yayau na tashau ] a motionless; unable to move; unable to go this way or 
that. 

নয়1 [ naẏa1 ] n & a. nine. নয়-ছয় a. scattered at sixes and sevens; squandered away. নয়-ছয় করা v. to 
squander away. 

নয়2 [ naẏa2 ] n a political or sociological or theological or moral principle; politics; sociology; 
theology; ethics. ̃j a. versed in politics, sociology, theology or ethics. ☐ n. such a person. ̃jান n. 
knowledge of politics, sociology, theology or ethics. ̃শাst n. politics, sociology, theology and 
ethics collectively or separately. 

নয়3 [ naẏa3 ] v pop. form of নেহ (see নহা). ☐ n. not-being, no, impossibility (নয়েক হয় করা). ☐ con. 
or, nor, else, otherwise. নয়েকা v. is not, are not. নয়েতা con. or, else, otherwise. ☐ int. meaning: 
certainly not, of course not (আিম নয়েতা). 

নয়ন1 [ naẏana1 ] n act of taking or carrying or leading or conveying away. 

নয়ন2 [ naẏana2 ] n the eye. ̃েকাণ n. the corner of an eye. ̃েগাচর a. lying within the range of vision, 
visible; seen, noticed. নয়নেগাচর হoয়া v. to come into view, to become visible. ̃জল n. tears. ̃ঠার n. a 
sign made by a surreptitious look or wink; an ogle; a leer. ̃তারা n. the pupil of the eye, the apple of 
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the eye; (fig.) something or someone especially dear. ̃নnন a. pleasing or agreeable to the eye; 
very beautiful or handsome. ̃নীর n. tears. ̃পথ n. the range of vision. ̃পlব n. an eyelid conceived as a 
tender and young leaf of a tree. ̃pীিতকর, ̃রঞ্জন same as নয়ননnন । ̃বাণ n. a darting glance esp. an 

amorous or lustful one; an ogle. ̃বাির n. tears. ̃মিণ same as নয়নতারা । ̃যুগল n. a pair of eyes, the two 
eyes. 

নয়নজুিল [ naẏanajuli ] n a trench esp. for carrying off filthy water, a gutter. 

নয়নsখ, নয়নsক [ naẏanasukha, naẏanasuka ] n a kind of very fine muslin or cambric. 

নয়না [ naẏanā ] n (the poet.) the eye; a side-glance. 

নয়নানn [ naẏanānanda ] n the delight of the eye; one who or that which delights the eye. ☐ a. 
delightful to the eye. 

নয়নী [ naẏanī ] n the pupil of the eye, the apple of the eye. 

নয়েনাnীলন [ naẏanōnmīlana ] n the act of opening one's eyes. 

নয়েনাপাn [ naẏanōpānta ] n the corner of the eye. 

নয়া [ naẏā ] a new; fresh; recent; modern. নয়া পয়সা naya paisa (pl. naye paise). 

নর1 [ nara1 ] n a row, a line. 

নর2 [ nara2 ] n a human being, man; a male person, a male. ☐ a. (chiefly in comp.) male (নরহিরণ). 
fem. see নারী , ̃কঙ্কাল n. a human skeleton. ̃কপাল n. a dead person's skull. ̃েকশরী n. a lion amongst 
men; a man of great prowess. ̃খাদক a. man-eating, eating human flesh. ☐ n. a man-eater; a 
cannibal. ̃ঘাতক n. a homicide. ☐ a. homicidal. ̃ঘাতী a. homicidal. ̃t n. manhood, humanity; 
virility. ̃tােরাপ n. anthropo morphism. নারায়ণ n. the two great mythological sages: Nara নর and 
Narayana (নারায়ণ) who were born as Arjuna (aজুর্ন) and Krishna (কৃ ) of the Mahabharata. ̃নারী n. 
men and women. ̃পিত n. a king. ̃পশু n. a beast of a man, a brute. ̃পাল n. a king. ̃িপশাচ n. a man with 
instincts as abominable as those of necrophagous goblins. ̃পুঙ্গব n. (fig.) a great man; (lit.) a bull of 
a man. ̃বর n. the best man; a great man. ̃বিল n. immolation of human beings; human sacrifice. ̃বয্াঘর্ 
same as নরশদূর্ল । ̃ভুক a. anthro pophagous, feeding on human flesh, man-eating. নরভুক pাণী an 
anthropophagite, a man-eater. ̃ভুক মাnষ a cannibal. ̃মাংস n. human flesh (esp. when eaten). ̃মাংসেভাজন 
n. cannibalism. ̃মাংসেভাজী a. cannibalistic. ☐ n. a cannibal. ̃মািলনী n. a woman wearing a necklace 
or garland of hu man skulls; an appellation of goddess Kali (কালী). ̃েমধ same as নরবিল । ̃rপী a. 
having the form or shape of a human being, man-shaped. ̃rেপ adv. in the form or shape of a 
human being. ̃লীলা n. activities (of a god) in a human existence or incarnation. নরলীলা সংবরণ করা v. 
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(joc. or for.) to die. ̃েলাক n. the abode of human beings or mortals, the world, the earth. ̃শাদরূ্ল n. a 
tiger of a man; (fig.) a man of great prowess. ̃ে  n. the greatest or best amongst men. ̃িসংহ n. (lit.) 
a lion of a man; (fig.) a great or valiant man; (myth.) same as নৃিসংহ । ̃snর n. a barber; (cp.) a 
coiffeur (fem. coiffeuse). ̃হতয্া n. ho micide, murder. নরহতয্া করা v. to commit a murder or 
homicide, to mur der. ̃হতয্াকারী same as নরহnা । ̃হতয্াঘিটত a. homicidal. ̃হnা n. a ho micide, a 

murderer. fem. ̃হntী a murderess. ̃হির same as নৃিসংহ । 

নরক [ naraka ] n hell, inferno; pandemonium; (fig.) an abominable place, a hellish or infernal 
place; a mythological asura (asর). নরক gলজার (lit. & fig.) the whole of pandemonium is here! নরক 
gলজার করা v. to assemble in a group somewhere and make the place warm and noisy with wild 
talk and tattle. ˜kন্ড n. a pit or well in hell (full of fire or abominable filth) into which sinners are 
put or thrown for punishment; a hell-pit; (fig.) a vicious or abominable or filthy or extremely 
disorderly place. ̃গামী a. condemned to hell, damned. ̃বাস, ̃েভাগ, ̃যntণা n. condemnation to hell, 
damnation, perdition; (fig.) extreme suffering. ̃ হ a. condemned to hell, damned. 

নরম [ narama ] a soft (নরম শরীর); malleable, plastic, easily cut; sleek নরম চুল; low নরম sর; bland 
নরম sর; mild, gentle নরম েমজাজ; tender or delicate (নরম মন); softened or appeased or moved with 
pity (মন নরম হoয়া); slack, loose (নরম বাঁধন); slackened, loosened (বাঁধন নরম হoয়া); not hardened (নরম 
পােকর সেnশ); deprived of crispness (িবsুটgেলা নরম হেয় েগেছ); weak (নরম েলাক); abated (jর নরম হoয়া); 
pleasant, cool (নরম আেলা); that which has undergone slump or general drop in prices (নরম বাজার); 
al most rotten (ফলgেলা নরম হেয় েগেছ). নরম হoয়া v. to soften; to be appeased; to slacken or loosen; to 
abate; to slump; to come down. নরম মািট soft clay; loamy soil; (fig.) one who is easily pliable; a 
weak person. নরম-গরম a. partly angry or rude and partly tender or soft; rather harsh; blandly 
harsh. ☐ n. harsh words spoken in a bland voice (নরম-গরম েশানােনা). 

নরাকার, নরাকৃিত [ narākāra, narākṛti ] a human-shaped, man-shaped. নরাকার পশু a beast in human 
shape or form; a beastly person, a brute. 

নরাধম [ narādhama ] n a base man, a mean rascal, a wretch. 

নরািধপ [ narādhipa ] n a king. 

নরাnক [ narāntaka ] n a man-killer; an appellation of Yama (যম) the god of death. ☐ a. killing or 
murdering (man). 

নির [ nari ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) having a row or rows সাতনির হার. 

নrন [ naruna ] n a nail-cutter shaped like a small and thin chisel. নrন-েপেD a. (of loin cloths) 
having a thin coloured border. 

নেরnd, নেরশ, নেরশব্র [ narēndra, narēśa, narēśbara ] n a king; the greatest or best amongst men. 
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নেরাtম [ narōttama ] n the best amongst men; Narayana (নারায়ণ) or Krishna (কৃ ). 

নতর্ক [ nartaka ] a engaged in or taken to or given to dancing; dancing. ☐ n. a dancer; a 
professional dancer. নতর্কী a. fem. of নতর্ক । ☐ n. fem. a dancer, a dancing girl, a ballerina. 

নতর্ন [ nartana ] n dancing; a dance. ̃kদর্ন n. dancing and jumping about; (fig.) bragging and 
blustering. ̃িpয় a. fond of dancing. ̃শালা n. a dance-hall, a dancing salon. 

নদর্ন [ nardana ] n (of bulls) bellow; (of cows) low, moo. 

নদর্মা, নদর্ামা [ nardamā, nardāmā ] n a drain; a gutter; a sewer. 

নিদর্ত [ nardita ] a sounded. 

নমর্ [ narma ] n play, sport, pastime; amusement, diversion; fun, merry-making; enjoyment, 
pleasure; luxury. ̃সখা, ̃সিচব, ̃সহচর n. a playmate; a jester, a clown, a fool; a courtier; a 
flatterer. ̃সখী, ̃সহচরী n. fem. a girl playmate; a woman partner in enjoyment; a lady love, an 
inamorata; a concubine. 

নল [ nala ] n a cylinder, a tube, a pipe, a barrel, a rod; a measure of length; a measuring rod; a 
kind of reed. 

নলkপ [ nalakūpa ] n a tube-well. নলkপ বসােনা v. to sink a tube-well. 

নলখাগDা [ nalakhāgaḍ◌়ā ] n a reed. 

নলচালা [ nalacālā ] n an artful trick of setting a rod on move (feigned to be done by occult 
incantation) to detect a thief. নল চালা v. to set a rod on move to detect a thief by means of occult 
incantation. 

নলবন [ nalabana ] n a thicket of reeds; a clump of reeds. 

-নলা1 [ -nalā1 ] a (used as a sfx.) having one or more tubes or barrels (েদানলা = double barrelled). 

নলা2 [ nalā2 ] n a tubular bone (esp. of hands or legs). 

নলাকার [ nalākāra ] a tubular, cylindrical. 

নিল [ nali ] n a small tube or pipe or cylinder (sেতার নিল); a tubular bone (হােতর নিল); a tubular 
talon or claw. 
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নিলকা [ nalikā ] n a stem or stalk (of a plant); a reed; a pipe, a cylinder; an artery. 

নিলচা [ nalicā ] n the pipe of a hookah (the bowl of burning tabacco is placed on the top of this 
pipe). 

নিলন [ nalina ] n the lotus, the lily. নিলনাk a. lo tus-eyed. নিলনী n. fem. lotuses or lilies collectively; 
a clump or bed of the lotus or lily; a place where the lotus or lily grows abundantly; (loos.) the 
lotus, the lily. নিলনীrহ n. a stalk of the lotus or lily. 

নেলন [ nalēna ] a prepared from new date-juice (নেলন gD). 

নশব্র [ naśbara ] a perishable; mortal; transitory, transient; frail. নশব্রতা n. perishability; mortality; 
transitoriness, transience; frailty. 

নিসব [ nasiba ] n fate, luck; fortune, destiny. নিসেবর েদাষ ill-luck. নিসেবর েদােষ adv. through ill-luck, 
as ill-luck would have it. 

নsাত্ [ nasyāt ] a. & adv thoroughly neglected or rejected or flouted; rendered thoroughly 
ineffective or null and void. 

নহর [ nahara ] n a channel or canal; a drain. 

না1 [ nā1 ] pfx indicating: negation, absence, opposition etc. নামঞু্জর. 

না2 [ nā2 ] n a boat; a canoe, a dug-out. 

না3 [ nā3 ] adv not; no; nay. ☐ int. expressing: question (পDেত বসেব না?); request or insistence, 
please (dেটা টাকা দাo না); doubt or uncertainty, will it or will it not, will there be or will there not 
be (বৃি  হেব, না?); want or excess, how much or how many, what a (সংসাের কত না jালা); amazement 
(আgেনo েস েপােD না); sorrow or exception or complaint (যাo-আমায় িদেল না েতা); contempt or ridicule 
(পারেল না েতা). ☐ con. or, nor না রাম না গঙ্গা. ☐ prep. without (না বুেঝ). ☐ in comp. no, not, non-, 
un(না ধমর্ী). না রাম না গঙ্গা (fig.) neither fish nor fowl. 

নাi2 [ nāi2 ] n (rare) a barber. 

নাi3 [ nāi3 ] n the navel; (of a wheel) a nave, a hub; a wedge; an anvil. 

নাi4 [ nāi4 ] n indulgence, pampering. kkর নাi েপেল মাথায় চেD (lit.) fondle a mongrel and it will 
jump up on your head, (fig.) a saucy scamp scandalizes his patron. 

নাi5 [ nāi5 ] adv not (যাi নাi, আেস নাi). 
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নাi-আঁকDা [ nāi-ān̐kaḍ◌়ā ] a dogged, obstinate, tenacious, persistent. 

নাiয়া [ nāiẏā ] n a boatman; a sailor. 

নাoয়া [ nāōẏā ] v to bathe, to have a bath or washing. ☐ n. bathing, washing, bath, ablution. 
নoয়ােনা v. to cause to bathe, to bath, to wash; to dip (idol etc:) in water. 

নাক [ nāka ] n the nose, the olfactory organ; the sense of smell; the power to distinguish smell, 
smelling power (েতামার নাক েতা খুব). নাক u ঁচােনা v. (fig.) to turn up one's nose (at), to show disdain 
(at). নাকঝাDা v. to blow one's nose. নাক েটপা v. to press one's nose; (ridi.). to say one's prayers 
silently. নাক ডাকা v. to snore. নাক েফাঁDা, নাক েবঁধােনা v. to per forate the septum of one's nose. ̃বরাবর 
adv. straight, straightaway, in the direction of one's nose. নাক বাঁকােনা same as নাক u ঁচােনা । নাক মলা 
v. to pull or twist one's own nose as a mark of regret for a mistake or fault. নাক িসঁটকােনা same as 
নাক u ঁচােনা । নােক খত see খত । নােক-মুেখ েগাঁজা v. to eat very hurriedly; to gulp down. নােকর েছঁদা a 
nostril. নােকর জেল েচােখর জেল হoয়া (fig.) to be embarrassed, to be in deep waters or quagmire. িনেজর 
নাক েকেট পেরর যাtাভঙ্গ করা (fig.) to do a greater harm to one self in an attempt to put somebody into 
trouble. 

নাক-কাটা [ nāka-kāṭā ] a one who has one's nose cut off; (fig.) shameless, brazen-faced. নাককান-
কাটা same as নাক-কাটা (fig.) 

নাক-খাঁদা [ nāka-khān̐dā ] a snub-nosed. 

নাকচ [ nākaca ] a set-aside; cancelled; rejected; annulled, repealed. নাকচ করা v. to set aside; to 
cancel; to reject; to annul, to repeal, to rescind. 

নাকছািব [ nākachābi ] n an ornament for the nose, a nose-pin. 

নাকািনচুবািন, নাকািনেচাবািন [ nākānicubāni, nākānicōbāni ] n continuous ducking in water as 
made by a drowning person; (fig.) continuous harassment or distress or embarrassment. 
নাকািনেচাবািন খoয়া v. to have to duck in water continuously (as by a drowning person); (fig.) to be 
harassed or distressed or embarrassed continuously. 

নাকারা [ nākārā ] n a kind of small kettledrum or war-trumpet. 

নাকাল [ nākāla ] a embarrassed, put out of counte nance; put to shame; harassed; fatigued. ☐ n. 
embarrassment; harassment; fatigue; discomfiture; humiliation; ad equate or sound punishment. 
নাকাল করা v. to embarrass, to put out of counte nance; to harass; to fatigue; to put to shame; to 
discomfit; to punish adequately or soundly. নাকাল হoয়া v. to be embarrassed or discomfited, to be 
put out of countenance; to be humiliated. 
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না িক [ nā ki ] int expressing: question, doubt, supposition etc. (যােব না িক, সতয্ না িক, is it? do you 
think so ? if it be. 

নািক [ nāki ] a spoken through the nose, nasal (নািক sর). নািক কাnা, নােক কাnা n. whim per; (sarcas.) 
crocodile tears. 

নাkয়া, নাk [ nākuẏā, nāku ] a given to speaking through one's nose (নাkয়া েলাক); spoken through 
the nose (নাkয়া কথা); long-nosed, nosy (নাkয়া েলাক). 

নােক-কাdঁেন [ nākē-kān̐dunē ] a given to crying at trifles, whimpering. 

নাkt, নাkিtক [ nākṣatra, nākṣatrika ] a stellar, astral, sidereal fem. নাkিtকী । নাkt কাল sidereal 
time. নাkt িদন a sidereal day. নাkt বত্সর a sidereal year. নাkt মাস a stellar or sidereal month. নাkt 
লmন (astr.) secular parallax. 

নােখাদা, নাখুদা [ nākhōdā, nākhudā ] n a captain of a ship; a merchant exporting and importing 
by sea; a Muslim community consisting of merchants (নােখাদা মসিজদ). 

নােখাশ, নাখুশ [ nākhōśa, nākhuśa ] a displeased; dissatisfied. 

নাগ [ nāga ] n the snake, the serpent; the elephant (িদঙ্নাগ). a নাগ n. (myth.) the eight chief snakes 
collectively. ̃েকশর n. a kind of flower or its plant. ̃দn n. a tusk of an elephant; ivory. ̃পঞ্চমী n. the 
fifth lunar day of the dark fortnight of the month of Shravan ( াবণ) when Goddess Manasa (মনসা) 
is worshipped. ̃পাশ n. an ancient missile said to be capable of producing snakes that bound the 
victim (as with a noose). ̃ফণী n. cactus. ̃মাতা n. (myth.) Kadru (কdr) the first mother of snakes. ̃রাজ 
n. the king of snakes; Vasuki (বাsকী) or Ananta (aনn). ̃েলাক n. the region inhabited by the snakes; 
Hades or the nether world. 

নাগর [ nāgara ] n a gallant, a philanderer, an illicit lover, a paramour; lewd man. ☐ a. same as 
নাগিরক (a.) 

নাগরঙ্গ [ nāgaraṅga ] n the orange. 

নাগরেদালা [ nāgaradōlā ] n a merry-go-round revolving from above downwards, a whirlgig. 

নাগরা [ nāgarā ] n a kind of loose and usually gaudy shoe or slipper. 

নাগরািল [ nāgarāli ] n gallantry, philandering; lewdness. 

নাগির [ nāgari ] n an earthen pitcher (usu. to hold molasses). 
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নাগিরক [ nāgarika ] a of or living in a city or town; urban; metropolitan; civic. ☐ n. a citizen; a 
subject or national (ভারেতর নাগিরক). নাগিরকা a. fem. living in a city or town. ☐ n. fem. of নাগিরক (n.). 
নাগিরকতা n. citizenship. নাগিরকী a. fem. of নাগিরক (a.). 

নগরী1 [ nagarī1 ] n the Devanagari script. 

নাগরী2 [ nāgarī2 ] n. fem a flirt, a coquette; a concubine; a lewd woman. ☐ a. fem. living in a 
town or city. 

নাগা [ nāgā ] n one of a community of ascetics who move about naked; one of an aboriginal tribe 
of Naga hills. 

নাগাD [ nāgāḍ◌় ] a continuous, incessant, ceaseless (নাগাD িতনমাস). নাগােD adv. continuously, 
incessantly, ceaselessly. eকনাগােD adv. without break, at a stretch. 

নাগাদ [ nāgāda ] prep up to, until, till (েশষ নাগাদ); about, nearly; by (কাল নাগাদ). 

নাগাল [ nāgāla ] n proximity or range (েচােখর নাগাল; approach or access (নাগােল যাoয়া); reach (নাগাল 
পাoয়া); comprehension (মেনর নাগাল). নাগাল পাoয়া v. to reach; to overtake; to catch up with; to 
comprehend, to have an access to (মেনর নাগাল পাoয়া). নাগােল থাকা v. to be within the range or reach 
or access or approach of. 

নািগনী, নাগী [ nāginī, nāgī ] fem forms of নাগ । 

নােগnd, নােগশ [ nāgēndra, nāgēśa ] n the king of elephants: an appellation of Airavat (ঐরাবত); the 
king of snakes: an appellation of Ananta (aনn) or Vasuki (বাsিক); a phallus of Shiva (িশব). 

নাঙ্গা [ nāṅgā ] a naked, nude; uncovered, bare. 

নাচ [ nāca ] n dancing; capering; a dance; a caper (ছাগেলর নাচ, বাঁদেরর নাচ); (sarcas.) ludicrous 
gesticulations or fretting. ̃uিল, ̃oয়ািল n. a professional dancing girl or dancing-woman, a 
ballerina. ̃ঘর n. a dancing-hall; a ball-room; a theatre. নাচন, নাচিন1, নাচুিন2 n. dancing; (sarcas.) 
ludicrous gesticulations or fretting. নাচিন2, নাচুিন2, নাচুেন n a dancing-girl or dancing-woman; a 
ballerina. ☐ a. engaged in or given to or expert in dancing (নাচুিন েমেয়); having rhythmic beats, 
dancing, rhythmic (নাচুেন ছn). 

নাচা [ nācā ] v to dance; to caper (ছাগল নােচ); (of eyes) to blink or twinkle; to leap in joy ('hদয় 
আমার নােচ ের'); to be moved or excited (পেরর কথায় নাচা). নাচ নাচা to dance a dance; (arch.) to tread a 
measure. নাচেত eেস েঘামটা (fig.) hypocriti cal or sham bashfulness, a harlot veils her face when she 
takes in customers. নাচেত না জানেল uেঠােনর েদাষ a bad work man quarrels with his tools. 
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নাচােকাঁদা [ nācākōn̐dā ] n (lit.) dancing and capering about; (sarcas.) ludicrous gesticulations; 
(sarcas.) vain bragging or fretting. 

নাচােনা [ nācānō ] v to cause to dance; to cause to caper; to cause to leap in joy; to move or 
excite. 

নাচার [ nācāra ] a having no means; helpless; resourceless. 

নািচ [ nāci ] n a rivet. ̃নািচ করা v. to rivet. 

নািচেয় [ nāciẏē ] a given to or skilled in dancing. ☐ n. a dancer. 

নাছdয়ার [ nāchaduẏāra ] n a back door. 

নােছাD [ nāchōḍ◌় ] a refusing to give up, unyielding, pertinacious, obstinate, dogged. ̃বাnা n. an 
unyielding or pertinacious or obstinate person. 

নািজম [ nājima ] n (Mus.) a governor (নবাব নািজম). 

নািজর [ nājira ] n a head clerk of a lawcourt. নািজির n. office or post or work of the head clerk of a 
law-court. 

নােজহাল [ nājēhāla ] a persecuted; pestered; harassed; fatigued. নােজহাল করা v. to persecute; to 
pester; to harass; to fatigue. 

নাট [ nāṭa ] n a dance; dramatic performance, acting; a fun; a stage (for dramatic per formance). 
নােটর gr a director of a performance; (sarcas.) a wirepuller, a ringleader; an arch-intriguer. 

নাটক [ nāṭaka ] n a drama, a play. নাটকীয় a. full of dramatic elements, dramatic, theatrical; 
histrionic. 

নাটমিnর [ nāṭamandira ] n a hall within or infront of a temple for devotional dancing and 
musical performances; a dancing-hall, a ball-room; a theatre, an opera-house. 

নাটা [ nāṭā ] a dwarfish, small in height, short. 

নাটাi [ nāṭāi ] n a reel; a spool; a bobbin. 

নািটকা [ nāṭikā ] n a playlet, a short drama or play. 
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নাটুেক [ nāṭukē ] a dramatic; theatrical; histrionic (নাটুেক কথাবাতর্া); writing dramas (নাটুেক রামনারায়ণ); 
dramaturgic. ̃পনা n. the atricality. 

নাটুয়া [ nāṭuẏā ] n a dancer; an actor. 

নাটয্ [ nāṭya ] n the science and art of dancing, singing and music; dances and songs and music; 
acting; dancing; a drama, a play. ̃কলা n. the science and art of dancing, singing and music; art of 
acting, dramaturgy. ̃কার n. a playwright, a dramatist, a dramaturge. ̃গৃহ same as নাটয্শালা । ̃মnর, ̃শীলা 
n. a music hall, a dancing-hall, a ball-room; a the atre, an opera-house. ̃সিমিত n. a theatrical party; 
an opera party; a dramatic club. নাটয্াচাযর্ n. a dancing-master; a motion-master; (loos.) a great 
actor. নাটয্ািভনয় n. a dramatic performance. নাটয্ািভেনতা n. the actor of a drama. নাটয্ােমাদী a lover of 
the drama, one who is interested in the drama. নাটয্ালয় n. a theatre, an opera-house. নােটয্ািk n. 
dramatic dialogue. 

নাDা1 [ nāḍ◌়ā1 ] n a stubble. 

নাDা2 [ nāḍ◌়ā2 ] v to move; to put in motion; to os cillate; to shake; to give a jerk, to push (েনেড়া 
না-েলখা েবঁেক যােব); to wave (হাত নাDা); to wag (েলজ নাDা); to stir (চামচ িদেয় নাDা); to ring or sound by 
moving with the hand (ঘন্টা নাDা); to remove or shift (e েরাগীেক নাDেব কী কের ?); to handle (টাকা-পয়সা 
নাDা); to displace or mess up (কাগজপt নাDা); to study (শাst নাDা); to inquire of or test esp. cautiously 
or artfully, to sound (েলাকটােক েনেD েদেখা); to loosen (েগাDার মািট েনেD দাo). 

নাDাচাDা [ nāḍ◌়ācāḍ◌়ā ] n stirring or moving or handling (esp. roughly) or displacing or shifting; 
casual study (শাst নাDাচাড়া); thinking or considering (তথয্ িনেয় নাDাচাDা); discussion esp. wide and 
popular (পেরর কলন্ক িনেয় নাDাচাDা). নারাচারা করা v. to stir or move or handle (esp. roughly); to 
displace or shift; to study casually; to think or consider; to discuss esp. publicly; to test or sound 
(েছেলিটেক eকট ুেনেDেচের েদখব). 

নাDানািD [ nāḍ◌়ānāḍ◌়i ] n act of stirring or moving or handling or displacing or shifting 
repeatedly or continuously; act of discussing publicly. নাDানািD করা v. to stir or move or handle or 
displace or shift repeatedly or continuously; to discuss publicly. 

নাDােনা [ nāḍ◌়ānō ] v to move; to put in action; to cause to oscillate; to shake; to give a jerk, to 
push; to wave; to wag; to remove or shift. 

নাDাবুেন [ nāḍ◌়ābunē ] n a cultivator; a rustic, a clod hopper; (fig.) a fool, a dunce. যত িছল নাDাবুেন, 
হল সব েকtুেন (fig.) clodhoppers have turned artists, fools have turned leaders. 

নািD, নাDী [ nāḍ◌়i, nāḍ◌়ī ] n an artery or vein; the pulse (নািD েটপা); the placenta (নািD কাটা); the 
intestines (নািD jলা); (loos.) the uterus (নািDর েদাষ). নািD কাটা v. to cut the umbilical cord or detach 
the placenta. নািDর গিত regular or rhythmical beat of arteries as felt at the wrist. ̃ঘাত n. pulse-beat. 
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(pিত িমিনেট) নিDঘােতর হার pulse-rate. নািD েছঁDা same as নািD jলা । নািDেছঁDা ধন a child (of a mother). 
নািD jলা v. (fig.) to have agonizing pain in the stomach (িখেদয় নািD jলা = to be famished with 
hunger). নািD েটপা v. (usu. sarcas.) to feel one's pulse. ̃েটপা ডাkার a quack, a charlatan. নািD েদখা v. to 
feel one's pulse. নািD মরা v. to lose power to eat sufficiently (usu. due to continuous 
underfeeding); to lose appetite or power of digesting. ̃মরা a. having a poor or weak digestion; able 
to consume only a meagre fare; feeble, weak. ̃jান n. ability for or knowledge of feeling one's 
(esp. a patient's) pulse (in order to determine one's state of health); (fig.) ability to determine the 
state of a thing. ̃নkt n. (ori. & obs.) the star in the ascendant at one's nativity; (pop.) all 
information about one since one's birth; all or detailed information about anything; ins and 
outs. ̃bণ n. see নালীbণ (নালী) । ̃ভুঁিD n. intestines; entrails. 

নাD ু[ nāḍ◌়u ] n a sweet drop, a ball of sweetmeat usu. made of coconut, sugar or molasses etc. 

নািত1 [ nāti1 ] adv (used as a pfx.) not much, moderately. ̃খবর্ a. not very short or dwarfish. ̃দীঘর্ a. 
not very long. ̃বৃহত্ a. not very big; of moderate or medium size. ̃শীতল a. not very cold; moderately 
cold. ̃শীেতা  a. of mild temperature, temperate. নািতশীেতা  মন্ডল (geog.) the temperate zone. ̃ হূল a. 
not very fat or bulky. ̃hs a. not very short. 

নািত2 [ nāti2 ] n a grandson. fem. নাতিন, নািতিন a grand-daughter. নাতজামাi n. the husband of a 
grand-daughter. ̃পুিত n. children of one's sons and daughters collectively, grandchildren. নাতবu n. 
the wife of one's grandson. 

নাথ [ nātha ] n a master, a lord; a husband; a ruler (জগnাথ); a guardian, a maintainer, a protector, a 
custodian (নরনাথ, দীননাথ). ̃বতী a. fem. one whose husband is alive. 

নাদ1 [ nāda1 ] n sound, noise, report, roar. 

নাদ2 [ nāda2 ] n excrements (esp. of cattle), drop pings, dung. 

নাদন [ nādana ] n a thick pillar or column; a thick stick, a cudgel, a club. ̃বািD n. a heavy cudgel or 
club. ̃েপটা a. cudgelled. ̃েপটা করা v. to cudgel. 

নাদা1 [ nādā1 ] v to void excrements (esp. by cattle), to dung, to excrete; (sarcas.) to make dirty 
work of. 

নাদা2 [ nādā2 ] v (poet.) to sound; to roar. 

নাদা3 [ nādā3 ] n a large earthen trough or vat. 

নাদােপটা [ nādāpēṭā ] a pot-bellied; (loos.) corpulent. 
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নািদ [ nādi ] n a pellet of dung (esp. of a small creature as a rat). 

নািদত [ nādita ] a sounded, blown; resounded. 

নািদনী [ nādinī ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) giving out a sound, sounding, roaring (কলনাদী). 

নাdসndস [ nādusanudusa ] a roly-poly, podgy, plump, buxom; fleshy, full of flesh. 

নােদয়, নাদয্ [ nādēẏa, nādya ] a of or born of or grown in a river, riverine. 

নানকপন্হী [ nānakapanhī ] n a Sikh; a Nanakite. 

নানা1 [ nānā1 ] n a maternal grandfather, a grand father. 

নানা2, নানান [ nānā2, nānāna ] a many and diverse. নানাজাতীয় a. of (many and) diverse kinds. নানা 
িদক different or various sides or angles or aspects. নানােদশীয় of different or various countries. 
নানাpকার a. of various kinds or descriptions. নানাpকাের adv. in various ways or means. নানািবধ same 
as নানাpকার । নানা মত n. different opinions or views (নানা মুিনর নানা মত = many men, many minds; 

opinions differ or vary). নানামেত same as নানাpকাের । নানা রেঙর a. of many or various colours, of 
many hues, multi-coloured; variegated; pied. নানাrপ a. of various forms or descriptions or kinds. 
নানাথর্ a. containing or conveying many or diverse meanings; homonymous. নানাথর্ শb a homonym. 

নাnী [ nāndī ] n an invocation at the opening of a drama. ̃কর n. one who recites the in vocation at 
the opening of a drama. ̃পাঠ n. recital of the invocation at the opening of a drama. ̃মুখ n. an 
obsequial rite performed at the start of a happy ceremony, such as marriage. 

না-পছn, না-পসn [ nā-pachanda, nā-pasanda ] a not chosen, disapproved; disliked; unaccepted, 
rejected. না-পছn করা v. to disapprove; to dislike; to reject. 

নাপাক [ nāpāka ] a unholy, profane. 

নাফা [ nāphā ] n profit, gain; benefit; good. 

নাবালক [ nābālaka ] a under-age; (fig.) inexperienced, raw. ☐ n. a minor. fem. নাবািলকা । নািব a. 
(of agricultural produce or crops) late in growing, late (নািবধান). 

নািবক [ nābika ] n a sailor; a boatman; a navigator. ̃িবদয্া n. (the art and science of) navigation. 

নাবয্ [ nābya ] a navigable. ̃তা n. navigability. 
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নািভ [ nābhi ] n the navel, the umbilicus, (coll.) belly-button; (of a wheel) a hub, a nave. ̃kন্ডল, ̃kপ 
n. the umbilical cavity. ̃েচ্ছদন n. cutting off of the umbilical cord or the navel string. ̃েদশ n. the 
umbilical region. ̃পd n. a lotus like navel; (rel.) a lotus in a navel. ̃লm n. (conics.) latus rectum. ̃শব্াস 
n. the last gasp; the dying state or stage; the pangs of death. 

নাম [ nāma ] n a name, an appellation, a designation, an epithet; reputation, fame, celebrity, 
renown (নামডাক); identity (নামেগাtহীন); mention or reputation (েদেশর সবর্t তার নাম); the name of a 
deity (নামজপ); a name esp. that of a deity or religion invoked or called to witness (ভগবােনর নােম, 
ধেমর্র নােম); a roll (নাম ডাকা); a plea or pretext or pretence (কােজর নাম কের পালােনা); actual execution or 
performance (কােজর নােম ঢুঁ ঢুঁ); merely nominal or titular existence or possession (নােমi তালপুkর); a 
very small amount, an iota (নামমাt); (gr.) a root-word other than verbs, a noun, a substantive. 
ছdনাম n. a pseudonym. ডাকনাম n. a nickname. ভােলা নাম n. proper or Christian or formal first name; 
the name by which one is known to the outside public. ভুল নাম a misnomer. নাম করা v. to mention 
one's name; to name; to make a plea (েস িবপেদর নাম আর কের না); to utter the name of; to utter or 
recite the name of one's idol (ৈব েবরা নাম করেছন); to earn fame, to become conspicuous, to come 
into prominence, to cut a figure (েস নােচ নাম করেছ). নাম কাটা v. to remove one's name (from a 
register, roll etc.); to strike off one's name, to strike one off. নাম গাoয়া same as নামকীতর্ন করা । নাম 
জপা same as নামজপ করা । নাম ডাকা v. to summon one loudly by one's name (সাkীর নাম ডাকেছ); to 
call the roll. নাম েডাবােনা v. to destroy one's reputation; to bring disgrace upon, to drag one's name 
through the mire. নাম েদoয়া same as নামকরণ করা । নাম ধরা v. to tell one's name; to assume a name 
or designation. নাম ধের ডাকা v. to call or summon one by one's name. নাম বলা v. to tell one's name; 
to name or mention. নাম ভাঁDােনা v. to commit forgery by concealing one's name and assuming a 
false one. নাম রটা v. to become famous or notorious. নাম রাখা v. to give a name to, to christen, to 
designate, to name; to act up to the reputation of (বংেশর নাম রাখা); to leave behind a lasting fame 
(পৃিথবীেত নাম রাখা). নাম েনoয়া v. to utter the name of; to utter or recite in devotion the name of; to 
remember or worship. নাম েলখােনা v. to have oneself enlisted or enrolled or registered. নাম েশানােনা 
v. to sing to one the name of (esp. of a deity). নাম হoয়া v. to become famous, to earn reputation. 
নাম হারােনা v. to lose one's reputation. নামক a. named, by name, called, designated. ̃করণ n. act of 
giving a name to, act of naming; the sacrament of giving a name to, christening; nomenclature. 
নামকরণ করা v. to give a name to, to name; to designate; to christen. ̃করা a. reputed, renowned, 
famous; (dero.) notorious (নামকরা েচার). ̃কীতর্ন n. devotional recitation or singing of the name of 
one's idol; act of celebrating one's name; act of praising esp. publicly. লামকীতর্ন করা v. to recite or 
sing in devotion the name of; to celebrate one's name; to praise esp. publicly. ̃গn n. slightest 
mention or sign or trace. নামগান same as নামকীতর্ন । ̃েগাtহীন a. (fig.) having no established (social) 
position or credentials. ̃জপ n. act of uttering inwardly and continuously the name of one's idol. 
নামজপ করা v. to utter in devotion the name of one's idol inwardly and continuously. ̃জাদা a. famous, 
renowned, celebrated, reputed. ̃জাির n. mutation or substitution of a name in an official register 
esp. in the landlord's records; publication or upholding of one's name. নামজাির করা v. to alter or 
substitute a name in an official register; to publish or uphold a name. ̃ডাক n. fame and influence, 
prominence in public life. ̃ডাকoয়ালা a. famous and influential, prominent in public life. নাম ডাকা v. 
to call the rolls; to call one's name. নামত adv. in name only; nominally. ☐ a. nominal, titular. ̃ধর 
a. named. ̃ধাতু n. (gr.) a verbal root derived from a noun, a nominal verb. ̃ধাম n. name and 
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address. ̃ধারণ n. act of assuming or bearing a name or designation. নামধারণ করা v. to assume or bear 
a name or designation. ̃ধারী same as নামধর । ̃েধয় n. a name, an appellation, a designation. ☐ a. 
named, designated. ̃পt n. the title page of a book; the paper or document bearing one's title. ̃পদ n. 
(gr.) a noun. নাম pতয্াহার n. withdrawal of one's name or candidature (from a contest, election 
etc.) ̃ফলক n. a nameplate. ̃বাচক a. expressing or denoting a name; (gr.) proper. নামবাচক িবেশষয্ (gr.) a 
proper noun. ̃িবহীন a. nameless; unknown; having no reputation or fame; obscure; 
anonymous. ̃িবহীনতা, ̃হীনতা n. namelessness; anonymity. ̃ভূিমকা n. the title-role, the name-part. ̃মাt a. 
nominal; titular; only a little or only a few. ☐ adv. nominally, in name only; only a little or only 
a few. ☐ n. (even) the mere name; slightest mention or hint; slightest amount. ̃মুdা n. a seal 
bearing one's name. ̃মুdািঙ্কত a. sealed, with a seal bearing one's name. ̃যশ same as নামডাক । ̃সংকীতর্ন 

same as নামকীতর্ন । ̃সবর্s n. a thing or person that is nothing but a mere name. ☐ a. existing merely 

in name. ̃হারা, ̃হীন same as নামিবহীন । নােম a. by name, named, designated; in name only; nominal, 
titular. ☐ adv. in name only. নােম েগায়ালা কাঁিজ ভkণ (fig.) one who is reputed as a millionaire but 
cannot afford to eat more mutton than beef. নােম নােম adv. separately by or in or under individual 
names. 

না-মঞ্জুর [ nā-mañjura ] a not sanctioned or allowed or accepted, turned down, rejected. না মঞু্জর করা 
v. to disallow, to turn down, to reject. 

নামতা [ nāmatā ] n (arith.) the multiplication table. 

-নামা1 [ -nāmā1 ] in comp (used as a sfx.) bearing a particular name, named, designated. ajাতনামা 
a. nameless; unknown. 

-নামা2 [ -nāmā2 ] n (used as a sfx.) a letter; a deed (চুিkনামা); a written authorization (oকালতনামা); a 
narrative, a chronicle, a history (শাhামা). 

নামা3 [ nāmā3 ] v to come or go down, to get down, to descent, to alight; to climb down; to 
dismount (েঘাDা েথেক নামা); to disem bark, to get out of (জাহাজ বা গািD েথেক নামা); to go down into 
(জেল নামা); to stoop, to incline, to slope, to become lower or depressed, to sink (ঘেরর ছাদ েনেম েগেছ, 
পথ েনেম েগেছ); to decrease, to abate, to fall (jর নামা, দর নামা); to go down, to set (সূযর্ পি েম েনেমেছ); 
to set in, to ensue, to commence (বৃি  েনেমেছ); to appear in (আসের নামা); to come out in (পেথ নামা); to 
take part, to join (তেকর্ নামা); to flow out, to ooze, to stream (ঘাম নামা, েচােখর জল নামা); to be 
degraded or demoted (u ঁচু পদ েথেক নামা, kাস েথেক নামা); to be depraved (েছেলটা aেনক দূর েথেক েনেম 
েগেছ); to quote a lower price or easier terms (েস আর নামেব না তা েলন-েদন েহাক আর না েহাক); to have 
loose motions or diarrhoea (েপট নামা). ☐ a. depressed, sunk (নামা জায়গা). 

নামািঙ্কত [ nāmāṅkita ] a carved or engraved with a name; with a name carved or engraved on 
something; containing a name; bearing a signature, signed. 
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নামােনা [ nāmānō ] v to cause to get down, to bring down; to cause to set in (বৃি  নামােনা); to bring 
or lay down upon the ground (মাথার বsা নামােনা); to unload (গািD েথেক মাল নামােনা); to cause to appear 
in (আসের নামােনা); to cause to come out in (পেথ নামােনা); to cause to flow out or stream or ooze 
(েচােখর জল নামােনা); to degrade or demote; to deprave; to cause to go down or fall, to decrease, to 
abate; to cause to quote a lower price or easier terms; to cause to have loose motions or 
diarrhoea; to purge or evacuate strongly (e oষুেধ েপট নামােব); to have loose motions or diarrhoea 
(েরাগীর েপট নামােচ্ছ). 

নামাnর [ nāmāntara ] n another or a different name; difference only in name and not in any other 
respects. (নামাnরমাt). 

নামাল [ nāmāla ] a (of land) low-lying, low, depressed. 

নামী [ nāmī ] a renowned, famous. 

নােমাচ্চারণ [ nāmōccāraṇa ] n utterance of a name; (slight est) mention. নােমাচ্চারণ করা v. to utter the 
name of; to mention (slightly). 

নােমােlখ [ nāmōllēkha ] n mention of a name. নােমােlখ করা v. to mention the name of. 

-নাmী [ -nāmnī ] fem of নামা1 । 

নায়ক [ nāẏaka ] a leading, guiding, commanding, chief, principal. ☐ n. a leader, a guide, a 
commander, a captain; a chief; a hero (of a drama, fiction etc.); a (habitual) lover, an amorous 
man, a gallant. 

নািয়কা [ nāẏikā ] a. & n. fem of নায়ক । ☐ n. fem. any one of the eight manifestations of Goddess 
Durga (dগর্া). 

নােয়ক [ nāẏēka ] n a soldier holding the lowest non-commissioned rank in the Indian Army, a 
naik; a surname of south-west Bengali Hindus. 

নােয়ব [ nāẏēba ] n an administrator and rent collec tor of a rent-collecting unit of a landlord's 
estate. নােয়িব n. the post of this official. ☐ a. relating to this official. 

নারক [ nāraka ] a of or condemmed to or condem nable to hell, hellish, infernal; sinning, 
reprobate. ☐ n. hell, Inferno. 

নারকী1 [ nārakī1 ] a. fem of নারক (a.). 

নারকী2 [ nārakī2 ] a same as নারক (a.). 
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নারকীয় [ nārakīẏa ] a worthy only of hell, hellish, in fernal; diabolical. 

নারেকল, নারেকাল [ nārakēla, nārakōla ] n the coconut. নারেকল গাছ n. the coconut tree. নারেকল েতল 
coconut oil. নারেকল দিD coir-rope. নারেকেলর েছাবDা coir. নারেকেলর জল co conut-water, coconut-milk. 
নারেকেলর শাঁস kernel of coconut. নারেকেলর শুকেনা শাঁস copra. নারেকিল, নারেকািল a. of the shape of a 
coconut, shaped like a cocount; tasting like a coconut copra; containing kernal like that of a 
coconut. নারেকিল kল a kind of sweet jujube. 

নারঙ্গ, নারিঙ্গ [ nāraṅga, nāraṅgi ] n the orange. 

নারদ [ nārada ] n a mythological sage given to setting gods by the ears. নারদ নারদ int. let them or 
may they engage in a quarrel with one another. নারদীয় a. of Narada (নারদ) the sage. 

নারা [ nārā ] v (poet. or dial.) cannot, to be unable to, to fail to. 

নারাঙ্গা [ nārāṅgā ] n the orange; erysipelas. 

নারািঙ্গ [ nārāṅgi ] n the orange. 

নারাচ [ nārāca ] n a kind of arrow made of iron, an iron-shaft. 

নারাজ [ nārāja ] a unwilling, disagreeing; displeased; discontented. 

নারায়ণ [ nārāẏaṇa ] n a manifestation of Vishnu (িব )ু. ̃েkt n. a plot of land on the bank of the 
Ganges stretching four cubits from the watermark or any plot of land conceived as this (a dying 
Hindu is laid down on this plot). নারায়ণী n. fem. Goddess Lakshmi (লkী) the wife of Narayana 
(নারায়ণ). ☐ a. of or evolved from Narayana. নারায়ণী েসনা n. a band of indefatigable warriors said to 
be born out of the person of Narayana or Krishna (কৃ ). 

নারী [ nārī ] n a woman; womankind (নরনারী); a wife (পরনারী). ̃চিরt n. the character or nature of a 
woman; the female character or characters of a literary work or play etc. ̃জািত n. womankind. ̃t n. 
womanhood, femininity. ̃ধমর্ n. functions or characteristic qualities of a woman; womanliness. ধষর্ণ 
n. ravishment of a woman; rape. ̃িনgহ, ̃িনযর্াতন n. persecution of a woman; molestation; rape. ̃রt n. a 
jewel of a woman. ̃সমাজ n. womenfolk; the community of women. ̃sভাব n. wom anly nature, 
womanliness, femininity. ☐ a. (of a man) effeminate. ̃sভাবsলভ a. womanly, having qualities 
befitting a woman; womanish; (of a man) effeminate. ̃হরণ n. abduction of a woman. 

নাভর্ [ nārbha ] n a nerve. 

নাভর্তnt [ nārbhatantra ] n the nervous system. 
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নাল1 [ nāla1 ] n a horse-shoe. নাল পরােনা, নাল বাঁধােনা v. to shoe (a horse). নাল-পরা, নাল-বাঁধা, নাল-বাঁধােনা 
a. shod. নালবn, নালবn n. the smith who shoes horses, a farrier. নালবিn n. farriery. 

নাল2 [ nāla2 ] n saliva, slaver. নাল ঝরা, নাল পDা v. to water (তার মুখ েথেক নাল ঝDেছ = his mouth 
waters). নাল ঝরােনা, নাল েফলা v. to drivel, to slaver. 

নাল3 [ nāla3 ] n a vein; a tube; a hollow culm or stalk esp. of the lotus. 

নালফুল [ nālaphula ] n the white water-lily, the lotus. 

নালা [ nālā ] n a duct; a drain; a canal; a wayside gutter. 

নালােয়ক [ nālāẏēka ] a unfit, incompetent, incapable; under-age, minor. 

নািল, নালী [ nāli, nālī ] n a small duct or drain; a small and thin tube; a vein; a fissure; নািল ঘা, নািল 
bণ n. sinus. 

নািলকা বািন্ডল [ nālikā bānḍila ] n (anat.) vascular bundle. 

নািলতা [ nālitā ] n edible leaves of a jute-plant. 

নািলশ [ nāliśa ] n a complaint; a lawsuit, a legal action; an appeal or prayer for redress. নািলশ করা 
v. to complain; to bring or file a lawsuit; to sue or prosecute. নািলিশ a. concerning a complaint or 
lawsuit; in suit (নািলিশ সmিt = a property in suit). 

নাশ [ nāśa ] n destruction, annihilation; extinction; spoiling (কমর্নাশ); loss or waste (aথর্নাশ); ruin 
(sা hনাশ); removal (dঃখনাশ); act of killing, extermination (কীটনাশ); death. নাশ করা v. to destory, to 
annihilate; to spoil; to waste; to ruin; to remove; to kill, to exterminate. নাশ পাoয়া, নাশ হoয়া v. to 
be destroyed, to perish; to become extinct; to be spoiled or lost or wasted or ruined or removed 
or killed or exterminated; to die. 

নাশক [ nāśaka ] a destructive; destroying; wasting; causing ruin; removing; killing, 
exterminating. নাশকতা n. destructiveness; sabotage. 

নাশন [ nāśana ] n act of destroying or spoiling or wasting or ruining or removing or killing or 
exterminating. ☐ a. (chiefly used as a sfx.) same as নাশক (a). 

নাশপািত [ nāśapāti ] n the pear. 

নাশা [ nāśā ] v (poet.) same as নাশ করা (see নাশ). ☐ a. (used as a sfx.) same as নাশক (কমর্নাশা). 
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নািশত [ nāśita ] a destroyed, perished; wasted; ruined; removed; killed, exterminated. 

নাশী [ nāśī ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) perishable; destructive, destroying; killing; wasting; 
ruining; spoiling; removing. fem. নািশনী । 

নাস [ nāsa ] n snuff; anything inhaled or taken in like the snuff (জেলর নাস). নাস েনoয়া v. to inhale, 
to take or draw in. ̃দান, ̃দািন n. the snuffbox. 

নাসতয্ [ nāsatya ] n the twin gods acting as the physicians of heaven. 

নাসা [ nāsā ] n the nose; a nasal polypus. নাসাg n. the tip of the nose. ̃পথ n. the nasal passage. ̃রn 
n. the nostril. 

নািসকা [ nāsikā ] n the nose. ̃g n. the tip of the nose. 

নািসকয্ [ nāsikya ] a (chiefly gr.) nasal; nasalized (নািসকয্ ধব্িন). 

নাsা [ nāstā ] n a light repast taken in the morning, a morning tiffin or meal; break fast. 

নাsানাবুদ [ nāstānābuda ] a utterly harried; harassed in the extreme; routed; utterly defeated; 
thoroughly upset; utterly embarrassed or discomfited; put to shame; put out of countenance. 

নািs [ nāsti ] v is not, are not. ☐ n. inexistence, non-existence; absence. 

নািsক [ nāstika ] a disbelieving in the existence of God, atheistical; disbelieving in the Vedas or 
scriptures. ☐ n. an atheist; an infidel. ̃তা, নািsকয্ n. atheism; infidelity. 

নাহক [ nāhaka ] adv for nothing (নাহক ক  েদoয়া); in vain; uselessly; unjustly; unreasonably. 

নাহয়, না হয় [ nāhaẏa, nā haẏa ] adv what if (নাহয় তুিম eেল); all right (আিম নাহয় যাব); at best or at 
the worst (নাহয় দশ টাকা লাগেব). ☐ con. or (হয় তুিম নাহয় েস); or else (কর নাহয় মর). ☐ int. well (নাহয় 
মানলামi). 

িন1 [ ni1 ] pfx denoting: proximity, extensiveness, overmuchness, want, similarity, certainty, 
inferiority etc. (িনকট, িনখািক, িনখুঁত) । 

িন2 [ ni2 ] n (mus.) the major sixth of the C scale, A. 

িনuেমািনয়া [ niumōniẏā ] n pneumonia. 
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িনংDােনা [ niṇḍ◌়ānō ] v to squeeze out or wring out (as water from clothes); to squeeze or wring 
(as clothes); (fig.) to extort (chiefly money). ☐ a. squeezed out, wrung out; squeezed, wrung; 
extorted. 

িনঃ [ niḥ ] pfx denoting: want, absence, certainty, overmuchness, completeness, direction 
towards outside etc. less, un-, non-, over-, de-, dis-, outetc. িনঃkt, িনঃkিtয় a. devoid of Kshatriyas 
(kিtয়). িনঃশঙ্ক a. fearless, intrepid; undaunted. িনঃশঙ্কিচt a. having a dauntless heart. িনঃশঙ্কিচেt adv. 
without any fear at heart; with a dauntless heart. িনঃশtr a. without an enemy. িনঃশb a. noiseless, 
silent. িনঃশbপদসঞ্চাের adv. stepping silently or noiselessly, in or with stealthy footsteps. িনঃশেb adv. 
noiselessly, silently. িনঃশতর্ a. unconditional (িনঃশতর্ আtসমপর্ণ). িনঃেশষ a. leaving no remainder (সমs 
টাকা িনঃেশষ); thoroughly exhausted or consumed; utterly impoverished (দান কেরi েস িনঃেশষ); utterly 
ruined (েস মামলােত িনঃেশষ); complete, thorough, full (িনঃেশষ aিধকার). িনঃেশিষত a. thoroughly spent up 
or exhausted or consumed. িনঃশব্সন n. breathing; respiration; exhalation. িনঃশব্িসত a. breathed in or 
out; exhaled. িনঃশব্াস n. exhalation; breathing; breath; sigh. িনশব্াস ছাDা, িনঃশব্াস েফলা v. to exhale; to 
breathe; to sigh. িনঃশব্াস েফলার aবসর least respite, a breathing-interval, time to breathe, breathing 
space. িনঃশব্াস বn বা েরাধ করা v. to hold one's breath. িনঃশব্াস েরাধ কের হতয্া করা to strangle or throttle 
(one) to death. িনঃশব্াস বn বা েরাধ হoয়া v. to be suffocated (গরেম িনঃশব্াস বn হoয়া); to be out of breath 
(খাটুিনর েচােট িনঃশব্াস বn হoয়া); to cease to breathe, to die. িনঃশব্াস েনoয়া v. to breathe in, to inhale; to 
breathe, to respire. eক িনঃশব্ােস in a breath. িনঃশব্াসpশব্াস n. breathing in and out, respiration. িনঃশব্ােসর 
dগর্n n. bad breath, halitosis. িনঃসংj a. unconscious, fainted, swooned. িনঃসংশয় a. free or freed from 
doubt or hesitation, undoubting; unhesitating; convinced; doubtless; certain, sure, positive. 
িনঃসংশেয় adv. unhesitatingly; undoubtedly; certainly, surely, positively. িনঃসেঙ্কাচ a. unhesitating. 
িনঃসেঙ্কােচ adv. unhesitatingly, without hesitation. িনঃসঙ্গ a. companionless, unattended, lonely; 
disinterested, callous; detached, unrelated. িনঃসtt a. having no substance or esse, unsubstantial; 
inexis tent; weak, feeble; lifeless; inanimate; devoid of living creatures. িনঃসnান a. childless. 
িনঃসিng a. same as িনঃসেnহ । িনঃসেnহ a. free from doubt, undoubting, unsuspecting; convinced; 
undoubted; sure, positive. িনঃসেnেহ adv. undoubtingly; undoubtedly, doubtlessly; surely, 
positively. িনঃসপt a. having no enemy; without any adversary or rival. িনঃসmকর্ a. unrelated, 
unconnected; not related by blood; detached. িনঃসmল a. resourceless; destitute; indigent; penniless; 
(coll.) broke. িনঃসরণ n. act of going or coming out; act of flowing out; ejection, emission, 
exudation, issue, escape. িনঃসহায় a. helpless. িনঃসাD a. giving no response; silent; unconscious; 
motionless; noiseless (িনঃসাের চলা). িনঃসারক a. causing to go or come or flow out; emitting; 
discharging; purging; ejecting; causing to issue or escape; extracting; expelling. িনঃসারণ n. act of 
going or coming or flowing out; emission; discharge; purgation; ejection; issue, escape; 
extraction; expulsion. িনঃসািরত a. gone or come or flowed out; emitted; ejected; issued, exuded; 
expelled. িনঃসীম a. endless, boundless; infinite. িনঃসীম শূn n. the boundless sky. িনঃসৃত same as 
িনঃসািরত । িনঃsৃহ a. having no desire or liking for; unattached; disinterested, callous. িনঃsৃহতা n. 
absence of desire or liking; disinterestedness, collousness. িনঃs a. destitute; indigent, utterly poor. 
িনঃsতা n. destitution; indigence, utter poverty. িনঃsন n. sound, noise; voice; (of birds) a note. িনঃsর 
a. voiceless; silent. িনঃsব, িনঃsাব n. exudation. 
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িনকট [ nikaṭa ] a imminent, approaching (িনকট মৃতুয্); close (িনকট আtীয়); intimate, bosom (িনকট 
বlু). ☐ prep. (rare in mod. Beng.) proximate to; near, about (বািDর িনকট); to, towards, by (আমার 
িনকট eেসা); from (িপতার িনকট শুেনিছ); in possession or in the custody of (তাহার িনকট টাকা আেছ). ̃বতর্ী, ̃ হ 
a. nearby, neighbouring, proximate, near, close (to); imminent, approaching (মৃতুয্ িনকটবতর্ী); close 
(িনকটবতর্ী হান). fem. িনকটবিতর্নী, িনকটাব হা । িনকটবতর্ী হoয়া v. to draw near, to approach, to close 
upon. িনকটবিতর্তা n. nearness, proximity; state of being imminent; closeness. িনকেট adv. drawing 
near, approaching, closing upon (মৃতুয্ িনকেট). ☐ prep. same as িনকট (prep.). 

িনকর [ nikara ] n a collection, an assemblage, a multitude (নktিনকর). 

িনকষ [ nikaṣa ] n a streakplate or touchstone; whet stone; whetting; a testing streak of gold. 
িনকষণ n. act of rubbing or testing (gold) on a touchstone. িনকিষত a. rubbed or tested on a 
touchstone; polished; found to be genuine by testing on a touch stone, pure, sterling ('িনকিষত 
েহম'). 

িনকা [ nikā ] n (Mus.) widow-marriage; re-marriage of a divorced woman. িনকা করা v. to marry a 
widow or a divorced woman. িনকা বসা v. to re-marry after being widowed or divorced by the 
husband. 

িনকােনা [ nikānō ] v to rub with a swab or mop drenched in a solution of cow-dung (েমেট ঘর 
িনকােনা); to swab or mop (eঁেটা জায়গা িনকােনা). ☐ a. swabbed with a solution of cow-dung; swabbed, 
mopped. 

িনকায় [ nikāẏa ] n a collection; a brotherhood; an aim or goal; an abode; God. 

িনকরেবাকার [ nikarabōkāra ] n a knickerbocker, a loose fitting garment, usu. worn by children. 

িনকাির [ nikāri ] n a Muslim community of fishermen or butchers. 

িনকাশ [ nikāśa ] n act of letting out, drainage (জলিনকাশ); completion, finalization (িহসাবিনকাশ); 
final accounts or a bal ance-sheet; destruction or end (দফা িনকাশ). িনকাশ করা v. to let out, to drain 
out; to complete, to finalize; to settle up (accounts); to destroy; to put an end to. িনকাশ হoয়া v. to 
come or get out (as water); to be completed or finalized; to be settled up; to be destroyed; to 
come to an end. িনকািশ a. relating to coming or getting out (জলিনকািশ বয্ব হা); relating to final 
accounts or a balance sheet. িনকািশ পt n. a balance-sheet. 

িনিক [ niki ] n a young of a louse; an egg of a louse, a nit. 

িনkিচ [ nikuci ] n (vul.) ruin, destruction. িনkিচ করা v. to ruin, to destroy, (sl.) to do up. 

িনkঞ্জ [ nikuñja ] n an arbour, a bower (also িনkঞ্জকানন,িনkঞ্জবন). 
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িনkিmলা [ nikumbhilā ] n (myth.) a sacrificial rite performed by Indrajit (indিজত্) to win a victory 
over his enemy. 

িনকৃত [ nikṛta ] a scolded; defeated; humiliated or insulted; oppressed. 

িনকৃিত [ nikṛti ] n scolding; poverty; humiliation; oppression. 

িনকৃ  [ nikṛṣṭa ] a inferior; hateful, vile; low, mean. ̃তা n. inferiority; vileness; lowness, 
meanness. 

িনেকতন, িনেকত [ nikētana, nikēta ] n a dwelling-house, an abode, a home. 

িনিk [ nikti ] n a balance for minute and accurate weighing (as one used by jewellers). িনিkর oজন 
minute or subtle weighing. 

িনkণ [ nikkaṇa ] n sweet jingle, sonorous tinkling of bells etc. (নূপুরিনkণ). 

িনিkp [ nikṣipta ] a thrown; cast, shot, flung, hurled; ejected; scattered; imputed; placed, 
deposited. 

িনেkপ, িনেkপণ [ nikṣēpa, nikṣēpaṇa ] n an instance or act of throwing; casting, shooting, 
flinging, hurling; ejection; scattering; act of giving or conferring or imputing; act of placing or 
depositing. িনেkপ করা v. to throw; to cast, to shoot, to fling; to eject; to scatter; to give; to confer; 
to impute; to place, to deposit. িনেkপক a. one who or that which throws or casts or shoots or flings 
or ejects or scatters or gives or confers or imputes or places or deposits; a device for throwing or 
hurling missiles etc. িনেkপা poet. form of িনেkপ করা । 

িনখবর্ [ nikharba ] n a hundred thousand million. ☐ a. hundred thousand million. 

িনখািক [ nikhāki ] a. fem (vul.) eating nothing or lacking appetite. ☐ n. fem. such a woman. 

িনখাত [ nikhāta ] a dug, excavated; thrust into, buried, planted, inserted. 

িনখাদ1 [ nikhāda1 ] n (mus.) the major sixth of the C scale. 

িনখাদ2 [ nikhāda2 ] a unalloyed, unadulterated, pure, genuine (িনখাদ েসানা). 

িনিখল [ nikhila ] a entire, whole (িনিখল সৃি ). ☐ n. the whole universe (িনিখলনাথ). 

িনিখলভুবন, িনিখলিবশব্ [ nikhilabhubana, nikhilabiśba ] n the whole universe, the whole world. 
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িনখঁুত [ nikhun ̐ta ] a faultless, flawless, spotless, impeccable, immaculate; perfect. 

িনগD [ nigaḍ◌় ] n an iron chain; a shackle for the feet, fetters. ̃বd a. enchained, chained; fettered. 

িনগদ [ nigada ] n an utterance, a saying. িনগিদত a. uttered, spoken. 

িনগম [ nigama ] n a scripture of the tantra (তnt) cult; the Vedas; exit; a path, a way or a way out, a 
city, a town; a marketplace, a Rialto; a corporation, a municipality, a town council; a commercial 
guild; a chamber of commerce. ̃কর n. corporation tax. ̃বd, িনগিমত a. united in a guild; 
incorporated. ̃বnন n. incorporation. 

িনগমন [ nigamana ] n going out, exit, outflow; issue. 

িনগরণ [ nigaraṇa ] n swallowing or gulping down; eating up. 

িনগার [ nigāra ] n (dero.) a dark-skinned man, a blackie, a negro, a nigger. 

িনগীণর্ [ nigīrṇa ] a swallowed, gulped down; eaten up. 

িনgঢ় [ niguḍh◌় ] a perfectly concealed; hidden, secret; covert; mystical, occult; extremely 
abstruse or intricate; mysterious; very profound or deep. িনগূঢ় aথর্ same as িনগূঢ়াথর্ । িনগূঢ় তtt a 
mysterious truth or information, mysteries. ̃েচ্ছদ n. a secret cover. ̃তা n. perfect concealment; 
secrecy; occultness; extreme abstruseness or intricacy; mysteriousness; far-reaching profundity 
or depth. িনগঢূ়থর্ n. a hidden or underlying meaning or implication. িনগূঢ়াথর্ক a. having a hidden or 
underlying meaning. 

িনগৃহীত [ nigṛhīta ] a oppressed, persecuted; afflicted, harried, harassed; repressed, subjected to 
torture. িনগৃহীত করা v. to oppress, to persecute; to afflict, to harry, to harrow; to repress, to subject 
to torture. 

িনgহ [ nigraha ] n coercion, quelling (শtrিনgহ); oppression, persecution (রাজিনgহ); affliction, 
harrying, harassment (aথর্াভাব জিনত িনgহ); repression (iিndয়িনgহ). িনgহ করা same as িনগৃহীত করা (see 
িনগৃহীত). িনgহ েভাগ করা v. to suffer coercion, to be coerced or quelled; to be oppressed or 
persecuted, to be afflicted or harassed or harried; to be repressed or subjected to torture. িনgাহক a. 
& n. one who coerces or quells or oppresses or persecutes or afflicts or harries or harasses or 
represses. 

িনঘন্ট ু [ nighanṭu ] n a table of contents, an index; a lexicon; a Vedic glossary or concordance 
compiled by Yaska (যাs). 
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িনচয় [ nicaẏa ] n a collection, an assemblage; increase; development; the greatest height; 
culmination. 

িনচু2 [ nicu2 ] a low (িনচ ুপাহাD); depressed (িনচ ুজায়গা); low-lying (িনচ ুজিম); bent down, stooping 
(মাথা িনচ ুকরা); sloping (রাsা িনচ ুহেয় েগেছ); inferior (িনচ ুপদ); low, depressed (িনচ ুaব হা). ☐ n. a place 
or position below or underneath (িনচ ুেথেক); a low or depressed position or state. 

িনচুল [ nicula ] n the rattan-plant; a scarf; a mod esty-vest. 

িনেচাল [ nicōla ] n a cover made of cloth; a scarf, a wrapper; a modesty-vest; a skirt; an armour. 

িনিচ্ছd [ nicchidra ] a having no holes; compact; flawless. 

িনছক [ nichaka ] a mere, sheer, undiluted (িনছক ক ). ☐ adv. merely, sheer, absolutely (িনছক বােজ 
কথা). 

িনজ [ nija ] a own (িনজ গৃহ). িনজ িনজ respective. িনজ gেণ adv. by virtue of one's own qualities or 
virtues. িনজ েদােষ adv. by one's own fault. িনজ মূিতর্ ধারন করা v. to assume one's real form or self. 

িনজs [ nijasba ] n one's own property. ☐ a. belonging to or devised by one's own self, own. িনজs 
করা v. to appropriate to one self; to make one's own. 

িনজাম [ nijāma ] n (Mus.) a provincial governor; the Nizam of Hyderabad. িনজামত, িনজামিত n. the 
office or rule or property of a Nizam; dispensation of justice in criminal cases. ☐ a. of a Nizam; 
criminal (িনজামত আদালত = a criminal court). 

িনেজ [ nijē ] refl. pro by one's ownself (িনেজ কেরা = do it yourself). আিম িনেজ myself or by myself. 
আমরা িনেজরা ourselves or by ourselves. তুিম িনেজ yourself. েতামরা িনেজরা yourselves or by yourselves. 
েস িনেজ (masc.) himself; (fem.) herself. তারা িনেজরা, eরা িনেজরা themselves or by themselves. িনেজ 
িনেজ by one's own self, on one's own, without others' help. িনেজর a. own. িনেজর পােয় kD ুল মারা (fig.) 
to dig one's own grave, to work to bring about one's own down fall or ruin. 

িনঝুম [ nijhuma ] a perfectly silent; calm; still, motionless. 

িনট [ niṭa ] a remaining after necessary deductions, net (িনট লাভ). 

িনেটাল [ niṭōla ] a (lit.) having no dimples or depressions; plump; chubby (িনেটাল েচহারা); perfect 
(িনেটাল sা h); flawless, immaculate (িনেটাল েসৗnযর্). 

িনDােনা [ niḍ◌়ānō ] v to weed out. ☐ a. weeded. 
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িনDািন, িনেDন [ niḍ◌়āni, niḍ◌়ēna ] n a weeding-tool; act of weeding out. 

িনতকেন [ nitakanē ] n a bridesmaid, the best maid. 

িনতবর [ nitabara ] n a groomsman, the best man. 

িনতm [ nitamba ] n the buttocks, the hip (esp. of a woman); (of hills and mountains) a flank or 
side (িগিরিনতm). িনতিmনী a. fem. having well-shaped or plump buttocks. ☐ n. a woman with well-
shaped or plump buttocks; a woman. 

িনতল [ nitala ] n (myth.) one of the seven regions of the nether world or Hades; (fig.) a very deep 
or hollow place. 

িনতা [ nitā ] n (dial.) an invitation at a dinner or feast ('তৃতীয়ায় িদয়া িনতা'). coll. িনেত । 

িনতাn [ nitānta ] a extreme (িনতাn ক ). thorough or downright (িনতাn শয়তান). ☐ adv. extremely 
(িনতাn মn); very closely (িনতাn ঘিন ); thoroughly or downright (িনতাn ভােলা বা মn); perforce or of 
ne cessity, even then, still (িনতাn যিদ যােব); at all (িনতাni যিদ চাo). ̃পেk adv. at least. 

িনতয্ [ nitya ] adv always, ever, forever, everyday, daily. ☐ a. daily (িনতয্কমর্); diurnal (সূেযর্র 
িনতয্গিত); immortal (িনতয্েলাক); perpetual, everlasting; eternal, infinite; (phys.) constant. ̃কমর্, ̃কাযর্ 
same as িনতয্কৃতয্ । ̃কাল n. infinite time, eternity. িনতয্কাল িধের forever; through the eternity. ̃কালীন a. 
eternal; everlasting. ̃কৃতয্, ̃িkয়া n. daily duties (esp. rou tine ones); daily religious rites such as 
prayers. ̃তা n. everlastingness; immortality, imperishability; eternity; constancy; (mech.) 
conservation. ̃ৈনিমিtক a. daily or regular and occasional. ̃pেয়াজনীয় a. of daily use, of everyday 
use. ̃pলয় n. sound or deep sleep. ̃বৃt a. (gr.) indefinite (িনতয্বৃt বতর্মান, aতীত iতয্ািদ). ̃যাtী n. daily 
passenger, daily commuter. ̃লীলা n. daily sports; (of a holy man) daily activities. ̃শ adv. constantly, 
always. ̃সঙ্গী n. a constant companion. ̃সতয্ n. an eternal truth. ̃সমাস n. (gr.) a system of forming 
compound words which cannot be expounded. ̃সহচর same as িনতয্সঙ্গী । ̃েসবা n. daily (rou tine) 
worship. িনতয্ানn a. enjoying perpetual delight, ever delighted. ☐ n. the chief religious associate 
of ীৈচতn । িনতয্ািনতয্ a. eternal and transitory, perpetual and transient; imperishable and 
perishable. িনতয্ািনতয্ িবচার n. discernment of or discrimination between what is eternal or 
imperishable and what is transitory or perishable. 

িনথর [ nithara ] a still, calm, tranquil, motionless. 

িনদশর্ন [ nidarśana ] n an instance, an example, a precedent; a proof, an evidence, a testimony; a 
sign; a token; a keepsake; a memento. ̃পt n. a testimonial, an in troduction, a certificate; an 
identity card. ̃sm n. a pillar to fix or mark a boundary. িনদশর্না n. (rhet.) transference of attributes. 
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িনদাঘ [ nidāgha ] n summer; heat. ̃কাল n. summer time. ̃পীিDত a. afflicted with summer heat. 

িনদান [ nidāna ] n the root cause (dঃেখর িনদান); the final cause (সৃি র িনদান); determination of the 
cause or symptoms of a disease; (med.) aetiology. ☐ a. final, last, ultimate; dying. ̃কাল n. the 
time of death, the dying moments, the last moments. ̃িবদয্া n. (med.) aetiology; diagnostics; (rare.) 
the philosophy of causation. ̃শালা n. (med.) a clinic. ̃শাst same as িনদানিবদয্া । িনদািনক a. (med.) 
aetiological or clinical (িনদািনক েভষজ). 

িনদাrণ [ nidāruṇa ] a extremely terrible; very severe; thoroughly unbearable; extremely cruel or 
merciless or relentless (িনদাrণ িবিধ). 

িনদািল [ nidāli ] n a handful of dust rendered soporific by occult charm. 

িনিধধয্াস, িনিদধয্াসন [ nidhidhyāsa, nididhyāsana ] n profound meditation about a meaning or 
implication that has been learnt (lately); constant consideration. 

িনিদ  [ nidiṣṭa ] a ordered; enjoined; directed; instructed; stated; mentioned. 

িনেদন2, িনেদনপেk [ nidēna2, nidēnapakṣē ] adv at least; perforce or still (িনেদন যিদ যােবi). 

িনেদশ [ nidēśa ] n an order, a command; an au thoritative prescription; a direction; a directive; an 
instruction. ̃কতর্া n. one who gives an order or instruction; one who enjoins; a director. ̃পt n. a 
letter containing an order or prescription; a directive. ̃বতর্ী a. at one's command or beck and call; 
subordinate; obedient. 

িনেদ া [ nidēṣṭā ] a. & n one who gives an order or enjoins or directs. 

িনdা [ nidrā ] n sleep. িনdা আসা v. to feel sleepy; to fall asleep. িনdা টুটা same as িনdা ভাঙা । িনdা 
েদoয়া v. to sleep; to go to sleep. িনdা পাoয়া v. to feel sleepy. িনdা ভাঙা v. to rise from sleep, to wake 
up, to awake; (fig.) to shake off inactivity or sloth or torpor or blind faith. িনdা ভাঙােনা v. to rouse 
from sleep, to wake (one) up, to awake; (fig.) to shake off (one's) inactivity or sloth or torpor or 
blind faith. িনdা যাoয়া same as িনdা েদoয়া । িনdা হoয়া v. to have sleep. গভীর িনdা, েঘার িনdা deep sleep, 
sound sleep, profound sleep. মহািনdা n. sleep that knows no breaking, everlasting or eternal sleep; 
death. sখিনdা n. peaceful sleep. sিনdা n. good sleep. িনdাকর a. soporific, somniferous, narcotic, 
opiate. ̃কষর্ণ n. inducement of sleep, drowsiness. িনdাকষর্ণ হoয়া same as িনdা আসা । ̃কাল n. the hour or 

time of sleep; bedtime. িনdাগত same as িনিdত । ̃েঘার same as িনdােবশ । ̃জনক same as িনdাকর । ̃তুর a. 

sleepy; drowsy. ̃িব  same as িনdািভভূত । ̃েবশ n. a sleeping spell; drowsiness. ̃েবেশ adv. under the 
spell of sleep; in a sleepy state. ̃ভঙ্গ n. break of sleep, awakening. িনdাভঙ্গ করা v. to rouse from sleep, 
to awake. িনdাভঙ্গ হoয়া v. to rise from sleep, to wake up, to awake. ̃ভাব1 n. want of sleep, 
sleeplessness; insomnia. ̃ভাব2 n. sleepiness, sleeping state. িনdািভভূত a. overcome with sleep; lying 
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under the spell of sleep; fast asleep. িনdািভভূত করা v. to overcome with sleep; to cause to sleep 
soundly. িনdািভভূত থাকা v. to be sleeping soundly; to be in one's sleep, to remain in sleep. িনdািভভূত 
হoয়া v. to sleep soundly; to be overcome with sleep. িনdামg a. fast asleep, sleeping; (fig.) 
thoroughly inactive or slothful or credulous or unconscious. িনdামg থাকা v. to be sleeping; (fig.) to 
be thoroughly inactive or slothful or credulous or unconscious. িনdামg হoয়া v. to fall asleep. ̃লস a. 
indolent from sleepiness; sleepy; drowsy; indolent, lethargic. fem. িনdালসা । ̃লু a. sleepy, 
drowsy. ̃লুতা n. sleepiness, drowsiness. ̃হীন a. sleepless; wakeful (িনdাহীন দৃি  বা pহরা). 

িনিdত [ nidrita ] a sleeping, asleep; (fig.) thor oughly inactive or indolent or credulous or 
unconscious fem. িনিdতা । িনিdত থাকা v. to be sleeping; (fig.) to be thoroughly inactive or indolent 
or credulous or unconscious; to be heedless or listless; to be unresponsive or unmoved; to be 
insensitive or indifferent or impassive. িনিdত হoয়া v. to fall asleep. 

িনেdািtত [ nidrōtthita ] a risen from sleep, awakened; (fig.) to be roused from impassivity or 
listlessness. fem. িনেdািtতা । িনেdািtত v. to get up from sleep, to awake, to wake. 

িনধন [ nidhana ] n destruction; killing; death. িনধন করা v. to destroy; to kill. িনধন হoয়া, িনধনpাp হoয়া 
v. to be destroyed or killed; to meet with death, to die. ̃pািp n. destruction; state of being killed; 
death. 

িনধান [ nidhāna ] n a store, a repertory, a house or abode, a receptacle or treasure-house 
(কrণািনধান); a fund; act of placing or depositing; that which is deposited, deposit; (math.-of 
logarithm) a base. িনধানীয় a. (math.-of logarithm) natural. 

িনিধ [ nidhi ] n a store, a fount or repertory (gণিনিধ); a treasury; wealth, treasure; wealth 
deposited; a fund; Kuvera's (kেবর) treasure; (fig.) a very rich treasure. িনিধ আবNন n. allotment of 
funds. 

িনধুবন1 [ nidhubana1 ] n sexual union, copulation; sports; amusements. 

িনধুবন2 [ nidhubana2 ] n a garden in Brindaban which was the meeting-place or trysting-place of 
Radha (রাধা) and Krishna (কৃ ). 

িনেধয় [ nidhēẏa ] a worthy of being deposited or placed. 

িননাদ [ nināda ] n a sound; a noise; a report (esp. a loud one); a roar. িননাদ করা v. to roar. িননািদত a. 
sounded; (of flutes etc.) blown or played or beaten or rung; roared. 

িনnন [ nindana ] n upbraiding, reproaching, blaming, slandering, animadversion, reprehension; 
reflection; condemnation, vilification. 
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িনnা [ nindā ] n animadversion, upbraiding, reprehension; reflection; reproach, censure, blame, 
condemnation; slander, calumny, vilification; disrepute, discredit. ☐ v. (poet.) same as িনnা করা 
। ̃কর same as িনnাজনক । িনnা করা v. to animadvert, to upbraid, to reprehend, to reflect upon, to 
reproach, to censure, to blame, to condemn, to slander, to calumniate, to vilify, to speak ill of; 
(poet.) to bring discredit upon, to put to shame. ̃কারী same as িনndক । fem. ̃কািরণী । ̃জনক a. 
discreditable, disgraceful, slanderous, scandalous, shameful. ̃বাদ n. censure, censorious utterance 
or comments. ̃ভাজন a. (of a person) deserving censure or reproach. ̃েযাগয্, ̃হর্ a. deserving to be 
censured; condemnable; blamable, blameworthy; discreditable; disreputable. ̃sচক a. 
condemnatory, slanderous, calumniatory. িনnাসূচক psাব censure motion. ̃stিত n. censure and praise. 

িনিnত [ nindita ] a animadverted, reprehended, reproached, blamed, condemned, slandered, 
calumniated, discredited, disgraced; looked down upon, hated, despicable. ☐ in comp. (used as a 
sfx.) putting to shame, excelling (বীণািনিnত). fem. িনিnতা । 

িনndক [ ninduka ] a. & n one who upbraids or reprihends or blames or reproaches or animadverts 
or condemns or vilifies. 

িনপট1 [ nipaṭa1 ] a excessive, overmuch, extreme (িনপট anকার, িনপট dঃখ); real, genuine, absolute 
(িনপট সতয্); downright (িনপট িমথয্া). 

িনপট2 [ nipaṭa2 ] a lewd, licentious, dissolute ('িনপট কপট তুয়া শয্াম'). িনপট লmট libertine to the 
backbone. 

িনপতন [ nipatana ] n act of falling down, fall; down fall. 

িনপিতত [ nipatita ] a fallen down; fallen. িনপিতত হoয়া v. to fall down; to fall. 

িনপাট [ nipāṭa ] a without a crease or fold; absolute, complete (িনপাট ভdেলাক). 

িনপাত [ nipāta ] n death, ruin, destruction. িনপাত যাoয়া v. to die, to be killed or ruined or destroyed, 
to go to rack and ruin; to be damned. িনপাত যাo to hell with you. 

িনপািতত [ nipātita ] a destroyed, killed; thrown down; overthrown. িনপািতত করা v. to destroy, to 
kill; to throw down; to overthrow. 

িনপীDক [ nipīḍ◌়ka ] a. & n one who oppresses or persecutes or harries or afflicts or represses or 
presses or quells. 
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িনপীDন [ nipīḍ◌়na ] n oppression, persecution; harrying, affliction; repression; act of causing 
severe suffering, torture; pressing; quelling. িনপীDন করা v. to oppress, to persecute, to tyrannize 
over, to harry, to afflict; to repress; to press; to quell. 

িনপীিDত [ nipīḍ◌়ita ] a oppressed, persecuted; harried, afflicted; repressed; pressed; quelled. 
িনপীিDত করা same as িনপীDন করা (see িনপীিDন). 

িনপীত [ nipīta ] a drunk to the dregs, drunk off or up, drained to the leas. 

িনপুণ [ nipuṇa ] a skilful, dextrous, adept, adroit, deft, clever (িনপুণ কাজ); skilled, expert, efficient 
(কমর্িনপুণ). fem. িনপুণা । ̃তা n. skilfulness, dexterity, adroitness, deftness; skill; expertness, 
efficiency. 

িনব [ niba ] n a nib. 

িনবd [ nibaddha ] a bound, tied, fastened; attached, affixed, adhering to; worn, put on; placed or 
deposited or thrust into; planted; put in, inserted, entered (িলিপিনবd); fixed, settled, (of a gaze) 
firm and unchanging (িনবdদৃি ); strung or arrayed (মালয্িনবd); registered. িনবdীকরণ n. fixation; 
planting; registration. 

িনবn [ nibanta ] a (of a light etc.) about to be extinguished, about to go out; (fig.) about to be 
exhausted, about to die out (িনবn uত্সাহ); (fig.) exhausted; (fig.) dying; (fig.) dead. see also িনবুিনব ু
। 

িনবd [ nibaddha ] n an essay, a dissertation, a thesis, a literary composition; a treatise, a book; a 
means; an arrangement; a system, a rule; fixation, determination; a tie, a bond; a song, a lay. 
িনবnক n. a registrar. িনবnন n. a tie, a bond; fixation, determination. registration. ☐ in comp. (used 
as a sfx.) owing to, due to, because of (নিথিনবnন, কাযর্িনবnন). ̃ভkু a. entered in a register. িনবnভুk করা 
v. to register. িনবিnত a. composed; written; bound; strung. 

িনবতর্ [ nibarta ] a desisted or refrained; stopped. িনবতর্ক a. & n. one who or that which prevents or 
dissuades or stops; preventive, dissuasive, stopping. িনবতর্ন n. act of giving up, desisting, 
refraining, cessation, stopping, closing; prevention; supersession; return, recession. িনবতর্নমূলক a. 
preventive. িনবিতর্ত a. caused to give up or desist; stopped, ceased; caused to return or recede, 
returned or receded; prevented. 

িনবসi [ nibasi ] v (obs. poet.) dwells or dwell, lives or live, resides or reside. 

িনবসিত, িনবসন [ nibasati, nibasana ] n act of dwelling or living, residence; an abode, a dwelling 
house, a home. 
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িনবহ [ nibaha ] n a collection, a multitude ('েsচ্ছিনবহ'). 

িনবা [ nibā ] v (of a light or fire) to go out, to be extinguished or quenched. ☐ a. extinguished; 
quenched. িনবােনা v. to put out, to extinguish; to quench. ☐ a. extin guished; quenched. 

িনবাত [ nibāta ] a airless; stuffy; not flickering as there is no air (িনবাত pদীপ); motionless, still, 
steady (িনবাত িন m). 

িনবাপ [ nibāpa ] n an offering of food etc. to the manes (িনবাপ-aঞ্জিল). 

িনবারণ, িনবার [ nibāraṇa, nibāra ] n prevention; warding off; prohibition; stopping; mitigation, 
allaying. িনবারণ করা v. to prevent; to ward off; to prohibit; to stop; to mitigate, to allay. িনবারণ হoয়া 
v. to be prevented or warded off; to stop or be stopped; to be mitigated or allayed. িনবারক a. 
preventing or preventive; warding off; prohibiting or prohibitory; stopping; mitigating, allaying. 
☐ n. a preventer; one who wards off; a prohibitor; one who stops; an allaying agent. িনবারণীয় 
same as িনবাযর্ । িনবারা poet. form of িনবারণ করা িনবািরত a. prevented; warded off; prohibited; 

mitigated, allayed. িনবািরত করা same as িনবারণ করা । 

িনবাযর্ [ nibārya ] a preventible; resistible; mitigable; capable of being warded off or opposed or 
allayed; avoidable. 

িনবাস [ nibāsa ] n a dwelling-place, an abode, a home; a dwelling-house, a residence; act of 
residing (িনবাস করা). িনবাসী a. in habiting. ☐ n. an inhabitant. fem. িনবািসনী । 

িনিবD [ nibiḍ◌় ] a extremely close (িনিবD বntু); very dense or thick or deep (িনিবD বন, িনিবD anকার); 
tight (িনিবD আনিলঙ্গন); plump, heavy (িনিবD িনতm). িনিবDতা n. extreme closeness, excessive density or 
thickness or depth; tightness; plumpness, heaviness. 

িনিবদ [ nibida ] a relating to the ancient sayings about deities. 

িনিব  [ nibiṣṭa ] a deeply engaged, engrossed, absorbed, concentrated; arrayed, placed in an 
orderly manner; entered. fem. িনিব া । িনিব  করা v. to engage deeply, to engross, to absorb, to 
concentrate; to array, to place in an orderly manner; to enter. ̃িচt a. having one's mind deeply 
engaged or engrossed or absorbed or concentrated, intently attentive. ̃িচেt adv. with close or 
undivided or rapt attention. ̃তা n. engrossment, absorbedness, concentration. 

িনবীত [ nibīta ] n a cotton or linen scarf; a holy thread slung by a Brahmin over the up per part of 
his body, or round his neck. 
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িনবুিনবু [ nibunibu ] a (of fire, light etc.) about to go out or be extinguished. িনবুিনব ুহoয়া v. to be on 
the point of going out or being extinguished. 

িনবৃt [ nibṛtta ] a desisted, given up, refrained, ceased, stopped; warded off; prevented; returned, 
receded. িনবtৃ করা v. to cause to desist from or give up or dissuade; to cause to cease, to stop; to 
ward off; to prevent; to cause to return or recede. িনবৃt হoয়া v. to desist or refrain from, to give up; 
to cease, to stop; to be warded off or prevented; to return or recede. িনবৃিt n. desisting, act of 
going up, refraining; cessation, stop page; return or recession; renunciation (of earthly pleasures 
and interests.) িনবৃিtমাগর্ n. the path of attaining salvation by renouncing earthly pleasures and 
interests, the path of renunciation. 

িনেবদক [ nibēdaka ] a. & n one who narrates and states or represents or submits or informs or 
petitions humbly or politely; one who dedicates or offers devot edly. 

িনেবদন [ nibēdana ] n humble or polite narration or statement or representation or submission or 
petition; dedication or offering in devotion. িনেবদন করা v. to narrate or state or represent or submit 
or petition humbly or politely; to dedicate or offer in devotion. ̃পt n. a memorandum or 
memorial, a petition. িনেবদনীয় same as িনেবদয্ । 

িনেবিদত [ nibēdita ] a narrated or stated or represented or submitted or petitioned humbly or 
politely; dedicated or offered in devotion. 

িনেবদয্ [ nibēdya ] a fit to be or intended to be narrated or stated or represented or submitted or 
petitioned humbly or politely; fit to be or intended to be dedicated or offered in devotion. 

িনেবশ [ nibēśa ] n encampment or a camp (েসনা িনেবশ); act of placing in an orderly manner; 
arraying (বূhিনেবশ); placing, emplacement; insertion; interpolation; application, engaging 
(মেনািনেবশ); entrance; act of sitting. িনেবশক a. & n. one who or that which encamps or ar rays or 
places or inserts or interpolates or applies or engages or enters or causes to enter or sits or causes 
to sit; one who records. ☐ n. a recorder. িনেবশন n. entrance; act of sitting; placing, emplacement; 
a dwelling-house, an abode, a house; a place; act of recording (in a book); interpolation. িনেবিশত 
a. encamped; placed in an orderly manner, arrayed; placed, put; inserted; interpolated; applied, 
engaged; entered; seated; recorded; transited; infected; domiciled. 

িনেবশী [ nibēśī ] a. & n domiciled; a domiciled person. 

-িনভ [ -nibha ] sfx denoting: similarity or likeness or equality (পdিনভ, dgেফনিনভ). 

িনভাঁজ [ nibhān̐ja ] a bearing no crease or foldingline or wrinkle; plane, smooth, unadulterated, 
pure, genuine. 
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িনভৃত [ nibhṛta ] a secret, private (িনভতৃ আলাপ); lonely, solitary (িনভৃত হান). ̃কk n. a private room; a 
closet. ̃িচnা n. meditations in solitude. ̃ হান n. a lonely or solitary place, a lonely retreat, solitude. 
িনভৃেত adv. secretly, privately; in a solitary place; in solitude. 

িনম1 [ nima1 ] pfx signifying: half or partly, al most (িনমরািজ, িনমখুন). 

িনম2 [ nima2 ] n the margosa (tree or leaves or fruit). 

িনমক [ nimaka ] n salt, table salt. িনমক খাoয়া v. to eat one's salt; (fig.) to be indebted to or 
benefited by. ̃দান, ̃দািন n. salt-cellar, salt-pot. ̃মহল n. an estate consisting of salt-yielding land or 
salt-pit or salt marsh. ̃হারাম a. ungrateful. ̃হারািম n. ingratitude; a treacherous act. িনমক হারািম করা v. to 
harm one's benefactor. ̃হালাল a. grateful; loyal. ̃হালািল n. gratitude; loyalty. 

িনমিক [ nimaki ] n a salted and crisp snack made by frying thin plates of flour dough in clarified 
butter or oil. ☐ a. salty, salted (িনমিক খাবার). 

িনমখুন [ nimakhuna ] a almost murdered, half-murdered; (in law) assailed with such a grievous 
hurt as has or might have amounted to murder. ☐ n. culpable homicide not amounting to 
murder. 

িনমjন [ nimajjana ] n sinking or drowning; submersion; act of dipping or diving or plunging 
into; act of bathing by immersing into water (of rivers, ponds etc.) immersion; absorption or 
engrossment (ধয্ােন বা ঋেণ িনমjন). 

িনমjমান [ nimajjamāna ] a in the state of being drowned, sinking; that which is being 
submerged, immersing; almost engrossed or absorbed or overwhelmed. see also মjমান । fem. 

িনমjমানা । 

িনমিjত [ nimajjita ] a drowned, sunken; submerged; engrossed, absorbed, overwhelmed. fem. 
িনমিjতা । 

িনমntণ [ nimantraṇa ] n an invitation; an invitation to a dinner or feast; (fig.) a call or summons. 
িনমntণ করা v. to invite, to ask courteously to come; to invite at a dinner or feast; (fig.) to call or 
summon; to make a formal and courteous request to do something. িনমntণ gহণ করা v. to accept an 
invitation. িনমntণ pতয্াখয্ান করা v. to refuse or decline an invitation. িনমntণ রkা করা v. to pay a visit to 
the host in response to his invitation. িবনা িনমntেণ adv. without invitation, uninvitedly; unasked. ̃পt 
n. an invitation-card, a letter of invitation; (fig.) a writ of summons. 

িনমntিয়তা [ nimantraẏitā ] n an inviter; a host. fem. িনমntিয়tী । 
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িনমিntত [ nimantrita ] a invited; invited to a dinner or feast; (fig.) called or summoned. fem. 
িনমিntতা । িনমিntত বয্িk a guest, an invitee. 

িনমরািজ [ nimarāji ] a half-willing, half-inclined; reluctantly consenting. 

িনিমt [ nimitta ] n a cause or reason; a motive, an end in view, an aim; necessity, need; an omen, 
a prognostic, a presage, a portent (dিনর্িমt); one who acts as an instrument of another, a tool, an 
agent. ☐ prep. for, because of, on account of, owing to, due to (েরােগর িনিমt). িনিমেtর ভাগী 
responsible only for an action and not for its cause, one held responsible for an action because of 
one's mere presence although one has taken no part in it. িনিমেtর ভাগী হoয়া to have to share the 
responsibility and consequence of another person's action. িনিমtj , িনিমtিবদ n. an augur, a diviner, 
a soothsayer. ̃মাt n. a mere agent or instrument. িনিমtাথর্ n. (gr.) the gerundial force or the infinitive 
mood. ☐ a. gerundial. 

িনিমষ [ nimiṣa ] n a twinkle of an eye, a wink; the time covered by a wink, a moment, a trice, a 
triflingly short time (িনিমেষর মেধয্). eক িনিমেষ in the twinkling of an eye, in a trice, in a jiffy. ̃হারা a. 
(of eyes or glance) steadfast, fixed, unwinking. িনিমষহারা েচােখ চাoয়া v. to look steadfastly, to gaze. 

িনমীলন [ nimīlana ] n act of closing or shutting (chiefly eyelids); contraction. 

িনমীিলত [ nimīlita ] a closed, shut; contracted. িনমীিলত করা v. to close or shut; to contract. িনমীিলত 
েচােখ a. with eyes closed or shut or contracted. 

িনেমষ [ nimēṣa ] var of িনিমষ । ̃হারা, ̃হীন a. (of eyes or glance) unwinking, winkless; fixed, steadfast. 

িনm [ nimna ] a low; low-lying or depressed (িনmভূিম); subordinate, junior (িনmপদ); lower (িনm 
আদালত); downcast (িনmদৃি ); base, mean (িনmেচতা); socially lower or depressed (িনm জািত). ☐ n. 
(For.) a place or position underneath or below or low or lower (িনm হiেত). িনm akাংশ (geog.) a low 
latitude. িনm আদালত a lower court. ̃গ a. going downwards. ̃গা a. fem. of িনmগ । ☐ n. fem. a 

river. ̃গামী a. going down wards; declining or degenerating; getting debased. fem. ̃গািমনী । ̃চাপ n. 
(med.) low pressure; (geog.) downward pressure; a depression. ̃তর a. lower. িনmতর কk (of 
legislature) the lower house or chamber. ̃তম a. minimum; minimal. ̃তল n. a lower deck, 
downfloor, groundfloor. ̃তা n. lowness; depression; depth, baseness, meanness; degeneration. ̃তাপ 
n. a low temperature; an abnormally low temperature. ̃দৃি  n. downcast look; a mean outlook or 
inclination. ̃েদশ n. a lower part; a region underneath. ̃েদেশ adv. in or to a lower part; under, be 
low. ̃ধৃত a. undermentioned. ̃পদ n. a junior or a lower post. ̃পাত n. descending node. ̃pেদশ n. 
lowlands; a lower region or part; the part of the body under the waist; the posteriors. ̃িবt n. low 
income; the people with a low income, the low income group. ☐ a. of or pertaining to the low 
income group. ̃মধয্িবt n. the lower middle class; the low middle class. ̃ভূিম n. lowlands; a low or 
depressed land. ̃মুখ a. (bot.) reclinate. ̃েরিখত a. underlined, underscored. ̃িলিখত a. writ ten below, 
undermentioned. ̃সpক n. (mus.) the low grave octave or gamut of the Indian musical notes. ̃সীমা n. 
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the lowest limit. িনmাকষর্ণ n. downward attraction. িনmীভূত a. depressed, sunk. িনmীভূত সমভূিম (geog.) a 
sunk plain. িনেmাk a. undermentioned. িনেmাdৃত a. quoted below; undermentioned. িনেmাnত a. uneven, 
undulating. 

িনmাংশ [ nimnāṃśa ] n the low or lower part. 

িনmাংঙ্গ [ nimnāṅṅga ] n the lower part or limbs. 

িনmাঞ্চল [ nimnāñcala ] n the lower region. 

িনm, িনmক [ nimba, nimbaka ] n the margosa (tree or seed). 

িনযkু [ niyukta ] a employed; engaged; devoted. িনযুk করা v. to employ; to engage; to devote; to 
appoint. 

িনযুিk [ niyukti ] n same as িনেয়াগ । 

িনেযাkা [ niyōktā ] n an employer. 

িনেযাজয্ [ niyōjya ] a fit to be employed or engaged or appointed or applied. 

িনয়ত2 [ niẏata2 ] a unchanging; fixed; continuous, perpetual; constant (িনয়ত বায়ু = constant wind); 
regular; regulated; limited. ☐ adv. always, ever; often. িনয়ত বৃt (conics) a director circle. 

িনয়তাচার [ niẏatācāra ] a (of one) who observes or practises religious rites regularly. 

িনয়তাtা [ niẏatātmā ] a self-restrained, self-disciplined; continent; abstemious. 

িনয়তাহার [ niẏatāhāra ] a abstemious or temperate in food (and also in drink). ☐ n. 
abstemiousness or temperance. 

িনয়িত [ niẏati ] n predestination; destiny, fate, luck; an inevitable occurrence. ̃িনিদর্  a. ordained by 
fate, decreed by Providence, predestined. িনয়িতঃ েকন বাধয্েত who can oppose or check or restrain 
destiny. 

িনয়nা [ niẏantā ] a. & n one who regulates or controls or directs or governs or determines or 
destines (ভাগয্িনয়nা). 

িনয়ntক [ niẏantraka ] a. & n same as িনয়nা । 
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িনয়ntণ [ niẏantraṇa ] n regulation; rule; control; restraint; determination. িনয়ntণ করা v. to regulate; 
to rule; to control; to restrain; to determine; to destine. ̃বয্ব হা n. control system. িনয়ntণাধীন a. 
controlled, under control. 

িনয়িntত [ niẏantrita ] a regulated; ruled; controlled; determined; restrained; destined. িনয়িntত করা 
same as িনয়ntণ করা (see িনয়ntণ). 

িনয়ntী [ niẏantrī ] fem of িনয়nা । 

িনয়ম [ niẏama ] n a precept, a prescription or direction (শাstীয় িনয়ম); a law; a rule (সংেঘর িনয়ম); a 
system, a method (কােজর িনয়ম); a custom (বাঙািলর িনয়ম); a routine duty; a practice (pাত র্মণ utম 
িনয়ম); temperance or abstemiousness (aিনয়ম); self-discipline, self-control (িনয়ম aভয্াস); a 
sacrament or an act of scriptural self-mortification (িনয়ম পালন); a stipulation or condition; a 
ruling. িনয়ম করা v. to lay down a rule; to make (it) a rule; to make a law; to stipulate; to give 
judicial or authoritative decision, to rule. ̃তnt n. a set or code of laws or constitution (usu. rigid 
ones); constitutionalism (িনয়মতেntর যুগ). ̃তািntক a. constitutional. ̃ন n. act of laying down rules or 
issuing laws; act of regulating; regularization; act of restraining or controlling; act of stipulating; 
act of issuing a ruling. ̃িন  a. ardently obedient to rules and systems; methodical; disciplined; 
regular; well-regulated; zealously observing scriptural rites; (rare) law-abiding. ̃িন া n. ardent 
obedience to rules and systems; methodicalness; regularity; discipline; zealous observance of 
scriptural rites. ̃পালন n. observance of rules and systems or stipulations; regularity in practice; 
observance of scriptural rites. িনয়মপালন করা v. to observe rules and systems; to abide by 
stipulations and conditions; to observe scriptural rites. ̃পবূর্ক adv. laying down rules and observing 
them; making stipulations and observing them; regularly; systematically, methodically; 
according to fixed rules; in a routine manner. ̃বিজর্ত, ̃বিহভূর্ত, ̃িবrd a. flouting rules or stipulations; 
contrary to rules; ultra vires; irregular; informal; unmethodical, unsystematic; undisciplined; 
unscriptural; (rare) unlawful. ̃ভঙ্গ n. infringement or breach or violation of a rule or stipulation; 
completion or termination of observance of a scriptural rite. িনয়মভঙ্গ করা v. to infringe or break or 
violate a rule or stipulation; to complete or terminate observance of a scriptural rite (after a 
customary period). ̃রkা n. observance of rules, rites etc.; formal obedience to rules, customs 
etc.; ̃মেতা same as িনয়মাnযায়ী । ̃লঙ্ঘন same as িনয়মভঙ্গ । িনয়মাnগ a. law-abiding, according to or in 
accordance with law or rules; lawful; regular. িনয়মাধীন a. bound by or subject to rules or systems; 
regulated; regular; systematical; constitutional. িনয়মাnবিতর্তা same as িনয়মিন া । িনয়মাnবতর্ী same as 

িনয়মিন  । িনয়মাnযায়ী a. regulated; regular; systematic; methodical; disciplined. ☐ adv. according to 
prescribed or fixed rules or systems. িনয়মাnসাের adv. same as িনয়মাnযায়ী (adv.) িনয়মাবিল n. a set or 
code of rules. িনয়িমত a. regulated; regular. ☐ adv. in a regulated manner; regularly. িনয়িমত সমেয় at 
the appointed time. িনয়মী a. observant of or adhering to rules or system; constitutional; (rare) law-
abiding. িনয়ময্ a. capable of being or fit to be brought under rigid or fixed rules; capable of being 
or fit to be regularized. 

িনয়ামক [ niẏāmaka ] a regulating; directing; controlling or systematizing; regularizing. ☐ n. a 
regulator; a director; a controller; a registrar; a systematizer; (geom.) a directrix. 
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িনেয়াগ [ niẏōga ] n act of employing or engaging or initiating or appointing or applying, 
employment, initiation, appointment, application. িনেয়াগ করা v. to employ, to engage; to initiate; to 
appoint; to apply. ̃aিধকতর্া n. the Director of Employment. ̃কতর্া n. an employer; an employing or 
appointing authority; a master (fem. a mistress). fem. ̃কt র্ী । ̃পt n. an appointment letter. িনেয়াগী a. 
employed; engaged; appointed; ordered. 

িনেয়াজিয়tী [ niẏōjaẏitrī ] fem of িনেয়াজিয়তা । 

িনরংশ [ niraṃśa ] n (astr.) the first and the last day of the ascendancy of a sign of the zodiac, the 
transition of the sun from one zodiacal sign to another. ☐ a. not enjoying any share; undivided, 
whole. 

িনরংশু [ niraṃśu ] a having no rays; lustreless; having no light; dark. 

িনরk, িনরk aঞ্চল [ nirakṣa, nirakṣa añcala ] n (geog.) the equator, the equatorial region. 
িনরkেরখা, িনরkবৃt n. the equator. 

িনরkর [ nirakṣara ] a illiterate. িনরkরতা n. illiteracy. িনরkরতা দূরীকরণ eradication of illiteracy. 

িনরkীয় [ nirakṣīẏa ] a equatorial. িনরkীয় তাপেরখা heat equator. িনরkীয় শাnবলয় doldrums. 

িনরখা [ nirakhā ] v (poet.) to see, to look at, to observe, to notice. 

িনরিg [ niragni ] a having no fire; without heat; a Brahmin who does not keep any sacrificial fire 
burning (op. সািgক). 

িনরঙ্কুশ [ niraṅkuśa ] a unpreventable; inevitable; unhindered; unattached; free from ties of 
attachment; dispassionate; wayward, wilful. িনরঙ্কশু গির তা absolute majority. 

িনরঞ্জন [ nirañjana ] a stainless, clean, pure, immaculate. ☐ n. God; Shiva (িশব); Dharma (ধমর্), a 
popular deity of Bengal; the ceremonial immersion of an idol. 

িনরত [ nirata ] a engaged, employed; attached, devoted; engrossed, absorbed. fem. িনরতা 

িনরিতশয় [ niratiśaẏa ] a very great, too much, excessive, extreme. ☐ adv. excessively, 
exceedingly, extremely, very much. 

িনরতয্য় [ niratyaẏa ] a imperishable; deathless; ever lasting; faultless. 
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িনরnর [ nirantara ] a ceaseless, continuous (িনরnর বৃি ); having no space between, dense, thick 
(িনরnর বৃkে িণ). ☐ adv. without break, ceaselessly, continuously, always (িনরnর েখলা করা). িনরnর 
পিরবৃিt continuous variation. 

িনরn [ niranna ] a having no means to procure food; foodless; starving. 

িনরপতয্ [ nirapatya ] a childless. 

িনরেপk [ nirapēkṣa ] a impartial, unbiased, unprejudiced (িনরেপk িবচার); neutral; independent, 
disinterested (দলিনরেপk); (phil. & log.) categorical. িনরেপkতা n. impartiality, freedom from bias or 
prejudice; neutrality; independence, disinterestedness; (phil. & log.) categoricalness. িনরেপk রাT 
neutral state; non-aligned state. 

িনরবকাশ [ nirabakāśa ] a leisureless; incessant; continuous. 

িনরবিচ্ছn [ nirabacchinna ] a having no space between, dense, thick (িনরবিচ্ছn তrে িণ); incessant, 
ceaseless, continuous (িনরবিচ্ছn sখ); uninterrupted (িনরবিচ্ছn বৃি ). িনরবিচ্ছnতা n. continuity. 

িনরবিধ [ nirabadhi ] a unlimited, endless, boundless, infinite, eternal (িনরবিধ কাল); perpetual, 
continuous (িনরবিধ dঃখ). ☐ adv. endlessly; continuously; always. 

িনরবয়ব [ nirabaẏaba ] a formless, shapeless; unembodied, incorporeal. ☐ n. God. 

িনরবলm, িনরবলmন [ nirabalamba, nirabalambana ] a having no support or prop; helpless; 
destitute; having no shelter, homeless. 

িনরবেশষ [ nirabaśēṣa ] a leaving no remainder or residue; complete, thorough. 

িনর  [ nirabhra ] a cloudless; (loos. of the sky) clear (িনর  আকাশ). 

িনরmু [ nirambu ] a having no water, waterless. িনরmু uপবাস fasting in which drinking of even a 
drop of water is not permitted. 

িনরয় [ niraẏa ] n hell, the Inferno. ̃গামী a. condemned to hell. ̃েভাগ n. suffering in hell. 

িনরথর্ [ nirartha ] a meaningless, nonsense; useless, futile, vain ('িনরথর্ হাহাকাের'). িনরথর্ক a. 
meaningless, nonsense; unreasonable, unnecessary; purposeless; useless, futile, vain. ☐ adv. in 
vain; meaninglessly; unreasonably, unwarrantedly; unnecessarily; without purpose. 

িনরলংকার [ niralaṅkāra ] a having no ornaments on, unornamented; unadorned; undecorated; 
unrhetorical; plain, simple, naive. 
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িনরলস [ niralasa ] a diligent, industrious; untiring; ceaseless. 

িনরসন [ nirasana ] n removal (dঃখিনরসন); mitigation (যntণািনরসন); refutation; redressing (anায় 
িনরসন); protection from; covering or concealment (লjা িনরসন); termination ( ম িনরসন). িনরসন করা v. 
to remove; to mitigate; to refute; to redress; to conceal; to terminate. িনরসন হoয়া v. to be removed 
or mitigated or refuted or redressed or concealed or terminated. 

িনরs [ nirasta ] a desisted, refrained, ceased; stopped, prevented; repelled. িনরs করা v. to cause to 
desist from or give up; to stop; to prevent; to repel. িনরs হoয়া v. to desist from, to give up; to stop; 
to forbear; to be repelled. 

িনরst [ nirastra ] a unarmed; disarmed. িনরst করা v. to disarm. িনরstীকরণ n. disarmament; deprival of 
or curtailment of arms and ammunition. 

িনরাকরণ [ nirākaraṇa ] n redressing; removal; refutation; mitigation; prevention; repulsion; 
rejection; (pop.) determination or ascertainment. িনরাকরণ করা v. to redress; to remove; to refute; to 
mitigate; to prevent; to repulse, to ward off, to reject; (pop.) to determine or ascertain. িনরাকরণ 
হoয়া v. to be redressed or removed or refuted or mitigated or prevented or repulsed or rejected; 
(pop.) to be determined or ascertained. 

িনরাকাk [ nirākāṅkṣa ] a having no desire; unambitious; having no inclination or greed; 
disinterested, indifferent. 

িনরাকাkা [ nirākāṅkṣā ] n absence of desire; contentment. 

িনরাকার [ nirākāra ] a formless, unembodied, incor poreal. ☐ n. the sky; God. 

িনরাkল [ nirākula ] a very much perturbed or worried or anxious; unperturbed, unwo ried; calm. 

িনরাকৃত [ nirākṛta ] a redressed; removed; refuted; mitigated; prevented; repulsed, warded off; 
rejected; (pop.) determined or ascertained. 

িনরাকৃিত2 [ nirākṛti2 ] a same as িনরাকার (a.). 

িনরাতঙ্ক [ nirātaṅka ] a having no fear, fearless, intrepid, unafraid. 

িনরাতপ [ nirātapa ] a without sunshine or without sunlight; dark. 

িনরাধার [ nirādhāra ] a not held in any container; having no container to be kept in; having no 
support or shelter, destitute, helpless; homeless. 
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িনরানn [ nirānanda ] a cheerless; joyless, unhappy; sad, sullen, glum; gloomy (িনরানn গৃহ). ☐ n. 
cheerlessness, unhappiness; sadness; gloominess. 

িনরাপtা [ nirāpattā ] n safety, security. িনরাপtা পিরষদ n. the Security Council (of the U.N.O.). 
িনরাপtা রkী n. the security guard. 

িনরাপদ [ nirāpada ] a free from danger or mishap, safe, secure. িনরাপেদ adv. safely, securely. 
িনরাপত্s (inc. but pop.) িনরাপেদষু to one who is safe from dangers (a mode of address in letters). 

িনরাবরণ [ nirābaraṇa ] a uncovered, bare. 

িনরাভরণ [ nirābharaṇa ] a not wearing any ornaments, unornamented; bare. fem. িনরাভরণা 

িনরাময় [ nirāmaẏa ] a free from sickness, healthy; cured of or recovered from sickness. ☐ n. act 
of curing, cure (েরাগ িনরামেয়র জn). িনরাময় করা v. to cure; to bring round. িনরাময় হoয়া v. to be cured; 
to recover from sickness, to come round. 

িনরািমষ [ nirāmiṣa ] a (of food or diet) excluding meat fish and eggs, vegetarian. ̃েভাজন n. 
vegetarianism. ̃েভাজী, িনরািমষাশী a. vegetarian. ☐ n. a vegetarian. 

িনরাবলm, িনরাবলmন [ nirābalamba, nirābalambana ] a having no support or prop; unaided; 
helpless, destitute; shelterless, homeless. 

িনরায়ুধ [ nirāẏudha ] a with no weapon, unarmed. 

িনরালা [ nirālā ] a lonely, solitary secluded; private; secret. ☐ n. a lonely retreat. 

িনরােলাক [ nirālōka ] a without light, lightless; dark. ☐ n. lightlessness; darkness. 

িনরাশ [ nirāśa ] a hopeless; dejected, despondent; despairing; disappointed. িনরাশ করা n. to 
disappoint. িনরাশ হoয়া v. to lose hope; to be dejected, to despair; to despond; to be disappointed. 
িনরাশা n. loss of hope; dejection, despondency, despondence; despair; disappointment. 

িনরাশব্াস [ nirāśbāsa ] a despairing, sunk in despair; dejected, despondent. 

িনরা য় [ nirāśraẏa ] a shelterless, homeless; helpless, destitute. fem. িনরা য়া । 

িনরাসk [ nirāsakta ] a indifferent, apathetic; detached; disinterested; without attachment (usu. to 
worldly or mundane things). 
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িনরাহার [ nirāhāra ] n fasting; starvation. ☐ a. fasting; starving. িনরাহাের adv. (going) without food, 
fasting, starving. 

িনিরখ [ nirikha ] n rate of price. 

িনিরিndয় [ nirindriẏa ] a having no sense-organ; (fig.) deprived or devoid of sense-perception. 

িনিরিবিল [ niribili ] a solitary, lonely, secluded. ☐ n. a lonely place. ☐ adv. in or at a lonely place 
(িনিরিবিল বসা); privately (িনিরিবিল কথা বলা). 

িনরীkক [ nirīkṣaka ] a observing, seeing; auditing. ☐ n. an observer or onlooker; an auditor. 

িনরীkণ [ nirīkṣaṇa ] n observation, seeing; observing closely; examine carefully; auditing or 
audit. িনরীkণ করা v. to observe, to see; to audit. 

িনরীkমাণ [ nirīkṣamāṇa ] a engaged in observing or seeing or auditing. fem. িনরীkমাণা । 

িনরীিkত [ nirīkṣita ] a observed, seen; audited. 

িনরীkয্মাণ [ nirīkṣyamāṇa ] a that which is being observed or noticed or seen or audited. 

িনরীশব্র [ nirīśbara ] a godless; atheistic, atheistical. ̃বাদ n. atheism. ̃বাদী a. atheistic, atheistical; ☐ 
n. an atheist. 

িনরীহ [ nirīha ] a unoffending, inoffensive, harmless, innocent; gentle, meek. ̃তা n. innocence, 
harmlessness; gentleness, meekness; disinterestedness. 

িনrk [ nirukta ] n a Vedic glossary or concordance prepared by Yaska. ☐ a. categorically 
spoken or stated. িনrিk n. a categorical speech or statement; an assertion; etymological notes; an 
enunciation; a Vedic glossary or concordance compiled by Yaska. 

িনrচ্চার [ niruccāra ] a speechless, silent; mute; mum. 

িনrত্সাহ [ nirutsāha ] a lacking in or deprived of zeal or enthusiasm; lackadaisical; discouraged; 
disheartened, dejected. ☐ n. lack or loss of zeal or enthusiasm; discouragement; dejection. 
িনrত্সাহ করা v. to discourage; to dishearten, to deject. 

িনrত্sক [ nirutsuka ] a disinterested, callous; incurious; uninquisitive; (rare) extremely curious 
or inquisitive. 

িনrtর [ niruttara ] a unanswering, unresponding, irresponsive; silent; unprotesting. 
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িনrেtজ [ niruttēja ] a unexcited; calm and composed. 

িনrদ [ niruda ] a waterless; (chem.) anhydrous; dehydrated. িনrদক a. anhydrous. িনrদন n. 
dehydration. 

িনrিd  [ niruddiṣṭa ] a missing, traceless. 

িনrেdশ [ niruddēśa ] a having no destination (িনrেdশ যাtা); missing, traceless (িনrেdশ েলাক). 

িনrd [ niruddha ] a confined; besieged; bolted, closed (িনrd dার); choked (িনrd কন্ঠ); obstructed 
(িনrd পথ); checked, stopped, halted (িনrd গিত). 

িনrিdg [ nirudbigna ] a same as িনrেdগ (a.). 

িনrেdগ [ nirudbēga ] a unperturbed; unworried; calm. ☐ n. unperturbedness, unworriedness; 
calmness. িনrেdেগ adv. without worries and anxieties, calmly. 

িনrদয্ম [ nirudyama ] a unenterprising, effortless; callous; lethargic; slothful; lackadaisical. 

িনrপdব [ nirupadraba ] a free from troubles or disturbances or dangers; untroubled, undisturbed; 
peaceful; safe; secure. িনrপdেব adv. without troubles or dangers; undisturbedly; peacefully, 
safely. 

িনrপম [ nirupama ] a unparalleled, matchless, peerless, unrivalled, nonpareil; incomparable; 
unique. fem. িনrপমা । 

িনrপািধ, িনrপািধক [ nirupādhi, nirupādhika ] a having no title or surname; diplomaless; having 
none of the primordial qualities of a created being, namely সtt rজঃ and তমঃ (িনrপািধ bh). 

িনrপায় [ nirupāẏa ] a having no means or expedients; resourceless, destitute; helpless. 

িনrপক [ nirūpaka ] a ascertaining, determining; fixing; realizing. 

িনrপণ [ nirūpaṇa ] n ascertainment, determination; fixation; realization. িনrপণ করা v. to ascertain, 
to determine; to fix; to realize. িনrপণীয় a. that which is to be ascertained or determined or fixed or 
realized, ascertainable, determinable. 

িনrিপত [ nirūpita ] a ascertained, determined; fixed, appointed; realized. িনrিপত মূেলয্ at fixed or 
settled price. িনrিপত সমেয় at the appointed time or hour. 
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িনেরট [ nirēṭa ] a not hollow or liquid; solid or hard; (sarcas.) dull-headed, doltish, stupid; 
thorough, utter, downright (িনেরট মূখর্). ☐ n. (coll.) a dunce, a dolt, a blockhead, a numskull (েস 
eকটা িনেরট). 

িনেরস [ nirēsa ] a inferior. 

িনেরাধ, িনেরাধন [ nirōdha, nirōdhana ] n siege; counteraction, obstruction, opposition, 
prevention; restraint, control, repression; (phys.) chocking. িনেরাধ করা v. to besiege, to counteract, 
to obstruct, to oppose, to prevent; to check, to restrain, to control, to repress; (phys.) to choke. 
িনেরাধক a. besieging; counteracting, obstructing; opposing, preventing; restraining, controlling, 
repressing; choking. 

িনগর্ত [ nirgata ] a emerged, issued, ejected, flowed out. িনগর্ত করা v. to bring or send out, to 
emerge, to issue, to eject, to cause to flow out. িনগর্ত হoয়া v. to come or go out, to emerge, to issue, 
to be ejected, to flow out. 

িনগর্n [ nirgandha ] a scentless, inodorous, odourless. 

িনগর্ম, িনগর্মন [ nirgama, nirgamana ] n act of coming or going out; emergence, act of issuing out, 
ejection, outflow. িনগর্মেকাণ n. (sc.) an angle of emergence. িনগর্মিনবn n. out ward register. িনগর্মপথ n. 
an outlet. িনগর্মবািণজয্ n. export trade. িনগর্মশুl n. export duty. 

িনগর্লন [ nirgalana ] n melting; exudation; filtration. 

িনগর্িলত [ nirgalita ] a melted; exuded; filtrated. িনগর্িলত করা v. to melt; to cause to exude; to filtrate. 
িনগর্িলত হoয়া v. to be melted, to melt; to exude; to be filtrated. িনগর্িলতাথর্ n. an obscure implication 
that has been squeezed out with effort, the real import (got after rejecting verbiage, superfluity 
etc.); (loos.) the essence, the quintessence; the substance. 

িনgর্ণ [ nirguṇa ] a having no qualities; having no good qualities or qualification (িনgর্ণ েলাক); 
having none of the primordial qualities of created beings, namely, সtt রজঃ and তমঃ (িনgর্ণ bh). 

িনgর্ঢ় [ nirguḍh◌় ] a extremely hidden or secret or mysterious or occult. 

িনগৃর্হ [ nirgṛha ] a shelterless, homeless. 

িনgর্ম্হ [ nirgramha ] a (of string, cloth, mind etc.) having no knot; having no attachment or 
interest, disinterested, unattached. ☐ n. a Jaina or Buddhist friar. 

িনঘর্ন্ট [ nirghanṭa ] n a table of contents, an index; a programme, a bill of fare. 
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িনঘর্াত [ nirghāta ] n the sound of winds clashing to gether violently; the violent conflict of two air 
currents; the sound of a concussion; a thunder-stroke. ☐ a. violent, terrible; cruel; heart-rending; 
unfailing, hitting the mark (িনঘর্াত আঘাত). adv. surely (িনঘর্াত করেব). 

িনঘরৃ্ণ [ nirghṛṇa ] a having no aversion or feeling of disgust towards filthy things; shameless, 
impudent, brazen-faced. 

িনেঘর্াষ [ nirghōṣa ] n a loud noise or report. 

িনজর্ন [ nirjana ] a desolate; lonely, solitary. ☐ n. a lonely place; solitude. ̃তা n. desolateness, 
desolation; loneliness; solitude; seclusion. 

িনজর্র [ nirjara ] a unageing, not subject to old age or decay. ☐ n. an immortal, a god. 

িনজর্ল [ nirjala ] a waterless; not diluted with water, raw (িনজর্ল মদ); having no permission to drink 
even a drop of water (িনজর্ল uপবাস); anhydrous; dehydrated. িনজর্ল েকাহল absolute alcohol. িনজর্লা a. 
fem. of িনজর্ল । ☐ a. (sarcas.) unmixed, absolute, downright (িনজর্লা dঃখ, িনজর্লা িমথয্া). 

িনিজর্ত [ nirjita ] a defeated, vanquished, crushed, subdued, subjugated. 

িনজর্ীব [ nirjība ] a lifeless, dead; inanimate (িনজর্ীব পদাথর্); devitalized, effete; spiritless, languid, 
inert; exhausted, fatigued; very feeble, faint; dull. ̃তা n. lifelessness; inanimation; lack of vitality 
or vigour; effeteness; languor, inertia, spiritlessness; exhaustion, fatigue; feebleness, faintness; 
dullness. 

িনঝর্ঞ্ঝাট [ nirjhañjhāṭa ] a untroubled; unencumbered; unimpeded; peaceful, smooth. িনঝর্ঞ্ঝােট adv. 
without trouble or encumbrance or impediment; peacefully, smoothly. 

িনঝর্র [ nirjhara ] n a fountain, a spring; a waterfall, a cascade, a cataract; a mountain brook, a 
rivulet. 

িনঝর্িরণী [ nirjhariṇī ] n. fem a river, a stream. 

িনণর্য় [ nirṇaẏa ] n discernment; ascertain-ment; determination; decision; resolution. িনণর্য় করা v. to 
discern, to descry; to ascertain, to determine; to decide; to resolve. 

িনণর্ায়ক [ nirṇāẏaka ] a discerning; ascertaining; deciding; resolving. ☐ n. a criterion, িনণর্ায়ক মত, 
িনণর্ায়ক েভাট n. a casting vote. িনণর্ায়ক সভা n. a jury. িনণর্ায়ক সভয্ n. a juror. 

িনণর্ীত [ nirṇīta ] a discerned; ascertained, determined; decided; resolved. 
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িনেণর্তা [ nirṇētā ] a. & n one who discerns or ascertains or determines or decides or resolves. 
fem. িনেণর্tী । 

িনেণর্য় [ nirṇēẏa ] a that which is to be or can be discerned or ascertained or decided or resolved; 
discernible, ascertainable, determinable; decidable. 

িনদর্য় [ nirdaẏa ] a merciless, hard-hearted; cruel; extremely severe. ̃তা n. mercilessness, hard-
heartedness; cruelty; extreme severity. 

িনদর্ল [ nirdala ] a without any party; having no party; (in pol.) unaligned or independent. 

িনদর্ায় [ nirdāẏa ] a having no liability or responsibility. 

িনিদর্  [ nirdiṣṭa ] a pointed out, indicated; demon strated; ascertained, determined; decided; fixed, 
settled, appointed; particular; definite; defined; ordered; enjoined, directed. িনিদর্  করা v. to point 
out, to indicate; to demonstrate; to ascertain, to determine; to decide or resolve; to fix, to settle, 
to appoint; to particularize; to define; to order, to enjoin, to direct. 

িনেদর্শ [ nirdēśa ] n indication; demonstration; ascertainment, determination; decision; fixation, 
appointment; definition; an order or directive; direction. িনেদর্শ করা, িনেদর্শ েদoয়া v. to point out, to 
demon strate; to ascertain, to determine; to decide; to fix, to appoint; to define; to order or enjoin; 
to direct. িনেদর্শক, িনেদর্ া a. & n. one who or that which indicates or demonstrates or ascertains or 
determines or decides or fixes or defines or orders or directs. ˜নামা n. a directive. ̃পt n. a written 
directive or order. ̃pাp a. in receipt of a directive or order; enjoined; directed. 

িনেদর্াষ [ nirdōṣa ] a faultless, guiltless, immaculate (িনেদর্াষ চিরt); not guilty, innocent (িনেদর্াষ বয্িk); 
flawless (িনেদর্াষ কাজ); harmless (িনেদর্াষ েখলা). িনেদর্াষ আেমাদ pেমাদ innocent amusements or diversion 
or pastime. িনেদর্াষ a. (pop.) not guilty, innocent. ☐ n. (pop.) an innocent person. িনেদর্ািষতা n. 
innocence; guiltlessness; flawlessness. 

িনdর্nd [ nirdbandba ] a free from opposition, free from severity of cold and heat or from anger and 
malice; free from incompatibility; free from duel or strife; peaceful; amicable. 

িনিdর্ধ [ nirdbidha ] a unhesitant, unwavering; without hesitation; certain; sure. 

িনধর্ন [ nirdhana ] a having no wealth; not rich; poor; indigent. ̃তা n. poverty; indigence; lack of 
wealth. িনধর্নীকৃত a. made a pauper, impoverished. 

িনধর্ারণ [ nirdhāraṇa ] n ascertainment; discernment; determination; fixation; decision; 
assessment. িনধর্ারণ করা v. to ascertain; to discern; to determine; to fix, to appoint; to decide; to 
assess. িনধর্ারক a. & n. one who or that which ascertains or discerns or determines or fixes or 
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decides or assesses. িনধর্ািরত a. ascertained; discerned; determined; fixed, appointed; decided; 
assessed. 

িনধর্াযর্ [ nirdhārya ] a that which is to be or can be ascertained or discerned or deter mined or fixed 
or decided or assessed; ascertainable; discernible; determinable; fixable; decidable; assessable. 

িনধর্মর্ [ nirdharma ] a without a religion; irreligious, impious; sinful. 

িনধূর্ম [ nirdhūma ] a smokeless. 

িনিনর্িমখ [ nirnimikha ] a (poet.) unwinking ('িনিনর্িমখ আঁিখ'); (poet.) steadfast (িনিনর্িমখ দৃি ). ☐ adv. 
without winking, steadfastly ('চািহল িনিনর্িমখ'). 

িনিনর্মt [ nirnimatta ] a causeless, groundless; unreasonable, unjustified. 

িনিনর্েমষ [ nirnimēṣa ] a unwinking ('িনিনর্েমষ আঁিখ'); steadfast (িনিনর্েমষ দৃি ). 

িনবর্ংশ [ nirbaṃśa ] a having lost all one's descendants; having no descendant, having none to 
succeed or to continue the line. িনবর্ংেশ a. & n. (coll.) one whose descendants have all perished; 
one who has no descendant. 

িনবর্চন [ nirbacana ] n categorical or emphatic utterance or statement; (of words) derivative 
explanation; definition; (geom.) enunciation. 

িনবর্n [ nirbandha ] n foreordination, ordaining, predestination, prescript, decree (িবিধর িনবর্n); a 
law; insistence, repeated solicitation (িনবর্nািতশযয্); importunity; contact or communication 
(িনবর্nাভাব); a happening (কী দাrণ িনবর্n !). িনবর্nািতশয় n. (pop.) great importunity. 

িনবর্তর্ন [ nirbartana ] n accomplishment, execution, performance. 

িনবর্িতর্ত [ nirbartita ] a accomplished, executed, performed. 

িনবর্ল [ nirbala ] a lacking in strength; weak; weakened, debilitated or devitalized. 

িনবর্ষর্ [ nirbarṣa ] a rainless; droughty. 

িনবর্st [ nirbastra ] a having no clothes; unclothed, unclad; naked, nude. 

িনবর্হণ [ nirbahaṇa ] n enforcement. 
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িনবর্াক [ nirbāka ] a speechless; silent, dumb founded. িনবর্াক করা v. to render speechless; to silence; 
to dumbfound. 

িনবর্াচক [ nirbācaka ] a elective; voting; selective. ☐ n. an elector (fem. electress, electoress), a 
voter; a selector. ̃মNলী n. electors collectively, the electorate. 

িনবর্াচন [ nirbācana ] n election; voting; selection (pাকৃিতক িনবর্াচন = natural selection). িনবর্াচন করা v. 
to hold an election: to elect, to return; to select. িনবর্াচন আিধকািরক a. a returning officer. িনবর্াচন েকnd n. 
a polling station; a polling booth. িনবর্াচন েkt n. a constituency. িনবর্াচন িনযুkক n. an election 
agent. ̃pাথর্ী n. a candidate for election. ☐ a. seeking election. ̃েযাগয্ a. worthy of selection or 
choice; eligible for election. িনবর্াচনী a. of election, electoral. িনবর্াচনী বkতৃা an election speech. 

িনবর্ািচত [ nirbācita ] a elected, returned (িনবর্ািচত সদs); selected. fem. িনবর্ািচতা । িনবর্ািচত করা v. to 
elect, to return; to select. 

িনবর্াণ [ nirbāṇa ] n extinguishment, extinction, putting out (দীপিনবর্াণ); annihilation, end; extinction 
of individuality and absorption into the Supreme Spirit, beatitude, nirvana; act of sinking below 
the horizon, setting. ☐ a. extinguished, extinct (িনবর্াণ দীপ); one who has attained be atitude (িনবর্াণ 
ঋিষ); that which has set (িনবর্াণ সূযর্). িনবর্ােণাnুখ a. about to be extinguished, about to go out. িনবর্ােণাnুখ 
দীপ a dying lamp. 

িনবর্াত [ nirbāta ] a airless; windless; stuffy; motionless, still (িনবর্াত িন m). 

িনবর্াতক [ nirbātaka ] a that which makes or renders airless. িনবর্াতক পাm an exhaust pump. 

িনবর্াধ [ nirbādha ] a unobstructed, unhindered, unrestricted; unopposed; free. িনবর্ােধ adv. 
unobstructedly, without hindrance; unopposedly; freely. 

িনবর্াnব [ nirbāndhaba ] a without a friend; without an acquaintance; (of a place) lonely, desolate 
(িনবর্াnব পুরী). 

িনবর্াপক [ nirbāpaka ] a extinguishing; allaying or alle viating or mitigating (েশাক িনবর্াপক). ☐ n. an 
extinguisher; an allayer, a mitigator. aিgিনবর্াপক-যnt n. a fire-fighting appliance, a fire-extinguisher. 

িনবর্াপন [ nirbāpana ] n extnguishment, putting out; extinction; allaying, mitigation (েশাকিনবর্াপণ). 
িনবর্াপণ করা v. to extinguish, to put out; to allay, to mitigate. 

িনবর্ািপত [ nirbāpita ] a extinguished; extinct; allayed, mitigated. 

িনবর্াসন [ nirbāsana ] n exile, banishment, deportation; (fig.) expulsion or removal. িনবর্াসেন পাঠােনা, 
িনবর্াসন েদoয়া v. to send into exile, to exile, to banish. ̃দN n. penal banishment, exile. 
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িনবর্ািসত [ nirbāsita ] a exiled, banished, (fig.) expelled or removed. fem. িনবর্ািসতা । িনবর্ািসত করা v. to 
banish, to exile, (fig.) to expel or remove. িনবর্ািসত বয্িk an exile. 

িনবর্াহ [ nirbāha ] n act of carrying out, execution (কাযর্িনবর্াহ); act of carrying on (সংসারযাtা িনবর্াহ); act 
of passing or spending or leading (সময়িনবর্াহ, জীবন িনবর্াহ); defraying (বয্য়িনবর্াহ); accomplishment 
(পূজািনবর্াহ); conclusion. িনবর্াহ করা v. to carry out, to execute; to carry on; to pass or spend or lead; to 
defray; to accomplish, to perform; to conclude. িনবর্াহ হoয়া v. to be carried out or executed or 
carried on or passed or spent or led or defrayed or performed or concluded. িনবর্াহক a. & n. one 
who carries out or executes or carries on or passes or spends or leads or defrays or performs or 
concludes. িনবর্ািহত a. carried out; executed; carried on; passed; spent, led; defrayed; performed; 
concluded. িনবর্াহী a. executive (িনবর্াহী আিধকািরক = an executive officer; িনবর্াহী িনযুkক = a managing 
agent; িনবর্াহী বাstকার = an executive engineer). 

িনিবর্কl [ nirbikalpa ] a without an alternative, absolute; untransfigured, without transfiguration; 
unerring or unhesitating, sure; having no distinction between the cognizer and the cognizable, 
completely identified with or absorbed into the Infinite. ☐ n. absolute or final knowledge. 
িনিবর্কl সমািধ a trance or profound meditation in which one is completely identified with or 
absorbed into the In finite. 

িনিবর্কার [ nirbikāra ] a having no antipathy to any thing; not offended by anything; unchanging, 
immutable; having no mental perturbation, unperturbed, unruffled, unmoved, not upset or 
agitated; indifferent, stoical, callous. ি̃চেt, িনিবর্কাের adv. feeling no uneasiness in the mind; calmly. 

িনিবর্ঘ্ন [ nirbighna ] a free from dangers; undisturbed; unimpeded; safe; peaceful. িনিবর্েঘ্ন adv. 
without danger; undisturbedly; unimpeded; safely; peacefully (িনিবর্েঘ্ন সমাp). 

িনিবর্চাের [ nirbicārē ] a indiscriminate; promiscuous. িনিবর্চাের adv. indiscriminately; 
promiscuously. 

িনিবর্N [ nirbiṇṇa ] a aggrieved; regretful, repentant; penitent; mortified; sorry. 

িনিবর্দার [ nirbidāra ] a that which cannot be pierced through or rent or cleft; uncleavable ('বমর্ তব 
িনিবর্দার'). 

িনিবর্বাদ [ nirbibāda ] a free from strife or quarrel; undisputed; unopposed; peaceful. িনিবর্বাদী (pop.) 
a. never quarrelling; of peaceful or quiet disposition. িনিবর্বােদ adv. with out strife or quarrel or 
opposition or difficulty; peacefully. 

িনিবর্শঙ্ক [ nirbiśaṅka ] a fearless, dauntless; free from misgivings. 

িনিবর্েশষ [ nirbiśēṣa ] a irrespective (জািতধমর্িনিবর্েশেষ); not distinguished from similar, equal (পুt 
িনিবর্েশেষ). িনিবর্েশেষ adv. irrespective or regardless of; not distinguishing from, just like. 
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িনিবর্ষ [ nirbiṣa ] a free or freed from poison (েরাগীেক িনিবর্ষ করা); divested of venom; non-venomous; 
(fig.) divested of ability to harm. 

িনবর্ীজ [ nirbīja ] a seedless; (surgically) sterile, aseptic: deprived of generative or procreative 
power. িনবর্ীজ করা v. to divest of seeds; to sterilize, to disinfect; to deprive of generative or 
procreative power. িনবর্ীজন n. sterilization, disinfection. িনবর্ীিজত a. sterilized, disinfected. 

িনবর্ীযর্ [ nirbīrya ] a lacking strength or valour; feeble or timid; impotent. 

িনবুর্িd [ nirbuddhi ] a foolish, stupid. ̃তা n. foolishness, stupidity, crassness. 

িনবৃর্িত [ nirbṛti ] n deliverance, rescue, escape; succour. 

িনেবর্দ [ nirbēda ] n repentance; mortification or remorse; despondence, despondency; dejection; 
disinterestedness in or callousness towards worldly affairs. 

িনৈবর্র [ nirbaira ] a having no enemy. 

িনেবর্াধ [ nirbōdha ] a dull; stupid, foolish. ☐ n. (pop.) a blockhead. 

িনবর্য্াজ [ nirbyāja ] a guileless; candid, frank, open hearted. 

িনবরূ্য্ঢ় [ nirbyūḍh◌় ] a proved; conclusive; positive; absolute (িনবরূ্য্ঢ় aিধকার). 

িনভর্য় [ nirbhaẏa ] a fearless, dauntless. ̃িচt, ̃hদয় a. having a fearless heart; having no fear at heart. 
িনভর্েয় adv. fearlessly, dauntlessly, boldly. 

িনভর্র [ nirbhara ] n a prop or support; dependence, reliance; confidence. িনভর্র করা v. to depend 
(upon), (coll.) to bank (on), to rely (on). ̃তা n. (loos.) dependence, reliance. ̃েযাগয্ a. dependable, 
reliable. ̃েযাগয্তা n. dependability, reliability. ̃শীল a. relying on, depending on; dependent. 

িনভর্রসা [ nirbharasā ] a bereft of trust or confidence or hope. 

িনভর্াবনা [ nirbhābanā ] n freedom from worries and anxieties. ☐ a. free from worries and 
anxieties (িনভর্াবনা হoয়া). 

িনভর্ীক [ nirbhīka ] a fearless; dauntless. ̃তা n. fearlessness. 

িনভরু্ল [ nirbhula ] a free from mistake or error; correct; unerring; right; just; accurate. ̃তা n. (loos.) 
correctness; accuracy. 
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িনেভর্জাল [ nirbhējāla ] a unadulterated, without adul teration. িনেভর্জাল িমথয্া unmixed falsity, 
unmixed falsehood. িনেভর্জাল সতয্ unmixed truth. 

িনমর্িkক [ nirmakṣika ] a free from flies; desolate; lonely. 

িনমর্ঞ্ছন [ nirmañchana ] n articles placed before a deity to accord welcome to it (such as, a waving 
light, an incenser etc.). 

িনমর্ত্সর [ nirmatsara ] a free from envy, unenvious. 

িনমর্ম [ nirmama ] a merciless; unfeeling; hard hearted; cruel; relentless. ̃তা n. mercilessness; hard-
heartedness; cruelty; relentlessness. 

িনমর্ল [ nirmala ] a free from filth or dirt or stain or anything undesirable; clean (িনমর্ল পিরচ্ছদ); 
clear, transparent, pellucid (িনমর্ল জল); cloudless, fair (িনমর্ল আকাশ); free from guilt or sin, 
blameless, spotless, chaste, holy (িনমর্ল চিরt); honest, innocent, naive; unblemished (িনমর্ল যশ); 
unadulterated, unmixed, pure (িনমর্ল আনn, িনমর্ল sখ). fem. িনমর্লা । ̃তা n. freedom from filth or dirt or 
stain or anything undesirable; clearness, transparence, pellucidity; cloudlessness; chasteness, 
honesty, innocence, candour, naivety; unblemishedness; purity. 

িনমর্িল [ nirmali ] n a kind of fruit that cleanses water. 

িনমর্াণ [ nirmāṇa ] n act of making; formation; construction, act of building; manufacture; 
creating, creation; composition (gন্হিনমর্াণ); organization (দলিনমর্াণ); act of setting up, foundation, 
establishment (রাজয্িনমর্াণ, িবদয্ালয় িনমর্াণ). িনমর্াণ করা v. to make; to form; to construct; to build, to 
manufacture; to create; to compose; to organize; to set up, to found, to establish. 

িনমর্ালয্ [ nirmālya ] n flowers, leaves etc. offered to a deity and subsequently borne upon the head 
by the votaries as a token of holy grace. 

িনমর্াতা [ nirmātā ] a making; forming; constructing; building; manufacturing; creating; 
composing; organizing; setting up, establishing. ☐ n. a maker; a constructor, a builder, an 
architect; a manufacturer; a creator; a composer; an organizer; a founder. 

িনিমর্ত [ nirmita ] a made; formed; constructed; built; manufactured; created; composed; 
organized; founded; established. 

িনমর্ীয়মাণ [ nirmīẏamāṇa ] a in the process of being made or formed or constructed or built or 
manufactured or created or composed or organized or set up or founded or established. 
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িনমরু্kল [ nirmukula ] a (of trees) stripped of or destitute of buds ('eখেনা ঘুমাo শতrপা ei ksেমর মােস 
িনমরু্kল'). 

িনমরু্k [ nirmukta ] a completely free from or let loose or liberated. 

িনমরূ্ল [ nirmūla ] a uprooted, extirpated, eradicated, exterminated; completely destroyed or 
expelled; rootless, unfounded, groundless. িনমরূ্ল করা v. to uproot, to extirpate, to eradicate, to 
exterminate; to destroy or annihilate or expel completely. ̃ন n. uprooting, extirpation, eradication, 
extermination; thorough destruction or annihilation or expulsion. িনমরূ্িলত a. uprooted, 
exterminated; thoroughly destroyed or expelled. 

িনেমর্ঘ [ nirmēgha ] a cloudless; clear (িনেমর্ঘ আকাশ). 

িনেমর্াক [ nirmōka ] n (of snakes etc.) a slough; (pl.) exuviae; an armour; (hum.of human being) 
the whole skin. 

িনেমর্াচন [ nirmōcana ] n act of removing or taking off or putting off completely; thorough 
peeling; moulting. 

িনেমর্াচয্ [ nirmōcya ] a that which is to be or can be removed or taken off or put off completely. 

িনযর্াতক [ niryātaka ] a. & n oppressor, tormentor. 

িনযর্াতন [ niryātana ] n oppression, persecution, tormenting; vengeance. িনযর্াতন করা v. to oppress, 
to persecute, to torment; to take vengeance (upon). ̃কারী n. an oppressor, a persecutor, a 
tormentor, an avenger. fem. ̃কািরণী । 

িনযর্ািতত [ niryātita ] a oppressed, persecuted, tormented. fem. িনযর্ািততা । 

িনযর্াস [ niryāsa ] n essence; substance; exudation; extract. 

িনলর্j [ nirlajja ] a shameless, impudent, brazen-faced. fem. িনলর্jা । ̃তা n. shamelessness, 
impudence. 

িনিলর্p [ nirlipta ] a unconcerned; keeping aloof; having no attachment for, disinterested; callous; 
free from all earthly at tachment. ̃তা n. disinterestedness; freedom from all earthly attachments; 
callousness. িনিলর্p থাকা v. to keep aloof (from). 

িনেলর্াভ [ nirlōbha ] a free from greed, not greedy or avaricious. 
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িনেলর্াম [ nirlōma ] a hairless; having no fleece or woolly covering. 

িনলmন [ nilambana ] n adjournment (of a decision); suspension (as of an employee). িনলিmত a. 
adjourned; suspended. িনলিmত করা v. to adjourn; to suspend. িনলিmত রাখা v. to adjourn. িনলিmত গিণতক 
suspense account. 

িনলয় [ nilaẏa ] n an abode, a residence, a dwelling-house, a home; a receptacle; a store; (anat.) a 
ventricle; (rare) complete annihilation. 

িনলাম [ nilāma ] n auction. িনলাম করা, িনলাম করােনা v. to put (a thing) up to auction, to put (a thing) 
for auction, to sell by auction. িনলাম ডাকা v. to bid at an auction. িনলােম েকনা v. to purchase at an 
auction. িনলােম েতালা v. to put up to auction, to put up for auction, to auction. িনলােম েবচা v. to sell at 
an auction; to sell by auction, to auction. িনলাম খিরদদার ̃েkতা n. an auction purchaser. ̃দার n. an 
auction eer. িনলােমর েদাকান an auction-house. িনলািম a. put up to auction; sold by auction; purchased 
at an auction; that which is to be auctioned; as cheap as an article sold by auction. 

িনলীন [ nilīna ] a completely sunk or drowned (in); completely fused with; completely lost or 
absorbed (in); completely disappeared or vanished. 

িনলীয়মান [ nilīẏamāna ] a in the state of sinking (in) or being fused (with) or being lost (in) or 
disappearing or vanishing. 

িনশিপশ [ niśapiśa ] int denoting: restlessness to do something; itching or irritation to do 
something. 

িনশা [ niśā ] n the night; (Rig Veda) dark daughter of the Day. ̃কর n. the moon. ̃গম n. nightfall. ̃চর 
a. active by night, nightfaring. ☐ n. an anthropophagite, a rakshasa; any of the nightfaring 
creatures such as the owl; a burglar. fem. িনশাচরী । ̃জল n. dew; frost. ̃তয্য় same as িনশাn । ̃নাথ n. the 

moon. িনশাn n. the close of night; daybreak. ̃পিত n. the moon. িনশাবসান same as িনশাn । ̃ধর্ n. 
midnight; dead of night. ̃সমাগম n. nightfall. 

িনশান1 [ niśāna1 ] n a flag, an ensign, a standard, a banner. 

িনিশ [ niśi ] n the night (িদবািনিশ); an evil spirit whose hypnotic call at night makes a sleeping 
person follow it and meet with his or her death (cp. night-hag). িনিশেত পাoয়া v. to be hypnotized 
by this evil spirit. 

িনিশত [ niśita ] a whetted, sharpened; sharp; keen. 

িনিশিদন, িনিশিদিশ [ niśidina, niśidiśi ] adv day and night; al ways, constantly. 
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িনিশপালন [ niśipālana ] n scriptural fasting or diet control on a full moon or a new moon night. 
িনিশপালন করা v. to fast or control one's diet on a full moon or a new moon night. 

িনিশযাপন [ niśiyāpana ] n spending or passing the night; staying for a night. িনিশযাপন করা v. to pass 
or spend the night; to stay for a night, to put up for a night. 

িনশীথ [ niśītha ] n midnight; late night; (loos.) the night. িনশীিথনী n. fem. the night. ̃সূযর্ n. the 
midnight sun. 

িনশুিত [ niśuti ] n late night, night far advanced. ☐ a. late, far advanced (িনশুিত রািt). 

িন য় [ niścaẏa ] n firm or sure knowledge, conviction, ascertainment, decision, resolution 
(কৃতিন য়). ☐ a. free from doubts, convinced, ensured, certain (e িবষেয় েস িন য় হেয়েছ); firm, sure 
(িন য় বাকয্). ☐ adv. without doubt, surely, certainly, for certain (িন য় যাব). ̃তা n. freedom from 
doubts certainty; firmness, sureness, surety. 

িন ল [ niścala ] a stationary; fixed; motionless; immobile, immovable. ̃তা n. stationariness; 
fixity; motionlessness; immobility. 

িন ায়ক [ niścāẏaka ] a. & n one who or that which convinces or ensures or ascertains or decides. 

িনি ত [ niścita ] a free from doubts, convinced, ensured (িনি ত হoয়া); certain, sure unfailing 
(িনি ত ঘটনা, িনি ত পদেkপ). ☐ adv. certainly, surely, without doubt, for certain, positively (েস 
িনি ত আসেব). িনি ত করা v. to make sure, to ensure, to settle. িনি ত জানা v. to know for certain. ̃rেপ 
adv. certainly, definitely. 

িনি িত [ niściti ] n same as িন য়তা । 

িনি h [ niścihna ] a without a sign; effaced; obliterated; erased; eradicated. ̃করণ n. effacing, 
effacement; obliterating; eradicating. িনি h করা v. to efface; to obliterate; to eradicate. 

িনে  [ niścēṣṭa ] a making no attempt, effortless; unenterprising; inactive; lazy; immobile. ̃তা n. 
effortlessness; lack of enterprise; inactivity; laziness; immobility. 

িনি d [ niśchidra ] a free from holes, having no hole; compact; flawless. 

িনষঙ্গ [ niṣaṅga ] n a container for arrows, a quiver িনষঙ্গী a. carrying a quiver. 

িনষN [ niṣaṇṇa ] a situated, located, seated, sitting; lying. 
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িনষাদ1 [ niṣāda1 ] a one of an uncivilized race of ancient India chiefly living on hunting; a 
swineherd or a fisherman or a fowler (by caste). 

িনষাদ2 [ niṣāda2 ] n (mus.) the major sixth of the C scale. 

িনষাদী1 [ niṣādī1 ] fem of িনষাদ1 । 

িনষাদী2 [ niṣādī2 ] n an elephant-driver; an elephant-rider. 

িনিষk [ niṣikta ] a thoroughly wet or soaked or drenched, soppy; exuded. িনিষk করা v. to wet or 
soak or drench thoroughly, to sop; to exude. 

িনিষd [ niṣiddha ] a forbidden (িনিষd ফল). prohibited (িনিষd কমর্); banned, proscribed (িনিষd বi); 
outlawed or interdicted (িনিষd বয্িk); out of bounds (িনিষd eলাকা); unlawful. িনিষd করা v. to forbid, to 
prohibit; to ban, to proscribe; to outlaw or indict; to place (a locality, shop etc.) out of bounds. 

িনষুিত [ niṣuti ] a fast asleep, sleeping soundly (িনষুিত নগরী); hushed, drowned in silence (িনষুিত 
রািt). 

িনষুp [ niṣupta ] a fast asleep, sleeping soundly. িনষুিp n. sound sleep; state of sleeping soundly. 

িনেষক [ niṣēka ] n sprinkling or showering; exudation; (bot.) fertilization. পরিনেষক n. cross-
fertilization. sিনেষক n. self-fertilization. 

িনেষধ [ niṣēdha ] n act of forbidding, prohibition; interdiction; interdict. িনেষধ করা v. to forbid, to 
prohibit; to interdict. ̃ক a. forbidding, prohibiting, prohibitive, prohibitory; interdictory. িনেষধাjা n. 
prohibition; a prohibitory order. িনেষধাjা জাির করা v. to prohibit; to issue an order or a decree of 
prohibition. 

িনেষবণ [ niṣēbaṇa ] n attending on or serving, attendance, service; worship. 

িন  [ niṣka ] n gold; a gold coin current in ancient India; a gold coin; a measure for weighing 
gold. 

িন ন্টক [ niṣkanṭaka ] a free from thorns, thornless; free from troubles or dangers or enemies; 
safe; unhindered; unhampered; peaceful. িন ন্টেক adv. without impediment or obstacle or trouble 
or danger or opposition; safely; peacefully, freely. 

িন m [ niṣkampa ] a not trembling or vibrating; motionless, still. 

িন র [ niṣkara ] a rent-free, freehold; tax-free. িন র সmিt n. a freehold. 
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িন rণ [ niṣkaruṇa ] a merciless, pitiless, relentless; cruel; hard-hearted. 

িন মর্া [ niṣkarmā ] a having no work to do, unemployed; averse to work; lazy; good-for-nothing, 
worthless. 

িন ষর্ [ niṣkarṣa ] n extract, essence, substance; gist. 

িন ষর্ণ [ niṣkarṣaṇa ] n removal; elimination; extraction. 

িন ল [ niṣkala ] a not divided into or consisting of or formed of constituent parts; whole; 
compact; indivisible; stripped of potency or vigour; weakened; aged, old. 

িন লঙ্ক [ niṣkalaṅka ] a unblemished, stainless, spotless; immaculate. 

িন লা [ niṣkalā ] fem of িন ল । 

িন লুষ [ niṣkaluṣa ] a free from vice, sinless; pure; free from dirt or stain; clean. 

িন াN [ niṣkāṇḍa ] a (bot.) acaulescent. 

িন াম [ niṣkāma ] a having no lust or sexual desire, Platonic (িন াম pণয়); unconcerned about the 
effect or consequence, dispassionate, not actuated by any desire or gainful motive (িন াম কমর্). 

িন াশ [ niṣkāśa ] a going or coming out, emergence; an exit; flowing out, outflow; a drain. 

িন াশন, িন াসন [ niṣkāśana, niṣkāsana ] n squeezing out, extraction; expulsion; removal; 
banishment; drawing out or unsheathing (a sword etc.) িন াশন করা v. to extract; to expel, to 
remove; to banish; to draw out or unsheathe. 

িন ািশত, িন ািসত [ niṣkāśita, niṣkāsita ] a extracted; turned out, expelled; removed; banished; 
(of a sword etc.). drawn out or unsheathed. 

িন ৃত [ niṣkṛta ] a delivered, rescued, freed; released, set free; exempted. 

িন ৃিত [ niṣkṛti ] n deliverance, rescue; release; exemption. িন ৃিত েদoয়া v. to deliver, to rescue, to 
set free, to release, to exempt. িন ৃিত পাoয়া v. to be delivered or rescued or freed or set free or 
exempted. 

িনে াষণ [ niṣkōṣaṇa ] n drawing out or unsheathing (a sword etc.). িনে াষণ করা v. to draw out, to 
unsheathe. 
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িনে ািষত [ niṣkōṣita ] a (of a sword etc.) drawn out, unsheathed. িনে ািষত করা v. to draw out, to 
unsheathe. 

িনkম, িনkমণ [ niṣkrama, niṣkramaṇa ] n going or coming out, emergence, exit; going away or 
leaving forever. িনkমণ করা v. to go or come out, to emerge; to go away or leave or quit forever. 
িনkমণপt n. a passport. 

িনkয় [ niṣkraẏa ] n price; wages; charge or fee for hiring, hire; that which is paid in exchange; 
exchanging, exchange; selling, sale. ̃ণ n. commutation. 

িনkাn [ niṣkrānta ] a gone or come out, emerged; gone away or left or quitted forever. িনkাn হoয়া 
same as িনkমণ করা (see িনkম). 

িনিkয় [ niṣkriẏa ] a not doing any work, inactive; out of order, not working (িনিkয় যnt); 
inoperative (িনিkয় আiন); offering no opposition, passive (িনিkয় pিতেরাধ = passive resistance); 
dormant (িনিkয় শিk); lazy, idle, indolent. ̃তা n. inaction, inactivity; inoperativeness; passivity; dor 
mancy; laziness, idleness, indolence. 

িন  [ niṣṭha ] a. & in comp (used as sfx.) well placed, well-established; fixed; having firm faith 
or trust (in) (ধমর্িন ); having deep attachment (to) or reverence (for) (কমর্িন ); greatly devoted or 
attentive (to) (eকিন ); very devout. 

িন া [ niṣṭhā ] n firm faith or trust, deep attachment or reverence, great devotion or attention (ধেমর্ 
িন া, কেমর্ িন া); devoutness (িন াবান uপাসক); adherence to the scriptural code of behaviour and 
observance of religious rites (িন াবান bাhণ). ̃বান a. having deep attachment (to) or reverence (for), 
greatly devoted or attentive (to); devout; punctiliously observant of the scriptural code of 
behaviour and religious rites. fem. ̃বতী। ̃ভের adv. devotedly. 

িন ীবন, িন ীব [ niṣṭhībana, niṣṭhība ] n spittle. িন ীবন তয্াগ করা v. to spit. 

িন ুর [ niṣṭhura ] a merciless; hard-hearted; cruel; (poet.) fell; ruthless. fem. িন ুরা। ̃তা n. 
mercilessness; cruelty; ruthlessness. িন ুরাচরণ n. a cruel act; merciless or cruel behaviour. 

িন ুয্ত [ niṣṭhyuta ] a vomited, belched out; ejected; thrown out; spat (out). 

িন িt [ niṣpatti ] n solution (সমsার িন িt); accomplishment, execution (কাযর্িন িt); utterance 
(বািঙ্ন িt); settlement, decision (েমাকdমার িন িt); compromise (শিরকেদর মেধয্ িন িt). িন িt করা v. to 
solve; to accomplish, to execute; to utter; to settle, to decide; to effect a compromise, to 
compound; to come to terms. িন িt হoয়া v. to be solved or accomplished or uttered or settled or 
decided or compromised or compounded. 
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িন t [ niṣpatra ] a leafless, having no leaves (িন t বৃk). 

িন n [ niṣpanna ] a attained, realized; accomplished, executed, performed (কাযর্ িন n, যাtািন n, 
পূজািন n); evolved (out of); (gr.) formed or derived (from). িন n করা v. to attain, to realize; to 
execute, to perform; to give rise (to); (gr.) to form or derive. 

িন াদক [ niṣpādaka ] a one who or that which accomplishes or executes or performs, executive. 

িন াদন [ niṣpādana ] n accomplishment, execution, performance. িন াদন করা v. to accomplish, to 
execute, to perform. িন াদনীয় same as িন াদয্ ।. 

িন াদপ [ niṣpādapa ] a bereft of trees. িন াদপ pাnর a prairie; a wilderness. 

িন ািদত [ niṣpādita ] a accomplished, executed, performed. িন ািদত করা same as িন াদন করা (see 
িন াদন). 

িন াদয্ [ niṣpādya ] a that which is to be or can be accomplished or executed or performed. 

িন াপ [ niṣpāpa ] a free from sin, sinless; virtuous, pure, holy. 

িনি  [ niṣpiṣṭa ] a powdered by beating, pulverized; ground, pounded; crushed; severely 
thrashed; heavily trodden; trampled on; hard-pressed; severely oppressed; routed, stampeded. 
িনি  করা same as িনে ষণ করা (see িনে ষণ). 

িনে ষ, িনে ষণ [ niṣpēṣa, niṣpēṣaṇa ] n beating to powder or grinding or pounding or crushing 
or thrashing severely or treading heavily or trampling or pressing hard or oppressing severely or 
routing or stampeding. িনে ষণ করা v. to beat to powder; to pulverize, to grind, to pound; to crush; 
to thrash severely; to tread heavily, to trample; to press hard; to rout, to stampede. িনে ষক a. & n. 
one who or that which beats to powder or grinds or pounds or crushes or thrashes severely or 
treads heavily or tramples or presses hard or routes or stampedes. িনে িষত same as িনি  ।. 

িন pিতভ [ niṣpratibha ] a lacking genius; dim; lacking brightness; obscure, dull. 

িন pদীপ [ niṣpradīpa ] a having no lamp burning; blacked out. ☐ n. state of having no lamp 
burning; lights out, curfew; blackout. 

িন pভ [ niṣprabha ] a lacking brightness or lustre, lustreless, lacklustre; dim; dull; feckless. 
িন pভতা n. lack of brightness or lustre; dimness; dullness; fecklessness. 
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িন ppেয়াজন [ niṣprapraẏōjana ] a unnecessary; needless; purposeless; useless. ☐ n. 
needlessness, purposelessness. িন pেয়াজেন adv. unnecessarily; needlessly; to no purpose, uselessly. 

িন pাণ [ niṣprāṇa ] a lifeless, dead; inanimate; heartless; lacking vivacity; dull. ̃তা n. lifelessness; 
inanimateness, inanimation; heartlessness; lack of vivacity; dullness. 

িন ল [ niṣphala ] a fruitless; abortive; ineffectual, futile, of no avail, vain; impotent (িন ল েkাধ). 
িন লা a. fem. of িন ল ।. ☐ a. (of trees etc.) bearing no fruit, fruitless, acarpous; (of land etc.) 
unproductive, barren; (of days etc.) yielding no success or benefit (িন লা বার). িন ল করা v. to 
frustrate. িন ল হoয়া v. to be abortive; to be in vain, to be ineffectual, to be futile; to fail. ̃তা n. 
fruitlessness; ineffectuality; frustration; failure; impotency. 

িনসগর্ [ nisarga ] n the phenomena of the material world as a whole, nature; creation, the 
cosmos. ̃জ a. nature-born; natural. ̃িবদয্া n. natural science; natural study. ̃িবদ n. a naturalist. ̃েশাভা 
n. the beauty of nature; a scene of natural beauty. িনসগর্ী n. a naturalist. 

িনসাD [ nisāḍ◌় ] a benumbed; insensate; not responding or reacting; noiseless, stealthy (িনসাD 
পদেkপ). 

িনসা়Dা [ nisā◌়ḍ◌়ā ] a noiseless, stealthy ('িনসাDা হiয়া আয় েলা সজিন'). 

িনিসnা [ nisindā ] n a herbal plant (its leaves are of ten smoked as tobacco), Vitex negundo. 

িনসূদক [ nisūdaka ] a one who kills or slays. 

িনসূদন [ nisūdana ] n killing or slaying. ☐ in comp. (used as a sfx.) one who kills (ৈদতয্িনসদূন = 
giant-killing). 

িনসৃ  [ nisṛṣṭa ] a entrusted; officially recognized or sent with official recognition, accredited 
(িনসৃ  pিতিনিধ). 

িনsb [ nistabdha ] a completely motionless or silent or still. ̃তা n. complete motionlessness or 
silence or stillness. 

িনsরঙ্গ [ nistaraṅga ] a waveless, having no waves; still, calm. 

িনsরণ [ nistaraṇa ] n crossing; rescue, release, deliverance; going or coming out, emergence; 
exemption. 

িনsল [ nistala ] a bottomless, fathomless; roundish; round; globular. 
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িনsার [ nistāra ] n rescue, deliverance; release; acquittal (aিভেযাগ েথেক িনsার); exemption (খাজনার 
দায় েথেক িনsার); beatitude, salvation. িনsার করা v. to rescue, to deliver, to succour; to let one have 
one's salvation. িনsার েদoয়া v. to set free; to release; to acquit; to exempt. িনsার পাoয়া v. to be 
rescued or delivered or set free or released or acquitted or exempted; to have one's salvation. ̃কতর্া 
n. a rescuer, a deliverer; one who lets another enjoy salvation, a saviour. িনsািরণী fem. one who 
accords salvation; Goddess Durga (dগর্া). 

িনsষূ [ nistūṣa ] n husked. 

িনেsজ [ nistēja ] a lacking vigour, weak, feckless; lacking lustre or brightness, dull, dim; 
weakened, down in the mouth. িনেsজ হoয়া v. to lose strength and vigour, to be weak. 

িনsn [ nispanda ] a (of the pulse or the heart) not beating or throbbing; motionless, still (িনsn 
আঁিখ); benumbed, stuporous (িনsn aঙ্গ). 

িনsন [ nisbana ] n sound, noise; (of wind instruments etc.) note; voice. 

িনsn [ nisyanda ] n exudation; essence. িনsিnত a. exuded, oozed. িনsnী a. exuding, oozing. 

িনহত [ nihata ] a killed, slain. িনহত করা v. to kill, to slay. 

িনহnা [ nihantā ] a killing or slaying. ☐ n. a slayer, a killer. 

িনহাi [ nihāi ] n an anvil, stithy. 

িনহারন [ nihārana ] n (poet.) seeing or looking at or watching or espying. 

িনহারা [ nihārā ] v (poet.) to see, to look at, to watch, to notice, to espy. 

িনিহত [ nihita ] a placed, laid, deposited; conferred, bestowed; entrusted; kept; stored; lying 
hidden; dormant (anের িনিহত); (chiefly in arith.) intrinsic; thrown, flung. িনিহত ধব্িন n. (phon.) 
inherent sound. িনিহত sরধব্িন n. inherent vowel. 

নীচ1 [ nīca1 ] n a place or position below; a low or depressed position (নীচ েথেক uপের). 

নীচ2 [ nīca2 ] a low; inferior; base, mean; vile. নীচ kল a family that is socially inferior; a low-caste 
family. ̃kলজাত ̃kেলাdব a. of low birth, low-born. fem. ̃kলজাতা, ̃kেলাdবা । ̃গামী same as নীচাসk 

fem. ̃গািমনী । ̃েচতা same as নীচমনা । ̃জাতীয় a. belonging to or coming of a low caste, low-born. 

fem. ̃জাতীয়া । ̃তা, ̃t n. lowness; inferiority; baseness, meanness; vileness. ̃pকৃিত a. by nature mean; 
naturally or essentially mean. ☐ n. mean nature. ̃pবৃিt a. having base tendencies or propensities 
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or desire. ☐ n. a base tendency or desire. ̃ভাষা n. vulgar language, slang. ̃মনা a small-minded, 
mean-minded. ̃েযািন n. a creature of an inferior (esp. non-human) order; birth in an inferior order 
of creatures. ☐ a. born as an inferior creature; born of an inferior creature. ̃sভাব same as নীচpকৃিত 
fem. ̃sভাবা । ̃hদয় a. same as নীচমনা । 

নীচাnঃকরণ, নীচাশয় [ nīcāntḥkaraṇa, nīcāśaẏa ] a small-minded, mean-minded. fem. নীচাশয়া । 

নীচাসk [ nīcāsakta ] a addicted to or indulging in hateful or vile things; depraved; having sexual 
connection with a woman of bad repute or low birth. fem. নীচাসkা । 

নীেচ [ nīcē ] adv. prep under, below, beneath, underneath (গােছর নীেচ); in the bottom of (সমুেdর 
নীেচ); at the foot of (পাহােDর নীেচ). 

নীD [ nīḍ◌় ] n a nest; (fig.) a small or cosy abode. 

নীত1 [ nīta1 ] n a custom or practice; a principle; behaviour, demeanour. 

নীত2 [ nīta2 ] a conducted, led; conveyed, carried, born; received, accepted. 

নীিত [ nīti ] n morality (নীিতিবrd আচরণ); mor als (নীিতশাst); moral science, ethics; a moral teaching, 
a moral or maxim (গlিটর নীিত); conscience (নীিতেত বাধেছ); social morality, justice (নীিত সmত িবচার); 
politics (নীিতkশল); an edict or prescript (ধেমর্র নীিত); a principle (aিহংসার নীিত); a method or means or 
policy (কাঁটা িদেয় কাঁটা েতালার নীিত); a custom or practice (সমােজর নীিত); a branch of learning, a science 
(সমাজনীিত, রাজনীিত). ̃কথা n. a moral saying or moral advice; a maxim, an aphorism; a moral; a moral 
tale; a salutary advice. ̃kশল a. proficient in politics or statesmanship or diplomacy or in the rules 
of morality. ̃kশলতা n. proficiency in politics or statesmanship or diplomacy or moral rules. ̃j a. 
versed in politics or statesmanship or diplomacy or ethics. ̃jান n. political knowledge; knowledge 
in statesmanship; diplomatic knowledge; ethical knowledge. ̃jানবিজর্ত, ̃jানশূn, ̃jানহীন a. divested 
of ethical knowledge or devoid of moral scruples; immoral; unscrupulous. ̃বচন, ̃বাকয্ n. a moral 
saying or advice; a maxim, an aphorism; a salutary advice. ̃বাগীশ a. one who makes a parade of 
one's moral sense. ̃িবjান n. ethics, moral science. ̃িবদ a. same as নীিতj । ̃িবrd, ̃িবেরাধী a. contrary to 
moral rules or precepts; immoral; unjust; contrary to one's principles. ̃মূলক a. didactic, moral; 
concerning a particular principle or principles. ̃শাst n. moral science, moral philosophy, 
ethics. ̃শাstিবদ, ̃শাstেবtা a. versed in moral science. ☐ n. a moral philosopher. ̃িশkা n. moral 
instruction or education; political or judicial education. ̃সংগত, ̃সmত a. conforming to morality or 
justice; righteous or just; conforming to a particular principle or principles. ̃হীন a. without any 
principle, unprincipled; lacking moral principles; unscrupulous. 

নীপ [ nīpa ] n (mainly poet.) the kadamba (কদm) flower or its tree. 

নীবার [ nībāra ] n paddy grown from airborne seeds that have fallen on an unploughed field. 
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নীিব, নীবী [ nībi, nībī ] n the part of the loincloth fastened round one's (chiefly a woman's) waist; 
a knot by which the loincloth is fastened at one's waist (usu. নীিববn, নীিববnন); (loos.) a waist-band. 

নীয়মান [ nīẏamāna ] a in the state of being conducted or carried or borne or conveyed. fem. 
নীয়মানা । 

নীর [ nīra ] n water; any liquid; aqua. ম̃য় a. aqueous, watery, full of water or moisture. 

নীরk [ nīrakta ] a bloodless; pale; anaemic. 

নীরজ [ nīraja ] a growing in or born of water, aquatic. ☐ n. the lotus. 

নীরজা1 [ nīrajā1 ] fem of নীরজ । 

নীরজা2 [ nīrajā2 ] a. fem free from dirt; (of flowers etc.) having no pollen; (of girls) one whose 
menstruation has not yet begun to function. 

নীরদ [ nīrada ] n cloud. ̃বরণ a. dark as a (moisture-bearing) cloud, cloud-coloured. 

নীরn [ nīrandhra ] a having no hole or opening; compact; dense; closely woven; closed on all 
sides; stuffy. 

নীরব [ nīraba ] a noiseless; silent; hushed; speechless. নীরব করা v. to take off the noise of; to 
silence; to hush; to render speechless. নীরব হoয়া v. to cease to make noise; to become silent; to be 
hushed; to keep quiet. ̃তা n. noiselessness; silence; hush; speechlessness. নীরব থাকা v. to remain 
silent or tongue-tied. নীরব সমথর্ন silent or tacit support, silent consent. নীরেব adv. silently; 
noiselessly. নীরেব সh করা to bear silently or calmly. 

নীরস [ nīrasa ] a not juicy, juiceless; sapless; dry; dull, having no sense of humour, having no 
power to appreciate finer sentiments and emotions; insipid, uninteresting, jejune, dull (নীরস 
কথাবাতর্া); monotonous, prosaic (নীরস জীবন); glum, sullen (নীরস হািস বা মুখ); unpleasant, cheerless 
(নীরস আবহাoয়া). ̃তা n. lack of juice or sap; dryness; lack of sense of humour, lack of power to 
appreciate finer sentiments and emotions; insipidity, lack of interest, dullness, monotony, 
prosiness, glumness, sullenness; unpleasantness, cheerlessness. 

নীরাজন, নীরাজনা [ nīrājana, nīrājanā ] n cleaning arms and armour on the eve of going to war; 
worshipping an idol by waving lamps, fly-whisks etc. before it. 

নীল [ nīla ] n the blue colour, azure; the indigo plant or the dye made from it; synthetic indigo, 
azuring; Shiva (িশব) or his worship (নীেলর uেপাস). ☐ a. blue, azure; azurine. ̃কন্ঠ a. blue-necked. ☐ 
n. a kind of blue-necked bird, the bluebreast, the roller bird; Shiva (িশব). ক̃মল n. the blue lotus. ̃কর 
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n. an indigo-planter. ̃কাnমিণ n. lapis-lazuli, sapphire. ̃kিঠ n. an indigo-factory. ̃গাi n. the blue-sheep 
of Tibet, nilgai, the blue bull, ̃পd n. the blue lotus. ̃পূজা n. the worship of Shiva (িশব) on the 
penultimate or the last day of the Bengali year. ̃pভ a. having a blue lustre or radiance. ̃বণর্ n. & a. 
blue, azure. a. fem. ˜বণর্া । নীলবণর্ শৃগাল (fig.) a pretender. ̃বসন n. blue clothes or cloth. ☐ a. dressed 

in blue. a. fem. ̃বসনা । ̃মিণ n. lapis-lazuli, sapphire; Krishna (কৃ ). ̃রk n. blue blood; (fig.) high 
birth. ̃েলািহত n. a colour between crimson and violet, purple; Shiva (িশব). ☐ a. purple. ̃ষ ী n. the 
last or the penultimate day of the Bengali year when Shiva (িশব) is wor shipped. 

নীলা [ nīlā ] n lapis-lazuli, sapphire. 

নীলাকাশ [ nīlākāśa ] n the blue sky. 

নীলাঞ্জনা [ nīlāñjanā ] n blue-vitriol, antimony. 

নীলাb [ nīlābja ] n the blue lotus. 

নীলাভ [ nīlābha ] a having a blue tinge or tint, bluish. নীলাভা n. the blue tinge or tint, bluishness. 

নীলা  [ nīlābhra ] n a dark cloud. 

নীলাmর [ nīlāmbara ] n a piece of blue cloth or loin cloth. ☐ a. wearing a blue loincloth. নীলাmরী n. 
a piece of women's blue loincloth. 

নীলাmু, নীলাmুিধ [ nīlāmbu, nīlāmbudhi ] n an ocean or sea; blue water, high sea. 

নীিলমা [ nīlimā ] n blueness; bluishness; the blue colour; blue tinge or tint. 

নীেলাত্পল [ nīlōtpala ] n the blue lotus. 

নীেলাপল [ nīlōpala ] n sapphire. 

নীহার [ nīhāra ] n snow; dew; ice. ̃কািn a. having a snow-white complexion. 

নীহািরকা [ nīhārikā ] n the nebula. ̃বাদ n. nebular theory. 

nিট [ nuṭi ] n (of thread, wool, fibre etc.) a ball, a wisp. nিট পাকােনা to roll into a ball. 

nDnিD [ nuḍ◌়nuḍ◌়i ] n the uvula, the epiglottis; a small bell-shaped button. 

nDা [ nuḍ◌়ā ] n a faggot, a fagot. 
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nিD [ nuḍ◌়i ] n a pebble; a stone-chip. 

nন [ nuna ] n salt; table-salt. nন খাoয়া v. to take salt; (fig.) to be fed or benefited by another, to eat 
one's salt. nন খাi যার gণ গাi তার (fig.) I (should) blindly eulogize my benefactor. 

nিনয়া [ nuniẏā ] n a manufacturer of salt by caste, a salter. 

nয়া, েনায়া [ nuẏā, nōẏā ] v to bend forward; to stoop; to bow; (fig.) to submit or yield. েনায়ােনা v. 
to bend; to cause to bend forward or stoop or bow; (fig.) to cause to submit or yield. 

nর [ nura ] n (Mus.) light (nরজাহান); chin tuft or goatee (chiefly of a Musalman). ̃জাহান n. the light 
of the world. ̃নিব n. the prophet of the light that is Islam; an appellation of Mohammad the 
Prophet. 

nির [ nuri ] n the lory. 

nিলয়া [ nuliẏā ] n one of a community expert in swimming and diving in the sea. 

nেলা [ nulō ] a with mutilated hands, of one whose forearm has been cut off or amputated. ☐ n. 
the paw of a cat etc.; (sarcas.) the hand of man. 

নূতন [ nūtana ] a new; novel; young; at the first blush or onset (নূতন েযৗবন); modern, recent; newly 
grown or born (নূতন ফল, নূতন শাবক); fresh; strange, unknown (নূতন জগত্, নূতন েলাক); changed (eখন 
েস নূতন েলাক); নূতন কের adv. anew; over again; afresh. ̃t n. newness; novelty; modernity, recency; 
freshness. 

নূপুর [ nūpura ] n an anklet set with small bells (used by dancers or as an ornament by 
women). ̃িনkণ n. the jingle of bells in an anklet. 

নৃ [ nṛ ] a (chiefly used as a pfx.) man or mankind. ̃কপাল n. a human skull. ̃kলিবত্, ̃kলিবদ n. an 
ethnologist. ̃kলিবদয্া n. ethnology. ̃তtt, ̃িবদয্া n. anthropology. ̃তািttক a. anthropological. ☐ n. an 
anthropologist. ̃মিণ n. a king; a man of greatest or highest worth. ̃মুN n. a human head or 
skull. ̃মুNমালা n. a number of human heads strung into a garland or wreath. ̃মুNমালী a. wearing a 
garland of human heads. ̃মুNমািলনী a. fem. of ̃মুNমালী ☐ n. Goddess Kali (কালী). ̃েলাক n. the earth, the 
world. 

নৃতয্ [ nṛtya ] n a dance; (sarcas.) a caper; a leap, skipping or frisking. নৃতয্ করা v. to dance; 
(sarcas.) to cut a caper; to leap, to skip or frisk. ̃কলা same as নৃতয্িবদয্া । ̃কারী a. engaged in or given 

to or proficient in dancing, dancing; leaping. fem. ̃কািরণী । ̃গীত n. dancing and singing. ̃gr n. a 

dancing-master. ̃নাটয্ n. a dance drama. ̃পটীয়সী a. fem. proficient in dancing. masc. ̃পটু । ̃পরা a. fem. 
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given to dancing. masc. ̃পর । ̃িpয় a. fond of dancing. ̃িবদয্া n. the art and science of dancing. ̃শালা n. 
a dancing-hall; a ball-room; a the atre. 

নৃপ, নৃপিত [ nṛpa, nṛpati ] n a king, a prince. নৃপবর, নৃপমিণ, নৃেপnd n. a great king; the greatest king; 
a king of kings, an emperor. নৃপাসন n. a royal seat, a throne. নৃেপািচত a. befitting a king, kingly, 
princely, royal, regal. 

নৃশংস [ nṛśaṃsa ] a cruel, ferocious, barbarous, atrocious, heinous, fell. ̃তা n. cruelty, ferocity, 
ferociousness, barbarity, atrocity, heinousness. 

নৃিসংহ, নৃিসংহাবতার [ nṛsiṃha, nṛsiṃhābatāra ] n (myth.) the fourth incarnation of Vishnu (িব ু) 
in the form of a being whose upper half of the body was shaped like a man whilst the lower half 
was shaped like a lion, Man-lion. 

েনuটা, েনuটােনা [ nēuṭā, nēuṭānō ] v (chiefly dial.) to turn back; to return; to be taken aback; to 
draw back or be drawn back, to flinch or be flinched (কথা েনuটােনা). 

েনuল [ nēula ] n the ichneumon, the mongoose. 

েনoটা, nাoটা [ nēōṭā, nyāōṭā ] a (of a child etc.) extremely fond of or attached to or brought 
under perfect control by means of affectionate treatment. 

েনoয়া [ nēōẏā ] v to take; to carry (ছাতা িনেয় েবDােনা); to bear; to place; to put; to wear; to assume; 
to follow (uপেদশ েনoয়া); to accept (িনমntণ েনoয়া); to test (পDা েনoয়া); to borrow (ধার েনoয়া); to inquire 
(খবর েনoয়া). ে̃না v. to cause to take or carry or accept or follow; to cause to wear or test; to make 
one to carry or take or accept or follow. 

েনকেD [ nēkaḍ◌়ē ] n the wolf. 

েনকনজর [ nēkanajara ] n a gracious look; favour, good books; (sarcas.) disfavour, displeasure, 
anger. 

েনট [ nēṭa ] n a net; a finely reticulated fabric (েনেটর মশাির). 

েনDা [ nēḍ◌়ā ] a shaven-headed, tonsured (েনDা েলাক); shaven (েনDা মাথা); bald (চুল uেঠ uেঠ তার মাথা 
েনDা); unornamented, bare (েনDা হাত); undecorated or scantily decorated (বi-eর মলাটখানা েনDা); 
unfurnished or scantily furnished (ঘরখানা বেDা েনDা); leafless (েনDা গাছ); berefit of trees and 
vegetation (েনDা মাঠ ); not surrounded with walls (েনDা ছাদ ). ☐ n. a tonsured man or boy. েনDা েগাr 
a hornless cow. fem. েনিD । 
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েনDােপাDা, nাDােপাDা [ nēḍ◌়āpōḍ◌়ā, nyāḍ◌়āpōḍ◌়ā ] n the festival of bonfire on the eve of the 
holi. see also চাঁচর । 

েনিDktা [ nēḍ◌়ikuttā ] n a tyke; a cur. 

েনত [ nēta ] n a kind or very fine muslin (েনেতর কাপD). 

েনতা1 [ nētā1 ] n a leader; a director, a guide; a commander; a headman, a chief; a pioneer. 

েনতােনা, nাতােনা [ nētānō, nyātānō ] v to droop or flag; to loose crispness (মুিDgেলা েনিতেয় েগেছ). 
েনিতেয় যাoয়া same as েনতােনা, nাতােনা । 

েনিতবাচক [ nētibācaka ] a negative. েনিতবাচক utর negative reply, answer in the negative; denial. 

েনতৃt [ nētṛtba ] n the lead; leadership; direction; guidance; command; headmanship, pioneering. 
েনতৃt করা v. to lead; to direct, to guide; to command; to head; to pioneer. 

েনt [ nētra ] n the eye. ̃েগাচর a. visible.েনtেগাচর হoয়া v. to become visible, to come into view. ̃েগালক 
n. the eyeball. ̃চ্ছদ n. the eyelid. ̃জল n. tears. ̃নািল n. lach rymal fistula, sinus of the lachrymal 
duct. ̃পlব n. the eyelid. ̃পাত n. act of glancing one's eyes (at), act of looking (at). েনtপাত করা v. to 
glance one's eyes (at), to cast one's glance (at), to look at, to see. ̃পীDা, ̃েরাগ n. eye-disease, 
ophthalmia. ̃বtর্কলা n. the conjunctiva. ̃বtর্কলাpদাহ n. conjunctivitis. ̃মল n. sticky or purulent 
discharge from the eye, viscous or hardened rheum of the eye. 

েনtী [ nētrī ] fem of েনতা1 । 

েনপথয্ [ nēpathya ] n the green-room or dressing room of a theatre; a place or position behind the 
stage or screen not visible from the auditorium; costumes and articles used for the make-up of 
actors and actresses. ̃িবধান n. dressing and make-up of actors and actresses. েনপেথয্ adv. from a 
place behind the stage or screen and invisible from the auditorium. (fig.) away from the 
knowledge of the public, secretly. 

েনপািল [ nēpāli ] a Nepalese. ☐ n. a Nepalese; the Nepalese language. 

েনেপা [ nēpō ] n the name of a sly rogue. যার ধন তার নয় েনেপায় মাের দi (fig.) the honest man 
drudges whilst the idle knave profits by the honest man's labour or toil. 

েনিম [ nēmi ] n circumference (of a wheel or any wheel-shaped object). 
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েনয়াপািত [ nēẏāpāti ] a having very thinly grown kernel (েনয়াপািত ডাব = a green coconut with thin 
soft jelly-like kernel); (of a pot-belly) soft and mediumsize. 

েনয়ামত [ nēẏāmata ] n grace, God's grace; favour. 

েনয়ার, েনয়াD [ nēẏāra, nēẏāḍ◌় ] n a sort of broad tape used to suspend a mosquito-curtain or to 
strengthen its upper rim or to deck a cot. 

েনশা [ nēśā ] n any intoxicating drug or liquor (েনশার িজিনস); intoxication, (when caused by wine) 
inebriation (েনশার েঘার); great attraction or attachment or infatuation or propensity (কােজর েনশা, 
েচােখর েনশা); a fad, a craze (কিবতা েলখার েনশা); stupefaction, besottedness. েনশা করা to be a drug-
addict or to be addicted to drinking. ̃েখার a. addicted to taking an intoxicating drug or addicted to 
drinking. ☐ n. a drug-addict or a drunkard. েনশার বুঁদ dead drunk, the worse for liquor or drink. 
েনশার েঘাের under the influence of wine or some other intoxicant. েনশাির a. intoxicating (েনশাির rপ). 

েনহ2, েনহা [ nēha2, nēhā ] n (obs. & poet.) affection; love, fondling; fond indulgence; amorous 
fondling. 

েনহাত [ nēhāta ] adv necessarily, perforce, must (েনহাত যিদ যােবi); at all (েনহাত যিদ যাi); at least 
(েনহাত পাঁচটা টাকা দাo); thoroughly, extremely (েনহাত মn). 

ৈনকটয্ [ naikaṭya ] n imminence; proximity; nearness; neighbourhood; closeness; intimacy. 

ৈনকেষয় [ naikaṣēẏa ] n a son of Nikasa (িনকষা) in the Ramayana, Ravana and his brothers. 

ৈনকষয্ [ naikaṣya ] a tested on a streak-plate; pure blooded (ৈনকষয্ kলীন), (of beasts) pedigreed; 
pure, genuine. 

ৈনিতক [ naitika ] a moral, ethical. ৈনিতক চিরt moral character. 

ৈনিতয্ক [ naityika ] a daily. ☐ n. daily work. 

ৈনদাঘ [ naidāgha ] a of summer or summertime, summer. fem. ৈনদাঘী । 

ৈনপুণয্ [ naipuṇya ] n skill; dexterity, adroitness; expertness; efficiency. 

ৈনবচ [ naibaca ] adv not such, not so, unlike this. ৈনবচ, ৈনবচ, ৈনব ৈনবচ will never be; never; it will 
never be so (িভkা চাoয়া ৈনবচ ৈনবচ). 

ৈনিমিtক [ naimittika ] a casual, occasional, incidental, contingent, irregular (িনতয্ৈনিমিtক); versed 
in reading omens, versed in augury. ৈনিমিtক ছুিট casual leave. 
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ৈনিমষারণয্ [ naimiṣāraṇya ] n (myth.) a famous forest of ancient India converted into an extensive 
hermitage which was a great seat of learning and spiritual meditation. 

ৈনয়িমক [ naiẏamika ] a conforming to or concerning (prescribed) rules; regular (opp. to secular). 

ৈনয়ািয়ক [ naiẏāẏika ] n a logician; a dialectician; a sophist, a debater. 

ৈনরাকার [ nairākāra ] a (pop.) shapeless, formless; (pop.) messed up, disordered, scattered in a 
disorderly manner, all over the shop. 

ৈনঋর্ত [ nairṛta ] n the south-west. 

ৈনgর্ণয্ [ nairguṇya ] n lack of qualities or good qualities or qualifications; absence or lack of 
primordial qualities of created beings, namely, সtt রজঃ and তমঃ । 

ৈনবর্য্িkক [ nairbyaktika ] a impersonal (ৈনবর্য্িkক ঈশব্র); not man-made, divine (ৈনবর্য্িkক শাst). 

ৈনশ [ naiśa ] a nightly, nocturnal. ̃pহরী n. a night guard, a night watchman. ৈনশ িবদয্ালয় night 
school. ̃েভাজ n. dinner. 

ৈনষধ [ naiṣadha ] a of Nishadha (িনষধ) an ancient Indian state. ☐ n. the king of Nishadha; the 
name of a poetical work by Sriharsha ( ীহষর্). ৈনষধীয় a. of the king Nishadha. 

ৈন মর্য্ [ naiṣkarmya ] n solemn abstention from all work; inaction; inactivity; unemployment; 
aversion to work; lassitude; idleness; cessation of work; salvation. 

ৈনি ক [ naiṣṭhika ] a greatly devoted or attentive (to); devout; orthodox; of devotion or 
devoutness. 

ৈনসিগর্ক [ naisargika ] n natural, physical (ৈনসিগর্ক েশাভা). 

েনাংরা [ nōṃrā ] a dirty, filthy, foul; despicable, hateful, abominable; impure, unclean, unholy; 
base, mean, vile (েনাংরা মন, েনাংরা মতলব); indecent or obscene (েনাংরা ভাষা, েনাংরা গl). ☐ n. dirt, filth, 
refuse. ̃িম, ̃েমা n. dirtiness, filthiness, foulness; baseness, meanness, vileness; indecency or 
obscenity; indulgence in dirtiness or meanness or vileness or indecency or obscenity. 

েনাকর [ nōkara ] n a servant, a serving-man; a paid employee, an employee. েনাকির n. a service, an 
employment. েনাকির করা v. to serve; (to) be in the employment (of). 

েনাঙর [ nōṅara ] n an anchor. েনাঙর করা, েনাঙর েফলা v. to anchor, to cast or set anchor; to lie at 
anchor. েনাঙর েতালা v. to weigh an chor. 
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েনাট [ nōṭa ] n paper money, a currency note, a bank-note; a memorandum; a short letter (chiefly 
an official one); a commentary; a note. েনাট করা v. to note down; to make a commentary (of). েনাট 
েদoয়া v. to dictate notes to be taken down by another. েনাট ভাঙােনা v. to cash paper money, to cash a 
currency note of high denomination in exchange for notes of lower value. েনাট-করা a. noted 
down. ̃খাতা n. a note-book. ̃বi n. a note-book; a commentary, a note. 

েনািটস [ nōṭisa ] n a notice. েনািটস েদoয়া v. to no tify; to serve a notice. 

েনাDা [ nōḍ◌়ā ] n a pestle (esp. one made of stone) a muller. 

েনানতা [ nōnatā ] a saline (েনানতা জল); salty (েনানতা sাদ); salted (েনানতা খাবার). ☐ n. salted snack. 

েনানা1 [ nōnā1 ] n the custard-apple. 

েনানা2 [ nōnā2 ] a saline, salty. েনানা জল saline water, salt-water; sea-water. েনানা মাছ, েনানা জেলর মাছ 
salt-water fish. 

েনায়া2 [ nōẏā2 ] n (dial.) iron; an iron wristlet (worn by Hindu women whose husbands are alive). 
হােতর েনায়া akয় হoয়া to have one's husband living till one's death. 

েনালক [ nōlaka ] n a nose-ring set with a pendent, a nose-drop. 

েনালা [ nōlā ] n (hum.) the tongue. েনালা বD হoয়া v. to be audaciously greedy. েনালায় জল আসা v. to 
become greedy, to have one's mouth watering. 

েনৗ [ nau ] n (chiefly used as a pfx.) a boat, a vessel, a ship (েনৗচালনা). ̃ঘাঁিট n. a naval 
base. ̃চালন, ̃চালনা n. rowing; navigation. েনৗচালনা করা v. to row; to navigate. ̃চালনিবদয্া n. (the art and 
science of) navigation. ̃িদগ্দশর্ী n. a mariner's compass. ̃পিরমাপক n. nautical surveyor. ̃বল n. the naval 
force, the navy. ̃বহর n. a fleet of ships or warships, a fleet. ̃বািণজয্ n. maritime trade, maritime or 
sea-borne commerce. ̃বাহ n. a boatman; an oarsman; a sailor; navigation. ̃বািহনী n. the navy; a 
naval contingent. ̃বাহী, ̃বাh a. navigable. ̃িবদয্া n. navigation; ship-building. ̃িবভাগ n. the navy; the 
marine department. ̃িবমান n. a sea-plane. ̃িবহার same as েনৗকািবহার (see েনৗকা). ̃যুd n. a naval fight; a 
sea-fight; naval warfare. ̃সmnীয় a. nautical; naval. ̃সারণী n. a nautical almanac. ̃েসনা n. the naval 
force, the navy. ̃েসনাপিত n. an admiral; a naval officer. ̃েসনািবভাগ n. the navy, admiralty. ̃েসনা-সmnীয় 
a. naval. 

েনৗকতা [ naukatā ] n (dial.) social formality, a present or gift given for the sake of formality. 

েনৗকতা করা [ naukatā karā ] v to observe social formality esp. by giving a present or gift. 
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েনৗকা [ naukā ] n a boat (esp. one that plies on a river). ̃জীবী n. a boatman. ̃বািহত a. carried or borne 
by boat. ড̃ুিব n. the sinking of a boat; the capsizal of a boat. ̃িবহার n. a pleasure-trip in a boat; a 
boat-journey. েনৗকািবহার করা v. to have a pleasure trip in a boat; to journey by a boat. ̃িবলাস n. the 
sport of rowing; a pleasure-trip in a boat. ̃যাtা n. journey by boat. ̃যাtী n. a boat-passenger. 
fem. ̃যািtণী । ̃েযােগ adv. by boat. েনৗকােযােগ মণ journey by boat. ̃েরাহণ n. getting into a boat, 
embarkation. েনৗকােরাহণ করা v. to get into a boat, to embark. ̃েরাহেণ adv. by boat. ̃েরাহী a. boarded on 
a boat; going by boat; ☐ n. a boat-passenger. fem. ̃েরািহণী । ̃সmnীয়, ̃সংkাn a. navicular. 

nkার [ nyakkāra ] n vomiting, retching; nausea; disgust; abhorrence. ̃জনক a. nauseating; 
disgusting; loathsome, abhorrent, abominable. 

nেgাধ [ nyagrōdha ] n the banian tree. 

ns [ nyasta ] a entrusted; given; deposited, put in the custody (of); placed; portrayed (িচেt ns); 
flung; fixed (ns দৃি ); placed or arranged in order, arrayed. ns করা v. to entrust; to give; to 
deposit, to put into the custody (of), to place, to put; to fling; to fix; to place or arrange in order, 
to array. ns ধন trust money. ns পt n. put-up slip. 

nাকDা [ nyākaḍ◌়ā ] n a torn piece of cloth, a rag or a scrap of cloth; tattered clothes. nাকDা পরা a. 
dressed in rags; out at elbows. 

nাকা [ nyākā ] a. & n one who feigns or affects ignorance or honesty. fem. েনিক । nাকািম, nাকােমা 
n. affectation of ignorance or honesty. 

nাটা [ nyāṭā ] a left-handed; one whose left hand works better than the right one. 

nাতা [ nyātā ] n a piece of tattered cloth, a piece of rag, rag; a mop made of rag. nাতা েদoয়া v. to 
mop. nাতা হoয়া v. to droop or flag (ভেয় nাতা হoয়া); to loose crispness (মুিDgেলা nাতা হেয় েগেছ). see 
also েনতােনা ।. 

nাবা [ nyābā ] n jaundice. 

nায় [ nyāẏa ] n reasoning; argument; principle; justice, equity; truth; righteousness; honesty; 
propriety; the science of reasoning, logic; dialectics; a logical and philosophical treatise 
compiled by Gautama; a syllogism; (rare) a debate. ☐ prep. like, as, similar to, same as. nােয়র 
তকর্, nােয়র িবচার a logical discussion; (dero.) sophistry. nােয়র ফাঁিক a logical fallacy. nােয়র ভাষয্ 
explanation of a logical point. nায়-anায় েযভােবi েহাক by fair means or foul. nায়ত adv. according to 
or in keeping with justice, justly, rightly, properly. ̃তীথর্ n. a holy bed of logic; a title given to 
graduates in Sanskrit (or Indian) logic and philosophy. ̃িন া a. upright; righteous. ̃িন তা, ̃িন া n. 
uprightness; righteousness; integrity. ̃পথ n. the path of justice or uprightness; the right or rightful 
way; the path of righteousness or rectitude; the path of reasoning. nায়পথ aবলmন করা v. to act 
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justly or uprightly; to obey reasoning. ̃পথাবলmী a. one who follows the path of justice or 
uprightness; one who follows the right or rightful way; obedient to reasoning. fem. ̃পথাবলিmনী 
। ̃পর, ̃পরায়ণ, ̃বান same as ̃িন । fem. ̃পরায়ণা । ̃পরতা, পরায়ণতা, ̃বtা same as nায়িন া । ̃িবচার n. justice, 
equity; judging uprightly. ̃িবচারক n. an upright judge. ̃িবচারশূn a. incapable of judging correctly; 
contrary to justice or uprightness; devoid of a sense of justice; unjust. ̃িবrd a. unjust, unfair; 
improper; unreasonable, illogical. ̃বুিd n. sense of justice or discernment; conscience; 
conscientiousness. ̃বুিdসmn a. endowed with a sense of justice or discernment; conscientious; 
fem. ̃বুিdসmnা । ̃বুিdহীন a. deprived of the sense of justice or discernment; unscrupulous. 

fem. ̃বুিdহীনা । ̃েবাধ n. sense of justice. ̃মাগর্ same as nায়পথ । ̃রt n. a jewel of a logician or 
philosopher; a title awarded to some Sanskrit scholars. ̃শাসন n. administration or dispensation of 
justice; just or upright administration or government. ̃শাst n. the art and science of reasoning, 
logic; a logical treatise. ̃সংগত, ̃সmত a. lawful; legal; legally sound; just; proper; reasonable; 
equitable. ̃সংিহতা n. a code of civil laws, a civil code. ̃সtূ n. any of the aphorisms contained in 
Gautama's treatise on logic; a moral precept. nায়ািধকার n. lawful right or jurisdiction; civil 
administration; the judiciary. nায়ািধকরণ n. a law-court, a court of justice; a civil court. nায়াধীশ n. a 
judge, a justice. nায়ালয় n. a court of justice, a law-court. nািয়ক a. judicial. nােয়ােপত same as nাযয্ । 

nাযয্ [ nyāyya ] a reasonable; logical, logically admissible; just; equitable; upright; right; 
rightful, lawful, legitimate. ̃তা n. reasonableness; logicality; justness; equity; uprightness; 
rightness; rightfulness, legitimacy. 

nালাখয্াপা [ nyālākhyāpā ] a having a screw loose, cranky, touched in the head. 

nাস [ nyāsa ] n entrusting or depositing; that which is deposited, deposit; (in law) custody, trust, 
giving; act of taking care of or looking after, guardianship; a system of yogic (েযৗিগক) exercise in 
which controlling of respiration is practised, breathing-control. ̃রkক, ̃পাল n. a trustee. 

nয্b [ nyubja ] a hunch-backed; bent forward, stooping; bent; curved; upside down; convex. fem. 
nয্bা । nয্b হoয়া v. to bend, to double up; to stoop; to curve; to turn upside down; to become 
convex. ̃তা n. state of being hunch backed; state or measure of bending forward or bending; 
curvature; convexity. ̃েদহ a. hunch-backed; having one's body stooping forward. ̃পৃ  a. convex. 

নূয্ন [ nyūna ] a less (than); short of; deficient (in); inferior (to). নূয্ন হoয়া v. to be less (than); to 
fall short (of), to be deficient (in); to be inferior (to). ̃কl a. least, minimum. ̃কেl adv. at least. ̃তা 
n. state of being smaller in number or amount or degree; shortage; deficiency; inferiority. ̃পেk 
same as নূয্নকেl । সংখয্ায় adv. in the least number, at least. নূয্নািতেরক, নূয্নািধকয্ n. shortage and 
excess; shortage or excess; disparity. নূয্নািধক adv. more or less. 
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প1 [ pa1 ] n the twenty-first consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

প2 [ pa2 ] a (used as a sfx.) breeding or keeping ( গাপ), drinking (মধুপ).. 

পইছা [ pichā ] n a kind of bangle or bracelet. 

পইঠা [ piṭhā ] n a step or a flight of stairs. 

পইপই [ pipi ] adv repeatedly, again and again (usu. পইপই কের বেলিছ). 

পঁচা র [ pan ̐cāttara ] n. & a seventy-five. 

পঁচািশ [ pan ̐cāśi ] n. & a eighty-five. 

পঁিচশ [ pan ̐ciśa ] n. & a twenty-five. পঁিচেশ a. (of the days of a month) twenty-fifth. ☐ n. the 
twenty-fifth day of a month, the twenty-fifth. 

পঁয়তাি শ [ pam ̐ẏatālliśa ] n. & a forty-five. 

পঁয়ি শ [ pam ̐ẏatriśa ] n & a. thirty-five. 

পঁয়ষি  [ pam ̐ẏaṣaṭṭi ] n. & a sixty-five. 

পেকট [ pakēṭa ] n a pocket. পেকট কাটা, পেকট মারা v. to pick someone's pocket. পেকট ভরা, পেকেট  পারা 
v. to put in the pocket, to pocket. ঝুল-পেকট n. a side-pocket. িপছেনর পেকট a hip-pocket. বুক-পেকট n. 
a breast-pocket. িভতেরর পেকট an inside pocket. ̃ঘি  n. a pocket-watch. ̃বই n. a pocket-book. ̃মার n. a 
pick pocket; a cut-purse. ̃ হ a. put or kept in the pocket. পেকট হ করা v. to put or keep (a thing) in 
the pocket. 

পেকা া, পেকৗ া [ pakōḍ◌়ā, pakauḍ◌়ā ] n a chop of onion fried usu. in oil. 

প  [ pakka ] a for. form of পাকা (a.). ̃ কশ n. grey hair. ☐ a. grey-haired; aged, old. ̃তা n. ripeness; 
greyness; maturity; precocity; digestion. ̃িব াধেরা ী a. & n. (for.) one whose or of one whose lips 
are beautifully red. প াশয়, পাকাশয় n. the stomach. 

প  [ pakṣa ] n a lunar fortnight (কৃ প ,   প ); a period of fifteen days, a fortnight ( ই প কাল); 
(of birds) a wing, a feather; (of fish) a fin; (of an arrow) a feather; a team, a party, a side (প ভু ); 
a direction or side or hand (প া ের); a flank, a side (প াঘাত); question or answer in a debate, 
support or opposition, a thesis or an antithesis (পূব প , উ রপ ); behalf (তার পে  উিকল দাঁ ায়িন); 
state or condition (পারতপে ); (of a person married, more than once) marriage (ি তীয় পে র  ী); a 
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husband or wife, spouse (এিট তার তৃতীয়প ). ̃ক n. (bot.) a. a pinule. ̃ হণ same as প াবল ন । ̃  দ, ̃  দন 
n. act of cutting off or clipping one's wings; (fig.) act of making powerless; refutation of one's 
argument. প ে দ করা, প ে দন করা v. to cut off or clip one's wings; (fig.) to render powerless. ̃ধর 
a. winged. ☐ n. a bird; the moon. ̃পাত, ̃পািততা, ̃পািত  n. partiality; unreasonable love or fondness 
(for), favouritism, bias, preference ( ছেলর  িত মােয়র প পাত). ̃পাত   a. biased, partial; corrupted 
with partiality or favouritism. পাতশূ  a. impartial, unbiased. প পাতী a. partial, prejudicial; biased, 

prejudiced; inclined to favouring, prone or leaning to. fem. ̃পািতনী । ̃পুট n. the inner part or inside 

of a wing. ̃পুেট adv. under cover of wings, within the wings; (fig.) under one's protection. ̃ভ ু a. 
included in a side or team. ̃ ভদ n. act of distinguishing one side from another; (chiefly pol.) 
disintegration of a party; differentiation of the two opposing sides of an argument. ̃ল a. winged; 
having a fin or fins; (bot.) pinnate. ̃িশরািব াস n. (bot.) pinnate venation. ̃িশিরত a. (bot.) pinnately 
veined. ̃স ালন n. act of flapping or moving one's wings (as by a bird). ̃স ালন করা v. to flap or move 

one's wings. ̃সমথ ক same as প াবল ী । ̃সমথ ন same as প াবল ন । ̃সমথ নকারী same as প াবল ী । 

fem. ̃সমথ নকারীণী । 

প াকার, প াকৃিত [ pakṣākāra, pakṣākṛti ] a wing-shaped, feather-shaped; fin-shaped; pinnate. 

প াঘাত [ pakṣāghāta ] n paralysis, palsy. ̃  হ a. paralysed, palsied. 

প া  [ pakṣānta ] n the end or termination of a lunar fortnight; the full moon or the new 
moon; (loos.) termination of a fort night or a period of fifteen days. 

প া র [ pakṣāntara ] n the other side or condition. প া ের adv. on the other side, on the other 
hand, contrary-wise. 

প াপ  [ pakṣāpakṣa ] n the other fortnight; one's friends and foes or supporters and 
antagonists. ̃িবচার n. discrimination be tween one's friends and enemies. ̃িবচারহীন a. impartial 
(প াপ িবচারহীন ম ব ); indiscriminate (প াপ িবচারহীন হত া). 

প াবল ন [ pakṣābalambana ] n act of siding with or following or standing for or supporting or 
defending a particular (contending) party or person; partisanship; act of playing for a particular 
team. প াবল ন করা v. to side with; to follow, to adhere to; to stand for, to support, to defend; to 
play for. প াবল ী a. siding with; following, adhering to; standing for, supporting, defending; 
playing for a particular team. ☐ n. a party-man; a partisan; a follower, an adherent; a 

supporter, a defender; a player of a particular team. fem. প াবলি নী । 

পি ণী [ pakṣiṇī ] fem of প ী । 

পি পালক [ pakṣipālaka ] a employed in aviculture. ☐ n. a bird-fancier, an aviarist. 
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পি পালন [ pakṣipālana ] n aviculture. পি পালন করা v. to collect, keep and breed birds, to be 
engaged in aviculture. ̃শালা a. an aviary. 

পি িবদ া [ pakṣibidyā ] n ornithology. 

পি রাজ [ pakṣirāja ] n a king of birds; an appellation of Garuda (গ  ); (myth.) a winged horse. 

পি শাবক [ pakṣiśābaka ] n the young ones of a bird; young of a bird (collectively). 

পি শালা [ pakṣiśālā ] n an aviary. 

পি িশকার [ pakṣiśikāra ] n killing or shooting of birds, fowling. 

প ী [ pakṣī ] n the bird. 

প ীমার [ pakṣīmāra ] n a fowler. 

প ীয় [ pakṣīẏa ] a of or concerning a side or group or party; belonging to a party. 

পে া গম, পে াে দ [ pakṣōdgama, pakṣōdbhēda ] n fledging. পে া গম হওয়া, পে াে দ হওয়া v. to 
be fledged. 

প  [ pakṣma ] n eyelash; a feather. 

পগার [ pagāra ] n a ditch or drain marking the boundary of tract or land. পগার পার হওয়া v. (lit.) to 
leap over or cross a ditch; (fig.) to scamper off or to run away beyond reach. 

পি   [ paṅkti ] n a row, a line. ̃ ভাজন n. dining together sitting in a row, dining in company, 
community-dining; community dinner. 

প  [ paṅka ] n soft mud, clay; filth; (geog.) silt; (bio.) protoplasm; a paste (চ নপ ); (fig.) vice; 
(archi.) finial. ̃জ a. born of or grown in soft mud, clay-born. ☐ n. the lotus, the water-lily. 

fem. ̃জা । ̃নয়ন, ̃ ন  a. lotus-eyed. fem. ̃নয়না । ̃িজনী n. a pond in which lotuses grow, a lotus-pool; a 

clump or cluster of lo tuses, a collection of lotuses. ̃ময়, পি ল a. full of soft mud, miry, muddy; 
turbid; filthy; vicious. ̃ হ n. lotus. পি লতা n. muddiness, miriness; turbidity; filthiness; 
viciousness. পে া ার n. dredging (as a river) (fig.); cleansing or purification; correction; act of 
bringing into order out of an intolerable or intricateness; (fig.) reclamation from vice. পে া ার 
করা v. to dredge; (fig.) to bring into order out of an intolerable or intricateness; (fig.) to reclaim 
from vice. 
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প  [ paṅkha ] a (dial.—archi.) finial. 

প ী [ paṅkhī ] n (vul.) a bird; (vul.) a ganjasmoker and teller of cock-and-bull stories (প ীর দল). 
☐ a. shaped like a bird (ময়ূরপ ী). 

প পাল [ paṅgapāla ] n a swarm of locusts; a locust; (fig.) a huge crowd. 

প  ু [ paṅgu ] a lame; crippled; deprived of the power of movement; rendered powerless. ̃তা n. 
lameness; crippledom, crippled state or condition; deprivation of the power of movement; 
deprivation of power. 

পচ [ paca ] n putrefaction, rotting. পচ ধরা v. to begin to rot or putrefy or decay. 

পচন [ pacana ] n cooking; digesting, digestion; putrefaction, rotting; (med.) sepsis. ̃ িনবারক a. 
counteracting putrefaction: (med.) antiseptic. ̃শীল a. easily putrefied; putrescent, rotting; (med.) 
getting septic. 

পচা [ pacā ] v to rot, to putrefy, to decompose; (med.) to become septic; (fig.) to become too old 
or hackneyed. ☐ a. rotten, putrefied, decomposed; (med.) that which has become septic; (fig.) 
too old or hackneyed (পচা খবর). পচা ভা  (ভা র) the humid and sweltering month of Bhadra. 

পচাই [ pacāi ] n a spirituous liquor distilled from rice, arrack. 

পচােনা [ pacānō ] v to cause to rot, to rot, to putrefy, to decompose etc.; to ret (jute etc.); (med.) 
to make septic. ☐ a. that which has been putrefied or decomposed. 

পচাল [ pacāla ] n (dial.) useless garrulous or idle talk or scandal. পচাল পা া v. to indulge in useless 
garrulous talk or scandal, to be talkative, to have a long tongue. 

পচ  [ pacya ] a worth cooking; digestible. 

পছ  [ pachanda ] n choice; liking; selection; approbation. ☐ a. chosen; liked; selected; 
approved. পছ  করা v. to choose; to like; to select; to approve. ̃সই a. to one's liking; choice, select. 

প  [ pañca ] n. & a five. ̃ক n. a set of five, a quintette, a quintet, a pentad (গীতপ ক). ̃ কাণ, ̃ কাণী a. 
pentagular. ̃গব  n. the five articles derived from the cow, namely, curd, milk, clarified butter, 
cow's urine and cowdung. ̃ ণ n. the five qualities or attributes, namely, beauty, exudation or 
juice, smell, touch and sound. ☐ a. five times, five fold. ̃ গৗ  n. a collective name for the ancient 
regions of Gaud ( গৗ ), Mithila (িমিথল), Utkal (উ কল), Kanauj (কেনৗজ), and the region situated on 
the bank of the river Saraswati. ̃চ ািরংশ a. forty-five. ̃চ ািরংশ  n. & a. forty-five. ˜চ ািরংশ ম a. forty-
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fifth. fem. ̃চ ািরংশ মী । ̃তপা a. one who practises severe religious austerities with the blazing sun 

overhead and enkindling four huge fires on four sides. ̃ি ংশ n. thirty-five. ̃ি ংশ  n. & a. thirty-

five. ˜ি ংশ ম a. thirty-fifth. fem. ̃ি ংশ মী । প   n. death. প   া  a. dead. প   া  হওয়া v. to meet 

with death, to give or yield up the ghost, to die. প   াি  n. death. ̃দল a. having five petals, 
quinquepetalous; pentamerous; quinquepartite. ̃দল পু  a cinquefoil. ̃দলীয় a. pentamerous; 
pertaining to or consisting of five parties, quinquepartite. ̃দশ n. & a. fifteen. &square; a. 
fifteenth. ̃দশী a. fem. fifteenth; fif teen years old. ☐ n. the ultimate day of a lunar fortnight; the 
full moon or the new moon; one of the Vedantas ( বদা ). ̃ দবতা n. five deities or Gods receiving 
oblation before one's meal. ̃নদ n. the Punjab (it is inundated by five rivers). ̃পা ডব n. the five 
Pandava( পা ডব). brothers of the Mahabharata, the Pandava quintette. ̃পা  n. a vessel used in 
Hindu religious service: it consists of four small metal cups placed on a metal tray. ̃িপতা n. one's 
progenitor, deliverer from fear, father-in-law, preceptor and maintainer collectively. ̃ দীপ n. a 
metal lamp with room for five wicks. ̃বটী n. a sacred place with the assemblage of five banyan 
trees. ̃বাণ n. the five arrows of Kam (কাম) the god of love, namely, enchantment, excitement, 
absorption, heating and stupefaction; Kama the god of love. ̃বায়ু n. the five vital airs (or breaths) 
that are drawn into or sent out from the body. ̃িবংশ a. twenty-five. ̃িবংশিত n. & a. twenty-five. 

˜িবংশিততম a. twenty-fifth. fem. ̃িবংশিততমী । ̃ভূজ n. (geom.) a pentagon. ☐ a. pentagonal. ̃ভূত n. the 

five vital elements collectively, namely, earth, water, heat, air and atmosphere or space. প ভূেত 
 মশা v. (lit.) to be dissolved into the five vital elements; (fig.) to die. প ম a. fifth. ☐ n. same as 

প ম র । ̃মকার n. wine, meat, fish, posture and sexual intercourse collectively, five essential 

tantric (তাি ক) practices or rites. প মবািহনী n. the fifth column; the group of soldiers supporting 
and working for the enemy within the country. প ম র n. (mus.) the major fifth of the C-scale; 
the cuckoo's note. ̃মহাপাতক n. the five mortal sins according to Hindu scriptures. প মী a. fem. 
fifth. ☐ n. fem. the fifth lunar day of either fortnight. ̃মখু a. having five faces or mouths, five-
faced; eloquent ( শংসায় প মুখ). ☐ n. an appellation of Shiva (িশব). ̃মুখী a. fem. five-faced; 
pentapetalous; having five surfaces (প মুখী নীলা); having five bores or holes (প মুখী   া ); having 
five parts or sections, pentamerous, five pronged. ̃মখুী পু  a cinquefoil. ̃র  ̃রং n. (in chess) one of 
the systems of checkmating. ̃র  n. the five gems collectively, namely, sapphire, diamond, ruby, 

pearl and coral. ̃রািশক n. (arith.) the double rule of three. ̃শর same as ̃বাণ । ̃শ  n. the five 
principal grains collectively, namely, paddy, kidney-bean or oat, barley, sesame and pigeon-pea. 

প া  [ pañcāṅka ] a having five acts, five-act (প া  নাটক). 

প ানন [ pañcānana ] a having five faces. ☐ n. an appellation of Shiva (িশব). 

প ান  [ pañcānanda ] n a traditional deity of Bengal; (loos.) Shiva (িশব). 
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প ামৃত [ pañcāmṛta ] n the five sweet edible things collectively, namely, curd, milk, clarified 
butter, sugar and honey; the sacrament of feeding a woman with these five sweet things in the 
fifth month of her pregnancy. 

প ােয়ত [ pañcāẏēta ] n a village council (ori. consisting of five members), a panchayet. প ােয়িত 
n. work or arbitration of a panchayet; councilship of a panchayet. ☐ a. relating to a panchayet. 

প ািলকা, প ালী [ pañcālikā, pañcālī ] n a doll, a puppet. 

প াশ, প াশ  [ pañcāśa, pañcāśat ] n. & a fifty. প াশ ম a. fif tieth. fem. প াশ মী । প াশবার adv. 
fifty times; (fig.) many times, (cp.) thousand and one times, times without number. 

প াশীিত [ pañcāśīti ] n. & a eighty-five. ̃তম a. eighty-fifth. fem. ̃তমী । 

পে ি য় [ pañcēndriẏa ] n the five sense-organs collectively, namely, the eye(s), the nose, the 
tongue, the skin. 

প র [ pañjara ] n the ribs; the thor; the skeletal frame of the chest; a flank; a cage. প রাি হ n. a 
rib-bone, a rib. 

প ািব [ pañjābi ] a or born in the Punjab. ☐ n. a native of the Punjab; the language of the 
Punjab; a loose-fitting upper-garment with no collar. 

পি , প ী, পি কা [ pañji, pañjī, pañjikā ] n an almanac, a calen dar, an ephemeris; a chronicle, a 
journal, a diary (ঘটনাপি ). পি কর, পি কাকার n. the maker of an almanac. 

পট1 [ paṭa1 ] n cloth or canvas (পটম ডপ); a can vas for painting on, a canvas with a painting on, a 
painting (িচ পট); a painted earthen pot of convex shape; a painted slide as displayed on the 
stage, a scene (দ ৃপট). ̃কার n. a painter; a weaver. 

পট2, প  [ paṭa2, paṭ ] int expressing: crackling noise; noise of bursting, splitting or snapping; 
suddenness; quickness. পট কের adv. with a crackling or snapping noise; suddenly; quickly. পটাপট 
adv. making such a noise in quick (and often sudden) succession; suddenly; quickly. 

পটকা [ paṭakā ] a extremely weak or feeble ( রাগাপটকা). ☐ n. a cracker; a squib; the bladder of a 
fish. 

পটকােনা [ paṭakānō ] v (coll.) to fling to the ground, to knock down; to defeat, to vanquish; to 
be overpowered. 
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পটপিট2 [ paṭapaṭi2 ] n over-fastidiousness about purity; making too much of anything, 
exaggeration, tall talk, bragging (মুেখই পটপিট); a kind of tiny crackling fire work; a kind of 
crackling toy; crackling noise; the air-bladder of fish; a kind of small creeper or its berry. 

পটভূিম [ paṭabhūmi ] n background. 

পটম ডপ [ paṭamanḍapa ] n a canopied pavilion. 

পটল2 [ paṭala2 ] n a collection, a multitude('নব জলধরপটল'); (of a book) a chapter, a section, a 
canto; a roof (পটল া ); an eye-disease, cataract অে াদপটল. 

পটহ [ paṭaha ] n a drum, a war-drum, a kettle drum; a tabor; the ear-drum, the tympanum (usu. 
কণ  পটহ). ̃িননাদ n. noise of drum-beat, fanfare. 

পটা [ paṭā ] v to be on terms with, to be friendly with ( তামােত আমােত পেট); to be familiar with or 
to be in (usu. illicit) love with ( মেয়টা তার সে  পেটেছ); to come to terms, to agree, to give in. 

পটােনা [ paṭānō ] v to bring to terms; to persuade; to cause to agree or give in; to win over; to 
lure, to seduce ( মেয় পটােনা). 

পটাবাস [ paṭābāsa ] n a tented accommodation; a tent; a canopied pavilion. 

পটাশ [ paṭāśa ] n potash. 

পটাস [ paṭāsa ] int expressing: a loud প  sound. 

পিট1 [ paṭi1 ] n a small strip or band of cloth, a bandage (জলপিট); a pleat of cloth for tucking 
with, a tuck; a strip of cloth wound round the leg (as by soldier), a puttee, a puttie (বুটপিট). পিট 
 দওয়া, পিট লাগােনা v. to place a strip of cloth on; to bandage; to tuck with a pleat of cloth. পিট পরা v. 
to put on puttees. পিট মারা v. to tuck with a pleat of cloth. 

পিট2 [ paṭi2 ] n a section of a market, a market ( তাপিট,  লাহাপিট); a locality or quarters or 
township (চীনাপিট = a China-town). 

পটীয়সী [ paṭīẏasī ] fem of পটু & পটীয়ান । 

পটীয়ান [ paṭīẏāna ] a very expert or adroit; more expert or adroit. 
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পটু [ paṭu ] a expert, adroit, skilful, dextrous; efficient, proficient, adept; able; clever; 
experienced. ̃তা, ̃  n. expertness, adroitness, skill, dexterity; efficiency, proficiency; ability; 
cleverness; experience. 

পেটাল [ paṭōla ] n a kind of a kitchen-vegetable shaped like a cylinder tapering at both ends. 
পেটাল  চরা a. (of eyes) shaped like a longitudinal half of the aforesaid kitchen-vegetable, very 
wide and beautiful. পটল  তালা v. (sarcas.) to die, to kick the bucket. ̃লতা n. the bitter tasting edible 
creeper bearing the aforesaid kitchen-vegetable. 

প  [ paṭṭa ] n a plank, a slab; a plate (তা প ); a wooden seat for sitting upon squattingly; a seat 
(রাজপ ); a throne (প মিহষী); jute; silk, linen (প ব ); a town, a city; a village (esp. a large one); a 

port; a turban; a scarf. ̃ দবী same as প মিহষী । প ন n. a city, a town; a port. ̃ব  n. silk-cloth, 
linen. ̃মিহষী, ̃রা ী n. the chief queen of a king, a queen consort. 

প াবাস [ paṭṭābāsa ] n a tent. 

পি 2 [ paṭṭi2 ] n a fib. পি   দওয়া, পি  মারা v. to fib, to spoof. ̃বাজ n. a fibster. 

পি শ, পি স [ paṭṭiśa, paṭṭisa ] n a kind of ancient sword used in fighting. 

প ু [ paṭṭu ] n a kind of coarse linen. 

পাঠ শা [ pāṭhaddaśā ] n student life, studentship. 

পঠন [ paṭhana ] n act of reading, perusal; study; recitation. পঠনীয় a. that which is to be or can be 
read or studied or recited; prescribed for reading or study or recitation; readable; recitable. ̃শীল 
a. reading, studying; in the process of reading. 

পিঠত [ paṭhita ] a that which has been read; perused; studied; recited. 

পঠ মান [ paṭhyamāna ] a that which is being read or perused or studied or recited. 

প তা [ paḍ◌়tā ] n a continuous succession of win ning or lucky throws (as of dice); luck (প তা 
ম ); favourable time, fortune; good terms, amiability (তার সে  আমার প তা হলনা); an approximate 
number or amount, approximation (গ প তা); (comm.) cost of production or procurement. প তা 
প া v. (at dice etc.) to be able to make winning or lucky throws in a row; to have a favourable or 
fortunate time; (comn.) to meet the cost of production or procurement. প তা  পাষােনা v. to meet 
or cover the cost of production or procurement. 
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প িত [ paḍ◌়ti ] n fall; decline (প িতর মুখ); (comm.) a fall in prices, business etc., slump (উ িত-
প িত); the portion of materials oringredient wasted or scattered in course of production of an 
article (ঝ িত-প িত); remainder, remnant. ☐ a. falling, on the decline. প িত বাজার slump, market 
with falling prices. 

প ন1 [ paḍ◌়na1 ] n falling, fall; decline. 

প ন2 [ paḍ◌়na2 ] n (dial.) reading; perusal; study; recitation; recital. 

প   [ paḍ◌়nta ] a about to fall; declining; about to terminate or end, coming to a close (প   
 বলা, প   িদন); setting (প    রাদ). প    বলা the closing hours of the day. 

প প , পে াপে া [ paḍ◌়paḍ◌়, paḍ◌়ōpaḍ◌়ō ] a about to fall or collapse or cave in মাথার উপে  বাি  
প প . 

প প 2, প প্  ্[ paḍ◌়paḍ◌়2, paḍ◌়paḍ◌় ] int suggesting: the noise of roughly tearing cloth etc. 

প িশ [ paḍ◌়śi ] n a neighbour. 

প া1 [ paḍ◌়ā1 ] v to fall, to drop (বৃি  প া); to fall down, to drop down (পে  যাওয়া, তাল প া); to lean 
to (গােয়প া); (as an aux.) to perform an action (ঘুিমেয় প া); to come to, to fall into ( ঃেখ প া); to be 
uncultivated (জিম পে  থাকা); to be vacant or unoccupied (বাি  পে  থাকা); to stay or remain (িপছেন 
প া); to be unpaid or unreal ized, to get into arrears (অেনক টাকা পে  আেছ); to be outstanding (কাজ 
পে  থাকা); to set in, to begin, to ensue (আকাল প া); to attack, to raid (ডাকাত প া); to infest ( পাকা 
প া); to be attacked ( রােগ প া); to be caught (in) (জােল প া, দােয় প া); to be affected with, to 
contact, to incur (মরেচ প া, টাক প া, দােয় প া); to arrive or appear (িগেয় প া); to come across or fall 
upon (পেথ প া); to set in for a spell (ঠা ডা প া); to come upon, to strike, to occur (মেন প া = to call 
to mind); to require or involve or to involve an expenditure (অেনক টাকা প েব); to exude, to ooze, 
to flow out (র  প া, রস প া, লাল প া); to fall off, to shed or to be shed, to fall (দাঁত প া, পাতা প া); 
to be placed (পাত প া); to be served (পােত খাবার প া); to be paralyzed (অ  পে  যাওয়া); to come to a 
close, to decline ( বলা প া); to terminate; to be applied or set (হাত প া); to be allayed (রাগ প া); to 
be abated, to decrease ( তজ প া); to be directed or cast or set ( চাখ প া); to be attracted (মন প া); 
to go into, to take in ( পেট প া); to be born ( পট  থেক প া); to be married ( মেয়িট ব  ঘের পে েছ). ☐ 
a. fallen, dropped; fallen down, dropped down; leaning to (গােয় প া); hanging loose (ঝুেল-প া 
চাম া); fallen into (িবপেদ প া  লাক); uncultivated or fallow; unoccupied, vacant; deserted (প া বাি ); 
staying, remaining, laid down (িবছানায় প া  লাক); attacked; infested; caught; affected with; lying 
unclaimed or met with by chance (প া টাকা); abandoned, derelict (প া মাল). ̃ না v. to cause to fall 
or drop or lean to or in fest or be attacked or be affected with or require or involve or involve an 
expenditure of or be turned or be directed or be cast or be set or be attracted or enter. পে  পে  
িকল বা মার খাওয়া to take constant insult or suffer oppression without retaliation. পে -পাওয়া v. to 
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come upon something unexpectedly; to get a thing by chance and unexpectedly. পে -পাওয়া a. got 

by chance and unexpectedly; that which has been obtained unexpectedly. See also পাওয়া । বাজাের 
প েত না পাওয়া to have a ready market, to go or sell like hot cakes. 

প া2 [ paḍ◌়ā2 ] v to read, to go through, to peruse; to study; to recite (ম  প া, হলফ প া). ☐ n. 
reading, perusal; study; recital, recitation; an instalment of lesson, lesson, exercise. ☐ a. that 
which has been read, perused; studied; recited. প া করা v. to learn or prepare one's lessons.   া 
ধরা, প া  নওয়া v. to test whether one can say one's lessons. প া  দওয়া, প া বলা v. to say one's 
lessons. (কারও) কােছ প া v. to read, to take lessons from. পে   শানােনা v. to read to. িবদ ালেয় প েত 
যাওয়া to go to school. ̃ না v. to teach; to cause to read or study or recite; to instruct, prepare by 
(repeated) instruction, to tutor, to rehearse, to prime (সাি  প ান). প ার ঘর n. a study; a reading 
room. প ার  নশা n. a great liking for or attachment to reading; love of reading. ̃ শানা n. study; 
academic education, schooling. প ােশানা করা v. to study; to have one's schooling; to learn one's 
lessons. প ােশানায় মন থাকা to take care of one's lessons or studies, to be mindful of one's lessons 
or studies. 

প ুয়া [ paḍ◌়uẏā ] n a student, a pupil; a scholar. ☐ a. given to study, studious; scholarly (প ুয়া 
 ছেল); employed in study, studying (প ুয়া অব হা). 

পে ন1 [ paḍ◌়ēna1 ] n woof, weft. 

পে ন2 [ paḍ◌়ēna2 ] n a mass of metal, adjusted to a standard and used for finding weight, a 
weight. 

পে া2 [ paḍ◌়ō2 ] a uncultivated, fallow (পে া জিম); unoccupied, vacant, deserted (পে া বাি  বা িভেট); 
deprived of the power of movement, confined to bed (ঘর-পে া, পে া  লাক). 

পণ [ paṇa ] n a promise, a resolve (পণ র া); a wager, a stake, a bet (পাশােখলার পণ); price ( াণপণ); a 
condition or term, a stipulation (ধ কভাঙা পণ); compulsory dowry (esp, what is given to a bride 
groom), marriage-money; a commodity; a measure of counting (= 2 গ ডা). পণ করা v. to resolve. পণ 
 দওয়া v. to pay the dowry, to pay the bridegroom (or the bride) compulsory dowry or marriage-
money. পণ ধরা, পণ রাখা v. to lay a wager, to bet, to stake. পণ  নওয়া v. to exact compulsory dowry 
or marriage-money. ক াপণ n. compulsory dowry or marriage-money given to the bride. বরপণ 
compulsory dowry or marriage-money given to the bride groom. ̃কর n. betting tax. ̃িকয়া n. a table 
of reckoning by pans (পণ). ̃ থা n. the system of exacting dowry or marriage-money; (coll.) dowry 
system. ̃ব  a. bound by a promise, under pledge of. 

পণব [ paṇaba ] n a kind of ancient tomtom. 
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প ড [ panḍa ] a abortive, futile, vain, useless, fruitless; spoiled, foiled, marred. প ড করা v. to 
render abortive, to bring to nothing, to baffle; to spoil, to foil, to mar, to undo. ̃ ম n. fruitless 
toil; abortive efforts. 

পি ডত [ panḍita ] a learned, erudite; aufait, versed; wise; experienced; expert, skilled. ☐ n. a 
teacher of Bengali and Sanskrit literature and language, a pundit. ̃চূ ামিণ n. (lit. and fig.) the 
most precious jewel amongst learned men; the most learned man. ̃ বর, ̃বর same as পি ডতে   

। ̃ম ডলী n. an assembly of learned people; the learned community, the intelligentsia. ̃মখু  a. versed 
in bookish learning but bereft of common sense, learned but unpractical; a wise fool, a 

wiseacre. ☐ n. such a man, a learned fool, a pedant. ̃মানী same as পি ডত   । ̃    a. most learned. 

☐ n. the most learned man. পি ডত  , পি ডতািভমানী a. one who unduly as sumes an air of 
(superior) learning or wisdom. পি ডত   ব ি  a wiseacre. পি ডিত n. the post or office of a teacher of 
Sanskrit and Bengali; (sarcas). wisdom or learning (পি ডিত ফলােনা). ☐ a. of or like ancient pundits 
(পি ডিত চালচলন); abounding in Sanskrit words and strictly following rules of Sanskrit grammar 
পি ডিত ভাষা. 

পণ  [ paṇya ] a that which is to be or can be sold, marketable, saleable, salable. ☐ n. a 
commodity, an article for traffic, (pl.) merchandise; price, cost, charge, fare. ̃জীবী a. living on or 
engaged in trade or business. ☐ n. a trader, a tradesman, a merchant, a businessman; a 
dealer. ̃ ব  n. a commodity; (pl.) merchandise, wares. ̃বীিথ, ̃বীথী, ̃বীিথকা n. a row of shops; a 
market. ̃শালা n. a shop; a departmental store; a market; a manufactory. ̃ ী n. a woman of the 

street, a prostitute, a harlot. পণ াগার n. a warehouse. পণ া না same as ̃ ী । পণ াজীব same as ̃জীবী । 

পতগ [ pataga ] n the bird. 

পত  [ pataṅga ] n the grasshopper; an insect; the fly; the moth; the bird; an arrow; the sun. 
নাশক a. capable of killing insects, insecticidal. পত নাশক পদাথ  in secticide. ̃পরাগণ n. (bot.) 
entomophily. ̃পরাগত a. (bot.) insect-pollinated. ̃পরাগী a. (bot.) entomophilous. ̃িব ান, ̃িবদ া n. 
entomology. ̃িব ানী, ̃িবদ n. an entomologist. ̃ব ৃ a. impelled by the insectile desire of killing 
oneself in the fire of one's pleasure. ̃বৃি  n. the insectile impulse of killing oneself in the fire of 
one's pleasure. ̃ভুক a. in sectivorous. পত ভুক  াণী an insectivore. ̃ময় a. infested with insects. 

পত  [ patatra ] n a wing (of a bird). পতি , পত ী n. the bird. পতি রাজ n. Garuda the king of birds 
(গ  ). 

পতন [ patana ] n act of falling or dropping, a fall; act or state of being shed or showered; a 
shower; decline, downfall (সা ােজ র পতন); overthrow, defeat (শ র পতন); slaughter, death (যুে  
পতন); destruction ( দেহর পতন); capture ( েগ র পতন); depravation, corruption (সাধুর পতন); a defect 
(ছ পতন); failing, omission (' লন-পতন- িট'). পতন ঘটা v. to have a fall; to fall, to drop; to be shed or 
showered; to decline, to have a downfall, to be overthrown or defeated or killed or destroyed or 
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captured or depraved or corrupted; to be omitted. পতন ঘটােনা v. to cause a fall; to fell; to drop; to 
shed or shower; to cause decline or downfall; to overthrow or defeat; to kill; to destroy; to 
capture; to deprave or corrupt; to cause an omission. ̃শীল a. falling, dropping; being shed or 
showered; declining; on the wane; perishable. পতেনা খু a. about to fall or drop or decline; 
tottering. 

পতপত, প প  [ patapata, patpat ] int suggesting: a fluttering noise as of a flying flag or a sail 
moving in air or a flying kite or of the wings of a flying bird. 

পতর [ patara ] n a metal hoop. পতর আঁটা v. to fasten a metal hoop (to). 

পতাকা [ patākā ] n a banner, a standard, a flag, a pennon. পতাকা অবনিমত বা অধ  াবনিমত করা v. to 
lower or half-mast a flag. পতাকা উে ালন করা v. to hoist of flag. পতাকা নািমেয়  ফলা v. to strike a 
flag. ̃দ ড n. a flagstaff, a flagpole, a flagstick. ̃ধারী, ̃বাহী a. carrying or bearing a flag or standard. ☐ 
n. a standard-bearer; a flag-bearer; an ensign; (fig.) an outstanding leader. পতাকী a. same as 

পতাকাধারী । ☐ n. (astrol.) a circle drawn for ascertaining the good and evil (usu. পতাকীচ ). fem. a. 

পতািকনী । 

পিত [ pati ] n a husband; a master, an employer, a boss; an owner; an overlord, a ruler, a king; a 
chief; a leader. ̃গৃহ n. the husband's house, a woman's husband's house. পিতংবরা a. & n. fem. one 
who selects or chooses one's husband. ˜ঘািতনী a. & n. fem. one who murders or kills one's 
husband; one who is the cause of one's husband's death. ̃  n. the state of being a husband; state 
of being a master or employer or boss; ownership; overlordship; rulership; kingship; office or 
post of a chief; leadership. পিতে  বরণ করা v. to accept or take as one's husband. ̃ত াগ n. act of 
deserting or divorcing one's husband. ̃ দবতা n. one's husband regarded as one's deity. ̃পরায়ণা a. 
fem. extremely devoted (and faithful) to one's husband. ̃-প ী n. husband and wife. ̃-পু  n. a 
husband and a son or sons. ̃পু হীনা a. deprived of both husband and son. ̃ াণা a. fem. one who 
looks upon one's husband as one's life; one who can hardly live without one's husband, 
extremely devoted to one's husband. ̃ব ী a. fem. having one's husband living. ̃িবেয়াগ n. death of 
one's husband. ̃িবরহ n. separation (temporary or permanent) from one's husband. ̃িবরিহণী a. fem. 
separated (temporarily or permanently) from one's husband. ̃ তা a. fem. one who has taken the 
vow of serving one's husband; extremely devoted to one's husband. ̃মতী a. fem. having a master 
or ruler. (পিতমতী পৃ ী). ̃ সবা n. serving one's husband. ̃হীনা a. widowed. পিতহীনা নারী a widow. 

পিতত [ patita ] a fallen, dropped; shed; showered; declined; downfallen; over thrown, defeated; 
killed, slain; depraved; degenerated; guilty of a failing or lapse; depressed পিতত জািত; socially cast 
out, excommunicate (সমােজ পিতত); outcasted (জােত পিতত); uncultivated, fallow (পিতত জিম); 
deserted or unoccupied (পিতত িভটা). পিতত করা v. to cast out from the society, to excommunicate; 
to outcaste. পিতত হওয়া v. to fall, to drop; to be shed or showered; to be guilty of a failing or lapse; 
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to be cast out or excommunicated; to be outcasted. ̃পাবন a. one who delivers sinners from 

damnation. fem. ̃পাবনী । 

পিততা [ patitā ] a. fem gone astray from the path of righteousness and chastity; unchaste; taken 
to harlotry. ☐ n. a fallen woman; a prostitute, a harlot. ̃বাদ n. reclamation of fallow land or 
wastes. ̃বৃি  n. prostitution. পিতেতা ার n. redemption or rescue of the sinful. 

প ন [ pattana ] n a city, a town, a port; base, groundwork; construction; foundation, setting up, 
institution, inauguration; establishment; commencement, beginning, outset; lease or 
settlement (তালুেকর প ন  নওয়া); length ( কাঁচার প ন). প ন করা v. to lay the foundation of; to 
construct; to found, to institute, to inaugurate; to establish; to commence, to begin. প ন  দওয়া 
v. to lease out or settle. প ন  নওয়া v. to come into possession by dint of a lease or settlement. 

প ন-আর া n. the port-police. ̃দার same as প িনদার । ̃পাল n. port commissioner. প িন n. a piece of 

land leased out, a leasehold; a settlement. ☐ a. leased out, held by dint of a settled tenure. 
প িনদার n. a lease-holder, a lessee, a tenure-holder. 

পি  [ patti ] n a foot-soldier, an infantryman. 

প ী [ patnī ] n a wife. প ীত াগ করা v. to desert or divorce one's wife. ̃িবেয়াগ n. loss or death of one's 
wife. 

প  [ patra ] n a leaf (as of a book or a tree); a page (প া ); a foil or plate (তা প ); a letter, a 
missive (প  াি ); a piece of paper printed or written (আেদশপ ); a document or deed (বায়নাপ ); a 
written marriage-contract (usu. পাঁিতপ ); (of a bird) a wing; a correlative of কাগজ, দিলল etc. (িচিঠপ , 
কাগজপ , পঁুিথপ ); a collection, and similar things, etcetera (িবছানাপ , মালপ , খরচপ ). প  করা v. to 
make a marriage-contract in writing. প   দওয়া v. to send one a letter, to write a letter to. ̃ক n. a 
leaf; (bot.) a pinna. ̃ক টক n. (bot.) a leaf-spine. ̃ ত n. (bot.) a leaf-scar. ̃দারক n. a saw. ̃পি কা n. pl. 
journals and news papers. ̃পাঠ n. act of reading a letter. ☐ adv. as soon as a letter is read; forth 
with, at once, immediately. ̃পুট n. a cup made of tree-leaves. ̃ব ু n. a penfriend. ̃বাহ, ̃বাহক n. a 
carrier or bearer of a letter; a messenger; a post man. ̃বাহী a. mail-carrying, mail. ̃িবিনময় n. act of 
writing letters to one another; exchange of letters; corre spondence. প িবিনময় করা v. to write 
letters to one another; to correspond (with). িব াস n. (bot.) phyllotaxy. ̃ম ির n. (bot.) a leafstalk, 
a petiole. ̃ম ুল n. (bot.) a leafbud. ̃মূল n. (bot.) a leaf-base. ̃ মাচন n. (bot.) leaf-fall, defoliation. ̃ যােগ 
adv. by letter. ̃রচনা n. act of writing or composing a letter; (bot.) foliation; (bot.) foliage. ̃র  n. 
stoma. ̃ লখা n. act of writing a letter; decorative paintings on one's person with sandal-paste or 
similar articles. ̃হির  n. (bot.) chlorophyl. 

প া  [ patrāṅka ] n (of a book) page-number, page mark. প া ন n. pagination. প াি ত a. 
paginated. প াি ত করা, প া   দওয়া v. to paginate, to page. 
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প াবিল, প াবলী, প ািল, প ালী [ patrābali, patrābalī, patrāli, patrālī ] n. plletters collectively, 
correspondence; (of a tree) leaves collectively, foliage; (of a book) pages collectively; decorative 
painting on one's person with sandal paste or similar articles. প ািলকা n. a tiny or concealed 
decorative painting on one's person with sandal-paste etc. 

প া য়ী [ patrāśraẏī ] a epiphyllous. 

পি কা [ patrikā ] n a letter, a missive, an epistle; a newspaper; a periodical, a magazine ( দিনক 
পি কা, মািসক পি কা); a paper containing a writing, a horoscope (জ পি কা); (rare) a deed, a 
document; a leaf of young shoot (নবপি কা). 

প ী [ patrī ] a leafed; foliaceous; winged. ☐ n. a tree; a bird; an arrow; a letter, a missive; a 
newspaper, a periodical. 

পে া র [ patrōttara ] n the reply of a letter. পে া ের adv. in reply to a letter. 

পে া গম [ patrōdgama ] n (bot.) foliation. 

পথ [ patha ] n a passage, a path, a way, a road, a street, a route; doorway, an entrance; a mode 
or manner (স  পেথ জীবনযাপন); a means, an expedient (মুি র পথ); range (দৃি পথ). অধ  পেথ িমিলত হওয়া to 
meet halfway; to compromise. পথ করা v. to make one's way; to make way. পথ চলা v. to travel on 
foot; to walk; to travel; (arch.) to wayfare. পথ চাওয়া v. to look forward to the coming of, to wait 
for or expect eagerly the coming of. পথ ছা া v. to get out of the way, to let one pass, to give one 
way, to make way for; to give up a way or practice (esp. a bad one). পথ  জা া v. to block a way; to 
block one's way; to obstruct. পথ  দওয়া v. to make way for, to let one pass, to give one way. পথ 
 দখা v. to devise (ways and) means; to find a way out; (sarcas.) to go one's way, to depart; to find 
one's way. পথ  দখােনা v. to show one the way; to guide; to lead the way; (sarcas.) to turn one out, 
to show one the door. পথ ধরা v. to follow a (particular) path; to adopt a (particular) method or 
practice; to set off, to depart, to take the road. পথ মা ােনা v. to go or come by a particular way; 
(fig.) to associate with; (fig.) to come or go in the neighbourhood of. পেথ আসা v. to yield, to 
submit; to follow the right track (at last). পেথ কাঁটা  দওয়া v. (fig.) to block or obstruct a way. পেথ 
বসা v. (fig.) to be utterly ruined or to be bank rupt, to have nothing to fall back on or to have 
none to turn to for support or help. পেথ বসােনা v. (fig.) to ruin utterly. পেথর কাঁটা n. a thorn in 
one's side; (fig.) an obstacle, a hindrance. পেথর   র (fig.) a street beggar, (cp.) a street Arab. পেথর 
পিথক a homeless person. এক পেথর পিথক a fellow-traveller; (fig.) one who is in the same boat. ̃কর n. 
a road-cess. পেথর সািথ n. a companion in travel; a co-passenger. ̃খরচ, ̃খরচা n. travelling expenses; 
travelling allowance; (chiefly reli.) viaticum. ̃চলিত a. passing by the way, passing (পথ চলিত গাি ); 
wayfaring (পথচলিত  লাক); happening or experienced during wayfaring (পথচলিত ঘটনা). পথচলিত  লাক 

same as পথচারী । ̃চারী n. a wayfarer, a pedestrian, a passer-by. fem. পথচািরণী । ̃চু ত same as পথ   
। ̃পা   n. wayside, road side. ̃পা   হ a. wayside, roadside. ̃ দশ  ক a. showing one the way, leading the 
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way, guiding or leading. ☐ n. a guide; a leader, a pioneer. ̃ দশ  ন n. act of showing one the way, 

guidance; act of leading the way. পথ দশ ন করােনা same as পথ  দখােনা । ̃ া  n. wayside, roadside; the 

end of a road, (cp.) roadhead. ̃ ভালা, ̃  , ̃ া  a. strayed, lost; failing to ascertain the right path; 
confused, nonplussed; guilty of moral or religious lapse, deviating from the path of 
righteousness. ̃ রাধ n. act of blocking a way, road block; act of obstructing (that makes 
movement difficult or impossible). ̃ ম, পেথর  াি  n. the exertion or exhaustion from travel, 

wayweariness.  া  a. tired with constant walking, wayworn. ̃হারা same as পথ   । 

পিথক [ pathika ] n a wayfarer, a pedestrian, a passer-by; a traveller. 

পিথকৃ  [ pathikṛt ] a preparing the way. ☐ n. a pioneer. 

পিথপা   হ [ pathipārśbasha ] a wayside, roadside. 

পিথমেধ  [ pathimadhyē ] adv on the way, on the road, enroute. 

পেথঘােট [ pathēghāṭē ] adv anywhere and everywhere, at all places, in all parts; everywhere; 
here and there. 

পথ  [ pathya ] a wholesome. ☐ n. sick-diet; diet for the convalescent. পথ  করা v. to take for the 
first time such diet as is suitable for a convalescent. ̃িবচার n. dietetics, dietary. পথ াপথ  n. proper 
and improper diet, good and harmful diet. 

পদ [ pada ] n a leg, a foot; a pace, a footstep, a step; a footprint, a vestige; a line of poetry (ি পদী, 
চতুদ  শপদী); a distich (চয াপদ); a song or lyric ( ব ব পদাবিল); a post, an office, an employment 
(পদ াথ ী); a position, a station, a rank (রাজপদ); favour, grace, shelter, refuge (as may be granted by 
a venerable person) (পেদরাখা); a place or habitation (জনপদ); (gr.) an inflected word, a part of 
speech, a word (নামপদ); a fourth part, a quarter (usu. পাদ); an item (ব  পদ রা া হেয়েছ); (arith. alg. 
& log.) a term (ব পদ = a polynomial). পেদ থাকা v. to continue somehow in a (particular) post or 
station, (pop.) to be in a tolerable condition; to be so so. পেদ পেদ,  িত পেদ at every step. ̃কত া n. a 
composer of a distich or song or lyric, a poet. fem. ̃ক  ী a poetess. ̃  প n. stepping or pacing; a 
pace, a step, a stride.  িত পদে প at every step. পদে প করা v. to set foot, to tread; to 
come. ̃গব , ̃ গৗরব n. glory or dignity peculiar to an office, post, position, rank etc., a prerogative, 
official status. ̃চারণ n. pacing; strolling or walking. পদচারণ করা v. to pace; to stroll, to walk. ̃চালনা n. 
pacing; strolling or walking; kicking; (in football etc.) footwork. পদচালনা করা v. to pace; to stroll, 
to walk; to kick; to foot. ̃চািলত a. (of a lever or treadle) driven or operated or propelled by 
foot. ̃িচ  n. a footprint, a footmark; a vestige. ̃ ায়া (loos.) ̃ছায়া n. shelter at one's feet; (fig.) 
favour, grace, gracious protection. ̃চ ুত a. dismissed from office, dismissed, (sl.) sacked; 
cashiered. পদচু ত করা v. to dismiss, (sl.) to sack; to cashier. ̃চ ুিত n. dismissal; cashierment. ̃তল n. 
the sole (of the foot). পদতেল adv. under foot (পদতেল িপ ); at one's feet (পদতেল লুিটেয় প া). পদতেল 
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পিতত হওয়া v. to fall at the feet (in humble submission). ̃ত াগ n. resignation, relinquishment of a 
post or position or office, abdication. পদত াগ করা v. to resign, to submit resignation, to 
relinquish. ̃ত াগ প  n. letter of resignation. ̃দলন n. trampling; (fig.) act of disobeying or 
discarding slightingly. পদদলন করা v. to trample; (fig.) to disobey or discard slightingly. ̃দিলত a. 
trampled; slightingly disobeyed or discarded; (fig.) downtrodden. fem. পদদিলতা । পদদিলত করা 

same as পদদলন করা । ̃ধূিল n. dust of one's feet (placed on head by another in reverence). ̃ িন same 

as পদশ  । ̃ াস n. (gr.) syntax. ̃প জ n. feet conceived as lotuses, lotus-like beautiful feet. ̃পিরচয় n. 

parsing. ̃প ব n. feet conceived as petals, feet as tender as petals. ̃পৃ  n. the in step. ̃ া  n. the 
corner of one's feet. ̃ াে  adv. at one's feet. ̃ াথ ী a. offering one's candidature for a post or 
employment, applying for a post or employment. ☐ n. an applicant, a candidate. fem. ̃ ািথ নী 
। ̃িবে প n. act or manner of stepping (as in a dance or walking); pacing or walking. ̃িব াস n. act or 

manner of stepping (as in a dance or walking); (gr.) syntax. ̃বৃি  n. an advancement in office or 
rank, promotion. ̃ জ n. act of going on foot, act of walking. ̃ েজ adv. on foot. ̃ভের adv. under the 
weight of one's feet (esp. when walking haughtily). ̃   a. removed or dismissed from a position 
or office. ̃ময াদা n. the dignity of a post or position. ̃যুগল n. a pair of feet or legs. ̃রজ, ̃ রণু same as 

পদধূিল । ̃ লহন n. act of licking one's feet; (fig.) act of cringing, footlicking, bootlicking. ̃ লহী a. 

licking one's feet; (fig.) cringing, footlicking, bootlicking. পদেলহী ব ি  a cringeling, a footlicker, a 
bootlicker, a servile person. ̃শ  n. a footfall. ̃ সবা n. massaging one's feet and legs; (fig.) worship; 
(dero.) act of serving abjectly, cringing, footlicking, bootlicking. ̃ লন n. a false step; stumbling; 

(fig.) a moral lapse or slip or aberration. পদ লন হওয়া same as পদ িলত হওয়া । ̃ িলত a. stumbled; 

(fig.) lapsed, sinful. fem. পদ িলতা । পদ িলত হওয়া v. to stumble; (fig.) to lapse. ̃ হ a. placed in a 
post or station; (pop.) in high office. পদাংশ n. (gr.) a syllable or part of a word. পদা  n. the tip of a 
foot. পদাঘাত n. a kick. পদাঘাত করা v. to kick, to spurn. পদা  n. a footprint, a footmark, a vestige. 
পদা ুল n. a toe. পদা ুলাকার a. (bot.) pedate. পদানত a. prostrate at one's feet; thoroughly subdued or 

dominated; submissive or dependent (পেরর পদানত হেয় জীবনধারণ). fem. পদানতা । পদা গমন n. act of 

following one's footprints. পদা গমন করা v. same as পদা বত  ী হওয়া । পদা বত  ী a. following one's 
footprints; act of following; (fig.) succeeding. fem. পদা বিত  নী । পদা বত  ী হওয়া to follow one's 
footprints; to follow; (fig.) to succeed. পদা য় (gr.) syntax; parsing. পদা য়ী a. (gr.) prepositional. 
পদা য়ী অব য় (gr.) a preposition. পদাবনত a. prostrate at one's feet; thoroughly subdued or 

dominated; submissive or dependent; demoted or degraded in rank or office. fem. পদাবনতা । 

পদাবনিত n. demotion or degradation in rank or office. পদাবিল, পদাবলী n. a collection or anthology 
of songs or lyrics or distichs ( ব ব পদাবলী). পদািভলাষী a. desirous of holding a (particular) post or 

office. fem. পদািভলািষণী । পদা ুজ, পদারিব  same as পদপ জ । পদাপ  ণ n. (lit.) act of placing one's feet 

upon; (rare) stepping or pacing; (pop.) act of stepping in or coming. পদাপ ণ করা v. to place or set 
one's feet upon; to step in, to come. পদা য় n. shelter at one's feet; (fig.) favour, grace, gracious 
protection. পদা য়  দওয়া v. to give shelter at one's feet; (fig.) to treat with favour or grace, to 
protect graciously. পদা য়ী, পদাি ত a. sheltered at one's or another's feet; (fig.) enjoying favour or 
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grace (of), favoured, graciously protected (by). fem. পদাি তা । পদাহত a. kicked, spurned; (fig.) 
grievously insulted. 

পদক [ padaka ] n a locket; a medal. ̃ া  a. one who has won a medal, medalled. পদক া  ব ি  a 
medallist. 

পদিব [ padabi ] n a title, an appellation; a nick name; a family name, a surname. 

পদািত, পদািতক [ padāti, padātika ] n a foot-soldier, an infan tryman; a footman. 

পদািধকাের, পদািধকারবেল [ padādhikārē, padādhikārabalē ] adv by virtue of one's office or 
position, ex-officio. 

পদাথ  [ padārtha ] n meaning of a word; connotation of a term; a thing, an article, a material, 
substance, intrinsic worth ( লাকটার আর পদাথ   নই); (log.) category; (phil. & sc.) matter; (sc.) an 
element. ̃িব ান, ̃িবদ া n. physics. ̃িব ানী, ̃িবদ, a. versed in physics. ☐ n. a physicist, a person skilled 
in physics. 

পেদা িত [ padōnnati ] n advancement in rank or office, promotion. 

প িত [ paddhati ] n a way, a path, a road; a method, a mode, a manner, a system, a rule; a 
custom, a practice; a row, a stretch, a series; a current; a line. প িত অ সাের methodically, 
systematically. 

প  [ padma ] n the lotus, the lily. ☐ n. & a. one thousand million. ˜কাঁটা n. a thorn on the stem 
of a lotus. ̃ কশর n. the filament of the lotus. ̃গি  a. smelling like a lotus. ̃িদিঘ n. a large pond full of 
lotuses, a lotus-pond. ̃নাভ a. having a lotus in one's navel. ☐ n. Vishnu (িব )ু. ̃নাল n. lotus-
stalk. ̃ ন  a. lotus eyed. ̃প  n. a leaf of a lotus-plant. ̃পলাশ n. a lotus-petal or a leaf of a lotus-plant. 
পলাশেলাচন a. having eyes as large as lotus-petals. ☐ n. Vishnu (িব )ু. ̃পািণ. a. having a lotus in one's 
hand. ☐ n. Brahma (  া); the sun or Sun-god; Buddha. ̃বন n. a clump of lotus. ̃বীজ n. lotus-
seed. ̃মধু n. essence or honey of the lotus. ̃মুখী a. fem. having a face as beautiful or sweet as a 
lotus. ̃ যািন a. born out of a lotus. ☐ n. Brahma (  া). ̃রাগ n. ruby; spinel. ̃ লাচন a. lotus-eyed. 

প া [ padmā ] n goddess Lakshmi (ল ী); Manasa (মনসা) the snake-goddess; a river of Eastern 
Bengal. 

প াকর [ padmākara ] n a large pond full of lotuses, a lotus-pond. 

প া  [ padmākṣa ] a lotus-eyed. ☐ n. the lotus-seed. 
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প াপুরাণ [ padmāpurāṇa ] n a legend in verse narrating the glory of Padma (প ) or Manasa 
(মনসা) the snake-goddess. 

প াবতী [ padmābatī ] n Manasa (মনসা) the snake-goddess. 

প ালয়া [ padmālaẏā ] a living in a lotus. ☐ n. goddess Lakshmi (ল ী). 

প াসন [ padmāsana ] n a particular posture of yogic sitting; one seated in this posture; an 
appellation of Brahma (  া). প াসনা a. seated on a lotus. ☐ n. goddess Lakshmi (ল ী). 

প াসীনা [ padmāsīnā ] a. fem seated on a lotus. masc. প াসীন । 

পি নী [ padminī ] n a collection of lotuses; a clump of lotuses; (inc.) the lotus; a woman 
belonging to the best of the four physical categories from the sexual point of view. ̃কা , ̃ব ভ n. 
the sun. 

পদ  [ padya ] n a verse, a poem; poetry. 

পনস [ panasa ] n the jack-fruit; the jack-tree. 

-পনা [ -panā ] sfx denoting: showy or feverish practice or imitation, -ness (িগি পনা,  নপনা). 

পিনর [ panira ] n cheese. 

পেনেরা [ panērō ] n. & a fifteen. ̃ই a. (of the days of a month) fifteenth. ☐ n. the fifteenth day of 
a month, the fifteenth. 

প হ [ panha ] n (poet. & obs.) a way, a path ('প হ িবজন অিত  ঘার'). 

প হা [ panhā ] n a way, a path; a means, an expedient (উ ােরর প হা); a system of religious practice 
(তাি ক প হা); a manner or mode or style or school. ̃ সরণ n. act of following a particular path or 
system or mode. 

প হা সারী [ panhānusārī ] a following or obeying a particular path or system or mode. 

প হী [ panhī ] a (used as a sfx.) belonging to a particular school or religious community 
(নানকপ হী), following a particular doctrine ( াচীনপ হী), following a particular style or mode 
(রবী প হী), -ist. 

প গ [ pannaga ] n the snake, the serpent; the reptile; the lizard. fem. প গী । 
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পবন [ pabana ] n wind, air; the Wind-god (cp. Aeolus, Aiolos) (also পবনেদবতা). ̃গিত, ̃ বগ n. the 
speed of the wind, the fast pace of the wind. ̃ন ন, পবনা জ n. (myth.) Hanuman (হ মান) the son of 
the Wind-god. ̃ বেগ adv. with the speed of the wind, as fast as wind. ̃িহে াল n. a gentle undulating 
current of air. 

পিব  [ pabitra ] a sacred, holy; sanctimonious; sanctified; pure, clean; virtuous. fem. পিব া । ̃তা n. 

sacredness, holiness; sanctity; purity, cleanliness; virtuousness. পিবি ত, পিব ীকৃত a. sanctified, 
consecrated, made holy or sacred; purified, cleaned. পিব ীকরণ n. sanctification; purification, 
cleansing. 

পেমটম [ pamēṭama ] n pomatum, pomade. 

পয় [ paẏa ] n auspiciousness, luck; good fortune. 

পয়ঃ [ paẏḥ ] n milk; water. ̃ ণালী n. a drain, gutter; a watercourse. 

পয়গ র [ paẏagambara ] n (Mus.) a human being accredited as a messenger of God, a prophet. 

পয়জার [ paẏajāra ] n a loose shoe fixed to the foot only by the vamp, a slipper. 

পয়দা [ paẏadā ] n birth; origination; act of begetting. পয়দা করা v. to beget. পয়দা হওয়া to be born. 

পয়নালা, পয়নািল [ paẏanālā, paẏanāli ] n a drain, a gutter; a watercourse. 

পয়ম  [ paẏamanta ] a auspicious, lucky; having an auspicious or lucky aspect (পয়ম   চহারা); 
bringing in good fortune (পয়ম  বউ). 

পয়মাল [ paẏamāla ] a spoiled; annihilated, destroyed. 

পয়রা [ paẏarā ] a thin, watery (পয়রা    = treacle made esp. out of date-palm juice). 

পয়লা [ paẏalā ] n the first day of a month; the first. ☐ a. (of days of a month) first (পয়লা আষা ); 
first or best (পয়লা ন র). পয়লা ন েরর a. the best or the worst (পয়লা ন েরর চ ালা, পয়লা ন েরর শ ). 

পয়সা [ paẏasā ] n a pice (= 1/1 rupee; formerly 1/64 rupee); money (বাবুিগিরর পয়সা); wealth. পয়সা 
করা v. to acquire or earn wealth, to make money; to amass money or heapup riches. ̃ওয়ালা a. 
moneyed, wealthy, rich. ̃কি  n. cash money; wealth. আধ-পয়সা n. half-a pice. িসিক পয়সা a quarter 
pice. পয়সার কাজ work that yields money, profitable work. 
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পয়ি নী [ paẏasbinī ] a yielding milk, milch (পয়ি নী গাভী); full of water, yielding water. ☐ n. a 
milch-cow; a river. 

পয়  [ paẏasya ] a produced of milk. পয়   ব  a milk-product. 

পয়ার [ paẏāra ] n a metrical system of Bengali poetry in which each line consists of fourteen 
letters or syllables; a verse composed in this metre. 

পেয়াদ [ paẏōda ] n the cloud. 

পেয়াধর [ paẏōdhara ] n the cloud; the mammary gland of women; the coconut. পেয়াধরী, পেয়াধরা n. 
a woman (esp. one having well-shaped breasts). 

পেয়ািধ [ paẏōdhi ] n the ocean, the sea. 

পেয়ামুক [ paẏōmuka ] n the cloud. 

পেয়ামুখ [ paẏōmukha ] a sweet-tongued. 

-পর3 [ -para3 ] a used as a sfx. denoting: devoted to, observant of, -ish, -ous, -ly ( াথ পর,  ায়পর). 

পর4 [ para4 ] a another, other, different; unrelated, not one's relation or kindred ( স আমার পর 
নয়); supreme, chief, best, absolute (পর  ). ☐ n. an enemy, a foe (পর প); a person who is not 
present on the spot, a third person (পরচচ  া); one who is not a kindred, a stranger পরভৃ ; God. ☐ 
adv. then, after (অতঃপর, পরবত  ী). পেরর ধেন  পা াির করা (fig.) to spend another's money as one's own; 
(fig.) a steward brags of the property he looks after as if it were his own. 

পরওয়ানা, পেরায়ানা [ parōẏānā, parōẏānā ] n a warrant, a writ; a summons. পরওয়ানা জাির করা to 
serve or issue a process or writ. 

পরক [ paraka ] a alien. 

পরকলা [ parakalā ] n glass; a lens; a mirror. 

পরকাল [ parakāla ] n the world beyond death, the beyond, the hereafter, the eternal world; the 
future (পরকাল ঝরঝের). পরকাল খাওয়া, পরকাল ঝরঝের করা, পরকাল ন  করা v. to ruin one's future; to cause 
to go to the bad, to deprave; to consign to spiritual damnation. পরকােলর কাজ an act of piety. 
পরকােলর িচ া spiritual meditation. 

পরকীকরণ [ parakīkaraṇa ] n alienation. 
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পরকীয় [ parakīẏa ] a relating to or belonging to an other (opp. to own), foreign, alien. পরকীয়া a. 

fem. of পরকীয় । ☐ n. fem. a lady-love who is either unmarried or married to somebody else; a 
concubine. পরকীয়া   ম n. love with a person married to somebody else. পরকীয়াবাদ n. a doctrine of 
the Vaishnava ( ব ব) philosophy of love. 

পর ণ [ parakṣaṇa ] n the next moment. 

পরখ [ parakha ] n test; trial; experiment; examination. পরখ করা, (poet.) পরখা v. to test; to try; to 
experiment; to examine. 

পরগনা [ paraganā ] n a former administrative division in India, a pargana. 

পরগাছা [ paragāchā ] n (bot.) a parasitic plant, a parasite; (fig.) a hanger-on, a sycophant, a 
parasite. 

পর ািন [ paraglāni ] n slandering, backbiting, gossip; scandal. 

পরঘির [ paraghari ] a (lit.) of a person living in the house of somebody else; (fig.) dependent on 
others, sheltered by others. 

পরচচ  া [ paracarcā ] n discussion about others behind their back; slandering, backbiting, gossip, 
scandal-mongering. পরচচ  া করা v. to discuss others; to slander, to gossip about others. 

পরচা [ paracā ] n a settlement record. 

পর   [ paracchanda ] n another's will or pleasure. ☐ a. guided by or depending on or 

dominated by another's will or pleasure. পর  া বত ী a. same as পর   (a.) fem. পরছ া বিত  নী । 

পরি   [ paracchidra ] n another's fault or weak point. পরি  াে ষণ n. fault-finding; captiousness. 
পরি  াে ষণ করা v. to find fault with others, to seek a hole in another's coat. পরি  াে ষী a. fault-

finding; captious. fem. পরি  াে িষণী । 

পরজ  [ parajanma ] n the next birth; life after the present one. 

পরজীবী [ parajībī ] a parasitic, parasitical. ☐ n. a parasitic plant or organism, a parasite. পরজীিবতা 
n. parasitism. পরজীবীয় a. parasitic. 

পরত1 [ parata1 ] n a layer, a flake, a plait, a fold. পরেত পরেত adv. in every layer. 
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পরত2 [ parata2 ] adv from or in or by another. 

পর  [ paratra ] adv in the world beyond death, in the life beyond; in future. 

পরদা [ paradā ] n a screen, a curtain; a veil, a zenana, purdah (পরদা থা); a thin skin or 
membrane, a film ( চােখর পরদা); a covering; a layer, a strip, a flake (এক পরদা চাম া; (of a musical 
instrument) a bridge or key; (of voice) a scale ( েরর পরদা). ̃নিশন a. (fem.) living be hind the 
purdah, living in a zenana. ̃ থা n. the purdah-system.  চােখর পরদা (fig.) sense of shame, sense of 
delicacy. 

পরদার [ paradāra ] n another's wife. ̃গমন n. the offence of cohabiting with another's wife; 
adultery. পরদার গমন করা v. to co habit with another's wife, to violate another's marriage-bed, to 
commit adultery. ̃গামী, পারদািরক a. cohabiting with another's wife; adulterous. 

পরিদন [ paradina ] adv. & n next day, the following day. 

পর ঃখ [ paraduḥkha ] n another's affliction or distress. ̃কাতর a. feeling pain at another's 

affliction, compassionate, commiserated. fem. ̃কাতরা । ̃কাতরতা n. compassion, commiseration. 

পরেদশ [ paradēśa ] n a foreign country, a foreign land. পরেদিশ, (poet.) পরেদিশয়া a. in habiting a 
foreign land; foreign. ☐ n. a foreigner. 

পরে ষ [ paradbēṣa ] n malice, ill-will, spite. পরে ষী, পরে  া a. malicious, bearing ill-will, spiteful. 

fem. পরে িষণী । 

পর ব  [ paradrabya ] n another's goods or property, what belongs to another. 

পরধন [ paradhana ] n another's money or wealth or property. পরধন  হণ করা v. to rob another's 
money or wealth or property; to misappropriate another's money or wealth or property, to 
defalcate, to embezzle. 

পরধম   [ paradharma ] n another's religion; a religion which is not one's own; a calling or 
profession or job which is not one's own. ̃ হণ n. embracing a faith or religion not one's own; 
apostasy. 

পরধম  ে ষী [ paradharmadbēṣī ] a hostile to other's religion or creed, intolerant of others' 
religion or of religion not one's own. 

পরন [ parana ] n act of putting on or wearing. পরেনর কাপ  clothing, garments or clothes for 
wearing. 
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পরনারী [ paranārī ] n somebody else's wife, another's wife. পরনারী হরণ করা v. to abduct another's 
wife (esp. for immoral purpose). 

পরিন া [ paranindā ] n slander, vilification, animad version. পরিন া করা v. to slander, to 
animadvert. 

পরিনভ র [ paranirbhara ] a dependent on others, dependent on somebody else. ̃তা n. dependence 
on others. 

পরিনেষক [ paraniṣēka ] n cross-fertilization; cross-impregnation. 

পর প [ parantapa ] a one who conquers or vanquishes an enemy, victorious; (fig.) self-
restrained. 

পর  [ parantu ] conj. & adv moreover; on the other hand; but, still, notwithstanding. 

পরপিত [ parapati ] n another's husband; the Supreme Lord, God (' তারা পরপিত সেন সদাই  গাপেন 
সতত কিরিব  লহা'). 

পরপদ [ parapada ] n (fig.) the high place or eminent position (usu. of an enemy); (gr.) the 
following or latter word. পরপদ  লহন করা to lick a person's boots or shoes, to cringe before a 
person, to be abject or servile, to fawn on. 

পরপর [ parapara ] adv one after another; successively; consecutively; gradually; side by side. 

পরপার [ parapāra ] n the other or opposite bank or shore; the world beyond death, the next 
world, the beyond. 

পরপািলত [ parapālita ] a brought up or fostered by others, fostered or brought up, by people 
other than one's parents. 

পরপী ক [ parapīḍ◌়ka ] a oppressing others; tyrannous. ☐ n. an oppressor, a tyrant; a bully. 

পরপী ন [ parapīḍ◌়na ] n act of oppressing others, tyranny. পরপী ন করা v. to oppress others, to 
tyrannize; to bully. 

পরপু ষ [ parapuruṣa ] n a man other than one's husband; the Supreme Being, God; (dial.) the 
next or future generation. ̃গািমনী a. fem. committing adultery; adulterous. 
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পরপু  [ parapuṣṭa ] a fostered or brought up or nourished by a stranger. ☐ n. the cuckoo. পরপু া 

a. fem. of পরপু  । ☐ n. a prostitute, a harlot. 

পরপূব া [ parapūrbā ] a. fem one who was married or betrothed to (and subsequently estranged 
from) another. 

পরব [ paraba ] n a feast or festival (esp. a holy one); a fiesta. 

পরবত ী [ parabartī ] a subsequent, next, following, ensuing, succeeding. fem. পরবিত নী । 

পরবশ [ parabaśa ] a subject to another; subject; subservient, dependent; affected with, 
overcome by (  াধপরবশ). পরবশতা, পরবশ  n. subjection to another; subjection, subservience, 
dependence; the state of being enslaved or overcome by. 

পরবাদ2 [ parabāda2 ] n animadversion, censure; retort; reply, answer. 

পরবাস1 [ parabāsa1 ] n another's residence or home or abode or homeland. 

পর   [ parabrahma ] n the Absolute Being, the Supreme Being, God. 

পরভােগ াপজীবী [ parabhāgyōpajībī ] a living upon another's destiny or fortune. fem. 

পরভােগ াপজীিবনী । 

পরভ ৃ [ parabhṛt ] n one who or that which rears others; the crow. 

পরেভাজী [ parabhōjī ] a heterotrophic, parasitical. 

পরম [ parama ] a first, primordial, true, real (পরম কারণ); best, chief, prime, supreme, principal, 
highest, greatest, absolute, final (পরম পু ষ); of the highest degree, greatest or worst (পরম  খ, 
পরম  ঃখ); (sc.) absolute. পরম আপ ািয়ত most cordially received; highly gratified or pleased. পরম একক 
(phys.) absolute unit. পরম কারণ n. Final or Ultimate Cause, God. পরম কা িণক a. most merciful or 
kind, most gracious. পরম  ম (phys.) absolute scale. ̃গিত n. the most blessed state after death, 
beatitude, heavenly bliss; salvation. ̃   n. the supreme or greatest preceptor; the most 
venerable preceptor; the absolute lord (পিত পরম   ). পরম ঘন , পরম ঘনা  (phys.) absolute 
density. ̃ত  n. final knowledge; (phil.) reality; secrets, mystery; the Absolute Being, God. ̃পদ 

same as পরমগিত । ̃পদাথ  n. intrinsic essence; the Final Cause, God. ̃িপতা n. the Heavenly Father, 

God. ̃পু ষ n. the Absolute Being, God; a divine person, a saint. পরম  সার, পরম  সারণ (phys.) 
absolute expansion. ̃িব  n. a great treasure; an object of the highest value; an object of joy and 
hope. ̃   n. the Absolute Being, God. পরম মান (phys.) absolute measurement. পরম শূ  (phys.) 
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absolute zero. ̃  র a. most beautiful. fem. পরম  রী । পরম   নসংখ া (phys.) absolute frequency 
of vibration. ̃হংস n. a saint who has attained final knowledge and sanctity. 

পরমত [ paramata ] n another's or others' view or opinion; a view or opinion not one's own. ̃সিহ  ু
a. tolerant of others' views or opinions. ̃সিহ ুতা n. tolerance or toleration of others' views or 
opinions. পরমতাবল ী a. guided by or adopting another's view; having no opinion of one's own. 

fem. পরমতাবলি নী । 

পরমা [ paramā ] fem of পরম । পরমা গিত same as পরম গিত । পরমা  কৃিত same as আদ াশি  । ̃  রী n. & 
a. fem. extremely handsome, very beautiful. 

পরমাণু [ paramāṇu ] n an atom. পরমাণু-অ  n. (phys.) an atomic number. পরমাণু ত , ̃বাদ n. the 
atomic theory; (phil & psy.) atomism. ˜তাি ক, ̃বাদী n. an atomist. ☐ a. atomistic. পরমাণু তাপ n. 
(phys.) atomic heat. পরমাণু  বামা n. the atom bomb. পরমাণু ভার n. (phys.) atomic weight. 

পরমা া [ paramātmā ] n the Supreme Being or Spirit or Soul, God. 

পরমা ীয় [ paramātmīẏa ] a closely related; intimate. ☐ n. a close relative; an intimate friend, a 

great friend. fem. পরমা ীয়া । পরমা ীয়তা n. close relation; intimate friendship. 

পরমাদর [ paramādara ] n great love or attachment; great care or attention; great cordiality; very 
cordial reception. 

পরমাদৃত [ paramādṛta ] a greatly loved; highly treasured; punctiliously cared for or attended to; 

received with great cordial ity. fem. পরমাদৃতা । 

পরমান  [ paramānanda ] n deepest delight; ecstatic joy, ecstasy; heavenly bliss, beatitude. 
পরমানি ত a. extremely or greatly delighted; ecstatically joyful. 

পরমা  [ paramānna ] n a sweet dish prepared by boiling rice in milk with sugar and other 
ingredients, sweet rice-porridge. 

পরমায় ু [ paramāẏu ] n longevity; life. পরমায়ু  য় হওয়া v. to have one's life-blood running out; to 
have one's life or longevity (being) cut down; to droop; to approach one's death. 

পরমারাধ  [ paramārādhya ] a warranting greatest worship or devotion; most venerable. fem. 

পরমারাধ া । 
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পরমাথ  [ paramārtha ] n the greatest object; the greatest truth, reality; God; religion or spiritual 
truth. ̃িচ া n. spiritual meditation; meditation about God or reality. ̃ত  n. (phil.). truths about 
reality; theological truths; spiritual truths. 

পরমুখােপ া, পরমুখােপি তা [ paramukhāpēkṣā, paramukhāpēkṣitā ] n dependence on another. 

পরমুখােপ ী a. dependent on another. fem. পরমুখােপি ণী । 

পরেমশ, পরেম র [ paramēśa, paramēśbara ] n the Supreme Lord, God. পরেম রী same as আদ াশি  
। 

পরৈম য  [ paramaiśbarya ] n great wealth; the most valuable treasure or acquisition; a great 
éclat. 

পরেমা কষ   [ paramōtkarṣa ] n highest excellence. 

পরেমা কৃ  [ paramōtkṛṣṭa ] a most excellent. 

পরেমা ত [ paramōnnata ] a elevated or developed or uplifted to the highest degree; advanced to 
the farthest extent. পরেমা িত n. highest altitude, zenith; highest elevation; culmination; greatest 
development or uplift; farthest advancement. 

পর র [ paraspara ] a serial, successive (পর র িবষয়সমূহ). পর রা n. a serial succession or 
sequence; a series. পর রায়, পর রা েম adv. serially; seriatim, one after another; in regular 
succession. পর রীণ a. serial, successive. 

পররি  [ pararaśmi ] n (phys.) a positive ray. 

পররা  [ pararāṣṭra ] n a foreign state or country. ̃নীিত n. (pol.) foreign policy. পররা  দ র n. a 
foreign office. পররা  ম ক n. the ministry of external affairs. ̃ম ী n. the minister of external 
affairs. ̃সিচব n. a for eign secretary. 

পরেলাক [ paralōka ] n the abode of the dead, the world beyond death, the beyond; 
death. ̃গত, ̃ া  a. gone to heaven, dead, deceased. ̃গমন, ̃ াি  n. death. পরেলাকগমন করা v. to die. 

পরশপাথর, পরশমিণ [ paraśapāthara, paraśamaṇi ] n a philosopher's stone. 

পর 1 [ paraśu1 ] n. & adv day after tomorrow; day before yesterday. 
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পর 2 [ paraśu2 ] n a battle-axe; a scimitar. ̃রাম n. the sixth incarnation of Vishnu (িব )ু who 
carried a battle-axe with which he exterminated kshatriyas ( ি য়) from the face of the earth for 
twenty-one times. 

পর  [ paraśba ] n. & adv (for.) day after tomorrow; day before yesterday. 

পর মজীবী [ paraśramajībī ] a living upon the labour of others; living by exploitation; parasitic. 

পর ীকাতর [ paraśrīkātara ] a mortified at another's good or prosperity, pained at another's 

good fortune or weal, envious. fem. পর ীকাতরা । ̃তা n. envy. 

পরস 2 [ parasaṅga2 ] n association with others, fellowship, company. 

পর র [ paraspara ] a reciprocal, mutual, one another, each other. ☐ adv. reciprocally, 
mutually, one another, each other. ☐ pro. one another; each other. ̃িবেরাধ n. mutual opposition; 
contradiction, antagonism. ̃িব  , ̃িবেরাধী a. mutually opposed or contradictory, 

antagonistic. ̃িবেরািধতা n. same as পর রিবেরাধ । 

পর  [ parasba ] n another's property or wealth or money, what belongs to another. ̃হরণ, 
পর াপহরণ n. act of robbing what belongs to another; misappropriation of another's property or 
money. ̃হারী, পর াপহারী a. given to or guilty of robbing what belongs to another; given to or guilty 
of misappropriating another's property or money. 

পরৈ পদ [ parasmaipada ] n (Sans. gr.) any of the verb-inflections used in the active voice; 
(hum.) another's money or wealth or property. পরৈ পদী a. (Sans. gr.) used in the active voice or 
having an inflection used in the active voice; (hum.) done for another (পরৈ পদী ঝােমলা); 
transferring or transferred to another, entrusted to another belonging to an other (পরৈ পদী 
টাকা). 

পরহ গত [ parahastagata ] a passed into another's possession; possessed by another. 

পরিহংসক [ parahiṃsaka ] a malicious, spiteful; envious. 

পরিহংসা [ parahiṃsā ] n malice, spite, envy. 

পরিহত [ parahita ] n the good of others; (loos. but pop.) public welfare; philanthropy, 
benevolence. ̃কামী a. wishing good to others, doing good to others; philan thropic, 
benevolent. ̃ ত n. devotion to the welfare of others, benevolence. ̃ তী a. devoted to doing good 
to others; working for public welfare; altruistic. ̃সাধন n. act of doing good to others; social 
service; philanthropy, benevolence. 
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পরিহৈতষণা [ parahitaiṣaṇā ] n an effort to do good to others; an effort for public welfare; 
altruism. 

পরিহৈতষী [ parahitaiṣī ] a willing and endeavouring to do good to others; endeavouring for 
public welfare; altruistic. 

পরা-1 [ parā-1 ] pfx denoting; excessiveness, contrariety, opposition etc. (পরাজয়). 

পরা2 [ parā2 ] fem of -পর3 and পর4 । 

পরা3 [ parā3 ] a. fem supreme, primordial (পরা  কৃিত); highest; final (পরা িবদ া); (elec.) positive. 

পরা4 [ parā4 ] v to put on, to wear (জামা পরা); to put, to paint (িটপ পরা, কাজল পরা); to tie ঘি  পরা. ☐ 
a. wearing, dressed in; bearing, painted with; having tied or fastened (to). 

পরাকরণ [ parākaraṇa ] n act of looking down on, contempt, slight, neglect. 

পরাকা া [ parākāṣṭhā ] n highest excellence; extreme altitude or limit; acme, zenith; (often 
iron.) culmination. 

পরাকৃত [ parākṛta ] a looked down on, despised, slighted, neglected. 

পরা ম [ parākrama ] n strength, power, might; prowess, valour; heroism. 

পরা মশালী, পরা মী, পরা া  [ parākramaśālī, parākramī, parākrānta ] a strong, powerful, 

mighty; valorous; heroic. fem. পরা মশািলনী, পরা া া । 

পরাগ [ parāga ] n pollen, farina. ̃ কশর n. a stamen. ̃ কাষ n. anther. ̃ধানী same as পরাগেকাষ 

। ̃িমলন, ̃ যাগ n. pollination. ইতর পরাগেযাগ n. cross-pollination.  পরাগেযাগ n. self-pollination. ̃ হালী n. 
a pollen-sac. পরািগত a. pollinated. পরািগত করা v. to pollinate. 

পরা খু [ parāṅmukha ] a turning away (from); averse (to); disinclined; shunning, opposed; 
unfavourable; desisting from. পরা ুখ হওয়া v. to turn away from; to be averse or disinclined to; to 
shun, to avoid; to oppose; to disfavour; to desist from. 

পরাজয় [ parājaẏa ] n defeat. পরাজয় বরণ করা v. to court defeat. পরাজয়  ীকার করা v. to acknowledge 
or own defeat; to give in, to yield. পরাজেয়র  ািন disgrace or ignominy or distress or anguish of 
defeat. 
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পরািজত [ parājita ] a defeated, vanquished. fem. পরািজতা । পরািজত করা v. to defeat, to vanquish, to 
conquer. 

পরােজয় [ parājēẏa ] a (of one) who can be defeated or worsted or vanquished. 

পরাণুবী ণ [ parāṇubīkṣaṇa ] n (phys.) an ultra microscope. 

পরাত [ parāta ] n a large tray or saucer (usu. made of metal). 

পরা পর [ parātpara ] a higher than the highest, greater than the greatest; supreme. ☐ n. God. 

পরািধকার [ parādhikāra ] n another's right or jurisdiction or domain or holding or property or 
control or domination. ̃চচ  া n. interference or meddling with other's affairs. 

পরাধীন [ parādhīna ] a subject; dependent; subordinate; subjugated; subservient; dominated by 

another. fem. পরাধীনা । ̃তা n. subjection, bondage; dependence; subordination; subjugation; 
subservience; domination by another. 

পরােনা [ parānō ] v. & n to cause to wear or put on, to dress; to harness ( ঘা ার সাজ প ােনা); to 
put, to paint (িটপ বা কাজল পরােনা). 

পরা  [ parānna ] n food given in charity by another, unearned or unpaid-for food. ̃জীবী a. living 
on food given by another; eating habitually at another's table; parasitic. ☐ n. a 
parasite. ̃পািলত, ̃পু  a. nourished by food given by another. ̃ ভাজী a. habitually eating at another's 
table. 

পরাবত  [ parābarta ] n exchange; interchange; transposition; return, retreat. পরাবত ক চুি  
reverberatory furnace. পরাবত ন n. return; reflection. পরাবিত ত a. turned back; returned; sent back. 

পরািবদ া [ parābidyā ] n knowledge about the Supreme Spirit; spiritual knowledge. 

পরাবৃ 1 [ parābṛtta1 ] n (geom.) a hyperbola. 

পরাবৃ 2 [ parābṛtta2 ] a returned, receded, retreated; fled. পরাবৃি  n. return, retreat; flight. 

পরাভব [ parābhaba ] n defeat. 

পরাভূত [ parābhūta ] a defeated, vanquished. fem. পরাভূতা । 
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পরামশ  [ parāmarśa ] n counsel; conference; consultation; advice. পরামশ  করা v. to confer; to 
consult. পরামশ    দওয়া v. to counsel; to advise. পরামশ    নওয়া v. to consult; to take advice. ̃দাতা n. a 
counsellor; (in law) a counsel; a conferee; an adviser. ̃সভা n. a conference; a council. 

পরামষ   [ parāmarṣa ] n tolerance, toleration; forbearance, forgiveness. 

পরামািনক [ parāmānika ] n a barber (by caste or trade). 

পরায়ণ [ parāẏaṇa ] a (used as a sfx.) devoted to, attached to, addicted to, -ous (ঈ রপরায়ণ, 

উদরপরায়ণ). fem. পরায়ণা । 

পরায়  [ parāẏatta ] a in possession or under control of another (পরায়  ধন). 

পরাথ   [ parārtha ] n the good or interest or need of others or another. ̃পর, ̃পরায়ণ a. devoted to 
doing good to others, devoted to serving the interest or need of others; altruistic. fem. ̃পরায়ণা 
। ̃পরতা n. devotion to do good to others, devotion to serve the interest or need of others; 
benevolence; altruism. ̃বাদ, পরািথ তা n. altruism. পরােথ  adv. for the sake of others or another. 

পরাধ   [ parārdha ] n. & a hundred thousand million million. 

পরা য় [ parāśraẏa ] n a house or shelter or refuge other than one's own. পরা য়ী a. resorting to 
another for shelter or refuge; (esp. bot.) parasitic, epiphytal (পরা য়ী লতা). পরা য়ী উি দ a parasite, 
an epiphyte. পরাি ত a. sheltered or protected by another; maintained with food, clothing and 

shelter by another. fem. পরাি তা । 

পরা  [ parāsta ] a defeated, vanquished, overcome. পরা  করা v. to defeat, to vanquish, to 
overcome, to conquer. পরা  হওয়া. v. to be defeated or vanquished or overcome. 

পরাহ [ parāha ] n the next day. 

পরাহত [ parāhata ] a defeated, vanquished, overcome; obstructed, resisted, prevented; 
frustrated. 

পরা  [ parāhna ] n afternoon. 

পির1 [ pari1 ] pfx denoting: thoroughness, expensiveness, excessiveness, especiality, opposition, 
decrial etc. 

পিরকর [ parikara ] n a companion or assistant; (also used as a sfx.) a girdle, a girth (ব পিরকর). 
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পিরকম   [ parikarma ] n act of making one's toilet; dressing. পিরকম া n. a servant esp. one attending 
to toilet and clothes, a valet. 

পিরকষ   [ parikarṣa ] n remarkable improvement; (inc.) culture. 

পিরক ক [ parikalpaka ] n a planner; a deviser; a designer; a planning officer. 

পিরক না, পিরক ন [ parikalpanā, parikalpana ] n planning, devising, designing a plan, a 
design. পিরক না করা v. to plan, to devise, to contrive, to design. পিরক নািধকািরক n. a planning 
officer. 

পিরকি ত [ parikalpita ] a planned, devised, contrived, designed; intended. 

পিরকীণ  [ parikīrṇa ] a thoroughly or extensively scattered or strewn or spread out or diffused or 
pervaded. 

পিরকীত ন [ parikīrtana ] n act of singing or narrating or praising or glorifying emphatically or in 
a special manner. পিরকীিত ত a. sung or narrated or praised or glorified emphatically or in a special 
manner. 

পিরেক  [ parikēndra ] n circumcentre. পিরেকি ক, পিরেক ী a. circumcentric. 

পির ম, পির মণ [ parikrama, parikramaṇa ] n walking or pacing or strolling, ambulation; 
travelling or traversing; act of travelling widely or thoroughly, peregrination; act of going 
round, circumambulation. পির মন করা v. to walk, to pace, to stroll; to ambulate, to travel, to 
traverse, to travel widely or thoroughly, to peregrinate; to go round, to circumambulate. 
পির মকাল n. periodic time. পির মা n. act of going round, rotation (সযূ পির মা), circumambulation; 
wide travelling, peregrination (তীথ পির মা); (fig.) critical survey (সািহত পির মা). 

পিরি   [ parikliṣṭa ] a extremely distressed or afflicted or wearied. 

পিরি   [ parikṣipta ] a scattered; abandoned; surrounded. 

পির ীণ [ parikṣīṇa ] a extremely thin or dim or emaciated. 

পিরে প [ parikṣēpa ] n scattering; scattered state; abandonment; act or state of being 
surrounded; that which encloses, such as fencing, railing etc. 

পিরখা [ parikhā ] n a protective ditch around a rampart; a trench, a moat. 
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পিরগণক [ parigaṇaka ] n a reckoner, a computer, an enumerator. 

পিরগণন, পিরগণনা [ parigaṇana, parigaṇanā ] n thorough reckoning, computation, 
enumeration; consideration. পিরগণনা করা v. to reckon thoroughly, to compute, to enumerate; to 
consider or regard (as). 

পিরগিণত [ parigaṇita ] a thoroughly reckoned, computed, enumerated; considered or regarded 

(as). fem. পিরগিণতা । 

পিরগৃহীত [ parigṛhīta ] a solemnly taken, accepted; put on; won; assumed. 

পির হ [ parigraha ] n act of taking or accepting solemnly (দারপির হ); act of putting on or 
wearing ( বশপির হ); act of assuming ( পপির হ). পির হ করা v. to take or accept solemnly; to put on, 
to wear; to assume. 

পির াহক [ parigrāhaka ] n one who takes or accepts solemnly; one who puts on or wears; one 

who assumes. fem. পির ািহকা । 

পিরঘ [ parigha ] n a kind of iron cudgel used in war in ancient times. 

পিরচয় [ paricaẏa ] n acquaintance; familiarity; introduction; identity; particulars about one's 
identity such as name, address, lineage etc.; experience or practice (এ কােজর সে  পিরচয়); a sign, a 
token (  েমর পিরচয়); same, reputation (সািহিত ক িহসােব পিরচয়); love, amour ('নবপিরচয় কািলয়া বঁধুর 
সেন'). পিরচয় করা v. to make an acquaintance (with), to acquaint oneself (with); to experience. 
পিরচয়  গাপন করা v. to conceal one's identity; hide one's identity. পিরচয়  দওয়া v. to introduce, to 
give one's in troduction; to reveal one's identity; to apprise. পিরচয়  নওয়া v. to ask for one's 
introduction; to get acquainted; to learn particulars or details (of). ̃প  n. a letter of 
introduction; credentials. 

পিরচর [ paricara ] n a servant, an attendant; a companion; a nurse; a worshipper. 

পিরচয া [ paricaryā ] n serving, waiting or attending upon; nursing; worship. পিরচয া করা v. to 
serve, to wait or attend upon; to nurse; to worship. 

পিরচলন [ paricalana ] n (phys.) convection. 

পিরচায়ক [ paricāẏaka ] a introducing, introductory; prefatory; informing; indicative (of.) fem. 

পিরচািয়কা । 
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পিরচারক [ paricāraka ] n a servant, a serving-man, a valet; a varlet. পিরচািরকা n. fem. a maid-
servant; a maid, a female domestic servant. 

পিরচালক [ paricālaka ] a one who or that which drives or runs a vehicle etc.; conducting; 
managing, directing; leading or guiding; administering, ruling. ☐ n. a driver; a conductor; a 
manager; a director; a leader; an administrator; a ruler; a chief. পিরচালক সিমিত n. managing 
committee. 

পিরচালন, পিরচালনা [ paricālana, paricālanā ] n act of driving a vehicle etc.; conduction; 
management; direction; lead; administration; rule. পিরচালনা করা v. to drive or run; to conduct; to 
manage; to direct; to lead; to administer; to rule. 

পিরচািলকা [ paricālikā ] fem of পিরচালক । 

পিরচািলত [ paricālita ] a driven, run; conducted; managed; directed; led; administrated; ruled. 

পিরিচত [ paricita ] n acquainted; familiar; known; practised (পিরিচত কম  ). পিরিচিত same as পিরচয় । 
পিরিচত ব ি  an acquaintance. 

পিরিচ ন [ paricintana ] n deep or careful thinking or deliberation; planning. 

পিরিচি ত [ paricintita ] a deeply or carefully thought out or deliberated; well-planned. 

পির দ [ paricchada ] n a covering; a dress; clothing; garment. 

পির   [ paricchanna ] a clean; tidy; neat, spruce; (of mind etc.) free from impurities or an 
gularity; honest and candid. ̃তা n. cleanliness; tidiness; neatness; purity. honesty and candour. 

পিরি   [ paricchinna ] a divided, parted; separated; severed; detached; limited, bounded; 
individualized; moderate. 

পিরে দ [ paricchēda ] n a part, a division; a section; (of books) a chapter; a limit  াণা কর পিরে দ; 
ascertainment; fixation. 

পিরজন [ parijana ] n a member of a family; a dependent; a friend; a kinsman; a servant, an 
attendant. ̃বগ  n. pl. the family circle. 

পির াত [ parijñāta ] a well-known, familiar; well acquainted, thoroughly cognizant or versed, 
aufait. পির াত থাকা v. to know fully, to be fully aware. 
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পির ান [ parijñāna ] n thorough knowledge or acquaintance; insight. 

পিরণত [ pariṇata ] a ripe; full-grown; mature (পিরণত বুি ); resulting in; turned or rendered into; 
converted to; advanced (পিরণত বয়স); arrived at the last stage. পিরণত করা v. to turn or render into. 
পিরণত হওয়া v. to result in or turn into. পিরণিত n. maturity; ultimate stage or state; conclusion, 
end; consequence. পিরণত বয়েস in old or advanced age. ̃বয়  a. advanced in age or years. 

পিরণ  [ pariṇaddha ] a tied; bound; attached, connected; encircled, girdled, girt. 

পিরণয় [ pariṇaẏa ] n marriage, wedding. (কারও). পিরণয় হওয়া to be married or wedded to ̃ব ন, ̃সূ  
n. marriage-tie, wed lock. 

পিরণাম [ pariṇāma ] n last stage or state; conclusion; consequence; change of state, transfor 
mation; future. ̃দশ ী a. foreseeing; farsighted. ̃দিশ  তা n. foresight; farsightedness. ̃বাদ n. the theory 
of evolution. পিরণােম adv. finally, ultimately, in the end; in the long run; in future. 

পিরণাহ [ pariṇāha ] n width; contour. 

পিরণীত [ pariṇīta ] a married, wedded. fem. পিরণীতা । 

পিরেণতা [ pariṇētā ] n one who marries; a husband. 

পিরেণয় [ pariṇēẏa ] a marriageable; fit for marrying. 

পিরত  [ paritapta ] a very much heated; quite warm; extremely afflicted. 

পিরতাপ [ paritāpa ] n lament; deep grief or regret; repentance, compunction; remorse. পিরতাপ 
করা v. to lament; to express deep grief. পিরতােপর িবষয় a lamentable affair; a matter of deep regret. 

পিরতু  [ parituṣṭa ] a well satisfied or gratified; very pleased. fem. পিরতু া । পিরতু  করা v. to satisfy 

or gratify or please thoroughly. পিরতুি  same as পিরেতাষ । 

পিরতৃ  [ paritṛpta ] a thoroughly satisfied or gratified. পিরতৃ  করা n. to satisfy or gratify 
thoroughly. পিরতৃি  n. thorough satisfaction or gratification. 

পিরেতাষ [ paritōṣa ] n thorough satisfaction or gratification; deep pleasure. ̃পূব ক adv. with a 
great or thorough satisfaction; to the point of satiety or to one's heart's content (পিরেতাষপূব  ক 
 ভাজন করা). ̃জনক a. thoroughly or highly satisfactory or gratifying. 
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পিরত   [ parityakta ] a given up; left off; abandoned; deserted; relinquished; quitted; 

renounced; omitted. fem. পিরত  া । 

পিরত াগ, পিরত জন [ parityāga, parityajana ] n act of giving up or leaving off; abandonment; 
desertion; relinquishment; quittance; renouncement, renunciation; omission. পিরত াগ করা v. to 
give up; to leave off; to abandon; to desert; to relinquish, to quit; to renounce; to leave out, to 
omit. 

পিরত াজ  [ parityājya ] a fit to be given up or left off or abandoned or deserted or relinquished 

or quitted or renounced or omitted. fem. পিরত াজ া । 

পির াণ [ paritrāṇa ] n rescue, deliverance; (theol.) salvation; liberation; relief; exemption; 
riddance. পির াণ করা v. to rescue, to deliver; (esp. in theol.) to save; to liberate; to relieve. পির াণ 
পাওয়া v. to be rescued; (esp. in theol.) to be saved; to be liberated or relieved or exempted; to get 
rid of. ̃কত া n. a deliverer, a liberator, a saviour. পির ােণর পথ বা উপায় path of salvation; way of 
escape, way out. 

পির াতা [ paritrātā ] n a rescuer, a deliverer; (esp. in theol.) a saviour; a liberator; a reliever. 

পির ািহ [ paritrāhi ] v (imperat.) rescue, deliver, save, relieve. পির ািহ ডাক ছা া to call out or cry for 
help. 

পিরদশ ক [ paridarśaka ] n an observer; an inspector; a supervisor; a probation officer (as of 
juvenile offenders), visitor (of an institution.) 

পিরদশ ন, পিরদশ   [ paridarśana, paridarśa ] n (careful) observation; inspection; supervision. 
পিরদশ ন করা v. to observe (esp. carefully); to inspect; to supervise. 

পিরদশ ী [ paridarśī ] a observing (esp. carefully); inspecting; supervising. 

পিরদ ৃমান [ paridṛśyamāna ] a visible all around; thoroughly visible; manifest. 

পিরদ ৃ [ paridṛṣṭa ] a observed, noticed; espied; in spected; supervised. 

পিরেদবন, পিরেদবনা [ paridēbana, paridēbanā ] n lamentation; wailing; bewailing; repentance. 

পিরধান [ paridhāna ] n dress, garment, clothes; act of putting on or wearing. পিরধান করা v. to put 
on, to wear. ̃ব  n. garment, colthes. 

পিরিধ [ paridhi ] n circumference; periphery; girth. ̃মাপক n. perimeter. 
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পিরেধয় [ paridhēẏa ] a fit to be put on or worn. ☐ n. clothes, garment. 

পিরিনব াণ [ parinirbāṇa ] n the cessation of individual existence, nirvana, salvation, beatitude. 

পিরপ  [ paripakka ] a thoroughly ripe; (thoroughly) mature; well-experienced; thoroughly 
habituated or addicted ( নশায় পিরপ ); very precocious (পিরপ   ছেল). ̃তা n. thorough ripeness; 
(thorough) maturity; thorough experience; inveterate habit or addiction; precocity. 

পিরপ  [ paripatra ] n a circular. 

পিরপ হী [ paripanhī ] a unfavourable, adverse; opposing, obstructing, hindering; hostile, 
inimical. 

পিরপাক [ paripāka ] n digestion; assimilation. পিরপাক করা v. to digest; to assimilate. ̃ দাষ n. 
digestive trouble. ̃য  n. the digestive organ, the stomach. ̃শি  n. digestive power; power of 
assimilation. 

পিরপািট [ paripāṭi ] n orderly arrangement; orderliness; skill. ☐ a. arranged in an orderly 
manner; orderly; skilful, adroit. 

পিরপা   [ paripārśba ] n surroundings, entourage. 

পিরপালক [ paripālaka ] n one who brings up, a rearer; an administrator. 

পিরপালন [ paripālana ] n act of bringing up or rearing; administration. পিরপালন করা v. to bring 
up, to rear, to support; to administrate. 

পিরপািলত [ paripālita ] a brought up, reared; administered. 

পিরপু  [ paripuṣṭa ] a well-developed; plump, robust and muscular; well-nourished; carefully 

brought up. fem. পিরপু া । ̃তা, পিরপুি  n. good development; plumpness; robustness and 
muscularity; sound nourishment; careful bringing up. 

পিরপূরক [ paripūraka ] a completing; fulfilling; (chiefly in geom.) complementary (পিরপূরক  কাণ). 

পিরপূরণ [ paripūraṇa ] n repletion; act of repleting; fulfilment; completion; act of 
complementing. পিরপূরণ করা v. to replete; to fill up; to fulfil; to complete; to complement. 

পিরপূিরত, পিরপূণ  [ paripūrita, paripūrṇa ] a replete; teeming; filled up; fulfilled; completed; 

complemented. fem. পিরপূণ  া । পিরপূণ  তা n. repleteness, repletion. 
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পিরপৃ  [ paripṛkta ] a saturated. পিরপৃ  করা v. to saturate. পিরপৃি  n. saturation. পিরপ ৃ  ব 
saturated solution. 

পিরেপাষক [ paripōṣaka ] a nourishing; cherishing; supporting (পিরেপাষক মূল ); protecting, 
protective. 

পিরেপাষণ [ paripōṣaṇa ] n nourishment; cherishing; support; protection. পিরেপাষণ করা v. to 
nourish; to cherish; to support; to protect. 

পিরে ি ত [ pariprēkṣita ] n perspective. 

পির ব [ pariplaba ] n flooding; flood; submersion; inundation; drenching. 

পির ূত [ pariplūta ] a flooded; submerged; inundated; drenched, soaked, saturated. fem. পির ূতা 
। পির ূত করা v. to flood; to submerge; to inundate; to drench; to saturate. 

পিরবজ ন [ paribarjana ] n complete abandonment or avoidance or casting off or giving up or 
renouncement or rejection. পিরবজ  নীয় a. that which can be or should be abandoned or given up or 
renounced. 

পিরবিজ ত [ paribarjita ] a completely abandoned or avoided or cast off or given up or renounced 
or rejected. 

পিরবত  [ paribarta ] n exchange; barter; a substitute. পিরবত  িববাহ marrying a girl into a family and 
receiving one in marriage from it, inter-marriage. ̃ক a. & n. one who or that which exchanges or 
barters or changes or alters or modifies or transforms or effects a change in circumstances or 
metamorphoses or converts or rotates or recedes or returns. ˜মান a. changing. 

পিরবত ন [ paribartana ] n exchange; barter; change; al teration; modification; transformation; a 
change in circumstances; metamorphosis; conversion; rotation; recession; return. পিরবত ন করা v. 
to exchange; to barter; to change; to alter; to modify; to transform; to effect a change in 
circumstances; to metamorphose; to convert; to rotate; to recede; to return. ̃িবমখু a. not ready or 
willing to change; averse to change, conservatism. ̃িবমখুতা n. unwillingness to change; 
conservatism. ̃শীল a. changeful; changing; full of vicissitude or variety; metamorphic. পিরবত  নীয় a. 
exchangeable; that which can be or is to be bartered; changeable; alterable; modifiable; 
transformable; capable of suffering a change in circumstances; metamorphic; convertible. 
পিরবিত  ত a. exchanged; bartered; changed; altered; modified; transformed; metamorphosed; 
converted; rotated; returned. পিরবত  ী a. changeful; (sc.) alternating. পিরবত ী  মা ণ oscillatory 
discharge. 

পিরবেত  [ paribartē ] adv in place of, instead of, in lieu of, in exchange for. 
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পিরবধ  ক [ paribardhaka ] a. & n one who or that which develops or improves or extends or 
magnifies or enlarges or amplifies, promoting or helping development or growth (of). পিরবধ  ক 
কাচ a magnifying glass. 

পিরবধ  ন [ paribardhana ] n development; improvement; magnification; enlargement; 
amplification. 

পিরবিধ  ত [ paribardhita ] a developed, magnified; enlarged (পিরবিধ  ত সং রণ); amplified. 

পিরবলন [ paribalana ] n (bot.) circumnutation. 

পিরবহণ [ paribahaṇa ] n transportation, transport, conveyance; (esp. in elec.) conduction. 
পিরবহন করা v. to transport, to convey; to conduct. পিরবহন আিধকািরক transport officer. 

পিরবাদ [ paribāda ] n disrepute, reproach, blame, slander. পিরবাদক, পিরবাদী a. reproaching, 
blaming. পিরবািদনী a. fem. of পিরবাদী ☐ n. a seven-stringed musical instrument, a heptachord. 

পিরবার [ paribāra ] n a family; a family circle; a wife. পিরবার পিরক না n. family planning. 

পিরবাহে   [ paribāhakṣētra ] n (geog.) a basin, a catchment area. 

পিরবাহণ [ paribāhaṇa ] n conduction. 

পিরবািহত [ paribāhita ] a conducted. পিরবািহত মৃি কা transported soil. 

পিরবািহতা [ paribāhitā ] a. fem of পিরবািহত । ☐ n. conductivity. 

পিরবাহী [ paribāhī ] a conducting. ☐ n. a conductor. 

পিরবৃত [ paribṛta ] a completely surrounded, encircled, beset; completely covered or overcast. 
পিরবৃিত n. encirclement, besetment; thorough covering or over casting. 

পিরবৃ  [ paribṛtta ] n (geom.) a circumcircle. 

পিরবৃি  [ paribṛtti ] n alteration, change; transition; exchange, barter. ̃কাল n. (phys.) transition 
period. 

পিরেব া [ paribēttā ] n a younger brother who marries whilst his elder is still unmarried. 
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পিরেবদন [ paribēdana ] n act of getting married whilst one's elder brother is still unmarried. 

পিরেবদনা [ paribēdanā ] n great pain or pang or affliction or distress. 

পিরেবশক, পিরেবষক [ paribēśaka, paribēṣaka ] n a distributor, a dealer; one who serves food at 
table. 

পিরেবশন, পিরেবষণ [ paribēśana, paribēṣaṇa ] n distribution, act of dealing out; act of serving 
food at table. পিরেবশন করা, পিরেবষণ করা v. to distribute, to deal out; to serve (food at table). 

পিরেব ক [ paribēṣṭaka ] a one who or that which surrounds or goes round or encircles or 
encloses. 

পিরেব ন [ paribēṣṭana ] n an enclosure; act of surrounding or going round or enclosing, 
encirclement, besetment. পিরেব ন করা v. to surround, to go round, to encircle; to enclose. পিরেব নী 
n. entourage, surroundings; fencing, railings, enclosure. 

পিরেবি ত [ paribēṣṭita ] a surrounded, encircled, beset, engirt; enclosed. fem. পিরেবি তা । 

পিরব া  [ paribyāpta ] a spread, spread out; extended, expanded. পিরব াি  n. spreading, spreading 
out; expansion; diffusion; extension. 

পির জ া [ paribrajyā ] n wandering as a mendicant or wandering asceticism; pilgrimage. 

পির াজক [ paribrājaka ] n a traveller; a mendicant or wandering ascetic. 

পির াজন [ paribrājana ] n travelling; wandering. 

পির ািজকা [ paribrājikā ] fem of পির াজক । 

পিরভব [ paribhaba ] n defeat; discomfiture. 

পিরভাষা [ paribhāṣā ] n a technical word or term; technical terminology. 

পিরভূত [ paribhūta ] a defeated, discomfited. 

পিরভৃিত [ paribhṛti ] n emolument; wages; salary, pay. 

পিরেভাগ [ paribhōga ] n thorough enjoyment; sexual intercourse. 
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পির মণ [ paribhramaṇa ] n act of going round, rotation; perigrination; travelling; wandering; 
roaming; strolling, walking. পির মণ করা v. to go round, to rotate; to perigrinate; to travel; to 
wander; to stroll, to walk. 

পির   [ paribhraṣṭa ] a detached and fallen; shed. পির   হওয়া v. to get detached and fall down; to 
be shed. 

পির ণ [ paribhrūṇa ] n perisperm. 

পিরম ডল [ parimanḍala ] n an orbit; a circle; a circumference; (fig.) a society or sphere; 
environment; surrounding, encirclement; a globe; any globular object. 

পিরমি ডত [ parimanḍita ] a well-ornamented, well-decorated, well-adorned; endowed. 

পিরমল [ parimala ] n fragrance caused by being anointed (with sandal-paste etc.); fragrance, 
perfume, sweet scent; (pop.) nectar of flowers ('পিরমল  লােভ অিল আিসয়া জ ুিটল'). 

পিরমাণ [ parimāṇa ] n measure, weight, amount, quantity, number, degree; extent. পিরমাণ করা v. 
to measure, to weigh; (rare) to count; to survey (as land); to assess (as importance). পিরমােণ হওয়া 
v. to measure, to weigh; to be adequate in proportion to. ̃ফল n. result of measurement or 
counting; (arith.) area measure, square measure. 

পিরমা া [ parimātrā ] n (mech.) intensity. 

পিরমাপ [ parimāpa ] n measurement; weighing; counting; (fig.) assessment ( ােনর পিরমাপ); 
measure, weight, amount, quantity, number, degree; land-measure, survey. পিরমাপ করা same as 
পিরমাণ করা (see পিরমাণ). পিরমাপক a. measuring; weighing; counting; surveying; assessing. ☐ n. a 
measurer; weigher; counter; a surveyor (of land); an assessor; a measuring or weighing or 
counting or surveying machine. পিরমাপন n. measuring or weighing or counting or surveying (as 
land) or (fig.) assessing. 

পিরমাজ ন [ parimārjana ] n scouring or cleansing; refining or chastening. পিরমাজ  না n. scouring or 
cleansing; refining; (of a book, a dictionary etc) correction, editing and making up-to-date. 

পিরমািজ ত [ parimārjita ] a scoured; cleansed; refined; corrected and revised; chastened. পিরমািজ  ত 
করা v. to scour; to cleanse; to refine; to correct and revise; to chasten. 

পিরিমত [ parimita ] a moderate; temperate, abstemious; measuring or amounting (চারহাত 
পিরিমত); measured; mensurated; (rare) sufficient, adequate. ̃ব য়ী a. economic, frugal. পিরিমতাচার n. 
moderation, temperance. পিরিমতাচারী a. temperate. 
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পিরিমিত [ parimiti ] n measurement; measure; (math.) mensuration. 

পিরেময় [ parimēẏa ] a measurable; finite. 

পিরেমল [ parimēla ] n an association. ̃িনয়মাবিল n. articles of association. ̃ব  n. a memorandum of 
association. 

পির ান [ parimlāna ] a very pale or jaded or worn out; glum or sombre. 

পিরযাণ [ pariyāṇa ] n traffic; migration. পিরযাণ িনব াহক, পিরযাণ ব ব হাপক n. a traffic manager. পিরযাণ 

আর ী n. traffic police. 

পিরযায়ী [ pariyāẏī ] a trafficking; itinerant; migratory. 

পিরর ণ [ parirakṣaṇa ] n preservation; protection; guarding; careful custody or guardianship. 

পিররি ত [ parirakṣita ] a preserved; protected; guarded; kept under careful custody or 
guardianship. 

পিরর , পিরর ণ [ parirambha, parirambhaṇa ] n close embrace; sexual intercourse. 

পিরলি ত [ parilakṣita ] a noticed; observed. 

পিরিলিখত [ parilikhita ] a (geom.) circumscribed. 

পিরেলখ [ parilēkha ] n an outline; an outline sketch. 

পিরিশ  [ pariśiṣṭa ] a remaining. ☐ n. an appendix, a supplement (as of a book). 

পিরশীলন [ pariśīlana ] n practice, study, cultivation; an embrace; anointment. পিরশীিলত a. 
practised, studied, cultivated; refined; sophisticated; embraced; anointed. 

পির   [ pariśuddha ] a meticulously refined or purified or sanctified. পির   করা v. to re fine or 
purify or sanctify meticulously. পির ি  n. meticulous refinement or purity or sanctity. 

পির   [ pariśuṣka ] a very dry; pale; shrivelled. 

পিরেশষ [ pariśēṣa ] n remainder; end; the last stage; conclusion; the concluding part. পিরেশেষ 
adv. at last, in the end; finally, ultimately; in the long run. 
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পিরেশাধ [ pariśōdha ] n repayment (as of a debt); (fig.) revenge or retaliation. পিরেশাধ করা v. to 
repay, to pay off, to pay back; (fig.) to avenge or retaliate. 

পিরেশাধন [ pariśōdhana ] n meticulous refinement or purification or sanctification. 

পিরেশাধ  [ pariśōdhya ] a that which is to be or can be repaid, outstanding or repayable. 

পির ম [ pariśrama ] n labour, toil; diligence, industry; effort, endeavour. পির ম করা v. to work 
hard, to labour, to toil; to work diligently; to endeavour. ̃কাতর, ̃িবমখু a. averse to hard work, lazy. 
পির মী a. hardworking, laborious; diligent, industrious. 

পির া  [ pariśrānta ] a fatigued, exhausted; tired; wearied. পির াি  n. fatigue, exhaustion; 
tiredness, weariness. 

পিরষদ, পিরষ  [ pariṣada, pariṣat ] n an association, an assembly, a society; a council; (pol.) a 
legislative council. পিরষদীয় a. pertaining or relating to or concerning a council or assembly; 
legislative; parliamentary. 

পিরেষবক [ pariṣēbaka ] n a sicknurse, a nurse. 

পিরেষবা [ pariṣēbā ] n care of the sick, nursing. 

পিরেষিবকা [ pariṣēbikā ] fem of পিরেষবক । 

পির রণ [ pariṣkaraṇa ] n cleansing or refining. 

পির ার [ pariṣkāra ] n cleanliness; tidiness; neatness; clarity (as of water). ☐ a. clean; cleansed; 
clear; tidy; spruce, neat, or derly (পির ার কাজ); legible (পির ার  লখা); clearcut, outspoken, 
unambigu ous, unequivocal (পির ার কথা); beautiful, bright, fair (পির ার আেলা বা আবহাওয়া); 
cloudless (পির ার আকাশ); free from angularity, frank, straightfor ward, candid, open-hearted, 
sincere (পির ার মন); intelligent, free from confusion (পির ার মাথা); free from morbidity, healthy 
(পির ার বুক); musical, sweet (পির ার গলা); keen (পির ার দৃি ). পির ার করা v. to cleanse; to clean; to 
clear; to tidy; to free from morbidity or angularity; to wash (কাপ  পির ার করা). ̃ক a. cleansing. ☐ 
n. a cleaner; a cleansing agent. পির ার পির   a. neat and clean, clean and tidy, spick and span. 

পির ৃত [ pariṣkṛta ] a cleansed; cleaned; cleared; tidied; refined; washed (পির ৃত ব ). 

পিরসংখ া [ parisaṅkhyā ] n especially enumerated or tabulated number; statistics. পিরসংখ াত a. 
especially enumerated or tabulated; statistical. পিরসংখ ান n. statistics. পিরসংখ ায়ক n. statistician. 
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পিরসমা  [ parisamāpta ] a ended, finished, concluded, completed. পিরসমাি  n. end, termination; 
conclusion; completion. 

পিরস   [ parisampat ] n assets. 

পিরসর [ parisara ] n extent; area; limit, boundary, end; width, breadth. 

পিরসীমা [ parisīmā ] n limit, bounds; perimeter; end. 

পিরি হিত [ parishiti ] n circumstances, situation. 

পির ুট [ parisphuṭa ] a clearly revealed or expressed; well-developed; manifest, obvious; 
blossomed, blooming. 

পির ুরণ [ parisphuraṇa ] n vibration; effervescence; manifestation. 

পির ব [ parisraba ] n (biol.) placenta. 

পির াবণ, পির বণ, পির ুিত [ parisrābaṇa, parisrabaṇa, parisruti ] n filtration. পির ুত a. filtered 
(পির ুত জল). 

পিরসহনীয় [ parisahanīẏa ] a laughable, ridiculous; fit to be derided or mocked. 

পিরহার [ parihāra ] n giving up; abandonment; avoidance; act of casting off; neglect, disregard; 
slight. পিরহার করা v. to give up; to abandon; to avoid, to shun; to cast off; to neglect, to disregard, 
to slight. 

পিরহায  [ parihārya ] a avoidable; that which can be given up or renounced or abandoned, 
renounceable. 

পিরহাস [ parihāsa ] n a joke, a jest; ridicule; mock ery, derision. পিরহাস করা v. to poke fun at, to 
joke; to ridicule; to mock, to deride, to laugh, to scorn. ̃ েল, ̃ভের adv. jokingly. ̃ি য় a. given to 
jesting, jestful; witty; fond of joking. ̃ি য়তা n. jestfulness; jocular; jocoseness; jocosity; 
playfulness. 

পিরিহত [ parihita ] a clothed, clad, dressed, wearing; that which is put on or worn (পিরিহত  পাশাক). 

fem. পিরিহতা । 

পরী ক [ parīkṣaka ] n a tester; an examiner; a trier; an investigator; an experimenter; a 
foreteller, a diviner. ভগ পরী ক n. a fortune-teller; a soldier of fortune, an adventurer. 
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পরী ণ [ parīkṣaṇa ] n act of testing or examining or trying or investigating or foretelling or 
divining. পরী ণীয় a. that which or one who is to be tested or examined or tried or investigated or 
experimented upon or divined; examinable. 

পরী া [ parīkṣā ] n a test; an examination; a trial; an ordeal (অি পরী া); a cross-examination; an 
investigation; an experiment; foretelling, divination, reading (হ েরখা পরী া) ; অদ ৃপরী া, ভাগ পরী া 
n. fortune-telling; act of seeking fortune. পরী া করা v. to test; to examine; to try; to test by an 
ordeal; to cross examine; to investigate; to experiment; to divine. পরী া  দওয়া v. to appear at an 
examination; to take an examination; to undergo a trial; to submit to an or deal. পরী া  নওয়া v. 
to examine, to test; to hold an examination; to test by an examination. পরী ায় উতের যাওয়া v. to 
stand a test or scrutiny. ̃গার, ̃গৃহ, ̃ভবন, ̃মি র, ̃শালা n. an examination-hall; a laboratory. ̃ধীন a. subject 
to or under examination or trial or test or investigation or experiment. ̃থ ী a. appearing at an 

examination. ☐ n. an examinee. fem. পরী ািথ নী । 

পরী ামূলক [ parīkṣāmūlaka ] a experimental. 

পরী ামূলকভােব [ parīkṣāmūlakabhābē ] adv by way of experi ment, experimentally. 

পরীি ত [ parīkṣita ] a tested; examined; tried; investigated; experimented. 

পরীে া ীণ  [ parīkṣōttīrṇa ] a passed at an examination; successful in an examination; one who 
has come through a test or ordeal successfully; found suitable or good on trial or test. fem. 

পরীে া ীণ  া । পরীে া ীণ   হওয়া v. to come through or pass an examination or test or ordeal; to stand 
a test or ordeal; to be found suitable or good on test or trial. 

প ষ [ paruṣa ] a harsh, rough, rude, haughty, arrogant, cruel (প ষ বচন). ̃তা, ̃  n. harshness, 
rudeness, haughtiness, arrogance, cruelty. 

পের [ parē ] adv. & prep after, afterwards ( স পের আসেছ); thereafter, then (পের  যখােন  গলাম); in 
future (পের কী হয় বলা যায় না); after the occurrence of, after that (  ন ছারার পের   শেন  পৗঁছলাম); at 
the back of (রােমর পের  াম যাে ); below (আমার নােমর পেরই তার নাম); born later (এই ভাইিট আমার পের). 
পেরর িদন n. the day after. ☐ adv. on the following day. 

পেরা  [ parōkṣa ] a imperceptible or unseen but known or true, not known directly, 
circumstantial (পেরা   মাণ); indirect (পেরা  উি ); roundabout (পেরা ভােব). পেরা  কর an indirect 
tax. পেরাে , ̃ভােব adv. behind one's back, in one's absence. পেরাে  িন া করা to slander somebody in 
his absence, to backbite. 

পেরাটা [ parōṭā ] n a kind of thin bread fried in oil or clarified butter. 
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পেরাপকার [ parōpakāra ] n the good of others; philanthropy, benevolence; (loos. but pop.) 
public welfare. পেরাপকার করা v. to do good to others, to do a good turn (to a person). ̃ক, পেরাপকারী 
a. doing good to others; philanthropic, benevolent. fem. পেরাপকািরণী । পেরাপকািরতা n. act of doing 
good to others; philanthropy, benevolence. 

পেরপজীবী, পেরাপজীব  [ parēpajībī, parōpajībya ] a living on an other; depending or hanging on 
an other for subsistence; parasitic. 

পেরায়া [ parōẏā ] n heedfulness, care (উপেদেশর পেরায়া); fear, daunt; concern, anxiety. পেরায়া করা v. 
to pay heed to; (esp. in neg.) to care; to be afraid of, to fear; to be concerned or anxious about. 
 ছ পেরায়া  নই no fear; no matter; never mind. 

পক িট, পক টী [ parkaṭi, parkaṭī ] n a kind of fig-tree. 

পজ   [ parjanya ] n thunder-cloud, nimbus; Indra (ই ) the thunder-god. 

পণ  [ parṇa ] n a tree-leaf, a leaf (পণ   িটর); betel leaf (পণ  কারী); a feather, a plume ( পণ  ). ̃কারী n. a 
grower of betel-leaves (by trade or caste). ̃ িটর n. a hut thatched with tree-leaves; (loos.) a 
hut. ̃ ভাজী a. feeding on tree-leaves; (loos.) gramini vorous. ̃ মাচী a. (bot.) deciduous. ̃শয া n. a bed 

made of tree-leaves; (loos.) a pallet. ̃শালা same as পণ   িটর । পণ  ী a. leafed, leaved; leafy. ☐ n. a tree. 

পপ িট [ parpaṭi ] n an Ayurvedic (আয়ুেব দীয়) drug made from a herbal plant. 

পব  [ parba ] n a holy day; a fiesta; a feast, a festival; a knuckle, a joint (as of a finger); (bot.) a 
node; (of books) a canto, a chapter. 

পব ত [ parbata ] n a mountain; a hill; a rock; a hillock; a mount. ̃ক র, ̃ হা n. a mountain-cave, a 
cave, a cavern. ̃চ ূা n. a peak (of a mountain); a hill-top. ̃পা   n. mountain-side, hillside. ̃ মাণ a. 
mountain-high, high as a mountain; mountainous; huge. ̃বাসী a. living on hills or mountains; 

highland. ☐ n. a hillman; a highlander. fem. ̃বািসনী । ̃িশখর, ̃শ ৃ same as ̃চু া । ̃  িণ n. a mountain 

range. ̃সং ল a. mountainous, having many mountains; hilly. পব তাকার a. looking like a mountain; 
mountainous, huge. পব  তােরাহী n. a mountaineer. ☐ a. climbing a mountain. পব তীয় a. of or grown 
in or living on mountains or hills; mountainous, highland. 

পব মধ  [ parbamadhya ] n (bot.) an internode. 

পব াে াট [ parbāsphōṭa ] n act of snapping a knuckle or knuckles of one's finger(s). 

পব াহ [ parbāha ] n a day of festival; a holy day; a fiesta; a festival. 
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পয   [ paryaṅka ] n a costly bedstead or cot; a couch, a divan; (geog.) a basin (of a river). 

পয টক [ paryaṭaka ] n a traveller, a perigrinator, a tourist. 

পয টন [ paryaṭana ] n (wide) travel, perigrination, tour. পয টন করা v. to travel (widely), to 
perigrinate, to tour. 

পয   [ paryanta ] n limit, end, extremity. ☐ prep. to (মাথা  থেক পা পয  ); up to (এই সীমা পয  ); till or 
until (  ন আসা পয  , বৃি  না থামা পয  ). ☐ adv. too, also, even (িতিন পয   অনাচারমু  নন). 

পয াবসান [ paryābasāna ] n end, close, termination, conclusion; result; reduction. পয াবসান হওয়া v. 
to end, to terminate, to conclude; to result in; to be reduced to. 

পয বিসত [ paryabasita ] a ended, terminated, concluded; resolved (into); reduced (to); resulting 
in. 

পয েব ক [ paryabēkṣaka ] a watching; observing. ☐ n. a watcher; an observer. 

পয েব ণ [ paryabēkṣaṇa ] n watching; observation. পয েব ণ করা v. to watch; to observe. পয েব িণকা 
n. an observatory; a watch tower. 

পয েবি ত [ paryabēkṣita ] a watched; observed. 

পয সন [ paryasana ] n removal; act of throwing all round; scattering. 

পয   [ paryanta ] a removed; thrown all round; scattered; turned upside down, overturned; 
reversed. 

পয াণ [ paryāṇa ] n saddle; a panel; a caparison. 

পয া  [ paryāpta ] a ample, abundant; sufficient, adequate, enough; moderate, temperate; 
capable, competent. পয াি  n. amplitude, abundance, plenty; sufficiency, adequacy, 
moderateness, moderation, temperance; capability, competence, competency. 

পয াবরণ [ paryābaraṇa ] n environment; surroundings; the environs. 

পয াবৃ  [ paryābṛtta ] a periodic. পয াবৃি  n. periodicity. 

পয ায় [ paryāẏa ] n a turn; serial order; succession; state, condition, shape, form, series (নবপয ায়); 
a generation (আিদপু ষ  থেক সাতােশর পয ায়); a synonym (usu. পয ায়শ ); (chiefly in sc.) a period (usu. 
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পয ায়কাল). ̃ েম adv. by turns; serially; successively; alternately. ̃চ ুিত, ̃ভ  n. a break in the series, a 
break in periodicity; inversion. ̃শ  n. synonymous words; related or cognate words. ̃সম a. 
rhyming alternately. ̃সারিণ n. (chem.) a periodic table. 

পয ােলাচন, পয ােলাচনা [ paryālōcana, paryālōcanā ] n thorough discussion or study or review. 
পয ােলাচনা করা v. to discuss or study or review thoroughly. 

পয ােলািচত [ paryālōcita ] a thoroughly discussed or studied or reviewed. 

পয াস [ paryāsa ] n topsyturvy; upset, reverse, a great change; a revolution. 

পযু দ  [ paryudasta ] a utterly defeated, routed, crushed; completely baffled; prevented or 
repulsed; totally forbidden; foiled, marred. পযু দ  করা v. to defeat utterly, to rout, to crush; to 
baffle completely; to prevent or repulse; to forbid totally; to foil, to mar. 

পযু দাস [ paryudāsa ] n utter defeat, rout, crush; complete frustration; prevention or repulse. 

পযু িষত [ paryuṣita ] a stale (পযু িষতল অ ). 

পেয ষণ, পেয ষণা [ paryēṣaṇa, paryēṣaṇā ] n search, investigation; research. 

প  কা [ parśukā ] n a rib, a vertebra. 

পষ  দ, পষ    [ parṣada, parṣat ] n a council, a board. 

পল1 [ pala1 ] n a measure of time (= 24 seconds); a moment, a while, a very short time; a 
measure of weight (= 8  তালা). 

পল2 [ pala2 ] n a bevel (পল- তালা). 

পলক [ palaka ] n wink or blink (of eyes); a very short time, an instant, a moment; an eyelid. 
পলক প া v. (of eyes) to close, to wink, to blink. পলক  ফলা v. to wink, to blink. ̃পাত n. closing of 
eyelids. ̃শ ূ, ̃হীন a. (of eyes) unwinking unblinking; (of sight or look) steadfast, fixed, winkless. 
পলেক পলেক every moment; in very quick succession. পলেক  লয় instant disaster (with little or no 
warning). পলেকর মেধ , পলেক adv. in an instant, instantly; in the twinkling of an eye. 

পলকা [ palakā ] a brittle, fragile; frail; delicate; unsubstantial. 

পলটন [ palaṭana ] n an armed force; a platoon. 
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পলিট [ palaṭi ] v (imperf.) turning back. 

পলতা [ palatā ] n the creeper bearing পেটাল (this is used as a bitter pot-herb). 

পলেত [ palatē ] n the wick of a lamp. 

পল- তালা [ pala-tōlā ] a bevelled. 

পলল [ palala ] n meat; silt, slime; alluvium. পলল ভূিম n. alluvial soil. 

পল ারা [ palastārā ] n a plaster (esp. one composed of slaked lime, sand and hair, and used for 
coating walls etc.). পল ারা  দওয়া বা লাগােনা v. to plaster. 

পলা1 [ palā1 ] n coral. 

পলা2 [ palā2 ] n a kind of tiny ladle or spoon. 

পলাি  [ palāgni ] n bile. 

পলা ু [ palāṇḍu ] n onion. 

পলাতক [ palātaka ] a fugitive, fleeing; absconding. ☐ n. a fugitive; an absconder. fem. পলাতকা । 
পলাতক হওয়া v. to abscond. 

পলা  [ palānna ] n a highly spiced dish of rice and meat boiled in clarified butter, pilau. 

পলায়ন [ palāẏana ] n act of running away or fleeing, flight; escape. পলায়ন করা v. same as পালােনা 
(v.). ̃পর a. fleeing, fugitive; absconding; escaping. পলায়নপর  সনাবািহনী the retreating army. 
পলায়েনাদ ত a. attempting to flee or escape, about to run away. 

পলায়মান [ palāẏamāna ] a fleeing, fugitive; absconding; escaping. fem. পলায়মান । 

পলািয়ত [ palāẏita ] a fled; absconded; escaped, fem. পলািয়তা । 

পলাশ [ palāśa ] n a kind of beautiful red flower having no fragrance; its tree, the dhak, the 
palas, Butea monosperma. 

পিল [ pali ] n silt; alluvium. পিল প া v. to collect alluvial deposit, to silt. পিল-প া a. silted up. ̃মািট n. 
alluvium, silt; alluvial soil. 
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পিলজ [ palija ] a alluvial. 

পিলত [ palita ] n grey-hairedness, grey-headedness; greyness; grey. ☐ a. grey; aged, old. ̃ কশ a. 
grey-haired; old, aged. 

পলীয় [ palīẏa ] n protein. 

পল ু[ palu ] n a species of silk-worm living on the mulberry tree. 

পেলা [ palō ] n a pail-shaped wicker-basket for catching fish. 

প ল [ palbala ] n any small pool of water (esp. a shallow one). 

পল য়ন [ palyaẏana ] n a saddle; a caparison; a panel, a pack-saddle. 

প ব [ pallaba ] n a leaf (ব ৃপ ব, নবপ ব); a lid (অি প ব); a new tree-leaf; the forepart of a young 
shoot or sprout bearing new leaves (আ প ব). ̃ ািহতা n. surface-grazing; dilettantism; eclecticism; 
smattering acquaintance. ̃ াহী a. dilettantish; smattering. প ব াহী  লাক a dilettante (pl. 
dilettanti); a smatterer. প িবত a. containing leaves, leafy; full of new leaves; sprouted; detailed, 
exhausted; exaggerated (প িবত বণ  না). 

পি , প ী [ palli, pallī ] n a small area of human habitation containing a cluster of houses, a 
locality ( গাপপি ); a hamlet; a village; a municipal division, a ward. ̃অ ল n. a rural area; 
countryside. পি  উ য়ন n. village development, rural uplift. ̃গীিত n. folksong, village song. ̃ াম n. a 
village. ̃জীবন n. rural life, countrylife. ̃নৃত  n. a country-dance. ̃বধু n. a country-woman, a country-
wife. ̃বালা, ̃বািলকা n. a country-girl; a country maid. ̃বাস n. a village home; a country residence; act 
of living in a country. ̃বাসী a. living in a country, rural; (dero.) rustic. ☐ n. a countryman (fem. a 

country-woman), a villager. (dero.) a rustic. fem. ̃বািসনী । ̃বাসী ভ েলাক a country gentleman. ̃ভবন n. 

a village home; a country residence; a country-house, a country seat. ̃ম ল সিমিত village welfare 
society. ̃সংগঠন n. rural organization, rural development. ̃সং ার n. rural reconstruction; village 
upliftment. ̃সিমিত n. a village society. 

পশতু, পশেতা [ paśatu, paśatō ] n Pushtu, Pushtoo, Pashto, a language of the Afghans. 

পশম [ paśama ] n wool; fur. পশম পির ার করা to card or comb wool. পশিমনা n. a kind of very fine 
woollen cloth. পশিম a. woollen; made of fur. 

পশলা [ paśalā ] n a short spell of fall (as of rain), a shower. 

পশা [ paśā ] v (poet.) to enter; to penetrate. 
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প  [ paśu ] n a quadruped animal, a beast, a brute; a beastly or brutal man; an attendant of 
Shiva (িশব). গবািদ প  cattle. গৃহপািলত প  a domestic animal; (pl.) livestock. বিলর প  a sacrificial 
beast. ভারবাহী প  a beast of burden, a draught animal, a pack animal. িশকাির প  a beast of prey. 
িশকােরর প  a game. ̃চম  n. animal skin; hide; pelt. ̃চারণ n. act of grazing cattle, grazing. প চারণ করা v. 
to graze or feed cattle. ̃চারণ     n. a pasturage, a grazing-field. ̃চারণেযাগ  a. pasturable. ̃িচিক সক n. a 
veterinary surgeon. ̃  n. animality; beastliness; brutality. ̃ধম  n. bestiality; sexual intercourse or 
copulation. ̃ধম া a. bestial; brutal; addicted to excessive sexual intercourse or copulation. ̃পিত 
Shiva (িশব). ̃পাল a. herd or flock of animals or livestock. ̃পাল, ̃পালক n. a herdsman, a cowherd; a 
shepherd; a goatherd. ̃পালন n. act of rearing and tending and raising livestock, live stock 
farming. ̃পালনিবশারদ n. a live stock expert. ̃ব  a. beast-like, beastly, bestial, brutal. ̃ব  আচরণ 
bestiality, brutality. ̃রাজ n. the king of beasts; the lion. ̃ লাম n. wool; fur. ̃শি  n. brute force. ̃শালা n. 
a zoological garden, a zoo; a cattleshed; a stable. ̃িশকার n. game-hunting, hunting. ̃িশকাির n. a 

game-hunter, a hunter (fem. a huntress). ̃ লভ same as প ব  । 

প া  [ paścāt ] adv & prep. after, at or to the back of (প া  আিসেতেছ). &square; adv. afterwards, 
later (প া  বলা); in or to the west. ☐ a. living at the back; reverse (প া  িদক). ☐ n. the back; the 
back side, the rear; the future. প ােত adv. behind (গৃেহর প ােত); later, afterwards (প ােত বলব). 

প া পদ [ paścātpada ] a retreated; withdrawn; turned back; lagging behind. প া পদ হওয়া v. to 
retreat; to withdraw; to turn back; to lag behind. 

প া াপ [ paścāttāpa ] n repentance, remorse. 

প া গিত [ paścādgati ] n retrograde motion, backward movement. প া গমন n. retrogression, 
going after, following. প া গমন করা v. to follow, to go after. প া গামী a. following, going after. 
প া গামী হওয়া v. to follow, to go after. প া ত ী a. lying behind; lagging behind; following, coming 
after or behind. প া ত ী হওয়া v. to lie behind; to lag behind; to follow. প াদ সরণ n. act of following; 
pursuit. প াদ সরণ করা v. to follow; to pursue. প াদ সরণকারী a. following; pursuing. ☐ n. a 

follower; a pursuer. fem. প াদ সরণকািরণী । 

প াদপসরণ [ paścādapasaraṇa ] n retreat. 

প া ূিম [ paścādbhūmi ] n the rear; the background; hinterland. 

প া াবন [ paścāddhābana ] n act of running after; act of chasing. প া াবন করা v. to run after; to 
chase, to pursue. 

প া ািবত [ paścāddhābita ] a running after; chasing, pursuing. 

প া াগ [ paścādbhāga ] n the backside; the rear; the back. প া ােগ adv. in the rear. 
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প াধ   [ paścārdha ] n the lower half of the human body; the lower half; the latter half; the other 
half. 

পি ম [ paścima ] n the west; the Occident; the western world, the western hemisphere. ☐ a. 
final, last, ultimate; subsequent; western. ̃ দশীয় a. of a western country; up-country. ̃ব  n. West 
Bengal. পি ম বায় ুবাহ n. westerly winds; the west wind. পি ম ভারতীয়  ীপপু  n. the West Indies. 
পি মা a. of the west, western (পি মা বাতাস); up country (পি মা  লাক); ☐ n. an up country man. 
পি মা ল n. the western part or region. পি মা  a. facing west ward. পি িম a. western; Occidental. 

প াচার [ paśbācāra ] n a form of asceticism characterized by self-restraint, continence and 
abstinence from drinking wine and eating meat; beastly conduct, brutality. প াচারী a. practising 
the aforesaid form of asceticism; bestial, brutal. 

প াধম [ paśbādhama ] a even worse than a beast or brute (প াধম ব ি ). 

পসরা [ pasarā ] n a load or heap of articles of traffic, wares, merchandise (পসরা সাজােনা); a basket 
containing articles of traffic (পসরা মাথায় করা); a load, a heap, a basket (কলে কর পসরা); an article of 
traffic, a commodity. 

পসার1 [ pasāra1 ] n a market-place, a bazaar; a shop; articles of traffic, wares ( দাকানপসার). 

পসার2 [ pasāra2 ] n a professional man's business practice; good practice (এই উিকলিটর পসার আেছ); 
good reputation, fame (গায়কম লীেত পসার করা). 

পসারা [ pasārā ] v (poet.) to stretch out, to extend (বা  পসািরয়া). 

পসাির [ pasāri ] n a shopkeeper, a seller, a dealer; a pedlar. fem. পসািরিন । 

প ির [ pasuri ] n a measure of weight (about 4.5 kgs.). 

প ােনা [ pastānō ] v to repent or rue or regret. প ািন n. repentance; regret. 

পিহল [ pahila ] a (obs. & poet.) first; early; young. ̃িহ adv. at first. 

পা1 [ pā1 ] n (mus.) the fifth note of the diatonic scale of C major, G. 

পা2 [ pā2 ] n a leg; a foot; a paw; a leg of an article of furniture. পা চাটা v. to today, to bootlick. পা 
চালােনা v. to quicken one's steps; to kick, (hum.) to hoof. পা িটেপ, পা িটেপ িটেপ adv. on tiptoe; 

stealthily. পা  দওয়া v. to set foot on; to step in; to come. পা ধরা same as পােয় ধরা । পা ধুেতও না আসা 

v. to avoid visiting or using (a place) out of sheer disgust or abomination. পা বা ােনা v. to step 
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out, to go out, to leave (ঘর  থেক পা বা ােনা); to be on the point of going or setting out or 
departing; to set out. পােয়  ঠলা v. to reject or abandon or shun scornfully, to spurn at (হােতর ল ী 
পােয়  ঠলা). পােয়  তল  দওয়া v. to flatter in a servile manner. পােয় দলা v. to trample under foot. পােয় 
ধরা v. to solicit or importune or supplicate humbly. পােয় প া v. to fall at one's feet in 
supplication. পােয়র উপর পা িদেয় থাকা v. (fig.) to lead a carefree life of ease, comfort and indolence. 
পােয়র পাতা n. an instep; a foot. পােয় রাখা v. to treat or favour or shelter graciously. পােয় হাত  দওয়া v. 
to touch some one's feet in obeisance. পা-চাটা a. footlicking, bootlicking. পা-চাটা  লাক a footlicker, a 
bootlicker, a today. পা-পা কের adv. step by step. পােয় পােয় adv. at every step (পােয় পােয় বাধা); (of two 
or more persons or creatures) having one another's legs tied together; (of a single person or 
creature) having legs tied to gether (পােয় পােয় বাঁধা); with slow but steady steps (পােয় পােয় এেগােনা); 
on the back of, pursuing ( স আমার পােয় পােয় আসেছ). 

পাই [ pāi ] n an obsolete Indian coin (=1/192; rupee), a pie. 

পাইক [ pāika ] n a foot soldier, an infantryman, a footman; a guard or messenger armed with a 
staff and also with other weapons (often a liveried one). পাইক বরক াজ n. footmen and other 
follow ers. 

পাইকা [ pāikā ] n (print.) pica. 

পাইপ [ pāipa ] n a pipe. 

পাউডার [ pāuḍāra ] n powder (esp. cosmetic pow der). পাউডার  বালােনা, পাউডার মাখা v. to dust or 
daub with powder, to powder. পাউডােরর  কৗেটা a powder-case, a pow der-box. পাউডােরর তুিল a 
powder-puff. 

পাউ ড [ pāunḍa ] n a unit of weight (= 454 grammes); a unit of money (= 2 shillings). 

পাউ িট [ pāuruṭi ] n bread baked in the European fashion. একটা  গাটা পাউ িট a loaf of bread. এক 
টুকেরা পাউ িট a piece or slice of bread. 

পাওনা [ pāōnā ] a that which ought to be paid or done to one, due. ☐ n. due; money due to one; 
earnings, income (উপির পাওনা); assets or outstanding bills ( দনা-পাওনা). পাওনা আদায় করা v. to realize 
what is due; to realize a bill or claim. পাওনা  দওয়া, পাওনা  মটােনা v. to pay what is due; to foot the 
bill. ̃গ ডা, ̃ থাওনা n. due; earnings, income. ̃দার n. a creditor. 

পাওয়া [ pāōẏā ] v to get; to receive িচিঠ পাওয়া; to obtain (মুি  পাওয়া); to find (চাকির পাওয়া); to earn 
or gain (টাকা পাওয়া); to attain, to realize (িসি  পাওয়া): to come or happen ( দখেত পাওয়া); to have ( দখা 
পাওয়া); to be able ( নেত পাওয়া); to inherit (বােপর  ভাব পাওয়া); to feel or to be stricken with (িখেদ 
পাওয়া); to feel like (কা া পাওয়া); to enjoy (আরাম পাওয়া); to sense, to be aware of ( টর পাওয়া); to be 
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possessed by (ভূেত পাওয়া). ☐ a. obtained, earned (পাওয়া িজিনস); possessed by (ভূেত পাওয়া  লাক). পে  
পাওয়া to get by chance.  জা পাওয়া to get an opportunity (for gain etc.) পাওয়ােনা v. to cause to get or 
obtain or find or earn or gain or attain or inherit or be stricken with or feel like or feel or be 
possessed by. 

পাংশন [ pāṃśana ] a bringing disgrace, tarnishing ( ল পাংশন). 

পাং  [ pāṃśu ] n ashes; dust; stain, stigma; vice, sin. ☐ a. livid, pale (পাং মুখ). ̃বণ   a. ash-
coloured; livid. ☐ n. ash-colour. ̃ল a. dusty, dust-ridden; stained; vicious, sinful; libidinous. ☐ n. 

Shiva (িশব). ̃লা a. fem. of পাং ল । ☐ n. the earth. 

পাঁইট [ pām ̐iṭa ] n a measure of capacity, a pint. 

পাঁক [ pān ̐ka ] n slime, silt. 

পাঁকাল [ pān ̐kāla ] n a kind of eel. ☐ a. muddy, miry, clayey. 

পা ঁই [ pān ̐kui ] n chilblain; foot-sore caused by mud. 

পাঁচ [ pān ̐ca ] n. & a five. পাঁচ কথা a lot of talking; many and varied topics; harsh words; a talking-
to; reproof. 

পাঁচই [ pān ̐ci ] n the fifth day of a month, the fifth. ☐ a. (of the days of a month) fifth. 

পাঁচজন [ pān ̐cajana ] n (lit.) five persons; (fig.) people at large, others, they. 

পাঁচ া [ pān̐caḍ◌়ā ] n scabies, itches. 

পাঁচন [ pān ̐cana ] n a medicinal decoction prepared by boiling different herbs. 

পাঁচনর [ pān ̐canara ] n a five-tiered or five-stringed necklace. পাঁচনির a. five-stringed or five-tiered 
পাঁচনির হার. 

পাঁচেফা ন [ pān ̐caphōḍ◌়na ] n cumin-seed, black cumin seed, fenugreek seed, aniseed and 
parsley; these five kinds of spices collectively. 

পাঁচহািত [ pān ̐cahāti ] a five cubits long (পাঁচহািত শাল). 

পাঁিচল [ pān ̐cila ] n a wall. 

Bangla Torrents Releaser Group
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পাজঁ [ pān ̐ja ] n a skein or wisp or roll of carded cotton. 

পাজঁর, পাজঁরা [ pān ̐jara, pān ̐jarā ] n the ribs; the thorax; a rib bone, a rib. 

পাজঁা1 [ pān ̐jā1 ] n a brick-kiln, kiln. 

পাজঁা2 [ pān ̐jā2 ] n a bundle; a faggot; a pile, a heap. পাঁজা করা v. to bundle; to pile, to heap. 

পাজঁা3 [ pān ̐jā3 ] n outspread hands forming a stretcher. 

পাজঁােকালা [ pān̐jākōlā ] a lifted upon hands outspread in the shape of a stretcher. পাঁজােকালা করা 
v. to lift upon hands outspread in the shape of a stretcher. 

পাঁিজ [ pān̐ji ] n a calendar, an almanac, an ephemeris. ̃পুিথ n. ephemerides and scriptures; books 
collectively. হােত পাঁিজ ম লবার worrying for ascertaining a date with the almanac in hand; 
unnecessary groping or search (for a solution that is already there). 

পাঁঠা [ pān ̐ṭhā ] n a he-goat; (dero.) a dunce, a fool. fem. পাঁিঠ । ̃বিল n. sacrifice of a goat by 
chopping off its head. পাঁঠার মাংস goat's meat; (pop.) mutton. 

পা ঁ [ pān̐ḍ◌় ] a ripe (পাঁ  শসা); inveterate (পাঁ  মাতাল, পাঁ  বদমাশ). ☐ n. an inveterate drunkard. 

পাঁে  [ pān ̐ḍ◌়ē ] n the family name of some upcountry Brahmans. 

পাঁিত [ pān ̐ti ] n a row, a line (দাঁেতর পাঁিত); a line quoted from scriptures as an authority, a 
scriptural prescription (পাঁিত  দওয়া); style, manner ('কথার  দখ পাঁিত'); a letter, a note ('রতন হাের 
বাঁিধয়া িদ  পাঁিত'); information about identity, descriptive particulars (জািতর পাঁিত). ̃প  n. a solemn 
marriage-contract drawn up in black and white. পাঁিতপ  করা v. to draw up a solemn marriage-
contract in black and white. 

পাঁদা  [ pān ̐dāḍ◌় ] n a dump for sweepings, refuse etc. at the back of a house. 

পাঁপর1 [ pām̐para1 ] n a snack made of the dough of pigeon-pea rolled into thin roundish saucer 
and eaten after frying in oil or singeing. 

পাঁপর2 [ pām ̐para2 ] n (law) a pauper. 

পাঁয়তারা [ pām ̐ẏatārā ] n act of pacing to find an opportunity to attack or grapple (as in 
wrestling); act of bragging before commencing to do something; preliminary preparations. 
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পাঁয়তারা কষা v. to pace up and down to find a suitable moment to attack or grapple; to brag before 
commencing to do something; to make preliminary preparations. 

পাঁশ [ pām ̐śa ] n ashes; a worthless or nonsense thing, talk etc. (ছাইপাঁশ). পাঁ েট a. ash-coloured; 
livid, pale. 

পাঁশ   [ pām ̐śakuḍ◌় ] n dustbin. 

পাক2 [ pāka2 ] n cooking; act of condensing by heat (সে েশর পাক); digestion (পাক হলী); 
consequence (িবপাক); greyness (চুেল পাক ধরা). পাক করা v. to cook. পাক ধরা v. to begin to be 
condensed by heat; to begin to turn grey. ̃ি য়া n. (function or act of) digestion. ̃ তল n. a 

medicinal oil. ̃পা  same as পাক হালী । ̃ম ড n. chyme. ̃য  n. the digestive organ, the stomach. পাকয -

 দাহ n. inflammation of the stomach, gastritis. ̃শালা a. a kitchen, a cookhouse. ̃ হলী n. the 
stomach. ̃ হালী n. a cooking pot or utensil. ̃ শ   n. the ceremony of a bride's serving out food for 
the first time to her husband's kinsfolk. 

পাক3 [ pāka3 ] n a mythological demon. ̃শাসন n. Indra (ই ), the slayer of Paka (পাক) the demon. 

পাক4 [ pāka4 ] n act of going round or winding, circumambulation, revolution, convolution, 
circular movement, rotation; a coil or ring (িজিলিপর পাক); a twirl or spin; a providential or chance 
occurrence (পােকচে ); an intrigue, a conspiracy, a plot, a tangle. পাক খাওয়া v. to go round; to have 
a walk; to wind; to circumambulate; to revolve, to convolve, to rotate; to twirl, to spin, to twine; 
to ravel. পাক  খালা v. to untwist; to unravel, to puzzle out. ̃দ ডী n. a circuitous or spiral route that 
leads to the top of a mountain. পাক  দওয়া v. to go round; to have a walk; to twist, to spin, to 
ravel. পাক প া. পাক লাগা v. to be come twisted; to become twisted confusedly, to ravel. পাক লাগােনা 
same as পাক  দওয়া । পােক প া v. to be entagled, to be caught in an intrigue; to get into difficulty 
or trouble. পােক  ফলা v. to catch in an intrigue; to drive into difficulty. 

পাক  [ pākaḍ◌় ] n arrest, seizure (ধরপাক ). পাক াও a. seizure, arrest; act of catching with 
importunity (চকিরর জ  ম ীেক পাক াও). ☐ v. imperat. arrest, seize; catch. পাক ােনা v. to catch; to 
seize; to arrest. 

পাকন [ pākana ] n (obs.) ripening or maturing; (dero.) act of being seasoned or experienced; 
(dero.) becoming precocious or depraved; (of hair etc.) act of turning grey. 

পাকলােনা [ pākalānō ] v (poet. & obs.) to redden ('চ  ুপাকিলয়া বেল'). 

পাকা [ pākā ] v to ripen (ফল পাকা); to attain maturity, to mature (বুি  পাকা, বয়স পাকা); to turn grey 
(চুল পাকা); to suppurate ( ফা ঁা পাকা; to become seasoned (হা  পাকা); to become experienced or 
skilled (ডা ািরেত  স  পেকেছ); to be hardened (বদমািশেত পাকা); to be come depraved or spoilt or 
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precocious ( ছেলটা ভারী  পেকেছ). ☐ a. ripe; mature; grey; grey-haired (পাকা মাথা); skilled, 
experienced (পাকা কািরগর); inveterate, hardened (পাকা  চার); downright, thorough (পাকা বদমাশ); 
precocious, spoilt, depraved; skilful (পাকা হাত); set (পাকা  লখা); durable, fast (পাকা রং); full, nett 
(পাকা পাঁচ িকেলা); standard (পাকা ওজন); hardened in fire (পাকা ইট) brick-built (পাকা বাি ); permanent 
(পাকা চাকির); final, settled, fixed (পাকা কথা, পাকা তািরখ); pure, genuine, unalloyed (পাকা  সানা); 
seasoned (পাকা হা , পাকা কাঠ); of a high standard (পাকা রচনা); tanned (পাকা চাম া); legally or formally 
drawn up (পাকা দিলল); pucka, pukka. (পাকা ওজন) stan dard weight esp. in which one seer ( সর) is 
equal to 8 tolas ( তালা). পাকা কথা final word; a promise or word. পাকা করা v. to confirm or finalize. 
পাকা খাতা n. finalized book of accounts. পাকা ধােন মই  দওয়া (lit.) to harrow and destory a field of 
ripened paddy; (fig.) to undo an accomplished piece of work; to do incalculable harm to. পাকা ঘুঁিট 
 কঁেচ যওয়া undoing of what is almost complete. পাকা চাম া leather. ̃চুল n. grey hair; an aged and 
experienced man (পাকাচুেলর পরামশ    নওয়া). পাকা  দখা v. to visit formally a prospective bride's house 
in order to draw up the marriage-contract in black and white. ̃ দখা n. a formal visit to a 
prospective bride's house in order to draw up the marriage-contract in black and white; the 
final view of a girl by the bridegroom's party before she is accepted in marriage. ̃পািক a. settled, 
fixed, finalized; sure. পাকাপািক করা v. to settle, to fix, to finalize; to make sure. ̃ পা  a. permanent; 
settled, fixed, finalized; hardened by long practice (পাকােপা   লাক); experienced and seasoned; 
inveterate (পাকােপা   চার). পাকা বাি  a brick-built house, a building. পাকা মাথা a grey-headed or grey-
haired person; an old or aged person; a wise or experienced person. পাকা মাথায় িসঁ র পরা (for a 
woman) to have one's husband living even when one becomes hoary-headed. পাকািম n. precocity. 
পাকা রা া a metalled or cobbled road. পাকা হা়ে   ভলিক  দখােনা to show magical or amazing power or 
proficiency even in one's old age. পাকা হাত a set hand; skilled hand; an old hand, an experienced 
man; an adept. পাকা িহসাব final accounts. 

পাকািট [ pākāṭi ] n a stalk of the jute-plant used as fuel; (fig.) a lean rickety person. 

পাকােট [ pākāṭē ] a wizened. 

পাকােনা [ pākānō ] v to twist; to twirl; to ravel; to wring, to writhe (শরীর পাকােনা); to wizen; to 
complicate ( স ব াপারটােক পািকেয়েছ); to organize, to form (দল পাকােনা); to cook, to ripen; to mature; 
to cause to turn grey; to cause to suppurate; to season; to make experienced or skilled; to 
harden; to deprave, to spoil, to make precocious. ☐ a. twisted; twirled; ravelled; wizened. 

পাকাশয় [ pākāśaẏa ] n the stomach. ̃ দাহ n. inflammation of the stomach, gastritis. পাকাশিয়ক a. 
stomachal, stomachic; gastric. 

পািক [ pāki ] a measured by the standard weight in which one seer ( সর) is equal to 8 tolas 
( তালা), standard (পািক ওজন). 

পািক ািন [ pākistāni ] a of Pakistan. ☐ n. a citizen of Pakistan, Pakistani. 
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পা   [ pākuḍ◌় ] n a species of fig-tree, Ficus infectoria. 

পােকচে , পােক- কাের [ pākēcakrē, pākē-prakārē ] adv by this trick or that, through cunning 
devices; somehow; by hook or by crook. 

পা া [ pākkā ] a emphatical var. of পাকা (a). 

পাি ক [ pākṣika ] a fortnightly. ☐ n. a fortnightly journal. 

পাখনা [ pākhanā ] n a wing; a feather; a fin. 

পাখলা [ pākhalā ] n rubbing and washing, scouring or rinsing ( ধায়া-পাখলা). পাখলােনা. v. to rub and 
wash; to scour; to rinse. 

পাখশাট [ pākhaśāṭa ] n a blow or a flap of a bird's wings. পাখশাট মারা v. (of a bird) to strike with 
wings, to flap one's wings. 

পাখা [ pākhā ] n a wing; a feather; (rare) a fin; a fan; a propeller; vane or sail (as of a windmill). 
টানা পাখা n. a large fan suspended from a pole and moved by pulling, a punkah, a punka. িবজিল-পাখা 
n. an electric fan. হাত-পাখা n. a hand fan. পাখা করা v. to fan. পাখা  ঘারােনা v. to set a propeller or vane 
moving; to switch on an electric fan. পাখা ঝাপটােনা v. (of a bird) to flutter or flap wings. পাখা টানা v. 
to pull a punkah. 

পাখাওয়ালা [ pākhāōẏālā ] a winged; feathered; (rare) finned; having a propeller or vane or sail. 
☐ n. a punkah-puller; a dealer in or pedlar of hand-fans; a repairer of electric fans; one who lets 
out electric fans on hire. 

পািখ [ pākhi ] n the bird; a blind (of a window); a spoke (of a wheel); a step or rung of a ladder. 
পািখ প ােনা v. to teach or get up by rote, to cram. পািখর  াণ very feeble vitality. পািখর বাসা a nest; 
(fig.) a very disorderly place or thing (মাথাটা  যন পািখর বাসা). 

পােখায়াজ [ pākhōẏāja ] n a musical instrument of percussion shaped almost like a tom-tom. 
পােখায়ািজ n. one who can play on this instrument. 

পাগি  [ pāgaḍ◌়i ] n a turban; a head-cloth. ̃ধারী n. turbaned. 

পা-গাি  [ pā-gāḍ◌়i ] n a bicycle; (hum.) the foot or the leg (সবেচেয় ভােলা পা-গাি ). 

পাঙাশ [ pāṅāśa ] n a large silvery-white fish. 
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পাে  য় [ pāṅktēẏa ] a fit to be included in the same line or row or class; fit to be allowed to sit 
in a community-dinner (see পি  েভাজন). 

পা াশ2 [ pāṅgāśa2 ] a ash-coloured; livid, pale. 

পাচক [ pācaka ] a digestive; gastric; one who cooks. ☐ n. a cook. ̃রস n. gastric juice, digestive 
fluid. 

পাচন [ pācana ] a digestive; gastric. ☐ n. a medicinal decoction. 

পাচনত  [ pācanatantra ] n digestive system. 

পাচনবাি  [ pācanabāḍ◌়i ] n a truncheon for driving cattle. 

পাচনয  [ pācanayantra ] n the digestive or gastric organ. 

পাচার [ pācāra ] n act of finishing or consuming; slaughter, murder; secret removal (and 
hiding); kidnapping; smuggling; act or removing secretly and doing away. পাচার করা v. to finish; 
to consume; to slay, to murder, (coll.) to do in; to remove secretly (and conceal); to kidnap; to 
smuggle; to remove secretly and do away. 

পািচকা [ pācikā ] fem of পাচক । 

পাচ  [ pācya ] a that which can be or is to be cooked; digestive, digestible. 

পাছ [ pācha ] n the back part, the back. 

পাছ া-পাছি  [ pāchaḍ◌়ā-pāchaḍ◌়i ] n scuffle, mutual grappling. 

পাছ য়ার [ pāchaduẏāra ] n a back-door, a postern gate. 

পাছতলা [ pāchatalā ] n the lower half of the body; the back part of a dwelling-house. 

পাছা [ pāchā ] n the hip, the buttocks; the loins; the posteriors, the rump. 

পাছা- পে  [ pāchā-pēḍ◌়ē ] a (of a woman's cloth) having a broad lengthwise furbelow in the 
middle. 

পাছ ু[ pāchu ] n the back (পাছু  থেক). ☐ a. flinching, retreated. ☐ adv. (dial.) towards one's back, 
back (পাছু  ফরা); from behind (পাছু ডাকা); afterwards, later on (পাছু  নব). ☐ prep. on the back of 
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(আমার পাছু আসেব). পাছু লাগা. (dial.) v. to chase, to pursue; to tease; to watch one closely with 
mischievous intentions. পাছু হওয়া v. to flinch, to shrink back; to retreat. পাছু পাছু adv. & prep. on 
the back of, close behind. 

পােছ [ pāchē ] prep. & adv same as িপেছ । ☐ con. lest. পােছ পােছ same as িপেছ িপেছ । 

পািজ [ pāji ] a mean, vile; wicked; knavish; mischievous; hare-brained. পািজর পা ঝা া extremely 
mean or vile or wicked or knavish or mischievous. পািজ  লাক a knave, a villain, a rogue, a 
scoundrel; a scapegrace; a varlet. 

পা জ  [ pāñcajanya ] n (myth.) the conch used to be blown by Krishna (কৃ ) esp. in battles. 

পা বািষ  ক [ pāñcabārṣika ] a quinquennial. 

পা েভৗিতক [ pāñcabhautika ] a of or composed of the five elements namely the earth, water, 
fire, air and atmosphere. 

পা ািল [ pāñcāli ] n a princess of Panchal (প াল); Draupadi of the Mahabharata. 

পা া [ pāñjā ] n the five playing-cards or dice; the palm of a hand; an impression of the palm; a 
letter or permit marked with the impression of the palm of a king or an official authority. পা া 
কষা, পা া ল া v. to try the strength of each other's wrist by seizing it and trying to turn it down. 

পাট1 [ pāṭa1 ] n a well-curb. 

পাট2 [ pāṭa2 ] n words and actions of a character in a play, a part. পাট করা v. to act one's part. 

পাট3 [ pāṭa3 ] n silk, linen; jute; a plank, a board ( ধাপার পাট); a holy place ( ীপাট); a seat, an official 
seat, a throne (পােট বসা, পাটরািন); (myth.) the imaginary mountain behind which the sun goes 
down whilst setting (সযূ  পােট নােম); a fold, a plait (কাপে র পাট, চুেলর পাট). ☐ a. royal (পাটহািত). পাট 
করা v. to fold, to plait, to pleat; (fig.) to give a sound drubbing. পােট নামা v. (of the sun) to set. পােট 
বসা v. to sit on a throne; to be seated on the official seat; (of the sun) to set. পােট পােট adv. in or 
by folds; in every fold. 

পাট4 [ pāṭa4 ] n routine duties of a household. পাট  তালা, পাট ওঠােনা v. to complete the routine 
duties of a household; (fig.) to close down. পাট সারা v. to complete the routine duties of a 
household; (fig.) to complete a work. 

পাটেকল [ pāṭakēla ] n a brickbat. 
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পাটন [ pāṭana ] n a city, a habitation, a settlement ( গৗ  পাটন); trade and commerce; sea trade. 
পাটেন যাওয়া v. to set out on sea trade. 

পাটনাই [ pāṭanāi ] a grown or produced in Patna; of Patna. 

পাটিন [ pāṭani ] n a ferryman; a wharfinger. 

পাটল [ pāṭala ] a brick-red, pale and pink-coloured. 

পাটলা, পাটিল [ pāṭalā, pāṭali ] n the trumpet-flower or its plant. 

পাটশাক [ pāṭaśāka ] n leaves of the jute-plant used as a pot-herb. 

পাটা [ pāṭā ] n (of wood) a plank, a board; (of metals) a plate; a face or surface (বুেকর পাটা); a 
document of purchase or leasehold of land. বুেকর পাটা (fig.) courage or daring. 

পাটাতন [ pāṭātana ] n a deck or floor (esp. one made of wood). 

পাটািল [ pāṭāli ] n a discoid solid tablet of molasses. 

পািট1, পাটী1 [ pāṭi1, pāṭī1 ] n a finely woven mat of a kind of aquatic grass. 

পািট2, পাটী2 [ pāṭi2, pāṭī2 ] n orderliness; order, system, method; a row, a line (দ পািট); one of a 
pair (জ ুেতার পািট); a plait, a pleat (' মাহন পািট'); household duties ('সংসােরর পািট'); reckoning by 
figures (পাটীগিণত). 

পািটগিণত, পাপীগিণত [ pāṭigaṇita, pāpīgaṇita ] n arithmetic. 

পািটসাপটা [ pāṭisāpaṭā ] n a kind of sweet patty or pie. 

পােটায়ার [ pāṭōẏāra ] n a landowner's or business man's employee who collects rents and keeps 
accounts; a manufacturer of haberdashery esp. girdles and strings of beads. ☐ a. very much 
calculating or cautious about expenditure. পােটায়াির n. same as পােটায়ার (n.) ☐ a. relating to the 
aforesaid landowner's or business man's employee; relating to haberdashery; very much 
calculating or cautious about expenditure. পােটায়াির বুি  shrewd or keen practical sense, keen 
consciousness of one's own interest or affairs; circumspection. 

পা া [ pāṭṭā ] n a document of purchase or leasehold of land; a fold, a plait, a pleat ( দাপা া); a 
thick layer; massive beard (গালপা া). পা া  দওয়া v. to sell or to lease out (land.) পা া  নওয়া v. to 
purchase or to take on lease (as land). ̃দাতা n. a lessor. ̃দার n. a leaseholder. 
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পাঠ [ pāṭha ] n reading, perusal; study; recitation; lesson; a reading of text (পুঁিথর মূল পাঠ); a text-
book. পাঠ করা v. to read, to peruse; to study; to reci.e. পাঠ  তির করা v. to learn or prepare one's 
lesson. পাঠ  দওয়া v. to give one a lesson. পাঠ  নওয়া v. to take lessons (from a teacher). পাঠক n. a 
reader; one who studies; a student, a pupil; a reciter; one who reads out or recites from 
scriptures; a professional narrator of mythological stories; a teacher, a reader. ̃গহৃ n. a reading-
room, a study; a library. পাঠন n. teaching. ̃ ম n. a syllabus. ̃িনিব , ̃ম  a. absorbed in reading or 

study. ̃ভবন, ̃মি র n. a reading-room, a study; a library; a school. ̃ ভদ same as পাঠা র । ̃রত a. 

engaged in reading or studying. ̃শালা n. a primary school. পাঠা রাগ n. fondness for reading; 
devotion to study. পাঠা রাগী a. fond of reading; devoted to study. পাঠা র n. another text or a 
different text or reading or version. পাঠাভ াস করা v. to learn one's lessons. 

পাঠাথ  ী [ pāṭhārthī ] a desirous of reading or studying. ☐ n. a student, a pupil; a prospective 
student. fem. পাঠািথন  ী । পােঠা ার n. deciphering an obscure piece of writing or passage. 

পাঠান [ pāṭhāna ] n a Pathan, an Afghan. 

পািঠকা [ pāṭhikā ] fem of পাঠক (see পাঠ). 

পাঠােনা [ pāṭhānō ] v to send, to despatch; to transmit.  ডেক পাঠােনা v. to send for; to summon. 
বেল পাঠােনা v. to send information to some one through a messenger. 

পাঠ  [ pāṭhya ] a to be read; readable; prescribed for reading. ̃ ম n. a syllabus. ̃তািলকা n. a 
syllabus; a book-list. পাঠ িনব াচন সিমিত the Text-Book Committee. ̃পু ক n. a text-book. ̃স ূিচ n. 
curriculum. পাঠ াব হা n. student life. 

পা 1 [ pāḍ◌়1 ] n bank, shore, margin (of a sea, bay, river, lake, pond etc.); a mound of earth 
raised round a piece of arable land; a well-curb. 

পা 2 [ pāḍ◌়2 ] n furbelow, flounce, coloured or decorated border (as of a cloth). পা  লাগােনা v. to 
furbelow, to flounce. 

পা 3 [ pāḍ◌়3 ] n act of pedalling in an up-and-down manner (as a husking-pestle). পা   দওয়া v. 
to pedal in an up-and-down manner. 

পা 4 [ pāḍ◌়4 ] n a cross-beam. 

পা ন [ pāḍ◌়na ] n bringing down; lowering; causing to come down. 

পা া1 [ pāḍ◌়ā1 ] v to bring down (নারেকল পা় া, তাক  থেক পা া); to pluck (ফ ুল পা া); to knock down 
(ভীম কীচকেক  পে   ফলেলন); to cause to take to one's bed, to prostrate ( ের তােক  পে   ফেলেছ); to lay 
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out (িবছানা পা া = to make a bed); to lay as eggs (িডম পা া = to lay an egg); to pronounce loudly 
(গাল পা া = to shout abuses at); to invoke as in solemn appeal ( দাহাই পা া = to invoke as in 
solemn appeal, to call down or upon); to remove, to clear (এঁেটা পা া = to clear the table). 

পা া2 [ pāḍ◌়ā2 ] n a small area of human habitation containing a cluster of houses, a locality 
( গায়ালপা া). পা া  ব ােনা. v. to stroll about idly in the neighbourhood, to go round the locality. 

পা া- ঁ িল [ pāḍ◌়ā-kun ̐duli ] a. fem given to constant and boisterous brawling with neighbours, 
quarrelsome, cantankerous, (cp.) termagant. ☐ n. fem. such a woman, (cp.) a termagant or fire-
eater. 

পা া-গা ঁ[ pāḍ◌়ā-gā ] n a rural area; countryside; a village. 

পা ােগঁেয় [ pāḍ◌়āgēm ̐ẏē ] a rural; rustic (lit. & fig). 

পা ােনা [ pāḍ◌়ānō ] v to cause to bring down (ফল পা ােনা) or pluck (ফ ুল পা ােনা); to induce to (ঘুম 
পা ােনা = to lull to sleep). পা ািন, পা ািনয়া a. inducing to, inducive to (ঘুমপা ািন গান). ☐ n. one who 
brings down fruit esp. from tall trees. 

পা া-প িশ [ pāḍ◌়ā-paḍ◌়śi ] n neighbours; a neighbour. ☐ a. dwelling in one's neighbourhood 
(পা া-প িশ  লাক). 

পািণ [ pāṇi ] n the hand. ̃ হ, ̃ হণ, ̃পী ন n. marriage, wedding. পািণ হণ করা, পািণপী ন করা v. to marry, 
to wed. ̃ াথ ী n. & a. one willing to marry some body. 

পা ব, পা েবয় [ pāṇḍaba, pāṇḍabēẏa ] n a son of King Pandu of the Mahabharata. প পা ব n. the 
five sons of King Pandu collectively; (fig.) a set of five persons, a quintette. পা ববিজ  ত a. (of lands 
and countries) not habitable or worth visiting because avoided even by the Pandavas (পা ব) 
during their sojourn; (pop.) uninhabited. পা বসখা n. a friend of the Pandavas; Krishna (কৃ ). 

পা া [ pāṇḍā ] n a Brahman priest acting as a guide to pilgrims at holy places; (dero.) a leader, a 
ring-leader. 

পাি ত  [ pāṇḍitya ] n erudition, learning, scholarship; wisdom; expertness, skill; (dero.) 
pedantry. ̃ কাশ n. ostentatious display of one's learning by oneself, parade of one's learning; 
(iron.) act of betraying one's ignorance or folly. পাি ত ািভমানী a. proud of one's learning. fem. 
পাি ত ািভমািননী 
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পা ু, পা ুর [ pāṇḍu, pāṇḍura ] n the pale yellow or whitish yellow colour, the mud colour; 
jaundice; chlorosis, green sickness. ☐ a. pale yellow, white yellow, mud-coloured; pale; 
jaundiced; chlorotic, etiolated. পা ু  রাগ n. jaundice, chlorosis. 

পা ুিলিপ, পা ুেলখ, পা ুেলখ  [ pāṇḍulipi, pāṇḍulēkha, pāṇḍulēkhya ] n a hand written sheet or 
copy, a manuscript; a draft not yet finalized; a (parliamentary) bill. 

পাত1 [ pāta1 ] n a fall or a shower (বৃি পাত); shedding or dropping (র পাত); throwing or casting 
(দৃি পাত); incidence, occurrence (িবপ পাত); ruin, destruction ( দহপাত); (astr.) a node (উ পাত = the 
ascending node. িন পাত = the descending node). পাত করা v. to impair, to ruin, to destroy (শরীর পাত 
করেছ). 

পাত2 [ pāta2 ] n a leaf (as of a tree or book); a sheet or foil (of metal); a leaf of banana or sal (শাল) 
used as a dinner plate. পাত করা v. to arrange for dinner by laying leaves of banana or sal; to lay 
the table; to flatten into a sheet ( লাহা িপিটেয় পাত করা). ̃  ািন n. fem. one who eats others' leavings; 
one who stills hunger by eating others' leavings. পাত কাটা v. to eat off another's table like a 
beggar; (fig.) to importune cringingly for another's favour, to fawn on. পাত পা া v. (usu. dero.) to 
enjoy another's hospitality. ̃চাটা a. given to eating off another's table; (fig.) cringingly 
importuning for another's favour, currying favour (with). 

পাতক [ pātaka ] n sin. পাতকী a. sinful. ☐ n. a sinner. fem. পাতিকনী । 

পাতেখালা [ pātakhōlā ] n a piece of incompletely burnt potsherd. 

পাতগালা [ pātagālā ] n sheet-wax. 

পাত ল [ pātañjala ] a of or compiled by Patanjali, the Philosopher of ancient India. ̃দশ ন n. the 
yoga ( যাগ) system of philosophy. 

পাত া [ pātaḍ◌়ā ] n a leaf of banana or sal (শাল) on which food has been taken; a dish of fish or 
vegetables fried or singed on a banana-leaf. পাত া-চাটা same as পাতচাটা (see পাত2). 

পাততাি  [ pātatāḍ◌়i ] n a bundle of palm-leaves used (instead of paper) in writing by a tyro. 
পাততাি   গাটােনা v. (lit.) to put away the bundle of palm-leaves when the lesson is over; (fig.) to 
depart or decamp, to quit; to depart lock, stock and barrel; (fig.) to close down or wind up (a 
business etc.). 

পাতন [ pātana ] n act of throwing or hurling down; distillation; spreading; overthrowing; killing; 
writing (অ কপাতন). ̃য  n. a retort. 
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পাতনামা [ pātanāmā ] n beginning, inception; preface. 

পাতলা [ pātalā ] a diluted (পাতলা  ধ); loose (পাতলা দা ); thin (পাতলা বই); fine (পাতলা কাগজ বা কাপ ); 
slender (পাতলা  বত); sparse (পাতলা  ঝাপ); light (পাতলা ঘুম); delicate (পাতলা শরীর). 

পাতলুন [ pātaluna ] n pantaloons; trousers; pyjamas. 

পাতশাহ, পাতশা [ pātaśāha, pātaśā ] n (Mus.) a king or an emperor, a padishah. পাতশািহ a. royal; 
imperial. 

পাতা1 [ pātā1 ] a (used as a sfx.) one who pre serves or protects (িব  পাতা). 

পাতা2 [ pātā2 ] n a leaf (of a tree or a book); a page (of a book); a leaf of banana or sal (শাল) used 
as a dinner-plate; a tree leaf used in writing as a substitute for paper; a pleat, a plait, a braid; a 
lid ( চােখর পাতা); the flat surface (পােয়র পাতা).  চােখর পাতা the eyelid. পােয়র পাতা the instep; the foot. 
পাতা করা v. to arrange for dinner by laying leaves of banana or sal (শাল); to lay the table. পাতা কাটা 
v. to plait or braid (hair). ̃-কাটা a. plaited, braided. পাতচাটা same as পাতচাটা (see পাত2). পাতা-পা a. flat-
footed; web-footed. পাতা পাতা v. same as পাতা করা and পাত পা া (see পাত2). পাতা   ািন, (coll.) পাতা-
  ুিন a. fem. earning one's livelihood by collecting dried leaves of trees; extremely indigent. ☐ n. 
fem. such a woman. 

পাতা3 [ pātā3 ] v to spread, to lay out (িবছানা পাতা); to place ready for use (পাত পাতা); to lay (ফাঁদ 
পাতা); to install (পূজার ঘট পাতা); to set up, to establish (সংসার পাতা,  দাকান পাতা); to set, to employ 
(আি  পাতা, কান পাতা); to stretch out to catch or hold (হাত পাতা); to bend down submissively (িপঠ 
পাতা); to curdle, to congeal, to freeze (দই পাতা). 

পাতােনা [ pātānō ] v to cause to spread or lay out or place ready for use or lay or install or set up 
or establish or employ or stretch out for catching or bend down submissively or congeal or 
freeze; to form an alliance, relation etc. where nothing natural exists (ব  ু পাতােনা, স   পাতােনা). 
☐ a. in all the senses of the v. and esp. formed by mutual consent only (পাতােনা মািস). 

পাতাবাহার [ pātābāhāra ] n a tropical hedge-plant of the Croton genus, the Codiaeum variegatum. 

পাতাল [ pātāla ] n the netherworld, the under world; Hades; hell. ̃পুরী n. the capital city of the 
netherworld, Hades; the netherworld. ̃বাসী a. inhabiting or dwelling in the netherworld. 

fem. ̃বািসনী । 

পাতািলক [ pātālika ] a (geog.) sedimentary, plutonic (পাতািলক িশলা). 

পািত1 [ pāti1 ] n address, whereabouts. 
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পািত2 [ pāti2 ] n a row, a line (বেকর পািত). 

পািত3 [ pāti3 ] a (used as a pfx.) small or inferior. ̃কাক n. the common house crow. ̃ লবু n. a variety 
of lemon. ̃িশয়াল n. the fox. fem. ̃িশয়ািল the vixen. ̃হাঁস n. (fem.) the duck; (masc.) the drake. 

পািতত [ pātita ] a felled; flung down; knocked down; brought down, humbled; distilled. 

পািতত  [ pātitya ] n the state of being socially cast out; moral or religious fall, degeneration, 
downfall, depravity. 

পািতপািত [ pātipāti ] adv line by line; minutely; ransackingly. পািতপািত করা v. to search line by line; 
to search minutely, to ran sack, to rummage, to make a thorough search, to rifle. 

পািত ত  [ pātibratya ] n faithful or loyal devotion of a wife to her husband. 

পািতল [ pātila ] n (dial.) a roundish earthen vessel used chiefly for cooking. 

পাতী [ pātī ] a (used as a sfx.) falling (সদ ঃপাতী); falling away; included (অ ঃপাতী); deciduous. 

পা া [ pāttā ] n information, news; trace; address, whereabouts. পা া করা same as পা া লাগােনা । 
পা া পাওয়া v. to find trace or whereabouts of; (fig.) to be considered of some value or to be of 
some account. পা া না পাওয়া v. to lose trace of; (fig.) to be of small account. পা া না .  দওয়া v. to 
treat as of little or no importance, to make light of, to take a dim view. পা া লাগােনা v. to try to 
find trace or whereabouts of. 

পা  [ pātra ] n a pot, a vessel, a utensil, a container; a minister, a counsellor; a deserving man or 
an object ( শংসার পা ); a man, a fellow (ভিব  ভালার পা  নয়); a male character in a play; bride 
groom; a prospective bridegroom. পা   দখা v. to interview a prospective bridegroom for 
selection; to choose a bridegroom. ̃প  n. the bridegroom's people or party. ̃িম  n. pl. (a 
monarch's) courtiers and friends. ̃ হ a. lying on or contained in a pot or vessel; (of a girl) 
wedded, married. পা  হ করা v. to give (a girl) in marriage, to marry, to wed. পা াপা  n. deserving 
and undeserving persons. পা াপা িবচার n. discrimination between deserving and undeserving 
persons. পা ী n. fem. a deserving woman or a female object; a female character in a play; a bride; 
a prospective bride. পা ী  দখা v. to interview a prospective bride for selection; to choose a bride. 
পা ীপ  n. the bride's people or party.  যাগ পা  n. a deserving person; a worthy groom.  যাগ পা ী n. a 

worthy bride. স পা  n. same as  যাগ পা  । 

পাথর [ pāthara ] n stone; a stone-made dinner plate; a precious stone, a gem; (fig.) becoming 
hardened by grief ( ঃেখ পাথর হেয় যাওয়া); a stone-hearted or unfeeling person. পাথের পাঁচ িকল the 
most formidable good fortune or good time. ̃ িচ n. a stone-chip; rubble; an aromatic medicinal 
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herb, stonewort. ̃-চাপা a. (fig.) incapable of thriving. ̃চুন n. lime obtained by calcining calcium 
carbonate (as limestone). ̃বািট n. a stone-cup. 

পাথির [ pāthari ] n (med.) a stone-like concretion formed within the body, calculus, concretion. 
দাঁেতর পাথির incrustation of saliva, calcium phosphate etc. forming on the teeth, tartar formed on 
teeth. 

পাথার [ pāthāra ] n the sea, the ocean; a vast expanse of water. 

পাথুের [ pāthurē ] a of stone; made of stone (পাথুের  গলাস); full of stones (পাথুের  দশ); stone hard 
(পাথুের মািট); (fig.) unfeeling or undaunted or impregnable; stony. পাথুের কয়লা stone coal, 
anthracite. 

পােথয় [ pāthēẏa ] n travelling expenses; allowance; (chiefly rel.) viaticum. 

পাদ1 [ pāda1 ] n (vul.) a fart. 

পাদ2 [ pāda2 ] n the foot; the leg; a step or pace (স পাদ পি েম); bottom, foot (পব েতর পাদেদশ); (of a 
tree) root (পাদপ); (of a verse) a line; a quarter (এক পাদ ধম  ); (geom.) a quadrant; a title of honour 
( ভুপাদ). ̃  প same as পদে প (see পদ). ̃ ি হ n. the ankle. ̃ হণ n. act of touching another's feet in 
obesiance. ̃চারণা, ̃চরণ, পাদাচার same as পদচারণা (see পদ). ̃চারী n. a pedestrian. ̃িচ  same as পদিচ  (see 
পদ). ̃টীকা n. a footnote. ̃তল n. the sole (of the foot). ̃ াণ n. boot, shoe. ̃ি ভজু n. (geom.) a pedal 
triangle. ̃ দশ n. the region at or around the foot or root or bottom. ̃প  n. feet reverentially 
conceived as a pair of lotuses. ̃পীঠ n. a foot-stool. ̃পূরণ n. act of composing the missing line of a 
verse etc.; an expletive; (journalese) a short poem or quotation printed to fill up the blank space 
at the bottom of a page of a periodical. পাদপূরণ করা v. to supply the missing line of a verse; to fill 
up the blank space. ̃পৃ  n. the in step. পাদ  ালন করা v. to rub and wash one's feet (and also 
legs). ̃ দীপ n. a footlight; (fig.) limelight. ̃ হার n. a kick. পাদ হার করা v. to kick. ̃ব না n. respect 
shown to a revered person by touching his or her feet. ̃িবক a. travelling esp. on foot, 
pedestrian. ̃িবে প same as পদিবে প (see পদ). ̃মূল n. the sole (of feet); the heel; the bottom. ̃ লহন 
same as পদেলহন (see পদ). ̃ শল n. a small hill at the foot of a mountain. ̃  াট n. chilblain; 
kibe. ̃সং হান n. (astr.) quadrature. 

পাদপ [ pādapa ] n a tree, a plant. 

পাদির, পাি  [ pādari, pādri ] n a Christian clergyman or ecclesiastical preacher, a padri. 

পাদা [ pādā ] v (vul.) to fart. 

পাদা ুিল [ pādāṅguli ] n the toe. 
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পাদান, পাদািন [ pādāna, pādāni ] n a footboard. 

পা কা [ pādukā ] n boot, shoe, slipper; footwear. পা কা-পিরিহত a. booted, shoed. 

পােদাদক [ pādōdaka ] n the water with which the feet of a gracious or reverend person has been 
washed (a few drops of this water is taken by a devotee). 

পাদ  [ pādya ] n water for washing the feet (and also legs.) 

পান1 [ pāna1 ] n betel-leaf. ছাঁিচ পান, বাংলা পান, িমঠা পান different kinds of betel-leaves. পান খাওয়া v. 
to chew betel leaf together with betel-nut, catechu, lime etc. পান  থেক চুন খসা v. (fig.) to commit a 
very negligible offence or lapse. পান সাজা v. to form a small conical cup of betel leaf after putting 
betel-nut, catechu, lime etc. within this cup. পােনর বাটা n. a betel-box. 

পান2 [ pāna2 ] n (of iron and baser metals) temper, annealing; (of gold and noble metals) alloy. 
পান  দওয়া v. to temper, to anneal; to alloy. 

পান3 [ pāna3 ] n drinking; act of drinking wine (পানেদাষ); (fig.) thorough enjoyment ( সৗ য  পান). 
পান করা v. to drink; to drink wine; (fig.) to enjoy thoroughly. 

পানই [ pāni ] n (obs.) slipper, (esp.) wooden slipper ('বাঁধা পানই হােত লইও'). 

পানক [ pānaka ] n a drink of sweetened diluted fruit juices, sharbat; water hyacinth. 

পানেকৗি  [ pānakauḍ◌়i ] n a species of a diver; the cormorant. 

পানেগা ী [ pānagōṣṭhī ] n a den of drunkards; a drinking party. 

পানিত [ pānati ] n a high-rimmed metal dish (used at dinner, in cooking etc.) 

পানতুয়া [ pānatuẏā ] n a kind of ball-shaped sweet meat made of posset and soaked in a solution 
of sugar. 

পানেদাষ [ pānadōṣa ] n (unwholesome) drinking habit, addiction to drinking. 

পানপা  [ pānapātra ] n a drinking-cup; a goblet. 

পানেভাজন [ pānabhōjana ] n drinking and eating. 

পানমরা [ pānamarā ] n (of gold and noble metals) loss in weight owing to alloying. 
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পানেশৗ  [ pānaśauṇḍa ] a given to drinking wine; boozy. পানেশৗ  ব ি  a drunkard; a boozer. 

পানিস [ pānasi ] n a pinnace. 

পানেস [ pānasē ] a tasting like water for not being properly cooked ( ঝালটা পানেস); watery in 
taste; insipid, dull, milk-and-water (পানেস কথাবাত া বা  লখা); lachry mose (পানেস  মেয়). 

পানা1 [ pānā1 ] sfx like, resembling, seeming to be (চাঁদপানা মুখ). 

পানা2 [ pānā2 ] n a sweet cold drink, sharbat ( বেলর পানা). 

পানা3 [ pānā3 ] n width, breadth. 

পানা4 [ pānā4 ] n a kind of aquatic algae, water wort. 

পানােনা [ pānānō ] v to make a calf such the udders of a cow repeatedly before milking; (of baser 
metals) to temper, to anneal; (of noble metals) to alloy. 

পানাপু র [ pānāpukura ] n a pond covered with or full of algae or waterwort; a pond covered all 
over with water-hyacinth; a puddle. 

পানাস  [ pānāsakta ] a addicted to drinking wine, boozy. fem. পানাস া । পানাস  ব ি  a drunkard. 
পানাসি  n. addiction to drinking. 

পািন [ pāni ] n (usu. among Mus. of Bengal) water. ̃পাঁে  n. an up-country Brahman selling or 
supplying drinking water (esp. to railway passengers.) ̃ফল, (dial.) পানফল n. an aquatic fruit, 
cress(es), (cp.) water-chestnut. ̃বস , (pop.) পানবস  n. chickenpox. 

পানীয় [ pānīẏa ] a that which is drunk; drinkable. ☐ n. a drink; a sweet drink, sharbat; a cordial; 
an alcoholic or strong drink; a beverage; a potion. পানীয় জল drinking water. 

পােন [ pānē ] prep in the direction of, towards, to (মখুপােন). 

পা া [ pāntā ] a old by more than one night; overnight; cooked overnight and kept steeped in 
water (পা া ভাত); stale (পা া খবর). ☐ n. rice cooked overnight and kept steeped in water. (পা া ভােত 
িঘ (fig.) unnecessary or ludicrous spending of a good or costly thing. 

পা হ [ pānha ] n a traveller, a wayfarer. ̃ত , ̃পাদপ n. traveller's tree or palm, the 
Ravenala. ̃িনবাস, ̃শালা n. a caravansarai; an inn; a wayside boarding-house; a hotel; (loos.) a 
boarding-house. 
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পা া [ pānnā ] n emerald. 

পাপ [ pāpa ] n sin, vice; a religious or moral lapse; wickedness; a crime; a troublesome person or 
thing, a pest (পাপ  গেলই বাঁিচ). পাপ করা v. to commit a sin, to sin. কী পাপ what a plague or pest! ̃কম   n. 
a sinful or wicked act, a crime. ̃কম া, ̃ক ৃ a. committing sins; given to vice or wickedness; sinful, 
sinning. ̃ ালন n. rescue from sins or vice; remission of sins, absolution. পাপ ালন করা v. to rescue 
from sins or vice; to absolve. ̃ হ n. (astrol.) an inauspicious star or planet; (fig.) an unavoidable 

evil person. ̃  a. destroying sins; rescuing from sins. ̃জনক a. sinful. ̃নাশক same as পাপ  । ̃প  n. the 

mire of sin or vice. ̃পুণ  n. virtue and vice, piety and sin. ̃বুি  a. evil minded, of sinful or wicked 

turn of mind or disposition. ̃ভগী a. sinful; sharing another's sin(s). ̃মিত same as পাপবুি  । ̃মু  a. 

freed or absolved from sins or vice. ̃মুি  n. absolution from sins or vice. ̃ মাচন same as পাপ ালন 

। ̃ যাগ n. (astrol.) an inauspicious or unholy planetary conjunction. ̃হর same as পাপ  । পাপাচার a. 

same as পাপকম া । ☐ n. a sinful or wicked act. পাপাচারী a. same as পাপকম া । fem. পাপাচািরণী । পাপা া 
same as পািপ  । পাপা  ান n. commission of sins, practice of vice. পাপাশয় same as পািপ  । পাপাস  a. 

addicted to sin or vice, sinful; habitually committing sin; wicked. পাপাসি  n. addiction to sin or 
vice. 

পাপি  [ pāpaḍ◌়i ] n a petal (of a flower). 

পািপনী [ pāpinī ] fem of পাপী । 

পািপয়া [ pāpiẏā ] n the Indian nightingale, the hawk-cuckoo. 

পািপ  [ pāpiṣṭha ] a extremely sinful or wicked. fem. পািপ া । 

পাপী [ pāpī ] a sinful; wicked; criminal; depraved. ☐ n. a sinner; a wicked person; a criminal; a 
depraved person. পুরােনা পাপী an old or hardened or inveterate offender or sinner or criminal. 

পাপীয়সী [ pāpīẏasī ] a. fem sinful; wicked; criminal; adulterous. ☐ n. a sinful or wicked woman; 
a female criminal; an adulteress. 

পােপাশ [ pāpōśa ] n a doormat. 

পাব [ pāba ] n a joint; a knuckle (as of a finger); (bot.) a node; the space between two nodes (as 
of the bamboo). 

পাবক [ pābaka ] n fire. ☐ a. purifying; sanctifying. 
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পাবদা [ pābadā ] n a species of fish without scales. 

পাবন [ pābana ] a (used chiefly as a sfx.) purifying or sanctifying ( লপাবন); rescuing or saving 

(পিততপাবন). ☐ n. purification or sanctification; fire. পাবনী a. fem. of পাবন । 

পামর [ pāmara ] a most sinful or wicked; vilest; basest; ignorant or low (আপামর). fem. পামরী । 

পা  [ pāmpa ] n a pump. পা  করা v. to pump. 

পায়খানা [ pāẏakhānā ] n a latrine, a lavatory, a privy, a toilet, a water-closet. পায়খানা করা v. to ease 
oneself (of), to defecate, to evacuate. 

পায়চাির [ pāẏacāri ] n act of walking about (esp. at ease), perambulation; a stroll. পায়চাির করা v. to 
walk about (at ease), to perambulate, to stroll, to pace up and down, to amble. 

পায়জামা [ pāẏajāmā ] n slacks, pyjamas. 

পায়দল [ pāẏadala ] adv walking, on foot. 

পায়রা [ pāẏarā ] a the pigeon; the dove. পায়রার খাঁচা, পায়রার বাসা a pigeon-house, a dovecot. পায়রার 
 খাপ a pigeon-hole. 

পায়স, পায়সা  [ pāẏasa, pāẏasānna ] n a sweet dish prepared by boiling rice in milk with sugar 
and other ingredients, sweet rice-porridge, (cp. frumenty). 

পায়া [ pāẏā ] n a leg or foot of an article of furniture; a castor, a trundle; (dero. or hum.) 
position or post or vanity. ̃ভারী n. vanity for holding a high post; vanity. ☐ a. vainglorious of 
one's high position; vain. 

পায়ী [ pāẏī ] a (used as a sfx.) drinking (  পায়ী), taking (ধূমপায়ী). 

পায় ু[ pāẏu ] n the anus. 

পার [ pāra ] n the opposite or the other bank or shore; a bank, a shore, a coast, a margin; a 
border, an end, bounds; act of crossing or crossing over or passing beyond; rescue, deliverance. 
পার করা v. to take or ferry (one) across (a river, a sea etc.); to take (one) to the opposite or the 
other bank; to conduct one through (a way), to let pass; to deliver, to rescue. পার হওয়া v. to cross; 
to cross over to the opposite or the other bank; to pass through; to get through or get over (a 

difficulty). পােরর কি  same as পারািন । 
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পারংগম [ pāraṅgama ] a competent, efficient, capable; proficient (সব শা পারংগম); (rare) crossed 
over to the other bank or shore or end (of a river etc.). 

পারক [ pāraka ] a capable, competent; dexterous, skilful. ̃তা n. capability, competency; dexterity. 

পারক  [ pārakya ] n alienage. ̃ যাগ  a. alienable. 

পারণ, পারণা [ pāraṇa, pāraṇā ] n (act of taking) the first meal after the completion of a fast, 
breakfast (in the original sense). পারণ করা, পারণা করা v. to break a fast by taking one's meal. 

পারত   [ pāratantrya ] n dependence on another; subservience. 

পারতপে  [ pāratapakṣē ] adv if it is possible or if it can be avoided. 

পারি ক [ pāratrika ] a relating to the other world, extra-mundane; spiritual. 

পারদ [ pārada ] n quicksilver, mercury. ̃িম  n. an amalgam. ̃   n. (chem.) a column of mercury. 

পারদশ ী [ pāradarśī ] a foresighted; experienced, judicious; expert, adept; competent. fem. 

পারদিশ  নী । পারদিশ  তা n. foresight; experience; judiciousness, expertness, adeptness; competency. 

পারদািরক [ pāradārika ] a guilty of violating another's marriage-bed, adulterous. ̃তা n. adultery. 

পারদায  [ pāradārya ] n violation of another's marriage bed, adultery. 

পারব  [ pārabaśya ] n dependence on another; subservience. 

পারমাণব, পারমাণিবক [ pāramāṇaba, pāramāṇabika ] a atomic. 

পারমািথ  ক [ pāramārthika ] a concerning the ultimate Reality or God; theological; spiritual. 

পারিমট [ pāramiṭa ] n a permit. 

পার ায  [ pārampārya ] n serial succession or sequence or regular continuity, sequence. ̃হীন a. 
without continuity or regularity; without seriality. ̃হীনতা n. absence of continuity or seriality; 
absence of a regular order. 

পারেলৗিকক [ pāralaukika ] a concerning the next world, extra-mundane; spiritual; conducive to 
the life in the next world; obsequial. পারেলৗিকক ি য়া obsequies. 
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পারেশ [ pāraśē ] n a species of small scaled fish. 

পারিস [ pārasi ] n the language of Persia, Persian; a Parsee, a Parasi; a Persian. ☐ a. Persian; of 
the Parsees (পারিস শাি ). পারিসক a. Persian, Iranian. ☐ n. a Persian, an Iranian. 

পার িরক [ pārasparika ] a reciprocal; mutual (পার িরক স ক  ). 

পার  [ pārasya ] n Persia, Iran. 

পারা1 [ pārā1 ] n mercury, quicksilver. ̃ঘিটত a. containing mercury, mercurial (পারাঘিটত মলম = 
mercurial ointment). 

পারা2 [ pārā2 ] prep. & a (usu. poet.) like, as, resembling (পাগলপারা). 

পারা3 [ pārā3 ] v (aux.) to be able, can, may (করেত পারা). ☐ v. to do, to perform, to execute, to 
manage ( স এ কাজ পাের না); to vie with, to compete with ( স তার সে  পাের না). 

পারািন [ pārāni ] n the fare for ferrying, ferriage. 

পারাপার [ pārāpāra ] n both banks or shores of a river, sea etc.; crossing or ferrying a sea or a 
river. পারাপার করা v. to ferry, to go across, to cross. পারাপার হওয়া v. to be ferried; to cross. 

পারাবত [ pārābata ] n the pigeon; the dove. বাত  াবাহী পারাবত a carrier-pigeon. 

পারাবার [ pārābāra ] n an ocean, a sea; both shores or banks of a sea, river etc. 

পারায়ণ [ pārāẏaṇa ] n completeness, thoroughness; completion; completion of reading a book 
within the fixed time. 

পািরজাত [ pārijāta ] n (myth.) a never-fading heavenly flower or its plant, (cp.) the amarant(h). 

পািরেতািষক [ pāritōṣika ] n a reward; a prize. 

পািরপাট  [ pāripāṭya ] n orderliness; neatness; tidiness, spruceness. 

পািরপাি  ক [ pāripārśbika ] a surrounding; neighbouring. ☐ n. a courtier; a side-actor assisting 
the principal one whilst the latter recites the prologue. পািরপাি  ক অব হা environment, 
surroundings. 
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পািরবািরক [ pāribārika ] a pertaining to or restricted to a family; characteristic of a family, 
familial. পািরবািরক ব াপার a family affair or matter. 

পািরভািষক [ pāribhāṣika ] a concerning technical terminology; terminological, technical 
(পািরভািষক শ  = technical term). 

পাির িমক [ pāriśramika ] n remuneration, fee. 

পািরষদ [ pāriṣada ] n a courtier; a councillor; a companion (esp. a cringing one); a toady; a 
flatterer. 

পািরসাংিখ ক [ pārisāṅkhyika ] a statistical. 

পা ল [ pārula ] n a species of trumpet-flower or its plant. 

পা   [ pāruṣya ] n haughtiness, arrogance; harshness, rudeness; strong language. 

পািট  [ pārṭi ] n a party. 

পাথ ক  [ pārthakya ] n difference; dissimilarity; distinction; (log.) differentia. 

পািথ ব [ pārthiba ] a earthly, worldly, mundane; material. n. a king. 

পাব ণ [ pārbaṇa ] n obsequies to be performed on certain lunar days; (usu. পাব  ণ া ); a fast, a 
festival, a festive day ( পৗষপাব  ণ). পাব  ণী n. a present or tip given on feast days (esp. to servants and 
employees). 

পাব ত, পাব ত  [ pārbata, pārbatya ] a of a mountain or hill; mountainous, hilly; born or living on 
a mountain or hill or in a hill-district; highland. পাব  তী n. Goddess Durga ( গ া); the daughter of 
the Himalayas. পাব ত  অ ল, পাব  ত   েদশ a hill-district, a hilly region or country. পাব ত  উি দ 
mountain vegetation. পাব  ত  জািত a hilltribe. পাব  ত  জািতর  লাক a hill-man, a highlander (pl. hill-
folk). 

পাল  ােম ট [ pārlāmēnṭa ] n a parliament. 

পা   [ pārśba ] n a side, a flank (দি ণপা  ); end, border (নগরপা  ); margin, brink, brim, edge (থালার 
পাে  ); bank or shore (of a river, sea etc.); adjacent space, vicinity (গৃহপা  ); company, presence ( ীর 
পাে   থাকা); comparison (স ূেয র পাে   চ   ান). ̃গত a. close to, very near, adjacent. ̃ াবেরখা n. (geog.) a 
lateral moraine. ̃চর n. a companion; an attendant; a follower, a servant; a toady, a sycophant. 

fem. পা  চরী । ̃িচ  n. a profile. ̃ত adv. by or from or on or to a side or flank, sidewise, sidewards, 
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edgeways, sideling, flanking. ̃ দশ n. a flank, a side. পা  -পিরবত ন করা v. to turn upon one 

side. ̃বত  ী, ̃ হ a. staying or situated alongside; neighbouring (পা  বত  ী রা ). fem. ̃বিত  নী, ̃ হা । ̃ভাগ n. 

same as পা  েদশ । পা  ািভেনতা n. (in film or the atre) an actor of a minor or supporting role. পা  াি হ 

n. ribs; skeleton. পাি  ক, পা  ীয় a. lateral. পাি  ক উ  ম (phys.) lateral inversion. পাে   adv. & prep. on 
or to the side of; sidewise; alongside; by the side of, beside; in company or presence of; in 
comparison to. 

পাষ  দ [ pārṣada ] n a courtier; a councillor; a companion; a today; a flatterer. 

পাি   [ pārṣṇi ] n the heel; the back; the rear (esp. of an army). ̃ াহ n. an attack from the rear. 

পােস ল [ pārsēla ] n a postal parcel. পােস ল করা v. to send by parcel post. 

-পাল1 [ -pāla1 ] a (used as a sfx.) preserving, protecting, defending, keeping (মহীপাল, রাজ পাল, 
ধম  পাল,  গাপাল). 

পাল2 [ pāla2 ] n a sail (as of a boat). পাল খাটােনা, পাল  তালা v. to set sail. পাল নামােনা v. to strike sail. 
পাল- তালা a. under sail. সম  পাল- তালা full sail. 

পাল3 [ pāla3 ] n mating or coupling (of beasts or birds.) পাল  দওয়া v. to mate or couple (beasts or 
birds); (esp. of horses) to sire. 

পাল4 [ pāla4 ] n (of animals) a flock, a herd, a drove. একপাল   রছানা a litter of puppies. একপাল উট 
a drove of camels. একপাল গ - মাষ a herd of cattle. একপাল  নকে  a pack of wolves. একপাল  ভ া a 
flock of sheep. একপাল মুরিগর ছানা a brood of chickens. একপাল হিরণ a herd of deer. পােলর  গাদা the 
leader of a herd; (dero.) a ring-leader. 

পালং [ pāla ] n a species of spinach used as a pot-herb. 

পালক1 [ pālaka1 ] n (of birds) a wing; a feather. 

পালক2 [ pālaka2 ] a one who brings up or rears or nurses or fosters or protects or preserves or 
defends or breeds or keeps or observes or maintains. ☐ n. an upbringer, a rearer; a fosterer or 
nurse; a protector, a preserver, a guardian, a defender; a breeder; a fancier, a keeper; an 
observer, a complier, a fulfiller; a maintainer. ̃িপতা n. a foster father (fem: a foster-mother). 

পালিক [ pālaki ] n a palanquin, a palki, palkee. পালিক- বহারা n. a palanquin-bearer. 

পাল , পালঙ2 [ pālaṅka, pālaṅa2 ] n a costly bedstead or cot; a divan, a sofa. ̃ পাষ n. a bed-cover; a 
cover for a divan; a divan and a bed; a divan. 
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পালটা [ pālaṭā ] a contrary, counteracting, revoking, opposing, counter; return; exchanging. 
পালটা অিভেযাগ same as পালটা নািলশ । পালটা আ মণ a counter attack. পালটা আম ণ a return invitation. 
পালটা জবাব a retort. পালটা নািলশ a counter charge, a counter complaint. পালটা মামলা a counter case. 
পালটা   ম a countermand. পালটােনা v. to revoke; to change, to alter. ̃পালিট n. exchange; act of 
changing for or with another. পালটাপালিট করা v. to exchange, to change for or with another; to 
swap. 

পালিট1 [ pālaṭi1 ] a (of a family) being on equal social footing with another making thereby 
matrimonial alliance permissible and possible. ̃ঘর n. a family of equal social status or footing. 

পালিট2, পালিটয়া [ pālaṭi2, pālaṭiẏā ] v. imperf (poet.) returning or turning back. 

পালন [ pālana ] n upbringing, rearing (স ানপালন); nursing or fostering (পেরর স ান পালন); 
maintenance ( পা পালন); keeping, breeding, tending (প পালন); nourish ment (শরীরপালন); 
protection, preservation, defence (রাজ পালন, ধম  পালন); observance, compliance (িনয়মপালন, 
আেদশপালন); fulfilment ( িত িতপালন). পালন করা v. to bring up, to rear; to foster or nurse; to 
maintain; to keep, to breed, to tend, to fancy; to nourish; to protect, to preserve, to guard, to 

defend; to ob serve, to comply (with); to fulfil. ̃কত া n. same as পালক2 (n.). fem. ̃ক  ী । পালনীয় a. to be 
brought up or reared or nursed or fostered or maintained or kept or bred or nourished or 
protected or preserved or defended or observed or complied (with) or fulfilled or carried out. 

পালপাব ণ [ pālapārbaṇa ] n different festivals religious and secular collectively. 

পালিলক [ pālalika ] a alluvial. পালিলক িশলা alluvial rock. 

পালা2 [ pālā2 ] n a turn (এবার  তামার  খলার পালা); a period or spell; the story or plot of a drama or a 
poem (িনমাইস  াস পালা). ̃ েম adv. by turns. ̃গান n. a narrative song or musical play. ̃ র n. remittent 
or periodic fever. 

পালান [ pālāna ] n a panel (of a beast of burden); a packsaddle; a cow's udder or teat. 

পালােনা [ pālānō ] v to flee, to run away, to show a clean pair of heels; to play truant, to mooch, 

to mouch. ☐ a. runaway; fugitive; truant. See also the for. form পালােনা । 

পািল1 [ pāli1 ] n the Pali language, Pali. 

পািল2 [ pāli2 ] n a line; a row; a multitude; an end, a margin; a dry measure of grains (over 2 
kilograms). 

পািলকা [ pālikā ] fem of পালক2 । 
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পািলত [ pālita ] a tamed or pet (পািলত প প ী); brought up, reared; nursed or fostered; 
maintained, kept, bred; nourished; protected, preserved, defended; observed, complied (with); 

fulfilled. fem. পািলতা । ̃ক া n. fem. a foster-daughter. ̃পু  n. a foster-son. ̃স ান n. a foster-child. 

পািলনী [ pālinī ] a. fem (used as a sfx.) same as পািলকা (জগ পািলনী). 

পািলশ [ pāliśa ] n polish. উপর পািলশ apparent polish or refinement. পািলশ করা v. to polish. ̃-করা a. 
polished. 

পালুই [ pālui ] n a stack (of paddy or hay). 

পােলা [ pālō ] n starch obtained from zedoary etc.; gruel of this starch. 

পােলায়ান [ pālōẏāna ] n a wrestler; a gymnast; a burly man. ☐ a. burly; adept in gymnastics; 
heroic. পােলায়ািন n. burliness; heroism; gymnastics. ☐ a. of a wrestler or wrestling; of a gymnast; 
gymnastic. 

পা া [ pāllā ] n a thin layer, a strip (এক পা া চাম া); either of a pair as a leaf of a door (দরজার পা া); 
a lid or shutter moving on a hinge; a scale-pan (দাঁি পা া); a beam of balance, a scale; a mass of 
metal used for finding weight, a weight; competition, distance (দূর পা া); speed (পােয়র পা া); 
range, reach (ব েকর পা া); hold, grasp, clutches, snares, toils (পা ায় প া); company, association 
(অস  স ীর পা া). পা া চাপােনা v. to put a weight (on a scale-pan). পা া  দওয়া v. to compete (with), to 
vie (with). পা ায় প া v. to run under the influence of; to get into the clutches of, to be caught in 
the toils of; to turn into the company of. 

পাশ1 [ pāśa1 ] n act of passing an examination; a written permission, a pass ( গটপাশ) a free or 
complimentary ticket ( রেলর বা িথেয়টােরর পাশ). ☐ a. got through an examination, passed. পাশ করা 
v. to pass (an examination); to sanction or pass. পাশ করােনা v. to help or make one pass an 
examination; to let (one) pass through (as a gate). পাশ হওয়া v. to pass an examination; to be 
passed or sanctioned; to be allowed to pass through. পাশ ন র n. (in examination or test) pass 
marks. 

পাশ2 [ pāśa2 ] n an apparatus for spraying, a spray ( গালাপপাশ). 

পাশ3 [ pāśa3 ] n an ancient Indian missile by throwing which an adversary could be fastened 
(cp. lasso); a tie, a noose, a bond, bondage (ভুজপাশ,   হপাশ); a trap, a snare (মায়াপাশ); a string, a 
rope; a bunch or tuft of longish things ( কশপাশ). 

পাশ5, পাশক [ pāśa5, pāśaka ] n (playing) dice. 
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পাশ ী া [ pāśakrīḍ◌়ā ] n dice-play. 

পাশব [ pāśaba ] a relating to a beast; beastly, bestial, brutal; inhuman. ̃তা n. beastliness, 
bestiality, brutality; inhumanity. পাশব বল brute force. ̃ বৃি  beastly propensity or inclination. 

পাশব  [ pāśabaddha ] a entrapped, ensnared. 

পাশবািলশ [ pāśabāliśa ] n a bolster. 

পাশা1 [ pāśā1 ] n a Turkish title given to gover nors, officials, and men of importance; Pasha. 

পাশা2 [ pāśā2 ] n (playing) dice. ̃ খলা n. dice-play. পাশা  খলা v. to play at dice, to cast or throw dice. 

পাশাপািশ [ pāśāpāśi ] a lying or situated side by side; contiguous; adjacent; adjoining (পাশাপািশ 
বাি ); neighbouring (পাশাপািশ এলাকা). ☐ adv. side by side; abreast, cheeck by jowl, alongside. 

পাশী [ pāśī ] a armed with the ancient missile for binding an adversary (see পাশ3). ☐ n. Varuna 
(ব ণ) the river-god or Yama (যম) the god of death; a hunter, a fowler. 

পা পত [ pāśupata ] a of Shiva (িশব). ☐ n. the name of Shiva's weapon. 

পােশ [ pāśē ] adv. & prep on or to the side of; alongside; beside; by the side of; side wise; in 
presence or company of. 

পা াত , পা া   [ pāścātya, pāścāttya ] a of the west or the western world, western, occidental; 
hinder; following. ☐ n. the western world (that is Europe, America and Australia); the West, 
the Occident. 

পাষ  [ pāṣaṇḍa ] a atheistic, godless; heretical; in veterately sinful; extremely wicked and hard-
hearted. ☐ n. an atheist, a godless person; a heretic; an inveterate sinner; an extremely wicked 
and hard hearted person. 

পাষাণ [ pāṣāṇa ] n stone; a weight put on a scale pan to adjust or equipoise a beam of balance; 
(fig.) a stone-hearted man (তুিম পাষাণ). ☐ a. (chiefly used as a sfx.) made of stone; of stone; 
stonelike; unfeeling, pitiless; stone-hearted (পাষাণ বাপ); callous ( শােক  শােক পাষাণ). ̃তুল  a. stone-
like, stony; (fig.) unfeeling, insensate; immobile, unmoved, still. ̃ চীর n. a stone-wall. ̃-িবদারক a. 

same as পাষাণেভদী । ̃ভার n. a weight as heavy as stone. ̃ ভদী a. able to pierce even stone; heart-

rending. ̃মূিত   n. a stone image, a statue of stone. ̃ দয় a. stone-hearted; pitiless. পাষাণী n. fem. a 
stone-hearted woman. 
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পাসরন, পাসরণ [ pāsarana, pāsaraṇa ] n (poet.) act of forgetting, oblivion. 

পাসরা [ pāsarā ] v (poet.) to forget. 

পাহা  [ pāhāḍ◌় ] n a hill, a rock; a mountain; a dune; a mound (বািলর পাহা ); bank or coast (esp. a 
steep and high one), upland; (fig.) a heap (টাকার বা িমি র পাহা ). ̃তিল n. a valley, a dale; a level tract 
of land at the foot of a hill. পাহাি 1, পাহাে  a. of hills and mountains; hilly; mountainous; lying or 
growing or dwelling on hills or mountains; hill-born; highland; (fig.) huge (পাহাে   ঢউ), terrible 
(পাহাে   মেয়মা ষ = a terrible woman; a virago), inveterate (পাহাে  বদমাশ). পাহাি 2 n. a hillman, a 

highlander; a hill-tribe. পাহাি য়া same as পাহাি 1 and পাহাি 2 । 

পাহারা [ pāhārā ] n watching or guarding; a watch, a watchman, a watcher, a sentinel, a sentry, a 
guard, a guardsman. পাহারা  দওয়া v. to watch, to guard, to sentinel, to patrol. ̃ওয়ালা, ̃ওলা n. a watch 
man; a constable; a policeman. 

পা ন1 [ pāhuna1 ] a (poet. & obs.) stone-hearted. cruel ('পু ষ পা ন'). 

পা ন2 [ pāhuna2 ] a (poet & obs.) a visitor, one away from home ('কা  পা ন'). 

িপউির [ piuri ] n a yellow pigment made from the cow's urine. 

িপউিপউ [ piupiu ] int. & n the note or cooing of the hawk-cuckoo. 

িপঁচুিট [ pin ̐cuṭi ] n mucus or catarrh exuding from eyes.  চাখ িদেয় িপঁচুিট প েছ eyes are running. 

িপজঁা [ pin ̐jā ] v to open out the fibres of (cotton, wool etc.), to comb or card (wool, cotton, 
hemp etc.), to tease; (of cloth) to open out into fibres (চাদরখানা িপঁেজ  গেছ). 

িপঁপে  [ pim ̐paḍ◌়ē ] n the ant. 

িপক1 [ pika1 ] n the cuckoo. 

িপক2 [ pika2 ] n spittle; spittle thrown out after chewing betel-leaves. িপক  ফলা v. to spit; to spit 
after chewing betel-leaves. 

িপকতান [ pikatāna ] n a cuckoo's call or note. 

িপকদান, িপকদািন [ pikadāna, pikadāni ] n a spittoon. 
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িপকিনক [ pikanika ] n picnic. 

িপেকিটং [ pikēṭi ] n picketing (as by trade-unionists). িপেকিটং করা v. to picket. 

িপ ল [ piṅgala ] n the yellowish brown colour, mud-colour. ☐ a. yellowish brown, mud-

coloured. fem. a. িপ লা । 

িপচ2 [ pica2 ] n a juicy stone-fruit, peach. 

িপচ3 [ pica3 ] n (in cricket) pitch. 

িপচ4 [ pica4 ] n a black residue of distillation of tar, pitch. ̃-ঢালা a. pitched, tarred (িপচ ঢালা রা া). 
িপচ  দওয়া, িপচ ঢালা v. to pitch, to tar. 

িপচকাির [ picakāri ] n a syringe; a squirt; a spray. 

িপচেবাড   [ picabōrḍa ] n pasteboard; cardboard. 

িপি ল, িপ ল [ picchila, picchala ] a slippery; slabbery. 

িপছ, িপছন [ picha, pichana ] n the back; the backside, the rear; (fig.) the past. িপছেন চলা v. to go 
or move backwards; to retrograde; to return or recede. িপছেন চাওয়া, িপছেন  দখা v. to look to one's 
own back; to look back; (fig.) to look to or consider the past. িপছন িপছন, িপছেন িপছেন on the back 
of, at the heels of. িপছন  ফরা v. to turn back; to look back; (fig.) to look to or consider the past. 
িপছটান, িপছনটান n. (lit.) a pull from the back; (fig.) attachment to one's family circle which retards 
or impedes one's progress. িপছপা a. taken aback, recoiled; reluctant. িপছপা হওয়া v. to be taken 
aback, to recoil, to flinch (in fear, pain etc.); to be reluctant. িপছেমা া a. pinioned at the back. 
িপছেমা া কের বাঁধা to pinion one at one's back. িপছেন লাগা v. to tease or vex (somebody); to make fun 
play fully or annoyingly. 

িপছলােনা [ pichalānō ] v to slip, to slide, to glide. 

িপছােনা [ pichānō ] v to fall back; to recoil, to flinch; to back out; to retreat, to beat a retreat; to 
move (towards one's) back; to put off or be put off, to postpone or be postponed, to defer or be 
deferred. 

িপিছলা [ pichilā ] a (poet. & obs.) postern ('িপিছলা ঘােট  স নায়'). 

িপেছ [ pichē ] prep at the back of; on the back of; towards the back of. ☐ adv. backwards; 
towards or in the past. িপেছ িপেছ on the back of, at one's heels, following, pursuing. 
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িপজেবাড   [ pijabōrḍa ] n pasteboard. 

িপ ন [ piñjana ] n act of opening out the fibres of cotton, wool, etc.; teasing; an apparatus for 
teasing. 

িপ র [ piñjara ] n a cage; the ribs; the thorax. িপ রাব  a. incaged. encaged. িপ রাব  করা v. to 
incage, to encage. 

িপি কা [ piñjikā ] n a skein or roll or wisp of carded cotton. 

িপটনা [ piṭanā ] n a small cudgel for ramming the roof or the floor of a building, a rammer. 

িপটিপট [ piṭapiṭa ] int expressing: twitching as of the eye, flickering as of a lamp, peevishness, 
fastidiousness or mania for cleanliness. িপটিপট করা, িপটিপটােনা v. (of the eye etc.) to twitch, to bat 
(an eyelid); (of a lamp etc.) to flicker; to behave peevishly or fastidiously; to show a mania for 
cleanliness. িপটিপটািন twitching as of the eye; flickering as of a lamp; peevishness; fastidiousness; 
a mania for cleanliness. িপটিপেট a. peevish; fastidious; over-scrupulous; stickler; stricken with a 
mania for cleanliness. 

িপটা, িপটােনা [ piṭā, piṭānō ] v to strike, to beat ( লাহা িপটােনা); to pound, to batter, to ram (ছাদ 
িপটা); to whip up or switch, to thrash ( ঝাপ িপটােনা). ☐ a. beaten; rammed; thrashed; shaped by 
beating, wrought (িপটা  লাহা). িপটাই, িপটািন, (pop.) িপটুিন n. act of beating or ramming or thrashing; a 
drubbing (িপটুিন খাওয়া). িপটুিন পুিলশ punitive police. িপটুিন কর বা জিরমানা punitive tax, punitive fine. 

িপটািল [ piṭāli ] n a paste made of pounded rice, used as a cooking ingredient. 

িপিটশন [ piṭiśana ] n a petition. িপিটশন করা v. to petition. ̃কারী n. a petitioner. 

িপঠ [ piṭha ] n the back; the rear; immediate succession (িপেঠ িপেঠ); a surface or face (এিপঠ ওিপঠ); 
(in a game of cards) a trick. িপঠ চাপ ােনা v. to pat on the back; to drum one's back lightly, (idio.) 
to encourage patronizingly or with an air of superiority. িপেঠর চাম া  তালা v. to flog severely. িপেঠ 
িপেঠ back to back; on the back of; immediately succeeding in birth, born next. 

িপঠা [ piṭhā ] n a sweet pie, a kind of cake. 

িপঠািপিঠ [ piṭhāpiṭhi ] adv. & a same as িপেঠ িপেঠ (see িপঠ). 

িপ  [ piṇḍa ] n a lump; a conglomerated mass; (loos.) anything ball-shaped, a ball; food offering 
to the manes of forefathers; a lump of food; the body (as a conglomerated mass of প ভূত or the 
five elements). ̃খজ  ুর, (coll.) িপে   খজ ুর n. dates preserved in lumps, lump-dates. ̃দ, ̃দাতা a. 
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scripturally authorized to give food-offering to the manes; giving food-offering to the manes; 

providing with food. ☐ n. such a man. fem. িপ দা, িপ দা ী । ̃দান n. the sacrament of food-offering 

to the manes. িপ দান করা v. to offer food to the manes. ̃ লাপ n. extinction or absence of persons 
or descendants autho rized to offer food to one's manes; extinction of one's line of descent. ̃শরীর 
n. the body (as a conglomerated mass of প ভূত or five elements). 

িপ াকার, িপ াকৃিত [ piṇḍākāra, piṇḍākṛti ] a shaped like a lump; round and lumpish. 

িপি ত [ piṇḍita ] a shaped into a lump, conglomerated; conglomerate. 

িপ ীভূত [ piṇḍībhūta ] a conglomerate. 

িপে   খজুর [ piṇḍē khējura ] n dates preserved in lumps, lump-dates. 

িপতঃ [ pitḥ ] int O father (cp. abba). 

িপতল [ pitala ] n brass. িপতেলর কািরগর n. a brazier. 

িপতা [ pitā ] n father. ̃মহ n. one's father's father or uncle, a grandfather or a grand uncle; an 
appellation of Brahma (  া). ̃মহী n. fem. one's father's mother or aunt, a grandmother or a 
grand-aunt. 

িপতৃ [ pitṛ ] n (chiefly used as a pfx.) father. ̃আ া n. father's command. ̃ঋণ n. one's obligation to 
one's father, filial obligation; debt incurred by one's father (esp. that which should be paid off 

by children). ̃কম   same as িপতৃকৃত  । ̃ক  a. father-like, fatherly. ☐ n. same as ̃কৃত  । ̃কায  same as ̃কৃত  
। ̃ ল n. one's father's line, spearside. ̃কৃত , ̃ি য়া n. obsequial rites performed in honour of the 

manes of one's father and forefathers. ̃গণ n. (myth.) heavenly sages (collectively) from whom 
the human race has evolved; manes of the forefathers of mankind or of an individual; dead 
ancestors or forbears or forefathers. ̃গৃহ n. father's house or family. ̃ঘতক, ̃ঘাতী, ̃  same as িপতৃহ া 
। ̃তপ  ণ n. water-offering to the manes of one's forefather, (cp.) libation. ̃তুল  a. father-like, 

fatherly. ̃  n. paternity, fatherhood. ̃দ  a. given or transmitted by one's father; (rare) given to 
one's father. ̃দায় n. the solemn obligation of performing the obsequial rites of one's deceased 
father. িপতৃদায়   হওয়া v. to be under the solemn obligation of performing the obsequial rites of 
one's deceased father. ̃ দব n. father looked upon as a deity (used as a term of respect). ̃ধন n. 
patrimony. িপতৃধনসং া  a. patrimonial. ̃প  n. the dark fortnight immediately preceding the 
bright fortnight of the month of Aswin (আি ন); one's father's side, spearside. ̃পু ষ n. an an 
cestor, a forefather. ̃িবেয়াগ n. death or bereavement of one's father. ̃ব  n. a brother of one's 
father, an uncle. িপতৃব পু  n. son of a paternal uncle, a cousin. ̃ভ  a. devoted or loyal to or fond of 
one's father. ̃ভি  n. devotion to or fondness for one's father, filial piety. ̃মাতৃদায় n. the solemn 
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obligation of performing the obsequial rites of one's deceased parents. ̃মাতৃহীন a. be reft of 

parents, orphan. িপতৃেমধ, িপতৃয  same as িপতৃকৃত  or িপতৃতপ  ণ । ̃যান n. the route for the journey of the 

manes to the lunar heaven or the region of the moon for settling there. ̃িরি  n. (astrol.) the 
location of the zodiacal signs in one's horoscope indicating loss of one's father. ̃ লাক n. the 
region of the moon where the manes dwell, the lunar heaven. ̃ শাক n. grief or mourning for one's 
deceased father. ̃ া  n. obsequies of one's deceased father. ̃ষ  সা n. a father's sister, an aunt. ̃সম 

same as িপতৃতুল  । ̃ সবা n. act of attending upon or serving one's father devotedly. ̃ হানীয় a. 

deserving to be respected as one's father. ̃হত া n. parricide, patricide. ̃হত ামূলক a. patricidal. ̃হ া a. 

guilty of parricide or patricide. ☐ n. a parricide or patricide. fem. ̃হ ী । ̃হীন a. fatherless. fem. 

িপতৃহীনা । 

িপ  [ pitta ] n bile, gall. িপ  প া v. to lose appetite because of abstinence from food when 
hungry. িপ   ালা v. to have one's ill-humour roused, to burn or boil with indignation, to get 
cross or peered. ̃ কাষ n. the gall-bladder. ̃  a. antibilious. ̃ র n. bilious fever. ̃নাশ n. abominable 
perversion or corruption (from the fact that a fish tastes bitter if its gallbladder is burst open 
and its body smeared with bile). ̃নািল n. bil iary ducts. ̃নাশক a. antibilious. ̃পাথর, ̃পাথুির n. gall stone, 
biliary stone. ̃িবকার n. (med.) biliary or bilious trouble or disorder. ̃র  n. plethora. ̃র া n. 
appeasement of hunger by taking a small quantity of food; (sarcas.) a mere show of 
gratification. িপ র া করা v. to appease one's hunger by taking a small quantity of food; (sarcas.) 
to make one content or be content with a mere show of fulfilment of one's desire. ̃শূল n. biliary 
colic. 

িপ ল [ pittala ] n brass. ̃িনিম  ত a. made of brass, brazen. ̃ফলক n. a brass-plate. 

িপ ািতসার [ pittātisāra ] n (med.) bilious or biliary diarrhoea. 

িপ াশয় [ pittāśaẏa ] n the gall-bladder, 

িপ ালয় [ pitrālaẏa ] n father's house (esp. of a married woman). 

িপধান [ pidhāna ] n a case, a sheath (as of a sword); a lid; a covering. 

িপন [ pina ] n a pin. িপন আটকােনা, িপেন আটকােনা v. to pin. 

িপন  [ pinaddha ] a tied, fastened (esp. to one's body); put on, worn. 

িপনাক [ pināka ] n the bow of Shiva (িশব); a bow shaped musical instrument of Shiva; a trident 
(esp. that of Shiva). ̃পািন িপনাকী. n. Shiva (িশব), who carries a িপনাক in his hand. 
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িপনাল  কাড [ pināla kōḍa ] n the penal code. 

িপ াির [ piṇḍāri ] n a band of mercenary freebooters who operated in India till 1817, the 
Pindaris. 

িপ ন [ pindhana ] n (poet. & obs.) act of putting on or wearing. 

িপ া [ pindhā ] v (obs.) to put on, to wear. িপ াওল v. to dress (one) in. 

িপপাসা [ pipāsā ] n thirst; (fig.) eager desire. িপপাসা পাওয়া v. to feel thirsty. িপপাসা  মটােনা, িপপাসা দূর 
করা v. to quench or slake one's thirst; (fig.) to satisfy one's desire. িপপাসাত  , িপপািসত, িপপাসী, িপপা  a. 

thirsty; (fig.) eagerly desirous (of.) fem. িপপাসাত  া, িপপািসতা,, িপপািসনী । 

িপপীিলকা [ pipīlikā ] n the ant. 

িপেপ [ pipē ] n a cask, a barrel, a coop. 

িপ িল, িপ লী [ pippali, pippalī ] n a small pungent seed of the pepper genus used in medicine; 
long pepper; its plant. 

িপয়ন [ piẏana ] n a postman, a liveried messenger, a footman, a peon. 

িপয়াজ [ piẏāja ] n onion. িপয়ািজ n. a kind of chop made of minced onion; light purple colour; 
effrontery, sauciness; impudent waggery. ☐ a. of light purple colour. 

িপয়াদা [ piẏādā ] n an armed footman; a liveried messenger; a process-server; a bailiff; (in chess) 
a pawn. 

িপয়ােনা1 [ piẏānō1 ] v (poet.) to make one drink, to cause to drink; to suckle. 

িপয়ােনা2 [ piẏānō2 ] n a piano. 

িপয়াল [ piẏāla ] n a kind of nut-tree; its nut or seed. 

িপর [ pira ] n a muslim saint. 

িপরান [ pirāna ] n a loose outer garment usu. worn by men. 

িপরািমড [ pirāmiḍa ] n a pyramid. 
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িপিরচ [ pirica ] n a saucer. 

িপিরত, িপিরিত, িপরীত, িপরীিত [ pirita, piriti, pirīta, pirīti ] n love, amour; affection; attachment; 
secret or illicit love. 

িপল1 [ pila1 ] n a pill (of medicine). 

িপল2 [ pila2 ] n the elephant; (in chess) the bishop. 

িপল করা [ pila karā ] v (in certain games) to send (a ball or marble) into the pocket; to pocket 
(গা  ুিপল করা). 

িপলখানা [ pilakhānā ] n a stable for housing elephants. 

িপলপা [ pilapā ] n a thick pillar. ̃গাি  n. act of building or fixing or planting a pillar to mark out 
the boundaries. 

িপলিপল [ pilapila ] int expressing: a swarming crowd. িপলিপল করা v. to swarm. িপলিপল কের  বেরােনা 
to come out swarmingly. 

িপল জ [ pilasuja ] n a lamp-stand. 

িপল ু[ pilu ] n an Indian musical mode. 

িপশাচ [ piśāca ] n a necrophagous evil spirit, a ghoul; (fig.) a man of vile or cruel or nauseating 

or abominable nature. fem. িপশাচী, (inc.) িপশািচনী । ̃ত  n. demonology. ̃িস  a. one who has made a 

ghoul one's slave by means of rigorous ascetic practices. fem. ̃িস া । 

িপিশত [ piśita ] n flesh; raw meat. 

িপ ন [ piśuna ] a scandal-mongering, talebearing; malicious; cruel. 

িপষণ [ piṣaṇa ] n pulping; pressing; squeezing; kneading; crushing; grinding, pulverization; 
pressure; oppression. 

িপষা,  পষা [ piṣā, pēṣā ] v to render into a paste by crushing, to crush to powder, to pound, to 
pulp; to press; to squeeze; to knead; to crush; to grind, to pulverize; to op press. িপষাই,  পষাই n. 
cost or charge of grinding; pulping; pressing; squeezing; kneading; crushing (to powder); 
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pounding, grinding, pulverization. িপষাই করা,  পষাই করা v. same as িপষা । িপষােনা,  পষােনা v. to cause 
to pulp or press or squeeze or knead or crush or grind or pulverize. 

িপ  [ piṣṭa ] a pulped; pressed, squeezed; crushed; ground, pulverized; oppressed. 

িপ ক [ piṣṭaka ] n a kind of cake or sweet pie. 

িপসতুেতা [ pisatutō ] a born of a sister of one's father or father-in-law. 

িপসেবাড   [ pisabōrḍa ] n pasteboard. 

িপসশা ি  [ pisaśāśuḍ◌়i ] n. fem a sister of one's father-in-law. 

িপস  র [ pisaśbaśura ] n the husband of a sister of one's father-in-law. 

িপিস [ pisi ] n a father's sister. 

িপেস [ pisē ] n the husband of a sister of one's father. 

িপ ল [ pistala ] n a pistol. 

িপিহত [ pihita ] a sheathed, encased. 

পীঠ [ pīṭha ] n a low wooden seat on which one may sit in a squatting position; an altar; a seat 
or a resort (esp. of a deity); a holy place; (myth.) any of the fifty-one holy places where fell the 
pieces cut off from the body of Sati (সতী), the wife of Shiva (িশব); an institution or a place 
regarded with some sanctity (িবদ াপীঠ). 

পী ক [ pīḍ◌়ka ] a oppressing, persecuting, tormenting; forcing; insisting, pressing, chastising; 
accepting esp. in marriage (পািণপী ক). ☐ n. an oppressor; a persecutor, a tormentor; one who 
forces or insists (on) or presses; a chastiser; one who accepts esp. in marriage. 

পী ন [ pīḍ◌়na ] n oppression, persecution, torment; forcing; insistence, pressure; 
chastisement; acceptance esp. in marriage (পািণপী ন). পী ন করাv. to press, to persecute, to 
torment; to force; to insist, to chastise; to accept esp. in marriage. 

পী া [ pīḍ◌়ā ] n trouble, pain, suffering, distress, affliction (মনঃপী া); a disease, an ailment, a 
disorder ( পেটর পী া) পী া  দওয়া v. to afflict, to distress. 

পী া   [ pīḍ◌়āgrasta ] a ailing, sick, diseased. 
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পী াজনক, পী াদায়ক [ pīḍ◌়ājanaka, pīḍ◌়ādāẏaka ] a distressing, causing illness. 

পী াপীি  [ pīḍ◌়āpīḍ◌়i ] n repeated insistence or importunities or forcing. পী াপীি  করা v. to insist 
(on) or importune or force repeatedly, to pester, to press for. 

পীি ত [ pīḍ◌়ita ] a sick, ill, ailing; diseased; afflicted; distressed, oppressed. fem. পীি তা । 

পীড মান [ pīḍyamāna ] a in the state of being oppressed or persecuted. 

পীত1 [ pīta1 ] a (of a drink) drunk, swallowed. 

পীত2 [ pīta2 ] n the yellow colour. ☐ a. yellow. ̃চ ন n. yellow sandalwood or a paste made of 
it. ̃ র n. yellow fever. ̃ধ া n. a piece of loin-cloth dyed in yellow esp. one such as worn by Krishna 
(কৃ ). ̃বাস, পীতা র n. a yellow loin cloth; Krishna (কৃ ). ☐ a. wearing a yellow loin-cloth. 

পীতাভ [ pītābha ] a yellowish. 

পীন [ pīna ] a plump, pleasantly fat and rounded, ̃পেয়াধর n. a woman's plump breasts. 

পীনস [ pīnasa ] n ozaena. 

পীেনা ত [ pīnōnnata ] a plump and jutting out. ̃পেয়াধর a woman's plump and prominent breasts. 

পীবর [ pībara ] a plump; corpulent, burly; well developed; sturdy. fem. পীবরা, পীবরী । 

পীযূষ [ pīyūṣa ] n nectar, ambrosia. 

পঁুই [ pum̐i ] n bassella, the Indian spinach, a creeper used as a pot-herb. পুঁইেয়, পঁুেয় a. creeping; 
very slender (পুঁইেয় সাপ). পঁুইেয় পাওয়া, পুঁেয় পাওয়া v. to be attacked with rickets. পঁুইেয়-পাওয়া, পঁুেয়-পাওয়া 
a. affected with rickets, rickety. 

পঁুচেক [ pun ̐cakē ] a tiny. 

পঁুজ [ pun̐ja ] n purulent matter formed in boils, ulcer, wound etc. পুঁজ হওয়া, পুঁজ জমা v. to 
suppurate. পঁুজ বার হওয়া v. to discharge pus, to secrete pus. 

পঁুিজ [ pun̐ji ] n money saved up; cash in hand; capital money, capital; savings; resources; 
possessions, belongings; an accumulated heap, an accumulation. ̃পাটা n. one's movable and 
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immovable possessions or assets or property; savings. ̃বাদ n. capitalism. ̃বাদী a. capitalist, 
capitalistic. ☐ n. a capitalist. 

পঁুটিল [ pun̐ṭali ] n a small bundle or baggage. 

পঁুিট [ pun ̐ṭi ] n a tiny fresh-water fish. পুঁিটমােছর  াণ (fig.) a short-lived or frail person; a weakling; 
a very narrow-minded person. পঁুিটমােছর ফরফরািন bragging of a man of little or no importance. 

পঁুেট [ pun ̐ṭē ] n the ends of a kind of bangle; a kind of button. 

পঁুিত [ pun̐ti ] n a kind of small pearl-shaped ball of glass with a small hole through it, bead. পঁুিতর 
মালা a string of these balls, a string or necklace of beads. 

পঁুিথ [ pun ̐thi ] n a book; an ancient manuscript. পুঁিথ বা ােনা v. to lengthen out unnecessarily. ̃গত a. 
contained in or available in books only; bookish. পঁুিথগত িবদ া book-learning. ̃প  n. books and 
papers. ̃শালা n. a library; a museum or a repository of ancient manuscript. 

পু র [ pukura ] n a pond, a tank, a pool. পু র কাটা v. to excavate a pond. পু র ঝালােনা v. to dredge a 
tank. পু র  িত া করা v. to perform solemn rites before putting a newly excavated pond to use. ̃চুির 
n. an unbelievably tremendous fraud. 

পু  [ puṅkha ] n the bottom part of an arrow. পু া পু  a. thorough; thorough-going; minute; 
detailed; minutely searching or scrutinizing. পু া পু  ভােব adv. minutely, thoroughly, in every 
detail. 

পু ব [ puṅgaba ] n the ox; the bull; (as a sfx.) the best or greatest specimen (নরপ ুব, নৃপপু ব). 

পু  [ puccha ] n the tail; the posteriors; the back part; the rear. ̃হীন a. tailless. 

পুছ [ pucha ] n interrogation, questioning; inquiry. 

পুছা,  পাছা [ puchā, pōchā ] v to ask, to inquire, to question, to interrogate; to pay heed to, to 
attach importance to (তােক  কউ  পােছ না). 

পু  [ puñja ] n an accumulation, a collection, a heap, a pile, a mass, a multitude; a crowd. ̃ মঘ n. 

see under  মঘ । পুি ত, পু ীভূত a. accumulated, collected, piled up; amassed; crowded, thronged. 
পু ীকৃত a. that which has been accumulated or collected or piled up or amassed. 

পু ীগিণতক [ puñjīgaṇitaka ] n capital accounts. 
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পুট1 [ puṭa1 ] n the part of the body lying between the top extremity of the spine and the 
armpit; the length of this part. ̃হাতা n. the measurement of length from the top extremity of the 
spine to the wrist. 

পুট2 [ puṭa2 ] n a container, a vessel, a cup (পণ পুট); anything with which some thing is held or 
caught or seized or covered (ক পুট); a crucible for boiling medicinal herbs etc. (পুটপাক). 

পুিটং [ puṭi ] n putty. পুিটং করা, পুিটং  দওয়া v. to putty. 

পুিটত [ puṭita ] a boiled in a crucible; covered; strung (as a garland); kneaded. 

পুিডং [ puḍi ] n pudding. 

পু ন [ puḍ◌়na ] n burning; scalding, scorching; calcination; incineration; inflammation; state of 
becoming very hot, affliction. 

পু রীক [ puṇḍarīka ] n the white lotus. পু রীকা  n. one with eyes as white as a pair of white 
lotuses; Vishnu (িব )ু or Krishna (কৃ ). 

পু , প ুক [ puṇḍra, puṇḍraka ] n sugarcane; a sectarian mark on the forehead; an ancient race 
of Bengal. 

পুণ  [ puṇya ] n virtue, piety. ☐ a. (used as a pfx.) holy, sacred; virtuous, pious. ̃কম   n. an act of 
piety or virtue. ̃কম  া a. one who does or has done acts of piety or virtue. ̃কাল n. a holy tide. ̃কীিত   a. 
celebrated for piety or virtuousness. ̃ য় n. decay or waning of the strength of one's piety or 
virtue. ̃    ̃তীথ  n. a holy place; a place of pilgrimage. ̃িতিথ n. an auspicious lunar day for rituals; 
an auspicious day or time. ̃ তায়া a. fem. (of rivers) containing holy water. ̃দ a. adding to one's 

piety or virtue; holy. fem. পুণ দা । ̃দশ  ন a. one whose sight adds to another's piety or virtue. ̃ধাম n. 

a sacred or holy abode; heaven. ̃ফল n. the reward of or return for one's piety or virtue. ̃ফেল adv. 

in return for acquired or accumulated virtue or merit. ̃বতী fem. of পুণ বান । ̃বল n. the strength or 

force of one's piety or virtue. ̃বেল adv. by dint of the force of acquired merit or virtue. ̃বান a. 
pious, virtuous; holy. ̃ভূিম n. a holy land. ̃ যাগ n. (astrol.) an auspicious conjunction of stars or an 
auspicious time for performing solemn rites. ̃ল  a. obtained or earned by dint of one's piety or 
virtuousness. ̃লাভ n. attainment or earning of piety or virtue. ̃ লাক n. a holy sphere or region; 
heaven; a pious or holyman. ̃ লাভ n. earnest desire for attaining or earning piety or virtue. ̃ লাভী 
a. earnestly desirous of earning piety or virtue. ̃শীল a. given to performing acts of piety or virtue. 

fem. ̃শীলা । ̃  াক a. celebrated for piety or virtuousness; virtuous; holy. ̃স য় n. accumulation of 
piety or virtue. ̃ ান n. holy bath; taking bath on a holy day or in a sacred river. 
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পুণ া া [ puṇyātmā ] a pious, virtuous; holy. 

পুণ াহ [ puṇyāha ] n an auspicious day for performing solemn rites. 

পুতিল [ putali ] n a puppet, a doll, a marionette; a favourite or pet (  েহর পুতিল); the pupil of the 
eye, the apple of the eye (নয়নপুতিল). 

পুতুপুতু [ putuputu ] int expressing; excessive carefulness or attention or fondling. পুতুপুতু করা v. to 
take care of or attend on over much, to fondle overmuch. 

পুতুল [ putula ] n a doll, a puppet, a marionette; an instrument in another's hand; one who acts 
just as another tells him, a cat's paw, an idol. ̃ খলা n. a children's (esp. girls') play in which an 
imaginary house-hold is built up with puppets as its members; (fig.) a meaningless action, a 
children's play; a triviality. ̃নাচ n. a puppet-show, a puppet-play. পুতুল নািচেয় n. a puppet-
player. ̃পুেজা n. (sarcas.) idolatry. (পেরর) হােতর পুতুল a puppet in another's hand, a cat's-paw. 

পু ল [ puttala ] n a jack-straw, an effigy; a puppet, a doll, a marionette. 

পু িল1 [ puttali1 ] n a pupa. 

পুি কা [ puttikā ] n the white ant; the bee. 

পু  [ putra ] n a son; (in affectionate address) one who may be regarded as a son. ̃কল  n. son and 

wife. ̃কাম a. desirous of having a son. fem. ̃কামা । ̃ পৗ  n. son and grandson. ̃ পৗ ািদ n. future 

generations, posterity. ̃ পৗ ািদ েম adv. from one generation to another, in successive 

generations. ̃বতী fem. of পু বান । ̃ব  a. & adv. like a son. ˜ব সল a. fond of or affectionate to wards 

sons. ̃বধূ n. son's wife, daughter-in-law. ̃বান a. having a son or sons. ̃বা সল  n. love or affection for 
sons. ̃র  n. jewel of a son, a worthy or remarkable son. ̃ শাক n. grief caused by the death of a son; 
the feeling of bereavement at the loss of a son. ̃স ান n. male child. ̃হীন a. sonless. ̃পু াথ ী a. desirous 
of having or wishing to have a son. ̃পু ােথ  adv. with a view to getting a son. ̃পু ােথ  ি য়েত ভায া 
marriage only with a view to getting a son. পুি কা n. a daughter; a foster-daughter; a doll, a 
puppet. পু ী n. a daughter; (in affectionate address) one who may be regarded as a daughter. 
পু ীয় a. of or for a son. পুে ি , পুে ি কা n. an oblation performed for the purpose of getting a son. 

পুিদনা [ pudinā ] n spearmint, mint. 

পুনেক [ punakē ] a very small, tiny, wee. 
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পু াগ [ punnāga ] n the white lotus, the white lily; a kind of flower-plant, the nagakeshara 
(নাগেকশর). 

পু ামনরক [ punnāmanaraka ] n a region of hell called Put (পু ) to which a sonless person is 
condemned. 

পুবাল, পুবািল, পুেব [ pubāla, pubāli, pubē ] a coming or blowing from the east, eastern. 

পুর1 [ pura1 ] n relishing ingredients put into an article of food, stuffing. 

পুর2 [ pura2 ] n a house, a dwelling-house, an abode (ন পুর); a city, a town, a village (হি নাপুর). ̃ ার 
n. the gate of a city or a house. ̃নারী n. fem. a woman usually keeping to the zenana; a housewife; 
a female member (esp. a married one) of a family. ̃ র n. a name of Indra (ই ), the king of 
gods. ̃ ী, ̃ি  n. a house wife; a married woman having her husband and children living. ̃বাসী a. in 
habiting a town or a village; living in a family. ☐ n. a citizen, townsman, a villager; a member or 
inmate of a family. fem. ̃বািসনী । ̃র ক n. a warder or warden of a house; a city guard. ̃ললনা n. same 

as পুরনারী । ̃শাসক n. a presidency magistrate. ̃ ী same as পুরনারী । 

পুরঃসর [ purḥsara ] a advanced. ☐ in comp. (used as a sfx.) having in front of, having first made 
or done ( ণামপুরঃসর = having made obeisance). 

পুর ন [ purañjana ] n the soul, life. 

পুরতঃ [ puratḥ ] adv in front, before; formerly. 

পুর  [ puranta ] a plump; well-developed; complete; full-grown. 

পুর রণ [ puraścaraṇa ] n worship of a deity with a view to attaining some end. 

পুর ার [ puraskāra ] n a reward; a prize; remuneration; meed; cordial reception, welcome 
('বসাইলা আসেন তাের কির পুর ার'); honour, felicitation. পুর ার  দওয়া v. to reward. 

পুরি য়া [ puraskriẏā ] n rewarding; act of awarding a prize; act of remunerating; cordial 
reception; honouring, felicitation. 

পুর ৃত [ puraskṛta ] a rewarded; remunerated; cordially received; honoured, felicitated. পুর ৃত 
করা v. to reward. 

পুরা1 [ purā1 ] adv before, formerly, in the past, in ancient times. 
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পুরা2 [ purā2 ] a (for.) entire, whole, complete, full; replete (পুরা কলিস). ☐ adv. full, fully (পুরা পাঁচ 
হাত); completely, thoroughly (পুরা জানা). 

পুরা3,  পারা [ purā3, pōrā ] v to fill (কলিসেত জল পুরেছ); to stuff (ব ােগ কাপ  পুরেছ); to thrust in, to 
enter (মুেখ  পারা); to put into, to confine ( জেল  পারা), to conceal inside; to be filled (with) 
( ছেলপুেলেত ঘর পুেরেছ); to blow or sound as a wind-instrument ('সেব  পারা িস া  ব '); to be satisfied 
or realized or attained (আশা পুেরেছ); to be completed or accomplished (কাজ পুেরেছ). 

পুরাকাল [ purākāla ] n ancient times. 

পুরাণ [ purāṇa ] n a myth or mythology (esp. of Hindus). ☐ a. ancient; primordial (পুরাণ 
পু ষ). ̃কত া, ̃কার n. an author of a mythology. ̃পু ষ n. God. ̃ িসি  n. mention in the Puranas or 
mythology; long-standing fame. 

পুরাত  [ purātattba ] n archaeology; antiquities; ancient history. ̃  , ̃িবদ a. versed in archaeology 
or antiquities or ancient history. ☐ n. an archaeologist; an antiquary, an antiquarian; one 
versed in ancient history. 

পুরাতন [ purātana ] a ancient; old; aged; backdated, out-of-date (পুরাতন ফ াশন); long-standing 

(পুরাতন  থা); experienced (পুরাতন কম  চারী); inveterate (পুরাতন পাপী); chronic (পুরাতন  রাগ). fem. পুরাতনী । 
পুরাতন কম  চারী an old hand. 

পুরাদ র [ purādastura ] adv to the fullest extent; completely; thoroughly, in a downright 
manner. ☐ a. complete; downright; thorough, out-and-out, thorough-going. 

পুরাধ   [ purādhyakṣa ] n a governor of a city; a warden of a house. 

পুরােনা1 [ purānō1 ] a old; ancient; aged; backdated (পুরােনা রীিত). 

পুরােনা2 [ purānō2 ] v to fulfil, to satisfy; to fill. 

পুরাপুির [ purāpuri ] a complete; thorough; full, entire; downright. ☐ adv. completely; 
thoroughly; fully, entirely; in a down right manner; in extenso. 

পুির [ puri ] n a kind of small and thin saucer shaped brown bread fried in clarified butter. 

পুিরয়া [ puriẏā ] n a tiny packet; a dose of medicine or other articles in a tiny packet; an Indian 
musical mode. 
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পুরী2 [ purī2 ] n a house, a palace, a residence (রাজপুরী, ই পুরী); a city; a title of certain ascetics 
(ঈ রপুরী). 

পুরীষ [ purīṣa ] n faeces, excrement, stool; ordure, dung, droppings. পুরীেষা সগ   n. evacuation of 
ordure on something or somebody. 

পু  [ puru ] a thick; fat; having a specific number of folds (সাতপু  কাপ ). 

পু ষ [ puruṣa ] n man; a man; a male creature; a manly man, a he-man ( স খাঁিট পু ষ); (phil. & 
theol.) the soul (পু ষ ও  কৃিত); God; a generation (অধ ন পাঁচ পু ষ); (gr.) person (উ ম পু ষ = the first 
person; মধ ম পু ষ = the second person;  থম পু ষ = the third person). ☐ in comp. male, he (পু ষ 
জ ). পরমপু ষ n. a superman; God, the Absolute. পু ষকার n. manliness, prowess; intelligence; 
manly effort. পু ষজাতীয় a. male; masculine. ̃  n. masculinity; manhood; manliness, virility; 
vigour; masculine sexual power. পু ষ বিজ  ত. পু ষ িবহীন, পু ষ রিহত, পু ষ শ ূ, পু ষ হীন a. lacking in 
masculine sexual power, impotent; unmanly; effeminate; lacking in vigour; faint-hearted. 
পু ষ হািন n. loss of masculine sexual power, impotency. ̃-পর রা n. succession of generations, 
lineal succession, heredity. ̃পর রা েম adv. from generation to generation, hereditarily. ̃-পর রাগত 
a. coming down from generation to generation; inherited; hereditary; traditional. ̃পু ব n. a high 
specimen of humanity; a great man; a big man. ̃ ধান n. chief amongst men; (when attributed to 
God) Supreme. ̃ব া  n. a tiger of a man. ̃মা ষ n. a man; a male; a manly man. ̃শা  ল same as পু ষব া  
। ̃    same as ̃ ধান । ̃িসংহ n. a lion amongst men. ̃ লভ a. common to or befitting a man; 

masculine. পু ষা  n. the male sex-organ, the penis. পু ষাধম n. the basest or vilest of men; a dirty 

fellow; a rascal; an extremely cowardly man. পু ষা  ম same as পু ষ-পর রা । পু ষা  িমক same as 

পু ষ-পর রাগত । পু ষাথ  n. religious or spiritual attainment, earning of wealth, realization of 
desires and attainment of salvation; these four manly pursuits of life; happiness, bliss, 
salvation, beatitude. পু ষািল n. masculinity; manliness, virility; (of a woman or a girl) 
tomboyishness. ☐ a. masculine; manly, virile; (of a woman or girl) tomboyish. পু েষািচত a. 
proper for a man; becoming or befitting a man; manly. পু েষা ম n. an excellent man; a 
superman; the Supreme Being, God, Vishnu (িব ু). 

পু   ু[ puruṣṭu ] a (coll.) well-developed, plum. 

পুেরাগ, পুেরাগামী [ purōga, purōgāmī ] a going before in point of time or place, preceding, 
leading; pioneering. পুেরাগত a. gone before in point of time or place. 

পুেরাডাশ [ purōḍāśa ] n thick saucer-shaped bread. 

পুেরাধা [ purōdhā ] n a priest; a pioneer, avant garde. 
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পুেরােনা [ purōnō ] a old; ancient; backdated. 

পুেরাবত ী [ purōbartī ] a lying in front; preceding; advanced; apical. 

পুেরাভাগ [ purōbhāga ] n the first part or share; the front.  স বািহনীর পুেরাভাগ the vanguard. 

পুেরাভূিম [ purōbhūmi ] n the foreground. 

পুেরাযায়ী [ purōyāẏī ] a preceding; leading; inaugurating or founding. 

পুেরািহত [ purōhita ] n a priest. 

পুল [ pula ] n a bridge (as on a river). 

পুলক [ pulaka ] n horripilation or gooseflesh (usu. caused by a delightful feeling or sensation); a 
thrill (of joy or delight); delight or joy. ̃ক টিকত, পুলিকত a. horripilated in delight; (greatly) 
delighted. পুলেকা াস n. an outburst of delight. 

পুলিটস [ pulaṭisa ] n a poultice. 

পুিল1 [ puli1 ] n Port Blair in the Andamans. 

পুিল2 [ puli2 ] n a kind of sweet roll. 

পুিলন [ pulina ] n the part of a sandy beach or bank up to which the high-water mark reaches; 
(loos.) a sand-bank, a beach, shoal. 

পুিল া [ pulindā ] n a packet or bundle or parcel (esp. a small one). 

পুিলেপালাও [ pulipōlāō ] n deportation to Port Blair; (loos.) deportation, transportation. 

পুিলশ, পুিলস [ puliśa, pulisa ] n the police; a policeman; a police constable. 

পুষা,  পাষা [ puṣā, pōṣā ] v to bring up; to cherish (মেন আশা পুষেছ); to nourish; to feed; to 
maintain, to support (পিরজনেদর  পাষা); to rear; to keep, to breed, to fancy (বাঁদর  পাষা, পািখ  পাষা). 

পু র [ puṣkara ] n the lotus; water; cloud; the tip of an elephant's trunk; a holy lake near Ajmir. 

পু িরণী [ puṣkariṇī ] n a pond, a tank, a pool. 
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পু  [ puṣṭa ] a nourished; brought up; bred; developed; grown up; plump; fat; adiposed; 
fattened; mature; ripe; cherished. পু -তাি ত n. (phys.) positive electricity. পু া  a. well-developed; 
fat; fattened. পুি  n. nourishment; up bringing; breeding; development; growth; plumpness; 
fatness; adiposity; fattening; maturity; thorough ripeness; nutrition; cherishment. পুি কর, 
পুি জনক, পুি সাধক a. nutritious; nourishing. পুি সাধন n. nutrition; nourishment. পুি সাধন করা v. to 
nourish. 

পু  [ puṣpa ] n flower; blossom; menstrual flux; an eye-disease. ̃ক, ̃করথ n. the name of Kuvera's 
( েবর) chariot capable of flying through the air at a great speed. ̃কর ক n. a flower-basket. ̃কীট a. a 
flower-worm. ̃ কতন, ̃ কত ু n. one whose banner is made of flowers; Madan (মদন) the god of 
love. ̃   n. a bunch of flowers. পু  চয়ন করা v. to pluck or cull flowers. ̃দ  n. (bot.) a peduncle. ̃ধ  
n. a bow made of flowers; one holding such a bow; Madan (মদন) the god of love. ̃দল n. a petal. ̃ধ া 
n. one holding a bow of flowers; Madan (মদন) the god of love. ̃িনয াস n. essence of flower. ̃প  n. a 
petal; flowers and leaves; (bot.) floral leaves. ̃প িব াস n. (bot.) prefloration. ̃প ব n. a twig with 
flowers; flowers and leaves. ̃পা  n. a saucer for holding flowers (esp. one used in a religious 
service). ̃পুট n. (bot.) a calyx. ̃ তীক n. a floral diagram. ̃বতী a. in menstruation, menstruating, 
menstruous. ̃বািটকা, ̃বাটী n. a flower garden (esp. one with a summer-house); a garden-house. ̃বাণ 
n. an arrow made of flowers; one using such arrows; Madan (মদন) the god of love. ̃িব াস n. (bot.) 
inflorescence. ̃ব ৃ n. a flower-stalk. ̃বৃি কা n. (bot.) a pedicel. ̃বৃি  n. a shower of flowers. ̃ভূষণ n. an 
ornament made of flowers, a floralornament. ̃ম রী n. a flower-bud; a flower stalk. ̃মালা, ̃মাল  n. a 
garland of flowers, a flower-wreath. ̃মু ট n. a chaplet of flowers. ̃মু ল n. a flower-bud. ̃রজঃ n. 

pollen. ̃রস n. flower-juice, honey. ̃রাগ n. topaz. ̃ রণু n. pollen. ̃শর same as পু বাণ । ̃শয া n. a bed of 

flowers. ̃সংেকত n. (bot.) a floral formula. ̃সার n. essence of flower. ̃ সৗরভ n. aroma or fragrance of a 
flower. ̃ বক n. a cluster or bunch of flowers, a bouquet; a wreath. ̃হীন, ̃শ ূ a. divested of flowers; 
flowerless. পু াগম n. florescence or its season. পু াগম-কাল n. the time of florescence; the season of 
flowers, the spring. পু াজীব a. dealing in flowers and flower-wreaths; making flower-wreaths 
professionally. ☐ n. a florist; a professional maker of flower wreaths. পু া িল n. an offering of a 
handful of flowers to a deity. পু া িল  দওয়া v. to offer a handful of flowers in devotion or 

worship. পু াধার n. a flower-vase; a flower-pot. পু াভরণ, পু ালংকার same as পু ভূষণ । পু াসব same 

as পু মধ ু। পুি কা n. (bot.) a floret; the tartar of teeth; the concluding couplet or stanza of poem 

containing the author's name. পুি ত a. in flower, blossomed. পুি তা a. fem. in flower, blossomed; 

in menstruation. পুে ষ ুn. (the Hindu) god of love, (cp.) Cupid (মদন) পুে া গম same as পু াগম । 
পুে াদ ান n. a flower-garden. 

পু া [ puṣyā ] n (astr.) the eighth of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy. 

পু ক [ pustaka ] n a book. ̃িবে তা n. a book-seller. ̃িবপিণ n. a book-shop. ̃ব বসায় n. book 
trade. ̃ব বসায়ী n. a book-seller. ̃ হ a. contained or written in a book. পু কাগার n. a library. সাধারণ 
পু াকাগার a public library. পু কালয় n. a book-shop; a (rare) library. পু েকর  দাকান a book-shop. 
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পু িন, পু ািন [ pustani, pustāni ] n (in book-binding) a fly leaf. 

পু িবকলন [ pustabikalana ] n book-debit. 

পুি কা, পু ী [ pustikā, pustī ] n a booklet; a pamphlet. 

পূজক [ pūjaka ] a employed in worshipping. ☐ n. a worshipper, a devotee; a priest; a votary. 

পূজন [ pūjana ] n worship. পূজনীয় same as পূজ  । fem. পূজনীয়া । 

পূজা [ pūjā ] n worship; adoration; devotion; reverence; cordial reception; glorification. ☐ v. 
poet. form of পূজা করা । পূজা করা v. to worship; to adore; to revere; to accord cordial reception to, 
to welcome; to glorify. পূজা  দওয়া v. to offer worship (to a deity); to offer presents in homage. পূজা 
পাওয়া v. to be worshipped or adored or revered or received cordially or welcomed. ̃পাব ণ n. 
religious and social festivals; festive occasions. পূজাবকাশ n. vacation during a holy season, the 
puja (পূজা) holidays or vacation. পূজাির a. employed in worshipping; acting as a professional 

priest. ☐ n. a worshipper; a devotee; a votary; a priest. fem. পূজািরিন (rej.) পূজািরণী । পূজাহ   same as 

পূজ  । পুজাি ক n. the daily religious service. 

পূিজত [ pūjita ] a worshipped; adored; revered; cordially received, welcomed; glorified, fem. 

পূিজতা । 

পূেজাপহার [ pūjōpahāra ] n a gift or present offered during a holy festival, a puja (পূজা) gift or 
present. 

পূজ  [ pūjya ] a worthy of worship or reverence or honour; worshipful; reverend; honourable; 

venerable. fem. পূজ া । ̃পাদ n. one whose feet are worthy of worship or adoration, having 
worshipful feet; most reverend or adorable or venerable. 

পূত [ pūta ] a holy, sacred, sanctified, pure. ̃ হান n. a sacred or holy place. 

পূতা া [ pūtātmā ] a pure-souled; pure-hearted; holy; pious, virtuous. 

পূিত [ pūti ] n stench, fetid smell. ☐ a. fetid (পূিতগ ); rotten, putrid (পূিতমাংস). 

পূেতাদক [ pūtōdaka ] n holy water. 

পূপ [ pūpa ] n a sweet pie or cake. ̃কার n. a baker. ̃শালা n. a bakery. 
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পূয [ pūya ] n purulent matter formed in an ulcer, wound, boil etc.; pus. পূয জমা, পুয হওয়া v. to 
suppurate. পূয ঝরা v. to discharge or secretepus. 

পূর2 [ pūra2 ] n fulfilment; filling; completion; a mass of water; a stream. 

পূরক [ pūraka ] a fulfilling; filling; completing; (geom.) complementary; (arith. & alg.) 
multiplying. &square; n. (arith.) a multiplier; (geom.) a complementary angle, a complement 
(also পূরক  কাণ); act of breathing in yoga ( যাগ). 

পূরণ [ pūraṇa ] n fulfilment (বাসনাপূরণ); filling (উদরপূরণ); repletion; completion (কালপূরণ); solution 
(সম াপূরণ); compensation ( িতপূরণ); increase; (arith. & alg.) multiplication. পূরণ করা v. to fulfil; to 
fill, to complete; to solve; to compensate; to increase; (arith. & alg.) to multiply. ˜বাচক a. (arith.) 
ordinal. পূরণীয় a. to be fulfilled or filled or completed or solved. 

পূরবী [ pūrabī ] n an Indian Musical mode. 

পূরিয়তা [ pūraẏitā ] a. & n one who fulfils or fills. fem. পূরিয় ী । 

পূিরত [ pūrita ] a thoroughly filled, replete, filled; fulfilled; completed; solved; compensated; 
multiplied. 

পূণ  [ pūrṇa ] a thoroughly filled, replete; full, whole; total; complete, perfect (পূণ    খ); fulfilled, 
gratified, realized; completed, completely passed (কাল পূণ   হওয়া); accomplished (সাধ পূণ   হওয়া); 
nature; fully grown. পূণ   করা v. to fill, to make full to the brim; to replete; to complete; to fulfil; to 
pass completely; to accomplish. ̃কাম a. one whose desire has been fulfilled. ̃কাল a. full time. ̃   n. 
a pitcher completely filled (esp. with water). ̃গভ া a. fem. in the advanced or last stage of 
pregnancy, nearing travail. ̃ াস n. (astr.) total eclipse. ̃চ  n. the full-moon, the hunter's 
moon. ̃  দ n. (gr.) a full stop. পূণ  ে দ প া v. (fig.) to terminate or be closed for good. ̃তা, ̃  n. 
repleteness, fulness; completeness; fulfilment; completion; accomplishment; maturity; full 
growth. ̃পা  n. a full cup, a full dish, a full plate, a full vessel. ̃বয়স n. full age, maturity. ̃বয়  a. full-

aged, grown up, major, adult. fem. ̃বয় া । পূণ বয়  হওয়া v. to come of age, to attain majority. ̃িবকিশত 

a. full-blown; fully manifested. ̃িবকাশ n. full blowing; full manifestation. ̃ বগ n. full speed, full 
tilt. ̃ বেগ adv. at full speed, in full career, at full tilt. ̃   n. the Absolute Being, God. ̃ম ী n. a 
cabinet minister (in charge of a full portfolio). ̃মা া n. the fullest measure or extent; (of 
medicines) a full dose. ̃মা ায় adv. to the fullest measure or extent; entirely; wholly; thoroughly; 

in a downright manner. ̃মাসী same as  পৗণ  মাসী । ̃যুবক n. a full-grown young man. fem. ̃যুবতী । ̃সংখ া 

a. (arith.) an integer, a whole number. পূণ  া fem. of পূণ   । পূণ  া  a. having all the limbs; complete in 

all parts; thorough; fully grown or developed. পূণ া তা n. completeness in all parts; thoroughness; 
full growth or development. পূণ  ান  n. full delight or joy; an appellation of God. পূণ  াবতার n. a 
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perfect incarnation; an appellation of Nrishingha (নৃিসংহ), Rama (রাম) and Krishna (ক ৃ). পূণ  াবয়ব 

same as পূণ  া  । পূণ  ািভলাষ same as পূণ  কাম । পূণ  ায়ত a. fully wide or widened or expanded. পূণ  ায় ু a. 

enjoying full longevity or long lease of life, long-lived. পূণ  া িত n. the final offering; the burnt 
offering with which a sacrifice is concluded, the concluding (burnt) offering; (fig.) completion 
of self-sacrifice. পূণ  া িত  দওয়া v. to offer the concluding (burnt) offering; (fig.) to complete, to 
sacrifice oneself. 

পূণ ক [ pūrṇaka ] n characteristic of a logarithm. 

পূিণ মা [ pūrṇimā ] n the full-moon. ̃িনিশ n. a full moon night. পূিণ  মার চাঁদ the hunter's moon, the 
full-moon. 

পূেণ   [ pūrṇēndu ] n the hunter's moon, the full moon. 

পূেণ াপমা [ pūrṇōpamā ] n (rhet.) a sustained simile. 

পূত  [ pūrta ] n public works. ̃িবভাগ n. the Public Works Department. 

পূিত  [ pūrti ] n act of filling, repletion; completion; compensation. পূিত  -অিধেদয়, পূিত   ভাতা n. a 
compensatory allowance. 

পূব  [ pūrba ] n the east; precedence in time or place (পূব কিথত); front; the past (পূেব   ািব রা এ  দেশ 
বাস করত). ☐ a. first; senior in age; past, former, preceding; eastern. -পূব ক in comp. having in 
advance; having first made or done ( ণামপূব ক); with ( ীিতপূব ক). ̃কিথত a. aforesaid. ̃কায় n. the upper 
part of the body. ̃কাল n. the past; ancient times; former times. ̃কািলক, ̃কালীন a. of the past, past; of 
ancient times, ancient; former times, former. ̃কৃত a. previously or formerly done; done before 
hand; done in anticipation. ̃গামী a. going east or eastwards; going before, preceding; previous; 

antecedent. fem. ̃গািমনী । ̃জ a. born before, elder. ☐ n. an elder brother. ̃জা a. fem. of পূব জ । ☐ n. 

fem. an elder sister. ̃জ  n. a previous or former birth. ̃জ ািজ  ত a. acquired during a former or 
previous birth. ̃জীবন n. a previous or former birth; the past life; early life (cp. উ রজীবন). ̃ ান n. 
past experiences; knowledge acquired during a former birth; anticipation. ̃তন a. former; 
previous; past. ̃দি ণ n. south-east. ☐ a. south-eastern. ̃িদক n. the east. ̃দ ৃ a. previously seen; 
anticipated; foreseen. ̃দৃি  n. foresight. ̃ দশ n. an eastern country or region, the east, the 
orient. ̃ দশীয় a. of an eastern country or region; (rare) oriental. ̃ধারণা n. preconception, 
preconceived notion. ̃িনরীি ত a. preaudited. ̃িন িপত a. predestined; foreordained. ̃প  n. a 
complaint; a plaint; (log.) a question, a problem for debate or discussion, the first part of an 
argument, a proposition. ̃পিরক না n. preplanning. ̃পিরকি ত a. preplanned. ̃পিরচয় n. previous 

acquaintance. ̃পিরিচত a. acquainted from before, for merly or already known. fem. ̃পিরিচতা । ̃পিরিচিত 

n. previous acquaintance. ̃পু ষ n. an ancestor, a forefather; a former generation. ̃ চিলত a. 
formerly current or prevalent, current or prevalent in the past, previously in vogue. ̃ফ ুনী n. 
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(astrol.) the eleventh of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy. ̃ব  Eastern 
Bengal, East Bengal. ̃ব  adv. as before. ☐ a. (log.) a priori. ̃বিণ  ত a. described or narrated before, 
aforementioned, aforesaid. ̃বিত  তা n. precedence; antecedence; priority; seniority; fore-
existence. ̃বত  ী a. preceding; antecedent; prior; senior; fore-existent; previous; former. fem. ̃বিত  নী 
। ̃বাদ n. a complaint. ̃বাদী n. a complainant. ̃ভাগ n. the forepart; the front; the eastern 

part. ̃ভা পদ, ̃ভা পদা n. (astrol.) the twenty-fifth of the twenty-seven zodiacal stars according to 
Hindu astronomy. ̃ভাব n. the former or original state or condition. ̃ভাষ n. preface, a foreword. ̃মত 
n. the former opinion. ̃মীমাংসা n. a philosophical treatise by Jaimini the ancient sage; 
philosophical doctrine of Jaimini and his followers. ̃র  n. the prologue (of a drama); a 
prelude. ̃রাগ n. amorous attraction felt even before acquaintance with the lover; (inc.) 
courtship. ̃রা  n. the first part or quarter of a night; early night; (loos.) the previous or last 
night. ̃রাি  n. last night; the previous night. ̃রািশ n. (math.) antecedent. ̃ল ণ n. a presage; a 
foreboding. পূব ল ণ  কাশ করা v. to presage; to forebode. ̃সং ার n. a notion or idea or impression or 
habit formed during a former birth or in the past. পূব াচল, পূব াি  n. an imaginary eastern 
mountain from behind which the sun is believed to rise daily. পূব ােদশ n. a previous order. পূব ােদশ 
 ত াহার করা to rescind a previous order. পূব ািধকার n. possession or right obtained earlier; priority; 
the right or claim of the first-born, primo geniture; former right or claim. পূব া বৃি  n. 
continuation (of some account already begun). পূব াপর a. (also. adv.) from beginning to end, alpha 
and omega, thorough. পূব াপর িবেবচনা করা to consider the connected line of events, to consider the 
pros and cons of a proposal, to look before and after. পূব াপর িবেরাধ n. inconsistency of acts or 
contexts of different times. পূব াপর-ব ৃ n. (astr.) a prime vertical. পূব ােপ া adv. than before. পূব াবিধ 
adv. from before; since the beginning. পূব াব হা n. the former or previous or past state or 
condition. পূব াভাষ n. a presage; (dero.) a foreboding; a preface, a foreword; forecast (আবহাওয়ার 
পূব াভাষ). পূব াভাষ  দওয়া v. to presage; (dero.) to forebode. পূব াভ াস n. a previous or former habit or 
practice. পূব াধ   n. the first half; the eastern half; (geog.) the eastern hemisphere. পূব াশা n. the east. 
পূব াষা া n. (astrol.) the twentieth of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy. পূব া  
n. the first part or quarter of the day-time; (loos.) the forenoon. পূব াি ক a. of the first part or 
quarter of the daytime; to be done during the first part or quarter of the day time. পূিব তা n. 
priority, precedence. পূেব  adv. formerly, previously, before; in the past; in the front; in the east. 
পূেব া  a. aforesaid; mentioned before or above. পূেব াি  n. a previous statement; a prefatory 
remark or utterance. পূেব া র n. the north-east. পূেব া ৃত a. quoted before or above. 

পূষা [ pūṣā ] n the sun. 

পূ  [ pūkta ] a adjoining, contiguous, attached; associated; incorporated; united; admixed; 
saturated; related; connected, concerned. 

পৃথক [ pṛthaka ] a separate; different; separated; segregated; moved or lying aside; 
differentiated; alienated, estranged. ☐ adv. separately; severally, differently; apart. পৃথক করা v. 
to separate; to differentiate; to dissociate; to segregate; to alienate, to estrange; to remove 
apart. ̃  n. separateness; distinction; difference; individuality. পৃথক পৃথক, ̃ভােব adv. separately; 
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individually. ̃করণ, পৃথকীকরণ n. separation; differentiation; dissociation; segregation; alienation, 
estrangement; act of removing apart. ̃কৃত, পৃথকীকৃত a. separated; differentiated; dissociated; 
segregated; alienated, estranged, removed apart. 

পৃথগ  [ pṛthaganna ] a (of a family) split up or divided into two or more units all having 
separate messing arrangements, separated. 

পৃথগা া [ pṛthagātmā ] a individual; self-conscious. 

পৃথি ধ [ pṛthagbidha ] a of a different kind; different; diverse, various, manifold. 

পৃথ ভূত [ pṛthagbhūta ] a separated; differentiated; dissociated; segregated; alienated, 
estranged, removed apart. 

পৃিথবী [ pṛthibī ] n the earth, the world. ̃তল n. the surface of the earth, the earth's crust or its 
outer part. ̃পিত, ̃পাল n. a king; an emperor. ̃ব াপী, ̃ময় a. extending all over the world; world-
wide. ̃ম ল n. the orb of the earth; the whole world. 

পৃথ,ু পৃথুল [ pṛthu, pṛthula ] a extensive; wide; great; mag nanimous; bulky, fat, heavy; muscular, 
robust. পৃথু   a. with muscular and ro bust shoulders. 

পৃ ী [ pṛthbī ] n the earth, the world. 

পৃ  [ pṛṣṭha ] n the back (of a human being or any other creature); the rear; the region of the 
back; the back part, the rear part; the hind part; surface, a face; (bot.) the dorsal surface. ঘূণ পৃ  n. 

the surface of revolution. ̃টান n. (phys.) surface tension. ̃তল n. surface. ̃ দশ same as পৃ  । ̃ পাষাক n. 
one who stands at the back to give support; a supporter; an upholder; a patron; a customer; a 
client. ̃ পাষকতা n. support; patronization. পৃ েপাষকতা করা v. to support; to uphold; to 
patronize. ̃ পাষণ n. act of standing at the back to give support; act of sup porting or upholding; 
patronization. ̃ দশ ন n. fleeing, flight. পৃ  দশ  ন করা v. to flee, to take to one's heels, to run 
away. ̃ বাহ n. (geog.) a surface drift. ̃বংশ n. the backbone, the spinal or vertebral column, the 
spine. ̃ ণ n. a dorsal carbuncle. ̃ভ  n. act of fleeing (esp. after a defeat). ̃র ক n. a bodyguard. 
পৃ র া করা v. to protect or guard the rear; to act as a bodyguard to. ̃ লখ n. an endorsement. 

পৃ া [ pṛṣṭhā ] n a page (of a book). পৃ া  n. page number. 

পৃে াপির [ pṛṣṭhōpari ] adv on the back (of). 

 পঁেকা [ pēn ̐kō ] a full of slime or silt, like slime or silt, slimy, silty, miry. 
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 পঁিচ [ pēn ̐ci ] fem of প াঁচা । 

 পঁেপ [ pēm ̐pē ] n the papaw, the pawpaw, the papaya. 

 পখন [ pēkhana ] n (obs. & poet.) seeing. 

 পখম [ pēkhama ] n a peacock's plumage or tail esp. when expanded or spread out like a fan at 
the time of dancing.  পখম ধরা,  পখম  ফালােনা v. (of a peacock) to expand or distend one's plumage 
or tail (when dancing); (fig.) to be beside oneself with joy, to be foolishly ostentatious in dress, 
to be vainglorious, to peacock. 

 পখা [ pēkhā ] v (poet. & obs.) to see. 

 পচক [ pēcaka ] n (for.) the owl. fem.  পচকী । ̃শাবক n. an owlet. 

- পিজ [ -pēji ] a. sfx having a specific number of pages (আটেপিজ ফম া). 

 পেজািম [ pējōmi ] n baseness; roguishness, roguery, knavishness, knavery; 
mischiefmongering.  পেজািম করা v. to commit an act of roguery or knavery; to make a mischief. 

 পট [ pēṭa ] n the belly; the abdomen; the stomach; the womb ( পেটর  ছেল); the inside, the hold 
(জাহােজর  পট); the loins ( পেট কাপ  থােক না); (vul.) pregnancy ( পট হওয়া); the inmost part of one's 
heart ( পেটর কথা); subsistence, livelihood ( পট চালােনা). খািল  পট empty stomach. ভরা  পট full 
stomach.  পট আঁটা v. to get constipated, to have costiveness.  পট ওঠা v. to have one's belly 
distended after a hearty meal.  পট কাম ােনা v. to have a gnawing pain in the stomach; to have 
stomach-pain.  পট কাম ািন n. a gnawing pain in the stomach; stomach pain, gripes.  পট খসা v. to 
have an abortion, to miscarry.  পট খসােনা v. to cause an abortion (esp. unlawfully). ̃খারাপ n. a 
disorder of the stomach.  পট খারাপ হওয়া v. to have or to suffer from a stomach upset or 
disorder. ̃গরম n. dyspepsia, indigestion.  পট চলা v. to procure one's minimum or normal food or 
appease one's hunger (esp. daily); to make both ends meet.  পট চালােনা v. to earn just enough to 
provide the bare necessities of life, to earn a living or subsistence wage.  পট িচনিচন করা v. to feel a 
pinching sensation in the stomach esp. caused by extreme hunger.  পট চুঁইচুঁই করা v. to have a 
suppressed groaning noise in the stomach caused by hunger.  পট  লা v. to have a burning 
sensation in the stomach.  পট ডাকা v. to have a rumbling noise in the belly as caused by 
diarrhoea or indigestion, to have collywobbles.  পট ধরা v. to be cured of diarrhoea or loose 
motions.  পট নরম হওয়া v. to have somewhat loose motions.  পট নামােনা v. to have loose motions, to 
have diarrhoea; to purge (one's bowels).  পট ফাঁপা,  পট  ফালা v. to have one's belly distended owing 
to the accumulation of gas, to be affected with flatulence or tympanites.  পট ব  হওয়া v. to have 
the belly distended esp. on account of pregnancy.  পট ব থা n. stomach-pain, belly-ache.  পট ভরা v. 
to have one's hunger fully satisfied.  পট ভের খাওয়া v. to eat one's fill.  পট ভের খাওয়ােনা v. to give one 
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a full meal or full feed. ̃ভাতা n. food given in lieu of wages, ☐ adv. for food in lieu of wages.  পট 
মরা v. to lose appetite esp. owing to want of sufficient food. ̃ মাটা a. pot-bellied. ̃ রাগা a. weak in 
digestive power; dyspeptic. ̃সব   a. one who loves nothing but a good fare; given to 
gourmandising; gluttonous, voracious. ̃সব   ব ি  a. belly-god.  পট হওয়া v. (vul.) to become 
pregnant, to be big with child, to conceive, to be in the family way.  পেট আসা v. to be formed in 
the womb, to be conceived.  পেট এক মুেখ আর insincere or hypocritical talk; double-facedness.  পেট 
িখেদ মুেখ লাজ concealment of one's eager desire on account of bashfulness.  পেট  খেল িপেঠ সয় (fig.) 
troubles are sufferable when they bring in profits, trouble is patiently borne if it is paying; the 
mule will not grudge its load if there is the prospect of a good feed.  পেট তলােনা v. to be accepted 
in one's stomach.  পেট থাকা v. to be accepted in one's stomach; (of a person) to be able to keep 
counsel or keep a secret (তার  পেট কথা থােক না).  পেট ধরা v. to carry in one's womb, to conceive or 
bear.  পেট  পেট kept to oneself, kept concealed ( পেট  পেট কথা,  পেট  পেট শয়তািন).  পেট  বামা মারেলও 
িকছু বার না হওয়া (fig.) to be utterly lacking in education; completely illiterate.  পেট মারা v. to kill or 
weaken or subdue one by starving; to deprive one of one's means of livelihood or subsistence. 
 পেটর অ খ same as  পটখারাপ and  পেটর  গালমাল ।  পেটর কথা the secret of one's heart; a secret 
intention.  পেটর  গালমাল bowels complaint, stomach trouble.  পেটর িচ া bread problem, worries 
about a living.  পেটর  ালা,  পেটর দায় smarts of hunger.  পেটর দােয় impelled or urged by the sting of 
hunger or poverty.  পেটর ভাত চাল হওয়া (fig.) to be bewildered with fear or worry.  পেটর িভতর হাত-পা 
 স ঁধেনা (fig.) to become nonplussed with fear, to feel a cold wave running down one's spine.  পেটর 
শ  a child who causes grief to its mother.  পেট সওয়া v. to be accepted in one's stomach. 

 পটক [ pēṭaka ] n a wicker-basket; a portmanteau, a trunk, a suit-case; a chest. 

 পিট1 [ pēṭi1 ] n a waist-band, a belt, a girdle; the breast or middle part of a fish ( পিটর মাছ). 

 পিট2 [ pēṭi2 ] n a basket; a chest. 

 পটুক [ pēṭuka ] a gluttonous, voracious, fond of eating.  পটুক  লাক n. a glutton, a gourmand, a 
belly-god. 

 পেট ট [ pēṭēnṭa ] n a patent. ☐ a. protected by a patent, patent; (fig.) monotonous, trite ( পেট ট 
পিরহাস). 

 পেটল [ pēṭēla ] n the headman of a village; a leader; a faithful supporter or follower. 

 পেটা1 [ pēṭō1 ] a made of jute; related to jute; trading jute ( পেটা সােহব). 

 পেটা2 [ pēṭō2 ] n the rind of a banana tree; a style of braiding hair over one's brow. 

 পেটা3 [ pēṭō3 ] n (coll.) a hand-bomb; a hand-grenade. 
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 পেটায়া [ pēṭōẏā ] a obedient, faithfully following; cringing; patronized; favourite; dependent. 

 প ল [ pēṭrala ] n petrol. 

 প া2 [ pēḍ◌়ā2 ] n a kind of sweetmeat made by solidifying cow-milk. 

 পতিন [ pētani ] n a female spirit; (sarcas.) an extremely ugly or dirty woman, a hag or a slut. 
 পতিনর আেলা will-o'-the-wisp. 

 পতল [ pētala ] n (dial.) brass. 

 পন1 [ pēna1 ] n a fountain-pen. 

 পন2 [ pēna2 ] n pain, inflammation (বুেকর  পন); labour-pain, travail ( পায়ািতর  পন ওঠা). 

 পনশন [ pēnaśana ] n a pension. ̃ ভাগী n. a pensioner. 

 পনিসল [ pēnasila ] n a pencil. 

 পেনট [ pēnēṭa ] n the circular pedestal of the sacred phallic sign. 

 প ুলাম [ pēṇḍulāma ] n a pendulum. 

 পয় [ pēẏa ] a drinkable. ☐ n. anything drinkable; a drink. 

 পয়াজ [ pēẏāja ] n onion. 

 পয়ার1 [ pēẏāra1 ] n (in card-playing) a marriage or a pair, one of a marriage or pair. 

 পয়ার2 [ pēẏāra2 ] n caress, fondling; affection; love.  পয়ার করা v. to caress, to fondle; to treat 
with affection; to love.  পয়ােরর  দা  বা ব ু a close or bosom friend, a chum. 

 পয়ারা [ pēẏārā ] n the guava. 

 পয়াির [ pēẏāri ] n. fem a favourite; a lover, a sweetheart; Radha (রাধা) the sweet heart of 
Krishna (কৃ ). 

 পয়ালা [ pēẏālā ] n a drinking cup, a goblet. 
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- পেয় [ -pēẏē ] sfx footed, legged, -ped (চারেপেয় = four-footed, four-legged, quadruped). 

 পেয় বসা [ pēẏē basā ] v to get advantage; to catch one on the hip. 

 প  [ pēru ] n the turkey. 

 প ভীয় [ pērubhīẏa ] a Peruvian. 

 পেরক [ pērēka ] n a nail, a wire-nail, a spike. 

 পলব [ pēlaba ] a very soft or delicate; gentle; graceful; slim, slender; frail; light; lightsome. ̃তা n. 
pleasant softness or delicateness; gentleness; grace; slimness, slenderness; frailty; lightness, 
lightsomeness. 

 পলা [ pēlā ] n a gift or reward given to an artiste at a function; a prop. 

 প ায় [ pēllāẏa ] a huge, enormous; monstrous, gigantic; tremendous. 

 পশ [ pēśa ] n act of presenting or placing before.  পশ করা v. to present or place be fore; to 
submit; to put up; to table. 

 পশকার [ pēśakāra ] n a bench-clerk.  পশকাির n. bench-clerkship. 

 পশল [ pēśala ] a beautiful, charming; (inc. but pop.) muscular, thewy, robust; brawny. 

 পশা [ pēśā ] n a profession, a trade, a calling; (fig.) a practice, a habit. ̃দার a. professional. ̃দাির n. 
professionalism. ☐ a. professional. 

 পিশ,  পশী [ pēśi, pēśī ] n a muscle, a tendon; a sheath of a sword, a scabbard.  পশীয় a. relating 
to muscles, muscular. ̃ব ল a. muscular, brawny, thewy, robust, lusty. ̃শি  n. power of the 
muscles; physical strength. ̃স ালন n. flexing or movement of muscles. 

 পেশায়া [ pēśōẏā ] n a Maratha peshwa. 

 পেশায়াজ [ pēśōẏāja ] n a kind of baggy breeches worn by Muslim women or dancing girls. 

 পষক [ pēṣaka ] a. & n one who or that which pulps or grinds or presses. 

 পষণ [ pēṣaṇa ] n pressing; grinding; crushing; kneading, squeezing; pulverization; oppression. 
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 পষণদ  [ pēṣaṇadanta ] n a grinder, a molar tooth. 

 পষণয  [ pēṣaṇayantra ] n a grinding stone. 

 পষিণ,  পষণী [ pēṣaṇi, pēṣaṇī ] n a mortar and a pestle; a grindstone, a mill-stone. 

 প া [ pēstā ] n pistachio. 

 পতামহ [ paitāmaha ] a relating to a paternal grandfather. 

 পতৃক [ paitṛka ] a paternal, ancestral ( পতৃক িভটা,  পতৃক স ি ); hereditary ( পতৃক  রাগ). 

 পি ক,  প  [ paittika, paitta ] a bilious, biliary. 

 পশাচ [ paiśāca ] a ghoulish. ☐ n. a form of marriage by force or artfulness.  পশািচক a. ghoulish; 

(fig.) nefarious, extremely obnoxious. fem.  পশািচকী ।  পশািচকতা n. ghoulishness; (fig.) 

nefariousness, extreme obnoxiousness, fiendlike conduct.  পশাচী a. fem. of  পশাচ । 

 প ন,  প   [ paiśuna, paiśunya ] n scandal-mongering, tale bearing; malice, cruelty; villainy. 

 পা2 [ pō2 ] n (vul.) a son or a male descendant ( ঘােষর  পা). 

 পা ঁ[ pō ] int denoting: a long and unchanging noise or note as of flute (শানাইেয়র  পা)ঁ .  পাঁ কের in 
a trice, in a jiffy, instantly, very quickly.  পাঁ ধরা v. to give out a long and unchanging note or 
sound (as by a flute); (sarcas.) to cringe or fawn (upon), to support blindly and insistently.  পা-ঁ
ধরা a. cringing, fawning. 

 পাঁচ [ pōn̐ca ] n a coating.  পাঁচ  দওয়া v. to apply a coating (to), to coat.  পাঁচ া,  পাঁচলা n. a coating; 
a brush for whitewashing made of jute fibres. 

 পাঁছ [ pōn̐cha ] n an instance or act of mopping or swabbing (ঝা েপাঁছ). 

 পাঁছা1 [ pōn̐chā1 ] n the tail of a fish and the region near about it; the part of the hand from the 
wrist to fingertips. 

 পাঁছা2 [ pōn̐chā2 ] v to mop, to swab, to wipe; to rub out, to erase. ̃ না v. to cause to mop or swab 
or wipe or rub or erase. 

 পাঁটলা [ pōn ̐ṭalā ] n a bundle or baggage. 
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 পাঁটা [ pōn̐ṭā ] n entrails, intestines, the gut (মােছর  পাঁটা); (a drop of) nasal catarrh or mucus, 
(vul.) snot (নােকর  পাঁটা); (dero.) a little boy, a kiddy. 

 পাঁত [ pōn ̐ta ] n the length of the part of anything buried or implanted underground. 

 পাঁতা2 [ pōn̐tā2 ] v to plant (গাছ  পাঁতা); to drive into ( পেরক  পাঁতা); to bury, to inter. ̃ না v. to cause 
to plant or drive into or sow or bury. 

 পাঁদ [ pōn̐da ] n (vul.) the anus; (vul.) the posteriors, the buttocks, the hips. 

 পা  [ pōkta ] a strong, firm; durable; lasting; experienced, accustomed; seasoned. 

 পাখরাজ [ pōkharāja ] n topaz. 

 পাগ  [ pōgaṇḍa ] n a child between the age of five and fifteen; a cripple. 

 পাট [ pōṭa ] n friendly terms; agreement; love.  পাট খাওয়া v. to be on friendly terms (with); to 
agree (with); to be in love (with). 

 পা  [ pōḍ◌় ] n a spell of burning or scalding or singeing; affliction, distress; a severe ordeal. 
 পা  খাওয়া v. to get burnt or scalded or singed.  পা -খাওয়া a. burnt, scalded, singed; passed 
through an affliction or distress or a severe ordeal. 

 পা া [ pōḍ◌়ā ] v to burn; to be scalded or singed or calcined; scorched or incinerated; to 
inflame; to become very hot ( ের গা  পাে ); ☐ a. burnt; scalded; scorched; inflamed; incinerated; 
calcined; greatly heated. ̃িন n. affliction; distress. ̃ না v. to burn or scald or scorch or calcine or 
inflame.  পা া কপাল hard luck, bad luck; (int.) ah me!  পা াকপািল fem. unlucky, unfortunate. mas. 
 পা াকপােল ।  পা ারমুিখ a. & n. accursed (one), unfortunate; hateful (one); wicked. 

 পা ামািট [ pōḍ◌়āmāṭi ] n burnt or scorched earth.  পা া মািটর কাজ terracotta; brownish-red 
earthenware or art objects of this material. 

 পাে ন [ pōḍ◌়ēna ] n woof. 

 পাত [ pōta ] n a boat, a ship, a vessel (অণ বেপাত, খেপাত).  পাত চালােনা v. to captain (a ship); to pilot 
(an air-ship or ship). ̃চালক n. (of a ship) a captain; (of an airship) a pilot. ̃-িনযু ক n. shipping 
agent. 

 পাতা1 [ pōtā1 ] n plinth (of a house). 
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 পাতা2 [ pōtā2 ] n (dial.) a son's son, a grandson. 

 পাতািধপাল [ pōtādhipāla ] n shipping master. 

 পাতাধ   [ pōtādhyakṣa ] n a captain or master of a ship; (rare) a pilot of an aeroplane. 

 পাতােরাহী [ pōtārōhī ] a sailing in a ship. ☐ n. a pas senger of a ship. 

 পাতা য় [ pōtāśraẏa ] n a harbour, a haven. 

 পাদ [ pōda ] n a socially depressed caste amongst Hindus. 

 পা ার [ pōddāra ] n a professional examiner of the genuineness of coins; a money changer; a 
pawn-broker; a banker, a money-lender.  পা াির n. the profession of a coin-examiner or money-
changer or pawn-broker or banker or money lender; (sarcas.) display of false authority or 

power. পেরর ধেন  পা াির see পর3 । 

 পানা [ pōnā ] n young of fish (esp. of a larger one like trout etc.). ̃মাছ n. a fish of the species of 
rui ( ই), katla (কাতলা), mrigel (মৃেগল) etc. 

 পািন [ pōni ] n a pony, a tattoo. 

 পায়া [ pōẏā ] n a fourth part, a quarter; one fourth of a seer ( সর); half-a-mile. ☐ a. one-fourth, 
quarter. চারেপায়া a. complete, full. ̃বােরা n. a particular throw at dice; (sarcas.) an extraordinary 
piece of luck, success in everything, a run of luck, a lucky hit. 

 পায়ািত [ pōẏāti ] a pregnant ( পায়ািত বউ); recently delivered of a child ( সেবর পের  পায়ািত   হ 
আেছ). ☐ n. a pregnant woman; a woman recently delivered of a child.  পায়ািত হওয়া to conceive, to 
be in the family way. 

 পায়াল [ pōẏāla ] n straw. 

 পাট ম ানেটা [ pōrṭamyānaṭō ] n a portmanteau. 

 পালা [ pōlā ] n (vul. & dial.) a son. 

 পালাও [ pōlāō ] n a highly spiced dish of rice and meat boiled in clarified butter, pilau. 

 পালা2 [ pōlā2 ] n polo. 
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 পাশাক [ pōśāka ] n dress, garment, clothes; apparel; outfit.  পাশাক ছা া,  পাশাক  খালা v. to undress 
oneself.  পাশাক ছা ােনা,  পাশাক  খালােনা v. to cause to undress.  পাশাক পরা v. to dress oneself, to put 
on one's dress.  পাশাক-পরা a. dressed (in.)  পাশাক পরােনা v. to dress.  পাশািক a. befitting fashionable 
society, fashionable ( পাশািক কথাবাত  া); official ( পাশািক নাম); elegant, refined ( পাশািক ভাষা); worn on 
formal or festive occasions ( পাশািক জামাকাপ ); merely formal, insincere, hypocritical ( পাশািক 
ভ তা). 

 পাষ2 [ pōṣa2 ] n taming, domestication; act of bringing under one's control, subdual.  পাষ-মানা a. 
tame, domesticated; brought under control, subdued; habituated to obedience.  পাষ মানা v. to 
become tame or domesticated; to come under control, to be subdued; to be habituated to 
obedience; (of a horse) to be broken.  পাষ মানােনা v. to tame, to domesticate; to bring under one's 
control, to subdue; to habituate to obedience; to break (as a horse). 

 পাষক [ pōṣaka ] a cherishing; nourishing; aiding; upholding; supporting; countenancing or 
abetting. ☐ n. one who or that which cherishes or nourishes; an aider; an up holder; a 
supporter; a countenancer or abettor. ̃তা n. aiding; upholding, support, countenancing, 
abetment.  পাষকতা করা v. to aid; to uphold, to support; to countenance, to abet.  পাষক  র (bot. & 
zoo.) tapetum. 

 পাষণ [ pōṣaṇa ] n upbringing; feeding; maintenance (পিরবার- পাষণ); cherishment; nourishment; 
act of supporting.  পাষণ করা v. to bring up; to maintain; to cherish; to nourish; to support.  পাষণীয় 

var. of  পা  । 

 পাষা [ pōṣā ] v pop. var. of পুষা । ☐ a. tame, domesticated; pet; obediently following.  পাষা   র 
an obedient dog; a servilely obedient follower. 

 পাষােনা [ pōṣānō ] v to be sufficient for, to serve one's purpose, to suffice (এ টাকায়  পাষােব না); to 
agree with, to pull on well with (তার সে  আমার  পাষােব না); to cause to bring up or rear; to pay for 
or compensate ( লাকসান  পাষােনা); to be able to bear or tolerate (এ শরীের এত খাটুিন  পাষায় না).  পাষািন n. 
act of making another rear one's domestic animals. 

 পা া [ pōṣṭā ] a one who or that which brings up or rears or nourishes. 

 পা াই [ pōṣṭāi ] a nutritious, nourishing. ☐ n. nu trition, nourishment. 

 পা  [ pōṣya ] a worthy of being brought up or fed or maintained or cherished or nourished or 
supported; dependent for maintenance. n. ̃পু  n. an adopted son. ̃বগ  n. pl. one's dependants (esp. 
those who live in the same family). 
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 পা 1 [ pōsṭa1 ] n the postal system, post; mail (আজেকর  পাে র িচিঠ); an office or appointment, a 
post ( ােক  র  পা ). 

 পা 2 [ pōsṭa2 ] n a pillar, a post (ল া - পা ). 

 পা -অিফস [ pōsṭa-aphisa ] n a post-office. 

 পা কাড   [ pōsṭakārḍa ] n a post-card. 

 পা -  াজুেয়ট [ pōsṭa-gryājuẏēṭa ] a post-graduate. 

 পা মা ার [ pōsṭamāsṭāra ] n a postmaster. 

 পা ািপস [ pōsṭāpisa ] n a post-office. 

 পা 1,  পা দানা [ pōsta1, pōstadānā ] n mawseed, poppyseed. 

 পাহােনা [ pōhānō ] v to dawn, to end (রাত  পাহােনা), to bask ( রাদ  পাহােনা); to warm up oneself 
(আ ন  পাহােনা); to suffer or undergo (ঝােমলা  পাহােনা). 

 পৗঁছ [ paun ̐cha ] n reach ( পৗঁছ না  মলা); arrival ( পৗঁছ খবর = news of arrival.) 

 পৗঁছা [ paun ̐chā ] v to arrive at, to reach (বাি   পৗঁছাল, হাত  পৗঁেছেছ); to come within reach; to come 
to hand (িচিঠ  পৗঁছায়). ̃ না v. to arrive at, to reach; to come within reach; to come to hand; to escort; 
to convey or carry (to); to bring to hand. 

 পৗ িলক [ pauttalika ] a idolatrous. ☐ n. an idolater.  পৗ িলকতা n. idolatry. 

 পৗ  [ pautra ] n a son's or nephew's son, a grand son. fem.  পৗ ী a son's or nephew's daughter, a 
grand-daughter. 

 পৗনঃপুিনক [ paunḥpunika ] a recurring.  পৗনঃপুিনক দশিমক recurring decimal.  পৗনঃপুিনকতা,  পৗনঃপু  
n. recurrence; recurrency. 

 পৗেন [ paunē ] a three quarters of, three-fourths ( পৗেন এক িদন); a quarter to ( পৗেন বােরাটা). 

 পৗর [ paura ] a living in a particular city or house; relating to a city, urban, municipal; relating 
to house, indoor; civic.  পৗর-অিধকার n. civic rights. ̃কর n. municipal tax.  পৗর িচিক সক civil 
surgeon. ̃জন n. citizens; inmates (of a house). ̃িনগম n. municipal corporation. ̃পদ n. 
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citizenship. ̃িপতা n. a chairman or a mayor (fem. a mayoress). ̃ িত ান n. same as  পৗরসংঘ । ̃বগ  same 

as  পৗরজন । ̃িব ান n. civics. ̃মখু  n. an alderman (of a municipal corporation). ̃সংঘ n. a 

municipality. ̃সংঘ-করিণক n. a municipal clerk. ̃সংঘ-িবচারক n. a municipal magistrate. ̃সভা n. a 
municipal corporation. ̃ ী same as পুরনারী (see পুর2). 

 পৗরব [ pauraba ] a descending from King Puru (পু ). 

 পৗরািণক [ paurāṇika ] a pertaining to or versed in Hindu puranas (পুরাণ) or mythology, 
mythical; mythological; ancient.  পৗরািণক কািহিন a mythological or Puranic tale or episode; a 
legend.  পৗরািণক চির  a mythological character; a Puranic character.  পৗরািণক নাটক a mythological 
drama. 

 পৗ েষয় [ pauruṣēẏa ] a (rare) pertaining to a man, masculine; man-made. 

 পৗেরািহত  [ paurōhitya ] n the office or profession of a priest, priesthood; presidentship, 
presidency (সভার  পৗেরািহত ).  পৗেরািহত  করা v. to act as a priest; to preside over (a meeting); to lead 
(as a movement). 

 পৗণ মাসী [ paurṇamāsī ] n the full-moon. 

 পৗব  [ paurba ] a past; of the east, eastern. ̃ দিহক, ̃ দিহক a. relating to the body of a previous; of a 
previous birth. 

 পৗব াপয  [ paurbāparya ] n due order or succession; sequence. 

 পৗব ািহক [ paurbāhika ] a relating to the previous day. 

 পৗব াি ক [ paurbāhnika ] a relating to or due to be done in the first part or quarter of the day or 
in the forenoon. 

 পৗব ী [ paurbī ] fem of  পৗব  । 

 পৗল   [ paulastya ] n of the sons of Pulastya (পুল  ) the sage; Kuvera, Ravana, Kumbha karna, 
Bibhisana. 

 পৗেলামী [ paulōmī ] n a daughter of Puloma (পুেলামা) Sachi, Indra's queen. 

 পৗষ [ pauṣa ] n Paus, the ninth month of the Bengali calendar from mid December to mid 
January. ̃পাব ণ n. the festival of preparing and offering sweet pies made of new rice on the last 
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day of the month of Paus. ̃সং াি  n. the last day of the month of Paus.  পৗষািল a. relating to or 
grown in or performed in the month of Paus. 

 পৗি ক [ pauṣṭika ] a nutritious, nutritive; alimentary. ̃ত  n. alimentary system.  পৗি ক নািল the 
alimentary canal. 

প াঁক [ pyān ̐ka ] int denoting the cry of the duck, quack. প াঁকপ াঁক int. quack! quack! 

প াঁচ [ pyān ̐ca ] n a spiral bend or coil or twist ( ুর প াঁচ,  ুেত প াঁচ  দওয়া); a screw (প াঁচ আঁটা); a 
tricky or shrewd turn (কথার প াঁচ); an intrigue or machination, entanglement, predicament (প াঁেচ 
 ফলা); a difficult problem, an intricate or perplexing situation, false position, quandary, cleft 
stick (প াঁেচ প া); complication, intricacy (ব াপারটায় ব  প াঁচ); mutual entwining (ঘুি র প াচ); a tangle 
( েতার বাি লটায় প াঁচ  লেগেছ); (in wrestling etc.) a style of holding; a tricky move ( ি র প াঁচ). 

প াঁচা [ pyān ̐cā ] n the owl; (sarcas.) an extremely ugly-looking man or boy. প াঁচার ডাক howling, 
hooting, screeching. প াঁচা ডােক an owl; howls or hoots or screeches. প াঁচার বা া an owlet; (sarcas. -

both masc. & fem.) an extremely ugly-looking person. প াঁচার বাসা an owlery. fem.  পঁিচ । 

প াঁচােনা [ pyān ̐cānō ] v to twist or wring spirally, to screw; to writhe; to make intricate 
deliberately; to complicate; to entangle; to involve (তােক এ ব াপাের প াঁচা   কন); to employ a 
shrewd or tricky turn in one's speech. ☐ a. twisted or wrung spirally; spiral; intricate, 
complicated; entangled; tortuous, full of angularity (প াঁচােনা মন); having shrewd or tricky turns 
(প াঁচােনা কথাবাত  া). 

প াঁদািন [ pyān ̐dāni ] n (infor.) belabouring or slogging, drubbing. প াঁদােনা v. to belabour or slog, 
or drub; to beat up. 

প াকবি  [ pyākabandi ] a packed in a box, container etc. 

প ািকং [ pyāki ] n packing; a package, a packet. 

প াচ প াচ [ pyāca pyāca ] int denoting the noise caused by going along or wading through a 
slimy or miry place (প াচ প াচ কের চলা). প াচেপেচ a. giving out or resembling the aforesaid noise; 
slimy or miry. 

প ােডল [ pyāḍēla ] n a paddle; paddling. প ােডল করা v. to paddle. 

প ানপ ান [ pyānapyāna ] int denoting the noise of complaining or imploring whimperingly or 
whiningly. প ানপ ান করা, প ানপ ানােনা v. to complain or implore whimperingly or whiningly. প ানেপেন 
a. given to complaining or imploring whimperingly or whiningly; whimpering or whining. 
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প া ট, প ানট [ pyānṭa, pyānaṭa ] n pantaloons; shorts. (ফ ুল) প া ট n. trousers. হাফপ া ট n. shorts. 

প া টালুন [ pyānṭāluna ] n pantaloons, trousers; shorts. 

প া ডাল, প াে ডল [ pyānḍāla, pyānḍēla ] n a canopy, a temporary shed erected for social or 
religious festivals. 

প ারা ট [ pyārāśuṭa ] n parachute. 

প ালা [ pyālā ] n a prop; reward or help given to an artiste or somebody. 

প ােস ার [ pyāsēñjāra ] n a passenger. ☐ a. meant for carrying passengers. 

 - [ pra- ] pfx denoting excellence, celebrity, abundance, excess, intensity, extensiveness, 
inception etc. 

 কট [ prakaṭa ] a clearly revealed or exposed; manifest, obvious, evident, clear. ̃ন n. clear 
revelation or exposition, manifestation.  কিটত a. clearly revealed or exposed. 

 ক  [ prakampa ] n a severe tremor or quake. ̃ন n. severe trembling, shaking or quaking. 
 কি ত a. severely shaken or trembling or quaking.  কি ত করা v. to cause to tremble or quake 
severely.  কি ত হওয়া v. to tremble or quake severely. 

 করণ [ prakaraṇa ] n a chapter or a part of a book; a process, a procedure; (self-sufficient) part 
of a process or procedure; technique; a context; a discourse. গত a. technical; procedural; 
contextual. 

 কষ   [ prakarṣa ] n excellence; superiority; amelioration, development. 

 ক প [ prakanpa ] n hypothesis.  কি ত a. hypothetical; imagined. 

 কা  [ prakāṇḍa ] a huge, colossal, enormous, monstrous, gigantic, stupendous. ☐ n. a trunk 
of a tree. ̃কায় a. enormous in size, of great bulk, gigantic, monstrous, huge. 

 কাম [ prakāma ] a enough, sufficient. 

 কার [ prakāra ] n class, kind, sort, type, species, genus, variety (ব  কার খাদ ); mode, method, 
way, manner, procedure, process, means (কী  কাের). কী কী  কাের,  কান  কাের by what means, in 
which way, how.  কােনা না  কােনা  কাের by some means or other, somehow; by hook or by crook. 
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 কারণ [ prakāraṇa ] n variation. িনর র  কারণ (bot.) continuous variation. সা র  কারণ (bot.) 
discontinuous variation. 

 কারা র [ prakārāntara ] n another or a different sort or mode or way or method or means. 
 কারা ের adv. in or by another or a different method or way; in other words; indirectly; (dero) 
insinuatingly. 

 কাশ [ prakāśa ] n revelation, exposition (রহ   কাশ, অথ  কাশ); demonstration, display, 
expression ( ঃখ  কাশ); suggestion, prognostication; appearance (আ  কাশ); rise (সূেয র  কাশ); 
efflorescence, blooming (ফ ুেলর  কাশ); publication (  হ কাশ); disclosure, divulgation, divulging 
(  কথা  কাশ); ☐ a. revealed, transpired; (journ.) stated ( কাশ  য = it is stated that).  কাশ করা v. to 
reveal, to expose; to demonstrate, to display, to express; to suggest, to prognosticate; to cause 
to appear or rise or bloom; to declare, to announce; to publish; to disclose, to divulge.  কাশ 
পাওয়া,  কাশ হওয়া v. to be revealed or exposed; to transpire; to come to light; to appear; to rise; to 
bloom; to be published.  কাশক a. revealing, exposing; demonstrating, displaying, expressing; 
suggesting; prognosticating; causing to appear or rise or bloom; declaring, announcing; 
publishing; disclosing, divulging. ☐ n. a revealer, an exposer; a demonstrator, a displayer, one 
who or that which expresses or suggests; a prognosticator; one who or that which causes to 
appear or rise or bloom; a declarer, an announcer; one who discloses and divulges; a publisher 

(esp. of books). fem.  কািশকা ।  কাশক সংঘ n. publishers' association or guild.  কাশন,  কাশনা n. 

publication (of books). ̃নালয় n. a publishing house. ̃নীয় a. that which can be or is to be revealed or 
demonstrated or published or disclosed; worth publishing. ̃মান a. appearing, rising, blooming; in 
the state of being revealed or published. ̃ যাগ  a. fit to be published; fit to be made public or 
open.  কািশত a. revealed, exposed; transpired; demonstrated, displayed, expressed; suggested, 
prognosticated; risen, bloomed; declared, announced; published; disclosed, divulged; (journ.) 
stated.  কািশতব  a. that which is to be revealed or published; fit for or worthy of publication. 
 কা  n. that which can be or is to be or will be revealed or demonstrated or suggested or 
announced or published; under publication; soon to be made known ( মশ  কা ); open to the 
public ( কা  অিধেবশন); public ( কা   হান); open ( কা  আেলাচনা).  কা  িদবােলােক in broad daylight. 
 কাে ,  কা ত adv. publicly, into the open. 

 কীণ  [ prakīrṇa ] a scattered or strewn or spread about; scattered or strewn or spread far and 
wide; various. 

 কীত ন [ prakīrtana ] n wide celebrity; publicity (নামযশ  কীত ন). 

 কীিত  [ prakīrti ] n great fame, wide celebrity. 

 কীিত ত [ prakīrtita ] a greatly famed or famous or renowned, widely celebrated. 
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  িপত [ prakupita ] a deeply enraged or angered, incensed, infuriated; excited. fem.   িপতা । 

 কৃত [ prakṛta ] a true, real; genuine, pure; actual; right, correct; veritable ( কৃত 
বদমাশ). ̃পে , ̃  ােব adv. in fact; actually; really, truly. ̃ েপ adv. really; rightly. 

 কৃতাথ  [ prakṛtārtha ] n true significance, real meaning; inner significance. 

 কৃিত [ prakṛti ] n nature (শা  কৃিত); behaviour, habit, instinct (অস  কৃিত); natural qualities, 
nature (ব  কৃিত); the external world, nature; the power that creates and regulates the world, 
Nature; the primordial female energy; (phil.) illusion, maya; people or subjects; (gr.) a root 
word. ̃গত a. pertaining to one's nature; instinctive, habitual; pertaining to physical nature, 
natural. ̃জ, ̃জাত a. natural; inborn, innate, inherent, native; instinctive. ̃দ  a. given by nature, 
natural; innate. ̃পু  n. pl. people or subjects. ̃পূজা n. nature-worship, animism. ̃বাদ n. naturalism, 
materialism; (gr.) consideration of the root meaning of words, use of words in the root-
meaning only, purism. ̃বাদী a. naturalistic, materialistic; (gr.) puristic. ☐ n. a naturalist, a 
materialist; (gr.) a purist. ̃িব ান n. physics; natural science; natural philosophy. ̃িব ানী n. a 
naturalist; a physicist. ̃িব   a. contrary to nature. ̃ হ a. in one's natural or normal state; come to 
one's senses; recovered.  কৃিত হ হওয়া v. to come to one's senses; to regain one's mental balance; 
to recover. 

 কৃ  [ prakṛṣṭa ] a best, excellent ( কৃ  উপায়); most auspicious or favourable or suitable ( ক ৃ 

সময়). fem.  ক ৃা । ̃তা n. the state of being the best, excellence; auspiciousness, suitability. 

 েকাপ [ prakōpa ] n virulence, severity ( েরর  েকাপ); excess (িপে র  েকাপ); violent outbreak 
(কেলরার  েকাপ); great anger, rage; great excitement. ̃ন n. excitation, excitement; provocation; 
enragement.  েকািপত a. excited; provoked; enraged; (of a disease etc.) grown virulent, 
aggravated; (of an epidemic etc.) violently broken out.  েকািপত হওয়া v. to be excited or provoked 
or enraged; to grow virulent, to aggravate; to break out violently. 

 েকা  [ prakōṣṭha ] n the part of the hand from the elbow to the wrist, the fore-arm; a room, a 
cabin, a compartment; a room near the gate. 

 েকৗশল [ prakauśala ] n technique; procedure. 

  ম [ prakrama ] n beginning, commencement. 

  য় [ prakraẏa ] n chartering. 

  া  [ prakrānta ] a begun, commenced; surpassed. 
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  ণ [ prakkaṇa ] n sound of a lute or a vina (বীণা). 

 ি য়া [ prakriẏā ] n a process, a procedure, a mode, a method. 

  ীত [ prakrīta ] a chartered. 

  ালন [ prakṣālana ] n washing.   ালন করা v. to wash. 

  ািলত [ prakṣālita ] a washed. 

 ি   [ prakṣipta ] a flung, thrown, cast; placed within or inside; interpolated.  ি  াংশ n. an 
interpolated part, an interpolation. 

   ু [ prakṣuddha ] a impassioned; agitated; excited. 

 ে প,  ে পণ [ prakṣēpa, prakṣēpaṇa ] n flinging or casting, a throw; act or an instance of 
placing in side or within; an interpolation.  ে পক a. flinging, casting, throwing, placing inside 
or within; interpolating. ☐ n. a thrower; one who places inside or within; an interpolator.  ে প 
করা v. to hurl, to throw; to interpolate. 

 ে াভ [ prakṣōbha ] n emotion; impulse; an outburst of passion. 

 খর [ prakhara ] a very sharp or cutting; very acute or keen ( খর বুি ); severe ( খর তাপ); harsh 

( খর বাক ); very strict ( খর শাসন). fem.  খরা । ̃তা n. great sharpness or keenness; severity; 
harshness; excessive strictness. 

 খ াত [ prakhyāta ] a famous, renowned, celebrated. ̃নামা a. one whose name is famous. 

 গ  [ pragaṇḍa ] n the upper arm. 

 গত [ pragata ] a departed; past; gone, gone off; uplifted. 

 গিত [ pragati ] n progress, advancement; (arith.) a progression. 

 গিতবাদী [ pragatibādī ] n theory of progress.  গিতবাদী a. progressive. ☐ n. advocate or 
champion or supporter or votary of progress.  গিতশীল a. progressive; modern.  গিতশীলতা n. 
progressive outlook, progressiveness; modernity. 
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 গ ভ [ pragalbha ] a boastful, bragging; voluble; impertinent, saucy, impudent; unhesitating; 

smart; intrepid, bold; speaking unhesitatingly or smartly.  গ ভা a. fem. of  গ ভ । ☐ n. a very 

sportive and wanton young woman. ̃তা n. boasting; bragging; volubility; impertinence, 
sauciness, impudence; absence of hesitation; smartness; intrepidity; unhesitating or smart talk. 

 গাতা [ pragātā ] n a singer of Vedic hymns; a reciter of Vedic prayers; a singer or an nouncer. 

 গা  [ pragāḍh◌় ] a very thick or deep or dense; very severe; profound. ̃তা n. great thickness or 
depth or density; great severity; profundity. 

 গা  [ pragāhya ] a (law) cognizable. 

 চ  [ pracaṇḍa ] a furious, fierce, terrible; formidable; violent, severe. ̃তা n. furiousness, 
fierceness; terribleness; formidability; severity. 

 চয় [ pracaẏa ] n culling; collection; accumulation; a multitude; increase; multiplication. 

 চল [ pracala ] a current. ☐ n. a convention. ̃ন n. act of bringing into practice, introduction 
usage, practice; currency.  চলন করা v. to bring into practice or currency; to introduce.  চলন হওয়া 
v. to be introduced or practised; to gain currency.  চিলত a. introduced; current, in vogue or 
prevailing taste; customary. 

 চার [ pracāra ] n introduction; currency; an nouncement, proclamation; circulation; 
propaganda, publicity; preaching; disclosure; publication.  চার করা v. to in troduce; to give 
currency (to); to announce, to proclaim; to circulate; to propagate; to give publicity to, to 
publicize; to preach; to disclose; to publish; to make public.  চার হওয়া v. to be introduced; to 
gain currency; to be announced or proclaimed or circulated or propagated; to get publicity; to 
be preached or disclosed or published; to become public.  চারক a. introducing; giving currency 
(to); announcing; circulating; giving publicity to; preaching; disclosing; publishing. ☐ n. an in 
troducer; one who gives currency (to); an announcer, a proclaimer; a circulator; a missionary; a 
propagandist, a publicist; a preacher; a discloser; a publisher.  চারণ n. same as  চার and— a 

communique.  চারণা same as  চার ।  চার-অিধকত  া n. director of publicity. ̃প  n. a pamphlet; a 

propaganda magazine. ̃মাধ ম n. medium for publicity; mass-media. ̃য  n. same as  চারমাধ ম । 
 চািরত a. introduced; that which has gained currency, current; announced, proclaimed; 
circulated; propagated; publicized; preached; disclosed; published. 

 চুর [ pracura ] a great in amount or degree or number; plentiful, abundant; profuse; ample; 
numerous; enough; sufficient.  চুর পিরমােণ adv. in abundance or in abundant quantity. 
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 েচতা [ pracētā ] a having a mind never to be perturbed; wise. ☐ n. Varuna (ব ণ) the Water-
god. 

 েচ া [ pracēṣṭā ] n (repeated or unflagging) effort, endeavour, application, persistent attempt. 

  দ,   দপট [ pracchada, pracchadapaṭa ] n a cover or a jacket (esp. of a book). 

    [ pracchanna ] a covered; hidden, concealed; secret; invisible; (esp. in bot.) latent. ̃তা n. 
covertness; concealment; secrecy; invisibility; latency; coverture, disguise. ̃ বেশ adv. in disguise, 
incognito. ̃ভােব adv. covertly; secretly; invisibly; stealthily; latently. 

  াদন [ pracchādana ] n a cover; a thin wrapper for the upper body.   ািদত a. covered, 
wrapped. 

  ায় [ pracchāẏa ] n deep shade; a deeply shady place.   ায়া n. (phys.) umbra. 

 জন [ prajana ] n breeding (of cattle). 

 জনন [ prajanana ] n begetting, progeniture, generation; procreation; child-bearing; (of 
animals) breeding.  জিনকা n. fem. be getter; mother. 

 জ  [ prajanma ] n a (certain) generation. নতুন  জ  the new generation. পরবত ী  জ  the next 
generation. 

 জা [ prajā ] n created beings, creatures; off spring, progeny, a descendant; citizens 
collectively, the people; a citizen; a tenant, a ryot; a subject; the public. ̃ত  n. a republic. ̃ত ী a. 
republican. ̃পিত n. (myth.) the creator or protec tor of all living creatures; Brahma (  া); any one 
of the ten sons of Brahma (  া); the butterfly.  জাপিতর িনব   an ordinance or regulation of the 
creator or protector of living creatures; (loos.) predestination in marriage. ̃পালক n. a ruler, a 
king. ̃পালন n. act of protecting or ruling the people.  জাপালন করা v. to rule over and look after the 
people. ̃পী ক a. oppressive, tyrannical. ☐ n. an oppressor; a tyrant. ̃পী ন n. oppression of 
subjects, tyranny. ̃বতী a. fem. having children or offspring. ̃বগ  n. the whole body of subjects or 
citizens, the people; the tenantry. ̃িবিল n. act or system of leasing out land and houses on fixed 
rents and terms. ̃বৃি  n. multiplication of a race; increase or growth of population. ̃র ন n. 
endeavour to please the people or subjects. ☐ a. devoted to please the people or subjects. ̃শি  n. 
(pol.) the power of the people of a state, the popular power. ̃   n. the right of a subject (to 
land); the right of the people (to land). ̃িহত n. the wellbeing or good of the subjects. 

 জাত [ prajāta ] a produced, grown. fem.  জাতা । 
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 জািত [ prajāti ] n species. 

   [ prajña ] a wise, sagacious; knowing. 

  ি  [ prajñapti ] n a communication; a notice. 

  া [ prajñā ] n superior understanding or intelligence, profound wisdom; knowledge about 
philosophical reality. ̃চ  ু n. eyes having superhuman or rare power of attaining knowledge; 
power to attain knowledge about philosophical reality. ☐ a. having superhumanly or 
uncommonly knowing eyes; endowed with philosophical insight into the ultimate reality. ̃ত a. 
well-known or widely known; famous. ̃ন n. especial or superior knowledge; knowledge about 
philosophical reality; a sign, a token; a hint. ̃পক n. a propagandist; a publicity man, a publicity 
officer. ̃পন n. propaganda; publicity; notification; a communique. ̃পারিমতা n. culmination of 
knowledge; highest knowledge; (in Buddhism) the goddess of knowledge. ̃বান a. endowed with 
the knowledge about philosophical reality; profoundly wise. 

  লন [ prajbalana ] n act of burning strongly; flaming; enkindling, lighting; (fig.) excitation or 
rousing. 

  িলতা [ prajbalitā ] a strongly burning, flaming; enkindled, lighted; (fig.) excited or roused. 
  িলত হওয়া v. to burn strongly; to be aflame or ablaze; to be enkindled or lighted; (fig.) to be 
excited or roused. 

  ালন [ prajbālana ] n act of causing to burn strongly; inflaming; enkindling, ignition, lighting; 
(fig.) act of exciting or rousing. 

  ািলত [ prajbālita ] a caused to burn strongly; in flamed; enkindled, ignited, lighted; (fig.) 
excited or roused.   ািলত করা v. to cause to burn strongly; to inflame; to enkindle, to ignite, to 
light; (fig.) to excite or rouse. 

 ণত [ praṇata ] a bowed or bent or lying prostrate in obeisance; stooping, bent, inclined. fem. 
 ণতা ।  ণত হওয়া v. to bow or bend or lie prostrate in obeisance; to stoop, to bend, to incline.  ণিত 
n. bowing or bending or lying prostrate in obeisance; stooping or bending, inclination. 

 ণম  [ praṇamya ] a one who is to be or fit to be saluted by bowing or bending to touch the 
feet. 

 ণয় [ praṇaẏa ] n love; amour; affection; attach ment; friendship; amicable relation, good 
terms. ̃গাথা n. a love-lyric, a romantic ballad. ̃গীিত n. a lovesong, a love-lyric, an amorous 
ditty. ̃ঘিটত a. amatory, amorous. ̃প  n. a loveletter, a billet-doux. ̃পা  n. an object of love; a 
lover. ̃পীি ত a. love-sick; lovelorn. ̃ব ন n. the ties of love; a love-knot, a lover's knot. ̃ভাজন n. same 
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as  ণয়পা  । ☐ a. worthy of being loved; beloved. ̃িলিপ same as  ণয়প  । ̃লীলা n. a lover's sport, an 

amorous sport; (pop.) a love-affair (esp. a secret one), an affaire de coeur. ̃স াষণ n. amorous talk. 
 ণয়াকা া n. a longing for love, desire for love.  ণয়াকা ী a. longing for or desirous of love.  ণয়া রাগ 

n. love or passion (for).  ণয়া রাগী a. enamoured of. fem.  ণয়া রািগনী ।  ণয়াস  a. in love with; 

smitten with love (for).  ণয়া দ same as  ণয়ভাজন । 

 ণয়ন [ praṇaẏana ] n act of making; composition (  হ ণয়ন), compilation; creation (স ৃি  ণয়ন); act 
of drawing up (আইন  ণয়ন).  ণয়ন করা v. to make; to compose, to compile; to create; to draw up. 

 ণয়ী [ praṇaẏī ] n a lover; a gallant. ☐ a. given to loving; amorous.  ণিয়নী n. fem. a sweetheart, a 

lady-love; a mistress. ☐ a. fem. of  ণয়ী । 

 ণাম [ praṇāma ] n act of making obeisance by lying prostrate or bending and touching one's 
feet (cp. kowtow).  ণাম করা v. to lie prostrate or bend and touch one's feet in obeisance.  ণামী n. a 
present or money given at the time of making obeisance (   ণামী). 

 ণালী [ praṇālī ] n a drain; an aqueduct; (geog.) a strait, a channel; a procedure, a mode, a 
method, a system. ̃ব  a. methodical, systematic.  ণালীব  করা v. to systematize. 

 ণাশ [ praṇāśa ] n annihilation, destruction, extinction; death.  ন  a. annihilated, destroyed. 

 িণধান [ praṇidhāna ] n close attention; profound meditation; deep consideration; earnest 
application or employment.  িণধান করা v. to pay close attention to; to meditate deeply; to 
consider deeply; to apply or employ earnestly (to). ̃ যাগ  a. deserving close attention or deep 
consideration. 

 িণিধ [ praṇidhi ] n a spy; an emissary; a guide (ক া িণিধ); close attention; meditation; deep 
consideration; earnest application; solicitation. 

 িণয়ম [ praṇiẏama ] n regulation. 

 ণীত [ praṇīta ] a made; composed; compiled; created; drawn up; (of books etc) written. 

 েণতা [ praṇētā ] n a maker; a composer; a compiler; a creator; one who draws up. fem.  েণ ী । 

 েণাদন [ praṇōdana ] n incitement, instigation; inducement, encouragement. 

 েণািদত [ praṇōdita ] a incited, induced; encouraged.  েণািদত করা v. to incite, to instigate; to 
induce, to encourage. 
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 তত [ pratata ] a wide; widespread; extended; expanded. 

 ত  [ pratapta ] a very much heated or hot or angered or excited. 

 তক   [ pratarka ] n doubt; hesitation; assumption; supposition; consideration. 

 তান [ pratāna ] n (of creepers etc.) tension; a tendril. 

 তাপ [ pratāpa ] n might, power; prowess; domineering influence; heat. ̃শালী  তাপাি ত,  তাপী a. 
mighty, powerful; domineeringly influential; (of the sun etc.) strongly burning or shining. 

 তারক [ pratāraka ] n a cheat; a swindler, a sharper; an imposter, a deceiver; a beguiler; a 
chicaner. 

 তারণা,  তারণ [ pratāraṇā, pratāraṇa ] n cheating; deception, chicanery; a deceit; a swindle, a 
fraud; hoodwinking; beguilement.  তারণা করা v. to cheat; to deceive; to swindle; to impose upon; 
to hoodwink; to beguile.  তারণামূলক a. fraudulent; deceitful. 

 তািরত [ pratārita ] a cheated; deceived; swindled; beguiled. fem.  তািরতা । 

 িত1 [ prati1 ] prep towards (গৃেহর  িত); to (পুে র  িত); regarding, concerning (ফ ুেলর  িত আকষ  ণ). 

 িত2 [ prati2 ] pfx denoting every, each; substi tuting, deputizing, vice-; counter-, re-, proximity, 
neighbourhood ( িতবাসী); contrary, anti-; similar, exact ( িতমূিত ); equal ( িতেযািগতা). 

 িত-আ মণ [ prati-ākramaṇa ] n a counter-attack. 

 িতকত া [ pratikartā ] a redressing; remedying, avenging; preventing; counteracting. ☐ n. a 
redresser; an avenger; a preventer; a counteractor. 

 িতকম  [ pratikarma ] n redress; remedying; avenging; prevention; counteraction; dressing, 
toilet. 

 িতক  [ pratikalpa ] n a substitute.  িতক ন n. substi tution. 

 িতকার [ pratikāra ] n redress; remedy; revenge; prevention; counteraction.  িতকার করা v. to 
redress; to remedy; to avenge; to prevent; to counteract. 

 িতকায  [ pratikārya ] a redressible; remediable; that which can be or is to be avenged or 
counteracted; preventible. 
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 িত ল [ pratikūla ] a opposed; contrary; hostile, malignant; adverse; unfavourable. ̃তা n. 
opposition; contrariety; antagonism, hostility, malignancy; adverseness, disfavour.  িত লতা করা 
v. to oppose; to be hostile to; to antagonize.  িত লাচরণ n. opposition; antagonism, hostility. 
 িত েল prep. against. 

 িতকৃত [ pratikṛta ] a redressed; remedied; avenged; prevented; counteracted. 

 িতকৃিত [ pratikṛti ] n a portrait; an image. 

 িত ম [ pratikrama ] n inverse or reverse order. 

 িতি য়া [ pratikriẏā ] n a reaction; a response; an anti-progressive act or conduct; a swingback; 
counteraction. ̃শীল a. (pol.) anti-progressive, reactionary; (rare) responsive, reactive. ̃শীলতা n. 
the quality or state of being reactionary; obscurantism; opposition to progressiveness. 
 িতি য়াশীল হওয়া v. to react; to be reactionary.  িতি য়াশীল ব ি  a reactionary. 

 িত ণ [ pratikṣaṇa ] adv every moment; always. 

 িতি   [ pratikṣipta ] a rebounded.  িতি   হওয়া v. to rebound. 

 িতে পণ [ pratikṣēpaṇa ] n act of throwing back or rebounding.  িতে পণ করা v. to throw back, 
to rebound. 

 িতগমন [ pratigamana ] n return.  িতগমন করা v. to go back, to return, to recede. 

 িতগামী [ pratigāmī ] a returning; receding. 

 িতগৃহীত [ pratigṛhīta ] a accepted. 

 িত হ [ pratigraha ] n acceptance of a gift; acceptance; a gift, a present; a promise, a pledge; 
(astrol.) a malignant planet or star.  িত হণ n. acceptance of a gift; acceptance.  িত হণীয় a. 
acceptable. 

 িত াহ [ pratigrāha ] n acceptance, acceptance of a gift.  িত ািহত a. caused to accept a gift. 
 িত াহী a. accepting a gift. 

 িত া  [ pratigrāhya ] a acceptable. 

 িতঘাত [ pratighāta ] n a counter-stroke, a counter blow.  িতঘাত হানা v. to deal (one) a counter-

blow.  িতঘাতন n. act of killing.  িতঘাতী a. killing. fem.  িতঘািতনী । 
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 িতিচ  [ praticitra ] a a blue print. ̃ম ুক n. a blue printer. 

 িত ায়া [ praticchāẏā ] n a reflection; a shadow; an image, a likeness; resemblance, likeness. 

 িতিজ া [ pratijihbā ] n uvula. 

 িত া [ pratijñā ] n a solemn resolve or declaration; a vow; a promise, a pledge; (geom.) a 
theorem or a problem or a proposition.  িত া করা v. to resolve or declare solemnly; to promise. 
 িত াত a. resolved; promised; accepted; proposed. ̃প  n. a written promise or agreement, a bond; 
a written confession. ̃পালন n. act of keeping a prom ise.  িত াপালন করা v. to keep a promise. ̃ব  a. 
bound by a promise, under a pledge. ̃ভ  n. a breach of promise.  িত াভ  করা v. to break a 
promise. ̃ভ কারী a. promise-breaking. ☐ n. a promise-breaker. 

 িতদ  [ pratidatta ] a given in return or exchange; required; returned. 

 িতদান [ pratidāna ] n a gift or payment in return of another; exchange; requital, requite; 
retribution; repayment; revenge.  িতদান  দওয়া v. to give in return or exchange; to requite, to 
retribute; to repay; to take revenge upon. ̃হীন a. unrequiting. 

 িতিদন [ pratidina ] adv everyday, daily; perdiem, each day ( িতিদন কত মজ ুির); day by day. 

 িতিদ  [ pratidiṣṭa ] a overruled. 

 িতেদয় [ pratidēẏa ] a that which is to be or can be given in return or exchange; requitable, 
retributable. 

 িত  ,  িত ি তা [ pratidbandba, pratidbandbitā ] n mutual hostility or strife; rivalry; 
competition.  িত ি তা করা v. to fight or contend with; to rival; to vie or compete with. 
 িত ি তামূলক a. competitive.  িত  ী a. contending; rivalling; competing; hostile. ☐ n. a 

contender; a rival; a competitor; an adversary. fem.  িত ি নী । 

 িত িন [ pratidhbani ] n an echo, a reverberation.  িত িন করা v. to echo, to reverberate. 
 িত িনত a. echoed, reverberated, resounded. 

 িতনম ার [ pratinamaskāra ] n salutation in reply to a salutation. 

 িতিনিধ [ pratinidhi ] n a deputy; an agent; a represen tative; a delegate; a substitute; a proxy. 
রাজ িতিনিধ n. a viceroy.  িতিনিধ  n. office or tenure of a deputy or agent or representative or 
substitute.  িতিনিধ  করা v. to deputize; to act as an agent of; to represent; to act as a delegate or 
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substitute or proxy of. ̃বগ  n. a delegation, a deputation, body of representatives. ̃সভা n. a 
meeting of delegates or deputies or representatives. 

 িতিনবত ন [ pratinibartana ] n return; refraining or desistance. 

 িতিনবৃ  [ pratinibṛtta ] a returned; having refrained or desisted (from).  িতিনব ৃ হওয়া v. to 

return (from); to refrain or desist (from).  িতিনবৃি  same as  িতিনবত ন । 

 িতিনয়ত [ pratiniẏata ] adv every moment, constantly, always. 

 িতিনেদ শ [ pratinirdēśa ] n cross-reference. 

 িতপ  [ pratipakṣa ] n the hostile party; the opposite party, the opposition; the opponent; an 
enemy; a rival; (in law) a defendant.  িতপ ীয় a. of the opposite side or party or camp, of the 
contending side or camp. 

 িতপি  [ pratipatti ] n honour; good standing; dominating or powerful influence; influence; 
power; (rare) proof. ̃শালী ̃শীল, ̃স   a. enjoying honour; well-established; having domineering 
influence; influential; powerful. 

 িতপ  [ pratipatra ] n a counterfoil. 

 িতপদ [ pratipada ] n the first lunar day of a month. 

 িতপেদ [ pratipadē ] adv at every step; constantly. 

 িতপ  [ pratipanna ] a ascertained; corroborated, confirmed; verified; proved, substantiated. 
 িতপ  করা v. to prove, to substantiate. 

 িতপাদ [ pratipāda ] a antipodal. ̃ হান n. (geog.) the antipodes. 

 িতপাদক [ pratipādaka ] a ascertaining; corroborating, confirming; verifying; proving, 
substantiating; performing. 

 িতপাদন [ pratipādana ] n ascertainment; corroboration, confirmation; verification; proving, 
substantiation; accomplishment, performance.  িতপাদন করা v. to ascertain; to corroborate, to 
confirm; to verify; to prove, to substantiate; to accomplish, to perform.  িতপাদনীয় same as 

 িতপাদ  । 
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 িতপািদকা [ pratipādikā ] fem of  িতপাদক । 

 িতপািদত [ pratipādita ] a ascertained; corroborated, confirmed; verified; proved, 
substantiated; accomplished, performed. 

 িতপাদ  [ pratipādya ] a to be ascertained or corroborated or confirmed or verified or proved or 
substantiated or accomplished or performed; ascertainable; confirmable; verifiable; provable; 
accomplishable, performable. 

 িতপালক [ pratipālaka ] a bringing up, rearing, fostering; feeding, maintaining; keeping, 
observing; complying, obeying; protecting, looking after the well-being of. ☐ n. one who brings 
up, a rearer, a fosterer; a feeder, a maintainer; a keeper, an observer; one who complies (with) 
or obeys; a protector, a guardian. 

 িতপালন [ pratipālana ] n upbringing; rearing; fostering (স ান- িতপালন); feeding; mainte nance 
(পিরজন- িতপালন); keeping, observance ( িত িত- িতপালন); act of obeying, compliance (আেদশ 
 িতপালন); protection, act of looking after the well-being of ( জা- িতপালন).  িতপালন করা v. to bring 
up; to rear; to foster; to feed, to maintain; to keep, to observe; to comply with, to obey; to 

protect, to look after the well-being of.  িতপালনীয় same as  িতপাল  । 

 িতপািলকা [ pratipālikā ] fem of  িতপালক । 

 িতপািলত [ pratipālita ] a brought up; reared; fostered; fed; maintained; observed; complied 
with, obeyed; protected, taken care of. fem.  িতপািলতা 

 িতপাল  [ pratipālya ] a worthy of being brought up or reared or fostered or fed or maintained 
or kept or observed or complied with or obeyed or protected or taken care of. 

 িতেপাষক [ pratipōṣaka ] a corroborative, bearing out; supporting; aiding. 

 িতেপাষণ [ pratipōṣaṇa ] n corroboration, act of bearing out; act of supporting or aiding. 

 িত ভ [ pratiprabha ] a (phys. & bot.) fluorescent.  িত ভা n. fluorescence. 

 িত   [ pratipraśna ] n a counter-question. 

 িতফল [ pratiphala ] n retributory punishment, retribution, requite, requital; relation, 
revenge; (loos.) punishment. উপযু   িতফল just retribution.  িতফল  দওয়া v. to mete out 
retributory punishment (to); to take revenge upon; to punish.  িতফল পাওয়া v. to suffer the 
consequences; to be punished. 
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 িতফলন [ pratiphalana ] n reflection (as in a mirror).  িতফলন  কাণ n. (phys.) angle of reflection. 
 িতফিলত a. reflected.  িতফিলত করা v. to reflect.  িতফিলত হওয়া v. to reflect. 

 িতব  [ pratibandha ] n an obstacle, a hindrance; a frustration. ☐ a. hindered, obstructed; 
frustrated.  িতব ক a. obstructing, hindering; opposing. ☐ n. an obstacle.  িতব কতা same as 
 িতব  (n.).  িতব ী a. obstructed; obstructing; suffering from physical or mental disability, (inc. 
but pop.) handicapped. 

 িতবণ ীকরণ [ pratibarṇīkaraṇa ] n transliteration; transcribing in the character or script of 
another language.  িতবণ  ীকৃত a. transliterated. 

 িতবত ন [ pratibartana ] n obversion. 

 িতবল [ pratibala ] a equally strong or powerful. ☐ n. a hostile army or forces. 

 িতব ূপমা [ pratibastūpamā ] n (rhet.) a parallel simile. 

 িতবাক  [ pratibākya ] n an answer, a reply; a retort; an adverse comment. 

 িতবাত [ pratibāta ] a windward.  িতবােত adv. wind wards. 

 িতবাদ [ pratibāda ] n a counter-plea, a counter-argument; a protest; a counter.  িতবাদ করা v. to 
put forth a counter-plea or counter-argument; to protest. ̃সভা n. a protest meeting.  িতবাদী a. 
pleading against; pleading in reply; protesting; opposing, contending (against). ☐ n. (in law) a 

defendant, a respondent. fem.  িতবািদনী । 

 িতবাসী [ pratibāsī ] a living or residing in the neighbourhood. ☐ n. a neighbour. fem.  িতবািসনী 
। 

 িতিবধান [ pratibidhāna ] n a counter-action or counter measure; remedy, redress; revenge. 
 িতিবধান করা v. to take measures against; to remedy, to redress; to avenge. 

 িতিবিধ সা [ pratibidhitsā ] n desire of taking measures against or remedying or redressing; 
revengefulness.  িতিবিধ   a. desirous of taking measures against or remedying or redressing; 
revengeful; avenging. 

 িতিবেধয় [ pratibidhēẏa ] a remediable, redressable. 

 িতিব ব [ pratibiplaba ] n a counter-revolution.  িতিব বী a. counter-revolutionary. 
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 িতিব  [ pratibimba ] n a reflected image, a reflection, an image.  িতিব ন n. act of being 
reflected, reflection.  িতিবি ত a. reflected. 

 িতিবষ [ pratibiṣa ] n an anti-toxin; an antidote. 

 িতিবিহত [ pratibihita ] a remedied, redressed, righted, avenged. 

 িতেবদন [ pratibēdana ] n a petition of complaint; a report. 

 িতেবশ [ pratibēśa ] n dwelling-houses in the neighbourhood; environs, surroundings; 

environment.  িতেবশী same as  িতবাসী । fem.  িতেবিশনী । 

 িতেবাধ,  িতেবাধন [ pratibōdha, pratibōdhana ] n manifestation, revelation; awakening; 
consolation.  িতেবািধত a. manifested, revealed; awakened; consoled. 

 িতভা [ pratibhā ] n keen intelligence; presence of mind; inventive or creative faculty; genius; 

glow; brilliance. ̃বান same as  িতভাধর । 

 িতভাত [ pratibhāta ] a brightly appearing, shiningly visible; manifest, clearly revealed; clearly 
known; lighted; reflected. 

 িতভাধর,  িতভাশালী,  িতভাস   [ pratibhādhara, pratibhāśālī, pratibhāsampanna ] a keenly 
intelligent; endowed with exceptional inventive or creative faculty; endowed with genius. 
 িতভাধর ব ি  a man of genius, a genius. 

 িতভার [ pratibhāra ] n counter-balance. 

 িতভাষ [ pratibhāṣa ] n an answer, a reply. 

 িতভাস [ pratibhāsa ] n radiance, illumination; manifestation; revelation.  িতভািসত a. radiant; 
manifested or revealed. 

 িতভ ূ[ pratibhū ] n a representative, a deputy, an agent, a substitute; a hostage. 

 িতভূিত-প  [ pratibhūti-patra ] n bail-bond. 

 িতম [ pratima ] a (in. comp. used as a sfx.) like, resembling, equal to. 
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 িতমা [ pratimā ] n an icon, an image; an idol. ̃চূণ  কারী a. iconoclastic. ☐ n. an iconoclast. ̃চূণ  ন 
iconoclasm. ̃িনর ন, ̃িবসজ  ন n. the ceremonial immersion of an idol. ̃পূজক n. an idolater, an 
iconolater, an image-worshipper. ☐ a. idolatrous. ̃পূজা n. idolatry, iconolatry, image-
worship. ̃পূজািবেরাধী a. opposed to image-worship; iconoclastic. ̃িশ  n. the art of making 
images. ̃িশি  n. the artist who makes an image. 

 িতমান [ pratimāna ] n a model, a pattern; (phys.) balancing, a weight.  িতমান করা v. (phys.) to 
balance. 

 িতমুখ [ pratimukha ] n a direction towards one; front. ☐ a. (mech.) unlike; (bot.) opposite; 
facing.  িতমুেখ prep. in the direction of. 

 িতমু ত  [ pratimuhurta ] adv every moment; always. 

 িতমূিত  [ pratimūrti ] n an image, an icon, a portrait, a likeness; an exactly similar figure or 
appearance. 

 িতেযাগ [ pratiyōga ] n antipathy; enmity, hostility; quarrel; rivalry; competition.  িতেযািগতা n. 
rivalry; competition; vying.  িতেযািগতা করা v. to compete or vie (with).  িতেযািগতামূলক,  িতেযাগীতাপূণ   
a. competitive.  িতেযাগী a. rivalling; competing; vying; (geom.) conjugate. ☐ n. a rival; a 

competitor. fem.  িতেযািগনী । 

 িতেযাজন [ pratiyōjana ] n (bot.) adaptation. 

 িতেযা া [ pratiyōddhā ] n an opponent in duelling, an antagonist, a rival. 

 িতর া [ pratirakṣā ] n defence.  িতর া-ম ক n. the ministry of defence. 

 িত   [ pratiruddha ] a prevented; checked, resisted; obstructed; opposed; blockaded; stopped. 

 িত   করা same as  িতেরাধ করা । 

 িত প [ pratirūpa ] n an image, a likeness; an exactly similar figure or appearance; a reflected 
image, a reflection, likeness, resemblance. ☐ a. similar; like, exactly resembling. 

 িতেরাধ [ pratirōdha ] n prevention; check, resistance; obstruction; opposition; an obstacle, a 
blockade; stoppage.  িতেরাধ করা v. to prevent; to check, to resist; to obstruct; to oppose; to 
blockade; to stop.  িতেরাধক,  িতেরাধী a. preventive; resistant; resisting; obstructive; obstructing; 
opposing; blockading; stopping. ̃শি  n. the power of or capacity for resistance or opposition. 
 িতেরািধত a. obstructed, resisted; opposed; stopped; prevented. 
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 িতিলিপ [ pratilipi ] n a replica, a facsimile, a transcript, a copy. 

 িতেলখ [ pratilēkha ] n act of copying; transcription; a transcript, a copy.  িতেলখক n. a copyist. 
 িতেলখন n. copying. 

 িতেলাম [ pratilōma ] n reverse, inverse.  িতেলাম িববাহ marriage of a high-caste bride with a low-
caste bridegroom.  িতেলামজ a. born of a low-caste father and a high-caste mother. 

 িতশ  [ pratiśabda ] n a synonym; an echo. 

 িতশয়,  িতশয়ন [ pratiśaẏa, pratiśaẏana ] n a persistent squatting at the temple of a deity for 
divine favour or boon.  িতশিয়ত a. thus squatting. 

 িতেশাধ [ pratiśōdha ] n revenge; requital; retaliation.  িতেশাধ  নওয়া v. to requite; to retaliate; to 
take revenge (upon); to pay (a person) in his own coin, to give tit for tat, to avenge. 

 িত ত [ pratiśruta ] a promised, pledged; promise bound; covenanted.  িত ত হওয়া v. to pledge 
oneself, to commit oneself by a promise.  িত িত n. a promise, a pledge; a covenant.  িত িত ভ  n. 
breach of or withdrawal from a promise or contract or pledge. 

 িতেষধ [ pratiṣēdha ] n prohibition, forbiddance; prevention; an antidote; therapeutics; a 
therapeutical drug.  িতিষ  a. prohibited, forbidden.  িতেষধক a. prohibitive; preventive; 
prophylactic, therapeutical, antidotal. ☐ n. a therapeutical or antidotal drug; an antidote, a 
prophylactic. 

 িত া [ pratiṣṭhā ] n setting up, establishment, foundation (িবদ ালয়- িত া, বংশ িত া); solemn 
dedication, consecration (পু র  িত া); installation (িব হ িত া); observance (of a vow etc.); settling 
down, habilitation; good footing or standing, fame, reputation ( িত ালাভ).  িত া করা v. to set up, 
to establish, to found; to dedicate solemnly, to consecrate; to instal; to make one settle down. 
 িত া পাওয়া v. to gain a good footing or standing; to earn fame or reputation.  িত াতা n. an 

establisher, a founder; a dedicator; one who instals or causes to settle down. fem.  িত া ী । ̃িধকার 
n. goodwill (as of a business firm).  িত ান n. an institute, an institution, an establishment. ̃পক n. 

same as  িত াতা । ̃পন n. setting up, establishment, foundation; solemn dedication, consecration; 

installation; settling down, habilitation. ̃পিয়তা same as  িত াতা । fem. ̃পিয় ী । ̃িপত a. set up, 

established, founded; solemnly dedicated, consecrated; installed; settled down, habilitated. ̃বান 
a. having a good footing or standing; famous, reputed. 

 িতসংহার [ pratisaṃhāra ] n withholding (of weapons etc.); warding off.  িতসংহার করা v. to hold 
back, to withhold; to ward off, to stave off. 
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 িতসং ত [ pratisaṃhṛta ] a (of weapons etc.) held back, withheld; warded off. 

 িতসম [ pratisama ] a symmetrical.  িতসাম  symmetry. 

 িতসরণ [ pratisaraṇa ] n (phys.) refraction.  িতসরণ করা v. to refract.  িতসরণ  কাণ angle of 
refraction.  িতসরণীয় a. refrangible. 

 িতসরা  [ pratisarāṅka ] n (phys.) refracting index. 

 িতসগ  [ pratisarga ] n (myth.) expansion of the creation after the original one, the secondary 
creation; universal dissolution. 

 িতসারণ [ pratisāraṇa ] n removal; withdrawal.  িতসারণ করা v. to remove; to draw or lead away, 
to withdraw. 

 িতসািরত [ pratisārita ] a removed; led away. 

 িতসারী [ pratisārī ] a going in an opposite direction; refracting; going against. 

 িতসৃত [ pratisṛta ] a (phys.) refracted. 

 িত ধ  া [ pratispardhā ] n audacity, arrogance; defiance; challenge; spirit of challenge.  িত ধ  ী a. 
arrogant, audacious; challenging; emulative. 

 িত া র [ pratisbākṣara ] n countersignature.  িত া িরত a. countersigned. 

 িতহত [ pratihata ] a checked, prevented; repelled, staved off; obstructed; hurt in return; hurt; 
 িতহত করা v. to check, to prevent; to repel, to repulse, to stave off, to beat back, to obstruct. 

 িতহনন [ pratihanana ] n act of killing a slayer. 

 িতহ া [ pratihantā ] a. & n one who kills a slayer. fem.  িতহ ী । 

 িতহার [ pratihāra ] n a gate or a door; a doorkeeper, a gateman, a porter (fem. porteress 
portress), a janitor (fem. janitrix, janitress); an armed guard stationed at a door or a gate, act of 
giving up, abandonment, avoidance; a race of ancient India.  িতহারী n. an armed guard stationed 

at a door or a gate; a doorkeeper, a gateman, a porter. fem.  িতহািরণী । 

 িতহায  [ pratihārya ] a that which should be given up or abandoned or avoided. 
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 িতিহংসা [ pratihiṃsā ] n revenge, retaliation.  িতিহংসা  হণ করা v. to take revenge (upon), to 
retaliate, to avenge. ̃পরায়ণ a. vindictive, revengeful, retaliative.  িতিহংিসত a. one upon whom 
revenge has been taken. 

 তীক [ pratīka ] n a symbol; a sign. ̃বাদ, ̃তা n. symbolism.  তীক ধম  ঘট a token strike.  তীকী a. 
symbolic, symbolical.  তীিকতা n. symbolism. 

 তী মাণ [ pratīkṣamāṇa ] a waiting for, awaiting; expecting, expectant. fem.  তী মাণা । 

 তী া [ pratīkṣā ] n act of waiting for, awaiting; expectation.  তী া করা v. to wait for, to await; 
to expect. ̃লয় n. a waitingroom. 

 তীি ত [ pratīkṣita ] a awaited; expected. 

 তী  মাণ [ pratīkṣyamāṇa ] a one being waited for; that is being waited for. 

 তীচী [ pratīcī ] n the west; the western world, the western hemisphere, the Occident. 

 তীচীন,  তীচ  [ pratīcīna, pratīcya ] a of the west or of the western world, western, occidental. 

 তীত [ pratīta ] a realized, understood, cognized; having formed a notion; believing, convinced. 
 তীিত n. realization, understanding, cognition; a notion, an impression; a belief, a conviction. 

 তীপ [ pratīpa ] a (geom.) vertically opposite; opposite or negative. ☐ n. (rhet.) a reversed 
simile. ̃ কাণ n. (geom.) a vertically opposite angle. ̃গিত n. retrogression; (astr.) retrograde motion. 
 তীপ চাপ (phys.) negative pressure.  তীপ   াত (geog.) an anti-current. 

 তীয়মান [ pratīẏamāna ] a that which is being or capable of being realized or cognized or 
known; suggested ( তীয়মান সযূ ), (loos.) evident or visible.  তীয়মান হওয়া v. to appear, to wear the 
look of; to seem; to be evident, to be manifest. 

 তুল [ pratula ] n abundance, plenty; prosperity, richness. ☐ a. abundant, plentiful. 

   [ pratna ] n ancient, old, ̃ত , ̃িবদ া n. archaeology. ̃ত িব , ̃িবদ n. archaeolo gist; an antiquary, an 
antiquarian. ̃ত ীয়, ̃তাি ক a. archaeological; antiquarian. 

  জীবিবদ া [ pratnajībabidyā ] n palaeontology.  ে াি দিবদ া n. palaeo-botany.    াণীিবদ া n. 
palaeo zoology. 

 ত ৈ চত  [ pratyakcaitanya ] n subconscious, subconsciousness. 
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 ত   [ pratyakṣa ] a perceptible by senses; perceptible, visible, apparent; manifest, evident, 
clear; direct ( ত   করা). ☐ n. senseperception; perception; a percept.  ত   করা v. to perceive by 
senses; to perceive directly; to see, to visualize.  ত   উি  (gr.) direct speech or narration.  ত   
িদগ  the visible or apparent horizon.  ত   ফল direct or immediate result or consequence; (loos.) 

visible consequence. ̃কর n. a direct tax. ̃কারী same as  ত  দশ  ী । ̃ গাচর a. directly perceptible; visible; 

perceptible by senses. ̃ ান n. direct knowledge.  ত  ত adv. apparently. ̃দশ ন n. direct perception, 
visualization, act of seeing with one's own eyes. ̃দশ ী a. directly perceiving, visualizing, seeing 
with one's own eyes. ☐ n. an eye-witness. ̃ মাণ n. visible evidence, direct proof. ̃বাদ n. 
materialism; positivism. ̃বাদী a. materialistic; positivistic. ☐ n. a materialist; a positivist.  ত   

সা   direct evidence.  ত  ী same as  ত  দশ  ী ।  ত  ীকরণ n. visualization, witnessing; perception; 

sense-perception.  ত  ীকৃত a. seen with one's own eyes, directly seen, witnessed; perceived; 
perceived by senses.  ত  ীভূত a. visible; directly seen; perceived or perceivable by senses. 

 ত গা া [ pratyagātmā ] n the Supreme Being, God; the human soul endowed with the 
knowledge about theological and philosophical reality. 

 ত   [ pratyaṅga ] n a subsidiary or minor limb, an appendage; (fig.) a small component or 
subsidiary part. 

 ত   [ pratyanta ] a lying on or adjoining the border, bordering (on), contiguous, neighbouring. 
☐ n. the border; the frontier region, the frontier; (in the Puranas) the land of Mlechhas 
(   ). ̃পব ত n. a hillock beside a mountain. ̃ েদশ n. a neighbouring country; the frontier; 
outskirts. ̃বাসী a. dwelling on the outskirts of a town or village or country; dwelling on a frontier. 

 ত বায় [ pratyabāẏa ] n sin; vice; harm.  ত বায়ী a. sinful; vicious; harmful. 

 ত েব ণ [ pratyabēkṣaṇa ] n enquiry; scrutiny; research; supervision. 

 ত িভ া,  ত িভ ান [ pratyabhijñā, pratyabhijñāna ] n recognition. 

 ত িভবাদ,  ত ািভবাদন [ pratyabhibāda, pratyābhibādana ] n a salute or salutation in return. 
 ত ািভবাদন করা v. to salute in return, to return a salute. 

 ত িভেযাগ [ pratyabhiyōga ] n a countercharge.  ত িভেযাগ করা v. to bring a countercharge. 

 ত য় [ pratyaẏa ] n trust; belief; confidence; conviction; firm impression or notion; (gr.) an 
inflection.  ত য় করা v. to believe, to trust, to have confidence (in). ̃জনক, ̃ যাগ  a. trustworthy, 
believable, worthy of belief, credible; convincing.  ত িয়ত a. trusty.  ত য়ী a. believing; trusting; 
confident. 
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 ত থ ী [ pratyarthī ] n (in law) a contestant, a defendant, an opponent, an opposite party; an 
accused. 

 ত প ণ [ pratyarpaṇa ] n giving back, return, repayment; restoration.  ত প  ণ করা v. to give back, 
to return, to repay; to restore (to).  ত িপ  ত a. given back, returned, repaid; restored. 

 ত হ [ pratyaha ] adv everyday; daily; day by day; perdiem. 

 ত াকষ  ণ [ pratyākarṣaṇa ] n counter-attraction. 

 ত াখ াত [ pratyākhyāta ] a rejected, refused; discarded; disallowed; unentertained; (rare) 
neglected, slighted. 

 ত াখ ান [ pratyākhyāna ] n rejection, refusal; discardment; disallowance, refusal of permission; 
refusal to entertain; (rare) neglect, slight.  ত াখ ান করা v. to refuse to accept, to reject, to refuse; 
to discard; to disallow, to refuse permission; to refuse to entertain, to disappoint; (rare) to 
neglect, to slight. 

 ত াগত [ pratyāgata ] a come-back, returned; (mech.) recoiled.  ত াগিত n. return movement; 
return; (mech.) recoil. 

 ত াগমন [ pratyāgamana ] n a come-back; coming back; return.  ত াগমন করা v. to come back, to 
return; (mech.) to recoil. 

 ত াঘাত [ pratyāghāta ] n a counterblow.  ত াঘাত করা v. to deal a counterblow, to strike back. 

 ত ািদ  [ pratyādiṣṭa ] a divinely commanded or inspired; voided, repealed. 

 ত ােদশ [ pratyādēśa ] n a divine command or inspiration, a commandment; a divine an 
nouncement, an oracle; nullification, voidance, repeal. 

 ত ানয়ন [ pratyānaẏana ] n bringing back; act of bringing again.  ত ানয়ন করা v. to bring back; to 
bring again. 

 ত ানীত [ pratyānīta ] a brought back; brought again. 

 ত াবত  ন [ pratyābartana ] n coming or going back, return.  ত াবত  ন করা v. to come or go back, to 
return. 
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 ত াবাসন [ pratyābāsana ] n repatriation.  ত াবাসন সাহায  n. repatriation benefit.  ত াবািসত a. 
repatriated. 

 ত াবৃ  [ pratyābṛtta ] a come or gone back, returned. fem.  ত াব ৃা ।  ত াব ৃ হওয়া v. to come or go 
back, to return. 

 ত ায়ন [ pratyāẏana ] n attestation.  ত ািয়ত a. attested. 

 ত ালী  [ pratyālīḍh◌় ] n the kneeling posture of an archer whilst shooting with his right leg 
doubled in the front and the left stretched out at the back. 

 ত াশা [ pratyāśā ] n hope; longing; prospect; expectation; awaiting.  ত াশা করা v. to hope or long 
(for); to expect; to await.  ত ািশত a. hoped; longed for; prospective; expected; awaited.  ত াশী a. 
hoping or longing for; expectant; awaiting. 

 ত াস  [ pratyāsanna ] a very near, contiguous; that which is round the corner; imminent, 
impending. 

 ত াহত [ pratyāhata ] a beaten back, repulsed, warded off, staved off; prevented; obstructed, 
resisted; frustrated; foiled. 

 ত াহরণ,  ত াহার [ pratyāharaṇa, pratyāhāra ] n withdrawal; retraction; revocation; repeal; 
(phil.) abstraction.  ত াহরণ করা,  ত াহার করা v. to withdraw; to retract; to revoke, to rescind; to 
repeal. 

 ত া ত [ pratyāhṛta ] a withdrawn; retracted; revoked, rescinded; repealed. 

 তু ি  [ pratyukti ] n an answer, a reply; a retort. 

 তু ত [ pratyuta ] con. & adv on the contrary, rather. 

 তু  প  [ pratyutpanna ] a produced on the spur of the moment, extemporaneous; very 
prompt. ̃মিত n. presence of mind, ready wit. ☐ a. endowed with presence of mind, ready-
witted. ̃মিত  n. ready wittedness; presence of mind. 

 তু  র [ pratyuttara ] n a retort, rejoinder.  ত ু র করা v. to retort, to answer back. 

 তু দাহরণ [ pratyudāharaṇa ] n counter-example; a counter precedent. 
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 তু  গমন,  তু  গম [ pratyudgamana, pratyudgama ] n going forward or advancing in order to 
receive a visitor on the way; seeing off a respected visi tor.  তু  গমন করা v. to go forward in order 
to receive a visitor on the way; to see off. 

 তু পকার [ pratyupakāra ] n a good turn in return.  তু পকার করা v. to do (one) a good turn in 
return.  ত ুপকত  া,  ত ুপকারী a. & n. one who does (one) a good turn in return.  ত ুপকৃত n. benefited 
in return. 

 তু ষ,  তূ ষ [ pratyuṣa, pratyūṣa ] n the dawn; daybreak; the morning.  ত ুেষ adv. at dawn or 
day break, early in the morning. 

 েত ক [ pratyēka ] a each, every. ☐ pro. each, everyone.  েত ক  লােকর,  েত েকর a. of each, of 
everybody. 

 থম [ prathama ] a first; primitive ( থম যুগ); of the beginning, inceptive ( থমাব হা); most 
important, chief ( থম কথা); eldest ( থমপু ); foremost ( থম সাির); best (পরী ায়  থম   িণেত  থম). 

fem.  থমা । (পরী ায়)  থম হওয়া v. to come or stand first or to top the list (in an examination). 

 থমত adv. at first; firstly, in the first place, first. ̃দশ  ন n. the first meeting.  থমদশ েন  ণয় love at 
first sight. ̃পাদ n. the first quarter. ̃পু ষ n. (gr.) the third person. ̃বয়স n. the early age; the early 
youth.  থম িব যু  the First World War.  থেম adv. at first; in the first place, first; in the 
beginning; in front, before all.  থমাংশ n. the first or early part.  থেমা  n. the one first spoken of 
or referred to first; former. 

 থা [ prathā ] n usage, custom, practice; system, method. ̃গত a. customary. ̃ গ a. in accordance 
with custom; customary; conventional. ̃ গত  n. loyalty or faithfulness to custom or 
convention. ̃ সাের adv. according to the custom or practice or system, customarily. ̃মেতা adv. 
according to or in accordance with custom or convention; conventionally. 

 িথত [ prathita ] a famous, celebrated. ̃নামা a. one whose name is famous; renowned; widely 
famous. ̃যশা a. widely famous, renowned. 

- দ [ -prada ] sfx denotes giving (মখূ দ). 

 দি ণ [ pradakṣiṇa ] n (ori. & ritually) clockwise circumambulation round an object; act of 
going around something.  দি ণ করা v. to circumambulate in a clockwise manner around 
something; to go round something. 

 দ  [ pradatta ] a given; bestowed; conferred. 

 দিমত [ pradamita ] a subdued; restrained; suppressed. 
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 দর [ pradara ] n leucorrhoea. 

 দশ ক [ pradarśaka ] a showing; exhibiting; displaying; demonstrating. ☐ n. one who shows; 
one who shows one round, a guide; an exhibitor, a displayer; a demonstrator. 

 দশ ন [ pradarśana ] n act of showing or showing round or exhibiting or displaying or 
demonstrating; act of seeing or observing thoroughly or minutely or carefully.  দশ  ন করা v. to 
see or observe thoroughly or minutely or carefully.  দশ  ন করােনা v. to show; to show one round; 
to exhibit; to display; to demonstrate.  দশ নী n. a public show, an exhibition. 

 দশ মালা [ pradarśamālā ] n a museum. 

 দিশ কা [ pradarśikā ] fem of  দশ ক । 

 দিশ ত [ pradarśita ] a shown; shown round; exhibited; displayed; demonstrated; clearly shown. 

- দা [ -pradā ] fem of - দ । 

 দান [ pradāna ] n giving; bestowal; conferring; yielding; imparting.  দান করা v. to give; to 
bestow; to confer; to yield; to impart. 

 দায়ক,  দায়ী [ pradāẏaka, pradāẏī ] a giving; bestowing; conferring; yielding; imparting. fem. 

 দািয়কা,  দািয়নী । 

 দাহ [ pradāha ] n distress, affliction (মম  দাহ); burning pain, inflammation ( ফা ার  দাহ).  দাহী. a. 
distressful, afflicting; causing inflammation, inflammatory. 

 দীপ [ pradīpa ] n a lamp, a light; (fig.) one who illuminates or glorifies ( ল দীপ).  দীপন n. act of 
illuminating or exciting; lighting of lamps. 

 দী  [ pradīpta ] a illuminated, enkindled; brightly burning, blazing; shining; excited.  দী  করা 
v. to illuminate, to enkindle; to excite.  দীি  n. illumination; bright glow; lustre; excitement. 

 দ ৃ [ pradṛpta ] a very proud or haughty or arrogant or vulgarly self-assertive or vigorous. 

 েদয় [ pradēẏa ] a that which is to be or can be given. 

 েদশ [ pradēśa ] n a province; a state; a country; a region; a part. 
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 েদাষ,  েদাষকাল [ pradōṣa, pradōṣakāla ] n evening; nightfall, evening twilight; night. 
 েদাষা কার n. the gloom of the evening. 

 েদ াত [ pradyōta ] n glow; shine; a ray. 

 ধান [ pradhāna ] a chief, main, principal; prime; most important; leading, foremost; pre-
eminent; predominant. ☐ in comp. (used as a sfx.) dominated by or chiefly characterized by 
(শীত ধান). ☐ n. a chief; a headman; a leader; a royal counsellor; God; the primordial female 
energy. fem.  ধানা ।  ধান অ  the principal axis.  ধান অিতিথ the chief guest.  ধান আরি ক the head 
constable.  ধান কারিণক the head clerk.  ধান কম  সিচব the Chief Secretary.  ধান চির  the principal or 
chief or the focal character.  ধানত adv. chiefly, mainly, principally, pre-eminently, 
predominantly.  ধানতা n. primeness; supremacy; pre-eminence, predominance.  ধান িবচারপিত the 
Chief Justice. ̃ম ী n. the Prime Minister. ̃মূল (bot.) the tap root. ̃িশ ক the headmaster. fem. ̃িশি কা 
the headmistress.  ধান  সনাপিত the Commander-in-Chief. 

 ধাবন [ pradhābana ] n act of running rapidly, a quick run; a quick race. 

 ধািবত [ pradhābita ] a running or caused to be running rapidly.  ধািবত করা v. to cause to run 
rapidly.  ধািবত হওয়া v. to run rapidly. 

 ধূিমত [ pradhūmita ] a caused to emit smoke profusely; (of anger etc.) caused to be fuming; 
(fig.) angered. fem.  ধূিমতা ।  ধূিমত করা v. to cause to emit smoke profusely; to fume.  ধূিমত হওয়া v. 
to be emitting smoke profusely; to fume. 

  ংস [ pradhbaṃsa ] n annihilation, destruction.   ংসী a. annihilating, destructive. 

 ন  [ pranaṣṭa ] a utterly lost or ruined or destroyed.  াণাশ n. destruction, annihilation. 

 প  [ prapañca ] n extent; illusion, maya; delusion; phenomenal reality; the world; the worldly 
life; an error or mistake; untruth; falsehood; a collection, a multitude. ̃ময় a. full of illusions; 
illusory.  পি ত a. extensive; extended; illusive; illusory; erroneous. 

 পা [ prapā ] n a place where drinking water is available or distributed, (cp.) a watering-place. 

 পাত [ prapāta ] n fall (of water etc.); a waterfall, a cascade, a cataract. ̃ রখা n. a fall line. 

 িপতামহ [ prapitāmaha ] n a great-grandfather (on one's father's side). fem.  িপতামহী a great 
grandmother (on one's father's side). 

 পূরণ [ prapūraṇa ] n filling up completely. 
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 পূিরত [ prapūrita ] a completely filled up. 

 েপৗ  [ prapautra ] n a grandson of one's son or nephew, a great-grandson. fem.  েপৗ ী n. a 
grand-daughter of one's son or nephew, a great-granddaughter. 

 েফসর [ praphēsara ] n a professor.  েফসির n. professorship.  েফসির করা v. to work as a professor. 

 ব া [ prabaktā ] n a spokesman; one who is fluent or eloquent in speech. ☐ a. eloquent or 
fluent in speech. 

 বচন [ prabacana ] n an adage, a proverb; an apophthegm, apothegm; a popular or oftquoted 
saying; (rare) amplification. 

 ব ক [ prabañcaka ] n a cheat, a swindler, an imposter, a deceiver; a beguiler. 

 ব না [ prabañcanā ] n cheating; deception; deceit; swindle; fraud; beguilement.  ব না করা v. to 
cheat; to deceive; to swindle; to impose upon; to hoodwink; to beguile. ̃মূলক a. fraudulent; 
deceitful. 

 বি ত [ prabañcita ] a cheated; deceived; swindled; beguiled. fem.  বি তা । 

 বণ [ prabaṇa ] a inclined or sloping ( বণভূিম); inclined to, prone to, tending to (ভাব বণ); 
attached or addicted to, given to ( চৗয  বণ); eager to, ready to; proficient in. ̃ভূিম n. an 
escarpment; a declivity. ̃তা n. inclination, propensity, declivity; tendency, disposition; 
attachment, addiction; eagerness, readiness; proficiency. 

 ব  [ prabandha ] n an essay, an article; a dissertation; a treatise; sequence; a trick, a stratagem 
('যেতক  ব  কের িনশাচরগেণ'). ̃কার n. an essayist. 

 বর [ prabara ] a (chiefly used as a sfx.) best, excellent (ধািম  ক বর). ☐ n. a line of descent, 
descent; the originating saint of a line of descent.  বর সিমিত select committee. 

 বত ক [ prabartaka ] a introducing, bringing into use or currency; inaugurating, starting; 
founding, establishing; employing, initiating. ☐ n. an introducer, one who introduces or brings 
(something) into use; an inaugurator; a pioneer; a founder; an employer, an initiator. 

 বত ন [ prabartana ] n bringing into use, introduction; inauguration, start, inception; 
establishment; employment, initiation.  বত ন করা v. to bring into use or currency, to introduce; 
to inaugurate, to start, to begin; to found, to establish; to employ, to initiate.  বত  না n. initiation; 
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incitement; inducement; inspiration.  বত না করা বা  দওয়া v. to initiate; to incite; to induce; to 
inspire. 

 বত িয়তা [ prabartaẏitā ] n an initiator; an inciter; an inducer. fem.  বত  িয় ী । 

 বিত ত [ prabartita ] a brought into use, introduced; inaugurated, started, commenced; 
established, founded; employed, initiated, induced. 

 বধ  ন [ prabardhana ] n increase, augmentation; growth.  বধ ক a. causing growth or increase or 
development. 

 বল [ prabala ] a very strong or powerful, mighty ( বল শ ,  বল ঝ ); severe, intense, excessive 

( বল  ঃখ,  বল তাপ); predominant (বাক ই  বল). fem.  বলা ।  বল ঝ  violent storm.  বল  ঃখ acute or 

intense or great sorrow.  বল পি মা (বায়)ু brave west winds. ̃তা n. great strength or power; 
severity; intensity; predominance. ̃পরা ম, ̃পরা া , ̃ তাপ a. extremely powerful or mighty, mightily 
influential.  বল বািরপাত heavy shower or downpour. 

 বসন [ prabasana ] n emigration. 

 বিসত [ prabasita ] a emigrated. 

 বহ [ prabaha ] n a current, a flow (as of air or a stream). ̃ণ n. flow or flowing; blow or 
blowing. ̃শীল, ̃মান a. flowing or blowing. ̃মানতা n. flow or flowing movement; stream (সমেয়র 
 বহমানতা). 

 বাদ [ prabāda ] n a proverb, an adage; hearsay (জন বাদ).  বাদ আেছ  য there is a saying that, it is 
said that. ̃বাক  n. a proverb. 

 বাল [ prabāla ] n coral; a young shoot, a sprout; a new tree-leaf. ̃কীট n. the polyp, polype. ̃ ীপ n. 
a coral island. ̃ াচীর n. a coral reef, a barrier reef. 

 বাস [ prabāsa ] n a spell of staying abroad; a for eign land. ̃ন n. sending abroad; banishment; 
(inc.) emigration. ̃নপাল n. the protector of emigrants.  বািসত a. sent abroad; banished; (inc.) 

emigrated.  বাসী a. & n. one who is living abroad. fem.  বািসনী । 

 বাহ [ prabāha ] n a stream, a current, a flow (as of a river or air); a series, a train (ঘটনা বাহ, 
িচ া বাহ); (fig.) continuous onward movement (জীবন বাহ).  বািহণী a. flowing. ☐ n. a river, a 
stream.  বািহত a. (of a river) flowing, streaming; (of air, wind etc.) blowing; (fig.) passing or 

continuously moving onward. fem.  বািহতা ।  বািহত হওয়া v. to flow, to stream; to blow; (fig.) to 
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pass, to move onward continuously (সময় বা জীবন  বািহত হওয়া).  বাহী. a. flowing.  বাহী ঋণ floating 
debt.  বাহী পিরস   floating assets. 

 িবধান [ prabidhāna ] n regulation. 

 িব  [ prabiṣṭa ] a entered. fem.  িব া ।  িব  হওয়া v. to enter. 

 বীণ [ prabīṇa ] a elderly; aged, old; wise, judicious; well-experienced; skilful; delighted or 
consoled (' ঃখী  দেখ  বীণ  বীণ িচত হয়').  বীণা. a. fem. elderly or aged. ☐ n. an elderly or aged 
woman.  বীণতা,  বীণ  n. elderliness; agedness, oldness; wisdom, judiciousness; well 
experiencedness; skilfulness. 

 বু  [ prabuddha ] a enlightened; awakened or activized ( ব ু ভারত); inspired with wisdom; very 
wise. 

 বৃ  [ prabṛtta ] a engaged in, occupied with; induced to; undertaken or commenced.  ব ৃ করা v. 
to set (one) to; to induce.  ব ৃ হওয়া v. to set about, to be engaged in; to commence.  বৃি  n. act or 
state of being engaged in or occupied with or initiated to, engagement, occupation, initiation; 
inclination, tendency; desire; propensity; taste, appetite (আহােরর  বৃি   নই).  বৃি  মাগ  n. worldly 
life (as a way to salvation). 

 বৃ  [ prabṛddha ] a very old; overgrown; expanded; (geom.) reflex ( বৃ েকাণ = a reflex angle). 

 েবশ [ prabēśa ] n entrance, entry; admission (কেলেজ  েবশ); right or power or freedom of 
entrance; access.  েবশ করা v. to come or go in or into, to enter, to be admitted into.  েবশ করােনা v. 
to cause to enter, to enter, to admit into; to usher; to drive or thrust into ( দেহ তরবাির  েবশ 
করােনা).  েবশ িনেষধ entrance prohibited; no entrance, no admission, no admittance, no entry. 
 েবশক a. entering. ☐ n. an enterer. ̃ ার n. a gate; an entrance.  েবশন n. entering, entrance; act of 
being admitted into, admission; act of causing to enter. ̃প  n. entry permit; admit card. ̃পথ n. a 
gateway; an entrance. ̃মূল  n. entry fee or admission fee.  েবশলাভ করা v. to be able to enter; to be 
admitted into.  েবশা poet. form of  েবশ করা ।  েবশািধকার n. right or freedom of entrance or 
admission, entry; access.  েবশা মিত n. permission to enter or be admitted into, admittance. 
 েবিশকা a. fem. entering. ☐ n. fem. a primary text book (ব াকরণ- েবিশকা); a ticket, a pass.  েবিশকা 
পরী া n. the entrance examination (also; the matriculation examination).  েবিশত a. caused to 
enter; admitted (into); ushered.  েব  a. enterable; permeable ( েব  িশলা = permeable rock). 

 েব া [ prabēṣṭā ] n an enterer. 

 েবাধ [ prabōdha ] n consolation, solace; knowledge, enlightenment; manifestation; awakening. 
 েবাধ  দওয়া v. to console, to solace.  েবাধ পাওয়া v. to get consolation.  েবাধ মানা v. to yield to 
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consolation; to be consoled; to be amenable to consolation.  েবাধ না মানা v. to be disconsolate. 
 েবাধন n. consoling; awakening; enlightening.  েবািধত a. consoled; enlightened; awakened. 

  জ া [ prabrajyā ] n wandering asceticism.   জ া  নওয়া v. to take to wandering asceticism. 

  াজক same as পির াজক । 

 ভ ন [ prabhañjana ] n a storm; a violent gust of wind; wind. 

 ভব [ prabhaba ] n cause; source; origin; influence; (phys.) generative cause. 

 ভা [ prabhā ] n glow, radiance; a ray; lustre, brilliance, splendour, brightness. ̃কর n. the sun. ̃কীট 
n. the glow-worm. ̃বান a. radiant, glowing, shining; luminous. fem. ̃বতী । ̃ময় a. radiant, lustrous, 
luminous, refulgent. 

 ভাত [ prabhāta ] n morning; daybreak.  ভাত হওয়া v. to dawn. এখন  ভাত it is morning. ̃কাল n. the 
morning-time, morning. ̃ ফির n. singing awakening songs in procession through the streets of a 
town or village. ̃রাগ n. the morning glow.  ভাত হেয়েছ it is dawn.  ভাতী,  ভািত a. of the morning. ☐ 
n. a morning song or glorification, a matin.  ভােত  মঘড রঃ (fig.) great cry but little wool. 

 ভাব [ prabhāba ] n authority, power, dominance; influence.  ভাব িব ার করা v. to extend one's 
influence; to exert one's influ ence (upon); to bear upon. ̃শালী ̃স   a. influential. fem. ̃শািলনী, ̃স  া 
।  ভাবাি ত a. influenced; (rare) endowed with the power of influencing.  ভািবত a. influenced. 

 ভািবত করা v. to influence. 

 ভ ু[ prabhu ] n a master, a lord; an overlord; an employer; a husband; an owner; a king; God; a 
superman; a holy or very reverend man.  ভুতা,  ভু  n. mastery, authority; predominance; 
overlordship, supremacy; ownership; sovereignty, rule.  ভ ু করা v. to lord it over; to rule, to 
govern. ̃ব  ক a. imperious; authoritative; peremptory; domineering; bossy. ̃প ী n. fem. a 

mistress. ̃পরায়ণ same as  ভুভ  । ̃পাদ n. a title of honour affixed to the names of the religious 

teachers of Vaishnavas ( ব ব). ̃ভ  a. devoted or faithful to one's master; loyal. ̃ভি  n. devotion 
or faithfulness to one's master; loyalty. ̃শি  n. governmental power or authority, ruling power; 
domination, dominance; authority; influence. 

 ভূত [ prabhūta ] a profuse, much, abundant, plentiful; (rare) grown or evolved. 

 ভৃিত [ prabhṛti ] con et cetera, and the rest, et al, and so on. 

 েভদ [ prabhēda ] n distinction, difference; discrimination.  েভদ করা v. to differentiate; to 
distinguish; to discriminate; to separate.  েভদক a. differential. 
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 ম  [ pramatta ] a inebriate, drunk, intoxicated, tipsy; beside oneself; infatuated, besotted; 

reckless; frenzied. fem.  ম া । ̃তা n. inebriety, inebriation, drunkenness, intoxication, tipsiness; 
the state of being beside oneself; infatuation, besottedness; recklessness; frenzy. 

 মথ [ pramatha ] n one of the demi-gods attending on Shiva (িশব). 

 মথন [ pramathana ] n act of trampling or routing or subduing or killing. 

 মিথত [ pramathita ] a trampled; routed; subdued; killed. 

 মেথশ [ pramathēśa ] n the lord of Pramathas ( মথ); Shiva (িশব). 

 মদা [ pramadā ] n a charming woman; a woman. 

 মা [ pramā ] n true or positive knowledge; truth; conviction. 

 মাণ [ pramāṇa ] n proof; evidence; testimony; witness; a precedent; authority; conviction. ☐ 
a. of the standard size ( মাণ শাট ); standard ( মাণ মাপ); (esp. in phys.) normal ( মাণ   ষ); 
equivalent to, resembling (পব  ত মাণ).  মাণ করা v. to prove; to demonstrate; to substantiate.  মাণ 
 দওয়া v. to give evidence or proof (of); to prove; to demonstrate; to testify.  মাণ হওয়া v. to be 
proved. ̃ক n. a voucher. ̃  হ n. an authoritative book. ̃পি  n. a bibliography. ̃প  n. a document; a 
written warrant or affidavit; a voucher; a receipt; a certificate; testimonial. ̃বাক  n. an 
authoritative saying; a citation of precedents. ̃সই a. of full measure; up to the mark. ̃সােপ  a. 
subject to proof. ̃িস  a. established by evidences, proved.  মাণাভাব n. want of evidence or proof. 
 মািণত,  মাণীকৃত a. proved; demonstrated; substantiated. 

 মাতা [ pramātā ] a. & n one who proves or demonstrates or substantiates or testifies. 

 মাতামহ [ pramātāmaha ] n the grandfather or a grand uncle of one's mother, a maternal 
greatgrandfather. fem.  মাতামহী the grandmother or a grandaunt of one's mother, a maternal 
great-grandmother. 

 মাথী [ pramāthī ] a trampling; routing; subduing; killing. fem.  মািথনী । 

 মাদ [ pramāda ] n inadvertence, carelessness; an error; confusion; oblivion; intoxication; 
frenzy; a calamity, a terrible danger or distress ( মােদ প া). ̃বশত, ̃বেশ adv. inadvertently; by 
mistake, through carelessness; erroneously. ̃শ ূ a. free from error. 

 মারা [ pramārā ] n primero. 
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 িমত [ pramita ] a sure; ascertained; proved; measured; (esp. in phys.) standardized; (as a sfx.) 
measuring (চারহাত  িমত).  িমত করা v. to ascertain; to prove; to standardize.  িমত  ব (phys.) a 
standard solution. ̃করণ n. (phys.) standardization.  িমিত n. measure, true or positive knowledge, 
truth; conviction; proof. 

 মীলা [ pramīlā ] n drowsiness; a female character of the Mahabharata; (fig.) a spirited and 
domineering woman ( মীলােদর  দেশ); (cp.) an Amazon. 

 মখু [ pramukha ] a (used as a sfx.) headed by, beginning with (কািলদাস  মখু কিবগণ). 

 মখুা  [ pramukhāt ] adv from the mouth of; by word of one's mouth; verbally from. 

 েময় [ pramēẏa ] a measurable; mensurable; (alg.) commensurable; provable; ascertainable. 

 েমহ [ pramēha ] n gonorrhoea. 

 েমাদ [ pramōda ] n joy, delight; merriment; hilarity; enjoyment; pleasure; recreation; an 
entertainment; luxury. ̃ক a. gladdening; pleasing; entertaining. ̃কানন n. a pleasure-garden. ̃গৃহ n. a 
pleasure-house, a recreation-room, a recreation-hall. ̃ন n. act of gladdening or pleasing or 
entertaining. ☐ in comp. (used as a sfx.) giving delight or pleasure to, entertaining 
(িচ  েমাদন). ̃ মণ n. a pleasure-trip; promenade.  েমাদ মণ করা v. to be on a pleasure-tirp; to 
promenade.  েমািদত a. delighted; pleased; recreated, entertained.  েমােদাদ ান n. a pleasure-garden. 

 য  [ prayatna ] n repeated or thorough endeavour or effort, perseverance.  য  করা v. to 
persevere. ̃সহকাের adv. perseveringly; thoroughly; carefully. 

 যু  [ prayukta ] a employed; applied, used. ☐ prep. for the sake of, owing to, due to, caused 
by, actuated by (ভয় যু ).  যুি  n. employment; application; a technique.  যুি িবদ া n. technology. 
 যুি িবদ াগত a. technological. 

 যুজ মান [ prayujyamāna ] a in the state of being applied. 

 েযা া [ prayōktā ] n an employer; an applier; a performer. 

 েযাজক [ prayōjaka ] a same as  েয়াজক । ☐ n. a producer esp. of motion pictures; a film 
producer. 

 েযাজ  [ prayōjya ] a applicable. ̃তা n. applicability. 

 য়াণ [ praẏāṇa ] n departure; (fig.) death.  য়াণ করা v. to depart; (fig.) to die. 
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 য়াত [ praẏāta ] a departed; deceased, passed away, dead and gone. 

 য়াস [ praẏāsa ] n an effort, an endeavour; a hard effort; toil; a desire.  য়াস করা v. to endeavour; 
to try or endeavour hard; to toil; to desire.  য়াস পাওয়া v. to endeavour; to make a hard attempt, 
to make a sincere and earnest effort; to toil.  য়াসী a. endeavouring; toiling hard; desirous. 

 েয়াগ [ praẏōga ] n employment; application; use or usage; mention; a precedent, an example; 
an instance.  েয়াগ করা v. to employ; to apply; to use. ̃ দাষ n. misapplication, wrong or unjust 
use. ̃বাদ n. (phil.) pragmatism. ̃বাদী a. pragmatist. ̃িব  n. (phys.) a point of application. ̃শালা n. a 
laboratory.  ােয়ািগক a. (phil.) empirical. 

 েয়াজক [ praẏōjaka ] a employing; applying; using; performing; introducing; inaugurating or 
founding.  েয়াজক ি য়া causative verb. 

 েয়াজন [ praẏōjana ] n necessity, need; purpose, object, end; motive; cause, occasion; use. 
 েয়াজনািতির ,  েয়াজনাতীত a. more than what is necessary; more than enough; superfluous; 
unnecessary, redundant.  েয়াজনা  প a. satisfying needs, just enough to meet (one's) 
requirement, adequate, sufficient.  েয়াজনীয় a. necessary, needful; serviceable, useful.  েয়াজনীয়তা 
n. necessity, need; serviceability, usefulness. 

 েরাচক [ prarōcaka ] a (usu. dero.) inducing, instigating, persuading, inciting. ☐ n. an inducer, 
an instigator, (law) abettor, a persuader, an inciter, an agent provocateur. 

 েরাচন,  েরাচনা [ prarōcana, prarōcanā ] n (usu. dero.) inducement, instigation, abetment, 
persuasion, incitement.  েরাচনা  দওয়া same as  েরািচত করা (see  েরািচত).  েরাচনাদায়ক a. same as 
 েরাচক (a.). 

 রিচত [ praracita ] a (usu. dero.) induced, instigated, persuaded, incited.  রিচত করা v. to induce, 
to instigate, to persuade, to incite. 

 েরাহ [ prarōha ] n a bud; a shoot, a sprout; a scion; (bot.) an offset. 

 লপন [ pralapana ] n raving; delirium; incoherent utterance. 

 লিপত [ pralapita ] a raved; uttered in delirium; incoherently uttered. 

 ল  [ pralamba ] n an aerial root or a branch of a tree; anything creeping or hanging.  ল ন n. 
creeping; hanging, suspension; prolongation. ̃িব  n. (phys.) a point of suspension.  লি ত a. 
hanging, suspended; pendent; prolonged; creeping.  লি ত করা v. to hang, to suspend; to prolong. 
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 লয়,  লয়কা ড [ pralaẏa, pralaẏakānḍa ] n universal dissolution or annihilation; a complete or 
very extensive destruction or holocaust; (fig.) a terrible disturbance or affray.  লয়কাল n. the 
time of universal dissolution or annihilation.  লয়ংকর a. causing universal dissolution; causing a 
complete or very extensive destruction; (fig.) terribly disturbing.  লয়নাচন,  লয়নৃত  n. the 
cataclysmal dance of Lord Siva as described in the Puranas.  লয়পেয়ািধ n. the ocean of universal 

cataclysm or deluge.  লয়লীলা n. same as  লয়কা ড । 

 লাপ [ pralāpa ] n raving; delirium; incoherent utterance.  লাপ বকা v. to rave; to utter delirium; 

to talk incoherently.  লাপী a. raving; delirious; incoherently talking. fem.  লািপনী ।  লােপাি  same 

as  লাপ । 

 িল  [ pralipta ] a coated or smeared (with); in volved or implicated (in); engaged or employed 
(in). 

 ল ু [ pralubdha ] a greatly allured or tempted; extremely greedy. fem.  ল ুা । ̃তা n. the state of 
being greatly allured or tempted; extreme greed. 

 েলপ [ pralēpa ] n a coating; an ointment; act of coating or smearing.  েলপ  দওয়া v. to apply a 
coating or an ointment (to); to coat or smear (with).  েলপক a. coating; smearing.  েলপন n. 
coating or smearing.  েলপন করা v. to coat; to smear. 

 েলাভ [ pralōbha ] n very strong greed. 

 েলাভন [ pralōbhana ] n allurement, temptation, enticement; a tempting object.  েলাভন  দখােনা v. 
to bring an allurement (to); to entice, to try to allure or tempt. 

 েলািভত [ pralōbhita ] a allured, tempted, enticed.  েলািভত করা v. to allure, to tempt, to entice. 
 েলািভত কের িনেয় যাওয়া v. to entice away. 

 শংসক [ praśaṃsaka ] n one who speaks highly of, a praiser, an admirer. 

 শংসন [ praśaṃsana ] n act of praising, commendation, extolment, admiration.  শংসনীয় a. 
praiseworthy, commendable, laudable, admirable. 

 শংসা [ praśaṃsā ] n praise, commendation extolment, laudation, admiration, eulogy, 
applause; fame.  শংসা করা v. to praise, to commend, to extol, to laud, to admire, to eulogize, to 
applaud. ̃প  n. a certificate of merit; a written address of honour or felicitation. ̃বাক  ̃বাদ n. a 
compliment; a eulogy. ̃ভাজন n. an object of praise; a praiseworthy person. ̃মূলক a. commendatory, 

laudatory, eulogistic. ̃হ   a. praiseworthy, commendable, laudable. ̃স ূচক same as  শংসামূলক । 
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 শংিসত [ praśaṃsita ] a praised, extolled, admired, eulogized, applauded. 

 শমন,  শম [ praśamana, praśama ] n allayment, soothing; stopping, dissuasion; restraining or 
resisting; quelling; (phys.) neutralization; mitigation; pacification.  শমন করা v. to allay or 
alleviate, to soothe; to stop, to dissuade; to check, to restrain, to resist; to subdue, to quell; 
(phys.) to neutralize; to mitigate, to make less severe; to pacify.  শমলবণ n. (chiefly in chem.) 
neutral salt.  শিমত a. allayed, alleviated, soothed; stopped, dissuaded; checked, restrained, 
resisted; subdued, quelled; (phys.) neutralized; mitigated; pacified.  শিমত করা same as  শমন করা 

 শ  [ praśasta ] a praiseworthy, commendable; best, excellent; most suitable, fittest ( শ  উপায়); 
auspicious ( শ  সময়); magnanimous, liberal ( শ   দয়); wide, broad (চারহাত পিরমাণ  শ ); spacious, 
roomy ( শ  ক ). ̃তা n. praiseworthiness; excellence; suitability; fitness; auspiciousness; 
magnanim ity, liberality; width, breadth; spacious. 

 শি  [ praśasti ] n praise; a short laudatory hymn: a eulogium, a panegyric. 

 শ  [ praśasya ] a praiseworthy, commendable, laudable. 

 শাখা [ praśākhā ] n a branchlet; an offshoot. 

 শা  [ praśānta ] a very calm or quiet or peaceful; tranquil; unperturbed; unruffled. ̃িচ  a. 
enjoying peace or tranquillity at heart, composed, sedate, unagitated. ̃বদন a. having a tranquil or 
calm face or appearance.  শা  মহাসাগর the Pacific Ocean, the Pacific. ̃মূিত   a. having a tranquil or 

calm or composed appearance.  দয় same as  শা িচ  ।  শাি  n. perfect calm or quiet or peace, 
tranquillity. 

 শাসক [ praśāsaka ] n administrator. 

 শাসন [ praśāsana ] n administration.  শাসিনক a. administrative.  শাসন-আিধকািরক n. 
administrative officer.  শাসিনক কৃত  administrative function.  শাসন-কৃত ক n. administrative 
service. 

 িশ ণ [ praśikṣaṇa ] n training. ̃ া  a. trained. 

 িশ  [ praśiṣya ] n a disciple's disciple; a pupil's pupil. fem.  িশ া । 

   [ praśna ] n a question; a query; interrogation; inquiry; a point at issue; a problem (বাঁচার   ); 
a disputed point.    করা v. to question; to ask; to inquire; to interrogate; to set questions (as for 
examinees). ̃কত া n. a questioner; an inquirer; an interrogator; one who sets questions (as for 

examinees); a papersetter. fem.   ক  ী । ̃প  n. a set of questions for the examinees, a paper. ̃বাণ 
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n. questions that pierce or hurt like shafts or darts or arrows or missiles, questions piercing as a 
shaft, embarrassing or piercing questions.   বােণ জজ  িরত করা to ask too many or volleys of 
troublesome questions, to heckle. ̃ বাধক a. denoting or signifying a question. ̃ বাধক িচ  n. note or 
sign of interrogation. ̃মালা n. a set of questions; (loos.) an exercise (for students).  ে া র n. a 
question and its answer; a catechism.    রী n. a catechism. 

  াস [ praśbāsa ] n inhalation. 

  য় [ praśraẏa ] n indulgence, latitude, pampering; over-affection; (rare) politeness.   য়  দওয়া 
v. to give (one) indulgence or latitude, to indulge, to pamper; to treat with over-affection. ̃দাতা n. 
one who gives indulgence, an indulger. ̃দান v. act of giving indulgence, indulgence. ̃ া  a. 
indulged, pampered. 

 স  [ prasakta ] a greatly inclined or attached to, enamoured of; greatly addicted to.  সি  n. 
great inclination for or attachment or addiction to. 

 স  [ prasaṅga ] n a subject for or under discussion; a topic for discussion, narration (রামায়ন 
 স ); context ( স  বণ  না).  স  উে খপূব ক with reference to the context. ̃ েম,  স ত adv. in course of 
discussion, incidentally, by the by, by the way.  স   তালা v. to refer to.  স া র n. another topic, a 
different topic. 

 স  [ prasanna ] a satisfied, pleased; delighted, glad, happy; gracious, propitious, favourable; 
clear, limpid, transparent ( স সিললা); calm and happy, complacent, bright ( স  বদন). fem.  স া 

। ̃তা n. satisfied or pleased state; complacence, complacency; delightedness, gladness, happiness; 

graciousness, propitiousness, favourableness; clarity, limpidity, transparence; brightness.  স  
হওয়া v. to be pleased, to smile upon. 

 সব [ prasaba ] n act of bringing forth (a child or young), parturition, delivery; child birth; 
production; creation; birth.  সব করা v. to bring forth; to give birth; (of ten facet.) to produce. 
 সব করােনা v. to deliver of a child or young. ̃ ার n. the passage of childbirth; the valva.  সব হওয়া v. 
to be delivered of a child or young. ̃ বদনা n. lobour-pain, travail.  সব  বদনা ওঠা v. to be in travail, 
to be in labour.  সিবতা,  সবী a. giving birth to; producing ☐ n. a father, a progenitor; a producer. 
 সিব ী,  সিবনী a. fem. bringing forth; producing. ☐ n. fem. a mother, a progenitress; a (female) 
producer. 

 সর [ prasara ] n act of going, movement; speed; expanse, extent, range, উ তার  সর (geog.) the 
range of temperature.  সরণ n. strolling; encompassment of enemy forces; expansion, extension; 
expanse, extent, range. 

 সাদ [ prasāda ] n grace, favour, propitiousness (ঈ র সাদ); food-offering to a deity (this is taken 
by devotees after the sacrifice); remains of food taken by a superior or venerable person (  র 
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 সাদ); complacency; (of lit. composition) lucidity, clarity, perspicuity (also  সাদ ণ).  সাদ পাওয়া v. 
to enjoy the grace of; to partake of the food offered to a deity or of the remains of food taken by 
a superior person.  সাদ  নওয়া v. to partake of the food offered to a deity or of the remains of 
food taken by a superior person.  সাদন n. act of pleasing, propitiation. ̃ াথ ী a. & n. one who asks 
for or seeks a favour; one desirous of partaking of the food offered to a deity or of the remains 

of food taken by a superior person. fem. ̃ ািথ নী ।  সাদা  adv. through the grace or favour of. 
 সািদত propitiated.  সাদী a. (of a food etc.) offered to a deity or partaken of by a superior person. 

 সাধক [ prasādhaka ] a. & n one who dresses or does another's toilet; one who embellishes or 
decorates, a decorator. 

 সাধন [ prasādhana ] n dressing, toilet, toilette; embellishment, decoration.  সাধন করা v. to 
dress (usu. oneself); to make (one's) toilet; to embellish; to decorate.  সাধনী n. a comb; a toilet 
article, toiletry, a cosmetic. 

 সািধকা [ prasādhikā ] fem of  সাধক । 

 সািধত [ prasādhita ] a dressed; toileted; embellished; decorated. 

 সার [ prasāra ] n width; expanse; extent; expansion (বািনেজ র  সার); spread (িশ ার  সার).  সারণ n. 
act of stretching (out); extension; expansion; spreading; spread; (phys.) dilatation, dilation. 
 সারণ করা v. to stretch (out); to extend; to expand; to spread; (phys.) to dilate.  সারা  n. (phys.) 
the co-efficient of expansion or dilation.  সািরত a. stretched (out); extended; expanded; spread 
(out).  সারী a. extending; expanding; expansive; extensive; wide. স ূদূর- সারী a. far-reaching, widely 
extended, far flung ( দূর সারী সা াজ ). 

 সায  [ prasārya ] a stretchy; extensible; expansible. ̃মাণ a. in the process of being stretched (out) 
or expanded. 

 িস  [ prasiddha ] a famous, renowned, celebrated, well-known, reputed, (dero.) notorious. 

fem.  িস া ।  িসি  n. fame, renown, celebrity, reputation. 

 সীদ [ prasīda ] v be pleased ( সীদ  হ  দবী). 

    [ prasupta ] a soundly sleeping.  সূত থাকা v. to sleep soundly, to be fast asleep.   ি  n. sound 
sleep. 

 স ূ [ prasū ] n (chiefly used as a sfx. and in an adjectival sense) mother, progenitress. ☐ a. 
producing ( ণ  সূ = auriferous). 
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 স ূত [ prasūta ] a produced (of); resulted (from), evolved (out of); born (of); brought forth (by), 
begotten (by).  সূতা,  সূিত n. fem. a mother, progenitress; a woman recently delivered of a child; a 
(female) producer; (loos.) a woman in travail or a parturient woman.  সূিতত  n. midwifery.  স ূিত 
সদন n. maternity home; a maternity hospital. 

 স ূন [ prasūna ] n a flower; a fruit; a bud, a blossom. 

 স ৃত [ prasṛta ] a emerged; widened, expanded, extended.  সৃত হওয়া v. to emerge (from); to 
widen.  সৃিত n. expansion, extension. 

   [ prasta ] n a set (এক    বাসন); a wad (এক     নাট); a suite (এক     পাশাক); a spell (এক    ধমক) 

। 

  র [ prastara ] n stone; rock; pebble; fossil; a jewel. ̃তুল  a. stone-like, stony; (fig.) very hard, 
motionless, unfeeling. ̃িনিম  ত a. made of stone, stony. ̃ফলক n. a stone slab. ̃ময় a. stony, rocky; 
made of stone. ̃মূিত   n. a stone statue. ̃মূিত  ব  a. statuesque; (fig.) motionless or unperturbed. ̃যুগ n. 
the Stone Age.   রীভূত a. petrified; fossilized. 

  াব [ prastāba ] n context; a proposal; a subject for or under discussion, a topic; a discourse; a 
motion; (of a book) a chapter, a section.   াব করা v. to propose; to put up a proposal; to move a 
motion; to name (as a candidate for election).   াব  তালা v. to raise a topic; to move a proposal or 
motion; to propose.   াবক n. a proposer; a mover (of a motion).   াবনা n. a proposal; 
commencement; (of a drama etc.) a prologue.   ািবত n. proposed; raised or moved (as a topic); 
under discussion. 

  ত [ prastuta ] a made; manufactured, formed; prepared, ready.   ত করা v. to make, to 
manufacture, to form; to prepare, to make ready.   ত হওয়া v. to be made or manufactured or 
formed; to get ready.   িত n. making; manufacture, formation; preparation, readiness. 

  হ2 [ prasha2 ] n width, breadth; expanse, extent; level ground, a plain (ই   ); a table land, a 
plateau. ̃  দ n. (math.) a cross-section. 

  হান [ prashāna ] n act of going off or setting out, departure; act of going out; (in drama) exit. 
  হান করা v. to go off; to set out; to depart; to go out.   হােনাদ ত a. on the point of departing or 
going out, ready to go.   হােনােদ াগ n. preparation for departure. 

 ি হত [ prashita ] a gone off; set out; departed; gone out. 
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  ুট,   ুিটত [ prasphuṭa, prasphuṭita ] a full-blown, in (full) bloom; thoroughly manifested or 

revealed or unfolded. fem.   ুিটতা ।   ুটন n. act of bloomingfully; full bloom; thorough 
manifestation or revelation. 

  ুরণ [ prasphuraṇa ] n slight vibration or tremor; phosphorescence; effervescence. ̃শীল a. 
slightly vibrating or trembling; phosphorescent; effervescent.   ুিরত a. slightly vibrated or 
trembled; phosphoresced; effervesced.   ুিরত হওয়া v. to vibrate or tremble slightly; to 
phosphoresce; to effervesce. 

  াপন [ prasbāpana ] a soporific, opiate. 

  ব [ prasraba ] n an oozing. 

  বণ [ prasrabaṇa ] n a fountain, a spring; oozing. অ ঃ  বণ n. (geog.) an underground spring. 
উপির  বণ n. (geog.) a surface spring. উ   বণ n. a hot spring, a geyser. ধাতব   বণ (geog.) a 
mineral spring. সিবরাম   বণ (geog.) an intermittent spring. 

  াব [ prasrāba ] n urine; urination.   াব করা v. to pass urine or water, to make water, to 
urinate; (coll.) to pee.   ােবর পী া a urinary disease or trouble. 

  ুত [ prasruta ] a oozed or trickled or dripped (from).   ুত হওয়া v. to ooze or trickle or drip 
(from). 

 হত [ prahata ] a hurt; wounded; beaten, struck (as a drum). 

 হর [ prahara ] n a measure of time equal to three hours.  হর  গানা (fig.) to pass time in idleness, 
to laze; to wait in anxiety or patiently; to bide one's time.  হরাধ   n. time equal to one and half 
hours. 

 হরণ [ praharaṇa ] n a weapon (usu. one wielded by the hand, that is, not a missile); beating or 
striking. 

 হরা [ praharā ] n watching or guarding; a watch, a watchman, a watcher, a sentinel, a sentry, a 
guard, a guardsman.  হরা  দওয়া v. to watch, to guard, to sentinel. ̃ধীন a. one who is under watch; 
guarded, watched. ̃রত a. engaged in watching or guarding or keeping watch. 

 হরী [ praharī ] n a guard, a watchman, a watcher, a guardsman. 

 হত া [ prahartā ] n a person who beats or strikes. 
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 হসন [ prahasana ] n a farce; a joke, a banter. 

 হার [ prahāra ] n a beating or striking; a blow, a stroke; (dial.) trouble or punishment.  হার করা 
v. to beat; to strike.  হার  দওয়া v. to give one a thrashing or licking. ̃ক, ̃কত  া a. & n. one who beats 

or strikes. fem. ˜ক  ী । 

  ত [ prahṛta ] a beaten, smitten; struck. 

    [ prahṛṣṭa ] a very much delighted, very glad or happy. িচ  a. very glad or happy at heart. 

 েহিলকা [ prahēlikā ] n a riddle, an enigma, a puzzle, a mystery. ̃ময় a. enigmatic, riddling, 
puzzling, mysterious. 

  াদ [ prahlāda ] n (myth.) an Asura (অ র) prince who was very much devoted to Vishnu (িব ু). 
 দত কােল   াদ (fig.) a saint amongst infidels. 

 াং  [ prāṃśu ] a tall; high, lofty ( াং  ব ৃ); hefty ( াং েদহ); long ( াং ভূজ). 

 া  [ prāk ] pfx denoting: prior, pre, eastern. ̃কলন n. an estimate. ̃কলিনক n. an estimator. 

 াকাম  [ prākāmya ] n (ascetical) power of moving or enjoying at will. 

 াকার [ prākāra ] n a wall; a bulwark; a rampart; a parapet. ̃ বি ত a. surrounded by a wall. 

 াকৃত [ prākṛta ] a natural, physical, unrefined, pertaining to the populace, (cp.) plebeian; 
traditional; commonplace, usual, general; base, mean; vulgar. ☐ n. the Prakrit language (usu. 
 াকৃতভাষা). 

 াকৃিতক [ prākṛtika ] a natural; physical; inorganic.  াকৃিতক দ ৃ a natural scenery.  াকৃিতক িনয়ম a 
law of nature, a physical law.  াকৃিতক িনব াচন (sc.) natural selection.  াকৃিতক িব ান natural science; 
physical science; physics.  াকৃিতক িবপয য় natural calamity.  াকৃিতক ভূেগাল physical geography.  াকৃিতক 
মানিচ  a physical map. 

 া াল [ prākkāla ] n previous or former or preceding time; (pop.) immediately preceding time; 
eve.  া ািলক,  া ালীন a. former, previous.  া ােল adv. before; (pop.) on the eve of. 

 া ন [ prāktana ] a previous; former; (rare) of a previous birth, earned or acquired or done in a 
previous birth. ☐ n. (rare) destiny, fate; consequence of an act done in a previous birth (এ  ঃখ 
তার  া ন). 
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 াে জ ািতষ [ prāgjyōtiṣa ] n the ancient name of Kamrup or its inhabitants. 

 াগভাব [ prāgabhāba ] n (phil.) non-existence of an object prior to its being brought into 
existence. 

 াগ ভ  [ prāgalbhya ] n same as  াগ ভতা (see  গ ভ), and shamelessness of women in love-affairs. 

 াগাধুিনক [ prāgādhunika ] a pre-modern. 

 া   [ prāgukta ] a aforesaid; aforementioned. 

 াৈগিতহািসক [ prāgaitihāsika ] a pre-historic. 

 া সর [ prāgrasara ] a going ahead; prospering, developing; forerunner. 

 া ণ [ prāṅgaṇa ] n a courtyard, a compound. 

 া ুখ [ prāṅmukha ] a facing eastwards. 

 াচী [ prācī ] n the east; the eastern hemisphere; the eastern world, the Orient. 

 াচীন [ prācīna ] a old; ancient; antique; aged; out of-date; old-fashioned, antiquated. fem.  াচীনা 
।  াচীনতা,  াচীন  n. oldness; ancientness; antiqueness; agedness; old-fashionedness, 
antiquatedness. 

 াচীর [ prācīra ] n a wall; a rampart; a parapet. ̃িচ  n. wallpainting, a drawing on the wall. ̃প  n. a 
wallpaper, a wall magazine. ̃ বি ত a. enclosed with a wall, walled ( াচীরেবি ত নগর). 

 াচুয  [ prācurya ] n plenty, abundance; affluence, milk and honey; profusion; amplitude; 
numerousness; sufficiency. 

 াচ  [ prācya ] a eastern, oriental. ☐ n. same as  াচী । ̃ দশ n. an oriental or eastern country. 

 াজন [ prājana ] n a truncheon for driving cattle. 

 াজাপত  [ prājāpatya ] n the usual Hindu form of marriage. ☐ a. relating to Prajapati ( জাপিত) 
the creator or protector of living beings. 

 া  [ prājña ] a learned; wise, prudent. fem.  া া । ̃তা n. learning, wisdom; prudence. 
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 া ল [ prāñjala ] a easily understood, lucid, perspicuous; precise; clear, transparent. ̃তা n. 
lucidity, perspicuity, precision, preciseness; clarity, clearness, transparence. 

 াণ [ prāṇa ] n life; the first of the five vital airs (namely,  াণ অপান সমান উদান and ব ান) or these 
five airs collectively; life breath; breath; heart, earnest desire (' াণ চায় চ  ু না চায়'); vitality, 
vigour, vivacity (কােজ  াণ  নই); (in endearment) an extremely beloved person.  াণ ও াগত হওয়া v. 
(rare) to feel like dying; (fig. & pop.) to be extremely harassed or troubled or irritated.  াণ  খালা 
v. to open one's heart, to speak out one's heart.  াণ থাকা v. to remain alive.  াণ  দওয়া same as 
 াণদান করা ।  াণ  নওয়া v. to kill; to torture almost to the point of killing.  াণ পাওয়া same as  াণলাভ 

হওয়া ।  াণ বাঁচা same as  াণর া হওয়া ।  াণ বাঁচােনা same as  াণর া করা ।  াণ বার করা v. to make one 

out of breath, to exasperate beyond endurance.  াণ বার হওয়া,  াণ যাওয়া v. to breathe one's last; to 
become out of breath; to be exasperated.  াণ  নওয়া v. to take one's life; to kill.  াণ হারােনা v. to 
lose one's life, to die; to be killed. ̃কৃ  n. Krishna (কৃ ) who is regarded by a devotee or a lover as 
dear as life; (fig.) a favourite or lover as dear as one's life. ̃ খালা a. open-hearted, frank, candid, 
hearty. ̃গত a. lying in one's heart of hearts; inmost; sincere. ̃গিতক a. concerning one's life or 
living; bodily, physical. ̃ঘাতী a. life-killing; murderous; deadly, fatal. ̃চ ল a. lively, sprightly, 
vivacious. ̃চা ল  n. liveliness, vivaciousness, sprightliness. ̃ত াগ n. death.  াণত াগ করা v. to die. ̃দ a. 
life-giving; animating, invigorating; resuscitant; life-saving. ̃দ ড n. death sentence, a lifer, 
capital punishment.  াণদ ড  দওয়া v. to sentence (one) to death, to award capital punishment. 

 াণদা fem. of ̃দ । ̃দাতা n. a giver of life; an animator, an invigorator; a resuscitant, a resuscitator. 

fem.  াণদা ী । ̃দান n. infusion of life (into); animation; invigoration; resuscitation; saving of 
life. ̃দান করা v. to infuse life (into); to give life (to); to animate, to invigorate; to give back one's 
life, to resuscitate; to save one's life; to sacrifice one's life, to give up one's life. ̃দায়ক same as 

 াণদ । fem.  াণদািয়কা । ̃ধারণ n. act of living; sustenance of oneself.  াণধারণ করা v. to live; to sustain 

one self. ̃নাথ same as  ােণ র । ̃নাশ same as  াণবধ । ̃নাশক same as  াণঘাতী । ̃পণ n. resolve of doing 

something even at the cost of one's life. ̃পেণ adv. staking one's life, even at the cost of one's 

life. ̃পিত same as  ােণ র । ̃পািখ n. the bird of life imprisoned in the cage of the body; life; life-

breath.  ণপাত করা v. to wreck or lay down or sacrifice one's life; to strain all one's energies. ̃পূণ   
same as  াণব  । ̃ িতম a. resembling life; as dear as life. ̃ িতমা n. the idol of one's life; a woman or 

girl as dear as one's life. ̃ িত া n. the rite of investing an idol with life, (cp.) consecration; 
infusion of life (into), activization (as of an organization).  াণ  িত া করা v. (eccl.) to invest (an 
idol) with life, to consecrate; to infuse life into (an organization); to activize. ̃ দ same as  াণদ 

। ̃ি য় a. as dear as life; an object of deep affection; dearer than life. ̃বঁধু n. a lover as dear as one's 

life, a sweetheart. ̃বধ n. killing or slaying, manslaughter.  াণবধ করা v. to kill, to slay, to take a 
life. ̃ব  a. living, alive; animate; lively; vivacious. sprightly; cordial, genial; volatile, active. ̃ব তা 
n. the state of being alive or living; animation; liveliness, vivacity, sprightliness; cordiality, 

geniality, volatility, fullness of activity. ̃ব ভ same as  ােণ র । ̃বান same as  াণচ ল । ̃বায়ু n. life-

breath; the first of the five vital airs (namely  াণ অপান, সমান, উদান and ব ান) or all these airs 
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collectively.  াণবায়ু বার হওয়া v. to breathe one's last, to die. ̃িবেয়াগ n. death.  াণিবেয়াগ হওয়া v. to 
die. ̃িবসজ  ন n. sacrifice of one's life.  াণিবসজ  ন  দওয়া v. to sacrifice one's life. ̃ভয় n. fear of losing 
one's life, fear of life. ̃ভেয় adv. for fear of life. ̃ময় a. same as  াণব , and also—the sole object of 

one's life. fem.  াণময়ী ।  াণময়  কাষ (Hindu phil.) the life-cell of the body.  াণর া করা v. to save 

one's life; to sustain.  াণর া হওয়া v. to be saved from death; to be saved; to sustain oneself. ̃লাভ n. 
act of coming or coming back to life.  াণলাভ করা v. to come or come back to life. ̃শূ  a. lifeless; 
inanimate; lacking in liveliness or vivacity or sprightliness, dull, lacking in cordiality or 

geniality, cold, inactive, lethargic; callous. ̃সংকট same as  াণসংশয় । ̃সংশয় n. possibility of losing 

one's life, risk or hazard or peril of one's life. ̃সংহার same as  াণবধ । ̃সখা n. a bosom friend. ̃স ার 

same as  াণদান । ̃সম a. equal to life. ̃হ া n. a slayer, a killer; a murderer (fem. a murderess). 

fem. ̃হ ী । ̃হর, ̃হারক, ̃হারী same as  াণঘাতী । fem. ̃হরা, ̃হািরকা, ̃হািরণী । ̃হীন same as  াণশূ  ।  াণাত য় n. 

destruction or loss of life, death; time of death or of loss of life.  াণািধক a. dearer than one's life. 

fem.  াণািধকা ।  াণা  n. termination of life, death.  াণা কর a. causing death or termination of life; 

(fig.) extremely toilsome or causing extreme suffering.  াণা  পিরে দ n. that which ends in or 
extends up to death; (fig.) extreme toil or suffering.  াণা -পির ম n. extremely toilsome work, 
hard toil (likely to cost a person his life.)  ােণশ,  ােণ র n. the lord of one's life; a husband; a 
lover.  ােণ রী n. fem. the mistress of one's life; a wife; a ladylove, a sweetheart.  ােণা সগ  n. 
sacrifice of one's life.  ােণা সগ  করা v. to sacrifice one's life. 

 াণায়াম [ prāṇāẏāma ] n breath-control as prescribed in the yoga system. 

 াণী [ prāṇī ] n a living being, a creature, an animal; a human being, a person (বাি েত  িট মা  
 াণী).  াণী ল n. the animal kingdom; fauna.  াণীজগ  n. the animal kingdom, the animal world. 
 ণীত ,  াণীিব ান,  াণীিবদ া n. zoology.  াণীত   ,  াণীিব ানী,  াণীিবদ ািবদ n. a zoologist.  াণীত ীয় a. 
zoological.  াণীিহংসা n. killing of animals; (rare) cruelty to animals. 

 াত,  াতঃ [ prāta, prātḥ ] n morning; the early morning; (fig.) inception, beginning.  াতঃকম   
same as  াতঃকৃত  ।  াতঃকাল n. morning; the early morning.  াতঃকালীন a. of or for or in the 
morning, morning.  াতঃকালীন সংগীত a morning song, a matin.  াতঃকৃত ,  াতঃি য়া n. the routine 
morning duties of evacuation of bowels, personal washing, religious prayer etc.  াতঃনম ার n. the 
morning salutation, good morning.  াতঃ ণাম n. the morning obeisance done by touching the 
feet of a respected person.  াতঃ মণ,  াত  মণ n. morning walk.  াতঃস  া n. the morning meditation 
or devotion; morning prayers.  াতঃসমীর,  াতঃসমীরণ n. the morning breeze.  াতঃ ান n. bath at 
sunrise; the morning ablution or bath.  াতঃ রণীয় a. (lit.) one whose name should be recalled or 
uttered on waking in the morning; (fig.) of immortal fame, ever memorable. 

 াতরাশ,  াতেভ  াজন [ prātarāśa, prātarbhōjana ] n the first meal of the day, the morning meal, 
breakfast.  াতেভ  াজন করা v. to take the morning meal or the first meal of the day, to breakfast. 
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 াতব াক  [ prātarbākya ] n the first words uttered on waking in the morning. 

 ািত ল  [ prātikulya ] n same as  িত লতা (see  িত ল ।) 

 ািতজিনক [ prātijanika ] a personal.  িতজিনক খিতয়ান personal ledger account. 

 ািতপিদক [ prātipadika ] n (gr.) an uninflected noun or adjective; a root noun or root adjective. 
☐ a. (gr.) uninflected. 

 ািতভািসক [ prātibhāsika ] a apparent but not real or actual, seemingly real. 

 ািত ািনক [ prātiṣṭhānika ] a institutional; organizational; of or about the establishment. 

 ািতি ক [ prātismika ] a individual; characteristic; personal. 

 াত িহক [ prātyahika ] a daily, diurnal. fem.  াত িহকী । 

 াথিমক [ prāthamika ] a relating to inception or beginning, initial; early, primitive; primary. 
 াথিমক পু ক a primer.  াথিমক িবদ ালয় a primary school.  াথিমক িশ া primary education. 

 ািদ [ prādi] n (in Sanskrit gr.)   পরা অপ সম িন অব অ  িন     িব অিভ অিধ   উ  পির  িত অিপ অিত উপ 
আ: these twenty prefixes collectively.  ািদসমাস n. (gr.) a system of forming compound words by 
adding any one of the aforesaid prefixes. 

 া ভ াব [ prādurbhāba ] n appearance; manifestation; serious or terrible outbreak ( িভ  ে র 
 া ভ াব); extensive and terrible prevalence or excess ( রােগর বা মশার  া ভ াব); (dero.) act of coming 
into power or importance. 

 া ভূ ত [ prādurbhūta ] a manifested; seriously or terribly broken out; extensively and terribly 
prevalent, existing in a large number.  া ভূ ত হওয়া v. to appear; to be come manifest; to break out 
seriously or terribly and usu. extensively ( রাগ  া ভূ ত হওয়া). 

 ােদিশক [ prādēśika ] a provincial ( ােদিশক  ায় শাসন).  ােদিশকতা n. provincialism; parochialism; 
insularity. 

 াধা  [ prādhānya ] n primeness; supremacy, prominence, pre-eminence, predominance,  াধা  
 হাপন বা িব ার করা v. to establish sway; to predominate, to domineer, to lord it over.  াধা  পাওয়া v. 
to gain supremacy or prominence; to become predominant. 

 ািধকার [ prādhikāra ] n authority.  ািধকািরক n. a special officer. 
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 ািধকৃত [ prādhikṛta ] a authorized. 

 া  [ prānta ] n an extremity, an end; a tip; a border, a margin; a brim; a rim; the out skirts 
(নগর া ). ̃ াবেরখা v. (geog.) the terminal moraine. ̃বত ী, ̃ হ, ̃ি হত a. lying or situated in or on or at 
the border; terminal; marginal; bordering. ̃ শ ী a. (bot.) valvate.  াি ক,  া ীয় a. lying or situated 
in or on or at the border; terminal; (esp. in bot.) marginal; bordering; (arith.) extreme.  াি ক 
উপেযাগীতা marginal utility. ব  া ীয় a. parietal.  া   a. (esp. in phys.) terminal; marginal. 

 া র [ prāntara ] n a prairie, a wilderness, a waste, a vast expanse of arid land; a large tract of 
grass-land. 

 াপক [ prāpaka ] n a delivery-man; a person who receives (something), a recipient. 

 াপণ [ prāpaṇa ] n giving delivery or receiving.  াপণীয় a. obtainable; to be or fit to be obtained. 

 ািপত [ prāpita ] a received or delivered through some agency. 

 া  [ prāpta ] a obtained, got; received; found; acquired, gained, attained, learnt (িশ া া ); 
informed of (সংবাদ া ).  া  হওয়া v. to obtain, to get; to receive, to be given; to find, to come 
across; to acquire, to gain; to attain; to learn; to be informed. ̃কাল a. on the point of death, 
dying; having attained the fullness of age. ̃বয়  a. one who has attained majority, of age, adult, 

grown-up. ̃ব  a. same as  াপ  (a.). ̃ যৗবন a. adult. fem. ̃ যৗবনা । 

 াি  [ prāpti ] n obtaining or getting; receipt; act of finding; acquirement, acquisition, gaining, 
attainment; act of learning; income, earnings; (often facet.) profit. ̃ যাগ n. (hum.) run of luck, 
unexpected gain or an occasion for some gain. ̃ যাগ  a. same as  াপ  (a.) ̃সংবাদ n. news of 
receipt. ̃ হান n. a place from which something may be had. ̃ ীকার n. acknowledgement of receipt. 

 াপ  [ prāpya ] a obtainable; receivable; acquirable, attainable; to be paid, due ( াপ  অথ ). ☐ n. 
due. 

 াবি ক [ prābandhika ] n an essayist. 

 াবরণ [ prābaraṇa ] n a thin and large scarf; a covering, a cover. 

 াবল  [ prābalya ] n same as  বলতা (see  বল). 

 াবীণ  [ prābīṇya ] n same as  বীণতা (see  বীণ). 
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 াবৃট,  াবৃষা [ prābṛṭa, prābṛṣā ] n the rainy season, the rains.  াবৃিষক,  াব ৃ a. of the rainy 
season. 

 ােবিশক [ prābēśika ] a pertaining to entrance or admission.  ােবিশক পরী া an admission test. 

 াভািতক [ prābhātika ] a of the morning. 

 ামািণক [ prāmāṇika ] a authoritative, authentic. ̃তা n. authoritativeness, authenticity. 

 ামাণ  [ prāmāṇya ] n authoritativeness, authenticity. ☐ a. same as  ামািণক । 

 ায়1 [ prāẏa1 ] adv usually (এমনই  তা  ায় ঘেট); frequently, every now and then, often ( স  ায় 
এখােন আেস). 

 ায়2 [ prāẏa2 ] a (chiefly used in comp. as a sfx.) resembling, like (গত ায়); nearing, about, nearly, 
a little less than ( ায়  িতিদন,  ায় লাখ টাকা). 

 ায়3 [ prāẏa3 ] n death by starvation, desire to die of starvation or fasting ( ােয়াপেবশন); 
overmuchness. 

 াযুি ক [ prāyuktika ] n a technologist. 

 ােয়াগজ [ prāẏōgaja ] a same as  ােয়ািগক । 

 ােয়ািগক [ prāẏōgika ] a (phil.) pragmatic, empirical; technical. 

 ােয়াপিব  [ prāẏōpabiṣṭa ] a seated fasting till death; (loos.) on hunger strike. 

 ার  [ prārabdha ] a commenced, started; taken on hand, undertaken ( ার  কম ). ☐ n. destiny, 
fate; the consequences of activities of a previous birth, which have begun to take effect (' ভাগ ারা 

 ারে র  য়') । 

 ার  [ prārambha ] n beginning, commencement, outset, inception.  ারি ক a. of the begin ning, 
initial. 

 াথ না,  াথ ন [ prārthanā, prārthana ] n a prayer (secular or religious); act of asking for, 
solicitation; supplication; application.  াথ না করা v. to pray; to say one's prayer; to ask for, to 
solicit; to supplicate; to apply (for); to petition.  াথ না পূণ   করা to grant a prayer. 
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 াথ নীয়,  াথ িয়তব  [ prārthanīẏa, prārthaẏitabya ] a worth praying or asking or applying for. 

 ািথ ত [ prārthita ] a prayed for, asked for; applied for; desired. 

 ািথ নী [ prārthinī ] fem of  াথ ী । 

 াথ ী [ prārthī ] a praying for, asking for; applying for; desiring. ☐ n. one who prays for or asks 
for; an applicant; a candidate; a desirer. 

 াশন [ prāśana ] n act of eating; initiation to eating (অ  াশন). 

 াস [ prāsa ] n an ancient missile. 

 াসি ক [ prāsaṅgika ] a contextual; relevant, pertinent. 

 াসাদ [ prāsāda ] n a royal residence, a palace; a large building, an edifice. ̃  ুট n. the 
pigeon. ̃ হরী n. a palace-guard. 

 াহসিনক [ prāhasanika ] a farcical; satirical; comic or comical. 

 া  [ prāhna ] n the first part or quarter of the day; (loos.) forenoon. 

ি  টার [ prinṭāra ] n a printer. 

ি ি পাল [ prinsipāla ] n a principal (of an institution). 

ি িভ কাউি ল [ pribhi kāunsila ] n the Privy Council (of Great Britain). 

ি য় [ priẏa ] n a beloved person; a lover; a darling; (chiefly in address) a husband; a friend. ☐ a. 
dear; beloved; favourite (ি য় ব ); pleasant. ি য়ংবদ a. fair-spoken, sweet-tongued. fem. ি য়ংবদা 
। ̃কারক, ̃কারী a. doing agreeable things, causing pleasure by one's actions. fem. ̃কািরণী । ̃িচকীষ  া n. 

desire of doing things agreeable to another, desire to do a good turn (to), benevolence. ̃িচকীষ  ু a. 
desirous of doing things agreeable to another, desirous of doing a good turn (to), 
benevolent. ̃জন n. a beloved person; a favourite; a kinsman or relative; a friend. ̃তম a. super. of 

ি য় । ☐ n. a most beloved person; a lover; a darling; a husband. fem. ̃তমা । ̃তর a. compar. of ি◌য় 

(a.). ̃দশ ন a. good-looking, handsome, comely. fem. ̃দশ না । ̃দশ  ী a. treating everybody with love or 

affection. fem. ̃দিশ নী । ̃পা  n. a favourite, a beloved person fem. ̃পা ী । ̃বচন, ̃বাক  n. pleasant or 

sweet words; adulatory words. ̃বাদী same as ি◌য়ংবদ fem. ি◌য়বািদনী । ̃িবেয়াগ n. loss or death of a dear 
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one, bereavement. ̃িবরহ n. separation from one's lover or dear one. ̃ভাষণ n. pleasant or sweet 

speech; adulatory speech. ̃ভাষী same as ি◌য়ংবদ । fem. ̃ভািষণী । ̃সখ (pop.) ̃সখা n. a dear or bosom 

friend; a boon companion. fem. ̃সখী । ̃সমাগম n. union or re-union with a dear one or dear ones; 

visit of dear ones. ি য়া a. fem. of ি◌য় । ☐ n. fem. a lady-love, a sweetheart; a darling; (chiefly in 
address) a wife. 

ি য় ু [ priẏaṅgu ] n a sweet-smelling evergreen creeper, Aglaia roxburghiana. 

 ীণন [ prīṇana ] n act of pleasing; (loos.) adulation. 

 ীত [ prīta ] a pleased, satisfied; delighted, gladdened. ☐ n. (obs. & poet.) love or love affair. 
(' লকলি নী হই  কিরয়া  ীত'); act of pleasing, pleasure (' ীরােমর  ীেত ভাই মুেখ বল হির'). 

 ীিত [ prīti ] n pleasure, satisfaction; delight, joy; love; affection; attachment; fondness; 
friendliness; amicability; amiability; favour (উপরওয়ালার  ীিত). ◌ীিত অজ  ন করা v. to earn the favour 
of; to be pleased or satisfied or delighted. ̃উপহার n. a complimentary gift or present; a gift or 
token of love. ̃কর a. pleasing, pleasant; delightful; agreeable. ̃পূণ   a. loving; affectionate; friendly; 
amicable; amiable; cordial. ̃ভের adv. lovingly; affectionately; in a friendly spirit; amiably; 
cordially; with delight. ̃ভাজন n. one deserving love or affection or friendship; a 
favourite. ̃ ভাজ, ̃ ভাজন n. a feast or feasting. ̃স াষণ n. a cordial or friendly greeting. ̃সে লন n. a 
friendly or cordial meeting or assembly or gathering. ̃সূচক a. expressing pleasure or delight; 
cordial; friendly. 

 ীয়মাণ [ prīẏamāṇa ] a in the state of being pleased or satisfied or delighted. 

 ুফ [ prupha ] n (print.) a proof or a proof-sheet. ◌ফু  তালা v. to pull a proof. ◌ ুফ  দখা,  ফু সংেশাধন 
করা v. to read or correct a proof, to proof-read, to proof-correct. ̃িরডার n. a proof-
reader. ̃িরিডং, ̃সংেশাধন n. a proof-reading. ̃সংেশাধক n. a proof-corrector, a proof-reader. 

   ক [ prēkṣaka ] n a spectator; an onlooker; one of the audience. 

   ণ [ prēkṣaṇa ] n act of seeing or looking on or watching; (loos.) act of seeing and hearing. 
 ◌ িণকা n. an exhibition.  ◌ ণীয় a. worth seeing or watching; (loos.) worth seeing and hearing; 
capable of being seen and heard. 

   া [ prēkṣā ] n seeing or viewing or watching; observation; review; act of seeing or (loos.) 
seeing and hearing a dramatic or musical performance or a dance. ̃গার, ̃গৃহ n. a theatre-hall, a 
theatre; an opera-house; a music-hall; a gallery; (loos.) an auditorium; an observatory. 

  াি কা [ prōkṣikā ] fem of  ◌ ক । 
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  ি ত [ prēkṣita ] a seen; watched; observed; (loos.) seen and heard. 

  ত [ prēta ] n an evil spirit, a goblin, a ghoul; a ghost; the spirit or ghost of a dead 
person. ̃কম , ̃কায , ̃কৃত , ̃ি য়া n. funeral rites; obsequial rites. ̃ত  n. spiritism, spiritualism. ̃ত িবদ n. a 
spiritist, a spiritualist. ̃তপ ণ n. offering of water to the spirit of a deceased person. ̃ দহ n. a ghost 
(of a dead person), an apparition. ̃নদী n. (myth.) the river Baitarini ( বতরণী) which the soul of the 
dead has to cross, (cp.) the Styx. ̃প  n. the dark lunar fortnight ending with the Mahalaya 
(মহালয়া). ̃িপ ড n. lump of food offered to the spirit of a deceased person. ̃ভূিম n. a burial ground, a 
cremation ground. ̃পুরী n. the abode of the dead, the spirit-world, (cp.) Hades. ̃মূিত  n. a ghost, an 

apparition. ̃ যািন n. an evil spirit, a goblin, a ghoul. ̃ লাক same as  ◌তপুরী ।  তা া n. the soul or 

spirit of a dead person, a ghost, a spirit.  ◌তােশৗচ n. impurity of one's body caused by carrying a 
dead person.  ◌িতনী n. fem. a female evil spirit, a female goblin or ghoul. 

   ু [ prēpsu ] a desirous of getting or obtaining. 

  ম [ prēma ] n love, amour; universal love (জীেব   ম); affection; attachment; friendliness, 
amicability; cordiality; devotion (ঈ রে ম).  ◌ম করা,   ম  দওয়া v. to make love; to treat with love 
or affection, to love, to court.  ◌েম প া v. to fall in love (with.) ̃ ডার n. a bond or string of 
(mutual) love or affection. ̃দৃি  n. an amorous or lustful look or glance, a fond look. ̃প  n. a love-
letter, a billet-doux. ̃পা  n. a person of love; a beloved one. ̃পীি ত a. lovesick, love-lorn. ̃পূণ   a. full 
of love, loving; affectionate; full of devotion. ̃ িতমা n. an idol or image or embodiment of 
love. ̃ব ন n. the tie of (mutual) love or affection. ̃বাণ n. a love-shaft, a Cupid's shaft. ̃বাির n. tears 
of devotion or love. ̃ভি  n. loving devotion. ̃িভ া n. begging for love; wooing, courting.  ◌মিভ া 

করা v. to beg for (the) love (of); to woo, to court. ̃ময় same as  ◌মপূণ   । fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃মু  a. passionately 

in love, fascinated by love. ̃লীলা n. amorous sports; dalliance; a love-affair, an affaire decoeur. ̃শর 
same as  ◌মবাণ । ̃সংগীত n. a love-song. ̃হীন a. loveless, having no love.  ◌মাকা া n. a longing for 

love.  ◌মাকা ী a. longing for love. fem.   মাকাি ণী ।   মান  n. joy or delight of love or devotion. 

 ◌মানল n. fire of love, burning passion.  ◌মােবগ n. emotion or urge of love.  ◌মামৃত n. the ambrosia 
or nectar of love.  ◌মা   a. softened with love.  ◌মালাপ n. amorous conversation; a wooing.  ◌মালাপ 
করা v. to be engaged in amorous conversation, to woo.  ◌মািল ন n. an amatory or affectionate 

embrace.  ◌মা  same as  ◌মবাির ।   মাস  a. having great amorous or devotional attachment 

(to).  ◌িমক a. given to love, loving; affectionate; devoted. ☐ n. a lover, a sweet heart; an 

affectionate man; a devotee. fem. িমকা ।   মী a. given to love, loving; devoted, attached. 

  য় [ prēẏa ] a desired; dear; to one's liking, agreeable. 

  য়সী [ prēẏasī ] a. fem most beloved, dearest. ☐ n. a lady-love, a sweet-heart, a mistress; a 
wife. 
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  রক [ prēraka ] a sending, dispatching (despatching); transmitting; remitting. ☐ n. a sender, a 
despatcher; a transmitter; a remitter. 

  রণ [ prēraṇa ] n act of sending, dispatch, transmission; remittance.  ◌রণ করা v. to send, to 
dispatch; to transmit; to remit. 

  রণা [ prēraṇā ] n an urge; an inspiration.  ◌রণা  দওয়া v. to urge, to impel; to inspire. ̃ া  a. 
urged; inspired. 

  িরত [ prērita ] a sent, dispatched; transmitted. 

  ষ [ prēṣa ] n (mech. & phys.) pressure. ˜ ম ̃নিত n. pressure-gradient. ̃ বদন n. pressure-
sensation. 

  ষণ,   ষণা [ prēṣaṇa, prēṣaṇā ] n sending, dispatch; transmission; remittance; act of sending 
by performing solemn rites; inspiration.  ◌ষণী n. fem. (obs.) a female go-between in a love affair. 
 ◌ষণীয় a. to be sent or dispatched or transmitted or remitted. 

  ষবধ  ক [ prēṣabardhaka ] n (phys.) a booster. 

  িষত [ prēṣita ] a sent, dispatched; transmitted; remitted; solemnly sent; dependent. fem. 

 ◌িষতা । 

    [ prēṣya ] a fit to be sent or transmitted or remitted. ☐ n. a servant, a foot-man; a 

messenger. fem.  ◌ া । 

  স [ prēsa ] n a printing-house, a press. 

  সি পশন [ prēsakripaśana ] n a prescription (of a physician). 

 পষ [ paiṣa ] a of dispatch or transmission; of postal transmission, postal. 

 পা  [ pōkta ] a authoritatively spoken or announced (ঋিষে া ). 

  ািটন [ prōṭina ] n protein.  ◌ািটনসংে ষ n. protein synthesis. 

  াত [ prōta ] a strung on thread; inlaid; woven (ওতে াত). 
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  া সাহ [ prōtsāha ] n great zeal or effort, ardour; great incitement or encouragement; a great 

incentive or stimulus.  ◌া সািহত a. greatly incited or encouraged. fem.  ◌া সািহতা । 

  া  ক [ prōtsuka ] a very much eager; ardent. 

  ািথত [ prōthita ] a planted or driven into; (rare) sowed; buried, interred. িথত করা v. to plant or 
drive into; (rare) to sow; to bury; to inter. 

  া ত [ prōnnata ] a very high; highly developed, prosperous; highly advanced. 

  ােবট [ prōbēṭa ] n (in law) a probate. 

  ািষত [ prōṣita ] a gone abroad. ̃প ীক, ̃ভায  n. a man pining on account of separation from his 
wife who has gone abroad. ̃ভতৃ কা n. a woman pining on account of separation from her husband 
who has gone abroad, (cp.) a grass widow. 

  ৗ  [ prauḍh◌় ] a middle-aged; elderly. ̃তা, ̃  n. the age between youth and old age; elderliness. 

  ৗ া [ prauḍh◌়ā ] fem of  ◌ৗ  । 

  ৗি  [ prauḍh◌়i ] n energy; capacity, capability; ardour; zeal; talent. 

  াকিটস [ pryākaṭisa ] n repeated performance as a means of acquiring skill, practice; the 
exercise of a profession, a professional man's business, practice. ◌ ্যাকিটস করা v. to practise 
(হারেমািনয়াম বা ডা াির   াকিটস করা). 

   [ plakṣa ] n one of the seven mythological is lands; the fig tree. 

 ব [ plaba ] n leaping or hopping; swimming; floating; a raft, a float. ̃ ক  n. the centre of 
buoyancy. ̃তা n. buoyancy. ̃ন n. swimming; floating; buoyancy; act of going by leaps, hopping. ̃মান 
a. floating, buoyant. ̃শি  n. buoyancy. 

 াগ [ plāga ] n a plug. 

 াবক [ plābaka ] a. & n one who or that which floods. 

 াবন [ plābana ] n a flood, a deluge. ̃পীি ত flood stricken (ব াপীি ত more usual). 
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 ািবত [ plābita ] a flooded; overflowed; inundated; streaming with (অ  ািবত  চাখ); drenched or 
steeped in (অ  ািবত বদেন). ◌ািবত করা v. to flood; to overflow; to inundate; to cause to stream 

with; to drench or steep (in). ◌ািবতা a. fem. of ◌ািবত । ☐ n. (phys.) buoyance. 

 ািবনী [ plābinī ] fem of  াবী । 

 াবী [ plābī ] a flooding; inundating; overflowing; causing to stream with; drenching or steeping 
(in). 

 াস1 [ plāsa1 ] n (math.) plus, the plus sign. 

 াস2 [ plāsa2 ] n pliers. 

 াসটার,  া ার [ plāsaṭāra, plāsṭāra ] n a plaster. 

ি ডার [ pliḍāra ] n a pleader. ি◌ডাির n. the profession of a pleader. ি◌ডাির করা v. to practise as a 
pleader. 

 ীহা [ plīhā ] n the spleen; morbid enlargement of the spleen (also ◌ীহা বৃি ). ̃ রাগ n. enlargement 
of the spleen. ̃ভ  n. rupture of the spleen. 

 ুত [ pluta ] n (gr.) an extra-long vowel or sound; a protracted sound; a leap or hop; a (horse's) 
gallop. ☐ a. flooded, inundated; thoroughly drenched or steeped. ̃গিত n. a leaping or hopping 
movement; a gallop. ☐ a. going leapingly or hoppingly; galloping. 

  গ [ plēga ] n a deadly epidemic or pestilence, the plague. 

  ট [ plēṭa ] n a plate, a saucer. 

  ন1 [ plēna1 ] a plane, flat; plain.  ◌ন করা v. to plane; to smooth, to make plane. 

  ন2 [ plēna2 ] a plain, simple, ordinary. 

  ন3 [ plēna3 ] n an aeroplane, a plane. 

  াকাড   [ plyākārḍa ] n a placard. 

  াটফম   [ plyāṭapharma ] n a railway platform; a dais, a platform. 
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  ান [ plyāna ] n a plan, an outline sketch; a scheme. ◌ ্যান করা v. to draw an outline sketch of; to 
scheme, to plan. 

  ানেচট [ plyānacēṭa ] n planchette. 
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ফ [ ph ] n the twenty-second consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

ফকফেক [ phakaphakē ] a very clean; very fair-complexioned. 

ফিকর [ phakira ] n (Mus.) a mendicant ascetic, a fakir. আিমর o ফিকর the rich and the poor. ফিকির n. 
the state of a fakir; the attitude of renunciation. ফিকের মালা, ফকের মালা A fakir's rosary, a fakir's 
beadstring. 

ফkর [ phakkara ] n a wag; a saucy fellow; a trickster; a knave. ফkিD n. waggery, sauciness; 
trickery; knavery. ফkিD করা n. to jest waggishly; to behave saucily with; to play a trick on. 

ফkা [ phakkā ] a empty; unsubstantial. 

ফিkকা [ phakkikā ] n a hoax; a quibble, an enigma, a riddle. ফিkকার, ফিkকাির n. act of hoaxing or 
hoodwinking. 

ফঙ্গবািন, ফঙ্গেবেন [ phaṅgabāni, phaṅgabēnē ] a brittle; fragile; frail. 

ফচেক [ phacakē ] a garrulous; drollish, waggish; saucy; tricksy; knavish; flippant, frivolous. ̃িম n. 
garrulity; drollery, waggery, sauciness; trickery; knavery; fippancy, frivolity. ফচেকিম করা v. to be 
garrulous or droll or waggish; to be have saucily; to play a trick on; to be flippant or frivolous. 

ফচ ফচ [ phaca phaca ] int denoting: disgusting and useless prattling. ফচ ফচ করা v. to prattle 
uselessly and disgustingly. 

ফজর [ phajara ] n (Mus.) the dawn; early morning. 

ফজিল [ phajali ] n the largest species or variety of mango (grown in Malda). 

ফট [ phaṭa ] int denoting: a popping sound (ফট কের িছিপ েখালা); a snapping sound. ফটফট int. 
denoting: repeated popping or snapping sounds. ☐ adv. with popping or snapping sounds. 

ফটক [ phaṭaka ] n the main gate; (loos.) a portico. 

ফটকা, ফটকাবািজ [ phaṭakā, phaṭakābāji ] n (comm.) speculation in the share market. ফটকাবাজার n. 
the share market. 

ফটিকির [ phaṭakiri ] n alum. 

ফটাফট [ phaṭāphaṭa ] adv very quickly; in a jiffy. 
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ফিটক [ phaṭika ] n crystal, quartz. ☐ a. crystal clear, transparent. ফিটক জল n. rain-water; a species 
of bird, the iora. 

ফেটাgাফ [ phaṭōgrāpha ] pop corrup. of েফােটাgাফ । 

ফDফD [ phaḍ◌়phaḍ◌় ] int denoting: buzzing or fluttering of wings (as of insects); ostensible 
bustling or fussing; voluble or wordy display of one's importance. ফDফD করা v. to flutter one's 
wings; to bustle or fuss ostensibly; to talk volubly to display one's importance. ফDফDািন n. 
buzzing or fluttering of wings; ostensible bustling or fussing; wordy display of one's importance. 

ফিDং [ phaḍ◌়i ] n the grasshopper. ফিরঙ্গা n. a saltatory insect. the cricket. same as িঝঁিঝঁ । 

ফেD [ phaḍ◌়ē ] n one of a class of traders purchasing commodities from the original producers 
and selling them to wholesalers; (loos.) a middleman. ̃িম n. typical behaviour of a middleman; 
(fig.) deceit (esp. in business), double-dealing. 

ফণা, [ phaṇā, ] n the expanded hood of a serpent; a hood. ফণা ধরা v. to expand one's hood. ̃ধর n. a 
species of snake capable of expanding its hood. the hooded snake; the snake (generally), the 
serpent. 

ফণী [ phaṇī ] n the snake, the serpent. fem. ফিণনী । ̃nd, ̃শব্র n. the king of snakes; the lord of snakes. 

ফণীমনসা [ phaṇīmanasā ] n prickly pear, a small wild herb akin to cactus. 

ফতুয়া [ phatuẏā ] n a kind of loose cotton waistcoat. 

ফতুর [ phatura ] a having all one's money exhausted; pauperized, penniless, (sl.,) broke. ফতুর হoয়া 
v. to have all one's money wasted; to be a broke; to be pauperized or penniless. 

ফেত [ phatē ] n accomplishment or success কাজ ফেত = accomplishment of or success in work); 
conquest or victory (েকlা ফেত = conquest of a fort; (fig.) a grand success; লDাi ফেত = victory in 
war). 

ফেতা, েফােতা [ phatō, phōtō ] a parasitic; without means; foppish. ফেতা নবাব, ফেতা বাবু a 
resourceless person who vainly affects affluence or practices dandyism; a fop. ফেতায়া n. (Mus.) a 
mandate, a decree (esp. one conforming to Islamic laws). ফেতায়া েদoয়া, ফেতায়া জাির করা v. to issue a 
mandate or decree; to pass orders. 

ফিn [ phandi ] n a scheme, a plot, an intrigue, a device; a stratagem; a secret intention. ফিn আঁটা, 
ফিn করা v. to devise a scheme or plan or stratagem, to plot, to intrigue. ফিn খাটােনা v. to apply or 
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effect a scheme or stratagem. ̃িফিকর n. shifts and subterfuges, tricky devices or ways and 
means. ̃বাজ a. (of a person) intriguing, scheming; full of intrigues. 

ফয়তা [ phaẏatā ] n (Mus.) a solemn prayer for salvation of the spirit of the dead. ফয়তা পDা v. to 
pray solemnly for salvation of the spirit of the dead. 

ফয়সালা [ phaẏasālā ] n judgment, a decree; adjudgment, an adjudication; settlement. ফয়সালা করা 
v. to pronounce or pass judgment, to decree; to adjudge, to adjudicate; to settle. 

ফরজ [ pharaja ] n (Mus.) a divine commandment. 

ফরফর [ pharaphara ] int denoting: fluttering noise as made by the repeated and rapid movement 
of a thin article in air (পতাকাটা ফরফর করেছ); rapid and repeated bustle of a small article or its noise 
(পঁুিটমাছ ফরফর কের); restlessness or bustling (েমেয়টা ফরফর করেছ). ফরফর করা v. to flutter rapidly; to 
bustle (esp. to display one's importance). ফরফরািন n. fluttering, flutter; bustling (esp. to display 
one's importance); bustle. 

ফরমা [ pharamā ] n (print.) a form, a forme, a format. 

ফরমান [ pharamāna ] n a decree (esp. a royal one), firman; an edict. 

ফরমােনা [ pharamānō ] v to issue an order; to requisition. 

ফরমাশ, ফরমােয়শ [ pharamāśa, pharamāẏēśa ] n an order; an order for supply, requisition. ফরমাশ 
করা, ফরমাশ েদoয়া v. to order; to place an order (with), to requisition. ফরমাশ খাটা v. to carry out 
orders (as by a servant). ফরমােয়িশ a. ordered for, requisitioned; to order; requisitionary; made to 
order. 

ফরসা [ pharasā ] a fair-complexioned (ফরসা েমেয়); fair, bright (ফরসা রং); clean or washed (ফরসা 
জামা); clear or cloudless (ফরসা আকাশ); brightened with daylight ('রাত েপাহাল, ফরসা হল'); exhausted 
(gদাম ফরসা); desolated (কেলরায় gাম ফরসা); bereft of good promise or prospect, blank (ভিবষয্ত্ ফরসা); 
accomplished, executed (কাজ ফরসা); lost (আশা-ভরসা ফরসা) । 

ফরিস [ pharasi ] n a flat-bottomed hubble-bubble with a short and nonflexible smoking tube. 

ফরাকত [ pharākata ] n separation; divorce, divorcement; seclusion; an open space; leisure or 
interval. 

ফরাশ, ফরাস [ pharāśa, pharāsa ] n any covering for the floor or bed such as a durrie or a carpet 
or a similar thing; a servant whose duty is to make beds, light lamps, dust furniture etc. 
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ফরািস [ pharāsi ] a French. ☐ n. a French; the French language, French. 

ফিরয়াদ [ phariẏāda ] n a legal complaint, a plaint; an action at law, a suit, a complaint. ফিরয়ািদ n. 
a complainant, a prosecutor (esp. in a civil suit). 

ফদর্ [ pharda ] n a list, a roll; an inventory, a catalogue; an estimate or a list of expenditure 
(বাজােরর ফদর্); a piece (eক ফদর্ কাগজ) । 

ফদর্া [ phardā ] a open, uncovered (ফদর্া জায়গা); extensive (ফদর্া মাঠ). ̃ফাঁi a. torn asunder; tattered. 

ফল [ phala ] n a fruit; a product ( েমর ফল); an effect (uপেদেশর ফল); action (oষুেদর ফল); profit, gain, 
benefit (e কােজ ফল েনi); result (েখলার ফল, পরীkার ফল); result or answer of a mathematical sum 
(gণফল); findings (ভাগয্ গণনার ফল); judgment or decree (মামলার ফল); success (বh েচ ায় ফললাভ); due 
reward or punishment, consequence (পুেণয্র বা পােপর ফল). ফল েদoয়া same as ফলদান করা । ফল ধরা v. 
to fructuate. ফল পাoয়া v. to get fruits (as from a tree); to get good result; to suffer or take the 
consequences; to be profited. ফল েভাগা same as ফলেভাগ করা । ̃oয়ালা n. a fruit dealer or fruit-seller, a 
fruiterer. fem. ̃oয়ািল a fruiteress. ̃কথা n. the long and the short (of it); sum and substance, the gist; 
the last word, the conclusion. ̃কর n. a fruit-tax; a fruit-garden. ☐ a. yielding fruits, fructiferous 
(ফলকর গাছ = a fruit-tree); productive; fertile; effectual, efficacious, effective, fruitful. ̃ত adv. on 
the whole, roughly; consequently; in fact, indeed. ̃tক n. (bot.) a pericarp. ̃দ a. same as ফলকর 
(a.). ̃দিশর্তা n. foresight; prudence. ̃দশর্ী a. having foresight, fore seeing; prudent. ফলদান করা v. to 
yield fruits; to be effective; to give a fruit offering to a deity. ̃দায়ক same as ফলদ । ̃পাকাn a. (of 
plants) that which dies when its fruits ripen. ̃pদ, ̃pস ূ a. same as ফলকর (a.). ̃pািp n. attainment of 
good or desired result; act of suffering or taking the consequences; profiting or being 
profited. ̃বতী fem. of ফলবান । ফলবান a. same ফলকর (a.). ̃িবেkতা same as ফলoয়ালা । ̃ভাগী a. enjoying 

or suffering with others the consequences. fem. ফলভািগনী । ফলভুক a. fruit-eating, frugivorous. 
ফলেভাগ করা v. to suffer or take the consequences. to enjoy or suffer the effect. ̃েভাগী a. suffering or 
taking the consequences. enjoying or suffering the effect. ̃মূল n. fruits and roots. ̃মূলাহারী a. living 
on fruits and roots. ̃লাভ same as ফলpািp । ̃শূn same as ফলহীন । ̃rিত n. narration of the effect of an 
act of piety or act of hearing this narration; the beneficial effect of listening to or reading the 
Vedas; (in lit. crit.) effect on the mind caused by reading a particular class of literature; (pop.) 
results, outcome. ̃িসিd n. same as ফলpািp । ̃হীন a. unfructiferous; fruitless; (lit. & fig.) 
unproductive; ineffective; sterile; vain; useless; abortive; unprofitable. ফেলর বাগান an orchard. 

ফলক [ phalaka ] n a blade (as of a sword); a tapering flat end or head (িতেরর ফলক); a plate 
(তাmফলক); a slab (psরফলক); a plank, a board (কা ফলক); a shield; the bone of the forehead. ফলাকার a. 
(bot.) foliaceous. 

ফলন [ phalana ] n produce; outturn (eবার ফলন ভােলা); origin, birth, production; occurrence; 
coming true. 
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ফলনা [ phalanā ] n so-and-so. 

ফলn [ phalanta ] a fructuous; fructiferous; fruitful; productive; fertile; bearing fruits. 

ফলসা [ phalasā ] n a kind of berry. 

ফলা1 [ phalā1 ] n a blade (aেstর ফলা); a thin and tapering end or head (িতেরর ফলা); the system of 
forming compound or conjunct letters of two (or more) consonants (য-ফলা, র-ফলা); any of the 
consonantal symbols added to another letter (such as. -যয্,). 

ফলা2 [ phalā2 ] v to fructuate, to bear fruit (গাছটা ফেলেছ); to grow (আম ফেলেছ, ধান ফেলেছ); to come 
true (কথা ফলা); to follow as a consequence (কেমর্র ফল ফলা). ☐ a. (chiefly used as a sfx.) fructuating 
(েদাফলা) । 

ফলাo [ phalāō ] a extensive (ফলাo কারবার); pro fuse (ফলাo েভাজ); exaggerated or magnified (ফলাo 
বণর্না). ফলাo করা v. to exaggerate or magnify. ফলাo কের adv. exaggeratingly magnifying; glibly. 

ফলাকাkা [ phalākāṅkṣā ] n desire for success. ফলাকাkা করা v. to desire success. ফলাকাkী a. 
desirous of success. 

ফলাগম [ phalāgama ] n fructuation; the time of fructuation; attainment of success. ফলাগম হoয়া v. 
to fructuate; (of an action) to succeed. 

ফলােনা [ phalānō ] v to fructify (আমগােছ জাম ফলােনা); to grow (ধান ফলােনা); to exaggerate or magnify 
(েলখায় রং ফলােনা); (facet.) to assert oneself (েন, আর ফলাসিন) । 

ফলােnষণ [ phalānbēṣaṇa ] n search for fruits; desire for success. ফলােnষণ করা v. to search for 
fruits; to seek success. 

ফলােnষী [ phalānbēṣī ] a searching for fruits; seeking success. 

ফলাফল [ phalāphala ] n good and bad effect or outcome of an action, consequences; success or 
failure; result, upshot. 

ফলার [ phalāra ] n a meal consisting of vegetarian food other than rice; act of eating such a meal. 
ফলার করা v. to take such a meal. ফলাের a. given to eating such meals. 

ফলাথর্ী [ phalārthī ] a same as ফলাকাkী (see ফলাকাkা) । 

ফলাশী [ phalāśī ] a frugivorous; feeding on fruits. 
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ফলাহার [ phalāhāra ] n act of eating fruit; a meal consisting of articles of vegetarian food other 
than rice or act of taking such a meal. ফলাহারী a. frugivorous; subsisting on fruits only. 

ফিলত [ phalita ] a proved true; applied, practical (ফিলত রসায়ন, ফিলত িবjান). ̃েজয্ািতষ n. 
astrology. ̃িবjান n. applied science. 

ফিলতাথর্ [ phalitārtha ] n purport., import, gist, sub stance. 

ফলুi [ phalui ] n a species of fresh water fish having silvery color. 

ফেলাত্পিt [ phalōtpatti ] n fructuation; production or yield of fruits; attainment of success; issue 
of result or consequences. 

ফেলাত্পাদন [ phalōtpādana ] n act of growing or bearing fruits. ফেতাত্পাদন করা v. to grow or bear 
fruits. 

ফেলাদয় [ phalōdaẏa ] n fructuation; attainment of success, effectuation; getting proper results. 

ফl ু[ phalgu ] n a subterranean river at Gaya. ̃ধারা n. the undercurrent flow of the Phalgoo (ফl)ু; 
(fig.) an undercurrent of any feeling. 

ফlুনী [ phalgunī ] n the twin stars (namely, the পূবর্ফlুনী and the utরফlুনী) as described in Hindu 
astronomy. 

ফি নি  [ phaṣṭinaṣṭi ] n light banter; drollery; flippant witticism. ফি নি  করা v. to practice light 
banter or drollery or flippant witticism. 

ফস [ phasa ] int denoting: unguardedness, abruptness; swiftness etc. 

ফসকা [ phasakā ] a slack, loose. ̃েগেরা n. a loose knot. 

ফসকােনা [ phasakānō ] v to slip (পা ফসকােনা); to miss (িশকার ফসকােনা, চাকির বা sেযাগ ফসকােনা). 

ফসফরাস [ phasapharāsa ] n phosphorus. 

ফসল [ phasala ] n harvest, crop; (fig.) effect. ফসেলর সময় harvesting season or time, harvest. ফসিল 
a. relating to harvest or crop; calculated from the harvest-time. ☐ n. an era introduced by Akbar 
the Mughal emperor. 

ফাiন [ phāina ] n a money-penalty, a fine. ফাiন করা v. to fine. ফাiন েদoয়া v. to pay a fine. 
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ফাiফরমাশ [ phāipharamāśa ] n odd jobs or errands. ফাiফরমাশ খাটা v. to carry out odd jobs, to run 
on small errands. 

ফাiল [ phāila ] n a cover for keeping papers; a rasping file, a file. ফাiল করা v. to put (papers) in a 
file or to submit (as an application), to file. ফাiল ঘষা v. to scrape or smooth with a file, to file. 

ফাu [ phāu ] n an extra or anything obtained gratis. 

ফাuনেটন-েফন, ফuেন্টন েপন [ phāunaṭēna-phēna, phunṭēna pēna ] n a fountain pen. 

ফাঁক [ phān ̐ka ] n an intervening space, a gap (dিট লাiেন aেনক ফাঁক); an opening, a hole, a chink, a 
fissure, an aperture (েদoয়ােলর ফাঁক); a loophole (আiেনর ফাঁক); open space (ফাঁেক েবDােনা); void (ঘের 
আর ফাঁক েনi); vacuum, vacuity (েবাতলটায় আরফাঁক েনi); leisure, respite, relief (e কােজ চা খাoয়ার ফাঁকo 
েনi); opportunity (ei ফাঁেক ঘুিমেয় নাo); a hiding or aloofness (ফাঁেক-ফাঁেক থাকা); omission (েনমnn েথেক 
ফাঁেক পDলাম); fault or failing; shortcoming, omission (মুসািবদায় aেনক ফাঁক আেছ); offbeat in an Indian 
musical measure (িতন তাল eক ফাঁক). ফাঁক করা v. to open (মুখ বা দরজা ফাঁক করা); to part (েঠাঁট ফাঁক করা); 
to widen the gap (পা ফাঁক করা); to misappropriate, to defalcate (তহিবল ফাঁক করা); to exhaust, to 
consume (পেকট বা ভাঁDার ফাঁক করা). ফাঁক হoয়া v. to open; to part; to move apart; to be 
misappropriated or defalcated; to be exhausted or consumed. ̃তাল, (dial.) তাlা n. an accidental 
piece of luck, a fluke. ফাঁক ফাঁক a. sparse. ফাঁেক ফাঁেক adv. during leisure hours, at intervals; keeping 
aloof or apart; in hiding. 

ফাঁকা [ phān̐kā ] a uncovered, open (ফাঁকা জায়গা); desolate (ফাঁকা বািD); empty (ফাঁকা হাত); blank 
(বndেকর ফাঁকা আoয়াজ); vain, unsubstantial, false, hollow, empty, evasive (ফাঁকা কথা). ☐ n. an open 
space (ফাঁকা যাoয়া). ফাঁকা আoয়াজ a blank shot (of a gun.); (fig.) vain bragging or bullying or 
intimidation. ফাঁকা ফাঁকা a. almost empty or desolate. 

ফাঁিক [ phān̐ki ] n deception, evasion, eye-wash, hoodwinking; a hoax (শুভন্কেরর ফাঁিক); a fraud; a 
fallacy, sophistry (nােয়র ফাঁিক); a quibble; secret or unnoticeable neglect (কােজ ফাঁিক). ফাঁিক েদoয়া. v. 
to deceive, to evade, to hoodwink; to hoax; to cheat; to quibble; to give the slip; to neglect 
unnoticeably or slyly. ফাঁিকেত পDা v. to be deceived or cheated; to be omitted (যার দািব সবার আেগ 
তােকi ফাঁিক ?). ̃ঝুিক n. deception, evasion, eye-wash; neglect or perfunctoriness (ফাঁিকঝুিক িদেয় 
কাজ). ̃বাজ a. deceitful, evasive; neglectful though undetected, slyly neglectful; shirking. ̃বািজ n. 
practice of deception or evasion; eye-wash; hoax; a fallacy; a sophistry; a quibble; sly 
neglectfulness; shirking. ফাঁিকবািজ করা same as ফাঁিক েদoয়া । 

ফাDঁা [ phān ̐ḍ◌়ā ] n probability of some danger or even death according to astrology. ফাঁDা কাটােনা 
v. to get out of a danger or a risk of death. 

ফাঁিD [ phān̐ḍ◌়i ] n an outpost; a police outpost (also পুিলস-ফাঁিD). ̃দার n. one in charge of an outpost 
esp. of a police outpost. 
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ফাঁদ [ phān ̐da ] n a trap, a snare, a pitfall; (fig.) an intrigue, a clique, a plot; (of bangles, nose-
rings etc.) diameter. ফাঁদ পাতা v. to set or lay a trap; (fig.) to engineer an intrigue, to lay a plot. ফাঁেদ 
পDা v. to get into a trap or pitfall; (fig.) to get involved in an intrigue; to be caught in the toils. 
ফাঁেদ েফলা v. to entrap, to get one into a trap or pitfall; (fig.) to involve one in an intrigue. 

ফাঁদা [ phān ̐dā ] v to lay the foundation of; to embark on, to start constructing (বািD ফাঁদা); to start; 
to set up (বয্াবসা ফাঁদা); to expand (েদাকানখানা েস েবশ েফঁেদ েফেলেছ); to settle down firmly (পাDায় েস েফঁেদ 
বেসেছ); to devise, to form (মতলব ফাঁদা), to lay ফাঁদ ফাঁদা. 

ফাঁদােলা [ phān̐dālō ] a having a large diameter or opening (ফাঁদােলা বালা). 

ফাঁপ [ phām̐pa ] n swelling; inflation; distension; flatulence (েপেটর ফাঁপ). ফাঁপ ধরা v. to swell; to 
inflate; to distend; to become flatulent. 

ফাঁপর [ phām ̐para ] n a perplexing difficulty, an embarrassment, a scrape (ফাঁপের পDা). ☐ a. got 
into an embarrassing situation or into a tight corner. 

ফাঁপা [ phām ̐pā ] v to swell, to inflate, to distend; to become flatulent; to flourish, to prosper 
(েলাকটা েফঁেপ uেঠেছ). ☐ a. hollow; swelled, inflated, distended; flatulent. ফাঁপােনা v. to inflate; to 
swell; to extol exaggeratedly, to puff up. ☐ a. inflated; swelled. 

ফাঁস1 [ phām ̐sa1 ] n divulgation (of secrets). ফাঁস করা v. to divulge. ফাঁস হoয়া v. to leak out; to get 
divulged. 

ফাঁস2 [ phām̐sa2 ] n a noose; a slip-knot, a loop; a rope for hanging criminals, a halter; strangling; 
death by hanging. ফাঁস েদoয়া v. to strangle. 

ফাঁসা [ phām ̐sā ] v to be torn (কাপD ফাঁসা); to get detached, to come away (হাঁিDর তরা ফাঁসা); to 
miscarry, to fail (িবেয়র সmn ফাঁসা); to be divulged, to come to light (ষDযnt ফাঁসা); (dero.) to get 
involved, to get into a scrape (েলাকিট ফাঁসল). ফাঁসােনা v. to tear, to rend; to detach, to cause to come 
away; to let down, to foil; to divulge, to bring to light; (dero.) to involve, to implicate in, to get 
one into a scrape. েফঁেস যাoয়া v. to be divulged, to get known; to be involved, to get into a scrape. 

ফাঁিস [ phām ̐si ] n death or killing or suicide by hanging; strangling; a sentence of death by 
hanging; a rope for hanging, a halter; (rare) a noose, a slip-knot. ফাঁিস েদoয়া v. to hang; to strangle; 
to sentence to death by hanging. ফাঁিস যাoয়া v. to be hanged. ফাঁিসর আসািম a convict sentenced to 
death by hanging. ফাঁিসর দিD a rope for hanging, a halter. ̃কাঠ n. gallows. ফাঁিসর মঞ্চ the hanging plat 
form; the scaffold. 

ফাsঁেD [ phām ̐suḍ◌়ē ] n a highwayman who strangles travellers and robs them; a hangman. 
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ফজলািম, ফাজলােমা [ phajalāmi, phājalāmō ] n extreme talkativeness; sauciness, pertness; 
flippancy; waggery. 

ফািজল [ phājila ] a extremely talkative; saucy; pert; flippant; waggish; excess, surplus. ☐ n. 
excess expenditure; a saucy or waggish person. 

ফাট [ phāṭa ] n a crack, a chink, a fissure. ফাট ধরা v. to form a crack; to crack, to split, to break 
into chinks. 

ফাটক [ phāṭaka ] n the main gate; (loos.) a portico; a guard-room or guard-house, a jail or gaol; 
imprisonment, jailing. ফাটক হoয়া v. to be sentenced to imprisonment; to be jailed. 

ফাটল [ phāṭala ] n a crack, a fissure, a crevice. 

ফাটা [ phāṭā ] v to break into chinks, to crack, to split, to rend; to chap (হাত বা পা ফাটা); to burst; to 
explode; (of a boil etc.) to burst open. ☐ a. cracked, split, rent; chapped; unlucky, unfortunate 
(ফাটা বরাত = bad luck). ফাটােনা v. to crack, to split, to rend; to burst; to explode; to burst open. ̃ফািট 
n. a scuffle with shedding of blood by both sides; a stiff affray; a rowdy quarrel. 

ফাDা [ phāḍ◌়ā ] v to tear, to rend; to cleave. ফাDােনা v. to cause to tear or rend or cleave or split. 

ফাতনা [ phātanā ] n the float of a fishing line. 

ফাnস, ফাnশ [ phānusa, phānuśa ] n a paper-balloon; a lamp shade made of paper. 

ফােনল [ phānēla ] n a funnel. 

ফায়দা [ phāẏadā ] n good result; benefit; profit. 

ফারকত, ফারখত [ phārakata, phārakhata ] n a deed of relinquishment; a written acquittance; a 
written consent of divorcement or dissolution of marriage. 

ফারিস [ phārasi ] a Persian. ☐ n. the Persian language, Persian. 

ফারাক [ phārāka ] n difference; distance; discrepancy; separation. 

ফামর্1 [ phārma1 ] n a business organization, a firm. 

ফামর্2 [ phārma2 ] n a farm. 
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ফাsর্ [ phārsṭa ] a first. ফাsর্ হoয়া to stand first, to come first, to secure the topmost position, to top 
the list. 

ফাল [ phāla ] n a ploughshare, a coulter. 

ফালা [ phālā ] n a long slice or strip. ফালা করা, ফালা েদoয়া v. to cut into long slices; to tear into long 
strips. ফালা-ফালা a. cut into long slices; torn into long strips; tattered. ফালা-ফালা করা v. to cut into 
long slices; to tear into long strips; to tear to shreds; to tatter. 

ফািল [ phāli ] n a small slice or strip. ফািল করা, ফািল েদoয়া v. to cut into small slices; to tear into 
small strips. ফািল-ফািল a. cut into small slices; torn into small strips; tattered. ☐ adv. strip by strip. 

ফাlুন [ phālguna ] n the eleventh month of the Bengali calendar (from the middle of February to 
the middle of March). ফাlুিন n. one born in Phalgun (ফাlনু). ☐ a. of or relating to the month of 
Phalgun. 

ফাs [ phāsṭa ] a. & adv fast (ঘিDটা ফাs, েতামার ঘিD ফাs চলেছ). 

িফ1 [ phi1 ] n a fee; charge or payment; subscription. 

িফ2 [ phi2 ] a every, each, per (িফ বছর) 

িফক [ phika ] n a spasm caused by a sudden con traction of muscles; neuralgia, a stitch. ☐ int. 
denoting a sudden smile with a short catch of breath (িফক কের হাসা). িফক ধরা v. to have a stitch in 
one's sides. িফক িফক int. denoting giggling. ̃বয্থা same as িফক (n.). 

িফিকর [ phikira ] n a clever means (িফিকর করা); a device, an intrigue; an opportunity, a pretext (ei 
িফিকের েস চmট িদল); an attempt to obtain, a search (কােজর িফিকর); a purpose (েকান িফিকের ঘুরছ). িফিকর 
করা v. to devise a clever or tricky means. 

িফেক [ phikē ] a dim (িফেক আেলা); pale, dull, faded (িফেক রং); insipid, flat, vapid (িফেক বণর্না); 
watery, thin (িফেক dধ). 

িফেঙ, িফঙা, িফঙ্গক [ phiṅē, phiṅā, phiṅgaka ] n a species of fork tailed passerine bird, the 
drongo; a small Y-shaped piece of wood; a sling, a catapult. 

িফেচল [ phicēla ] a sly, knavish, waggish. 

িফট1 [ phiṭa1 ] n a fainting fit. িফট পDা, িফট হoয়া v. to faint. 
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িফট2 [ phiṭa2 ] a fit; fitting; pieced together, fit ted; well-dressed, thorough (িফট বাব)ু. িফট করা v. to 
piece together or adjust, to fit; to declare one competent or fit (ডাkার তােক িফট কের তুেলেছন) । 

িফটন [ phiṭana ] n a phaeton. 

িফটফাট [ phiṭaphāṭa ] a neat and clean, spick and span (িফটফাট সাজসjা); thoroughly washed and 
well-dressed, spruce (িফটফাট েলাক) । 

িফনিক [ phinaki ] n a spark (as of fire); a thin jet or spray (as of any fluid). িফনিক িদেয় বার হoয়া (of 
blood etc.) to spurt out, to come out in a sudden spurt. 

িফনিফেন [ phinaphinē ] a (of cloth etc.) very fine. 

িফনাiল [ phināila ] n phenyl. 

িফিনক [ phinika ] n glow, shine (েজয্াত্sার িফিনক) । 

িফরিত [ phirati ] a returning, return (িফরিত ডাক = return mail). ☐ n. what has been returned or 
saved, surplus, balance (পাঁচ টাকার িফরিত); return journey, return (িফরিত পেথ). ☐ adv. at the time of 
return. 

িফিরিঙ্গ [ phiriṅgi ] n a European; an Anglo-Indian. 

িফিরিs [ phiristi ] n a list; a descriptive list; (loos.) a description. কােজর িফিরিs েদoয়া to render an 
account of jobs done. 

িফের [ phirē ] a next (িফের বার) ☐ adv. again, afresh (িফের বলা) 

িফেরাজা [ phirōjā ] n turquoise; the blue color of or as of turquoise. 

িফলটার [ philaṭāra ] n a filter; filtering or filtration. িফলটার করা v. to filter or filtrate. িফলটার কাগজ n. 
filter-paper. 

িফলম, িফl [ philama, philma ] n a photographic film; a motion picture; a film. িফলম েতালা v. to 
make a motion picture of, to film. িফলম-sার n. a film-star. 

িফলহাল [ philahāla ] adv recently (more usu. হালিফল). 

িফসিফস [ phisaphisa ] int denoting: a whisper. িফসিফস করা v. to whisper. িফসিফসািন n. a whisper; a 
whispering noise. 
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ফুঃ [ phuḥ ] int pooh. 

ফঁু, ফঁুক [ phu, m̐phun̐ka ] n a whiff, a puff; whiffing, puffing. ফুঁ েদoয়া, ফুঁক েদoয়া v. to whiff, to 
puff. 

ফুঁকা, েফাঁকা [ phun ̐kā, phōn̐kā ] v to blow or play (as a wind instrument) or smoke (as a cigarette) 
with puffs, to puff; to squander (সmিt ফুঁেক েদoয়া) 

ফঁুDা, েফাDঁা [ phun ̐ḍ◌়ā, phōn̐ḍ◌়ā ] v to pierce; to penetrate; to probe. েফাঁDাফঁুিD n. piercing at 
numerous places; repeated piercing; (facet.) medical injection. 

ফুঁপান, েফাঁপােনা [ phum̐pāna, phōm̐pānō ] v to whimper, to sob; (inc.) to growl suppressedly in 
anger. ফুঁপািন, েফাঁপািন n. a whimper, a sob, a suppressed angry growl. 

ফুঁেয় oDােনা [ phum ̐ẏē ōḍ◌়ānō ] v (fig.) to treat with utter neglect or contempt; to pooh-pooh; to 
give no importance; not to care a straw. 

ফঁুসা, ফুঁসােনা [ phum̐sā, phum̐sānō ] v to hiss; to growl suppressedly in anger; to fume. 

ফুকরােনা [ phukarānō ] v to call or proclaim aloud ('নকীব ফুকরায়'); to shout; to weep or lament 
aloud, to wail. ফুকের কাঁদা v. to cry in a loud voice, to wail, to lament. see also ডুকরােনা । 

ফুকা, েফাকা [ phukā, phōkā ] n the malpractice of blowing in air through the generative organ of 
a milch cow in order to obtain a larger quantity of milk. ফুকা েদoয়া v. to blow in air through the 
generative organ of a milch cow. 

ফুিঙ্গ [ phuṅgi ] n a Buddhist friar or priest (esp. of Burma). 

ফুচকা [ phucakā ] n a crisp ball made of puffed wheat filled with mashed potato and tamarind 
juice with spices, phuchka. 

ফুট1 [ phuṭa1 ] n an English measure of length (=12 inches), a foot. 

ফুট2 [ phuṭa2 ] n a bubble or bubbles of liquid caused by boiling; effervescence caused by 
boiling, boiling state; frying and bursting open as a result of frying. ফুট কাটা v. to gasp for breath 
(পঁুিটমাছ ডাঙায় uেঠ ফুট কােট); to make an annoying or pungent or sarcastic comment, to make funny 
remarks; to poke fun at. ফুট ধরা v. to effervesce or rise in bubbles as a result of boiling; to burst 
open as a result of frying. 

ফুটকDাi, ফুটকলাi [ phuṭakaḍ◌়āi, phuṭakalāi ] n fried peas, parched peas. 
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ফুটিক [ phuṭaki ] n a minute speckle, a dot. 

ফুটন [ phuṭana ] n blooming or blowing or blossoming; boiling ফুটn জল); rise or appearance; 
opening; effervescence or rising in bubbles by being boiled; act of bursting open as a result of 
frying; boiling; expression; piercing. 

ফুটn [ phuṭanta ] a boiling; blooming, blossoming; blossomed; effervescing or rising in bubbles 
as a result of frying. 

ফুটপাথ, ফুটপাত [ phuṭapātha, phuṭapāta ] n a footpath; a pavement; a sidewalk. 

ফুটফুট1 [ phuṭaphuṭa1 ] a having numerous dots or minute speckles. 

ফুটফুট2 [ phuṭaphuṭa2 ] int denoting: clearness, transparency, brightness, tidiness etc. ফুটফুেট a. 
very fair-complexioned and goodlooking (ফুটফুেট েমেয়); very bright, silvery white (ফুটফুেট েজয্াত্sা); 
very neat and tidy. 

ফুটবল [ phuṭabala ] n football; the game of football. ফুটবল েখলা v. to play football. ফুটবল েখেলায়াD n. 
a footballer. 

ফুটা2, েফাটা [ phuṭā2, phōṭā ] v to bloom, to blossom, to blow (ফুল েফাটা); to rise or become visible 
(তারা ফুটেছ); to appear, to spread (েজয্াত্sা ফুেটেছ); to open (চk ুেফাটা); (fig.) to be able to look to one's 
own interests, to effervesce or rise in bubbles as a result of boiling (জল েফাটা); to burst open after 
frying (খi েফাটা); to be boiled or cooked (ভাতটা ভাল েফােটিন); to be expressed (রং< েফাটা); to be 
uttered intelligibly (কথা ফুেটেছ); to be unfolded, become distinct or manifest (চিরt ফুেট uেঠেছ); to be 
pierced (কাঁটা েফাটা). 

ফুটািন [ phuṭāni ] n ostentatious or vain display or self-assertion; bragging, tall talk; vanity. ফুটািন 
করা v. to make an ostentatious display; to brag, to talk big; to indulge in vanity. 

ফুটােনা, েফাটােনা [ phuṭānō, phōṭānō ] v to cause to bloom or blossom or blow; to cause to rise or 
appear or spread; to open; to cause to effervesce or rise in bubbles as a result of boiling; to boil 
or cook; to cause to burst open by frying; to express; to cause to utter intelligibly; to unfold, to 
make distinct or manifest; to pierce. 

ফুিট [ phuṭi ] n a variety of melon. ̃ফাটা a. thoroughly burst, burst or rent asunder. 

ফুrক, ফুDতু্ [ phuruka, phuḍ◌়ut ] int denoting: sudden flying away (ফুDতু্ কের uেD যাoয়া). ফDুকু-
ফুDকু, ফুDতু্-ফDুতু্ int. denoting: repeated flying for short spells; repeated bubbling noise caused by 
smoking a hookah. 
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ফুত্কার [ phutkāra ] n a whiff, a puff; whiffing, puffing; (rare) a whisper. ফুত্কার েদoয়া v. to whiff, 
to puff. 

ফুিত্শখা [ phutśikhā ] n a blow-pipe flame. 

ফুরন [ phurana ] n piecework. 

ফুরফুর [ phuraphura ] int denoting: gentle blowing of the wind: mild fluttering of light things 
(such as a flag, paper or hair) in the wind. ফুরফুের a. gently blowing; fluttering. 

ফুরসত [ phurasata ] n leisure; respite. 

ফুরােনা [ phurānō ] v to terminate, to end (িদন ফুরােনা, পথ ফুরােনা); to conclude, to close (গl ফুরােনা); 
to be spent or exhausted or consumed (টাকা বা শিk বা খাবার ফুরােনা); to cease to exist, to be lost (আশা 
ফুরােনা). 

ফুিতর্ [ phurti ] n delight, merry-making; enjoyment; agility (শরীের ফুিতর্ েনi). ̃বাজ a. given to jollity, 
jovial, merry, jolly. 

ফুল1 [ phula1 ] a of the full measure, standard (ফুলশাটর্); of or costing the full price, full (ফুলিটিকট) 

ফুল2 [ phula2 ] n a flower, a blossom; a floral de sign (ফুলদার); the placenta. ফুল েতালা v. to pluck or 
pick or cull flowers; to embroider a floral design. ফুল েদoয়া v. to worship (a deity) with flower-
offering. ফুল ধরা v. to flower, to be in blossom. ফুল না পDা retention of the placenta. ফুল পাDা v. to 
pluck or pick or cull flowers. ফুেলর ঘােয় মূছর্া যাoয়া (fig.) to lose patience over a trifle, to display 
over-sensitiveness. ফুেলর সািজ a flower-basket. ̃oয়ালা n. a florist. fem. ̃oয়ািল a flower-girl. ̃কিপ n. the 
cauliflower. ̃কাটা same as ফুলদার । ̃কাির n. ornamental or decorated needle work, embroidery (with 
floral designs). ̃খিD n. writing chalk. ̃ঝুির n. a firework emitting starlike sparks. ̃েডার, ̃মালা n. flower 
garland. ̃েতালা same as ফুলদার । ̃দািন, ̃দান n. a flower-vase. ̃দার a. embroidered with floral designs, 
floriated, floreated. ̃ধn n. Madan (মদন) the god of love, (cp.) Cupid; the Cupid's bow. ফুল পDা n. 
ejection of the placenta. ̃বাগান n. a flower-garden. ̃বাণ n. Madan (মদন) the god of love, (cp.) Cupid; 
Cupid's shaft. ̃বাতাসা n. a kind of light and hollow sweet drop made of sugarcandy or treacle. ̃শযয্া 
n. (lit.) a bed of flowers, a flower-strewn bed; the Hindu ceremony on the third night of the 
marriage when the bridegroom and the bride are to sleep on a bed of flowers. ̃শর same as ফুলবাণ 
। ̃হার same as ফুলেডার । 

ফুলিক [ phulaki ] n a spark. 

ফুলেকা [ phulakō ] n a gill (of fish), a branchia. ☐ a. thin, hollow and inflated (ফুলেকা লুিচ). 
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ফুলন [ phulana ] n swelling; inflation, distension; (fig.) the state of being puffed up; (fig.) 
flourishing. 

ফুলবাব ু[ phulabābu ] n a thorough dandy or fop, a petit-maitre. 

ফুলsয্াপ [ phulaskyāpa ] a foolscap. 

ফুলা [ phulā ] v to swell; to be inflated, to distend; (fig.) to be puffed up; (fig.) to flourish. ☐ n. a 
swelling. ☐ a. swelled up; inflated. distended. ফুলােনা v. to swell; to inflate, to distend; to pout 
(েঠাঁট ফুলােনা); (fig.) to puff up; (fig.) to cause to flourish. 

ফুিলেয় ফাঁিপেয় [ phuliẏē phām̐piẏē ] adv exaggeratedly; in an inflated or puffed-up manner. 

ফুলুির [ phuluri ] n a kind of cake made of powdered pigeon-pea or gram. 

ফুেল েফঁেপ oঠা [ phulē phēm̐pē ōṭhā ] v to become inflated or distended; to become puffed up; to 
swell up; to become exceedingly rich. 

ফুেলল [ phulēla ] a perfumed with the essence of flower (ফুেলল েতল); full of flowers (ফুেলল ফাgেন). 

ফুl [ phulla ] a blown, blooming, full-blown (ফlুksম); thoroughly manifest or revealed (ফুl 
েজয্াত্sা); highly delighted or cheerful (ফlুনয়ন); sweetly smiling. ☐ n. a flower. ̃ksমদাম n. a garland 
of full-blown flowers. ̃দাম n. a wreath of flowers. ফুlাধর n. smiling lips. ফlুারিবn n. a full-blown 
lotus. 

ফুসkিD [ phusakuḍ◌়i ] n a vesicle; a pimple, (med.) a pustule. 

ফুসফুস [ phusaphusa ] n the lung. ফুসফুস-ধমনী n. the pulmonary artery. ফুসফুস-pদাহ n. in flammation 
of the lungs; pneumonia. ফুসফুসীয় a. pulmonary. ফুসফুসীয় সংবহন pulmonary circulation. 

ফুসমnর [ phusamantara ] n an imaginary secret incantation to entice or evade, cajolement to 
entice or evade (ফুসমnের েভালা); (dero.) secret counsel or instigation; an imaginary esoteric 
incantation endowing one with supernatural power. 

ফুসলােনা [ phusalānō ] v to instigate; to entice, to seduce; to cajole, to coax. ফুসেল িনেয় যাoয়া v. to 
entice away. ফুসলািন n. instigation; enticement, seduction; cajolement, coaxing. 

েফu [ phēu ] n the jackal; a mad or rabid jackal; a kind of jackal which pursues tigers howlingly. 
েফu লাগা v. (of a tiger) to be pursued by howling jackals; (fig.) to be pestered by taunting 
pursuers; (fig.) to be doggedly pursued or harassed by a sleuth or detective. 
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েফঁকDা, েফঁকিD [ phēn̐kaḍ◌়ā, phēn̐kaḍ◌়i ] n a branchlet, a twig, a sprig, an offshoot; (fig.) a 
branch or offshoot or derivative of anything; (fig.) an incidental trouble or hindrance; (fig.) an 
objection. েফঁকDা েতালা v. to raise an objection. েফঁকDা বাঁধােনা v. to cause trouble or hindrance or 
obstacle. েফঁকDা বার হoয়া v. to branch, out, to branch off. 

েফঁেশা, েফঁেসা [ phēm̐śō, phēm̐sō ] n downy fibre of jute or yarn. 

েফেকা, েফkয়া [ phēkō, phēkuẏā ] n frothy spittle that comes out of the mouth whilst talking 
(usually caused by a long-continued fast or overmuch talking). 

েফটা [ phēṭā ] n a turban; a puttee; a bandage. 

েফটােনা [ phēṭānō ] v to beat up into froth, to whisk. 

েফিট, েফিT [ phēṭi, phēṭṭi ] n a small turban; a puttee; a bandage; a skein or reel of thread. 

েফন, েফনা [ phēna, phēnā ] n foam; froth; scum; lather (সাবােনর েফনা). েফন গালা. v. to strain off 
water from boiled rice. সমুdেফন n. meerschaum, petrified sea-scum. ̃িনভ a. foam-like, foamy; 
frothy. েফনােনা v. to stir up into foam or froth; (fig.) to pad or amplify or exaggerate. েফনায়মান a. 
rising in foam, foaming. েফনািয়ত a. stirred up into foam or froth, foaming, frothy; padded, 
amplified, exaggerated. 

েফিন [ phēni ] n a hollow sweet drop made of treacle or sugar (also েফিনবাতাসা); a kind of sweet 
made of sugar. 

েফিনল [ phēnila ] a foamy; frothy; foaming. 

েফbrআির, েফbrয়াির [ phēbruāri, phēbruẏāri ] n February. 

েফর [ phēra ] n a trouble, a danger; a peril (েফের পDা = to get into a scrape); a risk (টাকার েফর); 
purpose or course (কােজর েফর); consequence (কেমর্র েফর); vicissitude, malignity (ভােগয্র েফর); change 
(রকমেফর); reverse (aব হার েফর); a witty turn (কথার েফর); a circuit, a circuitous fold (কাপেDর েফর). ☐ 
adv. again. 

েফরত [ phērata ] n act of giving or sending back, return; redirection; repayment. ☐ a. given or 
sent back, returned; redirected; returned as unaccepted, refused (েফরত িচিঠ); immediately coming 
back (েফরত ডাক = return mail); returning from (aিফস েফরত); returned from (িবলাত-েফরত = England-
returned). েফরত আনা v. to bring back. েফরত আসা v. to come back; to come back unaccepted; to be 
returned to sender. েফরত েদoয়া v. to send or give back, to return; to repay; to refuse to accept, to 
refuse; to redirect. েফরত েনoয়া v. to take back; to withdraw, to retract. েফরত পাঠােনা v. to send back, 
to return; to refuse to accept, to refuse; to redirect. ̃েযাগয্ a. that which can be or should be 
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returned, returnable. েফরতা a. returning or returned from. ☐ n. encompassment, folding or 
doubling (েফরতা েদoয়া কাপD); transfer (হাতেফরতা); recurrence, repetition (তালেফরতা) ☐ adv. at the 
time of return, on the way back (aিফসেফরতা). েফরতা েদoয়া) v. to wear a cloth by doubling or folding 
it. 

েফরার, েফরাির [ phērāra, phērāri ] a absconding. েফরার হoয়া v. to abscond. েফরাির েলাক বা আসািম an 
absconder. 

েফির [ phēri ] n pedlary, huckstery; (loos.) hawking. েফির করা v. to huckster; (loos.) to hawk. ̃oয়ালা 
n. a pedlar, a huckster; (loos.) a hawker. fem. ̃oয়ািল a hucksteress, a huckstress. েফিরoয়ালার মাল, 
েফিরর মাল the wares of a pedlar, pedlary. 

েফিরশতা [ phēriśatā ] n (Mus.) an angel. 

েফr [ phēru ] n the jackal. ̃পাল n. a pack of jackals. 

েফেরbািজ, [ phērēbbāji, ] n deception, cheating, fraud, swindling. েফেরbাজ a. deceitful, 
fraudulent. ☐ n. a cheat, a deceitful person. 

েফল [ phēla ] a failed, plucked; unsuccessful (পরীkায় েফল); ceased to work or operate (হাটর্ েফল); 
run insolvent (বয্াঙ্ক েফল); missed because of lateness (েTন েফল). েফল করা v. to fail; to get ploughed 
or plucked; to cease working; to stop; to miss. েফল করােনা v. to pronounce (one) unsuccessful; to 
fail a candidate. েফল পDা v. to become insolvent, to be bankrupt; to be exhausted. েফল হoয়া v. to 
fail; to get ploughed or plucked; to cease working; to become insolvent; to stop; to miss, to be 
missed; to be exhausted. 

েফলনা [ phēlanā ] a fit to be cast away or rejected; negligible, insignificant: unworthy of 
attention. 

েফলা [ phēlā ] v to let fall, to drop (েচােখর পাতা েফলা, েফাঁটা েফলা); to throw, to fling, to cast (ডাsিবেন 
ময়লা েফলা); to place, to put (মািটেত পা েফলা); to leave, to leave unused or uneaten (মাছটা েফলেল-েখেল 
না); to abandon, to desert (stীেক েফেল যাoয়া); to invest (বয্াবসায় টাকা েফলা); to spend (বািDর িপছেন টাকা 
েফলা); to dissipate, to waste (বােজ বয্াপাের টাকা েফলা); to involve, to put (one) in (িবপেদ েফলা); to 
disobey or disregard (grজেনর কথা েফলা); to propose (eখােন িবেয়র কথা েফেলা); to reject (e psাব েফলা 
anিচত); to fix (তািরখ েফলা); to write, to put down; to expel, to eject (িনশব্াস েফলা); (in comp. verbs) to 
finish up (েখেয় েফলা); to commit suddenly (বেল েফলা). ̃ছDা, ̃েফিল n. act of scattering away wastefully 
or negligently; dissipation, squandering; making large discount or allowance (েফলাছDা কের ধরেলo 
aেনক). েফেল আসা িদন the bygone days, the past days, the yester years. েফেল রাখা v. to put off, to 
postpone (কাজ েফেল রাখা). 

েফাঁটা [ phōn ̐ṭā ] n a small roundish mark or a sectarian mark put on the forehead (িসঁndেরর বা চnেনর 
েফাঁটা); a drop or blob of any liquid (বৃি র েফাঁটা); a globular mark, a point; a pip on playing-cards; a 
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point obtained in some card-games. eক েফাঁটা a. very small, tiny, a little, scanty. aনভয্ােসর েফাঁটা 
luxury or pleasure one is not used to. েফাঁটা েফাঁটা পDা to drip. eক েফাঁটা েমেয় a mere slip of a girl. 

েফাDঁ [ phōn ̐ḍ◌় ] n a bore; a perforation; a stitch. e েফাঁD o েফাঁD pierced or piercing all through. 

েফাঁপরদালাল [ phōm ̐paradālāla ] n an uncalled-for meddler, a busy body. েফাঁপরদালািল n. uncalled-
for meddling; officiousness. 

েফাঁপরা, েফাপঁর [ phōm̐parā, phōm̐para ] a full of holes, honey combed; hollow; containing 
nothing, empty. ☐ n. the vegetating seed within a coconut. 

েফাঁস [ phōm ̐sa ] int denoting: a sudden deep sigh of suppressed grief etc.; a hiss of a snake; a 
sudden angry growl. েফাঁস করা v. to heave suddenly a deep sigh of suppressed grief etc.; to hiss; to 
growl angrily and suddenly, to snarl out. ̃েফাঁস int. denoting: repeated deep sighs of suppressed 
grief etc.; repeated hissing; repeated angry growls. েফাঁসেফাঁস করা, েফাঁসেফাঁসােনা v. to heave repeatedly 
deep sighs of suppressed grief etc.; to weep profusely, to blubber; (of snakes) to hiss repeatedly; 
to make angry growls continuously. ̃েফাঁসািন n. repeated deep sighs of suppressed grief etc.; 
blubbering, profuse weeping; repeated hissing; continuous angry growls. 

েফাকর [ phōkara ] n a hole, a small hole; a crevice, a niche; a cell. 

েফাকলা [ phōkalā ] a one whose teeth have all fallen away, toothless. 

েফাকাস [ phōkāsa ] n focus. aসত্ েফাকাস (phys.) virtual focus. সত্ েফাকাস (phys.) real focus. েফাকাস 
dরt n. (phys.) focal length. েফাকাস িবnd n. (phys.) focal point. 

েফােটা, েফােটাgাফ [ phōṭō, phōṭōgrāpha ] n a photograph. েফােটা েতালা v. to take a photograph or 
snap shot of. েফােটাgািফ n. photography. 

েফাDন [ phōḍ◌়na ] n spices singed or fried and then mixed with any cooked dish to make the 
latter palatable; (fig. & usu. facet.) a remark or comment thrown in. েফাDন কাটা v. to throw in a 
remark or comment. েফাDন েদoয়া v. to add or mix singed or fried spices for amelioration of 
palatableness; (fig.) to throw in or interpose a remark or comment. 

েফাDা [ phōḍ◌়ā ] n a furuncle, a boil; an abscess. েফাDা েপেকেছ v. the boil has suppurated or come 
to a head. েফাDা েফেটেছ v. the boil has opened. েফাDা বেস েগেছ v. the boil has subsided. 

েফান [ phōna ] n phone, telephone. েফান করা v. to ring (one) up, to telephone. েফান নmর n. a 
telephone number. 

েফােনাgাফ [ phōnōgrāpha ] n a phonograph, a record player. 
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েফােননট, েফােমন্ট [ phōnēnaṭa, phōmēnṭa ] n fomentation. েফােমনট করা বা েদoয়া v. to foment. 

েফায়ারা [ phōẏārā ] n a fountain, a spring; an artificial fountain; a jet. 

েফারময্ান [ phōramyāna ] n a foreman. 

েফালা [ phōlā ] v pop. var. of ফুলা (v.). 

েফাসকা [ phōsakā ] n a blister; a vesicle. েফাসকা পDা v. to develop a blister. েফাসকা েফেটেছ n. the 
blister has burst open. 

েফৗজ [ phauja ] n an army. আজাদ িহn েফৗজ (hist.) the Indian National Army. ̃দার n. an army 
commander; a commissioner of police; an officer-in-charge of the police; a district magistrate or 
a divisional commissioner; a provincial governor. ̃দাির a. criminal. ☐ n. a criminal lawsuit or 
case. েফৗজদাির আদালত a criminal court. েফৗিজ a. military. 

ফয্াকােশ [ phyākāśē ] a pale; wan; anaemic; dim (ফয্াকােশ আেলা). 

ফয্াচফয্াচ [ phyācaphyāca ] int denoting: disgusting talkativeness or remonstrance. ফয্াচফয্াচ করা v. 
to indulge in disgusting talkativeness. 

ফয্াচাং [ phyācā ] n an incidental trouble, a fix; a botheration. ফয্াচাং বাধােনা v. to raise an objection, 
to cause a hindrance; to create an unexpected trouble. 

ফয্া ফয্া [ phyā phyā ] int denoting: continuous prattling; continuous useless solicitation; 
continuous useless search. 

ফয্ালফয্াল [ phyālaphyāla ] int denoting: bewildered gaze. ফয্ালফয্াল কের তাকােনা v. to look con 
fusedly. 

ফয্াশান, ফয্াশন [ phyāśāna, phyāśana ] n fashion; vogue; style or mode; fashionableness or 
stylishness. 

ফয্াসাদ [ phyāsāda ] n trouble; difficulty; a fix; a quarrel. ফয্াসােদ a. troublesome, fond of creating 
troubles. ফয্াসােদ পDা v. to become involved in a trouble, to get into a trouble, to get into a scrape. 
ফয্াসাদ বাধােনা v. to create trouble or difficulty. 

ক [ phraka ] n a frock (esp. for girls). 

ি  [ phri ] a free. ি েত পাoয়া v. to obtain free of cost. 
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ে ম [ phrēma ] n a frame. 

ফ্লাs [ phlāska ] n a thermos flask, a thermos; a flask. 

ফ্লয্ােনল [ phlyānēla ] n flannel. 

ফ্লয্াট [ phlyāṭa ] n a self-contained storey or floor of a building, a flat; a flatboat; a floating dock. 
☐ a. lying or laid fully on one's back (ফ্লয্াট হoয়া); (fig.) utterly dejected. 
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ব [ b ] n the twenty-third letter of the Bengali alphabet. 

বই1 [ bi1 ] n the root of a kind of arum. 

বই2 [ bi2 ] n a book; a register. বইেয়র  পাকা (lit. & fig.) a bookworm. ˜প  n. books and similar 
other things. বই বাঁধােনা v. to bind books; to get books bound. ̃ মলা n. a book fair. 

বই3 [ bi3 ] prep without, except, other than ( তামা বই জািন না). 

বইিক [ biki ] int. & adv of course (অিত  ভাজেন শরীেরর  িত হয় বইিক). ☐ int. denoting: denial, 
disbelief etc. (তা বইিক). 

বইঠা [ biṭhā ] n a scull. 

বউ [ bu ] n wife; a daughter-in-law; a brother's wife, a sister-in-law; a married woman esp. one 
who usually keeps to a gynaeceum (usu. ঘেরর বউ); a housewife; a newly-married wife (বউভাত). বউ-
কথা-কও n. the Indian nightingale. বউ-কাটিক n. a woman given to torturing her daughter-in-law. ̃ি  
n. a young wife; a childwife. ̃িদিদ, (coll.) ̃িদ n. an elder brother's wife, a sister-in-law. ̃ভাত same as 
পাক শ  (see পাক2). ̃মা n. a son's wife, a daughter-in-law; a younger brother's wife, a sister-in-
law. ̃মা ষ n. a mar ried woman usually keeping to a gynaeceum; a newly-married woman. 

বউিন [ buni ] n the first (cash.) sale or earning of the day. 

বউল [ bula ] n a bud, a blossom. বউল ধরা v. to put forth buds, to bud, to be in blossom. 

বউিল [ buli ] n an earring or eardrop (বীরবউিল) 

বংশ1 [ baṃśa1 ] n the bamboo; the backbone, the spine. ̃দ ড n. a bamboo-staff, a bam boo-stick; 
(fig.) stinkard. ̃প  n. bam boo-leaf. ̃ লাচন n. tabasheer, tabashir. ̃শলাকা n. a slender (and often 
short) slip of bamboo. 

বংশ2 [ baṃśa2 ] n a race; a family; lineage; pedigree; posterity; offspring, children. বংেশ বািত  দওয়া 
(fig.) to continue a line of descent (as by a descendant). ̃ য়, ̃নাশ n. loss, end or extinction of a 
family or race. ̃গত a. hereditary. ̃গিত n. heredity.  গৗরব n. family prestige or pride; the glory of a 
family. ̃জ a. born of a particular family; of good lineage; born of a kulin ( লীন) family which has 
been socially lowered by matrimonial alliance with an inferior family. ̃তািলকা n. a genealogical 
table, a family tree; a genealogy. ̃িতলক n. one who is the gem or the crowning glory of a family; 
the most remarkable member of a family. ̃ধর n. a descendant; a scion. ̃পর রা same as বংশা  ম 
। ̃পিরচয় n. the family identity; the genealogy. ̃বৃি  n. increase or multiplica tion of a race or family, 

growth in family size; procreation; breeding. বংশবৃি  করা v. to increase or multiply one's race or 
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family; to procreate; to breed. ̃ বিশ   n. a family characteristic. ̃ময াদা n. family prestige. ̃র া n. 

saving one's family or race; protection of one's family. ̃লতা same as বংশতািলকা । ̃ লাপ same as বংশ য় 

বংশা ুর [ baṃśāṅkura ] n a bamboo shoot. 

বংশা  ম [ baṃśānukrama ] n a regular line of descent or succession; heredity. বংশা  িমক a. 
hereditary. বংশা  েম adv. from generation to generation; hereditarily. 

বংশা চিরত [ baṃśānucarita ] n a genealogical history or register; a genealogy. 

বংশাবতংস [ baṃśābataṃsa ] n (fig.) one who is the ornament or glory of one's family. 

বংশাবিল [ baṃśābali ] n a genealogy; a genealogical table, a family tree. 

বংশী [ baṃśī ] n a flute or pipe made of bamboo, a reed; a flute, a pipe. ̃তট n. the bank of the 
Jamuna at Brindaban where Krishna (কৃ ) played his flute. ̃ধর, ̃ধারী, ̃বদন n. a fluter, a flutist, a 
piper: Krishna (কৃ ). ̃বট n. a banyan tree at Brindaban under which Krishna (কৃ ) played his 
flute. ̃রব, ̃ িন n. the note of a flute. 

বংশীয় [ baṃśīẏa ] a born of a particular family or race; pertaining to a family or race; familial. 

বংেশা ব [ baṃśōdbhaba ] a same as বংশজ । 

বঁইিচ [ bam ̐ici ] n a kind of small juicy berry, (cp.) gooseberry or bramble. 

বঁিট [ ban ̐ṭi ] n a kind of large knife fixed almost at right angle in a piece of wood on which one 
sits whilst cutting fish, vegetables etc. ̃ঝাঁপ n. the practice of throwing oneself from above upon 
aforesaid knives during the feast of charak (চ ক). 

বঁধ,ু বঁধুয়া [ ban ̐dhu, ban ̐dhuẏā ] n (poet.) a friend; a lover, a sweetheart; a gallant; (cp.) a 
winsome marrow. 

বক [ baka ] n a species of long-necked white bird, the stork; (cp.) the egret, the heron, the 
crane; a kind of heron shaped flower. বক  দখােনা v. to taunt by cupping one's palms almost in the 
shape of a heron. ̃ঠঁুেটা n. a species of river fish with a long and slender beak. ̃ধািম ক a. feigning or 
simulating virtuousness or piety, sanctimonious; hypocritical. ̃বৃি  n. feigned virtuousness or 
piety, sanctimony; hypocrisy, dissimulation. ̃য  n. a flask with a long bentback neck used in 
distillation, a retort, a still; stethoscope. 

বকনা [ bakanā ] n. fem a young cow that has not yet calved, a heifer. 
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বকবক [ bakabaka ] int denoting: intolerable prattling or chattering; overmuch talking. বকবক করা 
v. to prattle or chatter disgustingly; to talk overmuch. 

বকবকম [ bakabakama ] int denoting: the cooing of the pigeon or any similar noise. 

বকবকািন [ bakabakāni ] n intolerable prattling; meaningless jabber or chatter; overmuch 
talking. 

বকমকাঠ [ bakamakāṭha ] n a kind of tree or its timber. 

বকরা [ bakarā ] n the he-goat, the billy-goat; the goat. 

বকির [ bakari ] n the she-goat, the nanny-goat; the goat. 

বকিরদ [ bakarida ] n a Muslim festival commemorating Ibrahim's (cp. Abraham) sacrifice of his 
own son to God. 

বকলম [ bakalama ] n the name of an illiterate person signed by another; (loos.) act of signing 
for another. 

বকলস [ bakalasa ] n a buckle. বকলস আঁটা v. to buckle. 

বকিশ [ bakaśi ] a high government official of the Muslim regime in India whose chief duty was 
to act as a paymaster. 

বকিশশ [ bakaśiśa ] n a reward; a tip. বকিশশ  দওয়া v. to reward; to tip. 

বকা1 [ bakā1 ] v to indulge in garrulity; to prattle, to talk overmuch; to scold, to chide. 

বকা  ত াশা [ bakāṇḍapratyāśā ] n a hope as vain as the expectation of a heron to obtain an egg 
of a bull, a vain hope. 

বকােনা [ bakānō ] v to cause to talk overmuch. 

বকাবিক [ bakābaki ] n a debate; an alteration; a scolding. বকাবিক করা v. to debate, to argue; to 
altercate, to bandy words; to scold; to chide. 

ব িন [ bakuni ] n scolding, chiding; garrulity, prattling. ব িন খাওয়া v. to be scolded or chid or 
rebuked. ব িন  দওয়া v. to scold, to chide, to rebuke. 
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বেকয়া1 [ bakēẏā1 ] n a kind of hem-stitch which may be undone easily. 

বেকয়া2 [ bakēẏā2 ] a still unpaid or undone; out standing. ☐ n. arrears, arrearage. বেকয়া বািক 
arrears or arrearage of the last year. 

ব াল [ bakkāla ] n a medicinal tree-bark. 

ব ব  [ baktabya ] a to be said; worth saying: under discussion; discussible. ☐ n. one's say; a 
subject or context or discussion. 

ব া [ baktā ] a lecturing; speaking; having the gift of the gab, eloquent. ☐ n. a speaker, a 
lecturer; an orator. ব ার a. eloquent; made eloquent by divine inspiration; garrulous. ☐ n. such 
a person. 

ব ৃতা [ baktṛtā ] n a speech, a lecture; a prattling; cloquence; (facet.) a rigmarole. ব ৃতা করা, ব ৃতা 
 দওয়া v. to deliver a speech. to speak. to lecture; to prattle; to in dulge in a rigmarole. ব ৃতা থামাও, 
ব ৃতা রােখা stop talking, stop your harangue or garrulity. ̃শি  n. speaking power. 

ব  [ bakta ] n the mouth. 

ব  [ bakra ] a bent, curved, tortuous; oblique; squint: crooked; (chiefly astrol.) antipatheitc. ☐ 
n. a bend, a turn. ̃গিত a. having a curved or sinuous or tortuous motion. ̃গামী a. curvedly or 
sinuously or tortuously moving crooked. ̃  দ n. (geom.) an oblique section. ̃তা n. curvedness; 
sinuosity; obliqueness; squintness; curvature; crookedness. (chiefly astrol.) antipathy. ব তা  ক  
n. (phys.) a centre of curvature. ̃দৃি  a. squint-eyed, cock-eyed; looking askance; squinting. ̃নাস a. 
having a curved or aquiline nose. ̃পৃ  a. convex; arch-backed. ̃ রখা n. curved line, a curve. ̃িশরাল a. 
(bot.) curviveined. ̃সংঘাত n. (mech.) an oblique impact. ব াং েরখা n. (phys.) a caustic curve. 
ব াং  শ   n. (phys.) causticity. 

ব ী [ bakrī ] a curved; tortuous, sinuous; (chiefly astrol.) antipathetic. ̃করণ n. curvation. ̃কৃত a. 
curved. ̃ভ ূত a. curved; turned antipathetic. 

বে াি  [ bakrōkti ] n (rhet.) a figure of speech akin to pun and erotesis; (loos.) a sarcasm; a 
sarcastic utterance. 

ব  [ bakṣa ] n the breast, the bosom; the chest; (fig.) the heart. ব ঃ হ a. lying on the breast or 
chest or in the heart. ব ঃ হল n. the region of the chest. ̃  ন n. palpitation or throbbing of the 
heart. 

ব  মাণ [ bakṣyamāṇa ] a to be spoken of hereafter; (loos.) under discussion. 
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বখরা [ bakharā ] n a share. বখরা করা v. to divide into shares, to share, to apportion. বখরা  দওয়া v. 
to give a share, to share. বখরা পাওয়া v. to get a share, to share. বখরা  নওয়া v. to take a share, to 
share. ̃দার n. a sharer, a shareholder, a partner. 

বখা [ bakhā ] v to be spoilt by bad association; to sow one's wild oats: to go to the bad. ☐ a. 
spoilt by bad association; dissipated; gone to the bad; (euph.) saucy. বখােট a. same as বখা (a.). 
বখােনা v. to make one sow one's wild oats, to cause to go to the bad, to deprave. বখািম, বখােমা n. 
dissipation, depravity; (euph.) sauciness. 

বিখল [ bakhila ] a miserly, parsimonious, stingy, niggardly. 

বেখ া [ bakhēḍ◌়ā ] n a hindrance; a trouble, a quarrel, dispute. 

বগল [ bagala ] n the armpit; the flank; neighbourhood, proximity. বগলদাবা করা v. to carry or 
conceal under one's arm pit; (fig.) to appropriate secretly to oneself; (fig.) to take possession of 
or to bring under one's control. বগল বাজােনা v. to rap one's armpit by putting a palm in it as a 
mark of mad delight; (fig.) to rejoice madly. বগেল adv. in the armpit; near, beside. 

বগলা [ bagalā ] n one of the ten manifestations of Goddess Durga ( গ া) 

বগিল [ bagali ] n a purse made of cloth or woven with thread. 

বগা [ bagā ] n (sarcas. or dero.) the egret, the heron, the crane; anything as unshapely as the 
egret (কাগাবগা) 

বিগ1 [ bagi1 ] n a hooded buggy. 

বিগ2 [ bagi2 ] n railway carriage, (cp.) a bogie. 

বিগ3 [ bagi3 ] n a high-rimmed metal dish (also বিগথালা). 

ব , ব া [ baṅka, baṅkā ] a (poet. & obs.) bent, curved, hunchbacked. 

বি ম [ baṅkima ] a bent; curved; slightly bent; squint; oblique (বি ম চাহিন). ̃িবহারী n. Krishna (ক ৃ) 

ব , ব েদশ [ baṅga, baṅgadēśa ] n Bengal; the ancient name of East Bengal. ̃জ a. born or 
produced in Bengal. ☐ n. a section of kayasthas (কায় হ) of Bengal (also ব জ কায় হ). ̃ দশীয় same 

as ব ীয় । ̃ভাষা n. Bengali. ̃িবভাগ, ̃ভ  n. the partition of Bengal. ব ািধপ same as বে  র । ব া বাদ n. 

translation or rendering into Bengali. ব া  n. the Bengali era (counted from 693 A.D.). ব ীয় a. of 
Bengal; born or produced in Bengal; Bengali. বে  র n. a king of Bengal. 
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বচ [ baca ] n the sweet-flag. 

বচন [ bacana ] n speech; utterance; a saying, an adage, an apophthegm, a maxim; (gr.) number 
(একবচন = the singular number; ি বচন = the dual number; ব বচন = the plural number). ̃বাগীশ a. 
having the gift of the gab; eloquent, very talkative. ̃িব াস n. art or mode of speaking; eloquence; 
arrangement of words or speech. বচনসব   ব াি  a person of mere words, a wind-bag. বচনীয় a. 
speakable; blamable. 

বচসা [ bacasā ] n altercation; a brawl. বচসা করা v. to altercate, to wrangle, to bandy words; to 
brawl. 

বজরা [ bajarā ] n a large pleasure or state boat; a man-of-war; a barge. 

বজায় [ bajāẏa ] a in force or intact or in position. বজায় থাকা v. to be in force or intact or in 
position. বজায় রাখা v. to keep up, to keep going, to maintain. 

ব াত [ bajjāta ] a (lit. & rare) base-born; wicked; naughty; mischievous. ব ািত n. wick edness; 
naughtiness; mischievousness, mischief-making. 

ব  [ bajra ] n thunderbolt, thunder; the weapon of Indra (ই ) the king of gods; (loos.) 
lightning; (astrol.) a cross-sign (×) on the palm or sole of a person; diamond. ব  আঁটুিন ফসকা  গেরা 
the more laws, the more flaws; (cp.) summum jussummum injustitia. ̃কিঠন, ̃কেঠার a. extremely 
hard, adamantine. ̃কীট n. the pangolin. ̃গ ীর a. deep and loud as thunderclap. ব গ ীর  ের in a 
voice as deep as thunder, in a thunderous voice. ̃ ণন n. (alg.) cross-multiplication. ̃তুল  a. 

adamantine; fatally severe; thunderous. ̃ধর same as ব পািণ । ̃ িন, ̃নাদ, ̃িনেঘ  াষ n. thunderclap; 

thunder-peal; (fig.) a voice or noise as deep and loud as thunderclap. ̃পািণ n. one whose weapon 
is thunder, the thunderer; Indra (ই ) the king of gods. ̃পাত n. a crash of thunder; thunder 
bolt. ̃বহ n. (phys.) a lightning conductor. ̃বারক n. (phys.) a lightning arrester. ব াি  n. lightning. 
ব াঘাত n. a thunder-stroke; (fig.) a sudden and fatal calamity. ব াহত a. thunder-struck. 

ব ক [ bañcaka ] a. & n a deceiver; a swindler; one who deprives (another). 

ব না, ব ন [ bañcanā, bañcana ] n deception; deceit; fraudulence; a fraud; deprivation. ব না করা 
v. to deceive; to defraud; to deprive (of.). ব নাপূব ক adv. deceitfully; fraudulently; craftily. ব নাময় 
a. deceptive; illusory. 

ব া [ bañcā ] v (poet.) to deceive, to beguile; (poet.) to deprive (of); (poet.) to spend or pass 
(' েখ বি েব িদন'); (poet.) to live, to lead one's life. 

বি ত [ bañcita ] a deceived; beguiled, defrauded; deprived. fem. বি তা । 
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বট [ baṭa ] n the banyan tree. ̃প  n. a banyan leaf. ̃মলূ n. the base or foot of a banyan tree. 

বটেকরা, বটেখরা [ baṭakērā, baṭakhērā ] n banter, taunt. 

বটঠা র [ baṭaṭhākura ] n an elder brother of one's husband. 

বটতলা [ baṭatalā ] n the foot of the banyan tree; Grub Street. 

বটা [ baṭā ] v to be ( স চালাক বেট). 

বিটকা, বটী [ baṭikā, baṭī ] n a pill, a globule. 

বটু, বটুক [ baṭu, baṭuka ] n (obs.) a Brahmin lad. 

বটুয়া [ baṭuẏā ] n a small purselike bag made of cloth. 

বেট [ baṭē ] int just so (তাই বেট); exactly (বেটই  তা); is it (বেট, এমন কথা?); well (কী বলছ বেট); (sarcas.) 
no doubt (বীেররাই পালায় বেট); take care (বেট  র). বেট বেট oh yes, just so, there you are. 

বেটর [ baṭēra ] n a species of small partridge akin to the quail. 

বিডস [ baḍisa ] n a bodice; bra. 

ব , বে া [ baḍ◌়, baḍ◌়ō ] a large, big; high, tall, lofty; long; lengthy; fat; loud; excessive; severe; 
magnanimous, great; respectable, noble; older; elder; eldest; senior in position; rich, 
aristocratic; most important, principal, chief; leading; eminent; highly contested. ☐ adv. very 
thoroughly (ব  ম ) ☐ int. denoting: slight contempt (চাকির  তা ব ); amazement (বে া  য এেল). 
বে া করা v. to make one flourish; to extol usu. unduly; to enlarge (as a photograph); to lengthen 
(as a story); to expand (রাজ  বে া করা) to increase (নামযশ ব  করা); to magnify, to exaggerate (ব  
কের  দখা বা বলা); to elevate or edify (চির  বে া করা); to liberalize (মন বা হাত ব  করা); to make louder, 
to raise (গলা ব  করা); to dilate ( চাখ ব  করা); to heighten (আশা ব  করা); to bring up ( ছেল বে া করা). 
ব   দখােনা v. to look large or big; to loom large; to magnify. ব  হওয়া v. to grow up; to come of age; 
to flourish; to be expanded; to be edified; to be liberalized; to be glorified (মুখ ব  হওয়া). ব  একটা 
না not much, not at all; hardly; rarely; seldom; once in a blue moon. ব  কথা the most important 
word, chief words; tall-talk. ̃কত া n. a master or head of a family; the chief or boss of an 
organization; a headman. ̃ ট ু, ̃ টুম n. a wife's brother, a brother-in-law. ব   খলা a highly 
contested match; a big or important match; a great game. ব  গলা loud voice (ব  গলায় গান); proud 
or arrogant tone (ব  গলায়  ঘাষণা). ব  গ  a long story. ব  গােছ  নৗকা বাঁধা (fig.) to resort to a great 
patron. ব  ঘর a large or spacious room; a hall; a high or aristocratic or noble family. ব   জার at 
most, at best. ব   ালা a great or severe affliction. ব  ঝ  a great or violent storm. ̃  n. senior ity 
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in age or position; greatness; magnanimity. ব  দেরর  লাক a man of high status. ̃দাদা (coll.) ̃দা n. the 
eldest brother. ব  দাম a high or exorbitant price. ̃িদিদ (coll.) ̃িদ n. fem. the eldest sister. ̃িদন n. 
(astr.) the winter solstice; (pop.) the Christmas Day. ব   ঃখ deep or intense sorrow. ব   িদ ন 
terribly hard times. ব   পট a large belly; voracious appetite; (fig.) exorbitant demand or 
tremendous greed. ব  ব  বানেরর ব  ব   পট (fig.) the more one has, the more one demands; the 
wealthier a man, the greater is his demand. ব  বই an enormous book, a fat volume; (fig.) 
magnumopus. ব  বংশ a high or respectable or noble family. ̃বাব ুn. a head clerk; the seniormost 
male member of a family. ব   বান n. fem. an elder sister, the eldest sister. ব  ব াপার a great affair. 
ব  ভাই n. an elder brother, a big brother, the eldest brother. ব   মাক মা a big or leading case. ব  
মজা a great fun. ব  মন a magnanimous heart; a high mind; a master mind; an optimistic 
outlook. ̃মানিষ n. ostentatious display or wealthiness or riches. ̃মা ষ n. a rich man; a great man. 
ব  মুখ elated or proud in speech (ব  মুেখ বলা); nourishing a great hope (ব  মুখ িদেয় আসা); dignified 
countenance; prestige; renown. ব  মুখ  ছাট হওয়া to feel disgraced; to be put out of 
countenance. ̃রািন n. the chief queen (of a king who has several wives). ব  ল াই a hard fight; a 

great battle. ̃লাট see লাট2 । ̃ লাক same as ব মা ষ । ব েলািক same as ব মানিষ । ব  শিরক the senior 

partner of an estate. ব  িশকার a big game; big game hunting. ব  শীত severe cold. ব  সােহব n. the 

senior partner of a firm; the boss of an office. ব  হাজির see হাজির । 

ব বা [ baḍ◌়bā ] n (myth.) a sea-horse vomiting fire constantly; the mare. ̃ি , ̃নল n. the fire 
vomited by the aforesaid sea-horse. 

ব িশ, বঁ িশ [ baḍ◌়śi, ban̐ḍ◌়śi ] n a fish-hook. 

ব া [ baḍ◌়ā ] n a kind of cake fried in oil (ডােলর ব া, িডেমর ব া); a cake-like juicy sweet-meat 
(তােলর ব া). 

ব াই1 [ baḍ◌়āi1 ] n boast, bragging. ব াই করা v. to boast, to brag. 

ব াই2, ব ািয় [ baḍ◌়āi2, baḍ◌়āẏi ] n an old woman named Yogamaya ( যাগমায়া) who acted as a go-
between in the affaire decoeur of Radha (রাধা) and Krishna (ক ৃ); a decrepit old woman; a great 
grandmother. 

বি  [ baḍ◌়i ] n a pill, a globule; a tablet, a ball (কািলর বি ); a small conical ball made of the paste 
of pigeon-pea and dried in the sun (this ball is eaten after being fried or cooked). 

ব  ু[ baḍ◌়u ] n (obs.) a son of a Brahmin. 

 ে ,  বাে  [ b◌়ḍ◌়ē, bōḍ◌়ē ] n (in chess) a pawn. বে র চাল (in chess) the move of a pawn; (fig.) a 
very unassuming and yet a danger spelling move. 
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বিণক [ baṇika ] n a merchant, a trader; a banian; a vaishya or trader by caste. 

বিণকসংঘ [ baṇikasaṅgha ] n a corporation or association of the traders; a guild. 

বিণকসভা [ baṇikasabhā ] n chamber of commerce, association of traders or merchants. 

বিণ ৃি  [ baṇigbṛtti ] n trade; traffic; trading; commercial spirit, commercialism. 

ব টক [ banṭaka ] n a distributor, one who apportions or divides. 

ব টন [ banṭana ] n distribution; apportionment, division. ব টন করা v. to distribute; to apportion, 
to divide. 

বি টত [ banṭita ] a distributed; apportioned, divided. 

-ব  [ -bat ] sfx denoting: equivalent to, resembling, like, as (িপতৃব ). 

ব স [ batsa ] n the young of the cow (or of any animal), a calf; (in affectionate address) a dear 
boy. 

ব সতর [ batsatara ] n a bull-calf; a steer. fem. ব রী a cow-calf; a heifer. 

ব সর [ batsara ] n a year; an era. ব সরাে  adv. at the end of a year; at year-ending. 

ব সল [ batsala ] a (used as a sfx.) affectionate, loving. fem. ব সলা । ব সলতা n. affectionateness, 
affection, love. 

ব সা [ batsā ] n (rare) (in affectionate address) a dear girl. 

ব সাদনী [ batsādanī ] n a medicinal plant, Menispermum glabrum. 

বতািরখ [ batārikha ] adv date by date; datewise. 

-বতী [ -batī ] fem of -বা  । 

বি শ [ batriśa ] n. & a thirty-two. 

বদ [ bada ] a bad; evil, wicked; offensive (বদ গ ); peevish (বদেমজাজ); infected, contaminated, 
defiled (বদর ). ̃খদ a. ugly; troublesome or unmanageable or unwieldy. ̃ খয়াল a. wicked inclination 
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or desire; evil intention or design; perverse propensity. ̃জবান n. abusive or filthy language. 

বদজবান করা v. to use abusive or filthy language. ̃জাত same as ব াত । ̃নাম n. discredit; bad 

reputation; infamy; calumny. বদনাম করা v. to calumniate; to slander; to speak ill of. ̃বু, ̃ বা n. bad 
or foul smell, stink. ̃ভ াস n. bad or evil habit; indecent habit. ̃মতলব n. evil design, evil pur 
pose. ̃ মজাজ n. illhumour, bad temper; petulance, peevishness. ̃ মজািজ a. ill-humoured, bad-
tempered; petulant, peevish, cross-grained. ̃রিসকতা n. base or unrefined or indecent or vulgar 
humour or joke. ̃রাগী a. short-tempered, choleric. ̃হজম n. indigestion; dyspepsia. 

বদন [ badana ] n face, countenance; mouth; appearance. ̃কমল n. a lotus-like face; a face 
conceived as a lotus. ̃ভের adv. with full-throated ease. ̃ম ডল n. face, countenance. 

বদনা [ badanā ] n a kind of small pitcher with a slender spout. 

বদমাশ, বদমাইশ, বদমােয়শ [ badamāśa, badamāiśa, badamāẏēśa ] a wicked; roguish, 
mischievous; profligate; (in affection) naughty. বদমািশ, বদমােয়িশ n. wickedness; roguery, mischief; 
profligacy; naughtiness. বদমািশ করা v. to indulge in wickedness or roguery or profligacy; to be 
naughty. 

বদর1 [ badara1 ] n the full moon; a Muslim saint (whose name is uttered by boatsmen to ensure 
a safe voyage). 

বদর2, বদিরকা, বদরী [ badara2, badarikā, badarī ] n jujube. 

বদল [ badala ] n exchange (মালবদল); barter; sub stitution; change, alteration ( ভালবদল); transfer 
(অিফস বদল). বদল করা v. to exchange; to barter; to substitute; to change, to alter; to transfer. বদলা 
n. a thing or person seized or killed in retaliation; requital, retaliation; a substitute. বদলা  নওয়া v. 
to seize or kill in retaliation; to requite, to retaliate; to accept a substitute. বদলােনা same as বদল 

করা । বদলা-বদিল n. exchange; change; mutual transfer. বদিল a. substituting; given or taken in 

exchange; bartered; substituted; transferred. ☐ n. substitution; a substitute; transfer; change. 

বদিল করা same as বদল করা । বদেল adv. in exchange of, in lieu of, in place of, instead, instead of. 

বদা  [ badānya ] a generous, bountiful, munificent, liberal, charitable. ̃তা n. generosity, bounty, 
munificence, liberality, charity. 

ব  [ baddha ] a tied, bound, fastened; bound by an obligation ( িত াব ); interwoven, dressed, 
put up (ব কবরী); shut, closed (ব  ার); confined, imprisoned, encaged (ব িসংহ); entrapped, 
ensnared (ব  মৃগ); caught in (পাশব ); clasped (আিল েন ব ); restrained, arrested (ব    াত); 
stagnant (ব  জল); joined together (ব পািণ, একতাব ); placed, put, arrayed, well-ordered (  িণব ); 
firm (ব মলূ); deep-rooted, deep-seated (ব  ধারনা); downright, thorough, confirmed, stark (ব  
পাগল); (arith.) concrete (ব সংখ া). ̃দৃি  n. a fixed or steadfast look, a gaze. ̃পিরকর n. firmly resolved; 
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determined; resolute; girdled. ব  পিরকর হওয়া v. to be firmly resolved; to gird up one's loins, to 
gird oneself up. ব  পাগল crazy to the extreme. ̃মুি  a. having closed or clenched one's palm; (fig.) 
close-fisted, niggardly, miserly. ̃মলূ a. deep rooted, deep-seated. ব া িল হওয়া v. to fold or join 
one's palms. ব াধান n. (phys.) a bounded charge. 

ব ীপ [ badbīpa ] n a delta. ̃শীষ   n. head of the delta. 

বধ [ badha ] n killing, slaughter. বধ করা v. to kill, to slay; to slaughter. ̃কত  া n. a killer, a slayer; a 

slaughterer. fem. ̃ক  ী । ̃দ  n. capital punishment. ̃ হলী, ̃ হান n. a place of execution or slaughter; a 

slaughter-house. বধাথ  adv. for killing or slaughter. বধ াহ same as বধ  । 

বিধর [ badhira ] a deaf; (fig.) refusing to listen. বিধর করা v. to deafen. বিধর হওয়া v. to become deaf; 
(fig.) to turn a deaf ear (to). বিধরতা, বিধর  n. deafness. 

বধ ূ [ badhū ] n a wife; a newly married woman; a bride; a married woman; a daughter-in-law 
(usu. বধমূাতা). ̃জন n. a married woman esp. one whose husband is alive. ̃বরণ n. ceremoniously 
welcoming a bride or a daughter-in-law. ̃মাতা n. the daughter-in law. ̃হত া n. killing or murder of a 
married woman (usu.) in the husband's or father-in-law's house. 

বেধাদ ত [ badhōdyata ] a on the point of killing or slaying or slaughtering, ready to kill. 

বধ  [ badhya ] a (fit.) to be killed or slain or slaughtered. ̃পাল n. the supervisor of an 
execution. ̃ভ ূিম n. a place of execution or slaughter. 

বন [ bana ] n a forest, a jungle, a wood; an arbour, a bower, a grove. ̃কেপাত n. the wood-pigeon, 
the cushat. ̃কর n. forest revenue; a forest cess. ̃কম  ী n. a forester; a worker in the forest 
department. ̃  ুট n. the wild-fowl; the jungle-fowl; the wood-cock. ̃কৃত ক n. forest service. ̃ গালাপ 
n. the briar, the briar-rose; the sweet briar. ̃চর, ̃চারী a. living in a forest; wild; silvan. ̃জ a. forest-

grown. ̃জ ল n. thickets, underwood; woodlands. ̃ দবতা n. a wood-god, a silvan. fem. বনেদবী । ̃পথ 

n. a forest path, a jungle path. ̃পির n. a wood-nymph, a dryad. ̃পাল n. a conservator of forests. ̃ফ ুল 

n. a wild flower. ̃বাদা  same as বনজ ল । ̃বাস n. living in a forest; banishment to the forest. বনবােস 

 দওয়া, বনবােস পাঠােনা v. to banish or exile (one) to the forest. বনবােস যাওয়া v. to go to live in a forest 
as a punishment; to be exiled to the forest. ̃বাসী a. & n. living in a forest, a forest dweller. fem. 

˜বািসনী । ̃িব াল n. the wild-cat; the tiger-cat, the bush-cat, the serval; the cougar, the puma. fem. 

বনিব ালী । ̃িবহার n. wandering in a forest (for pleasure etc.). ̃িবহারী a. roving in forests and groves 

esp. for pleasure. ☐ n. Krishna (কৃ ). ̃ব ৃ n. a forest tree, a dryad. ̃ ভাজ, ̃ ভাজন n. a picnic. ̃মধ ুn. 
wood-honey. ̃মি কা n. the wild jasmine. ̃মেহা সব n. the festival of tree plantation. ̃মা ষ n. any 
anthro poid ape such as the gorilla, the chimpanzee etc. ̃মালা n. a garland of wild flowers. ̃মালী n. 
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one wearing a garland of wild flowers; Krishna (কৃ ). ̃ মারগ same as বন  ুট । ̃র ক n. a forest-

ranger. ̃র ী n. a forest-guard. ̃শকূর n. a wild hog. ̃ ী n. the beauty of the forest; the forest; the 
beautiful forest. ̃ হ, ̃ি হত a. of a forest; situated in a forest; forest-grown, wild; silvan (বন হ 
জীবন). ̃হংসী n. the wild-duck; the wild-goose. 

বনবন1 [ banabana1 ] n bonbon. 

বনবন2 [ banabana2 ] int denoting: a swift whirling motion. বনবন কের  ঘারা v. to rotate or whirl 
swiftly. 

বন িত [ banaspati ] n a tree that bears fruit apparently without blossoms (such as, the fig 
tree); a very large tree. 

বন [ bana ] v to get on together, to agree; to be on good terms (তােদর বেন না); to be reduced to or 
to be proved ( বাকা বনা).. 

বনাত [ banāta ] n broad-cloth; baize. 

বনানী [ banānī ] n a great forest; an extensive forest. 

বনােনা [ banānō ] v to cause to get on together, to cause to agree. 

বনা  [ banānta ] n the outskirts or end of a forest. 

বনা র [ banāntara ] n another forest. 

বনাবিন [ banābani ] n mutual agreement, amity, concurrence, concord. 

বনাম [ banāma ] prep versus. 

বিনতা [ banitā ] n a woman; a wife. 

বিনয়াদ [ baniẏāda ] n foundation, base, groundwork. বিনয়ািদ a. traditional; traditionally 
aristocratic or noble (বিনয়ািদ বংশ); basic (বিনয়ািদ িশ া). 

বনীকরণ [ banīkaraṇa ] n afforestation. 

বেনায়াির [ banōẏāri ] n one wearing a garland of wild flowers; an appellation of Krishna (ক ৃ). 

-ব  [ -banta ] sfx denoting: possession or endowment (ল ীব ,  পব ). 
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ব ক [ bandaka ] a singing in adoration, hymning; extolling; saluting; worshipping. ☐ n. one 
who sings in praise, a hymnist; one who extols; one who salutes; a worshipper, a votary; one 
employed to glorigy (esp. a prince) in songs (usu. at fixed hours and on particular occasions). 

ব ন, ব না [ bandana, bandanā ] n singing in adoration, hymning; a song of praise, a hymn; 
extolment; salutation; a salute; worship, adoration. ব না করা v. to sing in adoration, to hymn; to 
extol, to salute; to worship, to adore. ব নীয় a. worthy of being glorified in songs; deserving 

obeisance; worshipful, adorable. fem. ব নীয়া । 

ব র [ bandara ] n a port. ̃পাল n. an overseer of the port, port commissioner. মু  ব র a free port. 

বি  [ bandi ] a imprisoned; confined; captivated. ☐ n. a prisoner; a captive. বি  করা v. to 
imprison; to capture, to take one prisoner. 

বি ত [ bandita ] a glorified in songs, hymned; lauded, extolled; saluted; worshipped, adored. 

fem. বি তা । 

বি নী [ bandinī ] fem of ব ী1 

বি পাল [ bandipāla ] n a jailor, a jailer, a gaoler. 

বি মুি  [ bandimukti ] n release or liberation of prisoners. 

বি শালা [ bandiśālā ] n a prison, a jail, a gaol; a guard-house, a guard-room. 

বি শ [ bandiśa ] n (in music) style; style of composition. 

ব ী2 [ bandī2 ] a alt. spell. of বি  । 

ব ক [ banduka ] n a gun, a rifle, a bundook, a musket, a matchlock; a pistol, a revolver. ̃ধারী a. 
armed with or carrying a gun or rifle. ব কধারী  লাক a gunman; a musketeer, a rifleman. 

বে দিগ [ baldēgi ] n (Mus.) humble salutation. বে িগ জনাব I humbly salute you, sir; I bow to thee, 
sir. 

বে জ [ bandēja ] n arrangement; apportionment; distribution; allotment. বে জ করা v. to 
arrange; to apportion; to distribute; to allot. 
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বে  মাতর  [ bandē mātaram ] v I salute thee, Mother. ☐ n. the first two words or (loos.) the 
title of the national song of India, Bandemataram. 

বে াব  [ bandōbasta ] n arrangement; preparation; provision; settlement; land settlement; 
tenure (জিমর বে াব ); a contract. বে াব  করা n. to make arrangements; to make preparations 
(for); to provide for; to settle; to make a contract (with). বে াব   দওয়া v. to have tenure (of land 
etc.) settled on oneself. িচর হায়ী বে াব  (hist.) The Permanent Settlement. 

ব  [ bandha ] n any device for binding or fastening ( কামরব ); a tie, a bond, bondage (  মব ); a 
clasp, an embrace (ভুজব ); an obstacle (  ােতাব ); construction ( সতুব ); composition (ছ ব ); 
restraint or stoppage (ইি য়ব ). ☐ a. shut, closed (ব  জানালা, ব  অিফস); stopped, ceased, 
discontinued (কথাবাত  া ব ); obstructed, confined, shut in (কারাগাের ব ). ব  করা v. to shut, to close; 
to stop, to cease, to discontinue; to obstruct; to confine, to shut in.  ীে র ব  the summar 
vacation. পূজার ব  the Puja holidays, the Puja vacation. 

ব  ্[ bandh ] n a strike, a cease-work movement; closure. 

ব ক [ bandhaka ] n pawning, mortgage, hypothecation; a pawn, a pledge. ব ক  দওয়া v. to pawn, 
to pledge, to mortgage, to hy pothecate. ব ক রাখা v. to lend money taking something in pawn or 
mortgage. ̃ হীতা n. a pawnbroker; a pawnee; a mortgagee. ̃দাতা n. a pawner; a mortgager. ̃প  n. 

same as ব িক দিলল । ব িক a. of pawning or mortgage or hypothecation (ব িক দিলল = a mort gage 

deed); carrying on pawnbroking (ব িক  দাকান = a pawnshop); pawned, mortgaged, hypothecated 
(ব িক স ি ). ব িক কারবার a pawnbroker's business. ব িক  দাকান a pawnshop. 

ব ন [ bandhana ] n binding, fastening, tying; tethering; a tie, a bondage (ব নেমাচন); clasping or 
embracing, a clasp or embrace (ভুজব ন); obstruction, an obstacle (  ােতাব ন); restraint, stoppage; 
confinement (কারাব ন); composition (করবীব ন); construction ( সতবু ন); unification ( দেয়  দেয় 
ব ন). ব ন করা v. to bind, to tie, to fasten; to tether; to clasp, to embrace; to obstruct, to restrain, 
to stop; to confine, to shut in; to unite. ̃ ি হ n. a knot. ̃দশা n. captivity; imprisonment, 
incarceration. ̃ফলক n. a splint. ̃মুি  n. freedom from bondage or captivity. ̃র  ুn. a rope for tying 
or fastening, a tether. ̃   n. a tying post. ̃হীন a. without ties or fetters; united; unfettered; 
uncontrolled; unrestrained. ব নী n. any device to bind or fasten, a tic, a band, a ligament; (print. 
& math.) a bracket. ব নীভ ু a. bracketed. 

ব  ু[ bandhu ] n a friend; a well-wisher; a benefactor, a patron; an ally; a comrade; an as sociate; 
a lover. ̃তা, ̃  n. friendship; amity; alliance. ব  ু করা v. to make friends with. ব  ুপ ূণ   a. friendly; 
amicable. ̃িন n. fem. a female friend; a friend's wife. ̃ ীিত n. love or affection toward a friend. ̃বর 
n. close or intimate friend; an affectionate way of addressing or referring to a friend. ̃বা ব n. 
friends and relations. ̃িবে দ n. estrangement or separation from friends; estrangement or 
separation from a friend. ̃ লভ a. friendly. ̃হীন a. friendless. 
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ব ুর [ bandhura ] a uneven, rugged; rough. ̃তা n. unevenness, ruggedness; roughness. 

ব ুিল [ bandhuli ] n a variety of crimson flower or its plant. 

ব   [ bandhya ] a fit to be bound or tied; unproductive, barren, sterile; childless. fem. ব  া 

। ̃তা, ̃  n. fitness for being bound or tied; unproductivity, barrenness, sterility; childlessness. 

ব  [ banya ] a grown or growing or dwelling or roving in the forest, wild; of the forest, silvan; 
unfit for civilized society; uncivilized; savage. 

ব া1 [ banyā1 ] fem of ব  । 

ব া2 [ banyā2 ] n a flood; an inundation; a deluge. ব ার জল floodwater. ̃পীি ত a. flood 
stricken. ̃ ািবত a. flooded. ̃িব   a. devastated by the flood; flood-stricken. 

বপক [ bapaka ] n a sower; a planter. 

বপন [ bapana ] n sowing; planting, plantation. বপন করা v. to sow; to plant. ̃য  n. a sowing-
machine. 

বপা [ bapā ] n (poet.) to sow or plant. 

বপু [ bapu ] n the body. ̃ ান a. heavy-bodied, burly, corpulent, hefty. fem. ̃ি তী । 

ব  [ bapra ] n ground; a field; a wall; a rampart; ̃ ী া n. act of digging earth with the horn or 
trunk (as by a bull or an elephant). 

বমন [ bamana ] n vomiting; belching or ejecting (as by a volcano). বমন করা v. to vomit, to spew, 
to spue; to belch, to eject violently. বমেন া n. nausea. বমেনাে ক n. nausea, retching. বমেনাে ককর a. 
nauseous, nauseating; vomitive; emetic. বমেনাে ককর ওষধু an emetic. 

বমাল [ bamāla ] adv together with the stolen or looted thing (বমাল ধরা প া). 

বিম [ bami ] n vomited matter, vomit, spew, spue. গা বিম-বিম করা v. to have nausea. বিমত a. 
vomited; violently ejected (as by a volcano). 

বয় [ baẏa ] n a servant or serving-lad (esp. one employed in a hotel etc.) 
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বয়ঃ [ baẏḥ ] n age; longevity or lifetime; youth or majority. ̃ ম n. age. ̃ া , ̃ হ a. one who has 

attained youth or (loos.) marriageable age; of age, grown-up. fem. ̃ া া, ̃ হা । বয়ঃ া  পু ষ বা 

 ীেলাক an adult, a major. ̃সি  n. adolescence. ̃সীমা n. age-limit. 

বয়কট [ baẏakaṭa ] n boycott; (social or political) refusal. বয়কট করা v. to boycott. 

বয়ন1 [ baẏana1 ] n (poet. & obs.) the face. 

বয়ন2 [ baẏana2 ] n weaving; knitting. বয়ন করা v. to weave; to knit. ̃িবদ া n. the art of weaving. ̃য  
n. a weaving machine; the loom. ̃িশ  n. the weaving indus try. ̃িশ ী n. a weaver. 

বয়নামা [ baẏanāmā ] n a sale certificate; a deed of sale. 

বয়লার [ baẏalāra ] n a boiler. 

বয়স [ baẏasa ] n age; agedness (বয়স ঢাকা প া); youth or majority. বয়স হওয়া v. to come of age; to 
grow old, to become aged. বয়েসর গাছ পাথর  নই (fig.) hoary with age. বয়েসর ধম   the natural property 
or tendency of age. ̃কাল n. youth; majority, adulthood; one's greener days. ̃- ফা ঁা n. an acne. বয়সা 
n. breaking or cracking of voice on attaining adolescence. বয়সী a. of a particular age (বালকবয়সী); 
equal in age (আমার বয়সী); advanced in age, aged, old. বয়েসািচত a. right and proper for one's age, 
befitting one's age, natural to a particular age. 

-বয় 1 [ -baẏaska1 ] sfx of a particular age, aged, old (িতন ব সর বয়  = three years old; aged three 
years). 

বয়  [ baẏasya ] n a friend of the same age; a boon companion; an intimate attendant or 

flatterer. fem. বয় া । 

বয়া [ baẏā ] n a buoy; a life-buoy. 

বয়ান2 [ baẏāna2 ] n a narration; a description. 

বয়ান3 [ baẏāna3 ] n face, countenance ('হিসত বয়ােন চােহ  মঘপােন'). 

বয়াম [ baẏāma ] n a jar (usu. with a detachable lid and made of porcelain or glass). 

বেয়ত [ baẏēta ] n a couplet (esp. one in Arabic or Persian or Urdu). 

বেয়া ণ [ baẏōguṇa ] n tendencies or propensities natural to a particular age. 
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বেয়ােজ   [ baẏōjyēṣṭha ] a older, elder; elderly. 

বেয়াধম  [ baẏōdharma ] n same as বেয়া ণ । 

বেয়াতীত [ baẏōtīta ] a past youth, past the prime of life. 

বেয়াব  [ baẏōbaddha ] n age-bar. 

বেয়াবৃ  [ baẏōbṛddha ] a advanced in age, aged, old; older. fem. বেয়াব ৃা । বেয়াবৃি  n. increase of 
age. বেয়াবৃি র সে  সে  with the in crease of age, as one grows old. 

বর [ bara ] n a desire granted by a deity or a superior person, a boon; a benison, a benediction, a 
blessing; a bridegroom; a husband. ☐ a. desired; greatest, most distinguished (নৃপবর); excellent, 
splendid, fine (বরত ). বর  দওয়া v. to grant a boon. বর পাওয়া v. to obtain a boon. বেরর ঘেরর মািস কেনর 
ঘেরর িপিস (fig.) one who hunts with the hound and runs with the hare. ̃কেন n. pl. the bride and 
the groom. ̃কত  া n. the head of the bridegroom's party. ̃দ a. granting a boon; benedictory. ̃দা a. 

fem. of বরদ । ☐ n. Goddess Durga ( গ া). ̃দাতা a. & n. one who grants a boon. fem. ˜দা ী । বরদান 

করা v. to grant a boon. ̃দান n. act of granting a boon or prayer. ̃প  n. the bridegroom's party. ̃পণ 
n. a dowry in cash paid by the bride's parents or party to the bridegroom. ̃পু  n. a minion (esp. 

of a deity), a darling, a favourite. ̃ দ same as বরদ । fem. ̃ দা । ̃বিণ নী n. an excellent woman; a 

woman of peerless beauty. ̃মাল  n. a garland of flower which the bride puts ceremonially round 
the neck of the bridegroom whilst accepting him as her husband; a garland of highest 
honour. ̃যা ী, ̃যা  n. one who accompanies a bridegroom to a wedding. 

বরং [ bara ] adv rather, in preference. 

বরক াজ [ barakandāja ] n a footman or follower carrying a fire-arm. 

বরখা  [ barakhāsta ] a removed from service, dismissed; cashiered. বরখা  করা v. to remove from 
service, to dismiss; to cashier. 

বরগা1 [ baragā1 ] n a rafter (কি -বরগা). 

বরগা2 [ baragā2 ] n a temporary lease of land on condition that a fixed portion of crop will be 
paid as revenue. ̃দার n. a lessee holding a piece of land under the aforesaid condition, a 
sharecropper. 

বরজ2 [ baraja2 ] n a plantation or (loos.) a plant of betel-leaves. 
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বর  [ barañca ] adv rather, preferably. 

বরণ2 [ baraṇa2 ] n devotional or respectful or cordial (and esp. ceremonial) reception or 
acceptance or nomination or election, welcome ( িতমাবরণ,   বরণ, বধবূরণ, সভপিতপেদ বরণ); 
submissive or deliberate acceptance ( ভ  াগ বরণ); appointment, employment. বরণ করা v. to receive 
or accept or nominate or elect devotionally or respectfully or cordially (and esp. ceremonially), 
to wel come; to accept submissively or voluntarily; to appoint, to employ. ̃ডালা n. a wicker-tray 
holding articles with which one is received ceremonially. ̃প  n. a warrant. বরণীয় a. fit to be 
received or accepted or nominated or elected devotionally or respectfully or cordially (and esp. 
ceremonially), fit to be welcomed; fit to be accepted submissively or voluntarily; adorable; 

venerable; acceptable. fem. বরণীয়া । 

বরদার [ baradāra ] n a bearer, a carrier (আসাবরদার = a mace-bearer); one who carries out, a 
complier (  মবরদার). 

বরদা  [ baradāsta ] n bearing or enduring, act of brooking; toleration; patience. ☐ a. endured, 
tolerated, borne (বরদা  হয় না). বরদা  করা v. to bear, to bear with; to endure, to brook; to tolerate. 

বরন [ barana ] n (poet. form of বণ  ) colour; complexion. 

বরফ [ barapha ] n snow; ice. ̃জল n. ice-water. ̃তুল  a. icy. 

বরফ াই [ baraphaṭṭāi ] n bragging, tall talk; ostentatious display or show. বরফ াই করা v. to brag; 
to make an ostentatious show. 

বরিফ [ baraphi ] n a kind of rhomb-shaped sweet meat made of condensed cowmilk. 

বরবিট [ barabaṭi ] n a variety of kidney bean, Vigna sinensis; cow pea. 

বরবাদ [ barabāda ] a utterly spoilt or wasted; cast away; (loos.) rejected. বরবাদ করা v. to cast 
away; (loos.) to reject; (rare) to spoil or waste. 

বরিয়তা [ baraẏitā ] n one who receives or accepts or nominates or elects devotionally or 
respectfully or cordially (and esp. ceremonially), a welcomer; one who accepts submissively or 

voluntarily. fem. বরিয় ী । 

বরা2 [ barā2 ] n the boar, the hog. 

বরা  [ barāṅga ] n the best part of the body; the head. ☐ a. fine-limbed. 
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বরা না [ barāṅganā ] n an excellent lady. 

বরাত [ barāta ] n charge, commission (কােজর বরাত); order (often pl.); necessity or business (এিদেক 
একট ুবরাত িছল); au thority to represent, assignment; order (to supply goods): fate, luck (ম  বরাত). 
বরাত  দওয়া v. to entrust a charge, to commission; to authorize or assign. ̃িচিঠ n. a letter of 
authority or assignment; (comm.) a bill of exchange. ̃ েণ adv. by virtue of good luck. ̃ জাের adv. 
through good luck, through a stroke of luck. বরািত a. (of a task) entrusted. 

বরা  [ barāddha ] n fixation, allotment; estimate, budget; ration (বরা -অ যায়ী ব টন). ☐ a. fixed, 
allotted; estimated; rationed. বরা  করা v. to fix beforehand, to allot; to estimate; to ration. 

বরা গমন [ barānugamana ] n act of accompanying a bride groom to a wedding. 

বরাবর [ barābara ] adv always or each time (বরাবর ভুল করা); all through, all along (বরাবর জ েলর 
িভতর িদেয়); straightway (বরাবর উ ের যাও). ☐ prep. to, towards, near, along (নদী বরাবর). ☐ a. 
equivalent or similar to (' ধা িবেষ বরাবর'). বরাবেরষ ু prep. to, addressed to (used in Bengali 
letterwriting). 

বরাভয় [ barābhaẏa ] n a particular sign made with fingers indicating grant of desire and 
assurance of safety. 

বরাভরণ [ barābharaṇa ] n dress and ornaments given as gifts to a bridegroom by the bride's 
party. 

বরােরাহা [ barārōhā ] a. fem having well-shaped and well-developed hips. 

বরাসন [ barāsana ] n a seat for the bridegroom at a wedding; a seat of honour; highest seat; a 
dignified or beautiful seat. 

বরাহ [ barāha ] n the boar, the hog; the third incarnation of Vishnu (িব )ু when he slew Bara 
(বরা) the demon. fem. বরাহী the sow. 

বির  [ bariṣṭha ] a best; greatest; most honourable; chief; seniormost; (loos.) senior. fem. বির া 
। বির   সবক a staff nurse. 

বরীয়সী [ barīẏasī ] fem of বরীয়ান । 

বরীয়ান [ barīẏāna ] a better; greater; more honourable; senior. 

ব ণ [ baruṇa ] n (myth.) the Hindu seagod (cp. Neptune Poseidon). 
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আর ো দেখুন 
প্রতিতেরন  চোকু ী  সোকুুলো  দেরি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

প্রতি মোরস  কোর ন্ট অ্যোরেয়োসু তেতিএে এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

চোকু ী  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

তবতসএস এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

প্রতি সপ্তোরে  চোকু ী েতিকো িোউনরলোি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

সকল তনরয়োগ ে ীক্ষো  প্রশ্ন সমোধোন এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

দেরে  দস ো তেতিএে কোরলকেন 

SSC এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

HSC এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

তবশ্বতবেযোলয় ভতিু  সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

সকল ধ রন  সোরজেন িোউনরলোি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 
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বেরণ  [ barēṇya ] a honourable; best; desirable; deserving honourable or cordial reception or 

welcome. fem. বেরণ া । 

বের , বের ভূিম [ barēndra, barēndrabhūmi ] n ancient Gauda ( গৗ ) or North Bengal. 

বগ  [ barga ] n a class, a tribe, a genus, a species ( াণীবগ ); a collection, an aggregate (ব ুবগ ); 
(math.) the product of a quantity multiplied by itself, square (বগ মলূ); (gr.) any one of the five 
groups into which Bengali consonantal stops (that is, the letters from   to  ) are classified ( -
বগ ,  -বগ ,  -বগ ,   বগ ,  -বগ ); a chapter or section of a book; (theol.) any one of the four principal 
pursuits of life (see চতুব গ ). ̃    n. a square area, a square. ̃ঘন n. (math.) the square of a cube. ̃ফল 
n. square. ̃ম ূল n. (math.) the square root. বগ মলূ িনণ য় করা বা বার করা v. to find the square root of. 

বিগ  [ bargi ] n (hist.) the Maratha cavalry notorious for their free-booting inroads. 

বিগ য়, বগ    [ bargiẏa, bargya ] a of a class, tribal, generic, specific; (math.) relating to a square; 
(gr.) of or classified into the groups of the Bengali stops. বগ ীয় বণ   (gr.) any one of the twenty five 
consonantal stops of the Bengali alphabet. 

বজ ন [ barjana ] n act of giving up; abandonment; disownment ( ী-পু  বজ  ন); boycott (িবেদিশ  ব  
বজ  ন). বজ  ন করা v. to give up; to abandon; to disown; to boycott. বজ  নীয় a. fit to be given up or 

abandoned or disowned or boycotted. fem. বজ  নীয়া । 

বজ াইস [ barjāisa ] n (print.) bourgeois. 

বিজ ত [ barjita ] a given up; abandoned; disowned; boycotted; omitted, left out ('িন' বিজ  ত); 
deprived of, devoid of ( খবিজ  ত). fem. বিজ  তা । 

বজ   [ barjya ] a same as বজ  নীয় । 

বণ  [ barṇa ] n colour; complexion; a race; a letter of the alphabet ( রবণ  ); any one of the four 
Hindu castes (চতুব ণ  ). ̃ চারা a. (chiefly of mangoes) of a deceptive colour; (fig.) hypocritical. বণ  েচারা 

আম see আম4 । ̃ ান n. knowledge of the alphabet; literacy. ̃ ানহীন a. illiterate. ̃ জ   n. a Brahmin. 

fem. ̃ জ  া । ̃দৃক n. a chromoscope. ̃পিরচয় n. same as ̃ ান । ̃িবে ষ n. hatred towards other (usu. 

lower) castes. ̃িবপয য় n. metathesis. ̃িবে ষণ n. analysis or separation of the letters of a word. 
বণ  িবে ষণ করা v. to analyse or separate the letters of a word. ̃ বিচ   n. variety of colour. ̃ম ল n. the 
alphabet. ̃ রখা টা n. (phys.) line of spectrum. ̃    n. a Brahmin. ☐ a. belonging to the highest 

caste. fem. ̃   া । ̃স র a. hybrid, half-bred; mongrel, crossbred. ☐ n. a hybrid, a half-caste, a 
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half-breed; a mongrel; a cross-breed. ̃সাম  n. resemblance or symmetry in colour. ̃হীন a. 
colourless; pale. 

বণ ন, বণ না [ barṇana, barṇanā ] n description; narration; delineation; depiction; a statement; 
coloration. বণ  না করা v. to describe; to narrate; to delineate; to depict; to colour, to paint. বণ  না 
 দওয়া v. to give an account (of). বণ না শল a. proficient in describing or narrating or delineating or 
colouring or painting. বণ  নাতীত a. indescribable. বণ  নাতীত হওয়া v. to be indescribable, to beggar or 
defeat description. বণ  নাপ  n. a written statement describing or narrating some thing. বণ  নীয় n. to 
be described or narrated; describable. 

বণ   ম [ barṇanukrama ] n the alphabetical order. বণ  া  িমক a. arranged alphabetically. বণ  া  েম 
adv. in the alphabetical order, alphabetically. 

বণ া  [ barṇāndha ] a colour-blind. 

বণ ােপরণ [ barṇāpēraṇa ] n (phys.) chromatic aberration. 

বণ ািল, বণ ালী [ barṇāli, barṇālī ] n (phys.) a spectrum.    বণ  িল a pure spectrum.  শাষণবণ  ািল n. 
spectrum absorption.  সৗরবণ  ািল n. a solar spectrum. বণ  ািলগত, বণ  ািলিবষয়ক a. spectroscopic. 
বণ  ািলিবে ষণ n. spectrum analysis. বণ ািলবী ণ n. a spectroscope. সম বণ ািলবী ণ a. direct vision 
spectroscope. বণ  ািলমাপক n. a spectrometer. বণ  ািল-িলখন n. spectrography. বণ  ািল- লখ n. a 
spectrograph. বণ  ািল- লখী a. spectrographic. 

বণ া ি  [ barṇāśuddhi ] n misspelling, spelling mistake. 

বণ া ম [ barṇāśrama ] n the four stages of the life of a Hindu as enjoined in the Vedas (see 
চতুরা ম). ̃ধম   n. duties of the aforesaid four stages of life. 

বিণ ত [ barṇita ] a described; narrated; delineated; stated; depicted; painted, portrayed. 

বণ ীয় [ barṇīẏa ] a relating to colour; (phys.) chromatic. 

বেণ  বেণ  [ barṇē barṇē ] adv word for word; completely, totally; to the letter. 

বত ন [ bartana ] n a utensil, a vessel; livelihood, occupation. 

বত নী [ bartanī ] n (phys.) a circuit. খি ডত বত নী an open circuit. সংহত বত নী a closed circuit. বত  নী-
 ছদক n. a circuit-breaker. বত নী বাহ n. a circuit-current. 
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বত মান [ bartamāna ] n the present time, the present; current times, modern times; (gr.) the 
present tense. ☐ a. present (opp. absent); of the present, present; present day, current, 
modern; now existing or living or alive. বত মান থাকা v. to be present; to be existing or living or 
alive (now). বত  মান কাল same as বত  মান (n.). ̃কালীন a. present-day, current; occurring or being done 
when one is present or alive. বত  মানতা, বত  মান  n. presence; existence; state of being alive. বত  মােন 
adv. at present; when one is living or alive or present (িপতা বত  মােন).. 

বত া, বত ােনা [ bartā, bartānō ] v to devolve on (িপতার  ণ পুে  বত  ায়); to keep going ( বঁেচবেত  থাকা); to 
be kept going or be gratified (এ চাকির  পেল  স বেত  যাব). 

বিত কা [ bartikā ] n a lamp; a wick of a lamp; a brush (esp. of a painter). 

-বিত নী [ -bartinī ] fem of -বত ী । 

বিত  ু [ bartiṣṇu ] a durable, lasting; stable. 

-বত ী [ -bartī ] a (used as a sfx.) present, located (অ বত  ী); amenable to (বশবত ী). 

বতু ল [ bartula ] a spherical. ☐ n. a sphere; a ball; a spherical solid iron projectile used in games, 
a shot. ̃িনে প n. putting the shot. 

বতু লাকার [ bartulākāra ] a spherical, round, circular. 

ব   [ bartma ] n a road, a path, a way; a set of rules of conduct or moral practice; (fig.) a means. 

বধ  ক [ bardhaka ] a causing or promoting increase or growth or development or improvement 
or prosperity or expansion, aug mentative, multiplicative. 

বধ  ন [ bardhana ] n increase, augmentation, multiplication, growth, development, expansion. ☐ 
a. same as বধ  ক ( গৗরববধ  ন কায ). বধ  ন করা v. to increase, to augment, to multiply, to enhance; to 
develop, to expand. ̃ ম a. capable of being in creased or augmented or multiplied or grown or 
developed or expanded. ̃শীল a. in a state of increase or augmentation or enhancement or 
development or expansion, growing, thriving, prosperous. বধ  ানা  n. (phys.) power (of a lens). 

বিধ  ত [ bardhita ] a increased, augmented, multiplied, enhanced; grown; developed, expanded; 
accelerated (বিধ  ত  বগ). বিধ  ত করা same as বধ  ন করা (see বধ  ন). 

বন  া, বন  ােনা [ barnā, barnānō ] v (poet.) to describe, to narrate, to delineate, to depict. 
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বব র [ barbara ] n one of an uncivilised human race; a barbarian; a boorish fellow; a rude or 
ignorant or stupid or beastly or cruel man. ☐ a. uncivilized, barbarous, bar baric; boorish; rude; 
ignorant, stupid, beastly, atrocious, heinous (বব র হত া). বব রতা n. lack of civilization, barbarity, 
barbarism; boorishness; rudeness; ignorance, stupidity; beastliness; atrocity. বব েরািচত a. 
barbarous; atrocious; heinous; beastly; uncivilized. 

বম  [ barma ] n a coat of mail, an armour, a mail. 

বম া [ barmā ] n Burmah. ☐ a. Burmese (বম  া চু ট). 

বিম  [ barmi ] n a Burmese, a Burman. ☐ a. Burmese. 

বশ া [ barśā ] n a spear, a lance; a pike. ̃দ ড n. the shaft of a spear; a pikestaff. িতিম ধরার বশ া n. a 
harpoon. ̃ধারী a. armed with a spear or lance or pike. ☐ n. a spearman; a pikeman. ̃ফলক n. a 
spearhead. ̃িব  a. pierced with a spear, speared, harpooned. 

বষ   [ barṣa ] n a year; (myth.) any one of the nine divisions of Jambu (জ )ু or Asia; rain; cloud; 
shower or fall (তুষারবষ ). ̃কাল n. a period of one year; a full calendar year. ̃জীবী a. lasting or living 
for a year only; annual. বষ জীবী উি দ an annual plant, an annual. ̃ েবশ n. New Year's Day (chiefly 
according to the Bengali calendar). ̃বলয় n. (bot.) the annual ring. ̃মান n. rain-gauge. 

বষ  ণ [ barṣaṇa ] n rainfall; rain (বষ  ণহীন  মঘ); raining; act of falling down in a stream; showering; 
a shower; act of scattering or sprinkling or dispersing upon (আতরবষ  ণ িকরণবষ  ণ); (fig.) gracious 
bestowal (আশীব াদবষ  ণ, ধ বাদবষ ণ, উপহারবষ  ণ). বষ  ণ করা v. to rain upon, to shower, to scatter or 
sprinkle or disperse upon; to bestow graciously (upon). ̃মুখর a. vibrant with the patter of 
rain. ̃শীল a. disposed to rain; raining. বষ  েণা ুখ a. on the point of coming down as rain; on the 
point of raining; (fig.) on the point of weeping, tearful (বষ েণা ুখ আঁিখ). 

বষ  া [ barṣā ] n the rainy season, the rains; rain; rainfall. ☐ v. poet. form of বষ  ণ করা (see 
বষ  ণ). ̃কালীন a. happening during the rainy season; rainy. ̃গম n. the break of the monsoon. ̃িত1 n. an 
umbrella; a raincoat, a mackintosh, a waterproof. ̃িত2 a. grown in the rainy season. ☐ n. a room 
on the roof. বষ  াত য় n. termination of rain or of the rainy season, autumn. ̃ ধৗত a. washed by 

rain. ̃বসান n. same as বষ াত য় । 

-বিষ  ণী [ -barṣiṇī ] fem of -বষ  ী । 

বিষ    [ barṣiṣṭha ] a oldest; eldest; very old, burdened with age. 

বষ  ী [ barṣī ] a (used as a sfx.) raining, showering, scattering, sprinkling, dispersing (আেলাকবষ ী). 
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-বষ  ীয় [ -barṣīẏa ] a (used as a sfx.) of the age of, aged ( ষা শবষ  ীয়). fem. -বষ  ীয়া । 

বষ  ীয়সী [ barṣīẏasī ] fem of বষ ীয়ান । 

বষ  ীয়ান [ barṣīẏāna ] a older; elder; elderly; very old. 

বেষ  াপল [ barṣōpala ] n hail-stone. 

বল1 [ bala1 ] n a ball; a playing ball; a football. বল করা, বল  দওয়া v. (in cricket) to bowl. বল  খলা v. 
to play football. বলেখলা n. the game of football. বলেবয়ািরং n. ball-bearings. 

বল2 [ bala2 ] n power, might; force; strength; ability; energy; an armed force; a man or piece in 
chess; support or help; a supporter or helper. ̃কর, ̃কারক a. strengthening, invigorating, (med.) 
tonic. ̃ য় n. loss or decay of strength; loss or decrease of soldiers or men (of an army etc.). (in 
chess) loss of pieces. ̃ য়কর a. weakening; causing loss of strength; causing loss of soldiers or 

men; (in chess) loss of pieces or men. ̃গব  same as বলদপ   । ̃গিব ত same as বলদৃ  । ̃তুল া  n. (phys.) a 

mechanical equivalent (of heat.) ̃ি ভুজ n. a triangle of forces. ̃দপ   n. pride of strength or 
power. ̃দায়ক a. strengthening; invigorating; energizing. ̃দ ৃ a. proud of strength or power, 

conceited with strength or power. ̃পূব ক adv. by force; by violence. ̃ দ same as বলকর । বল  দান করা 

v. to strengthen or invigorate. ̃ েয়াগ n. exercise or application or use of force or violence. বল েয়াগ 
করা v. to apply force; to force. ̃ েয়ােগ adv. by force; by violence. ̃ব  a. operative, in force, intact. 

বলব  করা v. to put (a law etc.) into force. ̃বতী fem. of ̃বান । ̃ব র a. stronger; more forceful. ̃ব া n. 

powerfulness; (rare) forcefulness; possession of strength. ̃ব  same as বলবান । ̃বধ  ক a. 

invigorating. ̃বধ  ন n. increase of strength or power; invigoration; acceleration of force. ☐ a. 
causing increase of strength or power; invigorating, (med.) tonic; accelerating the force of. 
বলবধ  ন করা v. to increase strength or power; to invigorate, (med.) to tone up; to accelerate the 
force of. ̃বান a. strong; powerful robust, sturdy. ̃িবদ া n. mechanics. ̃িব াস n. arraying of troops; 
arraying of pieces in chess. ̃ভরসা n. strength and support; support and prop. ̃শািলতা same as বলব া 

। ̃শালী same as বলবান । fem. ̃শািলনী । ̃শ ূ same as ̃হীন । ̃  িণ n. (phys.) system of forces. ̃সামা িরক n. 

(mech.) a parrallelogram of forces. ̃সাম , বলি হিত n. (phys.) equilibrium of forces. ̃হীন a. devoid of 

strength, weak; powerless, infirm; impotent. fem. ̃হীনা । 

বলক [ balaka ] n swelling up of milk by boiling. বলকা a. swelled up by boiling (এক বলকা  ধ = milk 
swelled up but once by boiling). 

বলদ1 [ balada1 ] n the bull, the bullock; the ox. 

বলন1 [ balana1 ] n speaking or narrating. 
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বলন2 [ balana2 ] n growth; increase; (bot.) nutation. 

বল-নাচ [ bala-nāca ] n ball-dance. বল-নাচ নাচা v. to take part in a ball. 

বলয় [ balaẏa ] n an ornament for the wrist, a bangle, a bracelet; an annulus, a circular region, a 
sphere; an orb or orbit; a belt (শা বলয়). ̃ াস n. (astr.) an annular eclipse. বলয়াকার, বলয়াি ত a. ring 
shaped, circular, annular. বলিয়ত a. encircled, enclosed, surrounded (সাগর বলিয়ত = sea girt); having 
a ring; ring shaped, circular, annular. বলয়ী a. (bot.-of roots etc.) annulated. 

বলা [ balā ] v to say; to deliver a lecture, to speak; to mention (ও কথা আর  বােলা না); to inform; to 
tell (এ খবর কাউেক  বােলা না); to permit (ডা ার ভাত  খেত বেলেছ); to order or request, to ask (আসেত 
বেলা); to counsel or advise (কী কির বল); to invite, to call (িবেয়েত কাউেক বিলিন); to speak out, to 
express (মেনর কথা বলা); to narrate, to relate (গ  বলা); to rubuke or censure; to consider (ধন বল, 
মান বল, সবই  িদেনর). 

বলাক [ balāka ] n a kind of small goose capable of flying high. fem. বলাকা । বলাকা n. a flight of 
geese. 

বলা-কওয়া [ balā-kōẏā ] n earnest solicitation or request (অেনক বলা-কওয়ার পর রািজ হওয়া); without 
any mention even (বলা-কওয়া  নই, একটা কাজ কের বসল). 

বলা কার [ balātkāra ] n doing forcibly; act of forcing, violence, outrage; forcible out rage of 
modesty or chasity, rape, ravishment. বলা কার করা v. to do forcibly; to force, to outrage; to 
outrage one's modesty or chastity forcibly, to rape, to ravish. 

বলাধান [ balādhāna ] n infusion of strength, invigoration. বলাধান করা v. to infuse strength (into), 
to strengthen, to invigorate. 

বলািধক  [ balādhikya ] n excess or abundance or in crease of strength or forces. 

বলাধ   [ balādhyakṣa ] n the commander of an army; a commander-in-chief. 

বলােনা [ balānō ] v to make one say or speak or tell or confess or divulge. 

বলাি ত [ balānbita ] a powerful; strong; having armed forces or soldiers. 

বলাবল [ balābala ] n ability and disability; strength and weakness. 

বলাবিল [ balābali ] n conversation; talk; talking; discussion; repeated requests. বলাবিল করা v. to 
converse; to discuss; to request repeatedly. 
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বিল1 [ bali1 ] n a line or folding of the skin (ি বিল); a wrinkle of the skin; a protrusion of the large 
intestine as in piles. 

বলা2 [ balā2 ] n a sacrifice; sacrificing, sacrifice, immolation; a sacrificial beast, a victim; (fig.) 
one subjected to forcible death or suffering; a victim. বিল  দওয়া v. to immolate, to sacrifice; to 
victimize. 

বিলত [ balita ] a marked with lines of folding of the skin, furrowed; wrinkled, wrinkly. 

বিলদান [ balidāna ] n immolation, sacrifice. বিলদান  দওয়া v. to immolate, to sacrifice; to victimize. 

বিলভুক [ balibhuka ] n the crow or any other bird, subsisting on orts of a meal. 

বিলেয় [ baliẏē ] a having good speaking power, eloquent; having the gift of the gab. বিলেয়-কইেয় 
a. having the gift of good talking, eloquent. 

বিল  [ baliṣṭha ] a robust, stout, sturdy, burly; vigorous, forceful (বিল  রচনা), কায় a. having a 
strong-built body, burly. তা n. robustness, stoutness, sturdiness; vigour. 

বিলহাির [ balihāri ] a (iron.) excellent (বিলহাির বুি ). ☐ adv. rendered speechless, dumb founded 
(বিলহারী যাই). ☐ int. excellent, bravo. 

বলী2 [ balī2 ] a full of strength, powerful, strong; heroic, valorous. 

বলীবদ  [ balībarda ] n the ox; the bull. 

বলীয়ান [ balīẏāna ] a very strong or powerful. 

বেল [ balē ] v says; speaks; talks. ☐ adv. & conj. because, as, on the plea of, owing to (মা বেকেছন 
বেল খােব না?). &square; adv. shortly, presently (বৃি  এল বেল). 

ব ল, ব  [ balkala, balka ] n the rind of a tree, bark. ব লধারী a. wearing bark (instead of a 

loincloth). fem. ব লধািরণী । 

ব া, ব া [ balgā, balgā ] n the mouthpiece of a bridle, bit; rein. ব া আঁটা v. (lit. & fig.) to bit. 
ব া-হিরণ n. the reindeer. ˜হীন a. reinless. 

ব ীক, বি ক [ balmīka, balmika ] n an ant-hill. 
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ব ব [ ballaba ] n a milkman; a cook. 

ব ভ [ ballabha ] n a husband; a lover, a sweet-heart; a favourite. fem. ব ভা, (inc.) ব ভী । 

ব ির, ব রী [ ballari, ballarī ] n a spike; a creeper. 

ব া [ ballā ] n (dial.) the wasp. 

ব াি  [ ballālli ] a relating to king Ballal Sen. ব াি   থা the order of nobility of certain families as 
introduced by Ballal Sen. 

বি , ব ী [ balli, ballī ] n a creeper. 

বশ [ baśa ] n will, order, command, control, hold, authority, domination (বেশ থাকা); influence 
( মাহবেশ). ☐ a. subject to another's will or command; subjugated; controlled; influenced; 
charmed (জা েত বশ); obedient; submissive; very much fond (of) and obedient (to) (বা ািট তার ভাির 
বশ). বশ করা, বেশ আনা v. to bring under control; to same; to break (as a horse); to win over; to 
influence; to charm. বশ হওয়া, বেশ আসা v. to be brought under control; to be tamed or won over 
or influenced or charmed. বংশবদ a. obedient; submissive; at one's beck and call. ̃ত adv. on 
account of, owing to, because of. ̃তা n. subjection to another's will or command; subordination; 
subjection; state of being controlled or influenced or charmed; obedience; submissiveness, 
submission; great fondness and obedience. ̃বত ী a. obedient; attached or addicted (to); influenced 
(by). fem. ̃বিত  নী, ̃বিত  তা n. obedience, attachment or addiction; the state of being influenced (by). 

বিশতা, বিশ  [ baśitā, baśitba ] n perfect continence (which is one of the eight divine graces of 
Shiva), attainable by men through asceticism); the power to control or charm everybody. 

বশী [ baśī ] a perfectly continent; free, independent; (erron.) dependent. 

বশীকরণ [ baśīkaraṇa ] n act of bringing under one's control, enslavement by enchantment or 
mesmerism or incantation; enchantment, hypnotization; a weird process to bring somebody 
under one's control. বশীকরণ করা v. to bring somebody under one's control (esp. by means of 
some mysterious and weird process); to enchant. বশীকরণ-ম  n. incantation believed to possess 
occult power of bringing others under control. 

বশীকৃত [ baśīkṛta ] a brought under control; subjugated; tamed; enchanted; made obedient. 

fem. বশীকৃতা । 

বশীভূত [ baśībhūta ] a brought under control; attached or addicted to; enchanted; fond of and 

obedient to. fem. বশীভূতা । 
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ব  [ baśya ] a controllable; tamable; subduable; subjugated; dependent; obedient; submissive; 

attached or addicted (to); influenced (by). fem. ব া । ̃তা n. dependence; obedience; 

submissiveness; attachment or addiction; the state of being influenced (by); loyalty. ব তা  ীকার 
করা v. to surrender; to give in; to accept the suzerainty of; to yield (to). 

বসন [ basana ] n cloth; a loincloth, a wearing cloth; dress. ̃ভষূণ n. clothings and or naments, 
dress and ornaments. বসনা ল, ̃ া  n. the hem or corner of a cloth. 

বস  [ basanta ] n the spring season, spring, the springtime; pox, small-pox, chicken pox; an 
Indian musical mode. ̃কাল n. the spring season, the spring time, spring. ̃কালীন a. of spring; 
vernal. ̃দতূ n. the messenger of spring; the cuckoo. ̃প মী n. the fifth lunar day of the light 
fortnight of Magh (মাঘ) when Goddess Saraswati (সর তী) is worshipped. ̃বায় ুn. vernal breeze, the 
south wind. ̃সখ n. the friend of spring; the cuckoo. ̃সখা n. one attended upon by Spring; Madana 
(মদন) the Hindu god of love. বসে র  কািকল (fig.) a fair-weather friend. বসে া সব n. the spring 
festival; the festival of holi ( হালী). 

বসবাস [ basabāsa ] n residing or dwelling permanently, settling down. বসবাস করা v. to reside or 
dwell permanently, to settle down. 

বসা1 [ basā1 ] n a substance found in adipose tissue, fat; marrow; grease. 

বসা2 [ basā2 ] v to sit, to take one's seat; to be in stalled (গিদেত বসা); to be established or founded 
( ােম  ােম  ুল বসা); to start, to commence (আমােদর  ুল এগােরাটায় বেস); to freeze, to congeal, to 
solidify (দই বসা); to accumulate or settle (বুেক সিদ  বসা); to fit (মাথায় টুিপ বসা); to be imposed or 
levied (ট াকস বসা); to enter ( পেরক বসা); to pierce (ছ ুির বসা দাঁত বসা); to stick or to get stuck (কাদায় 
গাি র চাকা বসা); to be imprinted (দাগ বসা); to be soaked (in) (গােয় জল বসা); to be applied closely, to 
be attracted (মন বসা); to be wizened, to look haggard ( চাখমুখ বসা); to become hoarse ( র বসা); to 
wait (তুিম একট ুবেসা); to come to stay or reside ( জা বা ভা ােট বসা); to be engaged in (িবচাের বসা); to 
do or commit something suddenly (কের বসা, বেল বসা) ☐ a. seated; frozen, congealed, solidified; 
wizened, haggard; hoarsened; sunken; depressed (বসা জিম); requiring much sitting, sedentary বসা 
কাজ); unemployed (তার সব  ছেলই বসা). বসােনা v. to cause to sit, to seat; to establish or found; to 
cause to congeal, to congeal, to freeze, to solidify; to impose or levy; to drive into, to enter; to 
pierce with; to imprint; to cause to be soaked (in); to apply closely; to cause to stay or reside; to 
engage; to set or stud with, to inlay (আংিটেত পাথর বসােনা); to place or put (উ েন হাঁি  বসােনা); to 
implant, to deal (চ  বসােনা). এেকবাের মােয়র মুখ বসােনা to be the image of one's mother. বসার ঘর a 
sitting room; a drawing room. বেস থাকা v. to be sitting; to remain sitting; to wait (for); to be 
unemployed; to be without work; to pass time in laziness, to laze. বেস প া v. to sit down; to be 
utterly disappointed ( ফল কের  স বেস প ল); to be ruined utterly (মামলায়  হের  স বেস প ল). বেস বেস 
adv. by waiting for a long time (বেস বেস  বলা  গল); in an unemployed state, doing nothing; idly 
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(বেস বেস খাওয়া). বেস যাওয়া v. (of land etc.) to sink, to become depressed; to be ruined; to desist or 
rest (আর  খিলস না-বেস যা); to stop (বাধা পে েছ-বেস যাও). 

ব  [ basu ] n one of a class of demigods; wealth, riches. ̃ধা n. the earth. ̃ধারা n. an auspicious 
symbol painted on the inner wall of a room by Hindus at wedding etc. ব  রা, ̃মতী n. the earth 
(often personified as mother-earth). 

ব া [ bastā ] n a sack, a large bag; a bale. ̃পচা a. rotted or spoilt by being packed in a sack for a 
long time; (fig.) hackneyed. banal, trite. ̃বি  a. packed in a bale or sack. 

বি 1 [ basti1 ] n quarters for the poor people ( িল-বি ); a slum esp. one consisting of cutcha 
huts. ̃বাসী n. a slum-dweller, inhabitant of a slum. 

বি 2, ব ী [ basti2, bastī ] n the abdomen; the bladder. ̃ শাধন n. a diuretic. 

ব  [ bastu ] n a thing, a material; subject-matter (usu. িবষয়ব ); substance ( তামার শরীের ব   নই); 
truth; (phil.) matter; (phys.) mass. ̃গত a. relating to a thing or matter. ̃গত মান intrinsic 
value. ̃জগ  n. the material world, the world of matter. ব ত adv. infact, indeed, really. ̃ত  n. 
physics. ̃ত িবদ n. a physicist. ̃ত  n. realism. ̃ত ী, ̃ত ীয়, ̃তা ীক a. realistic, materialistic. ̃িন  a. 
realistic; objective. ̃িন া n. realism; objectiveness. ̃বাদ n. realism; materialism. ̃বাদী a. & n. realist; 
materialist. 

ব  [ bastra ] n cloth; loincloth; clothing, dress. ̃গৃহ n. a tent; a pavilion. ̃হরণ n. divestiture of 
clothes (esp. of the loin cloth); denudation; stealing of (another's) clothes or loincloth. ̃হীন a. 
having no cloth or clothing to cover the body; naked, unclad. ব া ল n. the hem or corner of a 
loincloth. ব াবাস n. a tent; a pavilion. ব াবৃত a. clothed; wrapped or covered by a cloth; draped. 
ব ালংকার n. clothes and ornaments. ব ালয় n. a cloth shop. 

বহ [ baha ] a (used as a sfx.) carrying, bearing, conveying (বাত াবহ, গ বহ); complying with 
(আ াবহ). 

বহতা [ bahatā ] a flowing (বহতা নদী). 

বহন [ bahana ] n carrying, bearing, conveying (যা ীবহন, সংবাদবহন); enduring, suffering ( ঃখবহন); 
flowing. বহন করা v. to carry, to bear, to convey; to endure or suffer. ̃ যাগ , বহনীয় a. carriageable; 
bearable; conveyable; portable. 

বহমান [ bahamāna ] a flowing, running (বহমান নদী); carrying; bearing, conveying. 
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বহর [ bahara ] n a collection or multitude ( পাত বহর); a fleet (িমরবহর); width, breadth (বহের ব ); 
ostentatious show, glam our ( েপর বহর, কােজর বহর). 

বহা [ bahā ] v to bear, to carry, to endure or suffer; to flow, to run; to elapse, to pass (সময় বহা); to 
keep active, to keep up (শরীর বেহ না). 

বহােনা [ bahānō ] v to cause to bear or carry or con vey or flow or run. 

বহাল [ bahāla ] a appointed, employed (চাকিরেত বহাল); installed, continuing in (পেদ বহাল); (still) in 
force or effective (বহাল আেদশ বা চুি ); hale, healthy (বহাল তিবয়ত). বহাল করা v. to appoint, to employ; 
to instal; to bring in force, to make effective. বহাল থাকা v. to continue in; to be in force. বহাল রাখা 
v. to let (one) continue in; to keep in force; to keep up, to maintain (ঠাট বহাল রাখা). বহাল তিবয়েত in 
good or sound or perfect health. 

বিহঃ [ bahiḥ ] n outside, the exterior. ☐ a. outer, exterior, external. ̃কণ   n. the external ear, the 
auricle. ̃ কাণ n. (geom.) an external or exterior angle. ̃ কাশ n. expression, external 
expression. ̃ েকা  n. a room at the side of a house. ̃ েকা াি হ n. the outer bone of the fore arm, 
the radius.  েকা াি হগত a. radial. ̃শ  n. external enemy; enemy from without. ̃   n. customs 
duty. ̃সম ু n. the high sea. ̃ হ a. external; exterior; outer. 

বিহ  [ bahitra ] n a ship, a boat, a vessel; a scull; an oar. 

বিহর  [ bahiraṅga ] a external; outer; superficial; unrelated. ☐ n. an external limb. 

বিহরাগত [ bahirāgata ] a emerged, issued out; coming from outside; foreign; adventitious. 

বিহরাগমন [ bahirāgamana ] n issuing out or issuing forth, emergence. 

বিহরাবরণ [ bahirābaraṇa ] n an outer covering; an outside coating; a shell, a crust, a slough, a 
rind. 

বিহিরি য় [ bahirindriẏa ] n any one of the five sense or gans, namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, 
the tongue, the skin. 

বিহগ ত [ bahirgata ] a gone or come out, issued forth; emerged. বিহগ ত হওয়া v. to go or come out, 
to issue, to issue forth; to emerge. 

বিহগ মন [ bahirgamana ] n act of issuing forth, emergence; act of going out. বিহগ মন করা v. to issue 
forth, to emerge; to go out. 
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বিহগ ামী [ bahirgāmī ] a issuing forth, emerging; going out; outgoing. 

বিহ  হ [ bahirgraha ] n (astr.) a superior planet. 

বিহজ গ  [ bahirjagat ] n the outer or external world; the visible or phenomenal world; the 
material world. 

বিহজ িন ু [ bahirjaniṣṇu ] a (bot.) exogenous. 

বিহ  ার [ bahirdbāra ] n the front-door (of a building); the gate, the main gate, (as of a town, 
village or building). 

বিহি  খ ডক [ bahirdbikhanḍaka ] n (geom.) an external bisector. 

বিহব ািট [ bahirbāṭi ] n an outhouse; a parlour or drawing-room. 

বিহব ািণজ  [ bahirbāṇijya ] n foreign trade, external trade; export. 

বিহব াস [ bahirbāsa ] n a thin scarf or wrapper for the upper body; an outer-garment. 

বিহবৃ   [ bahirbṛtta ] n (geom.) an ex-circle. 

বিহভ াগ [ bahirbhāga ] n an outer or external or exterior portion; outskirts (as of a village or 
town). 

বিহভূ ত [ bahirbhūta ] a issued forth, emerged; lying outside or beyond ( দশবিহভূ ত); beyond the 
range of (দৃি বিহভূ ত); contravening (িবিধবিহভূ ত). 

বিহমু খ [ bahirmukha ] a facing outwards; (physiol.) out carrying, efferent (বিহম  ুখ নাভ  ); (bot.) 

extrose; wordly-minded; (chiefly phil.) extrovert. fem. বিহমু খী । বিহম  ুখ ব ি  a worldly-minded 

man, an extravert, an extrovert. ̃তা n. the state of facing outside; the state of being efferent; 
extroversion; worldly-mindedness. 

বিহিল িখত [ bahirlikhita ] a (geom.) escribed. 

বিহ ম  [ bahiścarma ] n epidermis, cuticle. 

বিহ রণ, বিহ ার [ bahiṣkaraṇa, bahiṣkāra ] n expulsion; removal; ejectment, banishment; 
extraction; drainage. বিহ রণ করা বিহ ার করা v. to drive out, to expel; to remove; to eject; to 
banish; to extract; to drain; to draw out. 
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বিহ ৃত [ bahiṣkṛta ] a driven out, expelled; removed; ejected, banished; extracted; drained. 

বিহ া  [ bahiṣkrānta ] a gone or come out, issued forth. 

বিহ  ক [ bahistbaka ] n epidermis, cuticle. 

ব 2 [ bahu2 ] v (poet. & obs.) blows, let blow ('মলয় পবন ব  ম া'). 

ব 3 [ bahu3 ] a many, numerous; much, manifold, diverse; profuse, abundant; long; more than 
one, poly-, multi-. ̃কে  adv. with great difficulty. ̃কাল n. a long time. ব কাল ধের for a long time. for 
long. ব কাল পের after a long time. ব  কাল পূেব  long ago. ̃কালব াপী a. long continued or long-lasting; 
very old. ̃ কেল a. very old, antique. ̃ কশর a. (bot.) polyandrous. ̃ কা  a. (bot.) multilocular. ̃ ণ n. a 
long while, a long time. ̃গভ  প ী a. (bot.) polycarpellary. ̃   a. (bot.) polyadelphous. ̃ ণ a. 
multiplied many times; many times over; many more, much more. ̃জািতক a. multinational. ̃  a. 
polymathic, having varied or vast experience. ব   ব ি  a polymath; a man of varied or vast 
experience. ̃তর a. many more; too many; too much; diverse, various; manifold; many, numerous; 

much, profuse. ̃তল a. multi-storeyed. ̃তলক n. (geom.) a polyhedron. ̃তা same as ব   । ̃  n. 

numerousness; muchness; profusion, abundance; excessiveness; diversity. ̃  adv. at or in many 
or diverse places. ̃দিশ  তা n. varied or wide or vast experience. ̃দশ ী a. having seen much; having 

varied experience or vast experience. fem. ̃দিশ নী । ̃দরূ a. very far, far-away, far-off, distant. ☐ 

adv. very far, far off, far away, at a great distance. ☐ n. a great distance, a far cry. ̃দরূবত  ী a. far-
off, remote. ̃ধা adv. in many and diverse modes or methods or ways or directions or parts; 
diversely; many times. ̃পিত  n. polyan dry. ̃প ীক a. having many wives, ploygamous. ̃পদ a. (alg.) 
polynomial; (zoo.) polypod. পদ  াণী a ploypod, a multiped. ̃ব পা  ীয় a. (bot.) multiparous; 
multilateral. ̃ সিবনী a. fem. bearing many children; prolific; fertile.  া ীয় a. parietal. ̃ফলকপ  n. 

(bot.) a compound leaf. ̃বচন see বচন । ̃বষ  জীবী a. (bot.) perennial; (of man) long-lived. ̃ব ভ n. one 

beloved of many women; Krishna. (ক ৃ). fem. ̃ব ভা a woman beloved of many men; a flirt; a 
prostitute. ̃িবধ a. of many and diverse sorts. ̃িববাহ polygamy. ̃িববাহকারী a. polygamous. ☐ n. a 
polygamist. ̃িববাহকািরণী a. polyandrous. ☐ n. a polyandrist. ̃িব ীন  a. spread over a wide or large 
area, far-flung. ̃বীজপ ী (bot.) a. polycotyledon. ̃ব য়সাধ  a. very expensive or costly. ̃ব েয় adv. at a 
great cost or expense. ̃ ীিহ n. (gr.) mode of forming compound words (a compound word formed 
by this mode gives a meaning which neither of the constituent words implies). ̃ভতৃ ক a. having 
many husbands. ̃ভাগ, ̃ভাগ , a. very fortunate. ☐ n. a great fortune. ̃ভািষতা n. speaking many 
languages; garrulity, talkativeness. ̃ভাষী a. speaking many languages, polyglottic; garrulous, 
talkative. ব ভাষী ব ি  a polyglot; a garrulous or talkative person. ̃ভুজ a. (geom.) polygonal; (bio.) 
polypous. ☐ n. a polygon; a polyp. ̃ভুজে   n. (geom.) a polygon. ̃ ণবীজতা n. (bot.) 
polyembryony. ̃ ণবীজী a. (bot.) polyembryonic. ̃মত a. highly esteemed; greatly honoured. ̃মান n. 
high esteem; great honour. ̃মানা দ a. highly esteemed or revered. ̃মুখ a. multifaced; multifarious; 

multiplex (ব মুখ  টিল াফ); (of a school or co-operative society) multipurpose. fem. ̃মুখী । ̃মূ  n. 
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diabetes. ̃মূ গত a.diabetic. ̃ম ূপীি ত a. diabetic. ̃মূিত   a. multiform. মূল  a.very costly; very 
precious. ̃ যৗিগক a. (bot.) decompound. ̃রািশক n. (arith.) the double rule of three. ̃ প1 a. diverse. 
multifarious. ̃ প2, ব  পী a. assuming different forms; polymorphic, multiform. ☐ n. the 
chameleon; an itinerant showman who amuses people by as suming various forms. fem. a. ̃ িপনী 
। ̃ পতা a. polymorphism. ̃শ adv. many times, many a time and oft; in a great measure, to a great 

extent. ̃শাখ a. having many branches. ̃শা   a. polymathic. ̃ব শা   ব ি  a polymath. ̃িশরাল a. (bot.) 
multicostate. ̃ ত a. profoundly or vastly learned, erudite, well-versed in many disciplines. ̃ ািমক 
a. having to serve many masters; having many owners. 

ব ি  [ bahuḍ◌়i ] n (obs.) a newly married woman, a childwife. 

ব ত [ bahuta ] a much or many. ব ত আ া int. very good, excellent. 

ব ল [ bahula ] a much, profuse, abundant, plentiful. ̃পিরমােণ adv. in a great or large measure, 
profusely. ̃তা, ̃  n. muchness, profusion, abundance. plenty. ব লীকরণ n. multiplication. ব লীকৃত a. 
multiplied. 

বেহ া [ bahēḍ◌়ā ] n the beleric myrobalan. 

বি  [ bahni ] n fire. ̃ ালা n. a flame; glow or heat of fire. ̃মান a. flaming, blazing. ̃িশখা n. a tongue 
of fire, a flame. ̃সং ার n. cremation of a dead body. 

ব া  র [ bahbāḍ◌়mbara ] n excessive pomp or éclat; great fuss. 

ব ার  [ bahbārambha ] n a grand or fussy preparation. ব ারে  লঘুি য়া much cry but little wool. 

বা2 [ bā2 ] con or ☐ adv. possibly, perhaps (হেবও বা); alternatively (তুিমই বা  গেল); used to 
emphasize a question (হেবই বা না  কন ?). 

বাই1 [ bāi1 ] n a title affixed to the names of Marathi or Rajput women. 

বাই2 [ bāi2 ] n neurosis; a mania ( িচবাই); a strong hobby, a crotchet, a craze ( খলা  দখার বাই). 

বাই3, বাইওয়ািল [ bāi3, bāiōẏāli ] n. fem a professional dancing-girl and songstress. 

বাইচ, বাইচেখলা [ bāica, bāicakhēlā ] n a boat-race, a regatta. 

বাইনাচ [ bāināca ] n the dance of a professional dancing girl. 

বাইেবল [ bāibēla ] n the Bible. 
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বাইল [ bāila ] n a stalked leaf of the coconut tree, palm-tree, etc,; a leaf of a door esp. of a 
folding door. 

বাইশ [ bāiśa ] n. & a twenty-two. বাইেশ n. the twenty-second day of a month, the twenty-
second. ☐ a. twenty-second. 

বাইস1 [ bāisa1 ] n a (carpenter's) chisel. 

বাইস2 [ bāisa2 ] n a gripping tool, a vice. 

বাইিসকল, বাইিসেকল, বাইসাইেকল [ bāisikala, bāisikēla, bāisāikēla ] n a bicyle, a cycle. বাইিসকেল 
চ া v. to ride a bicycle. বাইিসকেল চে  যাওয়া v. to cycle. বাইিসকল-আেরাহী n. a cyclist. 

বাউিট [ bāuṭi ] n a kind of bracelet. 

বাউ ডুেল [ bāunḍulē ] a regarding nobody or nothing as one's own; Bohemian, vagabond. ☐ n. a 
vagabond; a tramp. 

বাউরা [ bāurā ] a mad, insane. 

বাউির [ bāuri ] n a lowly Hindu caste; a member of this caste. 

বাউল [ bāula ] n one of a class of Hindu stoical devotees singing songs in a special mode 
illustrating their doctrine; their song or mode of singing. 

বাওয়া1 [ bāōẏā1 ] v to row; to steer, to propel; to paddle; to pass over; to cover; to go or ply or 
move along (পথ  বেয় যাওয়া); to climb up or down (িসঁি   বেয় নামা). 

বাওয়া2 [ bāōẏā2 ] a not containing any embryo, barren, addle (বাওয়া িডম = an addle egg, a wind-
bag). 

বাংলা1 [ bāṃlā1 ] n Bengal, the land or state of Bengal; the Bengali language. ☐ a. written in 
Bengali (বাংলা বই); relating or pertaining to or of Bengal or of Bengali (বাংলা সািহত ). 

বাংলা2, বাংেলা [ bāṃlā2, bāṃlō ] n a bungalow. 

বাঃ [ bāḥ ] int denoting: an exclamation in praise, wonder, taunt, disgust etc., ah, (cp. bah). 

বাঁও2 [ bām ̐ō2 ] n a fathom. 
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বাঁও  [ bām ̐ōḍ◌় ] n the bend of a river where the current is obstructed, (cp.) an eddy, a 
whirlpool. 

বাঁওয়া [ bām ̐ōẏā ] a (dial.) left-handed. 

বাঁক [ bān ̐ka ] n curvature; a curve; a bend, a turn (as of a road or river); a piece of long and bent 
pole borne on one's shoulder for carrying loads fastened to its ends. ̃নল n. a blowpipe; a u-tube; 
(bot.) a bent tube. ̃মল n. a kind of twisted bangle for the ankle. 

বাঁকা [ bān ̐kā ] v to bend, to curve ( রখািট  বঁেকেছ); to turn (পথিট এখােন  বঁেকেছ); to be come reluctant 
or unfavourable or ungracious or antipathetic (কত  া  বঁেকেছন). ☐ a. bent, curved (বাঁকা বাঁশ); 
stopping, hunched (বাঁকা িপঠ); slanting, aslant (খুিটখানা বাঁকা); winding, tortuous, sinuous, spiral, 
roundabout (বাঁকা পথ); furtive, squint, oblique (বাঁকা চাহিন); cynical or unfriendly (বাঁকা দৃি ভি ); 
crooked (বাঁকা মন); rude, harsh (বাঁকা কথা); insinuating; sly (বাঁকা উি ); reluctant, unfavourable, 
antipathetic. ̃ চারা a. having many curves and twists; not straightforward, crooked (বাঁকােচারা কথা). 
বাঁকােনা. v. to bend; to make reluctant or unfavourable or antipathetic.  বঁেক বসা v. to be placed or 
fixed slantingly; to become reluctant or unfavourable or antipathetic; to revise or retract one's 
previous opinion, desire, resolve etc., to refuse to fall in with or accede to. 

বাঁচন [ bān ̐cana ] n living, keeping alive, subsisting; resuscitation, revival; rescue or relief; state 
of remaining unimpaired, freedom from involvement. 

বাঁচা [ bān ̐cā ] v to live, to keep alive; to subsist (বাঙািল ভােত বাঁেচ); to get back life, to be 
resuscitated, to revive (িবশল করণীর  েণ ল ণ বাঁচেলন); to be saved or rescued or relieved; to remain 
unimpaired, to be kept up or maintained or protected ( া   বাঁচা, মান বাঁচা); to escape, avoid or to 
be spared ( লাকসান বাঁচা, খরচ বাঁচা); to become surplus ( ভােজর  শেষ অেনক সে শ  বঁেচেছ). বাঁচােনা v. to 
give back life, to resuscitate, to revive; to save or rescue or relieve; to keep up, to maintain, to 
protect; to escape, to save, to cut, to curtail (খরচা বাঁচােনা); to save from being consumed (খাবার 
বাঁচােনা); to carry on, to maintain (চাকির বাঁচােনা). কারও পের  বঁেচ থাকা to outlive a person. িকছুর পের বা 
িকছ ুএি েয়  বঁেচ থাকা to survive something. 

বাঁেচায়া [ bān ̐cōẏā ] n rescue, relief, escape; safety; (rare) protection of life; 

বাঁজা, বাঁঝা [ bān ̐jā, bān̐jhā ] a (of a woman) barren, sterile, unproductive. 

বাঁট1 [ bān̐ṭa1 ] n an udder, a teat, a dug. 

বাঁট2 [ bān̐ṭa2 ] n a haft, a handle. 
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বাঁট ল [ bān ̐ṭakula ] n a dumpy, a very short man, a short-statured man; a man of short height. 

☐ a. short. see also  বঁেট । 

বাঁটন [ bān ̐ṭana ] n dividing, apportionment, allotment; distribution. 

বাঁটা [ bān ̐ṭā ] v to divide; to share out, to apportion, to allot; to distribute. বাঁটােনা v. to cause to 
divide or apportion or allot or distribute. 

বাঁটুল [ bān ̐ṭula ] n a small ball (usu. of iron and used as a missile); (iron.) a short and fat man, a 
dumpy. 

বাঁদর [ bān ̐dara ] n the monkey; the ape; (dero.) a mischievous person. fem. বাঁদির । ̃মুেখা a. having 

a face as ugly as that of a monkey. fem. বাঁদরমুিখ । বাঁদরািম, বাঁদরােমা n. mischievousness; a monkey-
trick; monkeyism. বা ঁের a. monkeyish. 

বাঁদরলািঠ [ bān ̐daralāṭhi ] n the drumstick tree, Cassia fistula. 

বাঁিদেপাতা [ bān ̐dipōtā ] n a chequered cloth having multi-coloured stripes. 

বাঁিদ [ bān ̐di ] n maidservant, a handmaid; a woman slave. 

বাঁধ [ bān ̐dha ] n a dam; a breakwater, a bulwark; (geog.) a dyke. বাঁধ  দওয়া v. to dam. (fig.) to 
restrain. বাধঁ িনম ান করা, বাঁধ বাঁধা v. to build a dam or breakwater or dyke. 

বাঁধন [ bān ̐dhana ] n binding or fastening; a tie, a knot (বাঁধন খুেল দাও); damming; obstruction; 
stopping or parking (as of a vehicle); restraining or appeasement (as of one's mind); 
composition; formation; construction, building, setting up; turning, attunement; unification; 
reduction or rendering; compactness (কথার বাঁধন). ̃হারা a. free, unbridled, unrestrained. বাঁধিন n. 
binding or fastening; a tie, a knot; due arrangement, methodicalness, order (কােজর বাঁধিন); 
compactness. 

বাঁধা1 [ bān ̐dhā1 ] n pawning or mortgaging. ☐ a. pawned, pledged, mortgaged. বাঁধা  দওয়া v. to 
pawn, to pledge; to mortgage. বাঁধা রাখা v. to give or take in pledge. 

বাঁধা2 [ bān̐dhā2 ] v to bind, to tie, to fasten; to obstruct (  াত বাঁধা); to dam (খাল বাঁধা); to stop or 
park (গা়ি  বাঁধা); to restrain or appease (মন বাঁধা); to compose (গান বাঁধা); to form, to do ( খাঁপা বাঁধা); 
to build or set up (ঘর বাঁধা); to attune (বীণা বাঁধা); to unite ( ােণ  ােণ বাঁধা); to be reduced to or 
rendered into, to turn into (জমাট বাঁধা, দান বাঁধা). ☐ a. bound; tied, fastened, obstructed; dammed; 
composed; formed, done; built, setup; attuned; routine (বাঁধা কাজ); regular (বাঁধা খে র); stock (বাঁধা 
গ ); rigid (বাঁধা িনয়ম); fixed (বাঁধা মাইেন); brick-built or stone-built, pucka (বাঁধা ঘাট). বাঁধাই n. binding 
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or cost of binding esp. a book; enframing or cost of enframing (as a picture). ̃কিপ n. cabbage. বাঁধা 
গ  a stock phrase; a rigid rule or system. ̃ছাদা n. rolling up and tying as a baggage. বাঁধাছাদা করা v. 
to pack. ̃ধরা a. fixed; rigid; routine; stock; monotonous, trite. ̃ঝুিল n. a catchphrase, a catchword, a 
slogan. বাঁধােনা v. to bind (as a book); to enframe (as a picture); to fix or manufacture artificial 
ones (দাঁত বাঁধােনা); to inlay (িহের িদেয় বাঁধােনা); to plate ( সানা িদেয় বাঁধােনা); to pave, to macadamize 
(রা া বাঁধােনা); to build with stone or brick (ঘাট বাঁধা); to dam (খাল বাঁধােনা); to cause to compose (গান 
বাঁধােনা); to cause to build or set up (ঘর বাঁধােনা); to cause to attune (বীণা বাঁধা); to reduce to or render 
into (জমাট বাঁধােনা). ☐ a. bound; enframed; artificial (বাঁধােনা দাঁত = a set of artificial teeth, denture); 
inlaid; plated; paved, macadamized; brick-built or stone-built, pukka; dammed; built or set 
up. ̃বাঁিধ a. fixed, hard and fast, unalterable. ☐ n. a rigid rule or system; strictness. 

বাঁয়া [ bām ̐ẏā ] n a small semi-circular musical instrument of percussion played along with the 
tabla (তবলা). ঢােকর বাঁয়া (fig. & derisively) a useless accompaniment, a mere nothing; someone 
else's ditto. 

বাঁশ [ bām ̐śa ] n the bamboo. বাঁশ  দওয়া (sl.) to take the wind out of one's sails; to ruin. বুেক বাঁশ 
 দওয়া to make a person lie at full length in between two bamboo-poles and then roll the poles 
oppressively as a punishment; (fig.) to torment severely. বাঁেশর  চেয় কি  দ  (fig.) the chip is 
harder than the old block, the greenhorn is tougher than the veteran. বাঁশ বেন  ডাম কানা (fig.) one 
cannot see the wood for the trees. ̃গাি  n. (law) planting a bamboo-pole in the ground of an 
estate as a sign of taking possession of it. ̃ঝা  n. a bamboo-clump. 

বাঁিশ, বাঁশির [ bām ̐śi, bām ̐śari ] n a flute made of a kind of slender bamboo, a reed; a flute, a pipe. 
বাঁিশ বাজােনা v. to play on a flute, to pipe. 

বা  [ bāk ] n speech, language; learning; the organ of speech. ̃চাতুির, ̃চাতুয , n. cleverness of speech; 
gift of the gab; artful or wheedling language, a quibble. ̃চাপল  n. flippancy in speech; flippant 
speech; loquacity, talkativeness. ̃ছল n. artfulness or wheedlesomeness of speech; equivocation; a 

quibble. ̃জাল same as বাগজাল । ̃পটু same as বাি দ  । ̃পটুতা, ̃পটু  same as বাৈ দ  । ̃পা   n. rudeness of 

speech; insulting words. ̃ ণালী n. mode of speaking; an idiom. ̃ প  n. elaborate speech; 

eloquence. ̃ রাধ inc. but pop. var. of বাে াধ । ̃শি  n. power or faculty of speaking. ̃শি রিহত, ̃শি হীন a. 

dumb; unable to speak; rendered speechless; dumb founded. ̃সংযম n. exercise of restraint in 
speech, sparingness in use of words, reticence, taciturnity. ̃সব   a. excelling only in words and 
incapable of action. বা ব   ব ি  a person of mere words, a wind-bag. ̃িস  a. having the power to 

utter infallible words. fem. ̃িস া । ̃ ূিত  n. utterance of words. ̃ াধীনতা n. freedom of speech. 

বাকস [ bākasa ] n a medicinal plant, Justicia gandrussa. 

বািক [ bāki ] a remaining (বািক জীবন); outstanding (বািক কাজ); unrealized or unpaid, overdue (বািক 
পাওনা). ☐ n. the remainder, the balance; arrears (বািক  শাধ); credit (বািকেত  বচা). বািক প া v. to fall 
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into arrears, to be overdue. বািক খাজনা arrears of rent. বািক জায় a list of unrealized rent or 
revenue. ̃ ত adv. in arrears; on credit (বািকেত িজিনস  কনা). ̃বেকয়া n. dues. বািক রাখা v. to keep arrears; 
to default; to keep unpaid. 

বাক  [ bākya ] n speech, language; (gr.) a sentence; an expression; a saying. ̃ ালা n. tormenting 
language, a talking-to. বাক দান করা v. to give one's word, to promise. ̃বাগীশ a. having the gift of the 
gab; eloquent; voluble, glib, talkative, garrulous; excelling in words but incapable of action. ̃বাণ 
n. (lit.) a shaft of words; piercing words. ̃িব াস n. (gr.) syntax; (loos.) skilful use of words, 

praiseworthy oration. ̃িবশারদ same as বাক বাগীশ । ̃ব য় n. speaking, talking. বাক ব য় করা v. to speak, 

to talk. বৃথা বাক ব য় করা v. to talk in vain; to throw away words. িবনা বাক ব েয় adv. without using a 
word, without speaking a word. ̃ ূিত  n. utterance of words. ̃হারা, ̃হীন a. speechless; dumb; mum. 
বাক াথ  n. the meaning of a sentence. বাক ালাপ n. conversation (বাক ালােপ ম ); speaking terms (তােদর 
বাক লাপ  নই = they are not on speaking terms). বাক ালাপ করা v. to converse; to talk together (usu. 
familiarly); to speak with. 

বা , বাে া [ bāksa, bāksō ] n a box; a case. ̃জাত, ̃বি  a. kept into a box. বা জাত করা, বা বি  করা v. 
to put into a box, to box. 

বাখান [ bākhāna ] n praise, eulogy; description. 

বাখানা [ bākhānā ] v (poet.) to narrate or describe or delineate or praise. 

বাখাির [ bākhāri ] n a piece of split bamboo, a bam boo-slip. 

বাখাির চুন [ bākhāri cuna ] n unslaked lime, quick-lime. 

বাগ1 [ bāga1 ] n a garden ( গালাপবাগ). 

বাগ2 [ bāga2 ] n bridle (বাগেডার); control (বােগ পাওয়া); device or mode (কােজর বাগ); opportunity or 
advantage (বাগ  পেয়); (dial.) a way or route ( স  কান বােগ  গল ?). বাগ মানােনা, বােগ আনা v. to bring 
under control. 

বা জাল [ bāgjāla ] n a web or mesh or trap of words; wheedling language; rigmarole; 
circumlocution; grandiloquence. বা জাল িব ার করা v. to weave a web or set a trap of words; to 
speak wheedlingly; to circumlocute. 

বাগ া [ bāgaḍ◌়ā ] n (coll.) an obstacle, a hindrance, a hitch. বাগ া  দওয়া v. to create a hitch, to 
hinder; to make a bottleneck; to take the wind out of one's sails. 

বাগেডার [ bāgaḍōra ] n rein. 
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বা দ া [ bāgdattā ] a. fem betrothed; affianced. ☐ n. fem. a betrothed girl. 

বাগদা, বাগদা-িচংি  [ bāgadā, bāgadā-ciṇḍ◌়i ] n the prawn. 

বা দান [ bāgdāna ] n betrothal; giving word; making a promise. 

বাগিদ [ bāgadi ] n a lowly Hindu caste; one of this caste. fem. বাগিদিন । 

বাে দবী [ bāgdēbī ] n Saraswati, the goddess of speech. 

বা ারা [ bāgdhārā ] n a manner or mode of using words in speech, an idiom. ̃গত a. idiomatic. 

বা  ল [ bāgbahula ] a verbose, full of words, having too many words; prolix. বা া ল  n. verbosity; 
prolixity. 

বাি ত ডা [ bāgbitanḍā ] n alteration, wrangling; a hot dispute. 

বাি দ  [ bāgbidagdha ] a clever or apt in speech; eloquent. বাৈ দ  n. eloquence. 

বাগয  [ bāgayantra ] n the larynx. 

বাগা  র [ bāgāḍ◌়mbara ] n grandiloquence; tall talk; verbiage. বাগা  র করা v. to speak 
grandiloquently; to talk big; to brag; to speak verbosely. 

বাগান [ bāgāna ] n a garden; a pleasure-ground; a grove. আমবাগান n. a mango-grove. কলাবাগান n. a 
clump of plantain trees. নারেকল বাগান n. a cocount-grove. ফলবাগান n. an orchard. ফ ুলবাগান n. a 
flower garden, a flower-bed. সবিজবাগান n. a kitchen garden. বাগান করা v. to garden. বাগােন কাজ করা v. 
to garden. বাগােনর কাজ gardening. 

বাগােনা [ bāgānō ] v to bring under control; to break (বদেমজািজ  ঘা ােক বাগােনা); to manage, to 
obtain (চাকির বাগােনা, টাকা বাগােনা); to manage to have performed or executed or done (কাজ বাগােনা); 
to wangle (ছ ুিট বাগােনা); to flourish ( তি  বাগােনা); to defalcate or misappropriate (তিবল  থেক বাগােনা). 

বািগ [ bāgi ] n bubo. 

বািগচা [ bāgicā ] n a small garden. 

বািগি য় [ bāgindriẏa ] n the organ of speech. 
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বাগীশ, বাগী র [ bāgīśa, bāgīśbara ] n an eloquent man; a fluent speaker; an orator; (fem. an 

oratress, an oratrix). বাগী রী fem. of বাগীশ । ☐ n. Saraswati (সর তী) the goddess of speech. 

বা রা [ bāgurā ] n (obs.) a net, a snare. বা রাব  a. caught in a trap or snare. 

বা ী [ bāgmī ] a having eloquence or oratorial power. ☐ n. a good or eloquent speaker; an 
orator. বাি তা n. eloquence; oratory. 

বাঘ [ bāgha ] n the tiger; (loos.) the panther, the leopard. fem. বািঘিন the tigress. বােঘ  গা েত এক 
ঘােট জল খাওয়া (fig.) a very powerful administration under which even traditional antagonists 
behave as friends. বােঘর ঘের  ঘােগর বাসা (lit.) a tiger-wolf taking-up its abode in a tiger's lair; (fig.) 
a weakling settling in the lair of its deadly enemy. বােঘর বা া a tiger's cub. বােঘর মািস the 
cat. ̃ছি , ̃ছাল n. the skin of a tiger. ̃নখ n. a tiger's nail; an ornamental pendant for the neck; an 
aromatic substance; (hist.) a nail-like weapon worn by Shivaji as handgloves. ̃বি দ n. an indoor 
game akin to fox and geese. বাঘা n. (dero.) the tiger, a tigerling ( গাবাঘা); (affec.) a traditional 
name of a dog. ☐ a. very large (বাঘা মাছ); very powerful (বাঘা শাসন); very efficient (বাঘা  করািন, বাঘা 
 খেলায়া ); extremely sour (বাঘা  তঁতুল); commanding submission from others, very imposing (বাঘা 
 লাক). বাঘা র n. a piece of tiger's skin worn as loincloth. 

বাি ন  [ bāṅniṣṭha ] a true to one's word, one who keeps his word or promise. 

বাি ন ি  [ bāṅniṣpatti ] n utterance of words. বাি ন ি  করা v. to utter or speak. 

বাঙাল [ bāṅāla ] n a native of East Bengal; (iron.) an unrefined rustic. ☐ a. of East Bengal (বাঙাল 

 থা); born in East Bengal. fem. n. বাঙািলিন, বাঙালিন । 

বাঙািল [ bāṅāli ] n a native of Bengal, a Bengali. ☐ a. of Bengalis or of Bengal. 

বাঙােল [ bāṅālē ] a (usu. dero.) like a Bengali of the East, like or about an East Bengali. 

বা য় [ bāṅmaẏa ] a full of words, wordy; composed of words, worded. বা য়ী a. fem. of বা য় । 

☐ n. Saraswati (সর তী) the goddess of speech. 

বাচক1 [ bācaka1 ] a signifying, denoting. 

বাচক2 [ bācaka2 ] n (coll.) prohibition or prejudice; (coll.) abstinence. 

বাচন [ bācana ] n speaking; narration; utterance; a saying; reading; expounding, explanation. 
বাচিনক a. verbal, oral; in word. 
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বাচ িত [ bācaspati ] n an eloquent speaker; an orator; a learned man. 

বাচ ত  [ bācaspatya ] n eloquence; erudition. 

বাচাল [ bācāla ] a talkative, garrulous; voluble. বাচালতা n. talkativeness, garrulity; volubility. 

বা া, বা া [ bāccā, bācchā ] n a young child, an infant; (sl.) a kid; offspring ( লাকটা মা েষর বা া 
নয়); the young of a beast. ☐ a. young, infant (বা া  ছেল, বা া   র). বা াকা া n. pl. young or infant 
children, little ones; kiddies. 

বাচ  [ bācya ] a to be spoken or uttered; speakable, utterable; fit to be regarded as, namable 
(পদবাচ ). ☐ n. (gr.) voice. বাচ াথ  n. actual or simple (and not figurative) meaning or sense of a 
word or sentence, the primary or original meaning (of a word etc.). 

বাছন, বাছিন1 [ bāchana, bāchani1 ] n same as বাছাই । (n.). 

বাছিবচার [ bāchabicāra ] n discrimination or choice (usu. meticulous or over-cautious one); 
prejudicial abstinence or avoidance. বাছিবচার করা v. to choose meticulously or over-cautiously; to 
abstain from, to avoid; to be prejudiced against. বাছািবচার না কের, িবনা বাছিবচাের without 
discrimination, indiscriminately. 

বাছা1 [ bāchā1 ] n (in affectionate address) a son or a daughter or a person deserving to be 
treated as such (cp. My child.) 

বাছা2 [ bāchā2 ] v to choose, to select; to pick and choose; to sort out or separate (ভােলা ম  বাছা, 
খুদ বাছা); to eliminate unwanted elements from (চাল বাছা); to pick and eliminate or kill (উ ন বাছা). 
☐ a. chosen, selected; sorted; freed from unwanted elements; choice, select (বাছা বাছা  লাক = 
chosen or selected persons). 

বাছাই [ bāchāi ] n choosing, choice, selection; picking and choosing; sorting or separating; 

elimination of unwanted elements. ☐ a. same as বাছা2 (a). বাছাই করা same as বাছা2 । 

বাছাধন [ bāchādhana ] n. masc same as বাছা1 । 

বাছুর [ bāchura ] n the young of the cow, the calf. বাছ ুর িবয়ােনা v. to calve. বাছ ুেরর মাংস n. veal. 

বাজ1 [ bāja1 ] n thunderbolt, thunder; (loos.) lightning. 

বাজ2 [ bāja2 ] n the hawk; the falcon. 
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-বাজ3 [ -bāja3 ] sfx denoting: skilled, given to, full of etc. (ফি বাজ,  িূত  বাজ). 

বাজখাঁই [ bājakhām̐i ] a (of voice) very harsh and loud, strident (বাজখাঁই গলা). 

বাজন [ bājana ] n the state of being played or beaten or sounded or rung (as a musical 
instrument, bell, coin etc.); the sound of beating or playing on a musical instrument, a bell 
etc. ̃দার, বাজনাদার, বাজনাওয়ালা n. an instrumentalist (esp. a professional one). বাজনা n. act or sound 
of playing on a musical instrument; music; a musical instrument. 

বাজৈবির, বাজবহির [ bājabairi, bājabahari ] n a species or variety of large falcons; the eagle (?). 

বাজরা1 [ bājarā1 ] n bulrush-millet, millet. 

বাজরা2 [ bājarā2 ] n a wicker-hamper. 

বাজা [ bājā ] v to sound or be sounded ( মাটেরর হন   বাজা); to ring or be rung, to toll (ঘ টা বাজা); to be 
played on (বীণা বাজা); to be beaten (ঢাক বাজা); to strike (ঘি  বাজা, িতনেট বাজা); to be announced by a 
sound ( হর বাজা); to be felt (হােত বাজ); to jar on (কােন বাজা); to smart or pain (মেন বাজা). ঘি  বােজ the 
clock chimes or strikes. ঘি েত একটা বােজ the clock strikes one, it is one o'clock.  ুেলর ঘ টা বাজ the 
school-bell goes. 

বাজােনা [ bājānō ] v to sound; to ring, to toll; to play on (as a musical instrument), to beat (as an 
instrument of percussion); to clink (as coins); to try to discover the inclinations, thoughts etc. 
of, to sound ( লাকটােক বািজেয়  দখা). বািজেয়  দখা v. to try or sound (somebody). 

বাজার [ bājāra ] n a market; a fair (রেথর বাজার); goods or stores esp. for cooking purchased from 
the market (বাজারটা রাখেল  কাথায় ?). বাজার করা v. to visit the market for buying things (esp. daily 
necessaries or stores), to shop. বাজার বেসেছ the market has opened for the day; a new market has 
opened. গরম বাজার (comm.) boom. চ া বাজার dear market. নরম বাজার (comm.) slump. বাজার চ া 
market is up. ̃দর n. market price, the current price. বাজার নরম market is down; demand is slack. 
বাজাের a. selling or dealing at a market; (of a woman) taken to harlotry. বাজাের  মেয়মা ষ a 
prostitute. বাজাের  লাক a market-man, a marketer. 

-বািজ1 [ -bāji1 ] sfx denoting: practice, propensity, repleteness etc. (ফি বািজ). 

বািজ2 [ bāji2 ] n magic, jugglery, legerdemain ( ভাজবািজ); a feat (দ াবািজ, মুখবািজ); a game, a turn, a 
spell, a bout (এক বািজ তাস বা দাবা); fireworks; a wager; a stake; (fig.) one's existence and activities 
in this world ('এবার বািজ  ভার'). বািজ  জতা v. to win a stake. বািজ ধরা v. to lay a wager; to stake. বািজ 
 পা ােনা v. to make a display of fire-works. বািজ রাখা v. to bet. বািজ হারা v. to lose a stake. 
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বািজকর [ bājikara ] n a juggler, a magician; (rare) an acrobat. 

বািজমাত [ bājimāta ] n (in chess) checkmate; complete victory or triumph in a game or 
anything. 

বািজেয় [ bājiẏē ] a skilled in playing on a musical instrument. ☐ n. an instrumentalist. 

বাজী [ bājī ] n the horse; an arrow. 

বাজীকরণ [ bājīkaraṇa ] n an aphrodisiac process or drug, an aphrodisiac. 

বাজু [ bāju ] n an ornament for the arm, an armlet (also বাজুব ) the arm; a side; a side post of a 
door or a cot. 

বােজ [ bājē ] a inferior or trashy (বােজ মাল); in significant, contemptible, worthless, good-for-
nothing (বােজ  লাক); false, unsubstantial, idle (বােজ কথা); useless, unnecessary (বােজ খাটুিন); 
undesirable, unwanted (বােজ ঝােমলা); extra or incidental (বােজ খরচ, বােজ আদায়). ̃মাক  া a. of inferior 
make or brand; inferior; in significant. 

বােজয়া  [ bājēẏāpta ] a confiscated, forfeited; fore closed. বােজয়া  করা v. to confiscate, to forfeit; 
to foreclose. ̃করণ n. confiscation, forfeiture; foreclosure. 

বা নীয় [ bāñchanīẏa ] a desirable; agreeable. 

বা া [ bāñchā ] n a desire, a longing; a wish. বা া করা v. to desire or long or wish (for). ̃ক ত  n. 
(myth.) a wishing-tree of heaven; one who grants all desires of supplicants. 

বাি ত [ bāñchita ] a desired, longed-for, wished-for. fem. বাি তা । 

বাট1 [ bāṭa1 ] n (usu. poet.) a path, a road. 

বাট2 [ bāṭa2 ] n ingot, bullion. 

বাটখারা [ bāṭakhārā ] n a mass of metal adjusted to a standard and used in weighing or in 
calculating weight, a weight. 

বাটন [ bāṭana ] n turning into paste by rolling something on a flat mortar with a pestle. বাটনা n. 
spices turned thus into paste; a quantity of spices to be rolled thus. 
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বাটপা  [ bāṭapāḍ◌় ] n a highwayman; a robber; a swindler. বাটপাি  n. highway robbery; robbery; 
swindling.  চােরর উপর বাটপাি  (fig.) a swindler robs a thief. 

বাটা2 [ bāṭā2 ] n a variety of small silvery-white fresh-water fish. 

বাটা3 [ bāṭā3 ] n a kind of metal tray (esp. one for holding betel-leaves). 

বাটা4 [ bāṭā4 ] n a Hindu rite of offering dishes of food to a son-in-law. 

বাটা5 [ bāṭā5 ] v to turn into paste by rolling (spices etc.) on a flat mortar with a pestle. ☐ a. 
(spices etc.) thus reduced to or turned into paste (বাটা মশলা). 

বাটািল [ bāṭāli ] n a chisel. 

বািট [ bāṭi ] n a hemispheroidal cup without handles. বািট চালা v. to set a cup chasing a culprit by 
means of occult incantations. এক বািট a cup (of); a cupful (of). 

বািটকা [ bāṭikā ] n a small house; (loos.) a house (উদ ানবািটকা). 

বােটায়ারা [ bāṭōẏārā ] n apportionment; division; partition. 

বা া [ bāṭṭā ] n (comm.) a discount. আসল বা া true discount. 

বা  [ bāḍ◌় ] n growth, development (গােছর বা ); increase ( বতেনর বা ); aggravation ( রােগর বা ); 
audacity. বা  বা া to grow audacious, to become intolerably haughty, to be high and mighty. 

বা ই [ bāḍ◌়i ] n a carpenter, a joiner. 

বা িত [ bāḍ◌়ti ] n growth or development or in crease or aggravation or flourish (বা িত মুেখ). ☐ 
a. surplus (বা িত মাল); extra (বা িত  রাজগার); excessive, in excess (বা িত লাভ = excess profit). 

বা ন2 [ bāḍ◌়na2 ] n a besom, a broom. 

বা   [ bāḍ◌়nta ] a inclined to grow or develop, growing (বা   গ ন); flourishing (বা   অব হা); 
(iron.) exhausted, deficit (ঘের চাল বা  ). 

বা বা   [ bāḍ◌়bāḍ◌়nta ] n great or growing prosperity; (iron.) bluster; lofty show. 
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বা ব [ bāḍ◌়ba ] a (myth.) relating to a sea-horse vomiting fire constantly. ☐ n. fire vomited by 
the aforesaid sea-horse (usu. বা বানল). 

বা া1 [ bāḍ◌়ā1 ] v to proceed, to go. আেগ বা া v. to go forward or ahead, to advance. 

বা া2 [ bāḍ◌়ā2 ] v to grow up, to develop (গাছ বা া); to increase ( লাক বা া); to aug ment (িবপদ বা া); 
to be expanded (রাজ  বা া); to aggravate ( রাগ বা া); to flourish, to thrive (ধনস দ বা া); to mend or 
sharpen ( পনিসল বা া); to grow audacious (বদমাশটা ব   বে েছ); to serve on a dinner-plate (ভাত বা া). 
☐ a. mended; served on a dinner-plate; more or greater than (' স মািট মােয়র বা া'). বা ােনা v. to 
develop; to increase; to multiply (বংশ বা ােনা); to augment; to expand; to aggravate; to cause to 
mend or sharpen; to stretch; to extend, to crane (হাত বা ােনা, গলা বা ােনা); to cause to serve on a 
dinner-plate; to exalt or extol unduly or give undue importance to (অেযাগ   লাকেক বা ােনা); to 
exaggerate (বাি েয়  লখা); to over-indulge ( ছেলটােক  স বাি েয়েছ); to enhance falsely (বয়স বা ােনা). ̃বাি  
n. excess; immoderation; intemperance; overmuchness; aggravation ( রােগর বা াবাি ). বা় াবাি  করা 
v. to go beyond the limit. বা াবাি  হওয়া v. to be aggravated; to be in excess. বা া ভােত ছাই  দওয়া v. 
(fig.) to frustrate or foil somebody's hopes or plans almost at the point of success. 

বাি 1 [ bāḍ◌়i1 ] n a stroke, a hit (লািঠর বাি ); a staff, a stick, a cudgel (পাচন বাি ) বাি   দওয়া, বাি  মারা 
v. to deal (one) a blow, to strike, to hit. 

বাি 2 [ bāḍ◌়i2 ] n a house; a building; a dwelling-house, an abode; a residence; a home. ̃ওয়ালা n. 
the owner of a house (esp. of tenanted one), (cp.) a landlord (fem. a landlady). fem. বাি ওয়ািল, 

(coll.) বাি উিল । ̃ঘর n. homestead; houses and buildings; habitations. ̃ভা া n. house-rent; rent of a 
dwelling house. ̃মুেখা a. & adv. homeward; home bound. যেমর বাি  (fig.) death's door. 

বাণ [ bāṇa ] n an arrow, a shaft, a dart. বাণ  ছা া v. to shoot an arrow. ̃িব  a. pierced with an 
arrow. ̃িল  n. a phallic symbol of Shiva. 

বািণজ  [ bāṇijya ] a trade, commerce, traffic. বািণজ  করা v. to trade, to traffic. বািণজ  কর n. a 
commercial tax. ̃ ক  n. a trade centre. ̃তির n. a merchantship, a merchantman. ̃ পাত same as 

বািণজ তির । ̃ম ক n. the Ministry of Commerce. ̃ম ী n. a Minister of Commerce. বািণজ  সাম ী n. 
merchandise; ware, commodity; stock-in trade, requisites for a trade. বািণিজ ক a. commercial. 

বাণী [ bāṇī ] n word; speech; a message; a maxim, an apophthegm; Saraswati (সর তী) the 
goddess of speech. 

বাত1 [ bāta1 ] n word, speech (ল া বাত); news, information ('পুেছ বাত'). 

বাত2 [ bāta2 ] n wind; air; rheumatism; rheum. ̃কম   n. farting; a fart. ̃গ র n. an air pocket. ̃   a. 
rheumatic. ̃চ  n. windmill. ̃  a. curing rheumatism or lymphatic disorders. ̃জ, ̃জিনত a. 
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rheumatic. ̃ র n. rheumatic fever. ̃ পি ক a. rheumatic and biliary. ̃ বদনা n. rheumatic pain. ̃ব ািধ n. 
rheumatism. ̃ব িধ   a. rheumatic. ̃র  n. a kind of blood-poisoning. ̃ রাগ n. rheumatism. ̃ রাগা   a. 
rheumatic. ̃শূল n. neuralgia. ̃ শাষক n. (bot.) an aspirator. 

বাতলােনা [ bātalānō ] v to suggest; to point out; to de vise. ☐ a. suggested; devised. 

বা সিরক [ bātsarika ] a annual, yearly; taking place or happening annually. &square; n an 
annual rite or religious performance. 

বা সল  [ bātsalya ] n affection; love; parental love, philoprogenitveness; the sentiment of 
parental love. 

বাতা [ bātā ] n a slip of bamboo or wood esp. one used in roofing, a lath, a slat. 

বাতা  ল [ bātānukūla ] a air-conditioned. বাতা  লতা n. air-conditioning. 

বাতাে ািলত [ bātāndōlita ] a agitated or moved or tossed by wind. 

বাতাি ত [ bātānbita ] a aerated. বাতাি ত পানীয় aerated water, (loos.) mineral water. 

বাতাবকাশ [ bātābakāśa ] n an air space. 

বাতাবরণ [ bātābaraṇa ] n environment, surroundings, atmosphere. 

বাতাবত  [ bātābarta ] n a whirlwind; a cyclone. 

বাতািব [ bātābi ] n the shaddock, the pompelmoose, the pomelo (also বাতািব  লবু). 

বাতায়ন [ bātāẏana ] n a window; a ventilator. 

বাতাস [ bātāsa ] n air; wind; a gust of wind; fanning; (usu. dero.) influence or touch (নাি েকর 
বাতাস). বাতাস করা v. to fan. বাতাস খাওয়া v. to enjoy fanning; to cool oneself with fanning; to take the 
air. বাতাস  দওয়া v. to fan; (fig.) to kindle or encourage (ঝগ ায় বাতাস  দওয়া). বাতাস পাওয়া v. to get air; 
(of boats etc.) to get favourable wind; (usu. dero.) to be in fluenced by. বাতাস লাগা v. to get air or 
(of boats etc.) wind; (usu. dero.) to be influenced by; to be possessed by an evil spirit. বাতােস ও া 
v. to fly in air; (fig.) to move light-heartedly or airily. বাতােস ভর কের চলা v. (fig.) to move as swiftly 
as the wind; (fig.) to move very lightly; (fig.) to move light-heartedly. 

বাতাসা [ bātāsā ] n a kind of light convex sweet drop of sugar or molasses. 
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বাতাহত [ bātāhata ] a wind-beaten, wind-stricken; (rare) wind-bound. 

বািত [ bāti ] n a lamp, a light; a candle; a stick or rod (গালার বািত). 

বািতক [ bātika ] n neurosis; a mania; a strong hobby, a crotchet, a craze ( খলা  দখার বািতক). ̃   a. 
neurotic; maniac; crotchety. ̃   ব ি  a neurotic; a crotchety man. 

বািতদান [ bātidāna ] n a lampstand; a candle-stick. 

বািতল [ bātila ] a forsaken or disowned; rejected; (law) void, set aside; annulled, rescinded; 
cancelled. বািতল করা v. to for sake or disown; to reject; (law) to void, to set aside; to annul, to 
rescind; to cancel. 

বািত   [ bātistambha ] n a lightpost, a lamppost. 

বাতুল [ bātula ] a neurotic; mad, insane; crazy. বাতুলতা n. neurosis; madness, insanity; craziness. 

বাত া [ bātyā ] n a strong wind, a gale, a storm. ̃পীি ত a. storm-stricken, storm-beaten. ̃িব ু  a. 
storm-tossed; tempestuous (as the sea), agitated by stormy wind. 

বাথান [ bāthāna ] n a cowhouse, a cattle-shed; a grazing ground, a pasture. 

বাথুয়া,  বেথা [ bāthuẏā, bēthō ] n a variety of spinach. 

বাদ1 [ bāda1 ] n an obstacle, a hindrance; opposition. বাদ সাধা v. to obstruct, to hinder; to get in 
the way of; to oppose; to foil. 

বাদ2 [ bāda2 ] n an utterance (সাধুবাদ); an argument (বাদ িতবাদ); a complaint or charge (বাদী); a 
dispute or brawl (বাদিবসংবাদ); (log.) correct judgment; a doctrine, an ism, a theory (সাম বাদ). ̃ িতবাদ 
n. argument, dispute, verbal dispute; altercation. ̃িবত ডা n. wrangling, altercation; dispute; 
quarrel. 

বাদ3 [ bāda3 ] n exception; omission; exclusion; exemption; deduction; subtraction; (comm.) a 
discount. ☐ prep. same as বােদ (prep.). বাদ  দওয়া v. to except; to omit; to exclude; to exempt; to 
deduct; to subtract; to discount. বাদ প া, বাদ যাওয়া, বাদ হওয়া v. to be excepted or omitted or 
excluded or exempted or subtracted or discounted. 

বাদক [ bādaka ] n an instrumentalist. ̃স দায় n. a musical band. 

বাদন [ bādana ] n act of playing on a musical instrument. 
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বাদবািক [ bādabāki ] a remaining. 

বাদলা2 [ bādalā2 ] a of rain; of the rainy season; rain-soaked; (loos.) moist; born or found in the 
rainy season (বাদলা  পাকা); rainy (বাদলা িদন). 

বাদলা3 [ bādalā3 ] n gold-thread or silver-thread (বাদলার কাজ). 

বাদশা [ bādaśā ] n same as বাদশাহ ।  ঁে র বাদশা a prince of idlers, an extremely lazy fellow. 

বাদশাহ [ bādaśāha ] n (Mus.) a great king or an emperor, badshah a padshah; the king of 
playing-cards. ̃জাদা n. a son of a badshah. fem. ̃জািদ a daughter of a badshah. বাদশািহ n. the office 
or reign or dominion of a badshah; a life as full of milk and honey or as pompous as that of a 
badshah. ☐ a. of or like a badshah; princely; imperial; majestic. 

বাদসাদ [ bādasāda ] n partial discount or deduction or allowance. 

বাদা [ bādā ] n an extensive marsh or fen; a wooded region. 

বাদা  [ bādāḍ◌় ] n a jungle; a wild tract of land full of thickets. 

বাদাম1 [ bādāma1 ] n a sail ('রাধার নােম বাদাম'). 

বাদাম2 [ bādāma2 ] n nut, almond. বাদােমর  খালা a nutshell. 

বাদািম [ bādāmi ] a almond-coloured, brown; al mond-shaped; almond-like. 

বািদত [ bādita ] a (chiefly of musical instruments) sounded, played on. 

বািদতা [ bāditā ] sfx denoting: habit of speaking (সত বািদতা); obedience to or practice of an ism 
(বা ববািদতা). 

বািদ  [ bāditra ] n a musical instrument. 

বািদনী [ bādinī ] fem of বাদী2 । 

বাদী1 [ bādī1 ] n the principal note of a musical mode. 
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বাদী2 [ bādī2 ] sfx denoting: speaking or accustomed to speak (সত বাদী); obedient to or practising 
an ism, -ist, -istic (সাম বাদী). ☐ n. a plaintiff or a complainant. ̃- িতবাদী n. complainant and 
defendant. 

বা   [ bāduḍ◌় ] n a flying mammal, the bat; the flying-fox. 

বা েল [ bādulē ] a same as বাদলা2 । 

বােদ [ bādē ] prep except, without ( স বােদ সবাই); after ( িদন বােদ). ☐ adv. afterwards, later on 
(বােদ এেসা = come later). 

বাদ  [ bādya ] n instrumental music; a musical instrument. ̃কর n. an instrumentalist. ̃করদল n. a 
musical band; a concert party. ̃ িন n. sound of instrumental music. ̃ভা ড্ n. musical instruments 
collectively; a set of musical instruments. ̃য  n. a musical instrument. 

বাধক [ bādhaka ] a obstructive; hindering. ☐ secondary amenorrhœa. 

বাধা [ bādhā ] v to stick (কাঁটায় কা   বাধা); to be obstructed or opposed (ধেম   বােধ); to come to 
happen, to ensue or begin (ল াই বাধা); to find it difficult or impossible (বুঝেত বােধ). ☐ n. an 
obstacle, a hindrance, an impediment; a hitch; a prohibition; prevention; obstruction; 
resistance; a trouble. বাধা  দওয়া v. to obstruct, to hinder, to impede; to resist; to prevent; to 
oppose. বাধা পাওয়া v. to be obstructed or hindered or impeded or resisted or prevented. জনক, দায়ক 
a. obstructive, resistive; resistant; prohibitive, preventive. দান n. obstructing, impeding; 
resisting; preventing; obstruction; resistance; prevention. িনেষধ n. prohibition; hindrance; 
impediment; prevention.  না v. to cause to stick; to bring about; to initiate, to start, to involve, 
to set (ল াই বাধােনা).  া  a. obstructed; impeded; hindered; frustrated; resisted; prevented. ব  n. 
hindrance, impediment; obstruction; obstacle. ব হারা, ব হীন a. having no obstacles or 
hindrances, without any impediment; unimpeded; unobstructed. িব  n. impediments, obstacles, 

obstructions, snags. হীন same as বাধাব হীন । 

বািধত [ bādhita ] a obstructed; prevented; resisted; subdued; obliged, thankful, beholden (বািধত 
থাকা বা হওয়া). বািধত করা v. to oblige. 

বােধাবােধা [ bādhōbādhō ] a on the point of commencing or ensuing or breaking out (  াই 
বােধাবােধা); uneasy or hesitating (বােধােবােধা গলায়). বােধাবােধা  ঠকা to be in two minds, to be 
embarrassed, to hesitate to do or act, to be in a state of indecision. 

বাধ  [ bādhya ] a preventible, resistible; obedient, obsequious, docile (বাধ   ছেল); amenable 
( যুি র বাধ ); obliged (কত  ব  পালেন বাধ ); compelled or sure (to) (হার মানেত বাধ ). বাধ  করা v. to compel. 
বাধ  হেয় being compelled, under obligation or compulsion. ̃তা n. obedience, obsequiousness, 
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docility; amenability; obligation; compulsion. বাধ তাজনক, বাধ তামূলক a. compulsory; obligatory; 
imperative. ̃বাধকতা n. mutual obligations; strictness; rigidity. 

বান1 [ bāna1 ] n the eel, (cp.) the lamprey. 

বাধ2 [ bādha2 ] n a flood, a deluge; a kind of tidal wave, a bore, an eagre (গ ার বান); (fig.) a great 
flourish (আনে র বান). বান ডাকা v. to rise in flood, to be in flood or deluge; to rise in bore or eagre; 
(fig.) to flourish greatly. বােন  ভেস যাওয়া v. to be swept off or carried off in a flood; to be 
overflooded. 

বানচাল [ bānacāla ] a having the bottom ripped open ( নৗেকা বানচাল হওয়া); foiled, capsized, 
bungled (ফি  বানচাল হওয়া). বানচাল হওয়া v. to have the bottom ripped open; to fail, to be bungled, 
to miscarry, to end in a fiasco. 

বানিডল [ bānaḍila ] n a bundle. 

বানেতল [ bānatēla ] n essential oil, etherial oil. 

বান  হ [ bānaprasha ] n the third stage of life according to the Vedas when a man advanced in 
years should leave his home and hearth and go to the forest to pass the remaining days of his 
life in spiritual meditation. 

বানান [ bānāna ] n spelling (of a word), orthography. বানান করা v. to spell. ̃সম া n. the problem of 
orthography. 

বানােনা [ bānānō ] v to make; to create; to construct or build; to compose (কিবতা বানােনা); to 
manufacture (ঘি  বানােনা); to produce or beget ( ছেল বানােনা); to coin or mint (টাকা বানােনা); to draw 
up (দিলল বানােনা); to found, to set up ( ুল বানেনা); to form (শ  বানােনা); to or ganize (দল বানােনা); to 
cause to appear as (মা ষেক  ভ া বানােনা); to turn or render into ( বাকা বানােনা); to dress (as meat, 
fish etc.); to cook ( কারমা বানােনা); to concoct or fabricate (মামলা বানােনা); to get one up, to prepare 
(সা ী বানােনা); to invent, to devise (অজুহাত বানােনা). ☐ a. artificial (বানােনা পাহা ); faked, counterfeit, 
forged (বানােনা দিলল); got-up (বানােনা মামলা, বানােনা সা ী). 

বািন [ bāni ] n making charge (esp. for ornaments and dress). 

বািনয়া [ bāniẏā ] n a trader; a tradesman; a shop keeper; (dero.) a very commercial minded man, 
a commercialist; one guided only by profit and loss motive. 

বা ের [ bānurē ] a monkeyish; apish; very mischievous. 
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বা া [ bāndā ] n a slave; a servant; an obedient or devoted person; (iron.) a man (সহজ বা া নয়). 
fem. বাি , বাঁিদ a slave woman; a maid-servant; an obedient or devoted woman. 

বা ব [ bāndhaba ] n a kinsman; a relation; a friend; an ally. fem. বা বী a kinswoman; a woman 
relation; a lady friend; a girlfriend. 

বাপ1 [ bāpa1 ] n sowing; weaving. 

বাপ2 [ bāpa2 ] n a father; (in affectionate ad dress) a son or a person deserving to be treated as a 
son. বাপকা  বটা, বােপর  বটা a chip of the old block. বাপকা  বটা  সপাইকা  ঘা া,  ছ  নহী  তা  থা া  থা া (fig.) 
a son must inherit some qualities at least of his father. বাপ  তালা v. to abuse one by calling names 
of one's father. বােপর জে  বা বয়েস (fig.) at any time, ever. কারও বােপর সাধ   নই (fig.) not within 
anybody's capacity, nobody is able to do, no one, not even one's sire has the grit or ability (to 
do). 

বাপ3, বাপের, বাপস [ bāpa3, bāparē, bāpasa ] int denoting: fright, amazement etc; O my God! O 
my! 

বাপক [ bāpaka ] n one who causes to sow or weave; a sower; a weaver. 

বাপ-ঠা রদাদা, বাপদাদা [ bāpa-ṭhākuradādā, bāpadādā ] n. pl ancestors, forefathers. 

বাপধন [ bāpadhana ] n (usu. facet.) a dear son. 

বাপন [ bāpana ] n act of causing to sow or weave or shave or tonsure; sowing; weaving; shaving 
or tonsuring. 

বাপা  [ bāpānta ] n abusing one by calling names of one's father. বাপা  করা same as বাপ  তালা (see 

বাপ2 ।) 

বাপী2 [ bāpī2 ] n (in endearment) father; son. 

বািপত [ bāpita ] a sown; woven; shaved or tonsured. 

বাপী [ bāpī ] n a large pond or tank or pool or artificial lake. 

বাপু [ bāpu ] int. & n a term for addressing a child or a junior person (in affection or disgust), 
my boy, my girl; an expression emphasizing disgust, amazement, interrogation etc. (এিক  ালা 
বাপু, বাপুের, কী হল বাপু). 
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বােপর জে  [ bāpēra janmē ] adv never in my life (বােপর জে   িনিন). 

বাফতা [ bāphatā ] n taffeta, taffety. 

বাবদ [ bābada ] prep on account of. ☐ n. an account. এই বাবদ on this account, on account of 
this. কীেসর বাবদ on what account.  কান বাবদ in which account; on what account. 

বাবির [ bābari ] n a mass of long and curling hair flowing down to a person's neck, a mane. বাবির-
কাটা a. maned, having a mane. 

বাবলা [ bābalā ] n the accacia, the bablah, the babul, Acacia arabica. বাবলার আঠা n. gum of accacia. 

বাবা2 [ bābā2 ] n a father, (coll.) dad. ☐ int. same as বাপু । বাবািজ n. a reverend father; a title 
applied to ascetics esp. to the Vaishnav ascetics; a term for addressing a son or a junior 
person. ̃জীবন n. a term for addressing a son-in-law or a son or a junior person. 

বাবাঃ [ bābāḥ ] int denoting: fright, amazement etc. 

বাবু [ bābu ] n a title affixed to the name of a gentleman, Mr (হিরবাব)ু; a clerk ( হড অিফেসর ব বাবু); a 
Baboo, a babu; a male member of a family ( ঘােষেদর  মেজাবাবু); a proprietor; a master, an 
employer; an officer; a landlord; (in endearment) a husband, a father, a son, a junior person; a 
gentleman; a fop, a dandy. ☐ a. given to luxury; dainty, fastidious; foppish; lazy. বাব ু চাকর a 
dandy of a servant; a dainty servant; a lazy servant. ̃িগির, ̃য়ানা n. indulgence in luxury; daintiness, 
fastidiousness, foppishness, foppery, dandyism. ̃িজ, ̃মশাই n. a respectful term for addressing a 
man. 

বাবুই [ bābui ] n the weaver bird, the widow bird. বাবুই তুলসী n. a kind of wild basil. 

বাবুিচ  [ bāburci ] n (Mus.) a cook or chef. ̃খানা n. a cookhouse, a kitchen. 

বাম2 [ bāma2 ] n the left; Shiva (িশব). ☐ a. left (বামপা  ); antipathetic (িবিধ বাম); beautiful 
(বামেলাচনা). 

বামন1 [ bāmana1 ] n the fifth incarnation of Vishnu (িব ু) in the shape of a dwarf; a dwarf, a 
durgan. 

বামন2 [ bāmana2 ] n a Brahman; a Brahman priest or cook. fem. বামিন । বামন  গল ঘর  তা লাঙল তুেল 
ধর (fig.) when the master is away, servants neglect their work. বামেনর  গা  (fig.) a person or a 
thing that yields maximum benefit at the minimum cost. ̃ঠা র n. a Brahman priest or cook. 
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fem. ̃ঠাক ন a female Brahman cook. বামনাই n. (dero.) practice of a Brahman or an exhibition of 
this. 

বামপ হী [ bāmapanhī ] n. & a (in pol.) a leftist; leftist. 

বামা [ bāmā ] n a beautiful woman; a woman. 

বামা ী [ bāmākṣī ] n a fair-eyed woman. 

বামাচার [ bāmācāra ] n a religious practice, prescribed in Tantrism, to be performed by a man in 
collaboration with a woman. বামাচারী n. a follower of this practice. 

বামাবত , বামাবত  ী [ bāmābarta, bāmābartī ] a sinistrose; counter clockwise; sinistral. 

বােমতর [ bāmētara ] a right. 

বােমা  [ bāmōru ] n a woman with elegant thighs. 

বায়না1 [ bāẏanā1 ] n an insistent and unreasonable or capricious demand; pretext, an excuse. 

বায়না2 [ bāẏanā2 ] n earnest money. বায়না করা v. to deposit or advance earnest money. 

বায়না া [ bāẏanākkā ] n a detailed description, details; fastidiousness or capriciousness or 
unreasonable insistence about details; a pretext, an excuse. 

বায়নানামা, বায়নাপ  [ bāẏanānāmā, bāẏanāpatra ] n a conditional agreement of bargain drawn 
up on payment of earnest money. 

বায়ব, বায়বীয়, বায়ব  [ bāẏaba, bāẏabīẏa, bāẏabya ] a aerial, atmospheric; ethereal; etherial; 
aerobic; airy; pneumatic; gaseous; aerological; relating to the wind. বায়ব অবেরাহ, বায়ব মূল (bot.) an 
aerial root. বায়ব  িতসরণ (astr.) atmospheric refraction. বায়বীয়াকার a. aeriform. 

বায়স [ bāẏasa ] n the crow. fem. বায়সী । 

বায় ু [ bāẏu ] n air; wind; breeze; the atmosphere, sky; (Hindu phil.) any of the five vital airs; 
(Hindu med.) a vital humour; flatulence; neurosis. অিধ া  বায় ু complement air. অিধত াজ বায় ু
supple mental air. অ   বায়ু impure air. আদ বায়ু n. supplemental air. আয়নবায় ুn. trade wind. দিূষত বায় ু
vitiated air. িনয়তবায়ু n. constant wind.  ত ায়ন-বায়ু n. anti-trade wind.  বাহী বায় ুtidal air.   ষ া  বায় ু
complemental air. িব   বায় ু fresh air. ম ুবায় ু n. open air. িশ বায় ু residual air. ̃ কাণ n. the north-
west. ̃ কাষ n. an airbladder; an air-cell. ̃গিতিবদ া n. aerodynamics. ̃গভ  n. an air-core. ̃গ র n. an air-
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pocket. ̃   a. neurotic; a bit touched; (rare) flatulent. ̃চলাচল, ̃চলন n. ventilation. ̃চাপ n. (phys.) 
atmospheric pressure. ̃ চাষক n. (phys.) an aspirator. ̃  দ n. air gap. ̃জীবী a. (esp. bot.) aerobic. ̃ত  
n. pneumatics. ̃তর  n. a wind wave; a current of air. ̃তাি ত a. wind-driven. ̃ দবতা n. the wind-
god. ̃ধারক  n. (chem.) vital capacity. ̃িনয়ি ত a. airconditioned. ̃িন াশনয  n. an airpump. ̃পথ n. the 
airway. ̃পরািগত a. (bot.) wind-pollinated. ̃পিরবত  ন n. a change of air. বায়ুপিরবত ন করা v. to go to a new 
region to have a change of air. ̃ বাহ n. a stream of air, an air current; a gust of wind. ̃  ষ n. 
(phys.) atmospheric pressure. ̃  ষক n. an air-com pressor. ̃  ষদৃক n. a baroscope. ̃  ষিলক n. a 
barograph. ̃ বগ n. ve locity or speed of wind. ̃ বগমাপক n. (phys.) an anemometer. ̃ বেগ adv. as 
speedily or swiftly as the wind. ̃ভ ণ n. (lit.) act of eating nothing but air; act of going without 
food, fasting. ̃ম ল n. the atmosphere. ̃ম লীয় a. atmospheric. ̃মান n. an aerometer; a 
barometer. ̃মানিবদ া n. aerometry. ̃যান n. an aircraft. ̃য ু, আকাশয ু n. aerial battle. ̃র  n. an air-pore; 
an air-space. ̃ রাগ n. neurosis; flatulence. ̃ রাগী n. a neurotic; a patient of flatulency. ̃ রাধী a. 
airtight. ̃স ালন n. ventilation. ̃ সনা n. Air Force. বায়ুেসবন করা v. to take the air, to have an 
airing. ̃ সবনাথ  a. & adv. for an airing; for purpose of taking fresh air. ̃ র n. any one of the 
different layers of air. ̃ হলী n. an air-bladder. 

বােয়ন [ bāẏēna ] n a player on a musical instrument of percussion. 

বােয়াে াপ [ bāẏōskōpa ] n cinema, bioscope. 

বার2 [ bāra2 ] n a royal court, a durbar; (of princes etc.) a sitting or presence in a court ('বার িদয়া 
বিসয়ােছ বীরিসংহ রায়'); an appearance before applicants or visitors or in public esp. in state (জিমদার 
বা    আজ বার  দেবন). 

বার3 [ bāra3 ] n a day (রিববার); a fixed or allotted day (হাটবার); a day of the week (আজ কী বার); an 
occasion, a time ( বার); a turn ( দিখ  তামার বাের  কমন  খেলা). 

বারই1 [ bāri1 ] n dial. corrup. of বা জীবী । 

বারইয়াির, বােরায়াির [ bāriẏāri, bārōẏāri ] a performed by the public for the public, public; joint, 
combined. ☐ n. a public function organized by the public. 

বারংবার [ bārambāra ] adv again and again, time and again, repeatedly. 

বারক [ bāraka ] a prohibitive; prohibitory; preven tive; resistive. 

বারেকাশ [ bārakōśa ] n a large wooden tray. 

বারণ1 [ bāraṇa1 ] n the elephant. 
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বারণ2 [ bāraṇa2 ] n prohibition; prevention; resistance. বারণ করা v. to prohibit; to prevent; to 
resist. বারণীয় a. capable of being prohibited; preventible; resistible. বারেণাপায় n. a preventive 
measure. 

বারদিরয়া [ bāradariẏā ] n the open ocean, high seas. 

বারফটকা [ bāraphaṭakā ] a given to dissipated frolicking away from one's dwelling-place; given 
to absenteeism. 

বারফ াই [ bāraphaṭṭāi ] n bragging; ridiculous ostentatiousness, pomposity. বারফ াই করা v. to 
brag; to indulge in pompous display. 

বারবরদার [ bārabaradāra ] n a porter; a traveller's lug gage-carrying attendant. বারবরদাির n. 
porterage; service of a traveller's lug gage-carrying attendant. 

বারেবলা [ bārabēlā ] n (astrol.) a part of the day regarded as inauspicious for undertaking any 
important work (religious or other). 

বার ত [ bārabrata ] n holy rites. 

বারমুখ া [ bāramukhyā ] n a leading prostitute; (loos.) a courtezan. 

বারিয়তা [ bāraẏitā ] n a prohibiter, a prohibitor; a preventer. fem. বারিয় ী । 

বারিশ া, বারিশঙা [ bāraśiṅgā, bāraśiṅā ] n a kind of deer having six branches in either of its two 
horns. 

বারা [ bārā ] v (poet.) to prohibit; to prevent; to ward off; to resist. 

বারা না [ bārāṅganā ] n a public woman, a harlot, a prostitute, a whore. 

বারা র [ bārāntara ] n another time, a different occasion. বারা ের adv. at another time; on a 
different occasion. 

বারা া [ bārāndā ] n a (roofed or open) portico or corridor, a veranda, a verandah; a balcony. 

বাির [ bāri ] n water. ̃দ n. cloud. ̃ধারা n. a shower or stream or torrent of rain. ̃িধ, ̃িনিধ n. the sea; 
the ocean. ̃পাত n. rainfall; a shower of rain. ̃ বাহ n. a stream or current of water. ̃বাহ n. cloud. ̃ম ল 
n. the hydrosphere. ̃রািশ n. a mass of water (esp. of a sea or a river). 
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বািরত [ bārita ] a prohibited; prevented; warded off; resisted; (chiefly law) barred (তামািদেদােষ 
বািরত = barred by limitation). 

বারী , বারীশ [ bārīndra, bārīśa ] n the occean. 

বা জীবী [ bārujībī ] n a Hindu caste occupied in growing and selling betel-leaves; one of this 
caste. 

বা ণী [ bāruṇī ] n a variety of wine; wine; the west; a bathing festival held on the eve of the 
fourteenth lunar day of the dark fortnight of Chaitra ( চ ); the wife of the sea god (cp. Tethys). 

বা দ [ bāruda ] n gunpowder, powder. ̃খানা n. a room for storing gunpowder, a magazine. 

বােরক [ bārēka ] adv (chiefly poet.) once, only once, but for once. 

বাের  [ bārēndra ] n a native of ancient Gauda  গৗ  or North Bengal; one of a class of Bengali 
Brahmans. 

বাের বাের [ bārē bārē ] adv off and on; frequently; time and again. 

বােরা [ bārō ] n. & a twelve. বােরা হাত কাঁ ে র  তেরা হাত বীিচ an instance of unseemly 
overmuchness. ̃ই n. the twelfth day of a month. বােরা মাস ি শ িদন adv. every day; throughout the 
year. বােরা মােস  তেরা পাব ণ overnumerousness of religious festivities. 

বােরামাসী, বােরামা া [ bārōmāsī, bārōmāsyā ] n the versified account of the weal and woe (usu.) 
told by a woman; the tale of weal and woe. 

বােরােমেস [ bārōmēsē ] a grown or occurring through out the year; perpetual. 

বােরায়া,ঁ বােরাঁয়া [ bārōẏā, m ̐bārōm ̐ẏā ] n an Indian musical mode. 

বািণ ক [ bārṇika ] n a copyist; a writer; a printer. 

বাত া [ bārtā ] n news, information; a message; a report; a dispatch. ̃জীবী n. a journalist. 

বাত া , বাত াকী [ bārtāku, bārtākī ] n the brinjal, eggplant, aubergine. 

বাত াবহ [ bārtābaha ] n a messenger; a courier. 

বাধ  ক [ bārdhaka ] n superannuation. 
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বাধ  ক  [ bārdhakya ] n old age, the vale of years; decrepitude. ̃   a. old, decrepit. 

বাধ  ক ত , বাধ  ক িবদ া [ bārdhakyatattba, bārdhakyabidyā ] n the study of the problems of old 
age; gerontology. 

বািন  শ [ bārniśa ] n varnish. বািন  শ করা v. to varnish. 

বািল   [ bārli ] n barley. 

বািষ  ক [ bārṣika ] a yearly, annual. ☐ n. an annual grant or pension; an annuity; (loos.) an 
annual publication or issue (esp. of a periodical). বািষ ক গিত annual motion, revolution (as opp. to 
rotation). বািষ ক ল ন annual parallax. বািষ ক বৃি  annuity. বািষ কী n. a religious rite to be performed 
annually; an anniversary (মৃতু  বািষ  কী); an annual publication or issue (esp. of a periodical). 

বাল [ bāla ] n a male child, a boy; (in comp.) a child. ̃ ী া n. boyish sport; a child's play. ̃িখল  n. 
(myth.) any one of the sixty thousand ascetics who were not more than a thumb in height; a 
Lilliputian, a midget, a pygmy. ̃চয া n. bringing up children. ̃চাপল  n. childish flippancy or 
frolicsomeness. ̃বা া n. young or infant children, (sl.) kiddies, ̃িবধবা n. a child-widow. ̃ বধব  n. 
widowhood at a very early age. ̃ভািষত n. the utterance of a child like talk or prattle; (fig.) an 
utterance of no importance, babble. ̃ রাগ n. a children's disease; an infantile disease, (med.) 
pediatric diseases. ̃শশী n. the moon of the second lunar night of a light fortnight. ̃ লভ a. 
childlike, childish. ̃সূয  n. the newly-risen sun; the rising sun. 

বালক [ bālaka ] n a boy, a male child; a tyro (রাজনীিতেত  স বালক); a greenhorn. ̃কাল n. childhood 

days, boyhood. ̃তা ̃  n. boyhood. ̃বয়স same as বালককাল । ̃ভৃত  n. a boy-servant; a page. ̃ লভ, 
বালেকািচত a. boyish; childish. 

বালিত [ bālati ] n a pail; a pailful (এক বালিত জল). 

বা  [ bālba ] n an electric bulb. 

বালসােনা [ bālasānō ] v (of a child) to catch cold or become ill. 

বালা1 [ bālā1 ] n. fem a female child; a girl; a young woman; a daughter. 

বালা2 [ bālā2 ] n a bangle for the wrist. 

বালাই [ bālāi ] n an evil, a harm; a pest. ☐ int. an utterance to revoke a former utterance or to 
counteract a possible harm. (cp.) God forbid (বালাই, তুিম  কন মরেব?). বালাই িনেয় মরা to die taking 
away with oneself all harm that may occur to an other. বালাই ষাট same as বালাই (int.). 
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বালাখানা [ bālākhānā ] n a building with two or more stories; a room in an upper story. 

বালাম [ bālāma ] n a superior variety of rice; a boat for carrying this rice. 

বালামিচ [ bālāmaci ] n horse-hair. 

বালাক   [ bālārka ] n the newly-risen sun. 

বািল [ bāli ] n sand; gravel; grit. বািল ধরােনা v. (in building construction) to plaster. ̃পূণ  , ̃ময় a. 
sandy; full of sand. বািলর বাঁধ (fig.) an ineffectual action or measure (বািলর বাঁধ িদেয়  ঃখ  ঠকােনা); 
(fig.) a transitory object, a deceptive foundation ('ব র পীিরিত বািলর বাঁধ').বািলর  াসাদ (fig.) a house 
of cards; a very transitory or deceptive foundation. 

বািলকা [ bālikā ] n. fem a female child, a girl; a young woman. ̃বধ ূ n. a child-wife. ̃বয়স n. 
girlhood. ̃ লভ a. girlish; childish. 

বািলঘি  [ bālighaḍ◌়i ] n a sand-glass. 

বািলয়াি  [ bāliẏāḍ◌়i ] n a dune, a sand-hill. 

বািলশ [ bāliśa ] n a pillow or a bolster. 

বাল,ু বালুকা [ bālu, bālukā ] n sand; gravel; grit. বালুকাতট n. a sand-band. বালুকাময় a. sandy, full of 
sand. বালুচর n. a sand-bed. বালুঝ  n. a sand-storm; a simoom, a simoon. বালুিশলা n. sandstone. 

বােল  [ bālēndu ] n the moon of second lunar night of the light fortnight; (geog.) the 
crescent. ̃শৃ  n. (geog.) horns of the crescent. 

বাল  [ bālya ] n age up to one's sixteenth birth day; boyhood or girlhood, childhood, infancy. ̃কাল 
n. childhood, infancy. ̃ ণয়, ̃  ম n. calf-love; childhood friendship. ̃ব  ু n. a friend of one's 

childhood days. ̃িবধবা same as বালিবধবা । see বাল । ̃িববাহ n. early marriage, child-marriage. ̃িশ া n. 

child education; primary education. ̃সখা same as বাল ব  ু । ̃স গী, ̃সহচর n. a companion of one's 
childhood days. বাল াব হা n. childhood. 

বা িল [ bāśuli ] n a female deity of Bengal identified with Chandi (চ ী). 

বাষি  [ bāṣaṭṭi ] n. & a sixty-two. 
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বা  [ bāṣpa ] n vapour; steam; smoke; tears (বা প ূণ   নয়ন); (fig.) faintest knowledge or 
appearance, ghost (স াবনার বা ও  নই = there is not the ghost of a chance). বা  হওয়া v. to be 
vaporized; to evaporate. ̃চািলত a. steam-driven. ̃টান n. (phys.) vapour-tension. ̃দাহ n. scald. ̃ পাত n. 
a steam-vessel, a steamship, a steamer. ̃মান n. a hy grometer; a gasometer. ̃ মাচন n. weeping; 
(bot.) transpiration. ̃যান, ̃শকট n. a stream-driven vehicle; a railway train. ̃ ান n. a vapour bath. 
বা াকার a. in the form of vapour, vaporous. বা া ল a. filled with or steaming with tears. বা া ল 
নয়ন tearful eyes, steaming eyes; (sl.) piping eyes. বা ীকরণ, বা ীভবন n. vaporization; evaporation. 
বা ীকৃত, বা ীভতূ, a. vaporized; evaporated: বা ীয় a. relating to steam or vapour; vapoury; 

vaporous; steam-driven. বা ীয়যান, বা ীয়শকট same as বা যান । 

বাস1 [ bāsa1 ] n an omnibus, a bus. 

বাস2 [ bāsa2 ] n smell (good or bad). 

বাস3 [ bāsa3 ] n a dwelling-place, an abode; home; a habitation (মা েষর বাস  দখা যায় না); a habitat; 
staying, stay, residence (িবেদশবাস); cloth (প বাস); clothing, garment, habiliments. বাস করা v. to 
live; to dwell; to abide, to reside; to stay. 

বাসক2 [ bāsaka2 ] n a bedchamber, a bedroom. ̃শয়ন n. a bed in the bedchamber. ̃স া, বাসস া n. a 
woman who tidies up her bedchamber and dresses herself to receive her expected lover. 

বাসক  [ bāsakakṣa ] n a bedroom, a bedchamber; (cp.) a living-room. 

বাসগৃহ [ bāsagṛha ] n a dwelling-house. 

বাসন1 [ bāsana1 ] n perfuming; incensing. 

বাসন2 [ bāsana2 ] n a vessel or container; a utensil. ̃ কাসন n. pl. utensils collectively. 

বাসনা1 [ bāsanā1 ] n a dried bark or spathe of the banana and other plants. 

বাসনা2 [ bāsanā2 ] n desire, longing; wish; intention. বাসনা করা বা হওয়া v. to desire, to long (for); 
to wish; to intend. ̃ ল a. seized or overwhelmed with passion or desire. 

বাস , বাসি ক [ bāsanta, bāsantika ] a of spring or springtime, vernal. বাস ী a. fem. vernal; light 
or ange-coloured (বাস ীবাস পরা). ☐ n. Goddess Durga ( গ া). বাস ীপজূা n. a spring-festival when 
Goddess Durga is worshipped. 

বাসব [ bāsaba ] n Indra (ই ) the king of gods. 
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বাসভবন [ bāsabhabana ] n a dwelling-house; a residence. 

বাসভূিম [ bāsabhūmi ] n place or country of residence; home country; motherland. 

বাসেযাগ  [ bāsayōgya ] a habitable. 

বাসর1 [ bāsara1 ] n a day (জ বাসর); a day of the week or a gathering on a particular day (রিববাসর). 

বাসর2, বাসরঘর [ bāsara2, bāsaraghara ] n a bride-chamber. বাসরশয া n. bridal bed. 

বাসরীয় [ bāsarīẏa ] a pertaining to a (particular) day (রিববাসরীয়). 

বাস হান [ bāsashāna ] n a dwelling-place, an abode; a residence; a habitat. 

বাসা1 [ bāsā1 ] v to deem or feel ( বেসিছ ভােলা). 

বাসা2 [ bāsā2 ] n a medicinal plant, Justicia gandrussa. বাসাির  n. extract of Justicia gandrussa. 

বাসা3 [ bāsā3 ] n a dwelling-house; a dwelling place; a lodging-house; a rented or temporary 
residence; a habitat or a nest; (dero.) a haunt, a den ( চােরর বাসা,  ন  ীিতর বাসা). ̃ি য়া, ̃   n. a 
lodger. ̃বাি  n. a rented lodging-house. 

বািস [ bāsi ] a washed; placed for washing; not washed or cleansed since morning (বািস মুখ, বািস 
ঘর); stale, not fresh (বািস  ধ, বািস খবর); used or made or collected etc. overnight (বািস কাপ  বা ভাত 
বা মাল বা জল). বািস করা v. to wash (কাপ  বািস করা). বািস িবেয় solemnities to be performed on the 
morning following the wedding night. বািস ম া the body of a person dead overnight. 

বািসত [ bāsita ] a perfumed; scented. 

-বািসনী [ -bāsinī ] fem of -বাসী2 । 

বািস া [ bāsindā ] n an inhabitant, a native; a resident, an inmate; a dweller. 

বা িক [ bāsuki ] n (myth.) the snake-king. 

বা েদব [ bāsudēba ] n Krishna (ক ৃ) the son of Vasudeva (ব েদব). 

বা ব [ bāstaba ] a true, genuine; real; factual; actual; objective; material; materialistic. ☐ n. 
truth; reality; (phys.) an objective. বা ব তথ  facts. ̃তা n. trueness, genuineness; reality; factuality; 
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actuality; objectivity; materiality. ̃বাদ n. realism; objectivism; materialism. ̃বাদী a. realistic; 
objectivistic; materialistic. ☐ n. a realist; an objectivist; a materialist. 

বা িবক [ bāstabika ] a true, real, actual; sure. ☐ adv. indeed, really. ̃পে  adv. as a matter of fact. 

বা ব  [ bāstabya ] a habitable. ̃িবদ া n. (bio.) ecology. 

বা  [ bāstu ] n a dwelling-place; a dwelling; a dwelling-house; a piece of land on which a 
dwelling-house stands, a homestead; (also বা িভটা); a permanent and usually ancestral 
homestead (also বা গৃহ); buildings. ̃কম  n. building-construction; public works. ̃কার n. a civil 
engineer. ̃কৃত ক n. the engineering service. ̃ঘুঘু n. (fig.) a vile person who resides irremovably in a 
family and brings it to ruin. ̃ দবতা ̃পু ষ n. the guardian or tutelar deity of a homestead or 
family. ̃িভটা n. homestead. ̃সং হান n. provision for dwelling. ̃সাপ n. a snake living in a house for a 
long time and without harming anybody. ̃হারা a. displaced from a homestead. ☐ n. a displaced 
person. 

-বাহ [ -bāha ] sfx denoting: carrying, bearing, conveying (ভারবাহ). 

বাহক [ bāhaka ] a carrying, bearing, conveying. ☐ n. a carrier, a bearer (বাহক মারফত); a porter; 
(rare) a conveyance. 

বাহন [ bāhana ] n a riding animal, a mount; a vehicle; a medium (িশ ার বাহন); (iron.) a faithful 
follower; (dial.) rowing. ☐ sfx. denoting: mounting on (মিহষবাহন). 

বাহা2 [ bāhā2 ] v the High Bengali form of বাওয়া2 । 

বাহা র [ bāhāttara ] n. & a seventy-two. বাহা ুের a. (lit. & rare) aged seventy-two years; (pop. & 
facet.) senile. বাহা ুের ধরা, বাহা ুের পাওয়া v. to be stricken with senility. 

বাহা র [ bāhādura ] a performing a great feat; working wonders; skilful; valorous, brave; 
creditable, praiseworthy. ☐ n. a title of honour (রায়বাহা র). বাহা ির n. performance of a great feat; 
an achievement; skilfulness; a display of skill; valour, bravery; praiseworthiness; credit; (dero.) 
bravado. বাহা ির করা v. to brag; to make a display of skill or bravery. বাহা ির  দওয়া v. to give credit. 
বাহা ির  দখােনা v. to make a show of skill or courage. বাহা ির কাঠ n. the trunk of the sal (শাল) and 
similar large trees; the timber of the aforesaid trunk. 

বাহা  [ bāhānna ] n. & a fifty-two. যাহা বাহা  তাহা িতপা  (fig.) when scores have been lost, what 
does it matter to lose a little more; the difference is too small to merit serious attention. 
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বাহার [ bāhāra ] n a beautiful show or exhibition; an ostentatious display; glamour; beauty; an 
Indian musical mode. বাহাের, বাহাির a. having a beautiful show; showy, ostentatious; glamorous; 
beautiful. 

বািহকা [ bāhikā ] fem of বাহক । 

বািহত [ bāhita ] a rowed, steered; propelled; paddled; driven; carried, borne; conveyed; 

transported; caused to flow. fem. বািহতা । 

বািহনী1 [ bāhinī1 ] fem of বাহী । 

বািহনী2 [ bāhinī2 ] n (ori.) a division of army comprising 81 elephant-riders, 81 charioteers, 243 
horsemen and 45 footsoldiers; an army, a battalion; a river, a stream. 

বা  [ bāhu ] n the arm; (pop.) the hand; (geom.) a side, an arm. 

বা  , বা  াণ [ bāhutra, bāhutrāṇa ] n an armour for the arm, an arm-plate. 

বা ব ন [ bāhubandhana ] n a hug; an embrace. 

বা বল [ bāhubala ] n physical strength. ̃দ ৃ a. proud of physical stregnth or vigour. 

বা মলূ [ bāhumūla ] n the armpit. 

বা যু  [ bāhuyuddha ] n wrestling; a scuffle. 

বা ল  [ bāhulya ] n numerousness or muchness; excess; superfluity. বলাই বা ল  ( য) (it) is 
needless to say (that); it goes without saying (that). ̃বিজ  ত a. shorn of excesses or 
superfluities. ̃ বােধ considering it superfluous or unnecessary. 

বা াে াট [ bāhbāsphōṭa ] n slapping of one's arms as a mark of parading one's strength or 
abilities (as done by a wrestler). 

বা 2 [ bāhya2 ] a portable, bearable. 

বা 3 [ bāhya3 ] a external; exterior; outer; meterial; visible but unreal or superficial (এক 
বা ). ̃জগ  n. the material world. ̃ ান n. knowledge or consciousness about external or 
surrounding objects; sense-perception: consciousness. ̃ ানরিহত, ̃ ানশ ূ a. (so dazed as to be) 
deprived of consciousness about external or surrounding objects; deprived of sense-perception 
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or consciousness; stupefied; rapt; frantic; beside oneself. ̃ত adv. externally: outwardly; 
superficially. ̃দৃ  n. extern nal or outward view or form. ̃ব  n. a visible or material object. 

বাি ক [ bāhyika ] a external; outward; material; visible but unreal or superficial. 

বাে  [ bāhyē ] n faeces, excrement, stool; evacuation of the bowels. বাে  করা v. to evacuate one's 
bowels, to ease or relieve nature. বাে  করােনা v. to purge another's bowels. বাে  পাওয়া v. to have a 
disposition to evacuate. বাে  যাওয়া v. to go for the purpose of evacuation. 

বাে ি য় [ bāhyēndriẏa ] n the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the skin; any one of these five 
external sense-organs. 

িব- [ bi- ] pfx denoting: opposition or antipathy, and (িবপ ); lack, non-, un (িবকল); badness or 
wrongness, misin(িবপথ); speciality or uncommonness (িবখ াত) etc. 

িবউিল [ biuli ] n a variety of husked pigeon-pea. 

িবংশ [ biṃśa ] a twenty; twentieth. ̃িত n. & a. twenty. িবংশিততম a. twentieth. fem. িবংশিততমী । 

িবঁধ [ bin ̐dha ] n a bore, a perforation, a hole. িবঁধা,  বঁধা v. to be pierced or pricked; to pierce or 
prick; to perforate, to bore (কান  বঁধা). িবঁধােনা v. to pierce; to prick; to perforate, to bore; to cause 
to be pierced or pricked or bored. 

িবকচ1 [ bikaca1 ] a hairless; bald. 

িবকচ2 [ bikaca2 ] a blooming; gleaming ('ক ণািকরেণ িবকচ নয়ান'). 

িবকট [ bikaṭa ] a huge and hideous, monstrous. ̃দশ  ন a. monstrous-looking, of a frightful 
appearance. ̃মিূত , িবকটাকার a. monstrously shaped. 

িবকি ত [ bikampita ] a trembling, rudely shaken. 

িবকত ন [ bikartana ] n the sun. 

িবকষ  ণ [ bikarṣaṇa ] n a pull in the opposite direction; (sc.) repulsion. 

িবকষ  ী [ bikarṣī ] a pulling in the opposite direction; (sc.) repulsive. 

িবকল [ bikala ] a lacking in or crippled of a part or limb (িবকলা ); worn-out or exhausted or 
disabled (িবকল শরীর); impaired or ruined (িবকল  া  ); out of order; out of service (িবকল য ); 
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confused or overwhelmed with worries etc.. harried (িবকল  াণ). িবকল করা v. (rare) to cripple; to 
exhaust or fatigue; to disable; to impair or ruin; to put out of order; to confuse or overwhelm, 
to harry, to harrow. ̃তা, ̃  n. crippledom; exhaustion; disability; impairment, ruin; unserviceable 
or disordered or breakdown state; over whelmed or confused or harried state. 

িবকলা [ bikalā ] n a measure of time (= 1/6 কলা), a second. 

িবকলা  [ bikalāṅga ] a crippled, physically handi capped; having defective limbs; disabled; 
(loos.) deformed.িবকলা   লাক a cripple. 

িবকেলি য় [ bikalēndriẏa ] a having a crippled sense or gan; deformed; crippled. 

িবক  [ bikalpa ] n an alternative concept; an alternative; a substitute; doubt; (gr.) a variant or 
a doublet; (phil.) fancy. িবক   মাণ alternative proof. িবকে  adv. alternatively; as a substitute. 

িবকিশত [ bikaśita ] a manifested (িবকিশত মিহমা); displayed, exhibited (িবকিশত দ ); arisen, cropped 
up (িবকিশত ভাব); developed (িবকিশত বুি ); opened or widened (িবকিশত  ন ); blown, blooming (িবকিশত 
পু ). িবকিশত করা v. to manifest; to display, to exhibit, to show; to cause to rise or crop up; to 
develop; to open or widen; to cause to bloom. িবকিশত হওয়া v. to be revealed or exhibited; to arise, 
to crop up; to develop; to open or widen; to bloom. 

িবকােনা [ bikānō ] v to be sold, to sell (স ায় িবকােনা); (fig.) to give away ( দেশর কােজ জীবন িবকােনা); to 
be accepted, received warmly or with honour (নােম িবকােনা). ☐ a. sold; (fig.) given away. 

িবকার [ bikāra ] n deviation from the natural or normal state; perversion, perversity ( িচ িবকার); 
corruption (চির িবকার); decomposition (শবেদেহর িবকার); aberration, derangement (মেনর িবকার); 
(loos.) aversion or apathy ( নতৃে র  িত িবকার); morbidity ( যৗনিবকার); delirium ( রিবকার); a 

converted or altered form ( েণ  র িবকার হল অলংকার).  রিবকার see  র । িবকারক n. (sc.) a reagent. 

িবকারক রি  n. (phys.) actinic rays. ̃   a. perverted; corrupted; (loos.) averse or apathetic; morbid; 
delirious. ̃ত  n. pathology. ̃তাি ক a. pathological. ☐ n. a pathologist. ̃ া  a. changed; converted; 
decomposed. 

িবকায  [ bikārya ] a changeable; prone to change (usu. for the worse). 

িবকাল, িবকালেবলা [ bikāla, bikālabēlā ] n the afternoon. 

িবকাশ, িবকাশন [ bikāśa, bikāśana ] n a manifestation; display, exhibition; act of cropping up or 
arising; development; opening or widening; blooming. িবকাশ পাওয়া same as িবকিশত হওয়া (see 
িবকিশত). িবকােশা ুখ a. on the point of being manifested or exhibited; on the point of cropping up 
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or arising; about to arise or develop; on the point of development; on the point of opening or 
widening or blooming. 

িবিক [ biki ] n sale. ̃িকিন n. buying and selling; traffic, trafficking. 

িবিকরণ [ bikiraṇa ] n diffusion, dispersal, dispersion (as of light or rays); radiation (as of the 
sun). িবিকরণ করা v. to diffuse, to disperse. 

িবকীণ  [ bikīrṇa ] a diffused, dispersed. িবকীণ   করা same as িবিকরণ করা । িবকীণ  তাপ radi ated or 
diffused heat. 

িবকীয মাণ [ bikīryamāṇa ] a in a state of diffusion or radiation. 

িবকৃত [ bikṛta ] a perverted; corrupted, vitiated; decomposed (িবকৃত শব); morbid (িবকৃত মন); 
deranged; deformed (িবকৃত অ ); disfigured (িবকৃত  চহারা); monstrous or revolting (িবকৃত ম ূিত ). িবকৃত 
করা v. to pervert; to corrupt, to vitiate; to deprave; to decompose; to affect with morbidity; to 
derange; to disfigure; to make unnatural (as voice). ̃ক ঠ n. unnatural or affected voice; hoarse 
voice; gruff voice. ☐ a. speaking in an unnatural or affected voice (esp. to conceal one's natural 
voice); speaking in a hoarse or in a gruff voice. ̃চির  a. corrupted or vitiated in character, 
depraved. ̃বুি  a. perverted in thoughts, evil-minded, wrong-headed. ̃মি   a. mentally deranged, 
insane; crazy. ̃ িচ a. perverted in taste. ☐ n. a perverted taste. ̃ ভাব a. perverted in nature, 

peevish. ̃ র same as িবকৃতক ঠ । িবকৃিত n. perversion; corruption, vitiation; decomposition, 
morbidity; derangement; deformity; disfigurement, disfiguration. 

িবেক ণ [ bikēndraṇa ] n decentralization. 

িবেকি ত [ bikēndrita ] a decentralized. িবেকি ত করা v. to decentralize. িবেক ীকরণ same as িবেক ণ । 
িবেক ীকৃত same as িবেকি ত । 

িব ম [ bikrama ] n strength, power, might; valour; prowess. ̃শালী, িব মী a. strong, powerful, 
mighty; valorous. 

িব য় [ bikraẏa ] n selling, sale. িব য় করা v. to sell. িব য়াথ  adv. on sale, for sale. ̃কত  া n. a seller. 

fem. ̃ক  ী । ̃মলূ  n. selling price, sale price. ̃ যাগ  a. salable, saleable; marketable. িব িয়ক, িব য়ী same 

as িবে তা । ̃ল  a. obtained from sale, sale proceeds. ̃সাধ  a. saleable; marketable. 

িবি য়া [ bikriẏā ] n morbid reaction (িচ িবি য়া); (sc.) reaction. 

িব ীি ত [ bikrīḍ◌়ita ] n various sports and frolics, gambol. 
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িব ীত [ bikrīta ] a sold. 

িবে তা [ bikrētā ] n a seller; a vender, a vendor, a salesman. fem. িবে  ী । 

িবে য় [ bikrēẏa ] a salable, saleable; marketable; meant for selling. িবে য়  ব  goods on sale, 
goods for sale. 

িব ত [ bikṣata ] a (usu. correl. of  ত) severely wounded or ulcerated. 

িবি   [ bikṣipta ] a scattered, dispersed, strewn; distracted (িবি   িচ  বা মন). ̃িচ  a. mentally 
disturbed. 

িব  ু [ bikṣubdha ] a offended, mortified, aggrieved; agitated. 

িবে প [ bikṣēpa ] n act of throwing about or scattering; dispersion; flinging or casting or 
shooting (শরিবে প); distraction (মানিসক িবে প). িবে পণ n. (sc.) scattering. 

িবে াভ [ bikṣōbha ] n offended state, mortification, grief; agitation; (pol.) movement provoked 
by discontent, unrest (গণিবে াভ = popular unrest). ̃কারী a. & n. an agitator, one who agitates; a 
demon strator, one who demonstrates. ̃ দশ  ন n. demonstration, agitation. িবে াভ  দশ  ন করা v. 
(pol.) to demonstrate; to agitate; to organize demonstration. 

িবখি ডত [ bikhanḍita ] a cut or split, divided; refuted. 

িবখাউজ [ bikhāuja ] n eczema. 

িবখ াত [ bikhyāta ] a famous, renowned, celebrated. িবখ ািত n. fame, renown, celebrity. 

িবগ ােনা [ bigaḍ◌়ānō ] v to corrupt or spoil or to be corrupted or spoilt, to send or go to the bad 
( ছেল িবগ ােনা); to deprave or be depraved (চির  িবগ ােনা); to confuse or be confused (বুি  িবগ ােনা); 
to put or go out of order (কলিবগ ােনা); to make or become disloyal or hostile or unfriendly or 
refractory ( জা বা সা ী বা ব ু বা  ঘা া িবগ ােনা); to upset or be upset (মন িবগ ােনা). মত িবগ ােনা v. to 
change one's mind. 

িবগত [ bigata ] a departed; passed by, gone by; past; dead. িবগত হওয়া v. to depart; to pass by, to 
pass away. ̃ াণ a. dead. ̃ যৗবন a. past one's prime or youth. fem. ̃ যৗবনা past one's prime. ̃ ী a. 
passed or fallen from one's glory or splendour; one who has lost one's beauty. ̃ ৃহা a. one who 
has lost inclination or interest or appetite, rendered apathetic; one who has controlled or given 
up one's desires or cravings or longings. 
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িবগিহ ত [ bigarhita ] a abominable, detestable; forbidden (শা িবগিহ  ত); disgraceful. 

িবগলন [ bigalana ] n melting; (chem.) smelting. 

িবগিলত [ bigalita ] a thoroughly melted; smelted; exuded; (of dress, bun of hair etc.) 
dishevelled; thoroughly decomposed or putrefied (িবগিলত শব); (fig.) softened or moved (with 

compassion, grief etc.). fem. িবগিলতা । িবগিলত করা v. to melt thoroughly; to smelt; to cause to 
exude; to decompose or putrefy thoroughly; (fig.) to soften or move (with compassion, grief 
etc.). 

িব ণ [ biguṇa ] a divested of good qualities; corrupted; hostile. 

িব হ [ bigraha ] n an image of a deity, an idol; body; a war, a battle; a quarrel, a strife; (gr.) the 
words by which a compound word is expounded (usu. িব হবাক ). 

িবঘটন [ bighaṭana ] n separation into different component parts, analysis; dissolution; 
destruction; (loos.) a mishap. 

িবঘিটত [ bighaṭita ] a separated into different component parts, analysed; dissolved; destroyed. 

িবঘত [ bighata ] n the space from the end of the thumb to the end of the little finger when 
fingers are extended, a span. ̃ মাণ a. equal to a span, about nine inches in length. 

িবঘা [ bighā ] n a measure of flat area (= 64 sq. cubits = &frac13; or .33 acre approx). িবঘাকািল n. 
(arith.) square-measure in terms of bighas (িবঘা). 

িবঘুণ ন [ bighurṇana ] n (High Beng.) thorough revolution; wild or dreadful rolling (অি িবঘ ূণ  ন); 
reeling (ম কিবঘ ূণ  ন). 

িবঘুিণ ত [ bighurṇita ] a thoroughly revolved; wildly or dreadfully rolling (িবঘ ূিণ  ত  ন ); reeling 
(িবঘূিণ  ত ম ক). িবঘ ূিণ  ত করা v. to revolve thoroughly; to roll dreadfully; to reel. ম ক িবঘুিণ  ত করা v. to 
make one giddy; to bewilder; (fig.) to infatuate with success, to turn one's head. 

িবেঘািষত [ bighōṣita ] a extensively announced or proclaimed. িবেঘািষত করা v. to an nounce or 
proclaim extensively. 

িব  [ bighna ] n an obstacle or impediment; a hindrance; a hitch; harm, woe. িব  উ পাদন বা সৃি  
করা v. to create a hitch or impediment. ̃কর a. obstructive, hindering, impeding; creating a 
hitch. ̃কারী a. & n. one who impedes or creates a hitch or trouble. ˜নাশক, ̃নাশন, ̃িবনাশন, ̃হর, ̃হারী a. 
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removing obstacles or impediments or harms or woes. ̃পূণ  , ̃ময় a. full of obstacles or 
impediments; with so many obstacles or hitches. িবি ত a. hindered, impeded, obstructed. 

িবচ ণ [ bicakṣaṇa ] a judicious, discreet; wise; experienced; farsighted; expert, adroit. ̃তা n. 
judiciousness, discreetness; discretion; prudence; wisdom; experience; experiencedness; 
farsightedness; expertness, adroitness. 

িবচ ল [ bicañcala ] a greatly agitated. 

িবচরণ [ bicaraṇa ] n roaming, wandering, loitering; a ramble. িবচরণ করা v. to ramble, to wander, 
to loiter. ̃কারী a. wandering, roaming; one who wanders or roams or rambles. ̃শীল a. same as 

িবচরণকারী । 

িবচিচ  কা [ bicarcikā ] n herpes, scabies, itch, eczema etc.; any skin disease. 

িবচলন [ bicalana ] n agitation, perturbation; swerving, straying. 

িবচিলত, িবচল [ bicalita, bicala ] a agitated, perturbed; swerving, deviation, straying, strayed 
(ধম  পথ  থেক িবচিলত); wavering. িবচিলত করা v. to agitate, to perturb; to cause to swerve or stray or 

waver. িবচিলত হওয়া v. to be agitated or moved; to deviate or swerve. fem. িবচিলতা, িবচলা । 

িবচার [ bicāra ] n consideration, deliberation; argument; discussion; decision; inference; a 
(judicial) trial; judgment, finding. কািজর িবচার (derog.) mockery or travesty of justice. িবচার করা v. 
to consider, to deliberate; to argue; to discuss; to decide; to infer; to try (judicially); to 

judge. ̃ক, ̃কত  া n. a judge; a justice. fem. ̃ক  ী । িবচারকম ডলী n. the judges; The Bench. িবচার করিণক n. a 

judicial clerk. ̃কায  n. trial; judgment. ̃ ম a. able or authorized to judge. ̃ মতা n. ability to judge; 

competence or authority to judge. ̃ণীয় same as িবচায  ।  দয়ক n. courtfee, ̃পিত n. a judge; a 

justice. ̃প িত, ̃ব ব হা n. the judicial system; the legal procedure. ̃িবেবচনা n. deliberation, 
consideration; proper or due consideration. ̃িবভাগ n. the judiciary; the judges of a state 
collectively. ̃ফল n. finding, judgment, verdict. ̃িব াট n. miscarriage of justice, a travesty of 
justice. ̃িবহীন, ̃শূ  a. lacking in judgment, unjust; inconsiderate; indiscriminate. িবচারা poet. form 

of িবচার করা । িবচারাধীন a. under investigation; on trial; subjudice, under judicial consideration. 

িবচারালয় n. a court of justice, a law-court, a court. িবচারাসন n. a judgment-seat, the bench. িবচািরত a. 
considered, deliberated; argued; discussed; decided, adjudged; inferred; (judicially) tried; 
judged, adjudicated. িবচারী a. one who considers or judges ( িবচারী). 

িবচায  [ bicārya ] a that which is to be or can be judged or tried or considered; under 
consideration or trial. 
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িবচািল [ bicāli ] n paddy-straw, paddy-hay. 

িবিচ [ bici ] n a stone or seed of a fruit. িবিচগজগেজ a. full of seeds. 

িবিচিকি  [ bicikicchi ] a extremely ugly; odd-looking; very unpleasant (িবিচিকি  ব াপার); very 
troublesome (িবিচিকি  কাজ বা অ ). িবিচিকি  অব হায়  ফলা v. to put (one) in a false position or 
embarrassing situation. 

িবিচ  [ bicitra ] a multi-coloured, many-coloured; variegated, motley; variedly painted (িবিচ  
িচ ); full of variety or diversity or vicissitudes (িবিচ  জগ  বা জীবন); multifarious (িবিচ  ি য়াকলাপ); 
amazing, wonderful (িবিচ  লীলা, িবিচ   িতভা); queer, strange (িবিচ   াণী); beautiful (িবিচ   শাভা). fem. 

িবিচ া । ̃তা n. variety; strangeness, queerness. এটা িবিচ  নয় ( য) it is no wonder (that). ̃বণ   a. multi-

coloured, variegated. িবিচ া  ান n. a musical entertainment; variety entertainment; a soiree. 

িবিচি ত a. variegated; variously painted. fem. িবিচি তা । 

িবচ ূণ  [ bicūrṇa ] a thoroughly pounded; pulverized, triturated; completely broken or fractured, 
broken or fractured at several places (িবচ ূণ   অি হ). ☐ n. a fine powder. িবচ ূণ   করা v. to pound 
thoroughly; to pulverize, to triturate; to break completely or at several places. ̃ন n. thorough 
pounding; pulverization, trituration; act of breaking completely or at several places. িবচিূণ ত a. 
same as িবচ ূণ   (a.) িবচূণ  ীভবন n. (geog.) weathering. 

িবেচতন [ bicētana ] a unconscious, senseless. 

িবেচ , িবেচি ত [ bicēṣṭa, bicēṣṭita ] a making no effort, unendeavouring; desisting from. িবেচ  বা 
িবেচি ত হওয়া v. to give up efforts; to desist from. 

িবি   [ bicchinna ] a separated; torn or broken away; detached; isolated; estranged; stray or 

sporadic. fem. িবি  া । িবি   করা v. to separate; to tear or break away; to detach; to isolate; to 

estrange; to alienate. িবি  তা n. separation; detachment; isolation; secession; estrangement; 
alienation; lack of compactness, strayness. িবি  তাবাদ n. separatism; disintegration. িবি  তাবাদী n. 
& a. separatist; a separatist. 

িব ু [ bicchu ] n the scorpion; (fig.) a very clever but naughty and mischievous person; ( ছেলটা 
একটা িব ু). ☐ a. (fig.) very clever but mischievous (িব ু  ছেল). 

িব ুরণ [ bicchuraṇa ] n (ori. & obs.) smearing or painting; (pop.) dispersion (as of rays); 
radiation (as of light); emanation. 
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িব ুিরত [ bicchurita ] a (ori. & obs.) smeared or painted: (pop.) dispersed (as rays); radiated (as 
light), scattered. িব ুিরত করা v. to disperse; to radiate; to cause to emanate or scatter. 

িবে দ [ bicchēda ] n separation; estrangement; discord, disintegration, dissension; difference; 
an interval; intermission ( রিবে দ). িবে দ-িনয়ম n. (alg.) the law of distribution. ̃ বদনা n. the pang 
of separation, the woes of estrangement. ̃মূলক a. separatist; alienating; dissenting; 
disintegrating. 

িবচু ত [ bicyuta ] a detached; fallen off, shed; separated; estranged; deviating or strayed from. 

fem. িবচ ুতা । িবচু ত হওয়া v. to be detached or shed or separated or estranged; to turn away, to 

deviate or stray; to fail to observe or execute. িবচ ুিত n. detachment; shedding; separation; 
estrangement; deviation, straying, dereliction. 

িবছা [ bichā ] n the scorpion; a kind of broad necklace (usu. িবছাহার). 

িবছানা [ bichānā ] n a bed. িবছানা করা, িবছানা পাতা v. to make a bed. িবছানা  নওয়া v. to keep one's bed; 
take to one's bed, take to bed; to be ill. 

িবছােনা [ bichānō ] v to spread (মা র িবছােনা); to scatter or strew or lay (কাঁকর িবছােনা). 

িবছুিট [ bichuṭi ] n a variety of nettle. 

িবজ ি  [ bijakuḍ◌়i ] n pimple-like eruption or rash. 

িবজি ত [ bijaḍ◌়ita ] a intertwined; entangled; involved in; begone ( ঃখিবজি ত = woe begone); 
beset with ( মঘিবজি ত); embarrassed or encumbered or involved ( দনায় িবজি ত). িবজি ত করা n. to 
inter twine; to entangle; to involve (in); to beset (with); to embarrass or encumber (with.). 

িবজন [ bijana ] a lonely, solitary, desolate. 

িবজ া [ bijanmā ] a bastard, illegitimate. 

িবজিবজ [ bijabija ] int denoting; repugnant crowding as of worms ( পাকা িবজিবজ করেছ). 

িবজয় [ bijaẏa ] n victory, triumph; conquest (ভারতিবজয়); subdual or vanquishment (দানবিবজয়); 
success (কেম   িবজয়লাভ); (obs.) act of going. ̃অিভযান n. a march for victory, a march for conquests; a 
victory march. ̃ কতন n. the banner of victory. ̃গব  n. pride of victory. ̃দৃ  a. proud of victory, 
flushed with victory; triumphant. ̃ল ী n. the goddess of victory (cp. Minerva). িবজয়লাভ করা v. to 
be victorious or successful. ̃   n. monument commemorating a victory, a victory pillar or 
column. িবজয়া n. Goddess Durga ( গ া); a female companion of Durga; the day on which the 
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image of Durga is immersed (usu. িবজয়াদশমী). িবজয়া সংগীত n. any one of the songs about Durga's 
going to her husband's house leaving her paternal home. িবজয়ী a. victorious, triumphant; 

conquering; vanquishing. ☐ n. a victor; a conqueror; a vanquisher. fem. িবজিয়নী । িবজেয়া সব n. 

celebration of victory; exultation for victory or success, triumph. িবজেয়া সব করা v. to celebrate a 
victory. িবজেয়া   a. beside oneself with joy for victory or success, madly rejoicing on account of 
victory or success. িবজেয়া িসত a. triumphant, exultant. িবজেয়া াস n. exultation for victory or 
success, triumph. 

িবজিল, িবজলী [ bijali, bijalī ] n lightning; electricity. ̃তার n. electric wire. ̃পাখা n. an electric 
fan. ̃বািত n. an electric light or lamp. 

িবজািত [ bijāti ] n a different race or caste; a hostile race. 

িবজাতীয় [ bijātīẏa ] a pertaining to a different nation or race (িবজাতীয়  বশভূষা); heterogeneous 
(িবজাতীয়  ভদ); very strong, terrible, deadly (িবজাতীয় আে াশ). 

িবজারণ [ bijāraṇa ] n reduction. 

িবিজগীষা [ bijigīṣā ] n desire for attaining victory or success. 

িবিজগীষ ু[ bijigīṣu ] a desirous of victory or success. 

িবিজত [ bijita ] a defeated, vanquished; conquered; subdued. fem. িবিজতা । 

িবিজেত ীয় [ bijitēndrīẏa ] a (of one) who has mastered passions, having control over desires 
and passions, self-controlled. 

িবজৃ ণ [ bijṛmbhaṇa ] n yawning; a yawn. 

িবেজয় [ bijēẏa ] a capable of being defeated, vanquishable; conquerable. 

িবেজা  [ bijōḍ◌় ] a odd, uneven; separated from the partner, unpaired, uncoupled; disjoined. 
িবেজা  সংখ া an odd number. 

িব  [ bijña ] a learned, erudite; wise; experienced; expert; judicious, prudent. ̃তা, ̃  n. erudition, 
learning; wisdom; experience; expertness; judiciousness, prudence. 

িব ি  [ bijñapti ] n a notice, a circular; a bill; a placard; an advertisement or a notification. 

িব া [ bijñā ] fem of িব  । 
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িব াত [ bijñāta ] a well-informed, aufait; well known; distinguished, famous. 

িব ান [ bijñāna ] n science. ̃চচ  া, িব ানা শীলন n. cultivation of science. ̃িবদ, ̃ ব া, িব ানী a. versed in 
science. ☐ n. a scientist. 

িব াপন [ bijñāpana ] n notification, announcement; a notice, a circular, a bill, a placard, an 
official bulletin, an advertisement; petitioning, supplication; a petition. িব াপন  দওয়া n. to 

advertise; to notify, to announce; to bill. ̃দাতা n. an advertiser. fem. ̃দা ী । িব াপনীয় a. fit to be 
notified or announced or advertised; fit to be petitioned for. 

িব ািপত [ bijñāpita ] a notified, announced; circulated, proclaimed; billed, advertised; 
petitioned, supplicated. 

িবে য় [ bijñēẏa ] a that which is to be learned thor oughly or particularly. 

িবট1 [ biṭa1 ] n a round or course (as of postman or watchman); a beat. 

িবট2 [ biṭa2 ] n a bulbous plant, beet. 

িবটেকল [ biṭakēla ] a hideous or monstrous (িবটেকল মিূত  ); abominable or repulsive (িবটেকল গ ); 
very ludicrous or queer (িবটেকল ব াপার); given to playing antics or cracking practical jokes; of a 
queer sort (িবটেকল  লাক). িবটেকলিম n. practice of playing antics or cracking practical jokes. 

িবট  [ biṭaṅka ] n a pigeon-house, a dovecote; a trap for catching brids, a fowling-net. 

িবট ন, িবটলবণ [ biṭanuna, biṭalabaṇa ] n a black variety of salt. 

িবটপ [ biṭapa ] n a branch (of a tree); a twig; a school. িবটপী n. a tree. 

িবটপালং [ biṭapāla ] n a variety of spinach of the goosefoot family. 

িবটেল [ biṭalē ] a knavish, roughish. িবটেলিম n. knavery, roguery. 

িবটা [ biṭā ] n beta. িবটা-কণা n. beta-particles. িবটা-রি  n. beta-rays. 

িব   [ biḍ◌়ṅga ] n a medicinal plant or its fruit; wise, experienced. 

িব িব  [ biḍ◌়biḍ◌় ] int denoting: muttering, mumbling. িব িব  করা to mutter or mumble. 
িব িব ািন n. muttering, mumbling. 
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িব  না [ biḍ◌়mbanā ] n deception, (loos.) mockery or irony (ভাগ িব  না); unnecessary trouble or 
harassment (চাকিরর জ   চ া িব  না মা ). 

িব ি ত [ biḍ◌়mbita ] a deceived, (loos.) mocked; unnecessarily troubled or harassed. 

িব া [ biḍ◌়ā ] n a coil of straw or cloth used as a pedestal for placing cooking-urns, pitchers etc. 
and also for wearing as a headgear; (of beetle-leaves etc.) a small roll, a bundle. 

িব াল [ biḍ◌়āla ] n the cat. fem. িব ালী the she-cat. িব ােলর ভােগ  িশেক  ছ ঁা (fig.) an undeserving 
person comes in for a windfall; unexpected success. ̃ছানা n. a kitten, a catling. ̃জাতীয় a. feline. ̃তপ ী 
n. (fig.) a rogue feigning piety, a sanctimonious rogue, a hypocrite. ̃তুল  a cat-like, feline. িব ালা ী 
a. cat-eyed. 

িবি  [ biḍ◌়i ] n a kind of slender cigarette rolled in a tree-leaf. 

িবতং [ bita ] n (obs.) details. 

িবতংস [ bitaṃsa ] n a noose or rope for fastening birds, beasts etc. 

িবত ডা [ bitanḍā ] n unnecessary argument; sophistical debate; (phil.) sophistry. 

িবতত [ bitata ] a extended, expanded, spread out, outstretched; tense; pervaded. িবতিত n. extent, 
expanse, stretch; tension; pervasion. 

িবতথ, িবতথ  [ bitatha, bitathya ] a untrue, false; futile, vain. 

িবতরণ [ bitaraṇa ] n act of giving away; distribution. িবতরণ করা v. to give away, to distribute. ̃ ক  
n. a distributing centre. 

িবতিরত [ bitarita ] a given away; distributed. 

িবতক  [ bitarka ] n deliberation; a debate; argument, reasoning; wrangling, a dispute; doubt. ̃ণীয় 
a. debatable; arguable; disputable. িবতিক  কা n. a debate; a debating forum. িবতিক  ত a. deliberated 
upon; debated; argued, reasoned; disputed; doubted. 

িবতল [ bitala ] n (myth.) the second of seven underworlds. 

িবত া [ bitastā ] n the river Jhelum. 
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িবতি  [ bitasti ] n the space from the end of the thumb to the end of the little finger when 
fingers are extended, a span. 

িবতাি ত [ bitāḍ◌়ita ] a turned out; expelled. িবতাি ত করা v. to turn out; to expel. 

িবতান [ bitāna ] n a structure in a garden for sitting in, a summer-house (লতািবতান); a canopy, an 
awning; a tent; a pavilion; tension, stretch. 

িবতৃ  [ bitṛṣṇa ] a (ori.) not thirsty; disinterested; callous; averse to, apathetic; disgusted 
(with). িবত ৃা n. disinterestedness; callousness; aversion, apathy; disgust. 

িব  [ bitta ] n wealth, riches; property. ̃বান, ̃শালী a. wealthy, rich. fem. ̃শিলনী । িব  স য় করা v. to 

amass wealth or riches. ̃হীন a. poor, indigent. ☐ n. (pol.) a have-not. 

িবথর [ bithara ] n a tier, a layer (থের-িবথের). 

িবথারা [ bithārā ] v (poet.) to stretch out. 

-িবদ [ -bida ] sfx var. of িব  । 

িবদ  [ bidagdha ] a witty; having the qualification of a connoisseur; learned; cultured; 

intelligent; skilful; clever. িবদ া a. fem. of িবদ  । ☐ n. (rhet.) a witty lady-love. িবদ -সমাজ n. the 
intelligentsia; a learned society; a body of connoisseurs. 

িবদঘুেট [ bidaghuṭē ] a queer and ugly; troublesome; complicated (িবদঘুেট অ ). 

িবদরা [ bidarā ] v (poet.) to rend or split. 

িবদল [ bidala ] a having no petal, apetalous; not belonging to one's party. ☐ n. pigeon pea, dal. 

িবদলন [ bidalana ] n a thorough trampling or thrashing; thorough vanquishment, rout; extreme 
oppression. 

িবদিলত [ bidalita ] a thoroughly trampled or thrashed; routed; extremely oppressed. িবদিলত করা 
v. to trample or thrash thoroughly; to rout; to oppress extremely. 

িবদায়1 [ bidāẏa1 ] n a gift or present, anything given in charity ( া ণিবদায়, কাঙালিবদায়). 
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িবদায়2 [ bidāẏa2 ] n removal, expulsion (আপদ িবদায়); permission for departure, leave (িবদায় চাওয়া); 
formal parting, farewell (তার িবদােয়র পর); separation, parting (িচরিবদায়); retirement from service. 
☐ int. farewell, adieu, good-bye. ̃কালীন a. relating to the time of parting; relating to farewell, 
valedictory (িবদায়কালীন ভাষণ). িবদায় করা v. to remove, to expel, to dismiss. িবদায় চাওয়া v. to ask leave 
for departure. িবদায়  দওয়া v. to give one leave to depart; to see one off; to cause to retire from 
service, to retire. িবদায়  নওয়া v. to depart, to take leave; to part; to bid farewell; to retire from 
service. িবদায় হওয়া v. to depart, to be off. 

িবদায়ী [ bidāẏī ] a departing, leaving; taking leave; retiring from service; outgoing (িবদায়ী সভাপিত); 
valedictory. 

িবদারক [ bidāraka ] a splitting, rending; cleaving; piercing; causing to burst.  দয়-িবদারক a. heart-
rending. 

িবদারণ [ bidāraṇa ] a splitting or rending or cleaving or piercing; act of causing to burst. 

িবদারা [ bidārā ] v (poet.) same as িবদীণ  করা । 

িবিদক [ bidika ] n (rare) a point intermediate be tween two cardinal ones of the compass; (pop.) 
an opposite or wrong direction (িদি িদক). 

িবিদত [ bidita ] a known (িবিদত িবষয়); celebrated, famed (জগেত িবিদত); ac quainted, informed, 
cognizant, aufait (িবিদত থাকা). ভূবনিবিদত a. of worldwide fame, renowned. 

িবদীণ  [ bidīrṇa ] a split, rent; cleft; pierced; burst. িবিদণ   করা v. to split, to rend; to cleave; to 
pierce; to cause to burst. 

িব র [ bidura ] n a character of the Mahabharata. িব েরর খুদ an extremely small offering given in 
deep devotion, (cp.) a widow's mite. 

িব ষী [ biduṣī ] a. fem learned, erudite. ☐ n. fem. a learned woman. 

িবদূর [ bidūra ] a remote (িবদরূ স ক  ). ☐ n. a re mote place (দূের-িবদেূর). 

িবদূিরত [ bidūrita ] a driven away; removed; expelled. 

িবদূষক [ bidūṣaka ] n (in dramas) a clown, a jester, a buffoon. 

িবেদ [ bidē ] n a harrow, a rake. িবেদ  দওয়া v. to harrow, to rake. 
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িবেদশ [ bidēśa ] n a foreign land or country. ̃জ, ̃জাত a. grown or produced in a for eign land, 
exotic, foreign. ̃ মণ n. travels abroad. ̃বাস n. staying or living in a foreign country, living 
abroad. ̃যা া n. starting on a journey abroad. ̃ হ a. of a foreign land, foreign. িবেদশাগত a. coming 
from or imported from a foreign land. িবেদিশ a. foreign, exotic, (arch.) outlandish, alien. ☐ n. a 
foreigner; an alien. fem. িবেদিশিন । িবেদিশ পুঁিজ foreign capital. িবেদিশ মু া foreign currency. িবেদশীয় a. 
same as িবেদিশ (a). িবেদেশ adv. in or to a foreign land, abroad. 

িবেদহ1 [ bidēha1 ] n modern Mithila (িমিথলা). 

িবেদহ2 [ bidēha2 ] a bodiless, incorporeal. fem. িবেদহা, (inc.) িবেদহী । 

িব  [ biddha ] a pierced; pricked; perforated; bored. িব  করা v. to pierce; to prick; to perforate; to 
bore. ̃প  n. (bot.) a perfoliated leaf. 

িব  ক  [ bidbatkalpa ] a appearing to be learned (though not really so); near learned, just 
short of being learned. 

িব ান [ bidbāna ] a learned; erudite. ☐ n. a learned or erudite man, a savant, a scholar. 

িব   [ bidbaṣṭa ] a held in malice, maligned; envied; grudged. 

িবে ষ [ bidbēṣa ] n malice, malignity; envy; grudge; animosity, animus. িবে ষ করা v. to bear 
malice (against), to malign; to envy; to grudge; to treat with animosity. ̃পরায়ণ same as িবে ষী 
। ̃ সূত a. caused or generated by malice or malevolence. ̃বুি  n. malicious or envious or spiteful 

disposition. ̃বুি   েণািদত, ̃বুি  সূত a. actuated by malicious or envious or spiteful inclination or 
disposition. ̃ভাজন n. an object of malice or envy or animosity. ̃মলূক a. malicious; malevolent; 
actuated by malice or malignity; spiteful. িবে ষানল n. extreme malice, great malice. িবে ষী, িবে  া a. 
malicious, malignant; envious; grudging; full of animosity. 

িবদ মান [ bidyamāna ] a existent; present; in esse; alive, living. ̃তা n. existence; presence; state of 
being alive. 

িবদ া [ bidyā ] n learning; erudition; scholarship; skill; a subject of study (সব িবদ া িবশারদ); a 
science (পদাথ িবদ া); an art (জা িবদ া, চুিরিবদ া); philosophy. িবদ ার জাহাজ a prodigy of learning; (cp.) a 
walking encyclopaedia. িবদ ার বহর (facet.) range of knowledge, extent of learning. ̃গম n. 
acquirement of learning. ̃চচ া n. culture or cultivation of learning; practice of learning; 
acquisition of knowledge. ̃দাতা n. a teacher; a preceptor (fem. a preceptress), a guru. fem. ̃দা ী 
। ̃দান n. imparting of knowledge or learning. িবদ াদান করা v. to teach; to impart learning 

gratuitously. ̃ দবী n. Saraswati (সর তী) the goddess of learning. ̃ধন n. knowledge conceived as 
wealth. ̃ধর n. one of an order of demi-gods famous for their personal beauty and skill in music. 
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fem. ̃ধরী । ̃িনিধ n. an ocean of learning: a title conferred on a scholar. িবদ া রাগ n. love of learning, 

attachment to learning. িবদ া রাগী a. fond of or attached to learning. fem. িবদ া রািগণী । িবদ া শীলন 

same as ̃চচ  া । িবদ া শীলন করা v. to cultivate learning or a science; to study. ̃পীঠ n. a centre of 

learning; an academy; a school. ̃বতী fem. of িবদ াবান । ব া n. possession of learning, 

scholarship. ̃বল n. power or force of learning. ̃বান a. learned. ̃িবেনাদ n. delight of Goddess 
Saraswati (সর তী): a title conferred on a scholar. ̃িবশারদ a. vastly learned. ☐ n. a title conferred 
on a scholar. ̃ব বসায়ী a. & n. one who teaches professionally. ˜ভষূণ n. an ornament of learning: a 

title conferred on a scholar. িবদ াভ াস same as িবদ াচচ  া । িবদ াভ াস করা v. to learn an art or science; 

to study; to learn one's lessons. ̃মি র, িবদ ায়তন n. a temple of learning; a school. ̃র  n. a jewel of 
learning; a title conferred on a scholar. িবদ ার  n. initiation into one's studies (esp. with religious 
solemnities). িবদ ার  করা v. to commence one's studies (esp. with religious solemnities). িবদ াজ  ন 

same as িবদ ালাভ । িবদ াথ ী a. desirous of acquiring learning; (loos.) engaged in studies. ☐ n. one 

who is desirous of acquiring learning; (loos.) a student, a scholar, a pupil, fem. িবদ ািথ নী । ̃ল  a. 

gained or earned by learning. ̃লয় n. a school; an academy; (rare) a college; an institution; an 
institute; a seminary. িবদ ালেয়র ছ ুিটর িদন a school holiday. িবদ ালেয়র ছ ুিটর সময় closing time of a 
school; school vacation. িবদ ালেয়র সময় school time; school hours. ̃লাভ n. acquisition of learning; 
act of receiving education. িবদ ালাভ করা v. to acquire learning; to receive education, to have one's 
education. ̃িশ া n. learning; act of receiving education. িবদ ািশ া করা v. to learn; to receive 

education. ̃শূ  a. unlearned, uneducated; ignorant. ̃সাগর same as িবদ ািনিধ । ̃হীন same as িবদ াশ ূ । 

fem. িবদ াহীনা । 

িব    [ bidyut ] n lightning; electricity. ̃গভ  a. impregnated with electricity; charged with 
electricity. ̃ বাহ n. an electric current. ̃ ভ a. as dazzlingly bright as a flash of lightning. fem. ̃ ভা 
। ̃  ন, ̃ ুরণ n. electric vibration. ̃  ৃ a. struck by lightning. ̃ ুিল  n. an electric spark. িব   াম n. a 

flash of lightning; a garland-like series of lightning flashes. িব   ষ  ী a. discharging electricity. 

িব  ে গ n. lightning speed. িব  ে েগ adv. as speedily as lightning. িব   ালা same as িব   াম । িব   তা 
n. a streak of lightning. 

িবেদ া সাহী [ bidyōtsāhī ] a encouraging or patronizing promotion of learning or spread of 

education. fem. িবেদ া সািহনী । িবেদ া সািহনী সভা a society for promotion or spread of learning or 
education. 

িব ব [ bidraba ] n fleeing, flight; melting or being melted; dissolving; thaw. 

িব াবণ [ bidrābaṇa ] n turning into liquid, liquefaction. িব ািবত a. liquefied. 

িব ম [ bidruma ] n ruby; coral; a young shoot. 
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িবে াহ [ bidrōha ] n revolt, rebellion, insurrection, insurgence, insurgency; (loos.) treason; a 
coup, a coup d'etat; mutiny. িবে াহ করা v. to rise in rebellion, to revolt, to rebel, to mutiny. 
িবে াহচারণ করা v. to revolt; to become hostile or disloyal. িবে াহা ক, ̃মলূক a. rebellious; mutinous; 
insurgent; recalcitrant. িবে াহী a. rebellious, insurgent; mutinous; hostile; disloyal. ☐ n. a rebel; 

an insurgent; a disloyal person. (loos.) a traitor. fem. িবে ািহণী । 

-িবধ [ -bidha ] sfx sort, kind, type etc. (ব িবধ = of many kinds.) 

িবধবা [ bidhabā ] n. fem a widow. িবধবা করা v. to be reave of a husband, to widow. ̃িববাহ n. widow 
marriage. 

িবধম  া, িবধম ী [ bidharmā, bidharmī ] a professing a different religion or creed; heretic. ☐ n. one 
professing a different religion; a heretic; an infidel. 

িবধা [ bidhā ] n sort, kind, variety, type; manner, mode; arrangement ( িবধা). 

িবধাতা [ bidhātā ] n a director, a controller, a regulator (ভাগ িবধাতা); God; Providence; Brahma 
(  ). ̃পু ষ n. Providence personified (who is believed to write down the future of a newborn 
baby on its forehead). 

িবধাতৃদ  [ bidhātṛdatta ] a God-gifted, God-given; be stowed by Providence. 

িবধান [ bidhāna ] n a scriptural prescript or ruling; a prescript, a ruling (সভাপিতর িবধান); a 
prescription (পথ িবধান); provision, arrangement (আন িবধান); legislation; a law; a rule; a system 
(নবিবধান). িবধান  দওয়া v. to prescribe; to issue a ruling, to rule. ̃কত  া n. a director (fem. directress, 

directrix), a regulator, a controller; a law-giver; a legislator. fem. ̃ক  ী । ̃ত  n. a code of laws; a 

system of legislation. িবধান-পিরষদ n. a legislative council. ̃শা  n. jurisprudence, law. ̃সংসদ n. the 
Parliament. ̃সংিহতা n. a treatise on jurisprudence, a law-book. ̃সভা n. a legislative as sembly. 

িবধািনক [ bidhānika ] a legislative. িবধািনক  মতা legislative power. িবধািনক  ণালী legislative 
procedure. 

িবধায় [ bidhāẏa ] prep (leg.) on account of, because of, owing to, for (অ  হতা িবধায়). 

িবধায়ক, িবধায়ী [ bidhāẏaka, bidhāẏī ] a legislating; enacting; directing, controlling, regulating; 
issuing a rule; prescribing; making provision or arrangements for; causing to happen, bringing 

about. ☐ n. a member of a legislative assembly, an MLA. fem. িবধািয়কা, িবধািয়নী । 
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িবিধ [ bidhi ] n a prescript, an edict; a prescription; a rule; a regulation; a law, an act; a means; a 
procedure; a method; a system; destiny, fate; God, Providence; Brahma (  া). িবিধ-অিধকািরক n. law 
officer. ̃  a. conversant with laws or rules; versed in scriptures. ̃িনেদ শক n. legal 
remembrancer. ̃িনিদ    a. regulated or prescribed or determined by rules or regulations. ̃িনেষধ n. 
restrictions or inhibitions. ̃ েয়াগ n. application of a rule or law. ̃ব  a. regulated; enacted, 
codified; in keeping with form or established mode, formal. িবিধব  করা v. to enact, to 
codify. ̃িব  না n. deception by fate; irony of fate. ̃িব ি ত a. beguiled by fate; suffered or suffering 
from irony of fate. ̃িব   a. unlawful; irregular; informal. ̃িবিহত a. lawful; law-abiding; regular; 
formal. ̃ভ  n. breaking the rules or regulations; infringement or violation of a rule or law. ̃মেতা a. 
in keeping with scriptural prescripts or edicts or rules; in keeping with rules or laws; just, 
rightful (িবিধমেতা শাি ); (loos.) adequate; formal; (loos.) utmost (িবিধমেতা  চ া). ̃িলিপ n. the prescript 
of Providence; destiny, fate. ̃সংগত, ̃স ত a. in keeping with scriptural prescripts or edicts or rules; 
lawful, rightful; formal. 

িবিধ সা [ bidhitsā ] n desire to make provision or arrangements for, desire to provide for. 

িবিধ   [ bidhitsu ] a desirous of making provision or arrangements for. 

িবধ ু[ bidhu ] n the moon. 

িবধুত [ bidhuta ] a set trembling; shaken; vibrated. িবধুত করা v. to set trembling; to shake; to 
vibrate. 

িবধুনন [ bidhunana ] n act of causing to tremble; shaking; vibration. 

িবধুবদন, িবধুমুখ [ bidhubadana, bidhumukha ] a moon-faced. fem. িবধুবদনা, িবধুমুখী । 

িবধুর [ bidhura ] a afflicted (িবরহিবধুর); frightened; bewildered; overwhelmed, redolent of, 

surcharged with (গ িবধুর); beside oneself with (আন িবধুর). fem. িবধুরা । ̃তা n. affliction; fright; 
bewilderment; overwhelmed state, state of being be side oneself. 

িবধৃত [ bidhṛta ] a firmly caught or seized or arrested; grasped, realized, preserved; embalmed. 

িবেধয় [ bidhēẏa ] a lawful, rightful; proper; that should be done or undertaken; predicable. ☐ n. 
(gr. & log.) a predicate; (phil.) a predicable. 

িবেধয়ক [ bidhēẏaka ] n a draft of a proposed law, a bill. 

িবেধৗত [ bidhauta ] a washed well, profusely washed. 
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িব ংস [ bidhbaṃsa ] n complete ruin or destruction; devastation; demolition; িব ংসী a. 
thoroughly ruining or destroying; devastating; demolishing. 

িব   [ bidhbasta ] a utterly ruined or destroyed; devastated; demolished; (of an army etc.) 
routed. িব   করা v. to ruin or destroy completely; to devastate; to demolish; to rout. 

িবন [ bina ] n a leguminous plant or its seed, bean. 

িবনত [ binata ] a stooping; bowed (in salutation); modest, demure; meek; submissive; polite; 
disciplined. 

িবনতা1 [ binatā1 ] fem of িবনত । 

িবনতা2 [ binatā2 ] n. fem (myth.) a wife of Kashyap the sage. ̃ন ন n. a son of Binata (িবনতা); 
Aruna (অ ণ) the chariot driver of the Sun-god; Garuda (গ  ) the prince of birds. 

িবনিত [ binati ] n stooping; bowing (in salutation); modesty, demureness, submissiveness; 
politeness; discipline. 

িবন  [ binamra ] a very modest or demure or meek or submissive or polite or disciplined; 

bowing down in submission or politeness. fem. িবন া । ̃তা n. great modesty or demureness or 
meekness or politeness or discipline; a bow or stooping in submission or politeness; great 
discipline. 

িবনয় [ binaẏa ] n modesty; demureness: meekness, submissiveness; submission; solicitation; 
education or training; discipline. িবনয়ন n. educating or training; disciplining; removal. ̃প ূব ক adv. 

with humble submission. ̃সহকাের same as িবনয়প ূব ক । িবনয়াবনত a. bowing down in submission or 

politeness. fem. িবনয়াবনতা । িবনয়ী a. modest, demure; meek, submissive; disciplined. 

িবন র [ binaśbara ] a perishable, destructible. 

িবন  [ binaṣṭa ] a destroyed; perished; killed; ruined (িবন  রাজ ); wrecked (িবন   পাত); lost or 
wasted (িবন  স দ); corrupted, depraved (িবন  চির ); spoiled (িবন   েযাগ, িবন  খাদ ). 

িবনি  [ binaṣṭi ] n destruction; ruin; extinction; (pop. & coll.) misuse, waste. 

িবনা [ binā ] prep except, without, save, but; excluding. 
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িবনােনা [ binānō ] v to plait (hair) in a pigtail, to queue, to tress; to intertwine into the shape (as 
of a pigtail); to narrate or fabricate at length, to spin out (িবিনেয় বলা বা কাঁদা). 

িবনামা [ bināmā ] n shoe; boot; slipper. 

িবনায়ক [ bināẏaka ] n a leader of the people; Ganesha (গেণশ) the god of the people; a teacher; a 
disciplinarian. 

িবনাশ [ bināśa ] n destruction; ruin; wreck; loss or waste; death; extinction; extermination; 
ravishment (সতী িবনাশ); corruption, depravation (চির িবনাশ). িবনাশ করা v. to destroy; to ruin, to 
wreck; to waste; to kill; to exterminate; to ravish; to corrupt, to deprave. িবনাশক a. destructive; 
ruinous; wrecking; wasting; killing; exterminatory; ravishing; corruptive, depraving. ☐ n. a 
destroyer; a ruiner; a wrecker; a waster; a killer; an exterminator; a ravisher; a corrupter. িবনাশন 
n. destruction; ruination; wrecking; wasting; killing; extermination. ☐ a. (used chiefly as a sfx.) 
same as িবনাশক (a.). ̃ধম  ী a. destructive; exterminative. ̃শীল a. of a destructive or exterminative 
nature, destructive. ̃সাধক a. same as িবনাশক (a.). ̃সাধন n. same as িবনাশন (n.). ̃ া , িবনািশত same as িবন  
। িবনাশী a. perishable; mortal; destructible; destructive; ruinous; killing; ravishing; depraving. 

fem. িবনািশনী (not in the first three senses). িবনােশা ুখ a. about to perish; about to die, on 
deathbed, moribund; about to be destroyed or ruined. 

িবিনঃসরণ [ biniḥsaraṇa ] n emergence, act of coming or issuing out. 

িবিনঃসৃত [ biniḥsṛta ] a emerged, issued out. িবিনঃসৃত হওয়া v. to emerge, to come out, to is sue out. 

িবিন  [ binidra ] a sleepless, wakeful (িবিন  রজনী); vigilant. 

িবিনি ত [ binindita ] a (used chiefly as a sfx.) reproached, put to shame (মৃণালিবিনি ত = 
reproaching or abashing even a lotus stalk). 

িবিনবৃ  [ binibṛtta ] a restrained; prevented; checked: desisted. 

িবিনময় [ binimaẏa ] n exchange; barter; return; requital, recompense; substitution. িবিনময় করা v. 
to exchange; to barter. িবিনমেয়  দওয়া v. to give in exchange (for) or in lieu (of); to give in return 
(for), to requite, to recompense. িবিনময়-িনয়ম n. (alg.) the commutative law. িবিনময়-হার n. the rate 
of exchange. 

িবিনেময় [ binimēẏa ] a exchangeable; (esp. of coins) convertible. 

িবিনয় ণ [ biniẏantraṇa ] n decontrol. িবিনয় ণ করা v. to decontrol. 
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িবিনয়ি ত [ biniẏantrita ] a decontrolled. 

িবিনযু  [ biniyukta ] a appointed; commissioned; sent; entrusted with; (of money) invested. 
িবিনযু ক n. the Minister incharge of appointments. 

িবিনেয় [ biniẏē ] adv elaborately, verbosely, in so many words; ingratiatingly (ইিনেয় িবিনেয়). 

িবিনেয়াগ [ biniẏōga ] n appointment, commission; sending; entrusting; investment (of money 
in business). িবিনেয়াগ করা v. to appoint, to commission; to send; to entrust (with); to invest, to 
lay out. 

িবিনগ ত [ binirgata ] a what has emerged, come out, issued forth. িবিনগ ত হওয়া v. to emerge, to 
come out, to issue forth. 

িবিনগ ম, িবিনগ  মন [ binirgama, binirgamana ] n coming out or issuing forth, emergence. 

িবিনণ য় [ binirṇaẏa ] n ascertainment; award (of arbitration etc.) 

িবিনণ ীত [ binirṇīta ] a ascertained; awarded (by arbitration, tribunals etc.). 

িবিনেদ শ [ binirdēśa ] n ruling. 

িবিন য় [ biniścaẏa ] n convincing or conclusive decision ('চয াচয -িবিন য়'). িবিনি ত a. firmly or 
deliberately decided or concluded. 

িবনীত [ binīta ] a modest, demure; meek, submissive; docile; polite; desciplined. fem. িবনীতা । ̃ভােব 
adv. humbly, politely. 

িব িন [ binuni ] n a queue, a tress, a pigtail; act or manner of interwining into a queue or into a 
similar shape. 

িবেনতা [ binētā ] n a controller, a director; a teacher; a discipliner. fem. িবেন ী । 

িবেনয় [ binēẏa ] a tractable, docile. 

িবেনাদ [ binōda ] n act of making pleasant; pleasure; pleasant sport or diversion. ☐ a. pleasant; 
beautiful; good-looking. িবেনাদন n. making pleasant; act of giving pleasure, entertainment or 
gratification (িচ িবেনাদন); removal, relaxation ( মিবেনদন). িবেনাদনমলূক a. entertaining, relating to 
entertainment. িবেনািদত a. made pleasant; entertained or gratified. িবেনািদয়া a. (obs. & poet.) 
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pleasant, charming, beautiful. িবেনাদী a. making pleasant; pleasurable, pleasant; entertaining or 
gratifying. িবেনািদনী a. fem. of িবেনাদী beautiful, pleasant; ☐ n. Shriradhika. 

িবি  [ binti ] n a kind of card-game; (in some card-game) a tierce. 

িব  [ bindu ] n a drop (জলিব ); a dot, a point (দশিমক িব ); a small roundish mark; ('ললােট িস রূ 
িব '); (geom.) a point; a particle, a whit, an iota (একিব   ঃখ). ̃িবসগ  n. (ori.) the alphabetical 
letters ◌ং and ◌ঃ; (fig.) a particle, a whit, an iota; (fig.) the faintest hint, an inkling. িব িবসগ   জানা 
v. to have the faintest knowledge (of). ̃মা  না not even to the smallest extent or amount; not a 
whit, not a jot or title. 

িব   [ bindhya ] n the Vindhyas. ̃বািসনী a. fem. dwelling on the Vindhyas. ☐ n. Goddess Durga 

( গ া). masc. a. িব  বাসী । 

িব  াচল [ bindhyācala ] n the Vindhya mountains. 

িব   [ binyasta ] a placed in an orderly manner; arrayed (িব    স বািহনী); placed (ঘনিব  ); 
artistically or neatly dressed or composed (িব   কবরী); applied in an orderly or artistic manner 
(িব   শ সমহূ). িব   করা v. to lay or place in an orderly manner; to array; to place; to dress or 
arrange artistically or neatly; to apply in an orderly or artistic manner. 

িব াস [ binyāsa ] n placing in an orderly manner; arraying or an array; artistic or neat dressing 
or arrangement ( কশিব াস,  বশিব াস); orderly or artistic application (শ িব াস); (loos.) narration 
or fabrication at length, elaboration (িব াসসহকাের বলা); (math.) permutation. 

িবপ  [ bipakṣa ] n a rival or opponent or opposite party; enemy forces; an opponent, a rival; an 
antagonist; an adversary, an enemy. িবপ তা n. rivalry; opposition; an tagonism; hostility, 
enmity. ̃দল n. a rival party; enemy forces. িবপ ীয় a. of a rival party or the enemy forces. িবপে  
prep. against; on the opposite side. 

িবপ নক [ bipajjanaka ] a dangerous, hazardous, perilous, risky. 

িবপণন [ bipaṇana ] n act of putting (goods) on the market for sale, marketing. 

িবপিণ, িবপণী [ bipaṇi, bipaṇī ] n a shop; a sales emporium; a market. 

িবপ ািরণী [ bipattāriṇī ] n a (Hindu) goddess; the goddess who keeps or saves from trouble or 
danger. 
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িবপি  [ bipatti ] n a danger, a hazard; a trouble; a disaster; a mishap; adversity; a sharp turn in 
one's affairs. ̃কর a. causing danger or trouble or disaster or adversity. ̃নাশন a. remedying or 
counter acting dangers or troubles or disaster or adversity. 

িবপ ীক [ bipatnīka ] a one whose wife is dead. িবপ ীক ব ি  a widower. 

িবপথ [ bipatha ] n a wrong or bad way; (fig.) an evil course of conduct. িবপেথ যাওয়া v. to go astray; 
(chiefly astr.) to aberrate; (fig.) to go to the bad. ̃গামী a. gone astray; (chiefly astr.) aberrated; 

(fig.) gone to the bad; abandoned. fem. িবপথগািমনী । 

িবপদ [ bipada ] n a danger; a mishap, a disaster; a difficulty, a trouble; adversity. িবপেদ প া v. to 
run or fall into a danger, to be involved in a danger. িবপেদ  ফলা v. to involve in a danger, to 
endanger, to imperil. িবপদাপদ n. pl. dangers and difficulties. িবপদাপ  a. endangered, imperilled. 
িবপ  ার করা v. to rescue or deliver from danger. ̃কাল n. time of danger, a critical time. ̃  হ same as 

িবপ  । ̃িচ  n. danger signal. ̃ব ল a. fraught with dangers and difficulties. ̃বাত  া n. a warning. ̃ভ ন a. 
removing or counteracting dangers and difficulties. ̃সং ল same as ̃ব ল 

িবপ শা [ bipaddaśā ] n a crisis, a danger; difficulties; adversity. 

িবপ  [ bipanna ] a involved in danger or difficulty, endangered, imperilled; embarrassed. fem. 

িবপ া । 

িবপ ু  [ bipanmukta ] a relieved of or rescued or freed from danger or difficulty, out of the 
wood. িবপ  ু করা v. to release or rascue from danger or difficulty, to bring out of the wood. 
িবপ ুি  n. rescue or release from danger or difficulty. 

িবপরীত [ biparīta ] a opposite; contrary; contradictory; opposing, contending; counteracting; 
unfavourable, adverse (িবপরীত ভাগ ); (loos.) hideous, monstrous (িবপরীত মূিত ); unusual, odd, 
strange (িবপরীত কম  ); (phys.) inverted; (phys. & math.) reciprocal; (geom.) converse. িবপরীত করণী 
(alg.) conjugate surd. িবপরীত ি য়া (alg.) an invertendo. িবপরীত  িত া (geom.) a converse 
proposition. িবপরীত  িতিব  (phys.) an inverted image. িবপরীত শ  opposite word, antonym. িবপরীত 
  িণ (alg.) a harmonic series. ̃কারী a. hostile, inimical; counteracting; disobeying. ̃ভােব adv. in 
reverse order; in the opposite manner. 

িবপরীতাথ ক [ biparītārthaka ] a opposite in meaning. িবপরীতাথ ক শ  n. a word opposite in 
meaning, an opposite word, an antonym. 

িবপয   [ biparyasta ] a topsy-turvy, topsy-turvied; disorderly; thrown into confusion; upset; 
destroyed; routed; inverted; utterly embarrassed. িবপয   করা v. to topsyturvy; to put into 
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disorder, to disorder; to throw into confusion; to upset; to disrupt; to convulse; to destroy; to 
rout; to invert; to embarrass utterly. 

িবপয াস [ biparyāsa ] n (gr.) an inversion, reversal of the order. 

িবপল [ bipala ] n a measure of time (=1/6 পল = 2/5 second). 

িবপাক [ bipāka ] n a bad or ugly consequence (কম  িবপাক); a trouble, a danger ( দবিবপাক); digestion; 
(bio.) metabolism. িবপাকীয় a. metabolic. িবপােক প া v. to fall or run into a trouble or danger, to be 
in a predicament. িবপােক  ফলা v. to throw or put somebody into trouble or danger, to cause 
trouble or danger; to put someone into a scrape. 

িবিপতা [ bipitā ] n a step-father. 

িবিপন [ bipina ] n a forest; a grove. ̃িবহারী a. fre quenting groves for pleasure. ☐ n. Krishna (কৃ ). 

িবপুল [ bipula ] a huge (িবপুলাকায়); extensive, vast (িবপুল সমু ); great in number or amount or 
degree (িবপুল সংখ া বা রািশ বা স ি ); very deep or great; extremely severe; magnanimous (িবপুল 

 দয়). fem. িবপুলা । িবপুলতা n. hugeness; extensiveness; vastness; greatness in number or amount 
or degree; great depth; extreme severity; magnanimity. 

িব  [ bipra ] n a Brahman. 

িব কষ   [ biprakarṣa ] n (gr.) anaptyxis, vowel insertion. 

িব কষ  ণ [ biprakarṣaṇa ] n driving away to a remote place; repelling, repulsion. 

িব তীপ [ bipratīpa ] a vertically opposite. িব তীপ  কাণ (geom.) a vertically opposite angle. 

িব যু  [ biprayukta ] a separated, severed, detached, disunited, disjointed. 

িব ল  [ bipralabdha ] a disappointed; deceived. িব ল া a. fem. of িব ল  । ☐ n. (rhet.) a lady love 
who goes to a secret tryst but is disappointed by the absence of her lover. 

িব ল  [ bipralambha ] n disappointment; deception; quarrel; wrangling; failure of union or 
estrangement of lovers esp. at a tryst. 

িব ব [ biplaba ] n a radical and very quick change, a revolution; a revolt, a rebellion, an 
insurrection; an upheaval, an uprising; a terrible disturbance. অ িব  ব n. an internal strife; a civil 
war.  িতিব ব n. a counter-revolution. িব ব ঘটােনা v. to cause or bring about a revolution; to 
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revolutionize (িব ানজগেত িব ব ঘটােনা). ̃প হী a. revolutionary. ☐ n. a revolutionary. ̃বাদ n. 
revolutionism. ̃বাদী a. revolutionary. ☐ n. a revolutionist. িব বা ক a. revolutionary. িব বী a. 
revolutionary. ☐ n. a revolutionary, a revolutionist. 

িব ুত [ bipluta ] a upset, thrown into confusion; raided, routed; troubled; bewildered, 
overwhelmed (ভয়িব ুত); streaming with (অ িব ুত). 

িবফল [ biphala ] a fruitless, unsuccessful, vain, futile, abortive, unavailing, inefficacious, 
ineffective; useless. িবফল করা v. to baffle, to foil, to frustrate. িবফল হওয়া v. to abort, to be of no 
avail; to be foiled; to become unsuccessful, to fail. িবফলতা n. failure, futility, fruitlessness; 
uselessness. ̃ য  a. failed in one's at tempt, baffled. িবফলীকরণ n. baffling or foiling. িবফলীকৃত a. 
baffled, foiled. িবফলীভূত a. baffled, foiled, frustrated. িবফেল adv. in vain; in case of failure. 

িবব া [ bibakṣā ] n desire for saying, intended import. 

িববি ত [ bibakṣita ] a desired to be said. 

িবব  ু[ bibakṣu ] a desirous of saying. 

িবব সা [ bibatsā ] a. fem (of a cow) bereaved of or separated from one's calf. 

িববদমান [ bibadamāna ] a engaged in a quarrel, contending. 

িববিমষা [ bibamiṣā ] n inclination to vomit; nausea. 

িববর [ bibara ] n a hole, a cave; a cavity (মুখিববর); a crevice. 

িববরণ [ bibaraṇa ] n a description; a statement, an account; recounting, narration; a narrative. 
িববরণ  দওয়া v. to give an account of. িববরণী n. a written report, an account. 

িববরা [ bibarā ] v (poet.) to narrate or relate, to recount at length. 

িববজ ন [ bibarjana ] n abandonment, renunciation, rejection; quitting. 

িববিজ ত [ bibarjita ] a completely abandoned or rejected; renounced. fem. িববিজ  তা । 

িববণ  [ bibarṇa ] a discoloured; pale; wan; glum. fem. িববণ  া । ̃তা n. discoloration; paleness; 
wanness; glumness. 
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িববত   [ bibarta ] n rotation, revolution; change; transformation; a changed or developed state; 
presence or existence in a particular manner; (phil.) illusory existence; illusion, maya. িববত ন n. 
rotation, revolution; act of moving back, return; change, transformation; evolution. িববত নবাদ n. 
the theory of evolution. ̃বাদ n. (phil.) the doctrine of illusion or maya. িববিত  ত a. rotated, revolved; 
moved back, returned; changed, transformed. 

িববধ  ক [ bibardhaka ] a magnifying; amplifying ( িন িববধ  ক য  = an amplifier). িববধ  ক কাচ a 
magnifying lens. 

িববধ  ন [ bibardhana ] n thorough development, evolution; thorough enlargement or augmen 
tation; (phys.) magnification; amplification. 

িববিধ  ত [ bibardhita ] a thoroughly developed or enlarged or augmented (phys.); magnified; 
amplified. িববিধ ত করা v. to de velop or enlarge or augment thor oughly; to magnify; to amplify. 

িববশ [ bibaśa ] a benumbed; stupefied or over whelmed; fatigued; utterly helpless; inconsolable; 

divested of selfcontrol, be side oneself with; (ori.) beyond control. fem. িববশা । ̃তা n. numbness; 
stupefaction, insensateness. 

িববসন, িবব  [  bibasana, bibastra ] a unclothed, undressed, naked. fem. িববসনা, িবব া । 

িবব ান [ bibasbāna ] n the sun or the sungod (cp. Sol.) 

িববাগী [ bibāgī ] a indifferent to worldly interests or pleasure; stoical; one who has renounced 
domesticties or has left one's home for good. িববাগী হওয়া v. to renounce worldly pleasures or 
interests; to go out into the world by renouncing worldy ties. 

িববাচক [ bibācaka ] n censor. িববাচক-পষ  দ n. board of censors. িববাচন n. censorship. 

িববাদ [ bibāda ] n a quarrel, a brawl; altercation; a dispute; a conflict; strife, hostility; a fight; an 
action at law, litigation; a breach of friendly relation. িববাদ করা v. to quarrel, to brawl; to 
altercate; to dispute; to fight; to fight at law; to sever friendly relation. ̃ি য় a. quarrelsome; 
factious; litigious. ̃িবসংবাদ n. quarrels or brawls; disputes. ̃সিূচ n. cause list. িববাদী a. concerning a 
quarrel or dispute; under dispute (িববাদী স ি ); contending; contesting; litigant; opposing, 
hostile. ☐ n. a contestant; a litigant; an opponent; the opposite party; the defendant (as 
opposed to the plaintiff); a note opposing the principal note of a musical mode. fem. িববািদনী 
(not in the musical sense). 

িববাহ [ bibāha ] n marriage, wedding, bridal, nuptials. িববাহ করা v. to marry, to wed. িববাহ  দওয়া v. 
to marry, to give in marriage (to), to wed. ̃িবে দ n. the legal dissolution of marriage, divorce. 
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িববাহিবে দ করা v. to dissolve a marriage; to divorce. ̃িবে দকারী n. a divorcee. ̃ ভাজ n. a marriage 

feast, a bridal. ̃ যাগ  a. marriageable. fem. ̃ যাগ া । ̃সভা n. the venue of a wedding ceremony. িববাহাথ ী 

a. willing or ready to marry. িববািহত a. married. fem. িববািহতা । িববােহা সব n. a wedding ceremony 
and festivity, nuptials. 

িবিব [ bibi ] n. fem a Musalman or European lady; (Mus.) a wife; a foppish and ease-loving 
woman; (of playing-cards) the queen. ☐ a. fem. foppish and ease loving (িবিব বউ). 

িবিব  [ bibikta ] a detached; isolated; secluded; alone; lonely, solitary; auspicious. 

িবিবজান [ bibijāna ] n. fem (Mus.) a term of endearment to address one's wife; a European lady 
or a foppish and ease-loving woman. 

িবিবধ [ bibidha ] a of many and different kinds, sundry, diverse, various; miscellaneous. ̃প ী a. 
(bot.) heterophily. 

িবিবয়ানা [ bibiẏānā ] n the style of living in ease and foppishness (as of a European lady); 
adoption of this style by a non-European woman. 

িববুধ [ bibudha ] n a learned man; a deity. 

িববৃত [ bibṛta ] a stated; narrated; explained; revealed; expanded. িববৃত করা v. to state; to narrate, 
to relate; to explain; to reveal; to expand. িববৃিত n. a statement; narration; explanation; 
exposition; revelation; expansion. িববৃিত  দওয়া to make a statement. 

িববৃ  [ bibṛtta ] a turned about, revolved; returned. 

িবেবক [ bibēka ] n conscience; judgment, discretion; knowledge about reality, spiritual or 
metaphysical knowledge. ̃চািলত, ̃তাি ত a. impelled or goaded by conscience. ̃দংশন n. the sting of 
conscience. ̃পীি ত a. conscience-smitten. ̃বুি  n. conscientiousness; (loos.) conscience; (loos.) 
judgment, discretion. ̃বুি স   a. conscientious. ̃শ ূ, ̃হীন a. lacking in conscience or 
conscientiousness; unscrupulous; devoid of judgment or discretionary power. িবেবকী a. 
conscientious. 

িবেবচক [ bibēcaka ] a thoughtful; discreet; judicious, prudent; considerate. 

িবেবচনা [ bibēcanā ] n deliberation; discretion; judiciousness, prudence; considerateness; 
thoughtful opinion (আমার িবেবচনায় = in my opinion, to my mind, according to me). িবেবচনা করা v. 
to consider; to deliberate; to judge; to think. িবেবচনাধীন a. under consideration. ̃শি  n. power of 
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deliberation; discretion; power of judgment. িবেবচনা-সােপ  a. subject to consideration, under 
consideration. 

িবেবিচত [ bibēcita ] a deliberated; considered; judged; thought. 

িবেবচ  [ bibēcya ] a that which is to be considered or judged; worthy of consideration; under 
consideration. 

িব ত [ bibrata ] a embarrassed; encumbered. িব ত করা v. to embarrass; to encumber. 

িবভ  [ bibhakta ] a divided; parted; partitioned; apportioned. িবভ  করা v. to divide; to part; to 
partition; to apportion. 

িবভি  [ bibhakti ] n (gr.) a case-ending (also = শ িবভি ) or a verb-inflection. (usu. ি য়ািবভি ). 

িবভ  [ bibhaṅga ] n method; plan or design or draft outline of a work. 

িবভজ মান [ bibhajyamāna ] a that which is being divided or partitioned or apportioned. 

িবভব [ bibhaba ] n wealth, riches, property; power; greatness; magnanimity; godhead, divinity; 
godliness; sanctifying grace, unction. ̃শালী a. wealthy, rich; powerful; great; magnanimous; 

unctuous. fem. ̃শািলনী । 

িবভা [ bibhā ] n glow; lustre; shine; a ray, a beam; light; beauty. 

িবভাকর [ bibhākara ] n the sun. 

িবভাগ [ bibhāga ] n division; partition: apportionment; distribution; a division (of a country 
etc.); a part, a portion, a section; department (িবচারিবভাগ). িবভাগ করা v. to divide; to partition; to 
apportion; to distribute. িবভাগী a. fissile. িবভাগী-ছ াক n. a fission fungus. িবভাগী  শবাল n. a fission 
alga. িবভাগীয় a. divisional, sectional; departmental (িবভাগীয় কত া = the departmental head, িবভাগীয় 
িবপিণ = a departmental store). 

িবভাজক [ bibhājaka ] a dividing (িবভাজক িগিরে িণ); parting; partitioning; apportioning; 
distributing. ☐ n. one who divides, a divider; (math.) a divisor. 

িবভাজন [ bibhājana ] n a division; parting; partition; apportionment; distribution; (mech.) 
resolution of velocity. পরমাণ-ুিবভাজন n. splitting of atoms. িবভািজত a. divided; separated. 

িবভািজকা [ bibhājikā ] fem of িবভাজক । 
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িবভাজ  [ bibhājya ] a to be divided or partitioned or apportioned or distributed, dividable; 
(math.) divisible. ☐ n. (math.) a dividend. ̃তা n. state of being dividable; (math.) divisibility. 

িবভাব [ bibhāba ] n (rhet.) that element in the reading matter, which excites magnanimity, 
sorrow, surprise, resentment, terror, love, mirth, disgust or quietism; an excitant or 
determinant; a person in whom any of the aforesaid emotions resides. 

িবভাবনা [ bibhābanā ] n deliberation; perception; (rhet.) an effect without cause. 

িবভাবরী [ bibhābarī ] n the night. 

িবভাব  [ bibhābasu ] n the sun. 

িবভািবত [ bibhābita ] a deliberated, felt, perceived; absorbed in a feeling (' গারাভােব িবভািবত'). 

িবভাষা [ bibhāṣā ] n a foreign language; an alternative; a dialect. 

িবভাস [ bibhāsa ] n an Indian musical mode. 

িবভািসত [ bibhāsita ] a lighted; illuminated; revealed. 

িবিভ  [ bibhinna ] a of different kinds; diverse, various; of a different kind, different (িবিভ  
 লােকর). িবিভ  পেথ যাওয়া v. to go severally. ̃তা n. diversity, variety; difference. িবিভ াথ  n. various or 
different meanings. িবিভ াথ ক a. having or bearing various meanings. 

িবভীতক, িবভীতকী [ bibhītaka, bibhītakī ] n the beleric my robalan. 

িবভীষণ [ bibhīṣaṇa ] a extremely terrible. ☐ n. a character of the Ramayana; (fig.) a traitor to 
one's own family or country, a quisling, a fish-columnist. িবভীষণ-বািহনী n. the fifth column. 

িবভীিষকা [ bibhīṣikā ] n intimidation; threat; terrible fear or panic; horror; a frightful sight (esp. 
a phantasmal one); a frightful hallucination. ̃ময় a. full of frightful sights or hallucinations; 
horrible. 

িবভ ু[ bibhu ] n God. ̃  n. Godhead. ̃  ম n. devotion to God. 

িবভুঁই [ bibhum ̐i ] n a foreign land (িবেদশ-িবভুঁই). 
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িবভূিত [ bibhūti ] n Godhead; godhead, divinity; special powers of Shiva (িশব); sanctifying grace, 
unction; prosperity; riches, wealth; ashes. ̃ভষূণ n. one who smears one's body with ashes; Shiva 
(িশব). 

িবভূষণ [ bibhūṣaṇa ] n an ornament; beauty; grace. ☐ a. unornamented; unadorned. fem. a. 

িবভষূণা । 

িবভূিষত [ bibhūṣita ] a ornamented; adorned; embellished. fem. িবভূিষতা । 

িবেভদ [ bibhēda ] n difference; differentiation; splitting up into factions, disintegration; 
separation, division. িবেভদ করা v. to differentiate. িবেভদ সৃি  করা v. to create dissension or 

disunity. ̃প হা n. dissension; separatism; factionalism. see also িবি  তাবাদ । ̃মলূক a. disintegrating; 

separatist. িবেভদ সৃি কারী a. one who or that which creates dissension or separatism or 
factionalism or disintegration. কলািবেভদ n. (bot.) differentiation of tissues. 

িবেভদক [ bibhēdaka ] a that which divides; that which creates a difference or dissension; that 
which separates; divisive; separating. ☐ n. a divisor; that which divides; a separator. 

িব ম [ bibhrama ] n illusion; delusion; doubt; a blunder, an error; folly or distraction caused by 
erotism; sport or enjoyment (esp. amorous). 

িব াট [ bibhrāṭa ] n a crisis, a danger; a difficulty, a trouble; turmoil, disorder, confusion; a 
mishap. 

িব া  [ bibhrānta ] a stricken with illusion or delusion; distracted; nonplussed; doubting, 
doubtful; blundering; stricken with erotic folly or distraction. িব া  করা v. to blur with illusion; 
to delude; to distract; to nonplus; to fill with doubt; to cause to blunder; to strike with erotic 
folly or distraction. িব াি  n. illusion; confusion; delusion; distraction; non plus; doubt; a 
blunder, an error; erotic folly or distraction. িব াি কর a. confusing; distracting; illusive. 

িবম [ bima ] n (in house-building etc.) a beam. 

িবমিথত [ bimathita ] a churned; oppressed; subdued. 

িবমনা [ bimanā ] a absent-minded; inattentive; worried; morose. 

িবমদ  , িবমদ ন [ bimarda, bimardana ] n pressing; grinding; rubbing; crushing; destroying or 
killing; routing. িবমদ  ন করা v. to press; to grind; to rub; to crush, to destroy, to kill; to rout. িবমিদ ত 
a. pressed; ground; rubbed; crushed, destroyed, killed; routed. 
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িবমশ  , িবমশ ন [ bimarśa, bimarśana ] n consideration, deliberation, discussion. 

িবমষ   [ bimarṣa ] n (rare) discontent. ☐ a. sad, morose, glum; melancholy. ̃তা n. sad ness, 
moroseness, glumness; melancholy. ̃ণ n. displeasure; sadness. 

িবমল [ bimala ] a clean, clear; pellucid; transparent; pure; holy; unblemished, immaculate. fem. 

িবমলা । ̃চির  a. having an immaculate character. ̃িচ , ̃ দয় a. pure-hearted; holy-hearted. িবমলা া a. 
pure-souled. িবমলান  n. immaculate or unadulterated joy or delight. 

িবমা [ bimā ] n insurance. িবমা করা v. to insure. িবমার িকি  an insurance premium. িবমার দালাল an 
insurance agent. অি িবমা n. fire-insurance. জাহািজ িবমা marine insurance. জীবনিবমা n. life 
insurance. ̃কারী n. the insured (িবমাকারী ব ি ). or the insurer (িবমা  িত ান). ̃প  n. an insurance 
policy. 

িবমাতা [ bimātā ] n a step-mother. 

িবমাতৃ লভ [ bimātṛsulabha ] a like a step-mother; step-motherly; (fig.) neglectful. 

িবমান [ bimāna ] n a chariot or other vehicle capable of moving in the air; an aircraft, an 
aeroplane; a seven-storied building; (loos.) the sky. ̃আ মণ n. an air raid. ̃ঘাঁিট n. an 
aerodrome. ̃চলন n. aviation. ̃চালক n. a pilot, an aviator. ̃চারী a. moving in the sky or air; aerial, 
ethereal; aviating. ☐ n. one capable of moving in the sky or air; an aerial or ethereal being; an 

aviator. fem. ̃চািরণী । িবমান ডাক n. air-mail. ̃ ংসী a. anti-aircraft. ̃পথ n. airway. ̃পিরবহন n. air-

transport. ̃ব র n. an airport. ̃বািহনী n. the Air Force. ̃িবদ া n. aeronautics. ̃য ু n. an aerial battle. 
িবমানা ন n. an airfield. 

িবিম  [ bimiśra ] a mixed; adulterated; (bot.) po lygamous. িবিম   ি য়া (arith.) alligation. 

িবমু  [ bimukta ] a completely freed or liberated; released; relieved or cured; one who has 
attained salvation or beatitude; untied, loosened (িবম ু  কশ); disengaged, discharged (িবম ু শর). 

িবমুখ [ bimukha ] a averse, disinclined, disinterested, apathetic (িবষয়িবমুখ, কম  িবমুখ); turned away 
from; adverse, unfavourable (ভাগ  িবমুখ); displeased ( দবতা িবমুখ). িবমুখ করা v. to make one averse or 
disinclined or disinterested or apathetic (to), to cause to turn away (from); to make one adverse 
or unfavourable; to displease; to refuse or disappoint; to avert, to ward off (an attack etc.). ̃তা n. 
aversion, disinclination, lack of interest, apathy, adverseness, hostility; displeasure; 
disappointment. 
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িবমু  [ bimugdha ] a thoroughly fascinated or infatuated or enamoured (of) or enchanted; 

utterly bewildered or confounded. fem. িবম ুা । ̃তা n. complete fascination or infatuation or 
enchantment; utter be wilderment. 

িবমূ  [ bimūḍh◌় ] a incapable of discriminating; utterly stupid or ignorant; thoroughly 
fascinated or infatuated or bewitched; bewildered, confounded, stupefied. ̃তা n. incapability of 
discriminating; utter stupidity or ignorance; complete fascination or infatuation or 
bewitchment; bewilderment, confusion, stupefaction. 

িবমূত   [ bimūrta ] a formless, unbodied; abstract (িবমতূ   ভাব). 

িবমৃ কারী [ bimṛśyakārī ] a given to acting after careful deliberation; prudently or discreetly 
acting. িবম ৃকািরতা n. practice of acting after careful deliberation; practice of acting prudently or 
discreetly. 

িবেমাচন [ bimōcana ] n act of letting loose; release; liberation, deliverance; relieving, relief (সংকট 
িবেমাচন); dispelling or removal or cure ( ঃখিবেমাচন, ব ািধিবেমাচন); discharge (শরিবেমাচন). 

িবেমািচত [ bimōcita ] a let loose; released, freed; liberated, delivered; relieved; dispelled, 
removed or cured; discharged. 

িবেমাহ [ bimōha ] n inertia; lethargy; stupid infatuation. ন n. act of fascinating or infatuating. 
☐ a. fascinating, infatuating. িবেমািহত a. fascinated, infatuated. িবেমািহত করা v. to fascinate, to 
infatuate, to bewitch. 

িব 1 [ bimba1 ] n a bubble (অ -ুিব ); a reflection, a shadow; (geom.) an image; an object reflected; 
the disc or halo of the sun, moon and other planets. িবি ত a. reflected. 

িব 2 [ bimba2 ] n a fruit of a pleasant red colour. িব াধর, িবে া , িবে ৗ  n. a lip as beautifully red as 

the bimba (িব ) fruit. ☐ a. having such lips. fem. a িব াধরা, িবে া া, িবে ৗ ী । 

িবযু , িবযুত [ biyukta, biyuta ] a detached, disjointed, separated, disconnected; (math.) sub 
tracted. ☐ prep. minus. িবয ু করা v. to detach, to disjoin, to separate, to disconnect. 

িবয়  [ biẏanta ] a recently delivered of a child or (in case of a beast) of a young (িবয়  বউ, িবয়  
গািভ). 

িবয়ােনা [ biẏānō ] v to bring forth (a child or a young one), to give birth to. ☐ n. act or an 
instance of bringing forth. 
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িবয়াি শ [ biẏālliśa ] n. & a forty-two. 

িবেয়াগ [ biẏōga ] n separation or estrangement (ব ুিবেয়াগ); death or bereavement (িপতৃিবেয়াগ); 
absence or want; (math.) subtraction. িবেয়াগ করা v. (math.) to subtract. ̃ফল n. (math.) the result 
of subtraction. difference. ̃িবধুর a. suffering from or afflicted with the pangs of separation or 

estrangement or be reavement. fem. ̃িবধুরা । ̃ব থা n. pain or pang of separation or estrangement 

or bereavement. িবেয়াগা  a. ending unhappily or in separation of lovers, tragic (িবেয়াগা  নাটক = a 
tragedy); ending in death, disaster, estrangement etc. (িবেয়াগা  ব পার). 

িবেয়াজক [ biẏōjaka ] n (gr.) a disjunctive. 

িবেয়াজন [ biẏōjana ] n detachment, disjoining, disconnection; separation. 

িবেয়ািজত [ biẏōjita ] a detached, disjointed, disconnected; separated. 

িবর  [ birakta ] a having no attachment (to); disinterested, averse; displeased, irritated, vexed, 
chagrined, disgusted. িবর  করা v. to displease, to irritate, to vex, to chagrin, to disgust. িবরি  n. 
lack of attachment, displeasure, irritation, vexation, chagrin, disgust. িবরি কর, িবরি  জনক a. 
irritating, vexatious, disgusting; bothersome. 

িবরচন [ biracana ] n writing or composing; building, construction; forming or making 
(কবরীিবরচন). 

িবরিচত [ biracita ] a written, composed; built, constructed; formed, made. 

িবরজা [ birajā ] n (Vaishnava myth.) a river which the souls of the dead have to cross in order to 
reach Baikuntha ( ব  ঠ) the blissful abode of Vishnu (িব )ু. ̃ধাম n. Puri in Orissa. 

িবরত [ birata ] a discontinued; dissuaded; (loos.) prevented; desisting or abstaining from 

( ভাগিবরত). fem. িবরতা । িবরত করা v. to cause to leave off, to dissuade; (loos.) to prevent; to cause 

to abstain from. িবরত হওয়া v. to desist (from); to discontinue, to leave off; to abstain (from). 
িবরিত n. desistance; abstinence; cessation; termination; pause; recess; interval. 

িবরল [ birala ] a sparse, thinly scattered or placed (িবরলদ ); very thinly frequented or inhabited 
by (জনিবরল); rare (িবরল ঘটনা). ☐ n. a secluded or lonely place, solitude. িবরলেকশ a. thin-haired; 
bald headed, almost without hair on one's head. ̃তা n. sparseness: rareness, rarity. ̃বসিত a. thinly 
populated. িবরেল adv. inseclusion. 
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িবরস [ birasa ] a having no or little juice; sapless, dry; dull, insipid; dispirited, displeased, sullen, 
glum (িবরস বদন). ̃তা n. want of juice or sap; dullness, insipidity, dispiritedness, displeasure, 
sullenness, glumness. িবরস বদন n. a glum face; a gloomy face. 

িবরহ [ biraha ] n absence or want; separation or estrangement esp. from one's lover (ব ুিবরহ). 
িবরিহণী fem. of িবরহী । িবরিহত a. devoid or destitute of ( খিবরিহত); wanting in (কম  িবরিহত); separated 

or estranged from; disjointed, detached; freed from (ব নিবরিহত). fem. িবরিহতা । িবরহী a. separated 
or estranged from one's lover. িবরেহ adv. in the absence of, away from (ি য়ার িবরেহ). 

িবরাগ [ birāga ] n want of attachment; lack of interest; aversion; displeasure; chagrin. ̃ভাজন n. an 
object of displeasure. ☐ a. causing displeasure or chagrin. িবরাগভাজন হওয়া v. to incur displeasure. 

িবরাগী a. having no attachment (to); disinterested; averse; displeased, chagrined. fem. িবরািগনী । 

িবরাজ [ birāja ] n graceful or conspicuous presence or existence. িবরাজ করা, (poet.) িবরজা v. to 
exist or be present grace fully or conspicuously; to exist, to be present. ̃মান, িবরািজত a. gracefully 

or conspicuously existent or present; existent or present. fem. ̃মানা, িবরািজতা । 

িবরাট [ birāṭa ] n the Omnipresent, God. ☐ a. very great or vast or huge. ̃  n. extreme greatness 
or vastness or hugeness. 

িবরাম [ birāma ] n cessation; pause; intermission; interval; respite, leisure, rest. ̃িচ  n. (gr.) a 
punctuation mark. ̃হীন a. cease less, non-stop, incessant: unending. 

িবরািশ [ birāśi ] n. & a eighty-two. 

িবিরি  [ biriñci ] n Brahma (  া). 

িবিরয়ািন [ biriẏāni ] n a pilau-like preparation. 

িব   [ biruddha ] a adverse, unfavourable; hostile, inimical; antipathetic; obverse; 
contradictory; contrary; opposed. ̃তা n. adverseness, unfavourableness; hostility, enmity; 
antipathy; obverseness; contradiction; contrariety; opposition. িব   তি  ালক বল (phys.) back 
electromotive force. ̃বািদতা n. hostility; opposition; antipathy. ̃বাদী a. opposed; of the opposite 
side or camp. িব  -সমােলাচনা n. animadversion; unfavourable criticism. িব   সমােলাচনা করা v. to 
animadvert; to censure; to criticize unfavourably. িব  চার n. a practice in opposition to usage; 
opposition. িব  চরণ n. opposition; hostility. িব  াচরণ করা v. to oppose; to act in hostility, to be 
hostile (to); to go against. িব  াচারী a. indulging in practices in opposition to usage; opposing; 

hostile. fem. িব  াচািরণী । িব ে  adv. against; in opposition to; in the teeth of. 
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িব প [ birūpa ] a ugly-looking, ugly; adverse, unfavourable; displeased. িব প  ণালী (log.) the 
method of difference. ̃তা n. ugliness; adverseness, disfavour; displeasure. 

িব পা  [ birūpākṣa ] n one with eyes beyond the measure of beauty; Shiva (িশব). 

িবেরচক [ birēcaka ] a aperient, aperitive, purgative. ☐ n. a purgative. 

িবেরচন [ birēcana ] n evacuation of the intestines, purgation. 

িবেরাচন [ birōcana ] n the sun; the sun-god; a mythological demon or titan. 

িবেরাধ [ birōdha ] n enmity, hostility; a quarrel, a dispute, a contention, a difference; a war; 
strife; disagreement; disharmony; mutual opposition or contradiction; antipathy; incongruity, 
dissimilarity. িবেরাধ করা v. to quarrel; to oppose. ̃মূলক a. opposing;  antagonistic. িবেরাধাভাস n. 
(rhet.) a figure of speech in which things apparently contradictory exist side by side (cp. 
oxymoron, epigram). িবেরািধতা n. hostility, enmity; rivalry; opposition; antagonism; 
disagreement; antipathy. িবেরাধী a. hostile, inimical; contending; rival; opposing; opponent; 
antagonistic; disagreeing; adverse. িবেরাধী প  an opposite or hostile or rival party; an opponent; 
(in legislature) the opposition. 

িবল1 [ bila1 ] n a hole, a pore; a cavity; a cave; a fen; a marsh. 

িবল2 [ bila2 ] n a bill. িবল করা v. to make out a bill. িবল পাস করা v. to pass a bill. িবল  মটােনা v. to pay 
off a bill, to foot the bill. 

িবল ল [ bilakula ] adv entirely, wholly; unreservedly, outright; thoroughly, completely; 
altogether. 

িবল ণ [ bilakṣaṇa ] a (obs.) different; (rare) uncommon, unusual; great, large, enormous 
(িবল ণ িভ ); much; considerable. ☐ adv. thoroughly (িবল ণ জািন); to a great extent (িবল ণ খাওয়া, 
িবল ণ ব ). ☐ int. excellent, fine, all right, surely, of course. 

িবলপন [ bilapana ] n lamentation, wailing. 

িবলপমান [ bilapamāna ] a engaged in lamentation, lamenting, wailing, bewailing. 

িবল  [ bilamba ] n delay; lateness; procrastination; lingering. িবল  করা v. to delay; to be late; to 
procrastinate; to linger, to tarry. িবল  করােনা v. to delay; to retard. িবল ন n. delaying; lingering; 
procrastination; retardation; act of hanging, suspension. ̃   n. demurrage. িবলি ত a. delayed; 
late; retarded; hanging, suspended. িবলি ত লয় (Ind. mus.) slow measure (as opp. to  তলয় = fast 
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measure). িবল ী a. delaying; making late; lingering; procrastinating; hanging, suspending. িবলে  
adv. late. অিত িবলে  very late, after the fair. 

িবলয় [ bilaẏa ] n dissolution; extinction. ̃িব  n. (phys.) a vanishing point. 

িবলসা [ bilasā ] v (poet.) to enjoy, to sport, to exist or be present gracefully ('  ল েক ভেূলােক 
িবলিসছ'). 

িবলিসত [ bilasita ] a enjoyed; sported; dallied; beautified; adorned. 

িবলাত1 [ bilāta1 ] n (of bills etc.) non-realization. ̃-বািক n. outstanding or unrealized dues or bills, 
arrears. 

িবলাত2 [ bilāta2 ] n England or Europe and also America; (loos.) a western country 
overseas. ̃ ফরত, ̃ ফরতা a. returned from England or Europe, England-returned, Europe-returned, 
foreign-re turned. 

িবলািত [ bilāti ] a of or exported from England or Europe or a foreign country; English; 
European; foreign. িবলািত আম া the hog-plum. িবলািত কাপ  English or for eign textile materials or 
piece goods. িবলািত  মে া a sweetish variety of pumpkin. িবলািত  ব ন the tomato, the love-
apple. ̃য়ানা (dero.) adoption or imitation of English or European style in daily life and conduct, 
anglomania, (journ.) Englishness, Europeanism. 

িবলােনা [ bilānō ] v to give away or distribute (esp. in charity). 

িবলাপ [ bilāpa ] n lament; lamentation, wailing. িবলাপ করা, (poet.) িবলাপা v. to lament, to wail or 

bewail. িবলাপী a. lamenting, wailing or bewailing. fem. িবলািপনী । 

িবলাস [ bilāsa ] n enjoyment of milk and honey; luxury, daintiness and foppery; sport, 
recreation, pastime; amorous sport, dalliance; wantonness; an assumed artistic gesture or 
pose. ̃কানন n. a pleasure-garden. ̃   n. a pleasure-grove. ̃তরণী n. a pleasure-boat. ̃ ব , ̃সাম ী n. 

luxury goods. ̃পরায়ণ, ̃ি য় same as িবলাসী । ̃ব সন n. luxury or daintiness; luxurious life. ̃ভবন n. a 
pleasure-house; a house for wanton frolics. ̃ম  a. lost in luxury or wanton frolics. িবলািসতা n. 
enjoyment of milk and honey, luxury; daintiness and foppishness; indulgence in unnecessary or 
wasteful pleasure. িবলাসী a. given to enjoying milk and honey, luxurious; dainty and foppish; 

fond of sport or pastime; given to amorous sports or dalliance; wanton, sensual. fem. িবলািসনী । 

িবিল [ bili ] n distribution (টাকা িবিল); allotment, assignment (কাজ িবিল); act of handing over under 
specific terms and conditions, settlement (জিম িবিল); delivery (িচিঠ িবিল). িবিল করা v. to distribute; 
to allot; to settle (land); to deliver. 
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িবলীন [ bilīna ] a dissolved; faded away or vanished; gone to extinction; absorbed; destroyed. 

িবলীয়মান [ bilīẏamāna ] a in the state of being dissolved; evanescent, fading away, vanishing; in 
the state of being absorbed or destroyed. 

িবলুি ঠত [ bilunṭhita ] a rolling about, wallowing; plundered or robbed. fem. িবলুি ঠতা । িবলুি ঠত হওয়া 
v. to roll about, to wallow; to be plundered or robbed. 

িবলু  [ bilupta ] a faded away, vanished; extinct; destroyed, annihilated; abolished. 

িবেলপ, িবেলপন [ bilēpa, bilēpana ] n smearing or anointing or painting; any substance to smear 
or anoint or paint with; an ointment, a balm, a salve, a paint, a plaster etc. িবেলপন করা v. to 
smear or anoint or paint. 

িবেলাকন [ bilōkana ] n seeing or viewing or looking eagerly or wistfully; observation. 

িবেলািকত [ bilōkita ] a eagerly or wistfully seen or viewed; observed. 

িবেলাচন [ bilōcana ] n seeing or viewing or looking eagerly; the eye; one having ill-shaped or 
monstrous eyes; Shiva (িশব). 

িবেলাপ, িবেলাপন [ bilōpa, bilōpana ] n extinction; fadeaway; disappearance; destruction or 
annihilation; death; abolition. িবেলাপ করা, িবেলাপসাধন করা v. to cause to disappear; to destroy or 
annihilate; to kill; to abol ish. িবেলাপ হওয়া, িবেলাপ া  হওয়া v. to go to extinction, to become extinct; 
to fade away, to disappear; to be destroyed or annihilated; to die; to be abolished. 

িবেলাম [ bilōma ] a hostile; inverse. ̃ ক  n. a centre of inversion. ̃ি য়া n. inversion. ̃িবিধ n. rule of 
inversion. ̃ব সাধ   n. a radius of inversion. 

িবেলামা  [ bilōmāṅka ] n constant of inversion. 

িবেলাল [ bilōla ] a quickly moving (িবেলাল কটা ); greedy or wistful (িবেলাল দৃি ); dishevelled (িবেলাল 
 বশবাস). 

িব  [ bilba ] n a kind of shell-fruit; the marmelos. ̃প  n. a leaf of the bel ( বল) tree. ̃ নী n. fem. 
having breasts as round and beautiful as a pair of bel ( বল) fruits. 

িবি  [ billi ] n. inf the cat. 

িবশ [ biśa ] n. & a twenty. 
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িবশদ [ biśada ] a clear; elaborate; detailed (িবশদ িববরণ); elucidated; white; clean. িবশদ করা v. to 
clarify; to elucidate. ̃ভােব adv. in detail, elaborately. 

িবশাখা [ biśākhā ] n. fem the sixteenth of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu 
astronomy. 

িবশারদ [ biśārada ] a learned, erudite; wise; well versed; skilled, expert. 

িবশাল [ biśāla ] a very large, huge; vast, extensive; magnanimous. ̃তা n. hugeness; vastness; 
magnanimity; expanse. ̃ দয় a. large-hearted, magnanimous. িবশালা  a. large-eyed. িবশালা ী a. fem. 
of িবশালা  ☐ n. Goddess Durga ( গ া). 

িবিশখ [ biśikha ] n an arrow, a shaft. 

িবিশ  [ biśiṣṭa ] a especial (িবিশ  আসন); conspicuous, remarkable (িবিশ  ভ েলাক); important or 
distinguished (িবিশ  ব ি ); prominent (িবিশ  কিব); specific, peculiar, characteristic (িবিশ  ল ণ); 

possessing ( লজিবিশ ); containing (মগজিবিশ ). fem. িবিশ া । ̃তা n. speciality; conspicuousness or 
remarkability; importance; distinction; prominence; peculiarity, a characteristic; possession. 

িবশীণ  [ biśīrṇa ] a extremely shrivelled or lean and thin or withered, wizened. fem. িবশীণ  া । ̃তা n. 
state of being extremely shrivelled or lean and thin or withered or wizened. ̃বদন a. wizen-faced. 

িব   [ biśuddha ] a very pure and clean; holy, sacred; perfectly faultless or unblemished, 
immaculate; unadulterated, genuine, pure (িব   ঘৃত); raw (িব    কাহল); unmixed (িব   শাি ); 
refined (িব    সানা); innocent (িব   আেমাদ); correct, accurate (িব   অ ফল). িব   চির  a. of pure or 
immaculate character. ̃তা n. perfect purity or cleanness; holiness, sacredness; immaculateness; 
genuineness; purity; state of being unmixed; innocence; correctness, accuracy. িব  া া a. pure-
souled. িব ি  n. same as িব  তা, and esp. purification or sanctification. 

িব   [ biśuṣka ] a very dry; wizened (িব   দৃি ); glum, morose (িব   মুখ). ̃তা n. extreme dryness; 
state of being wizened, glumness, moroseness. 

িবশৃ ল [ biśṛṅkhala ] a disorderly, confused, undisciplined; wayward, wild. িবশৃ ল করা v. to 
disorder, to throw into confusion, to make a mess (of). ̃তা, িবশৃ লা n. disorderliness, disorder, 
confusion; indiscipline; waywardness, wildness. 

িবেশ [ biśē ] n the twentieth day of a month, the twentieth. ☐ a. (of the days of a month) 
twentieth. 
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িবেশষ [ biśēṣa ] n excess or excellence; difference, distinction, discrimination; a sort, a kind, a 
type (জীবিবেশষ); variety or novelty; (phil.) individuality or an in dividual. ☐ a. superior; 
different; extraordinary, especial (িবেশষ বাধা, িবেশষ ঘটনা); remarkable (িবেশষ উ সাহ); specific (িবেশষ 
দর); peculiar or characteristic (িবেশষ ল ণ); particular (িবেশষ কাজ); (log.) predicating of part of the 
class denoted by the subject, particular; (phil.) individual. িবেশষ করা v. to differentiate; to 
distinguish; to particularize; to specify. 

িবেশষ  [ biśēṣajña ] a having especial knowledge, specialized; expert; especially versed (in). ☐ 
n. a specialist; an expert. ̃তা n. expertise; expert knowledge. 

িবেশষত [ biśēṣata ] adv especially; particularly; chiefly; moreover. 

িবেশষণ [ biśēṣaṇa ] n attribution; an attribute; a peculiarity or characteristic; (gr.) the adjective. 
ি য়া-িবেশষণ n. an adverb. িবেশষেণর িবেশষণ (gr.) an adverb. িবেশষণীয় a. attributable; distinguishable; 
adjectival. 

িবেশিষত [ biśēṣita ] a attributed; specified, distinguished; (gr.) qualified (as by an adjective). 

িবেশেষাি  [ biśēṣōkti ] n (rhet.) a figure of speech in which a cause is mentioned as not 
producing the usual result (cp. paradox). 

িবেশ  [ biśēṣya ] n (gr.) the noun, the substantive. 

িবেশাধক [ biśōdhaka ] a purifying; sanctifying; refining; rectifying, corrective, corrigent; 
amending. 

িবেশাধন [ biśōdhana ] n purification; sanctification; refinement; cleansing; rectification, 

correction; amendment. িবেশাধনীয় same as িবেশাধ  । 

িবেশািধত [ biśōdhita ] a purified; sanctified; refined; cleansed; rectified, corrected; amended. 

িবেশাধ  [ biśōdhya ] a purifiable; sanctifiable; refinable; cleansable; rectifiable, correctible, 
corrigible (usu. not incorrigible); amendable. 

িবেশাষণ [ biśōṣaṇa ] n drying up, absorbing, absorption. িবেশািষত a. absorbed. 

িব  [ biśba ] n the world, the earth; the universe. ☐ a. all; entire, whole. ̃কম  া n. (myth.) the 
heavenly architect (cp. Vulcan). ̃ কাষ n. an encyclopaedia, a cyclopaedia. ̃চরাচর n. the entire 
universe mobile and immobile. ̃জন n. all people of the world; mankind. ̃জননী n. the mother of the 
universe; Goddess Durga ( গ া). ̃জনীন a. universal; philanthropic. ̃জনীনতা n. universality; 
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philanthropy. ̃িজ  n. conqueror of the world. ̃নাথ n. God; Shiva (িশব). ̃িনিখল same as িব সংসার 
। ̃িন ক a. (given to) decrying the whole world, decrying everything and everybody in the world; 

(loos.) censorious; cynical. ̃পির মা n. going or walking round the world, travelling round the 
world. ̃পা, ̃পাতা, ̃পালক n. the preserver of the world; God. ̃িপতা n. the father of the world; 
God. ̃ ীিত, ̃  ম n. universal love; philanthropy. ̃  িমক a. loving the whole universe; philanthropic. 
☐ n. one who loves the whole universe; a philanthropist, a philanthrope. ̃বি ত a. world famous, 

universally acclaimed. ̃বাসী a. inhabiting the world; cosmopolitan. ☐ n. same as ̃জন । ̃িবখ াত a. 

world-famous. ̃িবদ ালয় n. a university. ̃িবধাতা n. the creator of the world, God. ̃িবেমাহন, ̃িবেমাহী a. 

charming or bewitching the whole world. fem. ̃িবেমািহনী । ̃িব ত same as ̃িবখ াত । ̃ব ািপ a. world-

wide. ̃  া  n. the whole universe. ̃ াতৃ , ̃মানবতা n. international brotherhood, 
internationalism. ̃ ম ী n. universal or international friendship or amity. ̃ র n. one who sustains 
the world; God; Narayana (নারায়ণ). ̃ রা n. fem. She who sustains all creatures; Mother Earth; the 
earth. ̃যু  n. a world war. ̃ প n. the body in which the entire universe is reflected or exhibited; 
one whose form is represented by the entire universe; Narayana (নারায়ণ). ̃শাি  n. world 
peace. ̃সংসার n. the whole universe. ̃সংসাের adv. in the whole universe; all over the world. ̃সািহত  n. 
the literature of the world, world literature. ̃সৃি  n. the creation of the world. ̃  া n. the Creator 
of the world, God. 

িব   [ biśbasta ] a faithful; trusty, trustworthy, reliable, true; bonafide; believing; trusting, 

trustful, relying; confident. fem. িব  া । ̃তা n. trustworthiness; sincerity, bonafides. ̃সেূ  adv. 
from a reliable source. 

িব াস [ biśbāsa ] n belief, faith; trust, reliance; confidence; a religious faith; a notion. িব াস করা v. 
to believe, to put faith in; to trust, to rely (on), to confide in; to have a notion (that), to think. 
িব াস কের বলা v. to confide in. ̃ঘাতক, ̃ঘাতী a. treacherous; traitorous; betraying. ☐ n. a traitor (fem. 

a traitress); a betrayer. fem. ̃ঘািতকা, ̃ঘািতনী । ̃ঘাতকতা n. treachery; betrayal. িব াসঘাতকতা করা v. to 

commit treachery; to betray; to play one false. িব াসঘাতকতা কের ধিরেয়  দওয়া v. to betray. ̃পা  n. a 

reliable or trust worthy person, a confidant (fem. a con fidante). fem. ̃পা ী । ̃ভ  n. breach of 

trust; perfidy; treachery. ̃ভাজন n. same as ̃পা  । ☐ a. trustworthy; reliable. ̃ যাগ  a. believable, 

credible; trustworthy, reliable. ̃হ া same as ̃ঘাতক । fem. হ ী । 

িব া  [ biśbāsya ] a believable, credible; trustwor thy, reliable. 

িবে  র [ biśbēśbara ] n God; Shiva (িশব). fem. িবে  রী same as আদ াশি  (see আদ া). 

িব   [ biśrabdha ] a confidential (িব   আলাপ); profound (িব    ান); very intimate (িব   ব ু); 
tranquil; fearless. 
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িব   [ biśrambha ] n a lovers' quarrel; love, amour, trust, confidence; unrestrained enjoyment; 
free love. িব  ালাপ n. a lovers' tete-a-tete; a confidential talk, a tete-a tete. 

িব া  [ biśrānta ] a refreshed, recreated; one who has had rest; desisted; fatigued. িব াি  same as 

িব াম । 

িব াম [ biśrāma ] n rest, repose; temporary desistance or cessation of labour; an interval. িব াম 
করা, িব াম  নওয়া v. to take rest, to repose; desist from work or labour (permanently or 
temporarily). িব াম  দওয়া v. to give rest; to release from or relieve of work or labour 
(permanently or temporarily), to rest. ̃কাল n. a time for rest or repose; an interval. 

িব ী [ biśrī ] a ugly, ill-shaped; shameful (িব ী পরাজয়); detestable, nasty (িব ী ব াপার, িব ী  লাক); 
indecent, obscene (িব ী কথা); unwieldy (িব ী  বাঝা); bad (িব ী খাবার); uncivil, rude (িব ী আচরণ); 
regrettable (িব ী  ঘ  টনা); awkward (িব ী অব হা). িব ী অব হায়  ফলা v. to put one in a false or an 
awkward position. 

িব ত [ biśruta ] a celebrated, famous. 

িবি   [ biśliṣṭa ] a disunited, detached, disjointed; separated; analysed. িবি   করা v. to disunite, 
to detach, to disjoin; to separate; to analyse. 

িবে ষ [ biślēṣa ] n separation; disjoining; analysis; manifestation. িবে ষক a. analysing. ☐ n. 
analyser. িবে ষণ n. analysis. িবে ষণ করা v. to analyse. িবে ষণা ক a. analytical. 

িবষ [ biṣa ] n poison; venom; (fig.) an extremely detestable person or thing (   চােখর িবষ); (fig.) 
envy, malice, suspicion etc.; anything that corrupts or consumes the mind, canker (usu. মেনর 
িবষ). িবষ খাওয়া v. to take poison (esp. in order to commit suicide). িবষ খাওয়ােনা. v. to cause to take 
poison, to poison (esp. in order to kill). িবষ  ঢাকা v. to be infected with poison, to be come 
poisoned; (fig.) to become malicious, envious, suspicious etc. িবষ  ঢাকােনা v. to infuse or infect 
with poison, to poison; (fig.) to make malicious, envious, suspicious etc. িবষ  দওয়া v. to 
administer poison, to poison (esp. in order to kill). িবষ মারা v. to take out the poison of; (fig.) to 
render powerless. ̃ক া n. fem. a girl or woman whose association or contact causes death to a 
person. ̃কাঁটািল n. belladonna. ̃   n. a pitcher containing poison; (fig.) a repository of malice or 
envy or jealousy. িবষ   পেয়ামুখ (fig.) very sweet-tongued but venomous or malicious at heart, 
(cp), a suave hangman. ̃ি য়া n. action of poisoning; (fig.) a very harmful or perverse reaction (এ 
উপেদেশ িবষি য়া হেব). ̃ঘিটত a. of or caused by poison or poisoning; toxic, toxical. ̃  a. antidotal; 
antitoxic. িবষ  ওষুধ বা পদাথ  an antidote; an antitoxin. ̃ র n. septic fever. িবষণ n. infection of 
poison, poisoning; inflammation. ̃তুল  a. as virulent or killing as poison, venomlike; (fig.) 
unbearable or insufferable (িবষতুল  বচন). ̃দশন n. a poison-fang. ̃দংশন n. a venomous bite. ̃দ , ̃দাঁত n. 
a poison-fang. িবষদাঁত ভাঙা v. to extract the poison-fangs (as of a venomous snake); (fig.) to 
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remove the source of harm or to disarm; to render powerless or harmless. ̃িদ  a. smeared with 
poison, poisonous; (fig.) spiteful or heart rending (িবষিদ  বচন). ̃   a. infected with poison, 
poisonous; venomous. ̃দৃি  n. a spiteful or malicious glance; (fig.) extreme disfavour (উপরওয়ালার 
িবষদৃি ). িবষদৃি েত প া v. (fig.) to incur (one's) extreme displeasure. ̃ধর a. venomous. ☐ n. a 

(venomous or nonvenomous) snake. ̃নজর, ̃নয়ন same as ̃দৃি  । ̃নাশক same as িবষ  । ̃পান n. drinking 

or taking poison. ̃ েয়াগ n. administration of poison, act of poisoning (esp. in order to kill). ̃ ফা ঁা 
n. a septic boil or sore, a malignant tumour or carbuncle, a furunculus orientalis. ̃ব  same as ̃তুল  
। িবষব  পিরত াজ  to be shunned like poison. ̃িব ান, ̃িবদ া n. toxicology. ̃িবদ াগত a. 

toxicological. ̃িব ানী, ̃িবদ ািব  a. versed in toxicology. ☐ n. a toxicologist. ̃ব ৃ n. a tree yielding 
poisonous fruits; a poison-tree; (fig.) an object which a man nourishes to kill or to ruin 
himself. ̃ বদ  n. a healer of poisoning cases (esp. those caused by snake-bites). ̃ভ ণ n. taking 
poison. (esp. in order to kill oneself). ̃ময় a. poisonous, venomous; (fig.) extremely distressing, 
bitter (িবষময় জীবন বা বচন). ̃িমি ত a. mixed with poison; poisonous. ̃হর a. antidotal; antitoxic. 

fem. ̃হরা । ̃হরী n. Manasa (মনসা) the Goddess of snakes. 

িবষ  [ biṣaṇṇa ] a sorrowful, sad, morose, glum, melancholy, depressed; gloomy, darkened (িবষ  

আকাশ). fem. িবষ া । ̃িচ  a. sad at heart; down-hearted; down in the mouth, low-spirited. ̃তা n. 
sorrowfulness, sadness, moroseness, melancholy, depression; paleness; gloominess, gloom, 
darkness. ̃দৃি  n. a sorrowful glance, a sad or sullen look. ̃নয়ন, ̃ ন  n. sad eyes. ̃ কৃিত a. of a 
melancholy temperament; hypochondriac. ̃বদন, ̃মুখ a. having a sorrow ful countenance, dejected. 

fem. ̃বদনা, ̃মুখী । 

িবষম [ biṣama ] a severe; insufferable, unbearable (িবষম তাপ); deadly, terrible (িবষম আে াশ বা 
িবপদ); extraordinary (িবষম কা ড); very intricate or complicated (িবষম ঝােমলা); violent (িবষম ঝগ া); 
acute ( রােগর িবষম অব হা); rash (িবষম সাহস); not level, uneven, undulating (িবষম    ); unequal (িবষম 
ব  য়); (arith.) odd (িবষম রািশ). ☐ n. sudden choking and hiccups whilst eating or drinking. িবষম 
 কাণ (geom.) an acute or obtuse angle. ̃ কাণী a. acute or obtuse-angled. িবষম গিত (phys. & astr.) 
variable motion. িবষম চতুভু জ (geom.) a trapezium. িবষম ি ভুজ (geom.) a scalene triangle, a scalene. 
˜দৃক a. (phys.) astigmatic. ̃দৃি  n. (phys.) astigmatism. িবষম-পিরণিত n. (bot.) dichogamy. ̃পৃ  a. (bot.) 
bifacial; (geog.) having an uneven or undulating surface. িবষম  বগ terrible speed; (phys.) variable 
velocity. িবষমভুজ তুলা a steelyard. 

িবষয় [ biṣaẏa ] n an object of sense-perception, a perceptible object; an object; a thing for 
enjoyment, earthly enjoyment or interests; worldly possessions; a property, an estate; (rare) 
domain, territory, a district; a topic, subject-matter, a theme; a cause ( ঃেখর িবষয়); what relates 

to or concerns (এ ব াপার তারই িবষয়). ☐ prep. same as িবষেয় । িবষয় আশয় n. property and riches. 

িবষয়ক sfx. denoting: concerning, relating to, about. ̃কম  n. earning one's living; management of 
an estate. ̃তৃ া n. thirst for property and riches or for worldly pleasures and enjoyments. ̃বাসনা n. 
desire for property and riches or for worldly pleasures and enjoyments. ̃িবত ৃ, ̃িবমুখ a. averse to 
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property and riches or to worldly pleasures and enjoyments; stoical. ̃িবতৃ া ̃িবমুখতা n. aversion to 
property and riches or to worldly pleasures and enjoyments. ̃বুি  n. shrewd tact for management 
of an estate or for maintenance of domestic economy; worldly wisdom. ̃ বরাগ  same as ̃িবতৃ া 
। ̃লালসা n. greed for property and riches or for worldly pleasures and enjoyments. ̃সিূচ,, (rej.) ̃সূচী n. 

agenda; a table of contents serially arranged. িবষয়া রাগ, িবষয়াসি  n. attachment to property and 
riches or to worldly pleasures and enjoyments. িবষয়া রাগী, িবষয়াস  a. attached to property and 

riches or to worldly pleasures and enjoyments. fem. িবষয়া রািগণী । িবষয়া র n. another topic; a 

different topic. িবষয়ী a. attached to worldly riches and pleasures; possessing property; 
possessing an estate, landed. িবষয়ীভূত a. included in the domain or jurisdiction of (আইেনর 
িবষয়ীভতূ); included in the agenda (আেলাচনার িবষয়ীভূত). িবষেয় prep. concerning, relating to, regarding, 
about. 

িবষা  [ biṣākta ] a smeared with or containing poison, poisonous; venomous (িবষা  সাপ); 
malignantly septic (িবষা  ঘা); malignant (িবষা   ফা া); spiteful or acrimonious (িবষা  বচন); bitter 
(িবষা  ল ক  ). িবষা  করা v. (of a wound etc.) to cause sepsis, to make malignant or septic; (of 
relation, mind etc.) to embitter. 

িবষাণ [ biṣāṇa ] n a horn (of a beast); a wind in strument made of or shaped like a horn, a horn; 
a tusk. 

িবষাদ [ biṣāda ] n low spirits, dejection; melancholy; sorrow, sadness; grief. ̃  , িবষািদত, িবষাদী a. 
low-spirited, dejected, down-hearted, down in the mouth; melancholy; sorrowful, sad; full of 

grief. fem. ̃  া, িবষািদতা, িবষািদনী । 

িবষােনা [ biṣānō ] v to make or become poisonous; to be inflamed (as a wound, boil etc.); (loos.) 
to make or grow septic (as a wound), to cause to suppurate or to suppurate (as a boil, wound 

etc.); (fig.) to embitter or be embittered (মন িবষােনা). িবিষেয়  তালা, িবিষেয়  দওয়া same as িবষােনা । 

িবষুব [ biṣuba ] n the equinox. ̃ব ৃ n. the equinoctial circle, the equinoctial, the equator. ̃ রখা n. 

the equinoctial line, equinoctial, the equator. ̃ল  n. (astr.) the declination. ̃সং াি  same as িবষুব । 
িবষুবীয় a. equinoctial. 

িব  ক [ biṣkambhaka ] n (in a drama) opening lines of an act in which an actor or actress 
narrates an incident not exhibited on the stage. 

িবি  [ biṣṭi ] n (coll. form of বৃি ) rain, a shower. 

িব া [ biṣṭhā ] n faeces, stool, excreta; (of beasts, birds, etc.) dung, excrement(s). 
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িব ু [ biṣṇu ] n the second person of the Hindu Trinity who sustains the creation; Narayana 
(নারায়ণ), Hari (হির). ̃ি য়া n. Goddess Lakshmi (ল ী) the wife of Vishnu (িব )ু. ̃ লাক n. the abode of 
Lord Vishnu. 

িবসংবাদ [ bisambāda ] n strife, a quarrel; discord; disagreement; a dispute. িবসংবাদী a. quarrelling; 
discordant; disputatious. 

িবসদৃশ [ bisadṛśa ] a dissimilar; unequal; contradictory, contrary; hostile; incompatible; 
irrelevant; grotesque or odd (িবসদৃশ মূিত ); unbecoming. 

িবসিম া, িবসিম া  [ bisamillā, bisamillāh ] n (Mus.) an invocation of Allah whilst starting a 
work. িবসিম ায় গলদ (fig.) a mistake at the very beginning, an erroneous start. 

িবসরণ [ bisaraṇa ] n (chiefly in phys.) deviation. িবসরণ- কাণ n. an angle of deviation. গির  বা বির  
িবসরণ- কাণ the angle of maximum deviation. লিঘ  িবসরণ- কাণ the angle of minimum deviation. 

িবসগ   [ bisarga ] n a Bengali spirant or the letter resembling it (◌ঃ). িবসগ -সি  see সি  । 

িবসজ ন [ bisarjana ] n giving up or renouncing; abandonment; renouncing, renouncement; 
renunciation; relinquishment; sacrifice (জীবনিবসজ  ন); loss (ব ুিবসজ  ন); waste or impairment 
( া  িবসজ  ন); immersion esp. with solemnities ( িতমািবসজ  ন); immersion of the image of a deity 
(িবসজ  েনর বাদ ). িবসজ  ন করা, িবসজ  ন  দওয়া v. to give up; to abandon; to relinquish; to sacrifice; to lose; 
to waste or impair; to immerse esp. with solemnities. িবসজ  নীয় a. to be given up or abandoned or 
relinquished or sacrificed or lost or wasted or impaired or immersed. 

িবসিজ ত [ bisarjita ] a given up, abandoned; renounced; relinquished; sacrificed; lost; wasted or 

impaired; immersed esp. with solemnities. fem. িবসিজ  তা । 

িবসপ 1 [ bisarpa1 ] n erysipelas. 

িবসপ 2, িবসপ  ণ [ bisarpa2, bisarpaṇa ] n act of moving slowly; creeping; sliding; spreading; 
pervading or diffusing. িবসিপ ত a. spread; diffused. িবপপ  ী a. slowly moving; creeping; sliding; 

spreading; pervading; diffusive. fem. িবসিপ ণী । 

িবসিূচকা [ bisūcikā ] n cholera. 

িব ুট [ biskuṭa ] n biscuit. 

িবসৃত [ bisṛta ] a extended, spread out. 
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িবস ৃ [ bisṛṣṭa ] a thrown; abandoned, renounced, given up; sent or sent away. 

িব র [ bistara ] a many or much; too many or too much. ☐ n. a lot, plenty. 

িব ার [ bistāra ] n stretching; stretch; tension; extension; extent; expansion; expanse; spread, 
amplification; width, breadth. িব ার করা v. to stretch; to extend; to expand; to spread; to amplify; 

to widen. িব ািরত same as িব ৃত । িব ারী a. spreading, extending. 

িব ায  [ bistārya ] a tensible, tensile; extendible, extensible, extensile; expansible; expansile; 
capable of being spread (out) or amplified or widened. ̃তা n. tensility, tensibility; extensibility. 

িব ীণ  [ bistīrṇa ] a spread out; extensive; expansive; pervasive, vast. 

িব ৃত [ bistṛta ] a stretched out, extended; expanded; spread out; amplified; widened; detailed 
(িব ৃত বণ না). িব ৃত করা v. to stretch out; to expand; to spread out; to amplify; to widen. িব ৃিত same 

as িব ার । 

িব ািরত [ bisphārita ] a widened; enlarged; trembling, trembled, shaken. ̃ নে  adv. with eyes 
opened wide, looking widely. 

িব ুিরত [ bisphurita ] a trembling; trembled, shaken, flickering or sparkling; (of lips) pouting or 
pouted. িব ুিরতাধর a. having trembling lips. 

িবে াট, িবে াটক [ bisphōṭa, bisphōṭaka ] n a boil, a furuncle; a malignant boil or follicle. 

িবে ারক [ bisphōraka ] a explosive. ☐ n. an explosive. 

িবে ারণ [ bisphōraṇa ] n explosion. িবে ারণ ঘটা বা হওয়া v. to explode. 

িব ন [ bisbana ] n an earsplitting noise; sound; (phon.) a variant sound, an allophone. ̃ ভদ 
(phon.) n. allophonic variation. 

িব াদ [ bisbāda ] a distasteful; tasteless, insipid; vapid; (fig.) dull or disgusting. 

িব য় [ bismaẏa ] n wonder, astonishment, amazement, surprise; marvel. ̃কর, ̃জনক a. wonderful, 
marvellous; astonishing, amazing, surprising. ̃িচ  n. (gr.) the note of admiration or exclamation 
(!). ̃িব ািরত a. (of eyes) widened with amazement. ̃িব ল a. beside oneself with wonder; 

astounded. ̃ম  a. lost in wonder or amazement. িব য়াি ত, িব য়াপ  same as িবি ত । িব য়াবহ same 

as িব য়কর । িব য়ািব , িব য়ািভভতূ same as িব য়িব ল । িব েয়া পাদক, িব েয়া পাদী a. wonder-arousing; 
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wonderful. িব েয়া পাদন করা v. to arouse wonder; to strike one with wonder. িব েয়া ফ ু a. elated 
with wonder. 

িব রণ [ bismaraṇa ] n forgetting; oblivion. িব রণ হওয়া v. to forget. ̃শীল a. forgetful, oblivious. 
িব রণীয় a. forgettable. 

িবি ত [ bismita ] a astonished; amazed, surprised. fem. িবি তা । িবি ত করা v. to astonish; to 
amaze, to surprise. িবি ত হওয়া v. to wonder, to marvel; to be astonished or amazed or 
surprised. ̃ভােব adv. wonderingly; with astonishment. 

িব ৃত [ bismṛta ] a one who has forgotten; forgotten, off one's chump, unremembered. fem. 
িব ৃতা । িব ৃত হওয়া v. to fall into oblivion; to forget. িব ৃিত n. forgetfulness, forgetting; loss of 
memory; oblivion. িব ৃিতর অতেল, িব ৃিতর অতল তেল in the abyss of oblivion. 

িব   [ bisrasta ] a fallen; slipped off (িব   বসন); dishevelled (িব    কশ).. 

িবহগ, িবহ , িবহ ম [ bihaga, bihaṅga, bihaṅgama ] n the bird. fem. িবহগী, িবহ ী, িবহ মী । িবহ মা n. 
a kind of telltale or tattler birds mentioned in folktales. 

িবহেন [ bihanē ] prep (poet.) without, in absence of. 

িবহরণ [ biharaṇa ] n sporting or frolicking; amorous frolicking, dalliance; promenading. 

িবহান [ bihāna ] n (obs.) morning, daybreak, dawn. 

িবহার [ bihāra ] n sport or frolic; dalliance; amorous frolic; promenading; a pleasure trip; a 
promenade; a pleasure ground; a Buddhist or Jaina monastery or convent. িবহার করা v. to sport 
or frolic; to indulge in amorous frolic, to dally; to promenade. 

িবহাির [ bihāri ] n a man from Bihar, a Bihari. ☐ a. of or about Bihar. 

িবহারী [ bihārī ] a sporting or frolicking; indulging in amorous frolics, dallying; promenading. 

fem. িবহািরণী । 

িবিহত [ bihita ] a (pronun. : িবিহেতা) conforming to the established or prescribed mode or form, 
formal; prescribed; proper, just; done, performed. ☐ n. (pronun.: িবিহ ) (loos.) a remedy, 
redress, reparation. িবিহত করা v. to enact; to prescribe; (loos.) to remedy, to redress, to repair; to 
right. িবিহতক n. a legislative enactment, an act. ̃কাল n. auspicious or proper time. 

িবহীন [ bihīna ] a devoid of; deprived of, divested of; separated from. 
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িব ল [ bihbala ] a overwhelmed; beside oneself; bewildered. fem. িব লা । িব ল করা v. to 
overwhelm; to make one beside oneself; to bewilder. ̃তা n. over whelmed state; state of being 
beside oneself; daze; bewilderment. 

বী ণ [ bīkṣaṇa ] n careful observation. 

বী মাণ [ bīkṣamāṇa ] a engaged in careful observation. 

বীি ত [ bīkṣita ] a carefully observed. 

বী  মাণ [ bīkṣyamāṇa ] a under careful observation. 

বীিচ1 [ bīci1 ] n a stone or pip or seed (of fruits); a testis (pl. testes), a testicle. 

বীজ [ bīja ] n a stone or pip (of fruits); seed (for sowing); germ (of disease); semen, seed; a 
cause; a root-cause (কলেহর বীজ). অস ল-বীজ (bot.) albuminous seed. বীজ-অ   ক n. (bot.) 
tegumen. ̃ কাষ n. a seed-vessel, the ovary of a flower. ̃ কাষধারী a. leguminous. ̃ িট n. (bot.) a 
spore. ̃  a. disinfectant. বীজ  পদাথ  a disinfectant. ̃তলা n. a piece of nursery ground, a seed-bed, a 
seed-plot. বীজ ক n. (bot.) a seed-coat. ̃দূষণ n. sepsis. ̃দূিষত a. septic. ̃ধান n. seed-paddy. ̃বপন n. 
sowing seeds. বীজবপন করা v. to sow seeds. ̃বিহ  ক n. (bot.) testa. ̃বারক a. antiseptic. বীজবারক পদাথ  an 
antiseptic. ̃ম  n. a mystic word or words to be recited silently by a devotee. ̃হীন a. seedless; (bot.) 
aspermous. বীজা ুর n. a seedplant, a seedling. 

বীজগিণত [ bījagaṇita ] n algebra. বীজগািণিতক a. algebraic, algebraical. ☐ n. an algebraist. 

বীজন [ bījana ] n fanning. বীজন করা v. to fan. 

বীিজত [ bījita ] a fanned. 

বীণা [ bīṇā ] n a kind of musical heptachord, a vina. ̃দ  n. the top part of a vina to be held with 
the hand. ̃িনি ত, ̃িবিনি ত a. putting to shame even the charming melody of a lyre, excelling even 

the sound of a vina in sweetness. fem. ̃িনি তা, ̃িবিনি তা । ̃পািণ n. one who holds a vina in one's 
hand; Goddess Saraswati (সর তী). ̃বাদক n. a vina player. ̃বাদন n. playing on a vina. 

বীতকাম [ bītakāma ] a freed from desire or all de sires, past all desires. 

বীতিন  [ bītanidra ] a sleepless; wakeful; awake. 

বীতরাগ [ bītarāga ] a having lost interest (in) or attachment (to), disaffected; apathetic; 
disgusted. 
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বীতশ  [ bītaśaṅka ] a freed from fear; dauntless, fearless. 

বীতেশাক [ bītaśōka ] a relieved of grief; past all grief. 

বীত   [ bītaśraddha ] a having lost one's faith (in) or reverence (for); disgusted. বীত   হওয়া v. to 
be disgusted. 

বীত ৃহ [ bītaspṛha ] a disinclined; callous; apathetical; indifferent (to worldly desires etc.). 

বীিথ, বীিথকা, বীথী [ bīthi, bīthikā, bīthī ] n a row, a line (ত বীিথ, পণ বীিথ); an avenue, a vista. 

বীন [ bīna ] n var. of বীণা । ̃কার, ̃বাদক n. a vina-player. 

বী া [ bīpsā ] n frequent repetition or occurrence, frequency. ̃ব  ক, ̃সূচক a. frequentative. ̃সূচক শ  
(gr.) a frequentative. 

বীভ স [ bībhatsa ] a extremely abominable or repulsive or loathsome; horribly or outrageously 
shaped, monstrous. ̃তা n. extreme abominableness or repulsiveness or loathsomeness; 
monstrosity. ̃রস n. (rhet.) a description inspiring repulsion in the mind of a reader or hearer. 

বীর [ bīra ] a valiant, valorous; heroic; skilled in warfare; spirited. ☐ n. a valiant person; a 
heroic person, a hero; a skilled warrior; a spirited person; a great person (কম  বীর). ̃চ ূামিণ n. the 
greatest of heroes. ̃জননী n. the mother of a hero. ̃জায়া n. the wife of a hero. ̃  n. valour; heroism. 
বীর পূণ   a. valorous; heroic. বীর ব  ক a. indicating valour or heroism; valorous, heroic. ̃দপ  n. a 

hero's challenge; a heroic assertion or declaration. ̃নারী same as বীরা না । ̃ সিবনী, ̃ সূ a. fem. giving 

birth to a hero or heroes; (of a country etc.) producing heroes. ̃বর n. a great hero. ̃ বৗিল n. an 
earring worn by a hero (or generically by men). ̃ ভাগ া a. fem. enjoyable only by heroes. বীরেভাগ া 
ব  রা it is for the brave to conquer and enjoy the earth. ̃মাতা n. a hero's mother; a heroic 
mother. ̃রস n. (rhet.) a description that inspires heroism in the mind of a reader or hearer. ̃    a. 
the greatest among heroic men. ☐ n. a most valiant man. বীরা a. fem. of বীর (a.). ☐ n. a woman 
having both husband and son; a kind of wine. বীরা না n. a heroic woman; a hero's wife. বীরাচার n. a 
system of worship according to Tantrism. বীরাচারী a. one who has adopted this system. বীরাসন n. a 
particular posture of sitting on one's haunches whilst practising বীরাচার । বীের র n. the greatest 
hero; Shiva (িশব). 

বীয  [ bīrya ] n heroism; prowess, valour, might, vigour, strength; spiritedness, spirit; (of an 
adult male) semen. ̃ব া n. heroism; valorousness, prowess, mightiness, vigorousness; 

spiritedness. ̃ব , ̃বান, ̃শালী a. heroic; valorous, mighty, vigorous; spirited. fem. ̃বতী, ̃শািলনী । ̃হািন n. 

loss of prowess or valour or strength or vigour; loss of seminal fluid; (med.) spermatorrhoea. ̃হীন 
a. lacking heroism or prowess or valour or vigour or power or spiritedness; impotent. 
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বুঁদ [ bun ̐da ] a besotted ( নশায় বঁুদ); absorbed, engrossed (িচ ায় বুঁদ). 

বুক1 [ buka1 ] n the chest, the breast; the measure of the chest; (fig.) the heart, the bosom. বুক 
চাপ ােনা v. to beat or slap one's own breast in order to express grief. ̃জল n. chest-high water. ̃ ালা 
n. burning pain in chest owing to acidity; heart-burn. বুক  ঠাকা v. to strike one's own breast in 
order to parade one's courage. বুক ঠুেক লাগা v. to undertake or commence something slap dash. 
বুক িঢপিঢপ করা same as বুক  র র করা । বুক দশ হাত হওয়া same as বুক ফ ুেল ওঠা । বুক িদেয় প া v. to set 
about with might and main; to come to help with might and main; to persevere dog gedly. বুক 
 র র করা to have palpitation, to feel nervous. ̃ফাটা a. heart rending, extremely doleful or pathetic. 
বুক ফাটা v. to feel one's heart to be rending (with grief, longing etc.). বুক ফােট  তা মুখ  ফােট না 
although one is extremely eager to speak out one's mind, the tongue obstinately keeps mum. বকু 
ফ ুেল ওঠা v. to be puffed up. বুক  ফালােনা v. (lit.) to expand one's chest; (fig.) to be puffed up. বুক বাঁধা 
v. to be patient and courageous in danger or difficulty, to take heart. বুক বা ঁা v. to grow 
audacious. বুক ভাঙা v. to break one's heart; to be heart-broken. ̃ভাঙা a. heart-breaking, extremely 
painful; broken-hearted. বুক  কােনা v. to have one's heart in one's mouth. বুেক  ঢঁিকর পা  প া to be 
stricken with extreme inward agitation on account of fear or malice. বুেক বেস দাি  ওপ ােনা to 
harm one who provides food and shelter. বুেক বাঁশ  দওয়া see বাঁশ । বুেকর ছািত, বুেকর পাটা expanse or 
measure of one's chest; (fig.) daring, pluck, courage. বুেকর র   চাষা to send one slowly to death by 
means of oppression. বুেকর র   দওয়া (fig.) to spend one's lifeblood for; (fig.) to sacrifice one's life. 
বুেক হাঁটা to crawl. বুেক হাত িদেয় বলা to say sincerely, to say or utter in keeping with the dictates of 
one's conscience; to say or utter with courage or sincerity. 

বুক2 [ buka2 ] n reservation in advance, booking (িথেয়টােরর িসট বুক করা); railway-booking (মাল বুক 
করা). বুক করা v. to book (seats etc.); to book (goods) by rail. ̃িকিপং n. book-keeping. ̃ পা  n. book-
post. বুকেপা  করা v. to send by book-post. ̃ শফল n. a book-shelf. 

বুকি  [ bukaḍ◌়i ] a coarse (বুকি  চাল). 

ব িন [ bakuni ] n a particle; affected witty talk or remarks; tall talk; ludicrous mixture of a 
foreign language with one's own. ব িন ঝা া v. (infor.) to indulge in witty talk or remarks 
affectedly; talk big; to mix a foreign language ludicrously with one's own. 

বুজ ি  [ bujakuḍ◌়i ] n a bubble; effervescence. বুজ ি   দওয়া v. to rise in small bubbles. 

বুজ ক [ bujaruka ] a pretentious, pretending, charlatanic; quackish. ☐ n. a charlatan, a quack; 
an impostor. বুজ িক n. pretension, charlatanism, quackery. 

বুজা,  বাজা [ bujā, bōjā ] v to shut or close (চ  ু বুেজেছ); to be filled up (গত   বাজা). ☐ a. shut or 
closed; filled up. বুজােনা v. to shut or close; to fill up. 
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বুঝ [ bujha ] n consolation; gumption; mutual understanding or agreement; explanation or 
manipulation (িহসােবর বুঝ); বুঝ থাকা v. to have mutual understanding or agreement. বুঝ  দওয়া v. to 
console or comfort; to explain or manipulate (accounts). বুঝ মানা v. to agree to be consoled, to 
accept consolation. ̃ ঝ n. gumption and patience. 

বুিঝ [ bujhi ] adv denoting: probability, doubt, interrogation etc. তাই বুিঝ is it so?  তামার  চােখ বুিঝ 
ঘুম  নই can't you sleep, eh? 

বুট1 [ buṭa1 ] n chick-pea, gram. 

বুট2 [ buṭa2 ] n a boot. বুট পরা v. to put on or wear boots. বুট  খালা v. to pull off boots. 

বুিট [ buṭi ] n diaper. বুিট  তালা v. to diaper. ̃দার a. diapered. 

বু া1 [ buḍ◌়ā1 ] v to sink, to be submerged, to be immersed. ̃ না v. to drown, to submerge, to 
immerse; to dip (জেল পা বু ােনা). 

বুি 1 [ buḍ◌়i1 ] n (obs.) a unit of counting by twenties. ̃িকয়া n. a table of enumeration by 
twenties. 

বুি 2 [ buḍ◌়i2 ] a (fem. of বুে া) old, aged. ☐ n. an old woman. পাকা বুি  (facet.) a little girl 
behaving like a grown-up or elderly woman. ̃পনা n. comically elderly conduct of a little girl. 

বুে া [ buḍ◌়ō ] a old, aged (বুে া  লাক); very old, ancient (বুে া বট); overmature, over developed 
(বুে া পাঁঠা); prematurely grown-up; purely (বুে া  খাকা); precocious. ☐ n. an old man. বুে া হওয়া v. to 
grow old; to grow old prematurely; to become a veteran (িমি িগিরেত বুে া হওয়া). বুে া বুে া ludicrously 
elderly (বুে া বুে া চালচলন); precocious (বুে া বুে া কথা). 

বুে ােট [ buḍ◌়ōṭē ] a grown old prematurely; oldish; precocious. 

বুে াপনা, বুে ািম [ buḍ◌়ōpanā, buḍ◌়ōmi ] n comically elderly conduct of a young person esp. of a 
child; precocity. 

বু  [ buddha ] a awakened; enlightened; wise. ☐ n. Gautama Buddha; the ninth incarnation of 
Vishnu (িব )ু. ̃  n. supreme enlightenment or wisdom (esp. what Buddha attained). 

বুি  [ buddhi ] n understanding; discernment, judgment; gumption; sagacity; intelligence; 
intellect; talent; counsel, advice; a device or scheme; propensity, tendency (পাপবুি ). বুি  করা v. to 
plan, to scheme; to consult or confer with. বুি  খাটােনা v. to apply tact and ingenuity, to have 
recourse to a contrivance. বুি   দওয়া v. to advise, to counsel. বুি   নওয়া v. to take counsel or advice 
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of. বুি  হারােনা v. to be at one's wit's end; to lose one's senses; to become rash or injudicious. বুি র 
 ঢঁিক (fig.) an utterly foolish or stupid person, a dunce. ̃গম  a. comprehensible; intelligible; 
conceivable. ̃জীবী a. earning one's livelihood by means of one's intellect; (loos.) intellectual. ☐ n. 

an intellectual. বুি জীবী স দায় the intelligentsia. ̃দাতা n. an adviser, a counsellor. fem. ̃দা ী । ̃নাশ 

same as ̃ ংশ ̃িবকাশ n. growth of intelligence or understanding. ̃বৃি  n. the faculty of 
understanding, intellect; sense, wit; reasoning, discernmeat, judgment. ̃বৃি ম ূলক a. intellectual; 
rational. ̃ ংশ n. loss or impairment of intellect, mental unhingement; folly; bewilderment; 
mental distraction; loss or corruption of senses. ̃   a. mentally unhinged; one with intellect 
impaired; bewildered; mentally distracted; out of one's senses; foolish, stupid. ̃মতী fem. of বুি মান 
। ̃ম া n. intellectuality; intelligence; talent; sagacity. ̃মান a. intelligent; talented; sagacious; 

shrewd; intellectual. ̃হীন a. unintelligent; stupid, foolish. fem. ̃হীনা । ̃হীনতা n. stupidity, 
foolishness; a folly. বু ীি য় n. the organ of cognition, the mind, a sense-organ. 

বু ুদ [ budbuda ] n bubble. ব ুুদ ওঠা v. to effervesce. ব ুুদন n. effervescence. 

বুধ [ budha ] n the planet Mercury (also বুধ হ); Wednesday (usu. বুধবার); a learned or wise man 
(also বুধজন). 

বুনট [ bunaṭa ] n texture or grain (of cloth); weaving; woven fabric. 

বুনন [ bunana ] n sowing; weaving; knitting. বুনিন alt. form of বুনািন (see বুনা). 

বুেনা [ bunō ] a grown or produced in the forest, wild; born or living in the forest, savage, of the 
woods, arboreal; uncivilized, churlish (বুেনা  লাক, বুেনা কথাবাত া); (dero.) aboriginal. ☐ n. (dero.) an 
aboriginal. 

বুভ ুা [ bubhukṣā ] n craving for food; hunger. বুভুি ত, বুভু  ুa. hungry. 

বু জ [ buruja ] n a bastion; a rampart; a dome; a kind of card-playing. 

বু ল [ burula ] n a unit of measure, a digit (= 1 inch approx.). 

বু শ [ buruśa ] n a brush. ব ুশ করা, ব ুশ িদেয় ঝা া, বু শ লাগােনা v. to brush. 

বুেজ ায়া [ burjōẏā ] n a bourgeois; the bourgeoisie; the well-to-do class or a person belonging to 
it. ☐ a. bourgeois; well-to-do. 

বুলবুল, বুলবুিল [ bulabula, bulabuli ] n a bird of the Pycnonotus genus, the bulbul. 
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বুলােনা [ bulānō ] v to pass one's hand or a brush or a pen etc. lightly over something.  চাখ বুলােনা 
v. to eye cursorily. তুিল বুলােনা v. to touch lightly with a paint-brush, to brush. 

বুিল [ buli ] n speech, language, a word or phrase or lingo or jargon (ইংেরিজ বুিল); babble or prattle 
(as of a child or bird); a crammed speech; a maxim; a slogan. বুিল আও ােনা v. to babble or prattle; 
to utter a crammed speech or a maxim or a slogan; to talk jargon; to use cliches (esp. of foreign 
origin) in one's speech. বুিল ঝা া v. same as বুিল আও ােনা (except in the first sense). বাঁধা বুিল n. cant, 
a cliche. 

বৃংহণ, বৃংিহত [ bṛṃhaṇa, bṛṃhita ] n the call of the elephant. 

বৃক [ bṛka ] n the wolf; pancreatin, the pancreatic juice; (loos.) hunger. বৃেকাদর n. one with as 
voracious an appetite as that of a wolf; Bhima of the Mahabharata. 

বৃ  [ bṛkka ] n the kidney. ব ৃাকার n. kidney shaped, reniform. 

বৃ  [ bṛkṣa ] n a tree; a plant. ̃কা ড n. a tree trunk. ব ৃ ায় n. extensive shade of rows of trees. ̃ ায়া 
n. shade of a tree, tree-shade. ̃তল n. the foot of a tree. ̃তেল adv. under or underneath the 
tree. ̃িনয াস n. exudation of a tree. ̃বািটকা n. a garden-house. ̃ময় a. abounding in trees, woody. ̃ম ূল n. 
a tree-root; the foot of a tree; a tree stump. ̃ রাপণ n. planting trees. ব ৃেরাপণ করা v. to plant a tree 
or trees. ব ৃহীন a. treeless. ব ৃা  n. tree-top. বৃ া রাল n. a place screened from the view by a tree or 
trees. ব ৃ   a. mounted or perched on a tree. বৃে াপাসনা n. tree-worship. 

বৃত [ bṛta ] a respectfully or honourably received or chosen or appointed (সভাপিতবেূপ বৃত); 
ordained (পুেরািহতপেদ বৃত); covered. ̃িবেশাষণ, ̃ শাষণ n. (phys. & bot.) selective absorption. বৃিত n. 
respectful or honourable reception or appointment; ordainment, ordination; covering; a fence, 
an enclosure; (bot.) a calyx. বৃিতনল n. (bot.) a calyx-tube. বৃিতসদৃশ a. (bot.) sepaloid. 

বৃ  [ bṛtta ] n (chiefly in geom.) a circle; a sphere; character or conduct ( ব ৃ ); (pros.) a system of 
versification (মা াব ৃ). ☐ a. employed; accustomed; born.   ব ৃ n. (geog.) the Great Circle. লঘুবৃ  
n. (geog.) the Small Circle. ̃কলা n. (geom.) a sector. ব ৃসমবিত  ত আেলাক circularly polarized light. 
ব ৃাংশ n. the segment of a circle. ব ৃাকার a. rotund; circular. 

বৃ া  [ bṛttānta ] n an account or details, facts (of an incident); news, tidings, information; a 
tale, a story. 

বৃি  [ bṛtti ] n faculty (িচ বৃি ); nature or propensity (নীচবৃি ); conduct (বকবৃি ); a calling, a 
vocation, a profession, a trade ( চৗয বৃি ); a regular money allowance, a stipend, a scholarship; 
narration; elucidation, explanation (সূে র বৃি ) recountal. ̃জীবী a. one who lives by engaging 
oneself in a vocation or profession; engaged in a profession. বৃি  দান করা v. to give or award or 
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endow a stipend or scholarship. ̃ িশ ণ n. vo cational training. ̃ া  a. recipient of a scholarship. 
বৃি  া  ছা  n. a scholar; a scholarship-holder. ̃মলূক a. vocational. ̃িশ া n. vocational education. 

বৃ ীয় [ bṛttīẏa ] a of or like a circle, circular; spherical. ব ৃীয় মান circular measure. 

বৃ াির [ bṛtrāri ] n the enemy of Britra (বৃ ) the demon: an appellation of Indra (ই ) the king of 
gods. 

বৃথা [ bṛthā ] a futile, abortive, ineffectual, fruit less; useless (বৃথা বাক ব য়); purpose less (বৃথা  মণ). 
☐ adv. in vain; to no purpose; uselessly. 

বৃ  [ bṛddha ] a aged, old; older; senior or veteran or grown-up or advanced or experienced 
(বেয়াব ৃ,  ানব ৃ); ancient (ব ৃ বট); lucky; enlarged or extended ( ব ৃ). ☐ n. an old man. ̃ , ̃তা n. 
agedness, oldness; old age; elderliness. ̃ িপতামহ n. a paternal great-great-grandfather. 
fem. ̃ িপতামহী a paternal great-great grandmother. ̃ মাতামহ n. a maternal great-great-grandfather. 
fem. ̃ মাতামহী a maternal great-great-grandmother. 

বৃ া [ bṛddhā ] fem of ব ৃ । 

বৃ া ুিল [ bṛddhāṅguli ] n the thumb; the big toe, the great toe. 

বৃ া ু  [ bṛddhāṅguṣṭha ] n the thumb; the big toe. ব ৃা ু   দখােনা v. (iron. or joc.) to show the 
thumb to indicate deception, hood winking or befooling. 

বৃি  [ bṛddhi ] n augmentation, increase; growth; development; enlargement; rise (মলূ বৃি ); 
advancement (জািতর িশ াবৃি ); flourish; (bot.) accrescence; interest on money (চ বৃি ); usury, বৃি  
পাওয়া v. to augment, to increase; to grow up; to develop; to be enlarged, to enlarge; to rise; to 
advance; to flourish; (bot.) to accrete. ̃কার a. promoting or helping growth. ̃কাল n. the period of 
growth. মুখ  বৃি কাল (bot.) the grand period of growth. ̃জ a. concerning growth. বৃি জ চলন (bot.) a 
growth movement. ̃জীবী n. a usurer. ̃দশা n. (bot.) a phase of growth. ̃ া  a. en larged; grown; 
grown outsize. ̃িব ার n. (bot.) distribution of growth. ̃হার n. (bot.) the rate of growth. ̃শীল a. 
augmentating, increasing; growing; developing; enlarging; rising; advancing; flourishing; (bot.) 
accrescent. ̃ া  n. an obsequial rite in honour of manes (usu. performed on the eve of a 
marriage-ceremony etc.). 

বৃ  [ bṛnta ] n (bot.) a stalk; a nipple. ̃চ ুত a. (bot.) detached or nipped from the stalk. ̃মধ ক a. 
(bot.) interpetiolar. 

বৃ  [ bṛnda ] n a thousand millions; the total number; a large number, a multitude. ̃গান n. a 
group music, a chorus. ̃বাদন, বাদ ব ৃ n. a concert. 
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বৃি ক [ bṛścika ] n the scorpion; (astrol.) the Scorpio (usu. বৃি করািশ). ̃দংশন n. the sting of a 
scorpion; (fig.) utter mortification. 

বৃষ [ bṛṣa ] n the ox; the bull; (astrol.) the Taurus; (as a sfx.) the best specimen (নরবৃষ). ̃কা  n. a 
wooden stake to which are fastened the bulls of the Brisotsarga (বৃেষা সগ ) ceremony. ̃ জ n. one 
who is marked by one's bull; Shiva (িশব). ̃বাহন n. one who mounts on a bull; Shiva (িশব). ̃ভ same 
as বৃষ (except in the astrological sense). ̃রািশ n. (astrol.) the Taurus. ̃   a. bull-necked; very 
strong. 

বৃষল [ bṛṣala ] n a Shudra (শূ ); a sinner. fem. বৃষলী a Shudra (শ ূ) woman; an adulteress or a 
profligate woman. 

বৃেষা সগ  [ bṛṣōtsarga ] n an obsequial ceremony in which four bulls are set free to move at 
liberty for the rest of their lives. 

বৃি  [ bṛṣṭi ] n rain; rain-water; a shower (শরবৃি ); বৃি  প া, বৃি  হওয়া v. to rain. বৃি  পে  v. it rains; 
বৃি  ায় n. (geog.) rain-shadow. ̃জল n. rain-water. ̃পাত n. rainfall; (meteor.) precipitation. ̃বাদল n. 
rains. বৃি বাদেলর িদন n. a rainy day. ̃িব  n. a rain-drop. ̃মান, ̃মাপক n. a rain-gauge, a pluviometer. বৃি  
স  ীয় a. pluvial. ̃ াত a. drenched or soaked in rain. ̃হীন a. rainless. 

বৃ  [ bṛṣya ] a invigorating; stimulant. ☐ n. an aphrodisiac; a stimulant. 

বৃহ  [ bṛhat ] a huge, big, large; extensive, vast; tall, high; long, important; complicated, big (বৃহ  
ব াপার); magnanimous (বৃহ   দয়); pompous (বৃহ  কা ড). ̃কায় a. big-bodied, gigantic, huge, colossal, 
bulky. 

বৃহতী [ bṛhatī ] fem of বৃহ  । 

বৃহ ম [ bṛhattama ] super of বৃহ  । 

বৃহ র [ bṛhattara ] compar of বৃহ  । 

বৃহ  [ bṛhattba ] n largeness, bigness; greatness. 

বৃহদ  [ bṛhadantra ] n (anat.) large intestines. 

বৃহদাকার [ bṛhadākāra ] a large in shape, big, enormous, huge, colossal. 

বৃহ িত [ bṛhaspati ] n (myth.) the preceptor of gods; (astr.) the Jupiter; Thursday (usu. 
বৃহ িতবার). একাদেশ (or একাদশ) বৃহ িত (astrol.) a very auspicious conjunction of stars in one's life. 
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বুি েত বৃহ িত a Brihaspati (বৃহ িত) in intelligence, a very intelligent person. বৃহ িতর বারেবলা 
(astrol.) a part of Thursday considered utterly inauspicious for any work. 

 ব- [ bē- ] pfx denoting: absence, lack, negation, perversion etc. 

 বঅ ফ,  বঅ ব [ bēakupha, bēakuba ] a foolish, stupid, silly.  বঅ িফ,  বঅ িব n. foolishness, 
stupid ity, silliness; a folly. 

 বআইিন [ bēāini ] a unlawful; illegal; lawless; out lawed or proscribed ( বআইিন পু ক), banned. 
 বআইিন করা v. to prohibit by law, to interdict or outlaw, to proscribe; to ban; to do something 
unlaw ful.  বআইিন জনসমাগম an unlawful assembly.  বআইিনভােব adv. illegally, unlawfully. 

 বআে ল [ bēākkēla ] a foolish, stupid, silly; devoid of common sense.  বআে েল pop. var. of 

 বআে ল । 

 বআদব [ bēādaba ] a unmannerly; impudent.  বআদিব n. unmannerlines; impudence. 

 বআ াজ,  বআ ািজ [ bēāndāja, bēāndāji ] a not properly guessed or estimated or aimed; 
unestimated; beyond estimate; extravagant ( বআ ািজ খরচ). 

 বআব  [ bēābaru ] a (of a woman) not keeping to the inner apartments; shamefully or in 
decorously exposed to public view; disgraced; (of a woman) having one's modesty outraged. 

 বই ত [ bēijjata ] a disgraced; insulted; put out of countenance; (of a woman) having one's 
modesty or chastity outraged. ☐ n. disgrace; insult; state of being put out of countenance; 
outrage of modesty or chastity.  বই ত করা v. to disgrace, to put to shame, to drag in the mud; to 
outrage the modesty of.  বই িত n. same as  বই ত (n.). 

 বইমান [ bēimāna ] a perfidious, unfaithful, false; (loos.) false to one's religious faith (esp. to 
Islam).  বইমািন n. perfidy. 

 বউ বাঁশ [ bēuḍ◌়bām ̐śa ] n a thorny variety of bamboo. 

 বএি য়ার [ bēēktiẏāra ] a beyond jurisdiction, ultra vires; out of one's control. 

 বও  [ bēōkta ] a untimely. 

 বওজর [ bēōjara ] a admitting no excuse or protest ( বওজর   ম). ☐ adv. without excuse or 
protest ( বওজর খাটা). 
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 বওয়া [ bēōẏā ] n a childless widow. 

 বওয়ািরশ [ bēōẏāriśa ] a ownerless; unclaimed; heirless; derelict. 

 বঁেট [ bēn ̐ṭē ] a dwarfish, short-statured. ̃খােটা, ̃ খঁেট a. dumpy. 

 বঁে  [ bēn ̐ḍ◌়ē ] a dock-tailed; tailless; (facet.) dwarfish ( বঁে  শয়তান). 

 বঁেয়া [ bēm ̐ẏō ] a lefthanded. 

 বক র [ bēkasura ] a guiltless, innocent.  বক র খালাস acquittal on account of being found not 
guilty, clean acquittal.  বক র খালাস হওয়া to be acquitted on being found not guilty. 

 বকা ন [ bēkānuna ] a illegal. 

 বকায়দা [ bēkāẏadā ] a not amenable to any expedient; unwieldy; disadvantageous, awakward. 
☐ n. an awakward situation, a tight corner.  বকায়দায়  ফলা v. to bring or throw into an awkward 
situation or a tight corner. 

 বকার [ bēkāra ] a unemployed ( বকার অব হা,  বকার  লাক); unoccupied, without work ( বকার সময়); 
useless ( বকার পির ম). ̃  n. unemployment; worklessness, occupationless. ̃সম া n. the unem 
ployment problem. 

 বখাপ,  বখা া [ bēkhāpa, bēkhāppā ] a unfitting; disproportionate; irrelevant, inappropriate; 
inconsistent; incompatible or awkward ( বখাপ অব হা). 

 বেখয়াল [ bēkhēẏāla ] a without attention or intent, in attentive; absent-minded. ☐ n. 
inattention; absent-mindedness. 

 বগ1 [ bēga1 ] n (Mus.) the title of a Mughal or Turkish governor or landowner or noble man, 
beg, bey. 

 বগ2 [ bēga2 ] n speedy gait, rapidity, swiftness; speed, velocity (esp. in phys.) momentum, 
impetus; current, flow; desire to evacuate bowels or urinate; trouble or toil (টাকা আদায় করেত  বগ 
 পেত হেয়েছ); severity, virulence ( েরর  বগ).  বগ  দওয়া v. to give trouble, to put to difficulty or 
inconvenience. 

 বগিতক [ bēgatika ] n a helpless or unfavourable or awkward situation; a danger or difficulty; a 
tight corner. ☐ a. helpless or unfavourable; critical or difficult; awkward. 
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 বগি ভুজ [ bēgatribhuja ] n a triangle of velocities. 

 বগিনয়ামক [ bēganiẏāmaka ] n a speed-governor. 

 বগবতী [ bēgabatī ] fem of  বগবান । 

 বগবান [ bēgabāna ] a fast-moving, speedy, swift; having a great velocity; speed up; having a 
strong current, flowing rapidly. 

 বগবৃি  [ bēgabṛddhi ] n acceleration of speed, speed up. 

 বগম [ bēgama ] n (Mus.) a queen; a lady (married or unmarried). 

 বগমাপক [ bēgamāpaka ] a measuring speed. ̃য  speedometer. 

 বগর [ bēgara ] prep without, except. 

 বগানা [ bēgānā ] a unknown; one whose identity is not known. 

 বগার [ bēgāra ] n corvee.  বগার খাটা v. to work without wages, to render service gratis under 
pressure. ̃ ঠলা a. reluctantly and negligently done under duress. 

 বগাের [ bēgārē ] a available for or rendering corvee service. 

 বগাত  [ bēgārta ] a extremely speedy; (fig.) utterly irresistible ( বগাত   দয়). 

 ব ন [ bēguna ] n the brinjal; the eggfruit or egg apple; the egg-plant.  ব িন a. purple, violet. ☐ 
n. the purple or violet colour; a fried snack prepared by dipping slices of brinjal in a thin paste 
of pulse-powder. 

 বেগাছ [ bēgōcha ] a disorderly; disadvantageous, awkward. ☐ n. disorder; disadvantage; an 
awkward situation; a tight corner. 

 বেঘার [ bēghōra ] n an utterly helpless situation ( বেঘাের মরা); absence of sensibility, torpor 
( বেঘাের ঘুমােনা). 

 বচা [ bēcā ] v to sell. ☐ a. sold. ̃ কনা n. buying and selling; traffic, trade.  বচােকনা করা v. to trade 
or traffic (in), to buy and sell.  বচােনা v. to cause to sell. 
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 বচারা,  বচাির [ bēcārā, bēcāri ] n a helpless or wretched or pitiable person; a harmless or 
innocent person. 

 বচাল [ bēcāla ] a misbehaving; dissolute; refractory; difficult ( বচাল অব হা). ☐ n. misbehaviour, 
misdemeanour; dissoluteness; refractoriness; a difficulty. 

 বজ া [ bējanmā ] a bastard, illegitimate. 

 বজাত [ bējāta ] n a different caste; a degenerated caste. ☐ a. degenerated in caste; bastard, 
illegitimate. 

 বজায় [ bējāẏa ] a much or many; excessive; tremendous. ☐ adv. very much; excessively; 
tremendously. 

 বজায়গা [ bējāẏagā ] n a bad or wrong place; an improper place. 

 বজার [ bējāra ] a disgusted; displeased; sulky.  বজার হেয় with a bad grace. 

 বিজ [ bēji ] n the mongoose, the ichneumon. 

 বিজত [ bējita ] a worried, anxious (cp. উে িজত). 

 বজুত [ bējuta ] n a tight corner; a disadvantage; indisposition (শরীেরর  বজুত). ☐ a. (of situation) 
disadvantageous; (of health) indisposed. 

 ব ,  বি  [ bēñca, bēñci ] n a bench, a form. 

 বটা [ bēṭā ] n a son; (in affection) an infant boy or a younger man: (dero.) a fellow, a bugger. ☐ 
in comp. (used as a pfx.) male, he-. ☐ n. fem.  বিট a daughter; (in affection) an infant girl or a 
younger woman.  বটােছেল (vul.) n. a male person, a male.  বটাে েল,  বটার  ছেল n. a term of 
colourless abuse, a bugger. 

 বটাইম [ bēṭāima ] n improper time. ☐ a. untimely. 

 বিঠক [ bēṭhika ] a erroneous, incorrect, wrong; improper; uncertain. 

 বেডৗল [ bēḍaula ] a ill-shaped, misshaped ( বেডৗল  পাশাক); ugly ( বেডৗল মূিত ). 

 ব  [ bēḍ◌় ] n encirclement; circumference; girth.  ব   দওয়া v. to surround, to enclose, to 
encircle. 
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 ব া [ bēḍ◌়ā ] v same as  ব া  দওয়া ☐ a. enclosing, surrounding ( ব া আ ন,  ব াজাল); enclosed, 
surrounded ( ব া জায়গা). ☐ n. a fence; an enclosure; any object to enclose with. 

 ব ােনা [ bēḍ◌়ānō ] v to walk (for pleasure or exercise), to stroll, to promenade; to go on an 
excursion or tour. 

 ব াজাল [ bēḍ◌়ājāla ] n a kind of fishing net that brings the fish within an enclosure. 

 বি  [ bēḍ◌়i ] n a shackle or chain ( কামেরর  বি ); fetters, (poet.) gyves; a kind of tongs for 
gripping cooking utensils (হাত  বি ).  বি  প ােনা v. to shackle; to fetter, (poet.) to gyve. 

 বে  [ bēḍ◌়ē ] int (coll.) excellent, fine; bravo. 

 বে ন [ bēḍ◌়ēna ] n cudgelling, drubbing, clubbing, flagellation ( গােবে ন). 

 বে লা [ bēḍ◌়ēlā ] n a kind of shrub (growing by roadside), Sida cordifolia. 

 ব া [ bēḍh◌়ā ] v (poet. & obs.) to encircle; to encompass, to beset. 

 বিণ,  বণী [ bēṇi, bēṇī ] n a braid, a plait; pigtail; a tress; a stream (ি েবণী).  বিণ বাঁধা v. to tress; to 
braid, to plait. ̃ব  a. tressed. ̃সংহার n. braiding or plaiting the hair; tressing the hair into a plait. 

 বণু [ bēṇu ] n a kind of thin bamboo of which flutes are made, a reed ( বণ ু ); a flute made of 
this bamboo, a pipe. ̃ িন, ̃রব n. the note of a bamboo-flute. ̃বাদক n. a player of a bamboo-flute. 

 বত [ bēta ] n cane; rattan, ratan; a ferule; a stroke of ferule.  বত মারা,  বতােনা v. to cane; to 
flagellate.  বত লাগােনা v. to beat with a cane, to cane; to fit or mend with cane or strips of cane (as 
a chair).  বেতর  চয়ার a cane-chair.  বেতর ছি  a walking-stick made of cane, a rattan, a cane.  বেতর 
ঝুি  a wicker-basket. 

 বতন [ bētana ] n pay, a salary, wages. ̃ ম n. a scale of pay. ̃ দয়ক n. a pay-bill, an acquittance-
roll. ̃ভুক, ̃ ভাগী a. sala ried. 

 বতিমজ [ bētamija ] a uncivil; arrogant; impudent. 

 বতর [ bētara ] a indisposed  বতর শরীর; fuddled, sottish, besotted ( নশায়  বতর); embarrassed, off 
one's guard ( জরায়  বতর); dissimilar. 

 বতিরবত [ bētaribata ] a uneducated; ill-bred, unmannerly. 
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 বতস [ bētasa ] n the cane-plant; the rattan-plant; a variety of thin cane of which flutes are 
made. ̃প  n. a leaf of the cane-plant. 

 বতার1 [ bētāra1 ] a tasteless, insipid; distasteful; (fig.) uninteresting, dull. 

 বতার2 [ bētāra2 ] a wireless. ☐ n. the radio; wireless telegraphy.  বতাের  ঘাষণা করা v. to 
broadcast. ̃ ঘাষণা n. a broadcast; a radio announcement. ̃বাত া n. a wireless telegram or message; 
radio news. ̃য  n. a radio. 

 বতাল1 [ bētāla1 ] n (mus.) a breach of measure. ☐ a. same as  বতালা । 

 বতাল2 [ bētāla2 ] n (myth.) a dead body possessed by a ghost. ̃িস  a. having absolute 
domination over a ghost possessing a dead body. 

 বতালা [ bētālā ] a (of music) failing in measure, (of a musician) failing to maintain measure; 
(fig.) upset; confounded; confusing ( বতালা অব হা); (fig.) wayward or outlandish ( বতালা  লাক). 

 বেতা [ bētō ] n rheumatic.  বেতা  ঘা া a weary horse, a jade. 

 ব া [ bēttā ] a (used as a sfx.) versed in. 

 ব  [ bētra ] n the cane-plant, cane, rattan, ratan ( ব   ); a cane, a ferule ( ব াঘাত). ̃দ ড n. a cane, 
a ferule; a flagellum; a sentence of or punishment by caning or whipping. ̃ধর, ̃ধারী a. carrying a 

cane or rattan (esp. attributed to a guard). fem. ̃ধািরণী, ̃বতী ।  ব াঘাত n. a stroke with a cane; 

caning, flagellation.  ব াঘাত করা v. to cane; to flagellate, to whip.  ব াসন n. a cane seat, a rattan 
chair.  ব াহত a. caned, whipped.  ব াহত   েরর মেতা like a dog which has been whipped, (cp.) with 
the tail between the legs. 

 বথুয়া,  বেথা [ bēthuẏā, bēthō ] n a variety of spinach. 

 বদ [ bēda ] n any one of the four Vedas, a Veda. 

 বদখল [ bēdakhala ] a (of a man) dispossessed, ousted, ejected; (of lands) put out of possession 
(of an occupier), not taken possession of (esp. by the owner), taken possession of unlawfully 
and often forcibly (as by an intruder).  বদখল করা v. to take possession of unlawfully (and esp. 
forcibly).  বদখল থাকা v. to re main unoccupied.  বদখল হওয়া v. to pass out of possession of; to be 
taken possession of unlawfully (and esp. forcibly).  বদখািল a. taken possession of unlawfully (and 
often forcibly). 

 বদচতু য় [ bēdacatuṣṭaẏa ] n the four Vedas (namely, ঋ  সাম, যজঃু, অথব ). 
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 বদচচ া [ bēdacarcā ] n the study of the Vedas. 

 বদ  [ bēdajña ] a versed in the Vedas. 

 বদ ান [ bēdajñāna ] n knowledge of the Vedas. 

 বদন [ bēdana ] n feeling, sensation; perception; pain; marriage; a gift. 

 বদনা [ bēdanā ] n feeling; pain, ache; affliction; grief, sorrow; mental agony.  বদনা করা v. to pain, 
to ache.  বদনা  দওয়া v. to pain; to inflict pain on; to grieve; to agonize mentally.  বদনা পাওয়া v. to 
be pained; to feel pain; to be grieved. ̃জনক, ̃দায়ক a. painful; grievous; agonizing; pitiable; sad. ̃ বাধ 
n. feeling of pain. ̃ত   a. afflicted; pained; agonized; aggrieved. ̃হীন a. painless, unaching. 

 বদিন ক [ bēdanindaka ] n a disparager or rejector of the teachings of the Vedas; an atheist. 

 বদনীয় [ bēdanīẏa ] a capable of being felt; perceivable; cognizable. 

 বদবাক  [ bēdabākya ] n a quotation from the Vedas; (coll.) an absolute or inviolable truth or 
command, (cp.) gospel truth. 

 বদিব  [ bēdabit ] a versed in the Vedas. 

 বদেবদা  [ bēdabēdāṅga ] n the Vedas and their branches or subsidiary parts (see  বদা ). 

 বদব াস [ bēdabyāsa ] n Vyasa (ব াস) the author of the Mahabharata. 

 বদম [ bēdama ] a out of breath, breathless (ছ ুেট ছ ুেট  বদম,  বদম ছ ুট)স; giving or taking no re spite 
even to breathe ( বদম মার বা  ভাজন). ☐ adv. out of breath, breathlessly; without respite even to 
breathe. 

 বদম  [ bēdamantra ] n the prescribed mantras or in cantations or sanctions of the Vedas. 

 বদরকাির [ bēdarakāri ] a unnecessary. 

 বদল [ bēdala ] n a different or hostile party or side.  বদলীয় a. of or belonging to a different or 
hostile party; hostile. 

 বদস ত [ bēdasammata ] a conforming to the Vedas. 

 বদ র [ bēdastura ] a contrary to rule or practice, unconventional. 
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 বদা ঁা [ bēdān ̐ḍ◌়ā ] a irregular; unusual. 

 বদা  [ bēdāṅga ] n any one of the six branches of the Vedas (namely িশ া, ক , ব াকরণ, িন  , 
ছ ,  জ ািতষ). 

 বদাধ াপন,  বদাধ াপনা [ bēdādhyāpana, bēdādhyāpanā ] n teaching the Vedas. 

 বদাধ ায়ী [ bēdādhyāẏī ] a one studying the Vedas. ☐ n. one who studies the Vedas. 

 বদানা [ bēdānā ] n the best variety of pomegranate. 

 বদা  [ bēdānta ] n the Vedanta, the Upanishad; a theological treatise by Vyasa (ব াস). ̃বাদ n. the 

doctrine contained in the Vedanta.  বদা বাদী same as  বদাি ক । 

 বদাভ াস [ bēdābhyāsa ] n study of the Vedas. 

 বিদ,  বিদকা [ bēdi, bēdikā ] n an altar; a pulpit; a dais, a platform. 

 বিদত [ bēdita ] a submitted or represented to one for one's information. 

 ব য়ইন [ bēduẏina ] n a bedouin, a beduin. 

 বেদ [ bēdē ] n one of a gypsy tribe of India. fem.  বেদিন । 

 বদ  [ bēdya ] a to be learnt; knowable. 

 বধ [ bēdha ] n depth; thickness; a bore; boring, piercing, perforation. 

 বধক [ bēdhaka ] a & n. one who or that which bores or pierces or perforates. 

 বধ ক [ bēdhaḍ◌়ka ] a measureless, excessive. ☐ adv. exceedingly; violently; mercilessly ( বধ ক 
ঠ াঙাল). 

 বধন [ bēdhana ] n boring, piercing; perforation.  বধনী,  বধিনকা n. an instrument for boring; a 
drill, an auger; an awl. 

 বিধত [ bēdhita ] a bored; pierced; perforated. 

 বধ  [ bēdhya ] a that which is to be or can be bored or pierced. 
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 বনিজর [ bēnajira ] a without a precedent, without an example, unexampled; unparalleled. 

 বনা [ bēnā ] n verbena.  বনার মলূ vertiver, cuscus.  বনাবেন মুে া ছ ােনা (fig.) to cast pearls before 
swine, to scatter seed amidst thorns. 

 বনাম [ bēnāma ] n one's name used by another; a pseudonym. ☐ a. same as  বনামা ।  বনাম করা v. 
to transfer (a property) to an other only nominally (chiefly in order to evade liabilities).  বনােম 
করা v. to do (something) under another's name.  বনােম  লখা v. to write under a pseud onym. ̃দার 
n. a person to whom a property has been transferred only nominally.  বনামা,  বনািম a. transferred 
to another only nominally; anonymous or pseudonymous ( বনামা  লখা,  বনািম িচিঠ); nameless 
( বনািম ব র). 

 বনারিস [ bēnārasi ] a made in Banaras ( বনারিস িস ); made of Banaras silk ( বনারিস শাি ). ☐ n. a 
woman's sari (cloth) made of Banaras silk. 

 বিনয়ম [ bēniẏama ] n illegality; irregularity; unlaw fulness; violation of the rule.  বিনয়ম করা v. to 
break the rule, to violate the rule; to perpetrate an irregularity. 

 বিনয়ান [ bēniẏāna ] n a broker or financier; a kind of loose jacket or undergarment; a banian, a 
banyan. 

 বেনা [ bēnō ] a produced or borne by flood.  বেনা জল floodwater. 

 বপছ  [ bēpachanda ] a not liked, not to one's liking, disapproved. 

 বপথু,  বপন [ bēpathu, bēpana ] n trembling; tremour; quake, shake; shiver; thrill. 

 বপমান [ bēpamāna ] a trembling; quaking; shivering; feeling a thrill. 

 বপরদা [ bēparadā ] a exposed; using no covering or yashmak ( বপরদা শরীর); not keeping to the 
inner apartments ( বপরদা  মেয়মা ষ). ☐ n. (mus.) a wrong scale. 

 বপেরায়া [ bēparōẏā ] a fearing or heeding nothing or nobody; (loos.) reckless or desperate, 
devil-may-care.  বপেরায়া  লাক an absolutely dauntless or heedless man; a desperado. 

 বপা া [ bēpāttā ] a without news of whereabouts, one whose whereabouts are unknown. 

 বেপাট [ bēpōṭa ] a out of place, out of the way; inconsistent; inappropriate; disadvantageous. 
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 বফাঁস [ bēphām ̐sa ] a divulged; uttered off guard, imprudently uttered ( বফাঁস কথা); 
unrestrained, loose, free ( বফাঁস মুখ). 

 বফায়দা [ bēphāẏadā ] a futile, vain; purposeless; useless. 

 ববে াব  [ bēbandōbasta ] a disorderly; not properly managed; (of lands) not settled on. ☐ n. 
disorderliness; disorder. 

 ববাক [ bēbāka ] a entire, whole; all. 

 বম া [ bēmakkā ] a unbecoming; irrelevant; inappropriate; sudden ( বম া মার). ☐ adv. 
suddenly or unreasonably ( বম া  মের বসল). 

 বমানান [ bēmānāna ] a unfitting; unbecoming; irrelevant; inappropriate; ill-matched; 
incompatible; awkward. 

 বমালুম [ bēmāluma ] a unperceivable, unperceived; stealthy. ☐ adv. imperceptibly; stealthily. 

 বেমরামত [ bēmērāmata ] n disrepair, unrepair. ☐ a. wanting in repair, unrepaired. 

 বয়া া [ bēẏāḍ◌়ā ] a odd-looking; ungainly; awk ward ( বয়া া অব হা); refractory or selfwilled 
( বয়া া  ছেল); queer, odd, outlandish, difficult ( বয়া া   ). 

 বয়ারা [ bēẏārā ] n a carrier, a messenger, a bearer; an orderly. 

 বয়ািরং [ bēẏāri ] a sent by post with postage unpaid or underpaid. 

 বর [ bēra ] a coll. corrup. of বািহর (a.). 

 বরং [ bēra ] n a spoilt colour; a different colour; (in card-playing) a suit other than the trump. 

 বরিসক [ bērasika ] a devoid of sense of humour; devoid of appreciative power; witless; (loos.) 
prosaic. 

 বরাদর [ bērādara ] n a brother; a friend; a kinsman, a relative. 

 বিরেবির [ bēribēri ] n beriberi. 

 বেরােনা [ bērōnō ] v to go or get out, to come out; to be out; to be published (পরী ার ফল  বিরেয়েছ); 
to emerge. 
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 বল1 [ bēla1 ] n a kind of sweet-smelling flower, the Arabian Jasmine, Jasminum Sambac. 

 বল2 [ bēla2 ] n a large bundle, a bale. 

 বল3 [ bēla3 ] n diapered lace. 

 বল4 [ bēla4 ] n the marmelos, the wood-apple.  বল পাকেল কােকর কী (fig.) it makes no difference 
for the blind when a circus party comes to the city.  বেলর  মার া marmelos jam or jelly. ̃ ঁঠ n. 
pieces of dried wood-apple. 

 বল5 [ bēla5 ] n a bell.  বল পে েছ,  বল বাজেছ v. the bell goes. 

 বল6 [ bēla6 ] n bail.  বল  দওয়া v. to accept or admit to or allow bail (as by a magistrate).  বল পাওয়া 
v. to be allowed bail.  বল হওয়া v. to go or give or stand bail (for).  বেল খালাস করা v. to bail one out. 
 বেল থাকা v. to be on bail. 

 বলচা [ bēlacā ] n a shovel. 

 ব ্ [ bēlṭ ] n a belt. 

 বলদার1 [ bēladāra1 ] n a digger. 

 বলদার2 [ bēladāra2 ] a fitted with a diapered lace ( বলদার টুিপ). 

 বলন,  বলনা [ bēlana, bēlanā ] n rolling (esp. chapaties) with a roller; a rolling-pin; a cylindrical 
roller to roll chapaties; a cylinder.  বলনাকার a. cylindrical. 

 বলেমা া [ bēlamōktā ] adv all told, in all. 

 বলা2 [ bēlā2 ] n the sea-shore, the coast, the sea-bank, the sea-beach; the full tide and ebb tide 
of the sea. 

 বলা3 [ bēlā3 ] v to roll (as chapaties with a roller). ☐ a. rolled. 

 বলা4 [ bēlā4 ] n a time of day (and not of night) ( বলা বােরাটা); daytime ( বলােশষ); advance of the 
morning ( বলা বা া); delay (esp. made in the morning) (বালা করা); length, duration (জীবেনর  বলা); 
time, specified time (খাওয়ার  বলা); turn ( তামার  বলা); an opportunity, an advantageous point of 
time (এইেবলা). 

 বলািনল [ bēlānila ] n sea-breeze. 
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 বলাবসান [ bēlābasāna ] n close the day, evening; (late) afternoon. 

 বলােবিল [ bēlābēli ] adv when there is still daylight; with daylight still there. 

 বলাভিূম [ bēlābhūmi ] n sea-beach, coastland. 

 বলামুখ [ bēlāmukha ] n the beach-head. 

 বিলফ [ bēlipha ] n a bailiff. 

 বলুন1 [ bēluna1 ] n a roller for rolling chapaties; a cylinder. 

 বলুন2 [ bēluna2 ] n a balloon. 

 বেল [ bēlē ] a sandy. ☐ n. a kind of fish that likes to lie amidst sand. ̃পাথর n. sandstone. 

 বেল া [ bēlēllā ] a wayward; boisterous; shameless, brazen-faced; lascivious, dissolute; 
rowdy. ̃িগির, ̃পনা n. waywardness; boisterousness; lasciviousness; rowdyism. 

 বেলায়াির [ bēlōẏāri ] a made of cutglass ( বেলায়াির ঝা ) or bevelled glass ( বেলায়াির চুি ).  বেলায়াির 
বাসন glassware. 

 বি ক [ bēllika ] a lascivious, misbehaved; impudent; brazen-faced. 

 বশ1 [ bēśa1 ] a excellent, fine, nice ( বশ  ছেল); too much, thorough ( বশ িভেজ); large in amount, 
measure or degree ( বশ টাকা,  বশ খাটুিন,  বশ ভার); well-to-do ( বশ অব হা). ☐ adv. excellently, nicely 
( বশ নােচ); too much, thoroughly ( বশ িভেজেছ); to or in a large amount, measure or degree ( বশ 
 খেত পাের); very ( বশ ভােলা). ☐ int. all right, good.  বশ কম considerablyless. 

 বশ2 [ bēśa2 ] n a dress, a garment; a garb, a guise. বীেরর  বেশ dressed like a hero, in the guise of a 
hero. ̃কার n. one who helps another in dressing and toi let, a dresser; one who decorates an idol, 
a decorator.  বশধারণ করা v. to dress, to put on an appearance or a guise. ̃ধারী a. dressed or guised 

(as). fem.  বশধািরণী । ̃িব াস n. dressing (esp. meticulously or carefully); dressing and makeup. ̃ভষূা 

n. clothing and ornaments; dressing and toilet. ̃ভূষাপরায়ণ a. fond of fine dress, ornaments and 

toilet; dandified. fem. ̃ভূষাপরায়ণা । 

 বশর [ bēśara ] n an ornament for the nose, (cp.) a nose-bob. 

 বশরম [ bēśarama ] a shameless, brazen-faced. 
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 বিশ [ bēśi ] n excess (কমেবিশ). ☐ a. in excess ( বিশ হওয়া); many ( বিশ  লাক); much ( বিশ  ধ). ☐ adv. 
excessively, much ( বিশ হাসা).  বিশর ভাগ the greater part or portion or number ( বিশর ভাগ খাবার বা 
টাকা); for the most part.  বিশর ভাগ  লাক the majority; most people. 

 বশী2 [ bēśī2 ] a (used as a sfx.) same as  বশঘারী (see  বশ2). fem.  বিশনী । 

 ব মার [ bēśumāra ] a innumerable, countless. 

 ব া [ bēśyā ] n a prostitute, a harlot, a whore. ̃িগির, ̃বৃি  n. prostitution, harlotry.  ব ালয় n. a 
brothel, a whore-house, a house of ill-fame. ̃স  a. habitually visiting or given to visiting 
prostitutes.  ব াস  ব াি  a whore-monger. 

 ব  [ bēṣṭa ] n a fence, an enclosure; a circumference.  ব ক a. that which or one who surrounds; 
enclosing, surrounding, encircling; circumambient.  ব ন n. en closing or surrounding; a wall 
(esp. one encompassing something); a fence, an enclosure; girth, circumference.  ব ন করা v. to 
enclose, to surround; to hem in.  ব নী n. anything that encloses; a fence, an enclosure; a cordon; 
a wall; girth, circumference. 

 বি ত [ bēṣṭita ] a surrounded, hemmed in, encompassed, cordoned. 

 বসরকাির [ bēsarakāri ] a non-official, unofficial; not belonging to the government; private, 
personal. 

 বসাত [ bēsāta ] n wares; merchandise.  বসািত n. wares; merchandise; trading; a shopkeeper; a 
trader.  বসািত করা v. to trade, to traffic. 

 বসামিরক [ bēsāmarika ] a non-military, civil. 

 বসামাল [ bēsāmāla ] a unable to restrain or check; divested of self-restraint; unrestrained; 
unguarded; disorderly; embarrassed. 

 ব িদ [ bēsudi ] a without interest, bearing no in terest, interest-free. 

 বহ  [ bēhadda ] a extreme; out-and-out, thorough ( বহ  বদমাশ); boundless ( বহ  শয়তািন).  বহ  
 বহায়া shameless to the core. 

 বহাই [ bēhāi ] n the father-in-law or an uncle-in-law of a son or daughter. 

 বহাগ [ bēhāga ] n an Indian musical mode. 
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 বহাত [ bēhāta ] a passed out of one's hand or possession or control; gone into another's hand 
or possession or control. 

 বহান [ bēhāna ] n (fem. of  বহাই) the mother-in-law or an aunt-in-law of a son or daughter. 

 বহায়া [ bēhāẏā ] a shameless, brazen-faced, browless. 

 বহাির [ bēhāri ] a of Bihar. ☐ n. a native of Bihar. 

 বহাল [ bēhāla ] a worn-out; disorganised; in total disarray; in a wretched condition. 

 বহালা [ bēhālā ] n a violin, a fiddle.  বহালা ছ  a fiddlestick, a violin bow. ̃বাদক n. a fiddler, a 
violinist. 

 বিহসাব [ bēhisāba ] a unestimated, inestimable; unrestrained; improvident; incautious; 
uneconomical; extravagant. ☐ n. absence of estimate or economy; improvidence; lack of 
caution; extravagance.  বিহসািব a. unrestrained; uneconomical; incautious; extravagant ( বিহসািব 
খরচ). 

 ব ঁশ [ bēhum ̐śa ] a unmindful; heedless; careless; senseless; not in one's proper senses; fainted, 
swooned. 

 ব দা [ bēhudā ] a unjust; unnecessary, useless. ☐ adv. unjustly; unnecessarily, uselessly, for 
nothing. 

 বেহড [ bēhēḍa ] a having one's head turned; arrogant; bereft of common sense; bereft of power 
of thinking; thoughtless; off one's head ( বেহড মাতাল); besotted, sottish ( নশায়  বেহড). 

 বেহ ,  বেহ  [ bēhēśta, bēhēsta ] n heaven. 

 বকি ক [ baikallika ] a alternative, variant. 

 বকাল [ baikāla ] n the afternoon, the close of the day.  বকািলক,  বকািলন a. of the afternoon, 

afternoon. fem.  বকািলকী ।  বকালী n. the evening food-offering to a deity. 

 ব  ঠ [ baikunṭha ] n the celestial abode of Vishnu (also ( ব  ঠধাম,  ব  ঠপুরী). ̃নাথ, ̃পিত n. Vishnu 
(িব )ু. 

 বকৃত [ baikṛta ] a perverted. ̃কাম n. a sex pervert; (psy.) a pervert. 
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 ব ব  [ baiklabya ] n distress; mental prostration or unrest; embarrassment. 

 ব ণ  [ baiguṇya ] n lack of good quality; defect; hostility ( হৈব ণ ). 

 বিচ   [ baicitrya ] n multi-colouredness; variegation; variety or diversity or vicissitude; 
multifariousness; wonderfulness; queerness. ̃পূণ   a. variegated; diverse; multifarious; having 
variety or diversity. ̃হীন a. without variety or diversity; monotonous; drab. 

 বজয়  [ baijaẏanta ] n the capital or the palace or the flag of Indra (ই ) the king of gods.  বজয় ী 
n. fem. a flag, a banner, a multi-coloured garland. 

 বিজক [ baijika ] a of seed; algebraical ( বিজক রািশ = algebraical quantity); radical; seminal. 

 ব ািনক [ baijñānika ] a scientific ( ব ািনক গেবষণা); versed in science. ☐ n. (loos.) a scientist. 

 বঠক [ baiṭhaka ] n a club, an assembly, a majlis; a conference, a meeting; a sitting; a 
hookahstand; a system of physical exercise by repeated sitting down and standing up 
alternately. ̃খানা n. a drawing-room, a parlour, a salon; a lounge.  বঠিক a. suitable for an assembly 
or party ( বঠিক গান বা গ ). 

 ব াল [ baiḍ◌়āla ] a feline. ̃ ত n. (fig.) simulated holiness, sanctimony. ̃ তী n. a hypocrite; 
hypocrisy. 

 বতিনক [ baitanika ] a salaried; stipendiary; wageearning; not honorary. 

 বতরণী [ baitaraṇī ] n (myth.) a river which the spirits of the dead have to cross in order to 
reach the abode of the dead, (cp.) the Styx.  বতরণীর মািঝ n. the ferryman across the Baitarani 
( বতরণী), (cp.) Charon. 

 বতািনক [ baitānika ] a sacrificial. ☐ n. burnt-offering. 

 বতাল,  বতািলক [ baitāla, baitālika ] n one employed to glorify (esp. a prince) in songs (usu. at 
fixed hours). 

 বদ ,  বদ   [ baidagdha, baidagdhya ] n wit; witticism; connoisseurship; erudition; learning; 
cleverness; adeptness. 

 বদভ  [ baidarbha ] a of Bidarbha (িবদভ  ) a province of India. fem.  বদভ  ী ।  বদভ  ী রীিত a style of 
literary composition in which compound words are avoided as far as practicable and great 
attention is paid to sweetness of diction. 
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 বদাি ক [ baidāntika ] a Vedantic. ☐ n. a Vedantic philosopher or scholar; a believer in the 
Vedanta doctrine; a Vedantist. 

 বিদক [ baidika ] a Vedic. ☐ n. one of a class of Brahmans; a Vedist. 

 বদূয  [ baidūrya ] n chrysoberyl, cat's eye, lapis la zuli. 

 বেদিশক [ baidēśika ] a foreign; external; (arch.) out landish; exotic; alien.  বেদিশক বািণজ  n. 
foreign trade. 

 বেদহ [ baidēha ] a of Bideha (িবেদহ) or Mithila (িমিথলা), a province of ancient India.  বেদহী a. fem. 

of  বেদহ । ☐ n. Sita (সীতা) of the Ramayana. 

 বদ  [ baidya ] n a physician; a healer; one of an upper-class Hindu caste.  বদ ক same as  বদ শা  
। ̃নাথ n. Shiva (িশব) (whose image is installed at Deoghar). ̃শালা n. a clinic; a hospital. ̃শা  same as 

আয়ুেব দ । ̃সংকট n. miscarriage of treatment on account of being treated by numerous physicians 
simultaneously. 

 ব  িতক [ baidyutika ] a electric, electrical; electrically operated.  ব  িতক বািত n. an electric lamp 
or light. 

 বধ [ baidha ] a lawful, legal; just; formal.  বধ ি য়া lawful act or rite.  বধ অিধকার legal or lawful or 
just right. 

 বধব  [ baidhabya ] n widowhood. ̃বাস n. widow's weeds. 

 বধম    [ baidharmya ] n difference in religious creed, religious difference; heresy, heterodoxy; 
difference in nature or function; difference. 

 বনািশক [ baināśika ] a destructive, ruinous; cataclys mic. 

 বপরীত  [ baiparītya ] n oppositeness, contrast (বণ    বপরীত ); contrariety; opposition; an tipathy; 
adversity; an upset; a disaster. 

 বিপ ,  বিপে য় [ baipitra, baipitrēẏa ] a born of the same mother and of a step-father ( বিপ  

 াতা = a half-brother); of a step-father ( বিপ  স ি ). fem.  বিপ ী,  বিপে য়ী । 

 ব িবক [ baiplabika ] a revolutionary; causing or effecting a radical change; radical; total ( ব িবক 
পিরবত ন). 
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 বব ত [ baibasbata ] a solar ( বব ত ম  র = the solar dissolution). ☐ n. God Sani (শিন); Yama (যম) 
the god of death. 

 ববািহক [ baibāhika ] a matrimonial; nuptial. ☐ n. the father-in-law or an uncle-in-law of a son 
or daughter. fem. n.  ববািহকী. (loos. & pop.)  ববািহকা the mother-in-law or aunt-in-law of a son or 
daughter. 

 বভব [ baibhaba ] n Godhead; divinity; sanctifyinggrace, unction; glory; wealth, riches. ̃শালী a. 
endowed with divinity or unction or glory; wealthy, rich, opulent. 

 বভািষক [ baibhāṣika ] a alternative, variant. 

 বমা ,  বমাে য় [ baimātra, baimātrēẏa ] a born of a step-mother ( বমা   াতা = a step-brother); of 

a step-mother. fem.  বমা ী,  বমাে য়ী । 

 বমািনক [ baimānika ] a aeronautical. ☐ n. an airman, an aeronaut, an aviator. 

 বয়ি ক [ baiẏaktika ] a personal. 

 বয়াকরণ [ baiẏākaraṇa ] a grammatical; versed in grammar. ☐ n. a grammarian.  বয়াকরিণক n. a 
grammarian. 

 বয়া  [ baiẏāghra ] a relating to the tiger. 

 বয়াসকী,  বয়ািসকী [ baiẏāsakī, baiẏāsikī ] n a treatise on scriptural law compiled by Vyasa. 

 বর [ baira ] n hostility, enmity. ̃িনয াতন n. persecution of an enemy.  বরিনয াতন করা v. to persecute 
an enemy. ̃ভাব n. hostil ity; enmity. ̃সাধন n. hostility, enmity. 

 বরাগী [ bairāgī ] a apathetic to worldly interests, (cp.) stoical. ☐ n. (loos.) a Vaishnava 
anchorite. 

 বরাগ  [ bairāgya ] n apathy towards worldly interests; stoicism; philosophical or spiritual 
consciousness.  বরােগ াদয় n. access of philosophical or spiritual consciousness (in one's mind); 
awakening of the spirit of renunciation. 

 বিরতা [ bairitā ] n enmity, hostility; malice. 

 বরী [ bairī ] a hostile, inimical; malicious: adverse, unfavourable. ☐ n. an enemy, a foe, an 
adversary. ̃ভাবাপ  a. hostile, inimical; adverse. 
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 বল ণ  [ bailakṣaṇya ] n a changed state; change; difference; uncommonness. 

 বশাখ [ baiśākha ] n the first month of the Bengali calendar (from the middle of April to the 
middle of May).  বশাখী a. of Baisakh ( বশাখী পিূণ  মা).  বশাখী ঝ  a northwester or nor-wester. 

 বিশ   [ baiśiṣṭya ] n speciality; importance or distinction; prominence; a peculiarity, a 
characteristic. ̃ রখা n. (phys.) a characteristic curve. 

 বেশিষক [ baiśēṣika ] n a system of philosophy propounded by Kanada (কণাদ). 

 ব ানর [ baiśbānara ] n fire; the god of fire, Agni (অি ). 

 ব  [ baiśya ] n a member of the third caste amongst Hindus. fem.  ব া । ̃বৃি  n. trade; the 
profession of a trader; business as a profession. 

 বষম  [ baiṣamya ] n dissimilarity; inequality; difference. ̃মূলক a. discriminatory, differential. 
 বষম মলূক আচরণ differential or unfair treatment. 

 বষিয়ক [ baiṣaẏika ] a relating to property or wealth or earthly possessions or personal affairs; 
material, worldly. 

 ব ব [ baiṣṇaba ] a relating to Vishnu (িব ু); wor shipping Vishnu; following the teachings of 
Chaitanya. ☐ n. a worshipper of Vishnu; a follower of Chaitanya, a Vaishnava; a Vaishnava 

mendicant. fem.  ব বী । ̃ধম   n. the Vaishnava cult or religion; Vaishnavism. 

 বসাদৃ  [ baisādṛśya ] n dissimilarity; inequality, disparity; difference. 

 বা ঁ[ bō ] int expressing : a whirring sound as caused by quick revolution, flight etc.  বা ঁকের with 
a whir, whirringly; very swiftly; dartingly. 

 বাঁচকা [ bōn ̐cakā ] n a small bundle tied up in a piece of cloth, a pack.  বাঁচকাবুঁচিক n. luggage. 
 বাঁচকাবুঁচিকসেমত bag and baggage. 

 বাঁচা [ bōn ̐cā ] a having one's nose cut off, noseless; snub-nosed; truncated. 

 বাঁটা [ bōn ̐ṭā ] n a leaf-stalk; a petiole; a leaf; a leaf-base; a nipple, a teat. 

 বােঁদ [ bōn ̐dē ] n a kind of small globular sweet meat made of powdered pigeon-pea dipped in 
liquefied sugar; bundia, bonde. 
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 বাকা [ bōkā ] a stupid, foolish, silly. ☐ n. a stupid or silly person, a dunce, a fool, a 
simpleton. ̃চ ডী, ̃রাম a. grossly stupid. ☐ n. a grossly stupid person. ̃পাঁঠা n. an over-grown 
billygoat; (fig.) an utter-fool. ̃িম n. stupidity, foolishness; a folly. 

 বাঝা1 [ bōjhā1 ] v to understand, to comprehend; to sound (মন  বাঝার  চ া). ̃ না v. to make one 
understand or comprehend; to explain; to comfort or console. 

 বাঝা2 [ bōjhā2 ] n a burden, a load.  বাঝাই n. loading; filling or repleting, repletion. ☐ a. loaded; 
loaded to the full ( বাঝাই  নৗকা); filled or replete (with) (পুঁেজ  বাঝাই); burdened (with) ( ঃেখ  বাঝাই). 
 বাঝাই করা v. to load; to load to the full; to burden; to fill or replete (with).  বাঝাই-করা a. loaded, 
packed or loaded to the full.  বাঝা-টানা a. load-carrying.  বাঝা-টানা  ঘা া a pack-horse.  বাঝা-টানা 
জােনায়ার a beast of burden, a pack-ani mal. 

 বাঝাপ া [ bōjhāpaḍ◌়ā ] n an understanding; a compromise; a mutual agreement; confrontation 
(িবপ  দেলর সে   শষ  বাঝাপ া). 

 বাঝাপ া করা [ bōjhāpaḍ◌়ā karā ] v to come to terms, to come to or arrive at an understanding. 

 বাট [ bōṭa ] n a boat. 

 বাটকা [ bōṭakā ] a resembling the body odour of a billy-goat, goatish. 

 বােট [ bōṭē ] n (coll.) a scull. 

 বা া [ bōḍ◌়ā ] n a kind of venomous snake; the viper. 

 বাতল [ bōtala ] n a bottle.  বাতেল ভরা,  বাতেল  পারা v. to bottle. 

 বাতাম [ bōtāma ] n a button.  বাতাম পরােনা বা লাগােনা v. to button; to fit with buttons; to sew a 
button into.  বাতােমর ঘর বা ঘাট n. a button-hole. 

 বাদমািট [ bōdamāṭi ] n a kind of black earth or soil. 

 বাদা [ bōdā ] n distasteful, tasteless, insipid; (loos.) rather offensive ( বাদা গ ); (fig.) 
uninteresting, dull ( বাদা  লখা), witless ( বাদা  লাক). 

 বা া [ bōddhā ] a able to understand or compre hend or appreciate, knowing, knowl edgeable. 

 বাধ [ bōdha ] n knowledge; cognition; intellect; intelligence; perception; feeling; appreciation; 
consciousness; consolation; a notion or surmise.  বাধ করা v. to feel; to perceive; to have a notion, 
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to sur mise.  বাধ থাকা v. to have wisdom or cognition or intellect or intelligence or perception or 
feeling or appreciation or consciousness.  বাধ মানা v. to be amenable to consolation.  বাধ হওয়া v. 
to seem or appear (to be).  বাধ হয় per haps.  বাধক a. signifying, indicative (of); imparting 
knowledge; arousing feeling or consciousness; enlightening. ̃গম  a. intelligible; perceivable; 
comprehensible; knowable.  বাধন n. inparting knowledge; arousal of feeling or consciousness; 
enlightenment; awakening; ceremonial awakening of Goddess Durga ( গ া) on the sixth lunar 
day immediately preceding the time of her autumnal worship; an inspiration. ̃িয়তা same as  বাধক 
। fem. ̃িয় ী । ̃শি  n. power of understanding or feeling; power of appreciation; perception; 

comprehension; intellect; sensation. ̃শি হীন a. devoid of power of understanding or feeling or 
appreciation; insensible; stupid; dull. ̃শি হীনতা n. lack of the power of understanding. ̃ শাধ n. 
common sense. ̃হীন a. incapable of understanding or feeling or appreciating or perceiving; 
stupid; dull.  বাধাতীত a. unintelligible; imperceptible; incomprehensible; unknowable; beyond 
cognition.  বািধ n. a kind of spiritual meditation or trance; knowledge about philosophical 
reality, final or supreme knowledge; the banian tree at Gaya under which Buddha sat in 
meditation and attained final knowledge (usu.  বািধ ম,  বািধবৃ ).  বািধস  n. a person whose very 
essence is knowledge; an incarnation of Gautam ( গৗতম) immediately preceding his birth as 
Buddha.  বািধকা fem. of  বাধক ☐ n. a helpbook.  বািধনী same as  বািধকা (n.).  বােধর বাইের adv. beyond 
one's knowledge or comprehension; beyond one's ken.  বােধাদয় n. enlightenment.  বাধ  a. 
intelligbile; perceivable; comprehensible; knowable. 

 বান [ bōna ] n a sister. ̃িঝ n. a sister's daughter, a niece. ̃ পা n. a sister's son, a nephew. 

 বানা [ bōnā ] v to sow; to weave or knit. ☐ a. sown; woven; knitted. 

 বানাই [ bōnāi ] n a sister's husband, a brother-in-law. 

 বাবা [ bōbā ] a dumb; speechless; mute; (fig.) inexpressible ( বাবা ব থা). 

 বামা2 [ bōmā2 ] n the yoke of a vehicle. 

 বামা [ bōmā ] n a bomb.  বামা  ছা ঁা,  বামা ছ ুঁে  মারা,  বামা মারা v. to bomb. ̃ িতেরাধী a. bombproof. ̃বষ  ণ 
n. bombing.  বামাবষ  ণ করা v. to bomb. ̃র ুa. employed in bombing.  বামা  িবমান n. bomber. 

 বা াই [ bōmbāi ] n Bombay. ☐ a. grown or produced in Bombay ( বা াই িছট); largeshaped ( বা াই 
আখ); of a superior quality ( বা াই আম). 

 বাে েট [ bōmbēṭē ] n a pirate, a buccaneer; a dare devil; a terrible person. ̃িগির n. piracy, 
buccaneering; indulgence in dare-devil activities. 

 বায়াল [ bōẏāla ] n a kind of large fish akin to the flounder. 
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 বারকা,  বারখা [ bōrakā, bōrakhā ] n a yashmak. 

 বারা1 [ bōrā1 ] n a sack, a gunny-bag; a sackful ( ই  বারা ধান) 

 বারা2 [ bōrā2 ] n a community of Mussalmans (usu. of Surat). 

 বােরা [ bōrō ] n a kind of inferior paddy. 

 বাড   [ bōrḍa ] n a board. 

 বাল2 [ bōla2 ] n speech, language; a word; a note or call (as of birds); a sound; babbling noise 
(িশ র  বাল); (mus.) a symbolic sound (তবলার  বাল); musical notation. 

 বালচাল [ bōlacāla ] n speech and conduct; pertness and glibness; blustering; affected speech 
and air; suspiciously shrewd speech and conduct. 

 বালটু [ bōlaṭu ] n a bolt.  বালটু পরােনা,  বালট ুলাগােনা v. to fit with a bolt. 

 বালতা [ bōlatā ] n the wasp, the hornet. 

 বালেবালা [ bōlabōlā ] n fame and power, predominance. 

 বৗ  [ bauddha ] a Buddhist, Buddhistic. ☐ n. a Buddhist. ̃চ  n. the Buddhist cross or wheel. ̃ধম   
n. Buddhism. ধম  াবল ী a. Buddhist. ☐ n. a Buddhist. 

ব   [ byakta ] a expressed, revealed, exposed; uttered, said; disclosed; divulged; manifest. ব   
করা v. to express, to reveal, to expose; to utter, to say; to disclose, to divulge; to manifest. ব   

হওয়া v. to be revealed or expressed or manifest. 

ব ি  [ byakti ] n a person (usu. masc.) a man; (phil.) an invidual or individuality; 
manifestation. ̃ক, ̃গত a. (both masc. & fem.) personal, private; individual. ব ি গত জািমন personal 
security. ̃ত , ̃বাদ n. (pol.) individualism. ̃তা n. individuality. ̃তাি ক a. individualistic. ব ি   n. 
personality. ব ি  ব  ক a. expressing or indicating personality. ব ি  শালী a. having personality or 
individuality. ̃বাদী a. individualistic. ☐ n. an individualist. ̃ াধীনতা n. individualism. 

ব  ীকৃত [ byaktīkṛta ] a expressed; revealed; manifested. 

ব   [ byagra ] a eager; earnest; excited; anxious; inquisitive, curious. ̃তা n. eagerness; 
earnestness; excitement; anxiety; curiosity. 
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ব   [ byaṅga ] n mockery, taunt, ridicule; irony, sarcasm. ব   করা v. to mock, to taunt, to 
ridicule, to jeer (at). ̃কিবতা n. a satire; a parody. ̃কাব  n. satire. ̃িচ  n. a cartoon. ̃ি য় a. given to 
taunting; satirical; given to sardonic merriment; jocose. ব ে াি  n. a taunting remark or 
utterance, an ironical comment; an insinuation. 

ব    [ byaṅgya ] a figurative, metaphorical; covert, implied. ব   াথ  n. figurative or suggested 
meaning, suggestion, covert hint, implication; (rhet.) implied or suggested meaning 
transcending the primary sense of words, indirect meaning, obliquity. 

ব জন [ byajana ] n fanning; a fan. ব জন করা v. to fan. ব জনী n. a fan. 

ব  ক [ byañjaka ] a expressing, signifying, indicative (of); suggesting, implying. 

ব  ন [ byañjana ] n a cooked dish of vegetables or fish or meat, any spicy dish of cooked food; 
expressing, expression; a characteristic sign; (gr.) a consonant (usu. ব  নবণ ). ( ̃সি ). সি  । ব  না 
see n. (rhet.) suggestion, a gesture; a secondary meaning transcending the primary meaning of 
words; expressing, expression. ব  নাপূণ  , ব  নাময় a. suggestive; full of suggestiveness; full of 
implications. ব  না  a. (gr.) ending with a consonant or a consonantal sound. ব  না  শ  a word 
that ends with a consonant. ব ি ত a. indicated, suggested; expressed. 

ব িত ম [ byatikrama ] n infringement, violation, contravention (রীিতর ব িত ম); exception. 
ব িত ম করা v. to infringe, to violate, to contravene. ব িত মী a. discriminating; (loos.) exceptional; 
extraordinary. 

ব িতব   [ byatibyasta ] a fretfully busy (নানা কােজ ব িতব  ); embarrassed (  বােণ ব িতব  ); harassed 
or harried (পুিলেশর তা ায় ব িতব  ); very much irritated or disturbed ( গালমােল ব িতব  ). ব িতব   করা v. 
to harass or harry; to irritate or disturb or pester very much. 

ব িতির  [ byatirikta ] a other than, excepting, omit ting; additional, extra. 

ব িতেরক [ byatirēka ] n absence; lack; omission, exclusion; exception; distinction; difference; 
(rhet.) a figure of speech marked with excess of the subject over the object of comparison. 
ব িতেরেক prep. excluding, without, except, besides, in addition to. 

ব িতহার [ byatihāra ] n exchange, barter; interchange; reciprocity. ব িতহার-ব  ীিহ n. (gr.) a system 
of compounding correlative words (e.g. হাতাহািত). 

ব তীত [ byatīta ] a passed away. ☐ prep. except, without, save, excluding. 

ব তীপাত [ byatīpāta ] n a disaster; a natural calamity (such as, earthquake); (astrol.) an astral 
conjunction portending a natural calamity. 
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ব থা [ byathā ] n pain, ache; affliction, distress (মম ব থা); labour-pain, labour, travail. ব থা ওঠা v. to 
be in travail, to labour. ব থা করা v. to pain, to ache. ব থা  দওয়া v. to give pain, to pain; to afflict, to 
distress; to offend. মেন ব থা  দওয়া to tread on one's corns. ব থা পাওয়া v. to feel pain; to be pained 
or afflicted or distressed or offended. ̃তুর n. afflicted; distressed. ̃িনবারক n. pain killer, analgesic 

drug. ব িথত a. pained; afflicted, distressed; offended. ব থী a. feeling pain (সমব থী). fem. ব িথনী ।. 

ব পেদশ [ byapadēśa ] n a pretext, a pretence, a plea; (loos.) necessity, exigency (কায ব পেদেশ = in 
course of work). 

ব বকলন [ byabakalana ] n (math.) subtraction, deduction. ব বকলন করা v. to subtract, to deduct. 

ব িবি   [ byabicchinna ] a dissected. 

ব বে দ [ byabacchēda ] n dissection. ব বে দ করা v. to dissect. ব বে দাগার n. dissection room. 

ব বধান [ byabadhāna ] n intervening distance, distance; a location screened from the view; a 
screen; estrangement ( ই ব ুর মেধ  স ৃ ব বধান); stand-offishness, aloofness.  দরূ ব বধান a far cry. 

ব বসায়, ব বসা [ byabasāẏa, byabasā ] n a profession, a calling, a vocation; trade, business, 
traffic, commerce. ব বসা করা v. to be engaged in trade or commerce; to trade (in), to traffic (in), 
to deal (in). ব বসায়ী, ব বসাদার a. engaged in business or commerce; trading or trafficking or 
dealing (in); commercial; mercantile; businesslike; commercial in spirit or temperament. ☐ n. a 
trader, a merchant, a tradesman, a trafficker, a dealer; a man in business; one who is 
commercial in spirit or temperament; one skilled in worldly affairs; one keenly alive to one's 
own interests. ব বসা-বািণজ  n. trade and commerce. ব বসায়ী  িত ান a mercantile firm. ব বসায়ী-সংঘ n. 
a traders' guild; a mercantile corporation; a chamber of commerce. 

ব বিসত [ byabasita ] a endeavouring; persevering; ascertained. 

ব ব হা [ byabashā ] n arrangement; preparation; procurement (মলূধেনর ব ব হা); provision 
(ভিব েতর ব ব হা); prescription or direction (শা ীয় ব ব হা); a law, a statute, a rule; legislation; 
order, system (এ সংসাের  কােনা ব ব হা  নই); settlement (ঝগ ার ব ব হা). ব ব হা করা. v. to arrange (for); 
to make preparations for; to procure; to provide for; to prescribe or direct; to settle. ব ব হা  দওয়া 
v. to prescribe; to direct; to enjoin. ব ব হা হওয়া v. to be arranged or prepared for or procured or 
provided for or prescribed or directed; to be settled. ̃পক islative; law-giving; regulative; 
prescribing or directing, prescriptive; ar ranging for; preparative; founding, in stituting. ☐ n. a 
legislator; a law-giver; a regulator; a prescriber or director; one who makes arrangements or 
preparations (for); a founder. ব ব হাপক পিরষ  a legislative council. ব ব হাপক সভা a legislative 
assembly. ̃প  n. a prescription; a prescript; a directive. ̃পন n. legislation; enactment; law-making; 
regulation; arrangement; preparation; prescription or direction; founding, institution. ̃পনা n. 
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arrangement; preparation; organisation. ব ব হা-পিরষ  n. a legislative council. ̃িপত a. legislated; 
enacted; regulated; prescribed or directed; arranged (for); founded, instituted. ̃শা  n. 
jurisprudence, the law; a law-book; the Smriti ( ৃিত) or the code of ancient Hindu laws. ব বি হত 
same as ব ব হািপত । ব বি হত-িচ  a. of settled mind, calm and composed, of unruffled 
temperament; determined. 

ব বহার [ byabahāra ] n behaviour, demeanour, conduct; treatment of others (ব ুর  িত ব বহার); 
law, jurisprudence; a lawsuit; a work for earning one's living (ব বহােরাে েশ); commerce, trade; 
custom, practice, usage; application or use (ওষুধ-ব বহার, টুিপ-ব বহার). ব বহার করা v. to behave; to 
treat (a person), to be have towards; to apply, to use. ব বহার থাকা v. to be in use (এখন এর  তমন 
ব বহার  নই). ব বহার হওয়া v. to be applied or used; to be in use. ̃করিণক n. a bench-clerk. ̃গত a. 
pertaining to one's behaviour; customary; practical. ̃জীবী n. a lawyer; a pleader, an advocate, a 
barrister, an attorney, a solicitor. ̃  a. versed in law or jurisprudence. ̃দশ  ন n. jurisprudence; 
science and art of trying a lawsuit. ̃দশ ী n. a judge; a juror; a jurist. ̃ দশক n. an attorney-at-law, an 
attorney; a solicitor. ̃িবিধ n. code of laws, jurisprudence, the law; direction or rules for use or 
application. ̃ যাগ  a. fit to be used or applied; useful, serviceable. ̃শা  n. jurisprudence. ̃শা   a. 
versed in jurisprudence. ☐ n. a jurist. ̃সংিহতা n. a compendium or collection of laws. ব বহারজীব 

same as ব বহারজীবী । ব বহািরক, ব বহািরক a. applied (ব বহািরক রসায়ন); practical (ব বহািরক জ ািমিত); 

experimental (ব বহািরক িব ান); legal or judicial; pertaining to daily routine duties for earning 
one's living; customary; (phil.) materialistic; pragmatic. 

ব বহায  [ byabahārya ] a fit to be used or applied, useful, serviceable; that which is to be used or 
applied. 

ব বিহত [ byabahita ] a lying at a distance, lying apart; drawn apart, removed; screened off; 
covered. 

ব ব ত [ byabahṛta ] a used; applied. 

ব িভচার [ byabhicāra ] n contrary or unlawful conduct or action; transgression; (rare) exception; 
unlawful sexual intercourse, adultery or fornication or incest. ব িভচার করা v. to behave or act 
contrarily or unlawfully: to transgress; to commit adultery or incest. ব িভচারী a. behaving or 
acting contrarily or unlawfully; transgressing; adulterous or incestuous. ☐ n. one who behaves 
or acts contrarily or unlawfully; a transgressor; an adulterer (fem. ব িভচািরণী = adulteress) or 
fornicator. 

ব য় [ byaẏa ] n expenditure, expense; (loos.) cost; consumption (শি ব য়); waste or loss (জীবনব য়); 
use or application (বুি ব য়); passing (সময়ব য়). ব য় করা v. to expend, to spend, to consume; to 
waste; to use or apply; to pass. ব য় হওয়া v. to be expended or spent or consumed or wasted or be 
used or applied or passed. ̃  ঠ a. stingy, niggardly, closefisted; miserly; parsimonious. ব য়  ঠ ব ি  
a niggard; a miser. ̃  ঠতা n. stinginess, niggardliness, closefistedness; miserliness. ব য়ন n. 
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disbursement. ̃নািধকািরক n. a disbursing officer. ̃বরা  n. allotted expenditure. ̃ব ল a. expensive, 
costly. ̃বা ল  n. prodigality; extravagance; expensiveness, costliness. ̃িবহীন a. inexpensive; 
involving no expenditure, free. ̃লাঘব n. cutting the expenditure short, curtailment of 
expenditure; reducing thditure. ̃শীল a. prodi gal; spendthrift, lavish, extravagant. ব য়শীল ব ি  a 

prodigal; a spendthrift. ̃শীলতা n. lavishness, extravagance. ̃শূ  same as ̃িবহীন । ̃সাধ , ̃সােপ  a. 

expensive, costly. ̃ াস same as ব য়লাঘব । ব িয়ত a. spent, disbursed; used up. ব য়ী a. one who 
spends; spendthrift, extravagant, prodigal, lavish. 

ব থ  [ byartha ] a futile, abortive, unavailing, vain; useless; unsuccessful. ব থ  করা v. to baffle, to 
foil. ব থ  হওয়া v. to abort, to be of no avail; to be foiled; to fail. ̃তা n. futility, failure. ̃কাম a. foiled, 
baffled, frustrated, unsuccessful, of one who has failed to achieve the desired object. ব থ   চ া n. 
futile or abortive attempt; unsuccessful attempt. ̃মেনারথ a. foiled or baffled; frustrated; unable or 
unsuccessful to fulfil one's object. 

ব ি  [ byaṣṭi ] n individuality; the individual as opposed to a collection. 

ব াস, বাস [ byāsa, bāsa ] int enough, no more, stop it (ব   ব  , এবার থােমা); presently, there upon 
(ব  , ল াই  বেধ  গল). 

ব সন [ byasana ] n indulgence in vices; addiction to wine and other intoxicants; a sin; a vice; 
dissipation; a danger; a calamity; an evil or harm; grief, sorrow. ব সনাস  a. addicted to vices; 
dissolute, given to dissipation. 

ব   [ byasta ] a eager; excited; impatient; anxious; worried; hurrying or hurried, bustling; 
engaged, employed; busy; distracted or perplexed; scattered; diffused; inverse. ব   করা v. to 
make one hurry (esp. unduly); to make one bustle; to make one eager or impatient or anxious; 
to excite. ব   থাকা v. to be engaged (in); to be busy (with). ব   রাখা v. to keep one engaged (in) or 
busy (with). ̃-অ পাত n. (arith.) an in verse ratio. ̃অ  প a. (geom.) in versely similar. ̃তা n. 
eagerness; excitement; impatience; anxiety; worry; hurry, bustle; busyness, business; 
distraction, perplexity; scattered state; diffusion; inversion. ̃বাগীশ a. fussy. ̃সম  a. flurried, 
bustling. ̃সম  হেয় helter-skelter. ব  ােলাক n. (phys.) diffused light. 

ব ং [ bya ] n a frog; a toad. ব ঙািচ n. a tadpole. ব ােঙর ছাতা n. toadstool; a mushroom. 

ব াংক [ byāṅka ] n the bank; an institution for the keeping, lending, exchanging etc. of money. 
ব াংক করিণক n. a bank clerk. ব াংেকর বই n. a bank passbook. ব াংক ম েনজার a bank manager or agent. 

ব াকেটিরয়া [ byākaṭēriẏā ] n (in pl.) bacteria; (in sing.) a bacterium. 
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ব াকরণ, ব াকরণশা  [ byākaraṇa, byākaraṇaśāstra ] n grammar. ব াকরণগত a. grammatical. 
ব াকরণিবদ, ব াকরণশা   a. versed in grammar. ☐ n. a grammarian. 

ব া ল, ব া িলত [ byākula, byākulita ] a extremely eager or anxious or impatient or worried or 

curious or inquisitive or perplexed. fem. ব া লা, ব া িলতা । ব া লতা n. extreme eagerness or 

anxiety or impatience or worry or curiosity or perplexity. ব া লিচ  a. mentally disturbed or 
agitated. 

ব াখ া [ byākhyā ] n explanation; interpretation; a detailed narration or description (usu. at 
tended with comments); a commentary; an annotation. ব াখ া করা v. to explain; to expound; to 
interpret; to account for. ̃কত া, ̃কারী n. an explainer, an expounder; an annotator; a commentator; 
an interpreter. ̃  হ n. a book of notes, a commentary, an annotation; a crib, a key. ̃ত a. 
explained, expounded; interpreted; accounted for. ̃ন n. explanation; exposition; interpretation; 

a commentary. ̃তা same as ব াখ াকত  া । ̃মলূক a. explanatory, expositional. 

ব ােখ য় [ byākhyēẏa ] a that which is to be or can be explained; explainable. 

ব াগ [ byāga ] n a bag. 

ব াঘাত [ byāghāta ] n a hindrance; an obstacle; interruption. ব াঘাত করা v. to hinder; to obstruct; 
to interrupt. ব াঘাত সৃি  করা v. to put hindrance to, to interrupt; to put a damper on; to stand in 
the way. ব াঘাতক a. hindering; obstructive; interruptive. 

ব া  [ byāghra ] n the tiger; (as a sfx.) the best or strongest specimen (নরব া ). fem. ব া ী the 
tigress. ̃তুল  a. tigerish; tigery, tigrine, tigroid. ̃শাবক n. a whelp of a tiger. 

ব া মা [ byāṅgamā ] n a kind of telltale or tattler birds mentioned in folk tales. fem. ব া িম । 

ব াজ1 [ byāja1 ] n a badge. 

ব াজ2 [ byāja2 ] n a pretext, a pretence, simulation, deceit; a hindrance; interest for money; 
interest, use; delay. ̃ িত n. false praise or eulogy; (rhet.) a figure of speech consisting of praise in 
garb of censure or censure in garb of praise, (cp.) irony, sarcasm. 

ব াজার2 [ byājāra2 ] n a badger, a dark-grey furry animal usu, going about at night. 

ব ােজাি  [ byājōkti ] n deceitful utterance; (rhet.) a figure of speech consisting of an attempt to 
conceal something by means of a pretence. 
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ব াট [ byāṭa ] n a circket-bat, a bat; a tennis racket or a badminton-racket. ব াট করা v. to bat. ̃বল n. 
(the game of) cricket. 

ব া  [ byātta ] a expanded; opened; gaping. 

ব াদান [ byādāna ] n expanding or opening or gaping. ব াদান করা v. to expand; to open; to gape. 

ব াধ [ byādha ] n a hunter or a fowler (by caste or profession). ̃বৃি  n. hunting; fowling. 

ব ািধ [ byādhi ] n a disease, an ailment, a malady, a morbidity. 

ব ািধ  , ব ািধত [ byādhigrasta, byādhita ] a diseased, ailing; ill. 

ব ািধনী [ byādhinī ] n. fem a hunter's or fowler's wife; a female of the hunting or fowling cast; 
(rare) a huntress. 

ব ািধমি র [ byādhimandira ] n (lit.) a shrine of diseases; (fig.) the body. 

ব ািধমু  [ byādhimukta ] a cured of a disease, free from disease; healthy. ব ািধমু  করা v. to cure 
one of a disease. ব ািধমুি  n. recovery from illness, cure of a disease. 

ব ািধশূ , ব ািধহীন [ byādhiśūnya, byādhihīna ] a free from disease; healthy. 

ব ান [ byāna ] n one of the five vital airs of a living body. 

ব া  [ byāṇḍa ] n a musical band; bandmusic; a strap for fastening, a band (ঘি র ব া ). ̃মাসটার n. a 
bandmaster. 

ব াপক [ byāpaka ] a widespread, extensive, farreaching; pervading; pervasive, comprehensive; 
prevalent, rife. ( রাগািদ) ব াপক আকাের  দখা  দওয়া to break out in an epidemic form. 

ব াপন [ byāpana ] n spreading or extending far and wide; pervasion; prevalence; (bot.) 
diffusion, covering. 

ব াপা [ byāpā ] v to spread or extend far and wide; to pervade; to prevail over. 

ব াপাদন [ byāpādana ] n killing. 

ব াপািদত [ byāpādita ] a killed. 
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ব াপার [ byāpāra ] n an incident, a happening, an occurrence; a ceremony, a function (িববাহ 
ব াপার); an affair, a matter (সব ব াপাের); trade, commerce. ব াপার কী what's the matter? ̃ াপার n. 
happenings; goings on; matter, business (ব াপার াপার ভােলা  ঠকেছ না); behaviour; system, working. 
ব াপারী n. a trader, a dealer, a traf ficker, a merchant. 

ব ািপকা [ byāpikā ] a. fem pert and flippant; tomboyish. 

ব ািপনী [ byāpinī ] fem of ব াপী । 

ব াপী [ byāpī ] a (used as a sfx.) extending over, pervading. 

ব াপৃত [ byāpṛta ] a engaged or occupied in, busy with fem. ব াপৃতা । 

ব া  [ byāpta ] a extending or spreading over; pervaded; diffused; covered or beset or filled 
(with). ব াি  n. extension, spread; extent; pervasion, diffusion; covering or besetment, filling. 
ব াি শীল a. expansive; pervasive; diffusive. 

ব াবত ন, ব াবত   [ byābartana, byābarta ] n a coming or bringing back, return; rotation; (sc.) 
torsion. ব াবত  -তুলা n. a torsion-balance. ব াবত  িশর n. a torsion-head. ব াবিত  ত a. re turned; returning; 
rotated; rotating; twisted. 

ব াবৃি  [ byābṛtti ] n retreat; turning backwards. 

ব াভার [ byābhāra ] n (coll.) a gift, a present given for the sake of formality; coll. from of ব বহার । 

ব াম [ byāma ] n a fathom. 

ব ািম  [ byāmiśra ] a (bot.) polygamous. 

ব ােমা [ byāmō ] n (coll.) an illness, a disease, an ailment. 

ব ােমাহ [ byāmōha ] n ignorance; stupefaction; perplexity; infatuation. 

ব ায়াম [ byāẏāma ] n physical exercise, exercise; gymnastics. ব ায়াম করা v. to take (physical) 
exercise, to exercise. খািলহােত বা  ধ ুহােত ব ায়াম free-hand exercise. ̃কারী n. one who takes physical 
exercise; a gymnast. ̃ শল a. skilled in gymnastics. ̃ শলী n. a skilled gymnast; a gymnast. ̃ ী া n. 

gymnastics. ̃বীর n. same as ̃ শলী । ̃শালা n. a gymnasium. ̃িশ ক n. a physical instructor. ̃িশ া n. 

physical training. ̃সং া  a. relating to physical exercise, gymnastical, gymnastic. ব ায়ামাগার n. same 

as ̃শালা । 
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ব ারাম [ byārāma ] n a disease, an ailment, a malady. 

ব াির ার [ byārisṭāra ] n a barrister. পশারহীন ব াির ার a briefless barrister. ব াির াির n. work of a 
barrister. ব াির াির করা v. to practise as a barrister or counsel. 

ব ােরািমটার [ byārōmiṭāra ] n a barometer. 

ব াল [ byāla ] n the snake; a beast of prey. 

ব ােলাল [ byālōla ] a quickly moving, restless, greedy or wistful (ব ােলাল দৃি ) 

ব াস [ byāsa ] n a diameter or its measure; width, breadth; expanse; Vyasa, the author of the 
Mahabharata. ̃ ট n. any one of the obscure passages of Vyasa's (ব াস) writings; an obscure 
composition. ̃বাক  n. (gr.) formal words used in expounding a compound word. ব াসাধ   n. a radius 
(pl.: radii). 

ব াসাধ   [ byāsārdha ] n radius. 

ব ািসিল [ byāsili ] n (as pl.) bacilli; (as sing.) a bacillus. ̃ঘিটত, ̃সং া  a. bacillary, ba cillar. 

ব াহত [ byāhata ] a obstructed, prevented; frustrated, foiled. ব াহত করা v. to obstruct; to thwart; 
to prevent; to frustrate; to foil. 

ব া িত [ byāhṛti ] n utterance. 

বু   ম [ byutkrama ] n inversion or violation of an order; an inverted order; an exception; an 
irregularity. ব ু  েম adv. in an inverted order. 

বু  পি  [ byutpatti ] n knowledge, learning (গিণেত ব ু পি ); proficiency (অ চালনায় ব ু পি ); (gr.) 
derivation and original signification of words, etymology. ̃গত a. derivative, etymological. 

বু  প  [ byutpanna ] a erudite, learned; proficient; (gr.) originated or derived. 

বু  পাদক [ byutpādaka ] a imparting knowledge; productive of proficiency; (gr.) causing to be 

derived from oneself, originating. fem. ব ু পািদকা । ব ু পাদক শ  (gr.) a root word. 

বু  পািদত [ byutpādita ] a endowed with knowledge, made proficient; (gr.) etymologically 
derived. 
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বূ   [ byūḍh◌় ] a married; wide or broad (ব ূ  ব ঃ হল); (of a line of battle) arrayed; (of soldiers) 
lined up. ব ূে ার  a. broad breasted, broad-chested. 

বূ হ [ byūha ] n a line of battle. বূ হ  হাপন করা v. to array or form a line of battle, to line up; to 
align (troops). বূ হ  ভদ করা to break through a line of battle. ব ূিহত a. (of soldiers) lined up; (of a 
line of battle) arrayed. 

 ব াম [ byōma ] n the sky, the air; ether; (fig.) a hoax. ̃চর, ̃চারী a. (capable of) moving in the sky or 

air, ethereal; playing in the air. ☐ n. an aeronaut, an aviator. fem. ̃চািরণী । ̃ম ডল n. the region of 

the sky, the sky, the firmament, the atmosphere. ̃যা া n. aerial navigation, aviation, a flight. ̃যা ী 
n. an aeronaut; an astronaut; a balloonist, an aviator; an airman; an air-passenger. ̃যান n. a 
balloon; an aeroplane. 

  কাইিটস [ brankāiṭisa ] n bronchitis. 

 জ [ braja ] n a pasture, esp. for cows; a path; a village near Mathura where Krishna (ক ৃ) 

passed his childhood, (also  জধাম) । ̃িকেশার n. the young lad of Braja ( জ); Krishna (ক ৃ ।) ̃িকেশারী 

n. fem. Radha (রাধা) the sweetheart of Krishna. ̃িবহারী n. Krishna (ক ৃ) who sported in Braja 
( জ). ̃বুিল n. a kind of mixed language used originally by Vidyapati in his poems. ̃ভাষা n. a branch 
of Hindi. ̃লীলা n. activities of Krishna (ক ৃ) in Braja.  জা না n. any one of the milkmaids of Braja 
( জ) who were enamoured of Krishna (ক ৃ).  েজ র n. Krishna (ক ৃ) the lord of Braja ( জ).  েজ রী 

same as  জিকেশারী । 

 জ া [ brajyā ] n wandering; travelling. 

 ণ [ braṇa ] n a boil, a tumour; an acne; an ulcer, a sore. 

 ত [ brata ] n a vow (religious or secular); practice of ascetical austerities in order to attain 
something (িবদ ালােভর  ত); firm resolve attended with untiring endeavour (অেথ াপাজ  েনর  ত); 
penance (চা ায়াণ ত). ☐ a. (used as a sfx.) undertaking or observing a vow (পুণ  ত).  ত আচরণ বা 
পালন করা v. to observe a vow.  ত উদযাপন করা v. to fulfil a vow. ̃কথা n. holy or religious story, sacred 
story that is listened to as a penance.  ত  হণ বা ধারণ করা,  ত  নওয়া v. to take a vow; to start 
practising certain religious rites. 

 তচারী [ bratacārī ] a observing a vow; undergoing ascetical austerities or penance. ☐ n. a kind 

of folk-dance. fem. a.  তচািরণী । 

 ততী,  তিত [ bratatī, bratati ] n a creeper. 
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 তভ  [ bratabhaṅga ] n breach of a vow. 

 তী [ bratī ] a observing a vow; engaged or employed (in) (য ু তী); initiated into. fem.  িতনী । 

  1 [ brahma1 ] n Burma (also   েদশ). ̃বাসী a. Bur mese. ☐ n. a Burmese, a Burman. fem. 

  বািসনী । 

  2 [ brahma2 ] n the Absolute Being, God; a Brahman, a Brahmin. ̃চয  n. a mode of life marked 
with devoted study of the Vedas and other scriptures and books of knowledge and with 
complete abstinence from sexual and secular pleasures. ̃চয া ম n. the first stage of life (up to the 
age of 16) according to the Vedic Hindus when one has to practise brahmacharya (  চয ). ̃চারী n. 
one practising brahmacharya (  চয ); a Brahmin boy staying at the residence of the guru to 
receive his education, having undergone the sacrament of being invested with the holy 
sacrificial thread; one practising abstinence from sexual or other worldly pleasures and 

preparing to join an order of hermits. fem. চািরণী । ̃  a. one who has at tained knowledge about 

God. ̃ ান n. knowledge about God. ̃ ানী a. having knowledge about God; following Brahmoism. 
☐ n. one who has attained knowledge about God; a Brahmo. ̃ণ  a. relating to God or to 
Brahmans. ☐ n. the superhuman power obtained through one's knowledge of God; uncommon 
spiritual power characteristic of Brahmans; Narayana নারায়ণ (usu.  া ণ েদব). ̃তাল ুn. the crown of 
the head, the palate. ̃ তজ n. uncommon power of a Brahman. ̃  n. Godhead; divinity. ̃  n. a piece 
of rent-free land given away to a Brahman. ̃ দত  n. an anthropophagous ghost of a Brahman; a 
demoniac ghost of a Brahman; a Brahman demon. ̃িপশাচ n. a necrophagous ghost of a Brahman, 
a Brahman ghoul. ̃বাদী a. (capable of) expounding mysteries about God; engaged in studying the 
Vedas; having knowledge about God; versed in or following Vedantic philosophy. ☐ n. such a 

person. fem. ̃বািদনী । ̃িব  same as     । ̃িবদ া n. a branch of learning imparting knowledge about 

God. ̃ ববত   n. one of the eighteen puranas (পুরাণ). ̃ময় a. pervaded by the presence of God. ̃মীমাংসা n. 
the second part of the Vedanta treating of the nature and attributes of God. ̃র  n. the central 
pore of the palate. ̃ লাক n. the abode of Brahma (  ); the highest one of the seven mythological 
heavens. ̃শাপ n. a curse of or put by a Brahman. ̃সংিহতা n. a Vaishnava scripture. ̃সংগীত n. a song of 
devotion to God. ̃সূ  n. the holy sacrificial thread worn by Brahmans; any one of the aphorisms 
of the Vedanta com posed by Vyasa (ব াস). ̃  n. property or possessions of a Brahman.    াপহরণ 
করা v. to rob or misappropri ate the property of a Brahman. ̃  প n. true nature and attributes of 
God. ̃হত া n. slaying of a Brahman. 

  ডাঙা [ brahmaḍāṅā ] n the first person of the Hindu Trinity entrusted with the task of 
creation, Brahma. 

  াণী [ brahmāṇī ] n. fem the wife of Brahma. 

  া  [ brahmāṇḍa ] n the universe, the world, the creation. 
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  া  [ brahmāstra ] n an ancient divine missile which could never be warded off. 

 াত  [ brātya ] a degenerated; failed in observing one's vow or in religious rites, (loos.) outcast. 

 াশ [ brāśa ] n a brush.  াশ করা v. to brush. 

 া  [ brāhma ] a relating to Brahma (  ) or God; endowed with knowledge about God. ☐ n. a 
Brahmo, a Brahmoist. ̃ধম   n. Brahmoism. ̃িববাহ n. act of inviting a bridegroom versed in 
scriptures and marrying him to a bride with due obeisance; marriage (by registration) in 
accordance with the rules of the Brahmo Samaj. ̃সমাজ n. the Brahmo Samaj ̃মূ ত   n. the period of 
forty-eighth minute immediately preceding sunrise. 

 া ণ [ brāhmaṇa ] n a Brahman, a Brahmin; a Brahman priest; a part of the Vedas treating of 

religious rites. ̃  same as  া ণ  । ̃পি ত n. a Brahman scholar. ̃সভা n. a council of Brahmans for 

theological and social discussion and arbitration. ̃সমাজ n. the community of the Brahmans.  া ণী 
n. a Brahman's wife; a female Brahman,  া ণ  n. the state of being a Brahman; characteristics 
and especial powers of Brahmans; the peculiar functions and duties of Brahmans (also  া ণ ধম ); 
the community of Brahmans. 

 াি কা [ brāhmikā ] n a female Brahmo. 

 াি শাক [ brāhmiśāka ] n Bacopa monnieri, a herb used chiefly as medicine. 

 া ী [ brāhmī ] n. fem an ancient script or alphabet, Brahmi. 

ি জ [ brija ] n a structure spanning a river, road etc., a bridge; a kind of card game. bridge. 

ি িটশ [ briṭiśa ] a British. ☐ n. a Briton, a Britisher. 

 ী া [ brīḍ◌়ā ] n bashfulness, shyness, coyness. ̃নত, ̃বনত a. hanging down one's head in coyness. 

 ীি ত [ brīḍ◌়ita ] a shy; bashful. 

 ীিহ [ brīhi ] n paddy crop of the rainy season; paddy আ  ীিহ 

  ক [ brēka ] n a brake (of vehicle or machine).   ক কষা v. to put on the brake (to), to brake, 
(fig.) to slow down. 

   াচ [ bbrōca ] n a brooch. 
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  ােকট [ bryākēṭa ] n a small shelf fastened to a wall, a bracket; (loos) a niche or alcove; (in 
print, & math. -usu. pl.) parentheses (sing. parenthesis), brackets. 

  ানিড,   াি ড [ bryānaḍi, bryānḍi ] n brandy. 

 ক [ blaka ] n a connected group of houses rooms villages etc., a block. 

 িটং  পপার [ blaṭi mpēpāra ] n blotting paper. 

 াউজ [ blāuja ] n blouse. 

 াড ব াংক [ blāḍa byāṅka ] n a bloodbank where blood is collected and stored. 

  াকেবাড   [ blyākabōrḍa ] n a blackboard. 
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ভ [ bh ] n the twenty-fourth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

ভইসা, ভঁইসা, ভয়সা [ bhisā, bham ̐isā, bhaẏasā ] a made of buffalo milk (ভয়সা িঘ); drawn by the 
buffalo (ভইসাগাি ). 

ভ  [ bhakta ] a devoted (to); worshipping; reverent; worshipful; devout; strongly attached or 
addicted (to), fond or enamoured (of) (কিবতার ভ ,  রার ভ ); having profound admiration for, 
admirer of (রবী ভ ); yielding to the control or authority of, submissive or docile (শে র ভ ); 
obedient (to) (িপতৃভ ); faithfully following or pursuing (িজ র ভ , নীিতর ভ ). ☐ n. a devotee; a 
votary, a worshipper; a devout person; one having strong attachment or addiction; a fan; an 
obedient person; a faithful follower or observer. ̃ াণ a. having a devout heart. ̃ব সল a. graciously 
affectionate to votaries or devout persons or followers. ̃িবেটল n. one simulating devoutness, a 
sanctimonious person. ̃   , ভ া গণ  a. best or foremost amongst votaries or devout persons. 
ভ াধীন a. graciously obedient to votaries or devout persons (that is, always fulfilling their 
desires). 

ভি  [ bhakti ] n devotion; worship; devoutness, piety; profound admiration; strong attachment or 
addiction; obedience; trust or faith or reliance; inclination or relish or appetite (খাবাের ভি ); 
earnest pursuit, devotion (প ােশানায় ভি ). ভি  করা v. to be devoted to; to worship; to admire 
profoundly; to follow faithfully; to have trust or faith (in); to rely; to have inclination or relish or 
appetite (for); to be earnest (in), to pursue earnestly. ̃  হ n. a devotional book. ̃িচ  n. a mark or 
sign of devotion. ̃ত  n. the doctrine or cult of or a treatise on devotion or devoutness or piety. ̃পথ 
n. devotion (without knowledge or practice) as the only means of attaining salvation, the path of 
devotionalism. ̃পরায়ণ a. de voted (to); worshipful; devout; strongly attached or addicted (to); 
having profound admiration (for); reverent; having trust or faith (in), reliant; having inclination 
or relish or appetite (for); earnest, earnestly pursuing. fem. ̃পরায়ণা । ̃পরায়ণতা n. devotion; 
worshipfulness; devoutness; strong attachment or addiction; profound admiration; earnestness, 
earnest pursuit, ̃পূব ক adv. with devotion; reverentially; with trust or faith or reliance; willingly or 
with pleasure (ভি পূব ক খাওয়া বা  নওয়া); earnestly (ভি পূব ক   ােশানা করা). ̃ ুতিচ  n. mind steeped in 
piety. ̃বাদ n. the doctrine holding that salvation is attainable by means of devotion only (without 
knowledge and practice); devotionalism. ̃বাদী a. devotionistic, devotionalistic. ☐ n. a devotionist, 
a devotionalist. ̃ভের same as ভি পূব ক । ̃ভাজন n. a reverend or venerable or adorable person or 
object. ☐ a. reverend; venerable; adorable. ̃ভাব n. devout or worshipful or devoted or reverential 
disposition of mind. ̃ভােব adv. devoutly; worshipfully; devotedly; devotionally; reverentially. ̃মান 
same as ̃পরায়ণ fem. ̃মতী । ̃মাগ  same as ̃পথ । ̃মূলক a. devotional. ̃ যাগ n. worship of God or effort to 
attain beatitude by means of devotion only (irrespective of knowledge or practice). ̃রস n. (rhet.) 
the sentiment of devotion. ̃শীল same as ̃পরায়ণ । fem. ̃শীলা । ̃শূ , ̃হীন a. devoid of devotion or 
devoutness; irreverent; having no attachment (to); having no trust or faith (in), unreliant; having 
no inclination or relish or appetite (for); devoid of earnestness or willingness. 

ভক [ bhaka ] int expressing; the noise of sudden emission of smoke, smell etc., or ejection of 
phlegm. 
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ভ ক [ bhakṣaka ] a eating; feeding on (বায়ুভ ক); (fig.) spoiling or depraving (বুি ভ ক), killing 
(স ানভ ক). ☐ n. an eater; one who feeds on; (fig.) a spoiler, a vitia tor, a killer.  য র ক  সই ভ ক 
law-makers are law-breakers. 

ভ ণ [ bhakṣaṇa ] n act of eating or consuming. ভ ণ করা v. to eat, to consume. ভ ণীয় a. edible, 
eatable; to be eaten. ☐ n. an edible, an eatable; that which is to be eaten. 

ভি ত [ bhakṣita ] a eaten; eaten up, consumed. 

ভগ [ bhaga ] n the six divine graces collectively, namely, riches, vigour, fame, beauty, 
knowledge and renunciation; godhead, divinity; glory; fortune, good luck; beauty ( ভগ); the 
vagina; the anus (ভগ র). 

ভগ র [ bhagandara ] n anal fistula. 

ভগবতী [ bhagabatī ] a. fem endowed with six divine graces (see ভগ); reverend, venerable. ☐ 
Goddess Durga ( গ া). 

ভগবদারাধনা [ bhagabadārādhanā ] n worship of God. 

ভগবদগীতা [ bhagabadagītā ] n a part of the Mahabharata epitomizing the teaching of the 
Upanishad (abbr. গীতা). 

ভগব   [ bhagabaddatta ] a God-given. 

ভগব   [ bhagabadbhakta ] a devoted to God, god-fearing; devout, pious. ভগব ি  n. devotion to 
God; devoutness, piety. 

ভগব  [ bhagaban ] n voc. O God; O Reverend Sir, Your Reverence. 

ভগবান [ bhagabāna ] a endowed with the six divine graces (see ভগ); reverend, venerable, 
adorable. ☐ n. God. 

ভগা ুর [ bhagāṅkura ] n the clitoris. 

ভিগনী [ bhaginī ] n. fem a sister; a cousin-sister. ̃পিত n. a sister's husband or a cousin sister's 
husband, a brother-in-law. 

ভেগাল [ bhagōla ] n the zodiac. 
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ভ  [ bhagna ] a broken; fractured (ভ  অি হ); severed, detached (ভ শাখ); pulverized (ভ  শ ); 
curved, stooping, hunched (ভ পৃ ); dilapidated (ভ মি র); demolished (ভ  িটর); impaired, ruined, 
shattered (ভ  া  ); ungratified, unentertained (ভ মেনারথ); depressed or dejected; defeated or 
routed (ভ বািহনী); hoarse, husky (ভ  র); (arith.) fractional (ভ সংখ া). ̃কে ঠ adv. in a broken or husky 
voice, hoarsely. ̃গৃহ n. a dilapidated house; (fig.) a house in utter disorder or confusion. ̃িচ  a. 
same as ̃ দয় । ̃দশা n. broken or dilapidated or ruined state, a state of decay. ̃দূত n. a messenger or 
a soldier bringing the news of defeat from the battlefield; (fig.) a person bringing bad or 
disheartening news. ̃ দহ a. having one's health run down or impaired or shattered. ̃ ায় a. 
threatening to fall, tottering. ̃মেনারথ a. disappointed; balked, baulked. ̃ ূপ n. a heap of broken-
down remains, ruins. ̃ া   a. with or in run-down or broken health. ☐ n. broken or run-down 
health. ̃ দয় a. broken-hearted; dejected. ভ াংশ n. a broken-away part, a fraction; (arith.) a fraction. 
ভ া  n. (arith.) a fraction. ভ াবিশ  a. lying or remaining in or as ruins. ভ াবেশষ n. broken-down 
remains, ruins; relics. ভ াব হা n. broken down or ruined or dilapidated state, a state of ruin or 
decay. ভ াব হ a. bro ken-down, in ruins, dilapidated. ভ াশ a. disappointed, despondent. 

ভে া সাহ, ভে াদ ম [ bhagnōtsāha, bhagnōdyama ] a repulsed in one's ef fort, disappointed, 
disheatened, depressed, balked, baulked; discouraged. 

ভ  [ bhaṅga ] n breaking or splitting (ধ ভ   ); fracture, rupture (অি হভ ); breach (িব াসভ ); 
violation, infringement (আইনভ ); non-observance, non-com pliance ( িত িতভ ); discontinuance, 
break (অনশনভ ); severance (স ক  ভ ); estrangement (ব  ু ভ ); impairment ( া  ভ ); loss 
(আশাভ ); disbandment (দলভ ); dispersal (ছ ভ ); (esp. of pol. parties) disinte gration; dissolution; 
termination, close (সভাভ ); a fold or contraction. (ি ভ ); crack ( রভ ); act or manner of rolling or 
dancing (তর ভ ); style or shape ( ভ ); suspension, break (যা াভ ); act of fleeing away, flight, 
retreat (রেণ ভ ); rout (শ ৈস -ভ ); removal (সে হভ ); interruption, break (তালভ , িন াভ ); 
obstruction, an obstacle, a drawback ('এত ভ  ব েদশ'); discouragement (মেনাভ ); composition 
(কবরীভ ); a wave. ভ   দওয়া v. to take to flight, to beat a retreat, to flee or withdraw as defeated 
(রেণ বা িবতেক   ভ   দওয়া). ̃ লীন n. a kulin ( লীন) family or a member of it failing to observe the 
social (esp. matrimonial) restrictions enjoined on kulins. ̃পয়ার n. (pros.) a variety of payar (পয়ার) 
in which the second line of each of the four-line stanzas is merely the repetition of the first. ̃ বণ 
a. brittle, fragile; frail. ̃ বণতা n. brittleness. 

ভ া [ bhaṅgā ] n leaves and shoots of hemp, bhang. 

ভি , ভি মা [ bhaṅgi, bhaṅgimā ] n a fashion (চুল বাঁধার ভি ); a distinction of style (রচনাভি ); 
manner (কাজ করার ভি ); shape or form (গঠনভি ); a pose, a posture (নৃেত র ভি ); manner or attitude 
(তার কথার ভি িট আপি কর); elegance (  েষর ভি ); attitudinization (আর ভি  কিরস না); a wrinkle or fold 
or contraction ( ভি ). ভি  করা v. to attitudinize. 

ভি ল [ bhaṅgila ] a brittle, fragile; frail; having folds; produced by folding processes. 
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ভ ুর [ bhaṅgura ] a brittle, fragile; frail; transitory or mortal (ভ ুর জীবন). ̃তা n. brittleness, 
fragility; frailty; transitoriness, transience; mortality. 

ভজকট [ bhajakaṭa ] n a hitch; a trouble; a difficulty; a predicament. 

ভজন [ bhajana ] n glorification of a deity (esp. in devotional songs); worship, adoration; serving 
(রাজােক ভজন); (mus.) a kind of devotional song, a devotional hymn. ̃পূজন n. prayer and 
worship. ̃ভাজন n. (fig.) act of persuading by flattery, coaxing and cajoling. ভজনা n. worship, 
adoration; serving; flattery, adulation. ভজনা করা v. to worship, to adore; to serve; to flatter, to 
adulate. ভজনালয় n. a house of worship; a shrine; a temple, a synagogue, a church, a mosque. 

ভজা [ bhajā ] v same as ভজনা করা (see ভজন). ☐ a. worshipping, devoted to (কত  াভজা). ̃ না v. to cause 
to worship or adore or serve or to accept cordially or flatter or adulate; (chiefly dero.) to coax. 

ভ ন [ bhañjana ] n breaking or splitting; removal, dispelling. ☐ a. (used as a sfx.) breaking or 
splitting or removing or dispelling (িবপদভ ন হির). ভ ন করা v. to break, to split; to remove, to 
dispel. 

  ভ  [ bh◌়ṭbhaṭ ] int indicating: repeated noise of forceful bursting of bubbles or emission of 
air, gas etc. ভ ভিট n. (facet.) a motorscooter, an auto-scooter, a scooter, an auto-cycle; a boat 
driven by motor generator. 

ভ  [ bhaṭṭa ] n one of a class of heralds professionally singing or reciting family panegyrics; a 
panegyrist; a learned man, a scholar, a pundit; a teacher, a master. ̃পি  n. a village or locality 
inhabited by a large number of pundits. ভ াচায  n. a title of some Brahmans. ভ ারক n. a learned 
man, a scholar, a king, a prince; the sun. পরমভ ারক n. a title of honour applied to a king, His 
Majesty or Your Majesty. 

ভ  [ bhaḍ◌় ] n a kind of large freight boat with sails, a barge. 

ভ ং, ভ ক [ bhaḍ◌়, mbhaḍ◌়ka ] n ostentatious show or airs intended to parade one's importance 
or to keep up appearances; ostentatious show or airs. 

ভ কােনা [ bhaḍ◌়kānō ] v to beat a retreat or to halt on account of being scared; to be scared and 
confused (as of a witness); to stop by scaring, to scare away, to take fright; to scare and confuse. 
ভ কািন n. scaring; scaring away. 

ভ  ভ  [ bhaḍ◌় bhaḍ◌় ] int denoting: the noise of rapid emission of something loose; the noise 
of rapid effervescence. 
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ভিণত [ bhaṇita ] a said or told (by). ☐ n. saying or telling. ভিণতা n. the mention of the name of 
the author in the opening or concluding lines of a poem or other literary compositions; (sarcas.) a 
commencement of a narrative with great eclat. 

ভ ড [ bhanḍa ] a feigning, pretentious; dissimulating, dissembling; hypocritical; deceitful; 
sanctimonious. ☐ n. a pretender; a quack, a charlatan; a dessimulator, a dissembler; a hypocrite, 
an imposter; a deceiver; a cheat; a sanctimonious person. ̃তা, ̃  same as ভ ািম । ভ ন n. deception; 
cheating. ভ ােনা v. (chiefly poet.) to deceive, to cheat, to hood wink. ভ ািম n. pretension, feigning; 
charlatanism, quackery; dissembling; imposture, hypocrisy; deceit; sanctimony. 

ভ ুল [ bhaṇḍula ] a foiled, baffled; spoiled. ভ ুল করা v. to foil, to baffle; to spoil. 

ভদ  [ bhadanta ] n a term for addressing a venerable (Buddhist) ascetic. 

ভ  [ bhadra ] a polished or elegant in taste or demeanour; (rare) civilized; courteous; polite; 
well-behaved, mannerly; amiable; suave; belonging to polished or high society; gentle, 
auspicious, propitious, salutary; honest, chaste. ☐ n. weal; welfare; Shiva (িশব). ভ  আচরণ 
gentlemanly conduct; good manners. ̃কালী n. a manifestation of Goddess Durga ( গ া). ̃তা n. 
polished or elegant taste or demeanour; courtesy, politeness; amiability; suavity; gentility; 
auspiciousness, propitiousness, salutariness; honesty, chastity; formality. ভ তা করা v. to treat one 
courteously, to be formal with; to be suave. ভ তার অ েরােধ, ভ তার খািতের for courtesy's sake, for the 
sake of formalities. ভ তাচরণ n. courteous or polite deportment or conduct, courtesy. ভ তািব   a. 
discourteous, impolite, uncivil. ভ তামূলক a. pertaining to courtesy, formal. ̃মিহলা n. fem. a 
gentlewoman; a lady. ̃ লাক n. a gentleman; a courteous or amiable man; an honest man. ভ েলােকর 
এক কথা (fig.) a gentleman or an honest man is always true to his words or promise. ̃স ান n. one 
coming of a respectable family; a gentleman. ̃সমাজ n. society of cultured or decent people. ̃ হ a. 
(coll.) in the state of a gentlemen; gentlemanlike. ভ া a. fem. of ভ  (a.). ☐ n. (astr. & astrol.) the 
second, seventh or twelfth day of a lunar fortnight (these days are considered inauspicious. ভ  
প া v. (dial.) to be obstructed or hindered; to have an impediment or a hitch or a set-back. ভ াভ  
n. good and evil; respectable and disreputable. ভে  র n. a manifestation of Shiva (িশব). ভে ািচত a. 
gentlemanlike, gentlemanly; polite; courteous; gentle. 

ভ াসন [ bhadrāsana ] n homestead. 

ভনভন [ bhanabhana ] int indicating: a humming or buzzing sound (as of bees, flies etc.). ভনভন 
করা v. to hum; to buzz. ভনভনািন n. hum; buzzing noise. ভনভেন a. buzzing. 

ভনা [ bhanā ] v (poet.) to narrate. 

ভব [ bhaba ] n essence, existence, esse; birth, origination; attainment; the material or mundane 
world, the earth, the universe; God; Shiva (িশব); weal, welfare. ̃কারণ n. the Creator, the First 
Cause, God. ̃কারা n. the world conceived as a prison for created beings, the prison of earth. ̃ঘুের a. 
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(lit.) roving all over the world, leading a wandering life; vagabond. ☐ n. a vagabond. ̃ঘুেরিম n. 
vagabondism, vagabondage. ̃তারণ a. delivering from earthly life; giving salvation. ̃তািরণী a. fem. 
of ̃তারণ । ☐ n. Goddess Durga ( গ া). ̃ধব n. the Lord of the universe, God. ̃পার n. deliverance from 

the earthly life. ̃পারাবার same as ভবাণ  ব । ̃ব ন n. the bondage or bond of earthly life; earthly 
attachment (and also responsibilities). ̃ভয় n. the fears of mortal existence. ̃ভয়তারণ, ̃ভয়বারণ a. & n. 
(one) who delivers or protects from the evils of earthly life. ˜ভার n. the burden of the world (esp. 
as borne by God); the burden of earthly life (as borne by mortals). ̃লীলা n. one's activities upon the 
earth, activities of one's mortal life. ভাবলীলা সা  করা v. to die. ̃ লাক, ̃সংসার n. the world; earthly 
life. ̃সম ু, ̃সাগর, ̃িস  ুsame as ভবাণ  ব । ভেবর  খলা same as ভবলীলা । 

ভবদীয় [ bhabadīẏa ] a your, yours. 

ভবন1 [ bhabana1 ] n act of becoming, act of being reduced to (ঘনীভবন = condensation; বা ীভবন = 
evaporation). 

ভবন2 [ bhabana2 ] n a dwelling-house, a residence; a home; a house; a mansion. ̃িশখী n. a 
domesticated pea-fowl. 

ভবানী [ bhabānī ] n Goddess Durga ( গ া) the wife of Bhaba (ভব). 

ভবাণ ব [ bhabārṇaba ] n the world conceived as an ocean, the ocean of the world. 

ভিবতব  [ bhabitabya ] a inevitable. ☐ n. the inevitable; (loos.) destiny. ̃তা n. inevitability; (loos.) 
destiny. 

ভিব ু [ bhabiṣṇu ] a sure to happen or crop up or be born. 

ভিব  [ bhabiṣya ] a future; posterior. ̃িনিধ n. Provident Fund. ̃পুরাণ n. one of the eighteen puranas 
(পুরাণ). ̃সূচনা n. presage. 

ভিব   [ bhabiṣyat ] a future; posterior; later. ☐ n. the future; futurity; (loos.) destiny; 
consequence (এর ভিব   হল িবে দ); future condition (তার ভিব   খারাপ); promise of future 
prosperity (ভিব    খায়ােনা). ̃কাল) (gr.) the future tense. ভিব েত adv. in future. ভিব    া n. a person 
having the faculty to see into the future, a seer, a prophet. 

ভিব   া [ bhabiṣyadbaktā ] n a predictor; a sooth-sayer; a prophet. 

ভিব  াক , ভিব  াণী [ bhabiṣyadbākya, bhabiṣyadbāṇī ] n a prediction; a prophecy. ভিব  াণী করা 
to predict; to prophesy. 
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ভবী [ bhabī ] n (ori. fem. but now also masc.) a pertinacious person. ভবী  ভালবার নয় (fig.) a 
pertinacious person will not give up his or her pursuit. 

ভেবশ [ bhabēśa ] n Lord Shiva; God Shiva. 

ভব  [ bhabya ] a well-behaved, mannerly; gentle, quiet; polite, courteous; polished in taste or 
manners; honest; benefactory; auspicious; that which is to happen. ̃তা n. good behaviour; 
gentleness, quietness; politeness, courtesy; polished taste or manners; honesty; benefaction; 
auspiciousness; a sure contingency; necessity or certainty. ভব া fem. of ভব  । ভিব যু  a. (dial.) 
well-behaved; gentle, quiet, (sarcas.) genteel. 

ভয় [ bhaẏa ] n fear, dread, awe, terror; fright, consternation, dismay; horror; alarm, 
apprehension; panic; threat. ভয় করা v. to fear; to be afraid of. ভয় খাওয়া v. to be frightened, to get or 
have a fright; to fear. ভয় খাওয়ােনা v. to frighten, to give a fright. ভয়  দখােনা v. to threaten, to 
frighten, to hold out threats. ভয় পাওয়া same as ভয় খাওয়া, ভয় পাওয়ােনা, ভয় পাইেয়  দওয়া same as ভয় 
খাওয়ােনা । ভয় ভাঙা v. to be freed from fear; to free from fear, to dispel fear. ভয় হওয়া v. to be 
stricken with fear. ভেয় জ স  হওয়া v. to crouch in fear; to be numbed or stupefied with fright. ভয়-
ভেয় adv. timidly, timorously, fearfully. ভয়ংকর a. awful, terrific, fearful, terrible, dreadful, 
frightful; horrible; severe (ভয়ংকর  রাদ); monstrous (ভয়ংকর মূিত ); fierce (ভয়ংকর য ু); tremendous 
(ভয়ংকর  লাভ) fem. a. ভয়ংকরী । ̃কাতর, ̃কাতুের a. panicky; timid. ̃তরােস a. (dial.) panicky; timid. ̃ াতা a. 
& n. one who delivers from fear. ˜দ, ̃ দ a. awe-inspiring, frightening, terrific, dreadful, fearful. 
fem. ̃দা, ̃ দা । ̃ দশ  ন n. act of threatening. ভয় দশ  ন করা v. to threaten. ̃ া  a. alarmed; 
frightened. ̃িব ল a. terror-stricken, panic-stricken, over whelmed or bewildered with fear. ̃হীন a. 
fearless, dauntless, intrepid. 

ভয়ািভভূত [ bhaẏābhibhūta ] a overwhelmed with fear. 

ভয়াত  [ bhaẏārta ] a stricken with fear, frightened; terror-stricken. 

ভর2 [ bhara2 ] n weight, pressure (ভর সওয়া); dependence or reliance (ভােগ র উপর ভর); impulse of 
some emotion (  াভের); a support or prop (লািঠর ভর); domination or possession or in fluence 
( পতিনর ভর, সর তীর ভর); (phys.) mass. ☐ a. whole, entire (ভররাত); full, fully stuffed, replete 
(ভরেপট); measuring, amounting to ( পায়াভর). ভর হওয়া v. to be possessed.   াভের adv. respectfully. 
সাহসভের adv. boldly. 

ভরেক  [ bharakēndra ] n (geom.) a centroid. 

ভরণ [ bharaṇa ] n filling or stuffing; supporting or maintaining, feeding; a salary, wages. ̃ পাষণ n. 
feeding and clothing and sheltering, maintaining or supporting. ভরণেপাষণ করা v. to provide with 
food and clothing and shelter, to maintain or support. ̃ পাষেণর উপায় n. means of maintaining, 
subsistence. 
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ভরণী [ bharaṇī ] n the second of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy. 

ভরত, ভরতপািখ [ bharata, bharatapākhi ] n the skylark. 

ভরিত [ bharati ] a filled, stuffed, replete, full; admitted into (কেলেজ ভরিত). ☐ n. filling, repletion; 
admission. ভরিত করা v. to fill, to stuff, to replete; to admit (into). 

ভর পুর [ bharadupura ] n far into the midday. 

ভর াজ [ bharadbāja ] n the skylark. 

ভরন [ bharana ] n an inferior metal obtained from an alloy of coper, zinc and tin. 

ভরপুর [ bharapura ] a completely filled or saturated (with) (আনে  বা গে  ভরপুর). ☐ adv. to the full 
(ভরপুর খাওয়া). 

ভরেপট [ bharapēṭa ] a capable of filling the belly thoroughly (ভরেপট খাবার). ☐ adv. to one's 
bellyful (ভরেপট খাওয়া). 

ভরেবগ [ bharabēga ] n (mech.) momentum. 

ভরস  া [ bharasandhyā ] n full evening; advanced evening; far into the evening. 

ভরসা [ bharasā ] n reliance, confidence, trust; faith; a prop, support; a shelter, a refuge; hope, 
expectation; strength or dependence ( কান ভরসার চাকির ছা েল). ভরসা করা v. to rely on; to hope, to 
expect; to depend on. ভরসা থাকা v. to have reliance on or confidence; to have a hope, to have 
expectation. ভরসা  দওয়া v. to promise support or help; to encourage; to assure. 

ভরা [ bharā ] v to fill; to stuff; to pack in; to enclose (খােম িচিঠ ভরা); to load (জাহােজ মাল ভরা); to 
charge (with) (ব েক  িল ভরা); to be filled or stuffed (with), to be replete (with) (বৃি র জেল পু র ভরা); 
to diffuse or be diffused ('ব থায় ভুবন ভিরেছ'); (fig.) to be thoroughly pleased or satisfied (গান  েন মন 
ভরল). ☐ n. a (fully) loaded boat or vessel. ☐ a. filled; stuffed; full, replete; charged; loaded; 
brimming (ভরা নদী, ভরা  পয়ালা); mature, full (ভরা  যৗবন); advanced (ভরা সাঝঁ); (fig.) pensive, 
thoughtful (বেস আিছ ভরা মেন). ̃ট n. act of filling up completely; earthwork in filling. ☐ a. 
thoroughly filled up. ̃ডুিব n. sinking of a (fully) loaded boat or vessel; (fig.) utter ruin. ̃ না v. to 
cause to fill or stuff or pack in or enclose or load or charge with or diffuse or fill up completely 
or (fig.) satisfy thoroughly. ̃ভরিত a. full to the brim, filled to the brim. 

ভির [ bhari ] n a unit of weight equal to 18 grains or a little over 11 grams. 

ভেরা ভেরা [ bharō bharō ] a about to be filled up; nearly filled to the brim. 
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ভজ ন [ bharjana ] n frying in oil, fat etc. 

ভিজ ত [ bharjita ] a fried in oil, fat etc. 

ভ   সক [ bhart saka ] a. & n one who rebukes or reproaches or censures. 

ভ   সনা [ bhart sanā ] n scolding, rebuke; reproach; reprimand; censure. ভ   সনা করা v. to chide, to 
scold, to rebuke; to reproach; to reprimand; to censure. ভ   সনীয় a. blamable, censurable, 
condemnable; reprehensible. 

ভ   িসত [ bhart sita ] a scolded, rebuked; reproached; reprimanded; censured. fem. ভ   িসতা । 

ভত া [ bhartā ] n a husband; a king; an overlord; a master; an employer; one responsible for 
maintenance, a maintainer. 

ভতৃ দারক [ bhartṛdāraka ] n a son of a king, a prince. fem. ভত  ৃদািরকা a princess. 

ভ  ী [ bhartrī ] n. fem a wife; a queen; a mistress; a female maintainer. 

ভ  [ bhalla ] n a spear-like missile, a spear, a lance. 

ভ াত, ভ াতক [ bhallāta, bhallātaka ] n a kind of nut-bearing plant or its nut, the gall-nut (?), the 
anacardium (?). 

ভ ুক [ bhalluka ] n the bear. fem. ভ ুকী । 

ভসকা, ভ া [ bhasakā, bhaskā ] a not sticking together, loose; watery; tasteless. 

ভসভস [ bhasabhasa ] int expressing: noise of repeated emission of air. 

ভ া [ bhastrā ] n a blacksmith's bellows; a large leathern bag for carrying water. 

ভ  [ bhasma ] n ash, ashes; cinder; calx; remains of human body when burnt, ashes. ভ  করা v. to 
reduce or burn to ashes; to calcine. ̃সা  a. reduced or burnt to ashes. ̃ ূপ n. an ash-heap. ভ া  , 
ভ া ািদত same as ভ াবৃত । ভ াধার n. a vase for holding ashes of the dead, an urn; an ash-bucket, 
an ash-can; an ash tray. ভ াবেশষ n. remains of anything burnt; remains of the human body when 
burnt; ashes. ভ াবৃত a. covered or smeared with ashes; (fig.) concealed or disguised (ভ াবৃত  প). 
ভ ীকরণ n. reducing or burning to ashes; calcination. ভ ীকৃত, ভ ীভূত a. reduced or burnt to ashes; 
calcined; (fig.) utterly destroyed. 
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ভা [ bhā ] n glow, radiance, shine, lustre; light; a beam, a ray. 

ভাই [ bhāi ] n a brother; a cousin-brother, a cousin; (chiefly voc.) a grandson or grand-nephew, a 
friend; (voc.) a gentleman (সের দা ঁান ভাই). ভাইিঝ n. a brother's daughter, a niece. ভাইিঝ-জামাই n. a 
niece's husband. ̃ি তীয়া same as ̃ ফাঁটা । ̃ পা n. a brother's son, a nephew. ̃ ফাঁটা n. the ceremony of 
 াতৃি তীয়া (see  াতৃ). ̃ব ু, ̃ বরাদর n. kinsfolk and friends, one's own people. 

ভাউিলয়া, ভাউেল [ bhāuliẏā, bhāulē ] n a house-boat. 

ভাও [ bhāō ] n geneal condition or tendency, trend; price; rate. 

ভাং [ bhā ] n leaves and shoots of hemp, bhang. 

ভাংিচ [ bhāñci ] n secret dissuasion; act of alienating someone secretly; intrigue that induces one 
to break away from or to be estranged from. ভাংিচ  দওয়া v. to dissuade or to alienate by secret 
intrigue; to cause a split. 

ভাংটা [ bhāṇṭā ] n (dial.) small coins, change. 

ভাঁওতা [ bhām ̐ōtā ] n a hoax; a bluff; deception. ভাঁওতা  দওয়া v. to hoax; to bluff; to deceive. ̃বাজ n. 
a hoaxer; a bluffer; a deceiver. ̃বািজ n. hoaxing; bluffing; deceiving. 

ভাঁজ [ bhān ̐ja ] n a fold; a crease (জামার ভাঁজ); a plait (িসঁিথর ভাঁজ). ভাঁজ করা v. to fold; to crease; to 
plait. ভাঁজ হওয়া v. to fold. -̃করা a. folded. ̃হীন a. foldless. without a fold. 

ভাঁজা [ bhān ̐jā ] v to fold, to plait; (mus.) to hum or utter esp. to practise ( র ভাঁজা); to move or 
brandish or wave (ম ুর ভাঁজা); to exercise with (ডাে ল ভাঁজা); to shuffle (as playing cards); (usu. 
dero.) to excogitate, to devise, to scheme (ফি  ভাঁজা). 

ভাঁটা1 [ bhān ̐ṭā1 ] n a discus, a quoit. 

ভাঁটুই [ bhān ̐ṭui ] n burdock. 

ভাঁ 1 [ bhān ̐ḍ◌়1 ] n a small earthen pot. 

ভাঁ 2 [ bhān ̐ḍ◌়2 ] n a case for containing barber's implements. 

ভাঁ 3 [ bhān ̐ḍ◌়3 ] n a court-jester, a fool; a buffoon; a clown; a droll; a witty person, a wit. 
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ভাঁ 4 [ bhān ̐ḍ◌়4 ] n a store, a storeroom, a store house. ভাঁে  ভবানী utter emptiness in store, a 
completely exhausted store; (fig.) utter indigence. 

ভাঁ ােনা [ bhān ̐ḍ◌়ānō ] v to deceive, to hoodwink, to bamboozle; to assume a false name, 
appellation etc. suppressing what is true or authentic (নাম ভা ঁােনা, পিরচয় ভাঁ ােনা). 

ভাঁ াভাঁি  [ bhān ̐ḍ◌়ābhān ̐ḍ◌়i ] n repeated or mutual deception. 

ভাঁ ািম, ভাঁ ােমা [ bhān ̐ḍ◌়āmi, bhān ̐ḍ◌়āmō ] n jesting, foolery, waggery; buffoonery; clownery; 
drollery; witticism. 

-ভাক [ -bhāka ] a (used as a sfx.) sharing. 

ভা  [ bhākta ] a minor, secondary, unimportant; simulating, hypocritical (ভা   ব ব); false (ভা  

কথা). 

ভাগ2 [ bhāga2 ] n sharing out, apportionment; partition ( দশ ভাগ); (esp. in math.) divi sion; a 
piece, a fragment (শতভােগ পিরণত); a share, a portion (স ি েত আমার ভাগ); a division of time (িদবাভাগ); 
a region, a part (িন ভাগ). ভাগ করা v. to share out, to apportion; to partition; (esp. in math.) to 
divide. ভাগ  দওয়া v. to give a share or portion; to allow to participate in (কােজর ভাগ  দওয়া); (in 
math.) to divide. ভাগ  নওয়া v. to take a share, to share; to participate in. ভাগ পাওয়া v. to get a share; 
to be allowed to participate in. ভােগর মা গ া পায় না (fig.) no work can be well executed if the 
workers do not work jointly; what belongs to all belongs to none. ̃চািষ n. a share-cropper. ̃ ধয় a. 
entitled to a share (esp. as an heir or in heritor). ☐ n. a share; revenue; fortune, fate. ̃ফল n. 
(math.) a quotient. ̃বােটায়ারা n. sharing out, apportionment. ̃ শষ n. (math.) the remainder (in a sum 
of division). ̃হর a. taking a share, sharing. ̃হার n. sharing, act of taking a share; (math.) a method 
of division. 

ভাগবত [ bhāgabata ] a relating to God; divine; reverencing God, God-fearing, devoted to Vishnu 
(িব )ু (often affixed to the names of saintly or reverend persons). ☐ n. one of the Puranas (পুরাণ). 

ভাগা1 [ bhāgā1 ] n one of the equal parts of a thing, a lot মােছর ভাগা. 

ভাগা2 [ bhāgā2 ] v to flee, to take to one's heels, to slip away. 

ভাগা  [ bhāgāḍ◌় ] n a waste land for depositing dead bodies of animals; a carrion-depot. 

ভাগােনা [ bhāgānō ] v to put to flight, to drive away, to chase away. 

ভাগাভািগ [ bhāgābhāgi ] n mutuality; reciprocity; swapping; sharing out; apportionment or 
partition or allotment amongst partners. 

Bangla Torrents Releaser Group
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ভািগেনয় [ bhāginēẏa ] n (of a man) a sister's son; (of a woman) a son of one's husband's sister, a 
nephew. fem. ভািগেনয়ী a niece. 

ভাগী1 [ bhāgī1 ] a (poet.) fortunate. ☐ n. (poet.) fortune. 

ভাগী2 [ bhāgī2 ] a receiving (upon oneself), a sharer, partaking of, participating in. 

ভাগী3 [ bhāgī3 ] a sharing, entitled to or enjoying a share (of) (স ি র ভাগী). ☐ n. a sharer, a 
shareholder. 

ভাগীদার [ bhāgīdāra ] n a sharer, a shareholder. 

ভাগীরথী [ bhāgīrathī ] n a name of the Ganges; a tributary of the Ganges. 

ভাগ  [ bhāgya ] n fate, fortune, luck, destiny; chance; good fortune, good luck. ̃ েম adv. 
fortunately, luckily; by chance. ̃গণনা n. fortune-telling. ভাগ গণনা করা v. to foretell or tell one's 
fortune. ̃গণনাকারী n. a fortune-teller, an astrologer. ̃ েণ adv. by dint of one's good fortune; (often 
ironically) as one's fate would have it; because of one's ill fate. ̃চ  n. the wheel of fortune; ever 
changeful fortune. ̃ দবতা n. the god or goddess of fortune or destiny, Destiny, (cp.) the Fates. 
fem. ̃ দবী । ̃ দােষ adv. through bad luck, unfortunately, as ill-luck would have it. ̃িনয় া same as ̃িবধাতা 
। ̃পরী া n. a trial of luck. ভাগ  পরী া করা v. to try one's luck. ̃পু ষ same as ̃িবধাতা । ̃ফল n. one's 

destiny; astrological reading of one's fortune. ̃বতী fem. of ̃বান । ̃ব  same as ̃বান । ̃বল n. strength of 
one's good fortune; fortune's favour. ̃বাদী n. a fatalist. ̃বান a. fortunate, lucky. ̃িব  না n. bad or ill 
luck; misfortune; reverses of fate. ̃িবধাতা n. the divine ordainer of fortune or destiny, Destiny. 
fem. ̃িবধা ী । ̃িবপয য় n. reverses of fortune; reversal of fortune; misfortune. ̃ম  same as ̃বান 
। ̃িলখন, ̃িলিপ n. one's foreordained fortune (esp. as supposed to have been written on one's forehead 

by the god of destiny). ̃হীন a. unfortunate, luckless, ill-fated, unlucky. fem. ̃হীনা । ভািগ  n. dial. 

corrup. of ভাগ  । ☐ int. expressing: it is fortunate that, luckily (ভািগ  তুিম এেল). ভািগ স int. same as 
ভািগ  (int.). ভােগ াদয় n. dawning of one's good fortune. 

ভাঙচুর [ bhāṅacura ] n breakage; rampage. 

ভাঙ  [ bhāṅaḍ◌় ] n a bhang-addict, Shiva িশব. 

ভাঙন1 [ bhāṅana1 ] n a species of flat fish, (cp.) the salmon. 

ভাঙন2 [ bhāṅana2 ] n breaking, act of breaking up; act of coming off (নদীর পাে র ভাঙন); act of 
bringing down banks (নদীেত ভাঙন); disunion, breach, rift (সংসাের ভাঙন); disintegration (দেল ভাঙন); 
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deterioration (ব ুে  ভাঙন); beginning of downfall (জিমদািরেত ভাঙন). ভাঙন ধরা v. to begin to come off 
or crumble down; to begin to bring down banks; to start disintegrating or cracking or disuniting. 

ভাঙা [ bhāṅā ] v to break or be broken, to split or be split; to fracture or be fractured; to grind 
(পাথর ভাঙা, গম ভাঙা); to pull down or come off, to demolish or to crumble down, to erode (বাি  ভাঙা, 
 ল ভাঙা); to open (প ােকট ভাঙা); to impair, to deteriorate ( া   ভাঙা); to debase or be debased ( ল 
ভাঙা); to spoil or be spoiled; to weaken or be weakened, to discourage or be discouraged (মন ভাঙা); 
to remove or be removed, to dispel or be dispelled (মান ভাঙা, ভয় ভাঙা); to dissolve or be dissolved, 
to disband ( স বািহনী ভাঙা); to disintegrate or be disintegrated (দল ভাঙা); to break off negotiations 
etc. (স   ভাঙা); to sever or be severed; to estrange or be estranged (ব ু  ভাঙা); to sow dissension or 
disunion (ঘর ভাঙা); to disclose or divulge ( স কথাটা ভােঙিন); to elaborate ( ভেঙ বলা); to make or 
become hoarse (গলা ভাঙা); to walk, to traverse (পথ ভাঙা); to wade through (জল ভাঙা, জলা ভাঙা). ☐ a. 
broken, split; (fractured; ground; pulled down, demolished or impaired; deteriorated; debased; 
weak ened, discouraged; dissolved; disinte grated; broken up; severed, estranged; rent with 
disunion; breached, hoarsened. ভাঙা কপাল ill-fate, bad luck. ভাঙা কপাল  জা া লাগা (fig.) to thrive 
again after a downfall; to retrieve one's fortunes.  ভেঙ বলা v. to say in detail. ̃ চারা a. broken and 
unserviceable (ভাঙােচারা বাসন); dilapidated (ভাঙােচারা বাি ). ̃িন n. small coins, change; act of 
prejudicing (one) secretly against (কানভাঙািন). ☐ a. fem. given to intrigues, sowing dissension 
(ঘরভাঙািন বউ); prejudicing (one) secretly against (মনভাঙািন কথা). a. masc. ভাঙােন । ̃ না v. to cause to 
break or split or grind or pull down or open or debase or spoil or weaken or discourage or 
remove or dispel or disintegrate or break up or sever or estrange or produce breach, dissension 
etc. or walk or traverse or wade through; to change (as a coin or currency note); to cash (as a 
cheque). ভাঙা-ভাঙা a. almost broken; scattered or rent here and there (ভাঙা ভাঙা  মঘ); broken (ভাঙা-
ভাঙা িহি ); half-articulate, babbling (ভাঙা-ভাঙা  বাল). ভাঙাভািঙ n. disruption, dissension; 
disintegration; prejudicing against; discour agement; repeated breaking or split. 

ভািচ  [ bhācitra ] n a photograph. ̃কর n. a photographer, a photoman. 

ভাজ [ bhāja ] n a brother's wife, a sister-in-law. 

ভাজক [ bhājaka ] a dividing. ☐ n. a divisor. 

ভাজন1 [ bhājana1 ] n a receptacle (  হভাজন). 

ভাজন2 [ bhājana2 ] n dividing, division; frying. 

ভাজনা [ bhājanā ] a used in frying. ̃ খালা n. a frying vessel (usu. a concave one); a frying pan). 

ভাজা [ bhājā ] v to fry; to roast; to parch; to scorch. ☐ a. fried; roasted; parched; scorched. ☐ n. 
a dish of anything fried. ̃ না v. to cause to fry or roast or parch or scorch. ভাজা-ভাজা a. almost fried, 
(fig.) extremely irritated or chafed. ̃ভুিজ n. pl. fried snacks. 
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ভািজত [ bhājita ] a (esp. in math.) divided; apportioned; partitioned. 

ভাজ  [ bhājya ] a dividable, divisible. ☐ n. (math.) a dividend. 

ভাট [ bhāṭa ] n one of a class of heralds versed in genealogies; a professional singer of eulogies. 

ভাটক [ bhāṭaka ] n rent; hire; charges, fare, freight, wages; cost. 

ভাটা, ভািট1 [ bhāṭā, bhāṭi1 ] n ebb, ebb-tide; the ebbward direction of a stream; downstream 
direction; downward direction; (fig.) decline. ভাটা প া বা লাগা v. to begin to ebb; to ebb; (fig.) to 
begin to decline, to decline. 

ভািট2 [ bhāṭi2 ] n a kiln (for burning bricks etc.); a washerman's trough for boiling dirty clothes; a 
still; a vat; a distillery. ̃খানা n. a distillery; a liquor-shop. 

ভািটয়ািল [ bhāṭiẏāli ] n an Indian musical mode ori. sung by boatmen. ভািটয়ালী গান a song sung in 
the aforesaid mode, (cp.) a boat-song. 

ভা া [ bhāḍ◌়ā ] n rent; hire (গাি ভা া); charges, fare; freight ( রলভা া); wages ( িলভা া). ☐ a. 
rented; hired; hackney (ভা া গাি ). ভা া করা v. to rent (বাি  ভা া করা); to hire (গাি  ভা া করা); to book 
(িথেয়টােরর িসট ভা া করা). ভা া খাটা v. to be let out for hire. ভা া  দওয়া v. to let out for a rent, to rent; to 
put out to hire, to hire; to pay rent, hire, charges, fare, freight or wages. ভা া পাওয়া v. to obtain the 
use or service of by paying rent, hire, charges, fare, freight or wages. ভা া  নওয়া same as ভা া করা 
। ভা ািটয়া, (coll.) ভা ােট a. rented or tenanted; let out for hire; hackney; hired; mercenary (ভা ােট 
  ডা). ☐ n. a tenant of a rented house; a hireling. ভা ােট গাি  a hackney carriage, a hackney-coach. 
ভা ােট  স  n. hired soldier; mercenary. ভা ােট বাি  n. a rented house. 

ভা  [ bhāṇḍa ] n a vessel, a receptacle; a pot; a small earthen pot; a pitcher; a jar; a chest, a box, 
a case; capital money, capital; stock. 

ভা ার [ bhāṇḍāra ] n a store, a storehouse, a store room; a treasury; a fund; a granary; a garner; a 
coffer. ̃-করিণক n. a store clerk. ভা াের রাখা, ভা া জাত করা v. to store; to garner. ভা ার পূণ   করা v. to fill 
one's coffer. ̃সহায়ক n. a depot assis tant. ভা ারী n. a storekeeper; a treasurer. 

ভাত [ bhāta ] n boiled rice; the Hindu sacrament of letting a child eat rice for the first time (also 
মুেখ ভাত). ̃-কাপ  n. food and clothing; (loos.) maintenance. ভাত ছ ােল কােকর অভাব হয় না (fig.) be 
liberal with your purse and they will be liberal with support and flattery. ভাত বা া v. to serve rice. 

ভাতা [ bhātā ] n (ori.) ration-money; money paid in addition to salary, an allowance. 

ভাতার [ bhātāra ] n (sl.) a husband. ̃পুত n. (sl.) husband and son. 
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ভািত [ bhāti ] n lustre, radiance; glow. 

ভাতুি  [ bhātuḍ◌়i ] n slough. 

ভাতুি য়া, ভাতুে  [ bhātuḍ◌়iẏā, bhātuḍ◌়ē ] a dependant on others for maintenance. 

ভাতুয়া [ bhātuẏā ] a subsisting chiefly on rice, rice eating; (fig.) feeble, cowardly. 

ভােত [ bhātē ] a boiled along with rice (আলু ভােত); cooked by keeping in the heat of boiled rice 
(মাছ ভােত). ☐ n. any article of food thus boiled (ভােতভাত = such articles of food and boiled rice). 

ভা ের, ভা ুের [ bhādurē, bhāddurē ] a of the month of Bhadra (ভা ). 

ভা , ভা পদ [ bhādra, bhādrapada ] n the fifth month of the Bengali calendar (from the middle of 
August to the middle of September). 

ভা বধ ূ[ bhādrabadhū ] n a brother's (usu. a younger brother's) wife, a sister-in-law. 

ভান1 [ bhāna1 ] n glow, radiance; lustre; beauty; notion; knowledge. 

ভান2 [ bhāna2 ] n a pretence, a pretext; feigning, dissimulation. 

ভানা [ bhānā ] v to husk (as rice); to grind, to mill (as corn, wheat etc.) ̃ না v. to cause to husk or 
grind or mill. ধান-ভানা কল a husking machine; a rice-mill. 

ভা  [ bhānu ] n the sun; a ray, a beam; grace, beauty. ̃মতী a. fem. graceful, beautiful. ☐ n. fem. 
(myth.) a celebrated female juggler. ভা মতীর  খলা বা  খল amazing jugglery or magic; jugglery, 
magic. 

ভাপ, ভাপরা [ bhāpa, bhāparā ] n steam; vapour; heat; fo mentation; vapour-bath. ভাপ বা ভাপরা 
 দওয়া v. to foment; to treat with or apply a vapour-bath. 

ভাপসা [ bhāpasā ] a sultry (ভাপসা আবহাওয়া); musty (ভাপসা গ ). ̃ না v. to become sultry; to swelter; to 
give out a musty odour. 

ভাপা, ভাপােনা [ bhāpā, bhāpānō ] a manufactured or cooked by application of vapour (ভাপােনা দই, 
ভাপােনা মাংস). 

ভাব [ bhāba ] n birth, origination; existence, presence, essence, esse; shape (নবভােব  কাশ); 
intention; state, condition (িম ভাব, তী ভাব); mental state, mood (ভাবা র); nature (তার ভাবখানা ওই); 
love, attachment, friendship, amity ( জেনর  বজায় ভাব); acquaintance (তার সে  অেনক  লােকর ভাব); 
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manner, mode (এভােব চলেব); inner significance, implication, an idea (কিবতার ভাব); an abstract idea 
or thought, imagination (ভাবেলাক); meditation, cogitation (ভাবম ); reverie, ecstasy (ঠা র ভােব 
িবেভার); emotion, an outburst of emotion (ভােবা ীপন); (amongst children) amity, peace (আি -ভাব). 
ভাব করা v. to establish friendship with; to make friends with; to make acquaintance with; 
(amongst children) to be on amicable terms with, to make peace with. ভাব জাগা, ভাব লাগা v. to be 
affected with an emotion or idea; to be under the spell of a reverie or ecstasy. ভাব হওয়া v. to 
become friendly with; to be acquainted with; (amongst children) to be at peace with. ̃গত a. 
relating to inner significance or to the underlying idea; ideological; abstract. ̃গিতক n. intention and 
activities; attitude and bearing; manner, mode. ̃গ ীর a. full of weighty or solemn ideas; inspiring 
solemn ideas; grave and thoughtful. ̃গভ  a. impregnated with (deep) thoughts, thoughtful; having a 
deep meaning or significance; pregnant with ideas, imaginative. ̃ াহী a. capable of grasping the 
inner significance or the under lying idea; appreciative; capable of reading the inmost thoughts; 
omniscient. ̃জগ  n. the world of imagination. ̃তর  n. a thought-wave. ̃ধারা n. a trend of thought, a 
line of thinking. ̃পূণ   same as ̃গভ   । ̃ বণ a. emotional; sentimental; maudlin. ̃ বণতা n. emotionalism; 
sentimentalism, sentimentality; maudlinism. ̃বাচক a. (chiefly in gr.) abstract (ভাববাচক িবেশ  = an 
abstract noun). ̃বাচ  n. (gr.) the impersonal voice. ̃বাদ n. idealism. ̃বাদী a. idealistic; idealist. ☐ n. 
an idealist. ̃িবলাসী a. given to abstract speculation, visionary, idealistic. ̃িব ল a. over whelmed with 
emotion or ecstasy. ̃ব  ক a. signifying a thought. ̃ভি  same as ̃গিতক । ̃মূিত  n. an image; (loos.) the 
image of something; an ideated or ideal or imaginary shape or form or concept; a symbol of 
personification of an idea. ̃ লশহীন a. utterly blank or expressionless. ̃ ি  n. purity of idea or 
thought. ̃শূ , ̃হীন a. blank, expressionless. ̃সূচক same as ̃ব  ক । 

ভাবন [ bhābana ] n thinking, cogitation; meditation; invention; production; creation; a creator. 

ভাবনা [ bhābanā ] n thought; cogitation; reflection, contemplation; worry, anxiety; repeated 
pulverization and purification or rectification of medicines etc.; saturation; infusion. ভাবনা করা, 
ভাবনায় প া v. to worry, to be worried. 

ভাবা [ bhābā ] v to think, to cogitate; to contem plate, to reflect; to conceive, to imagine; to 
consider, to judge; to re gard, to take (one) for; to intend or resolve (কী  ভেব প া ছা েল); to 
contrive, to devise (উপায় ভাবা); to suppose or guess (বৃি  হেব ভাবছ ?); to worry (for) ( রাগা  ছেলর জ  
ভাবা).  ভেবিচে  upon careful consideration. 

ভাবা ক [ bhābātmaka ] a impregnated with ideas or thoughts; imaginative, abstract; full of 
significance. 

ভাবা গ [ bhābānuga ] a natural, following the dictates of one's nature or thought. 

ভাবা ষ  [ bhābānuṣaṅga ] n association of ideas. 
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ভাবােনা [ bhābānō ] v to cause to think or worry; to worry (ওেক আর ভািবেয়া না); to cause anxiety 
(এই ব াপারটাই তােক ভাবাে ). 

ভাবা র [ bhābāntara ] n another state of mind or mood; change of mental state or mood. 

ভাবাি ত [ bhābānbita ] a worried, anxious. 

ভাবািব  [ bhābābiṣṭa ] a lost in ecstasy or reverie or thought; overwhelmed with emotion. 

ভাবােবশ [ bhābābēśa ] n absorption in ecstasy or reverie or thought; the state of being over 
whelmed with emotion; excitation of an idea or emotion. 

ভাবাথ   [ bhābārtha ] n inner significance; purport, gist, substance. 

ভািবত [ bhābita ] a conceived, thought of, contemplated; worried; purified, rectified, saturated; 
infused. 

ভািবনী [ bhābinī ] n a charming woman who is the embodiment of an idea or concept ('ভােবর 
ভািবনী রাধা'); (dero. or facet.) an emotional or wanton woman; a woman. 

ভাবী [ bhābī ] a future (ভাবী কাল, ভাবী ঘটনা); would-be (ভাবী রাজা). ̃কাল n. the future. 

ভাবুক [ bhābuka ] a capable of or given to thinking or imagining, thoughtful or imaginative; 
capable of appreciation, appreciative; capable of forming original concepts, conceptive. ̃তা n. 
thoughtfulness; contemplativeness; imaginativeness; appreciativeness. 

ভােবা় াস [ bhābō◌়cchbāsa ] n an outburst of emotion or thought or ecstasy. 

ভােবাদয় [ bhābōdaẏa ] a dawning of a thought or idea (in one's mind), birth of an idea; 
inspiration; setting in of an emotion. 

ভােবা ীপক [ bhābōddīpaka ] a thought-inspiring, thought provoking; awakening ideas or 
emotions. 

ভােবা ীপন [ bhābōddīpana ] n awakening of a thought or an idea or an emotion. 

ভােবাে ক [ bhābōdrēka ] n awakening of an emotion or an idea or a thought. 

ভােবা   [ bhābōnmatta ] a beside oneself with emotion or ecstasy or reverie or with an idea. 
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ভােবা াদ [ bhābōnmāda ] n the state of being beside one self with emotion or ecstasy or reverie 
or with an idea. 

ভাব  [ bhābya ] a thinkable, ponderable; considerable; that which will happen; inevitable. 

ভাম [ bhāma ] n the civet-cat. 

ভািমনী [ bhāminī ] n a peevish woman, a shrew; a woman. 

ভায় [ bhāẏa ] v (poet.) to shine; (poet.) to exist or be present gracefully; to appear to be pleasing 
or likable. 

ভায়রা, ভায়রাভাই [ bhāẏarā, bhāẏarābhāi ] n the husband of one's wife's sister, a brother-in-law. 

ভায়া [ bhāẏā ] n (in familiar addressing) a brother, a friend, a comrade. 

ভার [ bhāra ] n gravity, heaviness, weight; load, burden, pressure (ঋণভার); responsibility, 
encumbrance (সংসারভার) charge, trust (কম  ভার); collection, a heap, clump ( কশভার); a bamboo pole 
borne on one'e shoulders for carrying loads hanging from its either extremities (ভাের-ভাের দই); a 
weight put on a scalepan to bring it into equipoise with the other scalepan. ☐ a. heavy, weighty, 
burdensome, unbearable, intolerable, burdensome, unbearable, intolerably miserable (জীবন ভার 
হওয়া); difficult ( দখা পাওয়া ভার); indisposed, feeling sick ( দহ ভার  ঠকা); affected with huff, sulky 
(মন ভার). ভার করা v. to darken with huff or to sulk (মুখ ভার করা); to become indisposed or sick. ভার 
চাপােনা, ভার  দওয়া v. to load: to burden; to put a weight (as on a scalepan); to encumber; to entrust 
(one) with the charge of. ভার  নওয়া v. to carry burden or weight; to be loaded; to undertake a 
charge. ভার বওয়া v. to carry burden or weight; to shoul der a charge. ̃ ক  n. (mech.) the centre of 
gravity. ̃   a. burdened, encumbered. ̃বাহ, ̃বাহক, ̃বাহী a. carrying load or weight. ভারবাহী  ঘা া a pack-
horse, a draught horse, a sumpter, ভারবাহী প  a pack-animal, a beast of burden, a draught 
animal. ̃মেধ , ̃মধ িব  same as ̃ ক  । ̃শ ু n. a lever. ̃সহ a. capable of bearing or with standing load or 
pressure. ̃সাম  n. (chiefly pol.) balance of power; equilibrium. ̃হীন a. not heavy, light; not loaded; 
unburdened; unencumbered; having no charge; weightless (on account of absence of gravity) 

ভারই [ bhāri ] n the skylark; the quail. 

ভারত [ bhārata ] n India (formerly including Pakistan), the Republic of India, the Indian Union; a 
son or descendant of King Bharata (ভরত); the Mahabharata. ̃নাট ম n. Bharat Natyam, an Indian 
classical dance form. ̃বষ   same as ভারত excepting the last two meanings. ̃বষ  ীয় a. of or dwelling in 
India, Indian. ̃বাসী a. living in India, Indian. ☐ n. an Indian. ̃মহাসাগর n. the Indian Ocean. ̃মাতা n. 
India personified as the common mother of all Indians; Mother India. ̃র  n. a jewel of India; the 
title of highest honour conferred upon eminent citizens by the President of India. ̃রা  n. the 
Republic of India, the Indian Union. ̃স ান n. a child of the Indian soil, an Indian. ̃সভা n. Indian 
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Association. ̃সরকার n. the Government of India, the Indian Government. ভারেতর সংিবধান the 
Constitution of India. 

ভারতী [ bhāratī ] n Saraswati (সর তী) the Goddess of speech; speech. 

ভারতীয় [ bhāratīẏa ] a Indian. ভারতীয় করা v. to Indianize. পি ম-ভারতীয়  ীপপু  the West Indies. পূব -
ভারতীয়  ীপপু  the East Indies. ̃করণ n. Indianization. ̃য়তা n. the state of being Indian; Indianness. 

ভার া  [ bhāraprāpta ] a entrusted with charge or responsibility of, incharge. ভার া  আিধকািরক an 
officer-in-charge. 

ভারা [ bhārā ] n a scaffold. ভারা বাঁধা v. to build or erect a scaffold. 

ভারা া  [ bhārākrānta ] a embarrassed with heavy load or burden; encumbered; afflicted (with 
worries, misery etc.). 

ভারাপ  ণ [ bhārārpaṇa ] n commitment of a charge, entrustment of a charge. ভারাপ ণ করা v. to 
commit a charge, to entrust (one) with a charge. 

ভারািপ ত [ bhārārpita ] a entrusted with a charge. 

ভািরি , ভািরে  [ bhārikki, bhārikkē ] a grave, serious, not light; having a condescending or 
patronizing or bossy air. ভািরি  ধরেণর বা  কৃিতর  লাক a man making a strong impression because of 
size, character, appearance etc., a man of imposing personality. 

ভািরভুির [ bhāribhuri ] n ostentatious show, pomp; bragging, vanity, pretence. 

ভারী1 [ bhārī1 ] a heavy, weighty; large and heavy (ভারী  দহ); difficult, hard, serious (ভারী কাজ); 
important (ভারী  লাক); having an important or grave air (ভারী চালচলন); great (ভারী আন  বা  ঃখ); 
(sarcas.) nice (ভারী কথা); (sarcas.) too much (ভারী প া প েছ); afflicted, saddened, glum, sullen, 
morose (ভারী মন); gloomy (ভারী আবহাওয়া); (fig.) full of or abounding in money (ভারী পেকট). ☐ n. 
one who carries a load; a water-car rier, a bhisti. 

ভারী2 [ bhārī2 ] adv very, extremely; too much or excessively (ভারী   র, ভারী ম ). ☐ a. great, 
excessive (ভারী মজা). 

ভা ই [ bhārui ] n the skylark; the quail. 

ভায া [ bhāryā ] n wife. 

ভাল [ bhāla ] n the forehead; fate. 
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ভালাই [ bhālāi ] n welfare, weal; good, wellbeing. 

ভােলা [ bhālō ] a good; fair; excellent; auspicious (ভােলা িদন); suitable (ভােলা সময়); beneficial, 
wholesome (ভােলা উপেদশ); helpful, useful, serviceable (ভােলা ওষ ুধ, ভােলা য ); healthy, whole, sound 
(ভােলা শরীর); recovered from illness; cured; rectified, corrected, redeemed, reclaimed, improved; 
flourished; honest (ভােলা  লাক); genuine (ভােলা টাকা); innocent, harmless (ভােলা মা ষ); proper; quiet, 
gentle; becoming, fitting; proficient (অে  ভােলা); efficient (ভােলা কম  ী); a large number of (সভায় ভােলা 
 লাক হেব); plentiful, sufficient (এ বছর ভােলা বৃি  হেব); true, official, not used in familiarity ( তামার 
ভােলা নাম কী); great (ভােলা যশ). ☐ adv. well; to or in a large number or amount or degree (সভায়  লাক 
ভােলা আসেব,  স ভােলা  খেত পাের). ☐ n. good, weal, welfare, prosperity (পেরর ভােলা); right (ভােলাম  
িবচার). ☐ int. all right (ভােলা, তাই  হাক); well (ভােলা কী বলছ ?). ভােলা করা v. to do well (না িগেয় ভােলা 
কেরছ); to do good (to); to do one a good turn; to cure, to heal; to rectify or reclaim; to improve; to 
console or stimulate (মন ভােলা করা). ভােলা কের adv. well; care fully; minutely; meticulously; 
properly; at ease (ভােলা কের  শায়া); soundly (ভােলা কের মারা). ভােলা খাওয়া v. to be accustomed to eat 
(and drink) choice things; to eat well; to be capable of eating much; to eat much. ভােলা চলা v. (of 
ve hicles, business-organizations, domestic or other establishments) to run well, to run smoothly; 
to have sufficient means for subsistence or for other purposes. ভােলা থাকা v. to be in good health, 
to be well; to be happy; to be cosy and comfortable (মােয়র  কােল িশ রা ভােলা থােক); to live in 
prosperity (ধনীর  মেয় িবেয় কের  স আেছ ভােলা); to live honestly ( চারটা এবার  থেক ভােলা থাকেব); to be in 
good condition ( রােদ িদেল গরম জামাকাপ  ভােলা থােক); to be quiet or gentle ( কাঁতকা  খেল  ব ৃে রা ভােলা 
থােক). ভােলা  দখােনা v. to look well; to look beautiful; to look healthy; to look honest; to appear as 
becoming or befitting. ভােলা বলা v. to speak well; to speak well of, to approve; to praise, to laud; 
to give good counsel, to advise well. ভােলা লাগা v. to be to one's liking; to appear good to one; to 
taste or sound or seem well. ভােলা হওয়া v. to recover from illness, to come round; to be cured; to 
be beneficial or profitable; to do good to (এেত  তামার ভােলা হেব); to be corrected or reclaimed; to be 
good ( ছেলিট ভােলা হেব); to improve or flourish (অব হা ভােলা হওয়া); to prosper, to be prosperous 
( তামার ভােলা  হাক); to assemble or come in a large number. ভােলা আপদ an expression denoting: 
disgust, trouble etc.; what a pest! ভােলা কথা1 good counsel; profitable or moral advice. ভােলা কথা2 
by the way (ভােলা কথা, তুিম িক কাল যােব ?). ভাল ঘর a respectable or marriageable family. ভােলা  ালা 
same as ভােলা আপদ । ভােলা থাকা v. to be well, to get on well; to have good time. ভােলা  থেকা v. have a 
good time. ভােলা মেন adv. sincerly; open-heartedly. ভােলাম  n. good and bad; right and wrong; 
accident, mishap, death etc. (ভােলাম  ঘটা); choice articles of food. ভােলা মা ষ n. a good man, a 
good soul; (derog.) a weak-minded person, a simpleton. ভােলা মা ষ সাজা v. to pretend to be a good 
man; to pretend to be innocent. ভােলা মা িষ n. honest and blameless conduct; (derog.) pretence of 
honesty and innocence. ভােলায় ভােলায় adv. safely, in safety; without let or hindrance. 

ভােলাবাসা [ bhālōbāsā ] v to love, to be amorous to wards; to have attachment or affection or 
fondness for; to like. ☐ n. love; attachment; amity, friendliness; friendship; affection; reverence; 
devotion; fondness; liking. 

ভা র [ bhāśura ] n an elder brother or counsin brother of one's husband, a brother-in-law. ̃িঝ n. a 
daughter of such a brother-in-law. ̃ পা n. a son of an aforesaid brother-in-law. 
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ভাষ, ভাষণ [ bhāṣa, bhāṣaṇa ] n speech; utterance; a talk; a lecture; a statement. ভাষক n. a speaker; 
a lecturer. ভাষণ  দওয়া v. to speak; to give a talk; to deliver a lecture; to give a statement. 

ভাষা [ bhāṣā ] n speech; language; a dialect; mother-tongue, vernacular; an expression, a 
significant hint ( বাবা ভাষা, আকােশর ভাষা); mode of speaking (   ভাষা); (now obs.) any Indian 
language other than Sanskrit ('  মদাস রিচল ভাষায়).    ভাষায় in plain or clear language, plainly, 
frankly; categorically. ̃ ান n. knowledge in or of a language; knowledge as to how to use a 
language properly. ̃ত  n. philology; linguistics. ̃ত  , ̃ত িবদ n. a philologist; a linguist. ☐ a. 
versed in philology or linguistics. ভাষাতীত a. not describable in language, beyond speech or 
language; inexplicable. ̃ র n. another language; rendering into another language, translation. 
ভাষা িরক n. a translator, an interpreter. ভাষা িরত a. translated. ভাষা িরত করা v. to translate. ̃িব ান same 
as ভাষাত  । ̃িব ানী same as ভাষাত   । 

ভািষক [ bhāṣika ] a relating to language; linguistic. 

ভািষণী [ bhāṣiṇī ] fem of ভাষী । 

ভািষত [ bhāṣita ] a spoken, said; uttered; narrated; stated. 

ভাষী [ bhāṣī ] a (used as a sfx.) speaking (িহি ভাষী, ম ভাষী). 

ভা  [ bhāṣya ] n an explanation; a commentary; annotation, gloss. ভা  করা v. to explain; to make 
a commentary of; to annotate; to gloss. ̃কার n. an explainer; a commentator; an annotator; a 
glosser, a glossarist. 

ভাস1 [ bhāsa1 ] n the vulture; the cock. 

ভাস2 [ bhāsa2 ] n glow, radiance, tinge. 

ভাস3 [ bhāsa3 ] n a Sanskrit playwright of ancient India. 

ভাসমান2 [ bhāsamāna2 ] a glowing, radiant; having a graceful appearance, showing-off. 

ভাসা [ bhāsā ] v to float, to drift; to swim; to be buoyant; to be flooded (with) (ব ায়  দশ ভাসা); to 
rise or strike or appear in, to occur to (মেন ভাসা); (fig.) to be overflowing. ভাসান n. immersion (as 
of an image of a deity); a kind of folk song celebrating activities of some deities (মনসার ভাসান). 
ভাসা-ভাসা a. shallow, superficial. ভাসা-ভাসা  ান index learning, skin-deep or superficial knowledge. 
ভাসােনা v. to cause to float; to float; to levitate, to set adrift; to flood or overflow. 

ভা র [ bhāskara ] n the sun; a sculptor. 
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ভা য  [ bhāskarya ] n sculpture. 

ভা তী [ bhāsbatī ] fem of ভা ান । 

ভা র, ভা ান [ bhāsbara, bhāsbāna ] a luminous; radiant; bright; (phys.) incandescent. ভা র দীপ an 
in candescent lamp. 

িভ া [ bhikṣā ] n begging; earnest request or prayer, solicitation; importuning; alms; a dole; a 
charitable or gracious gift. িভ া করা v. to beg; to live by begging; to request or pray earnestly 
(for), to solicit (for); to importune. িভ া  দওয়া v. to give alms; to dole; to give or grant (some 
thing) charitably or condescendingly. ̃চয া n. same as ̃বৃি  । ̃জীবী a. living by begging, living on 
alms, mendicant. fem. ̃জীিবণী । ̃  n. food obtained by begging. ̃পা  n. an alms-dish, a beggar's 
bowl, (cp.) a clack-dish. ̃বৃি  n. begging, mendicancy. ̃ভা  same as ̃পা  । ̃থ ী a. & n. one who asks or 
prays for alms. fem. িভ ািথ নী । ˜ল  a. obtained by begging. িভ ার চাল কাঁ া আর আঁক া beggars can't 
be choosers. 

িভি ত [ bhikṣita ] a begged; obtained by begging. 

িভ ু [ bhikṣu ] n a Buddhist mendicant friar; a mendicant friar; a beggar-man. 

িভ ুক [ bhikṣuka ] n a beggar, a mendicant, a beggar man, an alms-man; a humble 
petitioner. ̃রমনী n. an alms-woman, a beggar woman. ̃স দায় n. the beggardom. 

িভ ুণী [ bhikṣuṇī ] n. fem a Buddhist mendicant nun; a mendicant nun; a beggar-woman. 

িভখ [ bhikha ] n (coll.) alms. িভখ মাগা same as িভ া করা (see িভ া).  গঁেয়া  যাগী িভখ পায় না (fig.) a 
prophet is never honoured in his own country; (cp.) familiarity breeds contempt. 

িভজা,  ভজা [ bhijā, bhējā ] v to get wet; to soak with water or any other liquid; to soften by 
being steeped in water or any other liq uid; (fig.) to soften emotionally (মন  ভজা). ☐ a. wet; 
soaked with or steeped in water etc.; containing water or vapour, damp, hydrous, vapoury ( ভজা 
বাতাস). ̃ না v. to make wet; to soak with or steep in water etc.; to soften by steeping in water etc. 

িভিজট [ bhijiṭa ] n a physician's fee for a professional call or visit. 

িভেজ [ bhijē ] a coll corrup. of িভজা (a.).িভেজ  ব াল (fig.) a terrible rogue appearing to be perfectly 
innocent and harmless, a wolf in sheep's skin. 

িভটািমন [ bhiṭāmina ] n vitamin. 
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িভ  [ bhiḍ◌় ] n a crowd; throng; concourse; a mob; the rabble; multitude; rush (কােজর িভ ). িভ  
করা v. to crowd; to throng; to rush (in) (মাথায় িচ া িভ  করা). িভ   ঠলা v. to force one's way through a 
crowd. 

িভত [ bhita ] n foundation, base; plinth; a wall; direction, side, a point of the compass (চািরিভেত). 

িভতর [ bhitara ] n the interior, the inside; the midst, the middle; the inmost part (মেনর িভতরটা খা-ঁখা ঁ
করেছ). ☐ prep. & adv. in, within, into, inside; in the midst of, amidst. ☐ a. inner. িভতেরর কথা, 
িভতেরর খবর a secret, inside information. িভতেরর ব াপার a secret; an internal affair. ̃িদক n. the inside; 
the inward direction or portion. ̃বাি  n. the inner apartments of a residential building; the 
gynaeceum, the seraglio. ̃ বািহর n. the inside and outside; ins and outs. িভতর-িভতর adv. inwardly; at 
heart; secretly, surreptitiously; under the counter. ̃মহল same as িভতরবাি  । িভতের prep. & adv. same 
as িভতর (prep. & adv.). িভতের-িভতের same as িভতর-িভতর । 

িভতু [ bhitu ] a timid; cowardly; faint-hearted, chicken-hearted. ভীতুর িডম (joc.) an utter coward; a 
person who is easily frightened or scared; a scare-cat. 

িভি  [ bhitti ] n foundation, base; plinth; a wall; basis, ground, cause. ̃  র n. the foundation-
stone. ̃মূল n. the bottom of a foundation; base; plinth. িভি   হাপন করা v. to lay the foundation of. ̃হীন 
a. groundless, baseless, causeless. 

িভদ মান [ bhidyamāna ] a in the state of being pierced or penetrated. 

িভি পাল [ bhindipāla ] n an ancient missile. 

িভ  [ bhinna ] a other, different, separate; separated; isolated; segregated; estranged; parted; 
partitioned; split, torn, rent, severed, broken, fractured. ☐ prep. except, without, other than. ̃জাতীয় 
a. of a different race or nation; of a different kind or sort; heterogeneous. ̃তা n. otherness, 
difference. িভ  ধাতুর  লাক a man cast in a different mould. ̃ কার a. of a different kind or sort; 
heterogeneous. ̃মত n. a different opinion. ☐ a. disagreeing in opinion, dissenting. ̃মতাবল ী a. 
dissentient; holding a different opinion. ☐ n. a dissenter. fem. ̃মতাবলি নী । ̃ িচ a. differing or 
disagreeing in taste or choice. ☐ n. difference of taste; different taste. িভ াথ  n. a different 
meaning. ☐ a. conveying a different meaning or purport. িভ াথ ক a. same as িভ াথ  (a.). 

িভম ল [ bhimarula ] n the hornet. িভম েলর চাক hornet's nest. িভম েলর চােক  খাঁচা  দওয়া (lit. & fig.) 
to bring a hornet's nest about one's ears, to stir up a hornet's nest. 

িভর িট [ bhirakuṭi ] n a frown; a grimace. িভর িট করা v. to frown; to grimace. 

িভরিম [ bhirami ] n sudden dizziness or daze; fainting; a swoon. িভরিম খাওয়া, িভরিম লাগা v. to be 
affected with sudden dizziness or vertigo, to be dazed suddenly; to faint, to swoon. 
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িভল [ bhila ] n one of an aboriginal non-Aryan tribe of India. 

িভষক [ bhiṣaka ] n a physician. 

িভসা [ bhisā ] n a visa. 

িভি  [ bhisti ] n a leather bag for carrying water, a water-bag; a water-carrier, a bhisty. ̃ওয়ালা n. a 
bhisty. 

ভীত [ bhīta ] a frightened, alarmed; afraid. fem. ভীতা । ভীত করা v. to frighten, to alarm. ̃িচ  a. 
timid, timorous; faint-hearted. ভীিত n. fear, fright, dread, terror, alarm. ভীিতকর, ভীিতজনক, ভীিত দ a. 
fearful, frightful, dreadful; terrible, horrible; alarming; threatening, menacing. ভীিত দশ ক a. 
threatening. ☐ n. one who threatens or frightens, a threatener. ভীিত দশ  ন n. threatening or 
menacing; a threat, menace. ভীিত দশ  ন করা v. to threaten, to menace. ভীিতিব ল a. beside oneself with 
fright; seized with utter fright; terror-stricken. ভীত ু& ভীতুর িডম see ভীতু । 

ভীম [ bhīma ] a terrible, terrific, horrible; awful; tremendous. ☐ n. the second son of King 
Pandu (পা ু). 

ভীমকম  া [ bhīmakarmā ] a doing terrible things. 

ভীমদশ  ন [ bhīmadarśana ] a having a horrible or awe-inspiring appearance; awesome. 

ভীমনাদ [ bhīmanāda ] n a terrific or an awe-inspiring sound or noise. 

ভীমপরা ম [ bhīmaparākrama ] a awfully mighty or vigorous. 

ভীমেবেগ [ bhīmabēgē ] n a terrible or tremendous speed. 

ভীমা [ bhīmā ] fem of ভীম । 

ভী  [ bhīru ] a timid; cowardly, dastardly. ভী  ব ি  a timid person, a faint-heart; a coward, a 
dastard, a poltroon. ̃িচ  a. faint-hearted, chicken-hearted, timid; cowardly. ̃তা n. timidness, faint-
heartedness; cowardice, poltroonery. ̃ ভাব a. timid or timorous or cowardly by nature. 

ভীষণ [ bhīṣaṇa ] a terrible, horrible, terrific, awful; tremendous, severe (ভীষণ গরম); for midable 
(ভীষণ শ ); monstrous (ভীষণ মূিত  ). fem. ভীষণা । ̃তা n. terribleness, awfulness; tremendousness, 
severity; formidability; monstrosity. ̃দশ ন a. having a horrible appearance. ভীষণাকার a. having a 
monstrous form. ভীিষত a. frightened; scared. 
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ভী  [ bhīṣma ] a terrible. ☐ n. a character of the Mahabharata. ভীে র  িত া an unalterable or 
resolute vow or pledge; a firm resolve. 

ভুঁই [ bhum ̐i ] n ground; a place; agricultural land, a field; land (জল  থেক ভঁুইেয় ওঠা); a country 
(িবভুঁই) ̃চাঁপা n. a kind of fragrant flower. ভুঁইঞা alt. spell. of ভুঁইয়া । ̃ ফা ঁ a. upstart. ☐ n. an upstart; a 
parvenu; mushroom. ̃মালী n. one of the Hindu sweeper community. ̃য়া n. (hist.) any one of the 
twelve (feudal) princes governing Bengal during the Mughal regime; a landowner. 

ভুঁি  [ bhun ̐ḍ◌়i ] n (usu. facet.) a pot-belly; (facet.) the belly. ভুঁি  হওয়া v. to grow pot-bellied. 

ভুঁে া [ bhun ̐ḍ◌়ō ] a pot-bellied, abdominous. 

ভুক [ bhuka ] sfx eating, subsisting on (িপপীিলকাভুক). 

ভ ু [ bhukta ] a eaten; enjoyed; suffered or experienced; enjoyed as one's property; included or 
incorporated (  হভু , রাজ ভ ু). ̃ ভাগী a. having had similar suffering or experience in the past. 
ভু াবিশ , ভু াবেশষ a. (of food and drink) left from a meal. ☐ n. leavings of a meal, orts. ভুি  n. 
eating; enjoyment; possession as one's own; inclusion, incorporation, comprisal; an ancient 
administrative division of land, a district. 

ভুখ [ bhukha ] n hunger. ̃িমিছল, ভুখািমিছল n. a hunger march. ভুখা a. hungry. ভুখা ভগবান the hungry 
mass; the proletariat, the have-nots. 

ভুজ [ bhuja ] n the arm; the hand; (geom.) an arm (of an angle), a side (of a triangle, rectangle, 
polygon etc.); (math.) an abscissa. 

ভুজংভাজাং [ bhujambhājā ] var of ভুজংুভাজংু । 

ভুজগ, ভুজ , ভুজ ম [ bhujaga, bhujaṅga, bhujaṅgama ] n the snake. fem. ভুজগী, ভুজ ী, ভুজ মী 
(pop.) ভুজি নী । ভু়জ  য়াত n. a metre of Sanskrit poetry. 

ভুজপাশ, ভুজব ন [ bhujapāśa, bhujabandhana ] n the snare or clasp of one's arms; an embrace; 
(in wrestling etc.) a hug. ভুজপােশ বা ভুজব েন বাঁধা n. to clasp with the arms; to embrace; to hug. 

ভুজবল [ bhujabala ] n the strength of one's arms; physical strength; might, prowess. 

ভুজা [ bhujā ] n parched corn eaten as snacks. 

ভুজাংশ [ bhujāṃśa ] n a celestial longitude. 

ভুজুংভাজুং [ bhujumbhāju ] n false or flimsy arguments or allurements or consolation; cajolery. 
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ভুটভাট [ bhuṭabhāṭa ] int denoting: grumbling noise in the abdomen. 

ভুটািন [ bhuṭāni ] a of or relating to Bhutan; Bhutanese. ☐ n. a Bhutanese, one who speaks the 
Bhutanese language. 

ভ ুা [ bhuṭṭā ] n maize, mealies. 

ভ ুভু  [ bhuḍ◌়bhuḍ◌় ] int denoting: noise of effervescence. ভু ভু  করা v. to effervesce. ভু ভু ািন, 
ভ ুভুি  n ef f ervescence. . 

ভুিনিখচুি  [ bhunikhicuḍ◌়i ] n a kind of hotchpotch cooked by frying rice and pigeon-pea very 
slightly in ghee. 

ভুবঃ [ bhubḥ ] n (myth.) the second of the seven heavens; the ethereal region, the sky, the 
firmament. 

ভুবন [ bhubana ] n (myth.) the seven heavens and seven underworlds; the universe; the world, 
the earth. ̃িবখ াত a. worldfamous. ̃িবজয়ী a. world-conquering. ̃িবিদত a. known all over the 
world. ̃ব াপী a. worldwide; universal. ̃-ভুলােনা a. enchanting the whole world, holding the world 
under a spell. ̃ময় a. all over the world, all around the world; ubiquitous. ̃মেনােমািহনী a. fem. 
captivating the minds of all people of the world. ̃ মাহন a. fascinating the whole world. fem. ̃ মািহনী 
। ভুবেন র n. the lord of the universe; Shiva (িশব) esp. whose image is in stalled at Bhubaneswar; 
God. fem. ভুবেন রী one of the ten manifestations of Goddess Durga ( গ া). 

ভুরভুর [ bhurabhura ] int denoting: diffusion with fragrance or perfume. 

ভ ু [ bhuru ] n the eyebrow. 

ভুেরা [ bhurō ] n a kind of unrefined and coarse sugar. 

ভুল [ bhula ] n an error, a mistake, a blunder; an omission; oblivion; delirium (ভুল বকা). ☐ a. 
erroneous, incorrect, wrong. ভুল করা v. to err; to blunder; to commit or make a mistake; to mistake 
( লাক বা পথ ভুল করা); to be guilty of omission; to forget. ভুল ভাঙা v. to be disillusioned. ভুল হওয়া v. to 
be wrong or incorrect; to be mistaken or omitted or forgotten. ̃চুক, ̃ াি  n. pl. errors and omissions. 
িঠেক ভুল an error in addition; (loos.) an error in fundamentals. ভুলা,  ভালা, ভুল করা v. to mistake, to 
err. to blunder; to forget; to omit; to be relieved of ( ঃখ  ভালা); to be indifferent or callous to (কত  ব  
 ভালা); to be charmed or be witched (  র মুখ  দেখ  ভালা); to be enticed or deceived or tempted 
( েলাভেন  ভালা); to be cajoled (  াকবােক   ভালা); to be wheedled ( খলা িদেল  ছেলটা  ভােল); to be 
consoled (গান  নেল তািপত  দয় ভুলেব). ভুলােনা v. to cause to error mistake or forget or omit; to 
relieve of; to charm, to bewitch; to entice; to deceive, to tempt; to cajole; to wheedle; to console. 
☐ a. causing to error mistake or forget or omit; relieving of; charming, bewitching; enticing, 
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deceiving, tempting; cajoling; wheedling; consoling, ভুলািন, ভুলুিন a. & fem. one who charms or 
bewitches or entices or tempts or cajoles or wheedles. masc. ভুলােন । ভুলুেন, ভুেলা a. apt to err, 
forgetful, oblivious. ভুেলর মা ল  দওয়া to pay for one's mis take or thoughtless act or folly. 

ভুশ [ bhuśa ] int denoting: noise of springing up from under water, mire etc. 

ভ ুি  [ bhuśuḍ◌়i ] n the inedible pulp within a jack fruit or any other fruit. ভ ুি  ভাঙা v. to surfeit 
oneself, to gormandize. গে র ভ ুি  ভাঙা v. to go on telling stories one after another. 

ভুি নাশ [ bhuṣṭināśa ] n total or gross waste (টাকার ভুি নাশ); utter bungling (কােজর ভুি নাশ); 
complete ruin or destruction (শ র ভুি নাশ). 

ভসুা [ bhusā ] n soot; collyrium. ̃কািল n. ink made of soot; lampblack. 

ভুিস [ bhusi ] n chaff, husk, bran. ̃মাল n. cereals; refuse, waste matter. ভুিসমােলর খির ার a buyer or 
customer of cereals; (fig. & dero.) a contemptible customer. ভুিসমােলর ব াপাির a corn-dealer, a corn-
merchant. 

ভ ূ[ bhū ] n the earth, the world; land; ground. ̃ক , ̃ক ন n. earthquake. ̃ক িবদ া n. seismography, 
seismology. ̃ক িলক n. a seismograph. ̃কণ   n. a radius of the equator. ̃ ক  n. the centre of the 
earth. ̃ ক ীয় a. (astr.) geocentric. ̃খ  n. a division or part of the earth, a region; a part of the landed 
portion of the earth; a country. ̃গভ   n. the bowels or inside of the earth; a subterranean 
region. ̃গভ  হ, ̃গভ  ি হত a. lying in the bowels of the earth; underground; subterranean. ̃ভূগভ  হ  রলপথ 
an under ground railway, a tube-railway. ̃গ র n. an underground cavity or hole; (geog.) a cavern; 
an underground chamber, a subterranean, a subterrene. ̃গ রবাসী a. dwelling underground. ☐ n. a 
dweller in an underground cell, (cp.) a basement dweller, a subterranean. ̃ গালক n. a sphere 
representing the earth, a globe; the earth, the globe. ̃চর a. living or moving on land, terrestrial. ̃িচ  
n. a map. ̃িচ াবিল n. atlas. ̃চ ুক  n. (phys.) terrestrial magnetism. ̃ ায়া n. the shadow of the earth; 
darkness. ̃ত , ̃ত িবদ া n. geology. ̃ত িবদ, ̃তাি ক n. a geologist. ̃ত ীয় a. geological. ̃তল n. the surface 
of the earth; the face or floor of the earth; the nether world, Hades; ground. ̃তলশায়ী same as ̃শায়ী । 
fem. ̃তলশািয়নী । ̃তল হ a. terrestrial; earthly. ̃তাি ক n. a geologist. ̃ ক n. (geog. & geol.) the crust of 
the earth. ˜দান n. gift of land (usu. by the rich for the benefit of the poor); the name of a 
movement by Vinoba Bhave to inspire big landholders to part with some parcels of land as a 
gesture of good will. ̃িন  n. the region underground. ☐ a. underground. ভূিন  তার an under ground 
cable. ̃পিতত a. fallen on or to the ground; dropped or thrown or flung into the ground. ̃পিতত হওয়া v. 
to fall on or to the ground; to prostrate one self on the ground. ̃পিরিধ n. circumference of the 
earth. ̃পাত n. (geog.) a landship, landslide. ভূপািতত করা v. to pull down or fell to the ground; to 
knock to the ground; to floor. ̃পৃ  n. the surface of the earth. ̃ দি ণ n. travel round the world; 
circumnavigation. ̃ দি ণ করা v. to ambulate or travel round the earth; to rotate round the earth; 
(geog.) to circumnavigate. ̃ কৃিত n. (geog.) configuration of land. ̃বলয় n. the equator. ̃িবষুব n. the 
equator. ̃িবষ ুবেরখা n. the equatorial line, the equator. ̃িবদ া n. geology. ̃িবদ াগত a. geological. ̃িবদ ািবদ 
n. a geologist. ̃ব ৃ n. the equatorial circle, the equator. ̃ভাগ same as ̃খ  । ̃ভার n. the burden of sins 
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committed by mankind; the burden of the earth; the burdensome charge of administering and 
protecting the earth. ̃ভৃ  n. a mountain; a hill; a king. ̃লুি ত a. rolling or wallowing on the ground; 
fallen to the ground; prostrated on the ground. fem. ̃লুি তা । ভূলুি ত হওয়া v. to roll or wallow on the 
ground; to fall to the ground; to prostrate oneself on the ground. ̃ লাক n. the earth. ̃শয া n. use of 
bare ground as one's bed. ̃শািয়ত, শ̃ায়ী a. laid or lying upon the bare ground; fallen to or prostrated 
on the ground; knocked to the ground, floored. fem. ̃শািয়তা, ̃শািয়নী । ̃সং হান n. topography. ̃স ি  n. 
landed property, real estate, demesne. ̃ র n. (geog. & geol.) a stratum of the earth. ˜   n. (geog.) 
an earth-tremor. ̃ গ  n. an earthly paradise, a paradise on earth; Kashmir. 

ভঃূ [ bhūḥ ] n (myth.) the first of the seven regions. 

ভূেগাল, ভূেগালিবদ া [ bhūgōla, bhūgōlabidyā ] n geography. 

ভূত [ bhūta ] n one of a class of supernatural be ings who attend on Shiva (িশব), (cp.) genii; a 
ghost; an evil spirit; a bogey; a goblin; a spectre, an apparition; a creature (সব ভূত); any one of the 
five constituent elements (namely, earth, water, heat, air and space). ☐ a. past, gone by; (as sfx.) 
reduced to (  রীভূত). ☐ n. the past (ভূত-ভিব  ). ভূত ছা ােনা, ভূত ছা া, ভূত তা ােনা v. to exorcise. ভূত 
 দখা v. to see an apparition; (fig.) to be fright ened suddenly. ভূত নামােনা same as ভূত ছা ােনা, and (as 
by spiritualists) to call up ghosts in order to obtain messages from them. ভূেত ধরা, ভূেত পাওয়া v. to 
be possessed by an evil spirit, to be possessed. ভূেতর ওঝা an exorciser. ভূেতর নাচ devil's dance; 
(fig.) devil of a mess, the devil and all. ভূেতর বােপর  া  (fig.) great and gross waste or 
extravagance. ভূেতর  বগার, ভূেতর  বাঝা (fig.) profitless toil or venture. ভূেতর  রাজা an exorciser. ঘাে  
ভূত চাপা (fig.) to be seized with an evil influence or company or practice or intention; to be 
possessed; to be obsessed. সরেষর মেধ  ভূত (fig.) virus in the antidote. ̃কাল n. days gone by, the past; 
(gr.) the past tense. ̃   a. possessed by an evil spirit, possessed; (fig.) working or moving 
mechanically as if possessed; dazed. fem. ̃  া । ̃ত  n. demonology. ̃ত িবদ n. proficient or versed 
in demonology. ̃নাথ n. Shiva (িশব). ̃প  n. the dark lunar fortnight. ̃পূব  a. former, erstwhile, 
previous, late, (arch.) whilom. ̃  ত n. evil spirits collectively, ghosts and spirits collectively. ̃বিল 
same as ভূতয  । ̃ভিব   n. the past and the future. ̃ভাবন n. the creator and protector of all living 
beings; Shiva (িশব). ̃ ভাজন. n. (often joc.) same as ̃য  । ̃য  n. the ceremonial feeding of all living 
beings by a householder. ̃ যািন n. existence in the shape of a ghost after one's death. ভূতেযািন  া  
হওয়া to become a ghost after one's death. ̃ ি  n. purification of the elemental or mortal body. ̃স ার 
n. inhabitation of a ghost. ভূতস ার হওয়া v. to be inhabited or possessed by a ghost or devil or evil 
spirit. ভূতা া n. the elemental body; the human body; Brahma (  া) or Vishnu (িব ু). ভূতািব  same 
as ভূত  হ । ভূতােবশ n. possession by a ghost or evil spirit. 

ভূিত [ bhūti ] n eight supernal or divine powers (such as অিণমা, মিহমা, লিঘমা,  াি   াকাম , ঈিশতা, 
বিশতা, কামাবশািয়তা); birth, origination. 

ভূতুে , ভূতুি য়া [ bhūtuḍ◌়ē, bhūtuḍ◌়iẏā ] a relating to ghosts (ভূতুে  কািহিন = a ghost-story); done 
by ghosts, ghostly (ভূতুে  কা  = a ghostly affair); haunted by ghosts (ভূতু়ে  বাি  = a haunted 
house); ghost-like, haggard ভূতুে   চহারা, eerie, eery, weird, uncanny ভূতুে  আবহাওয়া. 
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ভূধর [ bhūdhara ] n a mountain, a hill. 

ভূপ, ভূপিত, ভূপাল [ bhūpa, bhūpati, bhūpāla ] n a king. 

ভূপািল [ bhūpāli ] n an Indian musical mode. 

ভূভারত [ bhūbhārata ] n India and the rest of the world; the whole world. 

ভূম ল [ bhūmaṇḍala ] n the earth as a spherical body, the earth, the globe. 

ভূমধ  [ bhūmadhya ] n the centre of the earth; the bowels or inside of the earth. ভূমধ সাগর n. the 
Mediterranean Sea. ভূমধ সাগরীয় a. Mediterranean. 

ভূমা [ bhūmā ] n the Omnipresent; the Supreme Being; God; sublimity; plurality; diversity. ☐ a. 
most abundant or numerous. ভূমান  n. most abundant delight; the greatest or sublime joy; 
ecstasy; joy in a sense of vastness. 

ভূিম [ bhūmi ] n the earth; the surface of the earth; soil; ground; floor; agricultural land, land, a 
field, a place, a site (রণভূিম): a country (জ ভূিম); a repertory or receptacle (িব াসভূিম); (geom.) a 
base. ̃ক , ̃খ ড, ̃গভ   same as ভূক , ভূখ  and ভূগভ   respectively (see ̃ভূ). ̃ হ n. land acquisition. ভূিম হ-
আিধকািরক n. land acquisition officer. ভূিম হ-সমাহত  া n. a Land Acquisition Collector. ̃জ a. grown out 
of the earth; earth-born; holding tenancy of land in lieu of menial services. ভূিমজ  জা (hist.) a 
villein. ̃তল n. the surface of the earth; ground; floor. ̃দান n. a grant of land. ̃রাজ  n. land 
revenue. ̃ রখা n. base line. ̃ লখা n. land records. ̃শয া, ̃শািয়ত, ̃শায়ী same as ভূশয া, ভূশািয়ত and ভূশায়ী 
respectively (see ভ)ূ. ভূিম  হওয়া v. to fall to the ground; to prostrate oneself on the ground (ভূিম  হেয় 
 ণাম); to be born. ̃সা  a. fallen to the ground; razed to the ground. ভূিমসা  করা v. to pull down to 
the ground; to raze to the ground. ভূিমসা  হওয়া v. to fall to the ground; to be razed to the 
ground. ̃ ত n. the Mars. ̃ হ, ̃ি হত a. lying or situated on the ground. 

ভূিমকা [ bhūmikā ] n a preface, a preamble, an introductory talk preceding a speech or action; a 
prologue; a presage; assumption of a dress or disguise; transfiguration; a role, a part. ভূিমকা  হণ 
করা v. to take up a role; to take up the role of, to act as. 

ভূির [ bhūri ] a large in amount or number; abundant, profuse, copious, much; excessive, 
numerous, many. ̃ ভাজন n. a hearty meal; surfeit. 

ভূজ  [ bhūrja ] n the birch. ̃প  n. the birch; the bark of the birch (formerly used in lieu of paper). 

ভূশি , ভূশ ী [ bhūśaṇḍi, bhūśaṇḍī ] n (myth.) a crow living through ages; (ridi.) a very old 
person with out-of-date notions and often act ing as a wet blanket on the joviality of youngsters; 
(cp.) a killjoy. 
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ভষূণ [ bhūṣaṇa ] n an ornament; a dress; ornamentation; dressing; personal embellishment; 
decoration; one who or that which adds to the beauty or glory (িব ান  দেশর ভূষণ = a learned man is 
the ornament of his country). ̃ি য়া a. fem. fond of ornaments. 

ভূিষত [ bhūṣita ] a ornamented; dressed; decorated, adorned. fem. ভূিষতা । ভূিষত করা v. to adorn 
with ornaments, to ornament; to dress; to decorate, to adorn. 

ভূ ামী [ bhūsbāmī ] n a landowner; a landlord, a zeminder; a king. fem. ভ ূািমনী a female 
landowner; a landowner's wife; a queen. 

ভ ৃ [ bhṛgu ] n a table-land, a plateau; a stiff cliff, a precipice. 

ভ ৃ [ bhṛṅga ] n the bumble-bee; the bee; the drongo. ̃ রাল n. the hornet. 

ভ ৃার [ bhṛṅgāra ] n a pitcher or jug with a spout, a ewer, (cp.) a flagon. 

ভ ৃািরকা, ভ ৃারী [ bhṛṅgārikā, bhṛṅgārī ] n a kind of insect, the cricket. 

ভৃি , ভ ৃী [ bhṛṅgi, bhṛṅgī ] n one of the two chief attendants of Shiva (িশব). 

ভৃত [ bhṛta ] a salaried or wage-earning; replete, full. ভৃতক a. salaried or wage-earning. ☐ n. a 
salary; wages. ভৃিত n. salary; wages; maintenance; feeding; filling. ভৃিতভূক a. salaried or wage-
earning. ভৃিতভুক স দায় the salariat, the salaried class. 

ভৃত  [ bhṛtya ] n a servant; a salaried employee; a domestic servant. 

 ভউেভউ [ bhēubhēu ] int denoting: noise of loud blub bering; a dog's yelling bark, bowvow. 

 ভংিচ [ bhēñci ] n a grimace, a grin.  ভংিচ কাটা same as ভ াংচােনা । 

 ভঁপ ু[ bhēm ̐pu ] n a kind of wind-instrument; a bugle, a trumpet; a honk, a horn, a hoot ( মাটেরর 
 ভঁপু).  ভঁপু বাজােনা v. to blow the aforesaid wind-instrument, to bugle, to trumpet; to honk, to hoot, 
to horn. 

 ভক2 [ bhēka2 ] n the frog. 

 ভখ [ bhēkha ] n asceticism, ascesis; Vaishnava asceticism; the garb of an ascetic esp. of a 
Vaishnava ascetic; disguise; simulation.  ভখ ধরা v. to take to asceticism esp. Vaishnava 
asceticism; to put on the garb of an ascetic esp. of a Vaishnava ascetic (also  ভখ  নওয়া); to assume 
a disguise; to simulate. ̃ধারী n. an ascetic; a Vaishnava ascetic; a disguised person; a hypocrite. 
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 ভজােনা2 [ bhējānō2 ] v to close lightly (a door, win dow. etc.) without bolting, to close. 

 ভজাল [ bhējāla ] n an adulterant; adulteration; (coll.) a trouble, a pest (উটেকা  ভজাল). ☐ a. 
adulterated; spurious.  ভজাল  দওয়া বা  মশােনা v. to adulterate.  ভজাল বাধােনা v. to cause or create 
trouble; to tangle.  ভজাল  মটােনা v. to put an end to doubts, difficulties etc. by supplying a solution. 

 ভট [ bhēṭa ] n a tribute (paid to a prince) or a complimentary gift or present (paid to a superior 
person) esp. during an interview ( ভট  দওয়া); a short visit, a call; a meeting; an interview.  ভট করা 
v. to call on, to visit; to meet; to interview. 

 ভটিক [ bhēṭaki ] n a species of large flatfish found in rivers. 

 ভেটরাখানা [ bhēṭērākhānā ] n an inn; a place full of confused uproar (cp. bedlam). 

 ভ া1 [ bhēḍ◌়ā1 ] v to come to or arrive (তরী  েল িভে েছ); to come to the coast or bank ( নৗকা  ভ া); 
to ally or associate with (দেল  ভ া) । 

 ভ া2 [ bhēḍ◌়ā2 ] n the ram (masc.), the sheep (neut.); a fool.  পাষা  ভ া a cosset.  ভ ার  গায়াল a 
sheep-fold.  ভ ার  গায়ােল আ ন  লেগেছ (facet.) a bad singer has started his musical baaing.  ভ ার ঠ াং 
a sheep shank.  ভ ার ডাক bleat, baa.  ভ ার পাল a flock of sheep.  ভ ার মাংস sheep's flesh; (when 
taken as food) mutton.  ভ ার  লাম sheep's wool.  ভ া চরােনার মাঠ a sheep-run. 

 ভ াকা  [ bhēḍ◌়ākānta ] n (fig.) an utter fool. 

 ভি 1 [ bhēḍ◌়i1 ] n an embankment, a dam; an embanked low land used as a fishery, a fishery 
dam.  ভি  বাঁধা v. to embank, to dam. ̃ওয়ালা n. an owner of a fishery dam. 

 ভি 2 [ bhēḍ◌়i2 ] n. fem the ewe. 

 ভদ [ bhēda ] n piercing; cleavage, split; difference; dissimilarity; disagreement, dissension; 
hostility; disunity; estrangement; antagonism, quarrel; separation; differentiation, discrimination; 
penetration (ব ূহেভদ); disintegration; exposition, expounding, deciphering (অথ েভদ); change, 
alteration (বুি েভদ); a kind, a sort ( পেভদ); looseness of bowels, diarrhoea.  ভদ করা v. to pierce, to 
cleave, to split; to differentiate, to discriminate; to penetrate; to expose, to expound, to decipher. 
 ভদ জ ােনা v. to sow dissension or discord; to disintegrate; to estrange. ̃ক a. one who or that which 
pierces or cleaves or splits or disintegrates or differentiates or discriminates or penetrates. ̃ ান n. 
perception of difference; discrimination; partiality. ̃ন piercing; cleaving; splitting; penetration. ̃নীয় 
a. capable of being pierced or cleft or split or penetrated, pregnable, vulnerable. ̃নীিত n. the policy 
of discrimination. ̃বিম n. diarrhoea attended with vomitting; cholera. ̃বুি  same as ̃ ান ।  ভদােভদ n. 
discriminatory treatment; discrimination; sense of meum and tuum (mine and thine).  ভিদত a. 
pierced; cleaved, split.  ভদী same as  ভদক ।  ভদ  same as  ভদনীয় । 
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 ভ ার [ bhēṇḍāra ] n a vendor. 

 ভব ােনা [ bhēbaḍ◌়ānō ] v to be confounded or stupefied with fear, amazement etc. 

 ভির,  ভরী [ bhēri, bhērī ] n a drum; a kettledrum. 

 ভের া [ bhērēṇḍā ] n the castor-oil plant, Ricinus communis.  ভের া ভাজা (fig.) idling, to while 
away time; to remain idle or unemployed. 

 ভল2 [ bhēla2 ] a spurious, counterfeit. 

 ভলিক,  ভলিকবািজ [ bhēlaki, bhēlakibāji ] n magic, jugglery; hocus-pocus, conjuring; illusion. 
 ভলিক  দখােনা v. to exhibit a magical show, to juggle, to conjure.  ভলিক লাগা v. to be dazed with a 
conjuring trick, to be spellbound or conjured; to be filled with illusions.  ভলিক লাগােনা v. to put a 
spell on, to conjure; to delude.  ভলিকওয়ালা n. a magician, a juggler, a conjuror. 

 ভলা [ bhēlā ] n a raft, a float, a coracle. 

 ভষজ [ bhēṣaja ] n a medicine; a drug; medical science; medicine. ̃কম   n. pharmacy; preparation 
and dispensing of drugs. ̃িবদ া n. medical science; medicine.  ভষজালয় n. a dispensary; a medical 
store, a drug-store, a pharmacy.  ভষজী n. pharmacist. 

 ভ া [ bhēstā ] a upset or spoilt or foiled.  ভে  যাওয়া v. to fail, to come to naught.  ভ ােনা v. to upset 
or spoil or foil; to be upset or spoilt or foiled. 

 ভরব [ bhairaba ] n a manifestation of Shiva (িশব); an Indian musical mode. ☐ a. terrible or 
tremendous.  ভরবী n. fem. one of the ten manifestations of Goddess Durga ( গ া); a famale ascetic 
worshipping Shiva (িশব); an Indian musical mode; a turbulent woman, (cp.) a termagant, (cp.) an 
Amazon.  ভরবীচ  n. a Tantrist drinking party. 

 ভাঁ1 [ bhō1 ] int ho, hoa, hullo. 

 ভাঁ3 [ bhō3 ] int expressing: noise of the movement of wind, of running apace, of whistle etc. ☐ 
n. a whistle, a siren etc. কারখানার  ভা.ঁ  ভা ঁ দওয়া v. to whistle. 

 ভাঁতা [ bhōn ̐tā ] a blunt ( ভাঁতা ছ ুির); dull ( ভাঁতা বুি ).  ভাঁতা করা v. to blunt, to dull, to take away the 
edge of. 

 ভাঁদ  [ bhōn ̐daḍ◌় ] n the otter, the civet-cat. 

 ভাঁদা [ bhōn ̐dā ] a corpulent; dull-witted, dunderheaded, imbecile. 
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 ভা-ঁ দৗ  [ bhō-n ̐dauḍ◌় ] n a very swift or quick run, a break-neck run. 

 ভা-ঁ ভা ঁ[ bhō-m ̐bhō ] int denoting: dizziness মাথা  ভা ঁ ভাঁ; emptiness (পেকট  ভাঁ- ভাঁ); great swiftness, 
whiz ( ভা-ঁ ভা ঁ দৗ ); buzzing noise (কানামািছ  ভা-ঁ ভা)ঁ; repetition of  ভাঁ sound.  ভা-ঁ ভা ঁকরা to be filled 
with a ringing or humming sound (আমার কান  ভা-ঁ ভা ঁকরেছ = my ears are ringing). 

 ভাঁসেভাঁস [ bhōm ̐sabhōm ̐sa ] int denoting: noise of deep and loud breathing ( ভাঁসেভাস কের ঘুমােনা); 
heavy  ফাঁস sound. 

 ভা ব  [ bhōktabya ] a edible, eatable; enjoyable; (facet.) sufferable. 

 ভা া [ bhōktā ] a eating; enjoying. ☐ n. an eater; an enjoyer; fem.  ভা  ী । 

 ভাগ [ bhōga ] n enjoying, enjoyment; suffering or sustaining; sufferance; act of possessing and 
using as one's own, appropriation; sensual or earthly pleasures; an object of enjoyment or an 
article of food; food-offering made to a deity; an affliction, a trouble ( ঃখ  ভাগ).  ভাগ করা v. to 
enjoy; to suffer or sustain; to suffer from; to possess and use as one's own; to enjoy sensual or 
earthly pleasures.  ভাগ  দওয়া v. to make food and entertainments to a deity, to offer food 
offering. ̃ত ৃা n. thirst for sensual or earthly pleasures. ̃ দহ n. the subtle body to which a mortal 
being is reduced after death to enjoy or suffer the consequences of its earthly activities. ̃বাসনা 
same as ̃লালসা । ̃িবলাস n. sensual or earthly pleasures and luxury, (cp.) milk and honey. ̃িবলাসী a. 
enjoying sensual or earthly pleasures and luxury. ̃লালসা n. craving for sensual or earthly 
pleasures. ̃   n. occupancy right. ̃ খ same as ̃িবলাস । 

 ভাগবতী [ bhōgabatī ] n (myth.) the name of the Ganges as flowing in the nether world. 

 ভাগা1 [ bhōgā1 ] n cheating or swindling; deceiving or hoaxing.  ভাগা  দওয়া v. to cheat, to 
swindle; to deceive, to hoax. 

 ভাগা2,  ভাগ [ bhōgā2, bhōga ] v to suffer, to undergo, to sustain (য ণা  ভাগ); to suffer from ( ের 
ভুগেছ); to be afflicted or troubled or harassed or punished ( ব ুি র জ   ভাগা).  ভাগােনা v. to cause to 
suffer or undergo; to cause to suffer from; to afflict or trouble or harass or punish; to give 
persistent or protracted trouble (এ  র  ভাগােব).  ভাগািন n. suffering; affliction; trouble, harassment. 

 ভাগােনা [ bhōgānō ] a causing suffering or harassment or trouble, irksome  ভাগােনা মামলা. 

 ভাগািভলাষ [ bhōgābhilāṣa ] n craving for sensual pleasures. 

 ভাগাস  [ bhōgāsakta ] a attached to sensual or earthly pleasures. 
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 ভাগী [ bhōgī ] a. & n one who enjoys; one who suffers or sustains; one who possesses and uses 
something as one's own; one who enjoys sensual or earthly pleasures; one nourished with milk 
and honey. 

 ভাগ  [ bhōgya ] a enjoyable. fem.  ভাগ া enjoyable; fit for sexual intercourse. 

 ভাজ [ bhōja ] n a feast; a banquet; a meal; a repast.  ভাজ  দওয়া v. to give or hold a feast; to 
entertain at a feast or dinner.  নশেভাজ, সা  েভাজ n. supper; dinner. মধ া েভাজ n. lunch, luncheon. 
 ভােজর  পাশাক n. a dinner-suit. 

 ভাজন [ bhōjana ] n eating; feeding (কাঙািল  ভাজন); a feast (বনেভাজন); an article of food, food 
( েভাজন).  ভাজন করা v. to eat.  ভাজন করােনা v. to feed.  ভাজনং য ত  শয়নং হ মি ের practice of living a 
wild life in which one has no settled place for eating or sleeping, (cp.) Bohemianism, 
vagabondage. ̃দি ণা n. a honorarium paid by a host to a Brahman for the latter's condescending to 
eat the food offered by the former. ̃পটু a. capable of eating voraciously, voracious. ̃পা  n. a dinner-
plate. ̃িবলাস n. gourmandise, indulgence in good eating; gluttony, voraciousness. ̃িবলাসী a. 
gourmand, voracious.  ভাজনিবলাসী ব ি  a gourmand; a glutton. ̃শালা,  ভাজনাগার n. a dining-room, a 
dining-hall; an eating-house; a hotel, a restaurant.  ভাজনাবিশ ,  ভাজনাবেশষ same as ভ ুাবিশ  । 

 ভাজনালয় n. an eating-house, a restaurant, a hotel. 

 ভাজপুির [ bhōjapuri ] a born or grown in Bhojpur; of Bhojpur. 

 ভাজবািজ,  ভাজিবদ া [ bhōjabāji, bhōjabidyā ] n magic; jugglery, hocus-pocus, conjuring; 
illusion (সংসার এক  ভাজবািজ).  ভাজবািজকর n. a juggler, a magician, a cojurer. 

 ভাজিয়তা [ bhōjaẏitā ] a. & n one who feeds. fem.  ভাজিয় ী । 

 ভাজািল [ bhōjāli ] n a dagger. 

 ভাজী [ bhōjī ] a (used as a sfx.) eating, feeding on (তৃণেভাজী). fem.  ভািজনী । 

 ভােজা সব [ bhōjōtsaba ] n a feast; a banquet.  ভােজা সব-স  ীয় a. festal, festive. 

 ভাজ  [ bhōjya ] a eatable, edible. ☐ n. an article of food, an eatable; food; food offering to the 
manes of ancestors. ̃ তল n. edible oil. 

 ভাট1 [ bhōṭa1 ] n Bhutan. ☐ a. Bhutanese. 

 ভাট2 [ bhōṭa2 ] n vote; franchise; election.  ভাট  দওয়া v. to cast votes; to vote.  ভাট  নওয়া v. to take 
votes; to put to vote.  ভােট দাঁ  করােনা v. to nominate for election.  ভােট দা ঁােনা v. to stand for or face 
election; to be elected.  ভােট  দওয়া v. to put to vote.  ভােট  দওয়ার জ  বলা v. to call for a division. ̃    
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n. a constitu ency. ̃গণনা n. counting of votes. ̃ হণ n. polling. ̃প  n. a ballot-paper. ̃ হান n. a polling 
booth, a polling station.  ভাটার, ̃দাতা n. a voter. 

 ভাম [ bhōma ] a stupefied, besotted, fuddled ( নশার  ভাম). 

 ভামর1 [ bhōmara1 ] n a drill, an auger. 

 ভামা [ bhōmā ] n a fool, a stupid person. 

 ভার1 [ bhōra1 ] sfx denoting: continuing all through (িদনেভার); amounting (to) or measuring 
( তালােভার) etc. 

 ভার2 [ bhōra2 ] a engrossed (িচ ায়  ভার); stupefied, fuddled ( নশায়  ভার). 

 ভার3 [ bhōra3 ] n morning, dawn, daybreak; termination, end (িনিশেভার); (fig.) awakening, 
dawning (নবজীবেনর  ভাের).  ভার করা v. to pass the night (esp. without sleep); to spend or pass (রাি  
 ভার করা). ̃রাত n. the early hours of dawn; the last hour or hours of the night.  ভার হওয়া v. to dawn. 
 ভাের adv. at dawn, at daybreak. 

 ভারাই [ bhōrāi ] n a morning song or hymn, a matin, (cp.) Matins. 

 ভাল2 [ bhōla2 ] n a dress, a guise; a disguise; appearance.  ভাল  ফরােনা বা বদলােনা v. to change one's 
dress; to improve one's appearance; (fig.) to improve one's social or financial condition. 

 ভালা2 [ bhōlā2 ] a forgetful, oblivious; forgotten. ☐ n. a forgetful person; Shiva (িশব). 

 ভালানাথ [ bhōlānātha ] n (fig.) an utterly forgetful person; Shiva (িশব). 

 ভা ীয় [ bhōlṭīẏa ] a (sc.) voltaic ( ভা ীয় িব   ). 

 ভৗগিলক [ bhaugalika ] a geographical. 

 ভৗত [ bhauta ] a elemental; material; physical. ̃ধম  n. a physical property. ̃িব ান n. physical 
science. 

 ভৗিতক [ bhautika ] a pertaining to or caused by apparitions, ghostly; elemental, material, 
physical, natural; astral.  ভৗিতক কা ড a ghostly affair.  ভৗিতক গ  a ghost-story.  ভৗিতক  দহ the 
elemental body, the mortal frame; an astral body; a ghost.  ভৗিতক িনয়ম the physical law, the law of 
nature.  ভৗিতক পদাথ  a material thing.  ভৗিতক িবদ া demonology.  ভৗিতক ব পার same as  ভৗিতক কা ড । 

 ভৗিতক  র (theos.) the astral plane. 
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 ভৗম [ bhauma ] n the Mars. ☐ a. earthly, terrestrial; born out of earth.  ভৗম দূরবী ণ field glass. 
 ভৗম পু দ ড scape. 

 ভৗিমক [ bhaumika ] n a landowner, a landlord; a fedual prince. 

 ভৗমী [ bhaumī ] a. fem  ভৗম (a.). 

ভ া [ bhyā ] int denoting: bleating; baa; loud weeping (ভ া কের কাঁদা). 

ভ াংচােনা [ bhyāñcānō ] v to make faces (at), to grimace, to grin (at). 

ভ াজরভ াজর [ bhyājarabhyājara ] n continuous and useless babbling; prattle. 

ভ নতারা [ bhyanatārā ] n useless and disgusting murmuring or talk or prattle; useless or irrelevant 
talk; prolixity. 

ভ ানভ ান [ bhyānabhyāna ] int denoting: buzzing noise (of flies, mosquitoes etc.); noise of 
continuous complaint. 

ভ াবা [ bhyābā ] a confounded, bewildered; grossly foolish. ̃চ াকা n. bewilderment; confusion. 
ভ াবাচ াকা খাওয়া v. to be bewildered or confounded or perplexed or puzzled or to be at ones wit's 
end. ̃গ ারাম n. a dumbfounded or totally confused and bewildered person; a dullard; a fat-head. 

ভ ালা [ bhyālā ] int (ridi.) fine, nice. ☐ (joc) a. fomidable (ভ ালা িবপদ). 

 ংশ,  ংশন [ bhraṃśa, bhraṃśana ] n detachment; fall; downfall; deviation; a casting off 
(জািত ংশ); deprivation, loss (বুি  ংশ); (phys.) displacement.  ংশ-হার n. (phys.) the rate of 
displacement.  ংিশত a. detached; fallen; downfallen; deviated; cast off; deprived of; (phys.) 
displaced. 

 ম [ bhrama ] n an error; a mistake; a blunder; an omission; oblivion; illusion; a whirl; a 
whirlpool; whirlwind.  ম হওয়া v. to be mistaken; to be guilty of omission.  েম প া v. to fall into an 
error; to be mistaken; to be confounded.  মিনরসন করা v. to remove a wrong notion (of); 
disillusion; to correct or rectify an error, to amend; to emend. ̃ েম adv. same as  মবশত । ̃ বণ a. 
fallible. ̃ বণতা n. fallibility. ̃ মাদ n. pl. errors and omissions. ̃বশত adv. through a mistake or wrong 
notion. ̃সংেশাধন করা same as  মিনরসন করা । ̃সং ল a. full of errors, erroneous; full of wrong notions. 

 মণ [ bhramaṇa ] n travel, journey ( দশ মণ); ambulation, walking ( াত  মণ); revolution, rotation, 
whirl.  মণ করা v. to travel; to itinerate; to ambulate, to walk; to revolve, to rotate, to whirl. ̃কারী n. 
a traveller; an ambulator, a walker, a peregrinator. fem. ̃কািরণী । ̃ব ৃা  n. an account of journey, 
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travels, (cp.) travelogue. ̃শীল a. itinerant.  ম  a. travelling.  মমাণ a. travelling, journeying; 
itinerant. 

 মর [ bhramara ] n the hornet; the bumble-bee; the bee. fem.  মরী । ̃ক ৃ a. as (beauti fully) black 
as the bumble-bee; glossy and deep black. ̃  ন n. the humming or buzzing of bumble-bees or 
bees. 

 ম ক [ bhramatmaka ] a erroneous; illusive, illusory. 

 মা  [ bhramāndha ] a blinded with errors or illusions. 

 িম,  মী [ bhrami, bhramī ] n a whirlpool, an edy. 

 িময  [ bhramiyantra ] n a drill, an auger. 

   [ bhraṣṭa ] a detached; fallen; downfallen; cast off; deprived of; deviated, strayed; strayed 
from the rightful path; corrupted; vitiated in character, depraved. fem.   া । ̃চির  a. characterless; 
depraved. fem. ̃চির া । ̃তা n. detached or fallen or downfallen or cast off state; deprivation; 
deviation; corruption; depravity.   াচারণ,   াচার n. a wicked or depraved practice; corruption; 
wrong-doing; depravity.   াচারী a. given to wrong-doing or depravity. 

 াতা [ bhrātā ] n a brother; a cousin-brother, a cousin. 

 াতু ু  [ bhrātuṣputra ] n a brother's son, a nephew. fem.  াতু  ুী n. a brother's daughter, a niece. 

 াতৃ [ bhrātṛ ] n (used as a pfx.) a brother. ̃ঘাতক n. a fratricide. ̃ঘাতী a. fratricidal. ̃জায়া n. a brother's 
wife, a sister-in-law. ̃  n. the state of being a brother; fraternity, brotherhood. ̃ি তীয়া n. the second 
lunar day of the bright fortnight in the month of Kartik (কািত ক) when is held the Hindu ceremony 
of marking brother's foreheads by their sisters with sandalwood-paste. ̃  ম n. fraternal or 
brotherly love. ̃ব  a. & adv. like a brother. ˜ব সল a. affectionate towards one's brothers, full of 
fraternal love. fem. ̃ব সলা । ̃বধ n. fratricide. ̃বধূ same as ̃জায়া । ̃ভাব n. brotherly feeling, 
brotherliness. ̃  হ n. brotherly love. ̃হত া n. fratricide. ̃হত াকারী a. fratricidal. ☐ n. a fratricide. 

 া ীয় [ bhrātrīẏa ] a brotherly, fraternal. 

 া  [ bhrānta ] a erroneous; erring, mistaken; hav ing a false notion; under an illusion; deluded; 
illusive; illusory. ̃িব াস n. a wrong or false or mistaken belief or notion; an illusion.  া  ব াখ া n. a 
false or incorrect explanation.  াি  n. an error; a mistake; a false notion; illusion; delusion.  াি কর, 
 াি জনক a. causing error; illusive; delusive.  াি বশত,  াি বেশ adv. by mistake.  াি মান a. erroneous; 
mistaken. ☐ n. (rhet.) a figure of speech marked by illusion.  াি মূলক a. erroneous; illusory; 
delusive. 
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 ামর [ bhrāmara ] a of or like the bee or bumble-bee. fem.  ামরী । 

 াম মাণ [ bhrāmyamāṇa ] a that which is being made to travel or rotate; that which is being 
circulated; (pop.) itinerant, travelling ( াম মাণ িবে তা); (pop.) circulating ( াম মাণ পাঠাগার); mobile 
( াম মাণ ডাকঘর, হাসপাতাল ইত ািদ). ☐ n. (inc.) a traveller ( াম মােণর িদনপি কা). 

  [ bhru ] n the eyebrow. ̃  ন,  ̃িট, ̃ টী n. a frown.   িট করা v. to frown.   িট িটল a. (of looks or 
eyes) frowning.  ে প n. act of casting one's eyes neglectfully or cursorily; (fig.) slightest heed. 
 ে প না করা v. to refuse to look at even cursorily; (fig.) to take no heed of, to ignore 
completely. ̃ধ  n. the arch of the eyebrows. ̃িবলাস n. a pleasant knitting of one's brows, a 
charming frown; a lustful frown. ̃ভ , ̃ভি  same as ̃  ন । ̃মধ  n. space between the two 
eyebrows. ̃লতা n. the eyebrows as beautiful as creepers. ̃ লখা n. the hachures. ̃সংেকত n. a 
beckoning (esp. a stealthy one) by moving the eyebrows. 

 ণ [ bhrūṇa ] n a foetus, an embryo. ̃স  ীয় a. foetal. ̃হত া n. foeticide.  ণহত া করা v. to destroy a 
foetus; to cause an unlawful abortion. 
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ম [ m ] n the twenty-fifth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

মই [ mi ] n a ladder (usu. one made of bamboo and rope); a harrow. মই  দওয়া v. to harrow (a 
field). 

মউ,  মৗ [ mu, mau ] n honey. মউ-আল ুn. sweet yam. ̃চাক, ̃মািছর চাক n. a honeycomb; a beehive. ̃মািছ 
n. the bee. মউমািছর রািন a queen-bee. ̃মািছ পালন n. bee-keeping, apiculture. ̃ লাভী a. fond of honey. 

মউ  [ muḍ◌় ] n a tiara made of sola. 

মউিন [ muni ] n a churn, a churning-staff. 

মক মা [ makaddamā ] n a lawsuit, a case, a process; an affair (িবেয়টা একিদেনর মক মা); a dispute. 
মক মা আনা v. to bring a lawsuit (against); to proceed (against). মক মা করা v. to bring or file a 
lawsuit; to proceed (against); to conduct a case; to plead in a case; to try or judge a case; to enter 
into litigation. মক মা  তালা v. to bring up a case for trial. 

মকমক [ makamaka ] int denoting: the croaking of the frog. ☐ n. the croak. মকমক করা v. to 
croak. 

মকর [ makara ] n a mythological aquatic animal; (astrol.) the Capricorn. ̃ কতন ̃ কতু n. the Hindu 
God of love whose flag bears the symbol of the mythological makar (মকর). ̃ াি  n. the winter 
solstice.  াি বৃ  n. the tropic of Capricorn. ̃ জ n. a medicinal sublimate of mercury, sulphur and 
gold. ̃বািহনী a. fem. riding on the mythological makar (মকর). ☐ n. Goddess Ganga (গ া). ̃ম ডল n. 
the tropic of Capricorn. ̃রািশ n. (astrol.) the Capricorn. ̃সং াি  n. (astr.) the transition of the sun 
from the Sagittarius to the Capricornus; (pop.) the winter solstice. 

মকর  [ makaranda ] n the nectar or honey of a flower. 

মকরীয় [ makarīẏa ] a of the Capricorn; of the tropic of Capricorn. মকরীয় শা বলয় (geog.) the calms 
of Capricorn. 

মকেশা [ makaśō ] n practice; practice by tracing; repeated practicing মকেশা করা v. to practice. 

মকাই [ makāi ] n maize. 

মকান [ makāna ] n a house, a dwelling house. 

ম-কার [ ma-kāra ] n a word beginning with ম । প  মকার see প  । 
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ম ব, ম ফ [ makuba, makupha ] n remission; condonation; exemption. মু ব করা v. to remit; to 
condone; to exempt. 

ম া [ makkā ] n maize. 

মে ল [ makkēla ] n a client (of a pleader, barrister, attorney etc.) ̃হীন a. (of a legal practitioner) 
briefless. 

ম ব [ maktaba ] n a Muslim primary school. 

মখমল [ makhamala ] n velvet. মখমিল a. made of velvet; velvety (মখমিল আকাশ) 

মগ1 [ maga1 ] n a mug. 

মগ2 [ maga2 ] n a native of Arakan or Burma. মেগর মুলুক Arakan; Burma; (fig.) a lawless country. 

মগজ [ magaja ] n brains; intelligence; the intellect or the pate; memory. 

মগিজ [ magaji ] n ornamental border or hem (of a frock, shirt etc.). 

মগডাল [ magaḍāla ] n the topmost branch of a tree. 

মগরা [ magarā ] a proud; haughty; audacious; cunning. মগরািম n. haughtiness, audacity; cunning. 

মঘা [ maghā ] n the tenth of the twenty-seven stars according to the Hindu astronomy. 

ম ল [ maṅgala ] n well-being, weal, welfare, good, benefit; the Mars; Tuesday; a kind of Bengali 
epic poems about popular deities (usu. ম লকাব ). ম ল করা v. to do good to. ̃কর a. auspicious, 
propitious; doing good. ̃কামনা n. good wishes. ̃কামী a. well-wishing. ম লকামী ব ি  a well-wisher. ̃কারী 
a. & n. one who does good to others. fem. ˜কািরণী । ̃গীত n. a song narrating the glory of a deity. ̃ হ 

n. the Mars. ̃ঘট n. a consecrated pitcher placed in a house to win divine favour. ̃চ ডী n. a 

manifestation of Goddess Durga ( গ া). ̃জনক, ̃দায়ক same as ̃কর । fem. ̃দািয়কা । ̃বার n. Tuesday. ̃ময় a. 

benign, benignant, gracious, doing good, auspicious. ☐ n. God. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃সংবাদ ̃সমাচার n. news of 

wellbeing; good news; (Christ.) gospel. ̃সূ  n. a sacred or consecrated thread or string worn on 
the neck by woman. ম লা n. Goddess Durga ( গ া). ম লাকর n. a mine of good. ম লাকা া same 

as ̃কামনা । ম লাকা ী same as ̃কামী । fem. ম লাকাি ণী । ম লাচারণ, ম লাচার n. a prayer, to obtain divine 
benison on the eve of commencing work or in the beginning of a drama, poem etc.; any rite 
performed for the welfare of the votary. ম লাম ল n. good and evil, weal and woe. ম লারিত n. the 
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ceremonial waving of lights before an idol. ম লােথ  adv. for the good or welfare of. ম ল  var. of 

মা িলক । 

মে াল, মে ালীয় [ maṅgōla, maṅgōlīẏa ] n a Mongol. ☐ a. Mongol, Mongolian, Mongoloid. 
মে ালেয়ড n. a Mongoloid. ☐ a. Mon goloid. 

মচ [ maca ] int denoting: a sharp snapping noise. মচমচ int. denoting: repeated snapping noise. 
মচমেচ a. crisp (মচমেচ মুি ). 

মচকােনা [ macakānō ] v to sprain or be sprained; to twist. মচকািন n. sprain; twist. ভােঙ তবু মচকায় না 
would rather break than bend. 

মজবুত [ majabuta ] a firm; stiff, fast; strong, hard; lasting, durable. 

মজিলশ [ majaliśa ] n a sitting, a meeting, a gathering; a party (চােয়র মজিলশ); an association, a 
society, a club. মজিলিশ a. of or fit for a party or assembly; capable of brightening up a gathering 
or party with pleasant talk or bearing. 

মজা1 [ majā1 ] v to be drowned; to lose oneself (in) (  েম মজা,  নশায় মজা); to be charmed (with) or 
won over (by) (কথায় মজা); to silt up (পু র মজা); to be pickled thoroughly or overmuch (আচার মজা); 
to mature or ripen thoroughly (কাঁঠাল মেজিন); to be greatly endangered or utterly ruined (ব া   ফল 
প ায়  স মজল). ☐ a. silted up or dried up thoroughly or overmuch, matured or ripened. ☐ n. the 
delicious leavings of certain fruits from which juice has been extracted (তােলর মজা). 

মজা2 [ majā2 ] n pleasure; enjoyment; comfort and luxury (মজায় থাকা); sport, frolic; fun; banter, 
joke; a funny or pleasant affair or object. মজা করা v. to make fun (of); to make a song of; to pull 
one's leg; to indulge in pleasures and frolics. মজা  টর পাওয়া v. to feel the weight or brunt of 
adventure or danger or difficulty; to feel the pinch of; to feel the evil consequences; to be 
punished, to have to kiss the rod. মজা  টর পাওয়ােনা, মজা  দখােনা v. to drag one into a danger or 
trouble as a punishment; to punish; to teach one a lesson; to make one feel the evil 
consequences of. মজা  দখা v. to take delight in other's trouble; to view other's trouble with secret 
joy. মজা মারা, মজা  লাটা v. to enjoy; to indulge in pleasures and frolics; to enjoy undue benefit from 
something; to live amidst pleasure and luxury. মজার গ  a funny or amusing story. 

মজাদার [ majādāra ] a funny; amusing; delicious, palatable (মজাদার খাবার). 

মজােনা [ majānō ] v to drown; to cause to lose oneself (in); to charm, to win over; to silt up; to 
pickle thoroughly; to cause to mature or ripen thoroughly, to bring disgrace on ( ল মজােনা); to 
endanger greatly or ruin utterly overmuch. 
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মজুদ, মজুত [ majuda, majuta ] a stored up; hoarded; reserved; in reserve for future use, reserve; 
still existing (আমার শি  এখনও মজুদ); ready to hand, at beck and call (  ম তািমেলর জ  মজুত আিছ). 
মজুদ তহিবল reserve fund; reserve capital. ̃দার n. a hoarder. ̃দাির n. hoarding. 

মজুর [ majura ] n a labourer, a workman, a worker. fem. মজুরিন । ̃সরদার n. a foreman of a gang, a 

gangsman, a ganger. মজুেরর দল a band of labourers; a gang. মজুির n. labour cost or charges; wages 
of a labourer; labour work.  জুির করা v. to work as a labourer. 

ম ন [ majjana ] n sinking or being drowned. 

ম মান [ majjamāna ] a in the state of being drowned, sinking. fem. ম মানা । 

ম া [ majjā ] n marrow, bone-marrow; pith; (physio.) core. ̃গত a. pertaining to marrow; 
inherent or inveterate. ̃গ র n. a pith cavity. 

মঝ ু[ majhu ] pro. a (poet. & obs.) my. 

ম  [ mañca ] n a platform, a dais; a rostrum; a scaffold; the stage or theatre. ̃িনেদ  শন, িনেদ  শনা n. 
stage direction. ̃ভাষণ n. a platform speech. ̃িশ  n. stagecraft; stage play. ̃িশ ী n. a stage-player; a 
stage-decorator. ̃স া n. stage-decoration. ম  হ করা v. to stage (a drama), to enact; (rare) to place 
on a platform. ম ািভনয় n. stage-acting; acting in a drama. 

ম ন [ mañjana ] n cleansing (as teeth) by rubbing, brushing, etc.; an article for cleansing with 
(দ ম ন). 

ম রা [ mañjarā ] v (poet.) to blossom or sprout ('অেশাক  রামাি ত ম িরয়া'). 

ম ির [ mañjari ] n a young shoot or twig with new leaves (আ ম ির); a shoot; a sprout; a spike 
(প ুম ির); an ear (শ ম ির); a flower-spike (ব লম ির). ̃দ ড n. (bot.) a rachis. ̃প  n. (bot.) a bract. 

ম িরত [ mañjarita ] a blossomed, budded, flowered; sprouted. ম িরত হওয়া v. to blossom, to bud, 
to flower; to sprout. 

মি ল [ mañjila ] n a palace; a magnificent building, a mansion. 

ম ীর [ mañjīra ] n an anklet with small jingling bells. 

ম ু [ mañju ] a beautiful, graceful, lovely; delicate; pleasant; sweet. ̃ কশী a. fem. having beautiful 

hair. ̃ভািষণী a. fem. suave in speech, honey-mouthed, fair spoken. ̃ল a. same as ম ু । ☐ n. a 
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flower-grove; a grove; a bower. ̃ ী delicate or charming grace or beauty; one possessing such 
grace or beauty; name of a Jain goddess. ̃হািসনী a. fem. sweet-smiling. 

ম ুর [ mañjura ] a sanctioned, approved, granted; permitted; accepted, admitted (আিপল ম ুর 
হওয়া). ম ুর করা v. to sanction, to approve; to grant; to permit; to accept, to admit. 

ম ুির [ mañjuri ] a sanctioning, approving, permitting, accepting (ম ুির দ খত). ম ুির কিমশন grants 
commission. 

ম ুষা [ mañjuṣā ] n a box, a chest, a casket. 

মট, ম  [ maṭa, maṭ ] int denoting: a snapping noise as caused by the splitting or twisting of 
anything hard. ম  কের adv. with a cracking or snapping sound. ম   int. denoting repeated ম  
sound. 

মটকা [ maṭakā ] n a coarse variety of tusser; the topmost (and also central) part of the surface 
of a thatched roof (cp. loft); feigned sleep; a large earthen barrel or cask. মটকা মারা v. to close up 
or block the opening at the centre of a thatched roof; to pretend sleep, to pretend to be 
sleeping. 

মটকােনা [ maṭakānō ] v to twist (as a finger) or break (as a twig) with a snapping noise. আঙ ুল 
মটকােনা v. to snap one's finger. 

মটিক [ maṭaki ] n a large earthen barrel or cask. 

মটন [ maṭana ] n mutton. ̃চপ n. a mutton-chop. 

মটর2 [ maṭara2 ] n pea. ̃কলাই (dial.) ̃ক াই n. pea. ̃ডাল n. husked (ripened) pea-seeds used as dal. ̃দানা 
n. a grain or seed of pea. a necklace or a girdle studded with small balls resembling seeds of 
pea. ̃মালা n. a necklace studded with small balls resembling pea seeds. ̃শাক n. pea-plant eaten as 
spin ach. ̃ িট n. a pea-pod, a peascod, a pease-cod, a pea-cod. 

মটা  [ maṭāt ] int same as ম  । 

মঠ [ maṭha ] n a monastery or a nunnery, a convent; an abbey; a shrine, a temple; an academy; a 
sweetmeat made of congealed sugar shaped like a temple. ̃ধারী, মঠািধকারী, মঠাধ   n. a head of a 
monastery or convent, an abbot. fem. ̃ধািরণী an abbess. 

ম ক [ maḍ◌়ka ] n a pestilence, a plague; (of cattle, beasts and birds) a murrain; wide spread 
death (মােছর ম ক). ম ক  লেগেছ a pestilence or a murrain has broken out; death is taking a heavy 
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toll of lives. ̃ খালা n. a place for cremating or depositing (usu. neglectfully) people killed by a 
pestilence. 

ম ম  [ maḍ◌়maḍ◌় ] int denoting noise of crashing of a hard substance. 

ম া [ maḍ◌়ā ] n a dead body, a corpse. ম া িনেয় যাওয়া (contemp.) ম া  ফলা v. to carry a corpse to 
the crematorium or graveyard. ম ার উপর খাঁ ার ঘা  দওয়া v. to strike a man when he is down; to 
add insult to injury; (cp.) flog a dead horse. ̃ খেকা n. a ghoul, a ghost. 

মি ঘর [ maḍ◌়ighara ] n a morgue. 

মি েপা া [ maḍ◌়ipōḍ◌়ā ] a taking part in cremating the dead bodies of unrelated persons. ☐ n. 
such a Brahman (considered an outcast). 

ম ুে  [ maḍ◌়uñcē ] a stillborn; giving birth to still born babies (ম ুে   পায়ািত). 

মিণ [ maṇi ] n a precious stone, a jewel, a gem; (fig.) a precious object or treasure ( খাকামিণ); (fig.) 
a glorious person (রঘুমিণ). ̃ক n. (geog.) mineral. ̃কা ন n. a jewel and gold; (fig.) combination or 
union of two very precious things. ̃কা নেযাগ n. an excellent union: (astrol.) a very auspicious 
conjunction of stars. ̃কার n. a jeweller, a lapidary. ̃ কাঠা n. a room the floor and walls of which are 
set with gems. ̃খিচত a. inlaid with jewels. ̃ব  n. the wrist. ̃ভা ডার n. a jewel-house, (cp.) treasure-
house or treasure-trove. ̃মি ডত a. set or studded or adorned with gems. ̃ময় full of gems; made of 

gems; set or studded or adorned with gems. ̃মািনক  same as ̃র  । ̃মালা n. a necklace set with 

gems. ̃র  n. pl. gems and jewels, jewellery. ̃হার same as ̃মালা । ̃হারা ফণী (fig.) one who is fretfully 
aggrieved on account of losing one's most precious treasure or beloved person. 

মিণপুির [ maṇipuri ] a of or produced in or born in Manipur. ☐ n. a native of Manipur. 

ম ড [ manḍa ] n gruel; starch; pulp; paste. 

ম ডন [ manḍana ] n ornamentation; embellishment; decoration; toilet; overlaying or studding; 
an ornament. 

ম ডপ [ manḍapa ] n a roofed or otherwise covered terrace or place usu. with four sides open; a 
pavilion. 

ম ডল [ manḍala ] n a circular or spherical area; a sphere, a circle, a ring, an orb, a globe (ভূম ডল, 
িদ  ডল); an area; a region (ন  ম ডল); an empire, a vast territory or kingdom; a country; a 
district, a village, a locality, a zone (ব ম ডল); a community ( জাম ডল); an assemblage, a 
congregation (মি ম ডল, ভ ম ডল); (geom.) a group; a village headman; a headman, a leader. ̃প  n. 
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(phys.) a zone plate. ম ডল পিরদশ ক n. a circle inspector. ম ডলাকার a. circular, spherical, round, 
globular. ম ডলী n. a collection, a multitude; a community; an assemblage; a congregation; a circle 
(ম ডলী কের বসা). ম ডলীকৃত a. formed into a circle or coil. ম ডেল র n. a paramount ruler (esp. of a vast 
territory); an emperor. 

মি ডত [ manḍita ] a ornamented; embellished; decorated (with). fem. মি ডতা । মি ডত করা v. to 
ornament; to embellish; to decorate; to dress; to overlay or stud (with). 

ম ডূক [ manḍūka ] n the frog. fem. ম ডূকী । 

মত2 [ mata2 ] n an opinion, a view; consent; a theory; a doctrine, anism; a tenet; a creed, a 
religion; a method, a principle; a mode or means. মত করা v. to agree (to); to intend. মেতা করােনা v. 
to persuade. মত  দওয়া v. to consent to, to agree to; to give one's consent; to acquiesce; to pass 
one's opinion, to opine. মত  নওয়া v. to take or invite one's consent or opinion. মত পাওয়া v. to 
obtain one's consent or approval. নানা মুিনর নানা মত (fig.) many minds many views; no two wise 
men agree. যত মত তত পথ as many tenets, as many ways to salvation. ̃দান n. giving one's opinion 

or consent; expressing one's views; casting one's vote. ̃  ধ same as ̃িবেরাধ । ̃পিরবত ন n. change of 

opinion. ̃পাথ  ক  n. difference of opinion or views. ̃বাদ n. a theory; a doctrine; a tenet. ̃বাদী a. 
adhering to a particular theory or doctrine or tenet. ̃িবেরাধ, ̃ ভদ, মতাৈনক  n. difference of opinion; 
disagreement; dissension. মতা র n. difference of opinion, dissension; a different or contrary 
opinion or view or doctrine or theory. মতা ের adv. in or according to another view. মতাবল ন করা 
v. to accept or adhere to or profess an opinion or view or doctrine or theory or tenet or religion. 
মতাবল ী a. & n. one who accepts or adheres to or follows or professes a particular opinion or 

view or doctrine or theory or religion. fem. মতাবলি নী । মতামত n. views for and against. 

ম কতৃ ক [ matkartṛka ] adv by me. 

ম  ণ [ matkuṇa ] n the bug. 

ম কৃত [ matkṛta ] n done or performed by me. 

ম  ণীত [ matpraṇīta ] a written or compiled or composed by me. 

মতলব [ matalaba ] n intention, purpose, design; a plan, a stratagem, an artifice, a wile. মতলব 
আঁটা v. to think out a plan, to scheme, to plan. মতলব করা বা ভাঁজা v. to contrive a stratagem; to 
intend, to design. ̃বাজ, মতলিব a. designing, scheming, artful, crafty, wily; self-devoted. 

ম সর [ matsara ] n envy, malice, spite; malevolence. ☐ a. envious, malicious, spiteful; 
malevolent; base, mean. 
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ম   [ matsya ] n fish; the first of the ten incarnations of Vishnu (িব )ু; (astrol.) the Pisces; an 
ancient state of India. ̃করি ডকা n. a fish-creel. ̃গ া n. fem. a woman or girl from whose body a fish-
like smell emanates. ̃ঘ ট n. a highly seasoned dish of fish, fish-grill. ̃জাত n. (geog.) fishery 
products. ̃জীবী n. a fisherman, a fisher (fem: a fisher woman, a fish-wife). ̃ ায় var. of মা   ায় 

। ̃ব বসায় n. the trade or profession of catching and selling fish. ̃ব বসায়ী n. a fishdealer, a 

fishmonger; a fisherman. ̃ ভাজী a. same as ম  াশী । ̃র  n. the kingfisher, the halcyon. ম  াশী a. 
fish-eating, piscivorous. 

মিত1 [ mati1 ] n intelligence, intellect; mentality; memory; attention; devotion; inclination, 
propensity; desire. ̃গিত n. intentions and activities; card up one's sleeve. ̃   a. evil-minded, 
wicked; froward; wayward; foolish; out of one's mind, not in one's right mind. ☐ n. loss of good 
judgment; evil mindedness; wickedness; frowardness; waywardness; a folly. ̃ ংশ, ̃ ম, ̃ াি  n. loss 
of memory; loss of intellect or judgment; a lapse of judgment; an aberration; a mistake, an 
error; delusion. ̃  , ̃ া  a. demented; bereft of one's intellect or judgment; off one's head; 
forgetful, oblivious; committing a mistake or error, erring; deluded. ̃ম া n. sagacity, wisdom; 
intelligence; discreetness. ̃মান a. sagacious, wise; intelligent; discreet. ̃ি হরতা, ̃  হয  n. firmness of 
mind or resolve; mental equipoise. ̃হীন a. same as ̃   (a.). and—lacking in attention or devotion 
or inclination or intention. 

মিতহাির [ matihāri ] a grown in Matihari. ☐ n. tobacco growing in Matihari. 

মেতা [ matō ] a like, as, similar to (ফুেলর মেতা); according to or in keeping with (কথামেতা); suiting 
or satisfying (মেনর মেতা); becoming or befitting (রাজার মেতা আচরণ). ☐ prep. for (আজেকর মেতা, জে র 
মেতা). 

ম  [ matta ] a intoxicated, sottish, drunk; drunken; maddened, frenzied; mad; must; musty (ম  
হ ী = a must elephant, an elephant in a state of frenzy or run amok); maddened by rage or 
excitement; greatly proud of (ধনম ); beside oneself with (আনে  ম ); absorbedly engaged in (গােন 

ম ); addicted to or indulging in (িবলােস ম ). fem. ম া । ̃তা n. intoxicated state, intoxication; 
sottishness, drunkenness; frenzy; madness; must; highly enraged or excited state; great elation; 
the state of being beside oneself; absorbing preoccupation; addiction. 

মথন [ mathana ] n churning; stirring; trampling; routing; crushing. মথন করা v. to churn, to stir; 
to trample; to rout, to crush. 

মথনী [ mathanī ] n butter; the churning rod. 

মিথত [ mathita ] a churned; stirred; trampled; routed; crushed. মিথত করা same as মথন করা (see 
মথন). 
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মদ [ mada ] n vanity, pride; arrogance; intoxication; frenzy; infatuation; great joy or elation; 
musk; wine; intoxicating juice (ম য়ার মদ); a watery exudation from the cheeks, temple etc. of an 
elephant in rut. মদ খাওয়া v. to drink wine, to drink. ̃ খার a. addicted to drinking wine. মদেখার  লাক a 
drunkard. ̃গব  n. insane vanity or pride or arrogance. ̃গিব ত, ̃গব ী a. mad with vanity or pride or 

arrogance. fem. ̃গিব তা । ̃ম  a. raving on account of being drunk; mad with vanity; (of an elephant) 

in rut. fem. ̃ম া । মদম  হািত an elephant in rut; a must elephant. 

মদত [ madata ] n aid, help, assistance; cooperation. মদত  দওয়া v. to aid, to help, to assist; to 
cooperate with. 

মদন [ madana ] n the Hindu god of love (cp. Cupid, Eros); amorous or sexual desire, 
eroticism. ̃ গাপাল n. a cupid's minion; Krishna (ক ৃ). ̃পীি ত a. stricken with love or sexual desire, 

lovesick. fem. ̃পীি তা । ̃বাণ n. the shaft of Madana (মদন), (cp.) Cupid's shaft; (fig.) an erotogenous 

object. ̃বাণপীি ত same as ̃পীি ত । fem. ̃বাণপীি তা । ̃ মাহন n. one who infatuates even Madana (মদন); 

Krishna (ক ৃ). মদেনা সব n. a spring festival held in honour of Madana (মদন); the festival of holi 
( হািল). 

মদা  [ madāndha ] a blind with vanity. 

মদালস [ madālasa ] a feeling lethargic at the termination of a drunken bout; made indolent by 

incitation of sexual or amorous desire. fem. মদালসা । 

মিদর [ madira ] a intoxicating; besotting; infatuating. ̃তা n. intoxication; drunkenness; 
infatuation. মিদরা n. rich. wine (cp. Ma deira). মিদরা ী, মিদের ণা n. fem. a woman with eyes 
pleasantly dilated with or as with drunkenness; a woman having beautiful eyes. মিদরাগৃহ n. an 
ale-house, a grog-shop. 

মদীয় [ madīẏa ] prop. & a my, mine. 

মেদা [ madō ] a of or pertaining to wine (মেদা গ ); addicted to wine (মেদা মাতাল). ̃মাতাল  লাক a 
boozer, a drunkard. 

মেদা ত [ madōddhata ] a highly conceited or arrogant or haughty, stuck-up, puffed up. 

মদ  [ madya ] n wine. ̃প, ̃পায়ী a. addicted to drinking wine. ☐ n. a drunkard; a boozer. ̃িবে তা n. a 
vintner, a wine merchant. মদ াসি  n. addiction to wine; addiction to drinking; booziness. 

ম  [ madra ] n the ancient name of the Punjab and some adjoining districts. 
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মধু [ madhu ] n honey; anything sweet; sweet juice; nectar; wine; the month of Chaitra ( চ ); 
spring; (fig.) sweetness or charm (' গা েল মধ ুফুরােয়  গল'); opportunity of income esp. of extra or 
illegal income (এ চাকিরেত মধ ু  নই); money, wealth (কা ােনর মধ ু ফুিরেয়  গেছ). ☐ a. sweet-tasting, 
delicious; sweet, pleasing; full of honey or sweet juice. ̃ক n. liquorice. ̃ক ঠ a. sweet voiced. ̃কর n. 

the bee, the black-bee. fem. ̃করী । ̃ কাষ n. a honeycomb; the testicle (of a goat, sheep etc.). ̃গ , ̃গি  
a. very sweet-scented or sweet smelling. ̃চ  n. a honeycomb, a bee hive. ̃চ , ̃চ মা, ̃চি কা n. honey 
moon. ̃চ  যাপন করা v. to honeymoon. ̃জ n. beeswax. ̃িনিশ n. the wedding night; a vernal or spring 
night; a very pleasant night. ̃প n. the bee; the black-bee. ̃পক  n. an oblation of honey, clarified 
butter, milk, curd and sugar all mixed together. মধ ুপেক র বািট a small bowl or cup or container for 
the above mixture for oblation; (fig.) anything small, brittle or tending to flop. ̃পায়ী n. the bee; 
the black-bee. ̃পূণ  a. full of honey; full of sweet juice; very delicious; very sweet or charming. ̃বন 
n. a pleasant grove in Brindaban. ̃বষ  ী a. showering honey; (fig.) very sweet or pleasing. ̃ভাষী a. 

sweet-speaking, honey-tongued. ̃মি কা n. the bee, the black-bee. ̃ময় same as মধ ুপূণ  । ̃মালতী n. a 

kind of creeper, (cp.) the honey suckle. ̃মাস n. the month of Chaitra ( চ ). ̃ মহ n. diabetes. ̃যািমনী n. 
a spring night; a very pleasant night; honeymoon. মধযুািমনী যাপন করা v. to honeymoon. ̃রস n. sweet 
juice; sweetness. ̃রািত n. a spring night; a very pleasant night. ̃িলট, ̃িলহ, ̃ লহ n. the bee, the black-
bee. ̃ল ু, ̃ লাভী, ̃ লালুপ a. avid of or fond of honey or sweet juice. ̃ র a. sweet-voiced. 

মধুর [ madhura ] a very sweet, honeyed; sweet; delicious; pleasant. fem. মধ ুরা । ̃তা, ̃  n. great 

sweetness; deliciousness; pleasantness. ̃ভািষণী a. fem. honey tongued; soft-spoken. masc. ̃ভাষী 
। ̃ কৃিত, ̃ ভাব a. sweet-tempered. ̃ র a. sweet-voiced. মধ ুরা  n. an acid; acid. ☐ a. acid. মধ ুরালাপ n. 

pleasant or friendly conversation; (poet.) amorous conversation. মধ ুিরমা a. (great) sweetness; 
pleasantness. 

মধূ  [ madhūttha ] n beeswax. ̃বিত কা n. wax candle. 

মধ  [ madhya ] n the middle; the centre; the waist; the inside or interior; midst; interval. ☐ a. 
middle, central, mid; interior, inside; intervening, interim, mean; middling, mediocre; medium. 
মধ  উ তা mean temperature. ̃ক a. (arith.) mean. ☐ n. (arith.) a mean. ̃কণ  n. the middle ear, 
(loos.) the tympanum. ̃কাল n. (astr.) the meantime. ̃ কাণ n. (astr.) the mean anomaly. ̃ ীণা a. fem. 

having a slender waist. ̃গ a. of the middling state, mean. fem. ̃গা । ̃গমন n. (astr.) culmination. ̃ দা 
n. (physio.) the diaphragm. ̃তল n. (astr.) the meridian plane. ̃ ক n. (bot.) mesocarp. ̃িদন n. (arch.) 
midday, noon. ̃ দশ n. the middle or central part; the waist; the interior or inside; Central 
India. ̃পদেলাপী n. (gr.) a mode of framing compound words by deleting the word in the middle of 
other two. ̃পদ  া, ̃পরদা n. the middle lamella. ̃প হা n. the middle course; the golden mean. ̃প হী a. & n. 
moderate, (a person) avoiding extremes and following or pursuing the middle course or the 
golden mean. ˜ াচ  n. the Middle East; countries of the Middle East. ̃বয়  a. middle-aged. fem. 

মধ বয় া । ̃বিত তা n. the state of being in the middle; the state of being inside; intermediacy; 

intervention; mediation. ̃বত ী a. situated or stationed in the middle or inside or in the midst; 
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intermediate; intervening; medial; mediating. fem. ̃বিত নী । ̃বত ী িনযু ক a handling agent. মধ বত ী 

হওয়া v. to lie in or go into the middle; to intervene; to mediate. ̃িব  a. middleclass, bourgeois. 
মধ িব -মেনাবৃি  n. middleclass mentality; (esp. pol.) petty bourgeois mentality. মধ িব -স দায় n. the 
middle class, the bourgeoisie. ̃িবধ a. middling, mediocre. ̃িব  n. the centre. ̃ভারত n. Central 
India. ̃মিণ n. a jewel at the centre of anything; (fig.) the most glorious or precious or prominent 
person or thing. ̃মান n. an Indian musical measure. ̃যুগ n. the Middle Ages. ̃যুগীয় a. mediaeval. ̃রা  
n. midnight. ̃রাে  adv. at midnight, at dead of night. ̃ রখা n. (geog. & astr.) the meridian; (geom.) 
a median. মধ িশ া পষ    The Board of Secondary Education. ̃িশরা n. (bot.) the midrib. ̃ হ a. of the 
interior or inside; inner; lying inside or in the interior; lying in the midst; intermediate, medial; 
intervening; mediating; intermediary. ☐ n. a mediator; an arbitrator, an arbiter; an 

intermediary, a middleman, a go-between. fem. ̃ হা । মধ  হ  ায়ালয় an arbitral tribunal. ̃ হতা n. 

mediation; arbitration. মধ  হতা করা v. to mediate; to arbitrate. ̃ হল n. the middle; the centre; the 
inside, the interior; the midst. ̃ি হত a. lying inside or in the interior; lying in the midst. 

মধ ি ন [ madhyandina ] n midday, noon. 

মধ ম [ madhyama ] a middle; second in order of seniority or age (মধ ম াতা = the second brother; 
মধ মপ ু = the second son); (rare) intermediate, medial; middling, mediocre, moderate. ☐ n. the 
waist ( মধ মা); (mus.) the major fourth of the C-scale. ̃প হা n. the middle course; (pol.) 
moderateness, moderatism. ̃প হী a. following the middle course; (pol.) moderate. ̃বয়  a. middle-

aged. fem. ̃বয় া । মধ মা n. the middle finger; (geom.) a median. ☐ a. fem. second in order of 
seniority or age. মধ মা ুিল n. the middle finger. 

মধ া, মধ া ুিল [ madhyā, madhyāṅguli ] n the middle finger. 

মধ া  [ madhyāhna ] n midday, noon. ̃কালীন a. of or at noon, midday, noonday, noontide; 
meridional. ̃ি য়া n. any one of the scriptural or other midday duties; midday meal, luncheon, 
lunch. ̃ ভাজন n. midday meal, luncheon, lunch. মধ া েভাজন করা v. to take one's midday meal, to 
lunch. ̃সূয  n. the midday sun, the meridian sun. 

মধ াব হা [ madhyābashā ] n mediocrity; the middle or middling state. 

মেধ  [ madhyē ] prep in the middle, at the centre; in, into, within, inside; in between (ইিতমেধ ); 
before the termination or commencement of, by (স াহমেধ , স  ার মেধ ); amidst, in the midst of, 
amongst or between. ☐ adv. some time back (মেধ  একবার বেলিছলাম). মেধ  মেধ . adv. from time to 
time, occasionally, now and then; few and far between; sparsely. 

মেধ া গমন [ madhyōccagamana ] n (astr.) upper culmination. 

মেধ া িত [ madhyōnnati ] n (astr.) the meridian altitude. 
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মন1 [ mana1 ] n a measure of weight (=4 seers or about 82 lbs.), a maund. ̃কষা n. the system of 
calculating weight in terms of maunds, seers etc. ̃ ক adv. for each maund, each maund; in every 
or each maund. 

মন2 [ mana2 ] n mind; heart; mental state, mood; mentality; feeling; consideration; memory; 
inclination, desire; attraction, attachment, interest; attention; earnestness, devotion; sincerity; 

choice; resolve, decision. মন আসা same as মন লাগা । মন ওঠা v. to be satisfied or pleased. মন করা v. 

to resolve, to make up one's mind; to have a mind; to agree, to condescend (আপিন মন করেল চাকিরটা 
হেব). মন কা া v. to captivate the mind, to capture the fancy of; to win one's heart. মন  কমন করা v. 

to be uneasy in mind; to be worried. মন খারাপ করা see খারাপ । মন খারাপ হওয়া v. to be out of hearts; 

to be out of humour; to be saddened. মন  খালা, মন খুেল বলা v. to speak one's mind; to open one's 
heart; to break one's mind. মন গলা v. to soften (towards), to melt. মন গলােনা v. to melt one's heart. 
মন চাওয়া v. to be inclined to; to agree to. মন  ছােটা হওয়া v. to become small-minded; to feel small; 
to be stricken with a sense of inferiority; to become ungenerous or niggardly; to lose heart, to 
become dejected. মন  ছাটা v. to be stricken with an impetuous inclination towards or desire for; 
to be greatly attracted. মন জানা v. to learn or know one's mind. মন  জাগােনা v. to comply with one's 
orders or desires; to act to please another; to humour; to flatter. মন টলা v. to become perturbed 
or worried; to be in two minds, to waver; to be of two minds; to soften emotionally, to melt. মন 
টানা v. to attract; to incline; to have a mind. মন থাকা v. to have a desire for; to be inclined towards; 
to have interest in; to be attentive to. মন  থেক adv. sincerely; from the bottom of one's heart; by 
or out of one's imagination; (rare) from memory. মন দমা v. to become disheartened or 
discouraged. মন  দওয়া v. to apply one's mind to, to mind; to be earnest (মন িদেয় কাজ করা); to pay 
attention or heed to; to fall in love with. মন পাওয়া v. to be able to please another; to win one's 
favour or love; to win the heart of. মন াণ িদেয়  চ া করা v. to try heart and soul. মন বসা same as মন 

লাগা । মন িবষােনা v. to embitter or poison one's mind. মন ভাঙা v. to be disheartened or 

discouraged; to be broken-hearted or heart-broken. মন ভাঙােনা v. to dishearten or discourage; to 
break one's heart; to prejudice one's mind (against), to earwig. মন  ভালােনা v. to charm or 
captivate one's mind; to attract or please greatly; to win one's heart; to infatuate; to melt one's 
heart; to cajole; to take one's mind off (something). মন মাতােনা v. to make one beside oneself with 
delight; to delight or please greatly. মন মানা v. to be consoled; to agree to accept at heart; to agree 

or consent to. মন রাখা same as মন  জাগােনা । মন লাগা v. to have a liking or inclination for; to have 

interest in; to have earnestness in. মন লাগােনা v. to apply one's mind to, to attend to earnestly. মন 
সরা v. to have a desire for, to be willing (to). মন হওয়া v. to be inclined; to have half a mind; to 
become consented. মন হারােনা v. to lose oneself; to lose one's heart; to be infatuated, to be greatly 
enamoured (of). মেন ওঠা v. to rise in one's mind, to occur to or strike one (ফি  মেন ওঠা); to be 
recollected ( ৃিত মেন ওঠা). মেন করা v. to call to mind, to recollect; to resolve, to decide; to have a 
mind; to have half a mind; to feel; to suppose; to count, to regard, to consider, to think. মেন জাগা 

same as মেন ওঠা । মেন জানা v. to know or feel at heart. মেন থাকা v. to be remembered, to be 

retained in one's memory. মেন দাগ কাটা v. to impress one's mind indelibly; to bring home to; to 
make an imprint on one's mind; to occupy one's memory permanently. মেন ধরা v. to be to one's 
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liking or choice; to be after one's heart. মেন  নওয়া v. to feel; to suppose; to consider or think 
seriously. মেন প া v. to remember; to be recollected. মেন পুেষ রাখা v. to nourish or cherish secretly 
at heart. মেন রাখা v. to remember; to bear or to keep in mind. মেন লাগা v. to be to one's liking, to 
be up to one's choice; to impress one's mind favourably; to be shocked or pained at heart; to 
feel or suppose. মেন  হান  দওয়া to cherish or keep alive in one's heart. মেন হওয়া v. to feel; to 
suppose; to consider, to think; to count, to regard; to come to recollect; to appear; to seem. মেনর 
আ ন mental anguish, heart-grief. মেনর কথা one's secret thoughts and feelings and intentions, 
one's mind. মেনর কািল the gloom of one's mind; sorrow, grief; ill feeling; malice; concealed vice. 
মেনর  গাল doubt; hesitation. মেনর  জার a strong will; moral courage; self-confidence; morale. মেনর 
ঝাল a grudge. মেনর ঝাল  মটােনা v. to feed one's grudge. মেনর িবষ concealed envy or malice; canker of 

the mind. মেনর ব থা mental anguish, heart's pang. মেনর মেতা same as মেনামেতা । মেনর ময়লা same as 

মেনর কািল । মেনর মা ষ a person after one's own heart; a favourite; a minion; a lover. মেনর িমল 
amicability; agreement, accord. 

মনকষাকিষ [ manakaṣākaṣi ] n strained relations; mutual ill-feelings; bad blood. মনকষাকিষ করা v. 
to strain one's relations with; to fall out with. 

মন া [ manakkā ] n raisin. 

মনেখালা [ manakhōlā ] a open-hearted, hearty, frank, above-board; outspoken. 

মন-ঢালা [ mana-ḍhālā ] a whole-hearted. 

মন- দওয়া- নওয়া [ mana-dēōẏā-nēōẏā ] n mutual love-making; courtship. 

মনন [ manana ] n thinking, cogitation; guessing, supposition, surmise; deciding, resolution; 
conceiving, conception; a notion. মনন করা v. to think, to cogitate; to guess, to suppose, to 
surmise; to decide, to resolve; to conceive; to form a notion. ̃শীল a. thoughtful; intellectual. 

মনপবন [ manapabana ] n (dial.) secret inclinations and intentions, one's mind. মনপবেনর দাঁ  (in 
folk-tales) an oar by means of which a boat can be driven at any speed and in any directions as 
one desires. 

মন াণ [ manaprāṇa ] n heart and soul. 

মনমরা [ manamarā ] a down-hearted, morose, low spirited, vapoury, (sl.) browned off; dejected, 
melancholy. 
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মনর া [ manarakṣā ] n compliance with one's orders or desires; acting or working to please 
another; humouring or flattering. মনর া করা v. to comply with one's orders or desires or wishes; 
to act to please another; to humour; to flatter. 

মন   ু[ manaścakṣu ] n the mind's eye; imagination; insight. 

মন া ল  [ manaścāñcalya ] n mental agitation or unrest; worry, anxiety, concern. 

মনসবদার [ manasabadāra ] n (hist.) one of a class of army commanders serving in lieu of a 
jaghir. মনসবদাির n. office of the aforesaid army commanders. 

মনসা [ manasā ] n (myth.) the Hindu Snake-Goddess; a kind of plant. ̃ম ল cult poetry 
concerning Goddess Manasa (মনসা). 

মনিসজ [ manasija ] n Madana (মদন) the god of love. 

মন   [ manastattba ] n psychology. মন াি ক a. psychological. ☐ n. a psychologist. 

মন ি  [ manastuṣṭi ] n mental satisfaction or pleasure; heart's content; (loos.) adulation. ̃কর a. 
pleasing, satisfying; gratifying. 

মন ী [ manasbī ] a endowed with mental calm or peace; magnanimous, large-minded, large-

hearted; great-hearted; (loos.) possessing sharp intellect. fem. মনি নী । মনি তা n. possession of 
mental calm or peace; magnanimity, large-mindedness; (loos.) possession of sharp intellect; 
sharpwittedness. 

মনা া [ manākkā ] n raisin. 

মনা র [ manāntara ] n strained relations; bad blood; a quarrel; disagreement in opinion, 
dissension. 

মিন-অড ার [ mani-arḍāra ] n a money-order. মিন-অড ার করা v. to send by money order. মিন অড ারেযােগ, 
মিন-অড ার কের adv. by money-order. 

মিনব [ maniba ] n master (fem.: a mistress); an employer. fem. মিনবািন । 

মিনব াগ [ manibyāga ] n a money-bag, a wallet, a purse. 

মিনহাির [ manihāri ] a dealing in stationery goods, cosmetics, fancy-goods, etc.; (loos.) 
stationery. 
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মনীষা [ manīṣā ] n sharp intellect; genius; sagacity. মনীষী a. possessing sharp intellect; endowed 
with genius; sagacious. ☐ n. a man of sharp intellect; a man of genius; a sagacious man; a sage. 

ম  [ manu ] n (myth.) any one of the fourteen sons of Brahma (  া); the fourteenth Manu (ম ). 
regarded as the father and first law-giver of mankind. 

ম জ [ manuja ] n man; a man. ম েজ  n. a king, a monarch. 

ম   [ manuṣya ] n man; mankind, humankind; a human being; a man. fem. ম ষী womankind; a 
woman. ̃ক ঠ n. the human voice. ̃কৃত a. made or done by man; man-made. ̃চির  n. the human 
character; (rare) a biography. ̃জ  n. birth as a human creature; the human life. ̃  n. humanness, 
humanity. ম   পূণ  a. full of humaneness or humanity, humane. ম   হীন a. devoid of humanity 
or human quality; inhuman; barbarous. ̃ধম  n. the moral and social duties of man; the religion of 
man; humanity. ̃বিজ ত a. man-forsaken; uninhabited; desolate. ̃বসিত n. a human habitation. ̃মূিত  n. 
a figure of a man; a human being; a statue. ̃হীন a. desolate, not inhabited by man. ম  াবাস n. a 
human habitation; a human settlement; a town, a city, a village; a dwelling-house. ম ে তর a. 
belonging to a lower species than the human being; of a lower order, lower (ম ে তর  াণী). 
ম ে ািচত a. befitting or becoming a man; humane. 

ম সংিহতা, ম  ৃিত [ manusaṃhitā, manusmṛti ] n a code of laws drawn up by Manu (ম ). 

মেনাগত [ manōgata ] a seated in the mind or at heart, inward. মেনাগত ভাব intention. 

মেনা াহী [ manōgrāhī ] a pleasant; agreeable; attractive. 

মেনাজ [ manōja ] a born in the mind; born of the mind ☐ n. the god of Love (who dwells in the 
mind); Cupid. 

মেনাজগ  [ manōjagat ] n the sphere or realm of the mind; the realm of imagination or of ideas 
and thoughts; the realm of fancy. 

মেনা  [ manōjña ] a captivating, attractive, pleasant, charming. 

মেনানয়ন [ manōnaẏana ] n selection; nomination; choosing; choice. মেনানয়ন করা v. to select; to 
nominate; to choose. 

মেনািনেবশ [ manōnibēśa ] n (earnest) application of the mind; (close) attention. মেনািনেবশ করা v. 
to apply one's mind (earnestly or closely) to; to pay close attention to; to employ oneself 
intently or diligently in. 
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মেনানীত [ manōnīta ] a selected; nominated; chosen. fem. মেনানীতা । মেনানীত করা same as মেনানয়ন 

করা । 

মেনােন  [ manōnētra ] n same as মানসেন  see মানস । 

মেনাবল [ manōbala ] n strength of mind; moral cour age; self-confidence. 

মেনািবকার [ manōbikāra ] n aberration of the mind; mental distraction; mental neurosis; mental 
perversion. 

মেনািব ান, মেনািবদ া [ manōbijñāna, manōbidyā ] n psychology. মেনািবদ াগত a. psychological. 
মেনািবজানী n. a psychologist. 

মেনাবৃি  [ manōbṛtti ] n the faculty of the mind; mentality ( গালািম মেনাবৃি ) 

মেনাব ািধ [ manōbyādhi ] n a mental disease; psychoneurosis; psychosis.    a. mentally 
diseased; psychoneurotic; psychotic. মেনাব ািধর িচিক সক a psychiatrist. মেনা ব ািধর িচিক সা 
psychiatry. 

মেনাভ  [ manōbhaṅga ] n disappointment; despondency; dejection; discouragement. 

মেনাভাব [ manōbhāba ] n one's secret thoughts and feelings, one's mind; mental state; attitude; 
predisposition. 

মেনাভার [ manōbhāra ] n the burden of one's mind, heaviness of one's heart (that is, grief, huff 
etc.); mental distress. 

মেনামেতা [ manōmatō ] a to one's liking or choice, after one's own heart. 

মেনামদ [ manōmada ] a vanity, false pride. 

মেনামেধ  [ manōmadhyē ] adv in one's mind, at heart, in wardly. 

মেনামি র [ manōmandira ] n the mind imagined as a temple. 

মেনাময় [ manōmaẏa ] a formed or conceived by the mind, mental; imagined; analogous to or 
identified with the mind. মেনাময়  কাষ (Hindu phil.) the third vessel of the in dividual soul. 
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মেনামু কর, মেনামেহান [ manōmugdhakara, manōmahōna ] a captivating, fasci nating, charming; 

very beautiful. fem. মেনােমািহনী । 

মেনােযাগ [ manōyōga ] n attention; heed; intentness. মেনােযাগ  দওয়া v. to pay attention to; to pay 
heed to; to apply one's mind or oneself intently to. ̃হীন a. inattentive; heedless. ̃হীনতা n. 
inattention; inattentiveness; heedlessness. মেনােযাগী a. at tentive; heedful; intent. মেনােযািগতা n. 
attentiveness; attention. 

মেনার ক [ manōrañjaka ] a entertaining the mind, pleasant; adulatory; flattering. 

মেনার ন [ manōrañjana ] n entertainment of the mind; diversion, recreation; act of pleasing; 
adulation. মেনার ন করা v. to entertain the mind of; to divert, to recreate, to amuse; to please; to 
adulate; to humour. মেনার নী a. fem. providing mental entertainment; diverting, recreating, 
amusing; pleasing; pleasant; adulatory. 

মেনারথ [ manōratha ] n heart's desire; desire; (secret) intention. ̃পূরণ, ̃িসি  n. fulfilment of one's 
heart's desire or (secret) intention. 

মেনারম [ manōrama ] a pleasing to the mind, fascinating; pleasant, delightful; beautiful. fem. 

মেনারমা । 

মেনােলাভা [ manōlōbhā ] a. fem alluring; fascinating; very beautiful. 

মেনাহর [ manōhara ] a captivating; charming; very pleasant; lovely; very beautiful. মেনাহরণ n. 
fascination; enchantment; attraction. ☐ a. attractive; fascinating, enchanting (মেনাহরণ  বশ). 
মেনাহরণ করা v. to captivate the mind. মেনাহরশািহ n. a mode of kirtan (কীত ন) songs. মেনাহরা a. fem. of 

মেনাহর । ☐ n. a variety of sweet meat. 

ম ডা1 [ manḍā1 ] n a sweet blob. 

ম ডা2 [ manḍā2 ] n poet. form of মি ডত করা 

ম ব  [ mantabya ] n a remark; a comment. ম ব  করা v. to pass a remark, to remark; to make 
comments, to comment. 

ম ণ, ম ণা [ mantraṇa, mantraṇā ] n (usu. private) discussion, conference; consultation; 
counsel, advice; designing; a design; instigation; an intrigue. ম ণা করা v. to discuss or confer 
(usu. in private); to consult; to design, to play; to intrigue. ম ণাগৃহ n. a private room or house for 
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consultation; privy-council, a cabinet; a council chamber. ম ণাদাতা n. an adviser; a counsellor; an 

instigator. fem. ম ণাদা ী । ম ণাপিরষদ n. advisory council. ম ণাভবন same as ম ণাগৃহ । 

মি   [ mantritba ] n office of a minister or a counsellor of state, ministry. 

মি পিরষ  [ mantripariṣat ] n ministers collectively, the ministry, the cabinet. 

মি বর [ mantribara ] n (in courtesy) a great minister, (cp.) the hon'ble minister. 

ম ী [ mantrī ] n a counsellor of state, a minister, a cabinet-member; an advisor, a counsellor; 
(dero.) an instigator. উপম ী n. a deputy minister.  ধানম ী n. a prime minister. মুখ ম ী n. a chief 
minister. রা ম ী n. a minister of state. 

ম হ [ manha ] n churning; a churning-stick; a beverage of pulverized barley or pulses. 

ম হন [ manhana ] n churning; stirring; agitating, agitation; trampling; destroying, destruction. 
ম হন করা v. to churn; to stir, to agitate; to trample; to destroy. ̃দ  n. a churning-stick. ̃পা , ̃ভা  n. a 
churning-pot, (cp.) a churn. ̃র  ুn. a rope to which a churning-stick is fitted during the process 
of churning, a churning-rope. ম হনী n. a churning-stick; a churningpot; a churn. 

ম হর [ manhara ] a slow; slack; sluggish, slothful; inert; slow-moving. ম হর হওয়া v. to be come 
slow; to slacken. ̃গিত a. slow moving. ☐ n. slow motion. ̃তা n. slowness; slackness; sluggishness, 
sloth; inertia; slow movement or motion. ম হরা n. a female character of the Ramayana; an 
instigating or intriguing woman. 

মি হ [ manhi ] a (chiefly used as sfx.) churning; stirring; agitating; trampling, destroying. 

ম  [ manda ] a slow; slow-moving, gentle; slug gish; slack; dim; bad, evil; wicked, vile; inferior; 
unfavourable, adverse; ill, impaired; indisposed (শরীরটা আজ ম ); indigent, poor (ম  অব হার  লাক); 
impoverished; deteriorated (কারবার ম ); harsh, rude; scanty, small, poor ( বতন বে া ম ); small in 
number or quantity or degree (বয়স ম  নয়); ugly; dull, weak. ☐ n. harm, injury. ম  করা v. to do 
harm to, to cause injury to. ম  আচরণ misbehaviour, misconduct; ill treatment. ম  কথা 
reproachful words; harsh or rude words; abusive or filthy language; an obscene word; a 
calumny; bad report. ম  কাজ a wicked deed; a misdeed; a disgraceful act. ̃গিত a. slow-moving; 

slow. ☐ n. slowness. ̃গমন, ̃গামী same as ̃গিত । fem. ̃গমনা, ̃গািমনী । ম  চালচলন evil ways. ̃তা, ̃  n. 
slowness; slow motion; sluggishness; dimness; badness; wick edness, vileness; inferiority; 
unfavourableness, adverseness; illness, impaired state; indisposition; indigence, poverty; 
impoverishment; deterioration; harshness, rudeness; scantiness, smallness in number or 
quantity or degree; ugliness; dullness; weakness. ̃ন n. (mech.) retardation. ম  নয় not bad, 

moderate; (sarcas.) fine, nice. ম  ফল bad result; evil consequence. ̃বায়ু same as ম ািনল । ̃বুি  a. 
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having evil or foul design; wicked, vile, ill-natured; dull-headed. ম  ব বহার same as ম  আচরণ 
। ̃ভাগ, ̃ভাগ  a. ill-fated, unfortunate, unlucky. fem. ̃ভাগা, ̃ভাগ া, (loos.) ̃ভািগনী । ̃মিত same as ̃বুি  । ম  

ম  adv. slowly, gently. ম  সময় bad times, hard times. ̃সমীরণ same as ম ািনল । ̃  াত n. slow 

current. ̃হা  n. a gentle laugh, a smile. ̃িহে াল n. gentle waves. মে র ভােলা rather tolerable in the 
midst of a world of evils; not bad. 

ম র [ mandara ] n a mythological mountain. 

ম া [ mandā ] a abated; (comm.) seized with depression, slumped. ☐ n. abatement; (comm.) 
depression, a slump; (poet. & obs.) a wicked person. 

ম ািকনী [ mandākinī ] n (myth.) the name of the Ganges as flowing in heaven. 

ম া া া [ mandākrāntā ] n a metre of Sanskrit poetry. 

ম াি  [ mandāgni ] n loss of appetite; (inc.) indigestion or dyspepsia. 

ম ািনল [ mandānila ] n a breeze; a mild and sweet wind. 

ম ার [ mandāra ] n (myth.) a celestial tree or its flower; the coral tree. ̃মািলকা n. a wreath or 
garland of mythological mandar (ম ার) flowers. 

মি র [ mandira ] n a temple; a shrine; a house of worship; a house (িবদ ামি র); a room, a 
chamber (শয়নমি র); an abode (শরীর হল ব ািধমি র). 

মি রা [ mandirā ] n a kind of small cup-shaped cymbals. 

ম ীভূত [ mandībhūta ] a slowed down; retarded; dimmed; abated; (comm.) slumped. ম ীভূত করা 
বা হওয়া v. to slow down; to retard; to dim; to abate; to cause a slump or to slump. 

ম রা [ mandurā ] n stable; mat. 

ম  [ mandra ] n a grave sonorous voice, (cp.) barytone; a kind of tom-tom. ☐ a. grave and 
sonorous, barytone. ̃স ক n. (mus.) the middle octave. 

ম  র [ manbantara ] n (myth.) the term of office of any one of the mythological Manus (ম ) 
covering a period of 3672 years; (pop.) a great and devastating famine (প ােশর ম  র). 
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ম থ [ manmatha ] n (myth.) the Hindu god of love (cp. Cupid, Eros). ̃শরাহত a. wounded with the 
shafts of love; love-sick. 

মফ সল, মফ ল [ maphassala, maphasbala ] n localities outside great towns or headquarters 
(cp. an outstation), mofussil. 

মবলগ [ mabalaga ] a total, round; cash. মবলগ শ টাকা a round sum of one hundred rupees. মবলগ 
টাকা cash money. মবলেগ adv. in all; on the whole. 

মমতা, মম  [ mamatā, mamatba ] n considering a person or thing as one's own; attachment; 
affection; love; feeling of kinship; (loos.) compassion, pity. ̃পূণ , ̃ময় a. full of attachment; 

affectionate; loving; (loos.) compassionate, kind. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃হীন a. devoid of attachment or 

affection, without or deviod of pity or compassion, unkind. fem. ̃হীনা । 

মিম [ mami ] n a mummy (as of Egypt). 

-ময় [ -maẏa ] sfx denoting: full of, made of, containing, abounding in etc. ( ণ  ময়); -ful, -ous, -

some, -y etc., pervading, -wide (রাজ ময়). fem. -ময়ী । 

ময়দা [ maẏadā ] n flour. ̃কল n. a flourmill. ময়দা মাখা v. to knead flour. 

ময়দান [ maẏadāna ] n an open plain, an esplanade; a parade-ground, a maidan. 

ময়না1 [ maẏanā1 ] n a bird of the starling family, the myna, the hill mynah, Gracula religiosa. 

ময়না2, ময়না তদ  [ maẏanā2, maẏanā tadanta ] n post-mortem examination, autopsy. 

ময়রা [ maẏarā ] n a confectioner. fem. ময়রািন । ̃িগির n. confectionery. ময়রার  দাকান a confectionery. 

ময়লা [ maẏalā ] n excrement, faeces, stool, dung; refuse; filth, soil, dirt; gloom, melan choly; 
angularity, crookedness (মেনর ময়লা). ☐ a. filthy; dirty, soiled; (of complexion) dark; not bright 
or clear, clouded, overcast (ময়লা আকাশ); glum, melancholy (ময়লা মুখ); crooked (ময়লা মন). ময়লা করা 
v. to soil. ময়লার গাি  a scavenger's cart or van or train, a night-soil cart. ̃ ট a. slightly soiled; 
appearing to be soiled; (of complexion) darkish; slightly clouded or over cast; slightly glum. 

ময়ান [ maẏāna ] n ghee mixed with dough for leavening. ময়ান  দওয়া v. to leaven (ghee to). 

ময়াল [ maẏāla ] n the Indian python. 
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ময়ূখ [ maẏūkha ] n a ray, a beam; lustre, glow. ̃মালী n. the sun. 

ময়ূর [ maẏūra ] n the peacock. ̃ক ঠী a. peacock blue. ☐ n. a peacock-blue sari or shawl. ̃চ ূা, ̃িশখা n. 
peacock's crest. ̃পি  n. a boat shaped like a peacock. ̃পাখা n. a hand-fan made of the feathers of a 
peacock's tail. ̃পু  n. the peacock's tail or feather. ̃শাবক n. a pea-chick. ময়ূরী n. fem. the pea-hen. 

মর [ mara ] a mortal; perishable. ̃জগ  n. the perishable or mortal world; the earth. ̃জীবন n. 
mortal life. ̃ দহ n. the perishable body, the mortal frame. ̃মানব n. mortal man, a mortal. 

মরকত [ marakata ] n emerald. ̃   n. emerald bower. ̃বণ   a. emerald-green. 

মরেচ [ maracē ] n rust. মরেচ ধরা, মরেচ প া v. to contact rust, to rust. 

মরিজ [ maraji ] n will, desire, pleasure, sweet will. যিদ  তামার মরিজ হয় if you please, if you would. 
 যমন  তামার মরিজ as you please. ̃মািফক a. & adv. as or when one pleases. 

মরণ [ maraṇa ] n death; decease; demise. মরণ আর কী it's death indeed; an expression of shame 
or mild rebuke; (cp.) hell. ̃কাম  n. the last and severest bite of a creature struggling against 
death; a dying person's last and most desperate attempt. ̃কাল n. the time of death, dying 
moments. মরণকােল হিরনাম (fig.) fruitless repentance for one's wickedness when one is dying, (cp.) 
death-bed repentance; (fig.) futile effort at the eleventh hour when almost all is lost. ̃দশা n. the 

last stage; the last gasp; utter ruin. ☐ int. same as মরণ আর কী । মরণদশায় ধরা v. to be in the state 

of ruining oneself; seized with a passion that would ruin oneself. মরণবা  বা া v. to be come 
excessively vainglorious or haughty only to bring about one's fall. ̃শীল a. mortal. ̃শীলতা n. 
mortality. ̃হীন a. deathless, immortal. মরনাপ  a. in the clutches of death, dying; moribund. fem. 

মরণাপ া । মরণাপ তা n. the dying condition; the last gasp; the last stage. মরণােশৗচ n. personal 

impurity caused by the death of a relative. মরেণা ুখ a. about to die, at death's door, dying, 
moribund. 

মরদ [ marada ] n a man, a male; a male animal; a manly man; a heroic man; a young man; (vul.) 
a husband. মরদকা বাত হািতকা দাঁত a heroic man's irrevocable pledge or word is unfailingly depend 
able as ivory which never slumps or falls in price. 

মরমর2 [ maramara2 ] a about to die, dying; moribund; as if dying. Also মেরামেরা । 

মরিম [ marami ] a cognizant or appreciative of the spirit of anything; mystic (মরিম কিব); 
sympathetic (মরিম ব ু). 
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মরিময়া [ maramiẏā ] a trying to probe into the spirit of religion etc. disregarding forms; 
pertaining to the transcendental mysteries about God (মরিময়া ত ); mystic, mystical (মরিময়া কিব). 

মর ম, মর ম [ maraśuma, marasuma ] n a season; the time of the year for anything, a tide; 
opportune time of some continuance. পূজার মর ম the Puja season. ব িদেনর মর ম Christ mas-tide. 
শীেতর মর ম the winter season, winter-time. মর িম a. seasonal. মর িমফুল a season flower. 

মরা1 [ marā1 ] n alloy (পানমরা). ☐ a.alloyed (মরা  সানা). 

মরা2 [ marā2 ] v to die; (of trees etc.) to wither; to be ruined (চাকির  গেল মরেব); to be extremely 
troubled or afflicted ( ভেব মরা); to be strongly seized with (ল ায় মরা); to suffer or be punished 
(বদমািশ করেল মরেব); to dry up, to silt up (নদী মরা); to be allayed, to abate (ব থা মরা); to decrease ( তজ 
মরা); to weaken ( পট মরা); to be spiritless (অভােব মের থাকা); to be out (বাতােস আেলা  গল মের). ☐ a. 
dead; withered; dried up, silted up; allayed, abated; decreased; weak or weakened; utterly 
spiritless; extinct; dim. অনাহাের মরা v. to die of hunger, to starve; to famish. মরেম মরা v. to be 
extremely mortified or ashamed. মরেত মরেত বাঁচা v. to come back from the jaws of death. মের বাঁচা 
v. to be relieved from suffering by death. মের মের impairing one's health utterly; with utmost 
strain and difficulty. জীয়ে  মরা more dead than alive. মরা নাি , মরা  পট stomach weakened on 
account of continued under-feeding. 

মরাই [ marāi ] n a large corn-bin made of mat, cane etc. 

মরাকটাল [ marākaṭāla ] n ebb; low tide. 

মরাকা া [ marākānnā ] n (lit.) loud wailing on account of bereavement; (fig. & pop.) intolerably 
loud wailing. 

মরামাস [ marāmāsa ] n dandruff, scurf. 

মরাল [ marāla ] n the gander (fem. the goose); the swan. মরালী । ̃গািমনী a. fem. having a gait as 

graceful as that of the swan. ̃িনি ত a. excelling even the swan in beauty. ̃শাবক, ̃িশ  n. a gosling, a 
cygnet. 

মরা-হাজা [ marā-hājā ] a tottery; very feeble. মেরেহেজ যাওয়া v. to die out, to become extinct. 

মিরচ [ marica ] n black pepper, pepper; (dial.) capsicum, chillies. 

মির-মির [ mari-mari ] int an expression of profound admiration etc.; (cp.) ripping. 
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মিরয়া [ mariẏā ] a desperate, (cp.) devil-may-care. মিরয়া  লাক a desperado. মিরয়া হেয় adv. 
desperately, in desperation. 

মরীিচ [ marīci ] n a ray, a beam. ̃কা n. a mirage; (fig.) an illusion. ̃মালী n. one wearing a garland of 
rays; the sun. 

ম , ম ভ,ূ ম ভূিম [ maru, marubhū, marubhūmi ] n a desert; a wilderness; (fig.) a place or thing 
stuffed with afflictions. ম ঝ া, ম ঝিটকা, ম ঝ  n. a simoom, a simoon. ম ময় a. desert (ম ময় 
অ ল); full of deserts (ম ময়  দশ); (fig.) full of unbearable afflictions. ম যা ী n. a desert-traveller. 
ম  যা ীর দল n. a caravan. ম সাগর n. the Dead-Sea. ম  হল, ম  হলী n. a desert. 

ম  , ম ত [ marut, maruta ] n one of the five constituent elements (see ভূত); wind; air. 

ম দ ান [ marūdyāna ] n an oasis. 

মক ট [ markaṭa ] n the smallest species of the monkey, the monkey; (contemp.) a man of 

stunted growth. fem. মক টী । 

মগ   [ marga ] n a morgue. 

মট  েগজ [ marṭagēja ] n a mortgage. ̃ দওয়া v. to mortgage; to hypothecate. ̃ াহী n. a mort 
gagee. ̃দাতা n. a mortgager. 

মত মান [ martamāna ] n a variety of banana originally grown in Martaban. 

মত   [ martya ] n the mortal world, the earth, the world (also মত  ধাম, মত  ভূিম, মত  েলাক); man, 
mankind; a mortal, a human being. ☐ a. mortal. ̃লীলা n. one's activities whilst living upon the 
earth. 

মদ  ন [ mardana ] n trampling; thrashing; pounding; grinding; kneading; massaging; subduing. 
☐ a. (used as a sfx.) trampling or subduing (আরিতমদ  ন). মদ  ন করা v. to trample; to thrash; to 
pound, to grind; to knead; to massage; to subdue. 

মদ  া [ mardā ] a male. ☐ n. a male creature. মদ  ানা n. a man (esp. a grown-up one); ☐ a. male; 
manly. মদ  ািন1 n. (dero.) manliness or masculinity. মদ  ািন2 n. fem. a tomboy, a hoyden. ☐ a. 
tomboyish, hoydenish (মদ  ািন  মেয়). মদ  ািন করা v. to make an exhibition of manly vigour; to 
bravado; (of women) to behave in a masculine or mannish manner, to romp vigorously. 

মিদ  ত [ mardita ] a trampled; thrashed; pounded, ground; kneaded; massaged; subdued. মিদ  ত করা 

same as মদ  ন করা । 
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মিদ  নী [ mardinī ] a. fem of মদ  ন (a.). 

মম  [ marma ] n the part of the body which is the seat of vital airs; the heart; the core of the 
heart; inmost feelings or convictions; the heart of heart(s), the inmost heart; essence; 
implications, (inner) significance; gist; underlying truth; motive (কােজর মম ); mystery (মেম া ার). মম  
জানা বা  বাঝা v. to know or grasp the implication or (inner) significance (of); to know one's inner 
feelings or convic tions, to know one's heart; (dero.) to learn one's secret intentions, to fathom 
one's heart. মেম  আঘাত করা v. to wound one's inmost feelings, to cut to the quick; to move one 
deeply; to give a home thrust. এই মেম  to this effect. মেম  মেম  with all one's heart, thoroughly and 
deeply. ̃কথা n. inmost feelings or convictions, heart of hearts; mystery; underlying implication; 
gist, essence. মম  হন করা v. to comprehend or grasp the implication or (inner) significance 
(of). ̃ াহী a. comprehending or grasping the implication or (inner) significance; capable of 
realizing one's inner feelings or convictions, sympathetic. ̃ঘাতী a. cutting to the quick, heart 

striking. fem. ̃ঘািতনী । ̃  a. cognizant of the implication or (inner) significance; cognizant of the 

value of; conversant with one's inner feelings or convictions. ̃ ালা, ̃দাহ n. secret grudge or envy or 
grief or agony, heart-burning. ̃দাহী a. wounding one's feelings deeply, cutting to the quick; 

extremely agonizing. ̃ দ same as ̃িবদারী । ̃পী া n. heart-ache; mental affliction or suffering; 

mortification; (rare) heart-burning. ̃পীি ত a. grieved at heart; mortified. fem. ̃পীি তা । ̃িবদারী a. 

heart-rending; cutting to the quick; extremely pathetic (মম িবদারী দ ৃ). ̃ বদনা, ̃ব থা n. heart-ache, 
heart-grief; mortification. মম েভদ করা v. to drive into the heart, to strike the heart; (pop.) to 
comprehend the implication or (inner) significance (of); (loos.) to fish out one's secret 
intentions or designs; to fathom one's heart. ̃ ভদী a. driving into the heart, heart striking, heart-

rending. ̃য ণা same as ̃পী া । ̃ হল n. the core of the heart; the most vital or delicate part of the 

heart; (cp.) the quick; the heart. ̃ শ ী a. touching the inmost feelings, touching, pathetic; 
impressive; cutting to the quick. মম াঘাত n. a shock to one's heart or feelings; a home thrust; a 
very grievous hurt; a death-blow. মম াি ক a. heart-breaking, heart-rending, cutting to the quick; 

piteous, pathetic; very grievous or fatal. মম াবগত same as ̃  মম াবধারণ করা same as মম  হণ করা । মম াথ   

n. underlying implication; inner significance, gist. মম াহত a. mortified; terribly sorry or aggrieved; 
wounded at heart; anguished. 

মম র1 [ marmara1 ] n marble. 

মম র2 [ marmara2 ] n rustle. মম র করা v. to rustle. ̃ িন n. a rustling noise, rustle. মম িরত a. rustling. 
মম িরত হওয়া v. to be rustling; to rustle. 

মেম  া ঘাটন, মেম  া ার, মেম  াে দ [ marmōdghāṭana, marmōddhāra, marmōdbhēda ] n elicitation or 
exposition of the underlying truth or (inner) significance or mystery. মেম া ঘাটন করা v. to elicit or 
bring out the underlying truth or (inner) signifi cance or mystery (of); to find the sense or 
meaning of; to reveal the secret of, to puzzle out. 
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ময  াদা [ maryādā ] n dignity, honour; prestige; respect, preferential treatment, cordial reception 
(অিতিথর ময াদা); good name, reputation; recognition, place or position ( ণীজেনর ময াদা); decorum, 
grace (ময াদাপূণ  আচরণ); ceremonial form or etiquette (    ময াদা সাের দরবাের উপেবশন); status ( থম 
  িণর ম ািজে েটর ময াদা); a (complimen tary) fee or tribute ( িলেনর ময াদা); value, worth, importance 
( িত িতর ময াদা). ময াদা  দওয়া v. to attach importance to; to recognize the worth of; to receive or 
treat cordially; to pay heed to; to obey (আইনেক ময াদা  দওয়া); to pay respect to; to give the status 
of. ময াদা ন  করা v. to defame; to attaint; to disgrace; to dishonour; to impair the dignity or 
prestige or importance of; to cheapen. ̃পূণ  a. dignified; conforming to the rules of decorum; 
decent, graceful; respectful. ̃শালী a. dignified; having importance, respectable. ̃হািন n. defamation: 
attaint; disgrace; dishonour; indignity; loss of dignity or prestige; loss of importance. ময াদাহািন 

করা same as ময াদা ন  করা । ̃হািনকর a. damaging, defamatory; humiliating. 

মষ , মষ ণ [ marṣa, marṣaṇa ] n forbearance, toleration; for giveness; destruction. 

মল1 [ mala1 ] n a bangle for the ankle. 

মল2 [ mala2 ] n filth; soil; liquid filth or soil; any morbid secretion from the body; faeces, 
excrement, stool, (of inferior creatures) dung; a stain, a sullying mark, tarnish; a stigma; gloom, 
melan choly, angularity, crookedness (িচ মল); rust; verdigris; a sin, a vice. মলত াগ করা v. (of 
human beings) to ease oneself, to evacuate the bowel, to defecate, to pass stool, to stool; (of 
inferior creatures) to void excrement, to dung. ̃দূিষত a. fouled, filthy, foul. ̃ ার n. the anus. মলনালী 
n. the rectum. ̃বাহী a. carrying filth and soil (মলবাহী নালা); carrying stool or excrement (মলবাহী 
অ ). ̃ভা ড n. the large intestine, the colon. ̃ময় a. full of dirt and filth. ̃যু  a. soiled, dirty. ̃ শাধনাশয় n. 
a septic tank. মলাধার n. the colon, the large intestine; the container for faeces or excrement. 
মলাশয় n. the colon; the large intestine. 

মলন [ malana ] n trampling; rubbing; scrubbing; massaging; threshing, thrashing. 

মলম [ malama ] n an ointment, an unguent; a balm. 

মলমল [ malamala ] n a fine cotton fabric. 

মলমাস [ malamāsa ] n (Hindu astr.) an intercalary month; (astrol.) an inauspicious month for 
marriage, etc. 

মলয় [ malaẏa ] n a mountain range in South India, the Western Ghats (also মলয়িগির, মলয়াচল); the 
ancient name of Malabar or of the Malay Peninsula; the south wind or vernal breeze; (cp.) 
zephyr (also মলয়পবন, মলয়বায়ু, মলয়মা ত, মলয়সমীর, মলয়সমীরণ, মলয়ািনল). ̃জ a. grown on the Malaya 
(মলয়) mountains. ☐ n. sandal-wood, sandal; the south wind; the vernal breeze. মলয়জশীতল a. 
cooled by the south wind. 
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মলা2 [ malā2 ] v to trample; to rub; to scrub; to thresh; to thrash. 

মলাই [ malāi ] n trampling; rubbing; scrubbing; massaging; threshing, thrashing. 

মলাট [ malāṭa ] n a cover of a book, a back (cp. paper-back); a jacket of a book. 

মলাশয় [ malāśaẏa ] n the colon. 

মিলদা [ malidā ] n a fine and soft woollen fabric; a shawl made of this fabric. 

মিলন [ malina ] a dirty, unclean; soiled; tarnished; dark (মিলন গা বণ  ); dim; dull; over cast, gloomy 

(মিলন আকাশ); glum; sorrowful, sad (মিলন মুখ). fem. মিলনা । ̃তা, ̃ , মিলিনমা n. dirtiness, uncleanliness; 
soiled or tarnished state; darkness; dimness; dullness; gloominess; gloom; glumness; sadness. 
মিলনীকৃত a. made dirty or soiled. 

ম  [ malla ] n a wrestler; an athlete; a champion. ̃ ী া n. wrestling; athletics. ম  ী া করা v. to 
wrestle; to take part in athletics. ̃ িতেযািগতা n. a wrestling contest; an athletic tournament. ̃িবদ া n. 
the art of wrestling. ̃ বশ n. a wrestler's garb or uniform; (fig.) ̃ভূিম n. a wrestling ground or a 
venue for athletic tournaments, an arena. ̃যু  n. wrestling. ম যু  করা v. to wrestle. ̃ যা া n. 
wrestler. 

ম ার [ mallāra ] n an Indian musical mode of the rainy season. 

মি কা [ mallikā ] n a variety of jasmine. 

মশক1 [ maśaka1 ] n a large leathern bag for carrying water. 

মশক2 [ maśaka2 ] n the mosquito. ̃দংশন n. mosquito-bite. ̃সং ল a. mosquito-infested. 

মশকরা [ maśakarā ] n banter; joke, fun; buffoonery. মশকরা করা v. to joke, to cut a joke, to poke 
fun (at), to make fun (of); to play the buffoon. 

মশ ল [ maśagula ] a engrossed, absorbed, rapt, thor oughly occupied. 

মশ মশ [ maśa maśa ] int suggesting: the sound caused by the twisting of tanned hide as of 
boots; squeaking noise of new shoes etc. মশ মশ কের চলা (fig.) to strut. 

মশলা [ maśalā ] n spices; ingredients; materials (গ র মশলা); mortar (গাঁথিনর মশলা). ̃দার a. spicy. 
মশলা  মশােনা v. to mix spices or mortar. 
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মশা [ maśā ] n the mosquito. ডাঁশ মশা n. the gnat. মশা মারেত কামান দাগা (fig.) to crush a butterfly on 
a wheel. 

মশান [ maśāna ] n a crematorium (esp. a vast one); an official place for infliction of capital 
punishment. 

মশাির [ maśāri ] n a mosquito curtain, a mosquito net. মশাির খাটােনা v. to rig up a mosquito 
curtain. 

মশাল [ maśāla ] n a torch; a flambeau; a link. মশালিচ n. a torch-bearer; a linkman, a linkboy. 

মসিজদ [ masajida ] n a mosque, a masjid. 

মনসদ [ manasada ] n a throne; (fig.) a seat of public office. মনসিদ a. royal, regal; governmental, 
official; vested with official power. 

মসল  [ masalanda ] n a very finely-woven mat. 

মসিলন [ masalina ] n a very fine and soft cotton fabric, muslin. 

মিস, মসী [ masi, masī ] n ink; soot; a dark stain or spot. ̃কার n. one who inks, an inker, (loos.) an 
inkman. ̃ক ৃ a. black as ink or soot, deep black. ̃িচি ত a. marked with ink; having a dark stain or 
spot. ̃তুল , ̃ব  a. inky, black as ink; very black. ̃িনি ত a. even blacker than ink or soot. ̃ময় a. sooty, 
smudgy; smudged; inky; very black; extremely dark. ̃মাখা, ̃িল  a. smeared with ink or soot; very 

black or dark. ̃লাি ত same as ̃িনি ত । 

মিসজীবী [ masijībī ] n one who earn's one's living by writing books, pamphlets, articles etc.; a 
writer; a scribe; a journalist; an of fice-clerk, (coll.) a pen-pusher. 

মিসনা [ masinā ] n linseed; flaxen. ̃ তল n. linseed oil. 

মিসপা , মিসধান [ masipātra, masidhāna ] n an inkpot, an inkhorn. 

মসূিরকা, মসূরী [ masūrikā, masūrī ] n small-pox, variola. 

মসৃণ [ masṛṇa ] a perfectly plain, even, smooth; sleek; slippery, (bot.) glabrous; soothing (মসৃণ 
রং); soft (মসৃণ আকাশ); bland (মসৃণ কথাবাত া) unobstructed, easy (যেশর পথ মসৃণ নয়). ̃তা n. perfect 
plainness, evenness, smoothness; sleekness; slipperiness; (bot.) glabrousness; soothingness; 
softness; blandness; freedom from impediments, freeness, easiness. 
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ম  [ masta ] n the head (িছ  ম া) ☐ a. high, tall, lofty; very large or big, huge; very broad or long; 
vast extensive; big (ম  মামলা); great (ম  বীর); eminent (ম   লাক); very distinguished, very 
influential or powerful; very rich or opulent; elevated, noble (ম  আদশ ); of great value (ম  কথা); 
very important (ম    ); very difficult (ম  দািয় ); very serious (ম  িবপদ); too much (ম   ালা); 
(iron.) scanty, poor (ম  দরদ). ☐ adv. very (ম  বে া). 

ম ক [ mastaka ] n (high. & for.) the head; the cranium, the skull, the brain; the top, the 
summit, the crest (িহমালেয়র ম ক); the topmost or foremost position (মি সভার ম েক িছেলন জওহরলাল). 
ম ক  ছদন করা v. to decapitate, to behead; to truncate. ̃চ ুত a. fallen from or slipped off the head or 
top. ̃িবিশ  a. having a head, cephalous; headed (ব ম কিবিশ  = hydraheaded). ̃ব বে দ n. 
cephalotomy. ̃সং া  a. cephalic. ̃হীন, ̃শ ূ a. headless; acephalous; truncated. ̃শূল n. headache, 
migraine. ম কাবরণ n. a covering for the head; a head-dress; a turban; a helmet; a cap; a veil. 
ম কাভরণ n. an ornament for the head. ম েকাপির adv. on or over the head. ম েকাে   adv. over the 
head, overhead. 

ম ান [ mastāna ] n a rowdy acting officiously as the leader of a locality. ম ািন1 n. rowdyism. ম ািন2 
n. fem. a turbulent female of questionable morals; a rowdy harlot. 

মি   [ mastiṣka ] n the encephalon; matter within the encephalon, brains; intellect, 
intelligence, brain. মি   খাটােনা v. to apply or tax one's brains. মি   িবকৃত করা v. to drive crazy, to 
madden, to run crazy, to go mad; to puzzle or be puzzled; to irritate or fret; to derange one's 
brains. মি ে র কাজ n. the function of the brain; an intellectual work, a brainy job. মি   আেলা ন 

করা v. to rack one's brains. মি   চালােনা same as মি   খাটােনা । ̃ দাহ n. brain-fever, cephalitis, 

cerebritis. ̃িবকৃিত n. mental derangement, insanity; brain-sickness; (pop.) loss of understanding 
or intelligence, folly, (cp.) brain-storm. মি  িব ান n. cerebrology. মি  িব ানী n. a cerebrologist. 
মি  শ ূ, মি  হীন a. lacking in intelligence, slow in understanding, dull-headed; stupid. 

ম াধার [ masyādhāra ] n an inkpot, an inkhorn; an ink bottle. 

মহ মা [ mahakumā ] n a subdivision of a district. ̃শাসক, ̃হািকম n. a subdivisional officer, (contr.) 
an S.D.O. ̃সং া  a. subdivisional. 

মহ া [ mahaḍ◌়ā ] n the front; a position at the front or in the front-line; (fig.) lead (কােজর মহ া); 
rehearsal (অিভনেয়র মহ া). মহ া  দওয়া v. to rehearse (a dramatic performance). মহ া  নওয়া v. to take 
position in the front and resist or repulse the ad vance party of the enemy forces; to confront, 
to face defiantly; to resist or repulse; to bear the brunt (of). 

মহতী [ mahatī ] fem of মহ  । 
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মহ  [ mahat ] a large, vast, extensive; (rare) best; high-minded, noble; excellent, sublime (মহ  

সািহত ); great, monstrous (মহ  ভয়); elevated, high (মহ  পদ). compar. মহ র; super. মহ ম । মহ  n. 
(rare) largeness, vastness; high mindedness, nobleness, nobility; excellence, sublimity; 
greatness. 

মহদাশয় [ mahadāśaẏa ] a high-minded, noble-natured, magnanimous, generous. 

মহদা য় [ mahadāśraẏa ] n a shelter or refuge offered by a noble person; dependence upon great 
persons. 

মহনীয় [ mahanīẏa ] a worshipful, adorable; venerable; honourable. 

মহ  [ mahanta ] n a head of a monastery, convent, temple etc.; (cp.) an abbot. 

মহিফল [ mahaphila ] n a sitting or soiree of music, a musical soiree. 

মহ িদ [ mahanmadi ] a Mohammedan, Muslim. ☐ n. a Mohammedan. 

মহরত [ maharata ] n ceremonial beginning or renewal; opening ceremony. 

মহরম [ maharama ] n the Muslim festival of Muharam; the first month of the Muslim calendar. 

মহিষ  [ maharṣi ] n a great sage or saint. 

মহেল  াক [ maharlōka ] n (myth.) fourth amongst the seven heavens. 

মহল [ mahala ] n a residence (রাজমহল); a house or building (রংমহল); the self-contained portion or 
annexe of a building (অ রমহল); a taluk or estate (খাসমহল); a society ( মেয়মহল). 

-মহলা1 [ -mahalā1 ] a having a particular number of self-contained portions or parts of a 
building (সাতমহলা বাি ). 

-মহলা2 [ -mahalā2 ] n rehearsal (of a dramatic performance); practice (নােচর মহলা); 
demonstration (িবদ াবুি র মহলা). মহলা  দওয়া v. to rehearse; to practise; to give a demonstration of. 

মহ া [ mahallā ] n part or quarter of a town, a ward. 

মহা1 [ mahā1 ] a (coll.) terrible or formidable (মহা শ ); excessive or exuberant (মহা ফুিত ); large 
(মহােশাল). 
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মহা2 [ mahā2 ] in comp used as a pfx. implying all the meanings of মহ , মহান and মহতী । ̃কিব n. a 

great poet; an epic poet. ̃করণ n. the secretariat (of the govern ment); the secretariat building or 
buildings. ̃কষ   n. (phys.) gravitation. ̃কষ  া  n. gravitation constant. ̃কষ  ীয় a. gravitational. মহাকষ  ীয় 
একক a gravitational unit. ̃কাব  n. (ori.) a narrative poem consisting of more than eight cantos 
depicting the whole life of a hero born of a god or born with divine grace in him; (pop.) an epic; 
(rare) great poetry or a great poem. ̃কাব ীয় a. epical, epic. ̃কায় a. having a huge body; huge, 
monstrous, colossal. ̃কাল n. (myth.) a terribly destructive manifestation of Shiva (িশব); eternity; 
time to come, the future. fem. ̃কালী a terribly destructive manifestation of Goddess Durga 
( গ া). ̃কাশ n. (sc.) the firmament beyond the solar region, the stellar sky, the outer space; (pop.) 
the vast endless sky. ̃কাশচারণা n. space-travel. ̃কাশচারী n. a spaceman, an astronaut. fem. ̃কাশচািরণী a 
spacewoman. ̃কাশযান n. a spacecraft. ̃   n. any one of the most venerable persons, namely, 
father, mother, the religious initiator and husband. ̃জন n. a very virtuous or great man; an 
illustrious man; a great merchant or stockist or wholesaler; a creditor; a usurer, a money lender; 
any one of the mediaeval poets who composed kirtan (কীত ন) songs about Radha (রাধা) and 
Krishna (ক ৃ). ̃জিন n. usury, money-lending. ☐ a. relating to usury or money-lending; usurious. 
মহাজিন করা v. to practise usury, to act as a money-lender. মহাজিন-কারবার n. money-lending business; 
banking. ̃জাগিতক a. cosmic. ̃জাগিতক রি  cosmic ray. ̃ ান n. knowledge about reality, the final 
knowledge; the occult knowledge by dint of which a dead man can be brought back to life. ̃ ানী 
n. (ori.) possessing knowledge about ultimate reality; profoundly wise. ̃ঢ  a. very rich or 
wealthy. ̃তপা a. & n. one who has practised or is still practising severest ascetical austerities. ˜ তজ 

n. great spirit or vigour; great heat. ̃ তজ ী, ̃ তজা a. highly spirited or vigorous. fem. ̃ তজি নী । ̃ া a. 

high souled; very high-minded or noble. ☐ n. an appellation of Gandhi, the great leader of 
India. ̃ দব n. a great god; Shiva (িশব) fem. ̃ দবী a great goddess; Goddess Durga ( গ া); a title of a 
chief queen. ̃ দশ n. a continent; (rare) a great or noble country. ̃ দশীয় a. continental. ̃  িত a. of 
great splendour, very bright or radiant or effulgent. ̃ াবক n. sulphuric acid. ̃ধনবান, ̃ধনী a. very 
wealthy or rich. ̃ধমনী n. the aorta. ̃ধম ািধকরণ n. the High Court. ̃নগর, ̃নগরী n. a great city; a 
metropolis, a capital. ̃নগরীয় a. metropolitan. ̃নট n. a great dancer or actor. ̃ন  n. great or 
exhilarating joy or delight. ̃নবমী n. the ninth lunar day of the light fortnight of the month of 
Aswin (আি ন) or Kartik (কািত ক) which is the fourth day of the autumnal worship of Goddess 
Durga ( গ া). ̃নাগিরক n. the mayor; (rare) a great citizen. ̃নাদ n. a terrible or very loud sound or 
report or roar. ̃িন া n. sleep that knows no breaking; death. ̃িনব াণ n. (Buddhism) cessation of 
individual existence, nirvana; the death of Buddha. ̃িনশা n. midnight, night far advanced, the 
dead of night, the dead hours of the night. মহা ভব, মহা ভাব a. highminded, magnanimous, large-
hearted. মহা ভবতা n. high-mindedness. ̃প  n. & a. hundred billion. ˜পাতক n. a deadly sin. ̃পাতকী a. 
guilty of one or more deadly sins. ̃পা  n. the chief counsellor of a state, the prime minister; 

(loos.) a court-counsellor or courtier of the highest rank. ̃পাপ same as ̃পাতক । ̃পািপ , ̃পাপী same 

as ̃পাতকী । fem. ̃পািপ া, ̃পািপনী । ̃পু ষ n. a man with supernatural powers; a saint who has attained 
knowledge about God and reality and power to look upon the world dispassionately; a high-
souled man; a superman. ̃পূজা n. a solemn worship. ̃ ভু n. a great master or saint or prophet; an 
appellaton of Chaitanya ( চত ). ̃ য়াণ n. voluntary journey to court one's death; death. ̃ য়াণ করা v. 
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to set out voluntarily to court one's death; to die. ̃ লয় n. complete disso lution of the universe; a 
universal cata clysm. ̃ সাদ n. a part of the food-of fering to Jagannath at Puri taken by devotees 
as a mark of the deity's grace; the highest divine grace; offering or altarage to deities; meat-

offering to a deity. ̃  হান same as মহা য়াণ । ̃ াণ a. large-hearted, magnanimous; (gr.) aspirate. ☐ 

n. (gr.) an aspirate. ̃ াণতা n. large-heartedness, magnanimity; (gr.) aspiration. ̃ াণী n. life 
conceived as having an existence independent of the body, (cp.) atman, the soul. ̃বল a. very 
powerful; strong, mighty. ̃বাক  n. a saying of a great man, a great saying or maxim. ̃বা  a. having 
very long and mighty arms; very strong, mighty. ̃িব ম a. possessing great prowess or valour. ̃িবদ া 
n. any one of the ten manifestations of Goddess Durga ( গ া); (facet.) the art of stealing. ̃িবদ ালয় 
n. a college. ̃িবষ ুব n. the vernal equinox. ̃িবষ ুবেরখা n. the line of the vernal equinox. ̃িবষ ুবসং াি  n. the 
transition of the sun in the Aries; the day of the aforesaid transition. ̃বীর n. a great hero; the 
great Jaina preacher. ̃ বদ  n. a great or chief physician; (sarcas.) a charlatan, a quack. ̃ বািধ n. an 
embodiment of the highest or final knowledge; an appellation of Gautama Buddha; highest or 

final knowledge. ̃ব বহারেদশক n. attorney-general. ̃ব ািধ same as  রাগ । ̃ভাগ a. very lucky or 
fortunate; high-minded, magnanimous, noble-minded; endowed with noble human 
qualities. ̃ভাব n. the ecstatic state caused by profundity of love, devotion etc. ̃ভুজ same as ̃বা  
। ̃ম ডল n. a great guild or association or concourse. ̃মিত, ̃মনা a. high-minded, magnanimous; high-

souled. ̃ম  n. a great mantra or incantation; very sacred words of initiation ( দশেসবার মহাম ). ̃ম ী 
n. the prime minister; (euph.) a great minister. ̃মিহম, ̃মিহমাি ত a. highly glorious or majestic, most 

excellent. fem. ̃মিহমাি তা । ̃মেহাপাধ ায় n. a teacher of great teachers or scholars; an official title given 

to distinguished Sanskrit scholars. ̃মাংস n. human flesh taken as food, human meat. ̃মাত  n. the 
prime minister. ̃মা  n. the prime minister; the chief courtier; the chief executive of the 
government. ̃মা  a. highly venerable or honourable. ̃মা   পাপ His Holiness the Pope (whilst 
addressing the Pope: Your Holiness). ̃মায়া n. (phil.) illusion, the material world or nature; 
Goddess Durga ( গ া). ̃মায়া   a. overwhelmed with or enveloped in (divine) illusion; self 
obliviously enmeshed in worldly af fairs. ̃মারী n. a devastating epidemic, a pestilence, a 
plague. ̃মারী কা ড (usu. facet.) a great affair, a tumultuous af fair. ̃মারী-পীি ত pestilence-
stricken. ̃মুিন n. a great ascetic or sage. ̃মূল  a. of great value; very costly, dear. ̃যশা a. very famous, 

highly and widely celebrated or renowned. যা া same as ̃ য়াণ । ̃যান n. one of the two communities 

of the Buddhists (cp. হীনযান). ̃যু  n. a great war; (loos.) a world war. ̃ যা া n. a great warrior, a great 
soldier. ̃ যাগী n. a great ascetic. ̃রণ  n. a large and dense forest. ̃রথ (inc.) ̃রথী n. (ori.) one who 
commands a host of charioted fighters; (loos.) a great warrior fighting from on a chariot. ̃রণ n. a 
great war or battle. ̃রাজ n. a great king; an emperor; a great ascetic. ̃রাজা n. a government title 
awarded to the feudal princes, zamindars, rich citizens etc. of India during the British regime, a 
maharaja. ̃রাজািধরাজ n. a king of kings, an emperor; a title conferred on a big land owner during 
the British regime. ̃রা ী n. fem. the wife of a great king; a great queen; an empress. ̃রানা (rej.) ̃রাণা 
n. the title of the rulers of Udaipur (or Chitore). ̃রািন n. the wife of a great king, a great queen; an 
empress; the wife of a maharana (মহারানা); the wife of a maharaja. ̃রাি  n. midnight; a solemn 
night (কালীপূজার মহারাি ); a terrible night (মৃতু র মহারাি ). ̃রা ীয় a. of Maharashtra, Maharashtrian. ̃   
n. an awesome manifestation of Shiva (িশব). ̃ রাগ n. an almost incurable and (usu. obnoxious) 
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disease; leprosy; an inveterately bad habit or mannerism. ̃ঘ , ̃ঘ   a. precious; costly; high-priced, 

dear. মহাণ  ব n. an ocean; a great sea. মহাহ  same as ̃ঘ  । ̃লয়া n. the new-moon day immediately 

preceding the autumnal worship of Goddess Durga ( গ া). ̃শি  Goddess Durga ( গ া); great 
strength or power or prowess. ̃শি ধর, ̃শি শালী a. having great strength or power or prowess. 

fem. ̃শি শািলনী । ̃শ  n. a dead man's skull; an enormous conch. ☐ n. & a. thousand billions. ˜শয় a. 

high-minded, magnanimous; high-souled. ☐ n. a term of courtesy affixed to the name of a 

gentleman, (cp.) Mr. (fem. Mrs.), Sir (fem. Madam). fem. ̃শয়া । ̃শ ূ same as ̃কাশ । ̃ মী n. the 

eighth lunar day of the light fortnight of the month of Aswin (আি ন) or Kartik (কািত ক) which is 
the third day of autumnal worship of Goddess Durga ( গ া). ̃সংকট n. a great crisis. ̃স  a. having 
great strength; very noble or magnanimous; high souled. ̃সভা n. great meeting or association; a 
(representative) legislative assembly, a parliament; a congress. ̃সমােরােহ adv. with much pomp 
and grandeur. ̃সমু , ̃সাগর n. an ocean. আটলানিটক বা অতলাি ক মহাসাগর the Atlantic (Ocean). উ র 
মহাসাগর the Arctic Ocean. দি ণ মহাসাগর the Antarctic Ocean.  শা  মহাসাগর the Pacific (Ocean). ভারত 
মহাসাগর the Indian Ocean. ̃সাগরীয় a. oceanic. ̃সাম  n. a commander-in-chief; a great general. ̃িস  ু

same as ̃সমু  । ̃ েযাগ n. the best chance, the greatest chance. ̃ খ n. a great pleasure. ̃ হিবর n. one 
belonging to the highest order of Buddhist monks. 

মহান [ mahāna ] masc of মহ  । 

মহােফজ [ mahāphēja ] n a record-keeper (esp. a government record-keeper). ̃খানা n. a record-
room, archive. জাতীয় মহােফজখানা the National Archive. 

মহাভারত [ mahābhārata ] n the Mahabharata, the greatest epic of the world. মহাভারত অ   হওয়া 
(fig.) occurrence of a serious fault or lapse, (cp.) profanation of the Bible. মহাভারত আর  করা (fig.) 
to begin an in tolerably long harangue; (fig.) to make a long introduction. 

মিহমময় [ mahimamaẏa ] a glorious; majestic; exalted; dignified. fem. মিহমময়ী । 

মিহমা [ mahimā ] n divine grace or power; glory; majesty; exaltedness, dignity; charm, influence 

(টাকার মিহমা). ̃কীত ন করা v. to sing or narrate the glory of. মিহমাি ত same as ̃ময় fem. মিহমাি তা । ̃ব  ক a. 

expressive of grace or glory or majesty or exaltedness or dignity or power. মিহমাণ  ব n. one 
regarded as an ocean of grace or glory or majesty or exaltedness or dignity or power. 

মিহলা [ mahilā ] n a lady, a gentlewoman; a woman. মিহলা সংঘ n. a women's club or association. 
মিহলা সমাজ n. women folk, women's society. 

মিহষ [ mahiṣa ] n the buffalo. ̃ জ, ̃বাহন n. ap pellations of Yama (যম), the god of death. ̃মিদ  নী n. 
fem. (myth.) Goddess Durga ( গ া) who slew the demon Mahisa (মিহষ); (fig.) a terrible female 
warrior, (cp.) an amazon; (facet.) a termagant. 
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মিহষা র [ mahiṣāsura ] n (myth.) Mahisa (মিহষ) the demon. ̃মিদ  নী same as মিহষমিদ  নী । 

মিহষী [ mahiṣī ] n a queen; the chief queen of a king; a female buffalo. 

মহী [ mahī ] n the earth. 

মহীতল [ mahītala ] n the surface of the earth; the ground; the earth. 

মহীধর [ mahīdhara ] n a mountain; a hill. 

মহী , মহীপিত, মহীপাল [ mahīndra, mahīpati, mahīpāla ] n a king. 

মহীম ডল [ mahīmanḍala ] n the earth, the entire earth. 

মহীয়ান [ mahīẏāna ] a very glorified or majestic or exalted or noble. 

মহী হ [ mahīruha ] n a tree (esp. a big one); a plant. 

মহীলতা [ mahīlatā ] n an earthworm. 

ম য়া [ mahuẏā ] n a kind of butter-tree or its seed or flower, the mahua. ম য়ার মউ, ম য়ার মধ ু the 
honey of mahua flower; a fat obtained from mahua seeds, mahua butter. 

মেহ  [ mahēndra ] n Indra ই , the king of gods, Indra the Great; a mythological mountain 
range identified with the Eastern Ghats. ̃পুরী, ̃ভবন n. the city or residence of Mahendra (মেহ ). 
মেহ াণী. n. fem. Sachi (শচী), the wife of Mahendra (মেহ ). 

মেহশ, মেহ র [ mahēśa, mahēśbara ] n Shiva (িশব), the god of gods. মেহশপুরী n. Kailasa ( কলাস), the 
city or abode of Mahesha (মেহশ) মেহশী, মেহ রী n. fem. Goddess Durga ( গ া), the wife of Mahesha 
(মেহশ) 

মেহষ াস [ mahēṣbāsa ] a having great skill in archery. ☐ n. a great archer. 

মেহা সব [ mahōtsaba ] n a solemn of grand festival; a grand gala; a great communion of 
Vaishnavas singing kirtan (কীত ন) songs and eating together. 

মেহা সাহ [ mahōtsāha ] n great enthusiasm or energy or zeal. মেহা সাহী n. greatly enthusiastic or 
energetic or zealous. মেহা সােহ adv. with great enthusiasm or zeal. 
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মেহাদিধ [ mahōdadhi ] n an ocean; a (great) sea. 

মেহাদয় [ mahōdaẏa ] a very generous or high-minded or high-souled; highly prosperous or 

opulent; greatly elevated or exalted. fem. মেহাদয়া । 

মেহা ত [ mahōnnata ] a highly elevated or exalted; very lofty; greatly flourishing or prosperous. 
মেহ িত n. great elevation or exaltedness or height or altitude or flourish or prosperity or 
progress. 

মেহাপকার [ mahōpakāra ] n a great good turn, great benefit or service. মেহাপকারক, মেহাপকারী a. 
very beneficial or serviceable; very be nevolent; highly benign. ☐ n. a great benefactor. 

মেহৗষধ [ mahauṣadha ] n a great or infallible medicine; (cp.) panacea. 

মেহৗষিধ [ mahauṣadhi ] n any phosphorescent shrub or creeper; the common grass, (cp.) the 
bent grass; any plant having high medicinal quality. 

মা1 [ mā1 ] n (mus.) the major fourth of the 'C' scale. 

মা2 [ mā2 ] n mother; (coll.) mom, mamma, mama, ma; (of beasts) dam. মােয়র জাত womenfolk, 
womanhood, womankind. মােয়র দয়া (fig.) small pox or chicken pox. 

মাই [ māi ] n the mammary gland, the mamma (pl. mammae); milk of the mammae; (dial. & sl.) 
breasts. মাই খাওয়া v. to suck one's mother's breast. মাই খাওয়ােনা v. to give suck to, to suckle. মাই 
ছা ােনা v. to wean (a baby). মাইেয়র  বাঁটা the mamilla, the teat, the nipple. 

মাইক, মাইে ােফান [ māika, māikrōphōna ] n a microphone, a mike. 

মাইনর [ māinara ] a underage. ☐ n. an underage person, a minor. 

মাইেন [ māinē ] n monthly salary or wage. মাস মাইেন same as মাইেন । 

মাইেপাষ [ māipōṣa ] n a sucking-bottle, a feeding bottle. 

মাইেফল [ māiphēla ] n a party revelling in music and dance. 

মাইির [ māiri ] int by Maria or Mary (used as an oath). 

মাইল [ māila ] n a mile. ̃ পা  n. a mile-stone, a mile-post. 
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মাউই, মাউই-মা, মাঐ, মাঐ-মা [ māui, māui-mā, māai, māai-mā ] n a mother-in-law or aunt-in-
law of a brother or sister or cousin. 

মাওবাদ [ māōbāda ] n the doctrine or theory of Mao ze-dong, Maoism. 

মাংস [ māṃsa ] n flesh; meat.  গামাংস n. beef. ছাগমাংস n. goat's meat. পািখর মাংস n. fowl. বাছুেরর মাংস 
n. veal. মুরিগর মাংস n. fowl, (loos.) chicken.  মষমাংস n. mutton.  েয়ােরর মাংস n. pork. হিরেণর মাংস n. 
venison. মাংেসর  দাকান a meat-shop, a butcher's shop, a shamble, a butchery. মাংেসর বাজার a meat-
market; a flesh market. ̃তুল  a. flesh-like; meaty. ̃ পিশ n. muscle. ̃িবে তা n. a meat seller, a 
butcher. ̃বৃি  n. growth of flesh; accumulation of fat; adiposity. ̃ল a. fleshy, plump, fatty, adipose. 
মাংসাশী a. meat-eating; carnivorous. 

মাক , মাক সা [ mākaḍ◌়, mākaḍ◌়sā ] n the spider; an arachnid. মাক সার জাল a spider-web, a 
cobweb; gossamer. 

মাকি  [ mākaḍ◌়i ] n a variety of earring. 

মাকনা [ mākanā ] n young elephant whose tusks have not yet been cut. 

মাকাল [ mākāla ] n a lovely-looking fruit with of fensive-smelling inedible pulp, (cp.) the 
colocynth; (fig.) a very handsome but worthless person. 

মা  [ māku ] n a shuttle (of weavers). 

মা   [ mākunda ] a. & n one who, though of age, has not yet grown one's beard. 

মাি ক [ mākṣika ] a relating to bees or flies. ☐ n. honey; pyrites ( ণ  মাি ক). 

মাখা [ mākhā ] v to smear, to dab, to daub, to coat -(রং মাখা); to knead (ময়দা মাখা); to mix with 
spices etc. in order to make some thing ready for cooking, to lard মাংস মাখা; to mix with curry 
etc. to make something ready for eating, (cp.) to sauce (ভাত মাখা). মাখােনা v. to cause to smear or 
dab or coat or knead or lard. ̃মািখ n. mutual or repeated smearing রং মাখামািখ; frequent social 
communication, intimacy, act of mixing freely with, close association (পুিলেশর সে  মাখামািখ). 
মাখামািখ করা v. to smear mutually or repeatedly, to indulge in frequent social communication 
with, to form an intimacy with, to mix freely with. 

মাগ [ māga ] n (sl.) a wife. 
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মাগধ [ māgadha ] a of or relating to Magadha, Magadhan. মাগধী n. Magadhi, the Prakritic 
language which is considered the source of Hindi and Bengali. অধ  মাগধী n. a kind of Magadhi 
(মাগধী) corrupted with mixture of several Prakritic dialects. 

মাগন [ māgana ] n begging or praying. 

মাগনা [ māganā ] a obtained by begging. ☐ a. & adv. cost-free, free, gratis (মাগনা িজিনস, মাগনা খাটা). 

মাগা [ māgā ] v to beg; to ask for; to solicit; to pray for. 

মািগ [ māgi ] n (sl.) a woman; (sl.) a prostitute. ̃বাি  n. (sl.) a brothel. ̃িমনেস n. pl. (sl.) wife and 
husband; man and wife, a couple. 

মা র [ māgura ] n a species of fresh-water barbel, (cp.) the catfish. 

মাি  [ māggi ] a exorbitantly high in price, dear. ̃গ া n. dearness and scarcity. ̃গ ার িদন বা বাজার 
days of high price and scarcity. ̃ভাতা n. dearness allowance. 

মা- গাঁসাই [ mā-gōm ̐sāi ] n the wife of a religious preceptor, a religious preceptress; (facet) a 
very harmless, innocent and ineffective person. 

মাঘ [ māgha ] n the tenth month of the Bengali calendar (from the middle of January to the 
middle of February). মাঘী a. of the month of Magha (মাঘ). ☐ n. the fullmoon day in the month of 
Magha (also মাঘী পূিণ মা). মােঘা সব n. a religious festival observed by the Brahmo Samaj in the 
month of Magha (মাঘ). 

মা িলক, মা ল  [ māṅgalika, māṅgalya ] n scripturally auspicious things such as mango-twigs, 
sandal etc.. well-being, weal, welfare. ☐ a. suspicious, propitious. মা িলক  ব  same as মা িলক (n). 

মাচা, মাচান [ mācā, mācāna ] n a platform, a dais; a shelf; a scaffold; a stage; a shooting-
platform usu. up a tree, a machan. 

মাছ [ mācha ] n fish. মাছ ধরা v. to catch fish, to fish. নদীর মাছ a river fish, a fresh-water fish.  নানা 
মাছ salted fish.  নানা জেলর মাছ a salt-water fish. প ুেরর মাছ a fish reared in a pond.  টঁিক মাছ dried 
fish. সমুে র মাছ a marine fish. মােছর কাঁটা a fish-bone. মােছর  ঘির fishery. মােছর চাষ pisciculture. মােছর 
ঝুি  a fish-creel. মােছর িডম spawn (of fish). মােছর প ুর a fish-pond, a fish-stew, a stew-pond, a 
piscina. মােছর বাজার a fish-market. মােছর  ভি  a fishy dam, a fishery. ̃ওয়ালা n. fishmonger; (loos.) a 
fisherman. fem. ̃ওয়ািল n. a fishwife, a fish-woman; (loos.) a fisherwoman. মাছধরা জাহাজ a trawler. 
মাছধরা জাল a fishing net. মাছধরা  নৗকা a fishing boat; a trawler. ̃ভাজা n. fried fish, fishfry. 
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মাছরাঙা [ mācharāṅā ] n the kingfisher. 

মািছ [ māchi ] n the fly; the sight-hole of a gun. ̃মারা a. fly-killing (মািছমারা ওষধু); (contemp.) blindly 
copying or transcribing without exercising discretion (মািছমারা  করািন). মািছমারা ওষধু a fly bane. 

মাছুয়া [ māchuẏā ] a of fish, piscine (মাছুয়া গ ); fishing, piscatorial, piscatory (মাছুয়া জািত); fish-
selling (মাছুয়া বাজার). ☐ n. a fish monger or fisherman, a fisher. coll. form  মেছা fem. n. মাছুয়ািন a 
fish-wife, a fish-woman, a fisher-woman. 

মাজ [ māja ] n (bot.) pith within a stem. 

মাজন [ mājana ] n scouring or scrubbing; act of cleansing (as teeth) by rubbing, brushing etc; a 
cleansing substance. দাঁেতর মাজন a dentifrice, a toothpowder, a toothpaste. 

মাজা1 [ mājā1 ] n the waist, the loins. 

মাজা2 [ mājā2 ] v to scour or scrub; to cleanse (as teeth) by rubbing, brushing etc.; to polish (as 
gold ornaments). ☐ a. scoured or scurbbed; cleansed by rubbing, brushing etc.; polished; 

employed or used in scouring or scrubbing. ☐ n. same as মাজন । বাসন-মাজা চাকর a scullion. বাসন-

মাজা িঝ a scullerymaid. ̃ঘষা n. meticulous scouring scrubbing or polishing; meticulous cleansing 
and dressing ( েপর মাজাঘষা); meticulous training and practice (গায়কেদর মাজাঘষা); meticulous 
correction and modification, careful chiselling ( লখার বা ছিবর মাজাঘষা). মাজােনা v. to cause to scour 
or scrub or cleanse or polish. 

মাজুফল [ mājuphala ] n the gall-nut. মাজুফেলর রস gallic acid. 

মাঝ [ mājha ] n the middle, the centre; the inside or interior; the midst or company (পু েষর 
মােঝ); the bottom of one's heart (আমার মােঝ) ☐ a. middle, half (মাঝপথ). মাঝ  থেক from the middle 
or centre or inside or interior or midst; from the bottom of one's heart; being innocently or 
unnecessarily involved ( তামরা করেল চুির আর মাঝ  থেক  স  খল মার). ̃খান same as মাঝ (n.) ̃খােন same as 

মােঝ । ̃দিরয়া n. mid-stream; mid-ocean, mid-sea. ̃নদী n. mid-river, mid-stream. ̃নদীেত adv. half way 

into the river. মােঝ adv. meanwhile, in the meantime. মােঝমেধ , মােঝমােঝ adv. off and on, from 
time to time, at times. 

মাঝামািঝ [ mājhāmājhi ] a almost middle or central; middling, moderate (মাঝামািঝ অব হা). ☐ adv. 
almost in or to the middle or centre; almost halfway; almost half (মাঝামািঝ করা). 

মাঝার [ mājhāra ] n (poet.) same as মাঝ । 
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মাঝাির [ mājhāri ] a middling, moderate, of medium grade, quality, size etc. 

মািঝ [ mājhi ] n a helmsman, a steersman; a boatswain; a boatman; (amongst Santal people) a 
headman or a husband. ̃িগির n. the profession of a helmsman or steersman or boatswain or 
boatman. ̃মা া n. a helmsman and his subordinate boatmen; boatmen; a boatswain and his 
subordinate sailors. ̃য়ান n. fem. (amongst Santal people) the wife of a headman or a wife. 

মা া [ māñjā ] n a glue made of powdered glass etc. for coating the string by which a kite is 
flown. 

মাটকলাই [ māṭakalāi ] n groundnut, monkey-nut, earth-nut. 

মাটেকাঠা [ māṭakōṭhā ] n a mud-built house consisting of two or more stories. 

মাটাপালাম [ māṭāpālāma ] n a coarse borderless white fabric or loincloth. 

মাটাম [ māṭāma ] n a try-square, a trying-square. ̃সই a. placed or set at right angle, 
perpendicular. 

মািট [ māṭi ] n earth; clay; soil; dust or dirt; the ground, the floor; landed property, land; the 
surface of the earth; the earth, the world; foothold. মািট করা v. to spoil, to ruin; to impair. মািট 
কামে  ( ে ) থাকা (fig.) to keep lying to the ground immovable and motionlessly with all one's 
might and main (as by a wrestler); to persist doggedly. মািট  দওয়া v. to bury, to inter. মািট মা ােনা v. 
(coll.) to come or visit. মািট হওয়া v. to be spoiled. পােয়র তলার মািট সের যাওয়া (fig.) to lose one's 
foothold, to be ut terly deprived of support, (cp.) to cut the grass from under one's feet. মািটর দর 
dirt cheap. মািটর বাসন earthenware; crockery. মািটর দের িবি  করা to sell for a mere trifle. মািটর মা ষ a 
very gentle and forbearing and honest man perfectly free from crookedness. িবলািত মািট cement. 
 বেলমািট sandy soil. 

মােটা [ māṭō ] a lacklustre, dull (মােটা রং); uninteresting (মােটা  খলা); not thorough or compact 
(মােটা কাজ). 

মাঠ [ māṭha ] n a field, a maidan; a tract of agricultural land, land; a grazing ground, a pasture; 
an extensive open space (মােঠ মােঠ  ঘারা); a playing-field, a play ground, a ground. মােঠ মারা যাওয়া 
(fig.) to be utterly lost or wasted. ̃ঘাট n. every place. 

মাঠা [ māṭhā ] n cream (of milk); butter; whey, buttermilk. মাঠা  তালা v. to skim the butter. মাঠা-
 তালা  ধ skim-milk, skimmed milk. 

মাঠাক ন [ māṭhākaruna ] n mother, madam (used in politely addressing a lady). 
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মা  [ māḍ◌় ] n (liquefied) starch extracted from rice etc. by boiling or used in the laundry as a 
stiffener. মা   দওয়া v. to starch. 

মা া [ māḍ◌়ā ] v to pound (ওষধু মা া); to thresh (as corn); to tread or trample. মা াই n. threshing. 
মা ােনা v. to tread or trample. 

মা ী [ māḍh◌়ī ] n (anat.) the gum. মা ীর দাঁত a cheek-tooth, a molar tooth. 

মাণবক [ māṇabaka ] n a (male) child; a manikin, a dwarf. 

মািণক  [ māṇikya ] a ruby; (loos.) a gem. 

মাত1 [ māta1 ] a thoroughly maddened or over whelmed ( নশায় মাত) or charmed or captivated 
(গােন মাত, আসর মাত) or replete or pervaded (গে  মাত). মাত করা. v. to madden or overwhelm or 
charm or captivate or replete or pervade thor oughly. 

মাত2 [ māta2 ] n (in chess) checkmating; act of defeating thoroughly ( িতপ েক মাত করা); act of 
winning outright (বািজ মাত করা). ☐ a. checkmated; completely defeated. মাত করা v. to checkmate; 
to defeat thoroughly; to win outright. 

মাত   [ mātaguḍ◌় ] n drossy molasses, treacle. 

মাত  [ mātaṅga ] n the elephant. fem. মাত ী (loos.) মাতি নী the female elephant; (myth.) one of 
the ten manifestations of Goddess Durga ( গ া). 

মাতন [ mātana ] n maddened state; act of running amuck; frenzy; madness; (of elephants etc.) 
must; state of being beside one self; absorption; feverish enthusiasm; excitement; revelry; a 
revel-rout; fermentation. 

মাত র [ mātabbara ] n a leader, a headman; a distinguished or influential man, a man of 
position. ☐ a. leading, distinguished, influential. মাত ির n. (dero.) bossing; posing as a 
distinguished or influential or important man. 

মাতলািম, মাতলােমা [ mātalāmi, mātalāmō ] n drunken revel or revelry, riotous drunkenness. 

মা সয   [ mātsarya ] n envy, malice, spite; grudge, malevolence. 

মা   [ mātsya ] a piscine. ☐ n. one of the Puranas. ̃ ায় n. the principle that larger fishes will 
devour or gobble up the smaller ones; (pol.) a lawless or chaotic state in which the strong 
oppresses the weak. 
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মাতা1 [ mātā1 ] n mother. ̃িপতা n. pl. parents. ̃িপতৃহীন a. parentless, orphan. fem. ̃িপতৃহীনা । ̃মহ n. the 

father or an uncle of one's mother, a maternal grandfather. fem. ̃মহী the mother or an aunt of 
one's mother, a maternal grandmother. 

মাতা2 [ mātā2 ] v to go mad; (of elephants etc.) to be seized with must, to be in must; to run 
amuck; to be frenzied or maddened; to be beside onelself, to be overwhelmed with; to be 
absorbed (in); to become feverishly enthusiastic; to be greatly excited; to indulge in a revel-
rout; to rise and swell by the action of fermentation, to ferment. 

মাতােনা [ mātānō ] v to send one mad; (of elephants etc.) to cause to be in must; to send one 
amuck; to madden; to overwhelm; to cause to be absorbed (in); to excite greatly; to cause to 
indulge in a revel rout; to delight greatly; to ferment. ☐ a. maddening, highly delightful 
(মনমাতােনা গ ). 

মাতামািত [ mātāmāti ] n drunken revelry; great excitement; feverish activities or enthusiasm; 
revelry; romping naughtiness. 

মাতাল [ mātāla ] a intoxicated with wine, drunk, drunken; sozzled; addicted to drinking wine 
esp. to excess; infatuated, beside oneself; saturated. ☐ n. a drunk person; a boozer, a drunkard. 

মাতঃুষ সা, মাতঃু সা [ mātuḥṣbasā, mātuḥsbasā ] n a mother's sister or cousin-sister, a maternal 
aunt. 

মাতুল [ mātula ] n a mother's brother or cousin brother, a maternal uncle. fem. মাতুলানী, মাতুলী the 
wife of a maternal uncle. মাতুলালয় n. the home or residence of a maternal uncle. 

মাত ৃ [ mātṛ ] n (in comp.) mother. ̃ক a. maternal; motherly; treated or fostered as by one's 

mother, mothered (নদীমাতৃক  দশ). ̃ক  same as ̃তুল  । ̃কা n. any one of a group of sixteen female 
deities; mother; one's mother's mother; a nurse; any one of the alphabetical letters; a 
matron. ̃ ল n. the mother's line, the distaff side. ̃গণ n. the eight divine female powers. ̃ঘাতক, ̃ঘাতী 
a. guilty of or relating to matricide, matricidal. ̃তুল , ̃তুল া a. deserving to be treated as one's 
mother; behaving as one's mother; motherly. ̃দায় n. the responsibility of performing the obse 
quies of one's deceased mother; (loos.) one's mother's death. ̃দায়  হ a. charged with the onus of 
performing the obsequies of one's deceased mother; (loos.) in mourning for one's lately 

deceased mother. ̃   n. mother's milk. ̃প  same as ̃ ল । ̃পূজা n. act of serving or adoring one's 

mother. ̃ব  adv. (also a.) like one's mother. মাতৃব  পরদােরষ ুone should look upon another's wife as 
one's mother. ̃িবেয়াগ n. mother's death. ̃ভ  a. devoted or deeply attached to one's mother. ̃ভি  n. 
devotion to one's mother. ̃ভাষা n. mother-tongue; vernacular. ̃ভূিম n. motherland, native land, 
mother-country. ̃িরি  n. an in auspicious conjunction of planets in one's horoscope foreboding 
danger to one's mother's life. ̃শাসন n. matriarchy. ̃শািসত a. matriarchal. ̃ া  n. the obsequies of 
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one's deceased mother. ̃ষ  সা same as মাতুঃষ  সা । ̃ষ   ীয়, ̃ষ  ে য় n. a son of one's mother's sister or 

cousin-sister. ̃ষ   য়া, ̃ষ  ে য়া a daughter of one's mother's sister or cousin-sister. ̃সম, ̃সমা same as ̃তুল  

। ̃ সবা same as ̃পূজা । ̃   n. mother's milk. ̃ ব, ̃  া  n. a hymn or incantation of the sublime female 
energy associated with the work of creation; a hymn or incantation of any female deity; a 

devotional hymn offered to one's mother. ̃হত া n. matricide. ̃হত াকারী same as ̃ঘাতক । fem. ̃হত াকািরণী 
। ̃হ া n. a matricide. fem. ̃হ ী । ̃হীন a. motherless. fem. ̃হীনা । 

মা া [ mātrā ] n amount, measure, degree (শীেতর মা া); a dose (ওষ ুেধর মা া); limit (মা াহীন  লাভ); a 
horizontal straight line put over the consonants and some vowels of the Bengali alphabet; 
either of the measures long and short into which the letters of the alphabet are grouped; (pros.) 
a unit for measuring syllables (esp. in Sanskrit verses); a unit of division in Indian musical 
measure; (math.) dimension; (phys.) mass; (phys.) a unit of measure. মা া ছা ােনা v. to go beyond 
the limit of (decency etc.) ̃ ান, ̃ বাধ n. sense of proportion. ̃ত  n. (med.) posology. ̃বৃ  n. (pros.) a 
system of metrical measure depending on differentiating alphabetical letters into long and 
short. ̃হীন a. limitless, boundless. 

মাি ক [ mātrika ] a (used as a sfx.) (gr. & pros.) measured as long or short (দীঘ মাি ক, লঘুমাি ক); 
(mus.) consisting of a particular number of units of musical measure (ি মাি ক তাল). 

মাথট [ māthaṭa ] n poll-tax; a capital levy. 

মাথা [ māthā ] n the head; top, summit, crest (পাহাে র মাথা); tip (আঙ ুেলর মাথা); end, extremity 
( পনিসেলর মাথা); a bend, a corner ( চৗমাথা); prow (of a boat); brain, intellect (অে ক  বশ মাথা); a head 
man, a chief, a leader (গাঁেয়র মাথা); an adviser, a counsellor (সব  টবুি র মাথা িতিন). ☐ int. denoting: 

nothing (মাথা করেব). মাথা আঁচ ােনা v. to comb one's hair. মাথা উঁচ ুকরা same as মাথা  তালা । মাথা উ ােনা v. 

to cut off one's head, to behead. মাথা কাটা যাওয়া v. (fig.) to be greatly ashamed; to be shamefully 
disgraced. মাথা  কাটা v. to strike one's head (esp. repeatedly) against the floor or wall as a violent 
expression of huff, grief etc. মাথা খাও int. (used as an oath) you will eat my head if you will or will 
not do this, (cp.) for the love of me, beshrew me. মাথা খাওয়া v. (fig.) to ruin; to spoil; (fig.) to 
deprave. মাথা খারাপ করা v. (fig.) to chafe, to fret, to lose one's head. মাথা  খলা v. to have aptitude for 
(অে ক মাথা  খেল). মাথা  খলােনা v. (fig.) to strive to think out; to apply one's mind. মাথা  খাঁ া same as 

মাথা  কাটা । মাথা গরম করা v. (fig.) to get angry. মাথা গরম হওয়া v. (fig.) to get angry; (fig.) to lose one's 

head; to have one's head turned; to feel giddy. মাথা গলােনা v. to enter or pass or force one's head 
through; to interfere with, to poke one's nose into. মাথা  ঁে া করা v. to break one's skull; to dash 
one's brains out, to brain. মাথা  নিত করা v. (fig.) to count the number of persons, to count the 
heads. মাথা  িলেয়  দওয়া v. (fig.) to nonplus, to bewilder, to confound. মাথা  িলেয় যাওয়া v. (fig.) to be 
nonplussed or confounded. মাথা  গাঁজা v. (fig.) to take shelter somehow or with difficulty. মাথা ঘষা 

v. (women's) washing the head with soap or shampoo. মাথা ঘামােনা see ঘামােনা । মাথা  ঘারা v. to feel 

dizzy or giddy; (fig.) to have one's head turned. মাথা  ঘারােনা v. to make one feel dizzy or giddy; 
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(fig.) to turn one's head. মাথা চা া  দওয়া v. (fig.) to flourish, to thrive; (fig.) to assert one self; (fig.) 
to rise in revolt. মাথা চালা v. to apply one's brain; (fig.) to cogitate. মাথা চুলকােনা v. to scratch one's 
head as a mark of confusion or inability to think out something. মাথা ঠা ডা করা v. (fig.) to cool 
down, to cool down one's anger or temper. মাথা ঠা ডা রাখা v. (fig.) to keep one's head; to remain 
cool headed or calm; (fig.) to keep one's countenance. মাথা  তালা v. to raise one's head; to look up; 
(fig.) to flourish, to thrive; (fig.) to assert oneself; (fig.) to hold one's head; (fig.) to rise in 
revolt. মাথা  দওয়া v. (fig.) to sacrifice one's life; (fig.) to bother; (fig.) to pay attention to. মাথা ধরা 
v. to have a headache. মাথা  নওয়া v. (fig.) to behead. মাথা  নায়ােনা v. (fig.) to yield (to), to 
acknowledge the superiority or authority (of). মাথা  পেত  নওয়া v. (fig.) to accept tamely. মাথা বাঁধা 
 দওয়া, মাথা িবকােনা v. (fig.) to enslave oneself (to), to sell one's soul (to); (fig.) to be over head and 
ears ( দনায় মাথা িবকােনা). মাথা মািট হওয়া v. (fig.) to impair or waste one's intelligence or intellect; 
(fig.) to be come dull-headed or stupid. মাথা  হটঁ করা v. to hang down one's head in shame; (fig.) 
to yield (to), to acknowledge the superiority or authority (of), to humiliate oneself. মাথা  হটঁ হওয়া 
v. (fig.) to lose face, to be disgraced; (fig.) to be put to shame, to be put out of countenance. মাথায় 

ওঠা same as মাথায় চ া । মাথায় করা v. (fig.) to honour very highly; (fig.) to fill with uproar. ( চিঁচেয় 

বাি  মাথায় করা). মাথায় কাপ   দওয়া v. to veil one's head with a portion of one's loincloth (as done by 
oriental women). মাথায় খুন চ া (চাপা) v. to become extremely angry; to get furious, to fly into a 
towering rage. মাথায়  ঘাল ঢালা (fig.) to humiliate (a person). মাথায় চ া v. (path.) to go up in the 
brain (বায় ুমাথায় চ া); (fig.) to take liberties (with) or become audacious (being encouraged by 
indulgence). মাথায়  ঢাকা v. to be comprehensible to, to be understood by; to be seized with a 
notion or fancy; to be stricken with (মাথায় ভয়  ঢাকা); to have a brain-wave (মাথায় নতুন আইিডয়া  ঢাকা). 
মাথায়  তালা v. to give excessive indulgence; to give undue importance; to honour greatly (তাঁেক 
আমরা মাথায় তুেল  রেখিছ). মাথায় রাখা v. (fig.) to treat with great adoration or respect or cordiality or 
care; (fig.) to abide by or observe with great devotion or care. মাথার উপর  কউ না থাকা v. to have no 
guardian. মাথার ঘাম পােয়  ফলা v. (fig.) to sweat and drudge. মাথার ঠা র (fig.) a very venerable or 
dear person. মাথার িঠক না থাকা v. (fig.) to be nonplussed or confounded; (fig.) to lose one's head. 
মাথার তাল ুtop of the head, the crown. মাথার িদিব  a self-imprecatory oath. মাথা  নই তার মাথা ব থা (fig.) 

much ado about nothing. ̃ওয়ালা a. brainy, intelligent. ̃-কাম ািন n. same as মাথাব থা । ̃-খারাপ a. crack-

brained; nutty; demented, crazy; lunatic. মাথা-খারাপ  লাক a crack-brain; a nutty person; a 

lunatic. ̃গরম a. short-tempered. মাথা ধরা n. headache. ̃পাগলা same as ̃খারাপ । ̃িপছু, ̃ িত adv. 

percapita. ̃ব থা n. headache; (fig.) worry; (fig.) concern; (fig.) responsibility. ̃ভারী a. top-heavy. ̃মু ডু 
n. head or tail (মাথামু ডু বুঝেত না পারা = unable to make head or tail). ̃ মাটা dull-headed. 

মাথাল [ māthāla ] n a kind of improvised wicker umbrella; the top of a pillar, a capital. 

মাথােলা [ māthālō ] a brainy, intelligent. 

মািথ [ māthi ] n the pith within the stem of the cocount-tree, date-tree etc. 
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মাথ ুরা [ māthurā ] a of Mathura (মথ ুরা) in India. ☐ n. a cycle of songs ventilating the sorrow of 
the people of Brindaban caused by Krishna's (ক ৃ) departure to Mathura; song of this cycle. 

মাদক [ mādaka ] a intoxicating, inebriant (মাদক  ব ). ☐ n. an intoxicant, an inebriant, a drug. 
মাদক  হন বা  সবন করা v. to take drug esp. narcotics habitually, to drug; to drug oneself. ̃তা n. 
intoxicating property or power. ̃বজ ন n. abstention from drug-taking; prohibition. মাদকবজ ন করা v. 
to abstain from drug-taking. ̃ সবন n. drug-addiction. ̃ সবী a. addicted to drugs esp. narcotics. ☐ 
n. a drug-addict, a drug-fiend. 

মাদল [ mādala ] n a kind of tom-tom played on by the Santal (সাঁওতাল) people. 

মাদার [ mādāra ] n the coral tree. 

মািদ [ mādi ] a (esp. of inferior creatures) female, (cp.) she(মািদ   র). 

মা র [ mādura ] n a mat. ̃কািঠ n. dried stalk of a kind of grass used in weaving mats. 

মা িল [ māduli ] n an amulet (usu. shaped like a tom-tom). 

মাদৃশ [ mādṛśa ] a like me; like myself. fem. মাদৃশী । 

মা ািজ [ mādrāji ] a of Madras (মা াজ). ☐ n. a native of Madras. 

মা াসা [ mādrāsā ] n a madrasa, a madrasah. 

মাধব [ mādhaba ] a relating to honey; honeyed. ☐ n. Krishna (ক ৃ) or Vishnu (িব )ু. মাধবী, মাধিবকা, 
মাধবীলতা n. an evergreen creeper, (cp.) the myrtle. মাধবী   n. a myrtle-bower. 

মাধুকরী [ mādhukarī ] n act of begging from door to door like the bee gathering honey from 
flower to flower. 

মাধুরী, মাধুয   [ mādhurī, mādhurya ] n sweetness; deliciousness; pleasantness; beauty; (rhet.) 
elegance of style. 

মা ী [ mādhbī ] a kind of wine produced from honey; honey. ̃ক n. same as মা ী । 

মাধ ি ন [ mādhyandina ] a of midday or noon. ̃ রখা n. (astr. & geog.) the meridian. 

মাধ ম [ mādhyama ] n a medium. 
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মাধ িমক [ mādhyamika ] a of the second stage or standard; middling; secondary. মাধ িমক িশ া 
secondary education. 

মাধ াকষ ণ [ mādhyākarṣaṇa ] n (sc.) gravitation or gravity. মাধ াকষ  ণ-   n. the law of gravitation. 

মাধ াি ক [ mādhyāhnika ] a of noon or midday; meridian. fem. মাধ াি কী । ̃ি য়া n. midday rites. 

মািধ ক [ mādhyika ] n (bot.) a median. 

মান1 [ māna1 ] n a unit or instrument of measure or weight, a measure; measuring or weighing; 
a unit of Indian musical measure; (math.) value; (alg.) degree; a standard. ̃িনধ  ারণ n. 
standardization. 

মান2 [ māna2 ] n honour, respect; cordial reception; fame; dignity; pride; (dero.) vanity. মান  দওয়া 
v. to treat with honour or deference. মান রাখা v. to do honour to, to respect, to heed; to do the 
honours (to); to save one's face. 

মান3 [ māna3 ] n huff caused by undesirable behaviour of a beloved person; tiff, sulks, pique. মান 
করা v. to be in a huff, to huff, to sulk. মান ভের adv. in a fit of pique or resentment. মান ভাঙােনা v. to 
win over or placate a beloved who is in a huff. 

মান4, মানকচু [ māna4, mānakacu ] n the arum. 

মানকিল [ mānakali ] n a quarrel between husband and wife; a lover's quarrel. 

মানিচ  [ mānacitra ] n a map; a chart. মানিচ  অিভে প n. (geog.) stereographic projection. ̃কার, ̃কর n. 
a cartographer. ̃িবদ া n. cartography, chartography. মানিচ া ন n. map-drawing. মানিচ াবিল n. maps; a 
book of maps, an atlas. 

মানত [ mānata ] n a promise to offer a particular sacrifice to a deity on fulfilment of a prayer, a 
vow. 

মানদ [ mānada ] a bestowing or conferring honour upon; fetching honour to. 

মানদ  [ mānadaṇḍa ] n a measuring rod, a measure; a standard or unit of measurement. 

মানদা [ mānadā ] fem of মানদ । 
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মানন, মাননা [ mānana, mānanā ] n honouring or respecting; cordial reception; obeying; 
believing; acknowledgement, owing admission; heading; observance; act of calling on or 
appealing to or citing; act of promising to offer in sacrifice, vowing. 

মাননীয় [ mānanīẏa ] a honourable; venerable; respectable. fem. মাননীয়া । মাননীেয়ষ ু adv. to an 

honourable person (used as a polite mode of addressing a letter). fem. মাননীয়া  ।. 

মানপ  [ mānapatra ] n an address of honour, a written felicitation. 

মানব [ mānaba ] n mankind, man; a man; a human being, a person. ☐ a. relating to or drawn up 
by Manu (ম ) the law-giver (মানব-ধম শা ). fem. n. মানবী woman kind; a woman. মানবক pop. spell. of 

মাণবক । ̃চির  n. human nature or character. ̃জািত n. mankind, human kind, the human race. ̃জীবন 

n. the human life, the life of man. ̃তা, ̃  n. humanity. মানবতাবাদ n. humanism. ̃ধম  n. the religion of 
man; humanity. ̃ কৃিত n. human nature. ̃লীলা n. activities of a human being whilst existing upon 
the earth; existence as a human being. মানবলীলা সংবরণ করা v. to die, to breathe one's last. ̃সমাজ n. 
hu man world, mankind; the human society. ̃হীন a. having no human dweller, depopulated, 
desolate. ̃ দয় n. man's heart, the human heart; humane feelings. মানিবক a. human; humane. 
মানিবক িবদ া the humanities. মানবীয় a. human; humane. মানেবািচত a. befitting a human being, 
humane; (loos.) human. 

মানিব  [ mānabindu ] n (phys.) any of the fixed points (of a thermometer). 

মনভ , মানভ ন [ manabhaṅga, mānabhañjana ] n allaying of one's huff. মানভ ন করা v. to allay 
one's huff. মানভ ন-পালা n. a group of songs written about the soothing of Radha's (রাধা) huff by 
Krishna (ক ৃ). 

মানমি র [ mānamandira ] n an observatory. 

মানময়ী [ mānamaẏī ] n fem. huffy; touchy. 

মানময  াদা [ mānamaryādā ] n honour and dignity. মানময াদা র া করা v. to keep up or maintain 
(one's) prestige. 

মানস [ mānasa ] n the mind; desire, intention, purpose. ☐ a. mental; inward; concealed in the 
mind; imaginary or fancied. মানস করা v. to desire, to intend, to purpose. ̃ক া n. a daughter born 
to one out of one's mind or fancy. ̃তা n. mentality. ̃ ন  n. the mind's eye, the inward eye; 
imagination or fancy. ̃পট n. the can vas of the mind; imagination or fancy. ̃প ু n. a son born to 
one out of one's mind or fancy. ̃ িতমা n. an image conceived in the mind, a mental image. ̃িব ান n. 
mental science. ̃রাজ  n. the realm of fancy or imagination. ̃িসি  n. fulfilment of a desire or 
intention; attainment of an end. ̃  রী, মানসী n. fem. the graceful woman of one's imagination. 
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মানস ম [ mānasambhrama ] n honour and prestige or modesty. 

মানসা  [ mānasāṅka ] n a mathematical sum to be worked out mentally. 

মানিসক [ mānasika ] a mental (মানিসক ব ািধ); imaginary or fancied (মানিসক ভয়). ☐ n. a sacrifice or 
offering promised to a deity on condition that one's prayer be granted. মানিসক করা v. to promise 
a sacrifice or offering to a deity on condition that a prayer be granted. মানিসক  দওয়া v. to offer a 
promised sacrifice to a deity on fulfilment of a prayer. 

মানসী [ mānasī ] a. fem conceived by the mind, fancied (মানসী  িতমা). ☐ n. fem. a woman or 
sweet-heart of one's fancy (কিব মানসী). 

মানহািন [ mānahāni ] n defamation; a libel. মানহািন করা v. to defame; to libel. ̃কর a. defamatory; 
libellous. মানহািনর  মাক মা a defamation case; a libel suit. 

মানা1 [ mānā1 ] n prohibition, forbidding. মানা করা v. to prohibit, to forbid. 

মানা2 [ mānā2 ] n to honour, to show respect to, to revere (  জনেক মানা); to believe in (ভূতে ত 
মানা); to regard, to count (ভাগ  বেল মানা); to acknowledge, to admit, to own (অপরাধ মানা); to ac 
knowledge the authority of (রাজােক মানা); to obey, to abide by (উপেদশ মানা); to observe (শা ীয় িনয়ম 
মানা); to heed (বাধা মানা); to accept, to yield to (সা না মানা); to call on or cite (সা ী মানা). 

মানান [ mānāna ] n fittingness; becomingness; propriety; decorousness, decorum; beauty. ☐ a. 
fitting; becoming; decorous. 

মানানসই [ mānānasi ] a same as মানান (a.). 

মানােনা1 [ mānānō1 ] v to cause to honour or revere or believe in or regard or count or 
acknowledge or own or obey or observe or heed or accept or yield to or call on. 

মানােনা2 [ mānānō2 ] v to befit, to become; to suit; to fit. 

মািনক [ mānika ] n ruby; a jewel; (fig.) a precious object, an object of joy or hope. ̃ জা  n. a 
variety of egrets usually moving in pairs; (fig.-often dero.) a pair of inseparable friends or 
associates. 

মানী [ mānī ] a honoured, respected; respectable, honourable; having prestige or dignity; 
particular about one's own prestige or dignity; egotistic; vainglorious; touchy. fem. মািননী in all 
the senses of মানী, and esp.-one who often sulks on account of amorous quarrel; huffy. 
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মা ষ [ mānuṣa ] n the human race, man; a man; a human being (male or female), a person; a 
grown-up person, an adult; proper human being ( তারা মা ষ হ). মা ষ করা v. to rear, to bring up 
( ছেল মা ষ করা); to train one to be a proper man. মা ষ হওয়া v. to be brought up; to grow up, to 
become an adult; to grow up into a proper man. ̃ খেকা a. maneating. ☐ n. a maneater. ̃জন n. men, 
people (মা ষজন  দখিছ না). মা েষর মেতা মা ষ a proper man; a great or eminent person; a man of 
worth; an ideal man. মা িষক a. human. মা ষী a. human. ☐ n. a woman; womankind. 

মােন [ mānē ] n meaning, interpretation, import, significance, implication; motive, purpose, 
cause (আে ালেনর মােন); utility (জিম পিতত রাখার মােন কী?). মােন করা v. to interpret; to expound; to 
explain. মােন  বাঝা v. to comprehend the meaning or motive or intention or utility of. মােন  বাঝােনা 
v. to mean, to signify; to imply; to explain the meaning of. মােন হওয়া v. to serve a purpose; to be 
of any use; to convey a meaning. 

মােন-বই [ mānē-bi ] n a book of explanatory notes; a help-book, a key. 

মােন-মােন [ mānē-mānē ] adv whilst one's prestige or dignity is still unimpaired. 

মােনায়ার [ mānōẏāra ] n a man-of-war; a battleship, a warship. মােনায়াির a. serving on board a 
warship, employed in the navy, naval; used in war. 

মা াস [ māndāsa ] n a raft, a float. 

মা   [ māndya ] n lack of natural urge, dearth, loss, decrease, dullness ( ধুামা  ); impairment 
(অি মা  ); slowness; sloth; inertia. 

মা াতা [ māndhātā ] n a mythological king. মা াতার আমল time immemorial, timeout of mind. 

মা  [ mānya ] a same as মাননীয় । ☐ n. honour, respect, cordial reception (মা  করা); a gift of 

honour, a complimentary present (মা   দওয়া); compliance, observance. fem. a. মা া । মা  করা v. 

to honour, to respect, to accord cordial reception (to); to comply with, to observe. ̃গণ  a. 
respectable and important. ̃বর a. highly honourable or venerable or respectable. ̃বেরষ ু adv. to a 
highly respectable person (used as a polite mode of addressing a letter). 

মাপ1 [ māpa1 ] n pardon, excuse; remission; exemption. মাপ করা v. to pardon, to for give, to 
excuse; to remit, to exempt. 

মাপ2 [ māpa2 ] n measure; dimension; measurement. মাপ  নওয়া v. to take measurements of, to 
measure. মােপ হওয়া v. to be of a particular measure or size, to measure; to fit in 
measurements. ̃কািঠ, ̃কািট n. a measuring-rod; a measure; a standard. ̃ জাখ, ̃ জাক n. measurements; 
measurement; surveying. মাপেজাখ করা v. to measure minutely; to survey. ̃দি  n. measuring rope 
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or tape. ̃সই a. & adv. conforming to particular measurements. ˜ক a. measuring or weighing. ☐ n. 
a measure; a weigher. ̃ন n. measuring or weighing or sounding. ̃দ  n. a measuring-rod. ̃য  n. a 
weighing-machine. ̃র  ুn. a sounding-line, a plumb-line. মাপনী n. (geom.) a ruler, a scale. 

মাপা [ māpā ] v to measure; to weigh; to survey (জিম মাপা); to measure the depth of, to sound; 
(fig.) to try to assess the importance or weight of. ☐ a. measured; weighed; surveyed; sounded; 
restrained, controlled, restricted (মাপা কথা, মাপা খাওয়া). ̃ জাখা, ̃ জাকা a. conforming accurately to a 
particular measure, measured; restrained, controlled, restricted. ☐ n. measuring or surveying. 
মাপােনা v. to cause to measure or weigh or survey or sound. 

মাফলার [ māphalāra ] n a scarf, a muffler; a comforter. 

মািফক [ māphika ] a like; conforming to ( িচমািফক). 

মাৈভঃ [ mābhaiḥ ] v. imp (used as int.) don't fear, be not afraid. ☐ a. expelling fear (মাৈভঃ বাণী). 

মামি  [ māmaḍ◌়i ] n an encrustation, a scab. মামি  প া v. to develop a scab, to scab. 

মামেদা [ māmadō ] n a ghost of a Mussalman. ̃বািজ n. (fig.) boastful and threatening behaviour, 
bluff, bluster. 

মা-মরা [ mā-marā ] a motherless. 

মামা [ māmā ] n a brother or cousin-brother of one's mother, a maternal uncle, an uncle. ̃ তা a. 
descended from one's maternal uncle, avuncular. মামােতা ভাই বা  বান a cousin. ̃  র n. a maternal 
uncle of one's husband or wife, an uncle-in-law. 

মািম [ māmi ] n. fem the wife of a maternal uncle, an aunt. ̃শা ি  fem. the wife of a maternal 
uncle of one's husband or wife, an aunt-in-law. 

মামুিল [ māmuli ] a hackneyed, trite, banal, stock; conventional, traditional, traditionally or 
conventionally fixed (মামুিল   ); most ordinary, negligible, paltry (মামুিল ব াপার). 

মায় [ māẏa ] prep together with, inclusive of, with, even. 

মায়া [ māẏā ] n (theol.) illusion, the material world, physical or phenomenal nature, maya; 
delusion; infatuation, fascination; affection, attachment; tenderness; compassion; magic, 
jugglery; black magic, sorcery; deceit, a beguiling trick, chicanery; disguise. মায়া করা v. to think or 
treat with affection, to be attached to; to be reluctant to lose (টাকার বা চাকিরর মায়া করা). মায়ায়  ভালা 
v. to be duped by attachment or sorcery or illusion or by a beguiling trick. ̃কানন n. a garden or 
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grove created by sorcery, an enchanted garden. ̃কা া n. insincere sorrow, crocodile tears. ̃ ঘার n. 
influence or spell of illusion or delusion or infatuation or enchantment. ̃জাল n. a cobweb or 
network or spell of illusion or delusion or attachment or infatuation or enchantment. ̃জীবী n. a 
magician, a juggler; a conjurer. ̃ ডার n. a string or bond of attachment or infatuation. মায়া ক a. 
illusory; delusive; enchanted; hypocritical; disguised. ̃দ  n. a magician's or conjurer's wand. ̃দপণ   
same as ̃মু র । ̃ধারী a. concealing one's identity by casting a spell of illusion; hypocritical; 

disguised. ̃পাশ same as ̃জাল । ̃ব  a. strongly held under illusion; greatly attached or infatuated or 

enchanted. ̃ব ন n. the bond or tie of illusion or attachment or infatuation or enchantment. ̃বেল 
adv. magically; by trickery or beguiling trick; by a spell of delusion or beguiling trick. ̃বশ a. 
subject to attachment or affection or infatuation, fondly attached. ̃বাদ n. (phil. & theol.) 
illusionism. ˜বাদী a. (phil. & theol.) illusionistic. &square; n. an illusionist. ̃িবদ া n. jugglery, magic; 
conjury; sorcery, black magic. ̃বী a. practising deceit, deceitful; practising sorcery; warranting 
affection, infatuating, enchanting (মায়াবী  সৗ য ). ☐ n. an enchanter (fem. an enchantress), a 

sorcerer (fem. a sor ceress); a wizard (fem. a witch); a conjurer. fem. ̃িবনী । ̃মমতা n. pl. affection and 

compassion; love and attachment; (cp.) a soft spot (for). ̃ময় a. illusive; delusive; infatuating; 

bewitching, enchanting; deceptive. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃মু র n. a magic mirror. ̃মু  a. freed from 

attachment or affection; disillusioned; disenchanted. ̃মৃগ n. (Ramayana) a stag appearing to be 
made of gold, which tempted Sita and led her to be kidnapped by Ravana; (fig.) a perilous 

illusion or temptation. ̃ মাহ same as ̃ ঘার । ̃র  ুsame as ̃ ডার । ̃রাজ  n. a land created by sorcery; a 
realm of infatuation or enchantment. ̃হীন a. devoid of tenderness or compassion. 

মািয়ক [ māẏika ] a magical; illusive; infatuating; enchanting. 

মার1 [ māra1 ] n death, destruction (সেত র মার  নই); loss (টাকা মার খাওয়া বা যাওয়া). মার যাওয়া v. to be 
lost. 

মার2 [ māra2 ] n the Hindu god of love (cp. Eros, Cupid); and evil spirit who tried to tempt 
Buddha (cp. Satan); killing or slaying. 

মার3 [ māra3 ] n beating or striking or thrashing or flogging. মার খাওয়া v. to be beaten up or 
flogged. মার  দওয়া a. to beat, to flog. ̃কাট n. fighting and bloodshed; tumultuous brawl or affray; 
feverish haste and fuss; higgling. ☐ adv. & a. at best. ˜ েট a. given to beating on slightest 
pretext. ̃ খেকা a. one who is often flogged. ̃ধর n. beating or flogging; beating and arresting (as by 
the police). ̃িপট n. mutual fighting; fray; an affray, a riot; beating or flogging (esp. excessive). ̃মার 
কাটকাট n. same as কাট । ☐ a. tumultuous, noisily violent, turbulent. ̃মুেখা a. about to strike or 

hurt; aggressive; frightening, threat ening, menacing. fem. ̃মুখী । ̃মূিত  a. about to strike or hurt; 

having an ag gressive or menacing appearance. ☐ n. aggressive or menacing appearance. 

মারক [ māraka ] n a pestilence, a plague. ☐ a. destructive; pestilential. 
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মারণ [ māraṇa ] n killing, slaughter; destroying, destruction; an occult rite performed to cause 
one's death (মারণম ); calcination (of metals). মারণা  n. a weapon of destruction. মািরত a. killed; 
destroyed. 

মারপ াঁচ [ mārapyān ̐ca ] n shrewd or trappy trick ( খলার মারপ াঁচ); a shrewd or tricky twist or turn 
(কথার মারপ াঁচ); quibbling, equivocation. 

মারফত [ māraphata ] prep per, through, by. দূত মারফত through a messenger. 

মারেবল [ mārabēla ] n marble; a little hard ball (ori. made of marble) used by boys in play, a 
marble. মারেবল-পাহা  n. a marble rock. 

মারা [ mārā ] v to kill; to strike, to hit (বল মারা); to beat, to flog; to drive in, to pierce (ছুির মারা = to 
stab); to strike with (চাবুক মারা); to deal (ঘুিস মারা = to deal one a blow); to afflict or distress (কথায় 
মারা); to ruin (চুিরটায় আমােক  মেরেছ); to destroy, to exterminate, to eradicate (িবষ মারা); to dry or 
dehydrate (রস মারা); to implant, to drive in ( পেরক মারা); to affix (িটিকট মারা); to sew up (তািল মারা); 
to paste ( লেবল মারা); to close up, to fill up (ফাঁক মারা); to rob, to pick (পেকট মারা); to obtain by 
unfair means, to misappropriate, to defalcate (টাকা মারা); to win or earn esp. by a fluke (লটাির 
মারা); to deprive of (অ  মারা,  িজ মারা); to cause to lose (জাত মারা); (inf.) to eat or gobble (ভাত মারা); 
to shout (হাঁক মারা); to give out, to emit ( জ া মারা); to block, to ob struct (পথ মারা); to blunt, to dull 
(ধার মারা,  কাণ মারা); to tuck (মালেকাঁচা মারা); (inf.) to score ( গাল মারা); to adopt, to have recourse to, to 

exhibit (চাল মারা). চাল মারা see চাল3 । মারা প া, মারা যাওয়া v. to be killed; to die; to be lost (ব  টাকা মারা 

 গেছ) । 

মারািঠ [ mārāṭhi ] n a Marathi, a Maharashtrian; the Marathi language. ☐ a. Marathi; of 
Maratha or Maharashtra. 

মারা ক [ mārātmaka ] a deadly; fatal; terrific; unappeasable, incapable of being as suaged 
(মারা ক  শাক). 

মারামাির [ mārāmāri ] n a scuffle; an affray; mutual fighting; hard higgling. মারামাির করা v. to 
scuffle; to fight mutually. 

মারী, মাির [ mārī, māri ] n pestilence, a plague; small pox. ̃ িটকা n. a pustule or vesicle of small-
pox. 

মা ত [ māruta ] n the wind, air. মা িত n. a son of the wind-god. 

মােরায়াি  [ mārōẏāḍ◌়i ] a of Marwar. n. a native of Marwar, a Marwari; the language of Marwar, 
Marwari. 
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মাক সবাদ [ mārkasabāda ] n Marxism, the theory of Karl Marx. 

মাক সবাদী [ mārkasabādī ] n a Marxist. ☐ a. Marxist, Marxian. 

মাক া [ mārkā ] n a mark, a sign, a brand. মাক া  দওয়া v. to put a mark on, to mark; to brand. ̃মারা a. 
marked; branded (মাক ামারা  চার); notorious. 

মািক ন [ mārkina ] n the United States of America, (contr.) U.S.A.; America; a citizen of the 
U.S.A.; an American; a coarse white fabric. ☐ a. of the U.S.A. or relating to the American. 

মােক ট [ mārkēṭa ] n a market. মােক িটং n. marketing; shopping. মােক িটং করা v. to visit a market for 
shopping, to market; to shop. 

মাগ   [ mārga ] n a way, a path, a road (রাজমাগ ); a route; a means; a mode or means of attaining 
salvation (ভি মাগ ); the anus; (mus.) the classical mode. ̃সংগীত n. classical music. 

মাচ  [ mārca ] n the third month of the English calendar, March. 

মাজ ন [ mārjana ] n scouring or scrubbing; cleansing (as of teeth) by rubbing, brushing etc.; 
rubbing; polishing (as of gold ornaments); freeing from sin, fault etc. chastening, absolution; 
chiselling. মাজ না same as মাজ ন,, and-forgiving; pardon. মাজ না করা v. to forgive, to pardon; to scour 
or scrub; to cleanse; to rub; to polish; to free from sin, fault etc., to chasten, to absolve; to 
chisel. মাজ নাহীন a. unforgiving; relentless. মাজ নী n. any implement for scrubbing or scouring or 
cleansing or rubbing with, a besom, a broom, a brush, a towel, a napkin etc. 

মাজ ার [ mārjāra ] n the cat; (mas.) the tomcat; any feline beast (জল-মাজ ার). fem. মাজ ারী, মাজ ািরকা the 
female cat, the she-cat, (cp.) the pussy-cat. 

মািজ ত [ mārjita ] a scoured or scrubbed; cleansed; rubbed; polished; freed from sin, fault etc., 
chastened, absolved; refined (মািজ ত আচরণ, মািজ ত  িচ); elegant, chaste (মািজ ত ভাষা); chiselled or 

polished (রচনা মািজ ত করা); cultured (মািজ ত বুি ). মািজ ত করা same as মাজ না করা । 

মাত   [ mārtaṇḍa ] n the sun. ̃তাপ n. the heat of the sun. 

মাল1 [ māla1 ] n (sl.) wine, booze. মাল টানা v. (sl.) to drink wine, to booze. 

মাল2 [ māla2 ] n an Indian tribe; a member of this tribe; a snake-charmer; a healer (esp. one 
knowing occult methods) of poisonous snakebites (also মালৈবদ ). 
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মাল3 [ māla3 ] n merchandise, wares ( দাকােনর মাল); goods; wealth, riches, property; revenue, 
rent; land-holding rented directly from the government. ̃কি  n. money, fund; the 
wherewithal. ̃  াক n. distraint. মালে াক করা v. to distrain. মালে ািক পেরায়ানা a distraint warrant. ̃খানা 
n. a godown or store esp. for keeping valuable articles; room or building where revenue is 
received; a treasury. মাল খালাস করা v. to unload. ̃গাি  n. a luggage-van; a waggon; a goods-
train. ̃ জার, ̃ জারদার n. one who pays revenue (esp. directly to the government); a zamindar. ̃ জাির 
n. land revenue. ̃ দাম n. a godown; a store-house; a storeroom; a warehouse. ̃জিম n. a land-
holding rented directly from the government. ̃জািমন n. security for goods or property. ̃জাহাজ, ̃ নৗকা 
n. a cargo-boat, a cargo steamer. ̃দার a. wealthy, rich, moneyed. ̃প  n. pl. goods collectively; goods 

and chattels; luggage. ̃বাহী a. carrying goods, cargo etc. ̃বাহী জাহাজ same as মালজাহাজ । ̃ বাঝাই a. 
loaded; (of ships) laden. ̃ বাঝাই করা v. to load; (of ships) to lade. ̃মশলা n. pl. ingredients; materials. 

মালেকাঁচা [ mālakōn̐cā ] n loincloth worn by tucking it tightly between one's legs like a 
suspenser. মালেকাঁচা আঁটা বা  দওয়া বা মারা v. to tuck one's loincloth tightly be tween one's legs like a 
suspenser. 

মালেকাশ, মালেকাষ [ mālakōśa, mālakōṣa ] n Malkosh; an Indian musical mode. 

মালঝাঁপ [ mālajhām ̐pa ] n a metre of Bengali versification. 

মাল  [ mālañca ] n a flower-garden. 

মালতী [ mālatī ] n a kind of jasmine or its plant. ̃ফল n. nutmeg. 

মালেপায়া, মালেপা [ mālapōẏā, mālapō ] n a saucer-shaped sweetmeat made of flour or rice-
powder fried in ghee or oil and then (some times) dipped in sugarjuice. 

মালভূিম [ mālabhūmi ] n plateau, a table-land. 

মালশা [ mālaśā ] n a small earthen basin. 

মালশাট [ mālaśāṭa ] n loincloth worn by tucking it tightly between one's legs like a suspenser; 
bragging or vaunting (as by a fighter); slapping of one's arms etc. as one gets ready to attack. 
মালশাট মারা v. to tuck one's loincloth tightly be tween one's legs like a suspenser; to brag or 
vaunt; to slap one's arms etc. as one gets ready to attack. 

মালা1 [ mālā1 ] n a fisherman by caste. 

মালা2 [ mālā2 ] n a coconut-shell; a coconut-shell cut into the shape of a tumbler. 
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মালা3 [ mālā3 ] n a necklace; a chaplet or circlet; a garland; a string (জপমালা); a series, a row, a line 
(ঊিম মালা, পব তমালা). মালা গাঁথা v. to form into a wreath, to wreathe. মালা জপা v. to tell one's beads. 

মালাই [ mālāi ] n film or cream of milk. 

মালাইচািক [ mālāicāki ] n the knee-pan, the knee-cap, the patella. 

মালাই-বরফ [ mālāi-barapha ] n ice-cream. 

মালাকর, মালাকার [ mālākara, mālākāra ] n a maker and seller of garlands (esp. by caste); a 
florist; gardener. 

মালাচ ন [ mālācandana ] n garlands and sandal-paste with which an adorable or honourable 
person is received. মালাচ ন  দওয়া v. to receive with garlands and sandal-paste; (fig.) to receive 
with honour. 

মালাবদল [ mālābadala ] n exchange of garlands or necklaces (as done by the couple at a 
wedding); marriage; marriage of Vaishnavas (which demands no other ceremony than the 
exchange of basil necklaces by the couple). মালাবদল করা v. to exchange garlands or necklaces; to 
marry; to marry in the Vaishnava way. 

মালাবাির [ mālābāri ] a of Malabar in India. ☐ n. a native of Malabar. 

মািলক [ mālika ] n a proprietor (fem. a proprietress, a proprietrix), an owner; a master (fem. 
mistress), a lord. ̃হীন a. ownerless; derelict. 

মািলকানা, মািলিক [ mālikānā, māliki ] n ownership, proprietary; proprietorship; a right to 
possession, title; a fee, rent etc. to be paid to a proprietor, proprietary dues, a royalty. ☐ a. 
proprietary, proprietorial; relating to the title. মািলকানা    proprietary right. 

মািলনী [ mālinī ] fem of মালী (n. & a.). 

মািলশ [ māliśa ] n rubbing or massaging; an unguent, oil etc. for rubbing or massaging. মািলশ করা 
v. to rub or massage. 

মালী [ mālī ] n same as মালাকর । ☐ a. wearing a garland or wreath বনমালী. 

মালুম [ māluma ] n feeling, perception, sensation. মালুম করা বা পাওয়া v. to feel, to perceive, to 
sense. মালুম হওয়া v. to be felt or perceived or sensed. 
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মালুমকাঠ [ mālumakāṭha ] n a mast (of a ship). 

মােলাপমা [ mālōpamā ] n (rhet.) multiple similes stringed together. 

মাল  [ mālya ] n a necklace; a chaplet or circlet; a string; a garland; a series, a row, a line. ̃বন a. 

wearing a garland; ☐ n. a mytholgical mountain. fem. a. ̃বতী । ̃দান n. the placing of a garland 
(round somebody's neck); garlanding. 

মা া [ māllā ] n an oarsman; a sailor or seaman of the lowest rank, a sailor or boatman by caste. 

মা ল [ māśula ] n duty, tax, customs; fare, freight; charge, price. 

মাষ1, মাষকলাই [ māṣa1, māṣakalāi ] n a kind of dal or pulse. 

মাষ2, মাষা [ māṣa2, māṣā ] n a unit of weight for jewellers (= 18 or 15 grs.) or for apothecaries (9 
grs. approx.). 

মাস2 [ māsa2 ] n a month. মােস, মােস-মােস adv. every month. ☐ a. monthly (মােস দশ টাকা আয়). 

মাসকাবার [ māsakābāra ] n close of a calendar month; (comm.) month-closing accounts. মাসকাবাির 
a. required at the close of a month; sufficient for a month; monthly. 

মাসতুেতা [ māsatutō ] a descended from a sister or a cousin-sister of one's mother or mother-in-
law, avuncular, cousinly. মাসতুেতা ভাই, মাসতুেতা  বান a cousin. 

মাসপয়লা [ māsapaẏalā ] n the first day of a month; calends. 

মাসবৃি  [ māsabṛddhi ] n an intercalary month. 

মাসভর [ māsabhara ] adv throughout the month. 

মাসমাইেন [ māsamāinē ] n monthly wages; a monthly salary. 

মাসশা ি  [ māsaśāśuḍ◌়i ] n. fem a sister or a cousin-sister of one's mother-in-law, an aunt-in-
law. 

মাস  র [ māsaśbaśura ] n the husband of a মাসশা ি , an uncle-in-law. 

মাসা  [ māsānta ] n the last day of a month or near about it. মাসাি ক a. of or about the end of a 
month, that which happens at the end of a month. 
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মািস [ māsi ] n a sister or a cousin-sister of one's mother, an aunt. 

মািসক [ māsika ] a monthly. ☐ n. monthly obsequies; a monthly journal, a monthly; the 
menses, monthlies, periods. 

মােসাহারা [ māsōhārā ] n a monthly (monetary) allow ance or stipend. 

মা ার [ māsṭāra ] n a teacher, a tutor, a trainer; a man in charge, a chief executive, a master 
( পা মা ার). মা াির n. act or profession of teaching or training. 

মা ল [ māstula ] n a mast (of a ship). 

মাহা   [ māhātmya ] n high-mindedness, nobility; excellence, sublimity; greatness, divine grace 
or power; glory, majesty; (loos.) charm or influence (টাকার মাহা  ,  হানমাহা  ). 

মািহ  [ māhiṣya ] n a caste amongst Hindus; a member of this caste. 

মা ত [ māhuta ] n a keeper and driver of an el ephant, a mahout. 

মােহ  ণ [ māhēndrakṣaṇa ] n (astrol.) the most auspicious conjunction of stars for 
commencing any work. 

িমউ [ miu ] int expressing: the cry of a cat, mew. িমউিমউ int. expressing: repeated mewing. িমউিমউ 
করা v. to mew repeatedly; to mew. 

িমউিনিসপ াল [ miunisipyāla ] a municipal. িমউিনিসপ ািলিট n. a municipality. 

িমিছিমিছ [ michimichi ] adv (coll.) for nothing, in vain, meaninglessly, uselessly. ☐ a. false; 
useless, meaningless. 

িমিছল [ michila ] n a procession. 

িমজরাব [ mijarāba ] n a kind of thimble (made of wire) used by instrumentalists, (cp.) plectrum. 

িমট [ miṭa ] n (book-keeping) balancing; paying off; act of making up, compounding; settlement 
or compromise. িমট করা v. to balance (an account); to pay off (a bill); to make up, to compound (a 
loss); to settle or compromise (a dispute). িমট হওয়া v. to be balanced or paid off or made up or 
compounded or settled or compromised. ̃মাট n. compromise; settlement. িমটমাট করা v. to 
compromise; to settle up (a difference, dispute etc.). িমটমাট হওয়া v. to be compromised or settled 
up. 
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িমটা,  মটা [ miṭā, mēṭā ] v to be accomplished or finished (কাজ  মটা); to be removed or relieved 
( ঃখ িমেটেছ); to be settled or compromised (িববাদ িমটল); to be satisfied or fulfilled (সাধ  মটােনা); to 
be paid off (পাওনা  মটা); to be compensated or compounded ( লাকসান  মটা); (book-keeping) to be 
balanced. 

িমটিমট [ miṭamiṭa ] int expressing: dim, flickering or almost dying state (as of a light); blinking 
(as of eyes). িমটিমট করা v. to flicker dimly; to blink. িমটিমেট a. dimly flickering; dim; blinking; (fig.) 
simulating or hypocritical. িমটিমেট ডান, িমটিমেট শয়তান a witch or a rogue dissembling as an honest 
and simple soul; (fig.) a wolf in a sheepskin. 

িমটােনা [ miṭānō ] v to accomplish or finish; to remove or relieve; to settle or compromise; to 
satisfy or fulfil; to pay off; to compensate or compound; (book-keeping) to balance. 

িমটার1 [ miṭāra1 ] n a meter (ইেলকি েকর িমটার, ট াকিসর িমটার). 

িমটার2 [ miṭāra2 ] n a unit of measuring length, a metre. 

িমটার3 [ miṭāra3 ] n a verse rhythm, fixed arrangement of accented and unaccented syllables, 
metre. 

িমিটিমিট [ miṭimiṭi ] adv flickering dimly (িমিটিমিট  ালা); blinkingly (িমিটিমিট চাওয়া). ☐ a. dimly 
flickering, dim; blinking. িমিটিমিট করা v. to flicker dimly; to blink. 

িমিটং [ miṭi ] n meeting. 

িমঠাই [ miṭhāi ] n sweetmeat. ̃ওয়ালা n. a confectioner. িমঠাইেয়র  দাকান a sweetmeat shop, a 
confectionary. 

িমেঠক া [ miṭhēkaḍ◌়ā ] a (of tobacco) moderately strong; (of words) suave yet cutting to the 
quick. 

িম  [ miḍ◌় ] n (mus.) sweet and pleasant rolling from one note to another. 

িমত [ mita ] a temperate; moderate; restricted; abstemious. 

িমতব য়, িমতব িয়তা [ mitabyaẏa, mitabyaẏitā ] n frugality, thrift, economy. িমতব য়ী a. frugal, 
thrifty, economical. 

িমতভাষী [ mitabhāṣī ] a economical in speech, taciturn; reticent, reserved. fem. িমতভািষণী । 
িমতভািষতা n. economy of speech, taciturnity; reticence, reservedness. 
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িমতা [ mitā ] n friend; a born companion; an ally; a namesake. 

িমতা রা [ mitākṣarā ] n an ancient Hindu treatise on the law and rules of inheritance. 

িমতাচার [ mitācāra ] n temperance, abstemiousness. িমতাচারী a. temperate, abstemious. fem. 

িমতাচািরণী । িমতাচািরতা n. same as িমতাচার । 

িমতািল [ mitāli ] n friendship; boon companion ship; alliance. 

িমতাশন, িমতাহার [ mitāśana, mitāhāra ] n temperance in food and drink, abstemiousness. িমতাশী, 
িমতাহারী a. abstemious, temperate. 

িমিত [ miti ] n measure, measurement, -metry (জ ািমিত); knowledge. 

িম  [ mitra ] n a friend; a boon companion; an ally; the sun. ̃তা, ̃  n. friendship; boon 
companionship; alliance. ̃  াহ n. hostility or treachery to one's friend or ally or party. ̃  াহী a. 

hostile or treacherous to one's friend or ally or party. fem. ̃  ািহণী । ̃ ভদ n. estrangement of 

friends of allies, (chiefly pol.) disintegration of a party. ̃লাভ n. act or an instance of obtaining a 
new friend. 

িম া [ mitrā ] fem of িম  । 

িম া র [ mitrākṣara ] n the rhymed verse, verse with end-rhyme. 

িমথ ুন [ mithuna ] n a male and a female, a couple, a pair; (astr. & astrol.) the Twins, the Gemini 
(also িমথ ুনরািশ). 

িমথ া [ mithyā ] n a lie; falsehood, untruth. ☐ a. untrue, false; imaginary, fanciful; got-up (িমথ া 
মামলা); baseless, unsubstantial (িমথ া ভয়); causeless, unprovoked (িমথ া রাগ); affected or feigned 
(িমথ া ঘুম); futile, vain (িমথ া  চ া); useless, bootless (িমথ া কাজ). ☐ adv. for nothing; in vain. িমথ া কথা 
a lie. িমথ া কথা বলা to tell a lie. ̃চরণ, ̃চার n. treacherous behaviour, false play, falsehood; treachery, 
pretension, dissimulation, hypocrisy. ̃চারী a. behaving treacher ously, given to false play; 

pretentious, dissimulating, hypocritical. fem. ̃চািরণী । ̃ ান, িমথ া ধারণা n. a false or wrong notion or 

impression or idea. িমথ াপবাদ n. false blame or aspersion or calumny; a scandal. ̃বণ  ন n. misrepre 
sentation; a false account. ̃বাক  n. a lie. ̃বাদ, ̃ভাষণ n. a lie; untruthfulness. ̃বািদতা, ̃ভািষতা n. 

untruthfulness. ̃বাদী, ̃ভাষী a. untruthful, lying. ☐ n. a liar. fem. ̃বািদনী, ̃ভািষণী । ̃সা ী n. a false 

witness; a tutored witness; a perjurer. ̃সা   n. false witness; tutored witness; perjury. িমথ াসা   
 দওয়া v. to give false evidence; to bear false witness to; to perjure. িমথ ার জাহাজ বা ঝুি  a ship (or 
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ship-load) or basket of lies; (fig.) one given to telling innumerable lies unscrupulously. িমথ ার 
 তা  বা   াত a spate of lies. 

িমথ ুক [ mithyuka ] a given to telling lies, untruthful. ☐ n. a liar. 

িমনিত [ minati ] n a humble prayer or an earnest request; supplication, entreaty, solicitation. 
িমনিত করা v. to pray humbly; to request earnestly; to supplicate, to entreat, to solicit. ̃পূণ   a. full of 
humble prayer or earnest request; supplicatory, full of entreaties, solicitous. 

িমনিমন [ minamina ] int denoting: act of mumbling or speaking faintly or hesitatingly; 
faintness; weakness; timidity. িমনিমেন a. mumbling or speaking faintly or hesitatingly; faint; 
weak; faint-hearted. 

িমনেস [ minasē ] n (vul. in abuse or endearment) a grown-up man, a man; a husband. 

িমনা, িমেন [ minā, minē ] n enamel; enamelling. িমনা করা v. to enamel. িমেন-করা a. enamelled. 

িমনার [ mināra ] n a tower, a minar; a turret. মসিজেদর িমনার a minaret. 

িমিন1 [ mini1 ] a. & prep without, except, lacking in, sans (িমিন েতার মালা). 

িমিন2 [ mini2 ] a small or minor (িমিন াট, িমিনবাস). ☐ n. the small form of a thing; a mini bus. 

িমিনট [ miniṭa ] n the sixtieth part of an hour or of a degree, a minute; a moment. িমিনেট িমিনেট 
adv. every minute, every moment; repeatedly; at short intervals. 

িমিন-মাগনা [ mini-māganā ] a cost-free. 

িময়া, িময়াসােহব [ miẏā, miẏāsāhēba ] n (Mus.) an appellation of courtesy affixed to the name of 
a man, (cp.) Mr, Sir. 

িময়ােনা [ miẏānō ] v to lose crispness (মুি  িময়ােনা); to lose energy or vigour, to become limp or 
flaccid ( স িমইেয় পে েছ, উ সাহ িময়ােনা). ☐ a. bereft of crispness; bereft of energy or vigour, limp. 
flaccid. 

িমরজাই [ mirajāi ] n a waist-coat or vest with cotton padding inside. 

িমরবহর [ mirabahara ] n an admiral. 

িমরমুনিশ [ miramunaśi ] n chief clerk, head clerk; chief secretary. 
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িমরাস [ mirāsa ] n land held under hereditary title; the right of hereditary occupation. িমরাস-ইজারা 
n. lease or settlement of land to be enjoyed hereditarily. 

িমল1 [ mila1 ] n a manufactory, a factory, a mill. 

িমল2 [ mila2 ] n union; combination; addition; concord, harmony, agreement (মেতর িমল); unsion 
( েরর িমল); balancing (িহসােবর িমল); similarity, likeness ( চহারার িমল); friendly terms; good terms; 
reconciliation, reconcilement (িবেরাধীেদর িমল); fitting ( জােরর মুেখ িমল); (pros.) rhyme (কিবতার িমল). 
িমল করা v. to unite; to combine; to add (up); to harmonize; to balance; to reconcile; to fit; (pros.) 
to put into rhyme. to rhyme. িমল  দওয়া v. to add; (pros.) to find out a rhyme for to rhyme. িমল 
হওয়া v. to be in harmony, to agree; to be reconciled; to be balanced. to tally; to be fitting, to fit; 
(pros.) to be in rhyme, to rhyme. ̃িমলাও, ̃িমশ n. good terms, friendly terms; amicability. ̃যু  a. 
rhyming; rhymed; ̃হীন a. unrhymed, without rhyme. 

িমলন [ milana ] n union; combination; unity; alliance; reconciliation, reconcilement; meeting; 
meeting or union of lovers; sexual union; wedding, bridal (িমলন বাসর). িমলন করা, িমলন ঘটােনা v. to 
unite; to combine; to reconcile; to cause to meet; to cause to meet sexually or amorously; to 
wed, to marry. ̃ হান n. a meeting-place; a tryst. িমলনা , িমলনা ক a. ending in union; ending happily. 
িমলনা ক নাটক a. comedy. িমলেনা সব n. a conference or assembly; a social gathering. 

িমলিমলা, িমলিমেল [ milamilā, milamilē ] n measles. 

িমলা,  মলা [ milā, mēlā ] v to meet together; to meet; to assemble; to get on or pull on together 
(ভাইেয় ভাইেয়  মেল না); to fit ( জা   মলা); to agree, to correspond; to mix well or perfectly; to agree 
with the given result (অ ক িমেলেছ); to be bal anced, to tally (িহসাব  মলা); (pros.) to rhyme; to be 
available (বাজাের মাছ  মেল না); to be procured or obtained (চাকির  মলা). িমলােনা. v. to cause to meet to 
gether, to bring together; to cause to meet; to assemble; to fit; to cause to agree or correspond; 
to mix well or perfectly; to cause to agree with the given result; to balance, to tally; to compare 
(অে কর ফল িমলােনা); (pros.) to rhyme; to make available; to procure.  মলােমশা n. social intercourse; 
intimate association, familiarity.  মলােমশা করা v. to communicate socially; to make free with. 

িমিলত [ milita ] a united; combined; joint; joined; assembled; mixed; procured; met. িমিলত করা v. 
to unite; to combine; to join; to assemble; to mix; to cause to meet. 

িমশ1 [ miśa1 ] a inky, as dark as ink; very dark. ̃িমশ int. expressing: inky blackness or 
darkness. ̃িমেশ a. as dark as ink; pitch-dark, very dark. 

িমশ2 [ miśa2 ] n mixing, mixture; blending; unison, agreement, harmony, accord. িমশ খাওয়া v. to 
be mixed or blended; to agree, to accord. িমশ খাওয়ােনা v. to mix; to blend; to cause to agree, to 
reconcile; to harmonize. 
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িমশন [ miśana ] n a religious mission; a mission. িমশনাির a. missionary. ☐ n. a missionary. 

িমশর [ miśara ] n Egypt. িমশরীয় a. of or pertaining to Egypt, Egyptian. ☐ n. an Egyptian. 

িমশা,  মশা [ miśā, mēśā ] v to mingle, to be mixed or blended; to get mixed; to be united or 
conjoined; to meet; to fall or run or flow into (নদী সাগের  মেশ); to be in corporated or 
amalgamated or integrated with; to merge into (ভারেতর সে  িমেশেছ); to unite; to associate; to 
keep company with ( সংসেগ  িমশেছ); to fit ( জা   মশা); to agree (কােলার পােশ নীল িমশেব না). িমশােনা v. to 
mix, to blend, to mingle; to conjoin; to incor porate or amalgamate; to cause to merge into; to 
unite; to cause to associate with; to fit.  মশািমিশ n. acquaintance; association; social 
communication; intimacy; familiarity.  মশািমিশ করা v. to cultivate one's acquaintance or 
friendship; to associate with; to communicate or intercourse socially; to be intimate with; to 
make free with. িমশাল (coll.) িমেশল n. mixture or blending; adulteration. ☐ a. mixed or blended; 
adulterate. িমশাল করা বা  দওয়া v. to mix or blend; to adulterate. িমশািল a. miscellaneous (পাঁচিমশািল). 

িমিশ [ miśi ] n a dentrifrice made of roasted tobacco and copperas. 

িম ক [ miśuka ] a sociable, companionable. 

িম  [ miśra ] a mixed, blended; united; hybrid (িম  জািত); (math. & sc.) compound (িম ভ াংশ, 
িম েযাগ). &square; n. a mixture; (sc.) a compound. ̃ক n. a compounder; an ingredient of a 
compound. িম কিবদ া n. the art of compounding medicines. ̃পদাথ   n. a mixture; (sc.) a 
compound. ̃বণ   a. variegated. ̃ র n. (mus.) a hybrid tune or mode. ̃ধাতু n. an alloy. 

িম ণ [ miśraṇa ] n mixing, blending, compounding, mixture, composition; hybridization; 
union; unification; amalgamation; adulteration. ̃িবিধ n. process of mixing or compounding or 
blending. িম ণীয় a. miscible. 

িমি ত [ miśrita ] a mixed, blended; compounded; hybridized; amalgamated; adulterated. িমি ত 
করা v. to mix, to blend; to compound; to hybridize; to amalgamate; to adulterate. 

িমস [ misa ] n. fem Miss. 

িমিসবাবা [ misibābā ] n. fem (used by domestic servants) missy. 

িমেসস [ misēsa ] n. fem Mrs. Mistress. 

িম ার [ misṭāra ] n Mr. Mister. 
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িমি  [ mistri ] n a mechanic, an artisan, a smith; a machine foreman; a skilled or chief mechanic 
or artisan. 

িমিহ [ mihi ] a fine; fine-spun (িমিহ কাপ ); contralto (িমিহ  র); effeminate and soft tralto (িমিহ গলা); 
very small (িমিহদানা); finely pulverized (িমিহ ঁে া); delicate, subtle (িমিহ কা কাজ). 

িমিহদানা [ mihidānā ] n a kind of sweetmeat consisting of very small globules. 

িমিহর [ mihira ] n the sun. 

মীন [ mīna ] n fish; (astrol.) the Fishes, the Pisces (usu. মীনরািশ); (myth.) the first of the ten 
incarnations of Vishnu (িব )ু. ̃ কতন, ̃ জ n. one whose standard bears the sign of a fish; Madan 
(মদন) the Hindu love-god. ̃ পাষ n. pisciculture. মীনা  a. having piscine eyes. মীনা ী a. fem. of মীনা  
☐ a female deity of Deccan. 

মীমাংসক [ mīmāṃsaka ] a. & n one who solves or decides or determines or settles or arbitrates. 
☐ n. one versed in Mimansa (মীমাংসা) system of philosophy. মীমাংসনীয় a. (of a dispute or 
controversy) to be resolved, resolvable. 

মীমাংসা [ mīmāṃsā ] n solution (of a problem etc.), decision; determination (of truths etc.); act 
of clearing up or settling (of complication, doubt etc.); disposal (of an affair etc.); arbitration or 
compounding (of a dispute etc.); compromise; a philosophical treatise compiled by Jaimini 
(also মীমাংসাদশ ন). মীমাংসা করা v. to solve, to decide; to determine; to clear up; to settle; to dispose 
of; to arbitrate; to effect a compromise, to compound. 

মীমাংিসত [ mīmāṃsita ] a solved, decided; determined; settled; arbitrated, compromised. 

মুকরির [ mukarari ] a (of land) held on payment of fixed rent. 

ম ুট [ mukuṭa ] n a crown, a diadem, a coronet. মু ট পরা v. to put on or wear a crown. মু ট পরােনা 
v. to crown. মু ট-পরা a. diademed. 

ম ু  [ mukunda ] n one who gives salvation; Vishnu (িব )ু 

ম ুর [ mukura ] n a mirror, a looking-glass, a speculum. 

ম ুল [ mukula ] n a bud, a blossom. মু লা v. (poet.) to bud, to blossom, to effloresce, to flower; 
(of flowers) to bloom, to blow; (fig.) to become manifest, to be in bloom. মু লাবরণ n. (bot.) a bud-
scale. মু িলত a. budded, blossoming, efforescent, flowering; blooming; (fig.) manifested, in 

bloom. fem. মু িলতা । মু েলাদগম n. blossoming, budding. 
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ম ু [ mukta ] a having attained salvation, freed from earthly bondage or ties or attachments 
(মু  প ুষ); dispassionate, unaffected, unprejudiced, free (মু  মন); liberal, bountiful; released, 
freed (কারামু ); extricated (িবপদমু ); acquitted, freed, discharged (দায়মু ); loosened (ব নমু ); 
cured of, recovered from ( রাগমু ); unbolted (মু  ার); unobstructed, open, free (মু ধারা, মু বায়ু); 
unrestricted; untied, unfastened, bare (মু কৃপাণ); delivered from or of (গভ মু ); rescued; liberated; 
relieved of (ভয়মু ); removed, cleared. মু  করা v. to give salvation, to free from earthly bondage; to 
free (from); to release; to extricate; to acquit; to discharge; to loosen; to cure of; to open, to 
unbolt; to free from obstacles or restrictions; to untie, to unfasten; to unsheathe; to deliver 
from or of; to rescue; to liberate; to relieve (of); (loos.) to remove, to clear. ̃ক  a. one with the 
portion of the loincloth hanging loose instead of remaining tucked at the back of the waist 
between one's legs; (fig.) hurrying excessively and ludicrously, (cp.) having the tail be tween the 
legs. ̃কে ঠ adv. in a loud voice; speaking freely or unhesitatingly. ̃ কশী a. fem. having one's hair 
hanging loose. ☐ n. Goddess Kali (কালী). মু  ছ  (pros.) free verse. মু  নগরী an undefended or 
open city; liberated city. ̃প ুষ n. (loos.) a man freed from obstacles or hindrances. মু  ব র a free 
port. ̃ বিণ a. having hair not tied up in a chignon. ☐ n. the confluence of Tribeni (ি েবিণ) at 
Allahabad. ̃হ  a. open-handed; munificent, generous. ̃হে  adv. in an open-handed manner, 
liberally. 

ম ুা [ muktā ] n a pearl. ̃খিচত a. set or studded or inlaid with pearls. ̃গভ  a. containing pearls, 
pearly. ̃তুল  a. pearl-like, pearly. ̃ফল n. pearl; camphor. ̃বিল, ̃বলী n. a collection or string of 
pearls. ̃মালা, ̃হার n. a string of pearls, a pearl-necklace. ̃ ি  n. a pearl-oyster. 

মুি  [ mukti ] n (theol.) salvation, nirvana; freedom from earthly attachments; release; 
extrication, deliverance; discharge (জ া-মুি ); acquittal; loosening; recovery ( রাগমুি ); unbolting, 
opening; freedom from obstruction or restrictions; unsheathing ( কাষমুি ); delivery from or of 
(গভ মুি ); rescue; liberation; relief (ভয়মুি ); emancipation (নারীজািতর মুি ); end or termination 
( হণমুি ). মুি   দওয়া same as মু  করা (see মু ) except in the last sense. মুি  পাওয়া v. to attain 
salvation; to gain freedom; to be set free, to be released or freed; to be extricated; to be 
discharged; to be acquitted; to be loos ened, to be let loose; to be cured, to recover; to be 
unbolted; to be freed from obstruction or restrictions; to be unsheathed; to be delivered from 
or of; to be rescued; to be liberated; to become independent or free; to be emancipated. ̃দ, ̃দাতা a. 
& n. one who gives salvation or frees or releases or extricates or acquits or lets loose or cures or 

rescues or liberates or relieves or emancipates. fem. ˜দা, দা ী । ̃দান n. giving salvation; freeing; 
releasing; extrication or deliverance; acquittal; curing; rescuing; liberating; relieving; 
emancipating. ̃নামা, ̃প  n. a deed of release; a deed of reconveyance; a passport; a permit. ̃পণ n. 
ransom. ̃ ফৗজ, ̃ সনা n. an army of liberation; the Salvation Army. ̃যু  n. a war of liberation. ̃লাভ n. 
attainment of salvation; attainment of freedom; release; extrication or deliverance; acquittal; 
recovery; rescue; liberation, relief. ̃ ান n. ceremonial bathing (esp. in a river) on termination of 
an eclipse. 
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মুখ [ mukha ] n the face; the mouth; countenance, appearance(s) ( লােকর কােছ মুখ থাকা); gift of the 
gab, oratorical skill, eloquence (উিকলিটর মুখ  নই); acrimonious speech, sharp or caustic tongue 
(তার বে া মুখ হেয়েছ); speech, language, mode of speaking ( মু খ); an entrance ( হামুখ); an opening 
( ফাঁ ার মুখ); an outlet; an outfall (নদীমুখ); a tip, a point (ছঁুেচর মুখ); an end, an extremity, a head 
(রা ার মুখ); outset, be ginning (উ িতর মুখ); direction (গৃহমুেখ). মুখ উ ল করা v. to bring glory or credit 
to, to glorify. মুখ করা v. to scold (esp. peevishly). মুখ      করা same as মুখ চুলকােনা (see চুলকােনা). মুখ 
খারাপ করা v. to utter foul or filthy or abusive words. মুখ িখচঁােনা v. to make faces (at); to mouth; to 
scold. মুখ  খালা v. to begin to speak, to open one's mouth. মুখ  গাঁজ করা v. to pull a long face; to be 
down in the mouth. মুখ চলা v. to be eating or speaking or scolding. মুখ চাওয়া v. to be dependent 
(on a person); to be considerate about or partial to (a person). মুখ চুন করা v. to become pale (on 
account of fear, shame etc.). মুখ  ছাট করা v. to discountenance; to discredit; to disgrace. মুখ িটেপ 
হাসা v. to smile in a jocular or an oblique or a sly manner, to smirk. মুখ তুলেত না পারা v. to be highly 
abashed, to be put out of countenance. মুখ তুেল চাওয়া, মুখ  তালা v. to look up; (fig.) to smile on. মুখ 
থাকা v. to have one's face saved, to have appearances kept up. মুখ থ ুবের প া v. to fall on one's face. 
মুখ  দখা v. to see ceremonially the face of a person (esp. of a bride) for the first time. মুখ  দখেত না 

পারা same as মুখ তুলেত না পারা । মুখ  দখােনা v. to show one's face, to put in an appearance. মুখ ন  করা 

v. to speak or plead in vain. মুখ ন  হওয়া v. to have one's advice or request turned down. মুখ 
 পা ােনা v. to disgrace, to scandal ize. মুখ ফসকােনা v. (of words, remarks etc.) to slip off one's 
tongue. মুখ  ফরােনা v. to turn away or look in another direction (in disgust, displeasure etc.); (fig.) 
to become unfavourable or hostile to. মুখ  ফাটা v. to begin to speak (esp. for the first time); to 
utter. মুখ  ফালােনা v. to pout one's lips; to pull a long face. মুখ ব  করা v. to stop one's mouth, to 
silence or be silent. মুখ বাঁকােনা v. to turn up one's nose (in displeasure, abhorrence etc.); to make 
a wry face. মুখ  বাজা v. to stop one's mouth, to become reticent or uncommunicative. মুখ ভার (বা 

ভারী) করা same as মুখ  গাঁজ করা । মুখ  ভংচােনা same as  ভংচােনা । মুখ মারা v. to put out of countenance; 
to disgrace; to silence; to deprive one of one's appetite by feeding one with a highly palatable 
dish. মুখ রাখা v. to save one's face; to keep up appearances. মুখ লুকােনা v. to hide one's face. মুখ 
 কােনা v. to look pale. মুখ সামলােনা v. to speak guardedly; to for bear speaking unreservedly; to 
observe restraint in speech; to hold one's tongue. মুখ  সলাই কের  দওয়া v. to sew up or seal one's 
lips, to silence. মুখ হওয়া v. to learn to take liberties in speech; to be unrestrained in speech; to 
form a habit of scolding; (of a boil, etc.) to open. মুেখ আনা v. to utter. মুেখ আসা v. to occur to one to 
speak; to desire to utter; to be capable of being uttered; to be uttered. মুেখ খই  ফাটা v. to be 
chattering excessively, to have a long tongue; to be eloquent. মুেখ জল আসা v. to have one's mouth 
watering. মুেখ  দওয়া v. to eat. মুেখ ফুল-চ ন প া v. (used as a good wish) to have one's tongue 
blessed for having made a desirable or favourable or successful prophecy. মুেখ ভাত n. the Hindu 
cus tom of a child's eating rice for the first time. মুেখ-মুেখ adv. orally; viva voce; extemporarily, 
off-hand, impromptu; defiantly to one's face, in retort (মুেখ মুেখ জবাব); transmitted orally from 
one person to another (মুেখ মুেখ  চািরত). মুেখর উপর to one's face; defying openly. মুেখর কথা (fig.) a 
very easy job; (fig.) an oral promise, word of mouth. মুেখর ছাঁদ cut of one's jib. মুেখর  তা  fluency of 
speech. মুেখর ভেয় in fear of bitter scolding, in fear of sharp or caustic tongue. মুেখর মেতা fitting. 
 কান মুেখ  সখােন যােব have you the face to go there? ̃আলগা a. incapable of keeping a secret, given to 
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divulging secrets; having no control over one's tongue; having a long tongue. ̃কমল n. a face 
conceived as a lotus, a lotus-face. ̃চ  n. moonface. ̃চি কা n. the ceremonial viewing of each 
other's face by a bride and a bridegroom at a Hindu wedding. ̃চাপা a. tongue-tied, 
uncommunicative. ̃চুন n. clear sign of discomfiture, fear etc. on one's face; abashed look. ̃ চারা a. 
bashful, shy; tongue-tied. ̃ টা, ̃ িব n. the glam our or beauty of a face. ̃ঝামটা, ̃না া n. scolding, 
mouthing. মুখ ঝামটা বা মুখ না া  দওয়া v. to scold, to mouth, to snarl at. ̃িনঃসৃত, ̃িনগ ত a. issuing or 
emerging or emerged from one's mouth or face. ̃প  n. a preface, a preamble, an introduction; a 

journal representing an organization or association. ̃প  same as ̃কমল । ̃পাত n. the opening or top 
plait of a folded cloth; the cover or jacket of a book; the front; the outward show; 
commencement, inception, inauguration. ̃পা  n. a spokesman; a leader (esp. of a 
deputation). ̃ পা া n. (in abuses) a disgraceful or scandalous person; (in affection) a mischievous 
person; a kind of monkey, the langur (হ মান). fem. মুখপুি  (in the first two senses only). ̃ ফা  a. 
(impertinently) outspoken. ̃দ  n. an introduction, a preface. মুখ ব াদান করা v. to gape, to open 

one's mouth wide. ̃ভি  n. a wry face or mouth; a grimace. মুখভি  করা same as  ভংচােনা । ̃ম ডল n. the 

face. ̃িমি  n. sweet or suave language. ☐ a. fair-spoken, sweet-tongued. মুখর া করা v. to save one's 

face; to keep up appearances. ̃ িচ same as ̃ টা । ̃ রাচক a. pleasant to the taste, tasty, palatable; 

appetizing. মুখেরাচক কথা pleasant or palatable or flattering speech. ̃লাবণ  same as ̃ টা । ̃শশী same 

as ̃চ  । ̃ ি  n. deodorization of the mouth by chewing betel-leaves etc. after taking meals. ̃ ী n. 

the beauty or grace of the face. ̃সব   a. efficient in tall talk (but not in action). মুখসব   ব ি  a 
prattler, a gasbag. 

মুখিট2 [ mukhaṭi2 ] n a lid, a cap, a cork, a stopper (as of a bottle etc.). 

মুখর [ mukhara ] a garrulous, talkative, long-tongued; acrimonious in speech, mouthy, sharp-
tongued; shrewish, quarrelsome; noisy (মুখর নূপুর); resounded or resounding or reverberating; 
loud; voluble; clamorous. মুখরা a. fem. clamorous, loud-tongued, shrewish. ☐ n. a termagant, a 
vixen. মুখিরত a. resounded; resounding; giving out a noise, full of noise. 

মুখ  [ mukhasta ] a committed to memory, got by heart, memorized, lying in or within the 
mouth. মুখ  করা v. to commit to memory, to get by heart, to memorize; to cram. মুখ  বলা v. to 
commit from memory. ̃িবদ া n. the art of cramming; knowledge confined to memory work. -মুখা 

older var. of -মুেখা । 

মুখাকৃিত [ mukhākṛti ] n the cut or appearance of the face, aspect, countenance, visage, facial 
features. 

মুখাি  [ mukhāgni ] n fire applied to the mouth of the dead at cremation; act of singeing the 
mouth of the dead at cremation. মুখাি  করা v. to singe the mouth of the dead at cremation. 
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মুখা াদন [ mukhācchādana ] n a cover or veil for the face, a face-cover; (of a corpse) a face-
cloth. 

মুখােনা [ mukhānō ] v to wait in eager expectation, to crane one's neck in eagerness or 
expectation. ☐ a. having craned one's neck in eagerness or expectation. 

মুখােপ া [ mukhāpēkṣā ] n dependence upon another for anything. 

মুখােপ ী [ mukhāpēkṣī ] a dependent upon, hanging on. fem. মুখােপি ণী । মুখােপ ী হওয়া v. to 

depend upon, to hang on. মুখােপ ী ব ি  a dependant, a hanger-on. মুখােপি তা n. dependence, act of 
hanging on. 

মুখামৃত [ mukhāmṛta ] n spittle, saliva; (fig.) a nectarine wise saying of a saintly person or great 
man. 

মুিখ [ mukhi ] n a sprout or eye of the arum. 

-মুখী [ -mukhī ] fem of -মুেখা । 

মুেখা [ mukhō ] sfx denoting: having a particular face, faced ( পা ারমুেখা); facing (উ রমুেখা); towards 
(ঘরমুেখা) 

মুেখামুিখ [ mukhōmukhi ] adv & prep. face to face with; facing one another; vis-a-vis (শ র 
মুেখামুিখ). ☐ a. facing one another; face to face, confronting each other. মুেখামুিখ হওয়া v. to come 
face to face with, to confront, to face, to fly in face of. মুেখামুিখ ল াই a battle royal. 

মুেখাশ [ mukhōśa ] n a false face, a mask; (fig.) dissimulation, hypocrisy, disguise. মুেখাশ পরা v. to 
masquerade, to mask; (fig.) to dissimulate, to disguise oneself. মুেখাশ পরােনা v. to mask; (fig.) to 
disguise. 

মুখ  [ mukhya ] a chief, principal, main; pre-eminent; foremost, prime; original; major. মুখ  
আিধকািরক the chief officer. ̃কম  n. (gr.) a direct object. ̃ি য়া n. a primary action; (gr.) a principal 
verb. মুখ   জায়ার high tide, flow tide. ̃তল n. the principal plane. মুখ  িনরী ক the chief auditor. মুখ  
িনব াহক the chief executive officer. মুখ   ায়াধীশ chief judge. ̃ম ী n. the chief minister. 

মুগ [ muga ] n a kind of pigeon-pea. 

মুগা [ mugā ] n a kind of silkworm; a kind of coarse silk spun by the aforesaid silk worms. 

ম ুর [ mugura ] n a mallet, a club, a cudgel; a rammer; hammer. 
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ম ু [ mugdha ] a fascinated; enchanted, bewitched; highly attracted, captivated; spell bound; 
engrossed, absorbed (ধ ানমু ) entranced (আেবশমু ); foolishly doting (  হমু ); enamoured of; 
foolish or ignorant (মু েবাধ); simple, naive (মু  ভাব) fem. মু া । মু  করা v. to fascinate; to enchant, 
to bewitch; to at tract highly, to captivate; to engross or absorb; to entrance. 

মুচকােনা [ mucakānō ] v to sprain or cause to sprain, to be wricked or to wrick (পা মুচেকেছ) 

মুচিক [ mucaki ] a half-expressed by the turning up of lips, (cp.) smirky (মুচিক হািস) 

মুচ ােনা [ mucaḍ◌়ānō ] v to contort; to wring, to twist, to wriggle; to wrench. 

মুচেলকা [ mucalēkā ] n (in law) a recognizance, a bond. মুচেলকা  দওয়া v. to enter into a 
recognizance, to furnish a bond. 

মুিচ1 [ muci1 ] n a crucible; a tiny saucer-shaped earthen vessel; a green coconut (recently 
grown) within which there is no water and no kernel). 

মুিচ2 [ muci2 ] n a worker in animal skin, a shoe maker, a cobbler, a cordwainer, a tanner. 

মুচ ু  [ mucukunda ] n a variety of champak flowers. 

মুছা,  মাছা [ muchā, mōchā ] v to wipe; to mop, to swab; to rub out, to obliterate, to efface. to 
expunge (দাগ  মাছা). ̃ না v. to cause to wipe or mop or swab or rub out or obliterate or efface or 
expunge. 

মুজিরম [ mujarima ] n a criminal. 

ম ু [ muñja ] n a kind of grass from which cords are made. 

মু রন [ muñjarana ] n blossoming; sprouting. 

মুেট [ muṭē ] n a porter. মুেট-মজুর n. labourers collectively; labourers as a class; (usu. derog.) a 
menial or low-grade worker. 

মু িক [ muḍ◌়ki ] n parched paddy coated with boiled sugar or molasses. 

ম ুা2,  মা া [ muḍ◌়ā2, mōḍ◌়ā ] v to cover, to wrap; to enclose (খােম িচিঠ  মা া); to fold (িবছানা  মা া); 
to double up (হাঁটু মুে  বসা); to contort or twist or bend ( দহ  মা া); to ravel in, to wind round 
(আ ুেল  েতা  মা া). 
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ম ুা3,  মা া [ muḍ◌়ā3, mōḍ◌়ā ] v to pollard, to lop; to eat of the top (of) (ছাগেল গাছ মুে েছ); to 
shave (মাথা  মা া) 

ম ুােনা, মুে ােনা [ muḍ◌়ānō, muḍ◌়ōnō ] a pollarded, lopped; shaven. ☐ v. to pollard or cause to 
pollard, to lop or cause to lop; to shave or cause to shave. 

মুি 1 [ muḍ◌়i1 ] n a kind of food made by parching rice on hot sand. 

মুি 2 [ muḍ◌়i2 ] n the severed head of a goat, fish etc,; a counterfoil ( চকমুি ). মুি ঘ ট n. a highly 
seasoned dish prepared with the head of fish or of a goat, sheep, etc. 

মুি 3 [ muḍ◌়i3 ] n a folded edge or hem of cloth etc.; covering or wrapping. মুি   দওয়া v. to hem; 
to cover or wrap oneself (কাঁথা মুি   দওয়া). মুি - সলাই n. a hem stitch, a hem. মুি - সলাই  দওয়া বা করা v. 
to hem-stitch, to hem. 

মুে া1 [ muḍ◌়ō1 ] n the head of a fish; tip or corner (কাপে র মুে া); an end or extremity (ঘেরর এ 

মুে া  থেক ও মুে া) । 

মুে া2 [ muḍ◌়ō2 ] a pollarded or lopped (মুে া গাছ); worn-out or decayed (মুে া ঝাঁটা) । 

মুত [ muta ] n (coll. & now vul.) urine. 

মুত ি  [ mutasuddi ] n a deputy or agent; a commercial agent, a banian. 

মুতােবক [ mutābēka ] adv in accordance with, according to; in compliance with. 

মুদা,  মাদা [ mudā, mōdā ] v to close, to shut (আঁিখ  মাদা) 

মুদারা [ mudārā ] n (mus.) the scale of the medium tone, (cp.) barytone. 

মুিদ [ mudi ] n a grocer. ̃খানা n. a grocer's shop. 

মুিদত1 [ mudita1 ] a delighted, pleased. 

মুিদত2 [ mudita2 ] a closed, shut. মুিদত করা v. to close, to shut. 

ম ুগর [ mudgara ] n a mallet, a club, a cudgel; a rammer; a hammer. 

ম ুত [ muddata ] n time limit, fixed or stipulated time; deadline. 
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ম ুিত [ muddati ] a continuing or enforced for a fixed period; periodical; temporary. 

ম ুক [ mudraka ] n a printer. 

ম ুণ [ mudraṇa ] n printing; stamping; impression. মু ণ করা v. to print; to stamp; to impress. 
মু ণ িনব  press register. মু ণ িনব ক n. press registrar. ̃ মাদ n. printing mistake. মু ণ- শাধক n. press 
corrector, proof-reader. মু ণ- শাধন n. press correction, proof-reading. মু ণীয় a. printable, worth 
printing. 

ম ুিলখ [ mudralikha ] n a typewriter. মু েলখক n. a typist. 

ম ুা [ mudrā ] n a coin; a rupee; money, wealth; a seal, a signet, a stamp; any one of the peculiar 
signs made with fingers during prayer; any pose or gesture of dancing; a (ludicrous) mannerism 
(মু ােদাষ). ̃কর n. a printer. মু াকর- মাদ n. a printing mistake. ̃কার a. nummular. ̃ র n. a printing 
type. ̃ ন n. stamping or impressing or sealing. ̃ি ত a. stamped, impressed, sealed. মু াি ত করা v. 
to stamp, to impress, to seal. ̃ দাষ n. a (ludicrous) mannerism. ̃িব ান n. numismatics. ̃িব ানী n. a 
numismatist. ̃মান n. (econ.) money standard. ̃মূল  n. value of a coin or currency. ̃মূল  াস n. 
depreciation or devaluation of a coin or currency. ̃য  n. a printing machine. ̃িলিপ n. a lithograph. 
মু াশ  n. lith arge. ̃ ীিত n. (econ.) inflation of money currency, inflation. 

মুি ত [ mudrita ] a stamped, impressed, sealed; printed; shut, closed. মুি ত করা v. to stamp, to 
impress, to seal; to print; to shut, to close. মুি ত নয়েন adv. with closed eyes. 

মুনিশ [ munaśi ] n a clerk, a scrivener, a scribe; a secretary; an Urdu teacher; a munshi. ̃য়ানা n. 
erudition; skill in drafting or composition; calligraphy; skill; virtuosity. খানমুনিশ n. a private 
secretary. 

মুনেসফ [ munasēpha ] n an officer trying suits at the lowest civil court, a munsiff. মুনেসিফ n. the 
office of a munsiff. ☐ a. relating to a munsiff (মুনেসিফ আদালত). 

মুনাফা [ munāphā ] n profit. মুনাফা  লাটা v. to profiteer. ̃ খার, ̃বাজ a. given to profiteering. ☐ n. a 
profiteer. ̃ খাির, ̃বািজ n. profiteering. 

মুনািসব [ munāsiba ] a to one's liking or choice, agreeable to; fit, worthy. 

মুিন [ muni ] n a sage practising ascetical meditation (usu. in solitude), a hermit; a sage or an 
ascetic. মুিনর আ ম a hermitage. ̃বাক  n. saying or utterance of a sage. নানা মুিনর নানা মত many men 
many minds, sages differ. 

মুিনবর [ munibara ] n a chief hermit; (hon.) a highly respectable sage. 
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মুিনয়া [ muniẏā ] n munia, a tiny Indian bird. 

মুিনশ, মুিনষ [ muniśa, muniṣa ] n a farm-hand. 

মুনী  [ munīndra ] n a chief hermit. 

মুফত [ muphata ] adv & a. cost-free, gratuitous; without remuneration, gratis. মুফেত adv. cost-
free; gratuitously; free of cost. 

মুফিত [ muphati ] n (Mus.) an expounder of Mo hammedan laws, a mufti; the civilian dress of 
one who wears a uniform, mufti. 

মুম ুা [ mumukṣā ] n desire for salvation. 

মুম ু ু[ mumukṣu ] a desirous of salvation. 

মুমষুূ  [ mumūrṣu ] a (ori. but rare) desirous of dying; (pop.) about to die, dying, moribund. মুমূষ   
দশা dying state. মুমূষ  াব হায় adv. in a dying state; on the point of death. 

মুয়াি ন [ muẏājjina ] n (Mus.) one who announces the hours of prayer from a minaret, a 
muezzin. 

মুরিগ [ muragi ] n (as fem.) the hen; (as neut.) a fowl, a chicken. মুরিগর ছানা a chick, a chicken. 

মুরজ [ muraja ] n an instrument of percussion resembling a tom-tom. 

মুরদ, মুেরাদ [ murada, murōda ] n ability; power; strength. 

মরুিল, মুরলী [ murali, muralī ] n a flute, a pipe. 

মুরাির [ murāri ] n Krishna (ক ৃ), who killed Mura মুর the demon. 

মুির [ muri ] n a sewer, a gutter; a drain. 

মুিরদ [ murida ] n (Mus.) a devout person. 

ম ুি  [ murubbi ] n a guardian; a patron; a leader. মুরি র  জার the support or patronage of a 
guardian or patron. ̃িগির, ̃য়ানা n. guardianship; patronage. মুরি িগির করা v. to assume officiously the 
post or role of a guardian; to assume the air of a guardian. 

Bangla Torrents Releaser Group
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মুলতান [ mulatāna ] n an Indian musical mode. 

মুলতািন [ mulatāni ] a of Multan. ☐ n. Multan the Indian musical mode. 

মুলতুিব [ mulatubi ] a postponed, adjourned; deferred (মুলতুিব পাওনা); held in abeyance (মুলতুিব 
আইন). মুলতুিব রাখা বা করা v. to postpone, to adjourn; to defer; to put or hold in abeyance. 

মুলুক [ muluka ] n a country; a kingdom; native land, motherland. 

মুেলা [ mulō ] n the radish. 

মুশিকল [ muśakila ] n a difficulty, a trouble, a fix; a hitch, a rub. মুশিকল  বেধেছ there is a difficulty 
or trouble or fix or hitch. মুশিকেল প া v. to run into a difficulty or trouble or fix. মুশিকল আসান 
removal of difficulty or trouble. 

মুশেকা  জায়ান [ muśakō jōẏāna ] n (usu. (dero.) a strong and robust person. 

মষু ােনা [ muṣaḍ◌়ānō ] v to become downhearted or depressed or discouraged. মুষে  প া same as 

মুষ ােনা । 

মষুল [ muṣala ] n a mallet, a club; a rammer; a pestle (esp. of a husking-tree which is operated in 
the seesaw manner or of a mortar). ̃ধারা n. torrential downpour. মুষলধাের বৃি  প া to rain cats and 
dogs, to rain in torrents. 

ম ু [ muṣka ] n the scrotum. ̃ ি হ n. the testicles. মু ে দন করা v. to castrate. িছ মু  a. castrated. 

মুি  [ muṣṭi ] n cupped palm of the hand; a handful; a fist; a handle, a haft, a hilt; firm hold, 

grip. ̃গত a. gripped; firmly held or controlled; clenched. ̃ হার same as মু  াঘাত । ̃ব  a. having a 

hand or hands closed or clenched; (of a hand) closed or clenched. ̃িভ া n. a handful of rice or 
other cereals given in charity. ̃ ময় a. only a handful of, a little or a few. ̃যু  n. boxing; buffeting. 
মুি যু  করা v. to engage in a boxing contest. ̃ যাগ n. a quack remedy or medicine. ̃ যা া n. a boxer, a 
pugilist. মু  াঘাত n. a fisticuff, a box, a buffet. মু  াঘাত করা v. to box, to buffet. 

মুস ত [ musammata ] n (Mus.) an appellation affixed to the names of Muslim women, (cp.) 
Miss, Mrs. 

মুসলমান, মুসিলম [ musalamāna, musalima ] n a Mussulman, a Muslim. ☐ a. Mohammedan, 
Muslim. মুসলমানধম  n. Islam, Mohammedanism. মুসলমািন n. a Mohammedan female, a Muslim 
woman; the Muslim mode of life or fashion and practices; the Muslim custom of circumcision. 
☐ a. Mohammedan. 
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মুসা [ musā ] n Moses. 

মুসািফর [ musāphira ] n a wayfarer; a traveller; a trav eller in foreign lands. ̃খানা n. an inn; a 
caravanserai. 

মুসািবদা [ musābidā ] n a draft (of a document, writing etc.). মুসািবদা করা v. to draft. 

ম ুির [ musuri ] n lentil. 

ম ুির1 [ muhuri1 ] n a sewer, a gutter, a drain; a strainer covering the mouth of a drain; a nut of 
a bolt; the measure of the cuff or ankle of garments. 

ম ুির2 [ muhuri2 ] n a clerk or scrivener. ̃িগির n. clerkship. 

মু ম ু  [ muhurmuhu ] adv (also a.) again and again; repeatedly; with little or no respite. 

মু ত  [ muhurta ] n a division of time (=48 minutes); a point of time, a moment, a while; a very 
short time. এই মু েত  at this moment; just now; immediately, at once. ̃কাল n. a moment, a 
while. ̃মেধ  adv. in a moment, in an instant, in two ticks, in a trice, in a jiffy. ̃মা  adv. only for a 
moment or while. ☐ n. only a moment. 

ম ুমান [ muhyamāna ] a stunned; stupefied; benumbed; extremely afflicted ( শােক মু মান) । 

মূক [ mūka ] a dumb; mute; dumbfounded, speechless (িব েয় মূক হওয়া). ̃-বিধর a. deaf and dumb. 
মূক-বিধর ব ি  a deaf mute. 

ম ূ [ mūḍh◌় ] a moving under an illusion; infatuated; stupid; ignorant; indiscreet; mentally 
obsessed. ̃তা n. ignorance; stupidity; bewilderment; indiscretion. 

ম ূ [ mūtra ] n urine. ̃ক ৃ n. painful micturition, strangury. মূ ত াগ করা v. to urinate, to make or 
pass water, to piss; to micturate. ̃ধানী n. a urinal; a piss-pot. ̃নািল n. the urethra. মূ নালী- দাহ 
urethritis. ̃িনঃসরণ n. discharge of urine; urination. ̃িনেরাধ n. retention of urine. ̃বধ  ক a. diuretic. 
মূ বধ  ক-ওষধু a diuretic. ̃ মহ n. painful micturition; diabetes. মূ াধার, মূ াশয় n. (anat.) the bladder. 

মূখ   [ mūrkha ] a stupid, foolish; uneducated, illiterate; ignorant; inexperienced. ☐ n. a stupid 
person, a fool, an idiot, a dunce; an uneducated or illiterate person; an inexperienced person, a 
greenhorn. ̃তা n. stupidity, foolishness; a folly; lack of education, illiteracy; ignorance; in 
experience. মূখ  তা  কাশ করা v. to betray one's stupidity or ignorance. ̃তাসূচক a. betraying or 
indicative of stupidity or gross ignorance. 
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মূছ  না [ mūrchanā ] n (mus.) a gradual modulation or rise and fall of voice; (mus.) a sweet tremor 
of voice. 

মূছ  া [ mūrchā ] n a fainting fit, a swoon; (med.) a syncope. ☐ v. same as মূছ া যাওয়া । মূছ া যাওয়া v. to 

faint, to swoon. ̃গত, ̃ া  a. fainted, swooned; lying unconscious. ̃বায়,ু ̃ রাগ n. epilepsy; syn 
cope. ̃বায় ু  a. epileptic; syncopic, syncoptic. ̃ভ  n. regaining of consciousness from a fainting 
fit. 

মূিছ  ত [ mūrchita ] a fainted, swooned. মূিছ ত হওয়া v. to faint, to swoon. 

মূত  [ mūrta ] a corporeal, embodied, personized; incarnate; concrete; material; (phys.) real; (fig.) 
palpable, tangible, visible, manifest. মূত  করা v. to embody; to personize; to incarnate; to 
concretize; to make visible or tangible or manifest. 

মূত  হওয়া [ mūrta hōẏā ] v to assume a form; to be in carnated; to become palpable or tangible 
or visible or manifest. 

মূিত  [ mūrti ] n a body; an incarnation; an embodiment; an image; a form, a shape, a figure, an 
appearance. মূিত  ধারণ করা, মূিত  পির হ করা v. to assume a material body or form; to be incarnated; 
to as sume a particular appearance; to personate. ̃পূজক n. an idolator (fem. an idolatress), an 
imageworshipper. ̃পূজা n. idolatry, imageworship. ̃মান, (loos.) ̃ম  a. embodied; incarnate; 

personized; personified; manifest, visible; (dero.) downright or mischievous. fem. ̃মতী । মূিত মান 
শয়তান the very embodiment of devil or satan. 

মধূ   [ mūrdhanya ] a (gr.) cerebral. ☐ n. (gr.) a retroflex or cerebral letter, a cerebral. 

মধূ া [ mūrdhā ] n the head. মূধ  ািভিষ  a. enthroned by being sprinkled with holy water on one's 
head. 

মূব া, মুব ী [ mūrbā, murbī ] n the bow-string hemp. 

মূল [ mūla ] n a root; an esculent root, a bulbous plant, a bulb; beginning; origin; a cause or 
source of origin; (of money) capital or principal ( েদমূেল); foundation, base, basis (অমূলক); the 
basal or embedded part of anything, the foot (বৃ মূল); (math.) a factor of a quantity, root. ☐ a. 
first, original; fundamental; basic; primary; principal; chief, main; real; (of invested money etc.) 
capital or principal. অবেরাহ মূল (bot.) a hanging root. অ হািনক মূল (bot.) an adventitious root.  ধান 
মূল, মুখ  মূল (bot.) a tap root. মূল উপাদান an essential element. মূল একক a fundamental unit. -মূলক 
sfx. caused by, originating from ( াি মূলক িব াস); (inc.) causing or exhibiting ( ঃখমূলক ব াপার). ̃কম  n. 
the original or principal work. ̃কারণ n. the first or primary or original cause; the root cause; the 
real cause. ̃ ক  n. the principal centre; headquarters; (comm.) the head office; (geom.) the 
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radical centre. ̃গত a. basic, fundamental; radical. মূল গােয়ন the leading singer of a chorus. ̃  হ n. 

the original text or manuscript, (cp.) the source-book. ̃  দ, ̃  দন same as মূেলাে দ । ̃জ a. 

originating from the root, radical. মূলজ   ষ n. (bot.) the root-pressure. ̃জীবী n. (bot.) a root-

parasite. ̃ত same as মূেল । ̃ত  n. the first or primary principle; the basic or fundamental truth. ̃  

n. (bot.) a root-cap. ̃দ a. (alg.) rational. ☐ n. (alg.) a rational quantity, a rational. ̃ধন n. capital or 
principal (invested). ̃ধম  n. the fundamental properties. ̃নীিত n. the fundamental or basic or 

primary principle. ̃ কৃিত n. the original or elemental nature; (theol.) same as আদ াশি  । ̃িভি  n. the 

foundation, the groundwork; inauguration; the primary or principal ground or basis. ̃ম  n. an 
esoteric word or words uttered inwardly at prayer; the guiding principle; firm resolve (জীবেনর 
মূলম ). ̃রি  n. (phys.) a direct ray. ̃ রাম n. (bot.) a root-hair. ̃িশক  (chiefly bot.) the main root. ̃সূ  n. 
the fundamental rule or principle. মূেল adv. at the root or base; in the beginning, originally; 
primarily; basically, fundamentally; at all. মূেল ভুল করা to get hold of the wrong end of the stick. 

মূলা2 [ mūlā2 ] n the nineteenth of the twenty-seven stars of Hindu astronomy. 

মূলাকষ ণ [ mūlākarṣaṇa ] n a pull by the root. মূলাকষ  ণ করা v. to pull by the root. 

মূলাধার [ mūlādhāra ] n the real cause. 

মূলা গ [ mūlānuga ] a following or in accordance with base or root or etymology; etymological; 
fundamental. 

মূলীভূত [ mūlībhūta ] a causing origination; lying at the root; serving as the first or primary 
cause. 

মূেলাে দ করা, মূেলা পাটন [ mūlōcchēda karā, mūlōtpāṭana ] n extirpation, eradication; (fig.) 
complete destruction. মূেলাে দ করা, মূেলা পাটন করা v. to up root, to root out, to extirpate, to 
eradicate; (fig.) to pay for; to destroy completely or thoroughly. 

মূল  [ mūlya ] n price; rate; cost; value, worth; charge; wages, fee, remuneration; hire charge, 
hire; freight. মূল   দওয়া v. to pay the price of; to remunerate; (fig.) to appreciate or recognize the 
value or worth of. ̃ াপন n. quotation (of prices). ̃িনধ  ারক, ̃িন পক a. appraising; evaluating. ☐ n. an 
appraiser; an evaluator. মূল িনধ  ারণ বা িন পণ করা v. to ap praise; to evaluate. ̃প  (পাওনা স ে ) n. a 
bill. ̃বান a. valuable, costly, precious. ̃বৃি  n. increase or rise in price, appreciation. ̃ বদন n. 
quotation of price or charge. ̃ বদনপ  n. a tender. ̃ বাধ n. idea or sense of values. ̃হীন a. valueless; 
worthless; (fig.) futile or useless. ̃  াস n. fall in price or value, depreciation. মূল া সাের adv. 
according to value or price, ad valorem. মূল ায়ন n. assessment; evaluation. মূল ায়ন করা v. to assess 
or estimate the price or value of; to appraise; to evaluate. 

মষূা1 [ mūṣā1 ] n a crucible. 
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মষূা2, মূিষক [ mūṣā2, mūṣika ] n the rat; the mouse (pl. mice). 

মৃগ [ mṛga ] n the deer; the stag; the antelope; ground game; a beast, an animal. ক রীমৃগ n. the 
musk-deer. ক ৃসার-মৃগ n. the black antelope. িচ মৃগ n. the spotted deer. শাখামৃগ n. the monkey. ̃চম  n. 
deer-skin; animal skin. ̃তৃষা, ̃তৃ া, ̃তৃি কা n. a mirage. ̃নয়না a. fem. having eyes like those of a 
deer. ̃নািভ n. musk. ̃মদ n. musk. ̃য়া n. hunting (esp. of big games). মৃগয়া করা v. to hunt. মৃগয়া করেত 

যাওয়া v. to go out hunting. মৃগয়াকারী n. a hunter, a hunts man. ̃রাজ same as মৃেগ  । ̃ লাচনা same 

as ̃নয়না । ̃িশরা, ̃শীষ   n. the fifth of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy. ̃িশ  n. a 

fawn. ̃শ ৃ n. the horn of a buck. মৃগা ী same as ̃নয়না । masc. মৃগা  । মৃগা  n. one who bears the sign 

of a deer; the moon. মৃগা েমৗিল, মৃগা েশখর n. one who bears the moon on one's forehead as a 
crown; Shiva (িশব). মৃগািজব n. a deer skin; an animal skin. মৃগাজীব n. a professional hunter. মৃগী n. (as 
fem.) the doe, the female beast (শাখামৃগী); (as neut.) epilepsy. মৃেগ  n. the king of beasts; the lion. 

মৃেগল [ mṛgēla ] n a species of large fresh-water fish with reddish eyes. 

মৃণাল [ mṛṇāla ] n a stalk of the lotus or water-lily; the white esculent root of the lotus. ̃িনি ত a. 
excelling even a lotus stalk in beauty or delicateness. ̃ভূজ n. an arm as delicate as a lotus-stalk. 
মৃণািলনী n. a clump of the lotus or water-lily; (loos.) the lotus or the water-lily. 

মৃত [ mṛta ] a dead, deceased, defunct; lifeless; inanimate. ̃ক , ̃ ায়, ̃ব  a. almost or nearly dead, 
dying, moribund. ̃দার a. masc. one whose wife is dead. মৃতদার ব ি  a widower. ̃ দহ n. a dead body; 
corpse (of a human being); carcass (of an animal). ̃ব সা a fem. (usually) giving birth to still-born 
babies. ̃স ীবনী a. capable of bringing back the dead to life. ☐ n. anything (esp. a medicine) 
capable of bringing back the dead to life. মৃতােশৗচ n. personal impurity caused by the death of a 
blood-relation. 

ম ৃ [ mṛt ] n earth, clay. ̃কা জ n. (bot.) a radical leaf. মৃ  য়  রাধ n. prevention of soil erosion. ̃পা  
n. an earthen pot or vessel, an earthenware. ̃িপ  n. a lump of clay or earth, a clod of earth. ̃িশ  n. 
the potter's art, pottery; clay-modelling. ̃সংর ণ n. soil-conservation. 

মৃি কা [ mṛttikā ] n earth; clay, mud; soil; the ground; the earth; the world. বািহত মৃি কা (geog.) 

transported soil. ̃গিঠত ̃িনিম ত same as মৃ য় । ̃গভ  n. the bowels or inside of the earth; an under 

ground place, the underground. ̃পা , ̃ভা  same as মৃ পা  (see মৃ ). ̃ ভাজন n. geophagy. ̃ ভাজী a. 
geophagous. 

মৃত ু [ mṛtyu ] n death, decease, demise; loss of life; Yama (যম) the Hindu god of death. ̃কামনা n. 
desire of death; death wish. মৃতু কামনা করা v. to desire to die; to desire another's death. ̃কামী a. 
desirous of dying; desirous of another's death. ̃কাল n. the time of death; the dying moment. ̃কালীন 
a. pertaining to the time of death or to the dying moments. মৃতু কালীন এজহার a dying statement or 
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declaration. মৃতু কােল হিরনাম deathbed repentance. ̃ াস n. the jaws of death. মৃতু  ােস পিত হওয়া v. to 

fall into the jaws of death; to die; to be killed. ̃িচ  n. same as ̃ল ণ । মৃতু  য় a. one who has 

conquered death; deathless, immortal. ☐ n. Shiva (িশব). মৃতু  য়ী a. loos. var. of মৃতু  য় (a.). ̃তুল  a. 
death-like, deathly. ̃দ  n. death sentence, capital punishment. মৃতু দ ্ড  দওয়া v. to sentence to 
death, to award capital punishment (to). মৃতু দে  দি ত হওয়া v. to be sentenced to death. ̃ভয় n. the 

fear of death. ̃মুখ same as ̃ াস । ̃য ণা n. death-agony, death throe. ̃ল ণ n. a sign of death or being 

dead. ̃শয া n. deathbed. ̃ শাক, ̃জিনত  শাক n. sorrow caused by (some one's) death, grief caused by 
death. ̃হীন a. deathless, immortal; everlasting. 

মদৃ  [ mṛdaṅga ] n an instrument of percussion shaped almost like a tom-tom. 

ম ৃ [ mṛdu ] a soft, supple, delicate; slight, gentle; not heavy, light; slow; dim, tender; not loud, 
low; temperate (মৃ  তাপ); mild, meek, effeminate (মৃ   ভাব); noiseless, stealthy (মৃ  চরেণ); not 
sharp or keen (মৃ  ধার, মৃ  বুি ). ̃তা n. softness; gentleness; mildness, tenderness. ̃গিত same as ̃গামী 
। ̃গিতেত adv. with a slow or gentle motion. moving gently. ̃গমনা same as ̃গািমনী । ̃গ ীর a. low and 

deep, rumbling (মৃ গ ীর  র বা  িন). ̃গামী a. slowly going or moving; softly or stealthily going or 

moving. fem. ̃গািমনী । ̃জল (chem.) soft water. ̃পবন, ̃বায়ু n. a gentle breeze, (naut.) a cat's-paw. ̃ভাষী a. 

soft-spoken. ̃ম  a. gently and pleasantly moving (মৃ ম  বাতাস); low and sweet (মৃ ম   িন); slow; 
(iron.) light but sharp (মৃ ম  আঘাত) ☐ adv. moving gently and pleasantly; gently and pleasantly; 
in a low and sweet manner; slowly; (iron.) lightly but sharply. ̃ রামশ a. (bot.) downy. ̃ শ  a. soft 
to the touch. ☐ n. gentle touch. ̃ ভাব a. of a gentle nature. ☐ n. gentle nature. ̃ র n. low 
voice. ̃ ের adv. in a low voice, in a whisper. 

ম ৃল [ mṛdula ] a soft; tender; slow; light, noiseless. fem. মৃ লা । 

ম ৃয় [ mṛnmaẏa ] a made of earth or clay, earthen, clayey; mud-built (মৃ য়  িটর). fem. মৃ য়ী । 
মৃ য় তলািন (geog.) terrigenous deposit. ̃পা  same as ম ৃপা  । ̃মূিত  n. a clay-model; an image made of 

clay. ̃িশ  same as মৃি শ  । 

 ম [ mē ] n (the month of) May.  ম িদবস n. May Day. 

 মওয়া [ mēōẏā ] n a collective name of several nutritious fruits namely pomegranates, grapes, 
raisins, almonds etc.; any nutritious fruit. ̃ওয়ালা n. a fruit-seller, a fruiteret. fem. ̃ওয়ািল a 
fruiteress. 

 মকদার [ mēkadāra ] n measure. 
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 মিক [ mēki ] a counterfeit, spurious; faked, forged; artificial; false ( মিক কথা); dis simulating, 

impersonating ( মিক  লাক ।) 

 মখলা [ mēkhalā ] n an ornamental girdle; (rare) a sword-guard or sword-belt. 

 মঘ [ mēgha ] n cloud.  মঘ করা v. to cloud; to look cloudy; to become somewhat cloudy.  মঘ 
 কেটেছ v. clouds have dispersed or lifted.  মঘ জমা v. to cloud.  মঘ হওয়া v. to cloud. অলক- মঘ n. the 
cirrus. অলকা র- মঘ n. the cirro-stratus. আ র  মঘ n. the stratus. ঝ ােমঘ, (coll.) ঝে ােমঘ n. the 
nimbus. প ুেমঘ n. the cumulus. প ুালক- মঘ n. the cirro-cumulus. ভাঙােমঘ scattered clouds. রাঙা  মঘ, 
িস ঁের  মঘ a cirmson-coloured cloud which presages a storm. ̃খ  n. a cloudlet. ̃গজ ন n. the roar or 
rumble of clouds; a clap of thunder. ̃জাল n. cumulated clouds. ̃ড র n. cumulation of clouds; the 
roar or rumble of clouds; a clap of thunder.  মঘড র শাি  a sari (শাি ) having the colour of the 
nimbus, a dark blue sari. ̃নাদ n. the roar or rumble of clouds; one who roars like rumbling 

clouds. ̃িনেঘ াষ same as ̃গজ ন । ̃মি ত a. overcast with clouds. cloudy; cloud-topped, (poet.) cloud 

capt. ̃ম  n. the rumble of clouds. ̃ম  র n. a voice resembling the rumble of clouds. ̃ময় a. full of 
clouds, cloudy, clouded. ̃ম ার n. megh-mallar, an Indian musical mode. ̃মালা n. a string or series of 
clouds. ̃ ম র a. rendered cool or pleasantly shadowy for being overcast with clouds. ̃লা a. overcast 
with clouds, cloudy.  মঘাগম n. the break or advent of the monsoon; the rainy season.  মঘা   a. 

thickly overcast with clouds, thickly clouded.  মঘা  র same as ̃ড র ।  মঘাত য় n. the autumn.  মঘ 
 মেঘ  বলা হওয়া v. (fig.) to become aged; grow old over the years. 

 মেচতা [ mēcētā ] n freckles; lentigo.  মেচতা প া v. to be freckled. 

 মছুিন [ mēchuni ] n. fem a fishwife; a fishwoman, a fisher-woman. 

 মছুয়া [ mēchuẏā ] n a fishmonger or a fisherman. ☐ a. relating to fish ( মছুয়া গ ); where fish is 
sold or auctioned or caught; piscivorous, fish-eating ( মছুয়া  িমর). ̃ ঘির n. a place for catching fish, 
a fishery. ̃বাজার n. a fish-market. ̃হাটা n. a retail market for selling consignments of fish by 
auction; (fig.) a noisy place. 

 মজ1 [ mēja1 ] n a table; a desk. 

 মজাজ [ mējāja ] n mood (of the mind); the ha bitual frame of mind, temperament; a fit of ill-
humour or rage, temper.  মজাজ খারাপ থাকা v. to be out of humour.  মজাজ খারাপ হওয়া v. to run out of 
humour; to be in temper.  মজাজ  দখােনা v. (usu. dero.) to show temper.  মজাজ ভােলা থাকা v. to be in 
good humour.  মজাজ ভােলা হওয়া v. to recover one's good humour. খারাপ  মজাজ ill humour. িখি খেট 

 মজাজ billious or peevish temperament.  খাশেমজাজ see  খাশ । বদেমজাজ see বদ । ভােলা  মজাজ good 

humour.     মজাজ choleric or haughty temperament. হািসখুিশ  মজাজ jolly or jovial temperament. 
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 মজািজ a. having a particular or typical temperament (বদেমজািজ). vainglorious, haughty; stylish 
( মজািজ  খলা); in lofty or hot temper or mood. 

 মেজ,  মেঝ [ mējē, mējhē ] n the floor. 

 মট [ mēṭa ] n a ganger or gangsman; (naut.) a mate; (in India) a prisoner appointed task-
master of fellow-prisoners, a mate. 

 মটুিল,  মেট1 [ mēṭuli, mēṭē1 ] n the liver of a goat, sheep etc. taken as food. 

 মেট2 [ mēṭē2 ] a made of clay or earth ( মেট পুতুল); mud-built ( মেট ঘর); plastered with clay or 
terra-cotta ( দােমেট); of earthy complexion, mud-coloured.  মেট সাপ a non-venomous mud-
coloured snake. 

 মেঠা [ mēṭhō ] a pertaining to a field; befitting an open field; unparliamentary or demagogic 
( মেঠা ব ৃতা); rustic or boorish ( মেঠা আচরণ).  মেঠা পথ a path through an open field formed by 
frequent movement of people.  মেঠা  র a rural tune. 

 ম া [ mēḍ◌়ā ] n a ram proficient in fighting, a fighting-ram; the ram; (fig.) a block head, a 
dunce. 

 মেডল [ mēḍēla ] n a medal. ̃ধারী,  মেডল-পাওয়া a. medalled.  মেডল-পাওয়া  লাক a medallist. 

 মে া [ mēḍ◌়ō ] n (contem.) a native of Marwar, a Marwari; (contemp.) an up-country man of 
India. 

 মঢ   [ mēḍhra ] n a ram; penis. ̃ ক n. prepuce, foreskin. 

 মথর [ mēthara ] n a cleanser of filth and nightsoil; a scavenger, a sweeper. fem.  মথরািন । ̃িগির n. 
the profession of the aforesaid cleanser or sweeper; scavenging. 

 মিথ [ mēthi ] n the fenugreek plant or its seed. 

 মদ [ mēda ] n fat; marrow. ̃জ a. produced from fat. ̃বৃি  n. growth of fat, corpulence, obesity. 

 মদা,  মদামারা [ mēdā, mēdāmārā ] a effeminate; lacking in vigour or energy, spiritless. ☐ n. a 
milksop, a ninny, a sissy, a spiritless person. 

 মিদনী [ mēdinī ] n the earth, the world. 
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 ম র [ mēdura ] a plesantly soft or smooth; glib, unctuous; verdant, green. 

 মধ [ mēdha ] n a religious sacrifice, an oblation (অ েমধ). 

 মধা [ mēdhā ] n intellect; power of remembrance, (good) memory. ̃বী a. intelligent; gifted; 

endowed with a good memory or parts. fem. ̃িবনী । 

 মধ  [ mēdhya ] a sacrificial; sacred. 

 মিন [ mēni ] n (in endearment) a puss, a pussy cat. ̃মুেখা a. bashful, shy; effeminate (esp. in 
speech). 

 মম [ mēma ] n a European woman. ̃সােহব, ̃সাব n. a European woman, a mem-sahib; a courteous 
form of addressing a lady of high social standing (esp. an anglicized one) used by servants etc. 

- ময় [ -mēẏa ] a measurable, mensurable, countable, estimable (অেময়, পিরেময়); conjecturable; 
cognizable. 

 ময়াদ [ mēẏāda ] n due or appointed or prescribed time or duration ( ময়াদ ফুরােনা); a sight (িবেলর 
 ময়াদ); a term or period; a sentence to imprisonment (ছমােসর  ময়াদ হেয়েছ).  ময়াদ খাটা v. to serve a 
term of imprisonment.  ময়াদ ফুিরেয়েছ v. the term is over; the allotted span of life has expired. 
 ময়াদ হওয়া v. to be sentenced to imprisonment.  ময়ািদ a. continuing for a time; periodic. 

 মেয় [ mēẏē ] n a daughter; a little girl, a girl; a woman. ☐ a. female, she ( মেয়িব াল); 

effeminate. ̃ ছেল (usu. considered ind.) n. same as  মেয়মা ষ । ̃-মদ   (coll.) ̃-ম  n. pl. men and 

women; husband and wife. ̃মদ  ািন n. a termagant, an Amazon; (cp.) a tomboy. ̃মা ষ n. a woman; 
womankind. ̃মুেখা a. (of men) effeminate or timid in speech (and also in activity).  মেয়িল a. of 
women, feminine, womanly; effeminate, womanish ( মেয়িল ভাব). ̃ লাক n. a woman. 

 মরজাই [ mērajāi ] n a kind of waistcoat. 

 মরাপ [ mērāpa ] n a temporary shed built of straw and bamboo-poles. 

 মরামত [ mērāmata ] n repair, mending, reconditioning.  মরামত করা v. to repair, to mend, to 
recondition.  মরামত হওয়া v. to be repaired or mended or reconditioned.  মরামিত n. cost or charges 
of repairing or mending or reconditioning. ☐ a. of repairing or mending or reconditioning. 

 ম  [ mēru ] n either of the two ends of the earth's axis, a pole; the backbone, the spine; an 

axis.  েম  n. the North Pole. ̃চ ুকমা া n. (phys.) the pole-strength. ̃ জ ািত same as ̃ ভা । ̃ েদশ n. a 
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polar region. ̃ ভা n. the polar lights; au rora polaris (eg. aurora australis, aurora borealis). ̃ রখা n. 
the earth's axis; an axis. উপা েম েরখা n. the earth's axis minor. পরা েম েরখা n. the earth's axis 
major. 

 ম দ  [ mērudaṇḍa ] n the backbone, the spine, the vertebral column; (fig.) strength or 
firmness of character. ̃হীন a. having no backbone, spineless, invertebrate; (fig.) lacking in 
strength of character.  ম দ হীন  াণীবগ  n. pl. the Invertebrata.  ম দ ী a. having a backbone or 
spine, vertebrate.  ম দ ী  াণীবগ  n. pl. the Vertebrata. 

 ম ন [ mēruna ] n the brownish crimson colour. ☐ a. brownish crimson. 

 মল1 [ mēla1 ] n the letter-conveying post, the mail; any vehicle carrying the mail. ☐ a. carrying 
the mail ( মলভ ান). 

 মল2 [ mēla2 ] n union; unity; an assemblage, a gathering; mating (esp. of domestic animals); 
(loos.) the heredity of a family considered for matrimonial purposes. 

 মলা1 [ mēlā1 ] a great in number or quantity or expanse; numerous or abundant or extensive. 

 মলা2 [ mēlā2 ] n a fair (রেথর  মলা); a temporary exhibition ( েদশী িশ েমলা); an assemblage, a 
concourse ( লােকর  মলা); a society (পি েতর  মলা). 

 মলা3 [ mēlā3 ] v to open ( চাখ  মলা); to spread out ( রােদ কাপ   মলা). 

 মলািন [ mēlāni ] n meeting or union; a crowd; a society or association; parting, fare well; 
farewell greetings; a parting gift a present, a gift. 

 মলােনা2 [ mēlānō2 ] v (pron. ম ালােনা) to cause to open or spread out. 

 মলােমশা [ mēlāmēśā ] n intimancy; association; close relationship. 

 মশািমিশ [ mēśāmiśi ] n close association; free mixing; intimacy; familiarity; social 
communication. 

 মিশন [ mēśina ] n a machine. 

 মষ [ mēṣa ] n (as masc.) the ram; (as neut.) the sheep; (astrol.) the Aries, the Ram. fem.  মষী the 
ewe. ̃তুল , ̃ব  a. sheep ish. ̃পাল n. a flock of sheep; a shepherd (fem.: a shepherdess). ̃পালক n. a 
shepherd. ̃পালন n. tending of sheep. ̃মাংস n. mutton. ̃শাবক n. a lamb, a yeanling. 
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 মস [ mēsa ] n an establishment for a number of persons taking their meals (and often living) 
together, a mess. ̃বাি  n. a mess-building, a mess. 

 মেসা [ mēsō ] n the husband of one's mother's sister or cousin-sister, an uncle. 

 মহ [ mēha ] n gleet; gonorrhoea. 

 মহগিন [ mēhagani ] n mahogany. 

 মহনত [ mēhanata ] n physical or manual labour, toil; (fig.) laborious effort or endeavour.  মহনত 
করা v. to labour, to toil; (fig.) to work or endeavour laboriously.  মহনিত a. engaged in manual 
labouring, toiling. 

 মেহিদ [ mēhēdi ] n the henna. 

 মেহরবান [ mēhērabāna ] a kind, benevolent; merciful.  মেহরবািন n. kindness; benevolence; mercy; 
graciousness.  মেহরবািন কের adv. kindly, please; graciously. 

 ম  [ maitra ] a same as  মে য় । ☐ n.same as  ম ী ।  ম ী,  ম   n. alliance; friendship; amity; an 
alliance or treaty; cooperation.  মে য় a. relating to allies or friends. 

 মিথল [ maithila ] a of or inhabiting Mithila.  মিথলী n. the language of Mithila; a woman of 
Mithila. 

 মথ ুন [ maithuna ] n sexual intercourse, copulation, cohabitation, coitus. 

 মনাক [ maināka ] n a mythological mountain. 

 মাকািবলা [ mōkābilā ] n confronting, encountering; settlement of disputes by meeting face to 
face; settlement in presence of all concerned.  মাকািবলা করা v. to encounter or confront or try to 
settle disputes by sitting face to face; to brave. 

 মাকাম [ mōkāma ] n a residence, a dwelling house; a trading-station; a station; an address. 

 মা ার [ mōktāra ] n a mukhtar; a legally appointed representative, an attorney. ̃নামা n. a power-
of-attorney.  মা াির n. mukhtarship.  মা াির করা v. to practise as a mukhtar. 

 মা  [ mōkṣa ] n (theol.) release from the world or from the influence of nature, eternal 
emancipation, final beatitude, nirvana, salvation of the soul; rescue; death; release ( হণেমা ). ̃ণ 
n. freeing or rescuing or releasing or discharging, emancipation from bondage, redemption, 
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bleeding or letting or shedding or removing or wiping.  মা ণ করা v. to free, to rescue, to release; 
to discharge; to bleed, to let blood; to shed; to remove; to wipe. ̃দ a. giving final be atitude or 

salvation of the soul, redeeming the soul. fem. ̃দা, ̃দাতা a. same as  মা দ । ☐ n. a giver of eternal 

emancipation, a redeemer of the soul. fem. ̃দা ী । ̃দায়ক same as  মা দ । fem. ̃দািয়কা, ̃দািয়নী । ̃ধাম n. 

the abode of the blessed dead, heaven, (cp.) Elysium.  মা লাভ করা v. to attain eternal salvation or 
bliss. 

 মা ম [ mōkṣama ] a unfailing; irrefutable; formidable; undeniable; terrible; fatal. 

 মাগল [ mōgala ] n a Moghul. ☐ a. Moghul. মাগলাই a. pertaining to Moghuls; current amongst 
Moghuls. 

 মাচ [ mōca ] n a nib (of a pen); a point (of a pencil); a moustache.  মােচ তা  দওয়া to twist 
moustache to make it curl. 

 মাচ  [ mōcaḍ◌় ] n a contortion; a wring, a twist, a wriggle; a wrench; (fig.) constraint, 
pressure.  মাচ   দওয়া v. to contort; to wring, to twist, to wriggle; to wrench; (fig.) to constrain, to 
put (undue) pres sure.  মাচ ােনা v. to twist; to contort; to wring; to wriggle.  মাচ া-মুচি  n. repeated 
contortion or wringing or twisting or wriggling or wrenching; (fig.) persistent solicitation or 
higgling.  মাচ ামুচি  করা v. to contort or wring or twist or wriggle or wrench; (fig.) to solicit or 
higgle persistently. 

 মাচন [ mōcana ] n releasing or loosening or opening or removing or dispelling or discharging 
or shooting (শরেমাচন) or shedding (প েমাচন, অ েমাচন) or (loos.) wiping.  মাচন করা v. to set free, to 
release, to loosen, to unloose; to open, to remove; to dispel; to discharge or shoot; to shed; 
(loos.) to wipe.  মাচন িনযু ক n. a clearing agent. 

 মাচা [ mōcā ] n a cone of the banana.  মাচাকার a. conical. 

 মাজা [ mōjā ] n stockings; socks; hose. গরম  মাজা woollen socks. ফুল  মাজা n. socks that come up 
to the knee. হাত- মাজা n. gloves. হাফ- মাজা n. socks that come only up to the calf.  মাজা-পরা a. 
stockinged, hosed.  মাজা-িবে তা n. a hosier. 

 মাট1 [ mōṭa1 ] n a total, an aggregate, a sum total. ☐ a. total, aggregate; principal, chief, 
essential.  মাট কথা the sum and substance, the long and the short of it.  মাট  দওয়া v. to add up, to 
total.  মােটর উপর on the whole; generally, on an average. 

 মাট2 [ mōṭa2 ] n a load, a burden; a bundle; luggage. ̃ঘাট n. pl. different items of luggage. ̃ঘাট 
সেমত bag and baggage. ̃বাহক n. a porter. 
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 মাটর [ mōṭara ] n a motor; a motor car. ̃গাি  n. a motor car.  মাটরগাি  চালােনা v. to drive a motor 
car; to motor. ভা ােট  মাটরগাি  a hired motor car or a taxi cab. ভা ােট  মাটরগাি র আ া a taxi stand. 
 মাটরগাি র চালক,  মাটরচালক a motor driver; a motorist.  মাটর-িমি  n. a motor mechanic. 

 মাটা [ mōṭā ] a fat, corpulent, fatty, adipose, bulky; voluminous ( মাটা বই); thick, coarse ( মাটা 
কাপ ,  মাটা চাল); grave or hoarse ( মাটা  র); dull ( মাটা বুি ); heavy ( মাটা খরচ); large ( মাটা আয়); high or 
handsome ( মাটা মাইেন); plain. simple; gross, rough, ordinary, pedestrian (িচ ািদেত  মাটা কাজ).  মাটা 
ভাত কাপ  plain living. ̃ না v. to grow fat, to fatten, to put on weight or flesh. ̃মাথা n. a dullard, a 
fathead. ☐ a. fat headed, stupid. ̃মুিট a. roughly or grossly estimating ( মাটামুিট একমাস); rough 
( মাটামুিট িহসাব); doing away with formalities, summary ( মাটামুিট িবচার); cursory ( মাটামুিট পাঠ); moder 
ate, middling ( মাটামুিট অব হা). ☐ adv. roughly; grossly; summarily; cursorily; moderately; on the 
whole. ̃ সাটা a. burly; stout and strong. 

 মােট [ mōṭē ] adv in total, in all, altogether; only now, just now; at all; only.  মােটই adv. at all. 

 মা  [ mōḍ◌় ] n a turn, a bend, a crossing (রা ার  মা ) 

 মা ক [ mōḍ◌়ka ] n a packet; a tiny packet containing a dose of medicine; a carton, a paper 
cover. 

 মা ল [ mōḍ◌়la ] n a village headman; (facet.) a leader; the foreman of a group of workmen. 

 মা িল [ mōḍ◌়li ] n the position and function of the headman; (sarcas.) unnecessary bossing, 
overbearing or masterful manner. 

 মা া1 [ mōḍ◌়ā1 ] n a wicker stool. 

 মা ামুি  [ mōḍ◌়āmuḍ◌়i ] n repeated contortion or twisting or bending; (fig.) chaffering, 
higgling and haggling. 

 মাতােয়ন [ mōtāẏēna ] a stationed, posted; posted on guard; ready at hand for action.  মাতােয়ন 
করা বা রাখা v. to station, to post; to post on guard; to keep ready at hand (or in readiness) for 
action. 

 মািত [ mōti ] n pearl. 

 মািতয়া [ mōtiẏā ] n a kind of small sweet-scented flower. 

 মাদক [ mōdaka ] n a ball-shaped sweetmeat (usu. made of posset); an invigorating (and also 
intoxicating) drug made of hemp leaves; a confectioner. 
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 মািদত [ mōdita ] a filled with fragrance; perfumed; delighted; cheerful. 

 মা া [ mōddā ] a chief, main, gross. ☐ adv. on the whole, after all, in short ( মা া যাওয়া চাই ।) ☐ 

con. but (যাই করা,  মা া চাকির  ছে া না) ।  মা া কথা the long and the short (of it), the sum and 
substance; the chief thing. 

 মানা [ mōnā ] n the pestle of a foot-driven husking-tree. 

 মাম [ mōma ] n beeswax.  মাম মাখােনা v. to wax. ̃জামা, ̃ঢাল n. waxcloth. ̃বািত n. a waxcandle. ̃বািতদান n. 
a candlestick. ̃বািত িবে তা n. a wax-chandler.  মােমর কাগজ wax-paper.  মােমর পুতুল a wax doll. 

 মায়া [ mōẏā ] n a sweetened ball of parched or fried rice etc.  ছেলর হােত  মায়া (fig.) a thing very 
easily obtainable. 

 মারগ [ mōraga ] n (as masc.) the cock; (as neut.) a fowl, a chicken.  মারেগর ঝুিট n. a cock's comb, a 
cockscomb.  মারেগর ডাক crow, cocka-doodle. ̃ফুল n. the cock's comb, the yellow-rattle, Celosia 
cristata. 

 মারচা,  মাচ া [ mōracā, mōrcā ] n a combination or coalition of different parties or groups; an 
alli ance. 

 মার া [ mōrabbā ] n sweetened fruit conserve, fruit jelly, jam. 

 মালাকাত [ mōlākāta ] n an interview, a meeting.  মালাকাত করা v. to meet, to pay one a visit. 

 মালােয়ম [ mōlāẏēma ] a soft and smooth ( মালােয়ম িজিনস); tender, suave ( মালােয়ম কথা). 

 মা া [ mōllā ] n (Mus.) a Muslim theologian or priest or teacher, a mullah, a mollah. ̃িগির n. the 
profession or office of a mullah. ̃ত  n. government by or predominantly influenced by mullahs 
(cp. mollahcracy).  মা ার  দৗ  মসিজদ পয   (dero.) one with restricted knowledge cannot go beyond 
the range of one's learning, a churchman becomes a fish out of water outside the church, the ut 
most reach of one's tether. 

 মাষ [ mōṣa ] n (coll.) a buffalo.  মােষর গাি  a buffalo-drawn cart, a buffalo cart. 

 মাসােহব [ mōsāhēba ] n a fawning or cringing atten dant; a fawner, a toady; a flatterer.  মাসােহিব 
n. fawning, toadyism; flattery, adulation.  মাসােহিব করা v. to fawn upon as a sycophant; to toady; 
to fawn upon; to flatter. 
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 মাহ [ mōha ] n (theol.) ignorance about reality; illusion; ignorance; mental obsession; 
infatuation; fascination; deep attachment, dotage; a fainting fit, a swoon; enchantment, 
bewitchment.  মাহ িনরসন করা v. to dispel illusion or infatuation or enchantment. ̃   a. affected 
with an illusion; ignorant; mentally obsessed; deluded; infatuated; fascinated or fondly 
attached; doting; fainted, swooned; enchanted, bewitched; stupefied. ̃ ঘার n. a spell of illusion or 
ignorance or mental obsession or infatuation or fainting fit or enchantment. ̃জনক a. illusive; 
causing mental obsession; infatuating; fascinating; causing to faint; enchanting, 

bewitching. ̃জাল same as ̃পাশ, ̃িতিমর same as ̃ ঘার । ̃িন া n. stupor or hypnosis or trance caused by 

illusion; infatuation; a fainting fit. ̃পাশ n. the mesh of illusion or infatuation or enchantment. ̃ব  
a. caught in the mesh or snare of illusion or infatuation or enchantment. ̃ব , ̃ব ন n. the bondage 
of illusion or infatuation or enchantment. ̃ভ  n. recovery from illusion or infatuation or 
enchantment or from a fainting fit, disillusionment, disenchantment. ̃মদ n. pride caused by 
illusion or ignorance. ̃ম  n. an incantation to enchant; a magic spell. ̃ময় a. illusive, illusory; 
infatuating; enchanting. ̃মু  a. captivated by illusion; infatuated; fascinated; fondly attached, 
doting; enchanted, bewitched, spellbound. ̃মু গর n. a book of verse by Shankaracharya intending 
to dispel illusion; a cudgel dispelling illusion or ignorance or infatuation. 

 মাহন [ mōhana ] n enchantment, bewitchment; infatuation, fascination. ☐ a. infatuating, 
fascinating ( গাপীেমাহন); charming ( মাহন  বণু). ̃চ ুা n. an attractive or charming bun of hair put up 
on the crown of one's head. ̃ ভাগ n. a kind of porridge made by boiling corn-flour in milk. ̃মালা n. 
a variety of gold necklace. ̃মূিত  n. a fascinating figure. 

 মাহর [ mōhara ] n an obsolete gold coin of India and Persia, a mohur; a seal, a stamp. 

 মাহানা [ mōhānā ] n (of a water-reservoir, pond etc.) a conduit, a channel; (of a river) a mouth, 
an estuary. 

 মািহত [ mōhita ] a enmeshed in illusion; fascinated; infatuated; beside oneself; swooned; 
enchanted, charmed; hypnotized.  মািহত করা v. to enmesh in illusion; to fascinate; to infatuate; 
to cause to swoon; to enchant, to charm, to hypnotize. 

 মািহনী [ mōhinī ] a. fem enchanting, bewitching; charming; infatuating; possession bewitching 
personal charm. ☐ n. fem. (myth.) an exquisitely bewitching figure of a woman assumed by 
Vishnu (িব )ু to delude asuras (অ র); a woman of bewitching beauty or personal charm; 
witchcraft or sorcery (usu.  মািহনীিবদ া); hypnotism, mesmerism (also  মািহনীিবদ া).  মািহনী মায়া n. an 
enchanting illusion. ̃শি  n. the power of enchanting or bewitching; hypnotic power. 

 মা মান [ mōhyamāna ] a stunned; stupefied; be numbed; extremely afflicted ( শােক  মা মান). 

fem.  মা মানা । 
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 মৗ [ mau ] n honey. 

 মৗি ক [ mauktika ] n a pearl; nacre. 

 মৗিখক [ maukhika ] a verbal; oral, viva voce; lipdeep ( মৗিখক ভােলাবাসা); windy ( মৗিখক   াই).  মৗিখক 
চুি  verbal agreement or contract.  মৗিখক পরী া an oral examination, a viva voce test. 

 মৗচাক [ maucāka ] n a beehive, a honeycomb. 

 মৗজ [ mauja ] n pleasant stupor caused by drug ging. besottedness (আিফেমর  মৗজ); comfort, ease; 
pleasure, relish.  মৗজ করা v. to drug oneself to enjoy a pleasant stupor; to sit or lie comfortably or 
at ease; to relax খাওয়ার পর  মৗজ করা; to do something with relish ( মৗজ কের খাওয়া).  মৗজ কের বসা v. to 
sit easy or cosily or comfortably, (cp.) to be at home. 

 মৗজা [ maujā ] n a village; a group or block of villages regarded as an administrative unit (cp. a 
county). 

 মৗটুিস [ mauṭusi ] n a very tiny bird sucking the honey of flowers, the sunbird. 

 মৗতাত [ mautāta ] n extreme craving for liquor or drugs at routine hours as felt by invet erate 
drunkards and drug-addicts; act of drinking wine or taking drugs at routine hours; pleasant 
stupor caused by drugging or drinking.  মৗতাত করা v. to drink wine or take drugs at the fixed 
hour.  মৗতাত ছুেট যাওয়া v. to have one's pleasant drugstupor or besottedness disturbed.  মৗতােতর 
সময় a fixed hour for taking drugs or drinking wine. 

 মৗন [ mauna ] n abstention from speech; reticence. ☐ a. (inc. but pop.) same as  মৗনী ।  মৗন ত াগ 

করা,  মৗন ভ  করা v. to break silence (esp. after the completion of a vow of abstaining from 
speech). ̃ ত n. a vow of abstaining from speech. ̃ তী a. abstaining from speech under a vow. ̃ভাব 
n. reticence, silence.  মৗনভাব ধারণ করা v. to keep silent. ̃স িত n. silent assent; tacit assent or 
consent; consent implied by silence. ̃ ভাব a. habitually reserved in speech, typically 
parsimonious in speaking, taciturn.  মৗনাবল ন করা v. to undertake a vow of abstaining from 
speech; to keep silent.  মৗনী a. abstaining from speech under a vow; silent, reticent; speechless or 
dumbfounded (িব েয়  মৗনী); mute ( মৗনী  কৃিত). 

 মৗমািছ [ maumāchi ] n the bee. ̃পালন n. bee-keeping, apiculture. 

 মৗরলা [ mauralā ] n a species of very small and delicious fish. 

 মৗির [ mauri ] n fennel; aniseed.  মৗিরর জল n. aqua anetha. 
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 মৗ িস [ maurusi ] a ancestral, hereditary; enjoyable ( মৗ িস স ি ) or settled hereditarily ( মৗ িস 
পা া).  মৗ িস    hereditary right. 

 মৗব ী [ maurbī ] n a bowstring (esp. one made of the bowstring hemp). 

 মৗয   [ maurya ] n the Maurya dynasty. 

 মৗল [ maula ] a relating to or originating from the root, radical; original; primary, 
fundamental, basic; (sc.) elemental. ☐ n. (sc.) an element.  মৗল নীিত a basic or fundamental 
principle.  মৗল পদাথ   (sc.) an element.  মৗল িশ া basic education. 

 মৗলিব [ maulabi ] n (Mus.) a Mohammedan scholar or teacher. 

 মৗলানা [ maulānā ] n (Mus.) a Mohammedan scholar or teacher or an order higher than that of 

maulabis  মৗলিব । 

 মৗিল [ mauli ] n a crown, diadem; the head or forehead; hair done in a bun on the crown of the 
head. 

 মৗিলক [ maulika ] a pertaining to or originating from the root, radical; primitive, aboriginal; 
fundamental, basic, primary ( মৗিলক নীিত বা িশ া); prime ( মৗিলক সংখ া); original ( মৗিলক রচনা বা িচ া); 
(sc.) elementary; a Hindu surname.  মৗিলক পদাথ   (sc.) an element.  মৗিলক সংখ া (math.) a prime 
number. ̃তা n. originality. 

 মৗ ম [ mausuma ] n a season; a fixed time or period of the year for occurrence or performance 
of something, a tide; the mon soon; the rainy season, the rains.  মৗ িম a. seasonal ( মৗ িম ফুল); 
periodical ( মৗ িম  মণ); monsoonal ( মৗ িম বাতাস). ̃বায় ুthe monsoon. 

ম াগািজন [ myāgājina ] n a periodical publication, a magazine. 

ম াচ1 [ myāca1 ] n a formal contest or game, a match ফুটবল-ম াচ 

ম াচ2 [ myāca2 ] n a match-box, matches. 

ম াজম াজ [ myājamyāja ] int denoting: a feeling of physical uneasiness or indisposition or 
indolence. ম াজম াজ করা v. to feel physically indisposed or uneasy or sluggish. 

ম ািজক [ myājika ] n magic. ম ািজক-ল ন n. magic lantern. 
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ম ািজসে ট, ম ািজে ট [ myājisaṭrēṭa, myājisṭrēṭa ] n a magistrate. 

ম ািজিসয়ান [ myājisiẏāna ] n a magician. 

ম ােজনটা, ম ােজ টা [ myājēnaṭā, myājēnṭā ] n magenta. 

ম া ম া  [ myāḍ◌়myāḍ◌় ] int expressing: lack of brightness, dullness. ম া েমে  a. dull in colour, 
lacklustre, mat, matt; dull. 

ম ােনজার [ myānējāra ] n a manager (fem.: a manageress). ম ােনজাির n. managership. ম ােনজাির করা 
v. to act as a manager; to manage. 

ম াপ [ myāpa ] n an atlas; a map. ম াপ  দখা v. to read a map. ম াপ রচনা করা v. to draw a map. 

ম ােলিরয়া [ myālēriẏā ] n malaria. ̃ঘিটত a. malarial. ̃ র n. malarial fever. ম ােলিরয়া িবেশষ  n. 
malariologist. 

ি য়মাণ [ mriẏamāṇa ] a (ori.) dying, moribund; (pop.) glum, melancholy, deeply distressed, 

sorrowful. fem. ি য়মাণা । 

 ান [ mlāna ] a pale; haggard, emaciated, shriv elled; dim; lacklustre, mat, matt; dull; cheerless, 
glum, sorrowful; darkened, gloomy; fatigued, without; (fig.) reduced, humbled, tarnished ( গৗরব 
 ান হওয়া). ̃তা, ̃ ,  ািনমা n. paleness; haggardness; dimness; dullness; glumness, sadness; 
gloominess, fatigued state. ̃মুেখ adv. with a sad or gloomy face.  ানায়মান a. getting pale or hag gard 
or dim or dull or glum or gloomy. 

 ায়মান [ mlāẏamāna ] a darkening. 

    [ mlēccha ] n a non-Aryan tribe of ancient India; a member of this tribe; a Greek settler of 
India; (loos. but pop.) a non-Hindu; the ancient Mlechchhas (   ). ☐ a. non Hindu or anti-
Hindu; wicked, sinful, given to unscriptural practices. ̃ দশ n. the part of India inhabited by the 
ancient Mlechchhas (   ).    াচার n. the customs and practices of Mlechchhas (   ); non-Hindu 
or unscriptural or evil customs and practices.    াচারী a. adopting the customs and practices of 
Mlechchhas; given to non-Hindu or unscriptural or evil practices. 
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য [ y ] n the twenty-sixth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

যকৃত্ [ yakṛt ] n the liver. 

যকৃেত্কাষ [ yakṛtkōṣa ] n hepatic cyst. 

যকৃত্pদাহ [ yakṛtpradāha ] n hepatitis. 

যk [ yakṣa ] n (myth.) one of a class of demigods; a ghost appointed to guard a treasure hidden 
underground; (iron.) an extremely miserly man. ̃পুরী n. (myth.) the city of Kuvera (kেবর) ̃রাজ n. 
Kuvera (kেবর) the king of Yakshas (যk). 

যিkণী [ yakṣiṇī ] fem of যk । 

যkা [ yakṣā ] n phthisis; tuberculosis, pulmonary consumption. 

যখন [ yakhana ] adv & con when; whilst; whereas; because, as, since. ̃i adv. & con. whenever, 
as soon (as), no sooner (than). ˜কার a. of a particular or specified time. যখনকার যা তখনকার তা (fig.) 
every work has its own time, everything must be done in its own proper time. ̃তখন adv. in time or 
out of time; in season or out of season; (much too) frequently (and often vexatiously); at any 
hour or time. যখন েযমন তখন েতমন suitable for the occasion; seasonable, (cp.) do in Rome as the 
Romans do. 

যজন [ yajana ] n worshipping, worship; act of offering in sacrifice, sacrifice. ̃যাজন n. act of 
worshipping on behalf of one's own self as well as on behalf of others, priest-craft. 

যজমান [ yajamāna ] n one on whose behalf a priest worships, a sheep of a priest. 

যj [ yajña ] n a Vedic sacrifice; a religious sacrifice, an oblation, a sacrifice; a burnt offering; 
(fig.) a great and pompous affair or ceremony. ̃কমর্ n. sacrificial rite. ̃kN n. a pit in which the 
sacrificial fire is made. ̃ডুমুর n. a variety of large figs. ̃ধূম n. the smoke of sacrificial fire. ̃পশু n. a 
sacrificial beast, a victim. ̃পাt, ̃ হালী n. a sacrificial vessel. ̃েবিদ n. a sacrificial altar, an 
altar. ̃ভূিম, ̃শালা, ̃ হল, ̃ হান n. a place of sacrifice. ̃সtূ same as uপবীত । যjািg, যjানল n. the sacrificial 
fire. যjীয় a. sacrificial. যেjশব্র n. the lord of religious sacrifices; Vishnu (িব ু). যেjাপবীত same as 
uপবীত । 

যত্1 [ yat1 ] n an Indian musical measure. 
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যত্2 [ yat2 ] a what; whatever, whatsoever; all whatever. ̃কােল adv. & con. at the time when; when, 
whilst. ̃িকিঞ্চত্, ̃সামাn a. (also pro.) (the little) whatever; the little; (only) a little. ̃পেরানািs a. extreme, 
utmost. 

যত [ yata ] pro. & adv. & con as many or as much (যত eেলা তত েগল); all whatsoever (যত নে র 

েগাDা); the more, the more (যত েদখেব তত মজেব). ̃i emphatic form of যত । ̃কাল adv. & con. as long 

(as), so long. ˜িকছু pro. & a. whatever, whatsoever. ˜kণ same as ̃কাল । যতkণ না until, till. ̃খািন adv. 
& con. as much (as); as long (as); as far (as); as many (as). ̃gিল, ̃gেলা adv. & con. as many (as). ˜টা 
same as ̃খািন । ̃িদন adv. & con. as many days (as); as long (as); so long. ̃দূর adv. & con. as far (as). 
˜বার adv. & con. as many times (as); as often (as). যত নে র েগাDা the root of all evils or mischiefs. 
যত বD মুখ নয় তত বেDা কথা (fig.) an audacious utterance or remark. 

যিত1 [ yati1 ] n (now rare) an ascetic; a hermit; a widow (bাhেণর যিত). 

যিত2 [ yati2 ] n (gr.) a stop; (pros.) a pause, a caesura. ̃িচh n. (gr.) a punctuation mark. ̃পাত, ̃ভঙ্গ n. 
(pros.) a metrical fault or breach. 

যেতক [ yatēka ] a. & con (poet.) as much or as many, all whatever. 

যt [ yatna ] n laborious or zealous effort; careful or earnest attention, care; nursing; cordial or 
warm reception (aিতিথেক যt); zeal; labour, toil. যt-আিt n. cordial and warm reception, cordial 
treatment; care; earnest attention. যt করা, যt েনoয়া v. to endeavour laboriously or zealously; to 
attend to carefully, to take care of; to nurse; to receive cordially or warmly; to be zealous; to 
labour, to toil. ̃পূবর্ক, ̃সহকাের adv. with laborious or zealous endeavour; with careful or earnest 
attendance; carefully; zealously; laboriously. ̃বান, ̃শীল a. laboriously or zealously endeavouring; 
carefully or earnestly attending to; careful; zealous; laborious, fem. ̃বতী, ̃শীলা । 

যt [ yatra ] adv. & con in whichever place or subject; wherever; as much (as). ̃তt adv. here and 
there; anywhere and everywhere; everywhere. যt আয় তt বয্য় spending all or whatever one earns. 

যথা [ yathā ] adv as; as for instance, as for example, namely; as much; to the utmost degree, 
amount or number; in accordance with; where or in which. ☐ a. proper, fitting, right. ̃কতর্বয্ adv. 
& a. in accordance with one's duty; as one's duty demands or warrants. ̃কােল adv. at the proper or 
right or suitable or due time; in time; in good time, betimes; seasonably; in due course. ̃kেম adv. 
in regular or due order or succession; respectively. ̃তথ a. accurate; actual; true; real. ̃তথা same as 
যtতt (see যt). ̃িদ  a. complying with or obedient to the order. ̃িনয়েম adv. in accordance with the 
rule or law or formalities. যথাnপূবর্ a. conforming to the regular or due order or succession or 
sequence. ̃পবূর্ a. & adv. as before. ˜পূবর্ং তথা পরং no change in the condition or state; (derog.) as bad 
as ever. ̃বt a. & adv. according to the rule or law or formalities; as before; without change. ̃িবিধ 
same as ̃িনয়ম । ̃িবিহত a. & adv. as is prescribed or due. যথািভেpত, যথািভমত n. & adv. according to 
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one's desire, as one pleases. ˜য় adv. where, wherein. ̃যথ a. & adv. according to the due order or 
succession or sequence. &square; a. accurate; exact; correct; right; just; true; fit. ☐ adv. 
accurately; exactly; correctly; rightly; justly; truly; fittingly, fitly (also যথাযথভােব). ̃েযাগয্ same as 
যেথািচত । ̃রীিত a. & adv. as is usual or customary, according to usage or custom or practice. ˜rিচ a. 
& adv. according to one's inclination or taste or choice. ˜শিk a. & adv. to the best of one's 
abilities, as much as one can. ˜শাst a. & adv. conforming to the scriptures or scriptural 
prescriptions. ˜সমেয় same as ̃কােল । ̃সmব adv. as far as or as much as or as many as possible. ̃সবর্s n. 

whatever one possesses, one's entire possessions. ̃সাধয্ same as ̃শিk । যথাসাধয্ েচ া করা to try one's 
best or utmost. ̃ হান n. the right or proper or fixed or appointed place. 

যথাথর্ [ yathārtha ] a right; correct; accurate; exact; genuine; authentic; true; actual; proper. 

যেথ  [ yathēṣṭa ] adv. & a as much or as many as one desires. ☐ a. enough, sufficient; abundant; 
profuse. 

যেথািচত, যেথাপযুk [ yathōcita, yathōpayukta ] a proper; fit; as one deserves; as is due to one; 
fitting; just. যেথাপযুkrেপ adv. in a befitting manner. 

যেথাপেযাগী [ yathōpayōgī ] a fit, suitable; proper, becoming. 

যদবিধ [ yadabadhi ] adv. & con up to which time, till when; from which time, since when. 

যিদ [ yadi ] con if, provided; that, in case, lest; when, since (eকাn যিদ যােব েতা eখনi যাo). যিদi adv. 
& con. if perforce; even if. যিদo, যিদচ adv. & con. although, even though. যিদ না if not. যিদ বা if, in 
case; since; if perforce; or if. 

যd [ yadu ] n (myth.) a king of ancient India. ̃kলপিত, ̃নাথ, ̃পিত n. the chief of the Yadavas 
(যাদব). ̃বংশ n. Yadava (যাদব) clan founded by King Yadu (যd). ম̃ধু n. pl. (also sing.) (dero.) men in 
the street, Tom Dick or Harry. 

যদৃচ্ছা [ yadṛcchā ] n one's own desire or will; free will; one's pleasure; fortuity; effortless 
ness. ̃kেম adv. according to one's own desire or will or free-will; at pleasure; freely. ̃লb a. 
obtained by chance; fortuitous; obtained without effort. 

যdিবষয্ [ yadbhabiṣya ] a (lit.) depending on future; relying on fate, fatalistic. ☐ n. an 
unenterprising person who relies on fate or chance and is heedless of the present. 

যদয্িপ [ yadyapi ] adv. & con even if, if perforce; although, even though. 

যntণা [ yantraṇā ] n pain, pang; agony; affliction, suffering; anguish; torment, torture; a trouble, a 
pest. যntণা েদoয়া v. to pain; to agonize; to afflict; to torment; to torture. যntণা পাoয়া v. to be pained or 
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agonized; to be afflicted, to suffer; to be tormented or tortured. ̃কর, ̃জনক, ̃দায়ক a. painful; 
agonising; afflicting; tormenting, torturing; troublesome, pestering. 

যntাংশ [ yantrāṃśa ] n part or parts of a machine; machinery. 

যntী [ yantrī ] n a machineman, an operator; an instrumentalist; a conspirator, an intriguer, a 
plotter, a machinator, a wire puller; (fig.) a director. 

যব1 [ yaba1 ] adv. & con (obs.) when. 

যব2 [ yaba2 ] n barley; (astrol.) a mark on the thumb shaped like a barley grain (usu. যবিচh); a 
unit of lineal measure (1/4 inch). 

যবkার [ yabakṣāra ] n carbonate of potash; (inc.) nitre. ̃জান n. nitrogen. 

যবdীপ [ yabadbīpa ] n Java. ̃বাসী a. inhabiting Java. ☐ n. a Javanese, a Javan. যবdীপীয় a. Javan, 
Javanese. 

যবন [ yabana ] n an Ionian Greek; a Greek; a non-Hindu; (inc. but pop.) a Muslim. 

যবনানী [ yabanānī ] n. pl scripts of the (Ionian) Greek settlers of ancient India. 

যবিনকা [ yabanikā ] n a screen, a curtain; a drop-curtain, a drop-scene, a drop. যবিনকা uেtালন করা 
v. to draw the curtain; to raise the drop; (fig.) to reveal, to disclose. ̃পতন, ̃পাত n. drop of a curtain 
between the acts or at the end of a play; (fig.) termination or shelving (of an affair). যবিনকার 
anরােল behind the curtain, in camera. 

যবনী [ yabanī ] fem of যবন । 

যবsরা [ yabasurā ] n malt liquor. 

যবাগ ূ[ yabāgū ] n a gruel made of barley; (med.) a malt extract. 

যেব [ yabē ] adv. & con when. 

যেবাদর [ yabōdara ] n a lineal measure (1/8 inch). 

যম1 [ yama1 ] n restraint, continence; concentration of the mind in service of or in meditation on 
God. 
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যম2 [ yama2 ] n the Hindu God of death (cp. Pluto.); (fig.) death (যম ঘনােনা); an annihilator, a 
destroyer, an antidote (ময্ােলিরয়ার যম). যেম ধরা v. to die; to be at death's door, to be in the jaws of 
death; to be seized with a ruinous intention; to undertake a death-dealing venture. যেমর arিচ even 
repugnant to Yama (যম) or death; an utterly repugnant person. যেমর বা়িD same as যমালয় । ̃জয়ী a. 
one who has conquered death; immortal; death less. ̃জাঙ্গাল n. the Milky Way, the Galaxy. ̃দN n. 
the sceptre of Yama যম; Death's rod; (fig.) death-like mortification. ̃দূত n. a messenger of Yama 
যম; a summoner of death; (fig.) a person of horrible or forbidding appearance, a messenger 
carrying a horrible message. ̃dার n. the court of Yama (যম); death's door, gates of death or hell; 
(fig.) death. যমdাের (যেমর dয়াের) যাoয়া v. to die, to meet one's death; to be killed. ̃িdতীয়া same as 
াতৃিdতীয়া (see াতৃ). ̃নী n. fem. the wife of Yama (যম). ̃পুkর n. a vow observed by unmarried Hindu 

girls. ̃পুরী same as যমালয় । ̃যntণা n. death agony; (fig.) deathly or terrible affliction. ̃রাজ n. King 
Yama (যম) the lord of death. 

যমক [ yamaka ] a twin-born, twin; (bot.) connate. ☐ n. a twin, twins; a connate leaf; (rhet.) 
analogue, pun. 

যমজ [ yamaja ] a twin-born, twin. 

যমল [ yamala ] a paired, in pair. যমল-গান n. a duet song, a duet. 

যমািনকা, যমানী [ yamānikā, yamānī ] n caraway, carum, ptychotis. 

যমালয় [ yamālaẏa ] n the city or abode of Yama (যম) or death; hell. যমালেয় পাঠােনা বা েদoয়া v. to 
send to the jaws of death; to kill. যমালেয় যাoয়া v. to die; to be killed; to go to hell; to be 
condemned to hell; to be damned. 

যমুনা [ yamunā ] n Jamuna, a river of India; the name of Yama's (যম) sister. 

যশ, যশঃ [ yaśa, yaśḥ ] n fame, renown, celebrity, good name, (good) reputation, credit. যশ গাoয়া, 
যশঃকীতর্ন করা, যশঃখয্াপন করা v. to celebrate one's fame, to sing one's praise; to glorify; to extol, to 
eulogize. যশsর a. bringing fame or renown; creditable. যশsামনা, যশাকাkা n. desire for fame or 
glory. যশঃsm n. the monument of fame or glory. যশsী a. famous, renowned, celebrated, reputed. 
fem. যশিsনী । যেশাগাথা, যেশাগান, যেশাগীিত n. a song of praise. যেশাগান গাoয়া same as যশঃকীতর্ন করা । 
যেশাভাগয্ n. luck or destiny to earn fame. যেশাদ । a. same as যশsর ☐ n. mercury, quick-silver. যেশাদা 
a. fem. of যেশাদ ☐ n. fem. Krishna's (কৃ ) foster-mother. যেশাদাdলাল, যেশাদানnন n. the son of 
Yashoda (যেশাদা); Krishna (কৃ ). যেশামিNত a. crowned with fame or glory. যেশামতী n. fem. same as 
যেশাদা (n.). যেশারািশ n. great fame; wide celebrity; honours in plenty. যেশােরখা n. (palmistry) the line 
of fame. যেশালাভ করা v. to earn fame; to attain glory. যেশািলpা n. greed of fame. যেশািলp ুa. greedy 
of fame. যেশাহািন n. loss of fame or reputation; disgrace, infamy; discredit. 

যশদ [ yaśada ] n zinc. 
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যি  [ yaṣṭi ] n a stick; a staff; a walking-stick; a rod; a wand (জাdযি ); a crutch (খেঞ্জর যি ); a prop 
(aেnর যি ); a twig. যি pহার করা v. to cudgel, to flagellate. ̃মধ ুn. liquorice. 

যা2 [ yā2 ] pro. relat what, which, that (যা েগেছ তা যাক). যা-িকছু pro. whatever; some thing; 
everything. যা থােক বরােত come what may. যা-েহাক however; anything (যা েহাক eকটা িকছু). 

যাoয়া [ yāōẏā ] v to go; to move ( হানাnের যাoয়া); to proceed or advance (তুিম যাo, আিম আসিছ); to 
walk; to start ('েগা' বলেলi যােব); to leave or depart (েTন eখিন যােব); to come to an end, to end, to 
terminate or be terminated (চাকির যাoয়া); to elapse, to pass (িদন যাoয়া); to be destroyed, to perish, to 
be lost (জীবন যাoয়া, েচােখর নজর যাoয়া, রাজয্ যাoয়া); to be spent (টাকা যাoয়া); to work (শরীর বা ঘিD িঠক 
যােচ্ছ না); to last (জামাটা eক বছর যােব); to suffice for (e টাকায় d-মাস যােব); to stay or stop by (eিদকটা 
eকবার েদেখ েযেয়া); to accomplish an action (মের যাoয়া); to be accomplished or to take place (চুির 
যাoয়া); to go on, to continue (েথেমা না, বেল যাo); to pass off (jর যাoয়া); to be directed (তার িদেক দৃি  
যাoয়া); to be inclined (মন যাoয়া). as যাoয়া v. (of the sun, moon, stars etc.) to set. eেস যাoয়া v. to be 
of consequence, to matter. েনেম যাoয়া v. to get down, to descend; to be demoted or degraded; to be 
abated or decreased. পেD যাoয়া v. to fall down, to drop; to go on reading. েবDােত যাoয়া v. to go for a 
walk or stroll; to go to visit (a place); to make a pleasure-trip to. যাoয়া-আসা n. come and-go; 
frequenting; intercourse. েযেত বসা v. to be on the point of being ruined or destroyed or lost. 

যাঁহা [ yām̐hā ] adv & con. where; just as, as soon as (also যাঁহাতক). 

যাচক [ yācaka ] n one who asks or prays (for), a petitioner; a beggar, a mendicant; a volunteer. 

যাচন2, যাচনা [ yācana2, yācanā ] n act of asking (for), prayer, petition; begging; solicitation; 
volun teering. যাচনা করা v. to ask or pray (for); to beg; to solicit; to volunteer, to offer. যািচত a. 
asked or prayed for; begged; solicited. 

যাচা2 [ yācā2 ] v to determine or estimate the price or worth of (a thing) by investigation or 
comparison. ̃i n. act of determining or estimating the price or worth of (a thing) by investigation 
or comparison, test to find the quality (of). ̃েনা v. to cause to determine or estimate the price or 
worth of (a thing) by investigation or comparison; to determine or estimate the price or worth of 
(a thing) by investigation or comparison. 

যােচ্ছতাi [ yācchētāi ] a (ety. but not used) whatever one pleases; (pop.) utterly bad or ugly or 
worthless. 

যাজক [ yājaka ] n a priest; a clergyman, a cleric. ̃তnt n. hierocracy. ̃তা, ̃বৃিt n. priest-ship, 
priesthood; clericity. যাজক সmpদায় n. the priestly or clerical order, the priesthood, the clergy. 

যাজন [ yājana ] n act of conducting a religious service in the capacity of a priest or clergyman. 
যাজন করা v. to conduct a religious service (as by a priest). ̃বৃিt n. the profession of the priest or the 
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clergy, priest-ship, priesthood, clericity; a stipend or allowance given to a priest or clergyman, 
(cp.) a benefice. যাজিনক a. priestly, clerical; ecclesiastical. 

যািজকা [ yājikā ] n. fem a priestess, a clergywoman. 

যাjেসনী [ yājñasēnī ] n the daughter of King Yajnasena (যjেসন); Draupadi (েdৗপদী) of the 
Mahabharata. 

যািjক [ yājñika ] n one who performs a religious sacrifice; a priest; a ritualist. ☐ a. sacrificial, 
ritual. 

যা-তা [ yā-tā ] pro any indefinite thing bad or undesirable (যা-তা বলা). ☐ a. inferior, worthless (যা-
তা কাপD); messed up, messy (যা-তা aব হা); whimsical or wayward (যা-তা িচnা). 

যাতায়াত [ yātāẏāta ] n come-and-go; frequentation; movement, plying (েTন-যাতায়াত); traffic (েলাক-
যাতায়াত). যাতায়াত করা v. to come and go; to frequent; to move, to ply. যাতায়াত-খরচ n. travelling 
expenses or allowance. যাতায়ােতর পথ a thorough fare. 

যাtা [ yātrā ] n going; setting out on a journey; commencement of a journey (যাtা শুভ); a solemn 
ceremony performed on the eve of a journey in order to make the journey favourable (usu. 
যাtাn ান); movement, a journey or voyage or flight; leaving, departure (েTেনর যাtার সময়); (chiefly 
in Christ.) exodus; passing, career (জীবনযাtা); maintenance (সংসারযাtা); a religious ceremony, a 
festival (েদালযাtা); an open-air (usu. rural) opera or dramatic performance (যাtাগান); a time, an 
occasion. (e যাtা েবঁেচ েগলাম). যাtা করা v. to set out on a journey, to set out for; to start on a 
journey; to leave, to de part; to perform a solemn ceremony on the eve of a journey to make the 
journey favourable; to act in an oper-air opera; to stage an open-air opera or drama. যাtার aিধকারী 
n. the proprietor (who is also the manager and chief director) of an open-air opera or dramatic 
party. যাtার দল an open-air opera or dramatic party. যাtার pাkােল on the eve of departure. e যাtা on 
this occasion, this time. ̃গান n. an open-air opera or drama; an open-air opera performance; a song 
contained in an open-air opera. ̃পsুক n. (Christ.) the Exodus. যািtণী fem. of যাtী । যাtীবাহী a. 
carrying passengers. যাtীবাহী জাহাজ a passenger ship. যাtী a. carrying or transporting passengers 
(যাtীেনৗকা). ☐ n. a goer; a traveller, a passenger. 

যাথাযথয্ [ yāthāyathya ] n correctness; propriety; exact ness, exactitude. 

যাথাথর্য্ [ yāthārthya ] n rightness; correctness; accuracy; reality; genuineness, authenticity; 
trueness; veracity; truth; actuality; propriety; exactness, exactitude. 

যাদব [ yādaba ] a descended from King Yadu (যd). ☐ n. a descendant of King Yadu; Krishna 
(কৃ ). যাদবী a. fem. of যাদব । ☐ n. a Yadava (যাদব) female. ̃বংশ n. a clan descending from King 
Yadu (যd). 
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যাদৃশ, যাদৃক [ yādṛśa, yādṛka ] a & con. such, as. fem. যাদৃশী । যাদৃশী ভাবনা যs িসিdভর্বিত তাদৃশী as 
one contemplates, so one gains; like thought, like success. 

যান [ yāna ] n a vehicle, a conveyance, a carriage (aশব্যান); a way, a route (িপতৃযান); a way of 
worship (হীনযান). ̃বাহন n. transport, conveyance. ̃শালা n. garage. 

যািntক [ yāntrika ] a pertaining to machines, mechanical; versed in machines or mechanical 
engineering or machine operating. ☐ n. a mechanic; a mechanical engineer; a machine-man, an 
operator. যািntক েগালেযাগ mechanical disorder or defect. 

যাপক [ yāpaka ] a & n. one who spends or passes (time). 

যাপন [ yāpana ] n spending or passing (time). যাপন করা v. to spend, to pass. 

যািপত [ yāpita ] a (of time etc.) spent, passed. 

যাপয্ [ yāpya ] a (of time etc.) that which is to be or can be spent or passed; (of an action etc.) 
warranting animadversion or reflection, blamable; reprehensible; (of an affair etc.) deserving to 
be screened or kept concealed; incapable of being radically redressed or remedied or cured (যাপয্ 
েরাগ). 

যাবক [ yābaka ] n lac-dye. যাবক-েরখা n. a line along the border of the foot of a woman painted 
with lac-dye. 

যাবচ্চndিদবাকর [ yābaccandradibākara ] adv as long as the sun and the moon will exist; eternally, 
perpetu ally, for ever. 

যাবjীবন [ yābajjībana ] adv as long as one's life lasts, for life. ☐ a. life-long. যাবjীবন কারাদN 
imprisonment for life, a life-term, a life sentence. 

যাবত্ [ yābat ] adv & con. as long (as). &square; con. till, until; during, for. ☐ a. all, entire, 
whatever. 

যাবতীয় [ yābatīẏa ] a all, one and all, whatever. 

যাবিনকা [ yābanikā ] a of Ionian Greeks; Greek; non Hindu; (inc. but pop.) Muslim. 

যাম [ yāma ] n a division of the hours of the day (=3 hours approx.) ̃েঘাষ n. the jackal (as it howls 
at every third hour). 

যািমনী [ yāminī ] n. fem the night. ̃নাথ n. the moon. ̃েযােগ adv. by night; at night. 
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যাময্ [ yāmya ] a southern. যােময্াtরবৃt n. (geog.) the meridian circle. 

যায় [ yāẏa ] n a list, an inventory, a catalogue; account, sake (িকেসর যােয়). 

যায়-যায় [ yāẏa-yāẏa ] a & adv. on the point of going; on the point of dying or collapsing (যায় যায় 
aব হা). 

যাযাবর [ yāyābara ] a wandering without a settled home, vagrant; nomadic, gypsy. যাযাবর জািত n. 
nomads; gypsies, wandering tribes. যাযাবর পািখ a bird of passage, a migratory bird. 

িযিন [ yini ] pro who (used in respect). 

িযশু, িজশু [ yiśu, jiśu ] n Jesus (Christ). 

যুk [ yukta ] a joined; united, federated, amalgamated; attached or adjoining; joint; (chiefly gr.) 
compound; possessing, invested with ( ীযুk); containing (েদাষযুk, ঘৃতযুk); seized or stricken or 
affected with (েkাধযুk); employed or engaged (কেমর্ যুk); attached or fitted or yoked (ঘািনেত যুk); 
conforming to (যুিkযুk); (math.) added. ☐ prep. & n. plus (6 যুk 17). ˜কর n. folded hands. ☐ a. 
with folded hands. যুk করা v. to join, to unite. যুk কমর্সিচব a joint secretary. ̃দল a. (bot.) 
gamopetalous. যুk pেচ া a joint or united effort. ̃pেদশ n. the United Provinces (in India). ̃েবিণ n. the 
confluence of the Ganges, the Jamuna and the Saraswati near Allahabad. ̃রাজয্ n. the United 
Kingdom (of Great Britain and Ireland). ̃রাT n. the United States (of America); a federal 
state. ̃রাTীয় িবচারালয় a federal court. ̃শাসন n. joint government; dual government; joint 
magistracy. ̃sাkর joint signature. 

যুkা [ yuktā ] a. fem of যুk (a.). 

যুkাkর [ yuktākṣara ] n (gr.) a compound or conjunct letter. 

যুিk [ yukti ] n joining, union, unification, federation, amalgamation; (rare) juncture, junction, a 
cause, a reason; argument or judgment; logic; deliberation; consultation; counsel, advice; a plan, 
a scheme. যুিk আঁটা, যুিk করা v. to consult, to confer; to intrigue together; to deliberate on; to plan, 
to scheme. ̃দাতা n. a counsellor, an adviser. fem. ̃দাtী । যুিk েদoয়া v. to give counsel, to advise. যুিk 

েদখােনা v. to show cause; to argue, to adduce reason. যুিk েনoয়া v. to take counsel or advice. ̃পূবর্ক 
adv. having planned (that); after conferring (with); with due deliberation; supported by reasons. 
যুিk pদশর্ন করা same as যুিk েদখােনা । ̃বাদী a. rationalistic, free thinking; amenable to reason, 
reasonable; (loos.) rational. যুিkবাদী েলাক a rationalist, a freethinker; a reasonable person. ̃িবrd a. 
unreasonable; irrational. ̃যুk, ̃সংগত, ̃সmত, ̃সহ a. con forming to or supported by reason, reasonable; 
logical; advisable. ̃শাst n. logic. ̃শূn, ̃হীন a. unreasonable, irrational; groundless, causeless. 
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যুগ [ yuga ] n a period of twelve years; any one of the four mythological aeons or ages (namely 
সতয্, েtতা, dাপর and কিল); an aeon; an age; an era; an epoch; times (যুেগর হাoয়া); (fig.) a great length 
of time (চুল বাঁধেতi eক যুগ েগল); a yoke; a pair (পদযুগ); a unit of lineal measure equal to four 
cubits. k̃য় same as যগুাn । ̃ধমর্ n. the spirit of the times or age, zeitgeist; the trend of the times or 
age; (loos.) characteristics of the age or times. ̃ধমর্পালন n. adopting or following the trends of the 
age. ̃nর n. the pole to which a yoke is fixed; (fig.) the person who represents the spirit of an 
age. ̃pবতর্ক n. the maker of an age or epoch. ̃সিn n. transition of an age. ̃সিnকাল n. the transition 
period. ̃সিnকালীন a. transitional. যুগাn n. the end of an age; a universal dissolution causing the world 
to be created anew; a great radical revolution bringing in a new era. যুগাnকারী a. epoch-making. 
যুগাnর n. a different age; a new age; an epoch-making revolution. যুগাবতার n. the divine incarnation 
of the age; an epoch-making divine incarnation; the greatest teacher or preceptor of the age. 
যুেগাপেযাগী a. fitting the age or times; suitable to or befitting the age; obedient to the age or times; 
time-be fitting. 

যুগপত্ [ yugapat ] a simultaneous. ☐ adv. simultaneously. 

যুগল [ yugala ] n a pair, a couple, a brace (নয়নযুগল); a yoke, a team (aশব্যুগল); a pair of married or 
betrothed persons or of lovers; a male and a female paired together (হংসযুগল). ̃মূিতর্ n. a picture of 
Radha (রাধা) and Krishna (কৃ ) united together in love; a picture of a divine pair (হরেগৗরীর যুগলমূিতর্). 

যুিগ [ yugi ] n a Hindu caste originally employed in weaving; a member of this caste. 

যুg [ yugma ] n a pair, a couple. ☐ a. joint (যুgসmাদক); (math.) even (যুg সংখয্া). 

যুঝা, েযাঝা [ yujhā, yōjhā ] v to fight; to contend or vie (with); to struggle (against.) ̃েনা v. to 
cause to fight or contend or struggle. ̃যুিঝ n. mutual or repeated fight or contest or vying or 
struggle. 

যুিট [ yuṭi ] n a pair, a couple, a brace; one of a pair, a partner (েটিনেস িলেয়ন্ডােরর যুিট ভূপিত). 

যুত2 [ yuta2 ] a possessing, invested with ( ীযুত). 

যুিত [ yuti ] n addition; union. 

যুd [ yuddha ] n a war, a battle, a fight; an engagement, an encounter, a combat; a tournament, a 
contest; struggle (aেনক যুd কের সেনটিট িলেখিছ). যুd করা v. to fight, to battle, to war; to wage war; to 
encounter, to combat; to contend; to struggle, to strive hard. যুেd নামা v. to join the war; to declare 
war. eেলােমেলা যুd a skirmish. হাতাহািত যুd a battle royal. ̃ঋণ n. a war-debt or war-loan. ̃কালীন a. 
wartime. ̃kশল a. skilled in warfare; warlike, military, martial. ̃েকৗশল n. military tactics; art of war 
fare; strategics. ̃েkt n. a battlefield. ̃জয় n. victory in war, victory. ̃জয়ী a. victorious in war, 
victorious. যুdজয়ী বয্িk n. a victor in war, a victor, a victorious person. ̃জাহাজ n. warship, a man-of-
war, a battleship. ̃নাদ n. a war-cry. যুdং েদিহ ভাব bellicosity, militancy; pugnacity. ̃িনপুণ same as ̃kশল 
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। ̃নীিত n. rules and regulations of war; tactics of war; war policy. ̃পটু same as ̃kশল । ̃িpয় a. 
bellicose. warlike. ̃বিn n. prisoner of war. ̃বাজ a. bellicose; encouraging war. যুdবাজ বয্িk n. a 
warmonger, (cp.) a hawk. ̃িবgহ n. hostilities and warfare. ̃িবদয্া n. art of warfare; military tactics, 
strategics. ̃িবধব্s a. wartorn. ̃িবভাগ n. the War Department, the Defence Department; the War 
Office. ̃িবরিত n. truce, armistice, the cessation or stop ping of fighting for a time, cease fire. ̃িবশারদ 
same as ̃kশল । ̃যাtা n. a military expedition; a going out to war. ̃রীিত same as ̃নীিত । ̃শািn, ̃েশষ n. end 
or cessation of war or hostilities, peace, armistice. ̃সjা n. equipage for war; armament; a military 
dress, (cp.) a battledress. ̃সাধ n. desire to fight. ̃ হল n. a battlefield. যুdাবসান same as ̃শািn । যুdাথর্ 
adv. for war. to fight. যুdাথর্ী a. desirous of fighting; on the point of fighting; militant. যুেdাদয্ম n. 
preparation for war. যুেdাnt a. war neurotic; frenziedly fighting. যুেdাnাদ a. crazy for war; 
bellicose; war-neurotic. ☐ n. craze for war, (cp.) bellicosity; war-neurosis. যুেdাnুখ a. ready for 
war, on the war-path. যুেdাপকরণ n. war materials, requisites for war; arms and ammunition. 

যুিধি র [ yudhiṣṭhira ] a capable of retaining mental calm during war. ☐ n. Yudhishthira, the 
eldest son of Pandu (পাN)ু. 

যুধয্মান [ yudhyamāna ] a engaged in fighting, belligerent. 

যুবরাজ [ yubarāja ] n a crown prince. iংলয্ােNর যুবরাজ the Prince of Wales. ােnর যুবরাজ the 
Dauphin. রািশয়ার যুবরাজ the Tsarevich. the Czarevich. 

যুবসমাজ [ yubasamāja ] n the youth, the community of young people. 

যুবসmpদায় [ yubasampradāẏa ] n the community of young people, the youth collectively. 

যুবসেmলন [ yubasammēlana ] n a youth conference. 

যুবা, যুবক [ yubā, yubaka ] a one who has attained youth; (loos.) grown-up; young. ☐ n. a young 
man, a youth. fem. যুবতী, যুবিত । যুবজািন n. the husband of a young woman. যুবাকাল, যুবাবয়স n. youth, 
young age; (of animals) calf-time. 

যুযুত্য়া [ yuyutẏā ] n desire for fighting or war, bellicosity; pugnacity. 

যুযুত্s [ yuyutsu ] a desirous of fighting or war, bellicose; pugnacious. 

যূথ [ yūtha ] n a flock, a herd, a pack, a flight, a swarm. ̃চর, ̃চারী a. gregarious. ̃পিত n. the leading 
beast of a flock or herd. ̃  a. strayed from the flock or herd. যূথ  পশু a strayling, astray. 

যূিথকা, যূথী [ yūthikā, yūthī ] n a kind of jasmine. 
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যূপ [ yūpa ] n a wooden framework to which the neck of a sacrificial victim is fixed at the time of 
immolation (also যূপকা ). ̃কা  same as যূপ । 

যুষ [ yuṣa ] n decoction. broth, soup. 

েয [ yē ] rel. pro & con. who, which, that. &square; con. that (বলিছ েয আজ বািD যাব). ☐ a. that 
which (েয েছাকDা, েয িবষয়). ☐ int. expressing doubt or uncertainty (কী েয হেব); cause (েবলা েয েগল, 
বািD চেলা); interrogation or inquiry (েখলিল না েয); reproof (িমথয্া বলিল েয); drawing of attention or 
attachment of importance (dঃেখ বুক ফােট েয); amazement (aত পেD েফল করল েয) ; disgust (আবার বৃি  
eেলা েয); warning (ছুেট চেলা-েTন ছাDল েয); acceptance (েয আjা). েয aবিধ since when; up to which 
time, till when. েয আjা all right, sir; as you please, sir; that's right, sir. েয কিট all the small number 
that, the few. েয কারেণ for which reason, wherefore, why. েয কােল whilst, when. েয েক েসi pro. & a. 
as before, the same. েয েকu whoever; anybody; any one. েয েকােনাজন, েয েকােনািট any one. েয েকােনা 
হােন anywhere; anywhere and everywhere; everywhere. েযটkু pro. a. & con. all the small amount 

or degree or extent that, the little. েয িদন the day which or when; which day. েয পযর্n up to which; 
up to which time; till. েয েয all who; all which. েয েস pro. any man in the street, Tom Dick or 
Harry; anybody whoever; anybody and everybody; anybody; everybody. ☐ a. ordinary, 
commonplace, humdrum. 

েযi [ yēi ] adv & con. just when, just as, as soon as. &square; a. which েযiিদন. ☐ pro. whoever 
(েযi বলুক না েকন, শুেনা). েযiমাt.......েসiমাt just when, just as, as soon as. 

েযখান [ yēkhāna ] n which place; whichever place. ̃কার a. of which particular place; of a particular 
place. েযখােন adv. & con. where; wherever. েযখােন-েসখােন adv. anywhere and everywhere; 
everywhere; all over the shop. 

েযথা [ yēthā ] n same as েযখান । ☐ adv. & con. same as েযখােন । ˜কার, ̃য়, েযথা-েসথা same as েযখানকার, 
েযখােন and েযখােন েসখােন respectively. 

েযন [ yēna ] adv & con. as, like; as if; so that; that (pাথর্না কির েযন sখী হo); taking care that (টাকা 
হারায় না েযন); accepting that or supposing that (তাi েযন হল); I am failing to recollect just now (কী 
েযন নাম). কী েযন তােক বল what do you call him or her. কী েযন তার নাম what's his (or her or its) name. 
েযন-েতন pকাের, েযন-েতন pকােরণ somehow; by hook or by crook, by fair means or foul; negligently or 
perfunctorily. 

েযবা [ yēbā ] pro whoever; whichever. 

েযমন [ yēmana ] a & con. as like; for instance, for example. ☐ adv. & con. as much or as like, 
as; just as, as soon as. ☐ int. ex pressing mild surprise or contradiction or contempt (তুিমo েযমন). 
েযমনi a. & con. as, like. &square; adv. & con. same as েযমন (adv. & con.) েযমন-েতমন a. of any sort 
or kind; trifling, of a sort. েযমন েতমন কের adv. in a haphazard manner, in a random or slipshod or 
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designless fashion. েযমিন var. of েযমনi । েযমন কমর্ েতমন ফল as one has brewed, so one will drink; as 
you sow, so you reap; rightly served. 

েযrপ [ yērūpa ] a. con & int. same as েযমন (a. con. & int.). &square; adv. & con. as much or as 
like, as. 

েযেহত ু[ yēhētu ] con because, since, as. 

ৈযছন, ৈযেছ [ yaichana, yaichē ] adv & con. (obs.) as much or as like, as. 

েযা2 [ yō2 ] pro (obs. & poet.) who. &square; a. as. েযা hkম as you command (indicating cringing 
obedience). 

েযাক্t [ yōktra ] n a halter; resource, provision (চাকিরর েযাক্t েনi); facility or convenience (কােজ 
েযাক্t েনi). 

েযাগ [ yōga ] n union; mixture, blending; relation; connection, association; contact; cooperation, 
concert (eকেযােগ); act of joining with; yoga (েযােগ বসা); an expedient or means; a medium 
(ডাকেযােগ); a vehicle or a route (িবমানেযােগ, শূnেযােগ); a path or method for spiritual attainments 
(ভিkেযাগ); a time (রজনীেযােগ); (astr. & astrol.) a conjunction of stars and planets (িব ুmেযাগ); (astrol.) 
an auspicious time (িববােহর েযাগ); (astrol.) a probability of occurrence (মৃতুয্েযাগ); a remedy, a 
medicine (মুি েযাগ); food, repast (জলেযাগ); facility or chance (লােভর েযাগ); application or 
employment (মেনােযাগ); (math.) addition; (math.) the plus sign. েযাগ করা v. to unite; to mix, to 
blend; to practise yoga; to add. েযাগ েদoয়া v. to unite; to associate with; to participate; to report as 
for duty; to take up an employment, to join; to add. ̃িkয়া n. (alg.) componendo. ̃েkম n. attainment 
or acquisition of unattained things and preservation of what is attained. ̃দান n. participation, 
taking part; attending. েযাগদান করা v. to be associated with; to side with, to join (with); to take part 
in, to participate; to report for duty; to take up an employment, to join. ̃িনdা n. self-absorbed 
trance of a divine person (িব ুর েযাগিনdা); a yogic trance (েযাগিনdামg তপsী). ̃ফল n. (arith.) result of 
addition, sum; (phys.) summation. ̃বল n. spiritual power derived from yogic practice or 
meditation. ̃বাহী a. uniting; connecting; acting as a medium; helping to maintain con tact; (chem.) 
catalytic. ̃বয্ায়াম n. yoga; yogic exercise for physical and mental health. ̃ভঙ্গ n. break or interruption 
of yogic meditation; a failing in yogic practice or meditation. ̃  a. interrupted or foiled in yogic 
practice or meditation; lured away or fallen from spiritual heights attained by means of yoga. ̃মায়া 
n. (Hindu theol.) the all prevading illusory energy of godhead; Goddess Durga (dগর্া). ̃মাগর্ n. the 
yogic path of spiritual attainments or salvation. ̃rঢ় a. (gr.) formed by compounding two or more 
words and implying a special meaning (েযাগrঢ় শb). ̃শাst n. the yogic scriptures; a book on yogic 
practice. ̃সাজশ n. un desirable or unfair or criminal collaboration; a conspiracy. ̃সাজেশ adv. in 
collusion with. ̃সাধন n. unification; mixture; blending; joining; practice of yoga. ̃সাধনা n. practice 
of yoga. ̃িসd a. successful in acquiring spiritual attainments or salvation through yogic practice; 
attained through yogic practice. ̃িসিd n. success in yogic practice; spiritual or other attainments or 
salvation obtained through yogic practice. ̃সtূ n. connexion; correlation. 
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েযাগাকষর্ণ [ yōgākarṣaṇa ] n molecular attraction; cohesion; gravity. 

েযাগাভয্াস [ yōgābhyāsa ] n practice of yoga. 

েযাগােযাগ [ yōgāyōga ] n communion; unity, consistency (pারেmর সেঙ্গ uপসংহােরর েযাগােযাগ); relation, 
connection, association; intercourse; contact, touch; communication, contact (তার সেঙ্গ আমার বhিদন 
েযাগােযাগ েনi); co-operation (পরsর েযাগােযােগ কাযর্সাধন). েযাগােযাগ রkা করা v. to maintain contact 
(with); to maintain means of communication (with). েযাগােযাগ হাপন করা v. to establish contact 
(with); to set up means of communication (with). 

েযাগাrঢ় [ yōgārūḍh◌় ] a absorbed in or successful in yogic meditation. 

েযাগাসন [ yōgāsana ] n a posture of sitting or a seat for yogic meditation; the posture of yogic 
exercise. 

েযাগাসীন [ yōgāsīna ] a seated in yogic meditation. fem. েযাগাসীনা । 

েযািগনী [ yōginī ] n. fem (myth.) any one of the sixty-four female attendants of Goddess Durga 
(dগর্া); a female ascetic or yogi; a woman who practises ardently (কমর্েযািগনী); (astr. & astrol.) a 
particular conjunction of stars (পি েম েযািগনী). 

েযাগী [ yōgī ] n a yogi; an ascetic; one who practises ardently (কমর্েযাগী). েযাগীnd, েযাগীশব্র n. the 
greatest yogi or the lord of yogis; Shiva (িশব). 

েযাগীেবশ [ yōgībēśa ] n the conventional garb of an ascetic or yogi. 

েযােগ [ yōgē ] adv by, with, through (ডাকেযােগ, েনৗকােযােগ). 

েযাগয্ [ yōgya ] a worthy, fit, deserving; becoming (রাজার েযাগয্); proper, right; condign (েযাগয্ শািs); 
merited (েযাগয্ পুরsার); eligible; competent, able, efficient. fem. েযাগয্া । পাঠেযাগয্ a. readable, worth 
reading. ̃তা n. worthiness, fitness; worth merit; eligibility; competency, ability. েযাগয্তাnসাের adv. in 
order of merit. েযাগয্তাপt n. a certificate of competency. 

েযাজক [ yōjaka ] n (geog.) an isthmus. ☐ a. joining, linking; uniting. 

েযাজন [ yōjana ] n joining or linking; unification; mixing or blending; employment (ৈসnেযাজন); 
application (শbেযাজন); investment (as of money); fixation, implantation (ধnেক শরেযাজন); a measure 
of distance usu. about five miles, a yojana. ̃গn n. musk. েযাজনা same as েযাজন except in the last 
sense, and-n. planning or a plan (চতুথর্ েযাজনা). 
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েযািজত [ yōjita ] a joined, linked; unified; mixed, blended; employed, applied; invested; fixed, 
implanted. 

েযাজয্তা [ yōjyatā ] n valency. 

েযাটক [ yōṭaka ] n union; combination; combination or agreement for matrimonial purposes 
(রাজেযাটক); a pair; one of a pair. েযাটক েমলা v. to be found agreeable or to combine well for 
matrimonial purpose; to be supplied with a pair, to be paired. 

েযাdা [ yōddhā ] n a fighter, a warrior, a soldier. 

েযাdাজািত [ yōddhājāti ] n a warlike or martial race. 

েযাdৃবগর্ [ yōddhṛbarga ] n warriors or soldiers collectively, fighting personnel. 

েযাdৃেবশ [ yōddhṛbēśa ] n the dress or attire of a soldier; the military dress. 

েযাধ [ yōdha ] n a battle, a fight, a war; a warrior, a soldier, a fighter. 

েযািন [ yōni ] n the female genital passage, the vagina; a place of origin, a source (কমলােযািন); birth 
or racial origin (েদবেযািন). 

েযায়ান2 [ yōẏāna2 ] n caraway, carum, ptychotis. 

েযৗিkক [ yauktika ] a reasonable; logical, advisable. ̃তা n. resonableness; logicality; advisability. 

েযৗগ [ yauga ] n (chem.) a compound. 

েযৗিগক [ yaugika ] a compound, composite; complex; mixed; (gr.) derivative; a yogic. েযৗিগক 
anবীkণ a compound microscope. েযৗিগক aথর্ (gr.) the derivative meaning (of a word). েযৗিগক কাচ a 
compound lens. েযৗিগক িkয়া a yogic performance; (gr.) a compound verb (e. g. কের েফলা, বেস পDা) 
(cp.) a verb phrase. েযৗিগক পদাথর্ a compound substance, a compound. েযৗিগক পন্হা the yogic system 
or method. েযৗিগক বাকয্ (gr.) a compound sentence. েযৗিগক শb (gr.) a derivative; (loos.) a compound 
word, a compound. েযৗিগক সংখয্া (arith.) a mixed or complex number. 

েযৗতুক [ yautuka ] n a dowry; a portion; a present or gift given at the time of certain sacramental 
ceremonies. েযৗতুক েদoয়া v. to bestow a dowry upon, to dower, to give a present. ̃pথা n. the dowry 
system. ̃হীন a. portionless. 

েযৗথ [ yautha ] a united, combined; joint. েযৗথ কারবার a joint stock company. েযৗথ েচ া united or 
combined effort. েযৗথ পিরবার a joint family. েযৗথ sাkর joint signature. 
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েযৗন [ yauna ] a vaginal; biogenetic; sexual (েযৗনসংগম); venereal (েযৗনবয্ািধ) । কমর্ী n. a sex worker. তা 
n. sexuality. ̃kমতা n. sexual power. ̃dবর্লতা n. sexual debility; impotence. ̃েরাগ n. sexual disease; 
syphilis or gonorrhoea. ̃সংগম n. sexual union, copulation, sexual intercourse. 

েযৗবন [ yaubana ] n youth; calf-time; youthfulness. ̃কNক n. an acne. ̃কাল n. youth; calf time; 
grown-up stage. ̃pাp a. one who has attained youth. fem. ̃pাpা । ̃pািp n. attainment of youth, 
coming of age. ̃বতী a. fem. young; youthful. ̃ভার n. development of the body on attainment of 
youth; the excitement of youthful passions. ̃লkণ n. the marks on or the development of the body 
indicating attainment of youth. ̃ ী n. physical grace acquired on attainment of youth. ̃সmn a. full 
of youth; youthful; one who has attained youth. fem. ̃সmnা । ̃sলভ a. usual for youth, youthful. 
েযৗবনাব হা same as েযৗবনকাল । 

েযৗবরাজয্ [ yaubarājya ] n the office or post of a crown prince. েযৗবরােজয্ aিভিষk করা, েযৗবরাজয্ pদান 
করা v. to install as a crown prince. 
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র [ r ] n the twenty-seventh consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

রoনা [ rōnā ] n setting out, setting out on a journey; departure; dispatch (ডাক রoনা কের 
েদoয়া). রoনা হoয়া v. to set out, to set out on a journey; to depart. রoনা করােনা v. to see off, 
to dispatch; to arrange for one's journey. 

রং, রঙ [ ra, ṃraṅa ] n color, hue; dye; paint; complexion; (of playing cards) a suit or one 
of a suit or the trump-suit or a trump; exaggeration. রং করা v. to put color on, to paint, 
to color; to dye. রং চDােনা v. to put color on, to color; to exaggerate. রং হoয়া v. to take on 
color, to color. ̃চং n. variegation in coloring; gaudiness. ̃চঙা, ̃চেঙ a. variegated in colors; 

gaudy. ̃ঢং n. fun and frolics; drollery; frolicking. ̃দার same as রংচঙা । রংেবরং, রঙেবরঙ a. 

variegated in colors; diverse. রঙােনা v. to dye; to color; to paint, see also রাঙােনা । 

রং মহল [ ra mmahala ] n a pleasure house; a place for entertainment; a theatre hall. 

রংrট [ raṃruṭa ] n a recruit. 

রক2 [ raka2 ] n the gigantic roc bird of legends, the roc, the rok, the ruc. 

রকম [ rakama ] n a variety, a sort, a kind; manner, fashion style, way; characteristic or 
habit (েলাকটার রকমi oi). ☐ adv. nearly or approximately, about (চার আনা রকম aংশ). রকম রকম, 
রকমাির, রকমoয়াির a. of or in various sorts of fashions, various; assorted; different (রকম রকম 
েলাক, রকম রকম rিচ). রকমসকম n. pl. (usu. dero.) ways, gestures or movements; symptoms 
(েরাগীর রকমসকম). 

রk [ rakta ] n blood. ☐ a. blood-red, sanguine, red; dyed in red; (of eyes) bloodshot or 
reddened; inclined or attached (িবরk, anরk). রk গরম থাকা v. to retain blood heat, to be 
still alive; (fig.) to be still young or in vigour. রk জমাট করা v. to curdle one's blood, to 
make one's blood freeze. রk জল করা v. (lit.) to liquefy one's blood; (fig.) to work hard to 
the impairment of one's health. রk ঝরা v. to bleed. রk েদoয়া v. to donate one's blood (as 
to a blood-bank or a sick person); to transfuse blood (to the veins of a sick person); 
(fig.) to shed or spill one's own blood (েদেশর জn রk েদoয়া). রk েনoয়া v. (med.) to draw 
one's blood for bacteriological examination. রk পDা v. to bleed. রk বn করা v. to stop 
bleeding. রk হoয়া v. to gain blood. রেkর akের েলখা (fig.) a. written in blood; containing 
the history of a great many losses of life or a massacre. ☐ v. (fig.) to shed one's own 

blood for. রেkর দােম েকন a. blood-bought. রেkর েনশা । same as রkিপপাসা । রেkর সmকর্, রেkর সmn 

blood-relationship. রk-আঁিখ same as রkচk ু। ̃কিণকা n. a blood corpuscle. েলািহত রkকিণকা a red 

(blood) corpuscle. েশব্ত রkকিণকা a white (blood) corpuscle. ̃কnল n. the coral. ̃কমল n. the 
red lotus. ̃করবী n. the red oleander. ̃কাঞ্চন n. the mountain ebony. ̃kমুদ n. the red lotus. ̃kয় 
n. loss of blood; bloodshed; (fig.) great impairment of health and energy. ̃kয়ী a. causing 
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or involving loss of blood; causing or involving bloodshed, sanguinary; (fig.) causing great 
impairment of health and energy. ̃kরণ n. blood-letting, surgical drawing off of some of a patient's 
blood. ̃গঙ্গা n. a river of blood; a pool of blood caused by a heavy haemorrhage (মাথা েকেট রkগঙ্গা); a 
great massacre, blood-bath (দাঙ্গায় রkগঙ্গা). রk-গরম a. easily irritable or angered, hot-blooded; hot 
headed, hot-brained. ̃চk ুn. blood shot eye(s); an angry look. ☐ a. having reddish eyes; bloody-
eyed. ̃চnন n. the red sandalwood. ̃চাপ n. blood pressure. ̃েচাষা a. blood-sucking. ☐ n. a deadly 
blood-sucking lizard; (fig.) an exorbitant extortioner; a bloodsucker, a vampire. ̃েচাষা বাdD the 
vampire-bat. ̃জবা n. the red chinarose. ̃িজh a. having a ruddy or bloodred tongue. ̃তঞ্চন n. clotting 
or congealing of blood. ̃দান n. donation of one's blood (as to a blood-bank or a sick person); 
blood-transfusion; (fig.) act of shed ding one's own blood, blood-sacrifice. ̃dি , ̃েদাষ n. blood-
poisoning, pyaemia. ̃নদী same as রkগঙ্গা । ̃নয়ন same as রkচk ু। ̃িনশান n. a red flag. রkপ a. blood-
sucking. ̃পd n. the red lotus. ̃পাত n. bloodshed; haemorrhage. রkপাত করা v. to shed or spill blood. 
রkপাত হoয়া v. to bleed. প̃াতহীন a. bloodless; without blood shed. রk পান করা v. to suck or drink 
(another's) blood; (fig.) to extort exorbitantly. ̃পায়ী a. blood sucking. রkপায়ী বাdD the vampire-
bat. ̃িপN n. a lump of clotted or congealed blood; (fig.) an embryo. ̃িপt n. (med.) haemorrhage 
from the liver. ̃িপপাসা n. thirst for blood. ̃িপপাs a. bloodthirsty. ̃pদর n. (med.) a kind of leucorrhoea 
causing haemorrhage. ̃বত্ n. blood-like; blood-red. ̃বমন n. blood-vomiting; (med.) haematemesis. 
রkবমন করা v. to vomit blood. ̃বণর্ a. blood-red; ruddy; crimson. ☐ n. blood-red-colour; crimson 
colour. ̃বসন n. red-coloured or crimson-coloured cloth. ☐ a. wearing a red coloured or crimson-
coloured cloth. fem. a. রkবসনা । রkবসনা নারী a woman in red or crimson. ̃বাহ n. a blood-vessel; a 

vein. ̃বাহী a. blood carrying. ̃িবকার same as রkdি  । ̃িবnd n. a drop of blood. ̃বীজ n. (myth.) a demon 
each drop of whose blood, as soon as it fell to the ground, would in stantly create a new demon 
equal to him; the pomegranate. রkবীেজর ঝাD (fig. & dero.) a family or collection which cannot be 
thoroughly exterminated. ˜b ৃিd n. increase of blood in the body. ̃েবgিন, ̃েবগিন a. & n. violet, purple. 
˜ভাNার n. a blood-bank. ̃মst n. plasma; serum. ̃মাংস n. flesh and blood composing one's body; flesh 
and blood. রkমাংেসর শরীর the human body or the mortal frame (which is susceptible to pain). 
রkমাংেসর সmকর্ blood-relationship. ̃েমাkক a. blood-letting. ̃েমাkণ n. blood-letting. রkেমাkণ করা v. to 
bleed (as a patient), to let another's blood. ̃rিঞ্জত a. blood stained; dyed in red. ̃রস n. plasma. ̃রাগ n. 
a crimson glow or colour. ̃রাগমিণ n. the onyx. ̃েরখা n. a streak of blood; a streak of crimson light or 
colour. ̃েলাচন same as রkচk ু। ̃শূn same as রkহীন । ̃েশাধক a. purifying or rectifying blood. ̃েশাষক 

same as রkেচাষা । রkেশাষণ করা v. to suck another's blood; (fig.) to extort 
exorbitantly. ̃সংবহন, ̃সঞ্চলন, ̃সঞ্চালন n. circulation of blood. ̃সঞ্চার n. blood transfusion. ̃sান n. (fig.) a 
great massacre, blood-bath. ̃sাব n. haemorrhage. ̃েsাত n. a stream or flow of blood. ̃হীন a. 
bloodless; anaemic; pale. ̃হীনতা n. bloodlessness; anaemia; paleness. রkাk a. smeared with blood; 
blood-stained (রkাk বসন); bleeding (রkাk েদহ); dyed or painted in crimson, crimson (রkাk 
আকাশ). রkিতসার n. blood-dysentery; bacillary dysentery; the bloody flux. রkািধকয্ n. (med.) 
plethora. রkাভ a. having a crimson glow, crimson; ruddy. রkাভাব n. blood-starvation. রkাmর same 
as রkবসন । রkারিk n. profuse bloodshed; mutual bloodshed; profuse haemorrhage. রkাlতা n. 
anaemia. রিkম a. reddish; crimson, blood-red, ruddy; reddened; flushed (e. g. flushed cheeks). 
রিkমা n. redness; red or crimson glow; ruddiness or a flush. রেkাত্পল n. the red lotus. রেkাপল n. 
ochre, red chalk. 
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রkক [ rakṣaka ] n a protector; a defender; a guard, a guardsman; a guardian; a rescuer, a saviour; 
a preserver; a caretaker, a keeper; a maintainer; a depositor; a custodian. 

রkণ [ rakṣaṇa ] n same as রkা (n.). ☐ a. (used as a sfx.) protecting, defending, guarding 
(রাkসkলরkণ). ̃শীল a. obscurantist; conservative. রkণােবkণ n. supervision; care, custody, guarding. 
রkণােবkণ করা v. to look after, to take care of; to su pervise; to guard. রkণােবkণাধীন a. in one's care 
or custody, under one's tute lage or guardianship. রkণীয় a. that which is to be or can be protected 
or defended or guarded or rescued or preserved or observed or taken care of or maintained or 
deposited. fem. রkণীয়া । 

রkা [ rakṣā ] n protection; defence; guarding; rescue, saving; preservation; observance, act of 
abiding by; act of taking care of, keeping; maintenance, upkeep, retention; depositing. ☐ v. poet. 
form of রkা করা । রkা করা v. to protect; to defend; to guard; to rescue; to save; to preserve; to 
observe, to keep; to look after, to take care of, to keep, to tend; to maintain, to keep up, to retain; 
to deposit. pিতjা রkা করা to keep or ful fil one's promise. রkা েনi no escape. ̃কবচ n. an amulet 
believed to have occult power to safeguard the wearer; safeguard (সংখয্ালঘুেদর জn রkাকবচ). ̃কতর্া n. 
same as রkক । fem. ̃কt র্ী । ̃কালী n. a manifestation of Goddess Kali (কালী). 

রিkগৃহ [ rakṣigṛha ] n a guard-room. 

রিkণী [ rakṣiṇī ] fem of রkী । 

রিkত [ rakṣita ] a protected; defended; guarded; rescued, preserved; observed; taken care of; 
tended; maintained, kept up; deposited. রিkতা fem. of রিkত । ☐ n. a kept woman; a mistress, a 
concubine. 

রkী [ rakṣī ] n a guard, a guardsman. 

রkীবগর্, রkীৈসn [ rakṣībarga, rakṣīsainya ] n the defence army; household troops, guards. 

রেkারাজ [ rakṣōrāja ] n a king of rakshasas. 

রগ [ raga ] n the flat portion of either side of the head above the cheekbone, the temple. রগ িটপ 
িটপ করা v. to have a morbid throbbing of temples. রগ েঘঁেস grazing the temple. ̃চটা a. a quick-
tempered. 

রগD [ ragaḍ◌় ] n fun; a practical joke; drollery. রগD করা v. to make fun (of); to play a practical 
joke. রগD েদখা v. to see or enjoy fun; (fig.) to take delight in another's trouble, misfortune etc. 

রগDােনা [ ragaḍ◌়ānō ] v to rub; to massage; to curry; to chafe, to fret. 
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রগDারগিD [ ragaḍ◌়āragaḍ◌়i ] n mutual or repeated rubbing or currying or chafing or fretting or 
importunating or higgling. 

রগরেগ [ ragaragē ] a (of colour) bright; too deep and bright red. 

রgেD, রগিDয়া [ raguḍ◌়ē, ragaḍ◌়iẏā ] a given to making fun or playing jokes; given to drollery, 
drollish; funny, jocular, droll. 

রঘু [ raghu ] n a great mythological king. ̃kল n. the dynasty or line of King Raghu 
(রঘু). ̃kলপিত, ̃নাথ, ̃পিত n. a patriarch or king of the line of Raghu (রঘু). ̃নnন n. a descendant of Raghu 
(রঘু). ̃বংশ same as রঘুkল । ̃বর n. the bestman of the line of Raghu (রঘু). ̃মিণ n. the jewel of the line of 
Raghu (রঘু). 

রিঙন [ raṅina ] a coloured; dyed; dapple, varie gated; colourful. 

রঙ্ক ু[ raṅku ] n a kind of deer. 

রঙ্গ [ raṅga ] n fun; drollery; a practical joke, jest, banter; frolic; an entertaining show. রঙ্গ করা v. to 
poke fun at; to make fun (of), to make a song (of); to stage a comic show; to droll. রঙ্গ েদখা v. to 
see or enjoy fun; (fig.) to take de light in another's trouble, misfortune etc. রঙ্গ েদখােনা v. to give an 
entertaining show; (fig.) to make one suffer for, to make one pay for, to punish deservedly, to 
pay one off. 

রঙ্গক [ raṅgaka ] n a pigment. 

রঙ্গিচt [ raṅgacitra ] n a cartoon. 

রঙ্গন [ raṅgana ] n painting; the ixora. 

রঙ্গিpয় [ raṅgapriẏa ] a fond of making fun or cracking jokes, jocular; given to drollery, drollish; 
fond of fun and frolics, frolicsome. 

রঙ্গভুিম [ raṅgabhumi ] n a battlefield; a place of public contest, an arena; a wrestling ground; a 
theatre. 

রঙ্গমঞ্চ [ raṅgamañca ] n the stage. 

রঙ্গরস [ raṅgarasa ] n fun and frolics; wit and humour. 

রঙ্গশালা [ raṅgaśālā ] n a theatre. 
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-রঙ্গা [ -raṅgā ] sfx indicating: possession of a colour or colours (েতরঙ্গা). 

রঙ্গালয় [ raṅgālaẏa ] n a theatre. 

রিঙ্গণী [ raṅgiṇī ] a. fem jocular; gay, frolicsome; sportive; taking frenzied delight in (রণরিঙ্গণী); 
(loos.) wanton. 

রিঙ্গলা2 [ raṅgilā2 ] a. fem coloured; dyed; dappled, variegated; red (রিঙ্গলা শািD); brown (রিঙ্গলা গাi). 

রচন [ racana ] n building; formation; creation; making; composition. 

রচনা [ racanā ] n building, construction; formation; creation; making; composition; a literary 
composition; an essay. রচনা করা v. to build, to construct; to form; to create; to make; to compose, 
to write (pবn বা পুsক রচনা করা). েকশ-রচনা n. hairdo. েকশরচনা করা v. to do up or dress one's hair. ̃েকৗশল 
n. method or style of building or making or of composition. ৈনপুণয্ n. skill in building or making 
or in composition. ̃পdিত, p̃ণালী same as ̃েকৗশল । ̃ৈশলী n. style (esp. literary style). ̃বিল n. writings, 

literary or other works; collected writings. ̃ভিঙ্গ, ̃রীিত same as ̃েকৗশল । 

রচিয়তা [ racaẏitā ] n a builder, a constructor; a creator, a maker; a composer; an author, a writer. 
fem. রচিয়িt । 

রিচত [ racita ] a built; created; made; composed; written. 

রজ, রজঃ [ raja, rajḥ ] n dust; (bot.) pollen; the men strual flow; (phil. & theol.) the second of the 
three natural qualities of creatures, the quality characterized by activeness and spiritedness (usu. 
রেজাgণ). 

রজক [ rajaka ] n a washerman. fem. রজকী, রজিকনী a washer-woman. 

রজত [ rajata ] n silver. ̃কািn a. as beautifully white as silver. রজত-জয়nী see জয়nী । ̃ধবল, ̃শু  a. silver-
white. ̃বণর্ a. silver-coloured, silvery. ̃মুdা n. a silver coin. ̃মূলয্ n. price paid in silver coins. রজতাঙ্গুরীয় 
n. a silver-ring. 

রজন [ rajana ] n rosin; resin; gamboge. 

রজনী [ rajanī ] n the night. ̃কাn, ̃নাথ n. the moon. ̃গnা n. the tuberose. ̃েযােগ adv. at night, by night. 

রজsলা [ rajasbalā ] a. fem in menses. 

রেজাদশর্ন [ rajōdarśana ] n the first appearance of menses. 
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রেজাবn [ rajōbandha ] n menopause; cessation of menses; change of life. 

রjু [ rajju ] n rope, cord, string, cable. ̃পথ n. a ropeway. ̃বd a. fastened with a rope, roped, 
corded, stringed. ̃ ম n. the fallacy of mistaking (snakes etc.) for a rope. 

রঞ্জক1 [ rañjaka1 ] n gunpowder. ̃ঘর n. the maga zine of a gun; a touch-hole. 

রঞ্জক2 [ rañjaka2 ] a used in dyeing or colouring; pleasing, gratifying, delightful. ☐ n. a dye, a 
paint, a colouring substance; a dyer. ̃dবয্, ̃পদাথর্ n. a dye, a paint, a colouring substance; a pigment. 

রঞ্জন [ rañjana ] n dyeing; colouring, colouration; pleasing or entertaining, gratification. ☐ a. 
entertaining, pleasing, gratifying (মেনারঞ্জন). ̃pণালী n. the process of dyeing or colouring. ̃িবদয্া n. art 
of dyeing or colouring; art of pleasing. 

রঞ্জনরি  [ rañjanaraśmi ] n Rontgen rays; X-rays. 

রঞ্জনী [ rañjanī ] a. fem of রঞ্জন (a.) 

রঞ্জা [ rañjā ] v (poet.) to dye; to colour; to please. 

রিঞ্জকা [ rañjikā ] fem of রঞ্জক2 । 

রিঞ্জত [ rañjita ] a dyed; coloured; entertained. রিঞ্জত করা v. to dye; to colour. 

রটন, রটনা [ raṭana, raṭanā ] n circulation of a report, rumour, etc.; publicity; announcement; a 
scandalous report. রটনা করা v. to circulate, to give publicity to; to announce. 

রটা [ raṭā ] v to be in circulation, to circulate; to be made public. রটােনা v. to circulate; to make 
public. যা রেট তার িকছু বেট (fig.) there is some truth in a rumour. রিটত a. circulated, made public, 
noised abroad, reported. 

রড [ raḍa ] n a rod (esp. one of metal). 

রD [ raḍ◌় ] n (obs.) a run to flee. রD েদoয়া v. to start off running to flee, to be on the run, to bolt 
away. 

রণ [ raṇa ] n a war, a battle, a fight, a combat; a noise, a sound. ̃কামী a. desiring to fight; 
belligerent; militant. ̃kঠার n. a battle-axe. ̃kশল, ̃েকৗশল, ̃েkt same as যুdkশল, যুdেকৗশল and যুdেkt 
respectively. ̃চন্ডী see চন্ডী । ̃চাতুযর্ n. planning and skilful movement of troops in a battle, efficient 
manoevring of army etc. ̃জয়, ̃জয়ী same as যুdজয় and যুdজয়ী respectively. ̃িজত্ a. ever victorious in 
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battles. ̃ঢkা same as ̃েভরী । ̃তির same as যুdজাহাজ । ̃ন n. act of making sounds; twanging (as of a 

bow); tingling (as of a stringed instrument). ̃নাদ n. a war cry. ̃িনপুণ same as যুdkশল । ̃নীিত n. the art 
of planning an operation in war, war strategy or tactics. ন̃ৃতয্ n. a war dance. ̃ৈনপুণয্ n. skill in war 
or warfare or fighting. ̃পািন্ডতয্ same as ̃ৈনপুণয্ । ̃েপাত same as ̃তির । ̃িpয় a. fond of fighting or war; 
belligerent. ̃বাদয্ n. war-music; military band. ̃েবশ n. fighting attire; military dress; (fig.) 
belligerent approach. ̃ভূিম n. a battlefield. ̃েভরী n. a war-drum, a kettledrum. ̃মt same as যুdnt 

। ̃যাtা same as যুdযাtা । ̃রিঙ্গণী a. fem. taking delight in fighting ☐ n. fem. a woman fond of war or 
fighting. ̃রণ, র̃িণ n. a twang (as of a bow); a tingling sound (as of a stringed instrument). রণরণ করা 
v. to twang; to tingle. ̃সjা, ̃সাজ same as যুdসjা । ̃ হল, রণাঙ্গন n. a battlefield. ̃hঙ্কার n. war cry, battle 
cry. রিণত a. sounded; resounded; twanged; tingled, tingling. রিণত করা, রিণত হoয়া v. to sound; to 
resound; to twang; to tingle. রেণ ভঙ্গ েদoয়া v. to retreat or flee from the battlefield; to cease 
fighting; to acknowledge defeat and retreat. রেণাnাদনা n. extreme love of war, warmongering; a 
passion for war. 

রত [ rata ] a engaged in, employed in (পাঠরত); devoted to, attached to, addicted to (েভাগরত). 

রিত1 [ rati1 ] n the smallest measure of weight in India (=1.875 grains); (fig.) a very small 
amount. 

রিত2 [ rati2 ] n the wife and consort of the Hindu love-god; sexual intercourse, copulation (also 
রিতিkয়া); (fig.) love, attachment; (rhet.) intent absorption of the mind. 

রt [ ratna ] n a jewel, a gem; (fig.) the best specimen of a class (কnারt). ̃খিচত a. studded or inlaid 
with a gem or gems. ̃গভর্ a. impregnated with gems. ̃গভর্া a. fem. (often sarcas.) giving birth to 
excellent children. ̃জীবী n. a jeweller; a lapidary. ̃dীপ n. the coral island; treasure 
island. ̃pসিবনী, ̃pসিবtী, ̃pস ূ a. fem. yielding gems; impregnated with gems; (fig.) giving birth to 
excellent children. ̃বিণক n. a dealer in gems or jewellery, a jeweller. ̃ভান্ডার n. a treasure of 
jewels. ̃মিন্ডত a. bedecked with jewels, bejewelled. ̃ময় a. made of gems; gemmy. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃রািজ n. 
gems, jewels; jewellery. ̃িসংহাসন n. throne studded or bedecked with jewels. রtাকর n. a mine or 
quarry of gems; the sea, the ocean. রtাবিল n. gems, jewels; a jewel necklace. রtাভরণ, রtালংকার n. a 
jewel ornament. 

রথ [ ratha ] n a chariot; the chariot of Jagannatha; the festival of Jagannatha going in a chariot for 
a sea-bath; a car, a carriage, a vehicle. রথ টানা v. to draw the chariot of Jagannatha (by his 
devotees on the occasion of his going for a sea-bath). রথ েদখা o কলা েবচা (fig.) to kill two birds 
with one stone. রেথর েমলা a fair held on the occasion of the festival of Jagannatha going in a 
chariot for a sea-bath. ̃চk n. a wheel of a chariot or (rare) of a carriage. ̃চালক, ̃বাহক n. a charioteer; 
(rare) a car-driver, a carman. ̃যাtা n. the Hindu festival of Jagannatha going in a chariot for a sea-
bath. রথাঙ্গ same as ̃চk । রথাrঢ় a. riding in or mounted on a chariot or any vehicle; charioted. fem. 

রথাrঢ়া । রথােরাহন করা v. to board a chariot or any vehicle. রথােরাহী a. riding in a chariot or any 
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vehicle. ☐ n. a charioteer; a rider or passenger of any vehicle. fem. রথােরািহণী । রথী n. a charioteer; 
(hist.) a famous hero who fights riding in a chariot; a (famous or valorous) warrior; (fig.) a hero. 

রেথা [ rathō ] a trashy (রেথা মাল); good-for-nothing, worthless (রেথা েলাক). 

রদ1 [ rada1 ] a nullified, revoked, repealed, stayed. ☐ n. nullification, revocation. repeal 
(আiনরদ); stay (িনলামরদ). রদ করা v. to nullify, to revoke, to repeal, to stay. রেদর hkম stay order. 

রদ2, রদন [ rada2, radana ] n a tooth. 

রদবদল [ radabadala ] n additions and alterations; a reshuffle (মিntসভার রদবদল). 

রdা [ raddā ] n a stroke with the arm on the nape of another's neck. রdা েদoয়া, রdা মারা v. to strike 
the nape of another's neck with one's arm. 

রিd [ raddi ] a trashy (রিd মাল = rotten stuff); worthless, good-for-nothing (রিd েলাক). 

রnন, রnনকাযর্, রnনিkয়া [ randhana, randhanakārya, randhanakriẏā ] n cooking; cook ery. রnন 
করা v. to cook. রnনগৃহ, রnনশালা, রnনাগার n. a cookhouse, a kitchen. রnনপাt n. a cooking utensil. 

রিnত [ randhita ] a cooked; (rare) dressed. 

রn [ randhra ] n a hole; a pore, a cavity; a bore (as of a gun); a fault, an offence; an opening 
caused by a failing; (astrol.) the eighth house of the zodiac. ̃ক n. a borer. ̃কয্ােমরা n. a pin-hole 
camera. ̃গত a. entered into the hole. ̃গত শিন (astrol.) location of the Saturn in the eighth zodiacal 
house of one's horoscope causing one's destruction. রnীয় a. porous. 

রp [ rapta ] a habituated, accustomed; acclimatized; thoroughly learnt or mastered. রp করা v. to 
be habituated or accustomed to; to be acclimatized to; to learn thoroughly. রেp রেp adv. gradually, 
slowly, by degrees. 

রpািন [ raptāni ] n export. ☐ a. exported. রpািন করা v. to export. রpািন বািণজয্ n. export trade; foreign 
trade. রpািন শুl n. export duty. 

রফা [ raphā ] n an amicable settlement, compromise; destruction (দফা-রফা). রফা করা v. to come to 
terms with, to make a compromise; to settle amicably. ̃নামা n. a deed of compromise. 

রব [ raba ] n a sound, a noise; a rumour. রব uেঠেছ a rumour is in the air, there is a rumour. রব করা 
v. to make a noise. 

রবরবা [ rabarabā ] n height of power and prestige. 
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রবাব [ rabāba ] n a stringed musical instrument akin to the vina. 

রবার [ rabāra ] n india-rubber. 

রবাhত [ rabāhuta ] a one who has come uninvited at a feast on hearing a report of it; one who has 
come uninvited (and is unwelcome). 

রিব [ rabi ] n the sun; the sungod. ̃কর n. sunray, sunbeam; sunlight, sunshine. ̃কেরাjjল a. 
brightened with sunrays; sunshiny, sunny. ̃খn n. the spring crop (namely, wheat, barley etc.). ̃চ্ছিব 
n. sun's radiance. ̃বষর্ n. the solar year. ̃বার, ̃বাসর n. Sunday. ̃মন্ডল n. the orb of the sun. ̃মাগর্ n. the 
ecliptic. ̃রি  same as ̃কর । ̃শs n. rabicrop (harvested in spring). 

রিবuল-আuয়ল [ rabiula-āuẏala ] n the third month of the Muslim calendar. 

রবীndসংগীত [ rabīndrasaṅgīta ] n the song composed by Rabindranath Tagore, Tagore song. 

রভস [ rabhasa ] n a strong upsurge of emotion; deep sorrow of grief; great delight, hilarity. 

রমজান [ ramajāna ] n the ninth month of the Muslim calendar, Ramad(h)an. 

রমণ [ ramaṇa ] n sport; enjoyment; amorous dalliance; sexual intercourse, coition; a lover or 
husband (রাধারমণ). রমণ করা v. to indulge in sports or enjoyment; to dally amorously; to have 
sexual intercourse with. 

রমণী [ ramaṇī ] n a beautiful woman; a woman; a wife. ̃েমাহন পুrষ a lady-killer; a man who 
captures the fancy of a woman or casts a magic spell on her. ̃রt n. a jewel of a woman, an ideal 
woman. ̃sলভ a. womanly, feminine. ̃sলভ লাবণয্ feminine grace, womanly grace or beauty. 

রমণীয় [ ramaṇīẏa ] a delightful; beautiful, pleasant. 

রমরমা [ ramaramā ] n abundance, plenty; affluence; pomp, éclat, splendour. ☐ a. affluent, 
plentiful; bountiful (রমরমা বয্াবসা). 

রমা2 [ ramā2 ] n. fem Goddess Lakshmi (লkী); a lady-love, a sweetheart; a beautiful 
woman. ̃কাn, ̃নাথ, ̃পিত, রেমশ n. Vishnu (িব )ু, the husband of Goddess Lakshmi. 

রিমত [ ramita ] a sexually enjoyed; dallied (esp. amorously); sported with; made pleasant. fem. 
রিমতা । 

রmস [ rambasa ] n (geom.) a rhombus. 
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রmা [ rambhā ] n (myth.) one of the nymphs of Paradise; the banana, the plantain; the banana-
tree. 

রেmাr [ rambhōru ] n a woman having thighs as well shaped as banana-trees. 

রয়ািন [ raẏāni ] n the singing of the mythological story of Manasa (মনসা). 

রলা [ ralā ] n a cylindrical piece of a treestump. 

রশারিশ [ raśāraśi ] n strings of various sizes taken collectively, cordage. 

রিশ [ raśi ] n cord, rope. 

রশুন [ raśuna ] n garlic. 

রি  [ raśmi ] n a ray, a beam; a cord, a string, a rope; a bridle; eyelash. নেভারি , মহাজাগিতক রি  
cosmic rays. ̃gচ্ছ n. a bundle of rays. র ীয় a. radial. র ীয় েকnd (phys.) the optical centre. 

রস [ rasa ] n savour, flavour, taste; a liquid solution of anything hard (িচিনর রস); a syrup; juice; 
exudation (েখজুররস); morbid exudation (ঘােয়র রস); sap (রসহীন কাঠ); essence (an রস); lymph or 
mucus or phlegm (েদেহ রসািধকয্); semen; (poet.) strong attachment or love; (rhet.) sentiment 
expressed or flavour contained in a writing (শৃঙ্গার রস); (Vaishnavism) a way of worship 
(বাত্সলয্রস); inner or true significance, purport (কাবয্রস); charm; interest; sense of humour (েলাকিট 
রসহীন); fun, banter, wit and humour; delight, hilarity, enjoyment, pleasure (রেস মাতা); (sl.) vanity 
or audacity; monetary resources, money; quicksilver, mercury. রস করা v. to make fun (of); to 
banter; to make a liquid solution of. রস নামা v. to become swollen with drospy. রস পাoয়া v. to find 
interest in. রস ফুরােনা v. to run out of funds. রস হoয়া v. to be come juicy; (sl.) to become vain or 
audacious. ̃করা n. a sweet and juicy drop made of the kernel of coconut. ̃কপরু্র n. mercury 
perchloride. ̃কিল n. a streak of mud painted on the bridge of the nose by a Vaishnava. ̃কস, ̃কষ n. 
charm and sweetness. ̃কসহীন a. dry and outspoken (রসকসহীন কথাবাতর্া); bald (রসকসহীন রচনা). ̃গভর্ same 
as রসাtক । ̃েগাlা n. a sweet and juicy drop made of posset and farina. ̃gহণ n. appreciation. রসgহণ 
করা v. to taste; (rhet.) to appreciate the flavour of. ̃gাহী a. capable of appreciation, appreciative; 
receptive. ̃ঘন n. (rhet.) flavoury; full of concentrated flavour. ̃j a. appreciative of the inner or true 
significance, capable of appreciation; well-versed in, having connoisseurship in, aufait. fem. ̃jা । 
রসj বয্িk one capable of appreciation; a connoisseur. ̃jান n. capability of appreciation; sense of 
humour. ̃পূণর্ a. juicy, succulent; sapful, sappy; full of wit and humour. ̃বDা n. a sweet and juicy 
drop made of pulped pigeon-pea. ̃বতী a. fem. full of wit and humour, intelligent and witty. ̃বাত n. 
rheumatic affection in the joints attended with swelling. ̃েবtা same as ̃j । ̃েবাধ same as ̃jান । ̃ভঙ্গ 
n. interruption of a spicy topic; interruption of enjoyment (usu. by coarseness). ̃ময় a. juicy; full of 
wit and humour; full of flavour. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃রচনা n. witty or humorous writing. ̃রাজ n. the most 
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witty and humorous man; Krishna (কৃ ); stibnite; antimony; quicksilver, mercury. ̃শালা n. a 
chemical laboratory or workshop. ̃শাst n. poetics. ̃িসnূর n. cinnabar. ̃ হ a. stricken with excess of 
phlegm or lymph or mucus. ̃sীত a. (bot.) turgid. ̃sীিত n. (bot.) turgidity, turgescence. ̃sাব n. (bot.) 
exudation. ̃হীন a. sapless; dry; dull; uninteresting. 

রসদ [ rasada ] n provisions, rations (esp. of an army); food; (fig.) means or monetary resources 
(sুিতর্র রসদ). 

রসনা1 [ rasanā1 ] n the tonuge; the palate. রসনাg n. the tip of the tongue. 

রসনা2 [ rasanā2 ] n an ornament worn round the waist; girdle. 

রসেনিndয় [ rasanēndriẏa ] n the sense-organ of taste, taste; (loos.) the tongue. 

রসা [ rasā ] a juicy, succulent (রসা কাঁঠাল); slightly putrefied or rotten or decomposed (রসা মাছ). ☐ 
n. gravy (of meat or fish). ☐ v. to become juicy or sappy; to soften (মািট রেসেছ); to be stricken 
with excess of lymph or phlegm in the body (েচাখ-মুখ রেসেছ); to become slightly putrefied or 
rotten. 

রসাঞ্জন [ rasāñjana ] n stibnite; antimony; regulus. 

রসাতল [ rasātala ] n (myth.) the lowest of the seven underworlds. রসাতেল েদoয়া v. (fig.) to ruin or 
destroy utterly. রসাতেল যাoয়া v. (fig.) to be ruined or destroyed utterly. 

রসাtক [ rasātmaka ] a (rare) juicy; sappy; humorous, witty; (rhet.) flavoury. 

রসািধকয্ [ rasādhikya ] n (morbid) excess of phlegm or lymph or mucus in the body. 

রসান [ rasāna ] n a polishing stone, a stone for rubbing gold etc; (fig.) a spicy or pert remark. 

রসােনা [ rasānō ] v to make juicy; to wet; (fig.) to make interesting by adding spicy or savoury 
comments (রিসেয় বলা); (fig.) to make deep appeal to or to steep in sentiment (মন রসােনা). ☐ n. act 
of steeping in juice; wetting; act of polishing gold etc. 

রসাভাস [ rasābhāsa ] n (rhet.) a defect characterized by semblance of flavours or introduction of 
opposed flavour. 

রসায়ন [ rasāẏana ] n a medicine prolonging life and curing disease, an elixir; chemistry. ̃িবদ a. 
versed in chemistry. ☐ n. one versed in chemistry, an expert in chemistry; a chemist. ̃িবদয্া, ̃শাst n. 
chemistry. রসায়নাগার n. a chemical laboratory. রসায়নী a. pertaining to chemistry (রসায়নী িবদয্া); 
versed in chemistry. 
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রসাল [ rasāla ] n the mango tree or its fruit. 

রসালাপ [ rasālāpa ] n a humorous or witty or amorous conversation. রসালাপ করা v. to be engaged 
in humorous or witty or amorous conversation. 

রসােলা [ rasālō ] a juicy, succulent; tasteful, delicious; sappy; humorous, witty; entertaining 
(রসােলা আলাপ); (rhet.) savoury (রসােলা েলখা). 

রিসক [ rasika ] a capable of comprehending the inner or true significance or the flavour (of), 
appreciative (কাবয্রিসক); versed in the art of love-making (রিসক নাগর); witty, humorous; jocose 
(রিসক েলাক). fem. রিসকা । ̃তা n. a humorous or amorous frolic; a joke, a jest. 

রিসদ [ rasida ] n a receipt. রিসদ কাটা v. to write out a receipt. 

রsi [ rasui ] n cooking. রsi করা v. to cook. ̃ঘর n. a kitchen. ̃েয় same as রsেয় । 

রsন1 [ rasuna1 ] n garlic. 

রsন2 [ rasuna2 ] v. imper please wait or stop. 

রsেয় [ rasuẏē ] a employed in cooking profes sionally. রsেয়-বামুন a brahmin cook. 

রsল [ rasula ] n (Mus.) a prophet. 

রেসnd [ rasēndra ] n mercury. 

রেসাtীণর্ [ rasōttīrṇa ] a (rhet.) having the intended flavour effectively established; acceptable as a 
work of art. 

রেসাদ্গার [ rasōdgāra ] n (Vaishnava lit.) recollection of the flavour of a union. 

রহমত [ rahamata ] n (Mus.) mercy, grace, kindness, benignancy. 

রহমান [ rahamāna ] a (Mus.) merciful, graceful, kind, benignant. 

রহs [ rahasya ] n a mystery; a secret; a riddle; pleasantry, a joke; fun. রহs করা v. to make fun; to 
joke; to poke fun at, to crack a joke at. রহs কের, রহsচ্ছেল adv. by way of joke; jokingly. রহsেভদ 
করা v. to discover or solve a mystery, to puzzle out a mystery; to probe; to find out or expose a 
secret. ̃েভদী a. (capable of or engaged in) discovering or solving a mystery; (loos.) capable of 
discovering the mysteries of crimes and detecting criminals. ̃ময় a. mysterious; occult; secret; hard 
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to comprehend. রহsাবৃত a. veiled or shrouded in mystery; mysterious; occult; secret. রহsালাপ n. 
confidential talk; secret conference; humorous or witty or amorous conversation; a joke. রহsালাপ 
করা v. to talk confidentially; to confer secretly; to be engaged in a humorous or witty or amorous 
conversation; to joke. রহেsাদ্ঘাটন same as ̃েভদ । 

রিহত [ rahita ] a lacking in, devoid of, destitute of (কান্ডjানরিহত); repealed, with drawn, abolished; 
stayed, held over, postponed; stopped, discontinued. রিহত করা v. to repeal, to withdraw, to abol 
ish, to annul, to abrogate, to revoke (আiন রিহত করা); to stay, to hold over, to postpone (িনলাম রিহত 
করা); to stop, to discontinue (pথা রিহত করা). 

-রা1 [ -rā1 ] sfx indicating plurality, -s or -es (েছেলরা). 

রা2 [ rā2 ] n a word or sound of the mouth, an utterance. রা করা, রা কাDা, রা সরা v. to make a (or any) 
sound by the mouth; to utter a (or any) word; to respond. সাত চেD রা না করা not to utter a word or 
complain or protest even when repeatedly slapped or hit. 

রাi1 [ rāi1 ] n mustard. 

রাiিকেশারী [ rāikiśōrī ] n young Radhika (রািধকা). 

রাiসিরষা [ rāisariṣā ] n rapeseed; mustard. 

রাiেফল [ rāiphēla ] n a rifle. 

রাং1 [ rā1 ] n a shank of any animal taken as food; the hough, the ham. 

রাং2 [ rā2 ] n tin. 

রাংিচতা [ rāñcitā ] n lead-wort. 

রাংঝাল [ rāñjhāla ] n soldering with tin and lead, solder. রাংঝাল করা v. to solder with tin and lead, 
to solder. 

রাংতা [ rāntā ] n tinsel, tinfoil. 

রাংিমিst [ rāmmistri ] n a tinker. 

রাঁD [ rān̐ḍ◌় ] a a widow; a prostitute; a concubine. রাঁেDর বািD a brothel. 

রাঁDা [ rān̐ḍ◌়ā ] n an unproductive or barren tree. 
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রাঁিD [ rān̐ḍ◌়i ] n (vulg.) a widow. 

রাঁধিন1 [ rān̐dhani1 ] n a variety of parsley. 

রাঁধিন2, রাঁধুিন [ rān̐dhani2, rān̐dhuni ] n. fem (also masc.) a (professional) cook. রাঁধুিন বামুন a 
Brahmin cook. 

রাঁধা [ rān ̐dhā ] v to cook. ☐ a. cooked. ☐ n. cook ing. রাঁধােনা v. to cause to cook or be cooked. 
রাঁধাবাDা n. cooking and serving at table. 

রাকা [ rākā ] n the full moon setting in the small hours of the morning (usu. রাকাশশী); the night of 
such a fullmoon. 

রাkস [ rākṣasa ] n (myth.) one of a non-Aryan an thropophagous race of India, a rakshas(a); a 
cannibal; (facet.) a glutton. রাkস-িববাহ n. a system of marriage in which the bridegroom abducts 
the bride or marries her by force. রাkসী n. fem. of রাkস । ☐ a. relating to rakshasas (রাkসী মায়া). 
রাkসী েবলা. the terminal &frac15;th part of the daytime. রাk ুেস a. of or like a rakshas; monstrously 
severe or great (রাk ুেস িখেদ); huge, gigantic, monstrous (রাk ুেস মুেলা). 

রাখা [ rākhā ] v to place, to lay, to keep; to shelter; to protect, to guard; to preserve; to save; to 
rescue; to put into; to deposit; to keep for sale (e েদাকােন খারাপ মাল রােখ না); to maintain or grow on 
one's person (িটিক রাখা); to keep up, to maintain (ঠাট রাখা); to pawn or receive as a pawn (গয়না েরেখ 
টাকা েনoয়া বা েদoয়া); to engage, to employ (চাকর রাখা); to rear or tame (গr রাখা, kkর রাখা); to look 
after, to tend, to herd (dজন রাখাল েঘােষেদর েগাr রােখ); to adopt (বnয্া নারীিট eকিট েছেল েরেখেছ); to 
maintain for one's enjoyment, to keep (েবশয্া রাখা); to set apart (aিতিথর জn খাবার রাখা); to store 
(বছেরর েখারাক রাখা); to put by, to set by, to lay by (টাকা রাখা); to refrain from mentioning or uttering 
(তার কথা রােখা-েঢর শুেনিছ); to heed, to pay heed to, to obey, to comply with (anেরাধ রাখা); to fulfil, to 
observe (pিতrিত রাখা); to leave (বu েরেখ েকাথায় যােব); to leave behind (কলমটা ঘের েরেখ eেসিছ); to stop, 
to pull up, to park (গািD eখােন রােখা); to cherish (মেন আশা রাখা); to bear (মেন রাখা); to buy (বািটটা 
েফিরoয়ালার কাছ েথেক েরেখিছ); to take settlement of (জিম রাখা); to give (নাম রাখা); to gratify, to please 
(মন রাখা). আটেক রাখা same as আটকােনা (v.). কথা রাখা v. to comply with or obey or accede to another's 
request; to keep one's promise or word. কের রাখা v. to have done or completed something 
beforehand. েচাখ রাখা v. to keep an eye over, to watch. জিমেয় রাখা v. to lay by, to save up; to store 
up; to accumulate, to pile up. ধের রাখা v. to shut up; to detain; to hold back; to store up. েফেল রাখা v. 
to put off. মান রাখা v. to show due respect to. সািজেয় রাখা v. to keep in order; to arrange in order; to 
display in order. েরেখ যাoয়া n. to leave behind. 

রাখাল [ rākhāla ] n a cowherd; a herdsman. রাখাল বালক n. a cowboy. রাখািল n. the profession or 
wages of a cowherd or herds-man. রাখািল গান a pastoral song, a pastoral, a bucolic. রাখািলয়া a. of 
cowherds or herdsmen; pastoral. 
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রািখ [ rākhi ] n a piece of thread which one ties round the wrist of another in order to safeguard 
the latter from all evils. ̃পূিণর্মা n. the full moon day of the month of Shravan ( াবণ) when a rakhi is 
tied round the wrist of another. ̃বnন n. act or the festival of tying a rakhi (রািখ) round the wrist of 
another. 

রাগ1 [ rāga1 ] n a dye, a paint, a colour, a hue; a red hue or colour or tinge; love, affection (পূবর্ 
রাগ); attachment, inclination; anger, passion, rage. রাগ করা same as রাগা । রাগ েদখােনা v. to show 
temper. রাগ হoয়া v. to be angry. ̃ত a. angry, angered. ̃তভােব adv. angrily; with a show of rage. রাগা 
v. to get or grow an gry. রাগােনা v. to anger; to irritate. রাগাn a. blinded with rage. রাগািnত a. 
angered, angry. রাগী a. easily angered, quick-tempered, short-tempered, sulky, wrathful. 

রাগ2 [ rāga2 ] n any one of the six principal modes of Indian classical music; raga, a mode of 
Indian classical music. রািগণী n. (mus.) any one of the thirty-six modes of Indian music secondary 
to the six ragas (রাগ); a musical mode or tune; a song. ̃pধান a. (of modes in Indian music) based on 
classical modes. 

রাঘব [ rāghaba ] n a descendant of King Raghu (রঘু); Rama (রাম) of the Ramayana. ̃িpয়া, ̃বাঞ্ছা n. 
Sita (সীতা) the wife of Rama (রাম) of the Ramayana. ̃েবায়াল a monstrously large sheatfish; a man of 
high social standing who is a virulent extortioner of people; a leading criminal (who generally 
manages to escape punishment). রাঘবাির n. Ravana (রাবণ) the enemy of Rama (রাম) of the 
Ramayana. 

রাঙা [ rāṅā ] a red, scarlet, crimson; fair-com plexioned; flushed (লjায় রাঙা); an elder, but 
(generally) lower in the scale of seniority (রাঙািদিদ). ☐ v. to become red or crimson, to redden; to 
become bright, to brighten; to flush. ̃েনা v. to redden; to dye; to brighten; to cause to flush. ̃বাস n. a 
cloth dyed in red ochre; a scarlet cloth. ̃মূেলা n. the red radish; (fig.) a handsome but worthless 
man. 

রাজ2 [ rāja2 ] n a state or government. 

-রাজ3 [ -rāja3 ] sfx denoting: a king (িgকরাজ); an excellent specimen (গজরাজ). 

রাজ4 [ rāja4 ] pfx denoting: a king; government; excellent, best. ̃কnা n. a princess. ̃কিব n. a court-
poet; a poet-laureate. ̃কর same as রাজs । ̃কমর্, ̃কাযর্ n. the office and duties of a king; a royal duty; a 
state affair; government service, public service. ̃কমর্চারী n. an officer or servant of the state, a 
govern ment officer; a public servant. ̃কীয় a. royal, regal; kingly, princely; (fig.) magnificent. ̃kমার 
n. a king's son, a prince. fem. ̃kমারী a princess. ̃kল n. a royal line or family, a dynasty. ̃kলdব a. 
born of a royal family, princely-born. ̃েকাষ n. a royal or government treasury, a treasury. ̃kমা n. 
amnesty. ̃gr n. a spiritual guide of a king or of a royal family. ̃গৃহ n. a king's palace or city. ̃চkবতর্ী 
n. a sovereign king, a suzerain; a king of kings, an emperor. ̃িচh n. a mark on one's person 
indicating that one is a king or will become a king; royal in signia. ̃চ্ছt, (pop.) ̃ছt n. an umbrella 
which is officially held over the head of a king. ̃িটকা n. a holy mark painted on the forehead of a 
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king at coronation. ̃তk same as রাজাসন । ̃তnt n. monarchy; state administrative policy. t̃ n. a 
kingdom, a realm; a state; a domain; reign, rule; predominance. রাজt করা v. to reign, to rule, to 
govern; (fig.) to domineer, to dominate. রাজtকাল n. the time of one's reign, reign. দন্ড n. a sceptre; 
a punishment inflicted by a king or by a law-court; (astrol.) a visible vertical line on one's 
forehead indicating the possibility of one's becoming a king. ̃দt a. given or conferred by a king 
or government. রাজদt সmান a royal honour, a government honour, an official honour. ̃দmিত, ̃দmতী 
n. a royal couple. ̃দরবার same as ̃সভা । ̃দশর্ন n. an interview with a king; a visit to a king, seeing or 
meeting a king. ̃দূত n. an ambassador (fem: an ambassadress); an envoy; a royal courier. ̃dাের adv. 
before a king; in a royal court; in a court of justice. ̃েdাহ, ̃েdািহতা n. a revolt against the king or 
established authority, insurrection, insurgence, high-treason; sedition. ̃েdাহী a. insurgent; 
treasonous; seditious. ☐ n. an insurgent; a rebel against the king or established authority. 
fem. ̃েdািহণী । ̃ধমর্ n. duties of a king, royal office. ̃ধানী n. the capital of a country or state; a 

metropolis. ন̃nন same as ̃kমার fem. ̃নিnনী । ̃নামা n. the genealogical tree or chronology or a 
chronicle of a royal line or dynasty. ̃নীিত n. politics; statecraft; (loos.) diplomacy. ̃নীিতক a. 
political; (rare) diplomatic. ☐ n. a politician. ̃নীিতj a. versed in politics; (loos.) versed in 
statesmanship or diplomacy. রাজনীিতj বয্িk a politician; a statesman; a diplomat. ̃ৈনিতক pop. var. 
রাজনীিতক । ̃পT n. the seat of a king, a throne; king ship; a royal or government charter; a kind of 
black jewel. ̃পথ n. a public thoroughfare, a highway; a main road (of a city). ̃পদ n. the office of a 
king, kingship. ̃পিরচ্ছদ n. royal robes. ̃পাট same as ̃পT । ̃পুt same as ̃kমার । fem. ̃পুtী । ̃পুরী n. the 
residence or palace of a king; the capital city of a king; (fig.) a magnificent building or city or 
residence. ̃পrুষ n. a king's of ficer; a government officer. ̃pমুখ n. a government title given to the 
leading feudal chief of India, vested with powers similar to that of a governor. ̃pসাদ n. royal 
favour or grace; government favour. ̃pসাদ n. a royal residence, a palace. ̃বংশ same as ̃kল । ̃বংশী n. a 
lowly Hindu caste chiefly of North Bengal; a member of this caste. ̃বংশীয় a. dynastic; born of a 
royal family, of royal blood. fem. ̃বংশীয়া । ̃বিn n. a political prisoner. ̃বািD same as ̃pাসাদ । ̃িবিধ n. a 
royal statute; a law. ̃িবpব n. a political revolution; a coup d'état. ̃েবশ n. royal robes or attire. ̃ৈবদয্ n. 
physician to a king or queen; a prince of physicians. ̃ভk a. devoted to one's sovereign or state 
government, loyal. রাজভk বয্িk a loyalist. ̃তntবাদী n. a royalist. ̃ভিk n. loyalty. ̃ভবন n. a king's 
residence or palace; a government house. ̃ভয় n. fear of being punished by a king or a court of 
justice. ̃ভাষা n. the king's language; the state language. ̃ভৃতয্ n. a king's servant; a servant of a royal 
household; a king's officer or man. ̃েভাগ n. an article of food or a thing fit for a king; a sweet and 
juicy drop made of posset bigger than a রসেগাlা । ̃েভাগয্ a. fit to be eaten or used or enjoyed by a 
king or a prince. ̃মজুর n. a mason's labourer, a hodman: (loos.) a mason. ̃মntী n. a king's counsellor, 
a minister of state, a cabinet member. ̃মিহষী n. the chief queen of a king; queen-consort. ̃মাতা n. a 
king's mother; a queen-mother. ̃মাগর্ same as ̃পথ । ̃িমিst same as ̃মজুর । ̃মুkট n. a royal crown or 
diadem; (fig.) kingship. ̃েযাগ n. a system of yoga in which action predominates. ̃েযাগয্ a. fit for a 
king, princely. ̃েযাটক n. (astrol.) the most auspicious union of planets (as found in the horoscopes 
of the bride and the bridegroom); (fig.) the most suitable union; the most advantageous 
coincidence. ̃রk n. royal blood. ̃রাজ n. a king of kings. ̃রাজDা n. princes and princelings or princely 
persons; (usu. dero.) very important or wealthy or affluent persons. ̃রােজশব্র n. a king of kings, an 
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emperor. fem. ̃রােজশব্রী an empress. ̃রািন same as ̃মিহষী । ̃িষর্ n. a king who leads an ascetical life, a 
royal ascetic or sage. ̃লkী n. the female deity safeguarding a kingdom and looking after its wel 
fare. ̃শিk n. the administrative power of a king or government. ̃শযয্া, ̃শয়ন n. a king's bed, a royal 
bed; a princely bed; a magnificent bed. ̃শাসন n. a king's rule; punishment inflicted by a king. ̃ ী 
same as ̃লkী । ̃সংsরণ n. a deluxe edition (of a book). ̃সদন same as ̃pাসাদ । ̃সিnধান n. royal presence; 
a royal court. ̃সভা n. a royal court, a court, a durbar. ̃সmদ n. royal treasure or riches, princely 
treasure or riches. ̃সরকার n. a monarch's government or court. ̃সাkী n. (law) an approver. ̃িসংহাসন n. 
a throne; (fig.) kingship. ̃সূয় (যj) n. a sacrifice per formed by a monarch in order to establish his 
suzerainty or supremacy over other kings. ̃েসবা n. attendance on a monarch; king's or queen's 
service; (rare) government service, public service. ̃s n. tax or rent or revenue payable to a 
monarch or to the government, revenue. রাজsঘিটত, রাজs-সংkাn a. fiscal, financial. রাজs-পষর্ত্ n. the 
Board of Revenue. রাজsসিচব n. a finance minister, a finance member, a finance secretary. ̃হংস n. 
the gander; the swan. fem. ̃হংসী n. the goose (pl. geese). ̃হতয্া n. regicide. হ̃nা n. a regicide. fem. ̃হntী 
। ̃হsী n. an elephant on which a monarch rides; an elephant fit to carry a monarch; an excellent 

elephant. fem. ̃হিsনী । ̃হাঁস coll. corrup. of রাজহংস । রাজহাঁেসর বাচ্চা a gosling. 

রাজিগ [ rājagi ] n kingship; a kingdom. 

রাজn [ rājanya ] n a feudal or tributary prince; member of a royal family. 

রাজপুত [ rājaputa ] n a Rajput. fem. রাজপুতািন a Rajput woman. 

রাজিসক [ rājasika ] a endowed with রেজাgণ; majestic; princely; magnificent. 

রাজা1 [ rājā1 ] v (poet.) to exist or be present esp. gracefully (রােজ, রেজা). 

রাজা2 [ rājā2 ] n a king, a monarch, a prince; a ruler; (in British India) a government title of 
honour; (chess) the king; (fig.) a man of a magnificent and towering personality. রাজা করা v. to 
make one king; (often sarcas.) to make one very wealthy or great. রাজা-uিজর n. (lit.) a king and his 
prime minister; (fig.) very wealthy and influential men. রাজা-uিজর মারা v. (fig. & dero.) to tell 
cock-and-bull stories about one's own capabilities and importance. রাজাjা, রাজােদশ n. a royal 
command or decree or mandate. রাজািধকার n. a royal prerogative; a monarch's territory. রাজািধরাজ n. 
a king of kings, a suzerain, an emperor. রাজাnকmা, রাজাngহ n. royal favour or grace or mercy; 
favour or grace or mercy shown by the government. রাজাnচর n. a monarch's servant or fol lower or 
attendant. রাজাnঃপুর n. the inner apartments of a monarch's residence; a royal gynaeceum. রাজাবিল 
n. a genealogical tree of a dynasty. রাজাভরণ n. royal ornament or emblem, regalia. রাজাসন n. royal 
seat, a throne; (fig.) kingship. 

রািজ1 [ rāji1 ] a agreed, consenting; agreeing, ready. রািজ করা v. to make one agree. রািজ হoয়া v. to 
agree, to consent. 
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রািজ2 [ rāji2 ] n (used as a sfx.) a row, a line, a range (তrরািজ, েরামরািজ, িগিররািজ); a collection 
(পtরািজ). 

রািজনামা [ rājināmā ] n a letter or deed of consent; (in law) a joint petition of rival parties 
consenting to compromise. 

রাজীব [ rājība ] n the lotus. ̃েলাচন a. lotus-eyed; beautifully blue-eyed. 

রােজnd [ rājēndra ] n a great king; a suzerain; an emperor. fem. রােজndাণী the chief queen of a great 
king or suzerain; an empress. 

রাjী [ rājñī ] n a queen; a queen-consort. 

রাজয্ [ rājya ] n a state; a kingdom, a realm, a do main, a territory; reign, rule; (fig.)— (in the 
sense of immensity) a country, the earth, the universe (তার বুেক রােজয্র বয্থা). ̃খn. n. a portion of a 
state or kingdom or country; a state; a kingdom, a country. ̃চযু্ত a. dispossessed of or driven from 
one's kingdom; de throned, deposed. ̃চুয্ত করা v. to de prive of or remove from one's king dom; to 
dethrone, to depose. ̃চুয্িত n. dispossession of or removal from one's kingdom; dethronement. ̃পাল 
n. (in free India) the title of the governor of a state. ̃পালন same as ̃শাসন । ̃ভার n. the burden of 

governing a state. রাজয্ েভাগ করা v. to enjoy sovereignty. ̃ ংশ same as ̃চুয্িত । ̃  same as ̃চুয্ত । ̃রkা 
করা v. to defend or protect a state. ̃লাভ n. getting or acquiring a kingdom or becoming a king; 
getting the throne. ̃েলাভ n. greed for the throne; greed for expansion of one's territory. ̃েলাভী a. 
greedy of the throne; greedy of expanding one's territory. ̃শাসন n. administration of a state or 
kingdom. ̃শাসন করা v. to govern or rule a state or kingdom. ̃সরকার n. a state government (in free 
India). স̃ীমা n. the boundary or extent of a kingdom. ̃হারা same as ̃চুয্ত । রাজয্ািধকারী, রাজয্ািধপিত n. the 
lord or ruler of a state. রাজয্াপহরণ করা v. to usurp a throne; to capture or acquire or take possession 
of another realm or country unlawfully. রাজয্াপহারক, রাজয্াপহারী n. & a. one who usurps a throne; one 
who captures or acquires or takes possession of another's realm or country unlawfully. রাজয্ািভলাষ 
n. desire for a kingdom; ambition to rule; desire for expanding one's territory. রাজয্ািভলাষী a. 
desirous of a kingdom; having ambition to rule; desirous of expanding one's territory. রাজয্ািভিষk 
করা v. to invest one with kingship, to crown one king, to enthrone. রাজয্ািভেষক n. coronation of a 
monarch. রােজয্শব্র n. a king. fem. রােজয্শব্রী a queen. 

রাঢ় [ rāḍh◌় ] n the ancient name of the part of Bengal lying on the western bank of the Ganges. 
রাঢ়ী, রাঢ়ীয় a. of Rarha (রাঢ়). 

রাত [ rāta ] n (coll.) night. রাত কাটােনা v. to spend or pass a night. রাত জাগা v. to stay up far into the 
night, to sit up late, to take late hours. রাত েজেগ কাজ করা to sit up and work late at night, to burn 
the midnight oil. ̃কানা same as রাtয্n । ̃িদন adv. day and night; always; ceaselessly. ̃ভর, ে̃ভার adv. all 
night long, nightlong. রােতর anকাের adv. in the darkness of night, under cover of the dark night. 
রােতর েবলায় adv. at night. 
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রাতারািত [ rātārāti ] adv overnight; whilst there is still night; (fig.) within a very short time 
(রাতারািত ধনী হoয়া). 

রাতুল [ rātula ] a blood-red, red, crimson. 

-রাt [ -rātra ] in comp (used as a sfx.) denoting: night (aেহারাt). 

রািt [ rātri ] n night; night-time, night-tide (also রািtকাল); (fig.) obscurity (জীবেনর রািt নামা). রািt 
হেয়েছ v. it is night. রািt েভার হoয়া v. to dawn. ̃কালীন a. nightly, nocturnal. ̃কােল adv. by night, at 
night. ̃চর, ̃ঞ্চর a. active by night; nightfaring. fem. ̃চরী, ̃ঞ্চরী । ̃জাগরণ করা v. to keep awake by 
night. ̃বাস n. passing the night; night-rest; night-at tire, night-clothes, night-dress, night gear, a 
night-gown, a nighty, a nightie. ̃েবলা, ̃েযােগ, adv. by night, at night. 

রাtয্n [ rātryandha ] a night-blind, nyctalopic. রাtয্n বয্িk a nyctalops. ̃তা n. night-blindness, 
nyctalopia. 

রাধা, রািধকা [ rādhā, rādhikā ] n (myth.) the lady-love of Krishna (কৃ ). রাধাকাn, রাধানাথ, রাধামাধব, 
রাধারমণ n. Krishna, the lord of Radha (রাধা). রাধাকৃ  n. Radha (রাধা) and Krishna (কৃ ). রাধাবlিভ n. a 
small saucer-shaped pancake made of kneaded flour stuffed with spicy paste of pigeon-pea. 
রাধা মী n. the eighth lunar day of the bright fortnight of the month of Bhadra ভাd), the birth-day of 
Radha (রাধা). রািধকারঞ্জন, রািধকারমণ. same as রাধাকাn । 

রাধাচk [ rādhācakra ] n a merry-go-round. 

রাধাপd [ rādhāpadma ] n the sunflower. 

রােধকৃ , রােধমাধব [ rādhēkṛṣṇa, rādhēmādhaba ] n Radha (রাধা) and Krishna (কৃ ). ☐ int. 
expressing: ab horrence, disgust etc. 

রােধয় [ rādhēẏa ] n a son or foster-son or nursling of Radha (রাধা), generally used of Karna (কণর্) 
in the Mahabharata. 

রানা1 [ rānā1 ] n the title of the rulers of Udaypur. 

রানা2 [ rānā2 ] n a balustrade or a raised terrance on either side of the flight of steps of a pond. 

রানার [ rānāra ] n a (postal) runner. 

রািন [ rāni ] n a queen. 
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রাnা [ rānnā ] n cooking. রাnা করা v. to cook. ̃ঘর n. a kitchen. ̃বাnা, ̃বাDা n. act of cooking and serving 
out meals. 

রাব [ rāba ] n a kind of refuse or inferior treacle. 

রাবিD [ rābaḍ◌়i ] n a sweetmeat prepared by condensing films of milk. gলািব রাবিD macaroni. 

রাবণ [ rābaṇa ] n Ravana, the arch-villain of the Ramayana. রাবেণর িচতা (fig.) unquenchable fire; 
(fig.) ceaseless affliction. রাবণাির n. an enemy of Ravana. রাবিণ n. a son of Ravana. 

রািবশ [ rābiśa ] n rubbish. ☐ a. trashy. 

রাম [ rāma ] n the seventh incarnation of Vishnu (িব )ু, the hero of the Ramayana. ☐ a. good 
looking; beautiful. ☐ pfx. large, big (রামছাগল, রামশািলক); extremely, utterly (রাম kঁেD). ☐ sfx. a 
glaring specimen (েবাকারাম). রাম না হেত রামায়ণ (fig.) occurrence or fancying of an incident when 
there is not even the ghost of its cause in view, (cp.) putting the cart before the horse. না রাম না গঙ্গা 
(fig.) neither this nor that. েসi রামo েনi েসi aেযাধয্াo েনi (fig.) O the times! O the manners! রাম কহ, 
রাম বল, রামঃ int. expressing: abhorrence, slight etc. ̃েকিল n. an Indian musical mode. ̃খিD n. a kind 
of red-tinged writing-chalk. ̃চnd n. same as রাম । ☐ int. same as রামঃ । ̃দা n. a kind of large 
chopper (used in beheading animals etc.). ̃ধn, ̃ধnক n. the rainbow. ̃ধুন n. a song in glory of Rama 
(রাম). ̃নবমী n. the ninth lunar day of the bright fortnight of the month of Chaitra (ৈচt); the birthday 
of Rama (রাম). ̃পািখ n. (facet.) the cock or hen, the fowl. ̃রাজt, ̃রাজয্ n. the reign or rule or realm of 
Rama (রাম); (fig.) an ideal realm or rule, (sarcas.) unrestrained predominance or monopoly. রাম 
রাম int. expressing: abhorrence, disgust etc.; phew; an expression of salutation in courtesy among 
upcountrymen. ̃লীলা n. the life and activities of Rama (রাম); an opera illustrating the life and 
activities of Rama (রাম). ̃িশঙা, (coll.) ̃িশেঙ n. a funnel-shaped wind instrument or mouthpiece made 
of a buffalo's horn. ̃শয্াম same as রামাশয্ামা । 

রামা [ rāmā ] n. fem a beautiful woman; a lady love, a sweetheart. 

রামায়ণকার [ rāmāẏaṇakāra ] n the author of the Ramayana. 

রামােয়ত [ rāmāẏēta ] n a Vaishnava sect. 

রামাশয্ামা [ rāmāśyāmā ] n any man in the street, Tom and Tim, Tom Dick or Harry. 

রায়1 [ rāẏa1 ] n a judicial pronouncement, a judgment, a verdict. রায় েদoয়া v. to deliver or 
pronounce a judgment. 

রায়2 [ rāẏa2 ] n a king, a prince; a title of zemindars or important persons. ☐ a. large, big; long 
(রায়বাঁশ). ̃েবঁেশ n. one proficient in fighting with staffs; a kind of dance with staffs. ̃বািঘিন n. fem. 
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(fig.) an extremely terrible woman, a termagant, a virago. ̃বাহাdর, ̃রায়ান, ̃সােহব n. different official 
titles once conferred on important citizens. 

রায়ত [ rāẏata ] n a tenant of a piece of agricultural land, a ryot; a raiyat. রায়িত a. relating to ryots; 
(of agricultural land) settled permamently and hereditarily on a ryot; raiyatwari. 

রাশ1 [ rāśa1 ] n the reins, the bridle. রাশ আলগা করা v. (lit. & fig.) to give rein to, to give the reins 
to. রাশ টানা v. to draw rein, to pull up; to restrain or bring under control, to give little freedom to. 

রাশ2 [ rāśa2 ] n a heap, a pile; (astrol.) the birth sign; nature, temperament. ̃নাম n. a name 
according to one's astrological birth-sign. ̃-পাতলা, ̃-হালকা a. flippant, frivolous. ̃ভারী a. reserved in 
speech and manner, grave; imposing. 

রািশ [ rāśi ] n a heap, a pile; a collection; (math.) a number, a quantity; (astrol.) any one of the 
twelve signs of the zodiac. রািশ রািশ heaps of. ̃চk n. (geog. & astrol.) the zodiac. ˜েভাগকাল n. 
(astrol.) the time taken by a planetary body in passing through a sign of the zodiac. 

রাশীকতৃ [ rāśīkṛta ] a piled up, heaped up; collected, amassed, accumulated. 

রাT [ rāṣṭra ] n a state, a kingdom; a country. ☐ a. widely circulated or proclaimed (esp. all over 
a state or country). রাT করা v. to circulate or to noise abroad or proclaim widely. ̃দূত n. an 
ambassador (fem. an ambassadress). ̃নায়ক n. a ruler or popular leader of a state. ̃িনযুkক n. a charge 
d' affaires. ̃িনেয়াগািধকার n. the Public Service Commission. ̃নীিত, ̃ৈনিতক variants of রাজনীিত and 
রাজৈনিতক (see রাজ4). ̃পিত n. the president of a state; the president of the Republic of India. ̃পুঞ্জ n. a 
group or a union of states; (loos.) the United Nations. ̃pধান n. the head of a state. ̃িবjান n. Political 
Science. ̃িবpব n. a civil strife; a revolution. ̃ভাষা n. state language. ̃মন্ডল n. a commonwealth. ̃মntী n. 
a minister of state. ̃সঙ্ঘ, স̃ংঘ n. the United Nations Organization. রাTাধীন within the jurisdiction or 
control or a state; a. territorial. রাTায়t a. nationalized. রাTায়t করা v. to nationalize. রািTক, রাTীয় a. 
pertaining to a state or country; national; territorial. রাTীয়করণ n. nationalization. 

রাস2, রাসযাtা, রাসলীলা [ rāsa2, rāsayātrā, rāsalīlā ] n the festival of dancing of Krishna (কৃ ) and 
Radha (রাধা) on রাসপূিণর্মা । রাসপূিণর্মা n. the full moon night of the month of Kartik (কািতর্ক). রাসিবহারী 
n. Krishna (কৃ ). রাসমঞ্চ, রাসমন্ডপ, রাসমন্ডল n. the plat form on which the festival of rasa (রাস) is 
held. রােসাত্সব same as রাস । 

রাসন [ rāsana ] a gustatory. 

রাসভ [ rāsabha ] n the he-ass; the ass. fem. রাসভী the she-ass. ̃নাদ n. braying; hee-haw. ̃িনিnত a. 
putting even the ass to shame, worse than the ass. ̃িনিnত কন্ঠ n. a voice the harshness of which 
would put even the ass to shame. ̃বত্ a. like an ass, ass-like. 
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রাসায়িনক [ rāsāẏanika ] a of chemistry, chemical; versed in chemistry. ☐ n. one versed in 
chemistry, a chemist. রাসায়িনক আসিk chemical affinity. রাসায়িনক dবয্ a chemical. রাসায়িনক পরীkা 
chemical examination. 

রাsা [ rāstā ] n a road, a thoroughfare, a way. রাsার ধার the roadside, the wayside. সদর রাsা an open 
way, a highway. সরকাির রাsা a public road, a highway. 

রাsা [ rāsnā ] n a kind of orchid. রাsা েগাtীয় a. or chidaceous, orchideous. 

রাহা [ rāhā ] n a road, a way, a highway; a means (sরাহা). ̃খরচ. n. travelling expenses. ̃জান n. a 
highwayman. ̃জািন n. highway robbery. 

রািহ [ rāhi ] n a traveller. 

রািহতয্ [ rāhitya ] n want, lack; absence. 

রাh [ rāhu ] n (myth.) a truncated demon; (astrol.) the ascending node; (fig.) an enemy or one 
who causes ruin or an evil influence. রাhর দশা (astrol.) the phase of the influence of the ascending 
node as indicated by one's horo scope; (fig.) a period marked with calumny, want, misfortune, 
misery etc. ̃gs a. (astrol.) eclipsed; (fig.) illfated; (fig.) fallen into obscurity, obscured; (fig.) 
fallen under the influence of an evil person or of one who causes ruin. 

ির [ ri ] n (mus.) the second note in the natu ral scale, D. 

িরং [ ri ] n a ring, a small hoop. 

িরক্থ [ riktha ] n share, one's share of money or property. 

িরk [ rikta ] a empty; devoid of, destitute of; extremely poor, indigent, penniless. িরk করা v. to 
empty. ̃তা n. emptiness; destitution. ̃হs a. empty-handed; fundless, broke, penniless. িরk a. fem. of 
িরk । ☐ n. (astrol.) the fourth, ninth and fourteenth lunar days of a fortnight. 

িরকশ, িরকশা [ rikaśa, rikaśā ] n a jinricksha(w), a ricksha(w). 

িরঠা2, িরেঠ2 [ riṭhā2, riṭhē2 ] n a kind of small scaleless fish. 

িরিনিঝিন, িরনিঝন [ rinijhini, rinajhina ] int denoting: a jingling sound. 

িরিপট [ ripiṭa ] n a rivet; rivetting. িরিপট করা v. to rivet. 
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িরপু2 [ ripu2 ] n an enemy, an adversary; any one of the six inherent vices or cardinal passions of 
man, namely, sex passion, anger, greed, infatuation, vanity and envy (collectively called 
ষিD র্পু). ̃জয় ̃দমন n. conquest of an enemy; subdual of one's inherent vices. ̃দমন করা v. to subdue 
passions or inherent vices. ̃জয়ী a. one who has vanquished one's enemies or subdued one's 
cardinal passions or inherent vices. ̃পরতnt, ̃পরবশ, ̃বশ a. giving oneself up to one's cardinal passions 
or inherent vices. 

িরেপাটর্ [ ripōrṭa ] n a statement of facts (খবেরর কাগেজর িরেপাটর্), a written statement of the result of 
an investigation (রkপরীkার িরেপাটর্, পুিলশ িরেপাটর্), a report; an accusation or adverse report (েতামার 
নােম িরেপাটর্). িরেপাটর্ করা v. to report; to report against. 

িরফু [ riphu ] n darning. িরফ ুকরা v. to darn. ̃কমর্ n. darning. 

িরভলবার [ ribhalabāra ] n a revolver. 

িরমিঝম, িরিমিঝিম [ rimajhima, rimijhimi ] int expressing: a pattering sound as of rain falling. 

িররংসা [ riraṃsā ] n desire for sexual intercourse; sex appetite; lust. 

িরল [ rila ] n a reel. 

িরষ [ riṣa ] n envy, malice; grudge. 

ির , িরি  [ riṣṭa, riṣṭi ] n a sin; woe; misfortune; (astro.) evil planetary aspect or influence; (rare) 
weal. 

িরসালা [ risālā ] n a cavalry. ̃দার, িরসালদার n. the commander of a cavalry, a risaldar. 

ির oয়াচ [ riṣṭōẏāca ] n a wrist-watch. 

িরহাসর্াল [ rihārsāla ] n rehearsal of a dramatic performance. িরহাসর্াল েদoয়া বা েদoয়ােনা v. to rehearse. 

রীিত [ rīti ] n method, mode; custom, usage, practice, convention, rule; nature, habit; style, 
manner; way, fashion, go (যুেগর রীিত). ̃kেম same as রীতয্nসাের । রীিতনীিত n. pl. manners and 
customs. ̃িবrd a. contrary to custom or usage, unconventional, informal; contrary to one's nature 
or habit; contrary to a particular style or manner or way or fashion, going against the current. ̃মেতা 
adv. in keeping with custom or usage or convention or form; (pop.) considerably. thoroughly, 
soundly (রীিতমেতা বেDােলাক). ̃সংগত, ̃সmত a. in keeping with custom or usage; customary. 

রীতয্nসাের [ rītyanusārē ] adv as usual; in keeping with the custom or practice or rule or form, 
customarily, conventionally, formally. 
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ri1 [ rui1 ] n a kind of very delicious fresh water fish, (cp.) the trout. 

ri2 [ rui2 ] n the white ant. 

riতন [ ruitana ] n (of playing-cards) a diamond or the suit of diamond. 

rk [ rukṣa ] a rough; dry; harsh; rude; haughty; angry; hard (rkমািট); uneven, rugged (rk 
পথ). ̃ভােব adv. rudely, harshly, roughly. ̃ভাষী a. rough-spoken. ̃sভাব a. haughty, arrogant; peevish, 
cross grained. 

rখা1, েরাখা [ rukhā1, rōkhā ] v to get angry, to fly up in a passion; to be on the point of attacking, 
to be aggressive or affronting; to arrest the motion of, to stop (গািD েরাখা); to intercept, to obstruct, 
to check, to oppose the onset of (শtrেক েরাখা). 

rখা2, rখু, rেখা [ rukhā2, rukhu, rukhō ] a dry; devoid of anything liquid such as curry or 
condiment (rখ ুভাত); devoid of oil, not sleek, dry (rেখা চুল, rেখা মাথা); not provided with food, 
without board (rখ ুমাiেনর চাকর). 

rগ্ণ [ rugṇa ] a sick, ill; diseased; sickly; emaciated or debilitated. fem. rগ্ণা । 

rচা [ rucā ] v to be agreeable to one's taste or liking. 

rিচ [ ruci ] n beauty, lustre, glow (তnrিচ); taste, choice, liking (krিচ); good taste; relish, 
inclination, propensity (আহােরর rিচ, েখলায় rিচ); desire for food, appetite. ̃কর a. appetizing; tasteful; 
savoury; pleasant; (loos.) decent or elegant. ̃বাগীশ a. (usu. sarcas.) over-careful about good taste 
and decorum, fastidious; overnice; puritanical. ̃িবrd a. contrary to one's taste or liking; indecent; 
indecorous; inelegant, ̃েভেদ adv. according to different tastes, according to difference in taste or 
liking. ̃র a. decorous; beautiful; elegant; bright. fem. rিচরা । 

rিজ [ ruji ] n livelihood, living. rিজ েরাজগার করা v. to earn one's livelihood, to earn a living. 

rজু1 [ ruju1 ] a submitted, preferred; brought be fore a court, filed. rজু করা v. to submit, to prefer; 
to bring before a court, to file (মামলা rজু করা). 

rজু2 [ ruju2 ] a straight; facing. 

rজ-ুrজ ু[ ruju-ruju ] a facing or confronting one an other. 
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rিট [ ruṭi ] n a kind of thin saucer-shaped bread; bread. rিট গDা v. to make bread (by kneading, 
rolling and baking). rিট েবলা v. to roll bread (into the shape of a saucer). rিট েসঁকা v. to bake 
bread. ̃oয়ালা n. a baker. rিটর কারখানা a bakery. 

rিটন [ ruṭina ] n a routine. ̃বাঁধা a. fixed by a routine, rigidly fixed or regular, routine (rিটন-বাঁধা 
কাজ); (fig.) monotonous (rিটন-বাঁধা জীবন). 

rd [ ruddha ] a shut, closed, bolted; confined; incarcerated; suppressed (rd knন); choked; 
suspended (rd snন); motionless (rd বাতাস); obstructed, block aded (rd pবাহ); intercepted, 
arrested, prevented. rd করা v. to shut, to close, to bolt, to confine; to incarcerate; to suppress; to 
choke; to suspend; to make motionless; to obstruct, to blockade; to intercept, to arrest; to 
prevent. ̃কk n. a closed room. rdকেk সভা বা আেলাচনা a closed-door meeting, a meeting or 
conference in camera. ̃কন্ঠ a. having one's voice choked. ̃কেন্ঠ adv. with a choked voice. ̃গিত a. 
having one's motion arrested; stopped; obstructed or blockaded. ̃তাপ a. (phys.) adiabatic. ̃dার a. 
having the door or doors closed, close-door. ̃dার আেলাচনা a closed-door conference, a conference in 
camera. ̃শব্াস a. breathless, with bated breath; out of breath. ̃শব্ােস adv. with bated breath, 
breathlessly. 

rd [ rudra ] n the manifestation of Shiva (িশব) as a destroyer. ☐ a. furious, terrible; destructive. 

rdাk [ rudrākṣa ] n a kind of dried fruit which is used as a bead. ̃মালা n. a rosary composed of 
these fruits. 

rdাণী [ rudrāṇī ] n (fem. of rd) shiva's (িশব) wife, Goddess Durga (dগর্া). 

rধা, েরাধা [ rudhā, rōdhā ] v to shut, to close, to bolt; to suppress (knন েরাধা); to choke (শব্াস েরাধা); 
to arrest (গিত rধেব); to stop, to make motionless (বাতাস েরাধা); to obstruct, to blockade (পথ েরাধা); to 
hinder (unিত rধেব); to prevent, to intercept, to ward off (শtr েরাধা); to restrain, to check (মন েরাধা). 

rিধর [ rudhira ] n blood; (fig.) one's money. rিধর পান করা বা েশাষণ করা v. to suck or drink another's 
blood; (fig.) to extract money oppressively from, to extort. ̃ধারা n. stream of blood. ̃পায়ী a. blood-
sucking; (fig.) given to exacting money op pressively; extortionary. ̃রিঞ্জত a. smeared with blood, 
bloody. ̃sান n. (lit. & fig.) blood-bath. ˜েsাত a stream of blood. rিধরাk same as ̃রিঞ্জত । rিধরাpুত a. 
drenched with blood, bloody. 

rnঝnু, rnrn, rনঝুন, rনrন [ runujhunu, runurunu, runajhuna, runaruna ] int denoting: a 
sweet jingling sound as of the bells of a dancer's anklets. 

rবাiয়াত [ rubāiẏāta ] n a collection of Arabic or Persian quatrains, Rubaiyat. 

rমাল [ rumāla ] n handkerchief, (coll.) hanky. 
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rল1 [ rula1 ] n a strip for ruling lines, a ruler; a baton, a truncheon (পুিলেশর rেলর gঁেতা); a straight 
line printed or drawn; a strip of metal for printing straight lines or to space out lines; a law; a 
precedent (rল েদখােনা); ruling. rল করা v. to mark with straight lines, to rule; to make a law. rল 
জাির করা v. to give or issue a ruling, to rule. rল টানা v. to mark with straight lines, to rule. rল েদoয়া 
v. to give or issue a ruling, to rule; (print.) to insert a metal rule. 

rিল [ ruli ] n a bangle for the wrist. 

rিষত, r  [ ruṣita, ruṣṭa ] a angered, enraged; angry. fem. rিষতা, r া । r  করা v. to anger, to 
enrage. r  হoয়া v. to get angry, to be enraged, to fly up in a passion. 

rঢ় [ rūḍh◌় ] a (gr.) expressing a conventional meaning not supported by etymology or 
derivation (rঢ় শb); (gr.) conventional and not supported by etymology or derivation (rঢ় aথর্); 
(pop.) rough, harsh, rude, haughty (rঢ় ভাষা, rঢ় আচরণ). rঢ় পদাথর্ an element. ̃তা n. roughness, 
harshness, rudeness, haughtiness. 

rিঢ় [ rūḍh◌়i ] n origination, emergence; fame; (gr.) power of conveying a conventional meaning 
not supportable by etymology or derivation. 

rপ [ rūpa ] n form, body, figure; shape, appearance; build; beauty, grace; mode, manner, 
fashion, type, kind, sort (erপ, েসrপ); complexion, colour, hue; nature, habit; (gr.) conjugation 
(ধাতুrপ), declension (শbrপ); (phil.) a concept. rেপ adv. in form; in beauty (rেপ লkী). rেপর ডািল 
(fig.) an uncommonly beautiful person. rেপর ধুচুিন (fig. & sarcas.) an utterly ugly person. rপক n. 
(rhet.) a figure of speech akin to metaphor and allegory. rপক-aথর্ n. figurative meaning. ˜কথা n. a 
folktale; a legend, a fairy tale. rপক কািহিন n. an allegorical tale or story, an allegory. rপক-বাকয্ n. a 
metaphorical or allegorical expression. ̃কার n. a moulder; an artist; a dresser (esp. of actors and 
actresses). ̃gণ n. pl. beauty and merits. ̃চাঁদ n. (sl. & facet.) a silver coin, a rupee; money. ̃জ a. 
originating from or caused by beauty. ̃তtt n. (ling.) morphology; aesthetics. ̃তৃ া n. thirst for 
beauty. ̃দk a. adept in assuming disguises; (of an actor or actress) proficient in using make-up; 
(of an artist) proficient in shaping or moulding. ̃দsা n. pewter, white metal; German silver. rপ 
ধারণ করা v. to assume the disguise of, to disguise oneself as; to assume the person of a dramatic 
character; to impersonate; to appear as. ̃ধারী a. as suming the form or shape of; disguised as; 
impersonating; appearing as. fem. ̃ধািরণী । ̃বতী fem. of ̃বn । ̃বn, ̃বান a. handsome, 
beautiful. ̃মাধুির, ̃মাধুযর্ n. charm of beauty. ̃মুg, ̃েমািহত a. infatuated with beauty. fem. ̃মুgা, ̃েমািহতা 
। ̃েযৗবন n. pl. youth and beauty. ̃েযৗবনসmn a. full of youth and beauty, young and handsome. 

fem. ̃েযৗবনসmnা । ̃রািশ n. pl. personal beauty or grace or charm. ̃লাবণয্ n. charm of personal 
beauty. ̃সী a. fem. handsome, beautiful. ☐ n. fem. a beautiful woman. 

rপাnর [ rūpāntara ] n a different form or shape; translation; transformation; (geog.) 
metamorphosis. rপাnর করা, rপাnর ঘটােনা v. to render or change into a new form or shape; to 
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translate; to transform; (geog.) to metamorphose. rপাnিরত a. rendered or changed into a new form 
or shape; transformed; (geog.) metamorphic. rপাnিরত করা same as rপাnর করা । 

rপায়ণ [ rūpāẏaṇa ] n embodiment; shaping or form ing; dramatic impersonation; act of giving a 
concrete shape; narration, de diction. 

rপািয়ত [ rūpāẏita ] a embodied; shaped; (of a dramatic character) impersonated; invested with a 
concrete shape; narrated, depicted. 

rপী1 [ rūpī1 ] n a kind of ruddy-faced monkey, the ape. 

rপী2 [ rūpī2 ] sfx denoting; assuming a particular form or shape (নরrপী); assuming a dress or 
disguise (বhrপী). 

rেপাপজীিবনী [ rūpōpajībinī ] n a prostitute. 

rপয্ [ rūpya ] n silver. rপয্াধয্k n. mint-master. 

ের2 [ rē2 ] int expressing; a call to draw attention (esp. in contempt or affection), ho, hoa, hey; 
surprise, pain, sorrow etc.; oh, ah. 

েরuিচিন [ rēucini ] n rhubarb. 

েরoয়া [ rēōẏā ] n an annual balance-sheet. 

েরoয়াজ [ rēōẏāja ] n custom, usage; practice; fashion; vogue; practice of music. েরoয়াজ করা v. to 
practise; to practise music. েরoয়াজ থাকা v. to be in vogue or fashion; to be the practice of; to be in 
practice. েরoয়াজ হoয়া v. to come into fashion or vogue. 

েরক [ rēka ] n a wicker container for measuring grain (its capacity is usually about one seer). 

েরকাব1 [ rēkāba1 ] n a stirrup. 

েরকাব2, েরকািব [ rēkāba2, rēkābi ] n a small saucer or plate. 

েরখক [ rēkhaka ] n tracer. 

েরখন [ rēkhana ] n cross. 
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েরখা [ rēkhā ] n a line; a streak; a stripe; a stria (pl. striae); a furrow; a row; a faint sign, a thin 
line (েগাঁেফর েরখা); (phys.) rulings. েরখা টানা v. to draw a line. ̃কার a. linear. ̃গিণত n. geometry. ̃ঙ্কন n. 
drawing of lines, lineation. ̃িঙ্কত a. lineate, lineated; striated; striped; furrowed. ̃িচt n. a line-
drawing; a rough sketch. েরখাপাত করা v. to draw a line; to make an impression (as on one's mind), 
to impress. 

েরিখত [ rēkhita ] a crossed. েরিখত েচক a crossed cheque. 

েরচক [ rēcaka ] a purgative, laxative, aperient; (bot.) excretory. ☐ n. a purgative, a laxative, an 
aperient. 

েরচন [ rēcana ] n evacuation of bowels, purging, purgation; (bot.) excretion.েরচন করা বা করােনা v. to 
evacuate bowels, to purge. ̃তnt n. the excretory system. ̃যnt n. an excretory organ. 

েরজিগ, েরজিক [ rējagi, rējaki ] n any coin less than a rupee in value; small coin, change. 

েরজাi [ rējāi ] n a quilt; a kind of wrapper stuffed with carded cotton. 

েরিজিsT, েরিজsাির [ rējisṭri, rējisṭāri ] n registry, registration; a register. ☐ a. registered. েরিজিsT 

করা v. to register. েরিজিsT aিফস n. a registry office, a registry. েরিজিsT-খাতা, েরিজিsT-বi n. a register. 

েরট [ rēṭa ] n price or cost, rate; speed (ei েরেট চলেল েপৗঁছােনা যােব না). 

েরঞ্চ [ rēñca ] n a wrench. 

েরিD [ rēḍ◌়i ] n a euphorbiaceous plant or its seed, Ricinus communis. েরিDর েতল castor-oil. 

েরিড [ rēḍi ] a ready. েরিড করা বা করােনা v. to make ready. েরিড হoয়া v. to get ready. 

েরিডয়াম [ rēḍiẏāma ] n radium. 

েরিডেয়া [ rēḍiẏō ] n radio, a radio set. 

েরণ ু[ rēṇu ] n dust; powder; pollen; a minute particle or grain. 

েরতঃ [ rētḥ ] n semen. ̃পাত n. emission of seminal fluid. 

েরিত [ rēti ] n a (carpenter's) file or rasp. 
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েরফ [ rēpha ] n (r) this sign on Bengali consonant letters to indicate a preceding-r sound; an 
upright antenna or hair on heads of some creatures (িdেরফ). 

েরফাির [ rēphāri ] n a referee. 

েরবতী [ rēbatī ] n the last of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy. 

েরবা [ rēbā ] n the river Rabi. 

েরয়াত [ rēẏāta ] n exemption; a show of respect; favour. েরয়াত করা v. to exempt; to respect; to 
favour. 

েরেয়া [ rēẏō ] a arrived uninvited on hearing the report of a feast; uninvited. ̃ভাট n. a beggar 
arrived uninvited on the report of a feast. 

েরল1 [ rēla1 ] n a rail; a railway train or carriage (also েরলগািD); a railway line, a railline (usu. 
েরললাiন); railings. েরল eনিজন n. a railway engine. ̃চালক n. a railway engine-driver. ̃পথ n. railroad, 
railway. ̃েsশন n. railway station. 

েরিলং [ rēli ] n railings. 

েরশ [ rēśa ] n a lingering faint resonance of a sound or note gradually dying out; a feeling that 
lingers faintly before dying out completely. 

েরশম [ rēśama ] n silk. ̃কীট n. silk-worm. ̃gিট n. cocoon. েরশিম a. made of silk, silken, silk. 

েরষােরিষ [ rēṣārēṣi ] n mutual envy or malice or grudge; mutual rivalry. 

েরস [ rēsa ] n a contest of speed, a race; a horse-race; a race-meeting. েরস েদoয়া v. to contend in 
speed, to race. েরেসর েঘাDা a racehorse, a racer. 

েরsেD [ rēsuḍ◌়ē ] n a racing man, a racegoer; a race-addict. 

েরs [ rēsta ] n capital, funds; wherewithal; provision of money, shift. ̃শূn a. having no capital; 
out of funds; shiftless. 

েরেsরা ঁ[ rēstērā ] n a restaurant. 

েরহাi [ rēhāi ] n exemption; escape; acquittal. েরহাi েদoয়া v. to exempt; to let go unpunished; to 
acquit. েরহাi পাoয়া v. to be exempted (from); to escape; to be allowed to go unpunished; to be 
acquitted. 
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েরহান [ rēhāna ] n mortgage; pawn. েরহান েদoয়া v. to mortgage; to pawn. ̃বn a. mort gaged; in 
pawn, at pawn. েরহানাবd same as ̃বn । 

ৈরিখক [ raikhika ] a linear; lineal, lineate. 

েরাদঁ [ rōn ̐da ] n a prescribed circuit (as of a constable), a round, a beat. েরাঁেদ বার হoয়া v. to go on a 
round, to patrol. 

েরায়ঁা [ rōm̐ẏā ] n wool; fur; hair. 

েরাক [ rōka ] n cash purchase, cash and carry; ready money, cash. ☐ a. ready (েরাক টাকা = ready 
money). ̃ঋণ n. cash credit. ̃েথাক adv. in ready money, in hard cash, cash down. ̃েশাধ n. cash 
payment (of a bill etc.) ̃ি হিত n. cash balance. 

েরাকD [ rōkaḍ◌় ] n an account of cash, a cash ac count; ready money, cash; cash-book (েরাকেD 
oঠা); jewellery; gold and silver ornaments. েরাকেDর েদাকান a jeweller's shop. 

েরাকা [ rōkā ] n a short letter or note, a chit. 

েরাখ [ rōkha ] n a stubborn resolve or desire; spiritedness; growth (গােছর েরাখ). েরাখ চাপা v. to be 
seized with a strong resolve or desire. েরাখ েদখােনা v. to exhibit spiritedness (usu. affected or 
impotent). েরাখা, েরাখােলা a. of strong resolve; stubborn; spirited; exuberantly growing (েরাখােলা গাছ). 

েরাগ [ rōga ] n a disease, an ailment; morbidity; (fig.) an incorrigible bad practice or addiction, a 
vice (িমথয্া বলা তার েরাগ). েরাগ সারা v. to recover from a disease, to be cured of a disease; to come 
round; (fig.) to be freed from a vice. েরাগ হoয়া, েরােগ পDা, েরােগ ধরা v. to fall ill, to be attacked with 
a disease; (fig.) to become a victim to a vice. েরােগ েভাগা v. to suffer from an illness. ̃িk  a. disease-
stricken, sick. ̃g হ a. diseased, ailing, sick. ̃জনক a. causing disease; unwholesome; (bot.) 
pathogenic. ̃জীবাণু n. a virus, a bacterium (pl. bacteria), a bacillus (pl. bacilli). ̃জীণর্ a. worn-out or 
run down by disease. ̃িনদান n. the cause of a disease. ̃িনদানতtt n. pathology. ̃মুk a. cured of or 
recovered from a disease; free from disease (েরাগমুk থাকা). েরাগমুk করা v. to cure of a disease; to 
bring round. েরাগমুk হoয়া v. to recover from a disease; to come round. ̃মুিk n. recovery from a 
disease. ̃যntণা n. the agonies of a disease. ̃লkণ n. a symptom of a disease. ̃শযয্া n. a sick-bed. ̃শািn 
same as ̃মুিk । ̃েশাক n. pl. disease and bereavement. েরাগা a. diseased, ill, sick; sickly; lean, 
delicate; debilitated, emaciated. েরাগা হoয়া v. to grow thin or thinner, to become emaciated; to lose 
flesh. েরাগাkাn a. attacked with a disease, diseased, ill. েরাগােট a. somewhat lean; gaunt; slim. 
েরাগাতঙ্ক n. pathophobia. েরাগা-পটকা a. lean and feeble. েরাগাতর্ a. afflicted with disease or ailment. 
েরাগী a. suffering from a disease; ailing, sick, ill. ☐ n. a sickman, a patient. fem. েরািগণী । েরােগর 
িচিকত্সা treatment of a disease. েরােগর যntণা same as ̃যntণা । েরােগাপশম n. healing or cure of a disease; 
abatement of a disease. 
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েরাচক [ rōcaka ] a tasteful, pleasant to the taste; delicious, palatable; dainty. 

েরাচনা [ rōcanā ] n same as েগােরাচনা । 

েরাজ [ rōja ] n a date (েকান েরাজ); a day of the month (সাতi েরাজ); a day (িতন েরাজ); daily wages (d-
টাকা েরােজ); daily supply (েরােজর dধ). ☐ a. daily, everyday. েরাজ করা v. to arrange for the daily 
supply (of.) েরাজ-েরাজ adv. daily, every day. ̃কার a. of everyday, daily (েরাজকার কতর্বয্). েরাজ-েকয়ামত n. 
the Day of Judgment (according to scriptures). ̃গার n. earning; income. েরাজগার করা v. to earn. ̃গাির, 
(coll.) ̃েগের a. one who earns, earning. ̃নামচা n. a diary, a journal. 

েরাজা2 [ rōjā2 ] n holy fasting of Muslims from sunrise to sundown during the month of Ramadan 
(রমজান). েরাজা করা, েরাজা রাখা v. to keep this fast. 

েরািটকা [ rōṭikā ] n a slice of bread. 

েরাদন [ rōdana ] n weeping or crying (esp. loudly), wailing. েরাদন করা v. to weep or cry (esp. 
loudly), to wail. ̃শীল a. given to weeping or crying or wailing, lachry mose. 

েরাধ, েরাধন [ rōdha, rōdhana ] n obstruction, blockade; hindrance; resistance. েরাধ করা v. to 
obstruct, to block, to blockade; to hinder; to resist. েরাধক a. obstructive, blocking, hindering; 
resistant. েরাধ-kন্ডলী n. (phys.) a resistance coil. েরাধ-থােমর্ািমটার n. (phys.) a resistance thermometer. 
েরাধা pop. form of rধা । েরাধাঙ্ক n. (phys.) specific resistance. েরািধত a. obstructed; blocked; 

blockaded; hindered; resisted. েরাধী same as েরাধক । fem. েরািধনী . 

েরাপণ [ rōpaṇa ] n plantation; sowing. েরাপণ করা v. to plant; to sow. ̃যnt n. a sowing-machine. 
েরাপনীয় a. to be planted or sowed. েরাপা v. to plant; to sow. েরািপত a. planted; sown, sowed. 

েরাম [ rōma ] n hair (chiefly of the body); wool; fur. 

েরামkপ [ rōmakūpa ] n a pore of the skin of the body. 

েরামন্হ, েরামন্হন [ rōmanha, rōmanhana ] n rumination. েরামন্হন করা v. to ruminate, to chew the 
cud. েরামন্হক n. a ruminant. 

েরামশ [ rōmaśa ] a hairy; woolly; furry; shaggy. 

েরামাঞ্চ [ rōmāñca ] n horripilation, gooseflesh; thrill. ̃কর a. horripilant; thrilling; (loos.) horrible 
েরামািঞ্চত a. horripilated; thrilled. 

েরামান [ rōmāna ] a Roman. ☐ n. a Roman. 
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েরামাবিল [ rōmābali ] n a collection of hair; hair (collectively). 

েরােমাদ্গম, েরােমােdদ [ rōmōdgama, rōmōdbhēda ] n sprouting or growth of hair. 

েরায়া1 [ rōẏā1 ] n a juicy seed-vessel of any fruit, a replum, a legume, a pod. 

েরায়া2 [ rōẏā2 ] v to sow, to plant (ধান েরায়া). ☐ a. sown or planted, that which has been sown or 
planted. ̃েনা v. to cause to sow or plant. 

েরায়াক [ rōẏāka ] n a raised terrace in the front part of a building. 

েরােয়দাদ [ rōẏēdāda ] n an award of a share; an award. সাmpদািয়ক েরােয়দাদ a communal award. 

েরাrদয্মান [ rōrudyamāna ] a in a state of weeping or wail ing continually, bitterly or loudly. fem. 
েরাrদয্ মানা । 

েরাল [ rōla ] n a suppressed noise; a sound, a noise, an outcry, a cry. 

েরালার [ rōlāra ] n a roller. েরালার েদoয়া v. to beat or flatten with a roller, to roll, to use a roller. 

েরাশনেচৗিক [ rōśanacauki ] n a symphony or serenade of sanai (সানাi) and other instruments. 

েরাশনাi, েরাশিন [ rōśanāi, rōśani ] n light; illumination; lustre. 

েরােসা [ rōsō ] v (imper.) wait. 

েরা  [ rōṣṭa ] n roast. 

েরাহ, েরাহণ [ rōha, rōhaṇa ] n act of riding or mounting or climbing. 

েরািহণী [ rōhiṇī ] n (astr. & astrol.) the fourth of the twenty-seven stars of Hindu as tronomy; 
(myth.) the name of the wife of the moon-god; a nine-year old unmarried girl (েরািহণী দান). 

েরািহত, েরািহতক [ rōhita, rōhitaka ] n a variety of fresh water fish, the trout. 

েরৗd [ raudra ] n sunshine, the sun. ☐ a. terrible, dreadful. েরৗd uেঠেছ v. the sun is up. েরৗd েপাহােনা 
v. to bask in the sun; to take a sun-bath. েরৗেd েদoয়া v. to expose to the sun's rays, to spread in the 
sun to dry, to sun. ̃দg a. sunburnt. দ̃শর্ন a. fierce-looking, of a formidable appearance. ̃পk a. sun-
baked, sunned. ̃রস n. (rhet.) the emotion of rage. ̃েসবন করা same as েরৗd েপাহােনা । ̃sান sun-bath. ̃sান 
করা v. to sun bathe. েরৗেdাjjল a. shining in the sun light, brightened with sunshine, sun clad. 
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েরৗপয্ [ raupya ] n silver, argent. ̃জয়nী see জয়nী । ̃িনিমর্ত a. made of silver, silvern. ̃ময় a. full of 
silver, silvery; made of silver, silvern. ̃মুdা n. a silver coin. ̃মুdাসমূহ n. pl. silvers. ̃মূেলয্ adv. in 
exchange of silver; in exchange of silvers or money. েরৗপয্ালংকার n. a silver ornament; (in pl.) 
silvers. 

েবৗরব [ bauraba ] n (Hindu myth.) a terrible hell. 

রাঁদা [ rān̐dā ] n a carpenter's plane. 

রাপার [ rāpāra ] n a woollen wrapper. 

রালা [ rālā ] n (coll.) a show of vanity or superiority, showing-off; boastful manner of speaking, 
bragging. 
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ল [ l ] n the twenty-eighth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

লংকা [ laṅkā ] n capsicum, chilies, red pepper. ̃বাটা n. paste of chilies prepared by pounding them 
with water. ̃মিরচ same as লংকা । 

লং থ [ laṅklatha ] n long-cloth. 

লক আউট [ laka āuṭa ] n lock-out, closure declared by the owners of factories etc. 

লকলক [ lakalaka ] int expressing; lolling (as of the tongue); dangling or brandishing (as of a 
cane); flashing (as of a flame of fire). লকলেক a. lolling; dangling; flashing. 

লকট [ lakaṭa ] n the loquat tree, loquat. 

লকার [ lakāra ] n a locker; safe-deposit vault of a bank etc for depositing customers' valuables. 

লেকট [ lakēṭa ] n a locket. 

ল া [ laṅkā ] n a kind of beautiful fan-tailed pigeons; (sarcas.) a fop, a dandy. 

ল 2 [ lakṣa2 ] n. & a one hundred thousand, lakh, lac. ☐ a. numerous, countless (ল বার বেলিছ). 
ল  ল  innumerable, countless. 

ল ণ [ lakṣaṇa ] n a sign, a mark; an indication; a symptom; a characteristic, a trait; an omen, a 
presage, a prognostic. ̃গীত n. a song that describes the chief features of a raga or musical 
mode. ̃যু  a. characterized by or possessing a sign or mark or indication or symptom or 
characteristic or omen; indicative of; presaging. ল ণা n. (rhet.) imposition of a second meaning 
when the primary one is barred, (loos.) metonymy or metaphor or synecdoche. ল ণা া  same 
as ̃যু  । ল ণা ক a. relating to signs or marks; symptomatic; characteristic. ল ণীয় a. noticeable; 
remarkable, noteworthy; perceptible; prominent. 

ল পিত [ lakṣapati ] n a man worth a hundred thousand rupees or more, (loos.) a millionaire; a 
very wealthy man. 

ল ািধক [ lakṣādhika ] a more than a hundred thousand or lakh. 

লি ত [ lakṣita ] a noticed, seen, observed, espied; perceived; aimed at; implied, signified. লি তাথ  
the second meaning given to a word when the primary meaning is barred. 
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ল ী [ lakṣī ] n. fem the Hindu goddess of wealth and prosperity; fortune; beauty; grace. ☐ a. 
fem. & masc. well-behaved and good-natured. ল ীর বরপু  Fortune's favorite. ল ীর ভা ডার an 
inexhaustible store. ˜ছা া a. bereft of grace and prosperity; wretched; uncouth; scoundrelly, 
wicked. fem. ̃ছাি  । ̃ছা া, ̃ছা া  লাক n. a scapegrace, a wretch, a scoundrel. ̃প াঁচা n. a kind of whitish 
owl on which Goddess Lakshmi rides. ̃ব , ̃ম  a. prosperous, rich, wealthy; auspicious or graceful 
(ল ীব   চহারা). ̃বার n. the day of the week when the Goddess Lakshmi is worshipped, (usu.) 
Thursday. ̃ ী n. graceful signs or marks of prosperity or auspiciousness; grace or beauty 
resembling that of Goddess Lakshmi (ল ী). ̃  িপণী a. resembling Goddess Lakshmi (ল ী) in 
beauty and merits; appearing as Lakshmi incarnate. 

ল   [ lakṣya ] a noticeable, observable; noteworthy, remarkable; intended; aimed at. ☐ n. 
intention; aim, goal; a target; a look or glance. ল   করা same as ল   করা । ল   রাখা v. to keep 
watch, to be on the watch. ̃চু ত same as ̃   । ল  েবধ বা ল  েভদ করা v. to hit a mark or bull's 
eye. ̃ বধী, ̃ ভদী a. capable of hitting a mark. ☐ n. a marksman. ̃   a. failing to hit the target, 
missing the mark; erratic; (fig.) beside the mark. ̃   হওয়া v. to miss the mark. ̃ হল n. mark, 
target. ̃হীন a. aimless. ল ীকতৃ a. observed, watched. 

লগবেগ [ lagabagē ] a flexible, supple, pliant; unsteady, swaying to and fro; tottering; flimsy. 

লগা, লিগ [ lagā, lagi ] n a pole of bamboo etc. esp. one for propelling a boat, a punt-pole; a pole 
with a hook fixed to one end for plucking fruits, flowers etc. লিগ  ঠলা v. to punt. 

ল   [ laguḍ◌় ] n a heavy stick, a cudgel, a mallet, a club. ল  াঘাত করা v. to beat with a club or a 
cudgel. ল  াহত a. cudgelled, beaten with a stick, bastinadoed. 

ল 1 [ lagna1 ] a attached or adhering or leaning to (ক ঠল ,  দহল ). 

ল 2 [ lagna2 ] n (astrol.) the rising-time of any zodiacal sign or the time of the sun's transition to 
a zodiacal sign; (astrol.) a suitable or auspicious time or moment (িবেয়র ল ); a point of time 
(মরণল ). ̃প  n. a written marriage-contract fixing astrologically the time of marriage. ̃   a. failing 
to commence one's work within the astrologically appointed hours; (fig.) one who has missed the 
opportune moment. 

ল া [ lagnā ] fem of ল 2 । 

লি  [ lagni ] n investment (of money) in business enterprise; usury. লি  করা v. to invest, to lay 
out; to lend at interest. ̃করণ n. investing, investment. 

লিঘমা [ laghimā ] n a yogic attainment that enables one to make one's body light or subtle at 
pleasure; absence of heaviness, lightness. 
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লিঘ  [ laghiṣṭa ] a lightest; smallest; minimum; lowest; least; very light or small. লিঘ  সাধারণ 
 িণতক, (সংে েপ) ল. সা.   (math.) the least common multiple, (abbr.) L.C.M. 

লঘীয়ান [ laghīẏāna ] a less heavy, lighter; smaller; lower; very light or small. fem. লঘীয়সী । 

লঘ ু [ laghu ] a not heavy, light; easily digestible and moderate; not serious, venial; small; 
frivolous, easy, carefree; swift or nimble yet noiseless; easily under stood, easy, light (লঘ ুপাঠ); 
low, vile, inferior; contemptible; slighted; worthless, trivial; subtle; liquid, watery; (gr.) short. ̃কায় 
a. light-bodied; slim-bodied; short-statured. ̃গামী a. nimbly and yet noiselessly moving; light-
moving. ̃ ণক n. (math.) reduction factor. ̃িচ ,  ̃চতা a. light-headed; light hearted; flippant, 
frivolous. ̃ ান n. disregard, contempt; slight. ̃ ান করা v. to think lightly of; to treat with contempt; 
to slight, to look down upon. ̃িনম  াণ n. minor works. ̃পথ  n. light diet, (cp.) sick diet. ̃পাক a. easily 
digested or digestible, light. ̃পাচ  a. easily digestible. লঘ ুপাপ a venial sin; a trivial offence. লঘ ুপােপ 
  দ ড heavy punishment for a venial or trivial of fence. ̃পােয় adv. light-footedly. ̃ কিৃত same as ̃িচ  
। ̃ব নী n. the sign of parenthesis, the first bracket. ̃বৃ  n. a small circle. ̃ভােব adv. lightly. ̃ ভাজন n. a 
light and easily digestible meal. ̃মি   a. light-headed; incapable of serious thinking; dull headed. 
☐ n. the cerebellum. ̃সংগীত n. light music. ̃ র n. a low or soft voice, (gr.) a short vowel. ̃হ  a. 
light-handed; dexterous. 

লঘ ুিলিপক [ laghulipika ] n a stenographer. 

লঘকূরণ [ laghūkaraṇa ] n lightening; simplification; (math.) reduction; (chem.) dilution; at 
tenuation; commutation. 

লঘকৃূত [ laghūkṛta ] a lightened; simplified; (math.) reduced; (chem.) diluted; attenuated; 
commuted. 

ল া2 [ laṅkā2 ] n Ceylon; modern Sri Lanka. ̃কা ড n. a canto of the Ramayana narrating the 
capture of Lanka (ল া) by Rama (রাম); (fig.) a tumultuous affray or brawl. ̃দাহন n. the burning of 
Lanka (ল া) by Hanuman (হ মান). ̃িধপিত, ̃পিত n. the king of Lanka (ল া). 

লে শ [ laṅkēśa ] n the king of Lanka. 

ল  [ laṅga ] n (dial.) clove. 

ল রখানা [ laṅgarakhānā ] n a place where cooked food is distributed in charity to a number of 
persons. 

ল ন [ laṅghana ] n fasting; crossing; passing or leaping or scaling over; dereliction, non-
observance; transgression; violation, infringement; non-compliance, non-abidance. ল ন করা v. to 
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cross; to pass or leap or scale over; to fail to perform; to transgress; to violate, to infringe; not to 
comply with, not to abide by, to disobey. ল ন  দওয়া v. to keep fasting, to go without food. 

লি ত [ laṅghita ] a crossed; passed over; leapt over, scaled over; not observed; transgressed; 
violated, infringed; not complied with, not abided by. 

ল   [ lajjhaḍ◌় ] a good-for-nothing (ল    লাক); worthless, trashy (ল   িজিনস); broken and 
unserviceable; unwieldy, unmanageable, troublesome (ল    বাঝা বা কাজ). 

লেজ ুস [ lajēñcusa ] n lozenge. 

ল ত [ lajjata ] n that part of the body which flushes in bashfulness, the face; glorious flush of 
chastity. 

ল মান [ lajjamāna ] a feeling abashed; abashed, flushed. fem. ল মানা । 

ল া [ lajjā ] n bashfulness; modesty; shame; hesitation; diffidence; disgrace. ল া  দওয়া v. to put 
to shame, to shame; to put out of countenance, to discountenance, to abash. ল া পাওয়া v. to be 
ashamed; to feel shame; to be discountenanced or abashed. ল া  বাধ করা v. to feel shame; to feel 
diffident. ল ার কথা, ল ার িবষয় a disgraceful affair, a shameful matter, a disgrace, a shame. ল ায় 
 ঁকে  যাওয়া v. to shrink in shame. ল ায় লাল flushed with shame, to become red from 
shame. ̃কর, ̃জনক a. shameful, disgraceful. ̃জিনত a. born of bashfulness or modesty or sense of 
delicacy. ̃নত same as ল াবনত । ̃ন  a. slightly bowed down with bashfulness; coy. ̃ি ত same as 
লি ত । ̃বতী fem. of ল াবান । ল াবতী লতা the mimosa. ̃বনত a. having one's face hanging down in 
bashfulness or shame; stooping low in bashfulness or shame. ল াবনত মুেখ with a shame-faced 
look. ̃বান a. shy, bashful; coy; modest. ̃িবহীন same as ল াহীন । ̃ বাধ n. feeling of shame; sense of 
disgrace. ̃শীল a. bashful; coy; shy; modest. fem. ̃শীলা । ̃শ ূ, ̃হীন a. shameless; brazen-faced; 
impudent; immodest. fem. ̃শূ , ̃হীনা । 

লি ত [ lajjita ] a ashamed; put to shame; abashed. fem. লি তা । 

লটকােনা [ laṭakānō ] v to hang (ফাঁিসেত লটকােনা); to hang up ( দওয়ােল লটকােনা); to post (a bill, 
placard, poster etc.). 

লটপট [ laṭapaṭa ] int expressing; the state of flap ping loosely. লটপেট a. hanging loosely; flapping 
loosely. 

লটবহর [ laṭabahara ] n luggage, baggage, outfit, kit. 

লটরপটর [ laṭarapaṭara ] n the state of flapping or hanging loosely; (loos.) flirting, flirtation; 
debauchery. 
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লটাির [ laṭāri ] n a lottery, a raffle. 

ল  [ laḍ◌় ] n (obs.) running or bolting, a bolt. ল   দওয়া v. to bolt off, to take a run; to take to 
one's heels. 

ল া [ laḍ◌়ā ] v to fight; to encounter; to wrestle; to contend, to vie. ল াই n. a fight, an encounter, 
an engagement; a battle, a war; a wrestling encounter or match; contention, vying. ̃ইেয় almost 
obs. var. of লি েয় । ̃  a. fond of or in the habit of fighting, pugnacious. ̃ না v. to cause to fight or 
contend or vie; to set by the ears. ̃লি  n. mutual or repeated fight or quarrel or contention or 
vying; a scuffle or skirmish. 

লি েয়, ল ুেয় [ laḍ◌়iẏē, laḍ◌়uẏē ] a skilled in or given to fighting, bellicose; military. ল ুেয় 
মেনাবিৃ  fighting spirit. ল ুেয়  মারগ a gamecock, a fighting-cock. 

ল ু, ল ুক [ laḍḍu, laḍḍuka ] n a sweet drop. 

ল ঠন [ lanṭhana ] n a lantern. 

লতা [ latā ] n a creeper. ̃  , ̃গৃহ, ̃ম ডপ n. a retreat shaded with creepers, an arbour, a bower. ̃িনয়া, ̃ ন 
a. creeping. ̃ না v. (of a creeper) to creep along or up; to stretch or extend along or up. ̃পাতা n. 
creepers and herbs; spinach. ̃ তান n. tendril. ̃িয়ত a. grown along the ground or on supports as a 
creeper, creeping along or up; stretching or extending along or up. 

লিত [ lati ] n the lobe of the ear. 

লিতকা [ latikā ] n a small creeper; a creeper. 

ল ডভ ড [ lanḍabhanḍa ] int expressing; utter disruption or confusion or disorder or rout. ল ডভ ড 
হওয়া v. to be utterly disrupted or confused or routed. 

লপটােনা [ lapaṭānō ] v to entwine; to be entangled or involved (in). 

লি  [ lapsi ] n gruel (of rice, dal etc). 

লেপটা [ lapēṭā ] n a kind of vamped slippers. 

ল  [ lapta ] n a stretch. এক লে  at a stretch. 

লব [ laba ] n (math.) a numerator; a minute division or fraction of time; very small amount or 
fraction. 
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লব  [ labaṅga ] n clove; the clove-tree. ̃লতা, ̃লিতকা n. a creeper bearing fragrant flowers, (cp.) the 
clove-pink; a kind of sweet pastry; (fig.) a modest and charming female. 

ল  [ labja ] n speech; language; a dialect; a mode of speaking; an idiom. 

লবড া [ labaḍaṅkā ] n (hum.) nothing, cipher, zero; a mare's nest. 

লবণ [ labaṇa ] n salt. ̃খিন n. salt-mine. ̃ছা া a. (of food) salt-free. ̃জল n. salt-water. saline 
water. ̃ পা া a. (of food) overmixed with salt, over-salted. ̃সম ু n. (myth.) the sea containing salt-
water. লবনা  a. smeared or oversmeared with salt; containing salt (usu. to excess); saltish, salted; 
salty; saline. লবণা  ুn. (myth.) the sea containing salt-water; a sea, an ocean. 

লেবজান [ labējāna ] a feeling like dying; extremely distressed or harassed. 

ল  [ labdha ] a obtained; attained; gained; earned; acquired. fem. ল া । ̃কাম a. having one's desire 
fulfilled; having attained one's end; gratified. ̃ ণ n. (bot.) acquired character. ̃ িত  a. famous, one 
who has earned fame; estab lished. ̃িবদ া a. learned; wise. 

লি  [ labdhi ] n attainment; gains; acquirements; acquisition. িনণ  য় n. (mech.—of ve locity) 
composition. 

লভ  [ labhya ] a obtainable; attainable; acquirable; gainable; available; procurable; capable of 
being earned as profit. ☐ n. gains; profit. লভ াংশ n. a share of profit; the part of income regarded 
as profit. 

ল ট [ lampaṭa ] a lascivious, licentious, libertine, debauched, profligate, lewd; wanton. ☐ n. a 
libertine, a profligate, a debauchee. 

ল 1 [ lampha1 ] n lamp esp. a small kerosene lamp. 

ল 2 [ lampha2 ] n a leap, a spring, a jump, a bound. ল   দওয়া v. to leap, to spring, to jump, to 
bound. এক লে  at a leap. লে  লে  by leaps and bounds. ̃ঝ  n. continuous or repeated skipping 
or leaping; (fig.) excessive haste or fuss or ado or bragging. ̃ন n. leaping or springing or jumping 
or bounding. 

ল  [ lamba ] a hanging, pendent; vertically hanging; upright; vertical, plumb; perpendicular; 
(geom.) orthogonal; straight; (geog.) orthographic(al). ☐ n. a perpendicular. ̃অিভে প n. (geog.) 
orthographic projection, orthography; (geom.) orthogonal projection. ̃কণ   a. long-eared. ☐ n. a 
traditional name for the ass, the goat, the rabbit etc. ̃  দ n. (geom.) a normal section. ̃ন n. the state 
of being hung; (phys. & astr.) parallax. ল ন-প িত n. (phys.) parallax method. ˜িব  n. (geom.) an 
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orthocentre. ̃বৃ  n. (astr.) a vertical circle. ̃মান a. hanging, suspended, pendent; dependent. ̃সূ  n. 
(mech.) a plumb-line. 

ল দার [ lambadāra ] n a leader of tenants entrusted with the charge of collecting revenue from 
other tenants. 

ল া [ lambā ] a tall; lofty; long; long-continued; lengthy; (fig.) prostrate; (fig.) boastful or 
grandiloquent. ☐ n. length. ল া করা v. to lengthen; to expand; (fig.) to lay prostrate on the ground 
by beating. ল া  দওয়া v. to decamp; to run away, to flee, to take to one's heels. ল া হওয়া v. to lie 
prostrate; to grow in length, to become long. ল া কথা boastful or grandiloquent talk, tall talk, big 
talk. ল া চাল excessive pomp or eclat esp. that which is displayed beyond one's means. ̃ই n. length; 
the measure of length. ল াই চও াই n. length and breadth; the mea sure of length and breadth; 
bragging, boastful or grandiloquent talk (ল াই চও াই মারা). ল াংশ n. polar distance. ̃ ট slightly tall, 
tallish; longish. ল ায় adv. in length, lengthwise. ̃লি  adv. length wise, lengthways. 

লি ত [ lambita ] a hanging, pendent, suspended; dangling; oscillating. লি ত  বণী dangling pigtail. 

লে  [ lambē ] adv in length. 

লে াদর [ lambōdara ] a pot-bellied, corpulent. ☐ n. God Ganesha (গেণশ). 

লয় [ laẏa ] n dissolution or fusion into a greater ease; merging, fusion; dissolution; destruction; 
universal dissolution or annihilation; (mus.) tempo. লেয় আনা v. (coll.) to bring under control; to 
compel someone to behave properly; to bring someone to his senses. 

ললনা [ lalanā ] n a woman; a gentlewoman, a lady; a wife. 

ললাট [ lalāṭa ] n the forehead, the front; the temple; fate; luck; destiny. ̃ভ ূষণ n. an ornament for 
the forehead. ̃ রখা n. a line on the forehead (esp. one indicating one's destiny). ̃িলখন, ̃িলিপ n. one's 
destiny as indicated by the lines on one's forehead. ললািটকা n. a holy mark of sandal-paste, clay 
etc. put on the forehead; an ornament for the fore head. 

ললাম [ lalāma ] n ornament; a mark (of sandal wood paste etc.) on one's forehead. 

লিলত [ lalita ] a beautitful, pleasant, charming; (of speech) suave, bland. ☐ n. dance or artistic 
gestures of women; pleasure and enjoyment; an Indian musical mode. ̃কলা n. (collec.) fine arts; 
(distr.) any branch of fine arts. fem. a. লিলতা । 

লশকর [ laśakara ] n a soldier; a naval soldier; a sailor; armed forces. 

লসিস [ lasasi ] n milk-shake; yoghurt. 
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লিসকা [ lasikā ] n lymph. ̃ত বৃি  n. lymphatic growth. ̃য়নী a. lymphatic. 

লহনা [ lahanā ] n dues, amount outstanding. 

লহমা [ lahamā ] n a minute fraction of time, a short while, a moment. 

লহর [ lahara ] n a wave; a watercourse, a channel; a row or coil. 

লহির, লহরী [ lahari, laharī ] n a wave. 

ল 1 [ lahu1 ] n (obs. & poet.) blood. 

ল 2 [ lahu2 ] a (obs. & poet.) mild, gentle (ল ল  হাস). 

লা2 [ lā2 ] n (dial.) a boat. 

লা3 [ lā3 ] int (used in familiarity or contempt by women amongst themselves) hullo, ei, oi, I say 
etc. 

লাইন [ lāina ] n a line; a system (কােজর লাইন). লাইন  দওয়া, লাইন বাঁধা v. to line up, to stand in a 
queue, to queue up. লাইন-বাঁধা a. lined-up. 

লাইিনং [ lāini ] n lining (as of a coat). 

লাইফেবলট, লাইফেব  [ lāiphabēlaṭa, lāiphabēlṭa ] n a life-belt. 

লাইফেবাট [ lāiphabōṭa ] n a life-boat. 

লাইে ির [ lāibrēri ] n a library. ̃য়ান n. a librarian. 

লাইেসনস, লাইেস  [ lāisēnasa, lāisēnsa ] n a license. ̃িবহীন a. unlicensed. 

লাউ [ lāu ] n the bottle-gourd. লাউেয়র  খালা calabash. ডগা n. the tender upper end of the bottle-
gourd plant; a kind of very slender and non-venomous green snake. ̃মাচা n. a scaffold or trellis 
made of bamboo and twigs along which a bottle-gourd plant creeps up. 

লা িণক [ lākṣaṇika ] a symptomatic; figurative, metaphorical; symbolical; versed in 
soothsaying; oracular. লা িণক অথ  same as লি তাথ  (see লি ত). 

লা া [ lākṣā ] n lac, shellac. ̃কীট n. an insect producing lac. ̃রস n. lac dye. 
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লাি ক [ lākṣika ] a dyed with lac, lacquered. 

লােখরাজ [ lākhērāja ] n rent-free. লােখরাজ জিম a free hold. 

লােখা-লােখা [ lākhō-lākhō ] a in lakhs, many lakhs of; innumerable, countless. 

লাগ [ lāga ] n reach; contact; touch; contiguity; nearness. ̃সই a. appropriate, fitting, suitable. 

লাগা [ lāgā ] v to contact, to touch (গােয় হাওয়া লাগা); to be smeared or soiled with (কাদা লাগা); to be 
attached or affixed; to catch (আ ন লাগা); to touch at, to stop at (তীের জাহাজ লাগা); to stop or park 
(গাি  লাগা); to join (চাকিরেত লাগা); to begin, to start, to commence ( হণ লাগা); to form (িভ  লাগা); to 
be engaged in, to set to ( খেত লাগা); to be felt (as) (ভােলা লাগা, গরম লাগা); to feel pain (আমার লাগেছ); to 
be felt as painful ( ফা াটায় লাগেছ); to fit or suit, to be appropriate (শ টা ওখােন লাগেব না); to be 
considered equal, to compete with ( পেদর কােছ িক অ  গান লােগ); to require, to need ( -িদন লাগেব); 
to cost (একেশা টাকা  লেগেছ); to work (ওষ ুধটা  লেগেছ); to come true (ভিব   াণী  লেগেছ); to begin to 
quarrel ( -পে   লেগেছ); to be held (এখােন  মলা লাগেব); to pester, to tease (তার িপছেন  লেগা না); to 
pursue, to chase, to hound, to follow, to shadow (িপছেন পুিলশ  লেগেছ); to be attracted (কােজ মন লাগা); 
to pierce (বুেক িতর লাগা); to strike, to hit (ঘ ুিস লাগা,  চাট লাগা); to stick (গলায় কাঁটা লাগা); to fall under 
the evil influence of (এঁে  লাগা, শিন লাগা); to be seized with (িভরিম লাগা).  লেগ থাকা v. to stick; to 
pursue doggedly or resolutely. 

লাগাও [ lāgāō ] a adjoining, lying side by side, contiguous. 

লাগা  [ lāgāḍ◌় ] n continuity, stretch. ☐ a. continuous (লাগা  বকবকািন). 

লাগােনা [ lāgānō ] v to attach, to affix; to apply, to set (আ ন লাগােনা); to paint or smear or wash 
with (রং লাগােনা); to touch (গােয় গা লাগােনা); to expose to ( রাদ লাগােনা); to bring to, to stop at (ঘােট 
 নৗকা লাগােনা); to employ, to engage, to set to (কােজ  লাক লাগােনা, প ায় মন লাগােনা); to apply, to use 
( বত লাগােনা); to involve (in), to set (to) (ঝগ া লাগােনা); to require, to need, to take, to spend (সময় 
লাগােনা); to cost (খরচ লাগােনা); to invest, to lay out (ব বসায় টাকা লাগােনা); to rouse (মেন ভয় লাগােনা); to 
cause to be seized with (িভরিম লাগােনা); to hit, to strike (মেন লাগােনা, গােছ িঢল লাগােনা); to report 
(against) maliciously and secretly, to earwig, to calumniate (কারও নােম লাগােনা). লাগািন-ভাঙািন n. 
malicious and secret report against a person, earwigging. 

লাগাম [ lāgāma ] n a bridle; reins. লাগাম পরােনা v. to bridle, to bit; (fig.) to restrain, to curb. লাগাম 
কাম ােনা to champ the bit. ̃ছা া a. unbridled; (fig.) unrestrained or (over-) free. 

লািগ, লািগয়া [ lāgi, lāgiẏā ] prep (poet.) for, for the sake of, on account of. 

লােগজ [ lāgēja ] n luggage. লােগজ করা v. to book a luggage. 
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লাঘব [ lāghaba ] n decrease, reduction; meiosis; underestimation; lightness, levity; humiliation; 
promptness, quickness, dexterity (হ লাঘব). লাঘব করা v. to decrease, to reduce; to make light of, to 
reduce the weight of; to humiliate. 

লাঙল [ lāṅala ] n a plough. লাঙল চষা, লাঙল  দওয়া v. to plough. লাঙেলর ফাল a ploughshare. ̃দ  n. the 
shaft of a plough. ̃ রখা n. a furrow. 

লাঙ ুল, লা ুল [ lāṅula, lāṅgula ] n a tail (of beasts.) ̃হীন a. tailless, anurous, anourous. 

লাচাি  [ lācāḍ◌়i ] n a Bengali poetical metre suit able for dancing; a song composed in this metre. 

লাচার [ lācāra ] a helpless, resourceless. 

লাজ2 [ lāja2 ] n parched rice. ̃বষ  ণ করা v. to shower parched rice. 

লা-জবাব [ lā-jabāba ] a unparalleled, incomparable; unanswering, silent. 

লাজুক [ lājuka ] a bashful, shy; coy; modest; diffident. 

লা ন [ lāñchana ] n a stain, a spot; a sign; an emblem; a flag; painting. 

লা না [ lāñchanā ] n reproach, reprimand; disgrace, insult; persecution; harassment. লা না করা v. 
to reproach, to reprimand; to disgrace, to insult; to persecute; to harass. 

লাি ত [ lāñchita ] a reproached, reprimanded; disgraced; insulted; persecuted; harassed; stained, 
spotted, bearing a particular sign or emblem or flag; painted. 

লাট1 [ lāṭa1 ] n a parcel of land (chiefly agricultural) marked out for administrative purpose or a 
set of things offered together for sale, a lot. ̃বি  a. divided into lots. 

লাট2 [ lāṭa2 ] a (of clothes) having the crease spoiled, ruffled, crumpled (also লাট ভাঙা); prostrate 
on the ground. লাট খাওয়া v. (of paper-kites) to behave awkwardly and refuse to keep flying.  মের 
লাট করা v. to knock (one) sense less or reeling to the ground by beating. লােট ওঠা v. to go to the 
dogs; to fizzle, to flop, to come a cropper. 

লাট3 [ lāṭa3 ] n a governor (বাংলার লাট); a governor-general (usu. বে ালাট); a commander-in-chief 
(usu. জি লাট); (usu. hum.) a. a lord (লাট- বলাট).  ছােটালাট n. a lieutenant-governor; a provincial 
governor. 

লাট4 [ lāṭa4 ] n a pillar (অেশাকলাট). 
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লাট- বলাট [ lāṭa-bēlāṭa ] n. pl (sarcas.) lords and nobles, big people. 

লািটম, লা ু [ lāṭima, lāṭṭu ] n a top. লািটম ঘ ুরােনা to spin a top. 

লাঠালািঠ [ lāṭhālāṭhi ] n fighting with sticks or staffs; a serious quarrel. লাঠালািঠ করা v. to fight one 
another with sticks or staffs; to quarrel seriously. 

লািঠ [ lāṭhi ] n a stick, a staff. ̃ খলা n. an exhibition fight with sticks. লািঠ  খলা v. to fight with sticks 
as an exhibition; to practise fighting with sticks. ̃ পটা করা v. to beat or belabour with a stick. ̃বািজ 
করা v. to fight or persecute with sticks. ̃য়াল n. a (skilled) fighter with sticks. ̃য়ািল n. skill in, or the 
profession of, fighting with sticks. 

লাফ [ lāpha ] n a leap, a jump, a bound, a skip. লাফ  দওয়া, লাফ মারা v. to take a leap, to jump; to 
skip. লােফ লােফ by leaps and bounds. লাফােনা v. to jump, to leap, to bound; to skip; to fret. ☐ n. 
jumping, leaping, bounding, skipping; fretting. লাফােন a. given to jumping or leaping; frisking; 
fretful. লাফালািফ n. frisking, gambolling; flouncing, fuss. লাফালািফ করা v. to frisk, to gambol; to 
flounce; to fuss. 

লাব [ lāba ] n a kind of small bird of the quail family. 

লাবণ [ lābaṇa ] a saline; saltish. 

লামা1 [ lāmā1 ] n a Buddhist priest in Tibet, a lama. 

লামা2 [ lāmā2 ] n a South American animal, the llama. 

লা ট  [ lāmpaṭya ] n lasciviousness, libertinism, debauchery, profligacy, lewdness; wantonness. 

লােয়ক [ lāẏēka ] a grown-up, of full age; able, fit, competent; (dero.) grown-up enough to be a 
litertine. 

লাল2 [ lāla2 ] a. & n red. ☐ a. reddened; flushed. লাল করা v. to redden; to dye or paint red. ̃িফেত n. 
(fig.) official delay; redtapism. লাল বািত  ালা to go into liquidation. লাল হওয়া v. to redden; to flush; 
(fig.) to flourish; to become rich. 

লালেচ [ lālacē ] a reddish. 

লালন [ lālana ] n act of bringing up carefully; carefully rearing or tending; fond cherishing (আশা-
লালন). লালন করা v. to bring up carefully; to rear or tend carefully; to cherish fondly. লালন-পালন করা 
v. to nourish and bring up; to rear. 
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লালস1 [ lālasa1 ] a greedy, covetous; eagerly desirous or longing; lustful. 

লালা [ lālā ] n saliva, spittle, slaver. লালা ঝরা বা ঝরােনা v. to salivate, to slaver. ̃িয়ত a. seized with 
eager greed; coveting; yearning for; hankering after. fem. ̃িয়তা । ̃িয়ত হওয়া v. to be seized with 
eager desire; to covet; to yearn for; to hanker after. ̃ াব n. salivation; slavering, driveling. 

লািলত [ lālita ] a carefully brought up; carefully reared or tended; fondly cherished. ̃পািলত a. 
carefully nourished and brought up. 

লািলত  [ lālitya ] n beauty; sweetness, charm; (of speech) suavity. 

লািলমা [ lālimā ] n red tint or glow. 

লাশ [ lāśa ] n a human carcass, a corpse, a dead body. 

লা , লাস [ lāsya, lāsa ] n a woman's dance; artistic or amorous gestures and postures of women. 
লা ময়ী a. fem. given to dancing; having artistic or amorous gestures and postures. 

িলক, িলিক [ lika, liki ] n a young of a louse; the egg of a louse, a nit. 

িলকিলক [ likalika ] int expressing: great slenderness or thinness. িলকিলেক a. very slender or thin. 

িলখন [ likhana ] n writing; composing; drawing or tracing; a piece of writing; a letter, a note, a 
chit; a script, manuscript. ̃ ণালী, ̃ভি  n. style or mode of writing or composing. 

িলিখত [ likhita ] a written (িলিখত জবানবি  = writ ten deposition); composed; not verbal or oral. 

িলিখতব  [ likhitabya ] a to be written. 

িলিখেয় [ likhiẏē ] n a writer; an author. 

িল  [ liṅga ] n the penis; the phallus esp. of Shiva (িশব); sex; (gr.) the gender. ̃প ূজা n. phallicism, 
phallism, phallic worship. ̃মূিত  n. a phallic image. ̃শরীর n. a phantasmal or subtle body. িল ােয়ত n. a 
community worshipping the phallus of Shiva (িশব). 

িলচু [ licu ] n litchi or leechee, Litchi chinensis. 

িলটার [ liṭāra ] n a litre. 
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িলিপ [ lipi ] n a letter, an epistle, a missive; a note; a writing (ভাগ িলিপ); an inscription (অ শাসন-
িলিপ); a script or alphabet ( া ীিলিপ). ̃কর n. a writer, a scribe; a copyist; a penman; an amanuensis; 
a composer of a letter. িলিপকর  মাদ n. a slip of the pen; an error committed by the copyist. ̃কা n. a 
short letter, a chit or note; a letter. ̃কার same as ̃কর । ̃ কৗশল n. penmanship; the art or style of 
writing. ̃চাতুয  n. dexterity in writing or composing. িলিপব  বা িলিপভু  করা v. to place on record, to 
record; to write or include in a letter, book etc. িবদ া n. penmanship; calligraphy; the art of 
composing letters. 

িল  [ lipta ] a smeared or daubed with; soiled with; involved or implicated in; engaged or 
employed in; joined together; (bio.) webbed. ̃পাদ a. web footed. 

িলপ  র [ lipyantara ] n transliteration. িলপ  র করা v. to transliterate. 

িল া [ lipsā ] n eager desire to obtain; yearning; avidity. িল া করা v. to yearn or long for. 

িল ু [ lipsu ] a yearning or longing for; avid. 

িলভার [ libhāra ] n the liver. িলভােরর  দাষ disorder or complaint or trouble of the liver. 

িলিরক [ lirika ] n a lyric. 

লী  [ līḍh◌় ] a licked; tasted. 

লীন [ līna ] a dissolved or fused into a greater ease ( ে  লীন); merged, fused; dissolved; 
disappeared; clinging to (ক লীন). fem. লীনা । ̃তাপ n. (phys.) latent heat. 

লীয়মান [ līẏamāna ] a vanishing, disappearing, fading, melting, dissolving, evanescing. 

লীলা [ līlā ] n sport; pleasure; dalliance; activities (কেৃ র লীলা); (sarcas.) undesirable activities 
( নতােদর লীলা); significant but unintelligible work or sport (িবধাতার লীলা). ̃কমল n. a lotus carried in 
the hand playfully; a toy lotus. ̃কলহ n. a lover's quarrel; a mock quarrel. ̃কানন n. a pleasure 
garden. ̃   n. a pleasure grove. ̃    n. a field of activities; a venue of sports. ̃ খলা same as লীলা । 
লীলােখলা সা  করা v. (usu. sarcas.) to die; (iron-usu. of a criminal) to give up one's activities and 
surrender. ̃চ ল a. frequently moving in playfulness; sweetly frolicsome. ̃বতী same as ̃ময়ী । ̃ভ ূিম 
same as ̃    । ̃ময় a. sweetly playful or sportive; given to sweet dalliance; attitudinizing; one 
whose activities, though significant, are not easily intelligible. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃িয়ত a. having assumed a 
beautiful pose or posture, attitudinized; full of delicate movements. 

লু [ lu ] n a very hot wave of summer wind that blows sometimes in a tropical region or in a 
desert; simoom. 
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লুই [ lui ] n a kind of very soft woollen wrapper. 

লুকােনা [ lukānō ] v to go into hiding, to hide; to remain invisible; to put out of sight, to hide, to 
conceal. ☐ a. hidden, concealed. 

লুেকাচুির [ lukōcuri ] n hide-and-seek; (fig.) an attempt to conceal, dodging. লুেকাচুির  খলা v. to play 
at hide-and-seek; (fig.) to try to conceal, to dodge. 

লু ািয়ত [ lukkāẏita ] a gone into hiding; hidden; concealed; disappeared. fem. লু ািয়তা । লু ািয়ত 

হওয়া v. to go into hiding, to hide; to disappear. 

লুি , লুিঙ [ luṅgi, luṅi ] n a long (usu. stitched) loin cloth worn by men, a lungi. 

লুিচ [ luci ] n a kind of small and thin saucershaped bread fried in ghee. 

লু া [ luccā ] a vulgarly lewd or wanton; lowly vulgar, caddish. ☐ n. a vulgar libertine; a cad. ̃িম 
n. vulgar lewdness; caddishness. 

লুট [ luṭa ] n plunder, loot; robbery, dacoity; reckless misappropriation; act of scattering 
something before a crowd to be picked up (হিরর লুট); enjoyment in a great measure. লুট করা v. to 
plunder, to loot; to rob; to misappropriate recklessly; to enjoy in a great measure (মজা লুট করা). 
লুেটর মাল booty, plunder, spoil. ̃তরাজ, ̃পাট n. extensive plundering, pillage, sack. লুটতরাজ বা লুটপাট করা 
v. to plunder; to pillage, to sack. 

লুটা [ luṭā ] v to plunder, to loot; to rob; to misappropriate recklessly; to enjoy in a great measure; 
to roll esp. on the ground (ভূিমেত লুটায়); to welter, to sprawl, to wallow. also  লাটা v. (মজা  লাটা). 

লুটােনা [ luṭānō ] v to roll or cause to roll esp. on the ground; to welter or sprawl or wallow; to 
cause to welter or sprawl or wallow. 

লুেটরা [ luṭērā ] n one who loots, a plunderer, a robber. 

লুেটাপুিট [ luṭōpuṭi ] n rolling esp. on the ground; weltering, sprawling, wallowing. লুেটাপুিট খাওয়া v. 
to roll esp. on the ground; to sprawl, to wallow. 

লু ক [ luṇṭhaka ] n a plunderer; a pillager; a robber; a thief; one who misappropriates recklessly; 
one who enjoys in a great measure. 

লু ন [ luṇṭhana ] n loot, plunder, robbing, robbery; pillage, sack; reckless misappropriation; 
enjoyment in a great measure. ল ুন করা same as লুটা । 
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লুি ত [ luṇṭhita ] a looted, plundered; robbed; pillaged, sacked; recklessly misappropriated; 
enjoyed in a great measure; rolling esp. on the ground, sprawling, fem. লুি ঠতা । 

লু  [ lupta ] a no longer existing, extinct; defunct; abolished; gone out of currency or practice, 
obsolete; destroyed; covered, wrapped, extinct; (of species etc.) that has disappeared or vanished; 
invisible; hidden, concealed; (bot.) abortive; (gr.) elided. অধনুাল ু আইন a law now defunct. ̃ ায় a. 
obsolescent; almost extinct or defunct or destroyed or covered or invisible or hidden or (bot.) 
abortive. লু া  n. (bot.) an abortive organ. লুে া ার n. recovery or reclamation of a thing lost or 
destroyed or ruined; discovery of a hidden or secret thing. 

লতূা [ lūtā ] n the spider, an arachnid. ̃ত  n. cobweb; gossamer. ̃ত ব  a. gossamery, light as 
gossamer; (fig.) flimsy. 

 লই [ lēi ] n glue; any glutinous substance or preparation. 

 লংিট,  লঙিট [ lēṇṭi, lēṅaṭi ] n a small threadbare or loin cloth. 

 লকচার [ lēkacāra ] n a lecture; (sarcas.) a harangue.  লকচার  দওয়া v. to lecture; (sarcas.) to 
harangue.  লকচার  শানা v. to attend a lecture. 

 লখ [ lēkha ] n a piece of writing; an epistle, a letter; a graph. 

 লখক [ lēkhaka ] n a writer; a scribe; an author (fem. an authoress). 

 লখনী [ lēkhanī ] n anything to write with; a pen, a pencil, a painter's brush, a hair-pencil etc. 
 লখনী চালনা করা v. to write (esp. books.). ̃ সতূ a. coming out of or produced by the pen. 

 লখা [ lēkhā ] v to write; to compose (as a book); to write; to draw or describe or trace. ☐ n. 
same as িলখন ☐ a. written; composed; drawn or traced. ̃ জাখা n. accounts. ̃ না v. to cause to write 
or compose or write to or draw or trace; to teach one how to write. ̃প া n. reading and writing; 
education; studies; an agreement in black and white; a legally registered agreement.  লখাপ া করা v. 
to read and write; to receive education; to study; to enter into or draw up a written agreement; to 
execute a legally registered agreement.  লখািলিখ করা v. to write (repeatedly) to one another; to send 
in repeated correspondence; to do some writing; to make repeated representation in writing. 

 লিখকা [ lēkhikā ] fem of  লখক । 

 লখ  [ lēkhya ] a that which is to be or can be written; used in writing only, written ( লখ  ভাষা). ☐ 
n. anything written; an epistle, a letter; a script; a manuscript; a drawing, a painting, a picture, a 
sketch; a deed, a document, a record.  লখ -িনব ক n. the Registrar of Assurances. ̃প  n. a deed, a 
document. ̃ াপক n. record finder. ̃র ক n. a record-keeper.  লখ াগার n. record room.  লেখ াপকরণ n. 
writing material, such as ink, pen, paper etc. 
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 লিচ [ lēci ] n a lump of dough to be rolled and then fried or baked. 

 লজ, ল াজ [ lēja, lyāja ] n a tail; the hind-part of anything, the rump, the rear ( স বািহনীর  লজ). 
জাহােজর বা  নৗকার  লজ the stern.  লজ  টােনা v. (fig.) to turn tail, to run away with tail between the 
legs.  লজ মা ােনা v. (fig.) to twist one's tail, to annoy.  লজ  মাটা হওয়া to be puffed up or overbearing 
or bumptious or conceited.  লেজ  খলােনা v. (fig.) to harass one by giving false hopes or by keeping 
in suspense. ̃কাটা িশয়াল (sarcas.) a disgraced person endeavouring in vain to keep up appearance. 
 লজা n. the tail of a fish; the hind part of anything.  লজামুে া n. (fig.) anything in its entirely, alpha 
and omega.  লজ ু n. a tail; the rump, the rear; what is attached or affixed to the rear end; (sarcas.) 
degrees or titles (তার নােমর অেনক িল  লজ ু). 

 লট [ lēṭa ] n delay. ☐ a. late.  লট করা v. to be late; to procrastinate. 

 লটার-ব  [ lēṭāra-baksa ] n a letter-box; a pillar-box. 

 লিডেকিন [ lēḍikēni ] n a kind of sweet drop made by frying posset. 

 লিত,  লি  [ lēti, lētti ] n a piece of string for spinning a top. 

 লদা ,ু  লদাে  [ lēdāḍ◌়u, lēdāḍ◌়ē ] a lazy; not smart; unenterprising. 

 লনেদন,  লনােদনা [ lēnadēna, lēnādēnā ] n act of giving and taking; transaction; exchange; 
bargain; payment and repayment. 

 লপ1 [ lēpa1 ] n quilt stuffed with cotton used as a wrap during sleep.  লেপর ওয়া  a quilt case. 

 লপ2 [ lēpa2 ] n a layer of paint etc., a coat, a coating, a wash (মািটর  লপ); anything to coat or 
smear with. 

 লপক [ lēpaka ] n one who applies a coating or wash; one who smears. 

 লপচা [ lēpacā ] n a Himalayan race; a member of this race, a Lepcha. 

 লপটােনা [ lēpaṭānō ] v to wrap round oneself; to cling to; to be involved or implicated in; to coat 
or smear. 

 লপন [ lēpana ] n coating or smearing.  লপন করা v. to coat, to wash, to smear. 

 লপা [ lēpā ] v same as  লপন করা । ☐ a. coated, washed, smeared. ̃ না v. to cause to coat or wash 
or smear. 
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 লপাফা,  লফাফা [ lēpāphā, lēphāphā ] n an envelope, a cover, a wrapper. ̃ দার , ̃ র  a. outwardly 
or formally meticulous (but actually insincere and faulty). 

 লবু1 [ lēbu1 ] n the lemon; the lime. 

 লবু2 [ lēbu2 ] a (infor.) good-for-nothing; unpractical; stupid. 

 লেবল [ lēbēla ] n a label.  লেবল আঁটা v. to label.  লেবল-আঁটা a. labelled. 

 ললােনা [ lēlānō ] v to incite (as a dog) to attack, to set on, to set upon. 

 লিলহান [ lēlihāna ] a repeatedly licking; blazing. fluttering ( লিলহান িশখা). 

 লশ [ lēśa ] n an iota, a jot, a bit; trace, shadow. ̃মা  a. (chiefly used in the negative) even an iota 
or bit of, even the faintest trace or shadow of. 

 লস [ lēsa ] n an ornamental fabric, a lace.  লস পরােনা n. to decorate with a lace, to lace, to enlace. 

 লহ,  লহন [ lēha, lēhana ] n licking or lapping.  লহন করা v. to lick, to lap.  লহনকারী,  লহী a. & n. 
one who or that which licks or laps.  ল  a. (of food) to be eaten or taken by licking or lapping. 

 লিখক [ laikhika ] a relating to or used in writing; not spoken or oral, written; (alg.) graphical; 
(rare) literary. 

 ল ,  লি ক [ laiṅga, laiṅgika ] a relating to the penis, penial; sexual. 

 লাক [ lōka ] n a person, a human being; the public; mankind; a world, a sphere (ভূেলাক); a region 
or abode (িব ুেলাক).  লাক হাসােনা v. to be an object of public ridicule.  লােক বেল people say; they say; 
it is said. ̃কািহিন, ̃কথা n. a folktale, a folklore. ̃গণক n. a census enumerator. ̃গণনা n. census. ̃গাথা n. a 
ballad. ̃চ ুেত adv. in the eyes of the people or of the public. ̃চ ুর সমে  publicly; openly. ̃চির  n. 
human nature. ̃জন n. pl. people at large; one's followers or supporters or associates; retinue, suite, 
a train of followers. ̃জানাজািন n. public exposure, publicity. ̃ য় (usu. ি েলাক) n. the three worlds 
(heaven, earth and the nether world). ̃ দখােনা a. falsely exhibiting or displaying in presence of 
others, falsely demonstrative. ̃নাট  n. folk drama. ̃িন া same as  লাকাপবাদ । ̃নৃত  n. folk dance. ̃পর রা 
n. succession of generations; transmission from generation to generation of people or from man 
to man. ̃পর রাগত a. transmitted or handed down from generation to generation of people, 
traditional; circulated or transmitted from man to man. ̃পাল n. a king; (myth.) any one of the eight 
presiding deities of the eight corners of the universe; (in modern times) a Vigilance or 
Anticorruption Officer independent of the executive. ̃ বাদ n. hearsay; (loos.) a rumour. ̃ি য় a. 
popular. ̃ি য়তা n. popularity. ̃বল n. the strength of one's supporters or followers; one's supporters 
or associates or followers collectively. ̃বসিত n. human habitation, settlement. ̃িব ত a. well-known 
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to the people; famous, renowned, celebrated. ̃ব বহার same as  লাকাচার । ̃ভাষা n. dialect, the language 
of the common people. ̃মুেখ adv. from other people, from other people's mouth ( লাকমুেখ 
 েনিছ). ̃র ন folk-entertainment. ̃ল া n. fear of looking small to the people, fear of public 
disgrace. ̃লশকর n. retinue, suite. লীলা n. worldly activities.  লৗিককতা n. social formalities; social 
amenities. ̃শাসন n. public administration. ̃িশ া n. mass education. ̃সংখ া n. population. ̃সংগীত n. a 
folk-song. ̃সমাকীণ   same as জনাকীণ   । ̃সমাগম n. gathering or collection of people; gathering. ̃সমাজ n. 
human society; the public. ̃সািহত  n. folk literature. ̃ সবক n. a social welfare worker. ̃ সবা n. social 
(welfare) service. িহত n. public welfare; public good. ̃িহতকর n. beneficial to the public; promoting 
the well-being of the people. ̃িহতকর কায  a public welfare work or service. ̃িহত ত a. a vow to do 
public good, dedication to public service; devotion to public welfare work. ̃িহৈতষণা n. 
benevolence; (loos.) philanthropy. ̃িহৈতষী a. benevolent; (loos.) philanthropic. fem. ̃িহৈতিষণী । 

 লাকসান [ lōkasāna ] n loss; damage, harm.  লাকসান করা v. to damage, to harm; to cause or suffer a 
loss.  লাকসান  দওয়া v. to suffer or incur a loss; to lose. 

 লাকাচার [ lōkācāra ] n a popular practice, a custom, a usage; customs and usages collectively. 
 লাকাচােরর িব ে  a. contrary to popular practice, opposed to prevailing custom or usage. 

 লাকাতীত [ lōkātīta ] a extramundane; superhuman; miraculous; extraordinary; supernatural. 

 লাকা র [ lōkāntara ] n another world; the world where one goes after one's death, the next 
world, the beyond, the hereafter; (loos.) death (তাঁর  লাকা েরর পর). ̃ া ,  লাকা িরত a. deceased, 
dead. ̃ া  বা  লাকা িরত হওয়া v. to die. ̃গমন, ̃ াি  n. death. 

 লাকাপবাদ [ lōkāpabāda ] n public censure; public scandal; infamy; obloquy. 

 লাকাভাব [ lōkābhāba ] n want of men; want of workers; thin population. 

 লাকায়ত [ lōkāẏata ] a secular ( লাকায়ত সরকার). 

 লাকারণ  [ lōkāraṇya ] n a vast crowd of people; a great concourse of people. ( লােক)  লাকারণ  হওয়া 
v. to teem with a vast multitude of people. 

 লাকাল  বাড   [ lōkāla bōrḍa ] n a local board. 

 লাকালয় [ lōkālaẏa ] n human habitation; a human settlement or colony; a town, a village; (fig.) 
the human society. 

 লােকশ [ lōkēśa ] n god; the king. 

 লাচন [ lōcana ] n the eye. ̃র ন a. pleasing to the eye. 
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 লাটন [ lōṭana ] n the tumbler pigeon, the tumbler (also  লাটন পায়রা); a bun dressed so as to hang 
loosely. 

 লাটা1 [ lōṭā1 ] n a metal pot. 

 লা ,  লাধ [ lōdhra, lōdha ] n a kind of tree.  লা েরণ ুn. a cosmetic powder prepared from the bark 
of this tree. 

 লানা [ lōnā ] a salty; saltish; saline; salted ( লানা মাছ). ☐ n. a damaging coating on walls etc. 
caused by moisture or damp; excess of salinity in soil, water or air ( লানায়  া  হািন).  লানায় ধরা v. to 
be affected with a damaging coating caused by damp. 

 লাপ [ lōpa ] n destruction; abolition; extinction; disappearance; concealment; (gr.) elision.  লাপ 
করা v. to destroy; to abolish; to conceal, to hide.  লাপ পাওয়া,  লাপ হওয়া v. to be destroyed or 
abolished; to become extinct or obsolete; to disappear or vanish; to be concealed; (gr.) to be 
elided. ̃ া  same as ল ু । 

 লাপাট [ lōpāṭa ] a thoroughly plundered or sacked; utterly destroyed; completely disappeared or 
hidden or concealed; carried off to a hiding-place without leaving any trace (লাস  লাপাট).  লাপাট করা 
v. to plunder or sack thoroughly; to destroy utterly; to hide or conceal thoroughly; to carry off to 
a hiding place without leaving any trace. 

 লাফা [ lōphā ] v to catch or take hold of a thing in the air, to take hold of a thing before it 
touches the ground; (fig.) to accept or receive eagerly.  লাফালুিফ করা v. to take or hold catches; to 
catch repeatedly; throwing and catching. 

 লাবান [ lōbāna ] n benzoin. 

 লাভ [ lōbha ] n greed, avidity, covetousness; strong desire or inclination; strong desire to 
appropriate to oneself what be longs to others; thirst for worldly possessions; avarice, cupidity; 
allurement, enticement, temptation.  লাভ করা v. to be greedy of, to covet, to have a strong desire or 
inclination for; to desire strongly to appropriate to oneself what belongs to others; to be thirsty of 
worldly possessions.  লাভ জ ােনা v. to make one greedy.  লাভ  দখােনা v. to tempt, to allure.  লােভ প া 
v. to fall into a temptation; to become greedy of.  লােভ পাপ পােপ ম ৃতু  (fig.) temptation leads to sin 
and sin to death; (fig.) avarice leads to vice and vice to death.  লাভ সংবরণ করা to check or control 
one's greed or temptation. ̃জলক same as  লাভনীয় । ̃ন n. act of tempting or alluring, enticement. ☐ 
a. same as  লাভনীয় । ̃নীয় a. covetable; tempting, alluring; lucrative ( লাভনীয় চাকির); at tractive, 
charming ( লাভনীয়  চহারা).  লাভাতুর,  লাভাত  a. stricken with (extreme) greed; greatly tempted; very 
much eager. fem.  লাভাতুরা,  লাভাত া ।  লাভী a. greedy, avid, covetous; strongly desirous of or 
inclined to; strongly desirous of appropriating to oneself what belongs to others; greedy of 
worldly possessions; avaricious; easily tempted or allured. 
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 লামনাশক [ lōmanāśaka ] a depilatory. 

 লাম- ফা ঁা [ lōma-phōn ̐ḍ◌়ā ] n a boil in a hair follicle. 

 লার [ lōra ] n (poet.) tears. 

 লাল [ lōla ] a restless, frequently moving ( লাল কটা ); lolling; greedy or thirsty or extremely 
eager, wistful ( লাল দিৃ ); loose or loosened. ̃চম  a. one whose skin hangs loosely on account of 
age. ̃িজ  a. greedily lolling one's tongue; fluttering, blazing ( লালিজ  অি ). 

 লালা [ lōlā ] n the tongue (esp. which is greedy of food). 

 লালুপ [ lōlupa ] a stricken with extreme greed; greatly tempted; very much eager; greedy, avid. 

 লা  [ lōṣṭra ] n a roundish small lump of earth; a small roundish stone or brickbat. ̃ব  adv. & a. 
like a clod of earth; as valueless as a lump of earth. 

 লাহ [ lōha ] n iron; metal; blood; tears. 

 লাহা [ lōhā ] n iron.  লাহার কারখানা an iron foundry; a smithy.  লাহার িজিনস hard ware. আকিরক  লাহা 
iron-ore. ঢালাই  লাহা cast-iron. নরম  লাহা soft-iron, pig-iron.  পটা  লাহা wrought-iron. ̃চুর n. iron 
filings; pulverized iron, iron dust; iron rust. ̃র n. a blacksmith. ̃ল   n. iron and wood and similar 
substances and things made of them. 

 লািহত [ lōhita ] a. & n red. ̃ক n. (astr.) the Mars; ruby; spinel; spinel-ruby.  লািহত সাগর n. the Red 
Sea. 

 লা ,  লৗ [ lōhu, lau ] n blood. 

 লৗিকক [ laukika ] a human; popular, public; social; worldly, earthly; formal; customary. ̃তা n. 
formality; a formal gift given to one esp. on a ceremonial occasion.  লৗিককতা (র া) করা v. to 
comply with formalities whilst dealing with one; to give or send a formal present. 

 লৗহ [ lauha ] n iron; steel. ̃কার n. a blacksmith. ̃ঘিটত a. ferrous; chalybeate. ̃চণূ   n. iron filings; 
pulverized iron, iron dust; iron rust. ̃িনিম  ত a. made of iron or steel. ̃ব   n. a railway; a tramway. ̃ময় 
a. made of iron or steel; full of iron. ̃শ ৃল n. iron chains, fetters. 

ল াং [ lyā ] n the leg, the shank; causing to stumble by pushing one's leg into an other’s. ল াং  দওয়া, 
ল াং মারা v. to cause to stumble or fall by pushing one's leg into another's to trip; (sl.) to betray. 

ল াংচা [ lyāñcā ] n a kind of sweetmeat made of posset.  
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ল াংচােনা [ lyāñcānō ] v to limp. 

ল াং া1 [ lyāṇḍ◌়ā1 ] n an excellent species of mango. 

ল াং া2 [ lyāṇḍ◌়ā2 ] a lame. ☐ n. a lame person. 

ল াংেবাট [ lyāmbōṭa ] n a longboat; (inc. but pop.) a slow-moving cargo-boat; (sarcas.) a constant 
companion or follower esp. one who impedes movement or progress; a drag, an encumbrance. 

ল াঙট, ল া ট [ lyāṅaṭa, lyāṅgaṭa ] n a tiny loincloth worn by Indian wrestlers and ascetics. 

ল াঠা [ lyāṭhā ] n trouble, difficulty; fix; a species of small and soft fish. 

ল া  [ lyāmpa ] n a lamp. 
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শ1 [ śa1 ] n the thirtieth consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

শংসন, শংসা [ śaṃsana, śaṃsā ] n praise, compliment. শংসাপ  n. a certificate; a testimonial. 

শংিসত [ śaṃsita ] a praised, complimented. 

শক [ śaka ] n the Scythian race; a Scythian; an era introduced in 78 A.D. (also শকা ); any year 
(বাংলা শক). 

শকট [ śakaṭa ] n a vehicle, a carriage, a cart, a car.  গা-শকট n. a bullock-cart; a hackery. বা ীয় শকট 
a railway train. ̃চালক n. a carter, a driver, a carman; a coachman. 

শকিটকা [ śakaṭikā ] n a small or toy car. 

শকি  [ śakaḍ◌়i ] n. & a. that which has come in contact with cooked food or with the leavings 
of one's meal. 

শক ীপ [ śakadbīpa ] n Scythia. 

শকরখ  [ śakarakhanda ] n the sweet potato, the yam. 

শকল [ śakala ] n a portion, a part, a piece; a scale of fish; (bot.) bast. ̃ত  n. bast fibre. 

শকার-বকার [ śakāra-bakāra ] n filthy words beginning with শ and ব; filthy revilings or abusive 
language. 

শকাির [ śakāri ] n the enemy or subduer of the Shakas (শক). 

শ ন [ śakuna ] n the vulture; an omen. ̃  a. versed in augury. 

শ িন [ śakuni ] n the vulture; a character of the Mahabharata; (fig.) a relative who, by giving 
evil counsel, leads a family to ruin. 

শ   [ śakunta ] n the bird; the vulture. ̃লা n. fem. one who has been protected by a bird. 

শ 1 [ śakta1 ] a capable, able, fit for work (শ সমথ  = hardy); strong, powerful; efficient; hard to 
win over or deceive (শ  ব বসায়ী). 

শ 2 [ śakta2 ] a hard, not soft; strong; stiff, obdurate; durable, tight; firm, steady; stub-born; 
severe, rigorous; strict; rigid; strenuous; niggardly, stingy (খরেচর  বলায়  স শ ); harsh (শ  কথা) 
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excruciating (শ  ব থা); difficult. শ  ঘািন (fig.) a very hard taskmaster; (fig.) a hard nut to crack; a 
very obdurate man. শ  পা ায় প া to have to deal with a person who is more than one's match, 
to catch a tartar. শে র ভ  নরেমর যম (fig.) one who flatters a strong opponent but tyrannizes 
over a weak one, a jackal in Brobdingang playing the lion in Lilliput. 

শি  [ śakti ] n power; strength, might; force; vigour; capacity; capability; potency (as of 
homoeopathic medicines); (phys.) energy; a state influential in international affairs, a power; 
(Hindu. myth.) the female principle taking part in the work of creation, Sakti, Shakti, a female 
deity; Goddess Durga ( গ া); an ancient missile. ̃ য় n. loss of power or strength or energy; (of an 
army) loss of men. ̃ধর a. powerful, strong. শি   েয়াগ করা v. to apply force. ̃বগ  n. pl. states 
influential in international affairs or taking part in a war, powers. ̃ম া, ̃শািলতা n. powerfulness, 
strength; forcefulness; possession of full vigour. ̃মান, ̃শালী a. powerful, strong. forceful; vigorous; 

nervous (শি শালী গদ ). fem. ̃মতী, ̃শািলনী । ̃ শল n. a dreadful or deadly mythological missile. ̃স য় n. 
accumulation of strength or power; accumulation or preservation of energy. শি  স ার করা v. to 
infuse strength in; to invigorate; to energize. ̃সামথ   n. power and capabilities. ̃সাম  n. balance of 

power. ̃হীন a. powerless; weak; impotent. fem. ̃হীনা । ̃হীনতা n. powerlessness; weakness; 
impotence. 

শ ু [ śaktu ] n a kind of farina made by grinding pulses, pulse-meal. 

শক  [ śakya ] a capable of being done. ̃তা n. practicability, feasibility; capability. 

শ  ূ[ śatrū ] n Indra (ই ) the king of gods. 

শখ [ śakha ] n a capricious inclination or liking; a fancy; a hobby; a pursuit for amusement (শেখর 
চাকির); one's own accord or choice. শখ করা v. to incline to or choose or pursue capriciously or for 
amusement; to undertake or invite or choose voluntarily (শখ কের িবপদ ডাকা). 

শ র [ śaṅkara ] n Shiva (িশব); a species of sea-fish. fem. শ রী Goddess Durga ( গ া). 

শ া [ śaṅkā ] n fear, dread, terror; alarm; misgiving; perturbation. শ া করা v. to fear, to 
apprehend; to have a misgiving. ̃ ল a. perturbed; full of misgiving; greatly frightened. fem. ̃ লা 
। ̃ি ত same as শি ত । fem. ̃ি তা । ̃শূ  a. fearless; free from misgivings. ̃হর, ̃হরণ a. one who or that 

which expels fear or misgiving. fem. ̃হরা । ̃হীন same as ̃শ ূ । fem. ̃হীনা । 

শি ত [ śaṅkita ] a frightened, alarmed; afraid; seized with a misgiving; perturbed; fearful, 
timorous. 

শ  ু[ śaṅku ] n a long pin of wood or metal; a probe; a prod; a skewer; a wedge; a peg, a stake; a 
gnomon; (chiefly in conics) a cone. 
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শ  [ śaṅkha ] n the conch; a conchshell (esp. one that is sounded by blowing); a conch bangle. 
☐ n. & a. billion (1,,,). ˜চ গদাপ ধারী a. carrying a conch-shell, a discus, a mace and a lotus. ☐ n. 
an appellation of God Narayana. ̃িচল n. a species of white-breasted kite. ̃চূ  n. the king cobra. ̃চণূ   

n. conchshell powder. ̃চণূ  ী see শি নী । ̃ িন, ̃নাদ n. the sound of blowing a conchshell. ̃ িন করা, ̃নাদ 

করা v. to blow a conchshell. ̃বিণক n. a dealer and worker in articles of conchshells. ̃বলয় n. a bangle 
for the wrist made of conchshell. ̃িবষ n. white arsenic, ratsbane. শি নী n. a woman of the third of 
four sexual cat egories; the evil spirit of a woman who has died when her husband is still alive, a 
female ghoul (also শ চণূ  ী). 

শিচ, শচী [ śaci, śacī ] n the wife of Indra (ই ) the king of gods. 

শজেন [ śajanē ] n a kitchen plant, the horse raddish. ̃খা া n. the edible stem or stalk of this 
plant. 

শজা  [ śajāru ] n the porcupine. 

শতন [ śatana ] n rotting, decomposition, putrefaction. 

শিট, শটী [ śaṭi, śaṭī ] n zedoary. শিট ফডু n. pulverized zedoary taken as food. 

শঠ [ śaṭha ] a deceitful; swindling; knavish; sly; crooked. ☐ n. a knave, a crook. ̃তা, শঠতাচরণ n. 
deceit; swindling; knavery, chicanery; false play; sharp practice; slyness; crookedness. শঠতা করা v. 
to chicane, to deceive, to play false. শেঠ শাঠ ং an eye for an eye; a blow for a blow. 

শণ [ śaṇa ] n hemp (plant or fibre); flax (plant or fibre). শেণ  তির a. hempen; flaxen. শেণর  ি  (lit.) 
a sheaf of fibres of flax; (fig.) grey hair. 

শত [ śata ] n. & a hundred. ☐ a. many or innumerable.  িত শত percent. শতক a. having a number 
of hundreds; hundred. ☐ n. a hundred; an aggregate of one hundred similar things (স াবশতক); a 
century. ̃করা a. & adv. percent. শতকরা হার, শতকরা িহসাব percentage. ˜িকয়া n. a table of numbers up to 
1. ̃ কািট n. & a. hundred crore. &square; a. countless, innumerable. ̃খ  n. a hundred pieces. ☐ a. 
reduced or torn to hundred pieces; reduced or torn to pieces; tattered. ̃ ণ n. a hundred times. ☐ 
a. hundred times of; a hundred times. ☐ adv. to or by hundred times; a hundred times; many 
or countless times, in or to a great degree or extent, far. ̃ েণ adv. same as ̃ ণ (adv.). ̃ ি হ a. 
patched at hundred places; tattered. ̃ ী n. a mythological missile which could kill a hundred 

persons at one stroke. ̃ি   a. torn at hundred places; tattered. ̃তম a. hundredth. fem. ̃তমী । ̃দল n. 

a hundred petalled or many-petalled object; the lotus. ̃  n. the river Sutlej. ̃ধা adv. in or to a 
hundred divisions; a hundred times as much; hundredfold; in or to numerous divisions. ̃ধার a. 
having a hundred ends or edges or streams. ̃ধাের adv. in hundred streams, in innumerable 
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streams. ̃পদী n. the centipede; the scorpion; the earwig. ̃বষ  জীবী same as শতায় ু। ̃বািষ  ক a. centennial. 

শতবািষ  ক উ সব the centenary. ̃িভষা n. the twenty-fourth of the twenty-seven stars according to 
Hindu astronomy. ̃মারী n. (sarcas.) a bad physician who has killed a hundred patients, a 
charlatan, a quacksalver, a quack. ̃মুখ a. having one hundred mouths or outlets; (fig.) voluble, 
glib. মুখী n. (hum.) a besom. ̃মুেখ adv. glibly; in multifarious ways. ̃মূলী n. asparagus. ̃ পা a. having 
many colours or shapes. ̃শ adv. by hundreds; hundredfold; hundred times over; over and over 
again. ̃সহ  n. & a. hundred thousand. &square; a. many, innumerable. 

শতর , শতর  [ śatarañja, śatarañca ] n chess. 

শতরি , শতরি  [ śatarañji, śatarañci ] n a durrie, a carpet. 

শতাংশ [ śatāṃśa ] n one hundred parts; (pop.) one hundredth part. 

শতা , শতা ী [ śatābda, śatābdī ] n a century. 

শতায় ু[ śatāẏu ] a living for a hundred years. শতায়ু ব ি  a. centenarian. 

শেতক [ śatēka ] a one hundred; many hundreds; many, innumerable; nearly or approximately a 
hundred. ̃ খয়াির n. fem. (in vulgar reviling) a cursed woman who has seen the death of a hundred 
near ones. 

শনশন [ śanaśana ] int expressing: the noise caused by the speedy flight of the wind, arrow etc. 

শনা  [ śanākta ] n identification. শনা  করা v. to identify. 

শিন [ śani ] n (myth.) a deity who is the son of the sun-god; the Saturn; Saturday (usu. শিনবার); 
(fig.) one who ruins utterly. শিনর দশা (astrol.) the influence of Saturn; (fig.) the state of utter 
distress or ruin. শিনর দিৃ  (astrol.) the aspect of Saturn; (fig.). state of utter distress or ruin. ̃বলয় 
n. the ring of Saturn. 

শৈন র [ śanaiścara ] n (myth.) a deity who is the son of the sun-god; Saturn. 

শপ [ śapa ] n a finely woven large mat. 

শপথ [ śapatha ] n an oath, a swearing; a vow; a promise. শপথ করা v. to take an oath, to swear; to 
vow; to promise. শপথ করােনা v. to cause to take an oath, to cause to swear or vow or promise. শপথ 
কের, ̃পূব ক adv. on oath, with an oath. ̃প  n. an affidavit. ̃ মাণক n. a Commissioner of affidavits. 
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শপাং, শপা  [ śapā, ṃśapāt ] int expressing; the noise of a quick and forceful stroke as of a 
whip; the swishing noise. 

শপাশপ [ śapāśapa ] int expressing: repeated শপা  sound; the noise of gulping any thin food 
greedily and quickly. 

শব, শবেদহ [ śaba, śabadēha ] n a dead body, a corpse. শবদাহ, শবদাহন n. cremation. শবদাহ করা v. to 
burn a dead body, to cremate. শবদাহক n. one who cremates, a cremator. শবদাহনচুি  n. a cremator; 
an incinerator.শবদাহ হান n. a crematorium. শবপরী া n. post-mortem; autopsy. শবপরী া করা v. to 
make a post-mortem of, to autopsy. শবব বে দ করা v. to dissect a dead body. শবযা া n. a funeral 
procession শবযান n. a bier. শবস কার n. obsequies, funeral rites; cremation. শবস কার করা v. to 
perform the obsequies of; to cremate. শবসাধনা n. a form of mystical rite or religious meditation 
performed by sitting upon a dead body in a crematorium usu. on a new-moon night; (fig.) a 
dreadful endeavour to achieve something. শবাকার a. corpse like; looking like a corpse. শবাগার n. a 
morgue. শবা াদন-ব  n. shroud; a winding-sheet; dead-clothes. শবাধার n. a bier. শবা গমন করা v. to 
follow a corpse to the funeral place. শবা গামী, শবা যা ী n. one who follows a corpse to the funeral 
place, a mourner. শবাসন n. a posture of yogic exercise in which one lies still with the face up. 
শবাসনা a. fem. mounted upon a corpse. ☐ n. Goddess Kali (কালী). 

শবর [ śabara ] n an ancient non-Aryan hunting community of India; a member of this 

community; a hunter. fem. শবরী । 

শবল [ śabala ] a dappled, variegated; brindled. fem. শবলা, শবলী । 

শেববরাত [ śabēbarāta ] n a Muslim festival. 

শ  [ śabda ] n a sound; a noise; a cry or call (পািখর শ ,   েরর শ ); a word. শ  করা v. to make a 
sound or noise; to cry or call. ̃কর, ̃কারী a. making a sound or noise; crying or calling. ̃ কাষ n. a 
lexicon; a dictionary. ̃ত  n. philology. ̃তর  n. a sound-wave. ̃তাি ক a. philological. ☐ n. a 
philologist. ̃  ত n. reduplication of words. ̃ করণ n. orthography. ̃বহ a. conveying sounds or 

sound-waves. ̃িব াস n. arrangement of words; (gr.) syntax. ̃ বধী var. of ̃ ভদী । ̃   n. the Supreme 

Being consisting of sound only (cp. Logos); the Vedas. ̃ভা ার n. the treasure of words; the total 
corpus of words of a language. ̃ ভদী a. capable of hitting the target by merely hearing the sound 
made by it. ̃ যাজনা n. adding or supplementing words. ̃ময় a. full of sound; noisy; word. ̃শি  n. 
different imports of a word; the capacity of words for conveying significance, power of 
words. ̃শা  n. the science of words; grammar; philology; branches of learning collectively. ̃হীন a. 
soundless; noiseless; speechless; silent. শ াতীত a. beyond words; not expressible in words. 
শ ায়মান a. in the state of making sounds, sounding; resounding. শ াথ  n. the meaning of a word, a 
word-meaning. শ ালংকার n. any one of the figures of speech based on sound, such as, 
alliteration, onomatopoeia etc. শি ত a. sounded; filled with sound; resounded. 
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শম [ śama ] n cessation, desistance; alleviation, mitigation; mental (and also sensual) restraint 
or calm; subsidence or conquest of desire. 

শমন2 [ śamana2 ] n Yama (যম) the god of death; death. ̃ ার n. death's door. ̃ভবন, ̃সদন n. the abode 
of death; the Hades; death's door. শমনসদেন যাওয়া v. to die. শমনসদেন   রণ করা v. to kill; to send 
(one) to one's death. 

শিম [ śami ] n a kind of tree the Acacia suma. 

শিমত [ śamita ] a allayed; subsided; repressed, restrained; calmed; quelled. 

শমীধা  [ śamīdhānya ] n any leguminous grain, pulse, bean etc. 

শ র [ śambara ] n a kind of antelope with branched horns; a mythological demon. শ রাির n. the 
enemy or slayer of Shambar (শ র) the demon; Madana (মদন) the Hindu love-god. 

শ ুক, শ ূক [ śambuka, śambūka ] n the snail. ̃গিত n. snail-like pace or movement; (fig.) 
procrastination, sluggishness, slowness. ☐ a. snail-paced; snail-slow; sluggish, slow. 

শ ু [ śambhu ] n Shiva (িশব). 

শয া [ śayyā ] n a bed; bedding; a couch or cot. শয া  তালা v. to put up or put away a bed. শয া পাতা 
v. to make a bed. শয া  নওয়া v. to become bedridden; to lie down. ̃ক কী, (loos.) ̃ক ক n. a malady in 

which one feels as if one's bed is a bed of thorns. ̃গত same as ̃শায়ী । ̃ াদন, ̃ াদনী n. a bedspread, a 

coverlet, a bedcover; a bedsheet. ̃পা   n. bedside. ̃ া  n. the end of a bed. শয া রচনা করা v. to make a 

bed. ̃শায়ী a. bedridden, bedfast; lying down. fem. ̃শািয়নী । ̃স ী, ̃সহচর n. a bedfellow; a husband; a 
paramour (fem. ̃সি নী, ̃সহচরী a concubine, a paramour). 

শয়তান [ śaẏatāna ] n Satan, the Devil; a very wicked person, a rogue, a devil; (in endearment) a 
naughty fellow. শয়তািন1 n. extreme wickedness, roguery, devilishness, devilry; (in endearment) 

mischievousness. শয়তািন2 n. fem. of শয়তান । শয়তািন করা v. to do damage or harm to, to play the 

devil (with). ☐ Satanic; devilish; (in endearment) mischievous. 

শয়ন [ śaẏana ] n lying down; sleep; a bed. শয়ন করা v. to lie down; to go to sleep; to 
sleep. ̃ক , ̃গহৃ, ̃মি র, শয়নাগার n. a bedroom, a bedchamber. ̃কাল n. bed time. 

শয়ান, শািয়ত [ śaẏāna, śāẏita ] a lying down; lying at length, (loos.) prostrate; sleeping, asleep. 

fem. শয়ানা, শিয়তা । শয়নেরখা n. (bot.) a horizontal line. 
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সকল ধ রন  সোরজেন িোউনরলোি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 
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শর [ śara ] n an arrow, a shaft, a dart; a reed. ̃  প বা ̃  পণ বা ̃িনে প করা v. to shoot an arrow. ̃জাল 
n. a meshy shower of arrows. ̃বন n. a reed hedge. ̃বষ ণ n. a shower of arrows. ̃বষ  ণ করা v. to shower 
arrows (upon). ̃িব  a. pierced or hit with an arrow. ̃বৃি  n. a shower of arrows. ̃ব  n. a target for 
arrow-shooting; a target. ̃শয া n. a number of arrows pierced through one's body in such a 
manner as to form a makeshift bed above the ground. ̃স ান করা v. to plant an arrow on one's 
bow; to shoot an arrow; to aim an arrow (at). শরাঘাত n. a stroke of an arrow; a wound caused by 
an arrow. শরাঘাত করা v. to strike or wound with an arrow. শরাভ াস n. a practice of archery. শরাভ াস 
করা v. to practise archery. শরােরাপণ করা v. to plant an arrow on a bow. শরাসন n. a bow (for shooting 
arrows). শরাহত a. struck or wounded with an arrow. 

শর   [ śaraccandra ] n the autumnal moon. 

শরণ [ śaraṇa ] n a shelter, a refuge; recourse; (rare) a resort, a retreat, a house; a shelterer; a 
protector. শরণ  নওয়া v. to take shelter; to come or go for a shelter or refuge; to have recourse to. 

শরণাগত, শরণাপ  a. one who has come for shelter. ☐ n. a refugee. fem. শরণাগতা, শরণাপ া । শরণথ ী a. 

seeking shelter or refuge. ☐ n. a refugee. শরণ  a. giving or capable of giving shelter or 
protection; worthy of being sheltered or protected. 

শর , শর কাল [ śarat, śaratkāla ] n autumn. শর কালীন a. au tumnal. 

শরিদ  [ śaradindu ] n the autumnal moon. ̃িনভাননা a. fem. having a face resembling the 
autumnal moon (in brightness and beauty). 

শরবত [ śarabata ] n a sweet drink, a beverage, a cordial, sharbat. 

শরবিত [ śarabati ] n a bigger variety of lemon. 

শরভ [ śarabha ] n a kind of deer or antelope; a mythological octopod stronger even than the 
lion; a young elephant; a kind of corn-pest; the locust; the grasshopper. 

শরম [ śarama ] n shame; bashfulness; coyness, modesty. শরম করা, শরম লাগা v. to feel or think 
shame; to be ashamed; to be abashed. 

শরা [ śarā ] n a shallow earthen plate. 

শরাব [ śarāba ] n wine. 

শিরক [ śarika ] n a joint-owner; a coparcener; a sharer, a partner; an associate. শিরকান, শিরকানা n. 
share of a joint owner or partner; a share; a part; (loos.) joint ownership, coparcenery, 
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partnership. শিরকািন, শিরিক a. jointly owned, coparcenery. শিরিক সংঘষ   n. strife or quarrel among 
partners. 

শিরফ [ śaripha ] a magnanimous, highminded, noble (শিরফ আদিম); holy, sacred ( কারানশিরফ, 
ম াশিরফ). 

শিরয়ত [ śariẏata ] n the Islamic scripture or law. 

শরীর [ śarīra ] n the body; the physique; ̃গত a. lying within the body; of the body; bodily, 
physical. ̃ ি হ n. a bone-joint. ̃জ a. produced or emerged from the body; (loos.) lying within the 
body (শরীরজ ব ািধ); (loos.) of the body (শরীরজ ব াপার); bodily; physical. শরীর ধারণ করা v. to assume a 
body or form or shape; to take one's birth in the world. ̃পাত n. impairment or loss of health; 
death. শরীরপাত করা v. to impair one's health; to sacrifice one's life, to die. ̃ হ a. lying within the 

body; bodily, physical. শরীরী a. having a body; embodied; corporeal. fem. শরীিরণী । 

শক রা [ śarkarā ] n sugar; gravel, grit, rubble; (med.) concretion, calculus. ̃ব  a. granular; 
gravelly, gritty; sugary. ̃িমি ত a. sugared. 

শত  [ śarta ] n a condition, a stipulation; an agreement. শত  করা v. to make an agreement or 
stipulation. এই শেত   on this condition. িবনা শেত   without condition, unconditionally. ̃হীন a. 
unconditional, unqualified. শত  াধীন a. conditional. 

শব  [ śarba ] n Shiva (িশব). 

শব রী [ śarbarī ] n night. 

শব াণী [ śarbāṇī ] n. fem the wife of Sharba (শব ); Goddess Durga ( গ া). 

শম  া [ śarmā ] n a common surname of Brahmins (িব ুশম  া); (in vaunts etc.) I, I the speaker, 
myself (এই শম  া). 

শলভ [ śalabha ] n a kind of corn-pest; the grass hopper; the locust. 

শলা, শলাকা [ śalā, śalākā ] n a long pin or stick of metal or wood; (med.) a probe; a skewer. 

শিল [ śali ] n a dry measure of corn. 

শ  [ śalka ] n a scale (esp. of fish); bark (of trees). ̃ব  a. scaly. 
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শল  [ śalya ] n a long pin or stick of metal or wood; (med.) a probe; a thorn; a fishbone; a sharp-
pointed mythological missile; an arrow; an arrowhead, (fig.) cause of affliction or displeasure of 
the heart. ̃িচিক সক n. a surgeon. ̃িচিক সা n. surgery; a surgical operation. ̃ত , ̃িবদ া n. surgery. 
শেল া ার করা v. to extract a thorn, arrow etc. (from a body); (fig.) to remove a cause of affliction 
or displeasure from the heart. 

শ কী [ śallakī ] n the porcupine. 

শশ, শশক [ śaśa, śaśaka ] n the hare; the rabbit; the cony. শশধর n. the moon. শশিবষাণ, শশশৃ  n. 
(lit.) a hare's horn; an absurdity, a mare's nest. শশব   a. franti cally hurrying (esp. through fear). 
শশব ে  adv. hurrying frantically. 

শশা [ śaśā ] n the cucumber. 

শশা  [ śaśāṅka ] n the lunar crescent, a digit of the moon. ̃ শখর same as শশীভূষ ণ । 

শশী [ śaśī ] n the moon. 

শশীকর [ śaśīkara ] n moonbeam; moonlight, moon shine. 

শশীকলা [ śaśīkalā ] n a digit of the moon. 

শশী ভা [ śaśīprabhā ] n moonlight, moonbeam. 

শশীভূষ ণ [ śaśībhūṣaṇa ] n one who has the moon as an ornament; Shiva (িশব) 

শশীমুখী [ śaśīmukhī ] n. fem one who has a face resembling the moon (in beauty). 

শ  [ śaṣpa ] n young or tender grass. ̃শয া n. bed of grass. শ াবতৃ a. covered with tender grass. 

শ  [ śastra ] n a weapon which is to be wielded by the hand and not thrown (e.g. a sword); a 
weapon; an iron tool for handicrafts; a surgical instrument or knife. ̃িচিক সক n. a 

surgeon. ̃িচিক সা n. surgery. ̃জীবী same as শ াজীব । ̃ত াগ n. act of laying down or relin quishing one's 

arms. ̃ধর, ̃ধারী, ̃পািণ a. bearing arms, armed. ̃িবদ া n. the art and science of using weapons. শ াগার n. 
an armoury; an arsenal. শ াজীব a. earning one's livelihood as a professional soldier. ☐ n. a 
soldier. 

শ  [ śasya ] n corn, grain; (loos.) cereals; crop; harvest; kernel (of fruits), pulp; (bot.) 
albumen. ̃    n. a corn-field. শ   পষ ণ করা v. to grind corn; to husk. শ েপষ ণ-য  n. a corn-mill; a 
husking machine. ̃ভা ার n. a granary. ̃ ভাজী a. feeding on corn, graminivorous; (of cornpests) 
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destroying crop by eating it up. ̃ম ির n. a corn-stalk. ̃ল a. abounding in corn; (of fruits) full of 

kernel, pulpy; (bot.) albuminous. ̃শালী a. abounding in corn. fem. ̃শািলনী । ̃ ামল a. green with 

plentiful corn. fem. ̃ ামলা । শ  সং হ করা v. to harvest; to procure corn esp. cereals. শ সং েহর 
কাল harvest time, harvest. শ াগার n. a granary; a grange. শ াধার n. a corn-bin. 

শহর [ śahara ] n a town; a city. ̃ কােতায়াল n. the chief of city police. ̃তিল n. outskirts of a town or 
city, a suburb. ̃ হ a. of or living in a town or city; urban. 

শিহদ [ śahida ] n a martyr. শিহদ হওয়া v. to be martyred. ̃  n. martyrdom. 

শ ের [ śahurē ] a of or living in a town or city, urban; townish; cockney. শ ের জীবন town-life, 
urbanity. শ ের হাওয়া (usu. dero.) influence of a town or city, urbanity. ̃পনা n. (dero.) urbanity, 
townishness; affected cockneyish behaviour or speech. 

শা,ঁ শাইঁ [ śā, m ̐śām̐i ] int expressing: a fizzing or swishing or hissing sound. শা-ঁশা,ঁ শাইঁ শাইঁ int. 
expressing: repetition of this sound; great speed. 

শাখঁ, শাকঁ [ śān ̐kha, śān ̐ka ] n the conch; a conchshell, a conch. শাখঁ বাজােনা v. to blow a conch shell 
or a conch. শােঁখর করাত a saw for cutting conchshells (this saw cuts bothways), a conch-cutter; 
(fig.) any object the presence and absence of which are equally painful, something which cuts 
bothways; a dilemma. শা ঁক আলু, শাখঁ-আলু, শা ঁকালু, শাখঁালু n. a white esculent fruit shaped almost like a 

conchshell. শা ঁকচুি , শা ঁকচুণ  ী corruptions of শ চূণ  ী । শাখঁা n. a bangle for the wrist made of 
conchshell, a conch bangle. শাখঁাির n. a Hindu caste working and dealing in articles made of conch 
shells; a member of this caste; a worker or dealer in articles of conchshells. 

শাসঁ [ śām ̐sa ] n kernel, pulp; pith; core; marrow; (fig.) solid worth, substance (মগেজ শাসঁ  নই); 
(fig.) wealth, riches ( লাকটার শাসঁ ফ ুিরেয়েছ). শাসঁােলা a. abounding in kernel, pulpy, pithy; marrowy; 
(fig.) full of solid worth, substantial; (fig.) wealthy. 

শাক [ śāka ] n any edible herb or creeper, spinach, spinage. শাক িদেয় মাছ ঢাকা (fig.) a ludicrous and 

futile attempt at concealing a detestable offence. ̃ভাত same as শাকা  । ̃পাতা n. pl. edible herbs, 

creepers and leaves collectively; (fig.) extremely poor food. ̃সবিজ n. edible herbs, creepers, fruits 
and roots collectively; vegetables, greens. ̃সবিজর  খত a kitchen garden. শাকা  n. (lit.) a dish of only 
rice and spinach; (fig.) very poor or simple food. শাকাহারী n. a person subsisting on lean 
vegetarian diet. 

শা ন [ śākuna ] a of birds, avian. ̃িব  n. an augur. ̃িবদ া n. augury. শা িনক n. a fowler; an augur. 
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শা  [ śākta ] a devoted to or worshipping Sakti or the female principle of creation. ☐ n. a 
worshipper of Sakti, a Sakta, a Shakta. ̃পদাবিল n. (pl.) poems or lyric poems in adoration of Sakti, 
the God dess of creation or Goddess Kali. 

শাক  [ śākya ] n a Kshatriya clan. ̃মুিন, ̃িসংহ n. Gautama Buddha. 

শাখা [ śākhā ] n a branch of a tree, a bough; a ramus (pl. rami); a section, a part, a subordinate 
division, a branch; an off shoot. ̃ক টক n. a thorn. ̃কলম n. (bot.) a cutting. ̃চু ত a. fallen or detached 
from a branch or bough. ̃নদী n. a tributary. শাখা রাল n. a position screened off by the branches of 
a tree. ̃ শাখা n. pl. branches and twigs (of a tree); rami and ramuli; ramifications, sections and 
sub-sections; offshoots large and small. ̃িব াস n. (bot.) branching, ramification. ̃মগৃ. n. a ramal 
animal; the monkey; the ape. 

শাখী [ śākhī ] a having branches, branched, ra mose. ☐ n. a tree. 

শাগেরদ [ śāgarēda ] n a disciple, a pupil; a trainee; a follower; a novice. শাগেরিদ n. discipleship, 
pupilage, noviciate, novitiate, novicehood. শাগেরিদ করা v. to act as a disciple or pupil or trainee or 
follower or novice. 

শা র [ śāṅkara ] a of Shankar (শ র) or Shiva (িশব); made or propounded by Shankaracharya 
(শা র ভা ). 

শািটন [ śāṭina ] n satin. 

শাি  [ śāḍ◌়i ] n an Indian woman's loincloth, the sari. 

শাণ [ śāṇa ] n a whetstone; a grindstone; (also শাণ-পাথর); whetting; edge, sharpness; শাণ  দওয়া v. 
to whet, to sharpen; (fig.) to stimulate; (fig.) to make poignant. ̃ওয়ালা n. a whetter, a 
sharpener. ̃পাথর n. a whetstone. শািণত a. whetted, sharpened (শািণত তরবাির); sharp; (fig.) 
stimulated (শািণত  ুদা); (fig.) poignant, cutting to the quick (শািণত িতর ার). 

শাতন [ śātana ] n. act of cutting off. শাতন করা v. to cut off; to clip (প শাতন করা). 

শািদ [ śādi ] n. (Mus.) marriage. শািদ করা v. to marry, to wed. 

শান2 [ śāna2 ] n. a paved or cemented floor. শান বাধঁােনা v. to pave. 

শানা, শানােনা1 [ śānā, śānānō1 ] v. to be satisfied or gratified (তার অে  শানায় না). 

শানােনা2 [ śānānō2 ] v. to whet, to sharpen; (fig.) to stimulate; (fig.) to make poignant. 
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শা  [ śānta ] a. peaceful, quiet, tranquil; satisfied, gratified; appeased, pacified, calmed, 
quietened; composed; allayed; calm; gentle, mild. শা  করা v. to satisfy; to gratify; to appease, to 
pacify, to calm; to quieten. ̃িচ , ̃ চতা a. having a calm or quiet disposition; mild-tempered. ̃দা  a. 
mild and temperate. ̃ কিৃত a. gentle-natured; having a calm disposition. ̃বলয় n. (geog.) a belt or 
region of calms. ̃ভাব n. mental calm or tranquillity. ̃মূিত  a. having a tranquil appearance. ̃রস n. 

(rhet.) the tranquil or calm sentiment. ̃িশ  a. gentle and polite. ̃ ভাব same as ̃ কিৃত । 

শাি  [ śānti ] n peace, tranquillity, calm, quietude; removal (আপদশাি ); control (  ােধর শাি ); 
satisfaction, gratification ( ুদার শাি ); pacification, appeasement; alleviation; freedom from 
disturbances, peace; termination or cessation (য ুশাি ); termination of hostility or war; weal, 
welfare, well being. ̃জল n. holy sacrificial water sprinkled upon votaries to ward off evils. ̃িনেকতন 
n. an abode of peace. ̃পুির a. produced at Shantipur in Bengal. ☐ n. a very fine handloom cloth 
produced at Shantipur. ̃পুের a. of Shantipur in Bengal; produced at Shantipur; current at or used 
at Shantipur (শাি পুের বুিল); born or living at Shantipur. ̃পূণ   a. peaceful; calm; tranquil; quiet. ̃ি য় a. 
peace loving. ̃িবধায়ক a. pacifying, pacifactory; peace-making. ☐ n. a peace-maker. ̃ভ  n. breach of 
peace. ̃ভ  করা v. to disturb the peace of; to create disturbance; to disturb. ̃ভ কারী a. disturbing 

the peace; creating distur bances; disturbing. fem. ̃ভ কািরণী । ̃ময় same as ̃পূণ   । fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃র ক n. a 

defender of the peace; a police man. শাি র া করা v. to maintain peace. শাি   হাপন করা v. to make 
peace (with); to bring to a peaceful state. ̃   য়ন n. religious worship or service performed to 
ward off evils. 

শাপ [ śāpa ] n a curse, a malison, imprecation. শাপ  দওয়া v. to curse, to imprecate. ̃   a. lying 

under a curse; cursed, accursed. fem. ̃  া । ̃   a. fallen or expelled (esp. from heaven) by a curse. 

fem. ̃  া । ̃ম ু a. freed from a curse. ̃মুি , ̃ মাচন n. release from a curse. শাপেমাচন করা v. to release 

from a curse, to set free from a curse. ̃শাপা  n. (rare) a curse and release from it; (pop.) severe 

and repeated cursing. শাপা same as শাপ  দওয়া । শাপা  n. ter mination of a curse; release from a 
curse; (loos.) a spell of severe cursing. 

শাবক, শাব [ śābaka, śāba ] n a young of a bird or beast.   ুটশাবক n. a chicken, a chick, a cock 
erel.   রশাবক n. a puppy.  নকে শাবক n. a whelp of a wolf, a wolf-cub.  মষশাবক n. a lamb. 

শাবল [ śābala ] n a crowbar. 

শাবান [ śābāna ] n the eighth month of the Muslim calendar. 

শাবাশ [ śābāśa ] int bravo, well done, excellent. 

শা  [ śābda ] a relating to sounds or words; acoustic; phonetical; philological. শাি ক a. same as 

শা  । ☐ n. one versed in acoustics; a phonetician; a philologist; a grammarian; a lexicographer. 
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শামলা1 [ śāmalā1 ] a (ori. fem.) of greenish black colour or complexion. 

শামলা2 [ śāmalā2 ] n a kind of official turban (উিকেলর শামলা). 

শামা1 [ śāmā1 ] n a lamp. ̃দান n. a portable lampstand, a lampad. 

শামা2, শািম [ śāmā2, śāmi ] n an iron ferrule or covering (of a mace, stick etc.) 

শািমকাবাব [ śāmikābāba ] n a kind of dry meat-chip. 

শািময়ানা [ śāmiẏānā ] n an awning, a canopy; a canopied place. 

শািমল [ śāmila ] a equivalent or similar (to); al most the same (as) (মরার শািমল); participating or 
included (in) (আে ালেন শািমল). 

শামুক [ śāmuka ] n the snail. শামুক-চুন n. shell-lime. শামুেকর  খালা a shell of a snail. 

শায়ক [ śāẏaka ] n an arrow, a shaft, a dart. 

শািয়ত [ śāẏita ] a lying down; laid down; prostrate; lying or fallen flat; knocked down. fem. শািয়তা  

শািয়নী [ śāẏinī ] fem of শায়ী । 

শায়ী [ śāẏī ] a (used as a sfx.) lying or resting (on) (শয াশায়ী, ভূতলশায়ী); fallen (in) (রণশায়ী). 

শােয়র [ śāẏēra ] n a short lyric poem (usu. composed in Urdu or Hindi), a Sayer. 

শােয় া [ śāẏēstā ] a punished; subdued; chastened; corrected, rectified. শােয় া করা v. to punish; to 
subdue; to chasten; to correct, to rectify. 

শার  [ śāraṅga ] n a stringed musical instrument akin to a violin. শার ী n. the aforesaid 
instrument; one who plays on this instrument. 

শারদ, শারদীয় [ śārada, śāradīẏa ] a autumnal. fem. শারদী, শারদীয়া । শারদা n. Goddess Durga ( গ া); 
Goddess Saraswati (সর তী); a kind of vina. 

শাির, শািরকা, শারী [ śāri, śārikā, śārī ] n. fem the female শািলক; (pop.) the female  ক; a gaming 
die. 
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শরীর, শারীিরক [ śarīra, śārīrika ] a bodily, physical; physiological; anatomical; corporal; শারীিরক 
অব হা state of the body, health. শারীিরক দ  বা শাি  corporal punishment. শারীিরক পির ম physical 
labour. শরীরত , শরীরিবধান, শরীরব ৃ, শরীরবিৃ  n. physiology. শারীর হান n. anatomy. 

শা   [ śārṅga ] a of horns; made of horn. ☐ n. a (shooting) bow made of horn. ̃ধর ̃পািণ, শা  ী n. one 
armed with a hornmade bow; Vishnu (িব ু). 

শাট  [ śārṭa ] n a shirt. ফ ুল শাট  n. a long shirt, a shirt of usual length. হাউই-শাট  n. a Hawaii shirt, a 
bush-shirt. হাফ-শাট  n. a shirt of short length and usually with sleeves up to the elbows. 

শাদূ ল [ śārdūla ] n the tiger; (as a sfx.) an excellent or best specimen (নরশাদ  ূল). fem. শাদ  ূলী । ̃িব ীি ত 
n. a Sanskrit poetical metre. 

শাল2 [ śāla2 ] n a shawl. 

শাল3 [ śāla3 ] n a large pike for impalement of criminals; (fig.) a heart-rending affliction or grief. 

শাল4 [ śāla4 ] n a large gregarious tree, the sal, the Shorea robusta; its timber; a large tubular 
river-fish. 

শালগম [ śālagama ] n turnip. 

শাল াম, শাল াম-িশলা [ śālagrāma, śālagrāma-śilā ] n a black-geode worshipped as the symbol 
of Vishnu (িব ু). 

শালিত [ śālati ] n a dugout made of the trunk of a sal tree. 

শালিনয াস [ śālaniryāsa ] n resin. 

শাল াং  [ śālaprāṃśu ] a as tall as a sal tree. 

শালা1 [ śālā1 ] n (used as a sfx.) a house, a building (অিতিথশালা), a room, a hall (র নশালা); an 
establishment (পাঠশালা); a shed, a construction ( গা-শালা অ শালা); a workshop (কামারশালা); a store, a 
repertory (প শালা, র শালা). 

শালা2 [ śālā2 ] n a brother or a cousin brother of one's wife, a brother-in-law; (in vul. familiarity) 
a fellow (cp. a jolly dog); (often) an epithet of abuse. 

শালাজ, শালাবউ [ śālāja, śālābu ] n a wife of a brother-in-law, a sister-in-law. 
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শািল1 [ śāli1 ] n the autumnal paddy (শািলধান) 

শািল2 [ śāli2 ] n. fem a sister or cousin sister of one's wife, a sister-in-law; (in vul. abuse) a 
woman (cp. a jolly bitch); often an epithet of abuse. 

শািলক [ śālika ] n a kind of small yellow-beaked singing bird of the myna group, the house 
myna. 

-শািলনী [ -śālinī ] fem of -শালী2 । 

-শালী2 [ -śālī2 ] a (used as a sfx.) possessing (িবভবশালী). 

শালীন [ śālīna ] a observant of the rules of decorum, decorous; decent; modest; polite, 
courteous. ̃তা n. decorum; decency; modesty; politeness, courtesy. 

শাল ু[ śālu ] n a kind of red-coloured cotton fabric. 

শালুক [ śāluka ] n a stalk of the waterlily. 

শা িল, শা লী [ śālmali, śālmalī ] n the silk-cotton tree; a mythological island. 

শা ি  [ śāśuḍ◌়i ] n a mother-in-law; an aunt-in-law. 

শা ত [ śāśbata ] a eternal; everlasting, perpetual; immortal. fem. শা তী । 

শাসক [ śāsaka ] n a subduer; a ruler, a governor; an administrator (fem. administratrix); a 
controller, a repressor; one who enjoins; a discipliner, a chastiser, a chastener.  জলা-শাসক n. a 
district magistrate. ̃ম লী n. the governing body, the administrative body, the administration; 
the government. ̃স দায় n. the ruling class. 

শাসন [ śāsana ] n subdual; rule; management (জিমদাির শাসন); government or administration (of a 
state); reign; control or repression (ইি য়শাসন); direction, dictation, enjoinment (শাে র শাসন); an 
edict, a commandment (তা শাসন), disciplining, chastisement, punishment ( ছেলেক শাসন); 
jurisdiction (শাসনাধীন). শাসন করা v. to subdue; to rule, to govern, to manage; to administer; to 
reign; to control or repress; to command; to discipline, to chastise, to chasten, to punish. শাসেন 
আনা v. to subdue; to subjugate; to bring under control; to bring into submission. কত া same as 
শাসক । fem. ̃ক  ী । ̃কতৃ ক n. administrative service. ̃ত  n. a form of government; constitution (of a 
state) ̃তাি ক a. relating to the form of government; constitutional. ̃ ণালী n. a system of 
government. ̃য  n. government machinery. শাসনাধীন a. under rule (of); governed (by); under 
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jurisdiction (of); politically dependent (on another state), under domination (of). শাসিনক a. 
administrative; governmental; jurisdictional. শাসনীয় same as শা  । 

শাসােনা [ śāsānō ] v to threaten. শাসািন n. threatening, a threat. 

শািস [ śāsi ] n a window pane; a sash. 

শািসকা [ śāsikā ] fem of শাসক । 

শািসত [ śāsita ] a subdued; ruled, governed; managed; administered; controlled, repressed; 
disciplined, chastised, chastened, punished. শািসতা a. fem. of শািসত । ☐ n. an administrator; a 
teacher. 

শা া [ śāstā ] n a ruler; a teacher, a preceptor; Gautama Buddha. 

শাি  [ śāsti ] n punishment; a sentence (ভুল শাি ); (fig.) severe affliction. শাি   দওয়া v. to punish; to 
sentence; (fig.) to afflict. শাি  পাওয়া v. to be punished or sentenced; (fig.) to be afflicted. ̃িবধান n. 
infliction of punishment or penalty, administering punishment. ̃ব ব হা n. punitive measures; 
provision for punishment. ̃মূলক a. punitive. 

শা  [ śāstra ] n Hindu scriptures; any scripture; a treatise; an art or science. ̃কার n. an author of a 
Hindu scripture or any scripture or of a treatise. ̃চচ  া করা same as শা া শীলন করা । ̃  a. versed in 

scriptures. ̃ ান n. scriptural knowledge. ̃ ানী, ̃দশ  ী same as ̃  । ̃িন া n. denunciation of 

scriptures. ̃িনিষ  a. forbidden by scriptures; unscriptural. ̃পারদশ ী a. thoroughly versed in 
scriptures. ̃বচন n. a scriptural teaching; a gospel truth. ̃বিহভূ ত a. not contained in scriptures; 
unscriptural. ̃িবদ same as ̃  । ̃িবধান, ̃িবিধ n. a scriptural prescription or injunction; holy rite, a 
sacred ritual. ̃িব   a. unscriptural. ̃িবিহত a. enjoined or prescribed by scriptures. ̃ব াখ া n. 

exposition or explanation of the teachings of scriptures. ̃সংগত, ̃স ত same as ̃িবিহত । ̃িস  a. 

confirmed by scriptures, lawful. শা া মত, শা া েমািদত same as শা িবিহত । শা া যায়ী a. obedient to 

scriptures, scriptural. ☐ adv. same as শা া সাের । শা া শীলন n. study of scriptures. শা া শীলন করা v. 

to study of scriptures. শা া সাের adv. in accordance with scriptures, obeying scriptures, 
scripturally. শা ােথ  n. significance or (true) meaning of scriptural saying. শা ালাপ n. scriptural 
discussion or talk. শা ালাপ করা v. to discuss (or talk about) scriptures; (loos.) to discuss any 
technical subject. শা ােলাচনা n. discussion about or study of scriptures. শা ােলাচনা করা v. to discuss 
or study scriptures; (loos.) to discuss any technical subject. শা ী a. versed in scriptures. ☐ n a 
title given to men versed in scriptures. শা ীয় a. scriptural. শা ীয় বচন a scriptural saying; a gospel 
truth. শা ীয় সংগীত classical music. শাে া  a. sanctioned by the holy writ; mentioned in scriptures. 
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শা  [ śāsya ] a governable; administrable; controllable; repressible; disciplinable; chastisable; 
punishable. 

শাহ, শা  [ śāha, śāh ] n the title of the king of Persia, the Shah; a (Muslim) king. ̃জাদা n. (Mus.) a 
son of a king, a prince. ̃জািদ n. fem. a daughter of a king, a princess. 

শাহানশা  [ śāhānaśāh ] n (Mus.) a king of kings, an emperor; a great king. 

শাহানা [ śāhānā ] n an Indian musical mode. 

শািহ [ śāhi ] a (Mus.) royal (শািহ বাগ). 

িশউিল2 [ śiuli2 ] n a man whose profession it is to incise the date-palm in order to obtain its 
juice. 

িশং [ śiṃ ] n a horn. িশং না া v. to wave one's horn threatening to butt or gore; (fig.) to become 
audaciously aggressive. 

িশক [ śika ] n a thin metal rod; a window-bar (usu.) made of iron; a spit, a skewer. 

িশককাবাব [ śikakābāba ] n meat with spices roasted on a skewer. 

িশক  [ śikaḍ◌় ] n (bot.) root. িশক  গা া v. to root, to strike root, to take root; (fig.) to be firmly 
established. 

িশকিন [ śikani ] n nasal mucus. িশকিন ঝা া v. to blow one's nose. ( তামার) িশকিন প েছ (your) nose 
runs. 

িশকার [ śikāra ] n hunting, venery; a hunted beast or bird, a prey; game. িশকার করা v. to hunt. 
িশকাের যাওয়া v. to go out hunting. িশকাির n. a hunter, a huntsman, a venerer. ☐ a. hunting. িশকাির 
  র a hunting dog. িশকাির প  বা পািখ a beast or bird of prey. পািখিশকাির n. a fowler. 

িশ ক [ śikṣaka ] n a teacher; a tutor (fem. tutoress, tutress); a professor; a trainer, an 
instructor (fem. instructress); a preceptor (fem. preceptress). ̃তা n. teachership; tutorage, 
tutorship; professorship; the profession of a teacher. িশ কতা করা v. to work or act as a teacher, 
to teach. ̃সিমিত n. a teachers' council. 

িশ ণ [ śikṣaṇa ] n act of learning, study; teaching or training; instruction. ̃ত  n. educational 
theory. িশ ণ-িশ া n. teacher's training. িশ ণীয় a. to be learnt or taught. 
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িশ িয়তা [ śikṣaẏitā ] n a teacher. fem. িশ িয় ী । 

িশ া [ śikṣā ] n learning; study; practice; education; teaching; instruction; a precept; a moral; a 
lesson; training; (sarcas.) a bitter lesson, punishment. িশ া করা v. to learn; to study; to practise. 
িশ া  দওয়া v. to teach; to educate; to school; to instruct; to train; (sarcas.) to reprove or punish 
severely, to teach one a lesson. িশ া পাওয়া v. to receive instruction or training or education; 
(sarcas.) to receive reproof or punishment, to be taught a lesson. উ িশ া n. higher education. 
উ মাধ িমকিশ া higher secondary education. কেলিজ িশ া college education. কািরগির িশ া technical 
training. ̃অিধকত  া n. the Director of Public Instruction, the Director of Education. ̃   n. a teacher; 
a trainer, an instructor; a preceptor, a guru; an initiator. ̃ হণ করা v. to receive education or 
training or instruction. ̃দাতা same as িশ ক fem. ̃দা ী । ̃দান করা same as িশ া  দওয়া । ̃দী া n. secular 
and regular education and training; education and culture. ̃িধকার the Education Directorate. ̃ধীন 
a. under training, apprenticed; receiving education; studying (under), being taught (by). ̃নিবশ n. 
an apprentice; an understudy; a novice, a probationer. ̃নিবিশ n. apprenticeship; noviciate, 
novitiate. ̃নিবিশ করা v. to serve apprenticeship; to study under. ̃পষ   n. an education board. ̃পীঠ n. a 
seat of learning. ̃ ণালী n. a system or method of education or teaching or training. ̃ দ a. 
educative; didactic; instructive. ̃ া  a. trained; educated. ̃িবভাগ n. the Education 
Department. ̃িব ার n. spread of education. িব ার করা v. to spread education. ̃ তী n. an educationist; 
one who has dedicated his life to the cause of education. ̃ম ক n. the Ministry of Education. ̃ম ী n. 
the Minister of Education. ̃মূলক a. educational. ̃থ ী a. desirous of learning; seeking education or 
instruction or training. ☐ n. a learner; a student, a pupil; an apprentice, an understudy, a 
novice; a trainee. ̃লাভ কর same as িশ া পাওয়া । ̃সং ার n. educational reforms. ̃সিচব n. an education 
secretary. ̃সিমিত n. a council of education. ̃স  ীয় a. educational. 

িশি কা [ śikṣikā ] fem of িশ ক । 

িশি ত [ śikṣita ] a educated; instructed; trained. fem. িশি তা । স দায় n. the educated class; the 
intelligentsia. 

িশখ [ śikha ] n Sikhs; a Sikh. 

িশখ , িশখ ক [ śikhaṇḍa, śikhaṇḍaka ] n a peacock's tail; a tuft of hair on the head maintained 
uncut as by Brahmans. িশখ ী n. the peacock; a character of the Mahabharata; (fig.) one from 
behind whose cover some misdeed is done. 

িশখর [ śikhara ] n top; apex, vertex; summit; crest; a mountain-peak, a peak. 

িশখা1 [ śikhā1 ] n top, crest, summit; a tuft of hair on the head maintained uncut as by 
Brahmans; a flame; a beam ( জ ািতঃিশখা). 
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িশিখনী [ śikhinī ] n the peahen. 

িশিখপ ু [ śikhipuccha ] n a peacock's tail. 

িশখী [ śikhī ] n the peacock. 

িশঙা, িশ া [ śiṅā, śiṅgā ] n a horn for blowing; a trum pet. িশঙা  ফাকঁা v. (sl.) to die, (cp.) to kick 
the bucket, to give up the ghost. 

িশঙা া [ śiṅāḍ◌়ā ] n a kind of stuffed snack shaped almost like a fruit of the water-chest nut. 

িশঙার [ śiṅāra ] n the dress or dressing of lovers going to meet. 

িশিঙ, িশি  [ śiṅi, śiṅgi ] n a scaleless and slender fresh-water fish akin to the barbel. 

িশ ন, িশি ত1 [ śiñjana, śiñjita1 ] n the sound of the dancer's anklets or similar things. 

িশি ত2 [ śiñjita2 ] a resounding (with); jingling (with). 

িশি নী [ śiñjinī ] n an anklet that makes jingling noise (usu. by dancers). 

িশিত [ śiti ] n. & a white; black or blue. ̃ক  n. one with a blue-coloured neck; Shiva (িশব); the 
peacock. 

িশথান [ śithāna ] n the place or position at the head of a person lying; a pillow. 

িশব [ śiba ] n good, weal, well-being; one of the three principal Hindu gods, Shiva. ☐ a. good, 
beneficial; auspicious. িশব গ েত বাদঁর গ া (fig.) to do evil in one's attempt to do something 
good. ̃চতু দশী n. the fourteenth lunar day of the month of Phalgoon (ফা ুন) when Shiva is 
worshipped. ̃ ান n. the conception that all is good (যা ায় িশব ান). ̃  n. the state of Shiva. িশব  াি  
n. death. ̃ ন  n. the upturned eyes of Shiva; one with such eyes (eyes become so upturned on the 

eve of one's death). ̃বাহন n. the bull. ̃রাি  n. the night of ̃চতুদ  শী । িশবরাি র সলেত (fig.) the only son or 
the sole surviving descendant. ̃িল  n. a phallic symbol of Shiva. ̃ লাক n. the abode of Shiva. 

িশবা [ śibā ] n the vixen; (loos.) the fox. 

িশবানী [ śibānī ] n Goddess Durga ( গ া) the wife of Shiva (িশব). 

িশবালয় [ śibālaẏa ] n the abode of Shiva; a temple of Shiva (িশব). 
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িশিবকা [ śibikā ] n a palanquine, a litter, a doolie, a sedan, a sedan-chair. ̃ রাহা a. going in a 
palanquin or sedan. fem. ̃ রািহণী 

িশিবর [ śibira ] n camp; a camp; a tent; encampment. িশিবর  হাপন করা v. to pitch a tent or tents; to 
encamp. 

িশম [ śima ] n the kidney-bean; the bean. 

িশমুল [ śimula ] n the silk-cotton plant. িশমুল তুেলা n. silk-cotton, kapok. 

িশ , িশ া, িশি , িশি কা [ śimba, śimbā, śimbi, śimbikā ] n the kidney-bean or its plant; the 
bean, the legume; a pod. 

িশয়র [ śiẏara ] n the place or position at the head of a person lying; (fig.) imminence (িশয়ের শমন). 

িশয়া [ śiẏā ] n the Shiah sect; a Shiah. 

িশয়া ল [ śiẏākula ] n a wild-thorny plant or its berry; zigyplus oenoplia. 

িশয়াল [ śiẏāla ] n the jackal; the fox (fem. vixen). ̃কাটঁা n. a wild thorny plant, agremone 
mexicana. ̃ফািঁক n. hoodwinking. িশয়ােলর যুি  a mischievous counsel or plan. 

িশরিন [ śirani ] n an oblation of sweets offered to deities or to the spirits of deceased holy 
persons. 

িশরিশর [ śiraśira ] int expressing a tingling or thrill ing or uncanny sensation. শরিশরািন n. such a 
sensation. 

িশরে দ, িশরে দন [ śiraśchēda, śiraśchēdana ] n decapitation, be heading. িশরে দ করা, িশরে দন 
করা v. to decapitate, to behead. 

িশর , িশর াণ [ śirastra, śirastrāṇa ] n a cover of armour for the head, a helmet; a headdress; a 
turban; a cap; a hat. 

িশরা [ śirā ] n a vein, a vena, a nerve, a tendon; (rare) the artery; (bot.) a costa. ̃িব াস n. venation. 
িশরাল a. having prominent veins, venose; veined; (bot.) costate. 

িশরীষ [ śirīṣa ] n the rain-tree; its flower. 

িশেরােদশ [ śirōdēśa ] a the region of the head; the head, the crown; top. 
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িশেরাধায  [ śirōdhārya ] a to be borne on the head; to be obeyed or be complied with; to be 
accepted with reverence. িশেরাধায  করা v. to bear on one's head; to obey or accept submissively or 
with reverence. 

িশেরাপা [ śirōpā ] n a turban of honour awarded by a prince etc.; a reward. 

িশেরাভষূ ণ [ śirōbhūṣaṇa ] n an ornament for the head; (fig.) an object of glory or reverence, a 
glorious or reverend person, an excellent person. 

িশেরামিণ, িশেরার  [ śirōmaṇi, śirōratna ] n a jewel for the head; a title given to Sanskrit 
scholars; (fig.) an object of glory or reverence, a glorious or reverend person, an excellent 
person. 

িশেরানাম [ śirōnāma ] n the superscription of a letter; the heading (as of an essay). 

িশেরা হ [ śirōruha ] n hair growing on one's head. 

িশল [ śila ] n a stone slab or flat mortar for grinding spices (িশলেনা া); hailstone, hail; a flat stone 
for sharpening tools, (cp.) a grindstone. ̃ না া n. the mortar and the pestle. িশল প া v. to hail. িশল 
প েছ it hails. 

িশলা [ śilā ] n stone; rock; hailstone, hail. ̃জত ুn. bitumen; asphalt; benzoin. ̃তল n. a floor paved 
with stone. ̃প  n. a stone slab. ̃বষ  ণ, ̃বৃি  n. hailstorm. ̃ময় a. made of stone; stony; rocky. ̃মূিত   n. a 
stone statue. ̃রস n. storax; benzoin. ̃িলিপ n. a rock inscription. 

িশলীভূত [ śilībhūta ] a fossilized; petrified. 

িশলীমুখ [ śilīmukha ] n an arrow; the bee, the bumble bee, the wasp. 

িশ  [ śilpa ] n artistry; a work of art; a craft, a handicraft; arts and crafts; a technical art; an 
industry; fine arts. িশ  অিধকত  া n. the Director of Industries. ̃কম   n. a work of art; a handicraft; 

artistry. ̃কলা n. fine arts. ̃কলািব  a. versed in fine arts. ̃কার same as িশ ী । ̃ শল a. skilled in 

handicraft or in artistic work. ̃ কৗশল,  নপুণ  n. artistic skill; artistry; the method or technique of a 
work of art; technical skill. ̃জাত a. manufactured, industrial. ̃ দশ  নী n. an art exhibition; an 
industrial exhibition. ̃িবদ া n. a technical or industrial art; a craft; a handicraft; a fine art. ̃িবদ ালয় 
n. an industrial or technical school; a school of fine arts, an art school. ̃িবিধ n. an industrial act; a 
rule of art. ̃ম ক n. the ministry of industry. ̃য  n. a machine. ̃যাি ক n. an industrial engineer. ̃ যাজন 
a. industrialization. ̃শালা n. a workshop, a manufactory; a smithy; a studio, an atelier; a museum 
of arts and crafts. িশ ায়ন n. industrialisation. িশ ালয় n. an art institute. িশি ক a. artistic. িশ ী n. 
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an artist, a fine artist; an artisan; a handi craftsman (fem. handicraftswoman); (rare) an 
industrial or technical worker. 

িশশমহল [ śiśamahala ] n a house made of glass or largely of glass, a glass-house. 

িশিশ [ śiśi ] n a phial made of glass. 

িশিশর [ śiśira ] n dew; frost. ̃কণা n. a dewdrop. ̃ ধৗত a. washed with dew. ̃পাত n. dewfall. ̃িব  n. a 
dewdrop. ̃ াত a. bathed in dew. ̃িস  a. drenched in or wet with dew. িশিশরা  a. (phys.) dew point. 

িশ 1 [ śiśu1 ] n gregarious tree, the Dulbergia sisoo, its timber. 

িশ 2 [ śiśu2 ] n an infant, a baby, a child; a young (ছাগিশ ). ☐ a. infant. ̃ক া n. fem. an infant 
daughter, a baby daughter. ̃কাল n. infancy, babyhood, child hood. ̃  n. infancy. ̃পাঠ n. a juvenile 
reader. ̃পাঠ  a. (of books) intended for or fit for juvenile readers. ̃পালন n. childcare; bringing up 
and rearing of children. ̃পু  n. an infant son, a baby son. ̃ কিৃত a. childlike; simple as a child. ☐ n. 
childlike nature or simplicity. ̃মার n. the porpoise; the dolphin; (astr.) the Cynosure. ̃িশ া n. child 
education; juvenile education. ̃স ান n. an infant child, a baby child. ̃সািহত  n. juvenile literature, 
children's literature. ̃সািহিত ক n. an author of juvenile literature. ̃ লভ a. childlike, natural for a 
child; simple, innocent. ̃হত া n. infanticide. ̃হত াকারী n. an infanticide. 

িশ  [ śiśna ] n the penis. িশে াদরপরায়ণ a. given to too much eating and carnal or sensual pleasure. 

িশষ [ śiṣa ] n an ear of corn; a cornstalk; a flower-spike; a flame. 

িশ  [ śiṣṭa ] a gentle, civil; polite, courteous, well-behaved, mannerly; good-natured; righteous; 
educated; elegant, chaste (িশ  ভাষা). ̃তা n. politeness, courteousness; civility; refinement, 
decorum; righteousness. ̃বায় ু n. residual air. িশ  ব বহার same as িশ াচার । িশ  স াষণ n. polite or 
courteous address. িশ াচার, িশ াচরণ n. etiquette; civility, courtesy; polite or amiable behaviour. 
িশ াচারিব   a. in contrast with or op posed to good manners. িশ াচারী a. observant of the rules of 
etiquette; civil, courteous; well-behaved; amiable. 

িশ  [ śiṣya ] n a pupil; a disciple; a (devoted) follower. fem. িশ া । ̃  n. pupilage; discipleship. 

িশস, িশ  [ śisa, śis ] n a whistling sound made by contracting one's lips, a whistle; a sweet short 
note (as of birds). িশস  দওয়া v. to whistle. 

িশহরন [ śiharana ] n a thrill; a shiver or shudder; horripilation. 
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িশহরা, িশহরােনা [ śiharā, śiharānō ] v to have a thrill; to horripilate, to have goose-flesh; to 
shiver or shudder. 

িশহিরত [ śiharita ] a thrilled; horripilating; shivering or shuddering. 

শীকর [ śīkara ] n a very fine particle of rain flying in air; a drop of water. 

শীত [ śīta ] n winter; cold, chill; feeling of chilliness or cold. ☐ a. cold; cool; fit for winter 
(শীতব ). শীত করা, শীত ধরা, শীত লাগা v. to feel cold; to shiver with cold. শীত কাটােনা v. to winter. শীেত 
কাপঁা v. to shiver with cold. শীত  কেটেছ to be relieved of the sensation of cold, winter is at an end. 
শীত পে েছ winter has set in. আজ শীত পে েছ it is cold today. ̃কাটঁা n. goose-flesh caused by (sudden) 
sensation of cold. ̃কাতরতা n. over-sensitiveness to cold; affliction caused by cold. ̃কাতুের a. over-
sensitive to cold. ̃কাল n. the winter season, wintertime, winter, cold weather. ̃কালীন a. of winter, 
winter, wintry. ̃ক n. a refrigerator. ̃তাপিনয়ি ত a. air-conditioned. ̃ন n. refrigeration. ̃ ধান a. 
characterized by predominance of cold. ̃ ধান  দশ a cold country. ̃ব  n. warm clothes; winter 
garment; woollen clothes. 

শীতল [ śītala ] a cold; chilly; cool; soothing (শীতল বায়)ু; soothed, warmed up ( াণ শীতল); ☐ n. the 
evening food-offering to a deity. শীতল করা v. to make cold; to cool; to soothe, to assuage. ̃পািট n. a 
mat very soothing and cool to lie upon. ̃ শ   a. cold to the touch; (fig.) soothing. শীতলা n. the 
presiding female deity of small-pox, chicken-pox, measles etc. ̃ খলা, শীতলাতলা n. a place for public 
worship of Goddess Shitala (শীতলা). শীতলীকরণ n. making cool, cooling. শীতলীভবন n. getting cool, 
cooling. 

শীতাং  [ śītāṃśu ] n the moon. 

শীতাগম [ śītāgama ] n advent of cold or winter. 

শীতািধক  [ śītādhikya ] n excess of cold. 

শীতাতপ [ śītātapa ] n winter and summer; cold and heat. ̃িনয়ি ত a. air-conditioned. 

শীতাত  [ śītārta ] a stricken with cold; shivering with cold; over-sensitive to cold. 

শীেতা  [ śītōṣṇa ] a both hot and cold; tepid. ̃বলয় n. (geog.) the temperate zone. 

শী কার [ śītkāra ] n hissing sound (indicating sudden sensation of pleasure). 

শীধ ু[ śīdhu ] n honey; a kind of alcoholic drink made from sugar-cane juice. 
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শীণ  [ śīrṇa ] a lean, thin; emaciated. fem. শীণ া । ̃কায় a. lean-bodied. ̃তা n. thinness, leanness. 

শীষ   [ śīrṣa ] n the head; top, apex, summit; tip; the highest or the first or the most 
distinguished place (also শীষ  হান); (geom.) a vertex (of an angle etc.). ̃ক a. (used as a sfx.) having 
a particular title, entitled, styled; headed. ̃ কাণ n. (geom.) a vertical angle. ̃ হ a. situated on the 
top or on the head. পরী ায় শীষ  হান অিধকার করা to stand or come first in an examination. ̃ হানীয় a. 
highest, first; most distinguished, chief, topmost. 

শীল [ śīla ] n nature; natural disposition; character; conduct, behaviour, manners; practice. ☐ 
a. (used as a sfx.) natured, disposed to (দয়াশীল); practising (দানশীল). fem. a. শীলা । ̃প  n. a 
character-certificate. ̃ ত a. practising virtues, virtuous. 

 ঁকা [ śun ̐kā ] v to smell. ☐ a. smelled, smelt.  ঁকােনা v. to cause to smell. 

 ঁটিক [ śun̐ṭaki ] a (of fish) preserved by seasoning and drying in the sun; emaciated and 
shrivelled up ( ঁটিক  চহারা). ☐ n. dried and seasoned fish. 

 ঁিট [ śun̐ṭi ] n a legume, a pod. 

 ঁঠ [ śun ̐ṭha ] n dried ginger. 

 ঁ  [ śun̐ḍ◌় ] n a proboscis, a trunk (as of the el ephant); a snout (as of the tortoise); (facet.—of 
human beings) the mouth including the neck; an antenna, a feeler (as of an insect).  ঁ  বা ােনা v. 
to stretch out one's proboscis or trunk or snout or antenna; (facet.—of human beings) to crane 
one's neck. 

 ঁি 1 [ śun ̐ḍ◌়i1 ] a very narrow ( ঁি  পথ). 

 ঁি 2 [ śun̐ḍ◌়i2 ] n a wine-seller, a vintner; a dis tiller, a brewer; a publican, a taverner.  ঁি র 
 দাকান, ̃খানা n. a wine-shop, a grog-shop; a public house, a tavern, ale-house (old name).  ঁি র সা ী 
মাতাল one offender bears out another, (cp.) birds of the same feather flock to gether. 

 ক [ śuka ] n the popinjay, the parrot. 

 কতারা [ śukatārā ] n the vesper; (astr.) Venus. 

 কােনা [ śukānō ] v to free or be freed from moisture, water etc., to dry (কাপ   কােনা); to sun or 
be sunned (ধান  কােনা); to wither or be withered (ফ ুল  কােনা); to emaciate or be emaciated ( ছেলটা 
 িকেয় যাে ); to heal or be healed (ঘা  কােনা). 
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  ,   িন [ śukta, śuktani ] n a dish of bitters, bitters curry. 

 ি ,  ি কা [ śukti, śuktikā ] n nacre, abalone, ear-shell, oyster.  ি -বীজ n. pearl. 

   [ śukra ] n (astr.) the Venus; the vesper; sperm, semen; the preceptor of daityas ( দত ) (usu. 
  াচায ). ̃তারল  n. spermatorrhoea, involuntary seminal discharge. ̃বার, ̃বাসর n. Friday.   াণ ু n. 
spermatozoid. 

   [ śukla ] n the white colour. ☐ a. white, hoary, grey (    কশ); bright, light; clean, clear; fair; 
pure. fem. a.   া । ̃তা n. whiteness. ̃িতিথ n. any lunar day of the bright fortnight. ̃প  n. the bright 
fortnight. 

 খা [ śukhā ] a dry; exclusive of bed and board ( খা মাইেনর কাজ). ☐ n. drought (হাজা খা); roasted 
or sunned tobacco used as quids or in bidis (িবি ). 

 িচ [ śuci ] a pure; clean, immaculate; sanctified; holy; virtuous; white. ̃তা n. purity; cleanliness; 
immaculateness; sanctity; holiness; virtuousness; whiteness. আপাত িচতা a show of purity or 
sanctity or virtuousness or cleanliness; sanctimony. ̃বাই, ̃বায় ুn. a hysterical mania for cleanliness 
and sanctity. ̃বায়ু   a. suffering from a hysterical mania for cleanliness and sanctity. ̃ ত a. 
practising sanctity and virtue; virtuous and holy. ̃   a. bright with sanctity or virtuousness. ̃ি ত 
a. having a pure or bright smile. fem. ̃ি তা । 

 জিন [ śujani ] n a diapered bedcover. 

   [ śuṇḍa ] n a proboscis, a trunk (as of the el ephant); a snout (as of the tortoise). 

   [ śuddha ] a faultless; flawless; immaculate; clean; pure; purified; rectified, holy, sacred; 
sanctified, consecrated; virtuous; chaste; genuine; unadulterated; correct, right (অ কিট   ); 
mere, only (    ঃখ). ☐ adv. only, merely (   একবে ).    করা v. to clean; to purify; to sanctify, to 
consecrate; to rectify, to correct; to amend. ̃তা n. correctness; flawlessness, faultlessness; purity; 
sa credness, holiness; chastity; genuineness.    বণ  ািল (phys.) a pure spectrum. ̃িচ , ̃মিত a. chaste 
or virtuous in mind, pure-hearted. ̃ লখ n. a fair copy. ̃স  a. pure-souled.   াচার n. practice of 
virtue or sanctity; virtuousness; sanctity; cleanliness. ☐ a. practising virtue or sanctity or 
cleanliness.   াচািরতা same as   াচার (n.).   াচারী a. same as   াচার (a.). fem.   াচািরণী ।   া   a. holy 
and profane; pure and impure; right and wrong; correct and incorrect. শিু  n. purification; 
purgation; sanctification, consecration; rectification, correction, amendment; reformation; 
purity; cleanliness; chastity; correctness; reclamation from evil, untouchability, social 
inferiority etc.  ি প  n. list of errors attached to a book, errata, corrigenda. 

 ধা1 [ śudhā1 ] v to repay, to pay back. 
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 ধ ু[ śudhu ] a empty ( ধু হােত); bare ( ধু  চােখ); mere, only ( ধু জল). ☐ adv. merely, simply, only 
( ধু হাসেছ).  ধু  ধু adv. for nothing ( ধু  ধ ুমার খাওয়া); in vain ( ধু  ধু  চ া করা). 

 নশান [ śunaśāna ] a without a noise, completely silent. ☐ n. complete silence. 

 নািন [ śunāni ] n (law) a hearing. 

 নােনা [ śunānō ] v to make one hear; to inform; to cause to pay heed to; to sting with words, to 
revile, to give a person a piece of one's mind (কথা  িনেয় িদেয়েছ). গ   নােনা v. to tell one a story. গান 
 নােনা v. to sing (one) a song. 

 ভ [ śubha ] n weal, well-being, (the) good. ☐ a. doing good, beneficial, benefactory; 
auspicious; favourable; promising. fem. a.  ভা,  ভংকর (inc.) ̃কর same as ̃ র । ̃কম , ̃কায  n. an 
auspicious work; a solemn or religious rite or function or ceremony. ̃ ণ n. an auspicious or 
favourable moment or time; an opportunity, a chance. ̃ হ n. (astrol.) an auspicious or 
favourable planet or star. ̃ র a. doing good, beneficial, benefactory. ̃ রী a. fem. of ̃ র । ☐ n. a 
system of arithmetical calculation in troduced by Shubhankar. ̃দ, ̃দায়ক same as ̃ র fem. ̃দা । ̃দৃি  n. 
an auspicious or favourable or kind look or (astrol.) aspect; the solemn rite of the bride and 
bridegroom looking at each other at a Hindu wedding. ̃ফল n. a happy result or outcome. ̃ল ণ n. 
an auspicious sign or mark or omen. ̃ল  n. an auspicious moment. ̃সংবাদ n. good news.  ভাকা া n. 

well-wishing.  ভাকা ী a. well-wishing. ☐ n. a well wisher. fem.  ভাকাি ণী ।  ভাগমন n. an 

auspicious coming; a kind visit, a wel come visit.  ভা ধ ান same as  ভাকা া ।  ভা ধ ায়ী same as 

 ভাকা ী fem.  ভা ধ ািয়নী ।  ভা  ান n. an auspicious or solemn function or ceremony.  ভাথ ী same as 

 ভাকা ী fem.  ভািথ নী ।  ভাশীব াদ n. kind blessing or benediction.  ভা ভ n. weal and woe; good and 
evil.  েভ া n. well-wishes, good wishes. 

   [ śubhra ] a white; grey, hoary (    কশ); incandescent, bright (   আেলাক); (fig.) pure, 
unblemished, chaste, virtuous (   মন). fem.   া ।   তা n. whiteness; (fig.) purity. 

 মার [ śumāra ] n counting, enumeration (আদম মার = census); calculation; estimate. 

   [ śuru ] n commencement, beginning; start; inception.    করা বা হওয়া v. to commence, to 
begin; to start.     থেক  শষ from beginning to end. 

  য়া [ śuruẏā ] n soup. 

   [ śulka ] n duty on import or export, customs; tax, toll; a marriage-portion, a dowry; 
price. ̃শালা n. the customs house.   াধীন a. bonded.   াধীন পণ াগার bonded warehouse. 
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 শিন [ śuśani ] n cress(es). 

  ক [ śuśuka ] n the porpoise, the dolphin. 

  ষা [ śuśrūṣā ] n nursing (of the sick).   ষা করা v. to nurse. ̃কারী n. a male nurse. ☐ a. nursing. 
fem. ̃কািরণী n. a nurse; a (nursing) sister. 

   [ śuṣka ] a dry (   ব ); withered (   পু ); sapless, pithless (   কা ); dull, uninteresting, 
pointless (   তক  ); pale (   মুখ); parched (   ক ); harsh (    র); vapoury or empty or insipid 
(   বাক ); merely formal (   ভ তা). ̃তা n. dryness. 

শূক [ śūka ] n a beard of corn, an awn; the chrysalis. ̃কীট n. the caterpillar; the chrysalis. ̃  a. 
larvicide. ̃ধা  n. awned rice. 

শূকর [ śūkara ] n the hog, the boar, the swine. fem. শূকরী the sow. ব শূকর n. the wild 
boar. ̃ছানা, ̃শাবক n. the pig. ̃পালক n. a swineherd. শূকেরর মাংস pork, ham. 

শূ  [ śūdra ] n the lowest of the four Hindu castes, Shudras; a shudra. শ ূা a. fem. a female 
shudra. শ ূাণী n. fem. a female shudra; a shudra's wife. শ ূী n. fem. a shudra's wife. 

শূন [ śūna ] a poet, corrup. of শূ  । 

শূ  [ śūnya ] n (math.) zero; cipher; nothing; the sky; an open or empty place, space, (the) void; 
inexistence; absence. ☐ a. destitute of, devoid of (জনশ ূ বুি শ ূ); vacant; empty; stoical, 
indifferent. ☐ in comp. (used as a sfx.) -less (গহৃশূ  = homeless). ̃   n. an empty pitcher; (fig.—
dero.) a man of no worth or substance, a man of straw. ̃ াি - রখা n. (astr.) the aclinic line. ̃গভ   a. 
containing nothing within, empty; hollow; (fig.) unsubstantial or insincere (শূ গভ  কথা = empty 
words). ̃তা n. vacancy; emptiness; stoicism, indifference. ̃দ ৃি  n. a vacant or blank look. ̃পথ an 
aerial route. ̃পােন adv. towards the sky. ̃বাদ n. the Buddhist doctrine which holds that the world 
has evolved out of nothing and will pass into nothing; atheism, nihilism. ̃বাদী a. Buddhistic, 
Buddhist; atheistical, atheistic; nihilistic. ☐ n. a Bud dhist; an atheist; a nihilist. শ ূ মন n. a 
vacant or unoccupied mind; an indifferent or stocial mind. ̃মেন adv. in a vacant mood. ̃মাগ  n. 
aerial path; passage through the air. ̃যা া n. a flight. ̃ হান n. empty or vacant space; a blank; a 
gap. ̃হ  a. empty-handed; financially hard up, broke; not carrying any weapon. ̃হে  adv. empty-
handedly; without (having any) money; without carrying any weapon. ̃হাত same as ̃হ  । ̃করণ n. 
act of making empty; evacuation. শূ ীকতৃ a. emptied; evacuated. 

শূপকার [ śūpakāra ] n (loos.) a cook. 

শূর [ śūra ] a valiant; heroic. ☐ n. a valiant man or fighter; a hero. শূেরািচত a. befitting a hero. 
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শূপ   [ śūrpa ] n a wicker-work platter or tray for winnowing. 

শূল [ śūla ] n a stake for impaling a criminal; a trident; a pike; a skewer, a spit; pain, 
inflammation (দ শূল); colic. শূেল  দওয়া, শূেল চ ােনা v. to impale (as a criminal). ̃  a. curing 
inflammation or colic. ̃প  a. skewered or spitted and roasted. ̃পািন n. one holding a trident in 
one's hand; Shiva (িশব). ̃িব  a. pierced with a trident or pike; spitted, skewered. ̃ বদনা, ̃ব থা n. colic 
pain. শূলা  n. pikehead; the point of a trident or stake. শূলািন n. pain, ache, inflammation; (coll.) 
itching. শূলােনা v. to become painful, to ache, to inflame; (coll.) to have an itching for (িপঠ বা মুখ 
শূলােনা). শূলী same as ̃পািণ শূল  a. roasted on a spit or skewer (শূল  মাংস). 

শৃগাল [ śṛgāla ] n the jackal, fem. শগৃালী । 

শৃ ল [ śṛṅkhala ] n a chain; fetters, irons; rule, system, arrangement, due order; restraint or 
discipline. শ ৃল-িনয়ম n. (math.) chain rule. শ ৃলা n. method, system; due succession or order, 
sequence; arrangement, orderliness; restraint or discipline. শ ৃলাব  a. chained, fettered; 
methodical, systematic; orderly; disciplined. শৃ লাহীন a. disorderly; confused; undisciplined; 
immethodical, unmethodical, unsystematic; haphaz ard. শ ৃিলত a. chained, fettered. 

শৃ  [ śṛṅga ] n a horn; an antler; a peak; summit; a wind-instrument ori. made of horn, a horn. 
  ু শ ৃ a cornicle. ̃ িন n. the sound of a (musical) horn. 

শৃ াকার [ śṛṅgākāra ] a corniform. 

শৃ ার [ śṛṅgāra ] n (rhet.) the sentiment relating to sexual union or intercourse (usu. শৃ াররস); 
the erotic sentiment; sexual intercourse, coition; toilet and dressing (of a woman preparing 
herself to meet her lover or of an elephant, an idol etc.). 

শৃ ী [ śṛṅgī ] a horned; corniculate. ☐ n. a horned beast. 

 শও া,  াও া [ śēōḍ◌়ā, śyāōḍ◌়ā ] n a kind of wild tree. 

 শখ [ śēkha ] n (Mus.) a Sheik(h). 

 শখর [ śēkhara ] n a crown, a diadem, a coronet; a chaplet; a peak, a crest, a summit. 

 শখা [ śēkhā ] v to learn; to study; to practise; to undergo training. ☐ n. learning; studying. ☐ 
a. that which has been learnt or studied or practised. িশখােনা, ̃ না v. to teach; to educate; to train; 
to instruct. ☐ a. that which has been taught; tutored, instructed.  শখােনা সা ী a tutored or 
primed witness. 
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 শজ1 [ śēja1 ] n a bed. 

 শজ2 [ śēja2 ] n a lamp within a chimney, a lantern. 

 শঠ [ śēṭha ] n an upcountry merchant. 

 শফািল,  শফালী,  শফািলকা [ śēphāli, śēphālī, śēphālikā ] n the horsinghar, a white fragrant 
autumnal flower; its tree. 

 শিমজ [ śēmija ] n a chemise. 

 শরওয়ািন [ śērōẏāni ] n a kind of long coat worn by men. 

 শর [ śēra ] n the tiger; the lion. 

 শল [ śēla ] n a sharp-pointed mythological missile. ̃সম a. like the aforesaid missile; as painful or 
fatal as a stroke of the aforesaid missile. বুেক  শলসম বাজা to cut (a person) to the heart. 

 শষ [ śēṣa ] n (myth.) a king of snakes; end, termination; close; conclusion, finish; completion; 
ruin or destruction or death (শ র  শষ  দখা); the rear, the backside, the back-end, the rearmost 
or backmost part or position (সবার  শেষ); the last or lowest position or place (সব  শেষ); 
remainder, balance; settlement, solution (তেক  র  শষ). ☐ a. last; concluding; ultimate; final; 
lowest; rearmost; remaining.  শষ করা v. to finish, to complete, to end, to conclude; to ruin or 
destroy or kill, to do (one) in.  শষ হওয়া v. to be finished or concluded; to end, to conclude; to 
close; to be ruined or destroyed or killed.  শষ অব হা,  শষ দশা n. the last or final stage; the end; 
the dying stage. ̃কােল adv. at last, in the end. ̃পাদ n. the last quarter.  শষ িবচার n. the Last 
Judgment, Doom.  শষ িবচােরর িদন the Judgment day, Doomsday.  শষ িবচারক n. the Final Judge. ̃ভাগ 
n. the last part; the remaining portion. ̃মু ত   n. the last moment, the eleventh hour. ̃যা া n. the 
last journey; death. ̃র া n. that which saves the situation at the last moment, happy ending of a 
situation which seems hopeless. ̃রাত, ̃রাি  n. the last part of the night; small hours.  শষাব হা same 
as  শষ অব হা ।  শষােশিষ adv. at the last moment, at the eleventh hour; at last, in the end, at long 
last; ultimately; finally.  শেষ adv. in the end; in conclusion; towards the close; ultimately, finally; 
at last; last ( স  শেষ এল).  শেষা  a. mentioned last of all; last-named. 

 শত  [ śaitya ] n coldness, cold; chilliness, chill; frigidity; humidity. 

 শিথল  [ śaithilya ] n looseness, flaccidity; dishevelled or blowsy state; slackness; laxness; 
tiredness, fatigue; slowness, tardiness; absence of earnestness or carefulness. 
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 শব [ śaiba ] a of or worshipping Shiva (িশব). ☐ n. a Hindu community worshipping Shiva (িশব); 
a member of this community. 

 শবিলনী [ śaibalinī ] n a river. 

 শবাল [ śaibāla ] n lichen, moss; alga (pl. algae). 

 শল [ śaila ] n a mountain; a rock; a hill. ̃জ a. born of or grown on a mountain or a hill; 
mountainous or hilly. ̃জা a. fem. of  শলজ ☐ n. same as ̃ তা । ̃জায়া n. Menaka. ( মনকা) the wife of 
the Himalayas. ̃ত  n. petrology; petrography. ̃ময় a. mountainous or hilly. ̃িশরা n. a ridge. ̃ তা n. 
daughter of a mountain; Goddess Durga ( গ া), the daughter of the Himalayas. 

 শলা রীপ [ śailāntarīpa ] n a promontory. 

 শলী [ śailī ] n style (রচনাৈশলী). 

 শেল  [ śailēndra ] n the lord or king of mountains; the Himalayas. 

 শেলয় [ śailēẏa ] a hill-grown. ☐ n. a fragrant resin, benzoin, storax. 

 শেলাে  প-বৃি  [ śailōtkṣēpa-bṛṣṭi ] n (geog.) relief-rain. 

 শশব,  শশবকাল,  শশবাব হা [ śaiśaba, śaiśabakāla, śaiśabābashā ] n infancy, babyhood; 
childhood; childhood days.  শশবকালীন a. of infancy or childhood days; infantile.  শশবকােলািচত a. 
proper for infancy or childhood; child-like; babyish or childish.  শশবস ী n. a companion or friend 
of one's childhood.  শশব িৃত n. reminiscence(s) of one's childhood days.  শশবাবিধ adv. from or 
since childhood. 

 শা ঁ[ śō ] int expressing: a swishing or whirring or whizzing sound. 

 শা-ঁ শা ঁ[ śō-m ̐śō ] int expressing: repeated or continuous whizzing sound. 

 শাক [ śōka ] n mourning or grief.  শাক করা v. to mourn, to grieve (for). ̃গাথা,̃গীিত n. an elegy; a 
dirge. ̃   a. bereaved; grief-stricken. ̃িচ  n. a sign or token of mourning. ̃জনক a. mournful; 
woeful, distressing, sad, lamentable. ̃যা া n. a funeral procession. ̃সংগীত n. an elegy; a dirge. ̃স   a. 
afflicted with grief, grief-stricken. ̃সভা n. a condolence meeting. ̃সাগর n. an ocean of grief. ̃সূচক a. 
indicating grief or mourning.  শাকা ল a. beside oneself with grief, overwhelmed with grief. 
 শাকাি  same as  শাকানল ।  শাকা   a. be set or overwhelmed with grief.  শাকাতুর same as  শাকাত  । 
 শাকানল n. the burning fire of grief.  শাকাবহ same as ̃জনক ।  শাকািব  same as  শাকা   ।  শাকােবগ n. 
outburst of grief.  শাকািভভূত same as  শাকা   ।  শাকাত  a. grief-stricken.  শােকা াস same as  শাকােবগ । 
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 শাচন,  শাচনা [ śōcana, śōcanā ] n mourning or grieving; lamentation; repentance; regret. 
 শাচনীয় a. mournful; grievous; woeful; lamentable; sad; regrettable; sorry ( শাচনীয় অব হা = a sorry 
plight); miserable. 

 শািণত [ śōṇita ] n blood. ̃ধারা n. a stream or flow of blood; (loos.) blood-circulation. ̃কণা, ̃কিণকা n. 
a small drop of blood; (anat.) a blood-corpuscle. ̃পাত n. bloodshed; haemorrhage.  শািণতপায়ী  াণী a 
blood-sucker. ̃িপপাসা n. blood thirstiness. ̃িপপা  a. bloodthirsty. ̃ বাহ same as ̃ধারা । ̃ মা ণ n. (med.) 
blood-letting. ̃রি ত a. smeared with blood, bloodstained, blood bespotted, bloody. ̃িশরা n. a vein; 
an artery. ̃ শাষ ণ n. act of sucking in others' blood; (fig.) extortion. ̃ ান n. blood-bath.  াব n. 
haemorrhage.  শািণতা  same as ̃রি ত । 

 শািণমা [ śōṇimā ] n red glow or tinge; flush. 

 শাথ [ śōtha ] n dropsy.  শাথ নামা v. to have drop sical swelling. 

 শাধ [ śōdha ] n repayment; payment, acquittance, clearing off (dues); revenge, vengeance, 
retaliation.  শাধ করা v. to repay; to pay.  শাধ  তালা same as  শাধ  নওয়া ।  শাধ  দওয়া v. to pay back, to 
repay; to pay; to take revenge (upon), to avenge; to retaliate.  শাধ  নওয়া v. to take revenge (on, 
upon), to avenge; to retaliate.  শাধ যাওয়া v. to be repaid or paid. ̃ বাধ n. settling or balancing of 
accounts; (fig.) having one's revenge on somebody, squaring up with some body; final 
settlement.  শাধ  a. repayable. 

 শাধক [ śōdhaka ] a purifying; sanctifying; consecratory; cleansing, refining; rectifying; 
corrective; reformative; repaying; paying. 

 শাধন [ śōdhana ] n purification; sanctification, consecration; clearing or refining; rectification; 
amendment, correction; revision; reclamation; reformation; repayment; payment; acquittance. 
 শাধন করা v. to purify; to sanctify, to consecrate; to cleanse or refine; to rectify; to amend, to 
correct; to revise; to reform.  শাধনী a. fem. same as  শাধক ।  শাধনীয় a. to be or capable of being 
purified or sanctified or consecrated or cleansed or refined or rectified or corrected or reformed 
or repaid or paid. 

 শাধরােনা [ śōdharānō ] v to rectify or be rectified; to correct or be corrected; to mind one's 
ways. 

 শাধা ম [ śōdhākṣama ] a insolvent.  শাধা মতা n. insolvency. 

 শািধত [ śōdhita ] a purified; sanctified, consecrated; cleansed, refined; rectified  শািধত  কাহল; 
amended, corrected; revised; reclaimed; reformed; repaid; paid. 
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 শানা [ śōnā ] v to hear; to listen (to); to obey (কথা  শানা); to comply with; to pay heed to. ☐ a. 
that which has been heard or listened to; heard or learnt from others ( শানা কথা). ̃ না v. to make 
one hear; to inform or tell; to cause to obey; to cause to pay heed to. গান  শানােনা v. to sing (one) a 
song. ̃মা  adv. immediately on hearing, directly upon hearing. 

 শাভন [ śōbhana ] a beautiful, lovely; comely, debo nair; graceful; elegant; decorous; decent; 
becoming. fem.  শাভনা ।  শাভনীয় a. becoming. 

 শাভমান [ śōbhamāna ] a existing or being present beautifully; looking beautiful or decorous. 
fem.  শাভমানা । 

 শাভা [ śōbhā ] n beauty; beautiful show; glamour.  শাভা করা v. to beautify; to embellish; to 
adorn; to grace.  শাভা পাওয়া v. to exist or be present beautifully; to look beautiful or decorous; to 
behove or become.  শাভা হওয়া v. to look beautiful or decorous; to have a beautiful show; to be 
adorned or graced. ̃কর a. beautifying; adorning; decorating; giving grace to; giving glamour 
to. ̃ময় a. beautiful; graceful; having a beautiful show; glamorous. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃যা া n. a procession. 
 শাভাযা া কের যাওয়া v. to go in a procession.  শাভাযা া বার করা v. to take out a procession. ̃যা ী n. a 
processionist. ̃শ ূ, ̃হীন a. having no beauty; having no beautiful show. 

 শািভত [ śōbhita ] a beautifully existing; beautified; embellished; decked; adorned; decorated; 
graced. 

 শাভী [ śōbhī ] a beautifying; adorning; adding grace to. fem.  শািভনী । 

 শাফার [ śōphāra ] n a chauffeur (fem. a chauffeuse). 

 শায়া [ śōẏā ] v to lie down, to go to bed; to sleep.  েয় প া v. to lie down; to go to bed; to lie 
prostrate. ̃ না v. to cause to lie down; to lay down; to force to lie prostrate; to cause to 
succumb. ̃বসা n. (fig.) deportment, bearing; (fig.) act of living with another as neighbours or in 
the same society; (fig.) social intercourse. ̃বসা করা v. to live with another as neighbours or in the 
same society; to have social intercourse with. 

 শার [ śōra ] n a loud (and confused) noise, an uproar.  শার  তালা v. to raise an uproar. ̃ গাল n. an 
uproarious noise; hue and cry; clamour. 

 শারা [ śōrā ] n nitre, salt-petre. ̃ঘিটত a. nitric. 

 শাল [ śōla ] n a large tubular fish. 
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 শালা [ śōlā ] n spongewood, hat-plant, sola.  শালার কাজ n. sola work, artistry with spongewood 
or sola.  শালার টুিপ n. a sola hat. 

 শাষ [ śōṣa ] n dryness; juiceless or sapless state; (med.) consumption; (med.) sinus. ☐ a. dried 
up within ( শাষ মূেলা). 

 শাষ-কাগজ [ śōṣa-kāgaja ] n blotting-paper. 

 শাষক [ śōṣaka ] a absorbing; drying up; sucking in; (fig.) extorting. ☐ n. an absorber; a sucker; 
(fig.) an extortioner, sponger. 

 শাষ ণ [ śōṣaṇa ] n absorption; act of drying up; suction; (fig.) extortion.  শাষ ণ করা v. to absorb; 
to dry up; to suck in; (fig.) to extort. 

 শািষত [ śōṣita ] a absorbed; dried up; sucked in; (fig.) subjected to extortion. 

 শাহরত [ śōharata ] n announcement, proclamation.  ঢাল-শহরত n. proclamation by beat of 
drums. 

 শািহনী [ śōhinī ] n an Indian musical mode. 

 শৗিখন [ śaukhina ] a given to niceties; given to luxury, luxurious; having refined or delicate 
taste; dainty; fancy ( শৗিখন িজিনস = fancy goods). ̃তা n. luxuriousness; inclination to niceties; 
possession of refined or delicate taste; daintiness. 

 শৗচ,  শৗচকম ,  শৗচি য়া [ śauca, śaucakarma, śaucakriẏā ] n purity; sanctity; scriptural 
cleansing or purification of one's body and mind; washing or cleansing of one's posteriors after 
evacuation of bowels.  শৗচ করা v. to wash or cleanse one's posteriors after evacuation of bowels; 
to cleanse or purify scripturally one's body and mind; to sanctify.  শৗচাগার n. a latrine, a lava tory, 
a toilet. 

 শৗ  [ śauṇḍa ] a drunken, inebriate, intoxicated; greatly addicted or habituated to (পানেশৗ ); 

celebrated (দানেশৗ ).  শৗি ক,  শৗ ী same as  ঁি 2 ।  শৗি কালয় same as  ঁি খানা । 

 শৗয  [ śaurya ] n valour, prowess; heroism; strength and courage. ̃শালী a. valorous, valiant; 

heroic; strong and courageous. fem. ̃শািলনী । 

  [ śba ] n the dog. ̃দ  n. a canine tooth. ̃বৃি  n. dog-like behaviour, doggishness; servitude, 
servility; mean or cringing flattery. 
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  র [ śbaśura ] n a father-in-law; an uncle-in-law. ̃ঘর n. a woman's father-in-law's house, a 
husband's house. ̃বাি    রালয় n. a man's or woman's father-in-law's house. 

   [ śbaśru ] n a mother-in-law; an aunt-in-law. 

 সন [ śbasana ] n breathing, respiration; (loos.) inhalation. কিৃ ম  সন artificial respiration. 

 াপদ [ śbāpada ] n any carnivorous ferocious beast of prey; (loos.) a wild beast. ̃সং ল ̃সমাকীণ   a. 
infested with ferocious beasts of prey. 

 াস [ śbāsa ] n breathing, respiration; breath; asthma; asthmatic spasm; the last gasp.  াস ওঠা v. 
to be in the last gasp; to be attacked with a spell of asthmatic spasm.  াস ছা া v. to breathe out, 
to exhale.  াস  নওয়া v. to breathe in, to inhale.  গ    াস n. foul breath; (med.) halitosis.  াসক  n. 
breathing trouble; laboured breathing, dyspnoea; laboured breathing of a dying person. ̃ ক  n. 
(anat.) the respiratory centre. ̃ি য়া n. breathing, respiration. ̃ হণ n. inhalation. ̃ হণ করা same as 
 াস  নওয়া । ̃ত াগ n. exhalation. ̃ত াগ করা same as  াস ছা া । ̃নালী n. (anat.) the windpipe, the 
trachea. ̃  াস n. breathing, respiration. ̃য  n. (anat.) the respiratory organ, lungs. ̃ রাগ n. any 
disease characterized by breathing trouble, such as, asthma, bronchitis etc. ̃ রাধ n. suffocation or 
choking; bated breath. ̃ রাধ করা v. to suffocate; to choke; to make breathless. ̃ রাধ হওয়া v. to be 
suffocated or choked; to be come breathless. ̃ রাধক a. suffocating, choking.  াসাির n. a medicine or 
cure for breathing trouble. 

  ত [ śbēta ] n the white colour. ☐ a. white; (of hair) grey. ̃কায় a. white complexioned. ̃   n. 
leucoderma. ̃চম   a. white-skinned, white-complexioned. ̃ ীপ n. a mythological island, the is land 
of the moon; (often facet.) the British Isles. ̃পাথর, ̃  র n. marble. ̃ দর n. leucorrhoea, whites. ̃র  
কিণকা a white corpuscle. ̃   a. greybearded. ̃সষ  প n. white mustard, Brassica alba. ̃সার n. 
starch. ̃অয ু   তসার (bot.) simple starch. ̃হ ী n. (lit. & fig.) a white elephant.   তা  a. one whose 
complexion is white. &square; n. the white man; a European or American.   তাভ a. having a 

slightly white glow or tinge, whitish; (loos.) incandescent.   িত, ।   তী n. leucoderma. 

 শান,  শানপুরী,  শানভূিম [ śmaśāna, śmaśānapurī, śmaśānabhūmi ] n a crematorium, a 
crematory, a cremation ground; (fig.) a deserted and cheerless place, house etc.  শােন পিরণত করা 
v. to turn into or reduce to a cheerless desert.  শানকালী n. Goddess Kali (কালী), the presiding deity 
of crematoria.  শানচারী a. roaming or living in crematoria. fem.  শানচািরণী ।  শানব ু n. one who 
accompanies or carries a dead body to the crematorium.  শানবাসী a. living in crematoria. fem. 
 শানবািসনী ।  শানৈবরাগ  n. the perception of transitoriness of the world, with which the mind of a 
visitor to a crematorium becomes imbued for a while; (fig.) sham distaste or a version for the 
world just before death. 
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   [ śmaśru ] n beard (of man's face). ̃মি ত a. covered with beard, bearded. ̃ল a. covered with 
beard, bearded. ̃শূ  ̃হীন a. beardless. ̃ শািভত a. bedecked with beard, bearded. 

 াওলা [ śyāōlā ] n lichen, moss; alga. 

 াম [ śyāma ] a cloud-coloured; dark blue; bottle green; green; dark-coloured; jet black; having 
a dark yet very sweet complexion, (cp.) brunet (fem. brunette). ☐ n. Krishna (ক ৃ).  াম রািখ িক 
 ল রািখ to have to choose between one's lover and infamy on the one hand and one's husband 
and good name on the other; (fig.) to be between the horns of a dilemma. ̃কাি  a. having a dark 
yet very sweet complexion. ̃বণ   n. cloud like colour; dark blue or bottle-green colour; green or 
dark colour; jet black colour; dark yet very sweet complexion. ☐ a. same as  াম (a.). ̃ল (poet.) ̃র 
a. same as  াম (a.). fem. ামলা ।  ামলা ব  রা the (mother) earth green with crops and 

vegetation. ̃লতা, ̃িলমা n. the state of having cloud-like or dark blue or bottle-green or green or 
dark colour or a dark yet very sweet complexion. ̃লী a. (loos.) fem. of ̃ল । ☐ n. a pet name for a 
dark-coloured cow. ̃  র n. Krishna (ক ৃ ); a small bird of the munia family, the black headed 
munia. ̃ক,  ামা1 variants of  ামাক ।  ামা2 a. fem. of  াম (a.). ☐ n. (rhet.) an uncommonly 
beautiful woman having a dazzlingly bright cream-coloured complexion, who is very pleasant to 
touch; Goddess Kali কালী; a song-bird of the thrush-family, the shama; an evergreen creeper. 
 ামাক n. a kind of wild paddy.  ামা  a. dark-complexioned. fem.  ামা ,  ামা ী,  ামাি নী । 
 ামােপাকা n. a green-coloured winged insect found in late autumn.  ামায়মান a. getting dark, 
darkening, getting or becoming bottle green, or green. 

  ন [ śyēna ] n the hawk, the falcon; the eagle, fem.   নী । ̃চ ,ু ̃দৃি  a. hawk-eyed, falcon-eyed; 
eagle-eyed.   ন দৃি েত ল  করা to watch with a piercing or keen eye, to watch like a hawk. 

  া [ śraddhā ] n love and respect, admiration, rev erence; esteem; confidence, faith ( নতার  িত 
  া); devotion (স   পূজা); inclination, desire (খাবাের   া).   া করা v. to love and respect, to admire, 
to revere, to esteem; to have confidence or faith in. ̃ি ত, ̃বান, ̃ল ু ̃শীল a. respectful, having faith or 
confidence in, faithful. ̃ভাজন, ̃ দ n. an object of reverence, a reverend person. fem. ̃ দা 
। ̃ভাজেনষ,ু ̃ েদষ ুto you or him as the reverend one (a form of addressing a reverend person in a 
letter). 

 ে য় [ śraddhēẏa ] a reverend, venerable. fem.  ে য়া । 

 বণ [ śrabaṇa ] n hearing; listening (to); audition; the ear.  বণ করা v. to hear; to listen (to); give 
an audition. ̃ গাচর a. coming within the range of hearing, audible. ̃পথ n. the ear; hearing. ̃বিহভ  ূত 
same as ̃ বণাতীত । ̃িববর n. the ear hole. ̃মধুর a. sweet to hear. ̃ যাগ  a. worth listening to, fit to hear; 
audible. ̃ খকর a. pleasing to the ear.  বণা n. the twenty-second of the twenty-seven stars 
according to Hindu astronomy.  বণাতীত a. incapable of being heard, inaudible.  বণীয় same as  ব  
।  বেণি য় n. the organ of hearing, the ear. 
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 ব  [ śrabya ] a fit to hear; audible; intended to be heard ( ব  কাব  = a poem intended to be 
heard, not seen i.e., excluding drama). ̃তা n. audibility. 

 ম [ śrama ] n labour, toil; physical or manual labour; diligence, assiduity, industry ( ম িবনা 
 লখাপ া হয় না); exertion, fatigue; rigour (স ম কারাদ ).  ম করা v. to labour, to toil; to do physical or 
manual labour; to apply oneself diligently or assiduously; to exert oneself; to undergo rigours. 
উ পাদক  ম productive labour. ̃কাতর a. reluctant to toil, grudging labour; lazy. ̃জ n. produced by 
toil or industry. ̃জনক a. toilsome, strenuous, fatiguing. ̃জল n. perspiration (caused by toil), 

sweat. ̃জীবী a. earning one's livelihood by manual labour. ☐ n. same as  িমক । ̃ণ n. a Buddhist 

mendicant, ascetic. fem. ̃ণা ̃ব ট্ন, ̃িবভাগ n. (econ.) division of labour. ̃িবমুখ same as ̃কাতর । ̃ম ক n. the 
Ministry of Labour. ̃মহাধ   n. Labour Commissioner. ̃লভ  a. obtainable by effort or 
application. ̃ল  a. earned by toil or industry. ̃িশ  n. an industry. ̃শীল, ̃সিহ  ুa. devoted to labour, 
laborious, painstaking, hardy, industrious, diligent, assiduous. ̃শীলতা n. industry, diligence, 
assiduity. ̃সাধ  a. involving labour; laborious, toil some; strenuous; attainable by hard work.  ম 
 ীকার করা v. to take pains.  মাপেনাদন করা v. to allay or remove fatigue; to refresh, to freshen up. 
 িমক n. a manual labourer, a labourer; a work man, an industrial worker.  িমক আে ালন n. labour 
movement.  িমক  গালেযাগ n. labour unrest; labour trouble.  িমকদল n. a gang of labourers; (pol.) 

the Labour Party.  িমক-সংঘ n. a trade union.  েমাপজীবী same as  মজীবী । fem.  েমাপজীিবনী । 

 া  [ śrāddha ] n a respectful and well-wishing offring to the manes, obsequies, sraddha; 
(sarcas.) extravagant use or spending, waste; (কথার  া , টাকার  া ); (rather vul.) tremendous 
perse cution or utter ruin; vituperation; (sl.) an undesirable affair.  া  করা v. to perform one's 
sraddha ceremony; (sarcas.) to use or spend extravagantly; to waste, (rather vul.) to persecute 
tremendously or ruin utterly; to revile.  া  খাওয়া v. to partake of the feast given on the occasion 
of a sraddha ceremony.  া  গ ােব v. (sl.) the (undesirable) affair will go a long way. ̃কায , ̃ি য়া n. 
(performance of) obsequies or sraddha. ̃শাি  n. sraddha and similar other rites so that the manes 
enjoy blessed peace. 

 া  [ śrānta ] a fatigued, tired, wearied, exhausted.  া  করা v. to fatigue, to tire, to weary, to 
exhaust.  া  হওয়া v. to be tired or fatigued, to get tired; to be wearied or exhausted. ̃ া  a. 
extremely tired or exhausted. ̃ দহ a. having a tired or exhausted body.  াি  n. fatigue, weariness, 
tiredness, exhaustion.  াি   বাধ করা v. to feel tired or exhausted.  াি কর,  াি জনক a. fatiguing, 
tiring, wearisome; laborious.  াি হর a. removing or allaying weariness or exhaustion or fatigue; 
refreshing.  াি হীন a. untiring, tireless. 

 াবণ1 [ śrābaṇa1 ] n the fourth month of the Bengali calendar. ধারা- াবণ n. Shrabana ( াবণ) the 
month of incessant rain or ceaseless downpour. 

 াবণ2 [ śrābaṇa2 ] a auditory. 
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 ী [ śrī ] n Goddess Lakshmi (ল ী); Goddess Saraswati (সর তী); wealth, riches; affluence, 
prosperity; good luck, fortune; beauty, grace (মুখ ী); appearance; style, manner, attitude (কথার 
 ী); an appellation affixed to the name of a holy person dead or living or to that of a sacred 
thing or place ( ীসেত   ব ,  ীৈচত ,  ীেখাল,  ীে  ); an Indian musical mode. ̃করকমল n. a lotus-like 
auspicious hand. ̃করকমেলষ ু to your or his lotus-like auspicious hand (a form of addressing a 
person politely in a letter). ̃    n. Puri in Orissa. ̃খ  n. sandalwood. ̃ঘর n. (sarcas.) a prison, a 

gaol, a jail. ̃ঘরবাস a. imprisonment, incarceration. ̃চরণ n. an auspicious foot. ̃চরেণ ষু । to your or 

his auspicious feet (a form of addressing a venerable person in a letter). ̃চরণকমল n. a lotus like 
auspicious foot. ̃চরণকমেলষু same as ̃চরেণ ষ ু। ̃প মী n. the fifth lunar day of the bright fortnight of 
the month of Magh (মাঘ) when Goddess Saraswati is worshipped. ̃ফল n. the wood-apple. ̃ব স n. 
the clockwise circle of hair on the bosom of Vishnu (িব )ু. ̃ব স লা ন n. Vishnu (িব )ু. ̃বৃি  n. 
increase of wealth; prosperity; advancement, improvement. ̃বিৃ  লাভ করা v. to have one's wealth 
increased; to prosper, to thrive; to advance, to improve. ̃বৃি সাধন করা v. to cause to prosper or 
thrive; to promote prosperity or wealth; to cause to advance, to improve. ̃   a. fallen from or 
bereft of prosperity; deprived of beauty or grace or glamour; dilapidated; ruined. ̃মি ত a. 

beautified; beautiful; graceful. ̃মতী a. fem. of  ীমান । ☐ n. a beautiful woman or girl; a young 

woman; Radha (রাধা). ̃ম  a. gracious or glorious usu. affixed to the name of a saintly man or to 
that of a sacred book ( ীম ামা জ,  ীম াগবত). ̃ম  a. fortunate, prosperous; wealthy, affluent. ̃মান a. 
beautiful, graceful, fortunate, wealthy, affluent (usu. affixed to the name of a junior person). ̃মুখ 
n. an auspicious face. ̃য ু, ̃যুত same as  ীমান (usu. affixed to the name of a senior or respectable 
man). fem. ̃য ুা । ̃ল same as ̃যু  (usu. affixed to the name of an especially respectable or adorable 
man). ̃শ ূ, ̃হীন a. deprived of grace or beauty or prosperity; ugly; wretched. 

 ত [ śruta ] a heard; famous, celebrated. ̃কীিত   a. one whose deeds or feats have become widely 
famous. ̃ধর, ̃িলখন, ̃িলিপ, ̃ লখক same as  িতধর,  িতিলখন,  িতিলিপ,  িতেলখক (see  িত). 

 িত [ śruti ] n hearing; audition; the ear; hear say (জন িত); a myth; a legend; mythology; 
legends collectively; the Vedas; (mus.) a subtle note that is heard at the time of changing the 
voice from one note to another, (cp.) a quarter-tone. ̃কট,ু ̃কেঠার a. grating on ears, harsh to hear, 
grating, jarring; cacophonous, cacophonic. ̃ গাচর a. coming within the range of hearing, 
audible. ̃নাট  n. a drama that is enjoyed not by seeing it acted but by listening to it. ̃ধর a. capable 
of remem bering whatever one hears. ☐ n. such a person. ̃পথ n. the ear-hole; the range of 
hearing, earshot. ̃মধুর a. sweet to hear. ̃মূল n. the root or base of the ear. ̃িলখন n. act of writing to 
dictation; shorthand writing, stenography. ̃িলিপ n. a script written to dictation or by 
shorthand. ̃ লখক n. a writer taking dictation; a shorthand writer, a stenog rapher. ̃ খকর a. 
pleasant to hear. 

  িণ,   ণী [ śrēṇi, śrēṇī ] n a line, a row, a range; a series (সংখ াে িণ); a community, a class 
(ধিনকে িণ); a collection, a herd, a flock, a swarm (হি ে িণ, িপপীিলকা   িণ); a school or college class, a 
class, a form (ষ    িণ, িব.এ.   িণ); a division (িতন   িণেত িবভ ); (phys.) a grade. ̃ফল n. sum of 
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series. ̃ব , ̃িব   a. arranged in a line or row, aligned, arrayed; (esp. in bot.) classified. ̃ব , ̃িব াস n. 
alignment, arrayment; classification. ̃ব -প িত, ̃ব - ণালী n. the system of alignment or arrayment 
or (chiefly in bot.) classification. ̃ব সূ  n. principles of classification. ̃িবভাগ n. classification; 
division into castes or communities or classes or groups. ̃ভ ু a. included in a particular line or 
class. 

  য় [ śrēẏa ] n good; weal; welfare; benefit; virtue; religion; final salvation, beatitude. ☐ a. 
good; beneficial; auspicious; proper; best, excellent; (pop.) preferable, better, superior. ̃সী fem. of 

  য়ান । ̃ র a. doing good (to), beneficial. fem. ̃ রী ।   য়ান a. better; superior; more beneficial; 
(loos.) good, excellent, beneficial.   েয়ালাভ n. attainment of good or virtue or final salvation. 

   া [ śrēṣṭhā ] a greatest; chief, principal; best, excellent; (pop.) greater or better, superior. 
fem.    া । ̃তা, ̃  n. the state of being the greatest or chief or best or excellent; superiority or pre-
eminence. 

   ী [ śrēṣṭhī ] n a merchant prince; a merchant; a banker; an opulentman. 

  ািণ,   াণী [ śrōṇi, śrōṇī ] n the hip, the buttocks, the loins, the posteriors. 

  াতব  [ śrōtabya ] a to be heard, proper to hear. 

  াতা [ śrōtā ] n a hearer; a listener. 

  াতৃবগ  ,   াতৃম লী [ śrōtṛbarga, śrōtṛmaṇḍalī ] n the audience. 

  া  [ śrōtra ] n the ear; the Vedas. 

  াি য় [ śrōtriẏa ] n a Brahman versed in the Vedas; a class of Brahmans who are not kulins 
( লীন); a Brahman of this class. 

  া ী [ śrōtrī ] fem of   াতা । 

  ৗত [ śrauta ] a enjoined or sanctioned in the Vedas, Vedic. 

 থ [ ślatha ] a loose, flaccid ( থ চম ); dishevelled ( থ করবী); blowsy ( থ  বশবাস); slack, loose, 
loosened, slackened, relaxed ( থ ব ন); not strict, lax ( থ শাসন); tired, worn-out, fatigued  থ  দহ); 
slow, tardy, slowed down, retarded ( থগিত); not earnest or careful ( স প ােশানায় বে া  থ). 

 াঘনীয়,  াঘ  [ ślāghanīẏa, ślāghya ] a praiseworthy, laudable, commendable; desirable. 
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 াঘা [ ślāghā ] n praise, laudation, commendation, eulogy; self-praise. 

ি   [ śliṣṭa ] a connected, joined; attached; related; embraced; (rhet. & gr.) containing a pun, 
equivocal. ˜ েয়াগ n. equivocation. 

 ীপদ [ ślīpada ] n elephantiasis. 

 ীল [ ślīla ] a courteous, polite; modest; decent. ̃তা n. courtesy, politeness; modesty; decency. 
 ীলতাহািন n. violation of modesty, outraging the modesty (of a woman). 

  ষ [ ślēṣa ] n (rhet.) pun; (loos.) a ridicule hinted artfully, an irony, an insinuation.   ষ করা v. 
to direct an ironical remark (at or against); to insinuate (against).   েষাি  n. an ironical or 
insinuating or quibbling remark. 

   া [ ślēṣmā ] n nasal mucus, catarrh, rheum; mucus; phlegm. বুেক    া জমা v. to have 

congestion in one's chest.    া ঝরা v. to have one's nose running. ̃ঘিটত same as   ি ক । ̃ ধান a. 
having predominance of phlegm, phlegmatic. 

  ি ক [ ślaiṣmika ] a mucous; catarrhal, rheumatic; phlegmatic.  শি ক িঝ ী the mucous 
membrane. 

  াক [ ślōka ] n a couplet, a distich, a verse, a poem; fame, renown (পুণ ে াক). ̃ব    াকা ক a. 
versified. 
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ষ [ ṣ ] n the thirty-first consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

ষট্ [ ṣaṭ ] n & a (used as a pfx.) six. ষট্ক n. a hexad; a sextet (te), a sestet. ̃কমর্ n. the six 
performances of a Brahman as enjoined by the scriptures. ̃েকাণ n. a hexagon. ̃চtািরংশ a. forty-
six. ̃চtািরংশত্ n. & a. forty-six. ˜চtািরংশtম a. forty-sixth. fem. ̃চtািরংশtমী । ̃িtংশ a. thirty-six. ̃িtংশত্ n. 
& a. thirty-six. ˜িtংশtম a. thirty-sixth. fem. ̃িtংশtমী । ̃পঞ্চাশ a. fifty-six. ̃পঞ্চাশত্ n. & a. fifty-six. 
˜পঞ্চাশtম a. fifty-sixth. fem. ̃পঞ্চাশtমী । ̃পদ a. hexapod. ☐ n. the bumble-bee. fem. ̃পদী। ̃ষ  a. sixty-
six. ̃ষি  n. & a. sixty-six. ˜ষি তম a. sixty-sixth. fem. ̃ষি তমী । ̃সpিত n. & a. seventy-six. ˜সpিততম a. 
seventy-sixth. fem. ̃সpিততমী । 

ষD ্ঋত ু[ ṣaḍ◌়ṛtu ] n the six seasons, namely, summer, the rains, autumn, late autumn, winter and 
spring. 

ষDg্ণ [ ṣaḍ◌়guṇa ] a multiplied by six, six times. 

ষDঙ্গ [ ṣaḍ◌়ṅga ] n the six limbs of a body, namely the head, the two hands or arms, the waist, the 
two legs or feet; the six Vedangas; six limbs or branches. 

ষDজ [ ṣaḍ◌়ja ] n (mus.) the first note of the natural major scale, C. 

ষD ্দশর্ন [ ṣaḍ◌়darśana ] n the six systems of Hindu philosophy. 

ষDধ্া [ ṣaḍ◌়dhā ] a of six kinds or manners; six times. ☐ adv. in six kinds or manners; six times. 

ষিD ব্ংশ [ ṣaḍ◌়biṃśa ] a twenty-six. ̃িত n. & a. twenty-six. ষিD ব্ংশিততম a. twenty-sixth. fem. ষিD ব্ংশিততমী 

ষিD ব্ধ [ ṣaḍ◌়bidha ] a of six kinds; sixfold. 

ষDযnt [ ṣaḍ◌়yantra ] n a conspiracy, a secret plot, an intrigue. ষDযnt করা v. to conspire, to plot, to 
intrigue. ̃কারী n. a conspirator, a plotter, an intriguer. 

ষD র্স [ ṣaḍ◌়rasa ] n six kinds of flavour or taste or tang (viz. sweet, sour, salt, pungent, astringent, 
bitter). 

ষDশীিত [ ṣaḍ◌়śīti ] n. & a eighty-six. ̃তম a. eighty-sixth. fem. ̃তমী । 

ষDানন [ ṣaḍ◌়ānana ] n one having six faces; (myth.) Kartikeya the commandar of the heavenly 
host. 
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ষN [ ṣaṇḍa ] n the bull, the ox; a eunuch. ষNা a. as obstinate and hefty as a bull; bull headed; 
robust, hefty. ষNামকর্ (erron.) ষNামাকর্ n. (myth.) Sanda (ষN) and Amarka (aমকর্), two roguish and 
godless teachers; (pop.) a very obstinate and robust rogue, a rowdy, a ruffian. 

ষNবিত [ ṣaṇṇabati ] n. & a ninety-six. ̃তম a. ninety-sixth. fem. ̃তমী । 

ষNাস [ ṣaṇmāsa ] n (a period of) consecutive six months, a half-year. 

ষt [ ṣatba ] n (gr.) the use of ষ (esp. in place of শ, স). ̃িবধান, ̃িবিধ n. (gr.) the rules governing the 
use of ষ (esp. in place শ স). 

ষtণtjান [ ṣatbaṇatbajñāna ] n (lit.) knowledge of the right use of the letters ষ and ণ; (fig.) 
common sense. 

ষি  [ ṣaṣṭi ] n. & a sixty. ̃তম a. sixtieth. fem. ̃তমী । 

ষ  [ ṣaṣṭha ] a sixth. ষ াংশ n. a sixth part; one sixth. ষ ী a. fem. of ষ  ☐ n. fem. a female deity 
who protects human babies; (gr.) the sixth case-ending; the sixth day of a lunar fortnight; the 
sixth day of the lunar fortnight when the ceremony of awakening Goddess Durga (dগর্া) is held for 
her annual worship. ষ ীর কৃপা obtaining a child through the grace of Goddess Sasthi (ষ ী); the 
grace of Goddess Sasthi; being blessed with many children. ষ ীতত্পrুষ n. (gr.) a system of 
forming compounds in which the first word actually drops the sixth case-ending. ষ ীবাটা n. a 
ceremonial gift sent to a son-in-law on the eve of জামাiষ ী (see জামাi). ষ ীবুিD n. Goddess Sasthi 
(ষ ী). 

ষাঁD [ ṣān̐ḍ◌় ] n the bull, the ox. ষাঁেDর েগাঁ bull-like obstinacy, bull-headedness. ষাঁDা-ষাঁিD n. a fight 
between two bulls. ষাঁDা-ষাঁিDর বান the tidal wave of the Ganges (which roars like two bellowing 
bulls engaged in fighting each other). 

ষাট1 [ ṣāṭa1 ] int May Goddess Sasthi (ষ ী) be with you for your safety. 

ষাট2 [ ṣāṭa2 ] n. & a sixty. 

ষাNািসক [ ṣāṇmāsika ] a six-monthly, half-yearly. 

েষাDশ [ ṣōḍ◌়śa ] n sixteen; a Hindu system of per forming a sraddha ceremony in which sixteen 
different articles are given away. ☐ a. sixteen; sixteenth. েষাDশাংশ n. a sixteenth part; one-
sixteenth. েষাDশী a. fem. sixteenth; sixteen years old. ☐ n. fem. one of the ten manifestations of 
Goddess Durga (dগর্া); a six teen year old woman. েষাDেশাপচার n. sixteen different articles required 
for a perfect worship. েষাDেশাপচাের adv. with all the necessary sixteen articles; (fig.) thoroughly; 
sumptuously. 
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েষােলা [ ṣōlō ] n. & a sixteen. েষােলা-আনা n. sixteen anna, one rupee. ☐ a. total, entire, whole. ☐ 
adv. entirely, wholly, completely, thoroughly. েষােলা-কলা n. the sixteen digits of the moon. েষােলা-
কলা পূণর্ হoয়া v. (sarcas.) to be thoroughly fulfilled; to meet with complete disaster, to be utterly 
ruined. 

ীবন [ ṣṭhībana ] n spitting. 
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স1 [ sa1 ] n the thirty-second consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

স2 [ sa2 ] pfx indicating; together with, attended by (সচ ন, সভৃত ); of the same (সেগা , সতীথ ). 

-সই2 [ -si2 ] sfx indicating: able to ( টকসই): able, -ible; conforming to (পছ সই); up to (বুকসই). 

সই4 [ si4 ] n a signature; an impression or mark given as a substitute for signature ( ঢরাসই, 
িটপসই). সই করা, সই  দওয়া v. to sign; to put an impression or mark as a substitute for signature. তাই 
সই let it be. 

সইস [ sisa ] n a groom or a mounted attendant, a syce, a sice, a saice. 

সওগাত [ sōgāta ] n a present, a gift. 

সওদা [ sōdā ] n purchase; trade; merchandise, wares; articles purchased. সওদা করা v. to purchase, 
to buy, ̃গর n. a merchant; a merchant prince. ̃গির n. the profession of a merchant, trading, 
commerce. ☐ a. mercantile, commercial. ̃গির করা v. to work as a merchant, to follow the 
occupation of a trader; to trade. ̃গির আিপস a mercantile firm, a merchant office. ̃প  n. purchases. 

সওয়া2 [ sōẏā2 ] n. & a one and one-fourth, one and a quarter. সওয়া ঘ টা an hour and a quarter. 
সওয়া িতন three and a quarter. সওয়া িতনেট বােজ it is a quarter past three o'clock. 

সওয়ার [ sōẏāra ] n a rider, (cp.) a sowar. ☐ a. riding, mounted. সওয়াির n. a vehicle, a carriage; a 
mount; a passenger. সওয়াির হওয়া v. to ride, to mount; to board a vehicle. 

সওয়াল [ sōẏāla ] n a question, an inquiry; (in law—loos.) pleading on behalf of the plaintiff, 
argument. সওয়াল করা v. to question, to inquire; to plead or argue on behalf of the plaintiff. সওয়াল 
জবাব n. questions and answers; (in law) argument and counter-argument, pleading and 
replication. 

সং [ saṅ ] n a clown, a bumpkin; a masque; a farce; a grotesque spectacle. 

সংকট [ saṅkaṭa ] n a crucial danger; a great difficulty; a very knotty problem; a critical situation, 
a tight corner; a crux; great intricacy; a very narrow path, a gorge (usu. িগিরসংকট). ̃কাল n. a critical 
time; hard times; a crisis. সংকটাপ  a. greatly endangered; faced with a great difficulty. সংকটাব হা 
n. a critical situation, a tight corner. 

সংকর [ saṅkara ] n a half-breed, a half-caste; a mongrel; a hybrid; a mixture of heterogeneous 
things. ☐ a. half-bred; mongrel; crossbred, hybrid. সংকরীকরণ n. hybridization. 
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সংকষ ণ [ saṅkarṣaṇa ] n a forceful pull; attraction; ploughing, cultivation. 

সংকলন [ saṅkalana ] n collection; culling; compilation; (math.) addition. সংকলন করা v. to collect; 
to cull; to compile; (math.) to add. ̃  হ n. a compilation. 

সংকলিয়তা [ saṅkalaẏitā ] n a collector; a compiler; an adder. fem. সংকলিয় ী । 

সংকিলত [ saṅkalita ] a collected; culled; compiled; added. 

সংক  [ saṅkalpa ] n a resolve, a determination; a (strong) desire; a solemn vow to do 
something (taken esp. on the eve of a religious worship); resolution. সংক  করা v. to resolve; to 
determine, to make up one's mind; to take a solemn vow to do something (esp. on the eve of a 
religious ceremony the purpose for which it is intended). সংক -িবক  n. desire and doubt; 
certainty and uncertainty; hesitation. ̃সাধনা করা v. to fulfill a resolve; to attain a desire; to give 
effect to a resolution. সংকি ত a. determined, resolved; purposed intended; passed or adopted as 
a resolution. 

সংকাশ [ saṅkāśa ] a (used as a sfx.) like, similar to, resembling (আিদত সংকাশ). 

সংকীণ  [ saṅkīrṇa ] a narrow; not spacious, small; illiberal, ungenerous. (সংকীণ   দয়). ̃িচ , ̃ চতা, ̃মনা 
a. narrow-minded, small minded. ̃তা n. narrowness; smallness; illiberality. 

সংকীত ন [ saṅkīrtana ] n singing in praise, singing the glory (of); singing in praise of God or a 
deity; a song in praise of God or a deity; a hymn. সংকীত ন করা v. to sing in praise (of), to glorify in 
songs; to sing in praise of God or a deity; to hymn. সংকীিত ত a. celebrated in songs; thoroughly 
narrated or extolled. 

সং িচত [ saṅkucita ] a curtailed; reduced; contracted; shriveled; (phys.) compressed; closed or 
narrowed or shut; cowered (ভেয় সং িচত); diffident, hesitating or hesitant. সং িচত করা v. to curtail 
or reduce or contract or shrivel; to compress; to close or shut or narrow; to cower. সং িচত হওয়া v. 
to be curtailed or reduced; to contract or shrivel; to get compressed; to draw back or to shrink; 
to cower or hesitate. 

সং ল [ saṅkula ] a (used as a sfx.) full of; crowded with, abounding in; infested with ( াপদসং ল). 

সং লান [ saṅkulāna ] n sufficiency for meeting a need. সং লান হওয়া v. to be sufficient (for), to 
suffice (for). 

সংেকত [ saṅkēta ] n a beckoning, a beck, a gesture; a hint; a sign; a signal; a presage; a clue; a 
rule; a secret tryst for lovers. 
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সংেকত করা [ saṅkēta karā ] v to beckon, to sign, to gesticulate. সংেকত  দওয়া v. to give a hint, to 
hint (at); to presage. সংেকেত adv. by means of gesticulation, by a sign; by hints or by suggestions; 
briefly. 

সংেকাচ [ saṅkōca ] n contraction; curtailment (ব য় সংেকাচ); hesitation, diffidence. সংেকাচ করা v. to 
contract; to curtail, to cut down; to hesitate. সংেকাচ  বাধ করা v. to feel hesitation. মরণ সংেকাচ n. 
rigor mortis. সংেকাচক a. contracting; curtailing; astringent. সংেকাচন n. contraction, curtailment; 
shutting; (phys.) compression. সংেকাচনশীল a. contractile. সংেকাচনীয় a. contractible. সংেকাচশূ , 
সংেকাচহীন a. unhesitating; unabashed; unscrupulous; shameless; smart, free. 

সং ম, সং মণ [ saṅkrama, saṅkramaṇa ] n act of entering and settling down; transit, 
transition; (astr.) transition from one zodiacal sign to another; (of diseases etc.) infection, 
contagion; (of a practice, a virtue, a vice etc.) transmission esp. by contiguity or association. 
সং মণ করা v. to enter and settle down; to transit; (astr.) to make a transit or pass from one 
zodiacal sign to another; to infect; to be transmitted (into) esp. by contiguity or association. 
সং মিণকা n. a gallery. সং িমত a. that which has entered and settled down; transited; (astr.) 
transited from one zodiacal sign to another; infected; transmitted. সং িমত হওয়া v. to enter and 
settle down; (astr.) to pass or make a transit from one zodiacal sign to another; (of diseases) to 
infect; (of patients) to be infected; to be transmitted into; to be influenced by, to acquire (as a 
practice). 

সং া  [ saṅkrānta ] a (used as a prep.) of, relating to, pertaining to, concerning, regarding, as 
regards ত সং া . 

সং াি  [ saṅkrānti ] n (astr.—of the sun and planets) transit or passage from one zodiacal sign 
to another; the last day of a Bengali month. 

সং ামক [ saṅkrāmaka ] a infectious, contagious. 

সংি   [ saṅkṣipta ] a summarized, condensed; shortened, abridged; abbreviated; curtailed; 

reduced; brief, short. সংি   করা same as সংে প করা । সংি   িবচার n. a summary trial. ̃সার n. a 
summary, an abstract, a précis, a synopsis. 

সং  ু [ saṅkṣuddha ] a very much aggrieved or mortified or concerned or troubled or per 
turbed; (of seas etc.) extremely disturbed or agitated. 

সংে প [ saṅkṣēpa ] n summarization; condensation; shortening, abridgement; abbreviation; 
curtailment; reduction; a summary, an abstract, a précis, a synopsis. সংে প করা v. to summarize, 
to condense; to shorten, to abridge; to abbreviate; to curtail; to reduce. ̃ণ same as সংে প, except 

in the last sense. সংে পত, সংে েপ adv. in brief, in short, briefly. সংে িপত var. of সংি   । 
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সংে াভ [ saṅkṣōbha ] n great aggrievement or mortification or concern or trouble or 
perturbation; (of seas etc.) great disturbance or agitation. 

সংখ ক [ saṅkhyaka ] a (used as a sfx.) numbering; amounting to (শতসংখ ক). 

সংখ া [ saṅkhyā ] n enumeration, counting; a number; a numeral; (math.) a figure; reckoning, 
estimation. সংখ া করা v. to enumerate, to count; to reckon, to estimate. সংখ া হওয়া v. to be 
(capable of being) enumerated or counted or numbered. ̃গণনা n. enumeration; counting. ̃গির  a. 
largest in number; (loos.) enjoying a majority.    a. large in number; larger in number; enjoying 
a majority. সংখ াগির  স দায় the majority community. সংখ া- জ ািতষ n. numerology. ̃ত a. numbered, 
counted, enumerated; calculated; reckoned. সংখ াতীত a. countless, innumerable, numberless. ̃ন n. 
enumeration, counting; numbering; calculation. সংখ া পােত adv. in proportion to number. ̃পাত n. 
act of writing down a number. ̃বাচক a. denoting numbers, numeral. ̃মান n. measure. ̃মাপন n. 
measurement. ̃সংখ ায়ক n. an enumerator, a calculator. ̃লিঘ  a. smallest in number. ̃লঘ,ু ̃  a. small 
in number; smaller in number. সংখ ালঘ ু(বা সংখ ালিঘ ) স দায় the minority community. 

সংেখ য় [ saṅkhyēẏa ] a countable, calculable, enumerable. 

সংগঠক [ saṅgaṭhaka ] n an organizer. 

সংগঠন [ saṅgaṭhana ] n formation into an organic whole; organization; an organized body, an 
organization. সংগঠন করা v. to organize. 

সংগিঠত [ saṅgaṭhita ] a organized. সংগিঠত করা v. to organize. 

সংগত1 [ saṅgata1 ] a consistent (with); conforming (to); reasonable, proper, just. সংগিত n. 
consistency; unity; justness; propriety; (loos.) riches, wealth. সংগিতস   a. rich, well-to-do; 
moneyed. সংগিতহীন a. poor; broke; resourceless; inconsistent. 

সংগম [ saṅgama ] n union; sexual intercourse, copulation; a confluence (ি েবণীসংগম); a concourse 
(জনসংগম). 

সংগমন [ saṅgamana ] n concurrence. 

সংগর [ saṅgara ] n parole. 

সংগামী [ saṅgāmī ] a concurrent. 

সংগীত [ saṅgīta ] n a song; music. জাতীয় সংগীত n. a national song or anthem.  ভাতসংগীত n. a 
morning song, a matin. য সংগীত n. instrumental music. ̃  a. versed in music. ☐ a. musician. ̃ি য় 
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a. fond of music. ̃িবদ া n. the art of music. ̃শালা n. a music school ̃শা  n. the art or science of music. 
সংগীতা রাগ n. love for music. সংগীতা রাগী a. fond of music. সংগীতা  ান a. fond of music. n. a musical 
soiree, a musical performance. 

সংগৃহীত [ saṅgṛhīta ] a collected, raised (সংগৃহীত চাঁদা বা  লাক); compiled (সংগৃহীত কিবতাবিল); culled 
(সংগৃহীত ফুল). 

সংেগাপন [ saṅgōpana ] n thorough concealment; complete secrecy or privacy. সংেগাপেন adv. 
incomplete concealment or secrecy or privacy; secretly; unobservedly. সংেগািপত a. concealed or 
secret. 

সং হ, সং হণ [ saṅgraha, saṅgrahaṇa ] n gathering, raising, col lection; amount (esp. of money) 
collected; compilation; a collection, (গ সং হ) an anthology; (কিবতাসং হ) culling (প ুসং হ). সং হ 
করা v. to gather, to raise, to collect; to compile; to cull. 

সং াম [ saṅgrāma ] n a war; a battle: a fight; a conflict; a combat, an encounter; a struggle 
(জীবনসং াম). সং াম করা v. to engage in a war or battle; to fight; to combat, to encounter; to 
struggle. ̃শীল, সং ামী a. given to fighting, never shy of fighting or struggling, fighting, combative. 
সং ামী মেনাবৃি  fighting spirit; the will to struggle. 

সং াহক [ saṅgrāhaka ] n a gatherer, a raiser, a collector; a compiler; a culler. fem. সং ািহকা । 

সংঘ [ saṅgha ] n an association of persons; a body, a party, an organization; a club; a guild; the 
Buddhist monastic society. ̃ব  a. united; incorporated. 

সংঘটন [ saṅghaṭana ] n assemblage; occurrence; happening. সংঘিটত a. assembled, brought 
together; brought about. সংঘিটত হওয়া v. to occur, to be brought about, to take place. 

সংঘষ , সংঘষ ণ [ saṅgharṣa, saṅgharṣaṇa ] n a rubbing against each other; friction; collision; 
concussion; a clash. ̃জিনত a. caused by collision or friction. 

সংঘাত [ saṅghāta ] n collision, clash; impact. 

সংঘারাম [ saṅghārāma ] n a Buddhist monastery. 

সংিচিত [ sañciti ] n reserve. 

সংচূণ ন [ sañcūrṇana ] n trituration. 

সংচূিণ ত [ sañcūrṇita ] a triturated. সংচূিণ ত করা v. to triturate. 
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সং া [ sañjñā ] n consciousness; an appellation, a name, a designation; (log.) connotation; (esp. 
in geom.) definition. সং া  দওয়া v. to give one a name or appellation, to name or designate. সং া 
পাওয়া v. to recover consciousness. সং া হারােনা v. to lose consciousness, to swoon, to faint. ̃ন n. 
consciousness; clear and thorough knowledge or perception. ̃নাশ n. loss of consciousness, 
fainting. ̃নাশক a. rendering unconscious or senseless. ̃বাচক a. appellative; (gr.) proper. ̃বাচক িবেশ  

(gr.) the proper noun. ̃থ   n. technical meaning; definition. ̃ লাপ same as ̃নাশ । ̃হীন a. unconscious, 
senseless. সংি ত a. appellated; defined. 

সংনমন [ sannamana ] n compression. 

সংনিমত [ sannamita ] a compressed. 

সংনম  [ sannamya ] a compressible. 

সংিনণ য় [ sannirṇaẏa ] n judgment. 

সংিনণ ীত [ sannirṇīta ] a adjudged. 

সংপিরবত  ন [ samparibartana ] n modification. 

সংপৃ  [ sampṛkta ] a closely connected; (chiefly bot.) saturated. সংপৃি  n. close connection; 
saturation. 

সংপৃ  [ sampṛṣṭa ] a challenged. 

সং   [ sampraśna ] n challenge (made by a sentry). 

সংব  [ sambat ] n the era introduced by king Vikramaditya or Shalibahana in 56 B. C.; an era; a 
calendar year. সংব সর n. a whole year; a whole calendar year. 

সংবদন [ sambadana ] n tally. 

সংবরণ [ sambaraṇa ] n restraint, checking; prevention; covering; concealment; putting on or 
wearing in a proper way; dressing or tying (as of tresses) in a proper way. সংবরণ করা v. to 
restrain, to check; to prevent; to cover; to conceal; to put on or wear properly; to dress or tie 
properly. 

সংবত  [ sambarta ] n total annihilation or dissolution or cataclysm, (cp.) deluge, the cloud that 
appears to destroy the world. 
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সংবধ ক [ sambardhaka ] a & n one who or that which promotes growth or development or 
increase; one who receives respectfully or felicitates or pays a tribute of respect. 

সংবধ ন, সংবধ না [ sambardhana, sambardhanā ] n thorough growth or development or increase; 
respectful reception; felicitation; a tribute of respect. সংবধ  না করা v. to accord a respectful 
reception; to felicitate; to pay (one) a tribute of respect. 

সংবিধ ত [ sambardhita ] a thoroughly grown or developed or increased; accorded with a 

respectful reception; felicitated; one to whom a tribute of respect has been paid. fem. সংবিধ  তা । 

সংবিলত [ sambalita ] a containing; bearing; attended by; mixed with. 

সংবহন [ sambahana ] n circulation (র সংবহন). 

সংবাদ [ sambāda ] n news; information; a message, a report; a story, a narrative (সপ  য  সংবাদ) 
meeting and conversation (সখী সংবাদ). ̃দাতা n. a press reporter or newspaper correspondent. ̃প  n. 
a newspaper. সংবাদপ  িবে তা n. a news-man. ̃প েসবী n. a journalist. সংবাদ  িত ান, সংবাদ সরবরাহ-
 িত ান n. a news agency. ̃বাহক n. a messenger; a courier. সংবাদবাহক পারাবত a carrier pigeon. 

সংবাদী [ sambādī ] n (mus.) a note accessorial or subsidiary to the principal one. 

সংবাহ, সংবাহন [ sambāha, sambāhana ] n act of carrying (loads); circulation (র সংবাহন); 
massaging, massage; currying (as of a horse). সংবাহন করা v. to carry (loads); to circulate; to 
massage; to curry. সংবাহক a. load-carrying; circulating; massaging; currying. ☐ n. one who 
carries (loads); a porter; that which circulates; a massagist, a masseur (fem. masseuse); a currier. 

fem. সংবািহকা । সংবাহাগার n. massage clinic. সংবািহত a. carried; circulated; massaged; curried. 

সংিব  [ sambigna ] a worried; concerned, disturbed; agitated, frightened. 

সংিব  [ sambit ] n consciousness. সংিব  পাওয়া v. to regain or recover consciousness. সংিব  হারােনা 
v. to lose consciousness, to faint, to swoon. 

সংিবদা [ sambidā ] n an agreement; a deed of agreement. 

সংিবিদত [ sambidita ] a known; informed. 

সংিবধান [ sambidhāna ] n arrangement; prescription; the constitution of a state (ভারেতর সংিবধান) 
সংিবধান সভা n. a constituent assembly. ̃বিহভূ ত a. unconstitutional. 
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সংিবিধ [ sambidhi ] n statute. ̃ব  a. statutory. 

সংবীত, সংবৃত [ sambīta, sambṛta ] a covered; concealed; hidden, secret; contracted. 

সংেবগ [ sambēga ] n worry; anxiety; agitation; feeling of nervousness. 

সংেবদ, সংেবদন, সংেবদনা [ sambēda, sambēdana, sambēdanā ] n sensation; susceptibility. 
সংেবদনশীল a. sensitive; susceptible, sensory, sensorial. সংেবদ-নাভ  n. a sensory nerve. সংেবদনশীলতা n. 
sensitiveness, sensitivity. সংেবদ  a. perceptible by senses, sensible; knowable. 

সংেবশক [ sambēśaka ] n hypnotist, a mesmerist. 

সংেবশন [ sambēśana ] n hypnosis; hypnotism, mesmerism. 

সংেবিশত [ sambēśita ] a hypnotized, mesmerized. সংেবিশত করা v. to hypnotize, to mesmerize. 

সংভরণ [ sambharaṇa ] n supply and rationing; rationing. ̃প  n. a ration card. 

সংিম ণ [ sammiśraṇa ] n thorough admixture. 

সংযত [ saṃyata ] a regulated, disciplined; self-restrained, continent; temperate, moderate, 
sparing; prevented, repulsed; restrained, checked, curbed; subdued, controlled; demure; 
modest, gentle (সংযত আচরণ). সংযত করা v. to regulate, to discipline, to restrict; to temper, to 
moderate; to prevent; to repulse; to restrain, to check, to curb; to subdue, to control. ̃িচ  a. one 
who has controlled one's mind; one whose mind is tranquil or collected; self-restrained; 
temperate, abstemious. ̃বাক a. sparing or reserve in speech; reticent. সংযতাহার a. sparing or 
temperate in food and drink. সংযেতি য় n. one who has subdued one's passions, continent. 

সংযম [ saṃyama ] n regulatedness, discipline; self-restraint, continence, temperance, 
sparingness; (বাকসংযম); restraint, check, curb; ( বগসংযম); subdual, control (ইি য়সংযম); 
demureness, modesty, gentleness, politeness (আচরেণ সংযম); fast and other rites observed on the 
eve of a holy occasion (িশবরাি র সংয ). সংযম করা same as সংযত করা and esp. to observe fast and 
other rites on the eve of a holy occasion. সংযমন n. regularization, disciplining; act of restraining 
oneself, act of making oneself continent; tempering, moderation; restraining or curbing; 
subduing or controlling. সংযিমত a. regulated or disciplined; tempered; prevented or repulsed; 
restrained or curbed; subdued or controlled. সংযমী a. practicing self-control or discipline, 
continent, self-restrained; temperate, moderate, sparing, reserved; abstemious; demure, 
modest, gentle. 

সংযাি ক [ saṃyātrika ] n processionist. ̃দল n. a procession. 
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সংযা ী [ saṃyātrī ] a going in a procession; voyaging. ☐ n. a processionist; a voyager. 

সংয ু, সংয ুত [ saṃyukta, saṃyuta ] a joined, linked; attached; admixed; united; amalgamated; 

federated, federal; connected; joint. সংযুি , সংযুিত same as সংেযাজন । 

সংেযাগ [ saṃyōga ] n joining, linking; a junction; attachment; admixture; union, amalgamation; 
connection; contact; association, company; intercourse, communication; liaison; close 

application (মনঃসংেযাগ ।) ̃সাধন করা v. to join; to link; to unite. ̃ হাপন করা v. to establish connection, 
to contact, to get into touch (with). সংেযাগািধকািরক n. a liaison officer. 

সংেযাজক [ saṃyōjaka ] a one who or that which joins or attaches or admixes or unites or 
amalgamates or adds; (gr.) copulative. সংেযাজক অব য় (gr.) a copulative conjunction. 

সংেযাজন, সংেযাজনা [ saṃyōjana, saṃyōjanā ] n joining or linking; attachment; admixture; 
unification; amalgamation; addition. সংেযাজন করা v. to join, to link; to attach; to admix; to unify; 
to amalgamate; to add. 

সংেযািজত [ saṃyōjita ] a joined, linked; attached; ad mixed; unified; amalgamated; added. 

সংর ক [ saṃrakṣaka ] n a conserver, a conservator (fem. conservatrix); a preserver; a protector 
(fem. protectress, protectrix); a guard; a defender; a guardian, a custodian; a curator; one who 
arranges for reservation. 

সংর ণ, সংর া [ saṃrakṣaṇa, saṃrakṣā ] n conservation; preservation; protection; guarding; 
defense; act of looking after, safe-keeping, safe guard; custody; reservation. সংর ণ করা v. to 
conserve; to preserve; to protect; to guard; to defend; to reserve. ধম  সংর ণ n. defense of faith. 
বািণজ সংর ণ n. protectionism. শি সংর ণ n. conservation of energy. সতী সংর ণ n. preservation of 
chastity. ̃শীল a. (esp. pol.) conservative. ̃সংর নীয় a. conservable; preservable; defendable, 
defensible; guardable; reservable. সংর ণাগার n. a conservatory; a preservatory; a safe depository. 

সংরি ত [ saṃrakṣita ] a conserved; preserved; protected; guarded; defended; safe guarded; 
reserved (সংরি ত আসন). 

সং   [ saṃruddha ] a obstructed, hindered; confined; besieged. 

সংল  [ saṃlagna ] a adjoining; (গৃহসংল ); clinging to (ক সংল ); fixed or attached to; adhering to. 
সংল  হওয়া v. to adjoin; to cling to; to be fixed or attached to; to adhere to. 

সংলাপ [ saṃlāpa ] n conversation; dialogue. 
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সংশ ক [ saṃśaptaka ] n (myth.) an indomitable soldier (or divine origin) who fights for victory 
with his life, (cp.) a myrmidon. 

সংশয় [ saṃśaẏa ] n suspicion; doubt; hesitation; fear or concern, apprehension; uncertainty; 
(loos.) skepticism. ̃কর, ̃জনক a. doubtful, suspicious; uncertain. সংশয়া ল a. greatly troubled by 
suspicion or doubt or hesitation; greatly afraid (of) or concerned (about) or apprehensive (of); 
(loos.) very much skeptic. সংশয়াি ত, সংশয়াপ , সংশয়ািব , সংশিয়ত a. seized with suspicion or doubt, 
suspicious, hesitating; afraid. concerned, apprehensive; uncertain; (loos.) skeptical. সংশয়ী a. 
given to suspicion, suspicious; inclined to doubt; given to fear or apprehension; skeptical by 
nature. 

সংিশত [ saṃśita ] a accomplished, performed; completed; determined, resolved, ̃ ত a. faithful to 
one's vows. 

সংেশাধক [ saṃśōdhaka ] n a (thorough) purifier or reformer or rectifier or amender or corrector 
or reviser; a reclaimer from evil ways. 

সংেশাধন [ saṃśōdhana ] n (thorough) purification or reformation or rectification or 
amendment or correction or revision. সংেশাধন করা v. to purify; to reform; to rectify; to amend, to 
correct; (esp. in law & pol.) to revise. ˜বাদ n. (pol.) revisionism. ̃বাদী n. a revisionist. সংেশাধনাগার n. 
a reformatory; (euph.) a house of correction, a jail. সংেশাধনীয় a. reformable; rectifiable; 
amendable; corrigible; revisable. 

সংেশািধত [ saṃśōdhita ] a purified; reformed; rectified; amended; corrected; revised. 

সংি   [ saṃśliṣṭa ] a united; adhering, attached; involved in; associating with; related or 
connected (with), included in or component সংি   িবভাগ 

সংে ষ [ saṃślēṣa ] n union; adhesion; attachment; involvement; association; relation, 
connection; componency; synthesis (সােলাকসংে ষ = photo-synthesis); (bot.) conjugation. ̃ণ n. 
synthesis. 

সংস  [ saṃsakta ] a attached; cohering, coherent; adhering; (phys.) tenacious; adjoining; 
connected, related. সংস  হওয়া v. to cohere. সংসি  n. attachment; cohesion, coherence; 
adherence; adjacency; connection; relation; (phys.) chemical affinity. 

সংসদ [ saṃsada ] n an association, an assembly; a council; a parliament; the Indian 
Parliament. ̃সিচব a. a parliamentary secretary. ̃সদ  n. a member of the Parliament, an M. P. 
সংসদীয় a. parliamentary. সংসদীয় গণত  parliamentary democracy. 
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সংসগ   [ saṃsarga ] n association, company, fellow ship; connection, relation, intercourse; sexual 
intercourse, cohabitation. সংসগ  করা v. to associate with, to mix with. সংসগ  ছা া v. to give up 
company, to dissociate oneself (from). ̃ দাষ n. vices or evils of (bad) association or company. 
সংসগ াভাব n. (log.) universal negation. 

সংসার [ saṃsāra ] n the world, the earth; a region; earthly life; domestic life; a family; earthly 
attachment and interests; (loos. of men only) marriage ('কত ার  ই সংসার'); (loos.) a wife. সংসার করা 
v. to lead domestic life; to manage domestic affairs (also সংসার চালােনা); (of women) to act as one's 
housewife, to live with (রমা  ামীর সংসার কের না); (loos.—of men) to marry. সংসার পাতা v. to set up a 
household esp. by marrying. সংসার ত াগ করা v. to renounce the world. ̃ত াগী a. one who has 
renounced the world. ̃ধম  n. domestic life or duties, family life or duties. ̃ব ন n. worldly 
attachment and interests, earthly bonds or ties; attachment to the family; kindred bonds or 
ties. ̃বাসনা n. desire to lead domestic life; desire to set up a household esp. by marrying; desire 
for earthly enjoyments. ̃যা া n. earthly life; livelihood, daily life (সংসারযা া িনব াহ করা); domestic 
life. ̃লীলা n. earthly life; mortal life; human life. ̃ খ n. earthly pleasures or happiness of domestic 
life. সংসারা ম n. same as গাহ    (n.) সংসারা েম  েবশ করা v. to start to live the life of a householder 
esp. by marrying; to enter the world, to settle down to married life, to marry and settle down. 
সংসারী a. leading a family life; secular. সংসারী  লাক a family man.  ঘার সংসারী very much 
domesticated; deeply concerned with family and worldly interests; engrossed in earthly 
pleasures and interests. 

সংিস  [ saṃsiddha ] a perfectly successful; thoroughly accomplished; instinctive, natural, 
innate. সংিসি  n. perfect success; thorough accomplishment. 

সংস ৃ [ saṃsṛṣṭa ] a associated, related, affiliated, connected (with). 

সং রণ [ saṃskaraṇa ] n (obs.) correction or revision; (pop.) an edition (of a book etc.). 

সং ার [ saṃskāra ] n purification; the sacrament of purification or reclamation; a sacrament 
(দশিবধসং ার); cleansing; dressing ( কশসং ার); reformation, reforms; mending, repair; correction, 
amendment ( মসং ার); revision (  হসং ার); an irrational belief or notion, a stock notion; a 
prejudice or superstition; an impression (on the mind); innate knowledge or feeling, intuition, 
instinct (পূব জে র সং ার). সং ার করা v. to purify; to purify or reclaim sacramentally; to cleanse; to 
dress, to reform; to mend, to repair; to correct, to amend; to revise. অ  সং ার n. a blind or 
irrational notion, a prejudice. গৃহ সং ার n. house-repair; (daily) cleansing of a house.  বশ সং ার n. 
tidying up of one's dress; dressing. সং ারক n. a purifier; a sacramental purifier or reclaimer; a 
cleaner; a dresser; a reformer; a mender, a repairer, a repairman; a corrector, an amender; a 

reviser. ̃সাধন করা same as সং ার করা । ̃ব  a. bound by stock notions or superstitions or prejudices 

or instincts. ̃বিজ ত, ̃হীন a. (rare) not having received any sacrament; free from superstition or 
prejudice or stock notions. ̃বাদ n. the doctrine that the world may be made better by human 
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effort, meliorism. ̃িবমুখ a. averse to reforms; conservative. সং ারা   a. thoroughly dominated by 
or blinded by superstitions or prejudices or stock notions. 

সং ৃত [ saṃskṛta ] a purified; one who has received a sacrament; cleansed; dressed; reformed; 
mended, repaired; corrected; revised; refined or elegant. ☐ n. Sanskrit. ̃ ঘঁষা a. Sanskritised. ̃  a. 
versed in Sanskrit. সং ৃিত n. culture. 

সং হা [ saṃshā ] n (rare) position, location, situation; a society; an association; a club; a guild; 
an establishment. 

সং হান [ saṃshāna ] n orderly placing or arrangement; construction, formation, shape, 
structure, build; provision (ভিব েতর সং হান) আহােরর সং হান subsistence; provision of food. 

সং হাপক [ saṃshāpaka ] n an establisher, a founder. 

সং হাপন [ saṃshāpana ] n establishment, foundation, সং হাপন করা v. to establish, to found, to 
set up. 

সং হািপকা [ saṃshāpikā ] fem of সং হাপক । 

সং হািপত [ saṃshāpita ] a established, founded. 

সংি হত [ saṃshita ] a placed or laid esp. in an orderly manner; arranged; stationed. সংি হিত n. 
the state of being placed or laid esp. in an orderly manner; arrangement; the state of being 
stationed. 

সং শ  [ saṃsparśa ] n close touch or contact; connection, concern; association. সং েশ  আসা v. to 
come in contact with; to get in touch with. সং েশ  থাকা v. to associate with; to have connection 
with. 

সং  ৃ [ saṃspṛṣṭa ] a touched; contacted; touching. 

সং ব [ saṃśraba ] n relation, connection, concern; association, company. সং ব এ ােনা v. to avoid 
the company of. সং ব থাকা v. to have connection with. সং ব রাখা v. to associate with; to keep 
connection with. সং েব আসা v. to come in contact with. সং েব থাকা v. to have connection with; to 
associate with. ̃হীন a. having no connection or concern with; having nothing to do with. 

সংহত [ saṃhata ] a thoroughly united or integrated or organized; (loos.) mobilized; compact; 
very firm. সংহত করা v. to unite or organize (into a compact body); to mobilize. সংহত বত নী a closed 
circuit. সংহিত n. complete union or integration or organization; mobilization; compactness; 
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great firmness; (phys.) molecular attracting; (phys.) agglomeration. সংহিত ন  করা v. to 
disintegrate, to cause disintegration. 

সংহরণ [ saṃharaṇa ] n killing; destruction; withdrawal, retraction, revocation; contraction. 
সংহরণ করা v. to kill, to slay; to destroy; to withdraw, to retract, to revoke; to contract. 

সংহত া [ saṃhartā ] n a killer, a slayer; a destroyer; a withdrawer. fem. সংহ  ী । 

সংহার [ saṃhāra ] n killing, slaughter; destruction; end, termination, close, finish (উপসংহার); 
withdrawal, retraction, revocation (বাক সংহার, শরসংহার); contraction, collecting; act of dressing up 
( বণীসংহার). সংহার করা (poet.) সংহারা v. to kill, to slay; to destroy. সংহারক a. killing, slaying; 
destroying, destructive. ☐ n. a killer, a slayer; a destroyer. সংহারমূিত  n. image or embodiment of 
annihilation or destruction; a formidable form. সংহারী a. (used as a sfx.) same as সংহারক (a.). fem. 

সংহািরণী । 

সংিহতা [ saṃhitā ] n a collection of writings, an anthology; a sacred book containing the entire 
body of Vedic incantations; the sacred code of Hindu laws entitled 'Smriti' ( ৃিত); a code of laws; 
a code. ̃কার n. a compiler of a code; a law giver. ̃ব  a. condified. 

সং ত [ saṃhṛta ] a collected; accumulated; killed or destroyed; withdrawn or retracted; 
contracted or shrunk; abridged. 

সক টক [ sakanṭaka ] a having thorns, thorny. 

সক ণ [ sakaruṇa ] a compassionate, kind; pitiable; pathetic; woeful, doleful. 

সকম ক [ sakarmaka ] a (gr.) transitive. সকম ক ি য়া (gr.) a transitive verb. 

সকল [ sakala ] a all; entire, whole. ☐ pro. all, everybody. ☐ sfx. denoting: plurality (ব ুসকল). 
সকেলই pro. one and all. সকেলর ি য় loved by all, favourite with everyone. 

সকা  [ sakāṇḍa ] a (bot.) having a stem, stemmed; (bot.) caulescent. 

সকাম [ sakāma ] a attended with or actuated by a desire or purpose, purposeful (সকাম কম ); 
lustful (সকাম দৃি ). ̃ধম  n. religion practiced with an end in view, purposeful piety; act of practicing 
religion with a motive. 

সকাল [ sakāla ] n the morning or the dawn; hurry, haste. সকাল হওয়া v. to dawn. 
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সকাল সকাল [ sakāla sakāla ] adv betimes, early; soon, quickly. সকােল adv. in the morning; at 
dawn, at daybreak; early, betimes. 

সকাশ [ sakāśa ] n nearness, proximity; presence, company. রাজসকােশ adv. before or near the 
king, in the royal presence. 

স  ল [ sakuṇḍala ] a having earrings; adorned with earrings; together with earrings (স  ল 
কণ ে দন). 

সেকােপ [ sakōpē ] adv angrily. 

সংেকৗতুক [ saṅkautuka ] a full or fun or amusement, funny, amusing, droll (সেকৗতুক হা ); 
amused (সেকৗতুক দৃি ); amusedly inquisitive (সেকৗতুক   ). সেকৗতুেক adv. amusedly. 

স ু [ saktu ] n the flour of fried barley or gram. 

সি য় [ sakriẏa ] a engaged in or given to or capable of action, active (সি য় থাকা); practical, active 
(সি য় সাহায ). ̃তা n. activeness. 

সে ােধ [ sakrōdhē ] adv same as সেকােপ । 

স ম [ sakṣama ] a competent, capable; able, ablebodied, active (বৃ  এখনও স ম). 

স মতা [ sakṣamatā ] n competency, capability; ableness, ability, activeness. 

সখা [ sakhā ] n a friend; a bosom or intimate friend, a confidant (fem. confidante); a well-
wisher; a companion; a boon companion. 

সখী [ sakhī ] fem of সখা । ̃ভাব n. behaviour like a confidante; a system of Vaishnava worship in 
which the devotee regards himself or herself as a confidante of Krishna (ক ৃ). 

সেখেদ [ sakhēdē ] adv lamentingly; sorrowfully; with regrets, regretfully. 

সখ  [ sakhya ] n (close) friendship or companion ship; alliance. সখ   হাপন করা v. to make friends 
with; to enter into alliance with. 

সগব  [ sagarba ] a proud, haughty. সগেব  adv. proudly, haughtily. 

সগভ  া [ sagarbhā ] a pregnant, big with child, in the family way. 
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স ণ [ saguṇa ] a having qualities or attributes; possessing three primal qualities, namely স , 
রজঃ and তমঃ; (of a bow) having a string, stringed. 

সেগা  [ sagōtra ] a agnate; kindred; homogeneous. ☐ n. an agnate; a kinsman (fem. kins 

woman). fem. সেগা া । ̃িববাহ n. endogamous marriage. 

সেগৗরেব [ sagaurabē ] adv creditably; gloriously: honourably. 

সঘন1 [ saghana1 ] a clouded, cloudy. 

সঘন2 [ saghana2 ] a repeated or ceaseless (সঘন শ ). সঘেন adv. repeatedly or ceaselessly. 

সঘর [ saghara ] n a family of equal social standing for matrimonial purpose. 

স  [ saṅga ] n company, association. স  করা v. to associate with. স   দওয়া v. to give one 
company. স  পাওয়া v. to come in contact of; to enjoy the company of. 

স  ণ [ saṅgaguṇa ] n good influence or merits of company or association; (sarcas.) vices of evil 
company (স  েণ ন ). 

স ত, স িত [ saṅgata, saṅgati ] alt spellings of সংগত and সংগিত respectively. 

স েদাষ [ saṅgadōṣa ] n vices of evil company, vices contracted from bad company. 

স েরাধ [ saṅgarōdha ] n quarantine. 

সি ন [ saṅgina ] n a bayonet. ☐ a. serious, dangerous, critical (অব হা সি ন). 

সি নী [ saṅginī ] fem of স ী । 

স ী [ saṅgī ] n a companion; a comrade; an associate or an accomplice. 

সে  [ saṅgē ] prep in the company of; in possession of; together with, along with; (in 
comparison) with (তার সে  তুলনা). সে  সে  adv. (always) in the company of (সে  সে  থাকা); (always) 
in one's possession (সে  সে  রাখা); as soon as, no sooner than ( স যাওয়ার সে  সে  বৃি  নামল). 

সচিকত [ sacakita ] a startled, alarmed, alerted; on the alert; timid. 

সচ ন [ sacandana ] a together with sandal wood paste (সচ ন প ুা িল). 
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সচরাচর [ sacarācara ] adv usually, commonly, often; customarily. 

সচল [ sacala ] a moving; capable of moving; mobile; locomotive; effective; (fig.) active; current. 
সচল করা v. to put or set in motion. 

সিচ  [ sacitra ] a containing pictorial illustrations, illustrated. 

সিচব [ saciba ] n a minister; a counselor; a companion; a secretary. 

সেচতক [ sacētaka ] n (in parliamentary politics) a whip. মুখ  সেচতক chief whip. 

সেচতন [ sacētana ] a animate, sentient; living; conscious; vigilant, alert. সেচতন করা v. to make 
conscious, to make alert. সেচতন থাকা v. to be on the alert; (cp.) to be on one's guard. 

সেচ  [ sacēṣṭa ] a effortful; endeavoring, trying; zealous, eager, earnest; exerting. 

স ির  [ saccaritra ] a having a good character, morally excellent, chaste, virtuous. fem. স ির া 
। ̃তা n. moral excellence, chastity, virtuousness. 

সি দান  [ saccidānanda ] a eternal and omniscient and ever blissful. ☐ n. God. 

সি  া [ saccintā ] a a good thought. 

স ল [ sacchala ] a well-to-do, well-off; solvent. স লতা n. well-to-do or well-off state; solvency. 

সি   [ sacchidra ] a containing a hole or holes, porose, porous; perforated. 

সজিন [ sajani ] n. fem a confidante; a lady-love, a sweetheart. 

সজল [ sajala ] a containing water, watery; containing rain (সজল  মঘ); tearful; wet, moist. ̃নয়েন 
adv. with tearful eyes; with eyes swimming in tears. 

সজাগ [ sajāga ] a wakeful; vigilant; on the alert; (of sleep) easily broken. সজাগ থাকা v. to be 
wakeful or vigilant or on the alert. 

সজািত [ sajāti ] a of the same nationality; agnate; kindred; homogeneous. ☐ n. such a person. 
সজাতীয় a. same as সজািত (a.). 
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সজীব [ sajība ] a living, alive; animate; vivacious; invigorated; rejuvenated. সজীব করা v. to 
animate; to vivify; to invigorate; to rejuvenate. 

সেজার [ sajōra ] a forceful, forcible; violent; high; loud; strong. 

সেজাের [ sajōrē ] adv forcefully; forcibly; violently; (rare) emphatically. 

স ন [ sajjana ] n a virtuous man; an honest man; (pop.) an amiable man. ☐ a. (pop.) amiable. 

স া [ sajjā ] n dress; decoration; furnishings, fittings and furniture; equipment, outfit, 
accoutrements; preparatory arrangements; preparation; arraying (as of troops). ̃ক , ̃গৃহ n. a 
dressing room; a greenroom. 

সি ত [ sajjita ] a dressed; decorated; adorned; furnished; equipped; prepared; (esp. of troops) 

arrayed. fem. সি তা । সি ত করা v. to dress; to decorate; to furnish; to equip, to fit out, to 
accoutre; to prepare; to array. 

স ীকরণ [ sajjīkaraṇa ] n dressing; decoration, adornment; furnishing; equipping, equipment; 
accoutrement; preparation; arrayment (of troops). 

স ােন [ sajñānē ] adv consciously; knowingly. 

স য় [ sañcaẏa ] n gathering, collection; saving; amassment, accumulation, storage; savings; a 
store, stock. স য় করা v. to gather, to collect; to save; to amass, to accumulate, to store. ̃ কাষ n. a 
secondary cell, a storage cell. ̃জাত পব ত mountain of accumulation. ̃ন n. gathering, collection; 
saving; amassment, accumulation; compilation; selected or collected works or anthology; an 
anthology. ̃শীল a. in the habit of saving; thrifty, frugal. ̃শীলতা n. the habit of saving; thrift, 
frugality. স িয়তা n. an anthologist; (loos.) selected works. স য়ী a. given to saving; thrifty, frugal. 

স রণ [ sañcaraṇa ] n movement; circulation; roaming; blowing. স রণ করা v. to move; to 
circulate; to roam; to blow. ̃শীল a. given to or engaged in moving or circulating or roaming or 
blowing; mobile. 

স রমাণ [ sañcaramāṇa ] a on the move; in the state of moving or circulating or roaming or 
blowing. 

স িরত [ sañcarita ] a moved; circulated; roamed; blown. স িরত হওয়া v. same as স রণ করা । 

স লন [ sañcalana ] n movement; circulation; blowing; trembling; fluttering. 
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স িলত [ sañcalita ] a moved; circulated; blown; trembling; fluttering. স িলত হওয়া v. to move; to 
circulate; to blow; to tremble, to flutter. 

স ায়ক [ sañcāẏaka ] a accumulation. ☐ n. an accumulator. স ায়ক ব াটাির (phys.) a secondary 
battery, a storage battery. 

স ার, স ারণ [ sañcāra, sañcāraṇa ] n transition; (astr. & astrol.) transition from one zodiacal 
sign to another; transit; movement, motion; gait (পদস ার); pervasion, diffusion (আেলাকস ার); 
accumulation, collection ( মঘস ার); appearance, on coming, advent, beginning ( যৗবনস ার); 
infusion ( াণস ার); transfusion (র স ার); excitation, incitation, arousing (ভয়স ার). সাহস স ার করা 
v. to take courage. স ারপথ n. locus (pl. loci). স ািরত a. transited; (astr. & astrl.) transited to 
another zodiacal sign; moved; that which has pervaded or diffused; accumulated, collected; 
appeared; that which has come or begun; infused; transfused; excited, incited, roused. স ািরত 
করা v. to bring, to cause to set in or appear; to infuse, to transfuse; to excite, to incite, to rouse. 
স ািরত হওয়া v. to make a transit; (astr. & astrol) to make a transit to another zodiacal sign; to be 
in motion, to move; to pervade, to diffuse; to accumulate, to collect; to appear; to begin, to 
ensue; to be infused or transfused or incited or roused. স ারী a. in transit; moving, in motion; 
passing; evanescent; temporary; causing to move or pervade or diffuse or accumulate or collect 
or appear or ensue; oncoming; infusing; transfusing; excitant, inciting, rousing. ☐ n. (rhet.) the 
passing sentiment that is excited in the mind of a reader, a rhetorical accessory; (mus.) the 

third line or step of any of the Indian musical modes. fem. a. স ািরণী । 

স ালন [ sañcālana ] n moving; waving; circulation. স ালন করা v. to move, to set in motion; to 
wave; to circulate. 

স ািলত [ sañcālita ] a moved, set in motion; waved; circulated. 

সি ত [ sañcita ] a gathered, collected; saved; amassed, accumulated; hoarded, stored. সি তা n. 
an anthology; selected works. 

স নন [ sañjanana ] n creation; production; generation; generating; producing. 

স াত [ sañjāta ] a born; produced, grown; sprung, evolved. 

স াব [ sañjāba ] n a border stitched to a piece of cloth or to the lower end of a mosquito net; a 
fringe; a lining. 

স ীবন [ sañjībana ] a infusion of life, animation; restoration of life, reanimation. ☐ a. 
restoring life, reanimating; infusing life, animating. স ীবনী a. fem. of স ীবন (a.). ☐ a. an elixir 
restoring the dead to life (স ীবনী  ধা). স ীিবত a. restored to life; reanimalted; animated. 
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সট [ saṭa ] int indicating: rapidity, quickness etc. 

সটকা [ saṭakā ] n a long slender (and usu. flexible) pipe or tube attached to a hubble bubble: the 
tobacco-smoke passes through this tube. 

সটকান [ saṭakāna ] n (pronun. সটকা  decampment, stealthy escape, slip. সটকান  দওয়া v. to 
decamp, to escape stealthily. 

সটকােনা [ saṭakānō ] v to decamp, to escape stealthily; to make good one's escape. 

সটান [ saṭāna ] a lying straight ahead, horizontal, straight (সটান রা া); lying at length (সটান হওয়া); 
perfectly erect ☐ adv. in a straight manner, straight ahead; length wise. flat; erectly; forthwith, 
straight way (সটান পাি   দওয়া) 

সটীক [ saṭīka ] a containing explanatory notes, annotated, with a commentary. 

সিঠক [ saṭhika ] a perfectly right or genuine: correct (সিঠক সংবাদ); accurate; exact. ☐ adv. quite 
correctly or accurately or exactly (সিঠক জানা). ̃ভােব adv. correctly, properly; exactly, accurately. 

সডাক [ saḍāka ] a inclusive of postage. 

স  [ saḍ◌় ] n (dero.) secret conference; (dero.) secret understanding or entente or 
arrangement; an intrigue, a plot, a conspiracy. স  করা v. to confer secretly (with); to enter into a 
secret alliance or entente (with); to arrange secretly (with); to intrigue or conspire (with), to 
hatch a plot. 

স ক [ saḍ◌়ka ] n a wide and long road; a high way; a street. 

স িক [ saḍ◌়ki ] n a spear, a lance, a javelin. ̃ওয়ালা n. a spearman. 

স স  [ saḍ◌়saḍ◌় ] int expressing: the quick gliding movement as of reptiles; slipperiness; an 
itching sensation (মারবার জ  হাত স স  করেছ). 

  াক, স া  [ s◌়ḍ◌়āka, saḍ◌়āt ] int expressing: sudden shooting fight as of reptiles. 

সে াগে া [ saḍ◌়ōgaḍ◌়ō ] a thoroughly mastered or learnt or accustomed or habituated; 
memorized. সে াগে া করা v. to master or learn thoroughly; to get thoroughly accustomed (to) or 
habituated (with); to commit to memory, to memorize. 
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স 1 [ sat1 ] a having existence, in esse: omnipresent; eternal; real; honest, virtuous; good, 
excellent; solemn or charitable (স কম ). ☐ n. existence and nothing else; esse; God. স   ফাকাস 
(phys.) real focus. 

স 2 [ sat2 ] a (used as a pfx.) related through another wife of one's husband or (mod. use) 
through another husband of one's wife, step; having one parent in common, half; related by 
another marriage, step-. 

স   ছেল [ sat chēlē ] n a step-son. স - বান n. fem. a step-sister; a half-sister. স -ভাই n. a step-
brother; a half-brother. স -মা n. a step-mother. স - মেয় n. a step-daughter. স -শা ি  n. a step-
mother-in-law. 

সতত [ satata ] adv always, ever, at all hours; ceaselessly, incessantly; perpetually. 

সততা [ satatā ] n honesty, integrity; uprightness; goodness. 

স পথ [ satpatha ] n right or honest or virtuous course. স পথাবল ী a. taken to or following the 
right or virtuous course; virtuous, righteous. 

স পরামশ  [ satparāmarśa ] n good advice or counsel. 

স পা  [ satpātra ] n a just or honest person or bride groom. 

সতক  [ satarka ] a careful, alert, watchful, cautious. সতক  করা v. to warn, to caution. সতক  থাকা v. to 
be on the alert or one's guard, to be careful or cautious. সতক  দৃি  রাখা v. to keep a careful watch or 
a watchful eye on. সতক ীকরণ n. carefulness, alert ness, cautiousness; watchfulness, vigilance. 

স স  [ satsaṅga ] n (keeping) good company, association with good men. 

স সাহস [ satsāhasa ] n moral courage. 

স  ভাব [ satsbabhāba ] n goodness or honesty. ☐ a. good-natured; honest; virtuous. 

সিতন [ satina ] n. fem another wife of one's husband, a co-wife. ̃ক া, ̃প ু same as ̃িঝ and ̃ পা 
respectively. সিতন-কাঁটা n. a son or daughter of one's co-wife, who is regarded as one's thorn in 
the flesh. ̃িঝ n. a daughter of one's co wife, a step-daughter. ̃ পা n. a son of one's co-wife, a step-
son. 

সতী [ satī ] n. fem (myth.) Sati, the daughter of Daksha and wife of Shiva (িশব); a wife intently 
devoted to her husband, a chaste or faithful wife; a widow who burns herself on her husband's 
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pyre, a suttee, a sati. ☐ a. fem. (of a wife) intently devoted to one's husband, chaste. ̃  n. intent 
devotion of a wife to her husband, the chastity or faithfulness of a wife. সতী নাশ n. violation of 
chastity; rape. সতী নাশ করা v. to rape. সতী র া করা v. preserve one's chastity. ̃দাহ n. the practice of 
widows burning themselves on their husbands' pyres, suttee, sati. ̃পনা n. (sarcas.) a show or 
affectation of chastity demonstrated by a wife; (sarcas.) pride of chastity or honesty (usu. false 
or overdone). ̃ল ী n. a very chaste and pleasing wife who brings fortune to her husband. ̃সা ী n. 
a perfectly chaste wife. ̃সািব ী a. a wife as chaste and devoted as Sabitri (সািব ী). 

সতীথ   [ satīrtha ] n a pupil of the same teacher or institution at the same time; a class-fellow. 

সত ৃ [ satṛṣṇa ] a thirsty; (fig.) eager, yearning (for), wistful (সতৃ  দৃি ). ̃নয়েন adv. with eager, 
yearning, wistful eyes. 

সেতজ [ satēja ] a vigorous, spirited; animated; reinvigorated or resuscitated ( রাগী সেতজ হেয়েছ); 
(of trees and plants) luxuriant; emphatic. সেতেজ adv. vigorously, spiritedly; animatedly; 
luxuriantly; emphatically. 

সেতেরা [ satērō ] n. & a seventeen. ̃ই n. the seventeenth day of a month, the seventeenth. ☐ a. 
(of the days of a month) seventeenth. 

স ম [ sattama ] a (used as a sfx.) excellent, most virtuous (ি জস ম). 

স র [ sattara ] n. & a seventy. 

স া [ sattā ] n existence, entity, ens, esse; eternal existence (cp. eternality); origin or birth; 
excellence; honesty; integrity, goodness. 

স 1 [ sattba1 ] n juice, essence, extract, marrow; a preparation made of juice or essence or 
marrow. 

স 2 [ sattba2 ] n existence, presence; the primal quality of goodness or virtuousness and 
knowledge about reality; nature or instinct; soul; life; valour; courage; a creature, a being; a 
thing; wealth, riches; (loos.) juice or essence or a product of this. সে ও prep. in spite of, 
notwithstanding, despite. 

স র [ satbara ] adv quickly, swiftly; fast. ☐ a. quick, swift; fast. স ের adv. same as স র (adv.) 

সত  [ satya ] a real; true; genuine; right, correct. ☐ n. existence, entity, ens, esse; reality; truth; 
genuineness; an oath; a solemn vow; a promise; (myth.) the first of the four ages or aeons, the 
Golden Age. সত  করা v. to take an oath; to take a solemn vow; to promise. সত  বলা v. to speak the 
truth; to speak the right thing. আপাতসত  a. true on the surface; verisimilar. ☐ n. verisimilar. িতন 
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সত  an oath or promise thrice uttered to make it inviolable. সত  কথা truth. সত  কথা বলা v. to speak 
the truth. ̃কথন n. act of speaking the truth, truthfulness. ̃তা n. truth; veracity; genuineness, 
authenticity. ̃নারায়ণ n. a Hindu deity. ̃িন , ̃পরায়ণ a. intently devoted to truth; true to one's word or 
vow. ̃িন া, ̃পরায়ণতা n. intent devotion to truth; practice of keeping one's word or vow; 
integrity. ̃পথ n. the path of virtue, the right path; the correct means. ̃পালন করা v. to keep or fulfill 
one's promise or vow. ̃িপর n. Satyanarayana (সত নারায়ণ) as worshipped by Muslims. ̃ি য় same as 

সত া রাগী । ̃বািদতা n. truthfulness. ̃বাদী a. truthful. fem. ̃বািদনী । ̃ ত a. intently practicing virtue and 

truthfulness. ̃ভ  n. breach of promise or vow or trust. ̃যুগ n. (myth.) the first of the four ages or 
aeons of the world, the Golden Age. ̃সত ই adv. really; verily. ̃স  a. acceptant of truth; true to 
one's vow or promise. সত া হ n. earnest endeavour for the establishment of the reign of truth; 
(pop.) passive resistance or picketing or strike, satyagraha. সত া হ করা v. (pop.) to offer passive 
resistance or to strike. সত া হী n. a determined champion of truth or of the reign of truth; (pop.) 
one offering passive resistance or a picketer or a striker. সত া রাগ n. love for or devotion to 

truth. সত া রাগী a. truth-loving; devoted to truth. fem. সত া রািগণী । সত া স ান করা v. to search for 

truth. সত া স ায়ী a. searching for truth. সত াে ষণ n. search for truth. সত াে ষী a. searching for 
truth. ☐ n. a seeker after truth. সত াপন করা v. to affirm; to take an oath. সতাসত  n. truth and 

falsehood; the right and the wrong. ☐ a. true and false; right and wrong. সিত  coll. form of সত  । 
সিত কার, সিত কােরর a. true; real; genuine. 

স  [ satra ] n a place or institution for charitable distribution of food, drink, clothing etc.; an 
almshouse; an oblation, a sacrifice. 

স  ণ [ sadguṇa ] n a good or noble quality; a virtue. 

স    [ sadguru ] n a good teacher, preceptor or instructor; a good religious preceptor. 

সদন [ sadana ] n a residence, a dwelling-house; a house; presence (রাজসদন). 

সদ  ান [ sadanuṣṭhāna ] n performance of a solemn rite; a good or charitable deed or work. 

সদ ঃকরণ [ sadantḥkaraṇa ] n a good heart; a good purpose. 

সদ ঃকরেণ [ sadantḥkaraṇē ] adv with a good heart, with a good purpose. 

স াসনা [ sadbāsanā ] n good or honest wish. 

সি   [ sadbimba ] n (phys.) real image. 
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সদয় [ sadaẏa ] a kind; charitable; compassionate; merciful, benignant; gracious. ̃িচ  a. kind-
hearted. ̃ভােব adv. kindly, favourably. 

সদর [ sadara ] n the principal city or the headquarters of a district; the outer portion or 
apartment of a residential building (also সদর বাি , সদর মহল); the outer face of anything. ☐ a. of 
or situated in the headquarters of a district; principal, chief (সদর কাছাির); outer (সদর দরজা). সদর-
অ র  নই (fig.) there is no privacy in anything here. সদর কাছাির the head office; headquarters. সদর 
জমা revenue to be paid to the government. সদর দরজা the main gate (of a building). সদর  দওয়ািন 
আদালত a chief civil court. সদরআলা, সদরালা n. a sub-judge. সদর রা া main road. 

সদথ   [ sadartha ] n a good meaning; the true or correct meaning. ☐ a. positive; having a good 
significance. 

সদপ  [ sadarpa ] a proud, boastful, arrogant, haughty. সদেপ   adv. proudly, boastfully, arrogantly, 
haughtily. 

সদলবেল [ sadalabalē ] adv attended by one's friends and followers, attended by one's retinue; 

mustering strong. সদেল same as সদলবেল । 

সদস  [ sadasat ] a good and bad; right and wrong; existent and inexistent. 

সদসি েবচনা [ sadasadbibēcanā ] n discrimination between good and bad or between right and 
wrong. 

সদ  [ sadasya ] n a member. fem. সদ া । ̃তা n. (loos.) membership. 

সদাচার [ sadācāra ] n good or virtuous practice; practice enjoined by the scriptures. ̃পরায়ণ, সদাচারী 
a. virtuous in practice. 

সদা া [ sadātmā ] a good-souled, honest, virtuous, righteous. 

সদান  [ sadānanda ] a ever cheerful. n. Shiva (িশব). 

সদা ত [ sadābrata ] n a place or institution for charitable distribution of food and other things, 
an almshouse. 

সদালাপ [ sadālāpa ] n conversation on a good or pious or spiritual topic; (rare) amiable 
conversation. সদালাপী a. given to conversation on good or pious or spiritual topics; (pop) amiable 
in conversation. 
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সদাশয় [ sadāśaẏa ] a noble-hearted, magnanimous; kind-hearted; amiable. ̃তা n. magnanimity, 
noble-mindedness; kind-heartedness. 

সদািশব [ sadāśiba ] n Shiva. (িশব). ☐ a. very magnanimous and ever cheerful and content. 

সিদ া [ sadicchā ] n a good or noble intention; well wishing, ̃ েণািদত a. actuated by a good or 
noble intention; prompted by well-wishing. 

স  র [ saduttara ] n a good or honest reply; a correct or right or satisfactory answer. 

স ে   [ saduddēśya ] n a good or noble purpose or intention. ̃পূণ  a. wellmeaning. স ে েশ adv. 
with a good or noble purpose or intention. 

স পেদশ [ sadupadēśa ] n a good or wise advice or counsel; moral advice. 

স পেদ া [ sadupadēṣṭā ] n a good or wise adviser; a moral instructor. 

স পায় [ sadupāẏa ] n honest or virtuous or fair or good or suitable means. 

সদৃশ [ sadṛśa ] a (often used as a prep.) like; similar, resembling; identical; equal. ̃ কাণ a. (geom.) 
equiangular. ̃িবধান n. homoeopathy. 

স গিত [ sadgati ] n a happy journey after death; spiritual salvation, final beatitude; obsequies; 
cremation; (hum.) proper disposal. স গিত করা v. to perform obsequies of; to cremate; (hum.) to 
dispose of. স গিত লাভ করা v. to enjoy a happy journey after death; to attain final be attitude; to 
be properly cremated; (hum.) to be disposed of. 

সে গাপ [ sadgōpa ] n a Hindu caste (ori. the milk man class); a member of the caste. 

স ংশ [ sadbaṃśa ] n a good or noble family. ̃জাত a. born in or descended from a good or noble 

family, well-born, nobly born, of noble descent, স ংশীয় same as ̃জাত । 

স  া [ sadbaktā ] n an eloquent speaker, a good orator; (rare) one who says good things. 

সি চার [ sadbicāra ] n just or wise decision, justice, equity. সি চারক n. a good or wise or equitable 
judge. 

সি েবচক [ sadbibēcaka ] a gifted with judgment and penetration; sagacious; sane; judicious, 
discreet. 
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সি েবচনা [ sadbibēcanā ] n judgment and penetration; sagacity; sanity, judiciousness, 
discretion, discreetness. সি েবচনা করা v. to think or judge or decide sagaciously or discreetly. 

স ুি  [ sadbuddhi ] n a good or virtuous design; good nature, goodness, good sense; right sort of 
intelligence. 

স  বহার [ sadbyabahāra ] n good behaviour; good or courteous treatment; proper use (সমেয়র 
স  বহার). স  বহার করা v. to behave well, to behave oneself; to treat (one) well or courteously; to use 
well, to make good use of, to turn (something) to good account. 

স  য় [ sadbyaẏa ] n proper use (সমেয়র স  য়); proper or useful spending (টাকার স  য়). স  য় করা v. to 
use properly; to spend properly or usefully. 

স াব [ sadbhāba ] n friendship, amity; (rare) good behaviour ('স াবশতক'). 

সদ  [ sadya ] adv at once, forthwith; without delay, then and there; just, recently. ̃◌ঃপাতী, ̃পাতী a. 
liable to fall as soon as rising ('অ ুিব  অ ুমুেখ সদ ঃপাতী'); (of tree-leaves, flowers etc.) quickly 
deciduous; (fig.) very transitory or short-lived. ̃◌ঃ সূত, ̃ সূত a. very recently born, just 
born. ̃◌ঃ াত, ̃ াত one who has taken one's bath just now. সদ  সদ  adv. immediately, at once; very 
recently, just. সদ জাত a. just born; very recently born. সেদ ামৃত a. just dead; recently dead. 

সধবা [ sadhabā ] n. fem a married woman whose husband is alive, (cp) a feme covert. ☐ a. fem. 
having one's husband alive. 

সধম া, সধম ী [ sadharmā, sadharmī ] a possessing the same qualities or properties; following the 
same religion or trade. 

সন [ sana ] n a calendar year, an era. 

সনদ, সন  [ sanada, sananda ] n a deed of grant, a charter, a warrant, a sanad; a diploma, an 
academic certificate. 

সনাতন [ sanātana ] a eternal, catholic; in vogue for a pretty long time, very old. (সনাতন  থা). 
সনাতন ধম  n. the eternal religion or form of worship, the catholic religion; (loos.) the very ancient 
form of Hinduism. Hindu religion and tradition. সনাতনী a. fem. of সনাতন (a.). ☐ a. & n. one who 

or that which follows সনাতন ধম  । 

সনাথ [ sanātha ] a having a master or overlord or protector or husband; possessing; ac 
companied by. 
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সিনব   [ sanirbandha ] a pertinaciously solicitous, importunate. সিনব   অ েরাধ earnest request or 
entreaty. 

সেনট [ sanēṭa ] n a sonnet. 

স  [ santa ] n a saint, an ascetic. 

স িত [ santati ] n offspring; descendants, progeny, posterity; a son or a daughter; a line of 
descent; sequence (ভাবস িত); continuum. 

স   [ santapta ] a afflicted; aggrieved; heated; running a temperature. স   করা v. to afflict, to 
distress; to grieve; to heat; to cause to run a temperature. ̃ দেয় adv. with an afflicted or 
aggrieved heart. 

স রণ [ santaraṇa ] n swimming; natation. ̃কারী n. a swimmer. fem. ̃কািরণী । ̃দ , ̃পটু a. skilled in 
swimming; natatory; natatorial. 

স প  েণ [ santarpaṇē ] adv very cautiously or carefully; with circumspection. 

স ান [ santāna ] n a son or a daughter, offspring; progeny; a descendant. ক াস ান n. fem. a 
daughter. প ু স ান n. a son. ̃ধারণ করা v. to carry a child in one's womb, to be big with child. ̃পালন 
করা v. to bring up or nurse a child. ̃ সব n. child-bearing; childbirth. ̃ সব করা n. to give birth to a 
child, to bear a child. ̃বতী a. fem. one who has borne a child, masc. ̃বান one to whom a child is 
born. ̃বা সল  n. affection or love for children; philoprogenitiveness, ̃স িত n. children; 

descendants. ̃স বা a. fem. pregnant. ̃স বনা n. pregnancy. ̃হীন a. childless. fem. ̃হীন । স ােনািচত a. 
becoming a son or daughter, filial. স ােনা পাদন করা v. to beget a child, to procreate. 

স াপ [ santāpa ] n great or severe heat; affliction, grief, mortification; bereavement; body 

temperature. ̃ি  , স ািপত same as স   । 

স   [ santuṣṭa ] a satisfied; gratified; pleased or propitiated; content or happy. স   করা v. to 
satisfy; to gratify; to please or propitiate; to make content or happy. ̃িচে  adv. with a contented 

heart, contentedly; happily. স ি  same as সে াষ । 

সে ালন [ santōlana ] n act of singeing lightly in oil or ghee. 

সে াষ [ santōṣa ] n satisfaction; gratification; pleasure; propitiation; contentment or happiness. 

সে াষ উ পাদন করা বা  দান করা same as স   করা । ̃জনক a. satisfactory. ̃পূব ক adv. with satisfaction; 
with pleasure. 
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স   [ santrasta ] a greatly frightened or terrified or alarmed; panic-stricken; feverishly excited 
by the thought lest any faults should occur; awed. 

স াস [ santrāsa ] n great fear or alarm, terror; panic. স ােসর রাজ  a reign of terror. ̃ক n. a 
terrorist. ̃বাদ n. (pol.) terrorism. ̃বাদী a. pertaining to terrorism or terrorists. ☐ n. a terrorist. 
স ািসত a. greatly frightened or alarmed, terrified; (pol.) terrorized; panic-stricken. 

স ংশ, স িশকা, স ংশী [ sandaṃśa, sandaśikā, sandaṃśī ] n tongs, pincers, pliers, forceps etc. 

স ভ   [ sandarbha ] n an essay, a treatise; a book; a collection or anthology. 

স শ ন [ sandarśana ] n minute or careful observation; supervision or inspection. স শ ন করা v. to 
see or notice or observe minutely or carefully; to supervise or inspect. 

সি   [ sandigdha ] a full of suspicion or inclined to suspect, suspicious; liable to suspicion, 
doubtful, suspected. ̃িচ , ̃ চতা, ̃মনা a. having a suspicious mind; suspicious. 

সি হান [ sandihāna ] a seized with suspicion or doubt, suspicious, doubtful. 

স ীপন [ sandīpana ] n enkindling; excitation, incitation, rousing. ☐ a. (incomp.) enkindling; 
inciting, rousing. 

স ীিপত, স ী  [ sandīpita, sandīpta ] a enkindled, excited, incited, roused. 

সে শ [ sandēśa ] n news, information; a message, a report; order, command; a delicious 
sweetmeat made of posset. ̃ওয়ালা n. a manufacturer or seller of the aforesaid sweetmeat. ̃বহ n. a 
messenger, (cp.) a courier. 

সে হ [ sandēha ] n doubt; suspicion. সে হ করা v. to doubt; to suspect. সে হ  নই no doubt, 
doubtlessly. সে েহর অতীত beyond doubt, above suspicion. সে েহর পা  a suspect. সে েহর িবষয় a 
matter of doubt. সে েহর  লশ a faint trace of doubt, a shadow of doubt. ̃জনক a. causing suspicion, 
suspicious; causing doubt, doubtful. ̃জনকভােব adv. suspiciously. ̃বাই, ̃বািতক n. propensity to suspect 
foul play, collusion etc.; a suspicious nature. ̃বাদ n. skepticism. ̃ভ ন n. removal of doubt or 
suspicion or misgiving, resolution of doubt. সে হ ভ ন বা িনরসন করা v. to remove or resolve a 
doubt. ̃ হেল adv. in case of doubt or uncertainty. সে হাতীত a. undoubted, indubitable. সে েহর  দালা 
vacillation caused by doubt. সে েহর  দালায়  দালা v. to vacillate on account of doubt. 

স ান [ sandhāna ] n search, quest, pursuit; research; discovery; trace; a mystery; a secret 
entrance ('স ান লব বুিঝয়া'); placing or planting or directing (শরস ান); fermentation; joining. স ান 
করা v. to search; to research; to discover; to trace or to try to trace; to place or plant (as an arrow 
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on a bow); to ferment; to join. স ান  নওয়া same as স ান করা । স ান পাওয়া v. to find or get a trace 
(of); to find out, to discover; to detect. স ান হওয়া v. to be searched or traced; to be found out or 
discovered or detected. ̃সূ  n. a clue. 

স ানী, স ানী [ sandhānī, sandhānī ] a engaged in searching; inquisitive; skilled in searching or 
detection. স ানী আেলা a searchlight. 

সি  [ sandhi ] n union, unification; alliance, a treaty; a compact, a covenant; a joint (ঊ সি ); 
meeting or juncture (যুগসি ); juncture of day and night (cp. twilight, gloaming); juncture of two 
lunar days; mystery, secrets (নারীর মায়ার সি ); a tunnel, a (long) hole (সি পথ); (gr.) blending of the 
final sound of a word with the initial sound of the following word, sandhi ( রসি  = blending of 
two vowel sounds; ব  নসি  = blending of two consonantal sounds or of a consonantal sound 
with a vowel sound; িবসগ  সি  = blending of a িবসগ  with a vowel or consonantal sound). কপাট-সি  n. 
a hinge joint. সি  করা v. to conclude a treaty; to enter into an alliance; to make a compact; to 
make peace; (gr.) to join by sandhi. ̃ ণ n. the juncture of two ages or periods or moments. ̃ত a. 
joined; bound by a treaty; covenanted; fermented. ̃প  n. a written covenant; a written 
agreement of peace. ̃পূজা n. worship of Goddess Durga ( গ া) esp. in autumn at the juncture of the 
eighth and the ninth lunar day. ̃ দাহ n. arthritis. ̃ব  a. bound by a treaty or agreement; 
covenanted. ̃ব ন n. a ligament, a nerve. ̃বাত n. gout; (erron.) arthritis. ̃িব হ n. war and 
peace. ̃িবে দ n. (gr.) disjoining of sandhi (সি ). ̃ভ  n. violation of a treaty or covenant; disruption 
of an alliance. ̃ হল n. juncture. 

সি  সা [ sandhitsā ] n desire to know or enquire, curiosity, inquisitiveness. 

সি    [ sandhitsu ] a curious, inquisitive. 

স  া [ sandhyā ] n the juncture of day and night either at day break or nightfall, twilight; the 
evening, dusk, gloaming, nightfall (also স  ােবলা); the evening prayer to God or at any time of 
day or night (also স  াি ক); time of performance (  স  া  ভাজন); juncture of two ages, transition 
period; (fig.) beginning (কিলর স  া); (fig.) the closing period, the close (জীবনস  া). স  া করা v. to say 
one's prayer (at any time of day) to be overtaken by evening ( স বাি  িফরেত স  া কের). ̃উপাসনা n. 
the evening prayer, vespers. ̃কালীন a. of evening; evening. ̃কােল adv. in the evening, ̃ গাধূিল n. 
evening twilight, gloaming, dusk, owl-light. ̃তারা n. the evening star, the Vesper. ̃দীপ n. an 

evening lamp. ̃ব না same as ̃উপাসনা । ̃রাগ, ̃ লাক same as ̃ গাধূিল । 

স ত [ sannata ] a bowed down in obeisance; bent; inclined; humble, modest. 

স   [ sannaddha ] a equipped with arms, armed; armoured; tightly fastened with cloth etc., 
well-tucked (স   ব ); lined-up, aligned, arrayed, in close array (ঘনস   ত রািজ). 
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স া [ sannā ] n small pincers or forceps. 

সি কট [ sannikaṭa ] adv. & prep very near or close to (গৃহসি কট); in the presence of (নৃপসি কট). ☐ 
a. very proximate or near; imminent, approaching (সি কটমৃতু ). সি কেট adv. same as সি কট (adv.). 

সি কষ  [ sannikarṣa ] n proximity, nearness. সি কষ  ণ n. (math.) approximation. 

সি ধান. সি িধ [ sannidhāna. sannidhi ] n proximity, nearness, vicinity; presence (নৃপসি ধান); 
possession or custody (ব ুসি ধান টাকা). সি ধােন adv. near; in the presence of; in possession or 
custody of. 

সি পাত [ sannipāta ] n union; assemblage, collection; utter fall or ruin or destruction; (med.) a 
fever attended with morbidity of the three humours of the body; (loos.) typhoid. 

সি ব  [ sannibaddha ] a firmly tied or shut; firmly set; strung together. 

সি িব  [ sannibiṣṭa ] a set in order; arrayed; entered into; inserted; intently occupied with. 

সি েবশ [ sannibēśa ] n orderly placing; stationing (as of troops), arrayment; act of setting up or 

pitching (িশিবর-সি েবশ); assemblage; act of driving in, insertion. সি েবিশত same as সি িব  । 

সি য ু [ sanniyukta ] a confirmed. সি যু  শল িচিক সক a house-surgeon. 

সি েয়াগ [ sanniẏōga ] n confirmation (in an office). 

সি িহত [ sannihita ] a lying close to; adjoining, contiguous; proximate; approaching; (geom.) 
adjacent; (properly) placed; deposited. সি িহত  কাণ adjacent angle. ̃মান n. (geom.) close 
approximation. 

স    [ sannyasta ] a thrown; renounced, given up, deposited. 

স  াস [ sannyāsa ] n asceticism; ascetic mendicancy; renouncement of the world; (med.) 
apoplexy. স  াস  হণ করা v. to take to asceticism or ascetic mendicancy. স  াসী n. an ascetic; an 
ascetic mendicant. fem. স  ািসনী । অেনক স  ািসেত গাজন ন  (fig.) too many cooks spoil the broth. 

স াগ   [ sanmārga ] n right path or way. 

সপ [ sapa ] n a kind of large mat. 
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সপ  [ sapakṣa ] a siding with, partisan, favourable. সপে  adv. infavour of, in support of. সপ তা 
করা v. to support, to back. 

সপ  [ sapatna ] n an enemy; a rival. 

সপ ী [ sapatnī ] n. fem another wife of one's husband, co-wife. ̃ক া n. a step-daughter. ̃প ু n. a 
step-son. 

সপ ীক [ sapatnīka ] a accompanied by wife; attended with wife. ☐ adv. with wife. 

সপিরজন [ saparijana ] a accompanied by or attended with one's family. ☐ adv. with one's 
family, enfamille. 

সপিরবাের [ saparibārē ] adv with one's family, enfamille. 

সপসপ [ sapasapa ] int indicating thorough wetness; sound of eating quickly (with a lisping 
noise); repeated whanging noise (সপসপ কের চাবুক মারা). 

সপসেপ [ sapasapē ] a wet, moist; damp; thoroughly wet; dripping wet. 

সপাং, সপা  [ sapā, ṃsapāt ] int expressing: whanging noise (as caused by lashing or caning). 
সপা  কের adv. with a whang. 

সপাদ [ sapāda ] a footed, pedate, legged; one and a quarter of (সপাদ ধম ). 

সপাসপ [ sapāsapa ] adv very quickly and making a loud lisping noise (সপাসপ খাওয়া); with 
repeated whanging noise. 

সািপ ড [ sāpinḍa ] n a kinsman removed not before the seventh upward generation; (loos.) a 
near kinsman. 

সািপ ডীকরণ [ sāpinḍīkaraṇa ] n obsequial rites to be performed at the end of the first year of 
death; (hum.) utter destruction or un doing. 

সিপনা [ sapinā ] n a subpoena. সিপনা জাির করা, সিপনা ধরােনা, সিপনা পাঠােনা v. to subpoena. সিপনা পাওয়া 
v. to be subpoena'd. 

সপু  [ saputra ] a having a son; accompanied by one's son. ☐ adv. with one's son. 

সপু ক উি দ [ sapuspaka udbhida ] n phanerogam. 
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সেপটা [ sapēṭā ] n fruit of the Sapota. 

স  [ sapta ] n & a Seven. স ক n. a collection of seven; a heptad; the seven notes collectively of a 
musical scale ( রস ক). ̃চ ািরংশ a. forty-seven. চ ািরংশ  n & a. forty-seven. ˜চ ািরংশ ম a. forty-

seventh. fem. ̃চ ািরংশ মী । ̃িত n & a. seventy. ˜িততম a. seventieth. fem. ̃িততমী । ̃ি ংশ a. thirty-

seven. ̃ি ংশ  n. & a. thirty-seven. ˜ি ংশ ম a. thirty-seventh. fem. ̃ি ংশ মী । ̃দশ a. seventeen; 

seventeenth. ̃দশী a. fem. of ̃দশ । ☐ a. fem. seventeen years old. ̃ ীপ n. (Hindu myth.) the seven is 

lands or divisions of the world. ̃ ীপা a. fem. having seven islands; divided into seven islands or 
divisions. ̃ধা adv. in seven parts or ways; by seven times. ̃পদী n. the ceremony of going seven 
paces together performed by the bride and the bridegroom at a Hindu wedding; (pros.) a 
heptametre. ☐ a. seven-footed, heptapodic; (pros.) heptametrical. ̃পাতাল n. (Hindu myth.) the 
seven underworlds. ̃িবংশ a. twenty-seven. ̃িবংশিত n & a. twenty-seven. ˜িবংশিততম a. twenty-seventh. 

fem. ̃িবংশিততমী । স ম a. seventh. ̃মী a. fem. of স ম । ☐ n. the seventh day of a lunar fortnight. 

স মীপূজা n. autumnal worship of Goddess Durga ( গ া) on the seventh day of the lunar 
fortnight. ̃ যাজী a. (chem.) heptavalent. ̃রথী n. the seven great charioteers of the 
Mahabharata. ̃রথীেবি ত a. surrounded by seven great charioteers of the Mahabharata; (fig.) 
surrounded by numerous opponents. ̃িষ   n. the seven great ancient sages of India; (astr.) the 
Plough; (astr.) the Great Bear, the Ursa Major (also স িষ  ম ডল). ̃ লাক n. (Hindu myth.) the seven 

worlds. ̃ষি  n. & a. sixty-seven. ˜ষি তম a. sixty-seventh. fem. ̃ষি তমী । ̃স িত n. & a. seventy-seven. 

˜স িততম a. seventy-seventh. fem. ̃স িততমী । ̃সমু , ̃িস  ুn. (Hindu myth.) the seven seas. ̃ র, ̃ র n. 

(mus.) the seven notes of a scale. ̃ রা a. (mus.) consisting of seven notes. ̃ গ  same as ̃ লাক । স া 

coll. contr. of স াহ । স াশীিত n. & a. eight seven. স াশীিততম a. eighty-seventh. fem. স াশীিততমী । 
স া  a. heptagonal. &square; n. (geom.) a heptagon. স াহ n. a calendar week; an aggregate of any 
consecutive seven days, a week. স াহকাল n. a period of seven days, a week. স াহকালমেধ  adv. in a 
week's time, within seven days. 

স িতব  [ sapratibandha ] a conditional. 

স িতভ [ sapratibha ] a having genius; unembarrassed; unhesitating; not to be embarrassed; 
smart, ready and alert to act, prompt and witty; having one's wits about one; having presence 
of mind. 

স মাণ [ sapramāṇa ] a proved, vindicated. স মাণ করা v. to prove, to vindicate, to justify; to 
demonstrate. 

সফর [ saphara ] n a travel; a journey; a tour. সফর করা v. to travel; to journey; to tour. সফের  বর 
হওয়া v. to go on a tour. ̃সূিচ n. tour program. 
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সফরী [ sapharī ] n a kind of tiny fish. 

সফল [ saphala ] a fruitful; successful; efficacious, effective. সফল করা v. to make fruitful or 
successful; to make good; to attain, to achieve; to accomplish; to make effective, to carry 
through. সফল হওয়া v. to become fruitful; to be successful, to succeed; to succeed in attaining or 
accomplishing. ̃কাম, ̃মেনারথ a. successful in attaining or realizing one's desire or end. ̃তা n. success; 
efficacy, effectiveness; success in attaining or accomplishing. 

সেফদ [ saphēda ] n the white colour, white. ☐ a. white. 

সেফদা [ saphēdā ] n powdered rice; cornmeal; sapodilla, a kind of melon; white lead. 

সেফন [ saphēna ] a frothy; foamy; foaming; containing liquefied starch (সেফন অ ). 

সব [ saba ] a all, every, whole, entire. ☐ pro. everybody or everything, all; whatever one 
possesses, all. 

সবংেশ [ sabaṃśē ] adv with the entire family, enfamille. 

সবজা া [ sabajāntā ] a professing to have knowledge of everything, all-knowing, know-all. সবজা া 
ব ি  Mr Know-all. 

সবিজ [ sabaji ] n green-stuff; vegetables. ̃ওয়ালা n. a vegetable vender, a green grocer. ̃বাগ, ̃বাগান n. 
a vegetable garden, (cp.) a kitchen garden. 

সবেজ [ sabajē ] a green. ̃ ট a. greenish. 

সবির [ sabari ] n a superior quality of banana. 

সবণ   [ sabarṇa ] a of the same caste; of the same class or kind, homogeneous; (gr.) belonging to 
the same phonetical group from the viewpoint of pronunciation; endogamous. ☐ n. one of the 
same caste or class or kind; (gr.) a letter of the alphabet belonging to the same phonetical group 
from the viewpoint of pronunciation. ̃িববাহ marriage within one's own caste, endogamy. 

সবল [ sabala ] a strong; forceful; fit for work, able, invigorated ( রাগী সবল হেয়েছ). fem. সবলা । 
সবেল adv. forcefully. 

সব  [ sabastra ] a together with wearing cloth; (rare) clothed. 
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সব   [ sabasuddha ] adv in all, all told; enbloc; bag and baggage, lock stock and barrel, with 
everything ( স সব   চ ট িদল). 

সবাই [ sabāi ] pro one and all; everyone, all. 

সবাক [ sabāka ] a talking. ̃িচ  n. a talking-film, a talking picture, a talkie. 

সবাকার [ sabākāra ] var of সবার । 

সবাত- সন [ sabāta-śbasana ] n (bot.) aerobic respiration. 

সবাধ [ sabādha ] a obstructed; restricted; constrained. সবাধ গিত (mech.) constrained motion. 

সবা ব [ sabāndhaba ] a accompanied by one's friends and people. সবা েব adv. with one's friends 
and people. 

সবার [ sabāra ] a of everybody, of all; owned or shared by all; common; public; universal. 

সিবক  [ sabikalpa ] a having an alternative; admit ting of an alternative. সিবক   ান realization 
of duality; awareness of distinction between the knower and the knowable or between adjective 
and substantive. 

সিবতা [ sabitā ] n the sun; the sun-god. 

সিবতাম ডল [ sabitāmanḍala ] n the orb of the sun. 

সিবনয় [ sabinaẏa ] a polite, modest; humble. সিবনয় িনেবদন a. humble submission. সিবনয়  াথ  না a 
humble prayer or request. ̃িনেবদনিমদং it is humbly submitted that. সিবনেয় adv. politely, modestly; 
humbly. 

সিবরাম [ sabirāma ] a intermittent. 

সিবেশষ [ sabiśēṣa ] a detailed, elaborate (সিবেশষ বণ  না); uncommon, unusual (সিবেশষ ভ েলাক). ☐ 
adv. in detail, at length, elaborately; emphatically. 

সিব ার [ sabistāra ] a fully extended (সিব ার  সারণ); detailed, elaborate (সিব ার বণ  না). ☐ adv. to the 
full extent; in detail, at length, elaborately (usu. সিব াের). 

সিব য় [ sabismaẏa ] a astonished, amazed, surprised, wondering. সিব েয় adv. amazedly, 
wonderingly. 
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সবীজ [ sabīja ] a having seeds, seeded. সবীজ উি দ spermaphyta. 

সবুজ [ sabuja ] a & n green. ☐ a. young, tender aged. ☐ n. a young person, a youth, (cp.) a 
greenhorn; young people collectively. সবুজ কিণকা n. (bot.) chlorophyll corpuscle. সবুজাভ same as 

সবেজেট । see সবেজ । 

সবুর [ sabura ] n patience; waiting or tarrying; delay. ☐ int. (used as an imperat. v.) have 
patience, hold on, wait. সবুর করা v. to have patience; to wait or tarry. সবুের  মওয়া ফেল (fig.) 
patience has its reward, patience succeeds or pays. 

সবৃি ক দূত [ sabṛttika dūta ] n a consul de carriere. 

সেব2 [ sabē2 ] adv just now or just then. 

সব সাচী [ sabyasācī ] a ambidexter, ambidext(e)rous. ☐ n. an ambidexter; Arjuna of the 
Mahabharata. 

সভয় [ sabhaẏa ] a afraid; fearful, timorous; timid. সভেয় adv. with fear; fearfully, timorously; 
timidly. 

সভা [ sabhā ] n an assembly, a council; a committee; an association, a society, a club, a 
community ( া ণসভা); a conference, a meeting, an assemblage; an audience chamber, a durbar 
(রাজসভা); a court (িবচারসভা). সভা করা v. to hold a meeting; to hold a court or durbar; to sit in a court 
or durbar. সভা চলেছ v. the meeting is in progress, the meeting is under way. সভা ডাকা v. to 
convene a meeting. সভা বসেছ v. the meeting has commenced; the court has sat. সভা ভাঙল v. the 
meeting breaks up or ends; the court rises. বিনকসভা n. a chamber of commerce. রাজ সভা n. a 
legislative assembly; the Upper House of the Indian Parliament.  লাকসভা n. a parliament; the 
Indian Parliament (the House of the People or the Lower House or Chamber). ̃ক  n. an 
assembly hall; a council-room; a meeting room; a committee-room. ̃কিব n. a court poet. ̃গৃহ same 

as সভাক  and সভাভবন । ̃জন n. a member of an assembly, council, court, association etc. or of the 

audience of a meeting; a courtier. ̃তল n. the venue or place of a meeting; the floor of an 
assembly house or hall (esp. of a legislative assembly). ̃ ন ী n. fem. a woman president or 
chairperson of a meeting, assembly, association etc. ̃পি ডত n. a Brahman scholar retained in a 
court, a court-pundit; a court scholar. ̃পিত n. a president or chairman of a meeting, association 
etc.; the chairman of a legislative council; the speaker of a legislative assembly. ̃পিত  n. 
presidentship, presidency; chairmanship; speakership. ̃পিত  করা v. to preside (over). ̃ভ  n. the 
break up or dissolution of a meeting; the rising of a court. n. ̃ভবন an assembly house, a council 
house; an association hall, a society house; a court house. ̃র  n. commencement of a meeting. ̃সদ 
n. a member of an assembly, council, committee, conference etc; a courtier; (law) an 
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assessor. ̃সিমিত n. meetings and associations (collectively). ̃সীন a. sitting or seated at a meeting or 

in a court. ̃ হল same as ̃তল । 

সভ  [ sabhya ] n a member (of a club, association, assembly, parliament etc.). ☐ a. courteous, 
polite, civil, mannerly; refined; elegant; civilized. সভ  করা v. to enroll as a member; to civilize. সভ  
হওয়া v. to be enrolled as a member; to be civilized; to become courteous or polite. ̃জগ  same 

as ̃সমাজ । ̃তা n. courtesy, politeness, civility, mannerliness; culture, civilization. সভ তািভমানী n. 

proud (often arrogantly) of one's refinement or culture or civilization. fem. সত তািভমািননী । ̃পদ n. 

membership. ̃পদ ত াগ করা to resign or renounce membership. ̃ভব  a. courteous and gentle (সভ ভব  
মা ষ); passably refined or elegant (সভ ভব   পাশাক). ̃সমাজ n. refined or cultured society; civilized 
society; the civilized world. 

সম [ sama ] a equal; equivalent; similar, resem bling (মৃতু সম); identical, same; uniform; straight; 
level flat; even, not odd (সমরািশ); impartial (সমদশ ী). ☐ n. (mus.) the terminal point of a measure. 

সমক  [ samakakṣa ] a of equal strength; equipotential; equally rivalling or contesting; evenly 
balanced; equal. 

সমকাল [ samakāla ] n the same time; the same age. ̃কালবত ী, সমকািলক, সমকালীন a. contem porary, 
contemporaneous; coeval; simultaneous. সমকােল adv. at the same time; in the same age; 
simultaneously. 

সমেকি ক [ samakēndrika ] a concentric. 

সমেকাণ [ samakōṇa ] n (geon.) a right-angle. সমেকাণী, সমেকৗিণক a. right-angled. সমেকাণীয় a. (geog.) 
orthogonal. 

সম  [ samakṣa ] a lying before; visible; direct. ̃দৃি  n. direct vision. সম  বণ  ািলবী ণ direct vision 
spectroscope. সমে  adv. before one's eyes; visible. 

সমে  -অিভে প [ samakṣētra-abhikṣēpa ] n an equal area projection. 

সম ণ, সম ণস   [ samaguṇa, samaguṇasampanna ] a of like virtue or quality or character. 
সম ণে  ী n. (math.) geometrical progression. 

সম  [ samagra ] a whole, entire; all; total; exhaustive; overall. সম  িব ার overall width. সম  সূিচ 
an exhaustive list. ̃ভােব adv. on the whole; entirely; thoroughly. 

সমঘন [ samaghana ] n (geom.) a regular solid. 
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সমচতুর , সমচতুভু জ [ samacaturasra, samacaturbhuja ] n (geom.) an equilateral tetragon; a 
square. ☐ a. square. 

সমে দ [ samacchēda ] n (phys.) a plane section. 

সমজািত, সমজাতীয় [ samajāti, samajātīẏa ] a homogeneous, congeneric; congenetic. 

সমঝদার [ samajhadāra ] a capable of understanding or appreciating; (loos.) sympathetic or 
considerate. সমঝদার  লাক a connoisseur. সমঝদাির n. capability of under standing or appreciating; 
sympathy or considerateness. 

সমঝােনা [ samajhānō ] v to understand; to appreciate; to feel; to deliberate; (loos.) to 
sympathize (with) or have consideration (for); (loos.) to be careful or cautious (সমেঝ চলা); to 
make one understand or appreciate or feel; (sarcas.) to warn or scold or chastise. 

সম স [ samañjasa ] a perfectly proper; appropriate or just; fitting, well-balanced; consistent. 

সমতল [ samatala ] a plain, level, smooth, flat. ☐ n. (geom.) a plain; a plane surface or figure, a 
plane. 

সমতা [ samatā ] n equality; equivalence; similarity; identity, sameness; uniformity; 
straightness; levelness, flatness; impartiality. 

সমতীত [ samatīta ] a quite past or gone by. 

সম রণ [ samatbaraṇa ] n uniform acceleration. 

সমি ভূজ [ samatribhūja ] n (geom.) an equilateral triangle. 

সমদশ ী [ samadarśī ] a impartial in consideration or treatment; equitable in dispensation of 

justice; impartial; equitable; fair minded. fem. সমদিশ নী । সমদশ ন, সমদিশ তা n. impartiality; equity; 
fair mindedness. 

সম ঃখী [ samaduḥkhī ] a sharing the same or having similar grief or affliction; sympathizing; 

sympathetic. fem. সম ঃিখনী । 

সমদূর, সমদূরবত ী [ samadūra, samadūrabartī ] a equidistant. সমদূরবিত তা n. equidistance. 

সমদৃি  [ samadṛṣṭi ] n impartial view; impartiality. 
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সমি বা , সমি ভুজ [ samadbibāhu, samadbibhuja ] a (geom.) isosceles. সমি বা  ি ভুজ an isosceles 
triangle. 

সমিধক [ samadhika ] a exceedingly great, excessive, exceeding, overmuch; considerable; many. 
☐ adv. exceedingly, excessively, overmuch. 

সমন [ samana ] n a summons. সমন জাির করা, সমন  দওয়া, সমন পাঠােনা v. to serve or issue a summons; 
to summon. সমন ধরােনা v. to serve a summons. 

সম য় [ samanbaẏa ] n consistency; agreement; combination; synthesis; adjustment. সম য় করা v. 
to bring into agreement; to bring about harmony or agreement; to make a synthesis of, to 
synthesize, to synthetize; to adjust. ̃ন, ̃িবধান, ̃সাধন n. act of bringing into agreement; act of 
bringing about harmony or agreement; unification; act of making a synthesis of; adjustment. 
সম িয়ত a. made consistent; unified; brought into agreement; synthesized; synthetized; adjusted. 

সমি ত [ samambita ] a possessing; attended with; mixed with; full of. 

সমপদ হ [ samapadasha ] a equal in office or rank or status or dignity or authority. 

সমপাঠী [ samapāṭhī ] n a class-fellow; a fellow-student. fem. সমপািঠনী । see also সহপািঠ । 

সমপা  ীয় [ samapārśbīẏa ] a (bot.) collateral. 

সম বাহ [ samaprabāha ] n (phys.) a direct current. 

সমে ষ [ samaprēṣa ] n (phys.) uniform pressure. সমে ষেরখা n. (geog.) an isobar. 

সমবয়সী, সমবয়  [ samabaẏasī, samabaẏaska ] a of the same or approximately the same age; 
contempo raneous, contemporary, coeval. 

সমবত - কাণ [ samabarta-kōṇa ] n (phys.) the angle of polarization. 

সমবত ন [ samabartana ] n (phys.) polarization. 

সমবত া  [ samabartākṣa ] n (phys.) the axis of polarization. 

সমবিত ত [ samabartita ] a polarized. সমবিত ত করা v. to polarize. 

সমবষ ণ- রখা [ samabarṣaṇa-rēkhā ] n (geog.) an isohyet. 
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সমব হ [ samabasha ] a in or of the same or similar condition; in the same position or state as 
formerly, in status quo. সমব হা n. same or similar condition; unchanged position or state, status 
quo. 

সমবায় [ samabāẏa ] n an assemblage, an aggregate; combination; constant relation; co-
operation. সমবায় সিমিত n. a co-operative society. সমবায়ী a. capable of combining; combined; co-
operative; constantly related; component, constituent. 

সমবা  [ samabāhu ] a equilateral. 

সমিব  [ samabindu ] a (geom.) concurrent. 

সমবৃি  [ samabṛtti ] a (bot.) analogous. 

সমেবগ [ samabēga ] n uniform velocity. 

সমেবত [ samabēta ] n assembled, collected; united; combined. সমেবত করা v. to bring to gether, to 
assemble. সমেবত হওয়া v. to come together, to assemble, to gather. ̃ভােব adv. unitedly, in a body. 

সমেবদনা, সমব থা [ samabēdanā, samabyathā ] n sympathy; fellow feeling; commiseration; 
compassion. 

সমেবদী, সমব থী [ samabēdī, samabyathī ] a sympathetic; commiserative; compassionate. সমেবদী 
ক ন a. sympathetic vibration. 

সমভাব [ samabhāba ] n same or similar state of mind; same or similar state or condition or 
manner; similarity or sameness; equability. সমভাবাপ  a. having the same or similar state of 
mind; of the same or similar state or condition; similar or same; equable. সমভাবাপ  জলবায় ু
equable climate. সমভােব adv. in the same or similar way or manner; unchangingly; uniformly. 

সমিভব াহারী [ samabhibyāhārī ] a (obs.) accompanying. fem. সমিভব াহািরণী । 

সমিভব াহাের [ samabhibyāhārē ] adv (obs.) accompanied by or in the company of. 

সমভূিম [ samabhūmi ] a level, flat, plain; razed to the ground. সমভূিম করা v. to level; to raze to the 
ground. 

সমম ডল [ samamanḍala ] n the temperate zone. 
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সমমতাবল ী [ samamatābalambī ] n & a of the same opinion; belonging to or believing in the 
same religion. 

সমমা  [ samamātra ] a (alg.) homogeneous. 

সমমাি ক [ samamātrika ] a (pros.) consisting of feet of equal metres. 

সমমালভূিম [ samamālabhūmi ] n (geog.) a tableland, a plateau. 

সমমখু [ samamukha ] a (mech.—of forces) like. 

সমমূল  [ samamūlya ] a of the same or equal price or value or rate; equivalent. সমমূেল  adv. at the 
same or equal price or rate; at par. 

সময় [ samaẏa ] n time; the time of the clock ( েটার সময়); any particular time or part of day (স  ার 
সময়); a point or period of time ( সই সময়); season; fixed or due time; working hours ( ুেলর সময়); 
an instance or time; suitable or opportune time; leisure; opportunity; state or condition; reign, 
regime, period, age; term of office; floruit; times ( ঃসময়); good days; the last gasp (বুে ার সময় 
হেয়েছ); longevity (সময় ফুেরােল সবাই মরেব); usage, practice, tradition, convention (কিবসময় িসি ). সময় 
করা v. to make or find time (for), to find leisure (for); to fix time (for). সময় বুেঝ চলা v. to ac 
commodate oneself to the contempo rary situation; to behave or move as a time-server; to live 
within one's present means. সময়  দওয়া v. to give or allow (one) time. সময়  দখা v. to read the time 
(of clocks etc.). সময় ন  করা v. to waste time, to kill time; to lose an opportunity, to let go an 
opportunity. সময় পাওয়া v. to get or find time or leisure; to be given or allowed time. সময় বলা v. to 
tell the time (of clocks). সময় হেয়েছ v. it is time; one's days are numbered. অত   সমেয় in no time. 
কােজর সময় the time for work; working hours.  মাণ সময় n. standard time. বত মান সময় present times. 
বসে র সময় springtime, the spring season, spring; in spring. স  ার সময় evening time, evening; in 
evening.  হানীয় সময় local time. সময় সময়, সমেয় সমেয় from time to time; at times; occasionally. সমেয় 
ও অসমেয় in season and out of season. ̃ েম adv. in course of time. সময় িন পণ করা v. to as certain 
the time (of); to fix the time (for). ̃িন  a. punctual. ̃িন া n. punctuality. ̃মেতা same as সময়া সাের 
। ̃র ক n. a time-keeper, (as of a factory). ☐ a. keeping time ̃ রখা n. a dateline. ̃সারিন n. time-

table. ̃সীমা n. time limit; deadline. ̃ সবক, ̃ সবী n. a time-server. ☐ a. time-serving. সময়া সাের adv. 
according to a particular or fixed time; according to the demand of the passing state or 
condition; according to the age or time. সময়া ের adv. at another or some other time; (rare) after 
a time-lag. সময়াভাব n. want or paucity or shortage of time. সমেয়ািচত, সমেয়াপেযাগী a. timely. 

সমর [ samara ] n a war, a battle, a fight. ̃ কৗশল n. the art of planning operations in war, 

strategy. ̃   , ̃ভূিম same as যু ে   । ̃শায়ী a. killed in a battle, fallen in a fight, killed in action. 

fem. ̃শািয়নী । ̃স া, ̃সাজ n. battle-dress and arms and equipment (of any individual soldier); war 
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equipment; preparation for war. ̃ হল, সমরা ন same as যু ে   । সমরানল n. war regarded as a widely 
devastating fire, fire or flames of war. 

সমরািশ [ samarāśi ] n (arith.) an even number. 

সম প [ samarūpa ] a alike in form; homomorphic, homomorphous; homoeomorphic; alike in 
manner; uniform. ̃তা n. uniformity. 

সমৈরিখক [ samaraikhika ] a collinear. 

সমথ   [ samartha ] a capable, able; competent; ablebodied; of full age and able to earn (সমথ    ছেল); 
of full age and fit for marriage (সমথ    মেয়). 

সমথ  ক [ samarthaka ] n a seconder; a supporter; (dero.) a countenancer; a confirmer, a 
confirmator; a corroborator. 

সমথ  ন [ samarthana ] n seconding (of a motion or nomination); support; (dero.) countenancing; 
confirmation; corroboration. সমথ  ন করা v. to second; to support; to countenance; to confirm; to 
corroborate. 

সমথ  া [ samarthā ] fem of সমথ   । 

সমিথ  ত [ samarthita ] a seconded; supported; (dero.) countenanced; confirmed; corroborated. 

fem. সমিথ  তা । 

সমপ  ণ [ samarpaṇa ] n act of giving away; dedication; act of making over; act of committing to 
the charge or custody of; surrender. সমপ  ণ করা v. to give away; to dedicate; to give; to make over; 
to commit to the charge or custody of; to yield up, to surrender. ̃কারী a giver; a dedicator; one 
who makes over; one who commits to the charge or custody or; a yielder; a surrenderer. সমপ  ণীয় 
a. that which can be or should be dedicated or made over or surrendered or committed to the 

charge (of). fem. ̃কািরণী । 

সমিপ  ত [ samarpita ] a given away; dedicated; given; made over; committed to the charge or 
custody of; yielded up, surrendered. 

সমল [ samala ] a dirty; filthy, foul. 

সমলয় [ samalaẏa ] a (phys.) synchronous. ☐ n. (phys.). synchronism. সমলয় করা v. (phys.) to 
synchronize. 
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সমে িণ [ samaśrēṇi ] n the same class or race or family or rank. ̃ভু  a. belonging to the same 
class or race or family or rank. 

সমি  [ samaṣṭi ] n a sum total, an aggregate; a total; the result of a sum of addition. ̃করণ n. 
totalling; totalization; addition; (phys.) aggregation. ̃গতভােব adv. collectively. 

সমসংেযাগ [ samasaṃyōga ] n (bot.) cohesion. 

সমস  [ samasattba ] a (bot.) homogeneous. 

সমসামিয়ক [ samasāmaẏika ] a (erron. but pop.) contempo rary, contemporaneous. 

সমস ূ [ samasūtra ] n (astr. & geog.) the prime vertical (circle); one and the same straight line 
(সমসূে  অব হান); one and the same string, bond etc. (সমসূে   িথত); one and the same means (সমসূে  
জানা). 

সম  [ samasta ] a all, every; whole, entire; (gr.—of words) compounded. ̃পদ n. (gr.) a compound 
word. 

সম ের [ samasbarē ] adv in one voice; unanimously. 

সম মান [ samasyamāna ] a (gr.—of words) under the process of being compounded. 

সম া [ samasyā ] n a problem; a question; a riddle, a poser, a puzzle; an intricate situation, a 
difficulty, a fix. সম া পূরণ বা সমাধান করা v. to solve a problem; to propound a riddle, to riddle a 
riddle. ̃পূণ , ̃মূলক a. problematic; replete with or full of problems; engimatic, riddling, puzzling; 

intricate, difficult. ̃সং ল same as ̃পূণ  । 

সমা [ samā ] a. fem of সম (a.). 

সমাংশক [ samāṃśaka ] a (chem.) isomerous. 

সমাংেশ [ samāṃśē ] adv in equal parts or portions or shares. 

সমাকলন [ samākalana ] n integral calculus. 

সমাকীণ  [ samākīrṇa ] a widely and thoroughly bestrewn (with); pervaded (with); in fested 
(with); full of. 
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সমা ল [ samākula ] a greatly worried or distressed; full of misgivings; replete with, full of 
(গ সমা ল). 

সমাকৃিত [ samākṛti ] a isomorphous. 

সমা  [ samākṣa ] a co-axial. ̃ রখা n. a parallel of latitude. 

সমাখ াত [ samākhyāta ] a celebrated, renowned, illustrious. 

সমাগত [ samāgata ] a arrived; assembled, gathered. সমাগত হওয়া v. to come, to arrive; to 
assemble, to gather. 

সমাগম [ samāgama ] n coming, arrival, assemblage; a gathering. জনসমাগম n. a concourse of 
people, a gathering; a crowd. 

সমা  [ samāṅga ] a regular. 

সমাচার [ samācāra ] n news, information, a message, a report. 

সমা   [ samācchanna ] a thoroughly covered or enveloped or overcast; thoroughly over 
whelmed or besotted. 

সমাজ [ samāja ] n human society, society; any one of the divisions of biological history 
(পি সমাজ, প সমাজ); a community; a nation or race; a collective body of people having something 
in common, a class, a community (কিবসমাজ, বিনক সমাজ, িশি তসমাজ, নাগিরকসমাজ); an association; a 
gathering esp. a social one (সমােজ বেস খাওয়া). সমােজ  ঠলা v. to al lot a lowly place in the society (to 
somebody). সমাজ উ য়ন n. social development, social upliftment. ̃কল াণ n. social welfare. ̃চ ুত করা v. 
to cast (one) out of society, to ostracize, to boycott socially. ̃চ ুত ব ি  an outcast. ̃চ ুিত n. expulsion 
from society, social boycott; social ostracism. ̃ত  n. sociology. ̃ত  n. socialism. ̃ত ী a. socialistic, 
socialist. ☐ n. a socialist. ̃তাি ক a. sociological. ̃তাি ক a. same as সমাজত ী (a.) ̃নীিত n. social laws or 
principles; sociology; (rare) social ethics. ̃পিত n. the headman of a community. ̃ব  a. (of human 
beings) living in societies, social; (of inferior creatures) gregarious. ̃ব ন n. obligations of social 
life; bonds of society; mutual social relation, socialties. ̃বিহভূ ত a. outside the society, (cp.) extra-
social; unsocial; socially outcast, ostracized. ̃িব ান, ̃িবদ া n. sociology. ̃িব ানী n. a sociologist. ̃িবিধ n. 
social law or rule. ̃িব  , ̃িবেরাধী a. antisocial. ̃শাসন n. social laws and rules; the rule or authority of 
the society; administration of the society. ̃িশ া n. social studies. ̃সং ার n. social reform. ̃সং ার করা 
v. to reform the society. ̃সং ারক n. a social reformer. ̃িহৈতষণা n. act of doing good to the 
society. ̃িহৈতষী a. endeavouring to do good to the society. ☐ n. a social welfare worker. 
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সমাদর [ samādara ] n very warm or cordial or respectful reception and careful treatment (as of a 
guest); felicitation (as of a hero); zealous reception (as of a commodity); passionate love or 
fondness (for). সমাদর করা v. to receive very warmly or cordially or respectfully and treat 
carefully; to felicitate; to receive zealously; to love passionately. 

সমাদৃত [ samādṛta ] a very warmly or cordially or respectfully received and carefully treated; 
felicitated; zealously received; passionately loved. 

সমাধা, সমাধান [ samādhā, samādhāna ] n completion, accomplishment; termination, 
conclusion, end; settlement, decision; solution; propounding, riddling (ধাঁধার সমাধান). সমাধা করা, 
সমাধান করা v. to complete, to accomplish, to terminate, to conclude, to end; to settle, to decide; 
to solve, to puzzle out: to propound, to riddle. 

সমািধ [ samādhi ] n self-absorbed spiritual meditation during which the meditator loses his or 
her entity and becomes one with the Supreme Being; a reverie, a trance; a self-absorbed 
meditation; burial, interment, a grave, a sepulchral monument, a tomb, a mausoleum (also 
সমািধমি র); (fig.) end. ̃    n. a burial ground, a cemetery; (loos.) a grave. ̃ভ  করা v. to disturb or 
interrupt self-absorbed meditation; to give up self absorbed meditation. ̃ম  a. drowned or 
absorbed in profound meditation; tranced. ̃   n. a tombstone. ̃ হ same as ̃ম ,- and buried. 

সমািধ হ করা v. to bury, to lay in the grave, to inter. ̃ হল, ̃ হান same as ̃    । 

সমান [ samāna ] a similar, alike; one and the same; identical; equal; uniform; unchanged, 
unchanging; impartial; straight; level, flat; (sl.) corrected by sound thrashing (িপিটেয় সমান করা). 
☐ n. one of the five vital airs. সমান করা v. to make similar or alike or identical; to equalize; to 
make uniform; to straighten; to level, to flatten; to dress (জিম সমান করা); to adjust or correct (ঘি  
সমান করা); to put on properly (জামাকাপ  সমান করা); to correct by sound thrashing. সমান-সমান n. 
equivalent; equal; equalized; equal in strength; equally balanced; evenly contested; even; drawn 
( খলা সমান সমান); (in gambling) quits; neither more nor less; half-and-half (সমান-সমান ভাগ). সমান-
সমান    a. Greek meeting a Greek. সমানািধকরণ a. (of two or more objects) having the same abode 
or condition; (gr.) having the relation as between a noun and an adjective. সমানািধকার n. equal 
rights and privileges for all. 

সমা পাত [ samānupāta ] n (math.) equal ratio, proportion. সমা পািতক a. (math.) proportionate or 
relating to proportion. সমা পািতক  িতিনিধ  proportional representation. 

সমােন [ samānē ] adv ceaselessly, non-stop, incessantly; at a stretch. 

সমােন-সমােন [ samānē-samānē ] a evenly contested. সমােন সমােন ল াই a Greek meeting a Greek. 
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সমা র [ samāntara ] a (arith. & alg.—of numbers) equidistant (e.g. 3, 8, 13, 18); (geom.) 
parallel. ̃তা n. equidistance; parallelism. ̃ রখা n. a parallel line. সমা র   িণ n. arithmetical 
progression; an arithmetic series. 

সমা রাল [ samāntarāla ] a (esp. in geom.) parallel. সমা রাল     a parallelogram. সমা রাল  রখা a 
parallel line. সমা রাল সরলেরখা a parallel straight line. 

সমাপক [ samāpaka ] a completing; finishing; fulfilling. 

সমাপতন [ samāpatana ] n (geom.) coincidence. 

সমাপন [ samāpana ] n completion; conclusion, ending, finishing, finish, close; fulfilment. সমাপন 
করা v. to complete; to conclude, to finish, to terminate, to close; to fulfil. সমাপন হওয়া v. to be 
completed or finished, to end, to close; to be fulfilled. সমাপন সংগীত n. a closing or concluding 
song. 

সমািপকা [ samāpikā ] a. fem of সমাপক ☐ a. (gr.) fi nite. (সমািপকা ি য়া = a finite verb). 

সমািপত, সমা  [ samāpita, samāpta ] a completed; concluded, ended, finished, closed; fulfilled. 

সমা  করা বা হওয়া same as সমাপন করা বা হওয়া । সমাি  same as সমাপন । সমাি  সংগীত same as সমাপন 

সংগীত । সমাপ  a. that which should be concluded or ended or finished. 

সমাবতল [ samābatala ] a (phys.) plano-concave. 

সমাবরণ [ samābaraṇa ] n occultation. 

সমাবত ন [ samābartana ] n return; the home-coming of a pupil after his long stay at his teacher's 
residence where he has completed his studies; a convocation (of a university or institution). 

সমািব  [ samābiṣṭa ] a entirely occupied, engrossed; entered; possessed (as by an evil spirit); 
assembled, collected. 

সমাবৃত [ samābṛta ] a thoroughly covered; concealed; enclosed or besieged; thickly encircled or 
accompanied (পিরজনসমাবৃত). 

সমােবশ [ samābēśa ] n assemblage (জনসমােবশ); a gathering; intent attention, engrossment. 

সমায়াত [ samāẏāta ] a arrived, come. 
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সমােযাজন [ samāyōjana ] n communication. 

সমা   [ samārūḍh◌় ] a ceremonially or solemnly installed (upon) (িসংহাসেন সমা  ); seated or 
mounted (upon); ascended. 

সমােরাহ [ samārōha ] n pomp, grandeur, eclat; a thick crowd or grand assemblage ( মেঘর সমােরাহ). 
সমােরাহ করা v. to give a display of pomp or grandeur; to make a splendid arrangement. ̃পূণ  a. 
pompous, full of grandeur or splendour or eclat. ̃পূব ক, সমােরােহ adv. pompously, ostentatiously; in 
a grandiose manner, in a grand way. 

সমাথ  , সমাথ  ক [ samārtha, samārthaka ] a synonymous. সমাথ  ক শ  a synonym. ̃ বাধক same as সমাথ  ক 
। ̃শ েকাষ n. a dictionary of synonyms, a thesaurus. 

সমােলাচক [ samālōcaka ] n a critic, a reviewer; an animadverter, one who censures. 

সমােলাচন, সমােলাচনা [ samālōcana, samālōcanā ] n criticism, review; animadversion, censure. 
সমােলাচনা করা v. to criticize, to review; to animadvert, to censure. 

সমােলািচকা [ samālōcikā ] fem of সমােলাচক । 

সমােলািচত [ samālōcita ] a criticized, reviewed; animadverted, censured. 

সমােলাচ  [ samālōcya ] a under review; open to criticism; censurable. 

সমাস [ samāsa ] n (gr.) compounding of two or more words into one. সমাস করা v. to compound 
two or more words into one. সমাস ভাঙা v. to resolve a compound word into components. ̃ব  a. 
compounded. 

সমাস  [ samāsakta ] a attached (to); addicted (to); deeply attentive or engrossed; joined. 

সমাস  [ samāsanna ] a that has come very near; imminent; approaching; impending. 

সমাসীন [ samāsīna ] a solemnly or firmly seated or installed; seated, sitting. 

সমােসাি  [ samāsōkti ] n (rhet.) a figure of speech involving parallelism between the subject in 
hand and something understood (cp. personification, pathetic fallacy). (e.g. 'ঠকা ঠাঁই ঠাঁই কাঁিদেছ 
 নহাই'). 

সমাহরণ [ samāharaṇa ] n gahering, collection. সমাহরণ করা v. to gather, to collect. 
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সমাহত া [ samāhartā ] n a collector; the chief official of a district who collects revenue and acts as 

a magistrate, a collector, fem. সমাহ  ী । 

সমাহার [ samāhāra ] n collection; combination; abbreviation; summation; a multitude; (gr.) a 
system of compounding words, indicative of a number. 

সমািহত [ samāhita ] a entirely occupied, engrossed; lost in meditation; placed; deposited; 
interred, buried. সমািহত করা v. to bury, to inter. 

সমা ত [ samāhṛta ] a gathered, collected; combined. 

সিমিত [ samiti ] n an association, a society; a club; a committee. বিণক সিমিত n. a chamber of 
commerce. 

সিম , সিমধ [ samit, samidha ] n firewood, fuel; firewood for kindling a sacrificial fire. 

সিমল [ samila ] a (of poetry) with rhyme, rhymed. 

সমীকরণ [ samīkaraṇa ] n equalization; (alg.) equation; (arith.) reduction of fractions to a 
common denominator. সমীকরণ করা v. to equalize; (alg.) to equate; (arith.) to reduce (fractions) to 
a common denominator. 

সমীকৃত [ samīkṛta ] a equated. সমীকৃত কাল (arith.) equated time. 

সমী ণ [ samīkṣaṇa ] n thorough viewing or observation; investigation, search; scrutiny; 
deliberation. 

সমীি ত [ samīkṣita ] a thoroughly viewed or observed; investigated, searched; researched; 
scrutinized, scanned; deliberated. সমী  কারী a. considering past results and taking precaution 

about consequences before taking any action, circumspect, discreet. fem. সমী  কািরণী । সমী  কািরতা 
n. consideration of past results and precaution about consequences before taking any action, 
circumspection. 

সমীচীন [ samīcīna ] a just, reasonable; condign; proper; prudent, wise; expedient; right. 

সমীপ [ samīpa ] n proximity, nearness, vicinity; presence. ̃বত ী, ̃ হ a. near, close to; approaching 
(  ন   শেনর সমীপবত ী হল). সমীেপ adv. near, close to; in the presence of, before (রাজসমীেপ). 

সমীর, সমীরণ [ samīra, samīraṇa ] n wind, air, breeze. 
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সমীহ [ samīha ] n show of respect; deference; hesitation caused by awe. সমীহ করা v. to pay 
respect to; to treat with deference; to look up to with awe and hesitation. সমীহ না করা v. not to 
pay respect to; to ignore. 

সমুিচত [ samucita ] a perfectly just or right or proper, condign (সমুিচত শাি ); adequate (সমুিচত 
পুর ার). 

সম ু [ samucca ] a very high, lofty; elevated; exalted (সমু  পদ); very loud, vociferous (সমু  নাদ). 

সম ুয় [ samuccaẏa ] n a collection, a multitude. পদসমু য় n. all words collectively (as of a 
sentence); joining of words or sentences (as with a copulative). 

সমুে দ [ samucchēda ] n complete extirpation or eradication or extermination; destruction; 
ejection for good. 

সমু ল [ samujjbala ] a very bright; radiant; brilliant, brightened; illuminated. 

সমু পাটন [ samutpāṭana ] n pulling up, eradication, up rooting. 

সমু পািটত, সমু সািহত [ samutpāṭita, samutsāhita ] a completely extirpated or eradicated; 
destroyed; ejected for good. 

সম ু ক [ samutsuka ] a very eager or curious. 

সম ুান [ samutthāna ] n a rising up; great rise or flourishing; (Christ.) resurrection; an 
enterprise. 

সমি ত [ samatthita ] a risen up; greatly flourished; (Christ.) risen from the dead. সমুি ত হওয়া v. 
to rise up; to flourish greatly; to rise from the dead. 

সমুদয়, সমুদায় [ samudaẏa, samudāẏa ] a all; whole, entire; total. ☐ n. all persons or things; the 
entire thing or area. 

সম ুব [ samudbhaba ] n origination, origin; birth; evolvement; flourish. 

সম ুািসত [ samudbhāsita ] a flooded with light, illuminated; brightened. 

সম ূুত [ samudbhūta ] a originated; born; evolved. 
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সমুদ ত [ samudyata ] a about to, on the point of, perfectly ready or prepared; raised or lifted 
(সমুদ ত খ ্গ). 

সম ু [ samudra ] n an ocean; a sea. অ ল সমুে  প া v. (fig.) to be at sea, to be in great danger. সমুে  
ঝাঁপ  দওয়া v. (fig.) to brave or face a great danger. সমু -উি দ n. a sea weed. ̃গভ  n. sea-bottom; the 
inside of the sea, the womb of the sea. ̃গামী a. sea-going; seafaring. ̃জাত a. sea-born. ̃তট, ̃তীর n. sea-
bank, seashore. ̃পথ n. sea-way, sea-route. ̃পেথ adv. by sea. ̃প ৃ n. the surface of the sea; sea-
level. ̃বি  n. submarine fire. ̃বলয়াি ত a. sea-girt. ̃বায়ু n. sea-breeze, sea-wind, sea-air. ̃বািহত a. 
seaborne. ̃ বলা n. sea-beach, seashore, sea-bank. ̃ম হন n. (Hindu myth.) the churning of the ocean 
by gods and demons. ̃ মখলা a. sea-girt. ̃যা া n. a sea-voyage. সমু যা া করা v. to make a sea-voyage, to 
go on a sea-voyage. ̃যান n. a sea-going vessel. ̃যু  n. a sea-fight. ̃ ান n. sea-bathing. ̃  াত n. ocean 
current. 

সম ুত [ samunnata ] a very high or lofty or elevated; (fig.) very exalted or dignified or noble. 

সমুপি হত [ samupashita ] a come close to; arrived; approaching; imminent. 

সমুে খ [ samullēkha ] n mention. 

সমূল, সমূলখ [ samūla, samūlakha ] a having a root; having a cause; having a foundation or 
basis, genuine (সমূলক ভয়). সমূেল. adv. to gether with the root, root and branch, thoroughly, 
completely (সমূেল  ংস). 

সমূহ [ samūha ] n (chiefly used as a sfx. to indicate plurality) a multitude, total number ( লাকসমূহ 
= the people, ব  সমূহ = tigers) ☐ a. many, much, numerous, great (সমূহ  লাকসান); terrible, 
tremendous (সমূহ িবপদ). 

সম ৃ [ samṛddha ] a thoroughly developed or grown up or flourishing; enriched; prosperous, 

affluent, wealthy, rich. fem. সমৃ া । সমৃি  n. splendid development or growth; enrichment; 

prosperity, affluence, wealthiness, richness. সমৃি শালী, সমৃি স   same as সমৃ  । fem. সমৃি শািলনী, 

সমৃি স  া । 

সেমত [ samēta ] a together with, with; inclusive of, including. 

সেমা াস- রখা [ samōcchbāsa-rēkhā ] n co-tidal lines. 

সেমা ল [ samōttala ] a (phys.) plano-convex. 

সেমা িত- রখা [ samōnnati-rēkhā ] n a contour line. 
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সেমা - রখা [ samōṣṇa-rēkhā ] n (geog.) the isotherm. 

স ি , স দ [ sampatti, sampada ] n wealth, riches, fortune; treasure; property, real estate; 
belongings, possessions; excellence (ভাবস দ); glorious or proud acquisition (িশ াই তার স দ); 
pride or glory (তাজমহল  দেশর স দ). স ি শালী, স দশালী a. wealthy, rich; affluent; possessing a 

treasure; (pop.) owning a property. fem. স ি শািলনী, স দশািলনী । স   a. performed, 

accomplished; completed; rich, wealthy, affluent, well-to-do (স   অব হা); endowed with, 

possessing (বুি স  ). fem. স  া । 

স ক  [ samparka ] n relation; kinship; connection; concern; company, intercourse ( ে র সে  
স ক ). স ক  রাখা v. to maintain relation; to observe the formalities of kinship; to keep 
connection; to associate with, to keep company with. স ক   হাপন করা v. to enter into a relation 
or an alliance. ̃শ ূ, ̃হীন a. unrelated; having no kinship (with), unconnected; having no concern 
(with); irrelevant. স িক ত, স ক ীয় a. related (with); having kinship (with); having affinity with; 
connected (with); concerned (with); relevant. 

স াত [ sampāta ] n fall, drop (অশিনস াত); incidence, a falling upon (আেলাকস াত); a stroke from 
above (অিভস াত); occurrence (িবপদস াত). ̃িব  n. the point of incidence. 

স াদক [ sampādaka ] a performing, accomplishing, executive (স াদক সিমিত = an executive 
committee); editing. ☐ n. a performer, an accomplisher; an executive; a secretary (সিমিতর 
স াদক); an editor (fem. editress). স াদকীয় a. editorial. ☐ n. an editorial leader. স াদকীয়  ব  an 
editorial, a leader. স াদকীয়    an editorial column. 

স াদন, স াদনা [ sampādana, sampādanā ] n performance, accomplishment; editing. স াদন 
করা v. to perform, to accomplish, to execute. স াদনা করা v. to edit. 

স ািদকা [ sampādikā ] fem of স াদক । 

স ািদত [ sampādita ] a performed, accomplished, executed; edited. 

স াদ  [ sampādya ] a to be performed or accomplished or executed. ☐ n. (geom.) a problem, 
(also স াদ   িত া). 

স ুট, স ুটক [ sampuṭa, sampuṭaka ] n a small box, a casket; a screwed bag made of paper or 
tree leaves, a cornet. 

স ূরক [ sampūraka ] a completing; fulfilling; supple menting; supplemental; supplementary. 
স ূরক  কাণ (geom.) a supplementary angle, a supplement. 
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স ূরণ [ sampūraṇa ] n completion; fulfilment; supple mentation. 

স ূণ  [ sampūrṇa ] a completed; finished; completely filled; complete, entire, whole, total; 
thorough; (dero.) downright ☐ adv. completely, entirely, wholly, totally; quite; thoroughly. স ূণ  
করা v. to complete; to finish; to fill completely. ̃তা n. completion; fullness; completeness, 
entirety, wholeness, totality; thoroughness; perfection. ̃ েপ adv. same as স ূণ  (adv.) 

স  ৃ [ sampṛkta ] a related or connected (with); having concern (with), joined or united 
(with); saturated; inlaid. স ৃি  n. relation, connection; concern; joining, union; saturation; 
inlaying. অিতস ৃি  n. over-saturation. 

স চার [ sampracāra ] n wide circulation; broadcasting, broadcast. স চার-তর  n. (phys.) a 
broadcasting wave. স চার- ক  n. a broadcasting station. স চািরত a. widely circulated; broadcast. 

স িত [ samprati ] adv now-a-days, in these days, at present, in present times; recently, lately, 
of late; just. 

স দাতা [ sampradātā ] a. & n one who gives or be stows or confers; one who gives away the 
bride ceremonially to the charge of the bridegroom. 

স দান [ sampradāna ] n giving; bestowal, conferment; act of giving away the bride 
ceremonially to the charge of the bridegroom; (gr.) the dative case (usu. স দানকারক). স দান করা 
v. to give; to bestow, to confer; to commit (the bride) ceremonially to the charge of (the bride 
groom). 

স দায় [ sampradāẏa ] n a community, a sect; a society (কিবস দায়); a brotherhood; a race 
(মানবস দায়, প স দায়); a company, a band (দ  স দায়). ̃ভু  a. belonging to a particular community 
or sect or society or brotherhood or race or band. 

স সার, স সারণ [ samprasāra, samprasāraṇa ] n expansion; extension; development. 
স সারণবাদ n. expansionism. স সারণবাদী a. expansionist. স সারণশীল a. expanding, extending; 
expansive. স সািরত a. expanded; extended; developed. 

স ীিত [ samprīti ] n love; amity; friendly terms (with); pleasure; delight. 

স   [ sambaddha ] a firmly tied or joined or united; connected; related; having kinship with, 
affixed; affiliated; amalgamated. স  ীকরণ n. affiliation; amalgamation. স  ীকৃত a. affiliated; 
amalgamated. 
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স   [ sambandha ] n relation, connection; concern; intercourse; kinship, relationship, affinity; 
a marriage proposal or negotiation. স   করা n. to negotiate a marriage; to make negotiations for 
a marriage. স   করা v. to have connection or relation or concern or intercourse or kinship or 
relationship (with) স   রাখা v. to keep connection with; to observe formalities of kinship or 
relationship. রাসায়িনক স   chemical affinity. ̃পদ n. (gr.) a word in the possessive case, a genitive. 
স  ী a. related (to), connected (with). ☐ n. wife's brother or cousin-brother (generally one older 
than the wife), a brother-in-law. স  ীয় a. (used as a prep.) related to, concerning, regarding. স ে  
prep. concerning, regarding, about, as regards, as to. 

স রা2 [ sambarā2 ] n spices singed in oil or ghee and mixed with any cooked dish by reboiling. 
স রা  দওয়া v. to re-boil (a cooked dish) by mixing with spices singed in oil or ghee. 

স ল [ sambala ] n money, provisions etc. for a journey; viaticum: a supply or resource of money 
etc.; a fund, capital money, capital; (total) savings; provision; resources; support, a prop. স ল 

করা v. to have recourse to, to resort to. ̃শ ূ, ̃হীন same as িনঃস ল । 

স ু  [ sambuddha ] a perfectly enlightened (esp. spiritually.) ☐ n. an appellation of Gautama 
Buddha. 

সে াধন [ sambōdhana ] n calling, accosting, address; a form of address; (gr.) the vocative case. 
সে াধন করা v. to accost, to ad dress, to call. ̃পদ n. (gr.) a word in the vocative case. সে ািধত a. called; 
ad dressed. 

সে ািধ [ sambōdhi ] n perfect knowledge or consciousness (esp. of spiritual truths). 

স ব [ sambhaba ] n birth or origin ( মারস ব); (obs.) probability. ☐ a. born or originated 
(অেযািনস ব); probable, likely (ঘটা স ব); possible. ̃ত adv. probably, likely. ̃পর a. probable, likely; 
possible. স াবাতীত a. beyond all probabilities; improbable, unlikely. 

স াবনা [ sambhābanā ] n probability, likelihood. 

স াবনীয়, স ািবত, স াব  [ sambhābanīẏa, sambhābita, sambhābya ] a probable, likely; 
contingent. স াব তা n. probability; likelihood. 

স ার [ sambhāra ] n a thing, an article; a load of things; a constituent material, an ingredient; a 
collection of things necessary to serve a particular purpose (পূজার স ার) a collection, a heap 
(র স ার). 
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স াষণ, স াষ [ sambhāṣaṇa, sambhāṣa ] n accosting, addressing; greeting, hail; conversation. 
স াষণ করা, (poet.) স াষা v. to accost, to address; to greet, to hail. স ািষত a. accosted, addressed; 
greeted, hailed. 

স ূত [ sambhūta ] a born; originated; produced; shot up, sprung; evolved; caused (অয স ূত) fem. 

স ূতা । 

স ূয়সম ুান [ sambhūẏasamutthāna ] n joint-stock business. 

সে াগ [ sambhōga ] n enjoyment; sexual intercourse. সে াগ করা v. to enjoy; to have sexual 
intercourse with. 

স ম [ sambhrama ] n honour, dignity, prestige; nobil ity; reverence mixed with awe and 
submission, deference; modesty. স ম করা v. to treat with reverence mixed with awe and 

submission, to treat deferentially. ̃শালী a. respectable, dignified; noble, fem. ̃শািলনী । ̃হািন n. 
dishonour; loss of prestige; indignity. ̃হািন করা v. to dishonour; to outrage the modesty of. 

স া  [ sambhrānta ] a honoured; respectable, dignified; of noble birth, high-born, noble; 
aristocratic. স া  ব ি  an honoured or respectable or high-born person; an aristocrat. ̃ত  n. (pol.) 
government by aristocrats, aristocracy. ̃বংশীয় a. of a noble or aristocratic family; relating to the 

nobility; born in a noble family, high-born. fem. ̃বংশীয়া । ̃সমাজ, ̃স দায় n. the aristocracy, the 
nobility. 

স ত [ sammata ] a consenting, agreeing, ready, willing, acquiescent; sanctioned or approved or 
permitted by conforming to (শা স ত); accepted, admitted, agreed upon (সব বাদীস ত). স ত হওয়া v. 
to agree, to consent, to give consent, to acquiesce. স িত n. consent, assent, approval: 
acquiescence, willingness; sanction, approbation, permission; concurrence; conformation. স িত 
 দওয়া v. to give consent; to permit. স িত পাওয়া v. to get consent or permission (of). 

স ান [ sammāna ] n respectful and cordial reception; deferential treatment, deference; hom 
age; reverence; honour, respect, dignity, prestige; credit. স ান করা, স ান  দওয়া, স ান  দখােনা v. to 
receive cordially and with respect; to pay (one) deference or homage; to revere; to honour, to 
respect. স ান ন  করা v. to dishonour, to disgrace; to discredit. স ান পাওয়া v. to be honoured. স ান 
হারােনা v. to lose honour or credit or prestige. ̃জনক a. honourable; creditable. ̃না n. honouring; 
respectful felicitation. ̃পূব ক, ̃পুরঃসর adv. after showing respect, respectfully. ̃ভাজন same as স ানাহ  
। ̃লাভ n. obtainment of honour or credit. ̃হািন n. loss of honour or credit or prestige, dishonour, 

discredit. ̃হািন করা v. to disparage, to lower (somebody) in the esteem of; to belittle; to 
dishonour. স ানাহ , স ানা পদ, স ানী a. honourable; esteemable; respectable; venerable. স ািনত a. 
cordially or respectfully received; respectfully felicitated; honoured, respected; revered; 
honourable, respectable, venerable. 
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স াজ ন [ samnārjana ] n scouring or scrubbing; sweeping. স াজ নী n. a scouring-brush, a 
scrubbing-brush; a broom, a besom; a mop, a swab. 

সি লন [ samnilana ] n perfect union; amalgamation; junction; meeting; assemblage; a gathering 
esp. a social or cultural one; (pol.) a rally; (pol.—loos.) a conference. সি লনী n. a society, an 
association; a club. 

সি িলত [ samnilita ] a perfectly united; amalgamated; joined; meeting together; assembled; 
rallied. ̃ভােব adv. unitedly; in a body. 

স খু [ sammukha ] n the forepart, the front. ☐ a. lying in the front; facing; anterior, frontal; 
facing one another. ̃ কাণ n. (geom.) a subtended angle. ̃গিত n. the forward movement; progress; 
advance; progression. ̃গামী a. going forward; progressing, progressive. ̃বত ী a. lying in front; 

facing; anterior; frontal; approaching. fem. ̃বিত নী । ̃যু  n. a face-to-face fight; an open fight. ̃সং াম 

same as ̃যু  । ̃ হ same as ̃বত ী । স ুখীন হওয়া v. to come face to face with; to confront; to approach; 
to encounter. স ুেখ adv. in front of, before; in presence of. 

সে লক [ sammēlaka ] a done or sung in chorus; sung in a group. ☐ n. a chorus. ̃গান n. a chorus, 
a song sung in chorus. 

সে লন [ sammēlana ] n a meeting; (loos.) a conference; assemblage, gathering; a gathering esp. 
a social or cultural one; (chiefly pol.) a rally. 

সে াহ [ sammōha ] n great or utter infatuation; hypnotization; hypnosis. সে াহন n. same as 

সে াহ ☐ a. infatuating; hypnotizing; hypnotic. fem. a. সে ািহনী । সে ািহত a. greatly or utterly 

infatuated; enchanted, charmed, hypnotized. সে ািহত করা v. to infatuate greatly or utterly; to 
hypnotize, to mesmerize. 

সম ক [ samyaka ] adv in all respects; by all means; thoroughly; entirely, wholly; exhaustively; 
excellently; fitly. ☐ a. thorough, complete; entire, whole; exhaustive; excellent; fit; true. 

স া ী [ samrājñī ] n. fem an express. 

স াট [ samrāṭa ] n an emperor. 

সয  [ sayatna ] a careful, meticulous; diligent; cor dial (সয  অভ থ  না). সযে  adv. carefully, 
meticulously, with care diligently: cordially. 

সর [ sara ] n a thin layer on milk or any other similar substance, film. 
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সরঃ [ sarḥ ] n a large pond: a lake. 

সরকার [ sarakāra ] n a master; an owner; a ruler; the government; a collecting clerk; a 
purchasing clerk. সরকাির a. governmental: public. ☐ n. office or post of a collecting or 
purchasing clerk. সরকাির আেদশ a government order. সরকাির উিকল a government pleader. সরকাির 
চাকির government service. সরকাির িনয় ণাধীন under government control, government controlled. 
সরকাির  িতেবদক n. the public reporter. সরকাির  িতেবদন government report. সরকাির িবদ ালয় a 
government school. সরকাির ব বহািরক a government counsel. সরকাির রা া a highway, a public road. 

সরগম [ saragama ] n the (Indian) musical octave. 

সরগরম [ saragarama ] a full of high spirits; full of enthusiasm and excitement; packed or 
crowded and noisy. 

সরজিমন, সেরজিমন [ sarajamina, sarējamina ] n a scene of occurrence, the venue of an affair. 

সর াম [ sarañjāma ] n things required for doing some thing; equipment; implements, 
appurtenances, accessories; paraphernalia. 

সরট [ saraṭa ] n the chameleon. 

সরিণ, সরণী [ saraṇi, saraṇī ] n a road, a way, a path, a street; a route; an orbit (সূয সরণী); a 
method, a manner. 

সরদার [ saradāra ] n the chief man, a chief, a headman; a leader, a chieftain (fem. a chieftainess). 
fem. সরদারিন । সরদার প ুয়া n. a senior pupil assisting in school discipline and teaching, a monitor 
(fem. a monitress), a pupil-teacher. সরদাির n. chiefdom; leadership; chieftaincy. সরদাির করা v. to 
play the leader; (fig.) to behave in a masterful or overbearing manner. 

সরপুিরয়া [ sarapuriẏā ] n a kind of sweetmeat made of fried and stuffed milk-film. 

সরেপাশ [ sarapōśa ] n a small saucer for covering a tumbler, pitcher etc. 

সরফরাজ [ sarapharāja ] n a nawab of Bengal; (sarcas.) a very important man; a saucy fellow. 
সরফরািজ n. officiousness; untoward and intolerable bossing, overbearing manner; sauciness. 

সরবরাহ [ sarabarāha ] n supply; purveying; the amount supplied. সরবরাহ করা v. to supply; to 
purvey. ̃কারী n. a supplier; a purveyor. 

সরভাজা [ sarabhājā ] n a sweetmeat prepared by frying milk-film. 
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সরল [ sarala ] a straight; candid, free from angularities, not crooked, guileless, naive; credulous; 
plain, unornate; free from complicacies, plain-sailing (সরল জীবন); honest, easy, simple (সরল   ). 
☐ n. the sal tree; the deodar or any similar tree; (math.) simplification. সরল করা v. (esp. in 
math.) to simplify. সরল অ বী ণ (phys.) s simple microscope. সরল  দালক (phys.) a simple 
pendulum. সরল  দালন (phys.) simple harmonic motion. ̃িচ  a. simple-hearted. ̃তা n. candour, 
naivety, simplicity; plainness, unornateness, freedom from complicacies; honesty. সরলতাপূণ   a. 
candid, artless, naive, simple; plain, unornate; honest. ̃ কৃিত a. simple-natured, candid; not 

crooked; credulous. ̃বগ ীয় a. (bot.) coniferous. ̃িব াসী a. credulous ̃মনা a. same as ̃িচ  । ̃ রখা n. a 

straight line. ̃ রিখক a. formed of straight lines; rectilineal, rectilinear. ̃ রিখক     n. (geom.) a 

rectilineal figure. ̃ ভাব same as ̃ কৃিত ।  দয়, সরলা করণ a. simple-hearted. সরলা a. fem. of সরল । 
সরলীকরণ n. (chiefly in math.) simplification. 

সরেষ [ saraṣē ] n mustard seed. সরেষর   ত mustard plot. সরেষর  তল mustard oil. িভেটয় সরেষ  বানা 
(fig.) to ruin (someone) utterly by destroying one's homestead. 

সরস [ sarasa ] a same as রসাল (a.). fem. সরসা । 

সরিসজ [ sarasija ] n the water-lily, the lotus. 

সরসী [ sarasī ] n a large pond; a lake. 

সর তী [ sarasbatī ] n the Hindu goddess of speech, learning, fine arts and wisdom (cp. 
Minerva); a title for proficiency in literature. সর তীর বরপ ু (lit.) a favoured son of Goddess 
Saraswati; (fig.) a man of great learning 

সরহ  [ sarahadda ] n perimeter, boundary, confines. 

সরা2 [ sarā2 ] v to move, to stir; to move away, to withdraw; to move aside; to remove; to issue 
forth, to flow out, to come out (জল সরা, বাক  সরা); to come in and go out, to pass (বাতাস সরা); (sl.) 
to die; to decamp, to slip away; to move facilely (কলম সরা); to be willing or inclined (মন সরা); to be 
willing to work (হাত সরা). 

সরাই [ sarāi ] n an inn, a caravansarai. ̃ওয়ালা n. an innkeeper. 

সরােনা [ sarānō ] v to take aside, to remove, to withdraw; to transfer; to recall or dismiss; to 
steal or defalcate. সিরেয় রাখা v. to lay (something) aside, to keep for future use, to save. 

সরাসির [ sarāsari ] adv directly, straightway; straight ahead; in a cursory manner, summarily; 
outright. ☐ a. direct; straight; summary; outright. সরাসির িবচার summary trial, summary justice. 
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সির  [ sarit ] n a river, a stream. 

সরীসৃপ [ sarīsṛpa ] n a reptile. 

স  [ saru ] a of small girth or width, slender, delicate, thin; narrow; not coarse, fine; fine-spun; 
pointed (স  ডগা); subtle, fine (স  কাজ); treble, alto, tenor, soprano. স  গলা a thin or longish 
neck; a treble voice, alto, tenor, soprano. 

স প [ sarūpa ] a similar in form or shape or appearance; resembling. 

সেরজিমেন [ sarējaminē ] adv right on the spot. সেরজিমেন তদ  investigation on the spot, local in 
vestigation. 

সেরস [ sarēsa ] a best; excellent; superfine. 

সেরাজ [ sarōja ] n the lotus; the lily. সেরািজনী n. a lotus clump; lotuses collectively; a pond full of 
lilies. 

সেরাদ [ sarōda ] n sarod, a stringed musical instrument akin to the vina. সেরািদয়া n. one who 
plays on or is versed in playing on the aforesaid instrument. 

সেরাবর [ sarōbara ] n a large pond, a lake. 

সর হ [ sararuha ] n lotus. 

সেরােষ [ sarōṣē ] adv angrily, wrathfully. 

সগ   [ sarga ] n creation, origination; the physical nature, nature; (of a poetical work) a canto; 
any one of the three grand divisions of natural history ( ািণসগ  = the animal kingdom). 

সজ  [ sarja ] n the sal tree. 

সজ ন [ sarjana ] n creation. 

সজ রস [ sarjarasa ] n resin. 

সজ ী, সিজ কা [ sarjī, sarjikā ] n fuller's earth. 

সিদ   [ sardi ] n catarrhal inflammation of the mucous membrane, nasal catarrh; cold. সিদ   লাগা বা 
হওয়া v. to catch cold. ̃গরিম n. sunstroke. সিদ   ঝরেছ v. the nose runs. 
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সপ   [ sarpa ] n the snake, the serpent. সেপ   র  ুম mistaking a rope for a snake; (fig.) glaring 
misconception or hallucination. ̃দংশন n. snakebite. ̃দ  a. snakebit, bitten by a snake. ̃ভুক a. 
feeding on snakes (cp. serpentivorous). 

সপ  াঘাত [ sarpāghāta ] n snakebite. 

সিপ ণী [ sarpiṇī ] fem সপ   of and সপ  ী (a.) 

সিপ ল [ sarpila ] a serpentine, winding, tortuous, zigzag, meandering (সিপ  ল পথ, সিপ  ল গিত); spiral 
(সিপ  ল ি  ং). 

সপ ী [ sarpī ] a crawling, creeping, reptile, reptilian. ☐ n. fem. of সপ   । 

সব  [ sarba ] a all; whole, entire; complete, total, thorough; universal. ☐ n. Shiva (িশব). সব ংসহ a. 

tolerating everything, allenduring, omnipotent. fem. সব ংসহা । ̃কালীন a. of all times, all-time; 

working wholetime or covering whole time; wholetime. ̃কােল adv. in all times, ever. ̃ ণ n. all 
time; the whole time, all the time. ☐ adv. every moment, always. ̃গত a. all-pervading; 
omnipresent. ̃ ণাকর, ̃ ণাধার n. a container of all virtues or good qualities. ☐ a. (erron.) same 

as ̃ ণাি ত । ̃ ণাি ত a. endowed with all virtues or good qualities; all-good. ̃ াস n. total eclipse; act 

of devouring or grabbing everything. ̃ াসী a. all-devouring; all grabbing. fem. ̃ ািসনী । ̃জনি য় a. be 

loved of all, dear to all; universally popular. ̃জন ীকৃত a. universally or unanimously admitted or 
accepted. ̃জনিহত n. universal good, universal welfare; public good, public welfare. ̃জনিহতকর a. 
beneficial to all, good for all, universally good. ̃জনীন a. good for all, universally good; universal; 
public, common. ̃জনীনতা n. universality. ̃  a. all-knowing, omniscient. সব  তা n. omniscience. ̃ত 
adv. in all respects; in everything; everywhere; in all ways; by all means; entirely, wholly; 

thoroughly. সব েতাভােব same as ̃থা । ̃ত াগী a. all-renouncing, all-sacrificing. fem. ̃ত ািগনী । ̃  adv. 

every where; ever, in all times; in all directions; in all respects. ̃গামী capable of or given to going 

or reaching every where. fem. সব  গািমনী । ̃থা adv. in every way or manner, by all means; in all 

respects. ̃দশ ী a. all-seeing. fem. ̃দিশ নী । ̃দা adv. always, ever; in all times. ̃ ঃখহর a. removing all 

sorrows or afflictions. fem. ̃ ঃখহরা । ̃ দশীয় a. pertaining to all countries, international, universal; 

country-wide. ̃ধম সম য় n. synthesis or harmonization of all religions. ̃নাম n. (gr.) the pronoun. ̃নাশ 
n. complete or total destruction; utter ruin; great harm; a great danger or calamity. সব নাশ করা v. 
to destroy completely or totally; to ruin utterly; to undo (a person); to cause a great harm or 
danger or calamity (to). সব নাশ হওয়া v. to be destroyed completely; to be ruined utterly; to be 
undone; to be harmed greatly; to be placed in a great danger or calamity. ̃নাশা (loos.) a. same 
as ̃নাশী (a.). ☐ n. (usu. in mild reproach) one who undoes a person by exposing him or her to 
shame; a shameless man. ̃নাশী a. causing complete or total destruction; causing utter ruin; 

causing a great harm or danger or calamity to. ☐ n. fem. of ̃নাশা । fem a. ̃নািশনী । ̃িনয় া n. one who 
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controls everything; the Supreme Ruler, God. fem. ̃িনয় ী the controller of everything. ̃ নেশ coll. 

var. of ̃নাশা । ̃ কার a. of all kinds and varieties; omnigenous; all-round. ̃ কাের adv. in every way; in 

all respects. ̃ থম a. first, foremost. ̃ ধান a. chief of all, most distinguished; most important; pre-
eminent; chief; sovereign, supreme. ̃ি য় a. dear to everyone, beloved of all, popular with all, 
universally popular. ̃বািদস ত a. unanimously agreed or accepted, unanimous; universally agreed 

or accepted. ̃িবধ same as ̃ কার । ̃িবষেয় adv. in all matters; in everything; in all respects; in all 

subjects. ̃িবষহর a. counteracting all poisons. ̃িবষহর ওষুধ an antidote for all poisons, (cp.) the 
Venice treacle. ̃ব াপী a. all-pervading; ubiquitous; ubiquitarian; omnipresent; (loos.) universal. 

fem. ̃ব ািপনী । ̃ব ািপতা n. the state of being all-pervading; ubiquity; omnipresence; (loos.) 

universality. ̃ভুক a. omnivorous. ̃ভূত n. all created beings. ̃ভূতা া n. the Soul that is present or 
inherent in all created beings. ̃ম লা n. fem. one who is the cause or source of all good; Goddess 
Durga ( গ া). ̃ময় a. all-pervading; ubiquitous; ubiquitarian; omnipresent; all in all (সব ময় কত া); all-

powerful, sovereign, supreme; omnipotent. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃ রাগহর a. counteracting or curing all 

diseases. ̃ রাগহর ওষুধ n. a cure all, a panacea. ̃ লাক n. the whole universe; the whole world; all 
people of the world, everybody, all and sundry. ̃শি   েয়াগ করা v. to apply total or utmost 
strength or power; to exert one's utmost; to apply all powers or forces. ̃শি মান a. all-powerful, 
almighty, omnipotent. ̃শা   a. versed in all branches of learning or in all sciences or in all 
scriptures. ̃ শষ a. last of all, ultimate. ̃ শেষ adv. last of all, at last. ̃    a. best of all; pre-eminent; 
highest; supreme. ̃সমে  adv. before every body, in presence of all, in public, publicly, openly. ̃সম 
a. equal in all respects, congruent. ̃সময়, ̃সমেয় adv. all times or hours; always, ever; every 
time. ̃স ত a. unanimously approved or permitted or accepted or acknowledged. ̃স িত েম adv. 
unanimously; with unanimous approval or support. ̃সা েল  adv. in all, in the aggregate, as a 
whole, collectively. ̃সাধারণ n. the public, the people. ̃িসি  n. attainment or realization of all desires 
or ends; complete success. ̃  n. whatever one possesses, one's total possessions, one's all. ̃ হরণ n. 
robbing one of all one's belongings. ̃ া  a. robbed of one's all belongings; utterly ruined. ̃িহত 

same as ̃জনিহত । সব াংশ n. all parts. সব াংেশ adv. in every part; in all respects; completely, 

thoroughly; perfectly. সব া  a. foremost; first; lying in the forefront. সব াে  adv. in the fore most 
place; first of all, in the forefront. সব া  n. the whole body; all limbs. সব া   র a. beautiful in every 
limb; having a perfectly beautiful body; beautiful in all respects or in every part, perfectly 
beautiful. সব া ীণ a. covering the whole body, considering every limb; considering all aspects; 
thor ough, comprehensive; total, complete. সব াে  adv. all over the body, all over; in every limb; 
in all parts; in all respects; thoroughly, completely, totally. সব াণী n. Goddess Durga the wife of 
Sarva (সব ). সব া ক a. all-pervading; comprehensive; total, complete; all out; supreme, sovereign. 
সব াদৃত a. well received by all, dear to all; universally popular. সব ািধক a. most of all, most, greatest, 
highest, largest; utmost. সব ািধনায়ক n. the supreme leader; the commander-in-chief. সব াধ   n. the 
director-general; (loos.) the managing director. সব া ঃকরেণ adv. whole-heartedly, with all one's 
heart, heart and soul, willingly and completely. সব ােপ া adv. of all; beyond all; above all. সব াবয়ব 

same as সব া  । সব াভরণ n. ornament for all the different limbs; all ornaments. সব াথ  সাধক a. 

fulfilling all desires; realizing all ends; supplying all needs; (loos.) multipurpose (সব াথ  সাধক সমবায় 
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সিমিত বা িবদ ালয়. fem. সব াথ  সািধকা । সব াথ  িসি  n. same as সব িসি  । সেব  র n. the lord or master of all; 

the supreme lord; God; Shiva (িশব). ☐ a. having sovereign authority over everybody; supreme; 
sovereign. সেব সব া a. all in all; invested with absolute authority; all-ruling; predominant. সেব া  a. 
highest of all; most high, highest. সেব া ম a. best, choicest, most excellent. সেব াপির adv. on the 
topmost place; uppermost; above all. 

সষ প [ sarṣapa ] n mustard seed, rape-seed. সষ  প  তল n. mustard-oil. 

সল  [ salajja ] a abashed, ashamed; bashful, shy, modest, coy. 

সলমা [ salamā ] n diapers done with gold or silver thread. 

সলা [ salā ] n (dero. & usu. secret) conference, consultation, counsel (also সলা-পরামশ ). 

সিলতা [ salitā ] n a slender wick. 

সিলল [ salila ] n water. ̃সমািধ n. a watery grave; drowning; loss or destruction by sinking; (fig.) 
utter loss, irrevocable loss. 

স কী [ sallakī ] n the porcupine, the hedgehog. 

সশ  [ saśabda ] a attended with a noise, sounding; attended with a loud noise; noisy; 
clamorous. সশে  adv. with a noise or sound; with a loud noise; noisily; clamorously. 

সশরীের [ saśarīrē ] adv in the mortal body, alive (সশরীের  গ লাভ); in person, bodily (সশরীের আগমন). 

সশ  [ saśastra ] a armed; in arms. 

স   [ saśraddha ] a respectful, deferential. 

স ম [ saśrama ] a rigorous (স ম কারাদ ড). 

সস া [ sasattbā ] a. fem with child or young, pregnant. ̃ব হা n. pregnancy. 

সস ম [ sasambhrama ] a full of reverence mixed with awe and submission, deferential. সস েম 
adv. with deference. 

সস ান [ sasammāna ] a respectful; honourable. সস ােন adv. with respect; with honour, 
honourably; (academic) with honours (সস ােন িব.এ. পাস করা). 
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সসাগরা [ sasāgarā ] a. fem consisting of or comprising oceans and seas (in addition to land), 
inclusive of oceans and seas. সসাগরা ধরণী the earth (or the landed portion of the earth) with all 
oceans and seas, the whole earth. 

সসীম [ sasīma ] a finite. 

সেসিমরা [ sasēmirā ] n stupefaction, bewilderment, nonplus, daze. 

সৈস  [ sasainya ] a attended with armed forces. সৈসে  adv. with armed forces. 

স া [ sastā ] a cheap. স ার িতন অব হা (fig.) cheap and nasty, a charger bought cheap turns a sorry 
nag. 

স ীক [ sastrīka ] a accompanied by one's wife, with wife. 

সে হ [ sasnēha ] a affectionate; loving. সে েহ adv. affectionately; lovingly, tenderly. 

সি ত [ sasmita ] a smiling. ̃বদন n. a smiling face. ☐ a. having a smiling face. fem. a. ̃বদনা । ̃বদেন 
adv. with a smiling face. 

-সহ1 [ -saha1 ] sfx expressing: capable of enduring, enduring; tolerable. 

সহ2 [ saha2 ] prep together with, with. ☐ a. (used as a pfx.) acting together, co-; accompanying; 
having common interests, occupations, faiths etc.; associating; inherent; assisting, assistant, 
deputy, subjoint. ̃অিধকত া n. an assistant director. ̃কম ী n. a co-worker, a colleague; an 
associate. ̃কারী n. a co-worker; an assistant. ̃গ n. (alg.) a co-efficient. ̃গমন n. act of going together; 
accompanying; act of dying together; act of burning oneself to death on one's husband's funeral 
pyre. সহগমন করা v. to go together; to accompany; to die to gether; to burn oneself to death on 
one's husband's funeral pyre. ̃গামী a. going together; accompanying; (rare) dying together or 

burning oneself to death on another's funeral pyre. fem. ̃গািমনী । ̃গামী হওয়া same as সহগমন করা 
। ̃ঘটন n. concurrence. ̃ঘটমান a. concurrent. ̃চর, ̃চারী a. going to gether; accompanying; keeping 

company with; (gr.—of words) correlative. ☐ n. a companion; an associate; a friend; a 

confidant (fem. a confidante); an attendant, a follower. fem. ̃চরী, ̃চািরণী । ̃জাত a. born at the same 

time; born of the same womb and (usu.) at the same time; twin; inborn; inherent, innate. সহজাত 
অিধকার birthright. সহজাত সং ার an instinct. ̃দূত n. an attache. ̃ধিম ণী n. fem. a wife associating with 
her husband in practice of virtues; (pop.) a wife. ̃ধম ী a. following the same faith or religion; 
having common propensities or virtues or properties or functions. ☐ n. a co-religionist. ̃পাঠী n. a 

fellow-student, a class-fellow, a class-mate, fem. ̃পািঠনী । সহ- ধানিশ ক n. an assistant 

headmaster. সহ  ধানিশি কা fem. an assistant headmistress, ̃বাস n. living or dwelling to gether; 
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cohabitation. সহবাস করা v. to live or dwell together; to cohabit. ̃ভাব n. co-existence, 
concomitance. ̃মরণ n. dying together; burning oneself to death on one's husband's funeral pyre. 
সহমরেণ যাওয়া v. to die together; to burn oneself to death on one's husband's funeral pyre. ̃মিম তা n. 
sympathy; empathy; compassion. ̃মম ী a. sympathetic, compassionate. ̃মৃতা a. fem. one who has 
died with one's husband; one who has courted death by burning oneself on one's husband's 
funeral pyre. ̃যা ী a. going or travelling together; accompanying. ☐ n. a companion; a fellow 

traveller. fem. ̃যাি ণী । সহযা ী হওয়া v. to go or travel or journey together; to 

accompany. ̃ যাগ, ̃ যািগতা n. act of associating; co-operation. সহেযািগতা করা v. to associate (with); to 
co-operate (with). ̃ যাগী a. associating; co-operating. ☐ n. an associate; a co-worker, a colleague, 
a comrade; a co-operator. fem. সহেযাগী স াদক an associate editor. ̃ যােগ adv. (used as prep.) 
together with; mixed with; with. ̃ যাজন n. coordination. ̃ যািজত a. co-ordinated. ̃ যা া n. a fellow-
soldier, a brother-at arms. ̃িশ ক n. an assistant master (fem. an assistant mistress), an assistant 

teacher. fem. ̃িশি কা । ̃সিচব n. an assistant secretary. ̃সমীকরণ n. (alg.) simultaneous equation. 

সহকার [ sahakāra ] n the mango tree; a mango twig; সহকার-শাখা n. a mango twig; a bough of 
mango tree. 

সহকাের [ sahakārē ] adv (used as a prep.) with (য সহকাের = with care). 

সহকারী [ sahakārī ] a assisting, assistant, sub-. ☐ n. an assistant. fem. সহকািরণী । সহকারী  ধানিশ ক 
an assistant headmaster. সহকারী স াদক an assistant editor; an assistant secretary. 

সহজ [ sahaja ] a inborn, innate, instinctive; natural, inherent; easy, not difficult or strenuous, 
simple; easily understood, plain; not crooked or tough, simple, plain (সহজ  লাক). ̃গম  a. easily 
accessible; (fig.) easy to understand. ̃পাচ  a. easily digestible; easy to digest. ̃ বৃি  n. an 
instinct. ̃বুি  n. common sense; mother wit; (erron.) an instinct. ̃ বাধ  a. easily understood or 
comprehensible or intelligible. ̃লভ  a. easily available or obtainable. ̃সাধন n. a form of worship in 
which a devotee acts according to the dictates of his or her instincts. সহিজয়া n. same as ̃সাধন, 

and—a Vaishnava or Buddhist community practising ̃সাধন । সহেজ a. without difficulty, easily. 

সহন [ sahana ] n enduring or suffering; toleration; patience. ̃শীল a. enduring; tolerant; patient. 

fem. ̃শীলা । ̃শীলতা n. endurance; tolerance; patience. সহনীয় a. bearable, endurable, sufferable; 
tolerable. 

সহবত [ sahabata ] n manners learnt in society; company, association, society; manners, good 
manners, courtesy. 

সহষ  [ saharṣa ] a joyful; gleeful. সহেষ   adv. joy fully; gleefully. 
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সহসা [ sahasā ] adv suddenly; unexpectedly, all at once, all on a sudden, all of a sudden. 

সহ  [ sahasra ] n & a thousand. ☐ a. innumerable, countless; many and diverse. সহ  সহ  
thousands and thousands of, thousands of, many thousands, innumerable, countless. ̃ক n. a 
millennium. ̃কর, ̃িকরণ n. one emitting countless rays; the sun. ̃তম a. thousandth. ̃দল a. thousand-
petalled; having innumerable petals. ̃ধা adv. in a thousand ways; in countless ways; in manifold 
ways. ̃ধারা n. a cascade falling in innumerable streams; a fountain spouting in countless streams; 
a river flowing in a great many streams. ̃পদ n. the centipede, a myriapod. ̃ করণ a. innumerable 
kinds of, many and diverse, manifold. ̃বার adv. countless times, many times, thousand 
times. ̃ লাচন a. thousand-eyed, (cp.) Argus eyed. ☐ n. Indra (ই ), the king of gods. ̃শীষ  a. 
hydraheaded. সহ ার n. lotus-shaped substance within the cranium. 

সহা [ sahā ] v to bear; to suffer; to endure; to sustain; to be inured (to) (শীত ী  সহা); to be 
acclimatized (আবহাওয়া সহা); to tolerate, to stand (অ ায় সহা); to brook (অপমান সহা). 

সহািধকার     [ sahādhikāra kṣētra ] n concurrent jurisdiction. 

সহাধী ক, সহাধ   [ sahādhīkṣaka, sahādhyakṣa ] n an assistant superintendent. 

সহা ভূিত [ sahānubhūti ] n sympathy; compassion; fellow-feeling. ̃শীল a. sympathetic or 
compassionate. ̃স   a. sympathetic; compassionate. 

সহােনা [ sahānō ] v to cause to bear or suffer or endure or sustain; to inure; to acclimatize. 

সহায় [ sahāẏa ] n an aider; a helper; a patron; an assistant; a supporter; an ally; aid; help; 
patronization; assistant; support; a prop; a resource. ̃ক a. aiding; helping; patronizing; assisting; 
supporting; accessory; abetting; (gr.) auxiliary. সহায়ক ি য়া (gr.) an auxiliary verb. ̃তা n. aid; help; 
patronization; assistance; support; abetment. সহায়তা করা v. to aid; to help; to patronize; to assist; 

to support; to abet. সহায়তাকারী same as সহায়ক । ̃স ল n. friends to turn to and resources to fall 
back on. ̃স লহীন a. one without any resource or support; utterly helpless. 

সহা  [ sahāsya ] a smiling; laughing. ̃বদেন, ̃মুেখ adv. with a smiling face. 

সিহ ু [ sahiṣṇu ] a having fortitude; stoical; patient, enduring; tolerant. ̃তা n. fortitude; 
patience, endurance; toleration, tolerance. 

সিহস [ sahisa ] n a syce, a groom. 
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স দয় [ sahṛdaẏa ] a large-hearted, magnanimous; cordial (স দয় অভ থ  না); sincere and amiable 

(স দয় কথাবাত া); appreciative, appreciatory, sympathetic, considerate (স দয় িবচার). fem. স দয়া । ̃তা 
n. large-heartedness, magnanimity; sympathy, compassion, kind-heartedness, amiability. 

সেহাদর [ sahōdara ] a born of the same mother. ☐ n. a brother born of the same mother, a 
brother. সেহাদরা a. fem. of সেহাদর (a.). ☐ n. a sister born of the same mother, a sister. 

স  [ sahya ] a endurable, bearable; tolerable; endured, suffered, tolerated (স  হওয়া); 
acclimatized (আবহাওয়া স  হওয়া) ☐ n. endurance, fortitude, tolerance (সে র সীমা = the limit of 
one's patience, a limit to one's patience); the northern portion of the Western Ghat mountain 
range (usu. স াি ). স  করা v. to endure, to suffer, to bear; to tolerate, to brook, to put up 

with. ̃ ণ n. the quality of bearing patiently, forbearance. স াতীত same as অস  । 

সা [ sā ] n (mus.) the first note of the gamut, C-major. 

সাইজ [ sāija ] n size. 

সাইনেবাড  [ sāinabōrḍa ] n a sighboard. 

সাইেরন [ sāirēna ] n a siren. 

সাউ [ sāu ] n a merchant (by caste or profession); a moneylender. 

সাউকাির [ sāukāri ] n pretence of honesty or innocence; assumed self-importance or 
pompousness. 

সাংেকিতক [ sāṅkētika ] a symbolic, symbolical. ☐ n. (arith.) practice. 

সাংখ  [ sāṅkhya ] n a philosophical treatise written by Kapil; the Sankhya system of philosophy. 

সাংিখ ক [ sāṅkhyika ] a numeral, figural. 

সাংঘািতক [ sāṅghātika ] a fatal; mortal; terrible; tremendous. 

সাংব সর, সাংব সিরক [ sāmbatsara, sāmbatsarika ] a continuing for a year; occurring every 
year; yearly, annual. 

সাংবািদক [ sāmbādika ] a pertaining to news; journalistic. ☐ n. a journalist. সাংবািদকতা n. 
journalism. সাংবািদকতা করা v. to work as a journalist. 
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সাংসািরক [ sāṃsārika ] a domestic, familial; earthly, mundane, secular. সাংসািরক  ান worldly 
wisdom. 

সাং ৃিতক [ sāṃskṛtika ] a cultural. 

সাঁই2 [ sām̐i2 ] n a religious instructor or associate or preceptor; God. 

সাঁইি শ [ sām̐itriśa ] n & a thirty-seven. 

সাঁওতাল [ sām̐ōtāla ] n an aboriginal tribe of India, Santals; a Santal. 

সাঁেকা [ sān̐kō ] n a bridge; a culvert. 

সাঁজা [ sān̐jā ] n rennet. 

সাঁজাল [ sān̐jāla ] n fumigation by burning hay etc. in order to expel or repel mosquitoes. 

সাঁেজায়া [ sān̐jōẏā ] n armour, a coat of mail. সাঁেজায়া গাি  n. an armoured car. 

সাঁট [ sān̐ṭa ] n brevity (সাঁেট সারা); a hint, a gesture (সাঁট  বাঝা). সাঁেট adv. by hint, by a subtle 
insinuation; in short, in brief, briefly. 

সাঁটা [ sān̐ṭā ] v to fix or attach esp. tightly; to hold firmly, to grip ( সেঁট ধরা); (facet.) to 
gormandize, to gorge oneself with. ̃ না v. to eat voraciously, to gorge oneself with, to eat 
greedily. 

সাঁ ািশ [ sān̐ḍ◌়āśi ] n tongs; forceps; pincers; সাঁ ািশ অিভযান n. (mil.) a pincer-movement. 

সাঁতরােনা [ sān̐tarānō ] v to swim. 

সাঁতলােনা [ sān̐talānō ] v to singe lightly with spices in oil, clarified butter or fat. ☐ a. singed. 

সাঁতার [ sān̐tāra ] n swimming; natation. সাঁতার কাটা, সাঁতার  দওয়া v. to swim. সাঁতার কাটার প ুর a 
swimming pool; (U. S.) a natatorium. সাঁতার-জল n. a mass of water so deep that one has to swim 
to keep oneself afloat. সাঁতা  n. a swimmer; an expert swimmer. 

সাঁিপ [ sām ̐pi ] n the roundish part at the front of the stocks into which the neck of a beast is 
put for immolation; a ferrule. 

সাকল  [ sākalya ] n entirety; totality; the total amount or number. সাকেল  adv. in all. 
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সাকার [ sākāra ] a having a form or body, bodied, corporeal. সাকার-উপাসনা, সাকােরাপাসনা n. a form of 
worship in which deities are conceived as having forms; idolatry. ̃বাদ n. the doctrine that 

upholds সাকােরাপাসনা । সাকােরাপাসক n. an idolator. ☐ a. idolatrous. 

সািক [ sāki ] n a young lad or girl serving wine, a young tapster. 

সািকন [ sākina ] n a place of one's residence, address. 

সা র [ sākṣara ] a literate. সা রতা n. literacy. 

সা া  [ sākṣāt ] a visible, bodied or incarnate (সা া  মৃতু ); appearing in person (সা া  যম); 
resembling, equal to (মাতািপতা সা া   দবতা); direct. ☐ n. visibility in body, visible or perceptible 
presence (ঈ েরর সা া লাভ); a meeting, an interview (ব ুর সা া লাভ); presence (সা ােত বলা). সা া  
করা v. to pay a visit to, to visit, to call on; to interview. সা া  পাওয়া v. to be able to meet (with); to 
have a meeting with; to happen to meet (with); to have an interview (with); (theol.) to be in 

communion (with). ̃কার n. meeting; interview. ̃কারী n. visitor; an interviewee. fem. ̃কািরণী । ̃ াথ  ী a & 

n. one who asks for or seeks an interview (with). fem. ˜ ািথ  নী । ̃স   n. direct relation; outward or 
formal relation. সা ােত adv. in one's presence; face to face. 

সাি েগাপাল [ sākṣigōpāla ] n a holy place near Puri which Krishna (ক ৃ) visited; (fig.) one 
rendered powerless and capable only of witnessing (other's misdeeds), a puppet. 

সা ী [ sākṣī ] n a witness; an eye-witness. সা ী প ােনা v. to prime or tutor a witness. সা ী মানা v. 
to cite one as a witness; to call upon one as a witness. সা ীর কাঠগ া the witness-box. সা ীর 
জবানবি  deposition of a witness or his examination in chief. সা ীর  জরা cross-examination of a 
witness. ̃সাবুদ n. witness and evidence. 

সা   [ sākṣya ] n witness, testimony, evidence; deposition. সা    দওয়া v. to give evidence, to 
bear witness, to depose. 

সাগর [ sāgara ] n a sea; an ocean; a bay (বে াপসাগর). ̃পার n. seashore; the other shore or side of a 
sea. ̃পাের adv. on the seashore; beyond seas, abroad. ̃ মখলা a sea-girt. ̃সংগম n. the place where a 
river (esp. the Ganges) falls into a sea. 

সা  [ sāgu ] n sago.  ধসা  n. milk mixed with boiled sago. ̃দানা n. a grain of sago; sago. 

সা হ [ sāgraha ] a eager, earnest; intent; wistful. সা েহ adv. eagerly, earnestly, intently. 
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সাঙা [ sāṅā ] n a form of Hindu widow marriage where religious solemnities are more or less 
ignored. 

সাঙাত [ sāṅāta ] n (use. dero.) a friend, a companion; an accomplice. 

সা  [ sāṅga ] a bodied, corporeal; having all the limbs; complete in all part; completed, finished; 
ended. সা  করা v. to complete, to finish; to end. 

সা  পক [ sāṅgarūpaka ] n (rhet.) prolonged or continued metaphor. 

সাে াপা  [ sāṅgōpāṅga ] a inclusive of all parts; attended by all friends and followers; attended 
by the whole retinue, in train. ☐ n. pl. friends and followers collectively; retinue, train. 

সা া [ sāccā ] a true; genuine, real, pure; upright or righteous. 

সাজ [ sāja ] n dress, raiment, garb; an ornament, a decorative article to be put on; equipment, 
outfit; make up; equipage; appurtenance; (dial.) rennet. ̃ গাজ n. dressing; meticulous dressing. ̃ঘর 
n. a greenroom. ̃  a. embellishing, beautifying, decorative. ̃শ n. collusion ( যাগসাজেশ). ☐ a. (loos.) 
got-up (সাজশ মামলা = a got-up case.) ̃স া n. full dress; equipment, outfit; euipage; dressing; make-
up; decoration; furniture and fittings. ̃সর াম n. equipment, outfit; equipage; appurtenance; 
furniture and fittings. 

সাজা1 [ sājā1 ] n punishment. সাজা  দওয়া v. to punish; to award a punishment. সাজা পাওয়া v. to be 
punished. 

সাজা2 [ sājā2 ] v to dress and embellish oneself; to be decorated; to assume a false dress or 
appearance, to disguise oneself, to pretend to be (সাধু সাজা); (of an actor or actress) to make up; 
to take up the role of (যা ায় ক ৃ সাজা); to equip oneself (যুে র জ  সাজা); to process (an intoxicant 
etc.) for inhaling or chewing (তামাক সাজা, পান সাজা); to behave, to become ( তামােক সােজ না). ☐ a. 
appearing as, disguised, pretending; (of an in toxicant etc.) processed for inhaling or chewing. 

সাজাত  [ sājātya ] n the state of being of the same nation or tribe or class; cognateness, 
kindredness; homogeneity. 

সাজােনা [ sājānō ] v to dress and embellish; to decorate; to dress and lay artistically (বাগান 
সাজােনা); to dress (another) so as to give a false appearance, to disguise, to cause to pretend to 
be; to dress (an actor or actress); to cause to take up the role of; to equip; (of a ship etc.) to fit 
out; to cause to process (an intoxicant etc.) for inhaling or chewing or smoking (কলেক সাজােনা); to 
place in order (মালপ  সাজােনা); (of an army etc.) to array; to fabricate, to concoct, to cook, to get 
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up (মামলা সাজােনা). ☐ a. dressed and embellished; decorated, disguised; artistically laid and 
dressed; fabricated, got-up; concocted. 

সািজ1 [ sāji1 ] n a small high-rimmed and usually round wicker-tray. 

সািজ2, সািজমািট [ sāji2, sājimāṭi ] n fuller's earth. 

সােজা [ sājō ] a today's; fresh, recent; washed with fuller's earth within a few hours. (সােজা কাপ ). 

☐ adv. recently, afresh (সােজা ভানা). ☐ n. same as ̃বািস । ̃বািস n. the system of washing clothes etc. 
with fuller's earth within a few hours; a washerman who washes clothes in the aforesaid 
system. 

সাট2 [ sāṭa2 ] n (dero.) mutual understanding; collusion; a conspiracy. 

সািটন [ sāṭina ] n satin. 

সা  [ sāḍ◌় ] n sensibility; sensitivity, sensation; feeling; perception; consciousness. 

সা  র [ sāḍ◌়mbara ] a pompous; ostentatious; showy. সা  ের adv. pompously; ostentatiously. 

সা া [ sāḍ◌়ā ] n sound, noise; response, answer; reaction, response (উি েদর সা া); great 
animation or hubbub or noise, excitement (সা া পে েছ); voice, speech or word (মুেখ সা া  নই); sign 
of existence, throbbing ( ােণর সা া). সা া  দওয়া v. to respond, to answer; to react or respond. ̃শ  

almost same as সা া । 

সাে  [ sāḍ◌়ē ] a including also a half. সাে  দশ ten and a half. সাে  দশটা half past ten. সাে  দশ টাকা 
ten and a half rupees. সাে  দশ মাইল ten and a half miles, ten miles and a half. সাে  বি শ ভাজা (fig.) 
a promiscuous mixture of different things; a medley; an assortment of different things. 

সাত [ sāta ] n. & a seven. সাত খনু মাফ (fig.) condonation of every failing or offence, act of keeping 
one's eyes closed to all failings or offences of a particular person. esp. a favourite. সাত চে  রা না 
 বেরােনা (fig.) the practice of taking every insult or oppression lying down, extreme meekness or 
inertia. সাত নকেল আসল খা া (fig.) repeated imitation makes the original lose its identity. সাত সমু  
 তেরা নদীর পার (in folk tales) a place where a human being can hardly go, (cp.) a place at the end 
of the world or beyond the corners of the world. সােতও  নই পাঁেচও  নই (fig.) having no concern 
with, perfectly disinterested or aloof. সাতই n. the seventh day of a month, the seventh. ☐ a. (of 
the days of a month) seventh. ̃কা ড a. consisting of or divided into seven cantos; lengthy. ☐ adv. 
in detail, at great length (সাতকা ড বলা বা  শানা). সাতকা ড রামায়ণ (fig.) a lengthy or detailed narrative 
or account. ̃চি শ n. & a. forty-seven. ˜জে  adv. (ever) in the long past or future. ̃তা াতাি  adv. with 
an excessive haste, much too hastily. ̃নির a. having seven tiers or strings (সাতনির হার). ̃নলা a. seven-
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barrelled (সাতনলা ব ক). ̃-পাঁচ a. many and diverse. ☐ adv. about this and that. (সাত-পাঁচ ভাবা). ̃পু ষ 
n. seven generations upwards or downwards; the long past or future. ̃ষি  n. & a. sixty-seven. 
˜সকাল n. very early morning. ̃সেতেরা n. miscellany; a variety. 

সাতা [ sātā ] n the seven of playing-cards. 

সাতা র [ sātāttara ] n. & a seventy-seven. 

সাতা  [ sātānna ] n. & a fifty-seven. 

সাতাশ [ sātāśa ] n. & a twenty-seven. 

সাতািশ [ sātāśi ] n. & a eighty-seven. 

সাতােশ [ sātāśē ] n the twenty-seventh day of a month, the twenty-seventh. ☐ a. (of the days of 
a month) twenty-seventh. 

সািতশয় [ sātiśaẏa ] a overmuch, excessive, exceeding; extreme. ☐ adv. overmuch, excessively, 
exceedingly; extremely. 

সাি ক [ sāttbika ] a of or proceeding from or having স  ণ that is, goodness and purity (সাি ক 
আচরণ, সাি ক  লাক); unconcerned about the consequence, dispassionate; pure; not actuated by 
any desire and unostentatious (সাি ক পূজা বা দান). সাি ক আহার plain and simple food; a simple 
fare. ̃তা n. purity in living, dispassionateness or unostentatiousness. 

সাথ [ sātha ] n (dial.) company (সােথর  লাক). ☐ prep. same as সােথ । 

সািথ [ sāthi ] n a companion; an associate. 

সােথ [ sāthē ] prep with, in company of. 

সাদর [ sādara ] a cordial (সাদর অভ থ  না). সাদের adv. cordially, ̃স াষণ n. cordial address or reception. 

সাদা [ sādā ] a white; grey; white-skinned (সাদা আদিম); free from angularities, candid, simple (সাদা 
মন); categorical, plain, unequivocal, downright (সাদা কথা); innocent (সাদা কাজ); having no coloured 
border or furbelow or flounce (সাদা ধুিত); unwritten, blank (সাদা কাগজ); unblurred; unintoxicated 
(সাদা  চাখ). ☐ n. the white colour; the white-skinned people, the white race. সই করা সাদা কাগজ 
carte blanche. সাদােক কােলা এবং কােলােক সাদা করা (fig.) to misrepresent things or tell lies obviously 
and shamelessly, to lie in one's throat. ̃চাম া n. white skin; the white skinned people. ̃ ট a. 
whitish. সাদামাঠা, সাদামাটা, সাদািসধা,, (coll.) সাদািসেধ a. free from angularities, candid, simple; simple-
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hearted, plain-living, ordinary; unostentatious, plain; categorical, unequivocal, downright, 
straight-cut; not crooked, honest; frank; straight; unornamented; bald, having no vicissitude, 
uninteresting; dull, drab. ̃সাপটা a. simple, plain; unostentatious. 

সািদ2 [ sādi2 ] n a horseman or horse-soldier; an elephant-rider or elephant-soldier. 

সাদ ৃ [ sādṛśya ] n likeness; resemblance; similarity; affinity; equality; an image, a portrait. 

সাধ [ sādha ] n desire; longing; fancy or choice (সােধর ব ); voluntary will, volition, pleasure, one's 
own accord (সাধ কের মৃতু বরণ); option; a ceremony for giving desired articles of food to a pregnant 
woman (সাধ  দওয়া বা সাধ খাওয়া). সাধ করা v. to desire; to long (for); to choose; to volunteer (for); to 
opt (for). সাধ কের adv. voluntarily; wilfully; willingly. সাধ িমিটেয় adv. satisfying one's desire; to 
one's satisfaction. 

সাধক [ sādhaka ] a austerely endeavouring to achieve an end; practising asceticaus terities; 
engaged in austere worship of God; performing or realizing; helping to perform or realize. ☐ n. 
an austere endeavourer; one who practises ascetic austerities; a worshipper of god; a wor 
shipper, votary, a devotee. 

সাধন [ sādhana ] n austere endeavour; austere ascetic practice; worship of God; worship; 
performance, accomplishment; realization or attainment; a means, an instrument, a tool. সাধন 
করা v. to perform or accomplish or realize or attain esp. by dint of austere or arduous 
endeavour. ̃প  n. an instrument. ̃ ি য়া n. the mode of worship of God; the mode of 
accomplishment. ̃ভজন n. religious prayer or meditation and worship. 

সাধনা [ sādhanā ] n same as সাধন, and—austere or arduous practice (সংগীত সাধনা); austerities; an 
object to attain for which an arduous endeavour is being made (আমােদর সােধর সাধনা); an austere 
vow or difficult goal (ভারেতর সাধনা); importunity (সাধ সাধনা). সাধন করা v. to endeavour austerely or 
arduously; to be engaged in austere ascetic practice; to worship God; to practice austerely or 
arduously; (rare) to importunate. 

সাধনীয় [ sādhanīẏa ] a that for the accomplishment or attainment of which arduous endeavour 
should be made; to be performed or attained; worshipful, adorable. 

সাধম   [ sādharmya ] n likeness, similarity, resem blance, mark or quality exactly alike. 

সাধা [ sādhā ] v to endeavour or practise austerely or arduously (ম  সাধা); to try to improve by 
practice (গলা সাধা); to accomplish (কাজ সাধা); to attain or realize ('সািধেত মেনর সাধ'); to offer (ঘুস 
সাধা); to volunteer ( সেধ িবপেদ প া); to bring about, to put forward; to offer (বাদ সাধা); to try to 
pacify or appease (পােয় ধের সাধা); to importunate (না সাধেল  স আসেব না); (gr.) to derive (as a word). 
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☐ a. improved or chastened or prepared by practice (সাধা গলা); held out for acceptance, offered 
(সাধা ভাত). 

সাধােনা [ sādhānō ] v to cause to endeavour or practise austerely or arduously; to make one try 
to improve by practice; to cause to importunate. 

সাধারণ [ sādhāraṇa ] a ordinary, common, usual; banal, trite (সাধারণ  লখা); trifling, venial (সাধারণ 
অপরাধ); public (সাধারণ পাঠাগার); general (সাধারণ সভা); universal (সাধারণ মত); generic (বেগ র সাধারণ নাম); 

including all, at large (জনসাধারণ). ☐ n. the public, the people, the commonalty. fem. সাধারণী । 
সাধারণ কৃত ক a. general service. সাধারণ ধম  a general property or characteristic. সাধারণ ভিব িনিধ the 
general provident fund. সাধারণত adv. ordinarily, usually, commonly; generally. ̃ত  n. a republic. 
সাধারণত  িদবস n. the Republic Day. ̃ত বাদী, ̃ত ী a. republican. ☐ n. a republican. ̃ভােব adv. generally, 
in general terms. সাধারণ িশ া n. general education. সাধারণ  n. general properties or characteristics; 
the public; the people, the commonality. 

সাধাসািধ [ sādhāsādhi ] n importunity. সাধাসািধ করা v. to importunate, to make repeated requests, 
to entreat. 

সািধকা [ sādhikā ] fem of সাধক । 

সািধত [ sādhita ] a austerely or arduously endeavoured or practised; performed or 
accomplished; attained; proved; (gr.) derived. সািধত ধাতু (gr.) a derivative verb, a derivative; (gr.) 
a derivative verb, a derivative. সািধত শ  (gr.) a derivative. 

সািধ  [ sādhitra ] n an instrument, a tool, an appliance. 

সাধ ু [ sādhu ] a pious, saintly, virtuous, righteous, honest; good, noble; elegant, chaste, polite, 
refined (সাধু ভাষা); proper, correct, appropriate, idiomatic (সাধু েয়াগ). ☐ n. a saint, an ascetic, an 
anchorite; a merchant, a trader; a usurer; a money lender. ☐ int. excellent (সাধু ! সাধু !). সাধু 
অিভ ায় honest or noble desire, honest intention. সাধু সাবধান (lit.) O merchant, beware of the 
swindler or thief, (cp.) caveat emptor; (fig.) beware of the danger. ̃িগির n. a show of honesty or 
piety; simulation of piety or honesty or goodness, sanctimoniousness, sanctimony; (usu. facet.) 
act of leading the life of an ascetic. ̃তা n. saintliness, piousness, piety, virtuousness, 
righteousness, honesty, integrity; goodness, nobility. ̃তাচারণ n. honest or upright or virtuous or 
good behaviour or dealing; practice of piety or virtue. ̃বাদ n. applause, praise, approbation; 
thanksgiving. সাধুবাদ  দওয়া v. to applaud, to praise; to thank. ̃ভাষা n. chaste or elegant or polished 
language (cp. চিলতভাষা). ̃স  n. association with saints and ascetics; company of saints and 
ascetics, good company. ̃স ত a. virtuous, honest (সাধুস ত উপায়). 

সােধ [ sādhē ] adv of one's own accord, willingly ('সােধ িক আর বাবা বেল'). 
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সা ী [ sādhbī ] n. fem a virtuous or chaste woman; a faithful wife; (loos.) a female saint. ☐ a. 
fem. virtuous, chaste; faithful to one's husband. 

সাধ  [ sādhya ] a within the range of one's capability ( ব েলর সাধ  নয়); capable of being done or 
accomplished or attained; curable; to be proved or deduced or inferred. ☐ n. (log.) a major 
term, an inference; (law) a point at issue; (pop.) capability, ability (সােধ র বাইের). ̃তা n. 
attainability; the range of one's capability; feasibility. ̃পে  adv. as much as one can do, to the 

best of one's ability. ̃পাল n. a bailiff. ̃বিহভূ ত same as সাধ াতীত । ̃মেতা, সাধ া  প, সাধ া যায়ী a. within the 

range of one's capability. ☐ adv. same as সাধ পে  । সাধ ািতির , সাধ াতীত a. beyond the range of 

one's capability. সাধ া সাের same as সাধ পে  । ̃সাধনা n. repeated importunities. 

সানক, সানিক [ sānaka, sānaki ] n a plate or dish of china clay or porcelain. 

সান  [ sānanda ] a joyful; glad; happy; pleased. সানে  adv. joyfully, cheerfully; gladly; happily; 
with pleasure. 

সানা2 [ sānā2 ] v to knead. 

সানাই [ sānāi ] n a kind of wooden wind-instrument. 

সা  [ sānu ] n a level area on the top of a mountain, a tableland, a plateau. 

সা ক  [ sānukampa ] a compassionate. 

সা জ [ sānuja ] a attended or accompanied by one's younger brother. 

সা নয় [ sānunaẏa ] a full of supplication or entreaty. সা নয়  াথ  না a humble prayer. সা নেয় adv. 
supplicatingly, entreatingly. 

সা নািসক [ sānunāsika ] a nasal. 

সা রাগ [ sānurāga ] a full of love or attachment, loving. 

সা  [ sānta ] a finite; limited. 

সা র [ sāntara ] a having space at intervals, sparse; rare; porous. 

সা ারা [ sāntārā ] n an orange-like fruit. 
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সা না [ sāntanā ] n consolation; solace. সা না  দওয়া v. to console, to solace. ̃কারী, ̃দাতা a. & n. one 

who consoles. fem. ˜কািরণী, ̃দা ী । ̃দান n. (act of giving) consolation. ̃দায়ক, ̃ দ a. consolatory, 
consoling, solacing. ̃বাক  n. consolatory speech or words. 

সাি  [ sāntri ] n an armed guard or watchman; a soldier on guard, a sentry; (erron.) a policeman. 

সা  [ sāndra ] a dense, thick; (of liquids) concentrated, condensed, thick, viscid, viscous. ̃তা n. 
density, thickness; viscosity. ̃তা  n. co-efficient of viscosity. সা তামাপক n. a viscometer. 

সা   [ sāndhya ] a of evening. ̃তারা, ̃তারকা n. the evening-star, vesper. ̃দীপ n. an evening-
lamp. ̃ দিনক an evening newspaper, an evening news daily. ̃পির দ n. evening-dress. ̃বায়,ু ̃সমীরণ n. 
evening-breeze. ̃ ভাজ n. a dinner; a supper. ̃ মণ n. evening walk. ̃সংগীত n. evening 
song. ̃সি লনী, ̃সে লন n. an evening-party. 

সাি ধ  [ sānnidhya ] n proximity, closeness; presence, company (  র সাি ধ ). সাি ধ  এ ােনা v. to 
avoid the company of; to give a wide berth to. 

সাি পািতক [ sānnipātika ] a marked by disorder of three humours of the body, namely, blood, 
bile and phelgm. সাি পািতক  র typhoid, enteric fever. 

সা য় [ sānbaẏa ] a containing rendering into prose with the grammatical connections shown or 
made explicit (সা য় ব াখ া). 

সাপ [ sāpa ] n a snake, a serpent; (fig.) a malicious person. সাপও মের লািঠও ভাে  (fig.) 
accomplishment of a difficult job without sustaining any loss or damage. সাপ হেয় কাটা আর  রাজা 
হেয় ঝা া (fig.) to hunt with the hound and run with the hare. সােপর ছঁুেচা  গলা (fig.) involvement in 
a nauseating or unpleasant affair which cannot now be shaken off. সােপর পাঁচ-পা  দখা (fig.) to get 
extremely audacious as if one has come into possession of some rare power. সােপর হাঁিচ  বেদয়  চেন 
(fig.) a jeweller knows the shine of a gem. 

সাপট [ sāpaṭa ] n loud bragging or bullying; a violent stroke (as with a tail). 

সাপটা [ sāpaṭā ] a ordinary, drab (সাপটা রা া); in lump, gross (সাপটা দর). ☐ adv. in lump and 
without discrimination (সাপটা  কনা). 

সািপিন [ sāpini ] fem of সাপ । 

সােপ  [ sāpēkṣa ] a depending or dependent (on), subject (to), governed by a particular 
stipulation. সােপ া মান n. (log.) a mediate inference. 
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সা ািহক [ sāptāhika ] a weekly. ☐ n. a weekly journal, a weekly. 

সাফ [ sāpha ] a cleansed; clean, clear; clear-cut, unequivocal; obvious, thorough; downright (সাফ 
িমথ া); perfect or traceless (সাফ খ ুন); empty or emptied (পেকট সাফ); freed of obstruction (পালাবার রা া 
সাফ); completely destroyed or all dead (বংশ সাফ). ☐ adv. completely, thoroughly (সাফ উধাও). সাফ 
করা v. to cleanse; (facet.) to empty. পেকট সাফ করা (facet.) to pick one's pocket. সাফ কথা clear-cut 
words; final words. সাফ কবালা a deed of outright sale; a deed of conveyance. সাফ জবাব a straight 
answer; a sharp retort; (esp. in law) a complete denial. 

সাফল  [ sāphalya ] n success. ̃মি ত a. crowned with success; successful. 

সাফাই [ sāphāi ] n cleansing; exculpation, an exonerative explanation; vindication of innocence. 
সাফাই গাওয়া v. to plead innocence, to plead not guilty. সাফাই  দওয়া v. to advance arguments to 
vindicate one's innocence. সাফাই সা ী a witness vindicating the innocence of the accused. 

সাব [ sāba ] pfx sub-. 

সাব-ইনসেপকটর [ sāba-inasapēkaṭara ] n a sub-inspector. 

সাব-এিডটর [ sāba-ēḍiṭara ] n a sub-editor. 

সাব-কিমিট [ sāba-kamiṭi ] n a sub-committee. 

সাবকাশ [ sābakāśa ] a having leisure (for); with leisure or leave. 

সাব-জজ [ sāba-jaja ] n a sub-judge. 

সাবধান [ sābadhāna ] a careful, cautious, on one's guard, on the alert, heedful. ☐ int. be careful, 
take care, be on guard. সাবধান করা v. to caution, to warn. সাবধােনর মার  নই (fig.) safe bind safe find. 
সাবধানতা n. carefulness, cautiousness, alertness, heedfulness. সাবধানী a. same as সাবধান (a.). সাবধােন 
adv. carefully, cautiously. 

সাবন [ sābana ] n a solar day; a solar month. ☐ a. solar (সাবন মাস). 

সাবয়ব [ sābaẏaba ] a having a body with limbs or constituent parts, corporeal. 

সাব- রিজ ার [ sāba-rējisṭrāra ] n a sub-registrar. 

সাবলীল [ sābalīla ] a effortless; easy; facile; artistic; artistically playful. 
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সাবা  [ sābāḍ◌় ] a finished; thoroughly consumed or spent or (facet.) eaten up; utterly 
destroyed or ruined; killed or murdered, done in. সাবা  করা v. to finish; to consume or spend 
thoroughly; (facet.) to eat up the whole amount of; to ruin or destroy utterly; to kill or murder, 

to do (one) in. সাব ােনা, সাবে   দওয়া same as সাবা  করা । 

সাবান [ sābāna ] n soap. সাবান মাখা বা মাখােনা v. to soap. একখ ড  গাটা সাবান a cake of soap. এক চাকা 
 গাটা সাবান a soap-ball. এক টুকেরা সাবান a piece of soap. সাবােনর  ফনা suds, soap-suds, lather. সাবােনর 
 কৗেটা n. a soap-case, a soap-dish. ̃তুল  a. saponaceous, soapy. 

সাবালক [ sābālaka ] a of age; adult. fem. সাবািলকা । সাবািলকা হওয়া v. to come of age; to attain 
adulthood, to reach majority. ̃  n. full age, majority; adulthood. 

সািব ী [ sābitrī ] n. fem a Vedic incantation recited at prayer; (myth.) Princess Sabitri who won 
back her husband from the clutches of Yama. ̃ ত n. a vow observed by Hindu married women. 

সাবুদ [ sābuda ] n evidence, proof. ☐ a. proved, vindicated (সাবুদ করা); (vul.) rectified, corrected 
(মােরর  চােট সাবুদ). সাবুদ করা v. to prove, to vindicate; to rectify, to correct. 

সােবক [ sābēka ] a old, ancient, past; former; previous; original, first. সােবিক a. of old; old-
fashioned, of old school (সােবিক চালচলন); (cp.) dated. 

সাব   [ sābyasta ] a adjudged or adjudicated; decided; ascertained; resolved; fixed. সাব   করা v. to 
adjudge or adjudicate; to decide; to ascertain; to resolve; to settle; to fix. 

সাম [ sāma ] n the Sama Veda; any hymn or psalm of the Sama Veda. ̃গান n. a hymn of the Sama 
Veda. 

সামি ক [ sāmagrika ] a total, entire, over-all (সামি ক িবচার). 

সাম ী [ sāmagrī ] n (ori.) things collectively; (pop.) a thing, an article. 

সাম   [ sāmañjasya ] n propriety, fitness; consistency, agreement; symmetry, harmony; 
mutual understanding, adjustment. সাম   করা, সাম  িবধান করা v. to bring into agreement; to 
harmonize; to adjust. 

সামনা [ sāmanā ] n the front; the forepart; the surface usually presented, the face. ̃সামিন a & adv. 
facing each other; face-to-face with; in presence of. 

সামেন [ sāmanē ] prep in front of, before, in the face of; opposite to, facing; on the face or 
surface of. 
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সাম  [ sāmanta ] n a feudal prince; a vassal; a leader; a commander; a chieftain; a headman. ̃ত  
n. the feudal system. ̃নৃপিত n. a feudal prince. ̃রাজ  n. a feudal state; a dependency. 

সামিয়ক [ sāmaẏika ] a periodic, periodical; temporary, passing, momentary; current (সামিয়ক 
সংবাদ); published periodically. সামিয়ক উে জনা momentary excitement or impulse, heat or spur of 
the moment. সামিয়ক উে জনাবেশ on the spur of moment, in the heat of the moment. সামিয়ক পি কা a 
journal published periodically, a periodical. সামিয়কী n. a current event or topic; (pop.) a journal of 
current topics. 

সামিরক [ sāmarika ] a relating to war; military; martial, warlike. সামিরক জািত a martial race. সামিরক 
দ ডিবিধ martial law. সামিরক বািহনী an armed force. সামিরক িবচারালয় a courtmartial. সামিরক শি  military 
strength. সামিরক িশ া military training. 

সামথ    [ sāmarthya ] n ability; capability; efficiency; strength, power. ̃বাধ n. efficiency-bar. 
সামথ   া য়ায়ী adv. according to one's ability or capability. 

সামলােনা [ sāmalānō ] v to check, to restrain; to manage to keep in the proper place (কাপ  
সামলােনা); to protect, to guard, to keep safe; to manage; to surmount, to tide over (িবপদ সামলােনা). 

সামািজক [ sāmājika ] a social; pertaining to social formalities, formal, ceremonious; sociable, 
companionable. সামািজকতা n. sociableness; formalities; a formal gift. সামািজকতা করা to do or 
perform social duties, to meet social obligations; to observe customary formalities; to be stow a 
gift on a ceremonial occasion. 

সাম িরক [ sāmantarika ] n a parallelogram. সাম িরক-সূ  n. (mech.) the parallelogram of forces. 

সামা  [ sāmānya ] a ordinary, common, common place, banal, trite; generic; (esp. in log.) 
general; (pop.) trifling; insignificant; humble; very small in number or amount or degree. ☐ n. 

(log.) a genus; general or generic properties or characteristics. fem. a. সামা া । সামা  ধম  a 

common or general or generic characteristic or property. সামা  ভ া , সামা  ভ াংশ vulgar 
fraction. সামা  ল ণ a common or general or generic character or sign; a general definition. সামা  
ল ণা n. intuition. সামা  সমীকরণ n. (alg.) simple equation. সামা ীকরণ n. generalization. 

সামাল [ sāmāla ] int beware, be on guard, take care. সামাল করা v. to check; to manage; to manage 
to keep in position or to keep safe or steady. 

সামীপ  [ sāmīpya ] n proximity, nearness, contiguity; presence, company. 

সামুদিয়ক [ sāmudaẏika ] a in entirety, entire; total; comprehensive; general. 
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সাম ু, সামুি ক [ sāmudra, sāmudrika ] a marine; oceanic; maritime; (of marks on one's person) 
helping to tell one's fortune (সামুি ক ল ণ); astrological (সামুি ক  জ ািতষ). ☐ n. the art of telling 
one's fortune from the marks on one's person (cp. physiogmancy), (loos.) astrology or palmistry 
(usu. সামুি ক িবদ া). সামু  জলবায় ু maritime or oceanic climate. সামুি ক উি দ a seaweed; a seaplant. 
সামুি ক জািত a maritime race. সামুি ক জীব a marine or maritime creature. সামুি ক তলািন pelagic 
deposit. সামুি ক বািণজ  seatrade, maritime trade. 

সা িতক [ sāmpratika ] a of recent times, current, contemporary. 

সা দািয়ক [ sāmpradāẏika ] a communal; sectarian. সা দািয়কতা n. communalism; sectarianism. 
সা দািয়ক দা া communal riot. সা দািয়ক বােটায়ারা communal award. 

সা ািনক [ sāmmānika ] a honorary; (of a university study course) of or belonging to or relating 
to Honours degree. 

সাম  [ sāmya ] n equality; similarity; similitude; equilibrium, equipoise, balance (শি সাম ); 
mental equilibrium; democracy, socialism, communism. ̃ ক  n. centre of similitude. ̃বাদ n. 
socialism; communism. ̃বাদী a. socialistic; communistic. ☐ n. a socialist; a communist. ̃র া n. 
maintenance of balance or equilibrium. 

সা াজ  [ sāmrājya ] n an empire. ̃বাদ n. imperialism. ̃বাদী a. imperialistic. ☐ n. an imperialist. 

সায়1 [ sāẏa1 ] n consent, assent (সায়  দওয়া). 

সায়2 [ sāẏa2 ] n termination. ☐ a. ended. সায় করা v. to end, to finish (' স গান  তামার কেরা সায়'). 

সায়ংকাল [ sāẏaṅkāla ] n the evening; the eventide. সায়ংকালীন a. of the evening; vespertinal, 
vespertine. সায়ংকালীন  াথ  না evening prayer. 

সায়ংকৃত  [ sāẏaṅkṛtya ] n prayer and other things to be done in the evening; evening service, 
vespers. 

সায়ংস  া [ sāẏaṃsandhyā ] n evening prayer, (cp.) evensong. 

সায়ন [ sāẏana ] n (astr.) declination; the equinox. 

সায়বানা [ sāẏabānā ] n a canopy, an awning. 

সায়র [ sāẏara ] n a sea; a large pond. 
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সায়া [ sāẏā ] n a petticoat. ফাঁপােনা সায়া a hooped petticoat, a farthingale. 

সায়া  [ sāẏāhna ] n the evening; evenfall. ̃কাল same as সায়ংকাল । ̃কৃত  same as সায়ংকৃত  । 

সায ুজ  [ sāyujya ] n (complete) unification; oneness; a form of final salvation which consists in 
the individual soul's complete absorption in the Supreme Soul, identification with God. 

সায়ুধ [ sāẏudha ] a armed. সায়ুধ বািহনী armed battalion. সায়ুধ র ী armed guard. 

সার [ sāra ] n the best or excellent part; duramen, heart-wood; sap (of a tree); film or cream (of 
milk); marrow (of bone); pith; essence; extract; inner significance, gist; substance, abstract; 
spirit, vigour, manure, fertilizer; (only) worth. (কথামা  সার). ☐ a. best, excellent; essential; real 
or true or inner. সার করা v. to have recourse to something on considering it the sole object of pur 
suit; to regard something as the best or sole object. সার  বাঝা v. to regard some thing as the best 
or sole object; to form an unalterable and final conviction. সার  দওয়া v. to manure. উি   সার veg 
etable manure. খিনজ সার mineral manure.  ািনজ সার,  াণী-সার animal manure. িম  সার n. 
compost. ̃কথা (lit.) essential words; substance; gist; sum and substance. ̃  , ̃গাদা, ̃ ডাবা n. a 
dunghill, a manure-pit. ̃গভ  a. having an inner significance or import; rich in content; 
substantial. ̃  হ n. a manual, a vade-mecum. ̃িনব  n. an abstract register. ̃ব া n. substantiality; 
real worth. ̃বান a. full of substance, substantial; rich in duramen, sappy; pithy; fertile. ̃ভূত a. 
abstracted into or reduced to substance only; (loos.) substantial; best, picked. ̃মািট n. 
marl. ̃শ ূ, ̃হীন a. pithless, sapless; unsubstantial. ̃সংে প n. substance, summary; a precis; essence; 

see also সারাংশ । ̃সং হ, ̃সংকলন n. collection or compilation of the substantial or best specimens or 
of the pick; an abstract; an anthology of the best things. 

সার 2 [ sāraṅga2 ] n a variety of spotted deer. 

সার া, সার ী1 [ sāraṅgā, sāraṅgī1 ] fem of সার 2 । 

সার ী2 [ sāraṅgī2 ] n a stringed instrument akin to the violin (usu. সার ); one who plays on this 
instrument. 

সারিণ, সারণী [ sāraṇi, sāraṇī ] n a table. সারিণত a. tabled. সারণীকরণ n. tabling. সারণীব  a. tabular. 
সারণীভু  a. tabled. 

সারিথ [ sārathi ] n a chariot-driver, a charioteer. 

সারথ  [ sārathya ] n charioteering. 

সারেময় [ sāramēẏa ] n the dog. fem. সারেময়ী the bitch. 
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সারস [ sārasa ] n the stork. fem. সারসী । 

সারসন [ sārasana ] n a belt or girdle for men; a woman's ornamental girdle. 

সার ত [ sārasbata ] a relating to Goddess Saraswati (সর তী); learned. ̃সমাজ n. the learned people, 
the learned society; litterateurs collectively. সার েতা সব n. the festival of worshipping Goddess 
Saraswati. 

সারা1 [ sārā1 ] a extremely tired, fatigued, exhausted, harassed. 

সারা2 [ sārā2 ] v to hide, to conceal (টাকা েলা  সের রাখা); to finish, to accomplish (কাজ সারা); to kill, to 
destroy (দফা সারা); to ruin, to undo (জুয়ায় তােক সারল); to mend, to repair (ঘি  সারা); to correct or 
rectify ( দাষ সারা, ভুল সারা); to be corrected or rectified; to recover, to come round ( রাগীিট  সেরেছ); 
to cure, to heal ( রাগ সারা); to be cured; to restore or improve ( া   সারা); to be restored or 
improved. ☐ a. finished; mended, repaired; corrected. 

সারা3 [ sārā3 ] a entire, whole, all. ̃ ণ adv. throughout the whole period; all day long. ̃জীবন 
throughout the whole of one's life, all life. ̃িদন all day long, all day. সারা বছর all the year 
round. ̃ বলা throughout the whole of the period or time; throughout the whole of the fore noon 
or afternoon. ̃মাস throughout the whole of the month. ̃রাত all night long. 

সারাংশ [ sārāṃśa ] n substance, essence; abstract; gist; duramen; pith. 

সারােনা [ sārānō ] v to mend or repair; to correct or rectify; to cure, to heal ( রাগ সারােনা); to 
restore or improve. 

সাির1 [ sāri1 ] n a kind of boatsong. 

সাির2 [ sāri2 ] n a row, a line; a range; a column; a series ̃বি  a. arranged in a row or line, aligned, 
alined; arrayed. সাির-সাির adv. in rows, in lines; serially. 

সা প  [ sārūpya ] n a form of final salvation consisting in the attainment of God's personal 
grace in one's own person. 

সােরং2 [ sārē2 ] n a boatswain, a serang. 

সােরগামা [ sārēgāmā ] n (mus.) the first four notes of the gamut, namely, cdef; musical 
notation, elementary lessons of music; (fig.) elementary knowledge. 

সােরা ার [ sārōddhāra ] n extraction or elicitation of the true significance or inner meaning. 
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সাক াস [ sārkāsa ] n a circus-show; circus. সাক াস  দখােনা v. to take (someone) along to the circus; to 
hold a circus-show. সাক াস  খেলায়া  n. a showman of a circus. 

সাজ ন [ sārjana ] n a surgeon. 

সািট  িফেকট [ sārṭiphikēṭa ] n a certificate. সািট িফেকট  দওয়া v. to give (one) a certificate, to certify. 

সাথ   [ sārtha ] a moneyed, wealthy; significant, meaningful. ☐ n. a companion; a collection; a 
flock, a herd; a company; merchants collectively; a company of merchants. সাথ  ক a. significant 
(esp. in arith.); successful; effective; useful; realized, gratified. সাথ  কজ া a. successful in life. 
সাথ  কতা n. (rare) significance; success; fruition; effectiveness; utility, use; realization; 
gratification. সাথ  কনামা a. one who has fully justified one's name (esp. by one's attainments and 
deeds); famous. ̃িনব ক n. a registrar of firms. ̃বাহ n. a company of merchants travelling together, 
a caravan of merchants; a merchant; a guide. 

সাধ  [ sārdha ] a one and a half of. 

সাব  [ sārba ] a relating to all, universal. ̃কািলক a. of all times; eternal; perpetual. ̃জনীন same as 
সব জনীন (see সব ). ̃জািতক a. international; universal. ̃জািতক  াতৃ  international brother hood. ̃জািতকতা 
n. internationalism. ̃ দিশক same as সব েদশীয় (see সব ). ̃ ভৗম n. an emperor; a sovereign ruler, a 
sovereign; a title awarded to some Sanskrit pundits. ☐ a. worldwide; universal; having 
worldwide fame; (loos.) supreme, sovereign. ̃রাি ক a. pertaining to all states; international; 
universal.  লৗিকক a. universal. 

সাল2 [ sāla2 ] n an era; (pop.) hegira as current in Bengali, the Bengali era (comencing from 593 
or 594 A.D.); a year. 

সালগম [ sālagama ] n turnip. 

সালংকার, সাল ার [ sālaṅkāra, sālaṅkāra ] a (of a person) embellished with ornaments, 

ornamented; (of language ornate. fem. সালংকারা, সাল ারা । 

সালতামািম [ sālatāmāmi ] n year-closing; the annual report or review; the annual accounts or 
balance-sheet. 

সালন [ sālana ] n a very spicy and hot curry (usu.) of fish etc. 

সালম-িমছির [ sālama-michari ] n salep. 

সালসা [ sālasā ] n an Ayurvedic (আয়ুেব দীয়) blood purifying tonic (cp. sarsa); (loos.) an elixir. 
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সািলয়ানা [ sāliẏānā ] n an annual grant or stipend or fee or rent. ☐ a. annual, yearly. ☐ adv. 
annually. 

সািলশ [ sāliśa ] n an arbitrator (fem. an arbitratrix), an arbiter (fem. an arbitress); arbitration. 
সািলেশর রায় ar bitrament, arbitrement. সািলিশ n. arbitration. ☐ a. arbitral; under arbitration. 

সােলাক  [ sālōkya ] n a form of salvation that enables one to live with God in the same abode. 

সােলায়ার [ sālōẏāra ] n a pyjama-like garment usu. worn by women. 

সািশ , সািশ [ sārśi, sāśi ] n a sash. 

সা য় [ sāśraẏa ] n a cut in expenditure, a saving. 

সা  [ sāśru ] a with tears, tearful, full of tears. ̃নয়েন adv. with tearful eyes. 

সা া  [ sāṣṭāṅga ] a performed by touching the ground with one's eight limbs, namely, thighs, 
feet, hands, chest, head, eyes, sight and speech or tongue; lying at full length with the face to 
the ground. সা াে  adv. touching the ground with one's eight limbs; lying at full length with 
one's face to the ground. 

সাহংকার [ sāhaṅkāra ] a full of pride or vanity; proud; conceited. সাহংকাের adv. proudly; 
conceitedly. 

সাহচয   [ sāhacarya ] n companionship; company; cooperation, help. 

সাহিজক [ sāhajika ] a natural; instinctive. 

সাহস [ sāhasa ] n intrepidity; courage, bravery, boldness; daring; audacity. সাহস করা v. to dare, to 
venture; to make bold, to take or summon up courage. সাহিসক a. requiring or having courage, 
courageous, bold; daring; audacious. সাহিসকতা n. courage; courageousness; boldness; daring. সাহসী 
a. having courage, intrepid; courageous, brave, bold; daring. সাহসী হওয়া v. to be brave or 

courageous; to dare, to venture; to be audacious. fem. সাহিসনী । 

সাহায  [ sāhāyya ] n help, aid; assistance; support; backing, patronization; (dero.) abetment or 
collaboration; a gratuitous gift or donation. সাহায  করা v. to help, to aid; to assist; to support; to 
back; to patronize; (dero.) to abet or collaborate; to give or donate gratuitously. ̃কারক, ̃কারী a. 
helping, assisting; supporting; patronizing; helpful, conducive; (dero.) abetting or collaborating; 
☐ n. a helper, an aider; an assistant; a supporter; a patron; (dero.) an abettor or collaborator. 

fem. ̃কািরণী । সাহায দান করা same as সাহায  করা । ̃ া  a. in receipt of help or aid or assistance or 
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support; aided. ̃ া  িবদ ালয় a school in receipt of a grant-in-aid, an aided school. ̃ াথ  ী a & n. one 

who seeks help. fem. ˜ ািথন  ী । সাহায াথ  , সাহায ােথ   adv. in aid of; for help. 

সািহত  [ sāhitya ] n literature; a book (ধম সািহত ); composition, writing ( চারসািহত ). ̃কলা n. the art 
of literary composition. ̃    n. field of literature. ̃চচ  া n. literary pursuit or discussion. সািহত চচ  া 
করা v. to compose or study or cultivate literature. ̃জগ  n. the literary world, the world of 
letters. ̃বৃি , ̃ব বসায় n. the literary profession. ̃ব বসায়ী n. same as সািহিত ক (n.). ̃ভা ডার n. the store or 

repertory of literature. ̃রথী n. an eminent litterateur or writer. ̃িশ  same as ̃কলা । ̃সভা n. a literary 

society or gathering; the literary world. ̃সমাজ n. the literary world, litterateurs 
collectively. ̃সমােলাচক n. a critic of literature; a literary critic. ̃সমােলাচনা n. literary criticism. 
সিহত েসবা করা v. to pursue or compose or study or cultivate literature devotedly. ̃ সবী a. devoted to 
literature; devotedly pursuing or composing or studying or cultivating literature. ☐ n. a 

devotee of literature; a litterateur, a writer, an author. সািহত াকাশ same as ̃জগ  । সািহত াচায  n. one 
profoundly versed in literature; a connoisseur or a great teacher of literature; a great author or 

litterateur. সািহত া শীলন same as ̃চচ  া । সািহত ােলাচনা n. literary discussion. সািহত ােলাচনা করা v. to 

discuss literature. সািহিত ক a. literary (সািহিত ক  বঠক); pursuing literature (সািহিত ক  লাক). ☐ n. a 
litterateur, a man of letters, a writer, an author (fem. an authoress). 

সােহব [ sāhēba ] n an appellation affixed to names of gentlemen, (cp.) Mr. (বাবুসােহব,  মৗলিবসােহব); 
a proprietor or master or chief or boss (আিপেসর ব সােহব); an Englishman or a European; one 
pretending to be an Englishman or European, a sham Englishman or European. কালা সােহব 
(sarcas.) a dark-complexioned man adopting or assuming the dress and the style of living of an 
Englishman or European, a sham Englishman or European; an Anglo-Indian. সােহব সাজা v. to 
adopt or assume the English or European dress and style of living (as by a non-English or non-
European person). সােহব পা া n. an English or European quarter in a town or village. সােহব- মম n. 
an Englishman and an Englishwoman; a European and a European woman; an English or 
European couple. সােহিব n. the English or European dress or style of living as adopted by 
foreigners; Englishness or Europeanism (also সােহিবয়ানা). ☐ a. like the English or Europeans; 
(rare) English or European. 

িসংহ [ siṃha ] n the lion; (astrol.) the Leo; (in comp.) the best or the most courageous specimen 
(প ুষিসংহ). ̃ কশর n. lion's mane. ̃তুল  a. lionlike, leonine. ̃ ার n. a gate, esp. a main gate, adorned 
with a figure of a lion; main gate. ̃নাদ n. lion's roar; war cry. িসংহনাদ করা v. to yell out a war 
cry. ̃প ুষ n. a lion of a man; an exception ally powerful and valiant man; a lionheart. ̃িব ম n. 
prowess like that of a lion; great prowess. ̃িববর n. the den of a lion; ̃রািশ n. (astrol.) the 
Leo. ̃শাবক, ̃িশ  n. a lion-cub, a lion's whelp, a lionet. 

িসংহল [ siṃhala ] n Ceylon, (at present) Sri Lanka. িসংহিল a. Ceylonese. ☐ n. a Ceylonese; the 
language of Ceylon, Ceylonese. 
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িসংহাবেলাকন [ siṃhābalōkana ] n (fig.) looking behind on the past; review. 

িসংহাসন [ siṃhāsana ] n a seat shaped like the figure of a lion; a throne. িসংহাসন ত াগ করা v. to 
abdicate the throne, to abdicate. িসংহাসেন আেরাহণ করা, িসংহাসেন বসা v. to ascend the throne. িসংহাসেন 
বসােনা v. to enthrone. িসংহাসনচু ত করা v. to dethrone; to depose. ̃চ ুত n. dethronement; 
deposition. ̃ত াগ n. abdication. িসংহাসনা   a. seated on a throne; enthroned; reigning. 

িসিঁ  [ sin̐ḍ◌়i ] n a flight of steps, a staircase; a ladder. 

িসিঁথ [ sin̐thi ] n parting of hair on one's head in opposite ways by combing. িসিঁথ কাটা v. to part 
one's hair. 

িস ঁর [ sin̐dura ] n (coll.) vermilion; mercuric sulphide; red lead. িস ঁের  মঘ cloud as red as 
vermilion; red cloud which presages a storm. 

িসধঁ [ sin̐dha ] n a hole made into a house by a burglar. িসধঁ কাটা, িসধঁ  দওয়া v. to break into a house 
by making a hole on the wall. িসধঁ িদেয় চুির করা v. to burglarize, (facet.) to burgle. ̃কািট, ̃কািঠ n. a 
burglar's tool or rod used in house breaking. ̃চুির n. burglary, house breaking. িসেঁধল  চার a burglar, 
a house breaker. 

িসকতা [ sikatā ] n sand; gravel; sandy soil. ̃ময় a. sandy; gravelly. 

িসকা2 [ sikā2 ] n same as িসিক (n). 

িস া [ sikkā ] n an obsolete rupee-coin of India. 

িস  [ sikta ] a wet, moist; moistened; (fig.) tearful (িস  নয়ন). িস  করা v. to wet; to moisten. 

িসকথ [ sikatha ] n wax. 

িসগােরট [ sigārēṭa ] n a cigarette. িসগােরট খাওয়া v. to smoke a cigarette. 

িস াপুির [ siṅgāpuri ] a of or made in Singapur. ☐ n. a variety of banana. 

িসঝা, িসজা [ sijhā, sijā ] v to be boiled in water. িসঝােনা, িসজােনা v. to boil in water. ☐ a. boiled in 
water. 

িস ন [ siñcana ] n sprinkling; spraying; watering. িস ন করা v. to sprinkle; to spray; to water. 

িসি ত [ siñcita ] a sprinkled; sprayed; soaked by sprinkling or spraying; watered. fem. িসি তা । 
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িসটকােনা [ siṭakānō ] v to turn up or contract in abhorrence, disgust, contempt etc. (নাক িসটকােনা). 

িসিট [ siṭi ] n a whistling sound made by pressing two fingers on the tongue. িসিট  দওয়া v. to 
whistle. 

িসত [ sita ] a white; bright, light; grey. ̃চ ন n. white sandal, Santalum album. ̃প  n. a bright 
fortnight. িসতাং  n. the moon. িসিত a. white; blue; black or dark. িসিতক ঠ n. a white-throated 
person or creature; Shiva (িশব); the peacock; the gallinule. 

িস  [ siddha ] a boiled; cooked by boiling; par boiled; boiled for sterilization or cleansing; (fig.) 
profusely sweating and utterly fatigued (as in heat or sultriness); accomplished, performed; 
realized, fulfilled, attained; successful; proficient, expert, skilled; having attained divine grace 
through austere religious practice; endowed with or possessing occult power; proved, 
substantiated; amenable to (যুি িস ). ☐ n. one of a class of demi-gods; an omniscient saint or 
man; boiled eatables. িস  করা v. to boil; to cook by boiling, to par boil; to boil for sterilization or 
cleansing; (fig.) to cause to sweat profusely and be utterly fatigued; to accomplish, to perform; 
to fulfil, to gratify; to make one proficient or expert (in). অধ  িস ,, (coll.) আধ-িস  a. half-boiled. িস  
চাল parboiled rice. ̃কাম a. one who has realized one's end, one whose desire has been fulfilled. ̃পীঠ 
n. a holy place where at least termillion immolations, one crore burnt-offerings and 
innumerable religious practices have taken place. ̃প ুষ n. a man who has attained divine grace 

through austere religious practice. ̃মেনারথ same as িস কাম । ̃হ  a. thoroughly proficient or expert 
or skilled. 

িস াই [ siddhāi ] n divine grace or occult power obtained through austere religious practice. 

িস া  [ siddhānta ] n decision; conclusion; deduction; resolution; a Hindu astronomical treatise. 
িস া  করা v. to decide; to conclude; to deduce; to resolve. িস াে  উপনীত হওয়া v. to come to a 
conclusion. 

িস া  [ siddhānna ] n parboiled rice; cooked rice. 

িস াথ   [ siddhārtha ] a one who has realized one's end. ☐ n. the name of Gautama Buddha. 

িসি  [ siddhi ] n performance, accomplishment; realization, attainment; success; attainment of 
proficiency or skill or knowledge; attainment of divine grace; divine grace attainable through 
austere religious practice; spiritual salvation; leaves and shoots of hemp, bhang. িসি  খাওয়া v. to 
chew and swallow bhang; to drink a beverage of pulped bhang. িসি   ঘাঁটা v. to stir pulped bhang 
in milk, coconut-milk etc. in order to make a beverage. িসি র শরবত a beverage made by mixing 
pulped bhang with milk, coconut-milk etc. ̃দ a. one who grants success or gratifies another's 

desire. ̃দাতা a. same as িসি দ ☐ n. Lord Ganesha (গেণশ). fem. a. িসি দা ী । িসি লাভ করা v. to succeed 
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(in), to be come successful; to attain proficiency or skill or knowledge; to attain divine grace 
through austere religious practice. িসে  রী n. fem. a Hindu goddess. 

িসন [ sina ] n a scene (of a drama); a painted scene put up on a stage; a scenery. 

িসনা [ sinā ] n width of the chest; chest. 

িসেনমা [ sinēmā ] n cinema, motion picture; a film; a cinema; a cinemahouse, a picture house, a 
picturepalace. িসেনমা  দখা v. to see a film; to go to pictures. িসেনমা-ভ  n. a film-fan. িসেনমা-িশ ী n. a 
film-artist. িসেনমা- ার n. a film-star. 

িস ক [ sinduka ] n a chest, a safe. 

িস ূর [ sindūra ] n mercuric sulphide, vermilion; red lead. চীনা িস ূর vermilion.  মেট িস ূর red lead. 

িসি  [ sindhi ] a of Sindh; inhabiting or living in Sindh. ☐ n. a native of Sindh; the language of 
Sindh. 

িসি য়া [ sindhiẏā ] n the title of the rulers of Gwalior, Sindhia. 

িস  ু[ sindhu ] n an ocean, a sea; the Indus (also িস ুনদ); a province of Pakistan (usu িস  ুেদশ); an 
Indian musical mode. ̃ ঘাটক n. the walrus. 

িসপাহসলার [ sipāhasalāra ] n the commander-in chief. 

িসপািহ [ sipāhi ] n a soldier; one holding the lowest rank in the Indian army, an Indian private, a 
sepoy; an armed guard; a constable. 

িসক া [ sirkā ] n vinegar (produced by fermenting molasses etc.) 

িসল1 [ sila1 ] n the seal. 

িসল2 [ sila2 ] n a seal; affixation of a seal. িসল করা v. to put a seal (on), to set a seal (to), to seal ̃-
করা a. sealed. ̃ মাহর n. a seal containing a name or any other sign. 

িসস [ sisa ] n lead; a stick of blacklead within a pencil. 

িসসা [ sisā ] n lead. 

িসসৃ া [ sisṛkṣā ] n desire of creating. 
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িসসৃ  ু[ sisṛkṣu ] a desirous of creating. 

সীতা [ sītā ] n a furrow; Sita (সীতা) the heroine of the Ramayana. ̃পিত n. Rama, the husband of 
Sita. ̃ ভাগ n. a kind of sweetmeat. 

সীবন [ sībana ] n sewing; embroidery. সীবন করা v. to sew; (rare) to embroider. সীবন-িশ  n. 
embroidery; (rare) art of sewing. সীবনী n. a needle; an awl; a perinium. 

সীম  [ sīmanta ] n the parting-line of hair of the head (esp. of a woman). সীমি নী n. a woman 
whose husband is alive (esp. one who puts vermilion on the parting line of the hair of one's 
head); a woman. সীমি নী-শাসন n. (facet.) gynocracy, petticoat government. সীমে া য়ন n. a Hindu 
sacrament received by a pregnant woman. 

সীমা [ sīmā ] n a boundary, a border; a frontier; limit ( ধেয র সীমা); end, termination ( ঃেখর সীমা 
 নই); jurisdiction or holding (জিমর সীমা). সীমা অিত ম করা v. to go beyond the limit (of), to go too 
far; to transgress. সীমানা n. bounding-lines; bounds, boundary, periphery; limit; end, 
termination; jurisdiction or holding. সীমা িনণ  য় করা v. to mark off or determine bounds (of), to 
demarcate, to demark, to delimit. সীমা িনেদ  শ করা v. same as সীমা িনণ  য় করা । সীমা  n. a bounding-
line, a border; a frontier. সীমা - েদশ n. a frontier province; frontiers. সীমা বািণজ  n. the frontier 
trade. সীমা র ী n. frontier guard, border guard. সীমা র ী বািহনী border security force. ̃-পিরসীমা n. 
end and measure. ̃ব  a. confined within or restricted to limits, limited; restricted. ̃ রখা n. border; 
borderline. ̃সি  n. the meeting point of two boundary-lines (cp. a corner-stone). ̃   n. a 
boundary-post, a boundary-pillar. ̃হীন a. limitless, unlimited, boundless, endless; infinite. 

সীিমত [ sīmita ] a limited. সীিমত সংঘ (comm.) a limited company. 

 1 [ su1 ] n an auspicious or beautiful or good person or thing. 

 2 [ su2 ] pfx denoting: auspicious or beautiful, sweet, good, very, easy etc. 

 ই,  ইঁ [ sui, sum̐i ] n a needle, an awl. 

 ছাঁদ [ suchān̐da ] a well-shaped. 

 িঁদ [ sun̐di ] n the waterlily, the lotus. 

 কিঠন [ sukaṭhina ] a very difficult or hard or stiff or tough. 

 ক ঠ [ sukanṭha ] a sweet-voiced, having a melodious voice. fem.  ক ঠী । 
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 কর [ sukara ] a capable of being done or contrived easily, easy, simple. 

 কািন [ sukāni ] n an oriental steersman or quartermaster of a steamer, seacunny. 

 কা  [ sukānta ] a handsome, beautiful, of beautiful appearance. 

 কীিত   [ sukīrti ] n wide or very valuable fame or renown. 

  মার [ sukumāra ] a very soft or tender; very young; very beautiful or graceful. fem.   মারী 

। ̃কলা same as   মার িশ  ।   মার বৃি  n. tender or fine attribute; fine sensibility; artistic bent of 

mind. ̃মিত a. having a simple mind, innocent as a child, of a simple turn of mind; pure in heart. 
  মার িশ  n. fine arts. ̃িশ ী n. an artist; an artiste; a litterateur. 

 কৃত [ sukṛta ] a well-performed, well-done; well-built; virtuous; pious; doing good deeds. ☐ n. 

same as  কৃিত ।  কৃিত n. a good act or deed; virtue, piety; religious practices; good, weal,, welfare; 
fortune, good luck.  কৃতী same as  ক ৃ 

 কৃ  [ sukṛt ] a observant of religious rules and prescriptions; virtuous, pious; fortunate. 

 েকশ [ sukēśa ] a having beautiful and luxuriant hair. fem.  েকশা,  েকশী, (loos.)  েকিশনী । 

 েকামল [ sukōmala ] a very soft or tender. 

 েকৗশলী [ sukauśalī ] a very tricky or strategic or ingenious or skilful or artistic. 

 েকৗশেল [ sukauśalē ] adv by means of a nice trick or stratagem; by means of a fine artifice or 
device; very ingeniously or artistically; tactfully. 

 খ [ sukha ] n ease, comfort; contentment; happiness, joy; bliss.  েখ থাকেত ভূেত িকলায় (fig.) the 
folly of leaving a comfortable and peaceful situation for a troubled one; act of inviting 
unnecessary troubles.  েখর পায়রা (fig.) a person of happy-go-lucky temperament; a fair weather 
friend. ̃কর, ̃জনক, ̃ , ̃দায়ক a. easeful, comfortable; giving contentment or pleasure or happiness or 

joy; happy, joyful, delightful, pleasant; blissful. ̃দা, ̃দািয়কা । ̃ ঃখ fem. n. weal and woe, joy and 

sorrow, happiness and misery. ̃িবধান করা v. to provide for ease and comfort or for happiness. ̃ বাধ 

same as  খা ভব । ̃ভাগী a. partaking of or sharing another's joy or happiness. fem. ̃ভািগনী ।  খেভাগ 
করা v. to enjoy ease and comfort; to enjoy happiness or joy; to enjoy bliss. ̃ ভাগী a. enjoying ease 
and comfort; enjoying happiness of joy; enjoying bliss and comfort; full of happiness or joy, 
happy, joyful; pleasant; blissful. ̃ময় a. full of ease and happiness. ̃রিব n. joy or happiness 
identified with the sun, the sun of joy or happiness. ̃শয়ন, ̃শয া n. a comfortable bed, (cp.) a bed of 
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down or of roses; a bed of pleasure. ̃শাি  n. happiness and peace. ̃ াব  a. pleasant to hear; 
melodious and sweet or agreeable or pleasing to the ear. ̃সংবাদ n. (a piece of) happy news. ̃স দ n. 

happiness and riches, milk and honey. ̃সূয  same as  খরিব । ̃ শ  a. pleasant to the touch. ̃ া    n. 

happiness and ease, happiness and affluence, milk and honey. ̃   n. a happy or pleasant 
dream. ̃ ৃিত n. happy memory or recollection.  েখ া ে   adv. in comfort and happiness. 

 খতলা [ sukhatalā ] n a piece of soft leather placed inside a shoe, insole (of leather.) 

 খবর [ sukhabara ] n good news; happy news. 

 খাদ  [ sukhādya ] n tasteful and nutritious food, delicious food, a delicacy. 

 খা ভব,  খা ভুিত [ sukhānubhaba, sukhānubhuti ] n feeling of comfort or happiness.  খা ভব 
করা v. to feel comfortable or happy. 

 খে ষণ [ sukhanbēṣaṇa ] n search or quest for comfort or happiness, an endeavour to be 
comfortable or happy. 

 খাে ষী [ sukhānbēṣī ] a searching for or seeking comfort or happiness. 

 খাসন [ sukhāsana ] n a comfortable or pleasant seat. 

 খাসীন [ sukhāsīna ] a comfortably seated, seated at ease, fem.  খাসীনা । 

 খী [ sukhī ] a happy; glad; comfortable; content; satisfied; enjoying milk and honey; given to 
luxury, luxurious; blessed. 

 েখ [ sukhē ] adv with ease, comfortably; contentedly; happily; gladly; in bliss. 

 ৈখ য   [ sukhaiśbarya ] n happiness and riches. 

 েখা পাদন [ sukhōtpādana ] n production of happiness. 

 েখাদয় [ sukhōdaẏa ] n the dawn or dawning of happiness of affluence. 

 খ ািত [ sukhyāti ] n good reputation; fame; praise.  খ ািত করা v. to praise. 

 গঠন [ sugaṭhana ] a well-shaped; fine-built; strong built, ☐ n. good or fine shape. 
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 গিঠত [ sugaṭhita ] a well-shaped; fine-built; strong built; well-formed; well-constructed; well-
organized. 

 গত [ sugata ] a having an excellent or majestic gait. ☐ n. an appellation of Gautama Buddha. 

 গ  [ sugandha ] n a sweet smell or fragrance or aroma. ☐ a. sweet-smelling, fragrant, 
aromatic. ̃পুণ , ̃ময় a. full of sweet smell, sweet-smelling, fragrant, aromatic.  গি  ☐ n. any 
substance made or used for the sake of its smell, a perfume; spinel. ☐ a. same as  গ  (a.) 

 গভীর [ sugabhīra ] a very deep; profound. 

 গম [ sugama ] a easy to go over or traverse, easily accessible ( গম পথ); easily obtainable; easy 
to learn or understand ( গম সংগীত). ̃তা n. easy accessibility; easy obtainability; easy 
understandability. 

 গৃহীতনামা [ sugṛhītanāmā ] a bearing a name the very utterance of which adds to one's piety. 

 েগাল [ sugōla ] n perfectly round; beautifully round or rotund; plump. 

  ািহতা [ sugrāhitā ] n sensitiveness. 

  াহী [ sugrāhī ] a sensitive (  াহী কাগজ). 

 চ [ suca ] n a needle; an awl. 

 চতুর [ sucatura ] a very cunning or sly; very clever or adroit. fem.  চতুরা । 

 চিরত,  চির  [ sucarita, sucaritra ] n good character. ☐ a. good-charactered. fem.  চিরতা,  চির া 
।  চিরেতষু to you or him of good character (a form of polite address in a letter) fem.  চিরতা  । 

 চা  [ sucāru ] a very beautiful; very neat.  েপ adv. beautifully, nicely; perfectly. 

 িচ ণ [ sucikkaṇa ] a very smooth and glossy. 

 িচি ত [ sucitrita ] a well-painted; well-decorated; well-described; nicely delineated. 

 িচ া [ sucintā ] n a good or pious or high thought; pious or high thinking. 
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 িচি ত [ sucintita ] a carefully or judiciously considered, well-thought; well-thought out, well-
planned, well-devised.  িচি ত পিরক না a well-thought-out plan. 

 িচর [ sucira ] a very or too long, lasting for a long time (' িচর শব রী'). ☐ n. a very long time. ̃কােল 
adv. in a very long time. 

 েচতা [ sucētā ] a of a cheerful temperament, merry; happy and contented; careful, cautious. 

 ছাঁদ [ suchān̐da ] a well-shaped; artistically shaped; having an artistic style. 

 জন [ sujana ] n a good or honest or piousman, a good soul. 

 জলা [ sujalā ] a. fem full of profuse or delicious water; well-innundated by rivers full of 
profuse or delicious water. 

 জাত [ sujāta ] a well-born, nobly born; legitimately born. fem.  জাতা । 

 িজ [ suji ] n a coarse flour of wheat, (cp.) farina. 

 ট1 [ suṭa1 ] n a suit (এক  ট  পাশাক বা গয়না); a suit of European clothes.  ট পরা v. to put on a suit 
or a European dress. ̃ কস n. a suitcase.  ট-পরা a. wearing a suit; clothed in European dress. 

 ঠাম [ suṭhāma ] a well-shaped, shapely; having a well-shaped body; having an artistic pose or 
style; beautiful. 

     [ suḍ◌়suḍ◌় ] int denoting: a tickling or titillating sensation.      করা v. to tickle.    ি  
n. a tickle; titillation.    ি   দওয়া v. to tickle, to titillate. 

 েডৗল [ suḍaula ] a well-shaped, shapely. 

 ত [ suta ] n a son. ̃িনিব েশেষ adv. making no difference between a son and others, like a son. 

 ত  [ sutanu ] a graceful, handsome, beautiful, well-shaped. ☐ n. well-shaped or beautiful 

body.  ত কা a. & n. fem. of  ত  । 

 ত ী [ sutanbī ] n. fem a woman possessing a beautifully slim body. 

 তপা [ sutapā ] n an ascetic. 
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 ত  [ sutapta ] a very hot or warm. 

 তরাং [ sutarā ] con. & adv consequently, therefore, so, hence. 

 তিল [ sutali ] n a very thin thread or string; fibre of yarn; a wrapper of thin (cotton) thread. 

 তিহবুক [ sutahibuka ] n (astrol.) a conjuction of stars and planets considered very auspicious 
for marriage. 

 তা [ sutā ] n. fem a daughter. 

 তার [ sutāra ] a having a delicious taste. ☐ n. a delicious taste. 

 িত [ suti ] a made of cotton thread or yarn. ̃ব  n. cottonfabric; cotton textile; cloth made of 
cotton. 

 েতা [ sutō ] n thread; yarn; cotton-thread; a measure of length (= ¼ inch). 

 দ [ suda ] n interest of loan, use, usury.  দ হওয়া v. to accrue interest.  দ কষা v. to find out or 
calculate interest.  েদ খাটােনা v. to lay out or invest on interest.  েদ ধার  দওয়া to lend on interest. 
 েদর  দ, চ বৃি   দ compound interest. ̃ খার a. living on usury, usurious. ☐ n. a usurer (fem. a 
usuress.) ̃সেমত with interest. 

 দ  [ sudakṣa ] a very skilful or deft or proficient. 

 দশ ন [ sudarśana ] a good-looking, handsome; pleasing to the eye, lovely. ☐ n. (myth.) the 
discus or quoit of Vishnu (িব )ু or Krishna (ক ৃ), used to be hurled at enemies (also  দশ নচ ). 

fem. a.  দশ না । 

 িদ [ sudi ] a relating to usury, usurious. ̃কারবার n. usury. 

 িদন [ sudina ] n a good or favourable day; a time of prosperity, good times; (astrol.) an 
auspicious day or time. 

 দীঘ   [ sudīrgha ] a very long; very long-continuing; very lengthy. 

   র [ sudustara ] a very difficult to cross over. 

 দূর [ sudūra ] a far-off, very far or remote.  দূর ব বধান very great distance, a far cry. ̃পরাহত a. 
hardly possible, likely once in a blue moon; foredoomed to failure. 
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 দ ৃ [ sudṛḍh◌় ] a very firm or strong; very steady; absolutely unwavering. 

 দ ৃ [ sudṛśya ] a pleasing to the eye, lively, beautiful. 

   [ suddha ] adv. & prep together with, including (সব  ); even ( রেস তার বাি খানা     গেছ). 

 ধ া [ sudhanbā ] a proficient in archery. ☐ n. a great archer. 

 ধা1 [ sudhā1 ] n nectar, ambrosia; moonlight; lime.  ধা ঢালা v. to pour nectar; (fig.) to sweeten, 
to please, to flatter, to console.  ধাং , ̃কর n. the moon. ̃ধবল a. white as moonlight. ̃ধবিলত a. treated 
with a lime-wash, whitewashed. ̃পা  n. a container or receptacle of nectar; a cup or goblet for 
drinking nectar, an ambrosial cup. ̃বষ  ণ বা ̃বৃি  করা v. to shower or rain or sprinkle nectar; (of the 
moon) to scatter moonlight; (fig.) to please, to flatter, to console. ̃বষ  ী a. showering nectar; (fig.) 

pleasing or flattering or consoling. ̃ভা ড same as ̃পা  । ̃ময় a. full of nectar; ambrosial, nectared; 
(fig.) very sweet or pleasing or flattering or consoling; (fig.— of a person) very well-behaved 

and charming. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃মাখা a. filled with or soaked in nectar, nectarine; delicious; very 

sweet. ̃সমু , ̃িস  ুn. (myth.) the sea of nectar, the ambrosial sea. ̃িস  a. soaked with nectar; (fig.) 
very sweet or pleasant. 

 ধী [ sudhī ] n a learned or erudite man; a wise man. ☐ a. wise or judicious; learned, erudite. 

 ধীর [ sudhīra ] a calm and composed, calm and collected; unperturbed, firm. 

 নজর [ sunajara ] n good looks, good or kindly look; favourable look, favour.  নজের থাকা v. to be 
in the good books (of). 

 নাম [ sunāma ] n good reputation, renown, fame; goodwill. 

 িন া [ sunidrā ] n good or sound or peaceful sleep. 

 িনপুণ [ sunipuṇa ] a very skilful or adroit; highly efficient or competent. 

 িনিব  [ sunibiḍ◌় ] a very deep, very dense or thick; very close or intimate ( িনিব  ব ুতা). 

 িনয়ি ত [ suniẏantrita ] a well-controlled; well-governed; well-managed; well-regulated or well-
restrained. 

 িনয়ম [ suniẏama ] n a good rule or law or principle; good management. 
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 িনিদ    [ sunirdiṣṭa ] a clearly or categorically or nicely defined or fixed. 

 িনধ ািরত [ sunirdhārita ] a firmly or categorically fixed or defined; well-defined. 

 িনম ল [ sunirmala ] a perfectly pure, immaculate; perfectly clear; pellucid, perfectly fresh. 

 িন য়,  িনি ত [ suniścaẏa, suniścita ] a thoroughly certain or positive or sure or convincing; 
thoroughly assured or convinced. ☐ adv. certainly, positively, surely; convincingly; assuredly. 
 িনি তভােব same as  িনি ত (adv.). 

 নীিত [ sunīti ] n a good or excellent principle; good morals. 

 নীল [ sunīla ] a deep or dark blue; perfectly or flawlessly blue. 

 েন া [ sunētrā ] a (fem.) one with beautiful eyes. 

  -উপ   [ sunda-upasunda ] n. pl the two mythological demon brothers.   -উপ ে র ল াই 
(fig.) a relentless encounter, when Greek meets Greek. 

  র [ sundara ] a beautiful, fine, nice, pretty; pleasant, lovely; goodlooking, handsome, fair; 
graceful, elegant; sweet (  র গান).   র করা v. to beautify, to embellish; to improve (হ া র   র 
করা) 

  রী1 [ sundarī1 ] a. fem of   র ☐ n. a beautiful woman or girl. 

  রী2 [ sundarī2 ] n a kind of timber-tree grown in Sundarbans or its timber, Heritiera sundari, 
sundri. 

  ত [ sunnata ] n circumcision.   ত করা v. to circumcise. 

 ি  [ sunni ] n a Muslim community (famous for its orthodoxy); a member of this community, 
a Sunni, a Sonnite, a Sunnite. 

 প [ supa ] n soup. 

 প  [ supak ] a thoroughly boiled; fully ripe; (facet.) well-experienced; (sarcas.) inveterately 
habituated or addicted; (sarcas.) grossly precocious. 

 পি ডত [ supanḍita ] a well-versed; profoundly learned or erudite; well-educated. 
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 পথ,  প া [ supatha, supanthā ] n a good road; an honest or virtuous or conducive course or 
path or way or means. 

 পথ  [ supathya ] n good or wholesome or hygienic food or diet. 

 পরামশ  [ suparāmarśa ] n good advice or counsel. 

 পিরিচত [ suparicita ] a well-known; widely known; famous. 

 পিরচািলত [ suparicālita ] a well-directed, well-managed. 

 পির গত [ suparijñagata ] a well-known; widely known. 

 পণ   [ suparṇa ] n the fowl; the chicken; Garuda, the mythical prince of birds. 

 পাচ  [ supācya ] a easily digestible. 

 পা  [ supātra ] n a good or worthy or deserving or desirable person or claimant or bridegroom 
or match. fem.  পা ী n. fem. a good or worthy or deserving or desirable female claimant or bride; 
an excellent bride. 

 পাির [ supāri ] n areca-nut, betel-nut; its tree, the Areca. 

 পািরশ [ supāriśa ] n recommendation.  পািরশ করা v. to recommend.  পািরশ-প  n. a letter of 
recommendation, a recommendation.  পািরিশ a. recommending, recommendatory. 

 পু  [ suputra ] n a good or excellent or worthy so fem.  প ুী a good or excellent or worthy 
daughter. 

 পু ষ [ supuruṣa ] n a handsome or well-built man. ☐ a. handsome or well-built. 

 পু  [ supuṣṭa ] a well-nourished, well-developed; plumb; adiposed. 

 েপয় [ supēẏa ] n a good drink. ☐ a. good for drinking; good as a drink. 

   [ supta ] a sleeping, asleep; (fig.) dormant; (fig.) latent; fem.   া ।    আে য়িগির a dormant 

volcano.  ি  n. sleep; (fig.) dormancy; (fig.) latency.  ে াি ত a. risen from sleep, awake, 
awakened. 
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  িত ,   িতি ত [ supratiṣṭha, supratiṣṭhita ] a well-established, well-founded; firmly settled 
down; well-reputed, very famous; (mech.) stable. 

  ভাত [ suprabhāta ] n a fine morning; auspicious morning; (fig.) the dawn or dawning of 
fortune. ☐ int. good morning. 

  য ু [ suprayukta ] a well-applied; very appropriately used. 

  েয়াগ [ supraẏōga ] n proper application, appropriate use, good or profitable utilization. 

  শ  [ supraśasta ] a very wide; very suitable or auspicious or broad. 

  স  [ suprasanna ] a highly pleased or satisfied; extremely favourable or propitious; gracious 
or kind. অদ ৃ   স  in good luck, stars in the ascendant. 

  সব [ suprasaba ] n safe or smooth delivery (of a baby). 

  িস  [ suprasiddha ] a celebrated, renowned, illustrious. 

  াপ  [ suprāpya ] n easily available. 

 ফল [ suphala ] n good effect or result. ̃দায়ক, ̃ স ূa. yielding good result, producing good effect. 

 ফলা [ suphalā ] a. fem yielding abundant fruits, abundantly or richly fructiferous or 
frugiferous; highly productive or fertile. 

 িফ [ suphi ] n a Mohammedan community believing in pantheistic mysticism; a member of 
this community. 

 ব া [ subaktā ] n a good speaker. 

 বচন [ subacana ] n salutary words or counsel; a good or wise saying; a maxim, an adage; sweet 
words; an epigram. 

 বদন [ subadana ] a having a beautiful or pretty face, fair-faced. fem.  বদনা, (loos.)  বদনী । 

 ব  [ subanta ] a (Sans. gr.—of words) suffixed with or capable of being suffixed with case-
endings. ̃ করণ n. the chapter on case-endings; declension. 

 বে াব  [ subandōbasta ] n good management or arrangement. 
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 বণ   [ subarṇa ] n gold; a gold coin; (loos.) a mohur ( মাহর). ☐ a. golden-coloured, golden. ̃খিচত a. 

studded or set or inlaid with gold; (loos.) gold-centred ( বণ  খিচত পদক). ̃জয় ী see জয় ী । ̃পদক n. a 

gold-medal.  বণ  পদক া  ব াি  a. gold-medalist. ̃ িতমা same as  ণ   িতমা । ̃বিণক n. a Hindu 
community originally trading in gold and carrying on banking business; a member of this 
community. ̃ েযাগ n. a golden opportunity. 

 বহ [ subaha ] a easily or conveniently carried, portable. ̃তা n. portability. 

 বা [ subā ] n a province in Moghul India, a subah. 

 বাদ [ subāda ] n relation, connection. এই  বােদ thus related or connected; owing to this; in this 
connection. 

 বাদার [ subādāra ] n the governor of a subah, an Indian army officer holding a rank equivalent 
to that of a captain, a subahdar, a subadar.  বাদাির n. subahadary, subahdarship. 

 বাস [ subāsa ] n a sweet smell or odour; fragrance; aroma; perfume.  বািসত a. perfumed, 
scented.  বািসত করা v. to perfume, to scent.  বািসত  তল scented or perfumed oil. 

 িবখ াত [ subikhyāta ] a very famous, renowned; well reputed. 

 িবচার [ subicāra ] n good or correct or impartial or wise judgment; justice, equity.  িবচার করা v. 
to judge rightly or impartially or wisely; to mete out justice (to).  িবচারক n. a good or impartial or 
wise judge. 

 িব াত [ subijñāta ] a well-known; reputed; famous. 

 িবিদত [ subidita ] a well-known; well-informed, aufait. 

 িবধা [ subidhā ] n an excellent or favourable or advantageous means or circumstance; an 
advantage; an opportunity; convenience.  িবধা  নওয়া v. to avail oneself of an opportunity or 
advantage; to take advantage of, ̃জনক a. advantageous; opportune; convenient. ̃ া  a. placed in 
an advantageous position; put to an advantage; having got an opportunity. ̃বাদ n. 
opportunism. ̃বাদী n. an opportunist. ☐ a. opportunist. ̃ ভাগী a. enjoying special privilege; 
privileged. ̃মেতা adv. conveniently; at one's convenience.  িবধা- েযাগ n. convenience and 
opportunity. 

 িবিধ [ subidhi ] n a good law or rule; (rare) a good remedy. 

 িব  [ subindu ] n the zenith. 
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 িব   [ subinyasta ] a well-arranged; well-arrayed; orderly; nicely laid out or displayed. 

 িবপুল,  িবশাল [ subipula, subiśāla ] a very big or large, vast, gigantic, huge; immense. 

 িবমল [ subimala ] a wholly free from dirt or impurity; pure or faultless, immaculate; very clear. 

 িব ীণ  ,  িব ৃত [ subistīrṇa, subistṛta ] a well-spread; very extensive; vast; far-flung. 

 বুি  [ subuddhi ] a guided by or having good thoughts or inclinations or sense or discretion, 
sensible; conscientious; prudent. ☐ n. good thoughts or inclination or sense or discretion; 
conscientiousness; prudence. 

 বৃি  [ subṛṣṭi ] n good rain (that is, neither excessive nor scanty rain). 

 েবদী [ subēdī ] a sensitive. 

 েবশ [ subēśa ] n a fine dress; neatness of dress or dressing. ☐ a. well-dressed. 

 েবাধ [ subōdha ] a same as  বুি  (a.) 

 েবাধ  [ subōdhya ] a easily understood, lucid; easily intelligible or comprehensible. 

 ব   [ subyakta ] a clearly expressed; perfectly manifest. 

 ব ব হা [ subyabashā ] n good arrangement or management; good settlement; good 
provision. ̃যু  a. having good arrangement, with good arrangement. 

  ত [ subrata ] a one with a good vow; one who observes a vow religiously. 

 ভ   [ subhakṣya ] a good to eat; (of food) pleasing to the palate, tasteful, fit for eating. 

 ভগ [ subhaga ] a fortunate; happy. 

 ভ  [ subhadra ] a very well-mannered. 

 ভাষ [ subhāṣa ] a one who speaks pleasantly. fem.  ভািষণী । 

 ভািষত [ subhāṣita ] a quite nicely or intelligibly or lucidly spoken. ☐ n. same as  বচন । 
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 িভ  [ subhikṣa ] a full of plentiful food. 

 মধুর [ sumadhura ] a very sweet or delicious; very melodious or dulcet; very pleasant. 

 মধ মা [ sumadhyamā ] a. fem having a delicately slender waist. 

 মনা [ sumanā ] a wise; learned; large-hearted. 

 ম ণা [ sumantraṇā ] n good counsel or advice. 

 ম  [ sumanda ] a sweet and slow ( ম  গিত); sweetly and mildly blowing ( ম  বায়ু). 

 মহান [ sumahāna ] a very great and noble; very magnificent; high-minded. 

 মীমাংসা [ sumīmāṃsā ] n a good or wise or correct or happy decision or settlement. 

 মীমাংিসত [ sumīmāṃsita ] a nicely or wisely or correctly or happily decided or settled. 

 েমধা [ sumēdhā ] a highly talented or intelligent. 

 েম  [ sumēru ] n a mythological mountain; the North Pole. ̃ ভা n. Aurora Borealis. ̃বৃ  n. the 
Arctic Circle. 

 য ুি  [ suyukti ] n good counsel and advice; good reasoning or argument. 

 েযাগ [ suyōga ] n a favourable or convenient time, an opportunity; a chance.  েযােগর  তী া করা 
v. to bide one's opportunity or time. ̃স ানী a. seeking an opportunity; opportunist. ☐ n. an 
opportunist. 

 েযাগ  [ suyōgya ] a quite or very worthy or competent or deserving. 

 েয়া [ suẏō ] a. fem fortunate; dearly loved by one's husband. 

 র1 [ sura1 ] n voice; (mus.) tone, note, pitch, a strain, key.  র করা v. to tune (as a musical 
instrument); to tune up; to set to music (গােন  র করা); (often dero.) to modulate voice as in 
singing ( র কের প া).  র  দওয়া v. to set to music.  র বদলােনা v. to change the tune of (a musical 
instrument); to pass to another tune or pitch in singing; (fig.) to change one's tune, to sing to 
another tune; (fig.) to retract one's word.  র বাঁধা v. to tune up; to adjust the strings etc. (of a 
musical instrument) to the right pitch.  র ভাঁজা v. to hum a note or strain or tune. ̃ ান, ̃ বাধ n. 
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ability to appreciate musical pitch. ̃ বাধহীন a. tonedeaf. ̃বাহার n. a stringed musical instrument 
akin to the vina (বীণা). ̃িশ ী n. versed in the art of music; an artiste. ̃  া n. a composer. 

 র2 [ sura2 ] n a god, a deity; the sun. ̃ক া n. a daughter of a god; a celestial female. ̃   n. 
Brihaspati (বৃহ িত) the preceptor of gods. ̃ধুিন, ̃নদী n. the Ganges as flowing in heaven under the 

name of ম ািকনী । ̃পিত same as  ের  । ̃পুর, ̃পুরী, ̃ লাক n. the abode of gods. ̃বালা same as  রক া । ̃িরপ ু

n. the enemy of gods; the demon. ̃  রী same as  রা না । 

 রিক [ suraki ] n brick-dust. 

 রি ত [ surakṣita ] a well-protected, well-guarded; well-defended; well-preserved. fem.  রি তা । 

 র ,     [ suraṅga, suḍ◌়ṅga ] n a tunnel; a hole (as one made into a house by a burglar). 

 রত1 [ surata1 ] n sexual intercourse.  রিত same as  রত । 

 রত2 [ surata2 ] n appearance, form, shape; a means, an expedient. ̃হাল n. circumstance; 
condition; (law) a deposition; (pop.) an on-the-spot investigation. 

 রব [ suraba ] n a sweet or melodious noise or note or voice. 

 রব ী [ suraballī ] n an astringent herb. 

 রিভ1 [ surabhi1 ] n the name of the celestial wishing cow. 

 রিভ2 [ surabhi2 ] n a sweet-smell, fragrance; an aroma; any substance made or used for the 
sake of its smell; a perfume. ☐ a. sweet-smelling, fragrant, armoatic; perfumed. 

 রম  [ suramya ] a very pleasant or beautiful or magnificent ( রম   হান বা  সাদ). 

 রিসক [ surasika ] a highly endowed with appreciative power; very witty; very humorous or 
jocose. 

 রা [ surā ] n wine; alcohol; spirits. ̃পা  n. a decanter; a wine cup, a wine-glass.  রা পান করা v. to 
drink wine, to drink; to tipple; to booze. ̃পানাভ াস n. drinking habit ̃পােনা   a. Sottish, besotted; 
drunk; drunken, boozed up, the worse for liquor. ̃পােনা  তা n. sottishness, besottedness, 
drunkenness. ̃পায়ী a. addicted to drinking, tipsy, bacchant; boozy. ☐ n. a drunkard, a bacchant; 
a tippler. ̃রি ত a. (of eyes) reddened on account of drinking. ̃সার n. alcohol. িনজ ল  রাসার absolute 
or pure alcohol. িব   বা  শািভত  রাসার rectified spirit. 
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 রা না [ surāṅganā ] n a heavenly courtesan. 

 রা র [ surāsura ] n. pl gods and demons. 

 রাহা [ surāhā ] n solution (সম ার  রাহা); a good or adequate remedy (িবপেদর  রাহা); good 
arrangement or provision; an opportunity.  রাহা করা v. to solve; to remedy; to make good 
arrangement or provision for; to provide for; to devise a good expedient or means. 

  িচ [ suruci ] n good or refined taste, fine taste. ̃স   a. of refined taste or culture, of fine 
taste. 

  প [ surūpa ] a handsome, beautiful; good-looking. fem.   পা । 

 ের  [ surēndra ] n Indra (ই ) the king of gods. 

 েরলা [ surēlā ] a melodious, dulcet, musical. 

 ের র [ surēśbara ] n the lord of gods; Shiva (িশব) or Indra (ই ).  ের রী n. fem. Goddess Durga 
( গ া) or Goddess Ganges (গ া). 

 িত 1 [ surti1 ] n a lottery; a raffle. ̃ খলা v. to play at lottery; to have a game of lottery; to cast lots. 

 িত 2 [ surti2 ] n a preparation of powdered tobacco taken with betal-leaves. 

 ম া [ surmā ] n sulphate of antimony used as collyrium, kohl. 

 ল ণ [ sulakṣaṇa ] a bearing good or auspicious marks on one's person; having good or 

auspicious signs ( ল ণ কাল). ☐ n. a good or auspicious mark or sign. fem. a.  ল ণা ।  ল ণা া  
a. same as  ল ণ (a.). 

 লতান [ sulatāna ] n a Muslim ruler, a sultan. fem.  লতানা a sultana, a sultaness.  লতািন n. 
sultanate ☐ a. sultanic. 

 লভ,  লভ  [ sulabha, sulabhya ] a easily obtainable or available; cheap.  লেভ adv. cheaply. 

 লিলত [ sulalita ] a delicately soft or flexible; very pleasant or sweet or melodious or dulcet or 
musical. 

 িলিখত [ sulikhita ] a well-written; pleasant to read, perspicuous. 
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 লুক [ suluka ] n a hole; a clue; secrets; (loos.) a weak point, a fault. ̃স ান n. secrets; faults; clues; 
weak points. 

 লুপ [ sulupa ] n a light boat, a sloop; a sloop-of war. 

 েলখক [ sulēkhaka ] n a good writer or author, a writer remarkable for perspicuity. fem.  েলিখকা 

। 

 েলাচন [ sulōcana ] a having beautiful or fine eyes. fem.  েলাচনা । 

 শাসক [ suśāsaka ] n a good or wise ruler. 

 শাসন [ suśāsana ] n good or wise government or rule. 

 শািসত [ suśāsita ] a well-governed, wisely governed or ruled; well-controlled; well restrained; 
well-disciplined. 

 িশ া [ suśikṣā ] n good or salutary education or training or advice. 

 িশি ত [ suśikṣita ] a well-educated; well-trained; well-advised. 

 শীতল [ suśītala ] a very cool; very cold; very pleasant and cool. 

 শীল [ suśīla ] a good-natured; well-behaved; having a good character; gentle. fem.  শীলা । 

 শ ৃল [ suśṛṅkhala ] a arranged or managed or controlled in an orderly fashion; orderly. ̃ভােব 
adv. in good order, in an orderly manner.  শ ৃলা n. orderly arrangement or management or 
control; orderliness, order. 

 েশাভন [ suśōbhana ] a very beautiful or well-decorated or well-bedecked. 

 েশািভত [ suśōbhita ] a very beautifully decorated or adorned or bedecked. 

  াব  [ suśrābya ] a pleasing to the ear; sweet; melodious. 

  ী [ suśrī ] a of beautiful appearance, handsome, beautiful, comely, pretty. 

 ষিন,  সিন [ suṣani, susani ] n an edible aquatic spinach. 
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 ষম [ suṣama ] a well-proportioned; well-balanced, balanced; beautiful.  ষম খাদ  balanced diet. 

 ষমা [ suṣamā ] n. fem sweet grace or beauty; any pleasing quality. 

 ষ ু [ suṣupta ] a sleeping soundly, fast asleep. 

 ষুি  [ suṣupti ] n sound sleep. 

 ষ ুা [ suṣumnā ] n (Hindu med.) the middle one of the three arteries that pulsate at the wrist. 
 ষু া কা ড n. the spinal cord. 

   ু[ suṣṭhu ] a very nice; immaculate; smooth (   ুকাজ) 

 সংবাদ [ susambāda ] n a good news. 

 সং ৃত [ susaṃskṛta ] a thoroughly repaired or rectified; well-refined; well-arranged; well 
dressed; put on or worn in an orderly fashion; very refined and civil or polite. 

 সংহত [ susaṃhata ] a well-integrated; well-as sembled; compact. 

 স ,  সি ত [ susajja, susajjita ] a well-dressed, well equipped; well-decorated; well-furnished 
( সি ত গৃহ). 

 স ান [ susantāna ] n a worthy or good child. 

 সভ  [ susabhya ] a adequately or greatly civilized or refined. 

 সময় [ susamaẏa ] n favourable or prosperous times, good days; a favourable or suitable 
moment. 

 সমাচার [ susamācāra ] n a good news; (Christ.) Gospel (মিথিলিখত  সমাচার = the Gospel of St. 
Matthews.) 

 স   [ susampanna ] a well-performed, well-executed.  স   করা v. to perform or execute 
nicely or thoroughly. 

 সহ [ susaha ] a easy to bear or endure, tolerable. 

 সাধ  [ susādhya ] a easy to do or perform or execute or accomplish. 
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 সার [ susāra ] n abundance, plenty; sufficiency, financial ease; ease. 

  হ [ susha ] a sound of body, hale, healthy, free from disease (  হ); in normal state, 
unperturbed, untroubled, calm, peaceful (  হ মন,   হ জীবন).   হ করা v. to bring round; to cure; 
to bring to the normal state.   হ হওয়া v. to come round; to recover; to get back to the normal 
state. ̃ দহ, ̃ দহী a. sound of body, healthy, hale. ̃িচ  a. enjoying mental peace; sane; possessing 
mental equipoise. ̃তা n. soundness of body, healthiness; freedom from disease.   হ শরীের adv. in 
sound or good health, healthily. 

 ি হত [ sushita ] a well-off; well-conditioned; well-placed or well-established (in life); (mech.) 
stable; enjoying mental equilibrium.  ি হিত n. equilibrium. 

 ি হর [ sushira ] a perfectly calm or composed; perfectly brought round; fully soothed; very 
steady; firmly settled or fixed or ascertained. 

    [ suspaṣṭa ] a very clear, evident, explicit; thoroughly exposed or revealed, manifest; quite 
distinct. ̃ভােব adv. very clearly; in unmistakable terms. 

  ন [ susbana ] n a sweet sound or note or melody. 

    [ susbapna ] n a happy dream, a pleasant dream. 

  র [ susbara ] n a sweet voice. ☐ a. sweet-voiced; melodious. 

  াদ [ susbāda ] n a pleasant or delicious taste (of food). ☐ a. very tasteful, delicious.   া  a. 
same as   াদ (a.). 

 হাস [ suhāsa ] a pleasantly or charmingly smiling. fem.  হািসনী । 

  দ,     [ suhṛda, suhṛt ] n a friend; an ally; a well wisher. 

   র [ suhṛdbara ] n an excellent friend or ally or well-wisher. 

স ূ [ sūkta ] n any on of the complete Vedic in cantations or verses or hymns or psalms; a wise 
or salutary saying, an apopthegm. সূি  n. a wise or salutary saying, an apopthegm. 

স ূ [ sūkṣṇa ] a fine; thin; narrow; acute; low pitched, low; sharp, keen; pointed; accuminate; 
minutely scrutinizing, minute, hair-splitting; quite right or appropriate, just; subtle; delicately 
sensitive or susceptible, delicate; impalpable by senses; astral. ̃ কাণ n. (geom.) an acute 
angle. ̃ কাণী a. acute-angled. ̃ াহী a. delicately sensitive or susceptible; delicate (সূ  াহী য ). ̃তা n. 
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fineness; thinness; narrowness; lowness; sharpness, keenness; pointedness; acuminateness; 
minuteness of scrutiny, minuteness; perfect appropriateness of justice; subtlety; delicate 
sensitiveness or susceptibility; delicateness; imperceptibility (by the senses); state of being 
astral. ̃দিশ তা n. keen-sightedness; insight; keen discernment; sagacity; minute and equitable 
judgment; scrutiny. ̃দশ ী a. keen sighted; endowed with insight or keen discernment; sagacious; 

judging minutely and with perfect equity; scrutinizing. fem. ̃দিশ নী । ̃দৃি  n. keen sight; insight; 

keen discernment; sagacity; minute and equitable judgement; scrutiny. ̃ দহ n. a body not 
perceptible by senses; an astral body; (loos.) a ghost. ̃ দহী a. having a body not perceptible by 
senses; having an astral body; (bio.) infusorial. সূ েদহী জীবাণু (bio.) n. an infusoria. ̃ব  n. fine 
cloth. অিত সূ  ব  superfine cloth. ̃িবচার n. minute and equitable judgment; hair-splitting scrutiny; 
fine discretion. ̃বুি  n. keen intelligence; intellectual acumen. ☐ a. keenly intelligent. ̃মান n. 
(geom.) close approximation. ̃শরীর n. an astral body. সূ া  a. sharp-pointed, acuminate. সূ ািতসূ  
a. extremely fine or thin or keen or pointed or acuminate or scrutinizing or minute or subtle or 
delicate or impalpable, hairsplitting; (bio.) infusorial. 

সূচক [ sūcaka ] a (chiefly used as sfx.) introducing; commencing; indicating, expressing; 
presaging; foreboding, ☐ n. (alg.) an index (pl. indices). সূচক সংখ া n. index number. ̃   n. (alg.) 
an exponential theorem. 

সূচনা [ sūcanā ] n introduction; an introduction, a preface, a preamble; commencement; start, 
inception; indication, expression; presaging; a presage; foreboding. সূচনা করা v. to introduce, to 
make an introduction, to preface; to commence, to start; to indicate; to presage or forebode. 
সূিচত a. indicated; signified; implied. 

সূিচ, সূচী, সূিচকা [ sūci, sūcī, sūcikā ] n a needle; an awl; an indicator (as of a measuring 
instrument or clock); a list, an inventory, a catalogue; a table of contents. সূিচকম , সূিচিশ  n. 
needlework; embroidery; (rare) tailoring. সূিচজীবী n. a tailor. সূিচিনব  n. index register. সূিচপ  n. a 
table of contents, an index. সূিচেভদ  a. capable of being pierced or perforated only with a needle; 
very compact, dense (সূিচেভদ  অ কার). সূিচমুখ a. having a point as thin and sharp as that of a 
needle, pin-pointed; acuminate. 

সূিচকাভরণ [ sūcikābharaṇa ] n a medicine in Ayurvedic pharmacopoea containing a minute 
quantity of snake-poison. 

সূচ   [ sūcyagra ] n the point of a needle. ☐ a. not exceeding the point of a needle in thickness, 
magnitude, spaciousness etc.; an iota of ('সূচ    মিদনী'). ̃পিরমাণ, ̃পিরিমত a. same as সূচ   (a.). 

সূত [ sūta ] n an ancient Vaishya ( ব ) community; a member of this community; an official 
singer of songs in praise of a prince, nobleman etc.; the Hindu community of carpenters; a 
carpenter. 
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সূিতকা [ sūtikā ] n a woman recently delivered of a child; puerperal diarrhoea. ̃গার, ̃গৃহ n. a lying-in 
room.  র n. puerperal fever. 

স ূ [ sūtra ] n thread; yarn; fibre; a string; connection, a link (কম সূ ); a tie, a bond (পিরণয়সূ ); a 
series, a chain (িচ াসূ ); a clue or trail (স ানসূ ); a brief hint or point (সমাধােনর সূ ); an aphorism 
( বদা সূ ); a rule, a law (ব াকরেণর সূ ); a summary introduction of a subject matter, an argument; 
(of dramas etc.) a prologue; introduction, commencement, beginning; (alg.) a formula (pl. 
formulae, formulas). ̃কার n. an aphoriser, an aphorist. ̃কৃিম n. a thread-worm; (erron.) Ascaris. ̃ধার 
n. a carpenter; a joiner; (in dramas) the chief actor who recites the prologue; (erron.—in a 
stage-play) a prompter. ̃পাত n. commencement, beginning. start, inception.   পাত করা বা হওয়া v. 
to commence, to begin. 

স ূাকার [ sūtrākāra ] a filiform. 

সূদন [ sūdana ] a (use as a sfx.) killing or slaying (মধুসূদন). 

সূপ [ sūpa ] n curry, soup; a curry of pigeon-pea. ̃কার n. a cook. 

সূর [ sūra ] n the sun, the Sun-god, (cp.) Sol. 

সূির, সূরী [ sūri, sūrī ] n a poet; a learned man, a scholar; a wiseman. 

সযূ   [ sūrya ] n the sun; the Sun-god. (cp.) Sol. ̃কর, ̃িকরণ n. sunbeam; sunlight, sun shine. কেরা ল a. 
sunbeamed, sunbeamy, sunshiny; sunny. ̃কা , ̃কা মিণ n. flint-glass, burning-glass, cat's eye, 
aventurine felspar, sunstone. ̃ ক ীয় a. heliocentric. ̃ হণ n. the solar eclipse. ̃ঘি  n. a sundial, a 
solarium. ̃ তজ n. the heat of the sun. ̃পূজক n. a heliolater, a sun-worshipper. ̃পূজা n. sun-worship, 
heliolatry. ̃বংশ n. an ancient dynasty descended from King Surya or from the Sun-god, the Surya 
dynasty. ̃বংশধর n. a descen dant of the Surya dynasty. ̃বংশীয় a of the Surya dynasty. ̃মুখী n. the sun 

flower. ̃রি  same as সূয কর । ̃সারিথ n. (myth.) Aruna (অ ণ) the charioteer of the Sun-god. ̃িস া  n. a 

Hindu treatise on astronomy. সূয াবত  n. the solar rotation; the rotation of the sun. সূয াবত ী a. 
heliotropic. সূয াবৃি  n. heliotropism. সূয ােলাক n. sunlight; sunshine. সূয া  n. sunset, sundown. 
সূয া কােল adv. at sun set, at sundown. সূেয াদয় n. sunrise. সূেয াদয়কােল adv. at sunrise. সূেয াপাসক same 

as সূয পূজক । সূেয াপাসনা same as সূয পুজা । 

স ূণী [ sūkkaṇī ] n the margin of lips, the corner of the mouth or of lips. 

সৃজন [ sṛjana ] n creation; production, formation; designing; institution. সৃজন করা v. to create; to 
bring into existence; to make or produce or form; to design; to institute. ̃কত া n. a creator; a 

maker; a producer; a designer. fem. ̃ক  ী । সৃজনী a. creative. সৃজনীশি  n. creative power or faculty. 
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সৃিজত, স ৃ [ sṛjita, sṛṣṭa ] a created; made, produced, formed; designed; instituted. সৃি  n. 
creation; making; production; designing; instituting; institution; a creation, a production; 

something made or instituted; the universe. সৃি  করা same as সৃজন করা । সৃি কত া n. creator, maker; 
God. সৃি কায  n. the work of creation, creation; the creation of the universe. সৃি েকৗশল, সৃি চাতুয  n. 
the art or the won derful art of creation; the manner or method of creation. সৃি  মতা n. the 
creative power or faculty. সৃি ছা া a. not available anywhere in God's creation; unusual; bizarre, 
odd, outlandish, grotesque; eccentric; vagarish. সৃি ত  n. cosmogony; cosmology. সৃি নাশ করা v. to 
destroy or dissolve the universe; to undo everything. সৃি নাশা a. (rare) causing universal 
dissolution; (pop.) undoing everything. সৃি ৈনপুণ  n. skill or deftness in creation or making. সৃি বাদ 
n. the doctrine of creation; cosmogony. সৃি ৈবিচ   n. (wonderful) diversity of the creation. সৃি র া 
করা v. to protect or preserve (and maintain) the world created by God. সৃি েলাপ করা same as সৃি নাশ 

করা । সৃি ি হিতলয় n. creation, preservation and dissolution (esp. of the universe). 

 স [ sē ] pro (masc.) he; (fem.) she, (neut.) it. ☐ a. that ( স  লাক,  সিদন); past or ancient ( সকাল). 

 সই [ sēi ] a that; that very. ☐ pro. that person or thing, that; that time. ☐ adv. after all ( সই  তা 
মল খসািল); long ago ( সই  গেল) ☐ con. no sooner than, as, so ( যই এল,  সই  গল).  সইখান,  সইজন same 
as  সখান,  সজন.  সই  থেক from that time, thenceforth; from that (thing). 

 সউঁিত1 [ sēm̐uti1 ] n a bailing bucket or vessel, a bail, a bale. 

 সওঁিত,  সউঁিত2 [ sēm ̐ōti, sēm ̐uti2 ] n a kind of indigenous white rose. 

 সেঁকা,  সেঁকািবষ [ sēn̐kō, sēn̐kōbiṣa ] n arsenic. 

 সজঁুিত [ sēn̐juti ] n an evening-lamp; a vesper lamp. 

 সধঁােনা [ sēn̐dhānō ] v to enter, to go into; to cause to enter; to drive into. 

 সক [ sēka ] n fomentation.  সক  দওয়া v, to foment. 

 সকা [ sēkā ] v to warm slowly in heat (আ েন হাত  সকা); to bake ( িট  সকা). ☐ a. baked. 

 সকাল [ sēkāla ] n ancient times, the days of yore; past or bygone days, the past.  সকাল ও একাল 
the past and the present. 

 সেক ড,  সেকনড [ sēkēnḍa, sēkēnaḍa ] n a second (= &frac16; minute). ☐ a. second.  সেক ড 
হওয়া v. to stand second. এক  সেকে ড in a second; in a trice. 
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 সেক র,  সেক ার [ sēkēndara, sēkēndāra ] n Alexander the Conqueror.  সেক াির,  সেক াির a. of 
king Secunder Sha.  সেক াির গজ a lineal measure in which 1 yard is equal to 38 inches. 

 সেকেল [ sēkēlē ] a of ancient times; of the past; ancient; old; antiquated; old-fashioned; out of 
date; backdated.  সেকেল  লাক বা ব  a back number. 

 সখান [ sēkhāna ] n that place.  সখান  থেক from that place, from there. ̃কার a. of that place.  সখােন 
adv. at or in or to that place, there. 

 স ন [ sēguna ] n the teak; teak-wood. 

 সচ,  সচন [ sēca, sēcana ] n spraying or sprinkling or watering or baling; irrigation.  সচন করা v. 
same as  সচা (v.).  সচকর n. irrigation tax or cess.  সচন-কৃত ক n. the Irrigation Service.  সচনয  n. a 
sprinkling apparatus, a spray.  সচনী n. a spray, a sprin kling apparatus; a watering can; a bailing 
bucket or vessel, a bail, a bale.  সচিবভাগ n. the Irrigation Department.  সচম ক n. the Ministry of 
Irrigation.  সচম ী n. the Minister of Irrigation. 

 সচা [ sēcā ] v to spray or sprinkle; to water; to bail or bale out; to bail out water (partly or 
completely); to lift a small quantity from the bottom ( সেচ  তালা); to dredge. 

 সজ1 [ sēja1 ] n a bed. 

 সজ2,  সেজা [ sēja2, sējō ] a third in order of birth, third-born ( সেজা ভাই); third in order of 
seniority ( সেজা সােহব,  সজদা). 

 সট1 [ sēṭa1 ] n a set (এক  সট বই); asuit (এক  সটেপাশাক বা গয়না). 

 সট2 [ sēṭa2 ] a fixed in position or in required condition, set.  সট করা v. to set (িবিভ  অংশ  সট করা); 
to put something into proper position (হাত  সট করা). 

 সতখানা [ sētakhānā ] n a latrine, a lavatory. 

 সতার [ sētāra ] n a three-stringed (sometimes five-stringed with three additional strings in 
larger instruments) musical instrument. ̃বাদক,  সতাির n. one who plays the aforesaid musical 
instrument. 

 সত ু [ sētu ] n a bridge; a culvert; a causeway; a dam.  সতু বাঁধা v. to build a bridge (over); to 
bridge, to span. ̃ব  n. a ridge of rocks extending from the southern extremity of India towards 
Sri Lanka, Adam's Bridge. ̃মুখ n. a bridgehead. 
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 সেথা [ sēthō ] n a traveller's professional companion and guide. ̃িগির n. act of ac companying or 
guiding a traveller professionally. 

 সনা [ sēnā ] n an army, armed forces; a troop of soldiers; a soldier. প া ত ী  সনা the rear party of 
an army, the second echelon. পুেরাবত ী  সনা the advance party of an army, the vanguard; the 
advance guard.  সনািধকািরক n. an army officer, a military officer. ̃ধ  , ̃নায়ক n. an army commander, 
a general; the commander of a troop. ̃িনবাস n. army quarters, barracks; a cantonment; (loos.) a 
garrison.  সনািনেবশ করা v. to array or station soldiers esp. for a battle. ̃নী n. an army commander, a 
general; (pop.) the army; the soldiers. ̃পিত n. the commander in-chief, an army commander, a 
general; the commander of a troop.  ধান  সনাপিত the commander-in-chief. ̃পিত  n. office of the 
commander-in-chief; generalship; command. ̃পিতে  adv. under one's command. ̃বাস same as 

 সনািনবাস । ̃ভ  n. a stampede, a debacle; defeat or retreat of an army. ̃িশিবর n. an army 
encampment; a cantonment. 

 সপেটমবর,  সে  র [ sēpaṭēmabara, sēpṭēmbara ] n September. 

 সবক [ sēbaka ] a serving, waiting upon; nursing; worshipping, following. ☐ n. a servant, an 
attendant; a waiter (fem. waitress); a sick-nurse, a nurse; a worshipper, a votary; a 
follower. ̃সিমিত n. organization of social workers.  সবকাধম n. the humblest of servants. 

 সবন [ sēbana ] n eating or drinking or smoking (ঔষধেসবন, মদ েসবন, গি কােসবন); act of having or 
enjoying (বায়ুেসবন); worship, serving, waiting upon; nursing;  সবন করা v. to eat or drink or smoke, 

to have or enjoy, to take.  সবনীয় a. same as  সব  । 

 সবা [ sēbā ] n serving, waiting upon; nursing; worship; eating or drinking or smoking or 

enjoying; (dial.) obeisance, salutation. ☐ v. poet. form of  সবা করা ।  সবা করা v. to serve, to wait 

upon; to nurse; to worship; to eat or drink or smoke or have or enjoy; to take. ̃ইত n. a priest and 
beneficiary of a temple or a religious institution; a worshipper, a votary. ̃দাসী n. fem. a maiden 
dedicated to the service of a temple or a deity, (cp.) a nun; a woman who (usu. under a vow) 
serves an ascetic or a Vaishnava devotee or the head of a religious institution; (sarcas.) a 
concubine. ̃ধম  n. social service looked upon as a religion, the sacred task of serving 

others. ̃য়ত, ̃ য়ত variants of  সবাইত । 

 সিবকা [ sēbikā ] fem of  সবক । 

 সিবত [ sēbita ] a served, waited upon; nursed; worshipped; eaten or drunk or smoked or 
enjoyed. 
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 সবী [ sēbī ] a (used as a sfx.) one who serves or waits upon or nurses or worships; one who eats 
or drinks or smokes, addicted or habituated to; one who enjoys. 

 সব  [ sēbya ] a to be eaten or drunk or smoked or enjoyed; worthy of being wor shipped or 
served or nursed. 

 সমই [ sēmi ] n vermicelli. 

 সমত,  সমিত । [ sēmata, sēmati . ] adv. & a (poet.) like that. 

 সয়ান,  সয়ানা [ sēẏāna, sēẏānā ] a sly, shrewd; clever; feigning; of age, adult ( মেয়  সয়ানা হেয়েছ). 
 সয়ানা পাগল one feigning mad ness; one who has a method in one's madness.  সয়ােন  সয়ােন  কালা িল 
(fig.) diamond cuts diamond. 

 সর [ sēra ] n an obsolete Indian measure of weight (¼ মন), a seer. ̃িকয়া n. the table of counting 
by seers. ̃ ক adv. in each seer; for each seer. 

 সরকশ [ sērakaśa ] a obstinate, refractory. 

 সরা1 [ sērā1 ] a best; excellent. 

 সরা2,  সির [ sērā2, sēri ] a (used as suffixes) weighing and holding or consuming a specific 
number of seers ( সর). 

 স প [ sērūpa ] a of that form or kind.  স েপ adv. in that manner or way. 

 সেরফ [ sērēpha ] a & adv only; alone; mere or merely. 

 সের া [ sērēstā ] n an office; a record-office. ̃দার n. an office superintendent; a headclerk, a chief 
clerk; a record keeper. 

 সলাই [ sēlāi ] n sewing; seaming; a stitch or seam.  সলাই করা v. to sew; to seam; to stitch. ̃কল n. a 
sewing machine.  সলাই  খালা v. to unsew, to unstitch; to get unsewn.  সলাইেয়র  ফাঁ  a stitch. 

 সলাখানা [ sēlākhānā ] a an armoury, an arsenal. 

 সলাম [ sēlāma ] n salutation, obeisance, a salute.  সলাম করা v. to salute, to make an obeisance; 
(iron.) to shun by showing feigned reverential awe.  সলাম আলায় ম,  সলাম আেল ম int. (Mus.) I 
salute you.  সলািম n. an irregular fee or present given to an owner, landlord, employer, boss etc. 
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as a mark of obeisance (জিমদােরর  সলািম); an illegal extra payment made to obtain something 
(বাি ভা ার  সলািম). 

 সলুন [ sēluna ] n a barber's shop, a hair dresser's shop; a luxurious railway carriage or motor car 
used by dignitaries. 

 সশন [ sēśana ] n a session (কেলেজর  সশন); (in law) sessions.  সশেন পাঠােনা v. to commit to or send 
up to the sessions.  সশন জজ n. a sessions-judge. 

 সহা [ sēhā ] n entry showing payment of rent in a landlord's book.  সহা করা v. to enter or record 
rent-receipt. 

 সেহতু [ sēhētu ] conj for that reason, that is why, because of that. 

 সকত [ saikata ] n the sandy beach of a sea, gulf, river etc.; sea-shore or beach. 

 সনাপত  [ saināpatya ] n generalship, commandership; command (তাঁরা  সনাপেত   দশ িজেতেছ) 

 সিনক [ sainika ] n a soldier; a fighter; an armed guard, a sentinel. ̃জীবন n. the life of a soldier; 
army life, military life. ̃বৃি  n. the profession of a soldier, military profession, soldiership. 
 সিনকবৃি  অবল ন করা v. to become a soldier.  সিনেকািচত a. soldier-like, soldierly, be fitting a soldier. 

 স ব [ saindhaba ] a marine; of or grown in sind or the Indus. ☐ n. sea-salt; marine salt; (loos.) 
rock-salt.  স ব লবণ same as  স ব (n.) 

 স  [ sainya ] n a soldier; an army; armed forces.  হায়ী  স  a standing army.  স  পিরচালনা করা v. 
to command or lead or manoeuvre an army.  স  সমােবশ করা v. to station or array or mobilize 
armed forces. ̃দল n. an army; a regiment. ̃ যাজন n. mobilization of an army. ̃সাম  n. armed forces 
and vassals.  স াধ   n. a commander of an army, a general; a commander-in-chief. the 
commander-in-chief. সহকারী  ধান  স াধ   the second-in-command. 

 সয়দ [ saiẏada ] n a descendant of Imam Hossain, a sayyid, a sayid. 

 সির ী,  সর ী [ sairindhrī, sairandhrī ] n. fem a woman who lives away from her home and 
earns her livelihood by doing artistic work such as embroidery, hairdressing, etc. 

 সা [ sō ] pro (poet. & obs.) he, she, it. &square; a. (poet. & obs.) that. 

 সাঁটা [ sōn̐ṭā ] n a thick stick or staff, a cudgel. 
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 সাঁদা [ sōn̐dā ] a smelling like dry earth wetted with rain-water. 

 সাঁদাল [ sōn̐dāla ] n a kind of yellow flower or its plant, Cursia fistula. 

 সা ার [ sōccāra ] a clamorous, vociferous. 

 সাজা [ sōjā ] a straight, uncurved; lying straight infront of (নাক  সাজা); lying continually onward; 
shortest, non-circuitous, direct; honest, upright, virtuous, free from angularities, simple; easy; 
unequivocal, plain ( সাজা কথা); chastened or coerced (মােরর  চােট  সাজা). ☐ adv. straight ahead, 
continuously onward.  সাজা করা v. to straighten; to chasten or coerce. ̃ িজ adv. by the straight or 
shortest route; straightly, straightway; diagonally; unequivocally, plainly, categorically, 
outspokenly. 

 সাডা [ sōḍā ] n soda; sodium carbonate; sodium bicarbonate; washing soda. ̃ওয়াটার n. soda-
water; mineral water.  সাডা ওয়াটােরর  দাকান n. a soda-fountain, a spa. 

 সা ক ঠ [ sōtkanṭha ] a anxious; eager. 

 সা সাহ [ sōtsāha ] a zealous, ardent, enthusiastic.  সা সােহ adv. zealously, ardently, with 
enthusiasm. 

 সানা [ sōnā ] n gold; a gold ornament; (in endearment) a precious treasure (' খাকা  মােদর  সানা'). 
☐ a. gold-coloured, golden, yellow; sweet, gentle-natured, brilliant ( সানা  ছেল). কাঁচা  সানা, পাকা 
 সানা unalloyed or pure gold.  কেল  সানা (in endearment) a dark-complexioned son; Krishna (ক ৃ). 
 সানায়  সাহাগা (fig.) a happy match, a most desirable union; (sarcas.) alliance of two vile persons. 
 সানার কািঠ  েপার কািঠ (in folk-tales) means of keeping alive or killing; means of living or dying, 
life and death.  সানার খিন a gold-mine.  সানার জল gold ink; gold paint.  সানার পাত a gold-leaf.  সানার 

পাথর বািট (fig.) an absurdity, a mare's nest.  সানার বাট gold bar.  সানার  বেন same as  বণ  বিনক ।  সানার 

সংসার a happy and prosperous family. ̃দানা n. gold and things made of gold; (loos.) gold 
ornaments. ̃ব াং n. a species of yellow frog, the golden frog. ̃মুখ n. a fair and bright face; a happy 
face. ☐ a. having a fair and bright face. ̃মুখ কের with an expression of delight or happiness. ̃মুখী a. 

fem. of  সানামুখ । ☐ n. senna, sennapod. ̃মুগ n. a variety of yellow pigeon-pea. ̃িল a. gold-coloured, 

golden; gilded, gold-gilt; (fig.) very bright or happy ( সানািল িদন,  সানািল জীবন).  সানািল চুল golden 
hair.  সানািল চুলওয়ালা golden haired.  সানািল চুলওয়ালা  লাক a goldilocks.  সানািল জির gold-thread.  সানািল 
মাছ a goldfish. 

 সাপকরণ,  সাপচার [ sōpakaraṇa, sōpacāra ] a with all articles of food and clothing required to 
be offered in religious worship. 
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 সাপর ,  সাপদ   [ sōparadda, sōparda ] n sending up or committing for trial. ☐ a. sent up or 
committed for trial. 

 সাপান [ sōpāna ] n a flight of steps, stairs; a stair case; a step; a ladder; an escalator. ̃  িণ, 
 সাপানাবিল n. a flight of steps, stair. 

 সাম [ sōma ] n the moon; the moongod; Mon day; the juice of wormwood. ̃বার n. Monday. ̃রস n. 
a beverage prepared from the juice of  সামলতা. ̃রাজ n. wormwood. ̃লতা n. (myth.) a kind of creeper 
whose growth is governed by the waxing and waning of the moon. 

 সাম  [ sōmatta ] a. fem of age, grown up; one who has reached the marriageable age or the age 
of cohabitation. 

 সায়াি  [ sōẏāsti ] n (pop.) peace, ease, freedom from anxiety or concern, comfort, allayment. 

 সােয়টার [ sōẏēṭāra ] n a sweater, a woolen jumper or pullover; a woolen jacket. 

 সারাই [ sōrāi ] n a pitcher with a long and nar row neck, a flagon. 

 সােল [ sōlē ] n (chiefly in law) compromise.  সােল করা v. to compromise. ̃নামা n. a deed of 
compromise. 

 সাসর [ sōsara ] a (obs.) equal, like; equal in power or strength. 

 সাহাগ [ sōhāga ] n affection, love; caress, fondling; amorous caress.  সাহাগ করা v. to treat with 
affection, to love; to caress, to fondle; to caress amorously.  সাহািগ,  সাহািগিন a. fem. enjoying love 
of; beloved. 

 সাহাগা [ sōhāgā ] n borax. 

 সৗকয   [ saukarya ] n easiness or facility in doing or performing. 

 সৗ মায   [ saukumārya ] n great softness or tenderness; attractive youth or youngness; great 
beauty or grace. 

 সৗগ ,  সৗগ   [ saugandha, saugandhya ] n a sweet smell, fragrance, aroma, perfume.  সৗগি ক n. 
a maker or seller of perfumes, a perfumer. 

 সৗজ  [ saujanya ] n courtesy, civility, good manners; (loos.) cordiality.  সৗজ  সা া  a courtesy 
meeting; a courtesy visit. 
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 সৗধ [ saudha ] n a large building, an edifice, a mansion. ̃িকরীিটনী a. fem. adorned with numerous 
large buildings. 

 সৗ য   [ saundarya ] n beauty; loveliness; handsomeness; grace, elegance. ̃বধ  ক a. enhancing or 
augmenting beauty, adding to charm or grace. ̃মি ত a. covered with beauty; highly 

beautiful. ̃শালী, ̃স   a. beautiful; handsome; graceful. fem. ̃শািলনী, ̃স  া । 

 সৗি ক [ sauptika ] n a night-attack, a night battle. 

 সৗবীর [ saubīra ] n an ancient state on the bank of the Indus. 

 সৗভাগ  [ saubhāgya ] n good luck, good furtune; prosperity. ̃ েম adv. by good luck, fortunately, 

luckily. ̃বান, ̃শালী a. fortunate; lucky; prosperous. fem. ̃বতী ̃শািলনী । ̃ল ী n. fem. the presiding female 

deity of good fortune; good fortune personified. ̃বশত adv. same as  সৗভাগ  েম । 

 সৗিভক [ saubhika ] n a conjuror, a wizard, an enchanter; magician. 

 সৗ া  [ saubhrātra ] n good terms amongst brothers; brotherly love; fraternity. 

 সৗিম ,  সৗিমি  [ saumitra, saumitri ] n a son of Sumitra. ( িম া). 

 সৗম  [ saumya ] a mentally calm or placid or balanced; beautiful, majestic, dignified, 
unruffled. ̃দশ ন a. having a calm or placid appearance; good-looking, handsome; dignified, 

majestic; unruffled. ̃ভাব n. mental calm or equilibrium; placidity. ̃মূিত  a. same as  সৗম দশ ন । ☐ n. a 
calm or placid or unruffled appearance; a handsome figure. 

 সৗর [ saura ] a solar; heliolatrous. ̃কর n. a sunray; sunlight, sunshine. ̃কল  n. a sunspot. ̃কাল n. 
solar time. ̃জগ  a. the solar region, the solar sphere, the solar system. ̃িদন, ̃িদবস n. (astr.) a solar 
day. ̃ব সর, ̃বষ   n. (astr.) an as tronomical or equinoctial or natural year, a solar year. ̃বণ  ািল n. a 

solar spectrum. ̃ম ল same as  সৗরজগ  । ̃মাস n. (astr.) a solar month. 

 সৗরভ [ saurabha ] n a sweet smell or odour, fragrance, aroma. 

 সৗ ব [ sauṣṭhaba ] n beauty; decorum; grace; decoration; excellency; smoothness (কােজর  সৗ ব); 
beautiful symmetry or shapeliness (অ েসৗ ব). 

 সৗসাদ ৃ [ sausādṛśya ] n nice or immaculate or close resemblance or similarity. 
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 সৗহাদ  ,  সৗহাদ   ,  সৗ দ  [ sauhārda, sauhārdya, sauhṛdya ] n friendship; amity; fellow-feeling; 
cordiality.  সৗহাদ  পাশ,  সৗহাদ  ব ন n. tie or bond of friendship. 

   [ skanda ] n Kartikeya (কািত েকয়). 

   [ skandha ] n the shoulder; (of a beast) neck; the trunk of the human body; a tree trunk, a 
trunk; a section of a book, a chapter, a canto; an instalment; a part or division of an army. ̃কাটা 
a. one with the head cut off; headless. ☐ n. a headless ghost.  ে  করা বা  নওয়া,  ে  বহন করা v. to 
take up upon one's shoulders; to carry upon one's shoulders; to shoulder. ̃ দশ n. the region of 
the shoulder or (in case of a beast) the neck, shoulders. 

 ুটার [ skuṭāra ] n a scooter. 

 ুল [ skula ] n a school.  ুল পালােনা v. to play truant, to truant, to run away from school; to 
mooch.  ুেল যাওয়া v. (in case of a student) to go to school; (in case of anybody who is not a 
student) to go to the school.  ুেলর ছুিট a school holiday.  ুেলর িশ া school education.  ুেলর সময় 
school hours. 

  ু[ skru ] n a screw.   ুআঁটা v. to screw; to screw up.   ু খালা v. to unscrew. মাথার   ু িঢলা having 
some mental defect, with a screw loose. 

 লন [ skhalana ] n falling, a fall; shedding; act of coming off or getting detached, detachment; 
loosening; act of slipping off; act of losing one's footing, slipping; stumbling; a lapse, a mistake, 
an error; act of going astray, aberration; stuttering or mumbling; unguarded uttterance of 
undesirable things, a slip of the tongue. 

 িলত [ skhalita ] a fallen; shed; detached, come off; loosened; slipped off; slipped; stumbled; 
guilty of a lapse, mistaken; erred; erring; gone astray; aberrated; stuttering or mumbling; 
uttered unguardedly and unintentionally.  িলত হওয়া v. to fall; to be shed; to come off, to get 
detached, to get loose, to loosen; to slip off; to lose one's footing, to slip; to stumble; to go 
astray, to aberrate; to be uttered unguardedly and unintentionally; to slip from one's 

mouth. ̃ক ঠ a. stuttering or mumbling. ̃চরণ a. stumbled; stumbling.  িলতা a. fem. of  িলত । n. a 
fallen woman. 

ি ম [ sṭima ] n steam. অিততািপত ি ম superheated steam. ি মার n. a steamer. ি মারঘাট n. a 
steamer-station, a wharf, a pier. 

 ুিডেয়া [ sṭuḍiẏō ] n a studio. 

  শন [ sṭēśana ] n a station. 
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ি ট [ sṭriṭa ] n a street; a road. 

 ন [ stana ] n either of the mammary glands in women, a women's breast, the mamma (pl. 
mammae) 

 ন   [ stanadugdha ] n breast-milk. 

 নন [ stanana ] n a sound, a noise; a cry of affliction, moaning; roaring; the rumbling of the 
cloud. 

 ন য় [ stanandhaẏa ] a unweaned, suckling; infant. fem.  ন য়ী। 

 নবৃ  [ stanabṛnta ] n a nipple, a teat. 

 নভার [ stanabhāra ] n the load of one's mammae; the burden of the breasts; fully developed 
breast. 

 না  [ stanāgra ] n a nipple, a teat, a pap. 

 িনত [ stanita ] a resounded; resounding; rever berated; filled with noise; sounded, ringing. ☐ 
n. the rumbling of the cloud. সমু - িনত a. resounding with the roar of the sea. ('সমু   িনত প ৃী'). 
☐ n. the roaring of the waves. 

   [ stanya ] n breast-milk, mother's milk. ̃জীবী same as   পায়ী । ̃দা ী a. suckling. ☐ n. a mother; 

a wet-nurse,   দান করা v. to suckle.   পান করা v. to suck. ̃পায়ী a. suckling; mammalian.   পায়ী  াণী 
a mammal.   পায়ী  াণীবগ  the Mammalia.   পায়ী িশশ ুa suckling. 

 ব [ staba ] n singing in praise, hymnody; a song of praise, a hymn; glorification; eulogy; a 
eulogium, a eulogy.  ব করা v. to sing in praise of, to hymn; to glo rify; to eulogize. 

 বক [ stabaka ] n a bunch, a cluster; a bouquet; a collection; a stanza; a chapter (of a book). 

 বগান [ stabagāna ] n a song of praise, a hymn. 

 বপাঠ [ stabapāṭha ] n recital of a song of praise or of a hymn. 

 ব িত [ stabastuti ] n repeated singing in praise of; hymns collectively, hymnody; repeated 
glorification. 
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  ,   ীভূত [ stabdha, stabdhībhūta ] a (rendered) motionless; stunned; stupefied, dazed; fallen 
or lying in a stupor; stiffened; stopped; calmed; calm. 

   [ stambha ] n a pillar, a post; a perpendicular section of a page or of a table, a column; 
stupor; motionlessness; stiffness; stagnancy; stagnation; stopping.   ক n. a cylinder.   ন n. 
stupefaction; act of causing to fall in a stupor; act of making motionless or stagnant; stiffening; 
stopping; act of making immobile or powerless by means of occult incantation etc.  ভ াকার a. 
shaped like a pillar; columnal; cylindrical. 

 ি ত [ stambhita ] a stupefied; astounded; stunned; rendered motionless; stopped; brought to a 

standstill; made stagnant. fem.  ি তা ।  ি ত হওয়া v. to be struck dumb with amazement. 

 র [ stara ] n a layer; a stratum (pl. strata), a bed; a tier; a lamina (pl. laminae).  ের  ের layer by 
layer, in layers; in tiers.  ের,  ের  হািপত stratified; tiered. ̃নিত n. the dip of strata. ̃িব াস n. 
stratification. ̃ মঘ n. stratus.  রায়ণ n. stratification.  িরত,  রীভূত a. stratified; laminate(d).  িরত ব  
a laminated core.  রীভূত িশলা (geog.) a stratified rock. 

 াবক [ stābaka ] n one who hymns or sings in praise of; a panegyrist; a eulogizer; a (cringing) 
flatterer, an adulator. 

ি িমত [ stimita ] a motionless, immobile; fixed; unmoving; wet, moist, damp; (pop.) dim (ি িমত 
আেলাক). ̃ নে  adv. with fixed looks, looking fixedly, gazingly. 

 ত [ stuta ] a praised in a song or hymn; glorified; eulogized; flattered; propitiated.  িত n. a song 
of praise, a hymn; singing in praise; glorification; a eulogy, a eulogium, an encomium (pl. 
encomia); eulogy; flattery; propitiation; a propitiatory speech.  িত করা v. to sing in praise of, to 
hymn, to glorify; to eulogize; to flatter; to propitiate.  িত পাঠক n. an encomiast.  িতি য় a. fond of 
praise or adulation.  িতবাদ n. an encomium, a eulogium, a eulogy; a lauda tory speech. 

 প [ stupa ] n a heap, a pile; a mound; a low hill (বািলর  প = a dune); (in Buddhism) a stupa or 
tope.  প করা,  পাকার করা v. to heap, to pile up. ̃ মঘ n. cumulus.  পাকার,  পাকৃিত,  পীকৃত a. collected in 
a heap, piled up. 

  াক1 [ stōka1 ] a little, a bit. 

  াক2 [ stōka2 ] n false or insincere consolation or assurance or promise. ̃বাক  n. words 
containing false consolation or assurance or promise. 

  া  [ stōtra ] n a verse of praise (esp. of a deity), an encomium (pl. encomia).   া  পাঠ করা v. to 
recite hymn or a verse of praise. ̃গাথা n. a song of praise; a hymn. 
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 ী [ strī ] n a wife; a married woman; a woman. ☐ a. (used as a pfx.) female, she( ী-প ).  ী-আচার 
n. traditional rites performed at a wedding by women whose husbands are alive. ̃গমন n. sexual 
intercourse with one's wife or any other woman. ̃চির  n. the nature and propensity of 
womankind, woman's nature. ̃িচ  n. the vagina. ̃জ  n. birth as a woman. ̃জািত n. womankind, the 
female sex, the fair sex. ̃জাতীয় a. feminine, female; feminal. ̃  n. womanly function and duties; 
womanly marks on one's person; womanhood; femineity, femininity. ̃ত াগ করা v. to desert or 
divorce a wife. ̃  ষী a. misogynous, misogynistical. ☐ n. a misogynist. ̃ধন n. a woman's personal 
property; a dowry; a portion, dot. ̃ধম  n. menstruation, menses; womanly duties.  ী পির হ করা v. 
to take a wife, to marry, to wive. ̃প ুষ n. a man and a woman, male and female; husband and 
wife, man and wife, a couple. ̃ ত য় n. (gr.) any inflection (used as a suffix) denoting feminine 
gender. ̃বশ a. uxorious, henpecked, ̃বুি  n. (usu. unwise) counsel of a woman. ̃মুিত  n. a female 
figure. ̃র  n. a jewel of a woman or wife. ̃ রাগ n. a female disease. ̃ রাগ স  ীয় a. gynaecological. ̃ রাগ 
িবেশষ  n. a gynaecologist; a specialist in female diseases. ̃ল ণ n. any one of the characteristic 
signs of a female body. ̃িল  n. (gr.) the feminine gender. ̃ লাক n. a woman. ̃িশ া n. female 

education. ̃সংসগ , ̃সহবাস same as ̃ ীগমন ।  লভ a. womanly, feminine; womanish, effeminate. ̃ ভাব n. 
womanly nature; effeminacy. ̃ াধীনতা n. freedom of women; female emancipation; (cp.) women's 
lib. ̃হত া n. murder of a wife or any woman. ̃হরণ n. abduction of women esp. for immoral 
purposes. 

  ণ [ straiṇa ] n uxorious, henpecked. 

- হ [ -sha ] sfx denoting: situated or located in; contained in; deposited in; arrived at, come of 
বয় হ. 

 হগন [ shagana ] n cessation, stopping; postponement, suspension, adjournment; coming to a 
standstill. 

 হিগত [ shagita ] a ceased, stopped; discontinued; postponed, put off, suspended, adjourned; 
brought to a standstill. 

 হপিত [ shapati ] n an architect; a mason. ̃িবদ া n. architecture; masonry. 

 হিবর [ shabira ] a decrepit; deprived of the power of movement or action, infirm. ( হিবর যুবক). 
☐ n. a decrepit man; a Buddhist ascetic practising asceticism for more than ten years. ̃  n. 
decrepitude, infirmity (coming with age). 

 হল [ shala ] n a place; a site; location, scene, venue; land; ground; condition, situation, 
circumstances, case (এ প  হেল); stead, position, place (ভরসা হল); a container, a repository; a 
matter or object or point (তক  হল). ̃কমল n. land-lily, (cp.) lily of the valley. ̃গত a. of or on the land, 
land; overland. ̃চর a. living or moving on land, terrestrial. ̃পথ n. a land-route. ̃পেথ adv. by land, 
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over land.  হলপ  same as  হলকমল । ̃বািণজ  n. land-trade. ̃বায়ু n. land-breeze. ̃িবেশেষ adv. in some 

cases; as the case may be; wherever apposite or appropriate. ̃যু  n. land-fight. ̃সংকট n. an 
isthmus. ̃ সনা, ̃ স  n. land army.  হলািভিষ  a. placed in another's position or post; substituted; 

deputizing.  হলারিব  same as  হলকমল ।  হলী n. a site, a place; a bag. a sac; a container, a 
repository.  হলীয় a. of or on the land, land. 

 হাণু [ shāṇu ] n a peg; a pillar, a post; a stump; Shiva (িশব). ☐ a. immobile, motionless, stock-
still. ̃ব  a. immobile or motionless like a pillar. 

 হান [ shāna ] n a place; a site; a region, a locality; a country; location, scene, venue; shelter; a 
repository, a container, a receptacle (ভরসা হান); situation, circumstances, case (এ প  হােন); 
position, post; stead, place (ত  হােন); a holy place (কালীর  হান); an abode, a habitat; space, room; 
scope; (phil.) space; (astrol.) a footing.  হােন  হােন here and there; at places; sporadically. ̃চু ত a. 
displaced, dislocated; dislodged; removed. ̃চ ুিত n. displacement; dislocation; dislodgment; 
removal.  হানত াগ করা v. to quit or leave a place, to remove. ̃ব ল a. spacious, roomy, 

commodious. ̃িববরণ n. topography. ̃   same as  হানচ ুত । ̃মাহা   n. greatness or glory or sanctity of 

a place; influence of a place. ̃সং লান n. provision of space; accommodation.  হানসং লান হওয়া v. to 
be accommodated.  হানা  n. (math.) co-ordinates.  হানা  পিরবত ন n. transformation of co-
ordinates.  হানা র n. another place.  হানা ের যাওয়া v. to go to another place. to remove, to shift. 
 হানা রণ n. removal or transfer to an other place.  হানা িরত a. removed to an other place, shifted; 
transferred.  হানাপ  a. officiating.  হানাভাব n. want of space or room or accommodation.  হািনক a. 
local; regional.  হানীয় a. local ( হানীয় সময়); fit to be regarded as like (িপতৃ হানীয়). 

 হাপত  [ shāpatya ] n architecture; masonry; an architectural work. ̃িশ ী n. an architect; a 
mason. ̃সং া  a. architectural. 

 হাপন,  হাপনা [ shāpana, shāpanā ] n placing, putting; depositing; installation; (িব হ হাপন); 
application; fixing (দৃি  হাপন); settling (  হােন  হাপন); establishment, setting up, founding an 
institution (মি র  হাপন, ধম  হাপন).  হাপন করা v. to place, to put; to deposit; to instal; to apply; to 
settle; to establish, to set up, to found, to institute. 

 হাপিয়তা [ shāpaẏitā ] n one who places or puts; one who instals; one who settles another; an 

establisher, a founder, an institutor. fem.  হাপিয় ী । 

 হািপত [ shāpita ] a placed, deposited; installed; settled; established, setup, founded, instituted. 

 হাবর [ shābara ] a immovable; immobile. ̃-জ ম n. mobile and immobile world or beings, 
animate or inanimate world or beings.  হাবর ও অ হাবর movable and immovable, movables and 
immovables.  হাবর স ি  immovable property, immovables, real estate. 
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 হািয়তা,  হািয়  [ shāẏitā, shāẏitba ] n durability; permanence; unchangeability, fixity; 
perpetuity; immobility; stability. 

 হািয়ভাব [ shāẏibhāba ] n permanence; stability; (rhet.) any one of the permanent emotions 
that are expressed in poetry. 

 হায়ী [ shāẏī ] a lasting, durable; abiding; permanent; unalterable; everlasting, perpetual, 
immobile, firm, stable; fixed ( হায়ী আমানত); standing ( হায়ী আেদশ). ̃ভােব adv. stably; perpetually, 
permanently. 

 হাল,  হালী [ shāla, shālī ] n a cooking pot or urn (esp. one made of clay); a plate or saucer (esp. 
one with a rim), a dish. 

ি হত [ shita ] a located; remaining, staying, lying; existent, present; fixed, static, immobile, 
standstill; firm; unwavering. ̃িধ, ̃   a. enjoying perpetual mental calm through philosophic 
contemplation and conviction. ি হতাব হা n. a stand still; status quo. ি হতাব হা-চুি  n. a stand still 
agreement. ি হিত n. location; stay; position; existence, presence; fixity; stability; (in book-
keeping) a balance. ি হিতকাল n. duration. ি হিতপ  n. a balance-sheet. ি হিতিবদ া, ি হিতিব ান n. stat 
ics. ি হিতশীল a. lasting, durable; abiding; permanent; fixed; static; firm; stable. ি হিত হাপক a. 
elastic. ি হিত হাপকতা n. elasticity. ি হতীয় a. statical. ি হতািধকার n. locus standi; recognized position. 

ি হর [ shira ] a motionless, stationary, still; permanent, perpetual, everlasting; firm, resolute; 
unperturbed, solid; steady; calm, tranquil; fixed, settled; ascertained. ☐ adv. for certain; surely. 
ি হর করা v. to fix, to settle; to determine; to ascertain; to make steady. ̃িচ , ̃ চতা a. evenminded; 
single-minded; resolute; unwavering, firm. ̃তা n. motionlessness, stationariness; permanence; 
firmness; stolidness; steadiness, calmness, tranquillity; fixity; certainty. ̃তারা n. (astr.) a fixed 
star. ̃দৃি  n. a fixed or steadfast look; a gaze. ̃িন য় a. firmly resolved; certain, sure; 
convinced. ̃ িত  a. firmly resolved, resolute, firm. ̃ িত া n. a firm resolve, resoluteness. ̃বুি , ̃মিত 

a. evenminded; staid. ̃ যৗবনা a. fem. perpetually young, unaging, ageless. masc. ̃ যৗবন । ̃িস া  n. a 

firm resolve or decision; a conclusive finding or ascertainment. ি হরীকরণ n. fixation, settling; 
decision; determination; ascertainment. ি হরীকৃত a. fixed, settled; decided; determined; resolved; 
ascertained. 

  ল [ shula ] a fat, corpulent, bulky; flat, broad, snub; thick; coarse; dull; plain; not fine or 
subtle, naive, gross; approximate, rough; ordinary or banal or vulgar. ̃কথা n. the broad meaning; 
the substance; the long and the short (of it). ̃কায় a. heavy-bodied, hefty, cor pulent, bulky, 
fat. ̃ কাণ n. (geom.) an obtuse angle. ̃ কাণী a. obtuse-angled. ̃চম  a. thick-skinned; insensitive, 
unfeeling. ̃তা, ̃  n. fatness, corpulence, bulkiness; flatness, broadness; thickness; coarseness, 
dullness; plainness; naivety, grossness. ̃দৃি  n. superficial observation; plain or superficial looks, 
plain eyes. ̃ দহ n. the material or gross body. the mortal frame. ̃বুি  a. dull-headed, thick-headed, 
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dull-witted. ̃বুি  ব ি  a dullard. ̃মান n. (geom.) rough approximation. ̃শরীর same as  হূলেদহ ।  হূলা  
a. corpulent.  হূেলাদর a. pot-bellied, abdominous. 

  হিতক [ shaitika ] a potential (  হিতক শি  = potential energy). 

  হয   [ shairya ] n firmness; stolidness, sang-froid; steadiness; calmness, tranquillity; patience. 

 াত [ snāta ] a bathed. ̃ক n. (ori.) a Brahman youth who has returned home from his guru's 
house after completion of his studies; a graduate. ̃ কা র a. post graduate. 

 ান [ snāna ] n ablutions; bath.  ান করা v. to take a bath, to bathe.  ান করােনা v. to cause to take a 
bath, to bathe. আতপ ান n. sun-bath.  াতঃ ান n. a bath taken early in the morning.  ােনর ঘর a 
bathroom. ̃ব  n. a piece of loincloth to be worn during a bath ̃যা া n. the ceremony of 
Juggernaut's (জগ াথ) sallying out in procession for a bath.  ানাগার n. a bath room.  ানাহার n. 
bathing and eating.  ানাি ক n. bathing and prescribed daily prayer to God.  ানীয় a. fit for 
ceremonial ablutions. ☐ n. articles required for ceremonial ablution. 

 ায়িবক [ snāẏabika ] a nerval; nervous.  ায়িবক  দৗব ল  nervous debility, neurasthenia. 

 ায়ু [ snāẏu ] n a sinew; a nerve. ̃ম ল n. the nervous system. ̃যু  n. a campaign to weaken an 
opponent by destroying his morale; the war of nerves. ̃শূল n. neuralgia, neuralgic pain. 

ি   [ snigdha ] a oily, unctuous; smooth, glossy; loving, affectionate; cordial or charming; 
delightful to touch; pleasant, cooling, refreshing; cooled, calmed (ি   হওয়া); sweet and soft (ি   
ক ); tender (ি   আেলা). ̃কাি  a. smooth-skinned; having a graceful bodily charm. ̃ জ ািত a. having a 
tender lustre. ̃তা n. oiliness, greasiness, a soapy feel; smoothness, glossiness; softness; 
sweetness. ̃দৃি  n. a pleasant look. ̃ ামল a. pleasantly green, verdant. 

  হ [ snēha ] n affection; love; tenderness; any fatty substance, fat (also   হপদাথ  ).   হ করা v. to 
extend affection to, to love. ̃ ব , ̃পদাথ   n. fatty or oily or greasy substance. ̃পা  n. same as   হভাজন 

(n). fem. ̃পা ী । ̃পু িল, ̃প ুলী n. a doll or a very young object of affection or love. ̃পরায়ণ, ̃পূণ , ̃ বণ a. 

affectionate; loving. ̃পািলত, ̃পু  a. brought up with love and tenderness. ̃বেশ adv. impelled or 
moved by affection or love. ̃ভাজন n. an object of affection or love, a beloved person. ☐ a. 
deserving affection or love. ̃মমতা n. love and affection, deep attachment. ̃ময়, ̃শীল a. affectionate; 

loving. fem. ̃ময়ী, ̃শীলা । ̃স ার n. infusion or upsurge of affection or love. ̃িস  a. drenched or 

softened with affection or love. ̃শ ূ, ̃হীন a. devoid of affection or love, unloving. ̃ শ  n. the touch 
of affection.   হা   a. softened with affection or love.   হািল ন n. an affectionate or loving 

embrace.   হাশীব াদ n. affectionate blessing.   হা দ same as   হভাজন । 
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  ,   ন [ spanda, spandana ] n beating or throbbing (esp. at regular intervals), pulsation, 
palpitation; a beat; quivering; shaking or tremor (esp. mild); (mech.) vibration. নাি র   ন 
pulsebeat.  ন   ন n. quivering of eyelids. ̃রিহত, ̃হীন a. motionless; not beating; still.  ি ত a. 
beating, throbbing, pulsating, palpitating; throbbed, pulsated, quivering; shaking, quaking; 
quivered; shaken, quaked; vibrating; vibrated.  ি ত হওয়া v. to beat, to throb, to pulsate, to 
palpitate; to quiver; to shake; to vibrate. 

 ধ া [ spardhā ] n courage or audacity to emulate or defy; emulation; daring to undertake a 
difficult task; daring; audacity; vaunting arrogance; rant and bluster.  ধ  া করা v. to emulate; to 
defy; to dare to undertake; to rant and bluster; to vaunt; to dare; to challenge.  িধ  ত,  ধ  ী a. 
courageously or audaciously emulative or defiant; daring; ranting and blustering; arrogant; 
audacious. 

 শ  [ sparśa ] n touch; contact.  শ  করা v. to touch.  শ ক a. touching. ☐ n. (geom.) a 
tangent. ̃কাতর a. very sensitive to touch; (fig.) touchy. ̃ কাণ n. an angle of contact. ̃ ামক, ̃ ামী a. 
contagious. ̃জ া n. (geom.) a tangent. ̃ন n. touching, touch. ̃বণ   n. any one of the twenty-five 
consonants from ক to ম of the Bengali alphabet, a stop. ̃িব  n. point of contact. ̃মিণ n. the 
philosopher's stone. ̃ রখা n. a tangent; a touch line. ̃ খ n. the pleasure of touch.  শ া ভূিত n. 
perception by feeling; tactual perception.  শ ী a. touching; tangential; contagious; contacting. 

fem.  িশ নী ।  িশ নীবল n. tangent force.  িশ নীেবগ n. tangential velocity.  েশ ি য় n. the organ of 
touch, the skin. 

   [ spaṣṭa ] a clear; evident, manifest, obvious; express, explicit; positive, categorical; plain, 
outspoken. ☐ adv. clearly; evidently, manifestly., obviously; expressly, explicitly; positively; 
categorically; plainly, outspokenly.    করা v. to clarify; to make clear or evident.   ত adv. same 
as    (adv.) ̃ব া, ̃বাদী, ̃ভাষী a. plain-spoken, frank in speech, outspoken. ☐ n. an outspoken man. 

fem. ̃বািদনী, ̃ভািষণী ।    িদবােলাক in broad daylight. ̃বািদতা, ̃ভািষতা n. outspokenness, plain speaking; 

frankness in speech.   া ের adv. in distinctly legible letters (of the al phabet); in plain words, in 
clear terms. expressly, categorically.   া ি  a. very clear, express, categorical; out spoken. ☐ 
adv. very clearly, expressly, categorically; outspokenly; quite plainly.   ীকৃত a. made clear; 
clarified, elucidated.  ে া ারণ n. frankness in speech, outspokenness; speaking frankly. 

  ৃ [ spṛśya ] a tangible, tactile; touchable. 

  ৃ [ spṛṣṭa ] a touched. 

 ৃহণীয় [ spṛhaṇīẏa ] a desirable; covetable; lik(e)able. 

 হৃা [ spṛhā ] n desire, longing; liking; inclination (আহাের  ৃহা). ̃হীন a. free from all desires or 
longings. 
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 িটক [ sphaṭika ] n rock-crystal; crystal, quartz; glass. ̃তুল  a. crystal-like, crystalline. ̃িনিম ত, ̃ময় a. 
made of crystal; crystalline. ̃   a. a pillar of crystal, a crystalline column.  িটকাির a. alum. 
 িটকীভবন n. crystallisation. 

 ািটক [ sphāṭika ] a made of crystal, crystalline. 

 ার,  ারণ [ sphāra, sphāraṇa ] n opening; manifestation; widening; expansion; width; 
expanse.  ািরত a. opened; manifested; widened; expanded. 

 ীত [ sphīta ] a swollen, bloated; inflated; expanded; augmented; flourished; puffed up.  ীত 
হওয়া v. to swell, to bloat; to be inflated; to be expanded, to expand; to be augmented; to prosper, 
to flourish; to be puffed up. ̃কায় a. fat-bodied, corpulent; inflated, swelled up, augmented.  ীিত 
n. swelling; bulging; inflation; expansion; augmentation; flourish; puffed-up state. 

 ুট [ sphuṭa ] a burst open; manifest, express, explicit, apparent ( ুট অথ  ); blown, bloomed, 
blooming ( ুট   ম); pierced, bored (দ  ুট). ̃ন n. bursting open; manifestation, expression, 
blooming; piercing, boring; boiling; ef fervescence. ̃না  n. the boiling-point. ̃ না ুখ a. on the point 
of bursting open or blooming or boiling.  ুিটত a. burst open; bloomed; blown; blooming; 
manifested, unfolded; pierced, bored; boiled. 

 ুরণ [ sphuraṇa ] n quivering, trembling; glow, shine; glitter; incitement; awakening; 
expression, unfolding. 

 ুিরত [ sphurita ] a quivered, trembled; quivering, trembling; glowing, shining; glittering; 
incited, awakened; expressed, manifested.  ুিরত হওয়া v. to quiver, to tremble; to glow, to shine; 
to glitter; to be incited or awakened; to be expressed or manifested.  ুিরতাধর n. quivering lips. 

 ুিল  [ sphuliṅga ] n a spark.  ুিল  ছ ােনা v. to emit sparks, to spark.  ুিল - মা ণ n. spark-
discharge.  ুিল া র n. a spark gap. 

 ূত  [ sphūrta ] a bloomed; revealed, unfolded, manifested; expressed; uttered.  ূিত  n. 
blooming; revelation, unfolding, manifestation; expression; utterance; merriment; hilarity; 
joviality; sprightliness; amusement, fun; cheerful enthusiasm or energy.  ূিত  করা v. to rejoice; to 
make merry; to revel.  ূিত  পাওয়া v. to get delight; to feel invigorated or energized; to enjoy mirth 
or fun. ̃জনক a. cheering, exhilarating. ̃ব  ক a. cheerful; merry; vivacious; sprightly. ̃সহকাের adv. 
cheerfully; merrily; vivaciously. 

  াট,   াটক [ sphōṭa, sphōṭaka ] n a boil; an abscess, a furuncle; a tumour; an acne, pimple; a 
pustule. 
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  াটন [ sphōṭana ] n act of causing to bloom; unfolding or revealing or expressing; splitting or 
cleaving or rending or boring or piercing.   াটেনা ুখ about to bloom.   াটনী n. any tool for boring 
or piercing with, a gimlet, an auger, an awl, a needle. 

  [ sba ] pro one's ownself, self. ( কৃত) ☐ n. wealth, possessions (সব  ). ☐ a. one's own ( গৃহ).     
relating to each distributively, respective (    কায ).      ধান each independent and self-
sufficient; each considering himself or herself most important and slighting others. 

 ঃ [ sbḥ ] n heaven. ( গ ত). 

 কেপালকি ত [ sbakapōlakalpita ] a invented by one's own fancy. 

 কম ,  কায   [ sbakarma, sbakārya ] n one's own work or deed or duty or business. 

 কাম [ sbakāma ] n narcissism. 

 কীয় [ sbakīẏa ] a own; of one's own; personal; original ( কীয় ফি ); (math.) intrinsic. ̃তা n. 
originality. 

 কৃত [ sbakṛta ] a done by oneself, selfdone. 

 খাত [ sbakhāta ] a dug by oneself. ̃সিলল n. (fig.) consequences of one's own action or deed. 

 গত [ sbagata ] a (esp. in a drama) aside (to one self.)  গেতাি  soliloquy. 

 গৃহ [ sbagṛha ] n one's home or residence. 

  াম [ sbagrāma ] n one's native village or own village. ̃বাসী n. a co-villager. 

 চে  [ sbacakṣē ] adv with one's own eyes. 

   [ sbaccha ] a transparent; translucent; pellucid; crystal-clear, crystalline; lucid. ̃কাগজ tracing 
paper. ̃তা n. transparency, clearness; lucidity, perspicuity. ̃দৃি  n. clear sight or vision. ☐ a. clear 
sighted. 

    [ sbacchanda ] a enjoying freedom of will or liberty of choice; free, independent; 
unrestrained; easy, at ease; comfortable; facile; spontaneous. ☐ n. one's own will, free will.     
 বাধ করা v. to feel at ease, to feel comfortable. ̃গিত a. moving at ease; freely moving. ☐ n. easy or 
natural or free or unrestrained movement. ̃িচে  adv. with an easy heart; without demur, 
undermurringly. ̃িবহার n. free or unrestrained prom enading or movement; rambling at pleasure. 
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  া া বত ী a. acting as one's heart dictates without considering outside influences, (cp.) self-
poised.   ে  adv. freely; as one pleases; at pleasure; at ease, easily; facilely; undemurringly; 
with self-possession. 

  সিললা [ sbacchasalilā ] a. fem containing clear or transparent water. masc.   সিলল । 

 জন [ sbajana ] n one's own man; a kinsman (fem. a kinswoman), a relative; a relation; a 
member of one's own family or party; a friend; kith and kin.  জনী fem. of  জন in all senses, 
and—a confidante. ̃ত াগ n. disownment or desertion of one's own people. n. & a. one who has 
disowned or deserted one's own people. ˜ত াগী n. & a. one who has deserted or disowned one's 
own people. ˜ পাষণ n. unduly favouring one's own people, nepotism. 

 জািত [ sbajāti ] n one's own race or nation or caste. ̃  াহ n. hostility to or revolt against one's 
own race or nation or caste. ̃  াহী a. hostile to or rebellious against. one's own race or nation or 

caste. fem. ̃  ািহণী । ̃ লভ a. natural to one's caste or race or nation. 

 জাতীয় [ sbajātīẏa ] a belonging to one's own race or nation or caste or class. 

 ত  [ sbatantra ] a dependent on nobody but one self, (cp.) self-guided; independent, free; 
separate; secluded; aloof; different or another ( ত  কথা); (anat.) sympathetic ( ত  নাভ ).  ত া 
fem. of  ত  in all senses, and—living apart from one's husband.  ত তা n. same as  াত   । 

   [ sbatba ] n ownership; proprietary right, right to possession, right, title; lawful claim, 
claim.  ে র দিলল ̃প  n. title-deed, a title.  ে র মামলা a title-suit. ̃ত াগ n. relinquishment of 
right. ̃ত াগপ  n. a deed of relinquishment. ̃িনেয়াগ n. as signment. ̃িনেয়াগী n. an assignee. ̃িনরসন n. 
expropriation. ̃প  n. a title-deed, a title.   বান a. having a right or claim to; entitled. ̃ ভাগী a. & n. 
a beneficiary. ˜ লাপ n. abolition of right. ̃ লাপনীিত n. (Ind. hist.) the Doctrine of Lapse. ̃শ ূ a. 
having no right or claim. ̃সাব   n. establishment or determination of right or title.   সাব ে র মামলা 
a title-suit. ̃ ািম  n. right and ownership.   ািধকার n. ownership and possession; proprietary 
right.   ািধকারী a. rightfully owning or possessing. ☐ n. a proprietor (fem. a proprietress, 

proprietrix), an owner. fem.   ািধকািরণী ।   াথ  ন n. act of putting forward one's claim, act of 
laying claim to   াথ  ী n. a claimant. 

 েদশ [ sbadēśa ] n homeland, home, mother-country, motherland, native land. ̃ত াগ n. act of 
leaving one's native land, emigration; migration. ̃ত াগী a. one who has left one's native land; 

emigrating; migrating. ☐ n. such a person; an emigrant or a migrator. fem. ̃ত ািগনী । ̃  াহ n. 

hostility to or revolt against one's native land. ̃  াহী n. & a. hostile to or rebellious against one's 

native land. fem. ˜  ািহণী । ̃  ম, ̃ভি  n. patriotism. ̃  িমক, ̃  মী, ̃ভ  n. a patriot. ☐ a. patriotic. ̃ সবক 

n. a servant or devotee of one's native land. ̃ সবা n. service of or devotion to one's native 
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land. ̃িহৈতষণা n. desire of doing good to one's native land. ̃িহৈতষী a. desirous of doing good to one's 

native land. ☐ n. such a person. fem. ̃িহৈতষণী ।  েদশা রাগ n. attachment to one's native land; 

patriotism. ̃ েদশা রাগী a. attached to one's native land; patriotic. fem.  েদশা রািগণী ।  েদশী a. of or 

made in one's native land; home-made, indigenous. ☐ n. (hist.) an Indian national movement 
favouring home industries and boycott of foreign goods, Swadeshi (also  েদশী আে ালন).  েদশী 
করা v. to participate in Swadeshi,  েদশী িশ  home industry.  েদশীয় a. of or born in or made in 
one's native land. 

 ধম  [ sbadharma ] n one's own religion; the religion or the rites and duties or one's forefathers 
or race or class; characteristics or function of one's race or class; one's natural trade or calling. 
 ধেম  িনধনং   য়ঃ পরধেম া ভয়াবহঃ it is better to be killed for one's faith than to embrace another 
religion, which latter action is terrible. ̃চ ুত, ̃ত াগী a. apostate.  ধম চ ুত ব ি  an apostate. ̃চ ুিত, ̃ত াগ n. 
apostasy.  ধম ত াগ করা v. to apostatize. ̃পালক observing or defending one's religion. ☐ n. an 
observer or defender of one's religion.  ধম পালন করা v. to observe or defend one's 
religion. ̃পালনরত, ̃রত a. engaged in observance or defence of one's religion; practising one's 

natural function or calling. ̃   same as ̃চ ুত । 

 ন [ sbana ] n sound; noise. ̃ন n. sounding, ringing, sonance. ̃িবদ া n. acoustics. ̃মাপক n. a 
sonometer. 

 নাম [ sbanāma ] n one's own name.  নােম ও  বনােম using one's own name and names of others; 
in one's real name and pseudonyms. ̃ধ , ̃ িস  a. celebrated or known by one's own name; 
renowned, famous. 

 িনত [ sbanita ] a sounded; rung. 

 প  [ sbapakṣa ] n one's own party or team.  প ীয় a. of one's own party or team. fem.  প ীয়া । 

  কাশ [ sbaprakāśa ] a self-manifested, self-revealed. 

  চার [ sbapracāra ] n self-advertisement, self-propaganda. 

  ণীত [ sbapraṇīta ] a composed or compiled or written by oneself. 

 বশ [ sbabaśa ] a self-controlled; independent, free. 

 ভাব [ sbabhāba ] n nature; a characteristic (innate or acquired); a natural quality, a property; 
character; instinct, disposition; conduct, behaviour; habit, practice; nature; original or normal 
or natural state.  ভাব যায় না মেল one's nature does not change even at one's death. ̃কিব n. a poet 
by nature; a born poet, a poet of nature, a nature-poet. ̃ লীন n. a member of a kulin ( লীন) family 
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whose familial characteristics have not been tarnished by undesirable matrimonial alliance or 

otherwise. ̃কৃপণ a. miserly or niggardly by nature. ̃গত same as  াভািবক । ̃ ণ n. a natural or innate 

or habitual or characteristic or normal quality or function. ̃চির  n. innate and acquired nature; 
character and conduct or practice. ̃জ a. originating from nature; natural; instinctive; habitual; 

abiogenetic; spontaneous. ̃জাত a. same as  ভাবজ । ̃ত adv. naturally; by nature. ̃ বৃ   n. a habitual 

of fender; a born criminal. ̃িব   a. unnatural; abnormal; contrary or opposed to one's 
nature. ̃বণ  না n. description of nature or phenomenal world. ̃ শাভা n. a beautiful show of nature, 
natural beauty. ̃িস , ̃সংগত, ̃ লভ a. natural; habitual. ̃  র a. beautiful by nature.  ভাবী a. normal. 
 ভােবাি  n. (rhet.) detailed poetical description of an object of nature; faithful transcript of life 
and nature. 

 মত [ sbamata ] n one's own or free opinion. 

 য়ং [ sbaẏa ] pro oneself, ownself, (in comp.) self. ☐ adv. personally; by oneself. ̃ি য় a. 
automatic. ̃ি য়তা n. automaticity, the quality of being automatic. ̃চল a. automobile. ̃চল যান an 
automobile. ̃ বৃ  a. self-engaged. ̃বর n. choosing of one's bridegroom oneself (esp. from amongst 
a number of invited suitors). ̃বরা n. fem. one who chooses one's bridegroom oneself (esp. from 
amongst a number of invited suitors). ̃স ূণ  a. self-sufficient ( য়ংস ূণ  ব ি ); self-contained 
( য়ংস ূণ    াট). ̃িস  a. having realized one's end by one's own effort; self-proved, self-evident. 

 য় র [ sbaẏambhara ] a self-fed, self-sustaining. 

 য় ু,  য় ূ [ sbaẏambhu, sbaẏambhū ] a self-born; abiogenetic; born upon the earth of one's 
own accord. 

 র [ sbara ] n voice; tone of voice; a musical note or pitch; tune; a vowel. ̃ক  n. (mus.) a 
beat. ̃ক ন n. modulation or tremor of voice. ̃ াম n. (mus.) any recognized scale, gamut.  র াম সাধা 
v. (mus.) to run through a scale of notes. ̃ত ী n. the vocal chord. ̃িনেবশ n. (mus.) temperament; 
adjustment of tuning. ̃বণ   n. (gr.) a vowel. ̃ব  a. having one's voice choked. ̃বৃ  n. (pros.) a system 
of versification measured by the number of letters in each foot. ̃ভি  n. (gr.) vowel insertion. ̃ভ  
n. morbid hoarseness of voice, aphonia. ̃ভি  n. modulation of voice; (mus.) intonation. ̃মাধুয  n. 
sweetness of voice. ̃মাপক n. a sonometer. ̃লহরী n. waves or ripples of musical notes, wavy strain of 
music. ̃িলিপ n. musical notation. ̃সংগিত n. (gr.) vowel harmony or mutation. ̃সি  n. (gr.) the union 
or joining of the last vowel of a word with the initial vowel of the next word. 

 রিচত [ sbaracita ] a composed or made or contrived or written by oneself. 

 রাজ [ sbarāja ] n self-government, home rule, in dependence, swaraj. 
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 রাজ ,  রা  [ sbarājya, sbarāṣṭra ] n one's own state; a self governed or free state.  রা ম ক n. 
the Ministry of Home Affairs.  রা ম ী n. the Home Minister. 

 িরত [ sbarita ] n (mus.) a tone between the high and deep one and between the low and grave 
one, (cp.) tenor. ☐ a. voiced; uttered; sounded. 

  প [ sbarūpa ] n nature; the natural or normal state or form; real or true nature or condition; 
similar or equal condition or form. ☐ a. like, similar. ̃িচ া n. meditation about oneself, 
introspection. ̃িনণ  য় n. determination of real character or nature; ascertainment of true form or 
state. ̃ল ণ n. a characteristic.   পত,   েপ adv. really, truly. 

 গ   [ sbarga ] n the abode of God and gods and the blessed, heaven, Swarag, Svarga; (fig.) a 
place full of heavenly or supreme bliss (মাতৃভূিম আমার  গ ); (fig.) supreme bliss or beatitude.  েগ  
বািত  দওয়া to set up a pole with a light suspended from its top enkindled in reverence to one's 
deceased forefathers; (fig.) to continue one's line of descent by procreation.  গ  হােত পাওয়া (fig.) 
to attain happiness and riches of all description; (fig.) to attain supreme happiness or joy.  েগ  
 তালা v. (fig.) to extol inblatant advertisement, to puff up, to deify or elate, to flatter with false 
praise.  েগ  যাওয়া v. to go to heaven after death; to go or ascent to heaven; (euphem.) to die. ̃গ া 
n. the milky way, the Galaxy; the celestial river Mandakini (ম ািকনী). ̃গত, ̃ত a. gone or ascended 
to heaven after death; (euphem.) dead. ̃গমন n. ascension to heaven; (euphem.) death. ̃ ার n. the 
gate of heaven; a Hindu holy place in Upper India. ̃ধাম n. heaven; a kind of indoor game. ̃ াি  

same as ̃লাভ । ̃বাসী a. residing in heaven. ̃ ভাগ n. enjoyment of heaven or beatitude (after 

death). ̃লাভ n. attainment of heaven after death.  গ  লাভ করা v. to attain heaven after death; 
(euphem.) to die. ̃ লাক n. heaven, Swarga, Svarga. ̃ খ n. heavenly bliss (esp. what is attainable 

after death), beatitude. ̃ হ same as  গ ীয় ।  গ াদিপ adv. even than heaven.  গ ািধপিত n. the lord of 

heaven.  গ া   same as  গ ত ।  গ ীয় a. heavenly; divine, celestial; dead.  গ ীয় িপতা one's late or 
deceased father; heavenly father. 

 ণ   [ sbarṇa ] n gold, aurum. ̃কণা n. a grain of gold. ̃কমল n. the red lotus. ̃কার n. a goldsmith (by 

caste or trade). ̃খিচত same as  বণ  খিচত । ̃খিন n. a goldmine; (fig.) a highly rewarding or profitable 

enterprise. ̃প  n. the red lotus. ̃প  n. a goldleaf; a gold-foil. ̃ িতমা n. a gold image, a golden image; 
(fig.) a very beautiful (female) figure or person. ̃ সূ a. auriferous; (fig.) exceptionally fertile. ̃বিণক 

same as  বণ  বিণক । ̃বণ   a. having the colour of gold, gold-coloured, golden. ̃ভূিম n. an auriferous 

land; (fig.) a richly fertile land or soil. ̃মি ত a. gilded, gilt, aureated; gold-plaited. ̃ময় a. made of or 

full of gold, golden. ̃মাি ক n. iron pyrites. ̃মৃগ same as মায়ামৃগ । ̃ রণু n. minute particles or grains of 

gold; gold dust. ̃িসদঁূর n. an Ayurvedic medicine containing mercury. ̃সূ  n. gold thread; gold-wire. 
 ণ  া র n. a letter of gold.  ণ  া ের  লখা written in letters of gold.  ণ  া ুরীয়,  ণ  া ুরীয়ক n. a finger ring 
made of gold, a gold ring.  ণ  াভরণ,  ণ  ালংকার n. a gold ornament. 
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   [ sbalpa ] a very little; very few; only a little; only a few; a bit. ̃তা n. fewness. smallness, 
scantiness. ̃ব েয় adv. at a low or small expense or cost; cheaply. ̃ভাষী a. speaking very little, 
parsimonious in speech; taciturn, reticent; reserved; curt, laconic.   ায়ু a. having a brief span of 
life, short-lived.   াহারী a. subsisting on meagre or scanty meal or fare; abstemious. 

 শাসন [ sbaśāsana ] n self-government, autonomy; self-control.  শািসত a. self-governing, self-
governed, autonomous; self-controlled. 

 সা [ sbasā ] n a sister; a cousin sister. 

 ি  [ sbasti ] int be well, be in weal, (cp.) vale. ☐ n. a benedictory incantation; weal, good; 
contentment; (pop.) freedom from worry or anxiety, peace, relief ( ি র িন াস) = a sigh of relief) 
 েখর  চেয়  ি  ভােলা (fig.) peaceful poverty is better than worried affluence.  ি ক n. a fylfot, a 
filfot,. a swastika; a holy sign of fylfot painted with rice-paste etc.; the Buddhist cross; a posture 
of sitting in yogic practice (usu.  ি কাসন); a mansion with a portico or balcony in the front; a 
place where two roads intersect, a cross road. ̃পাঠ, ̃বাচন n. recital or utterance of the benedictory 
incantation. ̃বচন n. benedictory words or incantation. ̃হীন a. peaceless, restless; having no 
respite, without respite, unrelieved. 

   য়ন [ sbastyaẏana ] n a religious service performed for fighting out evils, remission of sins, 
recovery from illness etc. 

  হান [ sbashāna ] n one's own place; a place fixed for a particular person; one's residence or 
home. 

 হ  [ sbahasta ] n one's own hand.  হ া র n. one's handwriting. 

 া র [ sbākṣara ] n a signature.  া র করা v. to sign. ̃কারী n. a signatory.  া িরত a. signed. 

 াগত [ sbāgata ] n auspicious coming or arrival, welcome; well-being, weal.  াগত জানােনা v. to 
welcome. ̃ভাষণ n. a wel come address. ̃স াষণ n. act of receiving one cordially by inquiring after 
one's well-being. 

 া    [ sbācchandya ] n freedom of will or liberty of choice; freeness, freedom; ease; comfort; 
facileness, facility; spontaneity. 

 াজািতক [ sbājātika ] a relating to one's own countrymen or nation or race or caste; (loos.) 
nationalist.  াজািতকতা,  াজাত  n. (loos.) nationalism. 

 াত   [ sbātantrya ] n dependence on nobody but oneself; independence, freedom; 
separateness; seclusion; aloofness. 
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 ািত,  াতী [ sbāti, sbātī ] n the fifteenth of the twenty-seven zodiacal stars according to Hindu 
astronomy. 

 াদ [ sbāda ] n taste; flavour, relish; good taste or flavour; gustation. ̃ হণ, ̃ন n. act of tasting, 
gustation. ̃ াহী a. tasting. ̃হীন a. tasteless, insipid, flavourless; flat. 

 া  [ sbādu ] a tasty, tasteful, gustful; tasting sweet; delicious; sweet. 

 ােদিশক [ sbādēśika ] a of one's mother-country, national; patriotic; nationalistic.  ােদিশকতা n. 
patriotism; nationalism. 

 ািধকার [ sbādhikāra ] n one's own right or territory or jurisdiction or privilege. 

 াধীন [ sbādhīna ] a independent; free; unrestrained, unrestricted.  াধীন করা v. to free; to 
liberate.  াধীন হওয়া v. to be free or independent.  াধীনতা n. independence; freedom.  াধীনতা িদবস n. 
the Independence Day.  াধীনভােব adv. independently; freely. 

 াধ ায় [ sbādhyāẏa ] n study of the Vedas; studies.  াধ ায়ী n. a student of the Vedas; a student. 

 াবল ন,  াবল  [ sbābalambana, sbābalamba ] n self-help; self-reliance; self-support; self-
sufficiency.  াবল ী a. having recourse to self-help; self-reliant; self-supporting; self-sufficient. 

 াভািবক [ sbābhābika ] a natural; characteristic; innate; instinctive, native; of the phenomenal 
world, normal; usual; spontaneous, not forced.  াভািবকতা n. naturalness; normality; normalcy; 
usualness; spontaneity. 

 ামী [ sbāmī ] n a husband; a master; a lord; an employer; an overlord, a ruler; an owner, a 
proprietor; a title of saints or great ascetics (also  ািমিজ).  ািম  n. ownership, proprietorship; 
authority, rule.  ািমনী n. fem. a mistress; a female employer or ruler; a proprietress.  ািমহীন a. 
ownerless, masterless.  ািমহীনা a. (of a woman) who has lost her husband, widowed. 

 ায়  [ sbāẏatba ] a self-possessed; self-controlled; self-governing. ̃শাসন same as  শাসন । ̃শািসত 

same as  শািসত । 

 াথ   [ sbārtha ] n one's own interests, pleasure, welfare, etc.; self-interest. ̃িচ া n. thoughts to 
devise means of realizing one's own interests, selfish thoughts, self-seeking. ̃ত াগ n. self-
sacrifice, self-denial.  াথ  ত াগ করা v. to sacrifice one's own interests. ̃ত াগী a. self-
sacrificing. ̃পর, ̃পরায়ণ a. selfish. ̃পরতা, ̃পরায়ণতা n. selfishness. ̃বুি  n. a selfish motive or 
thought. ̃বুি  েণািদত a. actuated or prompted by a selfish motive or thought. ̃ম  engulfed in 
thoughts of self-interest; absorbed in one's own affairs or interests. ̃ময় a. full of 
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selfishness. ̃শ ূ ̃হীন a. unselfish; selfless; disinterested. ̃সাধন, ̃িসি  n. realization of one's own 
interests.  াথ  া  a. blinded with selfishness or self-interest, blindly or unscrupulously self-
seeking.  াথ  াে ষণ n. self-seeking.  াথ  াে ষী a. self-seeking.  াথ  াে ষী ব ি  a self-seeker.  ােথ  া   a. 
madly self-seeking. 

 া   [ sbāshya ] n health; hygiene; happiness, peace.  পৗর া   public health or hygiene.  দিহক 
 া   personal health or hygiene.  া  -অিধকত া n. the Director of Public Health. ̃কর a. conducive to 
health, healthsome, healthful, healthy; salutary, salubrious.  া  কর  হান a health-resort, a 

health station. ̃কৃত ক n. health services. ̃পিরদশ ক n. a sanitary inspector. ̃ দ same as  া  কর । ̃িবদ া 
n. hygiene. ̃িবধান n. hygiene; measures for recovery or improvement of health; sanitation. 
 া  িবধান করা v. to take measures for recovery or improvement of health. ̃িবিধ n. science of or 
rules for healthy living; hygiene. ̃ব ব হা n. sanitation. ̃ভ  n. ruin or wreck of health. ̃ম ক n. the 
Ministry of Health. ̃ম ী n. the Minister of Health. ̃র া n. preservation of health. ̃লাভ n. recovery 
of health. ̃হািন n. impairment of health. ̃হীন a. in ill health, sickly.  া  াে ষণ n. search for health; 
attempt to recover health.  া  াে ষী a. searching for health; attempting to recover health, 
valetudi narian. 

 াহা [ sbāhā ] n the wife of the sun-god. ☐ int. a word uttered whilst pouring ghee in the 
sacrificial fire. 

 ীকার [ sbīkāra ] n acknowledgment, admission, admittance; confession; recognition, owning 
(ব  ুবেল  ীকার); acceptance (িনম ণ  ীকার); acquiescence, agreement, consent, assent, promise (িদেত 
 ীকার); act of inviting upon oneself, courting ( খঃ ীকার); sustaining ( িত ীকার).  ীকার করা v. to 
acknowledge, to admit; to confess; to recognize, to own; to accept; to acquiesce, to agree, to 
consent; to promise; to invite upon oneself, to court; to sustain.  ীকার হওয়া v. to accept; to agree, 
to consent.  ীকােরাি  n. a confession. 

 ীকায   [ sbīkārya ] a acknowledgeable, admissible; to be recognized or admitted; fit to be 
confessed or owned; acceptable. ☐ n. (geom.) a postulate. ̃ েপ adv. admittedly. 

 ীকৃত [ sbīkṛta ] a acknowledged, admitted; confessed; recognized, owned; accepted; 
acquiesced, agreed, consented; promised.  ীকৃত িবষয় an admitted fact; (geom.) a postulate.  ীকৃিত 
n. acknowledgment, admission, admittance; confession, recognition, owning; acceptance; 
acquiescence, agreement, consent. 

 ীয় [ sbīẏa ] a one's own, own. 

   া [ sbēcchā ] n one's own will, volition; free will; self-will. ̃কৃত a. voluntarily or wilfully done, 
voluntary, wilful. ̃ েম adv. of one's own accord, voluntarily, wilfully; willingly. ̃চার, ̃চািরতা n. 
wilfulness, self-will; waywardness, wantonness. ̃চারী a. wilful, self-willed; wayward, wanton. 
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fem. ̃চািরণী ।    াধীন,    া বত ী a. subject to one's free will (   াধীন কাজ); wilful, self-willed; 

wayward. (   াধীন ব ি ). fem.    াধীনা,    া বিত নী ।    া বিত তা same as    াচার । ̃পূব ক same as 

   া েম । ̃ েণািদত a. actuated or prompted by one's own will; wilful, deliberate. ̃ দ  a. 

voluntarily given. ̃ বৃ  a. employed by one's own will. ̃মৃতু  n. (myth.) dying whenever one pleases 
to die; (pop.) voluntary or deliberate courting of death. ̃ সবক n. a volunteer. fem. ̃ সবক, 

(pop.) ̃ সিবকা । 

  দ [ sbēda ] n sweat, perspiration; vapour, steam. ̃জ a. born of or originating from sweat, 
perspiratory. ̃জনক a. causing or inducing sweat, perspira tory. ̃জল, ̃বাির n. sweat, perspiration. ̃িব  
n. a bead of perspiration, a drop of sweat. ̃িস ,   দা ,   দা ুত,   দা   a. drenched or damp with 
sweat, sweaty, sweated. 

  র [ sbaira ] n act of doing as one pleases; way wardness; unrestrained exercise of one's will; 
arbitrariness; autocratic; despotism; freedom; dissoluteness. ☐ a. wayward, self-willed; 
arbitrary; despotic; free, unrestricted; dissolute. ̃ত ী a. autocratic; arbitrary; despotic. ☐ n. an 

autocrat, a despot or an arbitrary ruler. ̃তাি ক same as ̃ত ী । ̃শাসন n. despotic or arbitrary 

government; autocracy; despotism, tyranny.   রাচারী,   িরতা n. waywardness; dissoluteness; 
despotism, tyranny. ̃ত  n. despotism, autocracy; (cp.) dictatorship.   রাচারী,   রী a. wayward; self-

willed; dissolute, wild; despotic, tyrannical.   িরণী a. fem. of   রী । n. fem. a wayward or profligate 
woman. 

  াপািজ  ত [ sbōpārjita ] a self-acquired, earned or acquired by oneself; deliberately invited upon 
oneself. 

 র [ smara ] n Madana the Hindu god of love (cp. Cupid, Eros). ☐ a. remembering (জািত র). 

 রণ [ smaraṇa ] n remembrance, recollection; memory; reflection or meditation (' রণ-ব ন-
পাদেসবন'); remembering; silent or inward invocation in supplication (িবপেদ ব ুেক  রণ); a request 
or summons to come (রাজা কতৃ ক ভৃত েক  রণ).  রণ করা v. to call; to mind, to recollect; to reflect or 
meditate; to invoke in supplication silently or inwardly; to request or summon to come.  রণ 
থাকা,  রেণ থাকা v. to be borne in mind, to be remembered.  রণ হওয়া v. to occur to the mind, to be 
recollected or to reoccur or remember; to rise in one's memory.  রণ রাখা,  রেণ রাখা v. to bear in 
mind, to remember. ̃িচ  n. a memento, a keepsake; a memorial. ̃পট n. the canvas of memory. 

 রণপেট বা  রণপেথ উিদত হওয়া same as  রণ হওয়া । ̃পথ n. the way or course of memory. ̃িলিপ n. a 

reminder letter, a reminder; a memorandum. ̃শি  n. the power of remembering things, the 
retentive capacity of mind, memory. ̃শি হীন a. lacking in memory; having poor memory.  রণাতীত 
a. incapable of being recollected; forgotten, immemorial.  রণাতীত কাল time immemorial, 
immemorial time, time out of mind.  রণাথ   adv. for reminding; for remembering.  রিণক n. a 
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memorial; a remembrancer; a souvenir. fem.  রিণকা ।  রণীয় a. fit to be remembered or 
recollected, memorable.  রণীয় িবষয়সমূহ memorable things or events, memorabilia. 

 ার [ smāra ] n a memo. 

 ারক [ smāraka ] a causing to remember, reminding. ☐ n. a reminder. ̃িনিধ n. memorial 
fund. ̃প , ̃িলিপ n. a reminder; a memorandum; a memento. 

 াত  [ smārta ] a of or mentioned in or versed in the Smriti. 

ি ত [ smita ] n a (light and sweet) smile. ☐ a. (lightly and sweetly) smiling; blooming (ি ত 
 যৗবন, ি ত   ম). ̃মুেখ adv. with a smiling face. 

 ৃত [ smṛta ] a recollected. 

 ৃিত [ smṛti ] n inward recollection or reflection; remembrance; memory; meditation; a 
memento; a memorial; the holy law book of the Hindus, the Smriti. ̃কথা n. memoirs. ̃চারণ n. 

reminiscence. ̃িচ , ̃িনদশ ন n. a memento; a memorial. ̃পথ same as  রণপথ । ̃বািষ  কী n. an anniversary 

(esp. of a sad incident or death). ̃িব ম n. confusion or loss of memory. ̃ভা ার n. memorial fund 
(শর - ৃিত ভা ার). ̃ ংশ n. loss (esp. morbid loss) of memory; dementia; oblivion. ̃   a. one whose 
memory has been lost; suffering from dementia; forgotten. ̃মি র n. a mausoleum; a cenotaph. 

 ৃিতর া করা v. to commemo rate. ̃শি  same as  রণশি  । ̃শা  n. the holy law-book of the Hindus, 
the Smriti. ̃   n. a monumental pillar or column. 

   [ syanda ] n going; velocity; oozing, exudation.   ী a. oozing, exuding; going. 

  ন1 [ syandana1 ] n (chem.) filtration. 

  ন2 [ syandana2 ] n going; velocity; (chem.) exudation; a chariot. 

 ম ক [ syamantaka ] n a mythological gem. 

 মীক [ syamīka ] n weevil; cloud. 

 াঁত াঁত [ syān ̐tasyān ̐ta ] int expressing; dampness, moisture; wetness.  াঁতেসেঁত a. damp, 
moist; wet. 

 াকরা [ syākarā ] n a Hindu community of gold smiths and silversmiths; a goldsmith or a 

silversmith. fem.  াকরািন । 
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 াঙাত,  া াত [ syāṅāta, syāṅgāta ] n (usu. dero. or joc.) a bosom friend or companion; an 
accomplice. 

স ূত [ syūta ] a sewn, woven. 

 ংস,  ংসন [ sraṃsa, sraṃsana ] n coming off or coming away or falling of.  ংস-উপত কা n. a rift 
valley. 

 ক [ sraka ] n a flower-wreath, a garland; a necklace. ̃চ ন n. a garland and sandal-paste. 

  র [ sragdhara ] a garlanded. 

 বণ,  ব [ srabaṇa, sraba ] n exudation; oozing; flowing out; a spring, a fountain. 

  া [ sraṣṭā ] n the Creator, God; Brahma   ; a creator. 

   [ srasta ] a fallen off, come away or off, got detached. 

 াব [ srāba ] n exudation; oozing; an outflow, a flow; discharge. 

 ুত [ sruta ] a exuded; oozed; distilled; flowed out.  ুিত n. exudation; oozing; distillation; 
outflow. 

  াত [ srōta ] n a stream (of water or any liquid); a current; a watercourse.   ােত  ভেস যাওয়া v. to 
drift down a stream, to drift away. ̃ তী, ̃ি নী n. river, a stream.   ােতােবগ n. rush of current. 
  ােতাহীন a. currentless; not flowing; stagnant. 

  ট [ slēṭa ] n a slate (for writing on). ̃পাথর n. slate. 
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হ [ h ] n the thirty-third and last consonant of the Bengali alphabet. 

হiচi [ hici ] n a very loud uproar; fuss. হiচi করা v. to raise an uproar; to fuss noisily. হiচi কের 
েবDােনা v. to gallivant, to gad about (noisily and cheerfully). 

হoয়া [ hōẏā ] n being; happening, occurrence; birth; growth; production; collection, formation; 
accomplishment; performance; procurement; rendering; becoming; setting in; sufficing; the state 
of being in particular relation with; act of becoming one's own or one's property; fitting. ☐ v. to 
be; to come into existence, to be created; to happen, to occur, to take place (যdু হoয়া); to be born; 
to grow (ধান হoয়া); to be produced or manufactured; to gather or collect; to form; to be earned or 
gained; to be acquired (তার টাকা হেয়েছ = he has made money); to advance (েবলা হoয়া); to increase, 
to grow, to add to; to be finished or accomplished or performed; to be procured or obtained; to be 
rendered or turned into, to be reduced to; to become (রাজা হoয়া); to arrive (সময় হoয়া); to set in 
(সnয্া হoয়া); to extend over, to cover (dিদন হল েস েগেছ = it is two days since he went); to be seized 
or attacked with (ভয় বা jর হoয়া); to fall বৃি  হoয়া; to be sufficient or ad equate for, to suffice (e 
টাকােতi হেব); to bear a particular relation to (েস আমার kটুম হয় = he is my relation); to become one's 
own or one's property (জিমটা তার হল); to fit (জামাটা গােয় হেব না); to be likely to happen (তা হেব = it 
may be so, it may happen so). ☐ a. completed, finished; done; performed (হoয়া কাজ). হেয় আসা v. 
to drop in temporarily (আসার পেথ বাজারটা হেয় eেসা); to be about to terminate or end, to come near 
the close; to be in the last gasp, to be dying (তার হেয় eেসেছ). 

হংস [ haṃsa ] n the drake; the gander, the swan; a greedless ascetic. ̃গমনা ̃গািমনী a. fem. walking 
(gracefully or with a slight waddle) like a duck. ̃িডm n. a duck's egg; (facet.) a cipher, a zero, a 
mere nothing. ̃ধব্িন1, ̃নাদ n. cack ling. ̃ধব্িন2 n. an Indian musical mode. ̃বাহন, ̃রথ n. one who rides a 
duck; Brahma (bh). n. fem. ̃বাহনা, ̃বািহনী a female riding a duck; Goddess Saraswati (সরsতী). ̃শাবক n. 
a duckling. হংসাrঢ় a. seated on a goose or swan. হংসী n. fem. the duck; the goose. 

হক [ haka ] a rightful, just, right. ☐ n. rightful claim or title, right (হক আদায় করা, হেকর ধন); just or 
right words (হক বলা). 

হকচকােনা [ hakacakānō ] v to be nonplussed, to be taken aback; to be astounded or flabbergasted. 

হকদার [ hakadāra ] n one having a rightful claim or title, a rightful claimant. 

হকার [ hakāra ] n a huckster, a pedlar; (loos.) a hawker. খবেরর কাগেজর হকার a news-man; a 
newsboy. হকাির n. huckstery, pedlary. 

হিক [ haki ] n hockey. 

হিককত [ hakikata ] n (law) descriptive statement. 
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হিকম [ hakima ] n a physician practising the Islamic system of medicine; a hakim. হিকিম a. of a 
hakim. ☐ n. practice of Muslim system of medicine. 

হিকয়ত [ hakiẏata ] n proprietorship; right; claim; a title-suit. 

হজ [ haja ] n Mohammedan pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina, hadj, hajj. হজ করা v. to go on hadj. 

হজম [ hajama ] n digestion; (iron.) misappropriation or appropriation to oneself by cunning (চাঁদার 
টাকা হজম); (idiom.) act of enduring tamely, pocketing, swallowing (aপমান হজম). হজম করা v. to 
digest; (iron.) to misappropriate or to appropriate to oneself by cunning; (idiom.) to endure 
tamely, to take something lying down. হজিম a. digestive (হজিম gিল = digestive pill). 

হজযাtী [ hajayātrī ] n a Muslim pilgrim to Mecca and Medina. 

হজরত [ hajarata ] n (Mus.) a lord, a master, a venerable or honorable person. হজরত েমাহmদ the 
Prophet, the founder of Is lam. 

হট, হট্ [ haṭa, haṭ ] int indicating: suddenness, quickness, rashness etc. হট কের adv. hastily; 
suddenly; impetuously; abruptly. 

হটা [ haṭā ] v to move backwards or aside; to retreat; to evade an obligation or under taking, to 
back out; to withdraw; to be defeated. হটােনা v. to cause to move backwards or aside; to repel; to 
cause to retreat or back out or withdraw; to defeat. 

হT [ haṭṭa ] n a market. ̃েগাল n. a confused uproar, a hullabaloo; rumpus; din. ̃িবলািসনী n. a 
prostitute. ̃মিnর n. (facet.) a hutted structure in a market used as a shop. 

হঠ [ haṭha ] n application of force, violation; retreat, withdrawal; defeat; indiscretion, 
imprudence; rashness. 

হঠকারী [ haṭhakārī ] a rash, foolhardy, impetuous; indiscreet; obstinate. fem. হঠকািরণী । হঠকািরতা n. 
rashness; foolhardiness; impetuosity; indiscretion, obstinacy. 

হঠেযাগ [ haṭhayōga ] n a form of yogic practice or breath control by yogic means or prescribed 
poses. 

হঠাত্ [ haṭhāt ] adv suddenly, all on a sudden, all of a sudden. হঠাত্ নবাব an upstart; (cp.) 
nouveauriche. 

হDকােনা [ haḍ◌়kānō ] v to get out of position accidentally; to lose one's footing; to slip; to glide; 
to slide. হDকািন n. slipping or gliding or sliding. 
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হDবD [ haḍ◌়baḍ◌় ] int indicating: great rapidity in talking, moving, doing etc. হDবDােনা v. to 
hurry overmuch in talking, walking, doing etc.; to fuss and hurry. হDবেD a. & adv. over-hasty; 
fussy and hasty. 

হDহD [ haḍ◌়haḍ◌় ] int indicating: slipperiness; rapidity; rattling noise; rumbling noise (েপট হDহD 
করা). হDহD করা v. to be slippery (to the touch). হDহেD a. slippery. 

হNা, হিNকা, হNী [ haṇḍā, haṇḍikā, haṇḍī ] n (now rare) an urn. 

হত [ hata ] a killed, slain; ruined, destroyed, spoiled, pulled down, impaired; lost, bereft of; 
frustrated, foiled; bad, wretched. ̃kিচ্ছত a. (coll.) very ugly or uncouth; very mean or vile; very 
indecent. ̃েগৗরব a. deprived of glory, shorn of glory; past all glory. ̃েচতন, ৈ̃চতn, ̃jান a. deprived of 
consciousness, unconscious; stupefied, utterly perplexed or confounded, flabbergasted. ̃চ্ছাDা a. 
graceless; wretched; reckless and dissipated. হতচ্ছাDা েলাক a scapegrace; a wretch; a reckless and 
dissipated person; a rascal, a rogue, a scoundrel, a loafer. ̃pায় a. almost or nearly killed. ̃বাক a. 
speechless owing to amazement; dumb; dumbfounded. ̃বীযর্ a. having lost one's vigour, rendered 
vigourless; weakened. ̃বিুd, ̃ভm a. stupefied, nonplussed, utterly perplexed or confounded, 
flabbergasted. ̃ভাগা, ̃ভাগয্ a. unfortunate, illfated; wretched, miserable. fem. ̃ভািগনী, ̃ভাগী। ̃মান a. 
dishonoured; humbled; humiliated; slighted; disgraced. ̃ d a. having lost one's reverence for or 
faith in; disgusted, browned off. ̃ dা n. irreverence; apathy; disregard; neglect; slight; disdain, 
despise. ̃ ী a. deprived or shorn of one's grace or beauty or prosperity or glory. 

হতাদর [ hatādara ] a not received with cordiality or warmth; neglected; slighted. ☐ n. lack of 
cordial or warm reception; neglect; slight. 

হতাশ [ hatāśa ] a disappointed, crestfallen; dejected, down in the mouth, despondent. হতাশ করা v. 
to disappoint; to deject. হতাশা n. disappointment; dejection, despondence, despondency. 

হতাশব্াস [ hatāśbāsa ] a having lost one's reliance (on) or faith (in); bereft of hope, hopeless, 
dejected, crestfallen, despondent. 

হতাহত [ hatāhata ] a dead and wounded. 

হেত [ hatē ] post from, since; of. same as েথেক । 

হেতািs [ hatōsmi ] int I am undone. হা হেতাহিs see হা-হেতািs । 

হতয্া [ hatyā ] n killing, slaughter; massacre; murder; persistent squatting at the temple of a deity 
for obtaining divine favour. হতয্া করা v. to kill, to slay; to massacre (lit. & fig.); to murder. হতয্া 
েদoয়া v. to squat at the temple of a deity for obtaining divine favour; (fig.) to solicit doggedly. ̃কাN 
n. an instance of homicide; carnage; killing; a massacre; murder. ̃কারী n. a homicide; a murderer; 
a slayer, a killer. fem. ̃কািরণী n. murderess. হতয্াপরাধ n. the offence of homicide or murder; culpable 
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homicide amounting to murder. হতয্াপরাধী a. guilty of homicide or murder. ☐ n. a homicide; a 
murderer (fem. a murder ess). fem. হতয্াপরািধনী । 

হিদশ1 [ hadiśa1 ] n information, trace, clue, first taste or glimpse (sেখর হিদশ); where abouts তার 
হিদশ েকu জােন না; a means, a way (মুিkর হিদশ). 

হিদশ2 [ hadiśa2 ] n the body of traditions about Mohammad the Prophet, the hadith; Muslim 
jurisprudence. 

হd [ hadda ] n boundary or jurisdiction. ☐ a. extreme (হd মজা); not exceeding, in all (হd চার 
কাঠা). ̃মুd a. & adv. at the most; at best. 

হনন [ hanana ] n killing, slaying, slaughter, murdering, murder. হনন করা v. to kill, to slay; to 
murder. হননীয় a. that which can be or is fit to be killed or slaughtered or slain. 

হনহন [ hanahana ] int indicating: walking or moving at a great speed. হনহিনেয় adv. at a great 
speed, very fast; in hot haste. 

হn, হনূ [ hanu, hanū ] n the jaw or the jawbone, the mandible; the chin; (obs.) the Entellus; the 
langur. হnমান n. the langur; a character of the Ramayana. 

হন্টন [ hanṭana ] n (facet.) walking; walk. 

হnদn [ hantadanta ] a extremely hurried and anxious, in a nervous hurry or flurry; fussy. 

হnবয্ [ hantabya ] a fit to be killed or slain; to be killed or slain. 

হnা [ hantā ] n a killer, a slayer; a murderer (fem. a murderess). ☐ a. killing, slaying; murdering. 
হnারক n. a killer, a slayer; an obstructor; an obstacle. ☐ a. killing, slaying; obstructing. 

হntী [ hantrī ] fem of হnা । 

হnর [ handara ] n (obs.) a hundred weight. 

হেn [ hanyē ] a frantically rushing and looking for (হেn হেয় েখাঁজা); madly rushing to kill or beat 
or bite or attack, (cp.) running amok; frenzied; rabid (হেn kkর). 

হবচnd [ habacandra ] n an utterly stupid king of folk tales. হবচnd রাজার গবচnd মntী a king and his 
minister, both utterly stupid; (fig.) a stupid person and his equally stupid counsellor. 
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হবন [ habana ] n an oblation of fire; a fire-sacrifice; burnt-offering. হবনী n. a pit for making 
sacrificial fire. 

হবা [ habā ] n Eve. 

হিব [ habi ] n any article esp. ghee offered in fire-sacrifice, a burnt-offering; clarified butter, 
ghee; an oblation of fire, a fire-sacrifice. হিবষয্, হিবষয্াn, হিবিষয্ n. (rare) sunned rice boiled in ghee; 
(pop.) boiled sunned rice and ghee. হিবষয্ করা v. to eat (nothing but) boiled sunned rice and ghee. 
হিবষয্াশী a. eating (nothing but) boiled sunned rice and ghee. 

হব ু[ habu ] a to be; would-be; future. 

হবয্ [ habya ] n same as হিব । ☐ a. fit to be offered in fire-sacrifice, oblational. 

হিmতিm করা [ hambitambi karā ] n bluster, bullying; intimidation. হিmতিm করা v. to bully, to 
bluster; to intimidate; to breathe fire. 

হ-য-ব-র-ল [ ha-ya-ba-ra-la ] n gibberish, abracadabra; disorder, messy condition. 

হয়1 [ haẏa1 ] n the horse, the stallion. 

হয়2 [ haẏa2 ] v the form of হoয়া in the present tense and third person. হয়েক নয় করা (fig.) to 
disprove what is true, to undo or unsettle a settled fact. হয়-হয় a. impending, imminent. 

হয়3 [ haẏa3 ] con either (হয় তুিম, নয় েস). হয়............নয় either......or. 

হয়েতা [ haẏatō ] adv perhaps, perchance; possibly; probably. 

হয়রান [ haẏarāna ] a harassed; fatigued; badgered. exasperated. হয়রান করা v. to harass; to fatigue; 
to badger, to exasperate. হয়রািন n. harassment; fatigue; exasperation. 

হর [ hara ] n Shiva (িশব); (math.) a denomina tor or divisor. ☐ a. killing; destroying; removing or 
allaying; taking away; carrying off; robbing; (math.) deducting or dividing. 

হরকত [ harakata ] n obstacle, hindrance, impediment, obstruction, stumbling block. 

হরকরা [ harakarā ] n a messenger; a courier; a postal messenger, a runner; a postman. 

হরেগৗরী [ haragaurī ] n Shiva (িশব) and Durga (dগর্া); the manifestation of Shiva and Durga in one 
body. 
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হরঘিD [ haraghaḍ◌়i ] adv every hour; always; often, every now and then. 

হরণ [ haraṇa ] n carrying off, robbing, plunder, stealing, pilferage, lifting; abduction; removal, 
allayment; destruction or act of taking away; (math.) division. হরণ করা v. to carry off, to rob, to 
plunder, to steal, to pilfer, to lift; to abduct; to remove, to allay; to destroy or to take away; 
(math.) to divide. হরণ-পূরণ n. division and multiplication. 

হরতন [ haratana ] n hearts (of playing-cards). 

হরতাল [ haratāla ] n stoppage of all work in protest throughout a wide area, hartal. 

হরদম [ haradama ] adv always; incessantly, continuously, non-stop; often, every now and then. 

হরফ [ harapha ] n any letter of the alphabet, a character; (print.) a type. হরফ-ঢালাi n. type casting. 
হরফ ঢালাiেয়র কারখানা a type foundry. 

হরেবাল [ harabōla ] n one who mimics or is capable of mimicking various voices, sounds, notes 
etc., (cp.) a mimic. 

হর-হর-বm-বm [ hara-hara-bam-bam ] int a sound uttered in honour of Shiva (িশব). 

হরা1 [ harā1 ] a. fem of হর । 

হির [ hari ] n Narayana (নারায়ণ), Vishnu (িব ু), Krishna (কৃ ). ☐ a. yellow or auburn. হির েঘােষর 
েগায়াল (lit.) the cowhouse of Hari Ghosh; (fig. & facet.) a place where noise and confusion reign; 
a pandemonium. হিরর লুট scattering of বাতাসা, that is, sweet drops, in honour of Lord Hari for the 
congregation of devotees to pick up. হির হির O Hari! O Hari! (uttered to express amazement, 
disgust etc.) ̃gণগান n. act of singing the glory of Lord Hari. ̃চnন see চnন । ̃জন n. (lit.) Lord Hari's 
people or flock; (pop.) the depressed classes amongst Hindus or a member of these classes. ̃তাল n. 
yellow orpiment. ̃তাল-ভs n. the calx of yellow orpiment. ধব্িন n. a loud shouting of the name of 
Lord Hari. ন̃াম করা v. to utter (repeatedly) the name of Lord Hari in devotion. ̃নােমর েঝালা বা ঝুিল a 
bag to hold the rosary of beads which keep count of the number of times the name of Lord Hari 
is repeated by a devotee. ̃নােমর মালা rosary of beads which keep count of the number of times the 
name of Lord Hari is uttered by a devotee. ̃েpম n. attachment or devotion to Lord Hari. ̃বাসর n. any 
eleventh lunar day of a fortnight which is a day of fast; (facet.) fasting. ̃বাসর করা v. (facet.) to go 
without food. to fast. ̃েবাল n & int. a loud shouting of this word meaning "shout the name of Lord 
Hari". ˜ভk a. devoted to or worshipping Lord Hari. ☐ n. a devotee of Lord Hari; a 
Vaishnava. ভ̃িk n. devotion to Lord Hari. ̃ভিk uেব যাoয়া v. (idiom.) to have one's high esteem or 
confidence lost. ̃মটর n. fast, fasting; going without food. ̃মটর করা v. (facet.) to dine with Duke 
Humphrey or with Democritus, to enjoy Barmecide's feast, to tighten one's belt, to go without 
food. ̃সংকীতর্ন n. singing in chorus in praise of Lord Hari; a song thus sung. ̃সভা n. an assembly to 
discuss the glory of Lord Hari. ̃হর n. Lord Hari and Lord Hara or Shiva (িশব). ̃হরাtা a. (usu. of two 
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friends) inseparably united (like Lord Hari and Lord Hara in one body), (having) one soul and 
one mind, bosom. 

হিরণ [ hariṇa ] n the buck, the stag, the deer (pl. deer); the antelope. fem. হিরণী the doe, the hind, 
the female deer or antelope. ̃ছানা, ̃শাবক, ̃িশশু n. a fawn. ̃নয়না, ̃েলাচন, হিরণাkী a. fem. fawn-eyed. ̃বািD n. 
a prison-house of ancient Calcutta; a prison, a gaol, a jail, a house of correction. হিরেণর মাংস n. (as 
food) venison. 

হিরত্, হিরত [ harit, harita ] n the green color; verdure. ☐ a. green; verdant. হিরতা  n. emerald; 
green vitriol; (erron. but pop.) blue vitriol. 

হিরdণর্ [ haridbarṇa ] n & a green; yellow. 

হিরdা [ haridrā ] n turmeric. ̃বণর্ n. & a. yellow. ˜ভ a. yellowish. 

হিরয়াল [ hariẏāla ] n a species of yellow bird of the dove kind, the green pigeon. 

হরীতকী [ harītakī ] n black myrobalan. 

হেরক [ harēka ] a many and diverse; assorted; different (হেরক মত). ̃রকম of various kinds; assorted. 

হেরদের [ harēdarē ] adv on the whole; on an average. 

হতর্া [ hartā ] a & n one who carries off or robs or steals or abducts or removes or allays or 
destroys or kills. fem. হt র্ী । ̃কতর্া n. a destroyer and builder; a killer and creator; (fig.) an absolute 
ruler, a dictator. ̃কতর্ািবধাতা n. a destroyer, a killer and maintainer; a killer, creator and preserver; 
(fig.) an absolute ruler, a dictator. 

হমর্য্ [ harmya ] n a large and beautiful building, an edifice, a mansion, a palace. ̃তল n. the floor of 
any room of a mansion or palace. ̃রািজ (for.) n. pl. large and grand mansions, palatial buildings. 

হযর্k [ haryakṣa ] n a lion. 

হষর্ [ harṣa ] n joy, delight, pleasure; mirth; happiness; erection. (েরামহষর্) হষর্ণ n. same as হষর্ । ☐ a. 
giving joy, joyful, delightful, delightsome, pleasant; causing to stand up, upright (েলামহষর্ণ). ̃িবhল a. 
beside oneself with joy. হিষর্ত a. gladdened, delighted, pleased. হেষর্াচ্ছব্াস n. ecstasy, rapture, elation. 
হেষর্াত্ফুl a. blooming or beaming with joy or de light. 

হল1 [ hala1 ] n gilding. হল করা v. to gild.̃করা a. gilded, gilt. 

হল2 [ hala2 ] n the main room in a great house, a hall. Also হলঘর । 
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হল3 [ hala3 ] n a plough. ̃কষর্ণ করা, ̃চালনা করা v. to plough, to till (land). ̃চালক n. a ploughman, a 
tiller (of land), one who drives the plough. ̃ধর, ̃ভৃত্ same as হলী। ̃ভৃিত n. agriculture, cultivation. 

হলকা [ halakā ] n (obs.) a flock, a troop ('েষাDশ হলকা হাতী'); (pop.) a sudden hot wave (আgেনর 
হলকা). 

হলিদ [ haladi ] n (dial.) turmeric. 

হলেদ [ haladē ] a. & n yellow. 

হলn [ halanta ] a (gr.) ending with a (হl or হs) sound or sign.; consonantal. ☐ n. a consonant; 
(gr.) the sublinear consonant sign (হl or হs). 

হলফ, হলপ [ halapha, halapa ] n a solemn swearing or oath. হলফ করা v. to swear, to take an oath. 
ঈশব্েরর নােম হলফ করা v. to swear by God. হলেফ কের বলা v. to swear to. ̃নামা n. an affidavit. 

হলহল [ halahala ] int., indicating: overmuch looseness or slackness. a very loose or slack. 

হলায়ুধ [ halāẏudha ] n one using a plough as one's weapon; Balaram (বলরাম), the elder brother of 
Krishna (কৃ ). 

হলাহল [ halāhala ] n (myth.) a deadly poison. 

হলী [ halī ] n one equipped with a plough; a ploughman, a cultivator; Balaram (বলরাম) the elder 
brother of Krishna (কৃ ). 

হলুদ [ haluda ] n turmeric; the yellow colour. ☐ a. yellow. 

হলয্ [ halya ] a cultivable, arable. fem. হলয্ n. cultivated land. 

হlা [ hallā ] n a riotous uproar or tumult, a hullabaloo; (sl.) a raid or chase by a posse of 
policemen. হlা করা v. to make a riotous uproar, to make a hullabaloo; to kick up a row. 

হs, হি চh [ has, hascihna ] n (gr.) the sublinear sign of the consonant sound; ',' this sign. 

হসন [ hasana ] n act of laughing or smiling; a laughter, a laugh; a smile. 

হসিnকা, হসnী [ hasantikā, hasantī ] n a vessel for holding fire, a fire-pot, a fire-urn. 

হিসত [ hasita ] a laughing; smiling; blooming. 
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হs [ hasta ] n the hand; the forearm; the arm; the corresponding limb of beasts; a cubit. (di 
হsপিরিমত). কN ূয়ন n. (lit. but rare) the itching of the hand; (pop. & fig.) a strong desire to do 
something by the hand esp. to beat or write. ˜েকৗশল n. artful use of the hand; (loos.) palming; 
sleight-of-hand. ̃েkপ করা, ̃েkপণ করা v. to set one's hand to; to intervene, to interfere. ̃গত a. in one's 
possession, in hand, on hand; obtained; appropriated; received; seized. ̃গত করা v. to secure 
possession of, to get hold of; to get in hand or on hand; to appropriate; to seize. ̃চালনা করা v. to 
move one's hand; (facet.) to beat, to flog. ̃চািলত a. driven or run by the hand, hand-driven. ̃চুয্ত a. 
passed or slipped out of one's hand. ̃চুয্ত হoয়া v. to pass out of one's hand or possession or control; 
to slip out of one's hand. ̃তল n. the palm of one's hand. ̃dয় n. the two hands, both hands. ধ̃ারণ করা v. 
to hold one's hand. ̃pসারণ করা v. to stretch out or extend one's hand. ̃ৈমথুন n. masturbation;          
self-abuse. ̃েরখা n. the line on the palm. ̃েরখা পাঠ করা v. to tell (one's) fortune from the lines on the 
palm. ̃েরখা িবচার করা v. to tell one's fortune by studying the lines on the palm. ̃েরখািবদ n. a 
palmist. ̃লাঘব করা v. to palm. ̃িলিখত a. written by hand. ̃িলিখত পুঁিথ a manuscript. ̃িলিপ, ̃েলখ n. 
handwriting; a manuscript. ̃িলিপ-িবেশষj same as হsাkর-িবেশষj । ̃িশl n. handicraft; handiwork. ̃িশlী 
n. a handicraftsman (fem. a handicraftswoman), an artisan. হsাkর n. handwriting; calligraphy. 
হsাkর িবেশষj n. an expert in handwriting, a ch(e)irographist. হsাঙ্গুিল n. a finger. হsাnর n. (rare) 
another or a different hand; (pop.) transfer to another's hand or possession or control; handing 
over; (law) conveyance; (rare) transfer to an other hand. হsাnেরর দিলল a deed of conveyance. হsাnর 
করা v. to transfer to another's hand or possession or control; to hand (something) over (to). হsাnিরত 
a. transferred to another's hand or possession or control; handed over; (rare) transferred to 
another hand. হsামলকবত্ a. & adv. like a my robalan placed on the palm of the hand; already in 
one's grasp. হsাপর্ণ করা v. to lay hands on; to set one's hand to; to interfere, to intervene. 

হsবুদ [ hastabuda ] a accounts past and present; a descriptive rent-roll (of an estate) drawn up 
annually. 

হsা [ hastā ] n the thirteenth of the twenty-seven zodiacal stars according to Hindu astornomy. 

হিsদn [ hastidanta ] n the elephant's tusk; ivory. খ̃িচত a. inlaid with ivory. 

হিsনী [ hastinī ] n. fem the female elephant, the cow-elephant; the worst of four types of women 
from the point of view of sexual union. 

হিsপ, হিsপক [ hastipa, hastipaka ] n the driver or keeper of an elephant. 

হিsমদ [ hastimada ] n a water secretion from the nostrils, eyes and penis of a must elephant. 

হিsমূখর্ [ hastimūrkha ] a utterly stupid. 

হিsশালা [ hastiśālā ] n a stable for housing elephants. 

হিsশু◌ুN,হিsশুuN [ hastiśuuṇḍa ] n the elephant's trunk. 
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হsী [ hastī ] n the elephant. 

হা [ hā ] int indicating: grief, suffering, amazement etc.; oh, ah, ha, alas. 

হাi [ hāi ] n a yawn. হাi েতালা v. to yawn. 

হাiেফন [ hāiphēna ] n (gr.) a hyphen. হাiেফন েদoয়া v. to hyphen, to hyphenate. 

হাui, হাuiবািজ [ hāui, hāuibāji ] n a rocket (for fireworks display). 

হাuমাu [ hāumāu ] n a loud or uproarious complaint attended with wailing; hue and cry. হাuমাu 
করা v. to make a loud or uproarious complaint wailingly, to raise a hue and cry. 

হাoD [ hāōḍ◌় ] n an extensive marsh or quagmire or fen. 

হাoদা [ hāōdā ] n a seat fixed on an elephant's back, a howdah, a haudah. 

হাoয়া [ hāōẏā ] n air; wind; breeze; climate; (fig.) contact or influence (dে র হাoয়া); (fig.) general 
tendency, trend (যুেগর হাoয়া). হাoয়া করা v. to fan. হাoয়া খাoয়া v. to enjoy fanning; to have an airing; 
to air oneself; (sl.) to fast, to eat Barmecide's feast. হাoয়া েদoয়া v. to fan; (facet.) to decamp. হাoয়া 
পাoয়া v. to get air; (fig.) to get stimulus; (fig.) to come in contact (of) or to be influenced (by); 
(fig.) to sense. হাoয়া বদল n. a change of air; (lit. & fig.) a change of climate. হাoয়া-বndক n. an air-
gun. হাoয়া লাগা same as হাoয়া পাoয়া except the last meaning. হাoয়া হoয়া v. (facet.) to disappear, to 
vanish (into thin air); to decamp, to flee. হাoয়া লাগােনা v. to air. ̃aিফস n. meteorological office. ̃গািD 
n. a motor car, a car. 

হাoলা [ hāōlā ] n custody; charge. হাoলা করা v. to commit to the custody or charge of. ̃ জিম n. a 
piece of land held under fixed terms and conditions. ̃দার n. one who holds an aforesaid piece of 
land. 

হাoলাত [ hāōlāta ] n borrowing; a debt; a loan. হাoলাত করা v. to borrow. হাoলাতা েদoয়া v. to lend. 
হাoলাত-বরাd n. borrowing and fixing a future point of time for payment. হাoলািত a. borrowed, taken 
on loan. 

হাঁ1 [ hā1 ] n open mouth or expanse of open mouth or beak; a gape; an opening, an orifice (গেতর্র 
হাঁ). হাঁ করা v. to stare with open mouth, to open one's mouth, to gape. হাঁ হoয়া v. to become wide 
open, to gape; to form a large hole in oneself. হাঁ-হoয়া a. gaping (such as wound). 

হাঁ2 [ hā2 ] int. & adv indicating: acquiescence, affirmation, confirmation, presence, response etc., 
yes. 
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হাঁ3, হাঁগা [ hā3, m̐hān̐gā ] int used in addressing a person familiarly (হাঁগা েমেয়). 

হাঁক [ hān ̐ka ] n a loud call or shout. হাঁক েদoয়া, হাঁক পাDা v. to call or shout loudly, to bawl (to). 

হাঁকডাক [ hān̐kaḍāka ] n repeated loud calls or shouts; wide reputation of being wealthy and 
powerful. হাঁকডাক পাDা v. to raise a hue and cry. 

হাঁকDােনা [ hān̐kaḍ◌়ānō ] v to brandish or move with an eclat (লািঠ বা বয্াট হাঁকDােনা); to drive very 
speedily or proudly (গািD হাঁকDােনা); to build with a great eclat (বািD হাঁকDােনা). 

হাঁকা [ hān ̐kā ] v to call or announce or declare loudly. 

হাঁকােনা [ hān̐kānō ] v to drive away, to chase away; to drive proudly (গািD হাঁকােনা). 

হাঁকাহাঁিক [ hān̐kāhān̐ki ] n repeated loud calling or shouting. হাঁকাহাঁিক করা v. to call or shout loudly 
and repeatedly. 

হাঁচা [ hān ̐cā ] v to sneeze. ̃েনা v. to cause to sneeze. 

হাঁিচ [ hān ̐ci ] n a sneeze. 

হাঁটকােনা [ hān̐ṭakānō ] v to rummage busily; to make a mess of in course of rummaging. 

হাঁটা [ hān̐ṭā ] v to walk. ̃েনা v. to cause to walk; to teach one (esp. a baby) how to walk. ̃পথ n. a 
way to be covered by walking. ̃হাঁিট n. repeated walking; repeated visits on foot. ̃হাঁিট করা v. to go 
(to) or visit repeatedly on foot. 

হাঁট ু[ hān̐ṭu ] n the knee. হাঁট ুগাDা, হাঁটু পাতা v. to kneel down, to be on one's knees. eক হাঁট ুজল knee-
deep water. 

হাঁটুিন [ hān̐ṭuni ] n walking, ambulation. 

হাঁিD [ hān̐ḍ◌়i ] n an urn-shaped pot. েকেল হাঁিD an urn-shaped clay pot turned black on account of 
being used in cooking for a long time. ̃kিD n. different pots and jars collectively; kitchen utensils. 
হাঁিD েঠলা v. (fig.) to be burdened with the drudgery of cooking. হাঁিDর খবর (fig.) the private affair; 
internal secrets or in formation. 

হাঁিDচাঁচা [ hān̐ḍ◌়icān̐cā ] n a bird akin to the magpie, the Indian tree-pie. 

হাঁিDয়া [ hān ̐ḍ◌়iẏā ] n an inferior liquor distilled from fermented rice, rice-beer. 
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হাঁদা [ hān̐dā ] a fat, corpulent; idiot, dull-witted. ̃রাম n. an idiot of idiots, a great idiot. 

হাঁপ, হাঁফ [ hām̐pa, hām̐pha ] n laboured breathing; panting; asthmatic spasm. হাঁপ oঠা same as হাঁপ 
ধরা । হাঁপ ছাDা v. to expel a deep breath; (fig.) to breathe freely. হাঁপ ছাDার aবকাশ breathing-time, 
breathing-space, respite; a breather. হাঁপ ধরা v. to be out of breath; to pant, to breathe hard; to be 
seized with an asthmatic spasm. হাঁপ েছেD বাঁচা v. (fig.) to breathe again, to heave a sigh of relief. 
হাঁপােনা v. to pant; (fig.) to fidget. হাঁপািন n. panting; asthma. হাঁপািন-েরাগী n. an asthmatic patient. 

হাঁস [ hām̐sa ] n the drake; (fem.) the duck; the gander; (fem.) the goose, swan. হাঁস মারা ছটরা duck-
shot. 

হাঁসকল [ hām ̐sakala ] n a hasp; a latch. 

হাঁসফাঁস [ hām̐saphām̐sa ] n laboured breathing; (fig.) fidget. হাঁসফাঁস করা v. to breathe with 
difficulty, to gasp for breath; to fidget. 

হাঁsয়া [ hām̐suẏā ] n a crescent-shaped knife with a haft. 

হাঁsিল [ hām ̐suli ] n a crescent necklace. 

হা-ঁহা ঁ[ hā-m̐hā ] int used to prevent or interrupt suddenly. 

হািকক [ hākika ] n a kind of precious stone, cornelian. 

হািকম2 [ hākima2 ] n a magistrate; a deputy magistrate; a judge; a ruler. হািকিম n. magistracy. ☐ a. 
magisterial. 

হাগা [ hāgā ] v (ind.) to evacuate one's bowels, to ease or relieve nature; to have loose motions. 
হাগােনা v. to evacuate another's bowels, to purge; to cause to have loose motions. 

হাঘর [ hāghara ] n (rare) a homeless person; (pop.) a low family. হাঘের a. born of a low or 
indigent family. 

হাঙর [ hāṅara ] n the shark; (fig.) an extortioner; (fig.) a sharper. 

হাজত, হাজতখানা [ hājata, hājatakhānā ] n a guardroom for under-trial prisoners; a (police) lock-
up; police custody. 

হাজির [ hājari ] n same as হািজরা and—a European or English meal. েছাট হাজির break-fast. বD হাজির 
lunch; dinner. 
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হাজা [ hājā ] v to rot or be spoilt by being drenched in water (esp. in rain-water) for a long time 
(ধান হাজা); to be affected with chilblain (পা হাজা). ☐ n. excessive rainfall or flood (হাজাশুখা); sore 
caused by excessive use of water, chilblain. ̃মজা a. (of a pond) shallow and miry. 

হাজার [ hājāra ] n & a thousand. হাজার হাজার, হাজাের হাজাের thousands of; countless; in countless 
number; in thousands. হাজাের eকটা one in a thousand. হাজার বলেলo even if repeated a thousand 
times or times without number. হাজাির n. a commander of a troop of thousand soldiers. 

হাজাশুখা [ hājāśukhā ] n excessive rain or flood and drought. 

হািজ [ hāji ] n a pious Muslim who has performed pilgrimage to Mecca and Madina, a haji. 

হািজর [ hājira ] a appeared; present; attendant. হািজর করা বা করােনা v. to bring (one) in presence 
(of), to make one appear, to present. হািজর থাকা v. to be in attendance; to attend; to be present. 
হািজর হoয়া, হািজরা েদoয়া v. to put in an appearance, to appear; to attend; to be present. হািজরা, হািজির 
n. attendance, appearance; presence. হািজরা-খাতা, হািজরা-বi, হািজির-খাতা, হািজির-বi n. an attendance 
register. 

হাট [ hāṭa ] n a market (esp. one held on fixed days of the week); a fair; (fig.) a disturbingly 
noisy place (ঘর েতা নয়-হাট); (fig.) a concourse, an assemblage (েবাকার হাট); (fig.) abundance, plenty 
(rেপর হাট). হাট করা v. to visit a market for buying and selling, to market; (fig.) to open fully or to 
open to public view (দরজা বা hদয় হাট করা). হাট বসােনা, হাট েমলােনা v. to establish a market; (fig.) to 
cause to assemble; to make a loud disturbing noise. ভাঙা হাট a market or fair on the point of 
closing for the day or for the term or for good; (fig.) anything disrupted or on the point of 
winding up. ব̃ার n. a market-day. হাটুিরয়া, (coll.) হাটুের n. a market-man (fem. a market-woman). ☐ 
a. carrying goods (and also people) to the market (হাটুের েনৗকা); going to the market for buying or 
selling, market-bound, marketing (হাটুের েলাক). হােট হাঁিD ভাঙা to disclose or reveal one's guilt or 
wrong-doing in public, (cp.) to wash one's dirty linen in public. 

হাD [ hāḍ◌় ] n bone. ☐ a. (used as a pfx.) to the bones, inveterate, utter. হাD কািল করা v. (fig.) to 
exhaust or exasperate utterly (with toil or affliction); (fig.) to beat black and blue. হাD gঁেDা করা বা 
চূণর্ করা v. (fig.) to beat soundly, to belabour. হাD জুDােনা v. (fig.) to relieve or to feel relieved. হাD 
jালােনা v. (fig.) to trouble or pester in the extreme. হাD ভাঙা, হাDমাস আলাদা করা same as হাD gঁেDা করা । 
হােD বাতাস লাগা v. (fig.) to feel relieved. হােD-মােস জDােনা v. (fig.) to be inseparably 
connected. ক̃াঠ, ̃কাট variants of হািDকাঠ । ̃কৃপণ a. extremely miserly or niggardly; close-fisted. 
হাDকৃপণ েলাক a skinflint. ̃িগলা, (coll.) ̃িগেল n. the adjutant stork, the argala; (fig.) a long-necked long-
legged thin person, (cp.) a bag of bones. ̃েগাD n. bones and ribs. ̃িজরিজের a. (fig.) reduced to a 
skeleton, skinny. ̃jালােন a. (fig.) troubling or pestering in the extreme. ̃পাকা a. (fig.) precocious to 
the bones. ̃পািজ, ̃বjাত, ̃বদমাশ a. wicked to the bones. ̃ভাঙা a. (fig.) extremely toilsome or fatiguing, 
extremely strenuous. ̃হd n. all particulars or information. ̃হাভােত adv. utterly indigent or wretched. 
হােD হােD adv. to the bones. 
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হািD [ hāḍ◌়i ] n a scheduled caste amongst Hindus; a member of this caste. 

হািDকাঠ, হািDকাট [ hāḍ◌়ikāṭha, hāḍ◌়ikāṭa ] n a wooden framework to which the neck of a 
sacrificial victim is fixed at the time of immolation. 

হাডুড,ু হাড-ুডুড ু[ hāḍuḍu, hāḍu-ḍuḍu ] n an Indian outdoor game, kabadi (কবািড) । 

হািD [ hāḍḍi ] n (usu. facet.) bone. ̃সার a. reduced to a skeleton, very gaunt, skinny, skin and 
bone. 

হাত [ hāta ] n the hand or the fore-arm or the arm; the corresponding limb of beasts; a cubit; 
(fig.) possession or control; (fig.) influence or manipulation, hand. কাঁচা হাত an inexperienced or 
unskilled worker, a raw or poor hand. খািল হাত an empty hand; an unornamented hand. েছাট হােতর 
akর a small letter (of the English alphabet). পাকা হাত a skilled or experienced worker, an old 
hand. বD হােতর akর a capital letter (of the English alphabet). হাত আসা v. to develop the habit of. 
হাত কচলােনা v. to wring one's hand (in order to express regret or to curry favour). হাত করা v. (fig.) 
to win (one) over or to bring under one's control or to bring into one's possession. হাত কামDােনা v. 
(fig.) to squirm (lit. to bite one's hands) in disappointment or frustration. হাত েগানা v. to read one's 
hand or palm. হাত েগাটােনা v. (fig.) to take off one's hands, to cease participating in a work. হাত চলা 
v. to work quickly with one's hands, (fig.) to raise one's hand to strike (কথায় কথায় হাত চেল). হাত 
চালােনা v. to quicken pace of work; to beat or belabour with one's hand, to cuff. হাত েজাD করা v. to 
fold one's hands; to apologize or solicit or salute with folded hands. হাত েজাDা থাকা v. to have one's 
hands full. হাত েতালা v. to beat with the hand, to lay hands on, to deal or strike a blow (to 
someone) with one's hand, to assault; to raise one's hand in order to vote for (or against) or to 
express one's assent, to raise one's hand (to support a person or a proposal). হাত িদেয় হািত েঠলা (fig.) 
to accomplish a stupendous task by humble means. হাত েদoয়া v. to touch with one's hand to 
handle; to take in hand, to set one's hand to, to undertake; to intervene. কপােল হাত েদoয়া v. to 
become utterly dejected and stupefied at one's ill-luck. হাত েদখা v. to read one's hand or palm. হাত 
ধরাধির কের চলা to walk hand in hand. হাত পDা v. to be touched or handled; to be taken in hand, to be 
undertaken; to be interfered with. হাত পাকােনা v. to get one's hands used to something by practice, 
to become skilled by practice. হাত পাতা v. to earnestly request or ask for (momentary) assistance 
or help, to beg. হাত েবালােনা v. to pass one's hand lightly and often caressingly over anything. গােয় 
হাত েবালােনা v. (fig.) to win over or propitiate or pacify or console with adulatory words and 
caressing. মাথায় হাত েবালােনা v. (facet.) to cheat by cajolery, to wheedle (something out of 
somebody), to wangle. হাত মুেঠা করা v. to clench the fist. হােত করা same as হােত েনoয়া । হােত কলেম 
েশখা v. to learn firsthand. হােতেগানা a. only a handful, very few in number. হােত জল না গলা (fig.) to be 
extremely close-fisted or miserly. হােত ধরা v. (idiom.) to importunate or solicit very ardently. হােত 
নয় ভােত মারা v. (fig.) to subdue o weaken not by beating but by starving. হােত েনoয়া v. to take or 
hold in one's hand; to take up or undertake. হােত পাoয়া v. (fig.) to get under one's control. হােত পাঁিজ 
মঙ্গলবার (fig.) ready proof. হােত েবিD পDা v. (lit.) to be handcuffed; (fig.) to be arrested by the police 
on a criminal charge. হােত মাথা কাটা v. (fig.) to become very haughty or to become very proud of 
one's power or authority. হােতর িঢল ছুেD িদেল আর েফের না (fig.) a shot in the locker once thrown will 
not come back. হােতর লkী পােয় েঠলা v. (fig.) to throw away one's fortune. ̃কিD, ̃কDা n. a handcuff. 
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হােতকিD েদoয়া বা পরােনা v. to handcuff. ̃করাত n. a handsaw. ̃কষা a. stingy, niggardly, closefisted. ̃কাটা 
a. having one's arm or arms amputated; armless; (of shirts, blouses etc.), sleeveless. ̃খরচ n. pocket 
money. ̃খািল a. empty-handed; wearing no ornament in one's hands; having all one's money 
exhausted, broke; having no work on hand. ̃েখালা a. given to spending profusely, lavish; 
bountiful. ̃িচিঠ n. a hand-note, a note or a sum of money borrowed; a chit; a short note or 
letter. ̃ছাDা a. out of possession or control, lost, out of hand. ̃ছািন n. a beckoning with the hand. ̃ছািন 
েদoয়া v. to beckon with the hand. ̃টান n. stinginess; frugality; pilfering habit. হাতDােনা v. to grope; to 
appropriate to oneself; to misappropriate. ̃তািল n. clapping of hands. তািল েদoয়া v. to clap one's 
hands. ̃েতালা n. a thing obtained out of another's favour; a charitable gift. ̃ধরা a. very obedient to. 
হাত-পা বাঁধা a. utterly helpless; inescapably bound to. হাত-পা েবঁেধ জেল েফলা v. (fig.) to throw or fling 
to the jaws of death whence escape is impossible; to con sign to utter misery. ̃বদল হoয়া v. to 
change hands. ̃বাk n. a small box esp. for keeping money and other small valuables, a cash box, a 
handbox. ̃েবামা n. a hand-grenade. ̃ভারী a. close-fisted, stingy. ̃েমাজা n. gloves. ̃যশ n. reputation for 
efficiency (esp. of physicians, lawyers, artisans etc.). ̃ল n. a handle. ̃সi n. good 
marksmanship. ̃সাফাi n. skill of the hand; sleight of hand; deftness in pilfering with the hand; the 
state of being light fingered. 

হাতা1 [ hātā1 ] n limits; area, confines, precincts (বািDর হাতা) । 

হাতা2 [ hātā2 ] n a ladle; a sleeve (of a coat, shirt etc.). হাত িদেয় েতালা v. to ladle out. ফুলহাতা a. 
having sleeves up to wrists. হাফহাতা a. having sleeves up to elbows only. 

হাতােনা [ hātānō ] v to seize or to take possession of (esp. by cunning); to appropriate to oneself; 
to misappropriate, to defalcate; to rummage with the hand; to handle. 

হাতাহািত [ hātāhāti ] n a scuffle with hands, a hand-to-hand fight. ☐ a. hand-to-hand. হাতাহািত 
লDাi a battle-royal. 

হািত1 [ hāti1 ] a (used as a sfx.) measuring so many cubits (দশহািত ধুিত); directed towards the right 
or the left hand. 

হািত2 [ hāti2 ] n the elephant; (fig.) a very corpulent or hefty or bulky or gigantic person. হািত েপাষা 
v. to keep an elephant; (fig.) to employ or keep somebody who entails tremendous expenditure 
for the employer or keeper. হািতর েখারাক an elephant's feed; (fig.) an enormous feed. হািতর দাঁত a 
tusk. হািতর শঁুD a trunk. 

হািতয়ার [ hātiẏāra ] n a hand-weapon or handtool; a weapon; a tool. ̃বn a. carrying arms on one's 
person, armed. 

হািতশাল [ hātiśāla ] n a stable for housing elephants. 

হািতশুঁD [ hātiśun̐ḍ◌় ] n artichoke. 
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হাতুিD [ hātuḍ◌়i ] n a hammer. 

হাতুেD [ hātuḍ◌়ē ] a quacksalving, charlatanic. ☐ n. a quacksalver, a quack, a mountebank, a 
charlatan. হাতুেD িচিকত্সক a quack physician, a quack. ̃িগির n. quackery, mountebankery, 
mountebankism, charlatanism. 

হােত [ hātē ] adv by hand; at hand; ready to hand; on hand. হােত-কলেম adv. first hand; by direct 
practice and training. ̃খিD n. the sacrament of initiation into one's studies, first lesson in writing to 
a child; (fig.) initiation into a work; commencement of apprenticeship or the initial stage of 
learning (a trade etc.). ̃গDা a. handmade; (fig.) brought up or built (up) by oneself. ̃নােত adv. in the 
very act of doing, red-handed. হােত sগর্ পাoয়া to be blessed with an unexpected stroke of luck. হােত-
হােত adv. from hand to hand; red-handed; directly; readily, promptly (হােত-হােত িবদায়) 

হানা [ hānā ] v to drive (a weapon etc.), to strike with, to shoot (িতর হানা); to cast, to dart (দৃি  হানা); 
to flash (িবজিল হানা). ☐ n. an attack (শtrর হানা); a raid (পুিলেশর হানা). ☐ a. haunted (by an evil spirit). 
হানা েদoয়া v. to raid; to haunt. ̃দার n. a raider. ̃বািD n. a haunted house. ̃হািন n. mutual fighting, dash. 

হািন [ hāni ] n destruction; loss, damage, impair ment; a harm, an injury. হািন করা v. to destroy; to 
damage, to impair; to injure. হািন েনi (there is) no harm. ̃কর a. causing loss, destructive; damaging, 
impairing; harmful, injurious. 

হাপর [ hāpara ] n a furnace (esp. of a smith), a forge; bellows, a blower. 

হািপেতয্শ [ hāpityēśa ] n very greedy or eager expectation or longing; (erron.) regret or 
repentance. হািপেতয্শ করা v. to long for or expect very greedily or eagerly; to regret or repent. 

হাপুস1 [ hāpusa1 ] a streaming with tears (হাপুস নয়েন কাঁদা). 

হাপুস2 [ hāpusa2 ] int indicating: the sound of eating noisily. h̃পুস int. indicating; quick repetition 
of the aforesaid sound. 

হাফ [ hāpha ] a half. হাফ-আখDাi n. a kind of Bengali song-tournament. হাফ-েগরs n. a demi-rep. হাফ-
িটিকট n. a ticket (of railway, cinema, theatre etc.) issued at a concessional price to children, a 
concessional ticket. হাফ-েড n. a half holiday; work or wages for half the usual daily working 
hours, half time (also হাফ-েরাজ). 

হাব [ hāba ] n an artistic gesture or attitude or pose. ̃ভাব n. gestures and deportment; demeanour. 

হাবলা [ hābalā ] a dull-witted; idiotic. 

হাবিশ [ hābaśi ] n an Abyssinian; an African negro. 
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হাবা [ hābā ] a devoid of the power of speech, dumb; dull-witted, stupid, idiotic; boobyish. হাবা 
েলাক a lubberly lout, a booby, a clodhopper, a dolt, a num skull, an idiot (also হাবাগবা েলাক). 

হািবলদার [ hābiladāra ] n an Indian sergeant, a havildar. 

হাবুডুব ু [ hābuḍubu ] n alternately rising above and going under water (as done by a drowning 
person), fidgety struggle of a drowning person to keep above water; (fig.) struggle to escape 
something, deep engrossment or involvement (কাজ বা েদনায় হাবুডুব)ু. হাবুডুব ুখাoয়া v. to struggle with 
fidgetiness to keep afloat; (fig.) to be deeply engrossed, to be over head and ears. 

হােবিল [ hābēli ] n a building; a residential house; a row or cluster of residential houses; huts, 
lines. 

হাভাত, হাভােত [ hābhāta, hābhātē ] n one without means of procuring one's daily food; (fig.) an 
utterly indigent or wretched person. ☐ a. having no means to procure one's daily food; utterly 
indigent or wretched. 

হাম1 [ hāma1 ] n measles. 

হাম2 [ hāma2 ] pro (obs. & poet.) I. 

হামবDা, হামবD [ hāmabaḍ◌়ā, hāmabaḍ◌় ] a considering oneself the chief of all, self-important, 
self-con ceited, egotistic(al); bumptious. 

হামলা [ hāmalā ] n an attack; an assault; a raid; a riot; a row. হামলা করা v. to launch an attack or 
assault or raid (upon); to riot; to kick up a row. 

হামলােনা [ hāmalānō ] v to low loudly for the calf (as by the cow). 

হামা, হামাgিD [ hāmā, hāmāguḍ◌়i ] n movement on all fours, crawling. হামা টানা, হামাgিD েদoয়া v. to 
move on all fours, to crawl. 

হামান [ hāmāna ] n an iron mortar. ̃িদsা n. mortar and pestle made of iron. 

হামাম [ hāmāma ] n a bathing establishment, a Turkish bath, a hammam. 

হােমশা [ hāmēśā ] adv always; often. 

হাmা [ hāmbā ] int. & n the noise made by cows, low. 

হািmর [ hāmbira ] n an Indian musical mode. 
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হায় [ hāẏa ] int.. expressing: regret, remorse, etc.; alas, ah. v to utter repeatedly exclamations of 
regret, remorse etc.; (cp.) to beat the breast. হায় ের কপাল alack-a-day, alack. 

হায়ন [ hāẏana ] n a calendar year, a year; an era. 

হায়া [ hāẏā ] n bashfulness; modesty. 

হার1 [ hāra1 ] n defeat. ̃িজত n. defeat and victory. হার মানা, হার sীকার করা v. to ac knowledge defeat. 

হার2 [ hāra2 ] n a necklace; a wreath; a string; (math.) division; (loos.) rate or proportion. পিরবতর্হার 
n. the rate of exchange. হাের adv. at the rate of. শতকরা হার rate per hundred, percentage. 

হারকাত [ hārakāta ] n (in a game) the defeated team. 

হারেমািনয়ম [ hāramōniẏama ] n a harmonium. 

হারা [ hārā ] v to be defeated; to lose (as in a game). ☐ a. (in comp.) having lost, deprived of, 
bereft of (গৃহহারা, sখহারা), bereaved of, -less (মাতৃহারা = motherless). 

হারােনা [ hārānō ] v to defeat, to vanquish; to lose, to miss (টাকা হারােনা, sেযাগ হারােনা); to be lost or 
missing. ☐ a. lost, missing. ̃pািp n. what has been lost and what has been found, lost and found. 
হারােনা সtূ a. missing link or clue. 

হারাম [ hārāma ] a any unholy or forbidden thing or creature according to Muslim scriptures; a 
boar, a swine. ̃জাদা, ̃জাদ n. (abusively) a pig, a swine, a scoundrel. fem. হারামজািদ । 

হারাহাির [ hārāhāri ] a proportionate; average; prorata. 

হাির [ hāri ] n defeat, vanquishment. 

হািরেকন [ hārikēna ] n a hurricane lantern. 

-হারী [ -hārī ] a (used as a sfx.) taking away, robbing; fascinating. 

হােরম [ hārēma ] n a harem. 

হািদর্ক [ hārdika ] a relating to the heart; cordial; tender, affectionate. 

হাল1 [ hāla1 ] n a helm, a rudder. হাল ধরা v. to steer. 
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হাল2 [ hāla2 ] n a plough; a metal hoop, a tire. হাল চালােনা, হাল েদoয়া v. to plough, to till. 

হাল3 [ hāla3 ] n condition, state; circumstances. ☐ a. present, current; modern. ̃খাতা see খাতা । ̃চাল 
n. condition and symptoms; trend; attitude and gestures; character and conduct. হাল েছেD েদoয়া to 
give up, to resign or surrender in despair. হাল ধরা to steer, to be at the helm of, to take the 
leadership. ̃িফল adv. recently, lately, of late. রাজার হাল right royal condition; extremely happy state. 

হালকা [ hālakā ] a not heavy, light (হালকা ধাতু = light metal); of short weight; easily digested (হালকা 
খাবার = light meal); easy; mild; gently blowing (হালকা হাoয়া); unimportant, negligible, frivolous 
(হালকা বয্াপার); airy (হালকা কথা); care free (হালকা মন); light (in all the fore going senses). হালকা করা v. 
to lighten; to reduce the amount of (কাজ হালকা করা); to disburden, to relieve (মন হালকা করা). 
হালকাভােব gহণ করা to take or treat lightly. 

হালাক [ hālāka ] a harassed or fatigued. 

হালাল [ hālāla ] a holy or permissible according to Mohammedan scriptures. ☐ n. the system of 
killing a beast by cutting its clavicle, as prescribed by Mohammedan scriptures. 

হািল1 [ hāli1 ] n a ploughman. 

হািল2 [ hāli2 ] n a helmsman, a steersman. 

হালুiকর [ hāluikara ] n one who makes sweetmeats, a confectioner. 

হালুম [ hāluma ] int indicating: (facet.) the roar of a tiger. 

হালুয়া [ hāluẏā ] n a kind of porridge made by frying cornflour and then boiling it with sugar. 

হািশয়া [ hāśiẏā ] n the embroidered border of a woolen wrapper, shawl etc. 

হাস [ hāsa ] n a laugh; a smile. 

হাসnহানা, হাসেনাহানা [ hāsanuhānā, hāsanōhānā ] n a species of very sweet-scented white flower 
that blooms in the evening, the night jasmine, Cestrum noeturnum. 

হাসপাতাল [ hāsapātāla ] n a hospital. 

হাসা [ hāsā ] v to laugh; to smile; (fig.) to be illuminated, to brighten up (চndেলােক নগরী হাসেছ); to 
taunt, to ridicule, to deride (েলাক হাসেছ). হাসােনা v. to make one laugh or smile; to cause to ridicule 
or deride; to be an object or butt of ridicule or derision (েলাক হাসােনা). হাসাহািস করা v. to laugh over; 
to ridicule or de ride; to continue to laugh; to upset the calmness of; to laugh together derisively. 
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েহেস uDােনা, েহেস uিDেয় েদoয়া v. to laugh away, to laugh, to scorn. েহেস েখেল adv. in an easy manner, 
in a happy-go-lucky manner; playfully. েহেস েহেস adv. smilingly. 

হািস [ hāsi ] n a laugh; laughter; a smile; ridicule or derison; (fig.) brightness (চাঁেদর হািস). হািস 
পাoয়া v. to feel inclined to smile; to feel inclined to smile a derisive smile, to feel inclined to 
laugh in one's sleeves. হািসর পাt an object or butt of ridicule or derision, a laughing-stock. হািসর 
বয্াপার a ridiculous or ludicrous affair. ̃কাnা n. smiles and tears; tearful smiles; tears of joy; joy and 
sorrow mixed together; alternate joy and sorrow. ̃খুিশ n. gaiety, liveliness, jollity, vivacity. ☐ a. 
gay, lively, jolly, cheerful, vivacious. ̃ঠাTা, ̃তামাশা n. banter, badinage. হািসঠাTা করা, হািসতামাশা করা v. 
to enjoy a light and lively chat; to poke fun at, to make fun of, to pull one's leg. ̃মুখ n. a smiling 
face. ̃মুেখ adv. with a smiling face; happily, gladly; ungrudgingly; willingly. হািসর েখারাক an object 
of ridicule, a laughing stock. হািসর গl n. a funny tale, a comic story, a humorous story. ̃হািস a. 
smiling; bright; charming; pleasant. 

হািসনী [ hāsinī ] a. fem (used as a sfx.) smiling or laughing (মধুরহািসনী). 

হািসল [ hāsila ] a performed, accomplished; fulfilled, realized. হািসল করা v. to perform, to 
accomplish; to have something fulfilled; to contrive, to realize. 

হাs [ hāsya ] n a laugh; laughter; a smile. ̃কর, ̃জনক a. laughable, ridiculous; ludicrous, comical; 
farcial; humorous. ̃েকৗতুক, ̃পিরহাস n. wit and fun; pleasantry; buffoonery; banter, badinage; 
humour. ̃ময় a. smiling; pleasant; happy. fem. ̃ময়ী । ̃মুখ same as হািসমুখ । ̃রিঞ্জত a. brightened with 
smile, beaming. ̃রস n. (rhet.) the sentiment of mirth, the comic. ̃রসাtক a. comical; 
humorous. ̃রসাtক নাটক a farce; a comedy. ̃রসািভেনতা n. a comic actor, a comique. ̃রিসক a. witty; 
jocose; humorous. ☐ n. a witty or jocose person, a wit; a buffoon; a writer of comic stories, 
plays etc.; a humorist; a comic actor or singer, a comique. হাsসংবরণ করা v. to suppress or check 
laughter; to restrain the impulse to laugh. হাsাsদ same as হািসর পাt (see হািস). হােsাjjল a. 
brightened with smile, lit up with smile. হােsাdীপক, হােsােdককর same as হাsকর । 

হা-হেতািs [ hā-hatōsmi ] int alas, I am undone! alas, I am lost! 

হাহা [ hāhā ] int indicating: the noise of loud lamentation, grief, affliction etc.; emptiness, 
vacuity; desolation; the noise of guffaw. হাহা করা v. to lament or grieve or wail loudly; to be 
empty or desolate; to guffaw. হাহা কের oঠা v. to burst into loud lamentation or wailing or into a 
guffaw. ̃কার n. loud lamentation or wailing. ̃কার করা v. to lament or be wail loudly. 

হা-hতাশ [ hā-hutāśa ] n profound regret or repentance. হা-hতাশ করা v. to regret or repent deeply. 

িহং, িহঙ [ hi, ṃhiṅa ] n asafoetida. 

িহং-িটং-ছট্ [ hi-ṇṭi-ñchaṭ ] n (sarcas.) meaningless gibberish resembling Sanskrit words in sound. 
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িহংসক [ hiṃsaka ] a given to killing or harming others; malevolent; malicious, spiteful; envious, 
jealous. 

িহংসন, িহংসা [ hiṃsana, hiṃsā ] n killing, slaughter; malice; spite, malevolence; (loos.) envy, 
jealousy. িহংসনীয় a. that which is to be or ought to be killed; that which is to be or ought to be 
envied, enviable. িহংসা করা v. to kill, to slay; to harm; to malice; to envy, to be jealous of. িহংসাtক 
a. killing, slaying; malicious, spiteful, malevolent; envious. িহংসাপরায়ণ same as িহংসক । 

িহংিসত [ hiṃsita ] a killed, slain; harmed; maliced; (loos.) envied. 

িহংsক, িহংsেট [ hiṃsuka, hiṃsuṭē ] a envious, jealous; spiteful, malicious. 

িহংs, িহংsক [ hiṃsra, hiṃsraka ] a cruel, ferocious; killing others; murderous. িহংs পশু a 
ferocious animal; a beast of prey. িহংsতা n. cruelty, ferocity, act of killing others. 

িহঁচDােনা [ hin ̐caḍ◌়ānō ] v to drag or graze forcefully; to trail along forcefully. 

িহকমত [ hikamata ] n power; might, strength; ability; efficiency. 

িহkা [ hikkā ] n a hiccup. িহkা েতালা v. to hiccup. 

িহঙু্গল, িহঙু্গিল [ hiṅgula, hiṅguli ] n the red sulphide or mercury, cinnabar; vermilion. 

িহজির, িহজরা [ hijari, hijarā ] n the Mohammedan era counted from 622 A.D., hegira, hejira, 
hijra. 

িহজল [ hijala ] n a kind of tree, the Indian oak, the Barringtonia acutangula. 

িহজিল-বাদাম [ hijali-bādāma ] n cashew-nut. 

িহিজিবিজ [ hijibiji ] n an illegible and worthless or meaningless writing or drawing, a scribble, a 
scrawl. ☐ a. illegible and worthless or meaningless. িহিজিবিজ আঁকা v. to scrawl. িহিজিবিজ েলখা v. to 
scribble, to scrawl. 

িহD িহD [ hiḍ◌় hiḍ◌় ] int indicating: rapid and violent dragging along or falling down; the noise 
of such dragging or falling. 

িহিDক [ hiḍ◌়ika ] n passing popular excitement or trend (িবটেলপনার িহিDক); mad rush (েদশ মেণর 
িহিDক); a great pressure (কােজর িহিDক). 
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িহত [ hita ] n good, benefit; well-being, weal, welfare. ☐ a. good, beneficial, salutary, 
wholesome. িহেত িবপরীত an attempt to do good resulting in a great harm. িহত করা same as িহতসাধন 
করা ̃কথা same as িহেতাপেদশ । ̃কর a. same as িহত (a.). fem. িহতকরী । ̃কামনা n. well-wishing. িহতকামনা করা 
v. to wish one good. ̃কামী a. well-wishing. ̃কারী a. same as িহত (a.). ☐ n. a benefactor. fem. ̃কািরণী 
। ̃বাদী a. telling beneficial or salutary words; giving beneficial ad vice or good counsel. fem. ̃বািদনী 
। ̃সাধন করা v. to do good to; to benefit; to promote the well-being of. িহতাকাঙ্খা same as িহতকামনা । 
িহতাকাঙ্খী, িহতাথর্ী same as িহতকামী । fem. িহতাকািঙ্খণী । িহতািথর্নী । িহতািহত n. good and evil; right and 
wrong. িহতািহতjান n. knowledge of ascertaining or differentiating good and evil or right and 
wrong. িহতািহত িবেবচনা করা v. to discriminate between good and evil or right and wrong. িহৈতষণা n. 
desire or disposition to do good (to); benevolence. িহৈতষী a. desirous of doing or disposed to do 
good (to.); benevolent. fem. িহৈতিষণী । িহেতাপেদশ n. salutary or beneficial or good advice or 
teaching. িহেতাপেদশক a. giving salutary or beneficial or good advice or teaching; didactic. 
িহেতাপেদ া n. & a. one who gives salutary or beneficial or good advice or teaching. 

িহিn [ hindi ] n the Hindi language; Hindi. 

িহnd [ hindu ] n a Hindu; Hindus (also িহnd জািত); Hinduism (also িহnd ধমর্) ☐ a. of Hindu ism or 
Hindus, Hindu. ̃ধমর্াবলmী a. Hindu. ̃য়ািন n. (usu. sarcas.) practices and rites and sacraments of 
Hinduism. ̃সমাজ n. the Hindu community or society. 

িহnd হান [ hindushāna ] n Hindusthan, Hindosthan, In dia. িহnd হািন a. Indian; inhabiting Upper or 
Central India; of Hindusthan. ☐ n. the mixed dialect of Upper India, Hindusthani; an inhabitant 
of upper or central India. 

িহেnাল [ hindōla ] n swinging; a swing; the festival of ঝুলন or swinging; an Indian musical mode. 

িহবানামা [ hibānāmā ] n (Mus.) a deed of gift. 

িহbr [ hibru ] n the Hebrew race, Hebrews; a He brew (fem. Hebrewess), a Jew (fem. Jewess); the 
Hebrew language, Hebrew. 

িহম [ hima ] n winter; snow; frost; dew; coldness, the cold; chill. ☐ a. cold; cool. িহম পDেছ v. dew 
is collecting. ̃ঋত ু n. win ter, (cp.) cold weather. ̃িগির n. the Himalayas. ঘ̃র n. a cold store; cold 
storage. ̃ঝঞ্ঝা n. a hail-storm; a blizzard. ̃িনবারণ করা v. to ward off or prevent cold. ̃বাহ n. a 
glacier. ̃মন্ডল n. (geog.) either of the frigid zones, a frigid zone. ̃িম  n. freezing mixture. ̃েরখা n. the 
snow-line. ̃িশলা n. hail stone; an iceberg. ̃শীতল a. frigid; icy; ice-cold. ̃ৈশল n. an iceberg. ̃সংহনন n. 
glaciation. ̃সাগর n. a superior quality of mango; a kind of brain cooling medicinal oil. িহমাংশু n. the 
moon. িহমাগম n. advent of the cold season or of winter. িহমাঙ্ক n. freezing point. িহমাঙ্গ n. a body 
bereft of blood-heat (that is, in a state of collapse); a frozen body; a lifeless body. ☐ a. having 
any one of the aforesaid bodies. িহমাচল, িহমািd n. the Himalayas. িহমািন n. a collection or mass of 
snow or hoar frost; snow-ice; (loos.) ice. িহমায়ক n. a refrigerator. িহমায়ন n. refrigeration. িহমািয়ত a. 
refrigerated. িহমািয়ত করা v. to refrigerate. িহমালয় n. the Himalayas. িহেমল a. cold; very cold. 
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িহmত [ himmata ] n power, might; valour; courage; spiritedness, spirit. 

িহমিশম [ himaśima ] n extreme exhaustion or fatigue; trouble; bewilderment. িহমিশম খাoয়া v. to be 
almost fainting with exhaustion or fatigue or harassment; to cower in fear etc.; to be in deep 
waters or great difficulties. 

িহরণ [ hiraṇa ] n gold. ̃বরণ a. golden coloured. 

িহরnয় [ hiranmaẏa ] a made of gold; golden-coloured; golden. 

িহরণয্ [ hiraṇya ] n gold. ̃গভর্ a. full of gold, auriferous. ☐ n. Brahma (bhা). 

িহরাকস [ hirākasa ] n iron sulphate, green vitriol; copperas. 

িহেl [ hillē ] n (discovery of) a means or method to work out or solve (aেঙ্কর িহেl); (discovery of) 
a remedy (েরােগর িহেl); disposal (কােজর িহেl); arrangement (েমেয়র িবেয়র িহেl); provision (ভিবষয্েতর 
িহেl); providing with an employment (েবকােরর িহেl); settlement (িববােদর িহেl); trace (চুিরর িহেl). 

িহেlাল [ hillōla ] n a wave; a swing; a wavy or swinging motion. 

িহি হs [ hishis ] int indicating: repeated or continued hissing or fizzing sound. িহি হs করা v. to 
hiss, to fizz. 

িহিsিরয়া [ hisṭiriẏā ] n hysteria. ̃gs a. hysteric, hysterical. 

িহিহ [ hihi ] int indicating: violent shivering in cold; giggling noise. িহিহ কের কাঁপা v. to shiver in 
cold. িহিহ কের হাসা v. to giggle. 

হীন [ hīna ] a devoid of; divested or deprived of; destitute of; lacking, bereaved of; -less (পাপ হীন 
= sinless); base, mean; vile, hateful; lowly, depressed; inferior; lower (পদমযর্াদায় হীন); lowered, 
degraded; humiliated; humble; undignified; poor, indigent (হীন aব হা); miserable; decreased or 
diminished; dull, dim. হীন করা v. to debase; to lower, to degrade; to humiliate; to make poor or 
indigent. ̃কমর্া a. doing vile or hateful deeds; employed in a lowly or base work. ̃চিরt a. depraved; 
mean-natured. ̃েচতা a. mean-minded. ̃জnা a. low-born. ̃জািত a. belonging to a lowly or depressed or 
vile caste or race. ̃তা n. privation, absence; lack; meanness; vileness, hatefulness; low state, 
depression; inferiority; humiliation; humility; indignity; poverty; misery; shortage. হীনতাবয্ঞ্জক a. 
indicating meanness; disgraceful; undignified. ̃pকৃিত; a. mean-natured, of an ignoble character; 
small-minded. ̃pভ a. lack lustre; dim. ̃বল a. weak; feeble; weakened, enfeebled. ̃বুিd a. having evil 
or vile thoughts. ̃বৃিt n. a vile or lowly occupation or calling. ☐ a. employed in a vile or lowly 
occupation. ̃মিত, ̃মনা a. mean-minded; suffering from inferiority complex. ̃মnতা ̃মানস n. inferiority 
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complex. ̃যান n. one of the two Buddhist sects. হীনাব হ a. poor, indigent; low-lived; in a miserable 
state. হীনাব হা n. poverty, indigence; a low life; a miserable or wretched state. 

হীরক, হীরা [ hīraka, hīrā ] n diamond. কাচ-কাটা হীরা a glass cutter. হীরার খিন diamond ore, a diamond 
mine. হীরার ধার (fig.) great sharpness or keenness or acuteness of mind, intelligence etc. পিDেল 
েভDার শৃেঙ্গ ভােঙ হীরার ধার keenness of mind is dulled in the company of fools. হীরকচূণর্ n. diamond-
dust, diamond-powder. হীরকজয়nী n. diamond-jubilee; diamond anniversary. 

হীরামন [ hīrāmana ] n (folk-tales) a traditional name of a talking popinjay. 

hiল [ huila ] n a wheel; a fishing-rod having a wheel fixed to it for ravelling thread in and out. 

hঁ [ hu ] int indicating: acknowledgment, acceptance, assent, consent, willingness, doubt etc.; yes, 
hmm. 

hঁশ [ hum̐śa ] n consciousness; sensibility; sensation; feeling or perception; good sense; 
cautiousness, caution. hঁশ হoয়া v. to regain consciousness or sensibility or sensation or power of 
feeling or perception; to come to one's senses; to become cautious. hঁিশয়ার a. cautious, 
circumspect, on the alert. hঁিশয়াির n. caution; cautioning; cautiousness. 

hক [ huka ] n a hook. ̃কৃিম n. a hook-worm, ankylostoma. 

hকমত, hkমত [ hukamata, hukumata ] n authority; rule; government. 

h◌ুkম [ huukuma ] n an order; a command; an injunction; permission. hkম করা v. to order; to 
command; to enjoin. hkম জাির করা v. to issue an order or command or in junction. hkম তািমল করা বা 
পালন করা v. to carry out or execute an order, to comply with an order. hkম েদoয়া v. to give an 
order; to command; to issue an injunction; to give permission, to permit. েযা hkম see েযা2 । ̃দার int. 
(in the army & police) who comes there; a call of challenge by a sentry. ̃নামা n. a written order, a 
writ of command; a warrant; a permit. ̃বরদার n. person who carries out order. 

hঙ্কার [ huṅkāra ] n a roar; a menacing shout or cry. hঙ্কার ছাDা, hঙ্কার েদoয়া, (poet.) hঙ্কারা v. to roar; to 
utter a menacing shout or cry. 

hজুগ, hজুক [ hujuga, hujuka ] n a passing popular excitement or trend; a fashion esp. a passing 
one; a rumour. hজুগ ছDােনা v. to spread a rumour. hজুগ েতালা v. to raise a rumour. hজুেগ মাতা v. to 
participate (or involve oneself) madly in a passing popular excitement or trend. hজুেগ a. given to 
participating madly in a passing popular excitement or trend; given to accepting madly a passing 
fashion; given to indulging in rumours. 
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hজুর [ hujura ] n a term for addressing a prince, a judge, a master etc.; Your Majesty, Your 
Highness, Your honour, My Lord, Your Excellency, Your Reverence, Sir etc.; a master, an 
honoured person; the presence of a prince, judge, master etc. (hজুের হািজর). 

hjত [ hujjata ] n altercation; a dispute; a hubbub, a row; a trouble, a quarrel. hjত বাধােনা v. to 
raise a dispute; to create a row or trouble. hjিত a. given to create a row; troublesome; rowdyish; 
quarrelsome. 

hট কের [ huṭa karē ] adv rashly or abruptly; hastily. 

hটপাট, hেটাপািট [ huṭapāṭa, huṭōpāṭi ] n noisy playing or frisking in sport. hটপাট করা v. to play or 
gambol noisily. 

hD [ huḍ◌় ] n a crowd; disorderly crowding and mutual shoving. hD করা v. to crowd and shove 
one another in a disorderly manner. 

hDকা1, hDেকা2 [ huḍ◌়kā1, huḍ◌়kō2 ] a. fem afraid of cohabiting with one's husband; shunning 
one's husband's company. 

hDকা2, hDেকা2 [ huḍ◌়kā2, huḍ◌়kō2 ] n a latch, a bolt. hDেকা আঁটা, hDেকা েদoয়া v. to latch, to bolt. 

hDমুD [ huḍ◌়muḍ◌় ] int indicating: movement in a crowd shoving one another; sudden 
crumbling down of a large and heavy object. hDমুD কের েভেঙ পDা v. to crumble down noisily, to 
fall with a crash. 

hDমু [ huḍ◌়uma ] int indicating: disorderly or sudden or noisy movement. ̃দাDমু int. indicating: 
repeated disorderly or noisy movement. 

hতাশ1 [ hutāśa1 ] n an expression of dejection. worry, dismay etc. hতােশ adv. through fright or 
dismay. 

hতাশ2, hতাশন [ hutāśa2, hutāśana ] n fire; the firegod; sacrificial fire. 

hেdা [ huddō ] n jurisdiction; precincts (of a building.) 

hনির, hnির [ hunari, hunuri ] n one skilled in handicrafts. ☐ a. relating to handicrafts. 

hিন্ড [ hunḍi ] n a bill of exchange; a bank-draft; a note of hand. hিন্ড টাকা, hিন্ড েদoয়া v. to issue a 
bill of exchange. hিন্ড ভাঙােনা v. to cash a bill of exchange. ̃gাহক n. a drawer. ̃েpরক n. a drawee. 
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hp [ hup ] int indicating: the whooping cry of the monkey; the noise of sudden leaping; 
suddenness. hপ কের suddenly (and rashly). 

hিপং কািশ [ hupi ṅkāśi ] n whooping cough. 

hবh [ hubahu ] a identical; exactly similar. ☐ adv. exactly. 

hমিক [ humaki ] n a threat; intimidation. hমিক েদoয়া v. to give a threatening, to threaten, to 
intimidate, to utter a threat. 

hমিD [ humaḍ◌়i ] n coming near to falling prone whilst walking or whilst attempting eagerly to 
approach somebody or get something; stumbling. hমিD খাoয়া v. to come near to falling prone 
whilst walking or whilst attempting eagerly to approach somebody or get something; to stumble. 

hরের [ hurarē ] int indicating a loud joyous clamour or shout. 

hির [ huri ] n a fairy. 

hল [ hula ] n an antenna, a sting. hল েফাটােনা, hল েবঁধােনা v. to sting. 

hল হূল [ hulashūla ] n a tumultuous confusion, a great hubbub or commotion, a turmoil. hল হলূ 
বয্াপার a tumultuous affair. 

hলাhিল [ hulāhuli ] n a commotion, a tumult; a sound made by Hindu women by moving their 
tongues within their mouths on festive occasions. 

hিলয়া [ huliẏā ] n a police circular containing the description of personal features of an 
absconding criminal and asking the public to help in his apprehension. 

hেলা, hেলা েবDাল [ hulō, hulō bēḍ◌়āla ] n a tomcat. 

hেlাD [ hullōḍ◌় ] n a hubbub or tumult raised by a crowd; revelry. 

hs [ hus ] int indicating: the noise of quick movement or emission. hs-hs int. indicating: 
repeated hs noise. 

hh [ huhu ] int indicating: the noise made by a strong wind or by a powerful flame of fire; the 
state of affliction, dejection etc. (মন hh করা). 
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hত [ hṛta ] a robbed, looted, plundered; stolen. স̃বর্s a. robbed of everything, robbed of all one's 
possession; utterly ruined. hতািধকার a. deprived of one's right or possession or office or privilege, 
dispossessed; ousted; dismissed, cashiered. 

hত্ [ hṛt ] n the heart. ̃কnর n. the inmost part of the heart, the bottom of one's heart, the 
bosom. ̃কমল same as hিদপd । ̃কs, ̃কmন n. throbbing of the heart esp. in fear, palpitation; 
heartbeat. ̃িপন্ড n. the heart. ̃শূল n. anginapectoris; (pop.) heartache. ̃snন n. heartbeat. 

hদয় [ hṛdaẏa ] n the heart; the mind; the bosom. ̃gাহী a. captivating the heart, very pleasant or 
charming. hদয়ংগম করা v. to feel deeply; to understand or grasp, to realize. ̃জ a. born of or 
originating from the heart. ̃তntী n. the heartstring. ̃dবকর a. melting the heart; pathetic, touching. ̃পট 
n. the heart conceived as a piece of canvas for painting. ̃বlভ n. a husband; a lover; a sweet-heart 
fem. ̃বlভা a. wife. ̃বান a. large-hearted, magnanimous; sympathetic; hearty. ̃িবদারক, ̃িবদারী, ̃েভদী a. 
heart-rending; heart-breaking, pathetic; cutting to the quick. ̃েবদনা, ̃বয্থা n. heartache, grief, 
affliction; heart-burning, secret grudging. ̃মিnর n. the heart conceived as a shrine; the sacred and 
secret abode of the heart. ̃sশর্ী a. touching or moving the heart; very appealing or pathetic. ̃হীন a. 
heartless, extremely unfeeling; merciless. ̃হীনতা n. heartlessness. hদয়াকাশ n. the heart conceived as 
the sky, the expanse of the heart. hদয়ােবগ n. emotion; excitement; outburst of emotion. hদয়াসন n. 
the heart conceived as a seat. hদেয়শ hদেয়শব্র n. the lord or master of one's heart; a lover; a 
husband. n. fem. hদেয়শব্রী the mistress or lady of one's heart; a wife. hদেয়াচ্ছব্াস n. a great outburst of 
emotion, unrestrained outpouring of thought and feeling. 

hেdাগ [ hṛdrōga ] n heart disease, cardiac complain, cardiac arrest; (cp.) coronary thrombosis. 

hদগত [ hṛdagata ] a lying in the inmost recesses of one's heart. 

hদয্ [ hṛdya ] a captivating the heart, pleasant; dear to the heart; cordial; sincere, hearty; loving, 
amicable. ̃তা n. pleasantness; cordiality; sincerity, heartiness; love; amicability. 

hিষেকশ [ hṛṣikēśa ] n Vishnu (িব ু); Narayana (নারায়ণ); Krishna (কৃ ). 

h  [ hṛṣṭa ] v delighted, gladdened; glad, cheerful, joyful, happy; pleased. ̃িচেt adv. with a happy 
mind; gladly, cheerfully, joyfully, happily. ̃পু  a. cheerful and burly, buxom, happy and plump. 

েহi [ hēi ] int (pop.) indicating: earnest solicitation or appeal. 

েহiঁেয়া [ hēm ̐iẏō ] int a call to exertion as in heaving, (cp.) heave ho. 

েহঁচকা, hাঁচকা [ hēn ̐cakā, hyān̐cakā ] n a sudden tug or pull. ☐ a. sudden and forceful. 
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েহঁিজেপঁিজ [ hēn̐jipēn̐ji ] a most ordinary, of no importance, negligible. েহঁিজেপঁিজ েলাক a man in the 
street; (cp.) the rabble. 

েহঁট [ hēn̐ṭa ] a bent down, bowing down (েহঁটমুন্ড), bending down one's head, stooping (েহঁট হেয় 
pণাম). ☐ n. the underneath, bottom (েহঁেট কাটা). লjায় মাথা েহঁট করা to hang one's head from shame. 

েহঁেD [ hēn̐ḍ◌়ē ] a large and flat like an urn (েহঁেD মুখ); deep and harsh, croaking (েহঁেD গলা). 

েহঁতাল [ hēn ̐tāla ] n a tree akin to the palm. েহঁতােলর লািঠ a stick made of the timber of the aforesaid 
tree. 

েহঁয়ািল [ hēm̐ẏāli ] n a riddle, an enigma, a puzzle. 

েহঁেশল [ hēm̐śēla ] n a kitchen-room of a residential building, a kitchen. 

েহড [ hēḍa ] n the head; intelligence, understanding. ☐ a. (in. comp.) chief, head. ̃kাকর্, ̃বাবু n. a 
head clerk. ̃মাsার n. a headmaster. 

েহত ু[ hētu ] n reason, cause; origin; the final cause; purpose; (log.) the argument for deduction; 
one of the five members of a syllogism in Indian logic. ei েহতু because of this, by this reason; by 
virtue of this; on account of this; for this purpose. ̃বাদ n. act of showing cause; mention of the 
cause; argument, reasoning; the preamble of a law. ̃িবদয্া n. (phil.) teleology. 

েহtাভাস [ hētbābhāsa ] n a fallacy. 

েহথা, েহথায় [ hēthā, hēthāẏa ] adv (poet.) here. 

েহদােনা [ hēdānō ] v (sl.) to become extremely distressed for being separated from one's lover or 
from an object very much longed for, to desiderate. 

েহেদ [ hēdē ] int (obs.) used in addressing, O. 

েহন [ hēna ] a such, such like, like. 

েহনsা, েহন হা [ hēnastā, hēnashā ] n slight, neglect; (coll.) distress; (coll.) harassment. 

েহনা [ hēnā ] n a very sweet-scented flower or its plant, the henna. 

েহপা [ hēpā ] n a troublesome burden or charge. েহপা েপাহােনা, েহপা সামলােনা v. to bear a troublesome 
burden or execute a troublesome charge, (cp.) to bear the brunt of. 
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েহপাজত, েহফাজত [ hēpājata, hēphājata ] n custody, charge, care. েহপাজেত েদoয়া v. to commit to 
the cus tody or charge or care of. 

েহম [ hēma ] n gold ☐ a. (in. comp.) made of gold; golden. ̃কািn a. having golden lustre or 
complexion. 

েহমn [ hēmanta ] n the season occurring between autumn and winter comprising the months of 
Kartik (কািতর্ক) and Agrahayana (agহায়ন). 

েহমাঙ্গ [ hēmāṅga ] a having a golden complexion; having a body made of gold. fem. েহমাঙ্গী, 
েহমািঙ্গনী । 

েহমাভ [ hēmābha ] a having a golden glow or radiance. 

েহয় [ hēẏa ] a fit to be cast off; contemptible; despicable; slighted; base, vile; hateful; abject. ̃jান 
n. contempt, slight; neglect. ̃jান করা v. to regard as contemptible, to slight; to neglect; to be little, 
to take a dim view of. 

েহরেফর [ hēraphēra ] n alteration or modification esp. to a slight degree; (slight) difference; 
(accts.) manipulation (as in a balance sheet). েহরেফর করা v. to alter or modify or differentiate (esp. 
slightly); (accts.) to manipulate. 

েহরা [ hērā ] v (poet.) to behold, to see. 

েহলা1 [ hēlā1 ] v to slant, to lean or incline to. ☐ a. slanting; leaning or inclining to. েহেলdেল adv. 
swingingly sideways, swingingly, in waddling fashion. 

েহলা2 [ hēlā2 ] n contempt, slight; disdain; neglect; ease. েহলা করা v. to treat with contempt, to 
slight; to despise; to neglect. েহলায় adv. with ease, without effort; through negligence or 
carelessness (েহলায় হারােনা). 

েহলান [ hēlāna ] n slanting, slant; leaning (েদoয়ােল েহলান িদেয় বসা). 

েহলােনা [ hēlānō ] v to cause to slant or to lean or incline to. ☐ a. slanting, leaning or inclining 
to. 

েহলােফলা [ hēlāphēlā ] n utter contempt or slight or disrespect or neglect. েহলােফলা করা v. to slight 
or disrespect or neglect utterly. েহলােফলা কের adv. without any effort; negligently. 

েহেল1 [ hēlē1 ] a one who ploughs; used in ploughing (েহেল বলদ). ☐ n. a ploughman; a bullock for 
the plough. 
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েহেল2 [ hēlē2 ] n a species of small non-venomous snake. 

েহেলঞ্চা [ hēlēñcā ] n a kind of water-cress, Hingtsha repens. 

েহsেনs [ hēstanēsta ] n finalization; final settlement. েহsেনs করা v. to finalize; to settle finally; to 
see through. 

ৈহম1 [ haima1 ] a relating to the cold season or winter; cold; wintry. 

ৈহম2 [ haima2 ] a made of gold, golden; gold-coloured, aureated, golden; pertaining to gold, 
auric. 

ৈহমn, ৈহমিnক [ haimanta, haimantika ] a of the েহমn season. fem. ৈহমnী । 

ৈহমবত [ haimabata ] a Himalayan. ৈহমবতী n. Goddess Durga (dগর্া). 

েহা [ hō ] int ho, O; oh, ah. 

েহাঁচট [ hōn̐caṭa ] n a stumble. েহাঁচট খাoয়া v. to stumble; to stumble over something. 

েহাঁতকা [ hōn ̐takā ] a (dero.) corpulent; corpulent and dull-witted. 

েহাঁদল [ hōn̐dala ] a corpulent. েহাঁদল-kতkত n. a cor pulent and dark-complexioned man. 

েহােটল [ hōṭēla ] n a hotel; an inn; (loos.) an eating house. ̃oয়ালা n. a hotel-keeper, a hotelier; an 
inn-keeper; (loos.) the owner or manager of an eating-house. fem. েহােটলoয়ািল । 

েহাতা [ hōtā ] n a performer or a priest of a religious sacrifice. 

েহাt [ hōtra ] n an oblation, a sacrifice. েহাtী fem. of েহাতা । েহাtীয় a. relating to a religious 
sacrifice; sacrificial. 

েহাথা, েহাথায় [ hōthā, hōthāẏa ] adv (poet.) there. 

েহাম [ hōma ] n an oblation of fire into which ghee is poured. ̃kন্ড n. a pit for making a sacrificial 
fire. ̃েধn n. a cow whose milk is used in religious sacrifices. ̃ভs n. the residual ashes of a 
sacrificial fire. 

েহামরা-েচামরা [ hōmarā-cōmarā ] a (sarcas.) prominent and influential and well-to-do, of high 
status or established social position. েহামরা-েচামরা েলাক a big gun. 
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েহামািg, েহামানল [ hōmāgni, hōmānala ] n a sacrificial fire. 

েহািমেয়াপয্ািথ [ hōmiẏōpyāthi ] n homoeopathy. 

েহারা [ hōrā ] n (astrol.) an hour. ̃িবjান n. astrology. 

েহািল [ hōli ] n the Hindu feast of commemorating the throwing of red powder at one another by 
Krishna (কৃ ) and the milk maids enamoured of him; the Hindu spring festival of spraying 
coloured water; the holi. 

েহােহা [ hōhō ] int. & n the noise of a very loud laughter. েহােহা কের oঠা বা হাসা v. to burst into a 
very loud laughter, to guffaw. 

েহৗজ [ hauja ] n a large cistern or water reservoir. 

hাংলা [ hyāṃlā ] a repulsively greedy esp. of food. ̃পনা, ̃িম n. repulsive greediness esp. of food. 

hাট [ hyāṭa ] n a hat. ̃ধারী a. wearing a hat, hatted. 

hান্ডেনাট [ hyānḍanōṭa ] n a handwritten document of obligation to repay a loan, an IOU. 
hান্ডেনাট কাটা v. to write out or issue an IOU. 

hাপা [ hyāpā ] n a troublesome burden or charge. hাপা সামলােনা v. to bear a troublesome burden or 
execute a troublesome charge, to bear the brunt of. 

hদ [ hrada ] n a lake; a lagoon; a large pond. ̃সংkাn a. lacustrian. 

hs [ hrasba ] a short; small; dwarfish; low; low pitched; small in amount, little; abbreviated; 
shortened; reduced; (gr.—of vowels) short. ̃দীঘর্jান n. (fig.) common sense, gumption, nous. ̃sর n. 
a short vowel. hsীকরণ n. shortening; abbreviation; reduction. 

hাস [ hrāsa ] n diminution; decrease; shortening; reduction; curtailment; waning. hাস করা v. to 
diminish; to decrease; to shorten; to reduce; to curtail. hাস পাoয়া, hাস হoয়া v. to be diminished, to 
diminish; to decrease; to be reduced or curtailed, to wane. ̃pাp a. diminished; decreased; reduced; 
abated; wanted. ̃বৃিd n. appreciation and depreciation, rise and fall (মূেলয্র hাসবৃিd); waning and 
waxing (চndকলার hাসবৃিd); aggravation and diminution (েরােগর hাসবৃিd). 

hী [ hrī ] n bashfulness, modesty. ̃মান a. modest, bashful. fem. ̃মতী । 

েhষা, েhষাধব্িন [ hrēṣā, hrēṣādhbani ] n the neighing of the horse, the neigh. 
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আর ো দেখুন 
প্রতিতেরন  চোকু ী  সোকুুলো  দেরি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

প্রতি মোরস  কোর ন্ট অ্যোরেয়োসু তেতিএে এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

চোকু ী  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

তবতসএস এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

প্রতি সপ্তোরে  চোকু ী েতিকো িোউনরলোি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

সকল তনরয়োগ ে ীক্ষো  প্রশ্ন সমোধোন এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

দেরে  দস ো তেতিএে কোরলকেন 

SSC এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

HSC এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

তবশ্বতবেযোলয় ভতিু  সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

সকল ধ রন  সোরজেন িোউনরলোি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 
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hাদ, hাদন [ hlāda, hlādana ] n delight, gladness, joy. hািদত a. delighted, gladdened; joyful. hািদনী n. 
(Vaishnav phil.) God; Radha (রাধা). 
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